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John Spear Smith, Charge d'Affaires of the United States at London, to James
Monroe, Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, October 22, 1811.

Mr. Stuart, Mr. Merrier [Morier?] & Captain Cockburn are the persons

appointed by the Prince Regent, for the purpose of reconciling the Spanish
Colonies in South America, to the Mother Country.

I have the honour [etc.].

756

Jonathan Russell, Charge d'Affaires of the United States at London, to James
Monroe, Secretary of State of the United States 2

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, January 14, 1812.

SIR : I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your two letters of

the 27th of Novr
. last.3 . . .

I shall endeavour to perform the trust committed to me relative to the

independence of the Provinces of Venezuela in a manner calculated to

accomplish the wishes of those provinces & the United States without

compromitting the pacific relations of the latter with other powers. I feel

it however to be in the existing state of things a delicate undertaking &
should I defer it until I have a more accurate knowledge of the spirit which

prevails here in relation to those Provinces I hope the delay will be approved

by the President.

I have the honour [etc.].

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XVII. John Spear Smith left in charge of legation
in Great Britain from May 7, 1811, to November 15, l8n.

2 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XVIII.
8 See above, pt. I, doc. 12, Monroe to Barlow, November 27, 1811, a copy of which also

went to the legation in London.
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757

Jonathan Russell, Charge $Affaires of the United States at London, to

Monroe, Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, February 3, 1812.

The persons appointed here as mediators between Spain & her colonit

will, I am well informed, immediately proceed to the execution of their trus
Cap*. Coburn probably leaves England this day for Lisbon with Mr. Ber
ham on board who goes thither to replace Mr. Stuart. Cap*. Coburn 2 wi
thence proceed with Mr. Stuart to join Mr. Morier. The object of th:

mission as far as I can learn is to persuade the Spanish colonies to aid. th
mother country in her present struggle and to promise them new privilege
immediately and even to flatter them with independence when this conflic
is over. Much good is not indeed sanguinely expected from this interfei
ence but it appears generally to be admitted that the efforts of old Spai
will cease the moment she is cut off from the resources of the new work
England will no doubt endeavour to draw from those provinces all the sup
plies which she possibly can for the aid of her ally during the war & to secur
for herself the monopoly of their commerce afterwards. If we go to wa
with England these projects may not be unworthy of attention as we sha
have ample means to render them abortive.

758

John Quincy Adams, United States Minister to Great Britain, to James Monroe
Secretary of State of the United States 3

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, January 22, 1816.

On- the i4th I wrote a Note to Lord Castlereagh, requesting an intervie\
with him. On the i8th I received his answer, appointing the 25th to mee
me, and apologizing for the delay, on account of his being detained in th
country. The Ratification by the President, of the Commercial Convention
was received here on the i;th and was published in the Newspapers of th<
next day, together with the speech of the Chevalier Onis, upon his receptioj
by the President. It is to be hoped that the restoration of the ordinary
Diplomatic Relations, between the United States and Spain, will be followec

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XVIII.
2 Cockburn? See above pt. vm, doc. 755.
3 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XX.
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by a more conciliatory policy on the part of the latter Power, than she has

hitherto pursued. The internal administration of Spain has given so much
disgust to the public feeling of Europe, and particularly of this Country,
that the British Cabinet itself has in some sort partaken of it. The National

Sentiment in England is likewise strong in favour of the South Americans ;

and the prevailing opinion is that their Independence would be highly

advantageous to the interests of this Country. A different and directly

opposite sentiment is entertained by the Government. Their Disposition
is decided against the South Americans; but by a political obliquity, not

without example, it is not so unequivocally, in favour of the mother country.
In the year 1776, that wise and honest Minister, Mr. Turgot, reported to

the King of France, that it was for the interest of his kingdom, that the

insurrection in North America should be suppressed ;
because the Insurgents

when subdued, would still be such turbulent and mutinous subjects, that

it would employ all the force of Great Britain to keep them down
;
and her

weakness would make her a peaceable, or at least a harmless neighbour.
In the month of February 1778, France concluded a Treaty of Commerce,
and an eventual Treaty of Alliance, with the United States, because they
were de facto Independent. In the interval between those two periods,

France was wavering, and temporizing With one hand seizing American

privateers in her Ports, and with the other sending supplies of arms and
ammunition to America. This is precisely the present situation of Great

Britain towards Spain. The Cabinet have many other reasons, besides that

of Mr. Turgot, to secure the good neighbourhood of impotence, for wishing
that the Insurrection should be suppressed. I. They have a deep-rooted
and inveterate prejudice, fortified by all the painful recollections of their

own unfortunate contest, against any revolution by which Colonies are

emanicipated and become Independent States. 2. They have a forcible

moral impression, like that of their antipathy to the Slave Trade, that it is

wrong, to assist or encourage Colonies in the attempt to throw off the yoke
of their mother Country. 3. They dread the influence of example, and

always remember how many Colonies they themselves still possess. 4. They
fear the consequences of South American Independence upon the whole

system of European Colonial Policy. Their attachment to this has been

amply displayed, in their anxious and persevering efforts to draw the

Braganza family back to Lisbon; efforts, well known to you; and which will

probably yet be successful. 5. The mystic Virtues of Legitimacy. It is

impossible to write with proper gravity upon this subject. But it has no

small operation against the South American Independents. 6. And last

but not least, they look with no propitious eye to the relations which will

naturally arise between Independent Governments on the two American

Continents. They foresee less direct advantage to themselves, from a free

commercial intercourse with South America, than indirect injury, by its
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tendency to promote the interests of the United States Perhaps they t

a period may arise when one of the parties to their struggle, will offer e

sive advantages and privileges to them as the price of their assist;

Hitherto they have professed to be neutral, and at one time offered

mediation between the parties But they have assisted Ferdinand at

with money; without which, Morillo's armament never could have s,

from Cadiz, and they have suffered all sorts of supplies to be sent tc

insurgents, from Jamaica. For, as, notwithstanding their inclinations,

are aware the South Americans may ultimately prove de facto Indepenc

they hold themselves ready to take advantage of the proper momen

acknowledge them, if it should occur. This is one of the points upon w
the Opposition are continually urging the Ministry, but hitherto wit!

effect.

Should the United States be involved in a War with Spain, whethe:

acknowledging the South Americans, or from any other cause, we may
it for granted that all the propensities of the British Government wil

against us. Those of the Nation will be so, perhaps in equal degree; foi

must not disguise to ourselves that the national feeling against the Un
States is more strong and more universal than it ever has been. The S

of Peace instead of being attended by general prosperity is found onb

have aggravated the burdens of taxation which press upon the Coun
There is considerable distress weighing chiefly upon the landed intei

although the accounts which you will see of it, are excessively exaggera

Enough however is felt to prompt a strong wish for a new War, in a gi

portion of the community ;
and there is no Nation with which a War we

be so popular as with America. But I have no hesitation in stating

conviction that the present policy of the Ministry towards America is rr

pacific than that of the Nation. They are aware of the responsibility wt

such a War would bring upon them, and are not at this time prepared
encounter it. Of the cession of Florida, I have not lately heard, bu

think there is no considerable armed force prepared or preparing to be s

there either from England or Ireland. The Navy, as I have informed y
is reduced to a Peace Establishment unusually small, and even the si

that are recommissioned cannot be manned, without bounties and impn
ment. There is a Col 1

. Stapleton, Secretary to the Commissioners of

Barrack Office, going out in the frigate with Mr. Bagot. He goes to Char

ton, South Carolina, as he says, on private business of his own. This is

only symptom I have yet perceived, of a large military expedition to Flori
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759

John Quincy Adams, United States Minister to Great Britain, to James Monroe,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACTS]

LONDON, February 8, 1816.

The tone of struggling irritation and complacency with which this was

said, induced me to observe that I did not precisely understand what he

[Lord Castlereagh] intended by this advice of moderation. That the United

States had no design of encroachment upon their neighbours, or of exercising

any injustice towards Spain. . . . Instead of an explanation, he replied

only by recurring to the British policy with regard to Spain. "You may be

sure (said he) that Great Britain has no design of acquiring any addition

to her possessions there. Great Britain has done every thing for Spain.
We have saved, we have delivered her. We have restored her Government
to her, and we had hoped the result would have proved more advantageous
to herself as well as more useful to the world than it has been. We are

sorry that the Event has not altogether answered our expectations. We
lament the unfortunate situation of her internal circumstances; owing to

which we are afraid that she can neither exercise her own faculties for the

comfort and happiness of the Nation, nor avail herself of her resources for

the effectual exertion of her Power. We regret this, but we have no disposi-

tion to take advantage of this state of things to obtain, from it any exclusive

privilege for ourselves. In the unfortunate troubles of her colonies in South

America, we have not only avoided to seek, but we have declined every
exclusive indulgence or privilege to ourselves. We went even so far as to

offer to take upon us that most unpleasant and thankless of all offices, that

of mediating between the parties to those differences. We appointed a

formal mission for that purpose, who proceeded to Madrid; but there, the

Court of Spain declined accepting our offer, and we have had the usual

fortune of impartiality; we have displeased both parties. The Spanish
Government for not taking part with them against their Colonies, and the

South Americans for not countenancing their resistance." ... I told

him that the policy of the American Government towards Spain, had in

this particular been the same. They had not indeed made any offer of their

mediation. The state of their Relations with the Spanish Government,
could neither have warranted, nor admitted of such an offer. But they have

observed the same system of impartial neutrality between the parties. They
have sought no peculiar, or exclusive advantage for the United States, and
I was happy to hear from him that such was the policy of Great Britain; for

it might have an influence upon the Views of my own Government, to co-

operate with it" "I have always, (resumed he) "avowed it to be our
1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XX.
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policy, in Parliament. We have never acknowledged .the Governments set

up by the South Americans, because that would not have comported with

our views of neutrality. But we have not consented to prohibit the com-

merce of our People, with them, because that was what Spam had no right

to require of us. Our plan, in offering the mediation which Spain rejected

was that the South Americans should submit themselves to the Govern-

ment of Spain, as Colonies, because we thought she had the right to authority

over them, as the Mother Country. But that she should allow them com-

merce with other nations. Nothing exclusive to us. We neither asked
,
nor

would have accepted any exclusive privileges for ourselves. We have no

little, or contracted policy. Butwe proposed that Spain should allow a liberal

commercial intercourse between her Colonies and other Nations, similar to

that which we allow, in our Possessions in India." I then asked him what

he thought would be the ultimate issue of this struggle in South America?

whether Spain would subdue them, or that they would maintain their

Independence? He answered, that every thing was so fluctuating in the

Councils of Spain, and generally, every thing was so dependent upon Events,

not to be calculated, that it was not possible to say what the result might be.

The actual state of things was the only safe foundation for present Policy,

which must be shaped to Events, as they may happen. ... In closing

this part of our Conversation, Lord Castlereagh desired me to consider all

that he had just said with regard to Spain, the situation of her internal

affairs, and the conduct of her Government, as confidential; it having been

spoken with the most perfect freedom, and openness; and that if I should

report it to my Government, I would so state it. I have therefore to request

that it may be so received.

760

John Quincy Adams, United States Minister to Great Britain, to James Monroe,
Secretary of State oj the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, March 30, 1816.

SIR: A few days since, Mr. Del Real, residing here as a Deputy from New
Grenada called upon me and enquired if I had any knowledge of the arrival

at Washington of Mr. Peter Gual, in a similar capacity from that Country.
I told him I had heard generally that there were at Washington, deputies
from the South American Provinces, but not particularly the name of that
Gentleman. Mr. Del Real said he knew of his arrival at New York; but.

had not heard from him at Washington. He then enquired what foundation
1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XX.



there was for a rumour generally circulating here, of a rupture between the

United States and Spain. I knew nothing further than had appeared in the

English Newspapers. I had heard of a correspondence in December and

January between the Secretary of State, and the Spanish Minister Onis,

which had been communicated by the President to Congress, and the sup-

posed substance of which had been published here. It had further been

said that about the I2th of last month, Mr. Onis had left Washington, and
that all communication between him and the American Government had

been broken off. Later accounts equally unauthenticated, contradicted

this last circumstance, but repeated that Mr. Onis had left Washington
much dissatisfied. It was impossible for me to say what the real state of

the Relations, between the United States and Spain were, but as to the

question of Peace or War, I was persuaded it would depend upon Spain
herself. If the demands of Mr. Onis, had been such as they were represented,

the American Government neither would nor could comply with them
The present course of Spanish Policy was incomprehensible. If such de-

mands were made, it could not be but with a knowledge that they must, and

would be refused. In ordinary cases the very making of such demands
would imply a settled determination of the Power, advancing them to follow

up the refusal of them by immediate War. If such was the intention of

Spain, the United States would have no alternative left, but to defend them-

selves. But they had no desire for a War with Spain. As to the South

American Provinces struggling for their Independence, the general sentiment

in the United States was certainly in their favour. But the Policy of the

Government, a Policy dictated equally by their duty to their own Country,

by their state of amity with Spain, and by their good-will to the South

Americans themselves, was a strict and impartial neutrality between them

and Spain. I said by their good-will for the South Americans themselves,

because the neutrality of the United States was more advantageous to them,

by securing to them the neutrality also of Great Britain, than any support

which the United States could give them, by declaring in their favour, and

making common cause with them, the effect of which probably would be to

make Great Britain declare against both. He was aware that the popular

feeling in this country was now favourable to the South Americans. More
so than the dispositions of the present Ministry. They complied so far with

the prevailing opinion as to observe a neutrality. But the same popular

sentiment here, he knew was very strong against the North Americans ; and

if the United States, were openly to join the cause of South America, and

consequently be engaged in a War with Spain, the British People would

immediately consider them as the Principals in the contest: all their jealous-

ies, and national antipathies would be enlisted against the common American

cause, and as they are even now tormented with an uneasy hankering for

War, which they think would relieve them from their embarrassments,
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their Ministers would take advantage of these Passions, and engage this

Nation upon the side of Spain, merely because the United States would be

on the other side. He said he was perfectly convinced of the justice of these

observations. I asked him if he had any knowledge of an order in Council,

lately issued here, prohibiting all British subjects from supplying arms,

ammunition and warlike stores to the South Americans. He said he had

not. That the professed system of this Government had always been and

continued to be neutrality. That they allowed a free intercourse between

Jamaica and the South American Continent
;
and had given orders to their

Admirals on the Station, not to molest the Independent flag, and had re-

fused to deliver up vessels bearing it, which had entered their Ports. But

whenever applied to for an acknowledgment of the Independent Govern-

ments, they had declined upon the ground of their engagements with Spain.

I had shortly before had some conversation upon these subjects with

Count Fernan Nunez, the Spanish Ambassador at this Court, who spoke to

me, with some courteous expressions of concern, of this abrupt departure

of Mr. Onis from Washington ; which he said was altogether unexpected to

him though he supposed Onis could not have acted without Orders. He
then referred to the points which had been mentioned in the summary pub-
lished here of your correspondence with Onis. He thought the expeditions

from Kentuckey and Tennessee, might justly be considered by the Spanish
Government as offensive; and that after the surrender of Carthagena, there

was no insurgent Government and that all Vessels under its pretended flag

were to be considered, and treated as Pirates I said that I had no knowl-

edge what the alleged expeditions from Kentuckey and Tennessee were, but

was very sure they had no countenance from the Government of the United

States. The President's Proclamation had on the contrary warned all the

Citizens of the United States against engaging in any enterprize hostile to

Spain. He said that the proceedings complained of were subsequent to the

Proclamation. I replied that if any illegal combination for such a purpose
had been formed at a distance from the seat of Government, it was to be

considered that the Government of the United States had not the same
means of immediate or of complete controul over them, as in similar cases

were possessed by European Governments. They had an open Country.
No barrier of fortified cities, to stop persons intending to pass the frontiers.

No army, or corps of Gensdarmerie to support and give efficacy to measures

of Police; and no authority to arrest individuals, or disperse assemblages,
until possessed of proof that they have committed acts, or are in the process
of committing acts in violation of the Law. With these considerations, I

was very sure that if any such expeditions had been undertaken, they had
neither been sanctioned nor connived at by the American Government.
That they would on the contrary, in the manner, and according to the forms

allowed by our Constitutions be ultimately and effectually prevented, unless
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this impatience and heat of Mr. Onis should precipitate the two Countries
into a state of hostility which we sincerely deprecated. That as to com-
mercial intercourse with the Independents, and the admission of their flag
into our Ports, this he knew was conformable to the received usages of

Nations. It was practised in this case by Great Britain, the closest ally of

Spain, and no one knew better than he, that she had refused either to inter-

dict the commerce with the insurgents to her Subjects, or to exclude their

flag from her Ports. He at first nodded assent to these remarks; and I

observed that if his Colleague Onis was ordered to demand his Passports for

causes such as these, I should expect to hear that he Fernan Nunez had also

left this Court without taking leave, as the causes of offence to Spain were
the same here, as had been alleged by him at Washington. The Count said

he did not know what Onis' orders were, and in truth it was not his concern
. . . but for himself, he was pretty well satisfied with what he had

lately obtained here against the insurgents. By which I understood him to

allude to the recent order in Council, which I mentioned to Mr. Del Real,
but of which he had not heard. Fernan-Nunez is a man of great softness of

manners and politeness of demeanour, and throughout the whole of this

conversation, preserved the most perfect good humour.

761

John Quincy Adams, United States Minister to Great Britain, to James Monroe,
Secretary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, April 30, 1816.

My letters of 22. and 31. January, and 8. February,
2 have given you a

very full account of the execution of your Instructions of 10. December,3

and of the views of this Government, in relation to Spain and Spanish Affairs.

The debates in Parliament have occasionally furnished since then further

elucidations of the British Policy. At the very commencement of the Session

of Parliament, Mr. Brougham made a motion in the House of Commons
for an Address to the Prince Regent, requesting him to interpose in behalf

of the Spanish Patriots, who are suffering under Prosecutions by the Govern-

ment of Ferdinand 7. On that occasion, after a very long speech of Mr.

Brougham, and an animated debate, Lord Castlereagh closed the whole by
a speech equally long, the main object of which was to inculpate the Spanish

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XX.
2 See above, pt. vra, docs. 758 and 759. The letter of January 31 is not printed in this

collection.
3 See above, pt. i, doc. 17.
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Patriots, and to defend the proceedings of Ferdinand's Government againsl

them, but in which he at the same time said that this Government had inter-

posed, and were yet interposing in behalf of the Patriots. If he had men-

tioned this at the time when Mr. Brougham gave notice of his motion the

whole debate would have been superseded, and it appears that the motive

for letting the debate take its course, must have been to have the opportunity

of displaying in the face of Europe, a formal defence of Ferdinand's Govern-

ment. The interference in behalf of the Patriots, was thus an ostensible

compliance with the strong public sentiment of this Country, while the

Spanish Government easily understood, that against these representations

it might assert all its spirit of Independence without much offending the

remonstrants. It does not appear that there has been any relaxation oi

rigour, in the treatment of the Patriots, but the Madrid Gazette has given

the utmost publicity in Spain to Lord Castlereagh's defence of Ferdinand

Since then in other debates, notice has been taken of the commerce between

this Country and South America, and of the British Subjects taken a1

Carthagena by Morillo. Lord Castlereagh said this Government were

taking all the measures in their power, to increase the commerce with Soutt

America, and that the Spanish Government were disposed to treat the British

Subjects taken at Carthagena with indulgence. From all this, and especially

from a comparison between Lord Castlereagh's speech on Mr. Brougham's

motion, and what he was nearly at the same time saying to me, concerning

Spain, under an injunction of confidence, the present British policy towards

that Country may be accurately ascertained.

762

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams
Secretary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACTS]

LONDON, March 21, 1818.

Since my arrival here, I have not been unmindful of the interest whicl

the government and people of the United States take in the efforts whicl

South America is making for its emancipation; nor how desirable it heno
becomes to ascertain the intentions of this cabinet, and those of the principa
continental powers in relation to that contest. . . .

In the absence of other sympathies, the actual and swiftly rising power o

the United States, guided as it is known to be by a policy liberal and just ii

international intercourse, may then open more distinctly to view; gaininj
1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXII.



for her government, through the medium of its appointed agents abroad, a
more quick and intimate participation in the councils of kings and princes
than any other considerations but such as spring from a sense of her resources,
and above all her complete independence, can promise to inspire.

I hope the digression of these remarks will be pardoned. They are merely
designed, if of any force, as hinting at some excuse for imparting so much
less of authentic information on the affairs of South America, than I should
desire to do, or than it has been my invariable aim to obtain. Should the

projected congress take place, it may be affirmed, with reasonable certainty,
that those affairs will engage in part its deliberations. In the meanwhile,
were I to venture upon opinions, resting upon the best observation which the

imperfect opportunities of a short residence have yet afforded, they would
be chiefly, though not confidently, to the effect following.
And first as to England. Notwithstanding the scarcely disguised antip-

athies of her ministers to the principle of that struggle ; notwithstanding their

late majority of one hundred and seventy five on the indemnity bill, and their

increased security derived from a really meliorated condition of the country
in most of its internal concerns, I do not believe that the cabinet of England
contemplates a departure from its hitherto substantially neutral course.

The cause of the patriots has numerous and powerful friends. Any active

or declared interference against it, would be denounced as a wanton crusade

against human liberty. It would want all the excuses that have marked
out France as the victim of foreign dictation, and besides being thought to

strike at some of the solid interests of the British nation, would shock the

spirit of freedom yet left in whole classes, and be likely to create and bind

together the elements of an opposition, that ministers with all their power

may not choose to face. As respects Russia, recent acts will best speak for

themselves. Judging from the little that has been open to me on this theatre,

I should infer a decided predominance of friendly feeling on her part towards

old Spain. France, from the force of several motives, seems to be more

inclined than the others to see the quarrel made up by free offers of the

olive branch proceeding from Ferdinand. But what France thinks, under

her actual circumstances, is of so little account, that I will not further

hazard inaccuracy by dwelling upon her views. It is an anxiety to make
even the slightest contributions on a subject which I know is regarded with

deep interest by the President under all its aspects, that alone has led me as

far as I have gone. Paris and St. Petersburgh, the former too being now the

scene of European discussions, will be the fountain of opinions far more ample
and satisfactory.

'
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Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adan
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, April 20, 1818.

Leaving both papers in the hands of his Lordship, [Lord Castlereagh]

next reminded him of his apparent intention to say something further <

Spanish affairs at the moment of the breaking up of our last meeting. I

resumed the thread. First he gave me an account more in detail than befo

of the manner in which their late mediation had been offered, and t!

grounds of rejection. This being all known at Washington need not he

be repeated. He then said, speaking of the contest with the colonies ai

lamenting its long continuance, that Great Britain had done all in h

power to cause it to be made up; but hitherto without success. That s

would not wholly give over her efforts, always desiring that Spain shou

pursue a liberal course. He explained by saying, a course that would lo<

largely to the commercial emancipation of the colonies. The communic

tion which he made of chief importance was this: that Great Britain wou

not be instrumental to the settlement of the dispute upon terms, whic

drawing to herself peculiar advantages, would exclude the U. States, or ai

other nation, from a just participation in the trade of South America. I

hoped that the United States would continue to be actuated by the sar

policy. I naturally reminded him of the declaration on this point contain

in the President's Message at the opening of Congress in December last.

He asked if our government had given notice beforehand to Spain, of

intention to take possession of Amelia Island; also, whether I was acquaint

with its determination as to the reception of deputies from the provino

and the character with which it designed to clothe them.

Respecting the first question, I replied, that I had no precise informatic

It afforded me an opportunity for the first time, which I was careful to i:

prove, of alluding to the imperious considerations which led to that measu
Even if Spain had had no previous formal notice, I said, that not only was t

government of the United States always ready to explain satisfactorily t

grounds of its conduct, but had also, I was sure, made the movement unde:

proper sense of all the just rights and claims of that power to the territc

occupied. His Lordship offered no reply. While on that part of the si

ject which led me to speak of the vexatious interruptions of our neighbouri
commerce as one of the motives for the occupation, his manner indicated

acquiescence in its force.

The second question I thought still more pointed. It induced me to spe
with some particularity on our general relations with Spain. In doing s<

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXII.
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had only to recall to his recollection facts contained in the many state papers
that have gone to the world. I referred especially to the leading one of Jan-

uary the nineteenth 1816 x from the department of state to Mr. Onis, and to

the occasion which drew it forth. In that paper was stated at large the prin-

ciples upon which the United States had acted. Regarding the contest in

the light of a civil war, they had, as well before as since the distinctive ex-

position there given of the line of their policy, observed all the corresponding
duties of a fair neutrality. I went on to say, that, urged by a sincere desire

to accommodate their differences in a friendly manner with Spain, and a con-

stant reluctance to disturb the peace of the world; they had maintained this

neutrality in the face of long-standing and as they conceived well-founded

causes of complaint against the justice of the parent state. He neither as-

sented to nor impugned any of my remarks. I said in conclusion, answer-

ing more directly the inquiry, that up to the time of my leaving Washington,
those deputies had not been formally received, and that I was without infor-

mation from my government since.

764

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States z

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, July 25, 1818.

I now proceed to state all that passed in these interviews relative to the

affairs of South America. This subject has taken a turn little anticipated;

but to me it only belongs to possess the department of the declarations of

Lord Castlereagh.

I endeavoured in the most ample and exact manner in my power, consis-

tently with the spirit of a friendly communication, to fulfil the instructions

of your number 4
3 on the interesting points which it discusses. Explaining

the views and expectations of the government of the United States I said that

it was not from a mere desire to draw aside the veil of European politics that

it sought information on the plans respecting Spanish America ; but from the

real and deep interest which it had such good reason to take in that strug-

gle. That moreover it asked nothing which it was not willing to impart, be-

ing ready to disclose with candour and fulness its own course and intentions,

as in fact it had been doing; and that especially it was the wish of the Presi-

1 See above, pt. i, doc. 18.
2 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIII.
3 See above, pt. I, doc. 56, Adams to Rush, May 20, 1818.
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dent, if so allowed, to act in perfect good understanding with this government

in relation to all that bore upon that great question.

To a full opening on my part, his Lordship offered the following replies.

He began by declaring not merely the willingness but the desire which the

British government felt to communicate to that of the United States the

whole plan of mediation which had been projected, at the instance of Spain,

by the European alliance. That it most fully acknowledged our strong and

natural interest in the questions; but that, in truth, there was, to this hour,

no plan matured. That such difficulties had grown up with Spain touching

the very fundamental points upon which a general mediation should be in-

terposed, that no adjustment of them had taken place. That these diffi-

culties were increased by the obstacles to a quick intercourse of counsels

where some of the parties were so remote from each other as St. Petersburgh,

Vienna, and Madrid. That he was aware of the promise made by Mr. Bagot

the latter end of January, of which I had reminded him, and which had not

been kept only for the reasons mentioned, viz., an inability, prolonged much

beyond any period that had been expected, to do so upon any precise or satis-

factory grounds. That even the place of meeting for the mediation was not

fixed. That when the sovereigns got together in the Autumn, the subject

would be taken up, though not the primary one of the meeting, and efforts

made to arrange it. That whenever the terms and conditions of a pacifi-

cation could be settled, which still continued to rest in total uncertainty, the

promise made to our government would be redeemed. His Lordship ex-

pressed himself in a way full of conciliation towards the United States, say-

ing that the British government naturally abstained from all steps that might
have brought them in as party to the mediation, from a belief that it would

contradict their general wish and policy to be leagued with Europe for such

an object, added to the consideration of the peculiar nature of their subsist-

ing relations with Spain.

Here I took care distinctly to disavow for my government all desire to have

the least participation in the mediation. From the turn and exigencies of

the conversation I did not go on further and make known the terms upon
which alone it would ever yield its concurring assent to any plan of pacifica-

tion. Nothing having been said of terms on the other side, except to inform

me that none whatever had been agreed upon, I thought that such a com-
munication was not, for the present, called for. Other and more appropriate

opportunities may occur to me of disclosing that the United States look to

the absolute and unqualified independence of the colonies, and would
embark their consent on no other basis, if indeed it has not long since been

abundantly inferred that such is their fixed policy and determination.

Premising that I do not include the legations of either Russia or France

among the sources of my knowledge, I have incidentally heard, in diplo-
matic circles, thus much touching the mediation. 1st. That as regards the
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Alliance, it is the undoubted wish of one and all the potentates that a

mediation must, by all means, assume as its basis a continuance of the royal

government and supremacy of Spain a delusion which seems even to survive

the annihilations of Osorio's forces in Chili. Next that as regards the

determinations of Ferdinand, he insists upon the following points, agreeing
to the concessions which they import. I . That he will grant an amnesty to

the colonies on condition that they submit and lay down their arms. 2.

That henceforth, in his royal service in America, he will, at his option,

occasionally employ the natives, taking also, whenever he chooses, the

European Spaniard. 3. That he will grant the colonies certain priviledges

of trade, which he does not define. And 4th, That in the progress of the

mediation he will concur in all measures proposed by the sovereigns, pro-

vided he approves of them. Neither the indistinct, nor the ludicrous,

character of these terms must be viewed as impugning their reality. I am
very credibly informed that they are such as he substantially and peremp-

torily holds to, somewhat to the discomfiture of the deliberations of those

who would stand by him.

In my interview with Lord Castlereagh on the sixteenth, he mentioned

the order of this government of the eighth of June respecting those unau-

thorised cruisers, which, under colour of the South American flag, commit

depredations upon British vessels or commerce on the high seas. It will be

seen by this document, of which no other than a verbal mention was made
to me but which will be found in the newspapers that go to the department,
that the colonies are recognized as competent to grant lawful commissions

of war. His Lordship made no comment upon the order, nor did I.

I have the honor [etc.].

765

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

LONDON, August j, 1818.

SIR: On the thirty first of last month I met Lord Castlereagh at the

French ambassador's. It was on the occasion of a dinner given to the

Prince Regent, to which the whole diplomatic corps was invited.

In the evening his Lordship took me aside to say, that he had a communi-

cation to make on the affairs of South America. That since our last con-

versations, the Spanish government had made new propositions, through
the medium of the Spanish ambassador at this court, to the British govern-
ment upon the subject of a mediation, inviting also the European alliance

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIII.
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generally as parties to it. That the note from the Spanish ambassador,

had been written early last month, but that the first interview with me had

taken place so immediately after his own return from Ireland that he had

not then seen it, and that at our second a convenient opportunity did not

present itself for dwelling upon the matter which it contained. He men-

tioned these circumstances as explanatory of the nature of his recent com-

munications to me, and which will of course be likewise applicable to the

contents of my despatch number thirty,
1 which embodies all that had been

said to me up to the period of its date. He added, that it had been his

desire to seek another and early interview specially upon this topic to which

end he invited me to come to his house on the following day at eleven in the

morning.
I went accordingly. Premising that what he was about to impart was to

be considered as confidential, he proceeded without further remark to put
into my hands a copy of the note itself from the Spanish ambassador, which

I read. It bears date on the third of July. Next he furnished me with a

copy of the answer of this government dated in July, which I also read.

Thirdly, as coupling itself with the subject, he likewise offered to my perusal

the paper drawn up by this government on the twenty eighth of August

1817 addressed not to Spain, but to the other powers of Europe, and con-

taining the sentiments of the British court at that epoch, of the nature of

which Spain was made acquainted through the channel of the British em-

bassy at Madrid.

If the knowledge of all that these several papers embrace was to be

communicated to the department through me alone, I should anxiously
strive to go through the task; but I am happy to subjoin, that his Lordship
stated it to be his intention, in compliance with former declarations, to trans-

mit them at once to Mr. Bagot with instructions to lay their contents fully

and unreservedly before our government. It is therefore unnecessary that

I should run the risk of inaccuracy by attempting to detail them, minutely,
after but a single perusal in quick succession; yet, knowing the anxiety of

the President upon this interesting subject, and in the possible hope of

anticipating the arrival of his Lordship's despatches to Mr. Bagot, I will

make known, for the President's early information, the most material and

prominent points.

As respects the paper of the twenty eighth of last August, I need say noth-

ing. Such of its matter as is not superseded by lapse of time, is recapitu-
lated in the late note from this government of which I shall have occasion

to speak. It may be sufficient to remark, that the attempt at mediation

went off at that time on the point of the slave trade, Great Britain insisting

on its cessation, for an agreement to which Spain was not then ripe.

The note from the Spanish ambassador of July the third, solicits in the
1 See above, pt. vm, doc. 764, Rush to Adams, July 25, 1818.
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most formal manner the mediation of this court. Its introductory remarks

dwell upon the rebellious character of the war, upon the past clemency of the

parent country, and its present willingness to see the unhappy quarrel ter-

minated upon principles that are moderate and just. The basis upon which
the mediation is asked is than stated. It consists of four conditions. It so

falls out that, as well in real meaning from all that I could discover, as in the

order in which they are set out, they are the same as those unofficially men-
tioned at the close of my number thirty:

1 that is to say, 1st. An amnesty is

to be granted to the colonies on their being reduced. Lord Castlereagh ex-

plained this word, which was a translation from the Spanish, by saying that

Spain did not mean by it conquered, but merely that the colonies must desist

from hostility. 2ndly. The King agrees to employ in the public service in

America, qualified Americans, as well as European Spaniards. 3rdly. He
agrees to grant the colonists priviledges of trade, adapted to the existing

posture of things. 4thly. He engages to acquiesce in all measures which the

mediating powers may suggest calculated to effect, in their true intent, the

above objects, which he further hopes will be speedily brought about by their

cooperating counsels and efforts.

I do not pretend to give the words, but believe that the above will be

found to be the purport of each condition.

I come to what is most important in proceeding to state the answer of the

British court.

1. It approves of these propositions, considered as general propositions,

but calls for explanations in detail that the meaning of some of them may be

rendered more definite.

2. It expresses an unequivocal opinion, that the dispute ought to be healed

without overthrowing the political supremacy of the parent state.

3. Touching commerce, it declares, that the trade of the colonies ought to

be free to the rest of the world, the mother country being placed upon a foot-

ing of reasonable preference.

4. It is very explicit in making known, that Great Britain will do no more
than interpose her friendly offices, repudiating every idea of compulsion or

force, should they fail.

Under these explanations, the mediation is accepted. The note of the

twenty-eighth of August 1817 is alike explicit in disavowing all intention of

forcing by arms the colonies into any measures whatever. It is very full also

on the point of their commercial freedom, and goes the length of saying, that

Great Britain will accept no priviledges in this respect but on equal ground
with other nations.

Thus much will, I hope, be found to possess the President of the essential

features of both the notes, and consequently of the present views and deter-

minations of the British government upon this great question.
1 See above, pt. vm, doc. 764.
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Having gone through the reading of all three, and expressed, as I tookleave

to do, an approbation of some of the principles disclosed by this court as be-

ing in unison with those held by the United States, his Lordship put the ques-

tion to me directly, whether I knew the views of my own government in re-

lation to the final termination of the struggle.

Here an occasion was made to my hand of distinctly communicating them,

which I accordingly improved. I said, that its desire was, to see the colonies

completely emancipated, and that such too was its belief, would be the only

permanent issue of the contest.

He received the communication with apparent regret. He was, he said,

sincerely desirous that the two governments should act in harmony, and this

was perhaps the only point where their policy would be found divergent. I

replied, that it was, unfortunately, a fundamental one. He reiterated his ex-

pressions of the interest which the United States naturally had in the whole

question, on which account its being known that they coincided in opinion

with Europe on all the points of pacification, though they took no part in it,

would have, as it ought to have, an influence in rendering it effectual. I

gave his Lordship no reason to expect that their policy would change. The

conversation soon afterwards ended in the same conciliatory spirit in which

it began, a spirit which has invariably marked all the official conversations

I have held with his Lordship during my residence, thus far at this court.

Before parting, he asked in a way altogether casual, if I had any accounts

respecting the capture of Pensacola, by General Jackson. I replied that 1

had not. I added, being careful that my manner should take from every-

thing offensive in the sentiment, that although the United States felt them-

selves free to act, in their relations with Spain, without any appeal to Europe

they nevertheless respected the moral force of opinion, and would, I doubted

not, be able in due time strictly to justify the measure. At the dinner at th<

French ambassador's I was pointedly asked the same question by the Russiar

and Prussian ambassadors, to which I gave, in effect, the same answer. An-

other of the corps said to me, that the duke of San Carlos, the Spanish am-

bassador, was greatly excited under the news. If I may be pardoned th<

familiarity of repeating the very words of my informant, they were, that the

duke "had got the fidgets.
"

It will be seen.from the newspapers what sen-

sation it has produced upon at least a portion of the British publick. Insur

ance upon vessels of the United States has, I have just been told, risen on<

half per cent within the last few days. Whether this has been occasioned b}

the possible apprehension of a Spanish war, or arises from the increasing ac

counts of depredations upon all ships going to America by piratical cruiser;

under colour of some Spanish American flag, I have not, at this moment, th<

means of determining.

I take this occasion to mention, that no reply has been given to my note tc

this government of the eighteenth of June, relative to the four articles 01
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colonial trade; and that, from the harmony of all the intermediate conver-

sations I have had with Lord Castlereagh in the course of which the subject
has not again been referred to, I no longer anticipate one.

I have the honor [etc.].

766

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, November 20, 1818.

I have anxiously watched, with the best lights I could command in this

quarter, the progress of events at Aix la Chapelle, so far as they chiefly
concern us. I mean in regard to the affairs of South America and Spain.
The government of the latter might perhaps receive commiseration for its

imbecility, did not its conduct in all other respects strip it, day by day, of

all remaining titles to confidence and respect. Accordingly, deserving no
friends at Aix la Chapelle, it appears to have found none. From what I

can collect in diplomatic circles, there exists no serious intention on the

part of any of the great sovereigns to take the cause of Ferdinand effectively

in hand. I have been told, that when the king of Prussia first heard of his

capricious removal of Pirano, and tyranical treatment of him afterwards, he

really uttered the exclamation which the journals of Europe ascribed to

him: "This is the policy of Asia." Pirano had once been ambassador at

Berlin. This unpopularity of a king among kings; this political solecism

happily produces another. It softens if it does not subdue their natural

hostility against his former subjects struggling for their freedom. The

assembling of this congress at a period up to which the United States had
maintained a passive course, appears to have created a favorable and

peculiar juncture respecting that interesting contest, which will perhaps
leave them henceforth more at liberty to act upon their own views of it;

views springing from feelings known to be alike dear to the American

government and people. I will add, that I have reason to think, that the

communication which, by order of the President, I made some time ago
to this government, of the unequivocal determination of the United States

to acquiesce in no plan of settling the contest that did not look to the abso-

lute independence of the colonies as a fundamental point, has not been

without its influence in working a change in British councils; and that it

may even prove the means, in connexion with other causes, of exciting

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIII. The portion of this document printed in

small capital letters was received in cipher.
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kinder feelings in them towards the patriots, not indeed from sympathy in

their cause, but an apprehension of other consequences. But on this head

I speak doubtfully.

IT WILL BE ENOUGH THAT I REPEAT WITH INCREASING CONFIDENCE THE
BELIEF WHICH I HAVE HERETOFORE EXPRESSED THAT G. B. WOULD NOT CON-

SIDER OUR RECOGNITION OF THE INDEPENDENCE OF ANY OF THE COLONIES

AS IN ITSELF CAUSE OF WAR.

I have the honor [etc.].

767

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States :

LONDON, February 15, 1819.

SIR: Your despatch, number fifteen, of the first of January,
2
got to hand

on the eighth of this month. On the ninth I addressed a note to Lord

Castlereagh, asking an interview for the purpose of making known to him

the matters of which it treats. He named Friday the twelfth at nine in the

evening, for me to call upon him.

I informed him that the despatch which I had received related altogether

to the struggle going on in South America, and was very distinct and full in

its disclosure of the intentions of the President upon that subject. That it

set out with stating, that the government of the United States, continued

to consider the controversy in the light of a civil war, under which head a

course of general reasoning followed, going to ascertain the true duty of a

neutral state, which had been the condition of the United States, towards

both the parties to this war. It showed next in order, that the conduct

of the United States had, in point of fact, always strictly conformed, as far

as had been possible, to this duty. It then spoke of the mediation invoked

by Spain for the settlement of the dispute, bringing into view what had also

been the uniform conduct of the United States in relation to it up to the

present period. Dwelling upon the visible progress which some of the newly
formed states in South America had made towards an independent existence,

it next gave into a hope, that the time was rapidly approaching if it had not

arrived when the British government and the powers of Europe generally,

might perhaps see their own interest, that of Spain herself, as well as of these

new states, in such a recognition of the latter as would bring them within

the pale of nations. Finally it declared, that, as regarded Buenos Ayres,
the President had come to a determination to grant an exequatur to a consul

general who had been appointed by the government of that country so long

ago as before the month of May last to reside in the United States; or to

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIII. 2 See above, pt. I, doc. 71.
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recognize its independence in some other way, should no event occur in the

meantime to justify a postponement of his intention.

After this summary of the points, I thought that I could in no way so well

put his Lordship in possession of the facts and reasoning by which they were

elucidated and enforced, as by reading to him the despatch itself. Besides

the advantage which this course would be sure to bring with it of enabling
me to fulfil with perfect precision my instructions, I was the more induced

to it by the recollection that he had himself, in more than one instance,

adopted it as a means of informing me of the intentions of this government.
It seemed to be the first occasion which I have yet deemed a suitable one for

reciprocating on my part this kind of confidence. The despatch embracing
no other topick, and dealing of this, throughout, in terms which it appeared
to me proper for this government to hear, and better than any I could have

employed, I accordingly proceeded to read the whole of it to him.

It was evident, when I had done that some passages were unexpected to

him. They were those the spirit of which seemed to import, that the govern-
ment of Great Britain was, in reality, inclining to our view of the subject as

regarded the emancipation of the colonies. He said he was not aware upon
what occasion his government had uttered sentiments leading to this im-

pression. At any rate, none such had been intended to be conveyed. On
the contrary, he observed, that while Great Britain had, from the first, anx-

iously desired to see the controversy at an end, and had done her best to effect

this desire, it had always been upon the basis of a restoration of the suprem-

acy of Spain; on an improved plan of government indeed, especially as re-

garded the commercial interests of the colonies, but still a complete and total

supremacy. That he candidly thought, that this mode of ending the con-

flict, besides being the one pointed out to Great Britain by all the subsisting

relations between herself and Spain, would prove the best for both parties,

and the world at large, as the materials of regular and orderly government

among the colonies did not, at present, appear to exist. That it was there-

fore impossible to predict in what manner they would be able to sustain

themselves as independent communities, whether as it concerned their own

happiness and prosperity or the principles which might affect their intercourse

with established nations. These had been the leading motives with Great

Britain to wish that the colonies might be brought back again under the au-

thority .of the parent state, motives that still had their operation, and must

continue to have as long as any room or hope was left of the result at which

they aimed being accomplished. The employment of force as a means of

bringing it about, Great Britain had ever repudiated, and still did, the moral

power of opinion and advice being the sole ground upon which he had acted,

hitherto he admitted to no effective purpose. It was, upon this basis,

however, that she had agreed to become party to the mediation in the man-

ner made known to me during the last summer, and the relations which

846834
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bound her to the allied powers as well as to Spain, held her to this course, J:

whatever degree the councils and conduct of Spain might seem to retard th

hope of its success.

Such was the nature of his remarks. They corresponded, as he observec

with what had been stated to me in the summer, for a detail of which I mug

beg to refer to my number thirty two, of the third of last August.
1

Thing

stood, he said, in regard to the mediation upon the same footing, substantia

ly, now as then; that is, although it had been acceded to by the European a'

liance, nothing in effect had been done. The subject had several times bee

brought into discussion at Aix la Chapelle, but no act had yet followec

Spain seemed bent upon a prosecution of the contest upon her own means, an

was rallying them at the present moment in the hope of bringing it to a clog

upon her own terms. In the discussions above alluded to, he had found bot

France and Russia labouring under a belief that the United States desired t

be associated in the mediation, and that they would be willing to come in uf

on the same basis with the other powers, until he had removed it. The duk

of Richelieu had been very decided in this belief. His Lordship conclude

with expressing anew his regrets, that my government viewed the question c

emancipation in a light opposite to that in which it was still looked at by th

government of Great Britain.

What fell from him on this occasion may seem to clash with some of th

opinions expressed, on less authentick grounds, in my despatch number fort

six.
2

I am bound on the other hand to add, that his whole manner was cor

ciliatory . While he expressed regret at the divergent views of our two goven
ments upon the point of emancipation, he indulged in no other sentiment tha

regret, nor was this expressed but in the mildest way. The known opinior

of the United States, he thought, from obvious political and local cause

could not fail to have had an influence upon the South Americans. Henc
he said, the wish that had been cherished here, that their policy had harnn

nized with that of Europe upon this fundamental point, thinking that

might have been the means, although they were not formal parties to tl'

mediation, of sooner healing the dispute upon terms which the governmen
of Britain and of Europe really thought best for the colonies, best for Spaii

and best for all other nations. How far it was yet practicable to settle i

giving back to Spain her supremacy, and granting to the colonies a just goveri
ment under her sway, he could not affirm; but it was the hope to which tl

European alliance clung. He admitted that Buenos Ayres stood upon a be

ter footing in the proofs it had afforded of capacity to exist as an independei

community, than any of the other colonies
;
and freely admitted also the pre

ent and prospective value of our commerce in that quarter when I had o

casion to mention that it already consisted on our side of articles so importai

1 See above, pt. vm, doc. 765.
2
Ibid., 766, Rush to Adams, November 20, 1818.
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to particular portions of the United States as fish, naval stores, ready built

vessels, furniture, and lumber of every description.

The conversation closed with a declaration on his part, that the unreserved

and candid disclosure which had been made to this government of the Presi-

dent's intentions respecting this struggle, and especially of the intended rec-

ognition of Buenos Ayres, would be taken as a mark of confidence, and re-

ceived in the spirit in which they had been communicated. He said nothing
further.

Being the first interview I had had with his Lordship since the arrival in

this country of your despatch to Mr. Erving of the twenty eighth of Novem-
ber,

1 and the other documents relating to the transactions in Florida which
were laid before Congress on the twenty eighth of December, I was not sure

that he would not have made some allusion to them. He, however, did not.

This leaves me to infer, for the present, that no exception is taken by this

court to any of them. The names of Arbuthnot and Ambrister were only
once glanced at, and that incidentally. His Lordship was saying, that

notwithstanding the neutrality of the government of Great Britain as be-

tween Spain and the colonies, the latter had undoubtedly received aid from

England, as from the United States, in arms, ammunition, and men, in ways
that the laws could not prevent. This led him to speak of the order of the

court of Madrid of the fourteenth of January last, denouncing such heavy
penalties against all subjects of foreign states, who join the standard of the

colonists. "This order" said he, "is very much felt by France; but we give

ourselves no concern at it, to whatever remarks the principles on which it

assumes to rest might be open. Those of our subjects who choose to join

the colonists must take all consequences ; we can hold out no hand to protect

them, any more than we thought ourselves bound to do in the case of the

two men who intermeddled with the savages along your borders." I have
learned that the Spanish ambassador at this court, makes frequent and

earnest remonstances against the military supplies and assistance which it

is notorious are going almost daily from English ports to South America.

It seems difficult to reconcile the professions with the conduct of the British

cabinet upon this subject; for certainly, lax as the existing laws of Eng-
land may be in all power to restrain these armaments, it would be easy to

strengthen them. Lord Castlereagh did hint at a half-formed intention

that had existed of bringing a bill into parliament with this object, which

however had been abandoned from the difficulties attending any attempt
to conciliate with all other parts of their present system, any new prohibitory

or restraining statutes.

I have the honor [etc.].

3 Not printed in this collection.
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768

H Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams
11

Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, March 22, 1819.

His Lordship [Lord Castlereagh] informed me that, since our conversatioi

of the twelfth of last month,2 the long standing topick of the mediation

had taken a decisive turn. This turn consisted, in Spain having absolutely

and finally declined it. There was therefore he said at present an entire em
of the subject, as to any further steps to be taken either by Great Britain

or, as I also understood him, by any of the powers of Europe in relation to it

Recapitulating the history of this mediation, now, after so much expecta

tion, come to an abortive close, he went over many of the grounds connecte<

with its origin and progress to which he had alluded in past conversations

and which have had place from time to time in my former despatches

Referring to what had passed at Aix la Chapelle, he said, that it had entere<

into the plan of the allies, that if the mediation had been acted upon, i

should have been upon the basis, superadded to every other, of Spain con

ceding to such of her South American colonies as had not been in genera

revolt, the same terms, so far as would be applicable to their future govern

ment, as were proposed to be granted to those that had openly resisted he

authority. He also said, that it had been suggested, that some one indi

vidual in whom as well Spain herself as the allies had confidence, should bi

selected to repair to Madrid as the representative with full powers of th<

latter, in the whole business of the mediation, and that the duke of Welling
ton should be that individual ; but that this proposition had not been accede(

to by Spain. Further he observed, that Spain had made a request to b
permitted to send a representative to the congress at Aix la Chapelle; bu
that this request was deemed of a nature not to be acquiesced in by the allies

These were the only points adverted to by his Lordship which had not beet

stated to me upon former occasions. I collected from all he said, that thi

part Spain has now acted, has grown out of the change of ministery in tha

country. It will be recollected that this event took place contemporaneous!;;
with the assemblage of the sovereigns at Aix la Chapelle. It appears, tha

those who have since directed the publick councils at Madrid, are resolvee

to place exclusive reliance upon their own efforts of vigor by sea and land

and upon the supplies of their own treasury, for putting down all insurrec

tion throughout the dominions of Ferdinand.

His Lordship concluded by remarking, that this total rejection of thi

mediation would not influence the course which this government wouU
1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIII.
2 See above, pt. vin, doc. 767, Rush to Adams, February 15, 1819.
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otherwise have adopted under the communication which I made to him on
the twelfth of February; meaning, as he explained, that it had created no
unfriendly sensibility in the British cabinet towards Spain. I am left to

infer from this remark, that the precise and final views which are to be
taken by this government of our recognition of the independence of Buenos
Ayres, are not yet determined upon. The intentions of the President

upon this point, have doubtless been under consideration; but beyond the

expressions of a general nature uttered by his Lordship on first being made
acquainted with them, he has said nothing except what dropped from him
as above. I was desirous that he should have pursued the subject; but he
was evidently disinclined to go into it with any more particularity.

769

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States x

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, May 14, 1819.

. . . I have been in company with the Portuguese charge
1

d'affaires.

He informed me, that he has little hope of count Palmella's succeeding in the

object of his visit to Paris, and that the great armament at Cadiz was carry-

ing on its preparations with all expedition to go against Monte Video, which

he thought would certainly be its first destination should this last attempt at

negociation fail. He spoke as if his court was under but slight alarm from

the meditated hostility of Spain, and alluded with complacency to the sub-

sisting guarantee of the European possessions of Portugal by Great Britain.

He inquired with some interest as to the intentions of the United States re-

specting the acknowledgement of Buenos Ayres, saying that whenever that

event took place, he believed that Portugal would not be slow to follow the

example. It was at the table of the duke of San Carlos that I met this gen-

tleman. With the former I exchanged congratulations on the happy pros-

pect of seeing Spain and the United States placed by the late treaty upon the

best of terms, both of us agreeing, that the happiness of each nation was

thereby best to be promoted.
Last week, I had a request from Mr. Hamilton, that I would refer him to

all our Acts of Congress passed to preserve our neutral relations, but chiefly

those that were known to have been aimed at Spain and the colonies. It is

not the first time since I have been here, that I have sent these laws to the

foreign office. The motive and result of this second application for them,

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIII.
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may be seen in the proceedings of the house of commons yesterday. It ap-

pears that the attorney general has asked leave to bring in a bill the object of

which is to prevent for the future the departure from the ports of this king-

dom of men, ships, or military supplies, for the use of the Spanish patriots.

Thus is the British government at last about to tread in the steps of our legis-

lation upon this subject, with a declaration from Lord Castlereagh, that his

majesty's ministers owe an apology to Europe, for not having adopted the

measure sooner. Other parts of this debate may attract the eye of the Presi-

dent.

770

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, July 21, i8ip.

A minister or deputy, Mr. Yrisari [Yrisarri] ,
has lately arrived here from

Chili. It will be taken for granted, that the government has not received

him. It is said that he has been invested by the Independents with five hun-

dred thousand pounds to aid their cause in this capital, and that he cherishes

the expectation of being able to send out assistance to them in men as well as

in other ways, notwithstanding the provisions of the foreign enlistment law.

I presume by evading them. Rumours add, that the great banker, Roths-

child, has declared that he will advance the whole sum if Sir Robert Wilson

will take the command of the expedition to be sent out, and that the latter

has actually gone to Paris to see if he can select and organize a corps of officers.

The Cadiz armament is now said to be bound to Venezuela, to cut up the

English auxiliaries.

I have the honor [etc.].

771

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

;i LONDON, August 24, 1819.

Knowing that the course of events in South America must influence more
or less the wayward councils of Ferdinand, I feel a desire more frequently
than it is in my power to execute it to report for the information of the Presi-

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIV.
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dent all such occurrences in this quarter as held out any prospect of affecting
the progress of those events. I had the honor upon former occasions, to

speak of the intended departure of Lord Cochrane to act in a naval capacity
with the South Americans at Chili, and of the embarkation from the Thames
of the recruits under Colonel English that have since been associated with the

arms of the patriots at Venezuela. With the same views I have watched the

armament of Ireland under General Devereux, notoriously set on foot with
the same intentions of aiding the cause of Spanish emancipation. But I

have it not in my power to impart all the information I could wish respecting
it.

I believe it to be a fact, that about twelve hundred men have actually sailed

within the last month from Dublin, and that two or three hundred more may
be expected to sail very shortly. These numbers fall far below the accounts

stated in the newspapers. Their immediate destination I understand to be

Margaritta, whence they will act as events in Venezuela may render expedi-
ent. General Devereux is to command them, but has not yet embarked.
'Tis said that he is expected here before his final departure. This is all the

information pretending to authenticity that I find myself able at this time to

transmit in regard to this enterprise.

As far as I may judge from all indications of opinion within the compass
of my observations, the cause of South American freedom continues to ripen
in the judgment and affections of the British publick. I consequently
continue to hold to the belief, and even more strongly than heretofore, that

whenever it may be thought to comport with a wise policy in all other

respects for the government of the United States to recognize Buenos Ayres,

that the Boritish government will not consider such a measure, per se, as any
cause of breach with us. It will not have escaped attention in what manner
our presumed intention to recognize this new state was treated in the debate

on the foreign enlistment bill, both by the ministerialists and the whigs, in

connexion with the treaty by which the Floridas are ceded to us.

There is good reason for believing, as might so naturally have been

expected, that as soon as the mutiny broke out among the troops at Cadiz,

Spain began to give ground in the negociations with Portugal respecting

Monte Video. These negociations are still unclosed, and will probably
remain in a state of vibration while the fate of this long-talked of expedi-

tion hangs in any degree in suspense.
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772

Richard Rush, United Slates Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, September 17, 1819.

Another short anecdote, with which I will conclude, may help us to infer

how general an interest is taken throughout the courts of Europe, even

those that are inland and subordinate, in our supposed intention to recognize

the independence of Buenos Ayres. It is of date some little time back;

but present circumstances serve to recall it. During the last spring, Baron

Just, the minister at this court from the king of Saxony, opened a conversa-

tion with me upon this express subject. He did not conceal his wish to be

informed upon it, stating as a reason, that he had on the day preceding

received a despatch from his government, in which it was mentioned that

I had, by order of mine, made a communication to Lord Castlereagh in

relation to it, in February. The precise nature of this communication it

was the Baron's anxious desire to learn through what he imagined to be the

best source. That the communication should thus have been wafted

through the circle of cabinets, and reach for the first time the ears of a

Saxon minister at London in the shape of a despatch from his own court,

made, at the moment, an impression upon me.

With the greatest respect [etc.].

773

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States :

LONDON, October 5,

SIR: In a late communication,
2

I had the honor to allude to the prepara-
tions that were going on under the auspices of General Devereux, in aid of

the cause of South American freedom.

In addition to the troops heretofore dispatched on this service, I learn,

that from two to three thousand will be embarked from Ireland, by the first

of December. Their first destination, as with the former, will be Margaritta.
It is from General Devereux himself, that I have this information. He
intends to embark with this principal section of his force, placing himself

at its head. The foreign enlistment law is evaded by the men going out

under colour of settling as farmers and labourers in the province of Vene-

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIV.
2 See above, pt. vm, doc. 771, Rush to Adams, August 24, 1819.
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zuela. The better to mask this project, General Devereux has received

either an actual or an ostensible grant from General Bolivar, of fifty square

leagues of land in that province. Against this mode of violating the law,

the Spanish ambassador has, as I hear, remonstrated with the British

ministry; but to no effect. The inference would seem to be unavoidable,

that their zeal for its execution, must be very slack. They fold their arms

whilst it is infringed almost in open day. In Ireland, it is well understood,

that an attachment to the cause of the South Americans, is nearly universal.

It takes in men of the highest standing, and what is remarkable but true,

embraces conspicuous individuals who on all other points of their political

conduct, are entirely identified with the ministers. Whence the pecuniary

supplies are derived of fitting out so large an expedition, is not known to me.

General Devereux professes to do it upon his own resources. But this seems

impossible. Troops have been raised and equipped, transports hired, muni-

tions of war provided, and a great military enterprize in all things completed

upon the scale I have stated. The whole number of men by the time the

next division is sent off, will scarcely fall short of four thousand. All this

would appear to be an undertaking too much for the purse of an individual.

That General Devereux's movements will be ahead of those of the armada
at Cadiz, is, to the last degree, probable.

There arrived in this capital a fortnight ago, from Venezuela, two indi-

viduals, Don Fernando Penalvez and Colonel Bergara, in capacity of new

deputies from that province. I have been informed, that a Mr. Vondam,
now here from Sweden, and who alleges himself to be possessed of an informal

authority for what he does, has proposed to these deputies to be the bearer of

propositions to his Swedish Majesty for entering into some commercial

arrangements, with Venezuela and New Granada. This information, while

I do not confidently rely upon it, reaches me through a channel entitled to

some respect.

With very great respect [etc.].

774

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, October 15, i8ig.

I have lately heard, through a channel upon which I can rely, that Mr.

Irisari [Yrisarri], the deputy from Chili, of whom I made mention in a former

despatch,
2 had an interview with Lord Castlereagh soon after his arrival.

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIV.
2 See above, pt. vm, doc. 770, Rush to Adams, July 21, 1819.
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He inquired in the course of it, if the vessels of Chili would be admitted an(

hospitably received, when they came to the ports of Great Britain? Hii

Lordship replied certainly, at all times. Would their prizes be admitted

it was next asked. Here an objection was interposed by Lord Castlereagh

who said that such a permission might give cause of complaint to Spain
Whether England allows Chilian prizes taken by Spain, to be brought intx

her ports, is a point that cannot so well be known, as it is understood to be <

fact, that Spain has never yet captured a vessel belonging to Chili! HL

Lordship went on to say, that Sir Thomas Hardy, who was appointed to th<

command of the squadron destined to act in the South Seas, was charged t<

attend to British interests in that quarter, and specially authorised to be th<

medium of any communications between his government and the authorities

at Chili, which events upon his arrival there might make necessary or con

venient. He would thus exercise, substantially, the functions of a consul

Mr. Irisari [Yrisarri] inquired if England would not in return receive a consu

from Chili. His Lordship replied, that such reciprocity did not appear tc

follow as a duty, Chili not being recognized by other nations as an establishec

power. Finally, his Lordship read to Mr. Irisari [Yrisarri] the instructions

given to Sir Thomas Hardy. Far from being hostile, they bore a friendly

aspect towards Chili, and directed Sir Thomas to respect all the just regula

tions touching trade and commerce, which those who exercised the powers ol

government in that community, might establish.

Mr. Irisari [Yrisarri] preferred no request for the acknowledgment of the

independence of Chili, by England. His government deemed it better tc

let that matter rest where it is, than run the hazard of receiving a direct re

fusal.

775

Colonel Yrisarri, Envoy of Chile to Europe and the United States, to Richarc

Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain 1

LONDON, November 3, i8ig.

Col 1
. Yrisarri presents his compliments to His Excellency the Ministei

Plenipotentiary of the United States of America, Mr. Rush, and begs leave

to inform him through Mr. Ribas on some points, which Col Y. hopes His

Excellency's goodness will consider with interest.

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIV, enclosed in Rush to Adams, November 10
1819, which see below, pt. vm, doc. 777.
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776

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Colonel Yrisarri,

Envoy of Chile to Europe and the United States x

LONDON, November 6, 1819.

Mr. Rush presents his compliments to Colonel Yrisarri, and has had the

honor to receive this day, through the hands of Mr. Ribas, his note of the

third of this month.2 Mr. Rush had not the good fortune to see Mr. Ribas;
but the papers which he left with the secretary of his Legation, Mr. R has

read with the interest that belongs to them. The official document,3
signed

by the Supreme Director of the state of Chili, is herewith returned. A copy
of it, together with Colonel Yrisarri's letter to the Secretary of State,*

Mr. R. will have great pleasure in transmitting to Washington, by the earliest

opportunity.

777

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 4

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, November 10, i8ip.

The interview 5
might here have closed. But I was unwilling to let pass

the opportunity which it presented of touching upon our affairs with Spain.
In a letter from Mr. Forsyth, of the seventeenth of October, informing me of

the continued refusal of Ferdinand to ratify the treaty, he also says that it

was rumoured whilst he was writing, that some agreement in relation to

Spain and her colonies, or to Spain and the United States, was then actually

about to be transmitted by the court of Madrid to that of London, and by
the very same courier (despatched by Sir Henry Wellesley) that had charge
of my letter. What the agreement was, Mr. F. did not profess accurately
to know. His impressions pointed to its being one by which Great Britain

had pledged herself, on sufficient inducements, to convey for Spain the troops
now in the neighbourhood of Cadiz, to some of her possessions in America.

Nothing that I had heard, or no scrutiny that it has fallen within my power
to make in this quarter, had reflected any light upon this rumour. Perhaps
his Lordship might not have felt himself bound to answer to it, at such a

moment; yet I thought it right to take the chances of what he might say
1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIV, enclosed in Rush to Adams, November 10,

1819, which see below, pt. Vin, doc. 777.
2 See above, pt. vnr, doc. 775.
3 See above, pt. v, doc. 472, Yrisarri to the Secretary of State, October 31, 1819.
MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIV.

6 With Lord Castlereagh.
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under an allusion to it. I described the rumour in terms that appeared to me
best adapted to the end proposed. In spite of my best caution, his Lordship

I thought manifested a slight, momentary, excitement. "Falsehoods", he

said, "will get into circulation upon this, as upon other occasions." Re-

suming his complacency he observed, "I can assure you, that our policy

upon this subject remains unchanged." I replied, that my government

would, I well knew, hear his declaration with new satisfaction, anticipating

no other.

Here the matter ended. The above report of the little that fell from his

Lordship is given, for the information of the President, with as close an ad-

herence as possible to his words as well as manner.

On the sixth instant I received from Mr. Yrisarri a note dated on the third,

of which a copy is enclosed.1 This is the gentleman of whom I have spoken
heretofore (with a deviation in the spelling of his name) who came to London

a few months ago in capacity of deputy or envoy from the new state of Chili.

A copy of my reply to his note is also enclosed,
1
together with the papers re-

ferred to ; one being a letter to your address as secretary of state
;
the other a

copy of Mr. Yrisarri's credentials, or diploma from the government of Chili.

The original of this instrument, I Have seen. It is stamped with every mark
of authenticity. It bears date at Santiago, on the eighteenth of November,
1818. It sets forth in the name of the Supreme Director and Senate of Chili,

that, having determined to send a publick minister from Chili, to solicit from

the governments of Europe and of the United States, an acknowledgment
of the independence of that state, the said Director, has appointed for that

purpose, Mr. Yrisarri, constituting him also minister envoy from Chile to the

United States, with all necessary powers to enter upon negociations respect-

ing such acknowledgment; and engaging to confirm whatever he may do in

fulfilment of his trust. Mr. Yrisarri continues to be confined by ill-health,

which hinders him from embarking for the United States, In this state of

things I could not hesitate to become the medium, at his request, of trans-

mitting to your hands the documents in question.

With the highest respect [etc.].

1 See above, pt. vni, doc. 775 and 776, Yrisarri to Rush, November 3, 1819, and Rush to

Yrisarri, November 6, 1819.
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Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, July 20, 1820.

I send herewith a pamphlet containing, in a convenient form, all the docu-

ments which have been published in this country respecting the attempt of

France to set up a throne in Buenos Ayres, and place upon it a prince of the

house of Bourbon. The subject has excited universal interest in the political

circles of this capital. I have good information for saying, that this project

was not known to the British cabinet until it burst upon it by the recent ar-

rival from South America of these documents. The duke de Gazes, I under-

stand, does not admit them to be genuine. He positively disavows, I have

heard, ever having seen the South American envoy, Gomez. Whether he

disavows for the Marquis Desolles also, I have not heard. That France has

been engaged in the project, nobody doubts; and this government, as might
be expected, evidently regards the whole transaction with no complacency.

In an interesting debate in the house of commons on the eleventh of this

month, on a call for information respecting the above documents, Dr. Lush-

ington argued the broad principle, that England ought to recognize immedi-

ately and fully the independence of Buenos Ayres. Already he said the gov-

ernment had an accredited consul residing in that country, an assertion that

was not afterwards controverted. Lord Castlereagh, in reply, expressed his

entire dissent as to the policy of taking an early opportunity of recognizing

any of those communities. Sir James Macintosh plainly intimated it as his

opinion, that, since the altered state of things in Spain, the question of desir-

ing a separation of the colonies from the parent state, had also essentially

changed . This I take to be now a prevailing sentiment with the whigs. The

very preliminary dissertation to the pamphlet which I send, was, I have rea-

son to think, drawn up by one of the conductors of the Morning Chronicle,

the leading whig journal of London. During the debate, a sentiment was

uttered by Mr. Canning which may deserve to be repeated. He said, that

as history had shown the condition of colonies always to have been more ser-

vile under the government of a popular assembly, than under the authority

of even absolute monarchies, (a position which the learned speaker assumed

without proving,) all those persons who had wished tosee the colonies eman-

cipated from monarchical Spain, ought to cherish this wish with much more

zeal, now that Spain was democratical ! This sentiment, not perhaps the less

significant from its having escaped the lips of a distinguished member of the

ministry, points to a prophecy which there need be little scruple in hazard-

ing. It is this. That if Spain makes the advances in energy and power to

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXV.
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be naturally expected from her free constitution, to which no compliment was

intended by the epithet of democratical, we shall find parties here shifting

sides. All the branches of the opposition will desire to see Spain reinstated

in full sovereignty over her dominions beyond sea; whilst the ministerialists,

through an instinctive counterpart of feeling, will desire to see them struck

off. The government will, I believe, observe great caution for a while,

watching events. But, on the contingency presupposed, we can scarcely err

in predicting this ultimate reverse in the publick opinion of the country.

Mr. Forsyth has stated to me in a letter, dated Madrid, June the twenty

ninth, that he had understood, that the agents in London from Caraccas,

Buenos Ayres and Chili held a meeting in May, when it was determined to

address applications to Russia, Austria and Prussia, desiring that princes of

their families might be given to Spanish America generally, and that one

might be specially selected from the Brazils for Buenos Ayres. This is as I

understand his statement. But it comes to me in cypher, and, either from

some inadvertence on the part of his copyist, so liable to happen with figures,

or possibly from there not being a perfect conformity between our cyphers,

there are parts which I cannot make out, and may therefore have taken up
the meaning inaccurately. I am aware of no such facts as Mr. Forsyth states.

What I have heard is, that, in the month of April, (being subsequent to the

establishment of the constitution of 1812,) the agents of Chili, Buenos Ayres
and Venezuela, did meet together in this city, with however a different ob-

ject. They jointly signed an address to the king of Spain asking that the

independence of these countries might be acknowledged. This address was
transmitted to Ferdinand through the medium of the duke of San Carlos,

then the Spanish ambassador at this court. The reply to it through the same
channel was, that no proposition would' be listened to that had not for its

basis the return of the colonies to their subjection to the mother country.
This information I have derived since the publicity of the project of France

upon Buenos Ayres.
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Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State oj the United States x

[EXTRACTS]

LONDON, April 22, 1822.

Our acknowledgement of the South American states, has produced an
effect upon those communities on this side of the water, of which the evi-

dences are universal in the publick opinion of all circles. It seems to have
i MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXVII.
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spoken them into being; to have cleared away the doubts that lingered in

men's minds as to their true condition; to have revealed and defined before

the world the maturity of their attributes for sovereign and independent
existence. It has formed a foundation point around which the judgment of

the world can rally, undistracted by the uncertainties and contradictions

under which the destinies of those new empires seemed hidden. It has come
at the happy moment when their destiny complete in all things else by exer-

tions of their own, seemed to wait only this moral welcome from the sister

Republick of the north, as its last finish. So the citizen of the United States

is happy to contemplate it, so mankind have hailed it. The day after the

news arrived, the value of the Colombian bonds, a species of security for a

loan contracted by that state, rose in the London market, nor have I caught
from any source as yet a single objection to the measure. To this govern-

ment, it is not my intention to speak of or allude to it in any way, in the first

instance. To Mr. Onis, I broached the topick at the levee last week, as one

of familiar conversation, saying, in the spirit of the President's message, that

I hoped Spain would see no unfriendliness in the step, but rather one out of

which good fruits would grow up to all parties. He replied, that he thought

Spain ought to follow the example. If the commercial penalties which a

French newspaper states as those which the Republick of Colombia designs
to inflict upon the nations withholding a recognition, be correctly stated, and
if the other new Republicks do the same, it may be presumed that the ex-

ample of the United States will not be long without imitators. . . .

I received the day before yesterday from Mr. Sartoris, at Rio Janeiro, a

letter dated February the I5th, in which he states that the Portuguese

troops had been compelled, through the firmness of the Prince Regent, to

embark for Europe, and that he had little doubt but that the whole of the

Brazils in a few months more would declare independence, organizing a

separate government with the Prince Regent at its head.
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Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, May 6, 1822.

A meeting was held on the twenty third of last month of the merchants,

ship owners, manufacturers, and traders, of London for the purpose of taking
into consideration the means of opening/a beneficial commercial intercourse

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXVII.
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with the countries of South America, formerly under the dominion of Spain, a

mode of expression which it is remarkable has sprung into use since the

President's message on the recognition, and seems already to have become
as universal, as it was before unknown. It was agreed at the meeting, to

present a memorial to the Lords of the privy council submitting whether it

would not be expedient to open the ports of Great Britain to the ships of

these "newly established countries
"
in the same manner as to the ships of the

United States and the Brazils. The Lords of the privy council have replied,

in general terms, that the vessels of these countries will be admitted into the

ports of the United Kingdom.
They have, in fact, been admitted heretofore, whenever they have chosen

to come, but not as vessels of the Independent governments of South America, eo

nomine. They have come as other vessels, that comply in all things with

the British laws of navigation and trade. No interdict existed against them,
founded upon the nature of their flag, which was not inquired into on their

arrival at British ports, but admitted like other foreign flags. As to their

being admitted upon the same terms with the vessels of the United States or

the Brazils, this could only be the effect of compact. None whatever exist-

ing between Britain and these new states, the prayer of the memorialists in

this respect goes unattended to. It is in this way that my inquiries lead me
to understand the subject, though aware of the contradictory assertions in

the English journals in relation to it.

It will be seen, that Lord Londonderry stated in the house of commons
on the second instant, in answer to the questions of Sir James Mackintosh,
that whilst this government had neither formally recognized, or entered into

any correspondence that would imply a recognition of, these new govern-
ments, it had nevertheless considered them as governments de facto; had
looked upon the parties at war in that quarter of the world as belligerents;
had respected as such their rights of blockade, and that the commercial
intercourse with them would be found to be provided for by Mr. Robinson's
bill on the subject of foreign trade. This bill is not yet published, as far as I

can learn, and probably not yet fully matured.
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Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States }

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, June 10, 1822.

Touching the question of South American independence, I am happy to

find that I have taken the same view of the part proper for me to act at

this court that your despatch has now presented to me. From the moment
of the arrival of the President's message of the 8th of March proposing the

recognition, it appeared to me, that, as it was a measure adopted on our

own views of its intrinsick justice and expediency, without concert with

other nations, and as the great principles upon which it stood were suffi-

ciently promulgated to the world in that message, no further mention of it

by me was due to conciliation, or to any other duty in my intercourse with

this government; but that, on the contrary, to avoid all notice of the subject
in the first instance, would be the course most proper on my part. I have,

accordingly, abstained from alluding to it when with Lord Londonderry,
and he has not mentioned it to me. Whenever he may do so, I will not fail

to express the sentiments with which you have charged me.

But although the measure has not been mentioned on either side, I have

no reason to suppose that it is regarded by this cabinet otherwise than as its

true nature demands. The publick voice of the country is manifestly and

loudly in its favor. The manufacturers and merchants take the lead, and

urge the government to follow our example, rather than arraign it. When
to this we add what Lord Londonderry has said upon the subject in parlia-

ment, and the step already taken by the lords of the privy council, and the

further steps projected in parliament, for encouraging commercial relations

with the new-born states in those regions, we should perhaps rather be

warranted in inferring that it cannot be very long before our example, will,

in effect, be followed. I have heard, indeed, from a respectable though not

official source, that a person who has heretofore been in diplomatic trusts

under this government (the name I did not hear) is going out at once to

Buenos Ayres. Whether as agent or minister, or with what distinct objects,

my informant could not say, but we may suppose with some view to the

commencement of an official intercourse with that community of a character

more marked than has yet existed. As to any formal or perfect recognition

of the independence of that or any of the other new states of South America,
I greatly doubt whether this government will give in to it, except on con-

sultation with the European Alliance, which the reanimated hope of pre-

serving peace in the East will probably tend to bind still more closely to-

gether.
1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXVII.
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782

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, June 24, 1822.

SIR: Mr. Zea, the representative of the Republic of Colombia, arrived here

lately from France. He waited upon me on the twenty first instant, but

not being in at the moment of his call, I did not see him. I have on my part

made efforts to see him since, but as yet we have not met.

I learn that he has had an interview with Lord Londonderry. The partic-

ulars of what passed at it, I am not instructed in, but understand that the

following is the result.

That to the application which he distinctly preferred to this government
to recognize the independence of Colombia, his lordship gave as distinct a

refusal. He alleged that Great Britain would make no movement towards

the recognition of any of those new states, except in concert with her Euro-

pean Allies, and that these latter were not at present disposed, any more than

Great Britain, to take any steps in regard to the subject without consulting

Spain.

What was said by his lordship in explanation of this policy; whether or

not he took any notice of our act of recognition, or touched upon any of the

prospects of commercial intercourse between this country and those new

states, I am not informed. Upon such and other points that may be inter-

esting in connexion with this subject, I will transmit whatever further

information I may be able to obtain henceforth.
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Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

LONDON, July 24, 1822.

SIR: Mr. Echeverria, representing himself to be the minister plenipoten-

tiary from the Republick of Colombia to this court, called upon me last

week. I say representing himself as such, as there appears to be some

question whether he or Mr. Zea actually holds this trust at the present

moment, the latter having asked his recall from Europe some time ago on

account of ill health, but now as it is understood intending to remain longer,

his health having become better. Without deciding this point between them
1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXVII.
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Mr. Echeverria is, at all events, a prominent citizen of his country having
been selected as one of the deputies or commissioners sent by Colombia
to Madrid last year, with proposals from his government to treat with Spain,
on the basis of recognition, but to which, as is known, Spain utterly refused

to accede. He expressed in a warm and feeling manner the satisfaction he
had derived from the acknowledgement of the independence of his country
by the United States, and requested my acceptance of a copy of the consti-

tution of Colombia which has lately been republished in Paris, and which
was rendered the more worthy to be accepted from having the President's

message and the report of the committee of the house of representatives on
the question of recognition, bound up with it. This volume, forwarded

herewith, I ask leave to send to the department of state, having in my
possession other copies of the instruments which it contains.

I must take occasion to mention, that after my despatch of the 24th of

June,
1
1 was deprived, by circumstances not in my power to controul, of all

opportunity of seeing Mr. Zea, who has I believe since gone out of town.

The publick dinner given to this gentleman by the merchants of London
on the tenth of this month, at which the duke of Somerset presided, and

which was attended by several members of parliament without distinction of

party where amongst others of the group we saw Sir William Curtis ranged

by the side of Sir James Macintosh, carries with it stronger indications

than are usually to be attached to festivals of this nature, and goes to show

how impressive and loud publick opinion is becoming in this country in favor

of South American independence. This voice will grow louder and louder,

nor can it, I believe, be ultimately resisted by the government. In effect,

the states of South America are already regarded by Great Britain as in-

dependent, for two acts of parliament have been passed by which commercial

intercourse has been opened between them and every part of the British

dominions. These acts [the] government will be in possession of through

the parliamentary documents which are forwarded by this legation to the

Treasury, as well as probably through the consul at this port, who mentioned

to me that he has sent them.

I return to Mr. Echeverria. He informed me that he had had an inter-

view with Lord Londonderry ;
but that he had in vain urged upon him the

claims of Colombia to be recognized by this government. His Lordship

said, that this was a measure into which Great Britain could not come con-

sistently with what she owed to Spain. That Spain had been consulted re-

specting it, and had replied in a way which showed that she felt it to concern

her interests and her rights that other nations should forbear to take such a

step. Nor could Great Britain, he said, take it without the concurrence of

France, and France was not prepared to lend her concurrence. Spain had

also replied, that she had just despatched commissioners to her colonies,

1 See above, pt. vni, doc. 782.
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carrying out the most liberal offers of compromise, from which she still

hoped for the best results, and which would serve to render but the more

objectionable the interference of other Powers. Mr. Echeverria adverted to

the fallacy of such hopes, and asked his Lordship whether this government

would not use its influence to induce Spain herself to recognize the inde-

pendence of the colonies as the best and only policy left to her. His Lordship

replied, that Great Britain would hold up this course to Spain. He alluded to

the recognition by the government of the United States, which, he remarked,

stood upon a ground by itself, the United States having no European connex-

ions to look to when determining upon such a policy, which was not the case

with Great Britain. But whilst G*. Britain could not justify to herself the

political measure of formally recognizing the independence of those com-

munities at present, his Lordship said, that it was her intention to maintain

an unrestricted intercourse of commerce with them all, and of this intention

Spain had been informed. I here mentioned to Mr. Echeverria the case of

the Lord Cottingwood, and asked if he ascertained from Ld Londonderry what

Great Britain meant to do if Spain continued to capture British merchant

vessels trading with those countries which Spain still assumed to treat as her

colonies. He replied that his Lordship intimated, that as Great Britain

would consider such a trade as regularly open to her merchants, she would
sustain them in it.

The foregoing is the amount of what Mr. Echeverria told me. The
Lord Collingwood it will be recollected was an English merchant vessel bound
from Buenos Ayres to the Havannah with a cargo of hides. Pursuing this

voyage, she was captured by a Spanish privateer, carried into Porto Rico

and there condemned as good prize on the ground of trading with a Spanish

colony, without a license from the king of Spain. A copy of the decree of

condemnation in this case was sent to Lord Londonderry by Dr. Lushington,
and its circumstances have been the subject of full remark in the house of

commons.

Mr. Echeverria's interview with Lord Londonderry and his call upon me,
were prior to the disclosures made as well by Lord Liverpool as Lord London-

derry in parliament on the same subject on the fifteenth and seventeenth
instant. Taken together, they may be considered as affording a sufficiently

satisfactory clue to the present feelings of this cabinet in relation to South
American Independence. How much longer it will be able to withhold the

formal recognition, and thus stand out against the importunities so universal
of the commercial and manufacturing classes

; against the just claims of those
new states themselves, and against such cogent and irresistible appeals to

the authority of publick law and historical facts as were yesterday again
made by Sir James Macintosh in the house of commons in support of those

claims, time must show. These appeals are the more gratifying from follow-

ing up as they do the grounds taken in the state papers of the United States.

!i



As we have lately seen an important branch of the colonial policy of Britain,

give way before the remonstrances of only her West India merchants and

proprietors, it can scarcely be too much to imagine that we shall before very

long behold her on this question of South America giving way to the uni-

versal demand of her merchants and manufacturers, backed too as their

solicitations are by a commanding eloquence in her senate, and by the en-

lightened dictates of publick opinion throughout the nation. To motives so

powerful for fully acknowledging the independence of South America, her

ministers have nothing to oppose but their connexions with the European
Alliance, and their obligations to old Spain. From the trammels of the

former it would be wise to extricate themselves, whilst it may be strongly

suspected that their alleged delicacy towards Spain will not last longer than

their hope of still seeing the ancient state of things brought back in that

country. How far this hope will survive the events which have transpired
at Madrid since the present month set in, we do not as yet know. In the

meantime, British interests are suffering, and will probably continue more or

less to suffer, as long as the full recognition is delayed. The journals of the

day announce, that insurance upon ships from London to the ports of

Colombia, cannot be effected at Lloyds but at great cost, and this not merely
on account of the risk of capture from pirates in those seas, but also from

Spanish ships of war and privateers. From these and other considerations

we may infer, that British commerce with those new states will never have

its full scope and fair advantage of competition, until their independence is

completely acknowledged. If I have accurately understood Mr. Echeverria,

and he in turn Lord Londonderry, it is plain that this government has taken

in no ill part the act of recognition by the United States. It would seem

that it is rather awake to the advantages of our situation which has enabled

us to take our own measures freed from the incubus of the Holy Alliance.

That Britain will take the step herself at a day not distant, is my confident

belief, for whatever present excuses her statesmen may have laid hold of, I

can scarcely believe it possible that they will not be roused to it by our

rivalry, which they must be sensible will be rendered more formidable and

dangerous by every hour of their procrastination.

Mr. Echeverria having had an object of his own in calling upon me, pro-

ceeded, after his other communications to state it. He said that he was about

to set out for Paris in a few days, and requested that in the event of any des-

patches arriving for him in London during his absence, I would permit them

to be forwarded to him in Paris, under cover of my seal to the minister of the

United States in that capital. I replied that I feared they would have little

additional security by this course, as I seldom wrote to Mr. Gallatin but by
the mail, and it was well known that no seals, whether of foreign ministers or

others, enjoyed much inviolability in the French post offices. He said that

he believed the risk to his correspondence would be less if it could be put
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under cover to our legation at Paris, to which I replied again that I would for-

ward it in that manner, if Mr. Gallatin had no objections ; but that as it was a

measure which would concern him also, I could not make him a party to it

without his consent. Something was said of special couriers, upon which I

remarked that I had never yet had occasion to employ one in my correspond-

ence with Paris. Mr. E. here upon asked whether I could employ one for his

despatches, allowing him to be at the expense. I replied that such a course

would be objectionable, but that if ever I found it necessary to employ one

on the objects of my own government, I would send any letters addressed to

him by the same conveyance, with Mr. Gallatin's concurrence, to whom I re-

ferred him, more especially as he would have an opportunity of consulting

him at Paris. He then asked my permission to address a note to me em-

bracing the request which he had made in person, adding that it was at the

wish of his government that he had made it.

A copy of the note which he subsequently wrote to me, with a copy of my
answer, is enclosed. 1 It appears that he had not conceived with entire ac-

curacy what fell from me in conversation. I will either act in this matter on

my own discretion henceforth, or receive any suggestions with which you may
think it necessary to favor me.

I have the honor [etc.].

784

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States z

LONDON, July 26, 1822.

SIR : Mr. Zea called upon me this day. He confirms all that Mr. Echeverria

told me respecting the views and intentions of this government on the ques-
tion of South American independence. To repeat what he said, would there-

fore only be to go over again what is recounted in my last despatch,
3 there

having been a substantial and entire agreement in their communications to me.

Those of Mr. Zea have, if any thing, been given with rather the most strength.
He says that Lord Londonderry explicitly remarked, that Great Britain

would not carry her consideration for Spain so far as to postpone too long her

rights of acting as she might think fit; in other words, as the sentiment may
be understood, that she will acknowledge the independence of the colonies

after a little more formality, whatever may be the conduct or opinions of

Spain in relation to the subject. Mr. Zea also represents Lord Londonderry
as saying, that this court would strongly advise Spain herself to recognize the

1 Not printed in this collection.
2 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXVII.
3 See above, pt. vm, doc. 783.
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colonies, and thus free the powers of Europe from all further embarrassment

upon the occasion.

I collected from Mr. Zea that he, and not Mr. Echeverria, is the actual rep-
resentative of Colombia at the present juncture. This may render unneces-

sary all notice of what I have written concerning the despatches of the latter.

Should any similar requests ever be made to me by any of the representa-
tives of these our new sister republicks, whilst they remain unacknowledged
in Europe, I shall feel a disposition to do what courtesy demands, without

however going further than my proper duties to my own government will

warrant. I shall, at the least, be ever disposed to extend to them as much ac-

commodation in this line, as I have myself received from members of the resi-

dent diplomatick corps, from time to time since I have been in London.
I have the honor [etc.].

785

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States L

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, August 27, 1822.

To all that is said in your number 58,
2
respecting Mr. Ravenga, I will take

care to pay special attention, so as to execute as far as circumstances may al-

low, the President's desire in the spirit that it is conveyed to me. As yet I

have not seen, or heard of this gentleman's arrival, in this capital. Mr. Eche-

verria, and Mr. Zea, both called upon me, as I have mentioned in former com-

munications. The latter still claims, as I understand, to be considered the

representative of Colombia. Heretofore there has been some difficulty in

ascertaining with precision who has filled this trust, from the circumstance

of that new Republick not being acknowledged here; but your despatch be-

comes full authority to me that it is in Mr. Ravenga's hands, and I will act

accordingly.

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXVII.
2 See above, pt. i, doc. Ill, Adams to Rush, July 24, 1822.
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786

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adan
Secretary of State of the United States x

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, October 12, 1822.

On the eighth instant, Mr. Garcia and General Paroissien, the Peruvi

envoys mentioned in my number 267,
2 waited upon me. They did not 1

before me any complaints whatever respecting our naval officers in the I

cific, or any other of our officers or citizens residing in Peru or Chili, or tradi

there. They confined their visit, for this time, to one of personal and offic

civility, making it the occasion of expressing their gratitude and thankfuln<

to the United States for acknowledging the independence of their count

I gathered from them that their hopes of a speedy recognition by this govei

ment are not sanguine ; yet they think the prospect better since Mr. Cannini

appointment, than before. On what ground they rest this hope I know not, i

less it be that Mr. Canning's long connexion with Liverpool ,
as the represen

tive in parliament of that town, may be thought to have predisposed him t

participation in the sympathies of its commercial population upon this qu
tion. Mr. Garcia apologized for the medals he had sent me.3 I said to hi

that the last gift of this kind which I had declined previously to his, was tl

of a coronation medal, set apart for my acceptance by one of the officers

this government on the occasion of the king's coronation last year ;
and tha

was bound on such a point as this to look upon all foreign states in the sa:

light, that of Great Britain and that of Peru, the latter being now in the e^

of my government, sovereign and independent like the former. The <

planation being offered in a friendly and conciliating spirit, was so received,

a spirit which marked the whole conversation of both these gentlemen d

ing the half hour they sat with me. I returned their visit on the followi

day, and shall omit no opportunity within my power of keeping up good \

between us. I distinctly said to them, that it fell within the desire of 1

President, that I should use such endeavours as circumstances might just
in my intercourse with this court, to dispose it towards a recognition of 1

independence of their country, for I consider what is said in your number =

in regard to Colombia, as in its spirit extending to the other states of Soi

America, comprehended in the President's message. They seemed to be si

sible of the benefits which our act of recognition has already conferred up
the cause of South American freedom and independence throughout 1

world, and received with satisfaction this assurance from me, that the Prc

dent did not cease to take an active interest in it.

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXVIII.
3 Not printed in this collection.
3 See below, pt. vm, doc. 787.
4 See above, pt. I, doc. Ill, Adams to Rush, July 24, 1822.
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1475

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, March 20, i82j.

SIR: Mr. Garcia del Rio, one of the envoys from Peru, whose name I have

mentioned to you in communications 2 at a former period, has given into

my care, for the government of the United States, a medal struck to com-

memorate the Independence of Lima. In compliance with his request,

having heretofore informed him that I could not accept such gifts myself,
I now transmit this medal to your hands. It is enclosed in this despatch
and I hope will reach you safely. I send also from Mr. Garcia, four pam-
phlets on Peruvian affairs, two of which he designs for the President, and two
for your acceptance.'
A conspicuous journal here, the Morning Chronicle, intimated a week ago

that this government was upon the eve of recognizing the Independence of

Colombia. I can only say that if this be the case I have heard nothing of

it through any other channel, nor has Mr. Ravenga. This gentleman has

not yet had an interview with Mr. Canning, or any other member of this

government, nor does he know at present when one will be granted him.

788

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 3

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, August ip, 1823.

SIR: When my interview with Mr. Canning on Saturday was about to

close, I transiently asked him whether, notwithstanding the late news from

Spain, we might not still hope that the Spaniards would get the better of all

their difficulties. I had allusion to the defection of Ballasteros, in Andalu-

sia, an event seeming to threaten with new dangers the constitutional cause.

His reply was general, importing nothing more than his opinion of the

increased difficulties and dangers with which, undoubtedly, this event was

calculated to surround the Spanish cause.

Pursuing the topick of Spanish affairs, I remarked that should France

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXVIII.
z See above, pt. vm, doc. 786, Rush to Adams, October 12, 1822.
3 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX.
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ultimately effect her purposes in Spain, there was at least the consolation

left, that Great Britain would not allow her to go farther and lay her hands

upon the Spanish colonies, bringing them too under her grasp. I here had

in my mind the sentiments promulgated upon this subject in Mr. Canning's

note to the British ambassador at Paris of the 3 1st of March, during the

negociations that preceded the invasion of Spain. It will be recollected

that the British government say in this note, that time and the course of

events appeared to have substantially decided the question of the separa-

tion of these colonies from the mother country, although their formal

recognition as independent states by Gt. Britain might be hastened or

retarded by external circumstances, as well as by the internal condition

of those new states themselves; and that as his Britannic majesty disclaimed

all intention of appropriating to himself the smallest portion of the late

Spanish possessions in America, he was also satisfied that no attempt would

be made by France to bring any of them under her dominion, either by

conquest, or by cession from Spain.

By this we are to understand, in terms sufficiently distinct, that Great

Britain would not be passive under such an attempt by France, and Mr.

Canning, on my having referred to this note, asked me what I thought my
government would say to going hand in hand with his, in the same senti-

ment; not as he added that any concert in action under it, could become

necessary between the two countries, but that the simple fact of our being

known to hold the same sentiment would, he had no doubt, by its moral

effect, put down the intention on the part of France, admitting that she

should ever entertain it. This belief was founded he said upon the large

share of the maritime power of the world which Gt. Britain and the United

States shared between them, and the consequent influence which the knowl-

edge that they held a common opinion upon a question on which such large

maritime interests, present and future, hung, could not fail to produce

upon the rest of the world.

I replied, that in what manner my government would look upon such a

suggestion, I was unable to say, but that I would communicate it in the

same informal manner in which he threw it out. I said, however, that I

did not think I should do so with full advantage, unless he would at the

same time enlighten me as to the precise situation in which His Majesty's

government stood at this moment in relation to those new states, and espe-

cially on the material point of their own independence.
He replied that Great Britain certainly never again intended to lend her

instrumentality or aid, whether by mediation or otherwise, towards making
up the dispute between Spain and her colonies ; but that if this result could

still be brought about, she would not interfere to prevent it. Upon my
intimating that I had supposed that all idea of Spain ever recovering her

authority over the colonies had long since gone by, he explained by saying
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that he did not mean to controvert that opinion, for he too believed that the

day had arrived when all America might be considered as lost to Europe,
so far as the tie of political dependence was concerned. All that he meant

was, that if Spain and the colonies should still be able to bring the dispute,
not yet totally extinct between them, to a close upon terms satisfactory to

both sides, and which should at the same time secure to Spain commercial

or other advantages not extended to other nations, that Great Britain

would not object to a compromise in this spirit of preference to Spain. All

that she would ask would be, to stand upon as favoured a footing as any other

nation after Spain. Upon my again alluding to the improbability of the

dispute ever settling down now even upon this basis, he said that it was not

his intention to maintain such a position, and that he had expressed himself

as above rather for the purpose of indicating the feeling which this cabinet

still had towards Spain in relation to the controversy, than of predicting
results.

Wishing, however, to be still more specifically informed, I asked whether

Great Britain was at this moment taking any step, or contemplating any,
which had reference to the recognition to those states, this being the point
in which we felt the chief interest.

He replied that she had taken none whatever, as yet, but was upon the

eve of taking one, not final, but preparatory, and which would still leave her

at large to recognize or not according to the position of events at a future

period. The measure in question was, to send out one or more individuals

under authority from this government to South America, not strictly dip-

lomatic, but clothed with powers in the nature of a commission of inquiry,

and which in short he described as analagous to those exercised by our com-

missioners in 1817 ;
and that upon the result of this commission much might

depend as to the ulterior conduct of Gt. Britain. I asked whether I was to

understand that it would comprehend all the new states, or which of them ;

to which he replied that, for the present it would be limited to Mexico.

Reverting to his first idea he again said, that he hoped that France would

not, should even events in the Peninsula be favorable to her, extend her views

to South America for the purpose of reducing the colonies, nominally perhaps
for Spain, but in effect to subserve ends of her own

; but that in case she should

meditate such a policy, he was satisfied that the knowledge of the United

States being opposed to it as well as Gt. Britain, could not fail to have its

influence in checking her steps. In this way he thought good might be done

by prevention, and peaceful prospects all round increased. As to the form

in which such knowledge might be made to reach France, and even the other

powers of Europe, he said in conclusion that that might probably be arranged

in a manner that would be free from objection.

I again told him that I would convey his suggestions to you for the in-

formation of the President, and impart to him whatever reply I might



receive. My own inference rather is, that his proposition was a fortuitoi

one; yet he entered into it I thought with some interest, and appeared t

receive with a corresponding satisfaction the assurance I gave him that

should be made known to the President. I did not feel myself at liberty t

express any opinion unfavorable to it, and was as careful to give none in 11

favor.

789

George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, i

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain l

Private & confidential. FOREIGN OFFICE, August 20, 1823.

MY DEAR SIR: Before leaving Town, I am desirous of bringing before yo
in a more distinct, but still in an unofficial and confidential, shape, the que:

tion which we shortly discussed the last time that I had the pleasure c

seeing you.
Is not the moment come when our Governments might understand eac

other as to the Spanish American Colonies? And if we can arrive at such a

understanding, would it not be expedient for ourselves, and beneficial fc

all the world, that the principles of it should be clearly settled and plainl

avowed?
For ourselves we have no disguise.

1. We conceive the recovery of the Colonies by Spain to be hopeless.

2. We conceive the question of the Recognition of them, as Independen
States, to be one of time and circumstances.

3. We are, however, by no means disposed to throw any impediment i

the way of an arrangement between them, and the mother country b

amicable negotiation.

4. We aim not at the possession of any portion of them ourselves.

5. We could not see any portion of them transferred to any other Powei

with indifference.

If these opinions and feelings are as I firmly believe them to be, common t

your Government with ours, why should we hesitate mutually to confid

them to each other; and to declare them in the face of the world?

If there be any European Power which cherishes other projects, whic

looks to a forcible enterprize for reducing the Colonies to subjugation, on th

behalf or in the name of Spain; or which meditates the acquisition of an

part of them to itself, by cession or by conquest ;
such a declaration on th

part of your government and ours would be at once the most effectual am

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX, enclosed in Rush to Adams, August 23

1823, which see below, pt. vin, doc. 791.
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the least offensive mode of intimating our joint disapprobation of such

projects.

It would at the same time put an end to all the jealousies of Spain with

respect to her remaining Colonies and to the agitation which prevails in

those Colonies, an agitation which it would be but humane to allay; being
determined (as we are) not to profit by encouraging it*

Do you conceive that under the power which you have recently received,

you are authorized to enter into negotiation, and to sign any Convention

upon this subject? Do you conceive, if that be not within your competence,

you could exchange with me ministerial notes upon it?

Nothing could be more gratifying to me than to join with you in such a

work, and, I am persuaded, there has seldom, in the history of the world,

occurred an opportunity, when so small an effort, of two friendly Govern-

ments, might produce so unequivocal a good and prevent such extensive

calamities.

I shall be absent from London but three weeks at the utmost : but never so

far distant, but that I can receive and reply to any communication, within

three or four days.

I have the honor [etc.].

790

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to George Canning,

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain {

LONDON, August 23, 1823.

MY DEAR SIR: Your unofficial and confidential note of the 20th instant 2

reached me yesterday, and has commanded from me all the reflection due to

the interest of its subject, and to the friendly spirit of confidence upon which

it is so emphatically founded.

The government of the United States having, in the most formal manner,

acknowledged the independence of the late Spanish provinces in America,

desires nothing more anxiously than to see this independence maintained

with stability, and under auspices that may promise prosperity and happiness

to these new states themselves, as well as advantage to the rest of the world.

As conducing to these great ends, my government has always desired, and

still desires, to see them received into the family of nations by the powers of

Europe, and especially, I may add, by Great Britain.

My government is also under a sincere conviction, that the epoch has ar-

rived when the interests of humanity and justice, as well as all other interests

would be essentially subserved by the general recognition of these states.

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX, enclosed in Rush to Adams, August 23,

1823, which see below, pt. vm, doc. 791.
* See above, pt. vm, doc. 789.
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Making these remarks, I believe I may confidently say, that the senti-

ments unfolded in your note are fully those which belong also to my govern-

ment.

It conceives the recovery of the colonies by Spain, to be hopeless.

It would throw no impediment in the way of an arrangement between them

and the mother country, by amicable negociation supposing an arrange-

ment of this nature to be possible.

It does not aim at the possession of any portion of those communities, for

or on behalf of the United States.

It would regard as highly unjust, and fruitful of disastrous consequences,

any attempt on the part of any European power to take possession of them by
conquest, or by cession

;
or on any ground or pretext whatever.

But, in what manner my government might deem it expedient to avow
these principles and feelings, or express its disapprobation of such projects as

the last, are points which none of my instructions, or the power which I have

recently received, embrace; and they involve I am forced to add considera-

tions of too much delicacy for me to act upon them in advance.

It will yield me particular pleasure tp be the organ of promptly causing to

be brought under the notice of the President, the opinions and views of which

you have made me the depository upon this subject, and I am of nothing
more sure than that he will fully appreciate their intrinsick interest, and not

less the frank and friendly feelings towards the United States in which they
have been conceived and communicated to me on your part.

Nor, do I take too much upon myself, when I anticipate the peculiar satis-

faction the President will also derive from the intimation which you have
not scrupled to afford me, as to the just and liberal determinations of His

Majesty's government, in regard to the colonies which still remain to Spain.
With a full reciprocation of the personal cordiality which your note also

breathes, and begging you to accept [etc.].
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Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

LONDON, August 2j, 1823.

SIR: I yesterday received from Mr. Canning a note headed "private and
confidential" setting before me in a more distinct form the proposition re-

specting South America affairs, which he communicated to me in conversa-

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX.
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tion, on the i6th, as already reported in my number 323-
1 Of his note 2 I

lose no time in transmitting a copy for your information, as well as a copy of

my answer 2 to it written and sent this day.
In shaping the answer on my own judgment alone, I feel that I have had a

task of some embarrassment to perform, and shall be happy if it receives the

President's approbation.
I believe that this government has the subject of Mr. Canning's proposi-

tion much at heart, and certainly his note bears, upon the face of it, a charac-

ter of cordiality towards the government of the United States which cannot

escape notice.

I have therefore thought it proper to impart to my note a like character,
and to meet the points laid down in his, as far as I could, consistently with
other and paramount considerations.

These I conceived to be chiefly twofold
; first the danger of pledging my

government to any measure or course of policy which might in any degree,
now or hereafter, implicate it in the federative system of Europe ; and, second-

ly, I have felt myself alike without warrant to take a step which might prove

exceptionable in the eyes of France, with whom our pacifick and friendly re-

lations remain I presume undisturbed, whatever may be our speculative ab-

horrence of her attack upon the liberties of Spain.
In framing my answer, I had also to consider what was due to Spain her-

self, and I hope that I have not overlooked what was due to the colonies.

The whole subject is open to views on which my mind has deliberated anx-

iously. If the matter of my answer shall be thought to bear properly upon
motives and considerations which belong most materially to the occasion, it

will be a source of great satisfaction to me.

The tone of earnestness in Mr. Canning's note and the force of some of his

expressions, naturally start the inference that the British cabinet cannot be

without its serious apprehensions that ambitious enterprises are meditated

against the independence of the South American states. Whether by France

alone, I cannot now say, on any authentick grounds.
I have the honor [etc.].

1 See above, pt. vin, doc. 788, Rush to Adams, August 19, 1823.
8 See above, pt. vin, docs. 789 and 790, Canning to Rush, August 20, and Rush to Can-

ning, August 23, 1823.
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792

George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, U
Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain l

Private & confidential. LIVERPOOL, August 23, 1823.

MY DEAR SIR: Since I wrote to you on the 2Oth,
2 an additional motive has

occurred for wishing that we might be able to come to some understanding or

the part of our respective Governments on the subject of my letter; to come

to it soon, and to be at liberty to announce it to the world.

It is this. I have received notice, but not such a notice as imposes upon me

the necessity of any immediate answer or proceeding that so soon as the

military objects in Spain are achieved (of which the French expect, how just-

ly I know not a very speedy achievement) a proposal will be made for a Con-

gress, or some less formal concert and consultation, specially upon the affairs

of Spanish America.

I need not point out to you all the complications to which this proposal

however dealt with by us, may lead.

Pray receive this communication in the same confidence with the former

and believe me with great truth [etc.].

793

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to George Canning
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain 3

LONDON, August 27, 1823.

MY DEAR SIR: Your favor of the 23d,
4 dated at Liverpool, got to hand

yesterday, and I perceive in its contents new motives for attaching impor-
tance to the subject to which it relates.

In the note which I had the honor to address to you on the 23rd, two prin-

cipal ideas have place.

1. That the government of the United States earnestly desires to see main-

tained, permanently, the independence of the late Spanish provinces ir

America.

2 . That it would view with uneasiness any attempt on the part of the powers
of Europe to intrench upon that independence.

I will add, in the present note, that my government would view with like

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX, enclosed in Rush to Adams, August 28
1823, which see below, pt. vm, doc. 794.

2 See above, pt. vm, doc. 789.
3 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX, enclosed in Rush to Adams, August 28

1823, which see below, pt. vm, doc. 794.
* See above, pt. vnr, doc. 792.
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uneasiness any interference whatever, by the powers of Europe in the affairs

of those new states, unsolicited by the latter and against their will. It would

regard the convening of a congress, for example, at this period of time, to de-

liberate upon their affairs, as a measure uncalled for, and indicative of a pol-

icy highly unfriendly to the tranquillity of the world. It could never look

with insensibility upon such an exercise of European jurisdiction over com-

munities now of right exempt from it, and entitled to regulate their own con-

cerns unmolested from abroad. In speaking thus, I am entirely confident

that I do nothing more than strictly interpret the opinions of my government,
and of the whole people of the United States. It is only as to the mode in

which the former might choose to give expression to its strong disapproba-
tion of such enterprises, that my instructions at this moment, as I think, fail

me.

If you suppose any of the sentiments of this, or my preceding, note,
1 sus-

ceptible of being moulded by me into a form promising to achieve the object

proposed in your note of the 2Oth, or make 2
any useful approximation to it,

I shall be most happy to take into consideration whatever suggestions you

may favor me with, towards this end, either immediately in writing, or in the

more unreserved intercourse of conversation when you return to town, being
in this respect altogether at your disposal.

I will, for the present, only add, that could His Majesty's government see

fit to consider the time now arrived for a full acknowledgment of the inde-

pendence of the South American states by Great Britain, it is my unequivo-
cal belief, entertained not on light grounds, that it would accelerate the steps

of my government in a course of policy intimated as being common to this

government, for the welfare of those states. It would also naturally place

me in a new position in my further conferences with you, upon this interesting

subject.

Begging to assure you that the notes with which you favor me are treated

in the spirit of confidence with which they are written, I have the honor [etc.].
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Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 3

LONDON, August 28, 1823.

SIR: Since my last despatch, I have received a second confidential note*

from Mr. Canning, dated at Liverpool, the 23rd, a copy of which and of my
1 See above, pt. vm, doc. 790, Rush to Canning, August 23, 1823.
2
Ibid., 789.

3 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX.
4 Qoo iX/-nr r\i- tTTTT r\ne* TlT>
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answer,
1 dated yesterday, are enclosed. The subject of our correspondence

being, as appears to me, of deep interest, I think proper to apprize you of it

from step to step, without waiting for the further developments to which it

may possibly lead. I hence hope that this communication will be in time to

accompany my last, in the packet ship that will leave Liverpool on the first of

September.
Mr. Canning having now distinctly informed me, that he has received no-

tice of measures being in projection by the powers of Europe relative to the

affairs of Spanish America, as soon as the French succeed in their military

movements in Spain, which it would seem they expect soon to do, I can-

not avoid seeing this subject under the complications to which Mr. Canning
alludes.

My first object will be to urge upon this government the obvious expediency

of an immediate and unreserved recognition of the independence of the

South American states.

It will be seen by my note to Mr. Canning of yesterday, that I have made a

beginning in this work, and, should the opportunity be afforded me, it is my
intention to follow it up zealously.

Should I be asked by Mr. Canning, whether, if the recognition be made by

Great Britain without more delay, I am, on my part, prepared to make a dec-

laration in the name of my government that it will not remain inactive under

an attack upon the independence of those states by the Holy Alliance, the

present determination of my judgment is, that I will make this declaration,

explicitly, and avow it before the world.

I am not unaware of the responsibility which I should, by such a measure,

assume upon myself. My reasons for assuming it, I have not, at present, the

leisure to recount with the requisite fulness. The leading ones would be, in

brief, as follow:

1 . I may thereby aid in achieving an immediate and positive good to those

rising states in our hemisphere; for such I should conceive their recognition

at this juncture by Great Britain, in itself, to be.

2. Such recognition, cooperating with the declaration which this govern-
ment has already in effect made, that it will not look quietly on if Spanish
America is attacked, and followed up by a similar ( though not joint) declara-

tion from me that neither will the United States, would prove at least a prob-
able means of warding off the attack. The minister of foreign affairs of this

government, it appears, is under a strong persuasion that it would forestall it,

and this without the recognition by England being, as yet, a part of his case.

3. Should the issue of things be different, and events notwithstanding arise

threatening the peace of the United States, or otherwise seriously to commit

them, under such a declaration from me, it would still remain with the wis-

dom of my government to disavow my conduct, as I should manifestly have
1 See above, pt. vm, doc. 793.
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acted without its previous warrant, though hoping for its subsequent sanc-

tion. I would take to myself all the reproach, consoled if not j ustified under
the desire that had animated me to render benefits of great magnitude to the

cause of South American independence and freedom at a point of time, which,
if lost, was not to be regained; and believing that, at all events, I should have
rendered some benefits to it, in being instrumental towards accelerating the

recognition by Great Britain.

My conduct might be disavowed in any issue of the transaction, and I

should still not be left without a hope, that the President would see in it

proofs of good intention, mixed with a zeal for the advancement of great politi-

cal interests, not appearing at the moment, to be indifferent ultimately to

the welfare of the United States themselves.

The result of my reasoning in a word then, is, that I find myself placed in a

situation in which, by deciding and acting promptly, I may do much publick

good, whilst publick mischiefs may be arrested by the controuling hand of

my government, should my conduct be likely to draw any down.
I conclude with the usual assurances [etc.].

795

George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, to

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain l

Private & confidential. STORRS, WESTMORLAND, August ji, 1823.

MY DEAR SIR: I have now to acknowledge the receipt of your answer to

both my letters
;
& whatever may be the practical result of our confidential

communication, it is an unmixed satisfaction to me that the spirit in which it

began on my part, has been met so cordially on yours.

To a practical result eminently beneficial I see no obstacle
; except in your

want of specific powers, & in the delay which may intervene before you can

procure them; & during which events may get before us.

Had you felt yourself authorized to entertain any formal propositions, and

to decide upon it, without reference home, I would immediately have taken

measures for assembling my Colleagues in London, upon my return, in order

to be enabled to submit to you as the act of my government, all that I have

stated to you as my own sentiments & theirs. But with such a delay in pros-

pect, I think I should hardly be justified in proposing to bind ourselves to

any thing positively, & unconditionally; and think on the other hand that a

proposition qualified either in respect to the contingency of your concurrence

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX, enclosed in Rush to Adams, September 8,

1823, which see below, pt, vni, doc. 796.
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in it, or with reference to possible change of circumstances, would want tl

decision & frankness which I should wish to mark our proceeding.

Not that I anticipate any change of circumstances, which could vary tl

views opened to you in my first letter : nor that, after what you have writti

to me in return, I apprehend any essential dissimilarity of views on the pa

of your Government.

But we must not place ourselves in a position, in which, if called upon fro

other quarters for an opinion, we cannot give a clear & definite account n

only of what we think & feel, but of what we have done or are doing, upon t!

matter in question. To be able to say, in answer to such an appeal, that tl

Ud
. States & Great Britain concur in thinking so & so would be well. 1

anticipate any such appeal by a voluntary declaration to the same effe

would be still better. But to have to say that we are in communication wi

the U. States, but have no conclusive understanding with them, would be i

convenient Our free agency would thus be fettered with respect to oth

powers; while our agreement with you would be yet unascertained.

What appears to me, therefore, the most advisable is that you should s

in my unofficial communication enough hope of good to warrant you in i

quiring Powers & Instructions from your Government on this point, in ad<

tion to the others upon which you have recently been instructed& ernpowere

treating that communication not as a proposition made to you, but as t

evidence of the nature of a proposition which it would have been my desi

to make to you, if I had found you provided with authority to entertain

I have the honor [etc.].

796

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adan
Secretary of State of the United States x

LONDON, September 8, 1823.

SIR: I yesterday received another confidential note from Mr. Cannir

dated the thirty first of August, a copy
2 of which I have the honor to enck

herewith for the President's information.

From this note it would appear, that Mr. Canning is not prepared

pledge this government to an immediate recognition of the independence
the South American states. I shall renew to him a proposition to this eff<

when we meet
;
but should he continue to draw back from it, I shall on i

part not act upon the overture contained in his first note, not feeling mys
at liberty to accede to them in the name of my government, but upon t

basis of an equivalent. This equivalent as I now view the subject could
1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX. " See above, pt. vin, doc. 795.
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nothing less than the immediate and full acknowledgment of those states, or
some of them, by Gt. Britain.

I shall send this despatch by this evening's mail to Liverpool, and have
reason to hope that it will go in a ship that sails on the eighth, whereby there
will have been not a moment's delay in putting you in possession of all the
correspondence that has passed between Mr. Canning and me, or that now
seems likely to pass, upon this delicate subject. I cannot help thinking,
however, that its apparent urgency may, after all, be lessened by the turn
which we may yet witness in affairs, military and political, in Spain.

I have the honor [etc.].

797

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States [

LONDON, September 19, 1823.

SIR: Mr. Secretary Canning returned to town about a week ago, and I had
an interview with him yesterday at the foreign office, at his request.
He entered at once upon the subject of Spanish America, remarking that

he thought it claimed precedence, at present, over all others between us.

Military events in the Peninsula seemed every day to be drawing nearer to a

crisis in favor of the French arms, and the political arrangements projected

afterwards, would, there was good reason to suppose, be immediately direct-

ed to the affairs of the late colonies. He would therefore not give up the

hope, notwithstanding the footing upon which this subject appeared to be

placed at the close of our recent correspondence, that I might yet see my way
towards a substantial acquiescence in his proposals. They were hourly ac-

quiring new importance and urgency under aspects that neither of our

governments could be insensible to.

Having perceived, since we had last been together, the publication in the

newspapers of the correspondence between a portion of the merchants of

London and 'the foreign office, respecting the appointment of consuls, or

commercial agents, for the South American states, I asked Mr. Canning
whether I was to infer that this government was speedily about to adopt

such a measure, to which he replied in the affirmative, saying that commer-

cial agents would certainly be soon appointed, and sent out to the proper

ports in those quarters.

As to the proposals he had submitted to me, I said that I was sure that he

would himself appreciate the delicacy of the ground upon which I stood. The

United States, it was true, would view any attempt on the part of France and

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX.
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the continental alliance to re-subjugate those new states, as a transcendent

act of national injustice, and indicative of a progressive and most alarming

ambition. Yet, to join Great Britain in a declaration to this effect might

lay them open in some respects to consequences upon the character and ex-

tent of which it became my duty to reflect with great caution, before I made

up my mind to meet the responsibilities of them. The value of the declara-

tion, it was agreed, would depend upon its being formally made known to

Europe. Would not such a step wear the appearance of the United States

implicating themselves in the political connexions of Europe? Would it not

be acceding, in this instance at least, to the policy of one of its leading powers
in opposition to the projects avowed by other powers? This heretofore had

been no part of the system of the United States. Their foreign policy had

been essentially bottomed on the maxim of keeping peace and harmony with

all powers, without offending any. Upon the institutions as upon the dis-

sentions of foreign nations, the government and the people of the United

States might have, and might express, their speculative opinions; but it had

been no part of their past conduct to interfere with the one, or, being un-

molested themselves, to become parties to the other. In this broad princi-

ple laid one of my difficulties under his proposals.

He replied, that however just such a policy might have been formerly, or

might continue to be as a general policy, he apprehended that powerful and

controuling circumstances made it inapplicable on the present occasion. The

question was a new and a complicated one in modern affairs. It was also, to

the full, as much American as European, to say no more. It concerned the

United States under interests as immediate and commanding, as it did or

could any of the states of Europe. They (the United States) were the first

power established on that continent, and now confessedly the leading power.

They were connected with Spanish America by their position, as with Europe
by their relations. They also stood connected with these new states by
political relations. Was it possible that they could see with indifference

their fate decided upon by Europe? Could Europe expect this indifference?

Had not a new epoch arrived in the relative position of the United States to-

wards Europe, which Europe must acknowledge? Were the great political

and commercial interests which hung upon the destinies of the new continent,
to be canvassed and adjusted in this hemisphere without the cooperation or

even knowledge of the United States? Were they to be canvassed and ad-

justed, he would add, without some proper understanding between the

United States and Great Britain, as the two chief commercial and maritime

states of both worlds? He hoped not, he would wish to persuade himself

not. Such was the tenor of his remarks. I said, that his suggestions were
not unworthy of great consideration, and that such and others of the same
nature would probably not escape the attention of my government. There

might, I was aware, be room for thinking, that the late formation of these
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new states would impose new political duties upon the United States, not

merely as coupled with the great cause of national justice and freedom, but
as more closely coupled with their own present and future interests, and with
the very existence finally of their own institutions. That I might, perhaps,
speaking for myself as an individual, be able to imagine that the expression
of a voice by the United States, upon the destinies of these states, admitting
that the powers of Europe usurped a right to bring them under deliberation,
would imply no real departure from the principles that had heretofore regulat-
ed their foreign intercourse, or pledge them henceforth to the federative or

political connexions of the old world. If, too, that voice happened to be in

unison with the voice of Great Britain, I admitted that it might prove but
the more auspicious to the common object which both nations had in view,
without committing either to any systematick or ulterior concert. But I

said, that as the question of the United States expressing this voice, and pro-

mulgating it under official authority to the powers of Europe, was one of

novelty as well as magnitude in their history, it was for my government
and not for me to decide upon it. Concomitant and after-duties of a grave
and momentous character might be bound up in such a step. I was willing

to take upon myself any fair responsibility growing out of the station which

I hold under the confidence of my government. But here was a case wholly

new, and not seeming to fall within the range of any of the contingent or dis-

cretionary duties that could have been in contemplation when I was clothed

with my commission. For meeting a case thus extraordinary, if I could do

so at all, I ought to have some justification beyond any that had yet been

laid before me. Such was my opinion; such the conclusion to which I had

been forced to come after full and anxious reflection.

He said that the case being new, might serve to account for my not being in

possession of previous or specifick powers respecting it, but that its very nature

seemed to preclude delay. He had the strongest reasons for believing, that

the cooperation of the United States with England through my instrumen-

tality, afforded with promptitude, would ward off altogether the meditated

jurisdiction of the European powers over the affairs of the new world. Delay

this cooperation until I could receive specifick powers, and the day might go

by ;
the progress of events was rapid ; the evil might come on. A portion of it

might and probably would be consummated, and if Great Britain could by
herself afterwards arrest it, there was at least more of uncertainty in this, be-

sides that preventive measures were always, whether on the score of humani-

ty or efficacy, preferable to those that were remedial. Why then should the

United States whose institutions always, and whose policy in this instance,

approximated them so much more closely to Great Britain than to any other

power in Europe, hesitate to act with her to promote a common object ap-

proved alike by both; to achieve a common good estimated alike by both?

To this effect did he express himself, amplifying his ideas of which I present
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but the substance and outline. He finished by saying, that his station and

duties as the organ of this government would oblige him to call upon me in

another way, if I continued to feel unable to assent to his past proposals;

for, said he, "if a congress be in fact assembled on the affairs of Spanish

America, I shall ask that you, as the representative of the United States at

this court, be invited to attend it. If you are not invited, I shall reserve to

myself the option of determining whether or not Great Britain will send a rep-

resentative to it. If you are invited and refuse to go, I shall still reserve to

myself the same option. Hence you see the complication of the whole sub*

ject; hence you see how essential it is, in the opinion of Great Britain, that

the United States should not be left out of view, if Europe determine to take

cognizance of the subject." These last declarations could not fail to make
an impression upon me, and I give them as nearly as may be in his own words.

The complication of the subject said I, continuing the discussion, may be

cured at once, and by Great Britain. Let Great Britain immediately and

unequivocally acknowledge the independence of the new states. This will

put an end to all difficulty. The moment is auspicious, every thing invites

to the measure, justice, expediency, humanity; the repose of the world, the

cause of national independence, the prosperity and happiness of both hemi-

spheres. Let Britain but adopt this measure so just in itself, so recommend-

ed by the point of time before us the cause of all Spanish America tri-

umphs. The European congress may meet afterwards, if it sees fit!

He said that such a measure was open to objection, but asked if he was to

understand that it would make any difference in my powers or conduct.

I replied, the greatest difference. I had frankly told him that I had no

powers that would cover my consent to his proposals in the shape that he had

first made them to me. I would as frankly say, that I had no specifick

powers to consent to them coupled with the fact of this government acknowl-

edging at once the independence of Spanish America. But, this being done,

I would stand upon my general powers. I had no hesitation in saying that,

under their warrant, I would put forth with Great Britain the declaration to

which he had invited me; that I would do so in the name of my government,
and consent to its being promulgated, with all the present validity that 1

could give it, to the world. I had carefully examined all my instructions for

years past bearing either directly or remotely on the great cause of these states,

I saw in them all, so steady and so strong a desire for the firm establishment

of their freedom and independence; I saw, too, sometimes in their letter and

always in their spirit, so concurrent a desire to see their independence ac-

knowledged by Great Britain, that I would not scruple, on seeing the latter

event brought about, to lend my official name, as far as it could go, to the

course which he had proposed, and count upon my government stamping with

its subsequent sanction the part which I acted. If I could be in any degree in-

strumental towards accelerating this acknowledgment, I should feel that I
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had achieved a great and positive good. Upon British recognition hung, not

indeed the final, but perhaps in an eminent degree the present tranquility and

happiness of those states. Their final safety was not, as I believed, at the

mercy of European dictation ; but we could not disguise that it might pro-

long their sufferings, and throw fresh clouds over all their prospects. It was
in this manner that I expressed myself, displaying to him with entire can-

dour my feelings and determinations, as well as the precise ground upon which
the steps that I took, whatever they might be, would rest.

He said that among the objections to recognizing at present, was still that

of the uncertain condition, internally, of these new states, or, at any rate, of

some of them. He had, for example, sent an agent in January last to Mexico,

supposing that Iturbide was at the head of affairs ; but by the time he had ar-

rived, a fresh revolution had set up other representatives of the executive

power. The same internal vicissitudes were to be remarked in others of these

communities, more to the south.

Another objection he said was started by the circumstances of this very
Colombian loan, which had created so much agitation on the stock exchange
of London for a twelvemonth past. It was true, that as this subject actually

stood, the British Government owed no obligation to those British subjects

who had embarked their money in an adventure of the safety of which they
had themselves chosen to be the judges. But suppose the recognition to

have been made by Great Britain sometime ago, as was wished, and the loan

to have followed, would not the duty of countenance and protection have

attached, and might not this serve to portray the hazards of coming too hastily

into relations with distant states whose credit or whose means, in their deal-

ings with the subjects of other nations, did not as yet appear to rest on any
sure or adequate foundations?

Respecting the latter topick I replied, that it was beyond my competence
to disentangle all its details. All I could say was, that the government of

Colombia as far as I was informed had fallen into no departure from good
faith in the transaction, and it yet remained to be known whether it would

not in the end give satisfaction to all the parties concerned. But, far from

an obstacle in the way of recognizing, it appeared to me that the incident

fairly led to different conclusions; for had Colombia at the period of the loan

been admitted to regular relations with this government, it is to be presumed
that the powers of her diplomatick agents would have been open to other

examinations than they appear to have received, and the whole transaction

thus been freed from the subsequent embarrassments which surrounded it.

As to internal vicissitudes, I remarked that the dilemma thence arising was

not greater than had been witnessed in France from time to time during a

period of more than twenty years, than had been seen in Naples since, or

than was experienced at this very moment by Britain herself in her diplo-

matick intercourse with Portugal and Spain. Had we not seen revolutions
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and counter-revolutions, royal governments, constitutional governments,

regencies, succeeding each other almost day by day in the oldest countries

of Europe, whose affairs too were still as unsettled as when these commotions

began? Why then be surprised at changes in the new world? Besides,

these changes would be likely to be largely if not entirely checked by the fact

of the new states being recognized by Europe. This would give stability

to their institutions, and, by breaking down the hopes of the discontented

and the factions amongst themselves, become the sure guarantees of their

greater internal prosperity and repose. What proofs had they not given of

military power? What proofs were they not giving of political wisdom?

Look at Buenos Ayres, that as long ago as 1807 could repulse the well-

appointed legions of Britain herself. Look at Colombia, she was at this

moment, at one and the same time, laying the ground work of a confederacy

for all Spanish America, and by her auxiliary veterans marched into Peru,

upholding the cause of emancipation upon that shore. Every thing attested

the reality of that emancipation. It was irrevocable. Spain might go on

with her languid efforts and protract, through her delusion, the miseries of

war. But over Spanish American independence, she had no longer any
controul Europe had no controul. It was a question forever settled. It

would soon be seen by Britain, that the United States, in their proposals for

adjusting with Russia, and with Britain, the respective pretensions of the

three powers on the coasts of the Pacific, were forced to take for granted the

independence of all the late colonies of Spain on that continent, as the

inevitable basis of all just and practical negociation. Their independence

was, in fine, the new political element of modern times and must henceforth

pervade the political arrangements of both worlds. Why then should

Britain longer forbear to acknowledge this independence? She had already

done so in effect; why should she not in form? She had, by her solemn

statutes, made her trade with those new states lawful; she had stood ready
to support that trade with her squadrons ;

she was on the eve of sending out

commercial agents to reside in some or all of them, as the guardians of

British interests; all this she had done, and more. She had even declared in

her state papers, that the question of their independence was substantially

decided though the formal recognition of it might indeed be retarded, or be

hastened, by external circumstances. What external circumstances could

be imagined more imperious for hastening this formal recognition than the

present, when Spain is seen to be doubly incapacitated from regaining
dominion over these states, and continental Europe actually meditating such

unwarrantable designs upon them?

It was thus that I endeavoured to develope what I suppose to be the views

and convictions of the President upon this important subject. Our conver-

sation was prolonged to a couple of hours, and, although informal, was, I

need not say, of extraordinary interest. It was characterised by the freedom
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with which I have reported it. In condensing it within the limits of these

sheets, I can only hope that I have faithfully preserved its material points.

I do not flatter myself with any sanguine belief, that this government will be

prepared to yield to my appeals in favor of immediate recognition ;
but I am

to have another interview with Mr. Canning some day next week, or the

week after, which he is yet to name, and I can only say that I will zealously

renew and extend these appeals as opportunities may be fitly afforded me.

Not knowing what other topicks might have been handled at our interview

yesterday, I had carried several of my papers with me, and amongst them a

copy of your despatch number seventy one. 1 I was glad that I had done so,

for thinking that the sentiments which it expresses on the value of the

existing and prospective concord between the two countries, were in unison

with the spirit of parts of our conversation, I did not scruple to read to him

before we separated its introductory pages. He was alike struck with their

applicability, and I flatter myself that so opportune an exhibition to him of

these sentiments so recently conveyed to me from the high source of my
government, may not be without its uses.

Should a congress be assembled under the guilty intention and hope of

crushing South American freedom, and I receive an invitation to it, I shall

not go, though the time for me to say so will not arrive until the invitation

comes. For, first, I have no warrant from the President for such a step.

Next, I infer from Mr. Canning's intimations, that Great Britain will send

no representative to it, should the United States have none there. I should

in this manner, by my absence, do more good than I possibly could by my
presence. It is thus that I already make known my contingent determina-

tions upon events that are contingent!

Mr. Canning was not, as it appeared, aware until yesterday, that I was

prepared to come into his views, on condition of this government immedi-

ately and formally recognizing the new states. I had intended that the

concluding sentence of my note 2 to him of the twenty seventh of August
should start this idea to his mind, though I had designedly abstained from

putting it forth more openly at that period of our correspondence.

I have the honor [etc.].

1 Not printed.
2 See above, pt. vm, doc. 793-
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798

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 1

LONDON, October 2, 1823.

SIR: I had another interview with Mr. Canning on the twenty sixth of

last month, at Gloucester Lodge, his residence a short distance from town.

The immediate motive of his inviting me to this interview was, to show me

a despatch which he had just received from Sir Charles Stewart, the British

ambassador at Paris, which had a bearing upon our late conferences respect-

ing Spanish America. It recounted a short conversation which he had had

with our charge d'affaires at that court, Mr. Sheldon, the purport of which

was, that Sir Charles having taken occasion to mention to Mr. Sheldon the

projects of France and the Alliance upon Spanish America, Mr. Sheldon

replied that the government of the United States was aware of them all, and

disapproved of them. Mr. Canning, inferring that this reply of our charg

d'affaires probably rested upon some instructions or information from the

government of the United States, also inferred that it might lend its aid

towards my consent to his proposals
2 of the 2Oth of August. He added, that

the despatch of Sir Charles Stewart had proceeded from no previous com-

munication whatever from him (Mr. Canning) upon the subject, but had

been altogether written on his own motion.

I replied, that what instructions or information the Legation of the U.

States at Paris might have received upon this subject, I could not undertake

to say with confidence; but that I scarcely believed any had reached it, which

were not common to me. That certainly I had none, other than those

general instructions which I had already mentioned to him, evidently never

framed to meet the precise crisis which he supposed to be at hand respecting

Spanish America, but under the comprehensive spirit of which I was never-

theless willing to go forward with him in his proposals upon the terms I had

stated, in the hope of arresting this crisis.

He now declared that this government felt great embarrassments as re-

garded the immediate recognition of these new states, embarrassments which

had not been common to the U. States, and asked whether I could not give

my assent to his proposals on a promise by Great Britain of future acknowl-

edgment. To this intimation I gave an immediate and unequivocal refusal.

Further conversation passed between us though chiefly of a desultory nature,

(it shall be reported at a future time,) and the conference ended by his say-

ing that he would invite me to another interview in the course of a few days.

Having waited until now without yet hearing from him, I have concluded

to write you thus much of what passed on the 26th without more delay. It

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX.
1 See above, pt. vm, doc. 789.
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does not fall within any of my intentions to accede to Mr. Canning's over-

tures but on the basis of a previous and explicit acknowledgment of the new
states by this government in manner as formal and ample in all respects as

was done by the United States, whose act of acknowledgment will be the

example upon which I shall stand. Even then, the guarded manner in

which alone my consent will be given when I come to use the name of my
government, will, I trust, be found to free the step from all serious exception
on my part, should I finally take it.

I cannot be unaware, that in this whole transaction the British cabinet

are striving for their own ends; yet if these ends promise in this instance to

be also auspicious to the safety and independence of all Spanish America,
I persuade myself that we cannot look upon them but with approbation.

England it is true has given her countenance, and still does, to all the evils

with which the holy Alliance have afflicted Europe ; but if she at length has

determined to stay the career of their formidable and despotick ambition in

the other hemisphere, the United States seem to owe it to all the policy and
to all the principles of their system, to hail the effects whatever may be the

motives of her conduct.

Mr. Canning at the close of the above interview, expressed his desire, that

in informing my government of his communications to me, I would treat

them as entirely confidential, as well the verbal as the written; the more so

if no act resulted from them. That no act will result from them, is my pres-

ent belief.

I have the honor [etc.].

799

Memorandum of a Conference between the Prince de Polignac, French Am-
bassador to Great Britain, and Mr. Canning, Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, begun Thursday, October

9, and concluded Sunday, October 12, 1823
l

The Prince de Polignac, having announced to Mr. Canning, that His

Excellency was now prepared to enter with Mr. Canning into a frank ex-

planation of the views of his Government respecting the question of Span-
ish America, in return for a similar communication which Mr. Canning had

previously offered to make to the Prince de Polignac on the part of the

British Cabinet, Mr. Canning stated:

That the British Cabinet has no disguise or reservation on that subject:

That their opinions and intentions were substantially the same as were an-

nounced to the French Government by the dispatch of Mr. Canning to Sir

Charles Stuart [Stewart?] of the 3ist of March; which that Ambassador

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX, enclosed with Rush to Adams, December

27, 1823, which see below, pt. vm, doc. 808.
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communicated to M. de Chateaubriand, and which had since been pub-

lished to the world.

That the near approach of a crisis, in which the affairs of Spanish America

must naturally occupy a great share of the attention of both Powers, made

it desirable that there should be no misunderstanding between them on any

part of a subject so important.

That the British Government were of opinion, that any attempt to bring

Spanish America again under its ancient submission to Spain, must be utterly

hopeless; that all negotiation for that purpose would be unsuccessful; and

that the prolongation or renewal of war for the same object would be only

a waste of human life, and an infliction of calamity on both parties, to no

end.

That the British Government would, however, not only abstain from

interposing any obstacle, on their part, to any attempt at negotiation, which

Spain might think proper to make, but would aid and countenance such

negotiation, provided it were founded upon a basis which appeared to them

to be practicable; and that they would, in any case, remain strictly neutral

in a War between Spain and the Colonies, if war should be unhappily pro-

longed.

But that the junction of any Foreign Power in an enterprize of Spain

against the Colonies, would be viewed by them as constituting an entirely

new question; and one upon which they must take such decision as the

Interests of Great Britain might require.

That the British Government absolutely disclaimed not only, any desire

of appropriating to itself any portion of the Spanish Colonies, but any in-

tention of forming any connexion with them, beyond those of Amity and

Commercial Intercourse.

That in those respects so far from seeking an exclusive preference for its

subjects over those of Foreign States, It was prepared and would be con-

tented, to see the Mother Country (by virtue of an amicable arrangement)
in possession of that preference; and to be ranked, after her, equally witfr

others, only on the footing of the most favoured nation.

That, completely convinced that the ancient system of the Colonies coulc

not be restored, the British Government could not enter into any stipufo

tion binding itself either to refuse or to delay its Recognition of their In

dependence.
That the British Government had no desire to precip[it]ate that Recog

nition, so long as there was any reasonable chance of an accommodatior

with the Mother country, by which such a recognition might come first fron

Spain
But that it could not wait indefinitely for that result; that it could noi

consent to make its Recognition of the New States dependent upon that o:

Spain; and that it would consider any Foreign Interference, by force 01
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menace, in the dispute between Spain and the Colonies, as a motive for recog-

nizing the latter without delay.

That the Mission of Consuls to the several Provinces of Spanish America,
was no new measure on the part of this Country; that it was one which had,
on the contrary, been delayed, perhaps too long, in consideration of the

State of Spain, after having been announced to the Spanish Government in

the month of December last, as settled; and even after a List had been
furnished to that Government of the places to which such appointments were
intended to be made. 1

That such appointments were absolutely necessary for the protection of

British Trade in those Countries.

That the old pretension of Spain to interdict all trade with those coun-

tries, was, in the opinion of the British Government, altogether obsolete;

but that, even if attempted to be enforced against others, it was, with re-

gard to Great Britain, clearly inapplicable.

That permission to trade with the Spanish Colonies had been conceded

to Great Britain in the year 1810, when the mediation of Great Britain be-

tween Spain and her Colonies was asked by Spain, and granted by Great

Britain; that this mediation, indeed, was not afterwards employed, because

Spain changed her Counsel; but that it was not therefore practicable for

Great Britain to withdraw Commercial Capital once embarked in Spanish

America, and to desist from Commercial Intercourse once established.

That it had been ever since distinctly understood that the trade was open
to British subjects; and that the ancient Coast Laws of Spain were, so far

as regarded them at least, tacitly repealed.

That in virtue of this understanding, redress had been demanded of

Spain in 1822, for (among other grievances') seizures of vessels for alleged

infringements of those Laws; which redress the Spanish Government bound
itself by a Convention (now in course of execution) to afford.

That Great Britain, however, had no desire to set up any separate right

to the free enjoyment of this Trade; that she considered the force of circum-

stances, and the irreversible progress of events, to have already determined

the question of the existence of that freedom for all the world
;
but that, for

herself, she claimed and would continue to use it; and should any attempt
be made to dispute that claim, and to renew the obsolete interdiction, such

attempt might be best cut short by a speedy and unqualified Recognition

of the Independence of the Spanish American States.

That, with these general opinions, and with these peculiar claims, Eng-
land could not go into a joint deliberation upon the subject of Spanish

America, upon an equal footing with other Powers; whose opinions were

1 Mr. Canning here read to the Prince de Polignac Extracts of two dispatches addressed

to Sir W. a Court on the 5th & 28th of December 1822, in which that Minister was directed

to make those successive communications to the Spanish Government.
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less formed upon that question, and whose interests were less implicated ir

the decision of it.

That she thought it fair therefore to explain beforehand, to what degre<

her mind was made up, and her determination taken.

The Prince de Polignac declared:

That his Government believed it to be utterly hopeless to reduce Spanish

America to the state of its former relation to Spain ;

That France disclaimed, on her part, any intention or desire to aval

herself of the present state of the Colonies, or of the present situation ol

France towards Spain, to appropriate to herself any part of the Spanish

possessions in America; or to obtain for herself any exclusive advantages
and that like England, she would willingly see the Mother country in posses

sion of superior commercial advantages, by amicable arrangements; anc

would be contented, like her, to rank, after the Mother country, among th<

most favoured nations. 1
Lastly that she abjured, in any case, any desigr

of acting against the Colonies by force of arms.

The Prince de Polignac proceeded to say that, as to what might be the

best arrangement between Spain and Her Colonies, the French Govern

ment could not give, nor venture to form, an opinion, until the King ol

Spain should be at Liberty; that they would then be ready to enter upor

it, in concert with their allies, and with Great Britain among the number.

In observing upon what Mr. Canning had said, with respect to the pe
culiar situation of Great Britain, in reference to such a Congress;

The Prince de Polignac declared he saw no difficulty to prevent Englanc
from taking part in the Congress, however she might now announce the

difference in the view which she took of the question from that taken b)

the Allies. The refusal of England to cooperate in the work of reconcilia

tion might afford reason to think, either that she did not really wish for thai

reconciliation, or that she had some ulterior object in contemplation; twc

suppositions equally injurious to the honour and good faith of the British

Cabinet. The Prince de Polignac further declared, that he could not con

ceive what could be meant, under the present circumstances, by a pure anc

simple acknowledgment of the Independence of the Spanish Colonies
;
since

those Countries being actually distracted by civil wars, there existed n(

government in them which could offer any appearance of solidity; and thai

the acknowledgment of American Independence, so long as such a state oi

1 Mr. Canning having alluded to certain reports in the newspapers of some attack, or in-

tended attack, ^by a French Naval Force, against the Independents in Colombia, The Princ<

de Polignac said that, so far from intending any such hostile act, the French Government
had recalled the only Line of Battle ship in those seas, the Jean Bart, which is on its return t<

France.
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things continued, appeared to him to be nothing less than a real sanction of

Anarchy.
The Prince de Polignac observed that, in the interest of humanity, and

especially in that of the Spanish Colonies, it would be worthy of the Euro-
pean Governments to concert together the means of calming in those dis-

tant and scarcely civilized regions, passions blinded by party spirit, and to
endeavour to bring back to a principle of Union in Government, whether
Monarchical or Aristocratical, people among whom absurd and dangerous
theories were now keeping up agitation and disunion.

Mr. Canning, without entering into any discussion upon these abstract

principles, contented himself with saying that however desirable the estab-
lishment of a Monarchical form of Government in any of those Provinces

might be, he saw great difficulties in the way of it; nor could his Government
take upon itself to put it forward as a condition of their Recognition.
Mr. Canning further remarked, that he could not understand how an

European Congress could discuss Spanish American affairs, without calling
to their Councils a Power so eminently interested in the result, as the United
States of America; Austria, Russia, and Prussia being Powers comparatively
so much less concerned in the subject.

The Prince de Polignac professed himself unprovided with any opinion of

his Government upon what respected the United States of America; but did

not for himself see any insuperable difficulty to such an association.

He added that he saw the less difficulty in a Congress upon this subject,
as such a mode of treating it had been proposed at Verona by the Duke of

Wellington.

Referring to the Convention said to have been concluded between the

Government of Buenos Ayres and Commissioners from Spain and espe-

cially to the declaration of the Buenos Ayres Legislature, accompanying
that convention, which promised a subsidy to Spain in the war against

France; the Prince de Polignac was not prepared to say how far such a

declaration might be considered by his Government as an act of hostility

against France: But upon Mr. Canning's observing that the declaration

was only eventual and conditional
;
that it depended for its confirmation on

two circumstances: 1st, the ratification of the Convention by the King of

Spain; 2ndly, the acceptance of the like terms, and the conclusion of similar

Conventions with Spain, by all the other states of Spanish America; neither

of which had yet occurred; and further that, even if carried into effect, such

a subsidy would have done no more against France than the Colonies might
have been bound to do, if still under the control of the Mother country;
the Prince de Polignac was willing to admit that this case was not one

which could be expected to change practically the views of his Government
with respect to the general question of Spanish America, or much to in-

fluence the general principles of Policy, by which that question must be
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decided; But upon this point, the Prince de Polignac said that he v

speaking only his own individual opinion, and that opinion not founded up

mature reflection.

P. S. Mr. Canning in transmitting to the Prince de Polignac a copy
the foregoing minute (according to agreement) on the day after it v

written, accompanied it with an official note in which he observed. "Tl

he had not yet had an opportunity of looking back to the Duke of Wellii

ton's correspondence at Verona, but that the impression upon Mr. d
ning's mind was, not that any proposal was made by the Duke of Wellingt

for treating the subject of Spanish America in Congress" but, "that 1

Duke certainly communicated (or offered to communicate) to the Pie

potentiaries there assembled, the views and opinions of his Governme

upon that subject; which were then in substance no other than they are nc

except so far as time and events have since contributed to mature then

Having afterwards referred to the Duke of Wellington's corresponder

at Verona, Mr. Canning addressed on the I5th October the following n<

to the Prince de Polignac.

Mr. Canning, having referred to the Duke of Wellington's c

respondence at Verona, has the honor to state to His Excellency 1

Prince de Polignac, that the impression which was upon his mind at 1

moment of his Conference with the Prince de Polignac on Sunday as

the nature of the Duke of Wellington's communication to the Congri
at Verona on the subject of Spanish America, is by that reference <

tirely confirmed.

800

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adat
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACTS]

LONDON, October 10, 1823

SIR: At the conference with Mr. Canning the day before yesterday,
said nothing of Spanish American affairs, except barely to remark at partii

that he should send off consuls to the new states very soon, perhaps in 1

course of this month. I asked whether consuls or commercial agents. !

said he believed they might as well be called by the former name, as tib

would be invested with the powers and charged with the duties that 1

longed to the consular office. I asked if they would be received in tl

capacity by governments between which and Great Britain no political

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX.
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diplomatic relations had yet been formed. He said, that this he did not

know with any certainty; he rather supposed that they would be received.

I saw him again at the foreign office yesterday, and he said not one single
word relative to South America, although the occasion was altogether favor-

able for resuming the topick, had he been disposed to resume it. I therefore

consider that all further discussion between us in relation to it is now at an
end. I had myself regarded the questions involved in the discussion as

essentially changed by the arrival of the news of the convention of the 4th
of July between Buenos Ayres and the commissioners from Spain; and of the

complete annihilation of the remnant of the royal forces in Colombia under

Morales, on the third of August, both which pieces of intelligence have
reached England since the twenty sixth of September, the date of my last

conference with Mr. Canning on the South American subject.

The termination of the discussion between us may be thought somewhat

sudden, not to say abrupt, considering how zealously as well as spontaneous-

ly it was started on his side. As I did not commence it, it is not my intention

to revive it. If I had actually acceded to his proposals, I should have en-

deavoured to have placed my conduct in a satisfactory light before the Presi-

dent. The motives of it would not, I flatter myself, have been disapproved.
But as the whole subject is now before my government, and as I shall do

nothing further in it without instructions, I should deem it out of place to

travel into any new reasons in support of a step not in fact taken.

Mr. Canning not having acceded to my proposal, nor I to his, we stand as

we were before his first advance to me, with the exception only of the light

which the intervening discussion may be supposed to have shed upon the

dispositions and policy of England in this important matter. It appears that

having ends of her own in view, she has been anxious to facilitate their ac-

complishment by invoking my auxiliary offices as the minister of the United

States at this court
;
but as to the independence of the new states of America,

for their own benefit, that this seems quite another question in her diplomacy.
It is France that must not be aggrandized, not South America that must be

made free. The former doctrine may fitly enough return upon Britain as

part of her permanent political creed ; but not having been taught to regard

it as also incorporated with the foreign policy of the United States, I have

forborne to give it gratuitous succour. I would have brought myself to min-

ister to it incidentally on this occasion, only in return for a boon which it was

in the power of Britain herself to have offered; a boon that might have closed

the sufferings and brightened the propects of those infant Republicks emerg-

ing from the new world, and seeming to be connected as by a great moral

chain with our own destinies. . . .

In the conference with Mr. Canning at Gloucester Lodge on the 25th of

last month, he informed me that this government had sent out three com-

missioners to Mexico with objects such as I have already stated in a for-
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mer communication to you. Should the course and progress of events after

their arrival in Mexico, render recognition by Great Britain advisable, one of

these commissioners was furnished, he said, with contingent credentials to be

minister, another would be constituted secretary of legation, and the third

consul. He also said that these appointments, as well as those of commercial

agents or consuls, whichsoever they might be, to go to the new states gener-

ally, would probably have the effect of inviting in the end further approaches

from them all, to an intercourse with Great Britain, which approaches,

should they be made, might be met by Great Britain, according to circum-

stances.

It may perhaps afford room for conjecture what has led to the preference

of Mexico over the other ex-colonies for such a provisionary diplomatick rep-

resentation. I have heard a rumour, that an eye to some immediate ad-

vantage from the mines of that country has been the motive. Whilst the in-

dependence of Mexico has been of more recent establishment, it seems not

less true, that her advances to internal stability have been less sure than we

have seen in some of the other new states. Mr. Canning himself in one of our

conversations thought fit to select Mexico as affording a prominent illustra-

tion of interior disquiet. Whether then the above rumour is the key to this

early preference, or the proximity of this new state to the territories of the

United States or what considerations may have led to it, a little more time

will probably disclose. It may rest on the mere fact of her greater population
and riches.

Mr. Canning also informed me, that orders would be given by this govern-
ment to its squadron in the West Indies, to protect the trade of British sub-

jects (to the extent of making reprisals if necessary) with the Spanish colonies,

in case the licence for this trade which the Cortes granted in January last was

not renewed. It will be recollected, that the same decree of the Cortes in

that month which settled, under a threat of reprisals, the British claims upon

Spain for captures, laid open the trade of the ultra marine provinces to Brit-

ain for ten years. This period of time being upon the eve of expiring, the in-

tention of Britain is, to revive the orders for reprisals by her squadron, unless

the time be extended.

So much for a measure against Spain in her present extremity. It will

next be seen that her ex-colonies come in for their share of this prompt and

summary species of remedy of which Britain is setting other nations the ex-

ample, for Mr. Canning also informed me that if the Colombian govern-
ment did not make speedy reparation for the alleged aggression committed

upon a British ship by the fort at Bocachica at the entrance of the bay of

Carthagena, orders would be given to blockade that port. He remarked that

the blockade would be confined merely to Bocachica as a measure of local

redress, other satisfaction having been refused, and that it was intended that

an explanation to this effect should be given to the government of Colombia,
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through a neutral minister residing at that government. He added that his

wish was, that the minister of the United States should be the channel of

communication. Into the detail of circumstances that belong to this alleged

aggression Mr. Canning did not go. From the account I have had of it from
the Colombian minister in this city, Mr. Ravenga, I infer and believe that

the offence was on the side of the British ship. . . .

Throughout the progress of our discussion on Spanish American affairs, I

thought it proper to apprize Mr. Ravenga, confidentially, of all that was go-

ing on. I take this opportunity of saying, that I have had equal pleasure in

all my personal intercourse with this gentleman, and in my attempts to sub-

serve the interests of his country.

801

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

LONDON, November 26, 1823.

SIR: I had an interview with Mr. Canning on the twenty fourth instant

at the foreign office, when he afforded me some information on Spanish
American affairs which I now proceed to lay before you.
He began by saying that our conversations on this subject at Gloucester

Lodge (on the 26th of September)
2
having led him to conclude that nothing

could be accomplished between us, owing to the ground which I had felt it

necessary to take respecting the immediate recognition of the late colonies

by Great Britain, he had deemed it indispensable, as no more time was to be

lost, that Great Britain should herself, without any concert with the United

States, come to an explanation with France. He had accordingly seen the

prince de Polignac, the French ambassador at this court, and stated to him

that as it was fit that the two courts should understand each other distinctly

on the Spanish American question, it was his intention to unfold the views of

Great Britain in an official note to him, the prince; or to Sir Charles Stewart

the British ambassador at Paris, to be communicated to the French court;

or in the form of an oral conference with the prince himself, whichever of

these modes the latter might indicate as preferable. The prince taking some

interval to decide, it was finally agreed to adopt the method of oral confer-

ence, with the precaution of making a minute 3 of the conversation so that

each government might have in its possession a record of what passed, to be

previously assented to as correct on both sides.

In pursuance of this course Mr. Canning held several conferences with the

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX.
2 See above, pt. vm, doc. 798.

3
Ibid., 799.
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prince de Polignac in the early part of October, in which each party unfolde*

the views of their respective governments on this branch of publick affairs

and agreed upon the written memorandum or paper which was to embody
them.

This paper Mr. Canning said was of a nature which did not leave him a

liberty to offer me a copy of it; but he had invited me to the foreign office fo

the purpose of reading it to me, having only since his return to town las

week exhibited it to the ministers of other powers, and not yet to all of them

He accordingly read the paper to me. When he had closed I said to him

notwithstanding what had previously fallen from him about not giving ;

copy of it, that its whole matter was so interwoven with our past discussion

verbal and written upon the same subject, that I could not help thinkini

that my government would naturally expect a copy, as the regular termina

tion of a subject the previous stages of which it had been my special duty t

make known to my government. To this remark he replied, that he woul<

willingly furnish me with a copy of that part of it which embodied the view

of this government, but that where those of France were at stake, he did no

feel that he had the same discretion, upon which footing my remark wa
left without more commentary.

I am therefore relieved from the task of recapitulating to you the content

of that portion of this paper of which I may expect to receive a copy. Th

points which chiefly arrested my attention as new to me (and these I no\

communicate without waiting longer for the paper itself) were, that Grea

Britain declares that she will recognize the independence of the colonies

first, in case France should employ force in aid of their re-subjugation; 01

secondly, in case Spain herself, reverting to her ancient system, should attemp

to put a stop to the trade of Britain with those colonies. But it is not said wha
Britain will do beyond recognize their independence, her ulterior conduc

being left to be shaped, as we may infer, by ulterior events. She claims

right to trade with the colonies on the footing of a permission given by Spai

herself so long back as in 1810, as an equivalent for British mediation offerei

at that day between the parent state and the colonies. As regards the forr

of government most desirable for the colonies, considered as independen
states, a preference is expressed for monarchy, could it be practicable.
With the exception of the foregoing points, I recollect nothing material i

the paper as regards the policy or intentions of Great Britain, not heretofor

made known in my own communications upon this subject beginning wit

that of the iQth of August,
1 and continued in my numbers 325, 326, 330

334 and 336. The letter of Mr. Canning to Sir Chs. Stewart of the 3ist c

March 1823
2

is still assumed as the basis of the policy of Great Britair
1 See above, pt. vm, doc. 788. For his numbers 325, 326, 330, 334 and 336, see under tt

following dates, respectively: August 23, August 28, September 8, October 2, and October i<

(docs. 791, 794, 796, 798 and 800). He has omitted mention of his long dispatch of Septen
ber 19 on the subject, which bore the number 331, and appears in this print as doc. 79;

1 Not printed in this collection.
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To report with the requisite fidelity the views of France from this paper,
read over but once to me, I might find an office more hazardous from the fact
of my having had less acquaintance beforehand with them. I shall therefore
not attempt to do so with any detail, from a fear that I might err. I have
also the confident hope that an entire copy of it, although not given to me,
will get to your hands through some other channel. I am not able, for my
own share, to discern the adequate motives for wrapping it up in such se-

crecy, and have little doubt but that even the publick journals of Europe
will, before very long, enlighten us with sufficient precision upon all its

contents. The London journals of the present week have themselves made
a beginning towards this end.

Having said thus much I will proceed in my endeavours to state the main
points of this paper where it was illustrative of the policy of France.

1. It declares that France, like England, regards the recovery of the col-

onies by Spain as hopeless.

2. It expresses the determination (I think this was the very word) of France
not to assist Spain in attempting their reconquest.

3. It expresses the desire of France to see the dispute made up by amicable

arrangements between the mother country and the colonies.

4. It disclaims for France all idea of deriving exclusive commercial ad-

vantages from the colonies, saying that, like England, she only asks to be

placed on the footing of the most favoured nation, after Spain.

5. It knows not what there is to be recognized as independent in the col-

lonies, France regarding all government there as a mockery. The reasoning

employed is to this effect.

6. It labours to show the necessity of assembling a congress to which

England should be a party (which she declines) to bring about the benevo-

lent end of reclaiming those remote regions from their past errors, and

making up the dispute between them and the parent state upon terms satis-

factory to both, as the policy worthy of both!

These were the material points of the paper, as I collected them. I am
sensible that I state some of them in a way to start further questions as to

their true meaning, questions which I could myself raise without, at this

moment, being able to resolve them. Whether, amongst other things,

France is to abstain from all kinds of aid to Spain, (force she says she will

not employ) does not appear quite clear to my recollection. The appre-

hensions of Britain, however, seem to be fully allayed, at least for the

present, on the score of French aggrandisement in Spanish America, and it

is certain that she does not now anticipate any speedy interruption of the

peace of Europe from this cause. Whether her apprehensions on this

score were ever real, notwithstanding Mr. Canning's advances to me, or

whether France, from uneasiness at a prospect of collision with Britain, has

herself receded for a while from her ambitious projects, and only for a while,
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are points around which there may be some obscurity. The language

which she now holds to Britain, is obviously at variance with that which

her manifestoes breathed when her troops entered Spain in the spring.

Her duplicity therefore in this whole Peninsular war, from her memorable

avowals respecting the cordon sanitaire to the present time, appears to have

been as signal as her ambition.

In the course of the paper on the British side, there is allusion to the

interest that the United States have in the question, which is met on the side

of France by a declaration that she does not profess to be acquainted with

our views on the subject. It is in the part which relates to the assembling

of a congress. I might probably have made myself more accurately master

of the whole paper by recurring in conversation to a few of the passages after

Mr. Canning had .finished reading it; but I was precluded the opportunity

of doing this from his being pressed (whether by his previous wishes or other-

wise I will not say) with another appointment a very few moments after he

had closed.

Notwithstanding the tranquilizing professions of France, it would seem

that the sentiments of Russia (if we may so infer from Pozzo di Borgo's
address to Ferdinand, which has just come before the world) are, that the

Holy Alliance consider themselves as still bound to keep a superintending

eye upon the affairs of Spain, throughout all her dominions.

I have the honor [etc.].

802

George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, to

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain 1

Private & confidential. GLOUCESTER LODGE, December 13, 1823.

MY DEAR SIR: In transmitting to you a copy of the memorandum of a

conference between the French Ambassador and me, upon the affairs of

Spanish America,
2
(which I had the honour to read to you yesterday) I am

naturally led to revert to what passed between us in the summer upon that

subject.

Had you had it in your power, at that time, to concur in any joint con-

sideration of the measures to be adopted, you know how happy I should

have been to be enabled to propose such a concert. But time and the pres-
sure of events did not allow of an indefinite postponement of a matter,
which was liable, from day to day, to be brought into immediate discussion

by other Powers. Our step was therefore taken, within a few weeks, after
1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX, enclosed in Rush to Adams, December 27,

1823, which see below, pt. vin, doc. 808.
2 See above, pt. vin, doc. 799.
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the last interchange of confidential letters between us. The result is before

you. You will see that we were not unmindful of your claim to be heard:

but I flatter myself that neither you nor we shall now have to lift our voice

against any of the designs which were apprehended a few months ago.
I am sure you will feel, Sir, and I trust it will be felt by your government

that the confidence which I individually reposed in you is sacred
; and that

our intercourse in August not having led to any practical result, nor become
matter of discussion between our respective Governments will be consid-

ered as having passed between two individuals relying upon each other's

honour & discretion.

I communicate the paper to you in such a way, as to relieve you from any
difficulty in transmitting it to your Government.

I have the honour [etc.],

803

George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, to

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain l

Confidential. FOREIGN OFFICE, December 13, 1823.

SIR: I have great pleasure in furnishing you (according to your desire)

with a copy of the memorandum 2 of a Conference between the French Am-
bassador and me on the affairs of Spanish America; which I had the honor

to read to you yesterday. You are at liberty to communicate to your Gov-

ernment; but of course (from its very nature) as a confidential communica-

tion not to be made public in the United States.

I have the honour [etc.].

804

The Conde de Ofalia, Spanish Minister for Foreign Affairs, to Sir William
a Court, British Minister to Spain

3

PALACE, December 26, 1823.

HONOURED SIR: I have the honor to inform you that the King, my august

Master, has determined to devote his particular attention to the regulation

of the affairs concerning the disturbed countries of Spanish America, being

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX, enclosed in Rush to Adams, December 27,

1823, which see below, pt. vm, doc. 808.
* See above, pt. vin, doc. 799.
8 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXX, enclosed in Rush to Adams, February 9,

1824, which see below, pt. vm, doc. 812.
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solicitous to succeed in pacifying his dominions in which the seeds of anarc

have taken root to the prejudice of the safety of other governments. H. !

has therefore thought that he might justly calculate on the assistance of
'.

dear allies towards obtaining results which cannot but prove beneficial to 1

tranquillity and happiness of all Europe.

The inclosed copy will put you, Sir, in possession of the orders issued

H. C. M. Representatives at the Courts of Austria, France and Russia, and

the Ministers of Spain have not yet proceeded to London and Berlin, the Ki

has directed me to address to you, Sir, and to the Minister of Russia at t

Court, a Transcript of the said communication, which H. M. hopes you v

have the goodness to transmit to your Govt. whose friendship& upright polii

the King my master trusts, will know how to appreciate the frankness of t

communication and the equity that had dictated the basis on which it

founded.

I avail myself [etc.].

[The above-mentioned enclosure is as follows :]

The King, our Sovereign, being restored to the Throne of his ancestc

in the enjoyment of his hereditary rights, has seriously turned ]

thoughts to his American Dominions, distracted by civil war, a
reduced to the brink of the most dangerous precipice. As during t

last three years the Rebellion which prevailed in Spain defeated t

constant efforts which were made for maintaining tranquillity in t

Costa Firme, for rescuing the Banks of the River Plata, and for p
serving Peru and New Spain, H. M. beheld with grief the progress of t

flame of Insurrection, but it affords at the same time consolation to t

King that repeated and irrefragable proofs exist of an immense numt
of Spaniards remaining true to their oaths of loyalty to the throne, a

that the sound majority of Americans acknowledge that that hemisphe
cannot be happy unless it live in brotherly connexion with those w
civilized those countries.

These reflections powerfully animate his majesty to hope, that t

justice of his cause will meet with a firm support in the influence of t

Powers of Europe. Accordingly the King has resolved upon inviti

the Cabinets of his dear and intimate allies to establish a conference

Paris, to the end that these Plenipotentiaries assembled there along wi

those of his Catholick Majesty, may aid Spain in adjusting the affa

of the revolted countries of America. In examining this importa
question, H. M. will in conjunction with his powerful allies, consic

of the alterations which events have produced in his American Provinc
and of the relations which during the disorders have been formed wi

Commercial Nations, in order thereby to adopt, with good faith, t

measures most proper for conciliating the rights and just interests
the Crown of Spain and of its sovereignty with those which circu:

stances may have occasioned with respect to other nations. I

Majesty confiding in the sentiments of his allies, hopes that they \v

assist him in accomplishing the worthy object of upholding the pri

ciples of order and Legitimacy. The subversion of which, once coi
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menced in America, would presently communicate to Europe, and that
they will aid him, at the same time, in reestablishing Peace between this
Division of the Globe and his Colonies.

It is therefore H. M. pleasure that convinced of the above arguments
and availing yourself of the resources of your well known talents, you
should endeavour to dispose the Gov't with which you reside, to agree
to the desired cooperation, for which the events of the Peninsula have
paved the way authorizing you to communicate a copy of this note to
the Minister for Foreign Affairs.
God preserve you many years.

(Signed) THE CONDE DE OFALIA.

805

Mr. Planta, of the British Foreign Office, to Richard Rush, United States
Minister to Great Britain *

FOREIGN OFFICE, December 26, 1823.

Mr. Planta presents his best compliments to Mr. Rush, and in sending
him the enclosed letters,

2
begs to acquaint him, that they have been delayed

by the process necessary for preparing (in its present form) the memorandum
by which they are accompanied.

806

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to George Canning,
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain 3

LONDON, December 27, 1823.

SIR: Your note of the I3th of this month,
4
owing to a cause which Mr.

Planta has explained, did not get to my hands until last evening. With it

came a copy of the memorandum 5 of the conference between yourself and the

French ambassador on the affairs of Spanish America, which you did me the

honor to read to rne, and which, according to your permission, I will trans-

mit to my government as a confidential paper.

With sentiments of high respect [etc.].

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX, enclosed in Rush to Adams, December 27,

1823, which see below, pt. vin, doc. 808.
z See above, pt. vm, doc. 803.
8 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX, enclosed in Rush to Adams, December 27,

1823, which see below, pt. vin, doc. 808.
4 See above, pt. vin, doc. 802.
5
Ibid., 799.
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807

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to George Canning,
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain l

LONDON, December 27, 1823.

MY DEAR SIR: In replying to your private and confidential note of the I3th

instant,
2 which did not, from a cause which Mr. Planta has mentioned, reach

me until yesterday, I can only say, that I am fully aware of the necessity

which pressed you in the autumn in regard to the Spanish American question,

as soon as you ascertained that I felt myself without power, under any other

state of things than that of a formal acknowledgement by Great Britain of

the independence of the late colonies, to concur in any joint consideration of

the measures to be adopted touching that question. The correspondence

which passed between us in August, as well as the informal conversations

which followed it in September, relating to this whole subject, were all treat-

ed by me as strictly confidential, and in that spirit communicated to my
government, and the notice which has been taken of it in the President's mes-

sage, just now received and published in the London journals, will, I per-

suade myself, be remarked by you as having avoided the most indirect or

remote allusion to any previous stirring of the subject between us in this

quarter.

I have the honor [etc.].

808

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 8

LONDON, December 27, 1823.

SIR: In my letter number 346 of the 26th of November,4
1 had the honor

to mention that I requested of Mr. Canning a copy of the paper which he

read to me embodying the views of England and France relative to Spanish

America, and that he replied that he would do so of as much of it as related

to England, but that over the portion of it that contained the exposition of

the views of France he did not feel that he was at liberty to exercise the same

option. The attempt to draw this line seemed to me at the time unnecessary,

and perhaps would have been found not very easy in practice, and accord-

ingly in the interview which I had with Mr. Canning on the twelfth of this

month, referring again to the above paper, and to the request I had made of

him to be furnished with a copy of the whole of it, he said that he now felt

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX, enclosed in Rush to Adams, December 27*
1823, which see below, pt. vni, doc. 808.

2 See above, pt. vm, doc. 803.
s MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXIX.
4 See above, pt. vm, doc. 801.
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himself able to comply, the French government having furnished other states

with a copy of it; and he promised to send me the entire copy in a few days.
I have abstained from mentioning this promise to you in my intermediate

communications, preferring to wait until the paper itself reached me.
I have this day received it accompanied by a note from Mr. Canning dated

the thirteenth instant,
1 and headed "confidential," in which he informs me

that I am at liberty to communicate it to my government, but only as a
confidential paper, not to be made publick in the United States. A note of

a few lines from Mr. Planta dated yesterday,
2
explains the delay which has

taken place in sending it to me. Another note from Mr. Canning, dated

also on the thirteenth instant,
3 and headed "private and confidential" was

received at the same time, in which he reverts to what passed between us in

the summer on this Spanish American question, states his reason for having

gone on to act without my concurrence, and intimates a hope that neither

the United States [n]or Great Britain will now be called upon to lift their

voice against the designs that were recently apprehended. In this latter

note it will also be perceived what renewed anxiety is manifested that the

whole subject may be treated by my government as entirely confidential.

I have replied in two separate notes of this date to both of Mr. Canning's,
and enclose copies of all the correspondence.

4 It will be seen in Mr. Can-

ning's notes that he describes the paper as having been read to me on the

12th instant. This is a mistake. He read it to me on the 24th of November,
as my communication to you of the 26th of that month shows. The mistake

is not material, and is only noticed lest it should otherwise be inferred that

the paper was read to me a second time, which was not the case.

It is plain, in my belief, that this extraordinary solicitude for secrecy,

springs from an unwillingness in this government to risk the cordiality of its

standing with the holy Alliance to any greater extent than can be avoided.

All serious danger to- Spanish America, being now at an end, I do not at

present see what there is to prevent a return to that effective amity between

Great Britain and this Alliance which has heretofore existed. Events the

most recent and authoritative justify us in saying, that no attempt upon
the liberties of Europe, will essentially throw Britain off from the connexion,

or impair her co-equal allegiance to the monarchical principle; and the

authentick paper of her government which I this day transmit, indicates

that the danger of disunion from the Spanish American question has had its

source not in any concern of Britain at fresh strides of tyranny in the

Alliance, but in an ambitious uneasiness in her councils at French or other

1 See above, pt. vm, doc. 803.
a
Ibid., 805.

8
Ibid., 802.

4 See above, pt. vm, doc. 799, memorandum of conference between Pohgnac and Canning,
October 9; Canning to [Rush] December 13, ( doc. 802) ;

same to same, same date, (doc. 803) ;

Planta to Rush, December 26, (doc. 805); Rush to Canning, December 27, (doc. 806); and
same to same, same date, (doc. 807).
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continental interposition reaching a point which threatened at last to tren

upon the commercial empire of England, an empire over which her statesm

never cease to keep their most jealous watch. As regards the essenti

rights of the Spanish American states their internal polity and organiz

tion it will be seen from the paper, that the foreign secretary of Englai

permits the most revolting doctrines to be laid down by the ambassador

France without one word of dissent or disapprobation. Some of the que

tions that started to my mind when I undertook to report the contents

this paper to you from having heard it read, are not entirely solved,

must say, in a more deliberate examination of it.

In my interview with Mr. Canning on the I2th of this month, he said th

the continental powers had intended to hold a congress, not, as they nc

alleged, to coerce the late colonies, but to assist Spain with their deliberatio

and advice towards recovering her supremacy over them; but that Spair

proposals had been of a nature to frustrate all their wishes. Their offer

assist her as above had lately been made through the French ambassador

Madrid; Spain, through the same channel, had simply said in reply, th

France, Russia, and the other Allies had nothing to do but to furnish ship

troops and money for the reconquest, which being effected, Spain was reac

to requite them all by a grant of equivalent advantages to be drawn from tl

colonies. France had sent these proposals back to Spain as not fit to 1

entertained, and thus, as Mr. Canning seemed to infer, has vanished tl

project of the congress. One other scheme only remained he said for r

ducing the colonies, more wild however, as he added, than all former one

This was by ari association in the form of a private company, to be compos*
of capitalists and bankers in sufficient numbers, and deriving a charter fro

Spain, which company with their funds were to hire ships and troops for tl

reconquest and seek their remuneration in certain exclusive rights of trade

be granted to them, and also in the transfer to them of an interest in tl

mines of Mexico and Peru. Some modification of this visionary scheme h;

since made a figure in the journals of Europe, serving, in this country at leas

to excite the publick derision.

But the most decisive blow to all despotick interference with the ne

states is that which it has received in the President's message at the openii

of Congress. It was looked for here with extraordinary interest at th

juncture, and I have heard that the British packet which left New York tl

beginning of this month was instructed to wait for it and bring it over wil

all speed. It is certain that this vessel first brought it, having arrived ;

Falmouth on the 24th instant. On its publicity in London which followed i

soon afterwards as possible, the credit of all the Spanish American securitii

immediately rose, and the question of the final and complete safety of tl

new states from all European coercion, is now considered as at rest.

I have the honor [etc.].
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Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, January 6, 1824.

The timely and explicit assertion of the cause of Spanish American inde-

pendence contained in the message, has met with approbation from all

classes of this community, as far as has come to my knowledge. What
feelings may pervade the government respecting it, I cannot yet say, Mr.

Canning not having expressed any opinion to me on this part of the message
in either of the interviews I have had with him since its arrival.

All the Spanish American deputies now in London have waited upon me
since its arrival, testifying the high and grateful sense they entertain of the

service which its decisive tone in regard to Spanish America, has rendered to

their respective countries.

Under the instructions of your letter of the second of July, I have already

put myself into correspondence with Mr. Middleton,
2 and shall write to him

to impart to him the substance of this communication that I now make to

you. It will not be inferred from any thing it contains that I shall intermit

my exertions to obtain from this government in my own negociations with

it, its consent to the boundaries as between the U. States and Gt. Britain on
the northwest coast of America, in manner as you have laid them down,

though certainly my hope of succeeding is feeble.

In regard to the principle of not considering any part of the American

continents as henceforth open to colonization by any European nation, as

I have reason to suppose that Great Britain will combat it with animation,
if there would still be time whilst I remain here for me to receive any further

views and developements of it from you, and the President deems it neces-

sary that I should be furnished with them, I will take care to make the best

use of them in my power towards strengthening our ground. The circum-

stance of there being at present no full British minister at Washington,
increases the probability of my being more largely the medium of communi-
cation between the two governments on all points, than might otherwise be

the case.

In all my late interviews with Mr. Canning, he has inquired if I had

received any reply from my government to his confidential communications

to me of August and September.
3 He has heard respecting them from the

British charg6 d'affaires at Washington, and has read to me at different

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXX.
2 Henry Middleton, United States Minister to Russia.
3 See above, pt. viri, docs. 789, 792 and 795.
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times two communications from him. The matter of these, as they merely

purport to report his confidential conversations with you in the autumn,
I do not esteem it necessary to recapitulate.

I have the honor [etc.].

810

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, January 16, 1824.

The following consuls appointed by this government have sailed for

Spanish America since this month set in, in the Cambridge, an 80 gun ship,

Captain Maling, which ship is to be stationed in the Pacific and take com-

mand of the British naval forces there: viz., one consul general and two vice

consuls for Buenos Ayres; one consul general and two vice consuls for

Chili, to reside at Valparaiso; one consul general and two vice consuls for

Peru, to reside at Lima, and one consul for Montevideo. Consular officers

of similar degree sailed some time ago for Mexico and Colombia.

The British Naval force stationed at different points off the coast of South

America or neighbouring seas, consists at present, or soon will consist,

according 'to the best information I can obtain, of the following vessels:

viz., the Cambridge, as above, of 80 guns; the Gloucester, of 80, guns; the

Ganges of 86 guns; the Spartiate of 84, the Superb of 78, and ten frigates,

several of them heavy ones.

Having heretofore mentioned that Mr. Ravenga was arrested and thrown

into prison in this city on pretence of a debt due to a British subject for

military supplies furnished by him to the government of Colombia, I take

this opportunity of stating, that the action has been totally abandoned by
the plaintiff. Its unwarrantable nature is now as apparent to everybody
as it was at first to those who inquired into its circumstances ; yet the laws

of this country hold out no redress to Mr. Ravenga for the outrage put upon
him. This gentleman has not, to this day, been recognized by this govern-
ment in any shape. He informed the secretary of state for foreign affairs

of his arrest and imprisonment as soon as they took place; but received no

answer to his communication.

I have the honor [etc.].

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXX.
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George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, to

William a Court, British Minister to Spain 1

FOREIGN OFFICE, January 30, 1824.

SIR: The Messenger Latchford delivered to me on the I4th Inst. your
despatch enclosing a copy of the Count de Ofalia's Official Note to you of

the 26 of December last,
2 with the accompanying copy of an Instruction

which has been addressed, by order of his Catholic Majesty, to his Ambassa-
dor at Paris, and to his Ministers Plenipotentiary at the Courts of Vienna
and St. Petersburgh.

Having laid these papers before the King, I have received his Majesty's
commands to direct you to return to them the following answer.

The purpose of the Spanish Instruction, is to invite the several powers,
the allies of his Catholic Majesty, to "establish a conference at Paris, in

order that their Plenipotentiaries together with those of his Catholic Maj-
esty, may aid Spain in adjusting the affairs of her revolted colonies in

America."

The maintenance of the "Sovereignty" of Spain over her late Colonies,

is pointed out in this Instruction as one specifick object of the proposed
conference and though no expectation of the employment of force for this

object, by the powers invited to the Conference, is plainly indicated, it is

not distinctly disclaimed.

The invitation contained in this Instruction not being addressed directly

to the Government of Great Britain, it may not be necessary to observe

upon that part of it, which refers to the late "events in the Peninsula," as

having "paved the way" for the desired cooperation.

The British Government could not acknowledge an appeal founded upon
transactions to which it was no party. But no such appeal was necessary.

No variation in the internal affairs of Spain, has at any time varied the King's

desire to see a termination to the evils arising from the protracted struggle

between Spain and Spanish America; or his Majesty's disposition to concur

in bringing about that termination.
'

From the year 1810 when His Majesty's single mediation was asked and

granted to Spain, to effect a Reconciliation with her Colonies; the disturb-

ances in which Colonies had then but newly broken out ;
to the year 1818, when

the same task, increased in difficulty by the course and complication of events

in America, was proposed to be undertaken by the Allied Powers assembled

in conference at Aix la Chapelle; and from the year 1818 to the present time,

the good offices of His Majesty for this purpose have always been at the

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXX, enclosed in Rush to Adams, February 9,

1824, which see below, pt. vin, doc. 812.
3 See above, pt. vm, doc. 804.
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service of Spain, within limitations and upon conditions, which have bee

in each instance explicitly described.

Those limitations have uniformly excluded the employment of Force or <

menace against the Colonies on the part of any mediating Power ; and thos

conditions have uniformly required the previous statement by Spain, of son

definite and intelligible proposition, and the discontinuance on her part of

system utterly inapplicable to the new relations which had grown up betwee

the American provinces and other Countries.

The fruitless issue of the Conferences at Aix la Chapelle, would have di

terred the British Government from acceding to a proposal for again ente

taining, in Conference, the question of a mediation between Spain and tt

American provinces; even if other circumstances had remained nearly tt

same. But the events which have followed each other with such rapidit

during the last five years, have created so essential a difference, as well i

the relative situation in which Spain and the American provinces stood, an

now stand to each other, as in the external relations and the internal circun

stances of the provinces themselves, that it would be vain to hope that an

mediation, not founded on the Basis of Independence could be successfu

In this state of things, the best proof which the British Government ca

give of the interest which it continues to feel for Spain, is, to state frankl

their opinion, as to the course most advisable to be pursued by his Catholi

Majesty, and to answer with the like frankness, the question implied, in ]V

Ofalia's instructions as to the nature and extent of their own relations wit

Spanish America.

There is no hesitation in answering this question. The subjects of H:

Majesty have for many years carried on Trade, and formed Commerci<

Connections in all the American Provinces, which have declared their sepan
tion from Spain :

This Trade was originally opened with the consent of the Spanish Goverr

ment. It has grown gradually to such an extent as to require some direc

protection, by the establishment at several Ports and Places in those Pro\

inces, of Consuls on the part of this country: a measure long deferred ou

of delicacy to Spain, and not resorted to, at last without long previous not:

fication to the Spanish Government.

As to any further step to be taken by His Majesty towards the acknow'

edgement of the de facto Governments of America, that question must (a

has already been stated more than once to Spain and to other powers) depen

upon various circumstances; and, among others, upon the Reports which th

British Government may receive of the actual State of Affairs in the seven

American Provinces.

But it appears manifest to the British Government, that if so large a poi

tion of the Globe should remain much longer without any recognized politics

existence, or any definite political connexion with the established Goverr
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merits of Europe, the Consequences of such a state of things must be at once
most embarrassing to those Governments, and most injurious to the interests

of all European Nations.

For this reason, and not from mere views of selfish Policy, the British

Government is decidedly of opinion, that the recognition of such of the new-
States as have established de facto, their separate political existence, cannot
be much longer delayed.
The British Government have no desire to anticipate Spain in that Recog-

nition. On the contrary, it is on every account their wish, that his Catholic

Majesty should have the Grace and the advantage, of leading the way, in

that recognition, among the powers of Europe. But the Court of Madrid
must be aware, that the discretion of his Majesty in this respect, cannot be

indefinitely bound up by that of his Catholic Majesty, and that even before

many months elapse the desire, now sincerely felt by the British Government,
to leave this precedency to Spain, may be overborne by considerations of a
more comprehensive nature; Considerations which regard not only the essen-

tial interests of his Majesty's Subjects, but the relations of the old world,
with the new.

Should Spain resolve to avail herself of the opportunity yet within her

power, the British Government would, if the Court of Madrid desired it,

willingly afford its countenance and aid to a negociation, commenced on that

only basis, which appears to them to be now practicable; and would see with-

out reluctance, the conclusion through a negociation on that basis, of an ar-

rangement by which the Mother Country should be secured in the enjoy-

ment of Commercial advantages, superior to those conceded to other Nations.

For Herself, Great Britain asks no exclusive privileges of Trade, no invid-

ious preference, but equal freedom of Commerce for all.

If Spain shall determine to persevere in other Counsels, it cannot but be

expected that Great Britain must take Her own course upon this matter,

when the time for taking it shall arrive; of which Spain shall have full and

early intimation.

Nothing that is here stated can occasion to the Spanish Government any

surprize.

In my despatch to Sir Charles Stuart [Stewart] of the 3ist of March 1823,

which was communicated to the Spanish Government, the opinion was dis-

tinctly expressed, that "time and the course of events had substantially de-

cided the separation of the Colonies from the Mother country, although the

formal Recognition of those Provinces, as Independent States, by His Majes-

ty, might be hastened or retarded by various external circumstances, as well

as by the more or less satisfactory progress, in each State, towards a Regular

and settled Form of Government."

At a subsequent period, in a communication made, in the first instance to

France and afterwards to other powers, as well as to Spain, the same opin-
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ions were repeated, with this specifick addition, that in either of two cases

(now happily not likely to occur); in that of any attempt on the part of

Spain, to revive the obsolete interdiction of intercourse with Countries over

which she has no longer any actual dominion
; or, in that of the employ-

ment of foreign assistance to reestablish her Dominion in those Countries,

by force of Arms; the recognition of such new States by this country would

be decided and immediate.

Having thus stated to you, for the information of the Court of Madrid,
the deliberate opinion of the British Government on the points on which

Spain required the Counsel of Her Allies, it does not appear to the British

Cabinet, at all necessary to go into a conference to declare that opinion anew:

even, if it were perfectly clear, from the tenour of Mr. Ofalia's Instruction,

that Great Britain is in fact included in the invitation to the Conference at

Paris.

Every one of the Powers so invited has been constantly and unreservedly

apprized, not only of each step which the British Government has taken,

but of every opinion, which it has formed on this subject: and this despatch

will be communicated to them all.

If those Powers should severally come to the same conclusion with Great

Britain, the concurrent expression of their several opinions, cannot have

less weight in the judgement of Spain, and must naturally be more accep-

table to her feelings, than, if such concurrence, being the result of a conference

of Five Powers, should carry the appearance of a concerted dictation.

If (unhappily as we think) the allies, or any of them, should come to a

different conclusion, we shall at least have avoided the inconvenience of a

discussion, by which our own opinions could not have been changed.
We shall have avoided an appearance of mystery, by which the jealousy

of other parties might have been excited; we shall have avoided a delay

which the state of the question may hardly allow.

Meanwhile, this explicit Recapitulation of the whole course of our senti-

ments and of our proceedings on this momentous subject, must at once

acquit us of any indisposition to answer the call of Spain for friendly Counsel,

and protect us against the suspicion of having any purpose to conceal from

Spain or from the world.

I am [etc.].
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Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States x

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, February p, 1824.

Immediately after they got to hand I asked an interview of Mr. Secretary
Canning, which he granted me on the second of this month. I should have
transmitted you an account of what passed at it sooner, but that two labo-
rious conferences which I had last week with the British plenipotentiaries on
the business of the negotiation, and other official calls upon my time, have
prevented my writing until now.

I thought it best to be entirely candid with Mr. Canning in the first in-

stance, and under this determination, after a few introductory words, I

gave him to understand that having heard from my government on the

subject of our confidential correspondence and conversations in August and

September, it was my design to make him acquainted with what had been
said to me without any reserve. I accordingly proceeded to read to him

your despatch of November the twenty ninth,
2 number seventy six, and

went through it without the omission of any part. This despatch so fully

lays down the views and intentions of the President on this important
subject, and conveys so distinctly the necessary answers and remarks on
all Mr. Canning's points, that it left me nothing to add or explain on any
of them.

When I had finished reading the despatch, he offered no commentary or

opinion upon it whatever, either to the effect of the sentiments which it

contained being satisfactory or the reverse. All that he said was, that inter-

vening events had put an end to the state of things on the basis of which
the propositions contained in his private notes would have been brought
forward as the act of his government. He adverted to what had already

passed on the. subject in our interview in November, (the 24th) and after-

wards in December, and to the notes which he had written to me in the

course of the latter month. I refer to my numbers 346 and 354 for reports
s

of these interviews, and to the latter for copies of his above notes, as well

as for a copy of the paper agreed upon between Prince Polignac and himself,

on the part of France and England, relative to Spanish America.

Mr. Canning after thus recurring, as he had done before, to the change
of ground on which alone as he said a concert or understanding between our

two governments had been contemplated as serviceable, proceeded in turn

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXX.
2 See above, pt. i, doc. 122.
3 See above, pt. vm, docs. 801 and 808, Rush to Adams, November 26, and December 27,

1823.
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to make me acquainted with the contents of a despatch which he had wri

ten to Sir William a Court,
x at Madrid, indicating the intentions of Gre;

Britain at this immediate point of time in regard to the new America

states. It bore date only on the 3Oth of January; of course, could scarce'

have been more recent. In place of reading it to me, he put it into my ham
requesting that I would read it myself, which I did throughout; and I a;

glad that it does not fall to my lot in this instance to describe to you fro:

memory the contents of this paper, as I received on Saturday night a

entire copy of it from Mr. Canning. It seems that the occasion of writir

it has been, that the Count de Ofalia, on behalf of the Spanish governmen
has addressed, so recently as in December last, an official note to the mil

isters of Spain at Paris, Vienna, and St Petersburgh, instructing them 1

endeavour anew to obtain the assistance of those three courts, through mear

of a congress to be assembled at Paris, towards recovering the sovereign!

of Spain over the "revolted countries in America"; and a copy of this noi

is communicated to Sir William a Court, by Count Ofalia, although Grez

Britain is not directly invited to assist at the congress. Mr. Cannin

having also sent me both the notes of Count Ofalia, I am happy to have

in my power to enclose copies of them,
2 as well as of the despatch to S

William Court.

As the latter paper will be before you, I need not recapitulate the matter (

it. It appears from it, that England thinks that all further mediation in th

contest not founded on the basis of the Independence of the new state

would now be vain
;
that Spain herself ought to take the lead among the powe:

of Europe in formally acknowledging them, and that she ought to do it quid

ly ;
that the policy of England is rapidly hastening to this point, and may t

expected to reach it before "many months," but that she is still so desiroi

that Spain should precede her, that she is ready now to lend her mediation c

the basis of their independence ;
and that if Spain should acknowledge then

England will consent to an arrangement by which she, Spain, may be secure

in the enjoyment of commercial advantages superior to those conceded 1

other nations.

How these superior advantages are to be obtained for Spain, the despatc
does not intimate. As we can scarcely suppose that the new states then

selves will grant them, we may expect that England will in the end see tf

necessity as well as justice of following the more direct and consistent coun
of the United States upon this as upon other points of this great public

question. I drew Mr. Canning's attention to the expressions in a parentb
sis which will be seen towards the close of the despatch, as wearing an appea
ance of belief in the mind of this government that a congress would be hel<

1 See above, pt. vm, doc. 811.
2 See above, pt. vin, docs. 804 and 811, Conde de Ofalia to Minister of England, Decemb

26, 1823, and Canning to a Court, January 30, 1824.
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He replied however that such was not his belief; that on the contrary his

opinion unequivocally was, that none would be held; yet as the three powers
applied to had not all of them distinctly refused, as far as he yet knew, he
could not undertake to say so to me officially. He renewed at parting the ex-

pression of his hope, that publicity would not be given to his correspondence
or conferences with me on any part of this subject. The further sentiments
and facts in relation to it imparted to me in your number 77 of November the

30th,
1 and your number 1 77 of December the 8th, I did not make known at

this interview, but shall hold them in reserve to be used or otherwise, accord-

ing to time and circumstances. It may be hardly necessary to add, that

Britain continues to refuse to attend a congress, and declines lending her as-

sistance to Spain on any other basis than the Independence of the new
states.

On the point of publicity, so constantly adverted to by Mr. Canning, I

should have no difficulty whatever but for one consideration. If the senti-

ments expressed in the President's Message on Spanish America, were to be

taken as flowing from Mr. Canning's overture of last August, I should say,

that a solemn act of my government having been the fruit of that overture, it

would rest wholly with the discretion of my government to disclose or not the

grounds of that act. Indeed, it may be proper I should mention, as I be-

lieve that I have not heretofore, that at an early stage of our conferences I re-

marked to Mr. Canning, that if the affair took this course, he must prepare
himself for any degree or form of publicity which the executive, on its re-

sponsibility to the nation, might judge proper to give of the whole grounds of

it. But as I do not understand this to have been the case from any of the

communications which I have yet had the honor to receive from you, I am
alike unauthorised to infer it. The delicacy of the same consideration re-

strains me from calling on Great Britain to avow before the world, with the

same distinctness and solemnity that we have done, her determinations in re-

gard to the new states, since I do not well see upon what basis I could found

such a call, other than that of our avowal having proceeded from her call. I

trust that this forbearance on my part, for the present at least, will be ap-

proved as due to the dignity of the United States, as well as to the independent

course so invariably pursued by them heretofore in relation to Spanish Ameri-

ca. I have ventured to feel, that as the circumstances under which your in-

structions to me on the whole of this interesting subject were written, have

varied before they could reach me, so there must necessarily be something

left to my own ..discretion in executing them. I apprehended also, that the

steady desire which, in my belief, Britain has to avoid any further advance to

a political cooperation with our system now that she can say that the urgent

notice for the one of last summer has gone by, would lead her to allege, if

called upon by us at this juncture to be more explicit, that in her note 2 to Sir

1 See above, pt. I, doc. 124.
2 Not printed.
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Charles Stewart of the 3ist. of last March, in her paper
1 drawn up in

conjunction with Prince Polignac in October, and in this despatch
2 to her

ambassador at Madrid of the 3Oth of January, (all of which papers have been

communicated to the powers of Europe,) she has already promulgated her

determinations.

Parliament met on the third instant, and I enclose a copy of the king's

speech as sent to me from the foreign office. The debates upon it, will have

attracted your attention. In the Times, the newspaper generally supposed

to give the debates with the most accuracy and fulness, Mr. Canning is made

to say whilst discussing the topick of Spanish America, that "a proposition

had been made by the government of Spain to that of this country, to which

an answer had been returned and was on its way to Madrid ; and that after it

had been disposed of, the time would arrivewhen this government would be en-

abled to speak with more explicitness.
"

In the Courier and Morning Chroni-

cle it is given, that a proposition of recognition had been made by Spain. I

have not had the leisure to collate the above passage with the report of it in

any other newspapers, than the Courier and Chronicle. The idea of such a

proposition as the latter was new to me, and is excluded by the whole context

of the despatch to Sir William & Court. This despatch is doubtless to be re-

garded as the most recent and most authentick exposition of the present state

of the Spanish American question, so far as the relations of Great Britain to

it are concerned.

I have the honor [etc.].

813

George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, to

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain 3

LONDON, March 4, 1824.

The Undersigned His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs in transmitting to Mr. Rush, a copy of the papers respecting Spanish

America, which are this day communicated, by His Majesty's Command, to

both Houses of Parliament, has the honor to call Mr. Rush's attention to the

Extract of the
" Memorandum of the Conference between the Prince de Polignac

and Mr. Canning" ; already communicated 4 in extenso to Mr. Rush; in which

Mr. Rush will observe, that care has been taken to omit that part which had

reference to the United States of America; The Prince de Polignac and Mr.

1 See above, pt. vni, doc, 799.
IWd.,811.

3 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXX, enclosed in Rush to Adams, March 6, 1824,
which see below, pt. vin, doc. 815.

4 See above, pt. vni, doc. 799, under date of October 9, 1823.
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Canning having agreed in thinking themselves not at liberty to make public

any opinion expressed by them to each other, in a confidential conference,

respecting any other Government.

The Undersigned requests Mr. Rush to accept [etc.].

814

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to George Canning,
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain i

LONDON, March 5, 1824.

The Undersigned Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
from the United States, has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Sec-

retary Canning's note of yesterday's date,
2
accompanied by a copy of the

papers respecting Spanish America which were yesterday communicated to

both houses of parliament.

The Undersigned will take care to transmit to his Government a copy of

this note, as well as the papers received with it, and he has the honor [etc.].

815

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 3

LONDON, March 6, 1824.

SIR: I yesterday received from Mr. Secretary Canning a note dated the

fourth instant,
4 of which a copy is enclosed, transmitting to me a printed

copy of the papers laid before Parliament on the 4th respecting Spanish
America. I enclose also a copy of my answer to Mr. Canning, dated yester-

day.
8

In comparing the printed extract of the "memorandum of the conference

between the Prince de Polignac and Mr. Canning," with the original paper
forwarded in extenso with my No. 354,

6
1 find no differences between them,

except verbal or immaterial ones (unless the substitution of Conference for

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXX, enclosed in Rush to Adams, March 6, 1824
which see below, pt. vin, doc. 815.

2 See above, pt. vm, doc. 813.
3 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXX.
4 See above, pt. vni, doc. 813.
B
Ibid., 814.

6
Ibid., 799, under date of October 9, 1823.
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Congress wherever the latter word occurs should be thought otherwise) unti

we come to the passage where the United States are mentioned. The whol<

of this passage and thence to the end of the document, is left out in the printe(

copy. The reason for this omission Mr. Canning mentions in his note to me

in manner as will be seen.

I have no further information on the Spanish American question than ii

contained in these papers not having yet heard of the answer of the Court o

Madrid to Mr. Canning's note to Sir William & Court of the 30th of January,

or even if any has been received. Whatever I may hear on this point I wil

promptly communicate to you. Nor do I yet know, with absolute certainty

whether a Congress, or a Conference, is or is not to be held on this question ty

the powers of Europe, though my belief is that none will be, which belief ]

still suppose to be Mr. Canning's.

I beg to avail myself of this opportunity of mentioning that our Ministei

at Buenos Ayres, Mr. Rodney, has written to request that I would cause hin

to be supplied with regular files of two daily London Newspapers, the Morn

ing Chronicle and the Courier, under the impression that the public is to pa}

the expense. I have declined complying with his request on this footing, <S

so informing him, that the government as I know from experience in this

Legation, does not allow our Ministers the expense of even one English News

paper. But I added, that I would make his request known to the government
as I have thus done.

I have the honor [etc.].

816

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams
Secretary of State of the United States 2

LONDON, June 30, 1824.

SIR: Parliament was prorogued on the twenty fifth instant, and enclosed ]

have the honor to transmit a copy of the King's speech, as sent to me by Mr
Canning.
Since my despatch of lyth of May,3 1 have heard nothing from this govern

ment relative to Spanish American affairs. The debates in parliament upor

this subject, of which there have been several during the session just closed

will have attracted your notice; and I have only to say that these debate;

have afforded the only authentick source which has been open to me of ob-

taining information as to the intentions of this cabinet in regard to recognizing

the new states. The most recent of these debates was one in the house oi

Lords on the day before the prorogation, in the course of which Lord Liver

1 See above, pt. vm, doc. 8n.
2 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXX.
1 Not printed.



pool said, that the delay in taking any further step towards recognition arose

from the fact of no report having yet been received from the commissioners
sent out by this government to those states for the purpose of obtaining in-

formation as to their condition. He declared at the same time, as Mr. Can-

ning had already done in the house of commons, that Britain was under no

obligation to any other power that could prevent her recognition of those

states, whenever it should appear to the ministry to be consistent with the

interests and character of the country to recognize them. It is thus that the

question seems to hang, and I am able to communicate nothing more definite

in relation to it.

A minister from Mexico, Mr. Michilena, has lately arrived in this country
in a British frigate. General Alvear, appointed Minister from Buenos Ayres
to the United States, is also at present here, on his way to the United States.

At what precise time he designs to embark, I am not able at this moment to

say.

It will have been seen by the publick prints, that this government has disa-

vowed all connexion with the plans of Iturbide.

I have the honor [etc.].

817

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

LONDON, July 10, 1824.

SIR: With every anxiety to execute in a manner satisfactory to the Presi-

dent the trust devolved upon me by your secret instructions of the ryth of

December, 2
I begin to feel, under all circumstances, some embarrassment in

doing so. When these instructions got to hand, events were not altogether

the same as at the period when they were framed. The change as it appears

to me has continued to go on, until now the danger of any forcible interfer-

ence by the powers of Europe to controul the destinies of Spanish America,

seems nearly if not totally to have passed away. Yet Spain keeps up the

visionary assertion of her supremacy, and may continue to do so, in spite of

facts, for years to come. She also continues her urgency upon the powers of

the continent to aid her in the recovery of her supremacy, to which they give

no complete or authoritative refusal, their policy probably lying in this course,

whilst it cannot be rationally believed that they design to take any steps in

concert with Spain for the resubjugation of the colonies, against the avowed

determinations of the United States and Great Britain upon this subject.

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXX.
2 Not printed. It instructed him to pay the salary and expenses and direct the activities

of Alexander McRae, a secret agent sent to attend and report the sessions of any European
conference that might be held regarding the

"
affairs of Spain and South America."
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In this state of things I begin to feel a doubt as to the necessity of Mr. Mc-

Rae remaining any great length of time in Europe on the important objects

that brought him here; at the same time I cannot undertake to say that these

objects have positively ceased.

He has been once to France since his arrival, and is now here again, having

returned about a week ago. He contemplates going again to the continent

shortly, for which he has my sanction, more especially as the late unfavorable

news from Peru may serve to give a temporary revival to the hopes of those

who would wish to put down the independent cause in America.

This despatch has no other object than that of merely drawing your at-

tention to the embarrassments under which my own judgment may in the

end labour in the delicate matter in question, so as to open a door for the bene-

fit of your advice and assistance, if thought necessary. Should I not receive

further instructions from you I shall continue to act on my own best discretion

in conjunction with Mr. Brown,
1
who, however, I am under the impression

begins to share some of my own doubts as to the course which, before long, it

may become most expedient for us to take.

Mr. Hurtado has, within the last fortnight, been received by Mr. Canning
at the foreign office. It was understood that the interview was only infor-

mal, yet it is a step that must be considered as meaning something, particu-

larly as Mr. H. is henceforth likely to be invited to further interviews of the

same nature, which I understand is to be the case. Mr. Ravenga was never

admitted to an interview with the foreign secretary even upon this footing.

| |
I also learn that Mr. Hurtado has received through an offical source at Paris,

" an intimation that his presence would be acceptable in that capital for a little

while, and he accordingly sets out for it immediately in expectation of re-

| |

!

ceiving some communication from M. de Villele. Of what nature it is to be,

he is at present uncertain. I have heard surmises that it may probably hint

at the expediency of establishing thrones, instead of Republicks, in America,
and placing Bourbons upon them!

I have the honor [etc.].

818

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 2

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, July 31, 1824.

Mr. Hurtado having received another and pressing invitation to go to Paris,

and being advised to the step by Mr. Texada the Colombian Minister to

1 James Brown, United States Minister to France.
1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXX.
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Rome now at Paris, has yielded his scruples and informs me that he will ac-

cordingly go, next week. Mr. Irisari [Yrisarri] has returned from Paris, and
it appears that he was not detained there against his will. Mr. Hurtado had
so informed me, but learns from Mr. Irisari [Yrisarri] that it was not the case.

Mr. Gameiro and General Brant, envoys or commissioners from Brazil,

are here, engaged in negociations with Portugal for effecting a recognition of

the independence of their country. The commissioner on the part of Portu-

gal is Count Villa Real, the Portuguese Minister Plenipotentiary at this Court.

I have but little information as to the progress or aspect of these negociations.

Lately I understood through a source that I considered authentick, though
not through either of the parties themselves, that Portugal, under the advice

of England, was not indisposed to accede to the broad principle of Independ-

ence, provided Brazil would give a sufficient equivalent. But what the

equivalent is that Portugal expects, and whether it be of a nature respecting

which it is likely the parties can ever agree I did not learn. Some of the

meetings of the commissioners have been held at the foreign office, which

may serve to show how this government interests itself in their proceedings.

819

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 1

LONDON, December 30, 1824.

SIR: Mr. Secretary Canning invited me by note to call upon him at the

foreign office this day, and it appeared that his object was to make to me a

communication of great importance.

It was to inform me, saying that for the present he did so in a confidential

manner, that this government had taken its determination to acknowledge

the Independence of three of the new American States.

This was the first intimation given to me by him of this determination, and

the earliest notice I have had of it under any form that I considered authen-

tick. I hasten to impart it to you for the information of the President.

The three states are, Mexico, Colombia, and Buenos Ayres. Mr. Canning

said, that it was barely possible that the issue of events in Peru might sus-

pend the acknowledgment in regard to Colombia; but that this was a con-

tingency no longer looked upon as at all probable.

The precise moment at which the acknowledgment would be made known

to the world, he did not indicate, but gave me to understand that it was close

at hand.

l MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXX.
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He said that it would not be done by any formal declaration issued by this

government, but by opening negociations with each of these new states, in

their own capitals, for the purpose of forming commercial treaties between

them and Great Britain. Diplomatic organs would be necessary for this

measure, and the establishment of diplomatic relations would follow, as was

usual. In entering into these treaties, Mr. Canning expressly disavowed for

Great Britain the principle of aiming at any exclusive preference or benefits.

He said that I was the only representative of any foreign power to whom
the above communication had yet been made, a priority due to all that had

passed between us heretofore upon this subject, and the multifarious and high

interests which it involved. The representatives of the European powers

would, he added, be next informed of it, and in a manner due to the friendly

relations in existence between them and Great Britain.

I lose no time in writing this despatch in the hope that it may be in season

for the packet of the first of January, which cannot be the case should it be too

late, as I fear, for the Liverpool mail of this evening.

I naturally infer that this great step of justice as well as policy at length

adopted by Great Britain, will be officially promulgated to the world when

parliament meets. This will be early in February.

I have the honor [etc.].

820

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

LONDON, January 18, 1825.

SIR: Since my despatch of the 3Oth of last month, 2
I have received no

further information on the subject to which it relates. The determination of

this government respecting the new states of America, although purporting

to have been imparted to me in confidence, it was plain had been known to

others before. It was circumstantially announced even in the newspapers as

soon as this month set in, and no longer remained a secret to any portion of

the publick. On the 3 1st of December the communication was made to the

ambassadors of the European powers, and an official note has, I understand,

been addressed to them upon the occasion. This note I have not seen. The

newspapers announce that a treaty between England and Buenos Ayres has

already been actually signed, at Buenos Ayres. This I did not understand Mr.

Canning to say, but only that negociations were immediately to be opened,

with the three states named.

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
a See above, pt. vra, doc. 819.
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The measure of recognition by Great Britain has undoubtedly been urged
on not only by the general example of the United States, but specially, I be-

lieve, by her knowledge of the fact that treaties of commerce were in agita-
tion between these new communities and the United States. Her jealousy
of us, (a topick to which I may return on some other occasion,) will widely ex-

tend itself under this new and great epoch in the affairs of the world.

In the meantime, British merchants and manufacturers, British capitalists,

in short, the whole British publick, are eagerly turning their eyes, under this

impetus from their government, to the American hemisphere. They are en-

deavouring to link Britain to these new states, and these new states to Britain,

by every tie that excited cupidity can devise, and enormous opulence carry
into effect. Nothing was ever like it before, not even the days of the south

sea scheme. The publick stocks of these rising states, and the mining com-

panies formed in London under their auspices, have become the great ob-

jects of attention with monied men, for which even the British funds have

been, for the day, neglected. Shares in some of the above companies have

advanced to seventeen hundred per cent within a few months, and are bought
with avidity at this price. In some of them I hear it said that noblemen of

great estates, and directors of the bank of England, participate; also that

princes of the blood press forward to obtain shares. Companies are also

forming for opening the passage between the two oceans. Millions of money
are ready to be embarked in this object, towards which I also hear that Brit-

ish engineers are already actually engaged in their preparatory labours, in

different parts of the Isthmus. The only struggle seems to be, for the favor

of obtaining new contracts and loans and shares; the absorbing theme,
South American commerce and riches. Twenty millions of pounds sterling

are stated to have been drawn into this vortex, and how soon the sum will be

doubled no one can tell. A portion of all this eagerness, is doubtless the

effect of momentary lures, and will spend itself
;
but it serves to give warning

of the vast commercial and political changes that are approaching. Nor are

there wanting men of sober minds who justify nearly all of it under the antici-

pations which they form of the resources of those new communities when they
shall come in due time to be more fully developed by the unrestricted aid,

and hearty and interested cooperation, of British wealth and British re-

sources.

What will be the precise course of the continental powers under this meas-

ure, I am not able to say. That they dislike it is certain, and not less so that

it must lead to further alienation between them and Britain. I learn through
a good source, that they particularly object to the terms of the official note

in which it has been announced to them, and will not withhold their com-

ments. But it is my confident belief, that it will produce no steps of coer-

cion or hostility, as against the new states themselves. This I take to be a

point decided upon by them, first from the impossibility of their being able
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to strike at the new states with any effect, and next from their unwillingness

to adopt seriously a policy which would result in ranging the United States

against them. In the breach which is perhaps slowly, but surely, ripening

between them and Britain, they can read the shortsightedness and danger of

such a policy.

I have the honor [etc.].

821

Francisco de Zea Bermudez, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Spain, to His
Britannic Majesty's Chargt d'Affaires at Madrid 1

[TRANSLATION}

January 21, 1825.

SIR: I have had the honour to receive the Note which you addressed me on

the nth Instant, enclosing a Copy of a Despatch from H. B. My's Minister

for Foreign Affairs, dated the 3ist of December, and have communicated the

contents thereof to the King my August Master.

At a moment when H. My. completely restored to the legitimate rights of

His Throne, was occupied, with incessant zeal, in healing the wounds left by

past Revolutions, and in restoring upon a solid foundation the prosperity of

the People whom Divine Providence has entrusted to his care
; when he was

beginning to gather the fruits of His efforts by the tranquillity of Spain, and

was meditating and preparing the means of restoring Peace to America;

when, in short, every thing presented the flattering prospect that peace and

good order would replace throughout the World, the Wars, convulsions, and

misfortunes which have afflicted it for so many years, at that moment has

this communication reached His Royal ears.

Far was H. My. from expecting from His powerful and antient Ally The

King of Great Britain, a determination such as that which his Minister has

communicated to the Spanish Govt. a determination to enter into Negoci-
ations for the conclusion ofTreaties of Commerce with His rebellious Subjects,

who after having perfidiously seized upon the Government in various parts of

his American Dominions, now affect to consider themselves the arbiters of the

destinies, and to defend the political interests of those very people whom
they oppress and destroy. The surprise therefore of H. My. at this com-

munication, has been equalled only by the grief which it has caused to his

Royal mind ;
a grief fully justified by the fact of its having been anticipated by

Mr. Canning in his abovementioned Despatch. H. My. however hopes that

the British Cabinet, reflecting in its wisdom upon the nature of this measure,
its opposition, in the opinion of Spain, to the true political and commercial

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII, enclosed in Rush to Secretary of State,

May 2, 1825, which see below, pt. vra, doc. 830.
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Interests of England, as well as those principles of eternal justice, which are
the foundation of the conduct of all civilized Govt". and the guarantee of the
social existence of Nations, the fatal consequences which must result,
from carrying them into execution, to the tranquillity and prosperity of

Europe, and lastly, the sacred obligation to observe Treaties inviolably;
will not refuse, before she takes a definitive resolution on the subject, to listen

to, and take into mature and deep consideration, thewell-grounded representa-
tions of Spain.
The whole World beheld with admiration, and, let it be permitted to Cas-

tilian pride to add, with envy, the heroick firmness with which Spain, making
common cause with England, resisted for six successive years, the Usurper of

the Throne of France, the destroyer of Europe, and the disturber of the Peace
of the whole Globe. The constancy of the Spaniards, and their innate affec-

tion for their king, triumphed over the immense Power of Buonaparte in the

Peninsula, and was an example to the rest of Europe, that their united efforts

might succeed in hurling the Usurper from the Throne of St. Louis. The wise

and persecuted Louis XVIII, and the illustrious Princes of his race, to whose

persevering and heroick firmness in adversity, Europe has been so much in-

debted, returned to occupy that Throne, fulfilling the wishes and hopes of

France. And what did England during the whole period of this strife of rev-

olution against order? She fought with glory: she generously lent her

Treasures and her blood to destroy the Usurper: she resisted, with unshaken

firmness, the recognition of the momentary triumph of violence over justice;

she disowned the Man who put himself at the head of the strongest de facto

Government which had been seen for ages, as well as other de facto Govern-

ments created and set up by him; she gave an asylum on her hospitable Terri-

tory to legitimacy, in the person and Family of the Monarch of France, and
other Sovereign Princes

;
and she contributed at length to restore them to the

affections of their respective subjects. This did England at that period ; and
can she now, in contradiction to such wise principles, and noble proceedings,

sanction the existence of some governments, de facto the offspring of rebel-

lion: infants in strength, but old in crime, supported by ambition, and de-

fended by blood and anarchy. What would have been the fate of France,

and of Europe, if England, instead of resisting the Revolution of Buonaparte,
had assisted it? and what will now become of that same Europe, if H. B. M.
now takes up the cause of a handful of Rebels? Justice is one and the same

at all periods, and the Government and people of England, who have always
been just, cannot cease to be so.

As just as England was in her conduct, so was She in her language. In the

harangues pronounced in her illustrious Parliament, in her publick papers, in

her diplomatick Notes and Declaration, in all her writings, she has constantly

maintained that Rebellion does not constitute a right. With respect to

Spain and her American Possessions, not only has the Cabinet of London de-
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;i

il

fended this principle, but has moreover recognized and sanctioned it by

positive stipulations. TheTreaty concluded in London between Their Catho-

lick and Britannick Majesties, dated the I4th of January 1809, contains tex-

tually the following words:
" H. B. My. pledges Himself not to recognize any

other King of Spain and the Indies except H. C. My. Ferdinand VII, His

Heirs, or such legitimate Sovereigns as the Spanish Nation shall recognize."

And the 3rd of the Additional Articles to the Treaty of Madrid, of the 5th of

July 1814, signed on the 28th of August following, says expressly:
"
H. B. My.

being anxious that the evils and discords which unfortunately prevail in

H. C. My's Dominions in America, should altogether cease, and that the

Subjects of those Provinces should become obedient to their legitimate Sover-

eign, H. B. My. pledges himself to adopt the most efficacious measures in

order that his subjects should not furnish the disaffected in America with

Arms or Ammunition, or any implement of war.
"

There cannot be a more evident demonstration than results from the

Above-cited Article, of the incoherence and injustice of the measure which

the British Gov*. now announces, since a recognition of the Governments de

facto established in Spanish America, would be equivalent to disowning the

legitimate rights of the King of Spain and of the Indies
;
it would be fomenting

War and desolation in those vast Countries
;
it would be giving food to the

evils and discord which prevail in H. My's Dominions
;
it would be patroniz-

ing disobedience, and protecting insurrection; it would be more than giving
arms and ammunition to the disaffected; in one word, it would be breaking
solemn promises, and violating formal Treaties.

But even if it were not a case of infraction, even if views of policy and per-

sonal convenience rendered that lawful to-day which was prohibited yester-

day; what are the motives which England alleges for adopting this measure?

On the one hand, the consolidation of the Institutions of the Pretended

American States, and the fitness of those States to maintain the Treaties

which they may conclude with other powers: and on the other hand, the pro-
tection which the British Government owes to the Commerce and Naviga-
tion of its Subjects, these are the motives which Mr. Canning brings forward.

But where is this consolidation to be found? It is not three Months since

the pretended Mexican Government declared itself constituted
;
and the very

Individuals who then set themselves up as Governors, have ceased to exist.

Iturbide's visionary Empire vanished for ever with the Life of that am-
bitious Chieftain. Bravo, the supreme Dictator, yielded the post of Su-

premacy to Victoria, but the latter is still threatened by his Rival. All is

disorder, ambition and anarchy, and the various Provinces are reduced into

so many factions.

In the State called Colombia, the Individual who assumes the title of

Liberator and Protector, is at thousands of leagues from the Capital, towards
which he is retreating, flying from the arms of the Royalists; and the only
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fruit which he has derived from his plans of conquest over Peru, is shame and
dishonour, besides the sacrifice of thousands of wretched beings, who, torn
from their homes, have perished in the deserts, victims of the tyranny and
ambition of that adventurer.

As to Buenos Ayres, England herself hardly can tell who it is that com-
mands, or what form of Government exists there at present.

Nevertheless, she must be apprized that a person called Albear [Alvear?],
who, a short time ago, was proscribed, is now called upon to defend those who
banished him

; and she cannot be ignorant that that unhappy Country is a

prey to the rapacity of a few ambitious individuals : and that, in the state of

progressive decline to which anarchy has been leading it, it may perhaps ere

long be equally a prey to the Indian Savages who threaten it, and who, with

impunity, make frequent inroads on its Territory.
And are these consolidated Governments? Are these the Govt8

. which

present sufficient stability and security to induce Great Britain to treat with
them? Can the dignity of the British Gov*. expose itself to be compromised
by the difficulties which must inevitably occur on the part of its Agents in

their relations with those ephemeral and inconsistent Governments? Will

the just interests of Great Britain herself, and of the World in general, be
treated with more equity and regularity by rebellious Subjects and insurrec-

tional Authorities, than by a legitimate Sovereign.
In the last Session of the English Parliament, it was declared, that no such

stability and security existed.

Why, therefore, if they now exist, does not the Government bring forward

the facts upon which it grounds the assertion? If it be wished to prove to

Spain the existence of this boasted security of the rebellious Govt8
. this firm-

ness in their Institutions, (which they cannot have acquired by regular means,
in the few months that have elapsed since the said Session) why not point
out the extraordinary circumstances which have led to the establishment of

such an order of things? Let England publish those facts, for Spain and

Europe are ignorant of them; and unless she does so publish them, her asser-

tions must be considered as inexact, even by those who are the most igno-

rant or the most indifferent with regard to this great question.

The Commissioners whom England sent out to those Countries, of which,

some were withdrawn by their own Government, and others began by pub-
lick acts which that same Government reprobated, nearly all of them de-

parting from their ostensible character of impartial Observers, converted

themselves into Chiefs and Promoters of the several parties yet these very
Commissioners must have sent intelligence and reports which contain proofs

of the supposed consolidation of the American Govts. if it in truth and reality

existed.

The second motive alleged by the British Cabinet for the intended measure

is the protection and furtherance of the Interests of British Commerce.
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But have not English Vessels constantly been, and are they not still ad-

mitted into all the Ports which the disaffected occupy? And are they not

equally so by means of the Decree of the 9th of February last, into all the

ports which acknowledge and obey the King's legitimate authority?

To prove whether they have been treated in the former or the latter with

the greatest consideration, and the greatest respect shewn to the rights of

property, reference need only be made to the measures of pillage and robbery

dictated by Bolivar, when he was compelled to abandon Lima, comparing

those measures with the protection given by the Royalist Generals to all

Foreign Property but especially English : and let reference also be made to

the reception which the British Consul & Commissioners met with at that

place compared with the vexatious grievances of which the other Commis-

sioners had to complain in the territory of Mexico.

The Spanish Gov
fc

. abstains on the present occasion from entering into the

details of various cases in which English Merchants, infringing an express

Treaty, and the Laws of their own country, have introduced arms and am-

munition into the Insurgent Provinces; and it equally abstains from enumer-

ating the many losses, calamities and deaths which have resulted from that

scandalous traffick, even among the countrymen of the offenders. But it

cannot however do less than observe, that, if England, contrary to the well

founded wishes and hopes of Spain, were ultimately to determine upon recog-

nizing the rebellious Governments, the foundations on which rested the

above quoted Decree of the 9th Feby. and the basis of absolute equality there-

by established in favor of all Foreigners, would, in fact, be destroyed, and

British Commerce would have no just grounds for complaint if it experienced

modifications in regard to that decree in the Countries subject to his My's.

dominions, such as the Injury occasioned to Spain through the measure in

question, might necessitate, H. M. paternal solicitude requiring that he

should at all times consider what is due to his people, to justice, and to his

amicable relations with other powers.

The King, my master declares that to effect the happy restoration of those

his dominions by conciliatory means, has been the object of his deep and in-

cessant meditations, as well as of his most diligent endeavors; and H. M.
further declares that, at the very moment when he received so unsatisfactory
a communication He was preparing to give new and irrefragable proofs of his

firm determination to comply, in a spirit of the most scrupulous good faith,

with all that he had announced in that respect; and also to extend, by means
of Tariffs, simple and equitable regulations, and the admission into his ultra-

marine dominions of Consular agents from England and the other allied

Powers, a special protection to the Freedom of Commerce in which He had
hastened to allow those Powers to participate.

All this however could not be the result of purely speculative combinations ;

and surely the British Gov*. could not expect that, Spain, in the midst of
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various other subjects to which her attention was preemptorily called, should

at once, and of a sudden, have decreed measures, which in order to be just

and wise must emanate from a mature examination and a perfect knowledge
of the respective Interests of the several localities, and a consideration of the

cause which should offer the most solid securities towards establishing, in a

lasting manner the individual general prosperity of H. M. Spanish American

subjects duly combined with the desires and interests of Gt. Britain, and
H. M's. other allies.

Spain would never have refused the mediation of England for the important

object of the pacification of the Colonies, if the offer had not always come ac-

companied by the inadmissible condition of recognizing their Independence
and separation from the Mother Country.
The Cabinet of Madrid calls the whole of Europe to witness that, the very

first moment that H. M. was delivered from the Revolutionary Yoke under

which he had suffered for more than three years, H. M. directed his attention

and exertions to persuading all the Powers of Europe, including England, of

the necessity of taking into consideration collectively the important ques-
tion of the State of South America and of agreeing upon the method of re-

storing Peace to those unhappy Regions, combining their own Interests with

those of Europe at Large, and with the just rights of Spain.

England knows that she has been three times solicited by the Spanish Gov*.

to join in a conference at Paris for this purpose, and also that, even after she

had refused, from political considerations, to take a part in that conference,

Spain offered to secure, under the Guarantee and Good Faith of Treaties,

such concessions on the part of H. C. My. to his American Subjects, and such

commercial advantages to the whole of Europe, as should be compatible with

the Interest and Right of that Kingdom.

England knows also that the King my Master, desirous to avail himself of

the efficient intervention and powerful influence of His illustrious Ally the

King of G*. Britain for so important an object, and being not only faithful in

the observance of Treaties, but constant in giving publick proofs of His

Friendship for England, intimated through yourself, Sir, to your Gov*. the

possibility of bringing about certain modifications and concessions favorable

to English commerce with European Spain, unattended with any prejudice

to the Commerce of other Nations.

Spain has therefore done all that depended upon her towards manifesting
her prompt disposition to combine and conciliate Her own Interests with

those of the rest of Europe in this affair, and if she has not found that co-

operation on the part of England she had promised herself, and which she de-

sired, at least it is not with her that the Responsibility will rest.

Even now she is still prepared to enter into the already solicited conference ;

even now she resumes her solicitations to that effect, and even now, from

the intimate conviction which she entertains of the sentiments of her August
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Continental Allies she ventures to affirm that they will readily lend them-

selves to such changes and modifications as England may desire provided they

be not detrimental to the imprescriptible rights of the King of Spain and

the Indies.

H. M. considering that no act of proceeding of a third power can alter or

weaken, much less destroy, the Right of His Sovereignty feels that he ought
not to renounce them, nor will he ever do so. Justice and the imperious

obligations wh
. have been transmitted to him by his illustrious predecessors,

prescribe this line of conduct, and it is equally prescribed by the proofs which

H. M. daily receives of the inconquerable fidelity of his subjects in the New,
as well as the Old World.

The Americans vie with the Europeans in giving demonstrations of that

Virtue which is engraved in indelible Characters in the Hearts of all Spaniards.

The brilliant Victories gained by H. M's Armies in Peru, the details of

which are generally known, the loudly proclaimed desires of the larger and

uncontaminated part of the population of America, anxious to reunite itself

to the Mother Country and the progressive increase of the numbers so disposed

(in the same proportion as in other parts anarchy and calamities of all kinds

devour those unhappy regions) all tended to furnish H. M. with well founded

presages that by degrees those countries would be restored to his paternal

dominion, under which they have been happy for centuries, and will again

flourish.

The loyalty and constancy of the Americans, will end by producing the

same good effects which have been produced by those Virtues in the Span-
iards themselves and the Union of the former with the latter will be so much
the more lasting, as in both continents have been equally experienced the

miserable effects of Revolutions, and Spaniards and Americans, will alike

preserve forever a spirit of opposition to all dangerous innovation repugnant
to their Religion, to established Laws, ancient customs, and, it may be added,
to the rooted prejudices of the People.

Even though the day of Union and Conciliation should be distant, and

though the intrigues of the disloyal, and the resistance offered on their part,

aided by a complication of adverse circumstances should continue to post-

pone it, H. C. M. will never abandon the Rights of His Crown, nor will he ever

cease to support, by all the means with which his legitimate authority pro-
vides him, the exertions of those American Spaniards who are faithful to

their King, and attached to the true prosperity of their native Country. He
will never cease to employ the force of arms against his Rebellious subjects,

comformably to the principles of the Rights of Nations, inherent in the exist-

ence of all Thrones.

H. M. therefore declares in the face of the whole world that although he is

ready to make to His American Subjects such concessions as may be com-

patible with His legitimate Sovereignty, with justice, with their real neces-
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sities, and well founded claims, that He neither acknowledges, nor ever will

acknowledge, either directly or indirectly the independence of the Govt8
.

which have established or shall hereafter establish themselves in Mexico,

Terra-firrna, Buenos Ayres, or any other part of His Trans-marine Dominions.

H. M. declares also, that if, what he cannot expect, the Gov*. of H. B. M.
shall persist in carrying into effect the conclusion of Treaties of Commerce
with them, and the consequent diplomatick recognition which the communi-
cation of the English Minister announces, H. M. protests and will protest in

the most solemn manner against these measures, by which the Treaties

existing between the two Powers will be violated and the legitimate and

imprescriptible Rights of The Throne of Spain attacked in the most

serious manner.

But H. M. is willing to hope that the British Cabinet will reconsider this

important matter and will maturely examine with enlightened equity the

fatal consequences which must result to the repose of the world, and the well

being of her own subjects, from a recognition as unjust as it is impolitic, of re-

bellious and ephemeral Governments, and not carry into effect the determi-

nation announced by Mr. Canning in the despatch which you transmitted to

me, Sir, in your above mentioned Note, to which I reply by the orders of the

King my Master, requesting that you will have the goodness to carry the

contents of this communication to the knowledge of your Gov*. with the

least possible delay.

I have the honour [etc.].

822

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 1

LONDON, February 5, 1825.

SIR: Parliament was opened by commission the day before yesterday, and

I enclose a copy of the king's speech as sent to me from the foreign office.

What was said by the ministers of the crown in both houses of Parliament

respecting the new states of America, in the debate which followed immedi-

ately after the reading of the speech, is so fully reported in the newspapers,

which are herewith also transmitted, that I need not dwell upon it. Mr.

Canning's explanations in the house of commons will be found to correspond,

in effect, with the communication which he made to me on the thirtieth of

December.2 That part of his speech will not escape notice in which he

says, that Great Britain has demanded no special advantages from the new

states, as the price of her recognition, but only claims to be placed on the

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
2 See above, pt. vni, doc. 819, Rush to Adams, December 30, 1824.
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I

same footing with other states that may chuse to follow her example. Thi

declaration is the more to be remembered by its contrast with a sentimenl

wearing an aspect somewhat different, which fell from Lord Francis Levisoi

Gower, who moved the address in the house of commons in reply to the king'

speech. The latter said, that in the course of "two separate accounts whic!

he had seen of some of the new states, the one by a Frenchman the other b;

an American, he could not help remarking, that a feeling of astonishmenl

mixed perhaps with a natural jealousy, was expressed as to the tendenc;

which the trade of thenew states was taking towards England" ;

" a fortunat

tendency, "he added, "which he thought the treaties England was abou

entering into with them, would encourage and protect.
"

I understand from good authority that the communication which Mi

Canning made to me on the 3Oth of December, he had previously made t

Mr. Hurtado, the minister from Colombia. I understand also that it i

probable this gentleman as well as the representatives from the other ne^

states now in London, will be regularly received by this government as soo:

as the projected treaties shall have been fully perfected. I further learn, tha

on Mr. Hurtado having remarked to Mr. Canning, that his government wa

ready to make peace as soon as Spain was, the latter said that he would b

glad to see that event come about between the parties, and would intimat

this wish to the government of Spain. But it was not understood that an

mediation was to be offered by Great Britain. Whether this is the first an

guarded step towards a more intimate policy which Britain designs to foste

with these new states, more time will determine. It is a subject to b

watched, and I will be awake to it. I ought to add, that Mr. Hurtado is fui

nished with powers to treat of peace with Spain.

I have the honor [etc.].

823

Substance of a communication from Count Lieven, Russian Ambassador i

Great Britain, to George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs of Great Britain l

March 2, 1825.

Count Lieven stated that he had received from His Court a Despatch i

acknowledgement of the Communication made through Mr. Ward,2 of th

Determination taken by His Majesty respecting certain of the new States (

Spanish America.

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII, enclosed in Rush to Secretary of Stat
April 4, 1825, which see below, pt. vin, doc. 828.

2 British Ambassador to Russia.
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That Mr, Ward being confined to his Bed, Count Nesselrode * had not been
able conveniently to discuss with Mr. Ward the Matter of that Communi-
cation, and had therefore addressed to him (Count Lieven) what the Emperor
wished to be declared to the British Government thereupon. That the Em-
peror had learnt with regret the determination of His Majesty with respect
to Mexico, Colombia, & Buenos Ayres. That His Imperial Majesty could
not take upon himself to judge of the Necessity which induced Great Britain

to acknowledge the Independence of these several Spanish Colonies, by con*

eluding with them treaties of Commerce.

That, in so far as His Imperial Majesty was concerned, The Emperor
would, in respect to Spanish America, adhere to those Principles which had
for ten years secured to the different Courts of Europe, their Rights of Sover-

eignty, and State of Possession. That those Principles, on which reposes the

tranquillity of the World, will ever be regarded by his Imperial Majesty with

invariable respect. That under the auspices of Great Britain herself, those

Principles became again the Basis of publickLaw in Europe. During twenty
years consecutively, England did not hesitate to defend them, in conjunction
with her allies. By the transactions of 1814, 1815 and 1818 She solemnly
confirmed them

;
and History will not forget to Record that, if in Spain & in

France, the cause of legitimate Authority obtained an advantageous Triumph,
if Monarchs long unfortunate, recovered their Crowns & the Dominions of

their Ancestors, it was more especially to the British Government that was

to be attributed this memorable Reparation of the Evils caused by revolu-

tionary Violence.

That applying the Maxims of a Policy so generous to the situation of the

Peninsula and of her insurgent colonies reciprocally, Russia could not for-

bear to follow the Example which had been given by England, in those past

Transactions. That the Emperor was the more firmly resolved to pursue

this Conduct, because it appeared to him that His Catholick Majesty, ab-

sorbed by other cares, and occupied in repairing other Disasters, had not yet

been able to get together the necessary means of enforcing His rights of

Sovereignty, over His antient Dominions ;
because the only propositions which

had been made to His Catholick Majesty by the Cabinet of St. James's in-

volved the sanction by Spain of the total loss of those Dominions; & because

the answers of the Court of Madrid sufficiently explained the Motives of the

Determination taken by Spain, deriving them even from the Testimony of

the English Agents sent to South America. That from the Period of those

Propositions and Answers, Russia had observed, on the one hand, the anxiety

of Spain to permit the Commerce already existing with her ultra-marine

Provinces, and her offer to protect and extend it under all Circumstances

which might possibly occur; on the other hand, the Victories which have re-

placed Peru, under the Royal Authority; the vain endeavours of the Govern-

1 Russian Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.
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ments de facto to reconquer that Country, and the weakness of the Militar

resources of Mexico, exemplified by the continued Resistance of the Fort c

St Jean d'Ulloa. That, such Circumstances could not, however, change th

fixed Determinations of Russia; and that moreover, since the conclusion c

the Act of the Congress of Vienna, She was firmly persuaded, that it wa

sufficient that a proposed Measure necessarily infringed upon the right of

third Power, to prevent its receiving the sanction of those Governments wh
took part in that great work of Peace & Justice.

That the motives which prevented the Emperor from participating in th

opinions of the Court of London on the affairs of America, being thus shortl;

explained, His Imperial Majesty deprecated any discussion upon th

subject.

For this last Reason, Count Lieven said that he was not instructed no

authorized to give a copy of the Despatch, the substance of which he hai

thus verbally stated to Mr. Canning.

824

Substance of a communication from Prince Esterhazy, Austrian Ambassado
to Great Britain, to George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs of Great Britain 1

March j, 1825.

1. That the Court of Vienna views with regret and disapprobation th<

course adopted towards the Countries of Spanish America, as being i

deviation from the principles of Legitimacy which guide the Politicks of th'

Great Powers of Europe.
2. That the Court of Vienna does not pretend to erect Itself into a Judg'

of the Interests of Great Britain; nor to decide, how far those Interests migh
or might not be sufficiently urgent to necessitate a step which It could no
but consider as precipitate, even in that point of view.

3. But that It could not admit the validity of such a Plea, because, affect

ing, as it does, in this instance, the Rights of Spain, it might, if once admitted

affect equally, in some future instance, the Rights of some other Power.

4. That the Court of Vienna, faithful to its principles, would not acknowl

edge any of the Countries of Spanish America until the Mother Country shal

have set the Example,
Substituted.by Prince Esterhazy:

4. That the Court of Vienna, faithful to its Principles, would not deviafr

from those which guided the Politicks of the Great Powers of Europe, fo

these last ten years.
1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII, enclosed in Rush to Secretary of State

April 4, 1825, which see below, pt. vin, doc. 828.
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825

Substance of a communication from Baron de Maltzahn, Prussian Minister to
'Great Britain, to George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs of Great Britain l

[TRANSLATION]

March 4, 1825.

Baron von Maltzahn announced to Mr. Canning that he was instructed to
inform him that his Court has learned with pain and regret of the decision

taken by the Britannic Government with respect to the Spanish Colonies in

America; that the Cabinet of Berlin could not regard the reasons set forth by
Mr. Canning as sufficient to justify a resolution which, according to its view-

point, infringed upon the rights of the King of Spain and was in opposition
to the principles of legitimacy.
That Baron von Maltzahn was instructed not to hide from Mr. Canning

how greatly his Court disapproved of this decision, and to declare to him

that, on its part, it was resolved not to depart from the path that the Allied

Cabinets had followed and would continue to follow without variation.

826

George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, to

Chevalier de Los Rios, Spanish Minister to Great Britain 2

FOREIGN OFFICE, March 25, 1825.

The Undersigned &c. is commanded by his Sovereign to deliver to the

Chevalier de Los Rios for the purpose of being transmitted to his Court, the

following reply to the Official Note addressed by His Excellency M. Zea to

His Majesty's Charg6 d'Affaires at Madrid on the 2ist of January.
3

So large a portion of the Official Note of M. Zea was founded upon a denial

of the facts which had been reported to the British Government, with respect

to the state of the several Countries of Spanish America: and upon an antici-

pation of events expected by the Court of Spain to take place in those Coun-

tries, by which the credibility of the reports transmitted to the British Govern-

ment would be effectually disproved; that it has been thought advisable to

wait the issue of the expected events in Spanish America rather than to con-

front evidence with evidence, and to discuss probabilities and conjectures.

Of that issue, decisive as it appears to be, the Undersigned is directed to

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII, enclosed in Rush to Secretary of State,

April 4, 1825, which see below, pt. vin, doc. 828.
2
Ibid., May 2, 1825, which see below, pt. vm, doc. 830.

3 See above, pt. vin, doc. 821.
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say no more than, that it is a great satisfaction to the British Gov*. that it

had actually taken place before the intentions of the British Government to-

wards the other Countries of Spanish America were announced. Those in-

tentions, therefore^ cannot by possibility have had the slightest influence upon
the result of the war in Peru.

With this single observation, the Undersigned is directed to pass over all

that part of M. Zea's Note, which turns upon the supposed incorrectness of

the information on which the decision of the British Government was founded.

The questions which remain to be examined, are, whether in treating with

de facto Governments, now established beyond the danger of any external as-

sailment, Great Britain has violated either any general principle of interna-

tional Law, or any positive obligation of Treaty.

To begin with the latter as the more specifick accusation.

M. Zea brings forward repeatedly the general charge of violated treaties:

but as he specifies only two, that of 1809, and that of 1814, it may be pre-

sumed that he relies on them alone to substantiate this charge.

First as to the Treaty of 1809.

That Treaty was made at the beginning of the Spanish struggle against

France, and was directed wholly, and in terms not to be misapprehended, to

the circumstances of the moment at which it was made. It was a Treaty of

Peace, putting an end to the War in which we had been since 1804, engaged
with Spain. It is expressly described, in the first Article, as a Treaty of Alli-

ance during the War in which we were engaged jointly with Spain against

France. All the stipulations of the Treaty had evident reference to the de-

clared determination of the then Ruler of France to uphold a branch of his

own Family upon the Throne of Spain and of the Indies
;

and they undoubt-

edly pledged us to Spain not to lay down our arms until that design should be

defeated in Spain, and the pretension altogether abandoned as to America

1
1 a pledge which it is not, and cannot be denied, that Great Britain amply re-

I
;

deemed. But those objects once accomplished, the Stipulations of the
'

Treaty were fulfilled, and its obligations necessarily expired, together with

the matter to which they related.

In effect, at the happy conclusion of the War in the Peninsula, and after

the restoration, by British assistance, of H. C. M. to the Throne of his An-

cestors, the Treaty of 1809 was replaced by the Treaty of 1814. And what
does that Treaty contain? First, the expression of an earnest wish on the

part of His Majesty that Spanish America may be reunited to the Spanish

Monarchy; and, secondly, an engagement to prohibit British Subjects from

supplying the Spanish Americans with Munitions of War. This engage-
ment was instantly carried into effect by an Order in Council of 1814. And
in furtherance of the like object, beyond the obligation of the Treaty, an Act
of Parliament was passed in i8ig- prohibiting the service of British subjects
in the ranks of the resisting colonies.

i
i

i
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That the wish expressed in this Treaty was sincere, the proof is to be found,
not only in the measures above mentioned, but in the repeated offers of

Great Britain to mediate between Spain and her Colonies Nor were these

offers of Mediation, as M. de Zea alleges, uniformly founded on the single
basis of the admission by Spain of the Independence of the Spanish Provinces.

Years had elapsed, and many opportunities had been missed of negociating
on better terms for Spain, before that basis was assumed to be the only one
on which negociation could be successfully opened.

It was not assumed in 1812, when our Mediation was offered to the Cortes.

It was not assumed in 1815, when Spain asked our Mediation, but refused

to state the terms to which she was willing to agree.

It was not assumed in 1818, in the Conferences at Aix-la-Chapelle in which

Conferences the question of an arrangement between Spain and her Americas

was, for the first, and last time, discussed between the Great Powers of

Europe.
After the silence, indeed, which Spain observed as to the opinion of the

Powers assisting at those Conferences, when laid before her, two things be-

came perfectly clear : the first, that Spain had at that time no serious inten-

tion of offering any terms, such as the Spanish American Provinces were

likely to accept; the second, that any subsequent reference of the subject to a

Congress must be wholly fruitless and unsatisfactory.

From that time forth, Great Britain abstained from stirring the subject of

Negociation with the Colonies; till in the month of May 1822, Spain spon-

taneously announced to Great Britain that she had measures in contempla-

tion for the pacification of her Americas, on a basis entirely new: which

basis, however was not explicitly described.

In answer to that notification, Spain was exhorted by Great Britain to

hasten as much as possible her Negociation with the Colonies, as the course

of events was evidently so rapid as not to admit of a much longer delay: but

no suggestion was even then brought forward by Great Britain, as to the

adoption of the basis of Independence.

The first suggestion of that basis came, in fact, from the Gov*. of Spain it-

self, in the month of November 1822, when the British Minister at Madrid

received an intimation that the Cortes meditated opening Negociations with

the Colonies, on the basis of Colonial Independence; Negociations which

were, in fact, subsequently opened, and carried to a successful termination

with Buenos Ayres, though they were afterwards disavowed by H. C. My.
It was not till after this last mentioned communication from the Spanish

Government, that Great Britain expressed the opinion which she entertained

as to the hopelessness of negociating upon any other basis than that then first

suggested by the Spanish Gov*.

This opinion stated, (as has been said,) in the first instance, confidentially

to Spain, was nearly a twelvemonth afterwards, that is to say in the month of
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October 1823 mentioned by the Undersigned in a conference with the

French Ambassador in London, 1 the substance of which conference was

communicated to Spain, and to the other powers. It was repeated and en-

forced, in the Despatch from the Undersigned to SirWm
. a Court in January

1824.2

Nothing therefore can be less exact than the supposition that Great Britain

has uniformly put forward the basis of Independence, as the sine qua non con-

dition of her Counsel and assistance to Spain in negociation with her Colonies.

To come now to the second charge against Great Britain 'the alleged vio-

lation of general international Law. Has it ever been admitted as an axiom,
or ever been observed by any nation or Government, as a practical maxim,
that no circumstances and no time, should entitle a de facto government to

recognition? or should entitle third powers, who may have a deep interest

in defining and establishing their relation with a de facto Government to

do so?

Such a proceeding, on the part of Third Powers undoubtedly does not de-

cide the question of right against the Mother Country.
The Netherlands had thrown off the Supremacy of Spain, long before the

end of the i6th Century but that Supremacy was not formally renounced by
Spain until the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648. Portugal declared in 1640,
her independence of the Spanish Monarchy, but it was not till 1668, that

Spain, by Treaty, acknowledged that Independence.

During each of these intervals, the abstract rights of Spain may be said to

have remained unextinguished. But third Powers, did not, in either of these

instances, wait the slow conviction of Spain, before they thought themselves

warranted to establish direct relations, and even to contract intimate Alli-

ances, with the Republick of the United Netherlands, as well as with the new

monarchy of the House of Braganza. The separation of the Spanish Col-

onies from Spain has been neither our work nor our wish Events in which
the British Government had no participation, decided that separation a

separation which we are still of opinion might have been averted, if our Coun-
sels had been listened to in time. But out of that separation grew a state of

things, to which it was the duty of the British Government (in proportion as

it became the plain and legitimate interest of the Nation, whose welfare is

committed to its charge) to conform its measures, as well as its language, not

hastily and precipitately, but with due deliberation and circumspection.
To continue to call that a possession of Spain, in which all Spanish occupa-

tion and power had been actually extinguished and effaced, could render no

practical service to the Mother Country, but it would have risked the peace
of the World. For all political Communities are responsible to other politi-
cal Communities for their conduct, that is, they are bound to perform the

1 See above, pt. vni, doc. 799, under date of October 9, 1823.2 See ibid, doc. 811, under date of January 30, 1824.
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ordinary international duties, and to afford redress for any violation of the

rights of others, by their citizens or subjects.

Now either the Mother Country must have continued responsible for acts

over which it could no longer exercise the shadow of a controul; or the Inhabi-

tants of those Countries, whose independent political existence was, in fact,

established, but to whom the acknowledgment of that Independence was

denied, must have been placed in a situation, in which they were either,

wholly irresponsible for all their actions, or were to be visited for such of those

actions as might furnish ground of complaint to other nations, with the pun-
ishment due to Pirates and Outlaws.

If the former of these alternatives, the total irresponsibility of unrecog-
nized States, be too absurd to be maintained; and if the latter the treatment

of their inhabitants as Pirates and Outlaws be too monstrous to be applied,

for an indefinite length of time, to a large portion of the Habitable Globe; no

other choice remained for Great Britain, or for any other country having
intercourse with the Spanish American Provinces, but to recognize, in due

time, their political existence as States; and thus to bring them within the

pale of those rights and duties, which civilized nations are bound mutually to

respect and are entitled reciprocally to claim from each other.

The example of the late revolution in France, and of the ultimate happy
restoration of His Majesty Louis XVIII, is pleaded by M. Zea in illustration

of the principle of unextinguishable right in a legitimate Sovereign, and of the

respect to which that right is entitled from all Foreign Powers. And he calls

upon Great Britain in justice to her own consistency, to act with the same

reserve towards the New States of Spanish America, which she employed, so

much to her honour towards Revolutionary France.

But can M. Zea, need to be reminded, that every Power in Europe, and,

specifically, Spain amongst the foremost not only acknowledged the several

successive Governments de facto by which the House of Bourbon was first

expelled from the Throne of France and afterwards kept for near a quarter of

a century, out of possession of it, but contracted intimate Alliances with them

all
;
and above all, with that which M . Zea, justly describes as the strongest of

de facto Governments, the Government of Buonaparte, against whom not

any principle of respect for the rights of legitimate Monarchy, but his own

ungovernable ambition, finally brought combined Europe into the field?

There is no use in endeavouring to give a specious colouring to facts which

are now the property of history.

The Undersigned is therefore compelled to add, that Great Britain herself

cannot justly accept the praise which M. Zea is willing to ascribe to her in

this respect; nor can she claim to be altogether exempted from the general

charge of having treated with the Powers of the French Revolution.

It is true, indeed, that up to the Year 1796, she abstained from treating

with Revolutionary France, long after other Powers of Europe, had set her
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the example. But the reasons alleged in Parliament, and in State Papers
for that abstinence, was the unsettled state of the French Government: and

it cannot be denied, that, both in 1796 and 1797 Great Britain opened a nego-

tiation for peace with the Directory of France, a Negociation, the favorable

conclusion of which would have implied a recognition of that form of Govern-

ment: that in 1801, she made peace with the Consulate, that, if, in 1806, She

did not conclude a Treaty of Peace with Buonaparte, Emperor of France, the

negociation was broken off merely on a question of terms
; and, that, if from

1808 to 1814, She steadily refused to listen to any overtures from France,

She did so declaredly and notoriously on account of Spain alone
;
whom Buona-

parte pertinaciously refused to admit as party to the Negociation.

Nay, further, it cannot be denied that even in 1814, the year in which the

Bourbon Dynasty was eventually restored, Peace would have been made by
Great Britain with Buonaparte, if he had not been unreasonable in his de-

mands: and Spain cannot be ignorant, that even after Buonaparte was set

aside, there was question among the Allies, of the possible expediency of

placing some other than a Bourbon on the Throne of France.

The appeal, therefore, to the conduct of the Powers of Europe; and even

to that of Great Britain herself, with respect to the French Revolution, does

but recall abundant instances of the recognition of de facto Governments by

|
Great Britain, perhaps later and more reluctantly than by others, but by

'"

Great Britain, herself however reluctant after the example set to her by the

other Powers of Europe, and specifically by Spain.

There are two other points in M. Zea's note, which appear to call for par-

ticular observation. M . Zea declares that the King of Spain will never rec-

ognize the New States of Spanish America, and that H. My. will never cease

to employ the force of arms against His rebellious subjects in that part of the

World.

We have neither the pretension, nor the desire to controul H. C. My'8
,

conduct. But this declaration of M. Zea comprises a complete justification

of our conduct, in having taken the opportunity which to us seemed ripe, for

placing our relations with the New States of America on a definite footing.

For this declaration plainly shows, that the complaint against us is not

merely as to the mode, or the time, of our advances towards those States:

It shows that the dispute between us and Spain, is not merely as to the ques-

tion of fact
t
whether the internal condition of any of those States be such as

to justify the entering into definite relations with them; that it was not

merely a reasonable delay, for the purpose of verifying contradictory reports,

and of affording opportunity for friendly Negotiations, that was required of

us. It shows that no extent of forbearance on our part would have satisfied

Spain; and that defer our advances towards the New States as long as we
might, we should still have had to make them without the consent of Spain ;

for that Spain is determined against all compromise, under any circum-
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stances, and at any time, and is resolved upon interminable War with her

late Colonies in America.

M. Zea concludes, with declaring that H. C. My. will protest in the most
solemn manner against the measures announced by the British Gov*., as

violating existing Treaties; and the imprescriptible rights of the Throne of

Spain.

Against what will Spain protest? It has been proved that no Treaties are

violated by us
;
and we admit that no question of right is decided by our recog-

nition of the New States of America.

But, if the argument on which this declaration is founded, be true, it is

eternal; and the offence of which we are guilty, in placing our intercourse

with those Countries under the protection of Treaties, is one, of which no

time and circumstances could, in the view of Spain, have mitigated the

character.

Having thus entered with great pain and unwillingness, into the several

topicks of M. Zea's note, the Undersigned is directed in conclusion, to ex-

press the anxious hope of his Government, that a discussion, now wholly
without object, may be allowed here to close.

The Undersigned is directed to declare to the Spanish Minister, that no

feeling of ill will, or even of indifference to the interests of H. C. My. has

prompted the steps which H. My' 8
. Government has taken, that H. M. still

cherishes an anxious wish for the welfare of Spain: and that H. My. still re-

tains the disposition, and commands the Undersigned again to renew to H. C.

My' 8
. Government the offer to employ H. My' s

. good offices, for the bring-

ing about of any amicable arrangement, which may yet be practicable, be-

tween H. C. My. and the Countries of America which have separated them-

selves from Spain.

The Undersigned [etc.].

827

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, March 26, 1825.

The great powers of Europe appear to be reconciling themselves reluc-

tantly, but still reconciling themselves, to the recognition of the new Ameri-

can states by Britain, and the prospect is becoming less and less of any
immediate interruption of peace from this event. What I hear is, that

Russia having entered her protest against it, rather intimates her desire to

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
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say, for the present at least, nothing more about it; and that France having

also protested against it, is little inclined to do more, but on the contrar)

will perhaps not be slow to take up a policy more in unison with her true

interests. As to Austria and Prussia they are said to have declared, thai

they will never recognize these insurgent colonies, until the parent state does

any other course being contrary to legitimacy; but that they intend an>

breach with those states who have recognized them, or who may, is not 1

believe imagined.
I have the honor [etc.].

i

1
I

j

828

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary oj State of the United States *

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, April 4, 1825.

SIR: Mr. Secretary Canning invited me to an interview at the foreign

office the day before yesterday, his object being as I found to apprize me oi

the manner in which the recognition of the new American states by Great

Britain has been viewed by the powers of Europe, as well as what has passed
between Great Britain and Spain in consequence of it.

He stated that in the month of February, Count Lieven, the Russian

ambassador, having been charged with the sentiments of his court upon the

measure, waited upon him in order to make them officially known to the

British government. The Count was proceeding to execute this duty, by

reading the despatch in which these sentiments of his court were contained,
when Mr. Canning inquired whether it was intended that he should be

furnished with a copy of the despatch. The Count replied, that he was nol

instructed or authorised to give a copy of it, but simply to make known its

contents. Mr. Canning, on this avowal, declined hearing it read, remarking
that as its contents might call for discussions between their two governments,
that of Great Britain would manifestly be at a disadvantage by such a

course; that he, Mr. Canning, would necessarily find himself under embar-

rassment, personally, at being called upon to make report to the king, and
to his colleagues in the cabinet, on the exact nature of so important and

grave a state paper from memory alone, whilst the record of it was in the

hands of Russia, and that since the count was not at liberty to give a copy
of it, the only mode left by which the parties would stand on ground more

equal, would be for the count to detail to him its contents verbally. This
was therefore the mode which he, Mr. Canning, would prefer. The count

accordingly adopted it. When the conference was over, Mr. Canning put
1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
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upon paper the substance of the count's verbal communication, and sent it

to the count for his corrections, by whom it was returned corrected accord-

ingly.

This was the statement with which Mr. Canning introduced the delivery
to me of the paper thus drawn up and verified upon the occasion. A copy
of this paper, under date of the second of March, is enclosed.1

Precisely
the same narrative is applicable to interviews which he afterwards had with
the ambassador of Austria, and the minister plenipotentiary of Prussia,
both of whom were in like manner charged by their respective courts to make
known their sentiments on the act of recognition by England, but without

giving copies of their despatches. The papers under date of March the

third and March the fourth,
2 which are also enclosed, were verified in

like-manner with the Russian paper, so that these three papers will serve to

make known the sentiments of these three courts under the measure, in the

only form in which as it would seem they have become officially known to

Great Britain. To none of these papers does Great Britain judge an answer

necessary.

As to France Mr. Canning said, that he should find it difficult to describe

what her precise course had been. She had protested against the measure,

but in verbal communications only, having abstained hitherto from all ex-

pression of her opinions in any written form, and he added that he had now
little expectation that she would express them to Great Britain in writing.

In the end he did not hesitate to say unequivocally, that he considered all

danger to the peace of Europe as wholly gone by; he meant all immediate

danger arising out of the measure in question, and he intimated that France

was perhaps less disposed than any of the powers to make it a cause of breach.

As regards Spain, Mr. Canning put into my hands for perusal her remon-

strance, which indeed is sufficiently explicit. It was drawn up in January
and addressed to the representative of England at Madrid. It complains of

the measure as unjust and indefensible under all views; as contrary to the

treaty stipulations of 1809, and 1814 between Great Britain and Spain; as not

warranted by the actual condition of those rebellious colonies, in some of

which Spanish power was still ascendent, and in all of which there was to be

witnessed nothing but anarchy; as ill-chosen in regard to time, when the vir-

tuous and loyal Spanish Americans in those colonies were giving such.new

proofs of their fidelity to the cause of the parent state, and when the parent

state was harrassed at home by the effects of a criminal revolution, but just

suppressed; as unnecessary with a view to secure to British subjects the trade

of the colonies, since Spain was ready to grant in this respect, if she had not

already granted, every reasonable and just boon to Britain ;
as contrary to the

great principles of social and political order, on which the happiness and exist-

ence of nations depended, principles which had hitherto found in Britain a

1 See above, pt. vm, doc. 823.
2
Ibid., docs. 824 and 825.
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zealous and efficient advocate, especially during the whole progress of the

French revolution, and at the epochs more recent of 1815 at Vienna, and i8i

at Aix la Chapelle ; as out of character in short with the whole policy by whicl:

Britain had ever heretofore aided in sustaining the great European system

and as specially repugnant to her duties and alliance to Spain. I advert onl>

to the most striking heads of the remonstrance, and ought not to omit to add

that it declares that Spain never will at any time acknowledge these insur-

gent colonies to be independent. I abstain from any more particular ac-

count of it, or from any account of the answer which this government has

given to it, as I am to be furnished with copies of each. These Mr. Canning

promised me, though they were not made out for my use on Saturday. ]

will forward them, as soon as received. 1 The British answer is dated the

25th of March, and is occupied in combatting point by point the doctrine'

and assertions of the remonstrance. Its concluding passage contains an of-

fer on the part of England to lend her good offices at the present period to>

wards a pacification between Spain and the new states, foregoing passages oi

it having brought into view the offers of England to the same effect, at earliei

stages of the contest.

Mr. Canning said nothing further to me on any part of the subject, whicl

the papers that I sent, or those which I am still to forward, will not explain

No allusion of any kind is made to the United States in any part of the Brit

ish answer; nor did Mr. Canning advert in conversation to our act of recog

nition, or to any of the past conferences or correspondence between himsel:

and me, or to any of the opinions of my government, upon this subject.

829

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secre

tary of State of the United States 2

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, April 12, 1825.

Sir : A person high in diplomatic station here has informed me that, som
months ago, probably six or nine, England made an offer to Spain to guarant
to her the possession of Cuba, and to send British troops there for that put

pose, should it become necessary; but that the offer was declined by Spain

Considering that such a measure would be, in effect, transferring Cuba t<

England, sooner or later, I asked my informant by what inducements Eng
1 See above, pt, vm, docs. 821 and 826, Zea Bermudez to British Charge, January 21, 182;

and Canning to Los Rios, March 25, 1825.
2 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
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land had hoped to draw Spain into a consent to it. He replied that he did

not know, and either was, or feigned to be, but vaguely informed upon the

point. He repeated however, with great confidence, the broad fact of such

an offer having been made by England. It is the first time that I have heard

of it. Lord Liverpool's declarations to me sometime ago upon this subject
will not be forgotten. These, although they served to quiet my apprehen-
sions for the moment did not allay them permanently, and since they were
made to me I have not been unmindful of the importance of giving proper
attention to the subject, and communicating to you whatever authentic in-

formation might at any time reach me in relation to it; but none has reached

me that I have considered of this character until that which I now impart.
I will not fail to endeavour to obtain, in a manner more full and precise, a

knowledge of this alleged offer of England to guaranty to Spain the posses-

sion of this Island. The declarations of Lord Liverpool above mentioned

were communicated by me on the roth of March 1823.

It is a rumour of the day, that the ambassadors of the great continental

powers, England being excluded, are shortly to meet at Milan, for political

conferences, whither also the emperor of Austria is to repair. That the rec-

ognition of the new American states by England, whilst it has not and will

not produce war between her and the continent as an immediate and avowed

cause, has nevertheless planted the seeds of deep animosity between them, is

obvious. Hence the above rumour is very likely to be true.

830

Richard Rush, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

LONDON, May 2, 1825.

SIR: I now beg leave to enclose copies of the correspondence that passed

between this government and that of Spain on the recognition of the new

American states by the former, consisting of the notes described in my des-

patch of the 4th of April,
2 which Mr. Canning, according to his promise,

has sent to me.

I have the honor [etc.]

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
z See above, pt. vm, doc. 828.
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831

John Adams Smith, Charge d'Affaires of the United States at London ac

interim, to Henry Clay, Secretary of State of the United States x

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, July 10, 1825.

SIR: In regard to the application made by Mr. Baring in his place in the

House of Commons on the night of the ist of July to which I have heretofore

alluded, Mr. Canning came down to the House on Tuesday the 5th inst. ir

order to state in answer to the question put on a preceding evening by Mr

Baring, why the individual of great respectability accredited to this countr)

by the State of Buenos Ayres, had not been presented at the last Levee i

For the reason why, the individual in question had not been presented, th<

fact was this, that he had no regular credentials. The State of Buenos Ayrej

had sent this gentleman a paper appointing him Minister Plenipotentiary tc

this country, but making him Minister Plenipotentiary also to France
;
anc

as far as his Mr. Canning's advice went, the same full observance of all forms

and arrangements should be required from them as from the oldest, best se-

cured, or most despotic governments existing. In all the relations of Eng-
land with these new States, this fact could not fail to be recollected, there hac

been a great deal more of Commercial and speculative than of political actua

transaction.

11

I

832

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States 2

[EXTRACTS]

CHELTENHAM, Augiist 9, 1825.

SIR: Upon my landing at Liverpool I wrote you a private letter informing

you of our arrival, and adding that owing to the roughness of the Passage
and my uninterrupted sea sickness I should be obliged in hopes of recovering

my strength to delay for a few days my Journey to London. . . . ]

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII. John Adams Smith of Massachusetts
Commissioned secretary of legation in Great Britain, September 8, 1815; acted as chargi
d'affaires ad interim from May 14 to December 22, 1817, and from May 13 to November n
1825; appointed secretary of legation at Madrid; commissioned secretary of legation ii

Spam, April 8, 1825; appointed secretary of legation at Paris; commissioned secretary of lega
tion at France, June 12, 1828; acted as charge d'affaires ad! tntenw from June 28 to October I

1829; appointed secretary of legation at St. Petersburg.
* MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII. These notes exchanged between Can

mng and King were embodied in the text of the latter's dispatch to Clay instead of being en
closed in it.
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concluded to send my son to London with the Despatches confided to me for
Count Lieven and our Minister at Paris. . . . Accordingly upon the

29th of July I received Mr. Canning's letter of the former day, and by return
of the Post sent him my answer to wit:

MR. CANNING TO MR. KING

FOREIGN OFFICE, July 28th 1825.
DEAR SIR : The pleasure of renewing the very old acquaintance, which

authorizes me (I hope) so to address you, induces me to take Chelten-
ham in my way to the North of England. I hope to arrive there on
Monday and to pay my respects to you that evening, or early the fol-

lowing day, as may best suit your convenience.
In the mean time I take the liberty of sending for your Perusal, the

enclosed extracts of letters lately received by me from Mr. Addington.
The sentiments of your Government as therein reported are, ours.

I shall be exceedingly glad of an opportunity of talking them over with
you, and I wish that we may be able to agree to some mode of giving
to them a salutary effect.

I have the honor [etc.].

P. S. I shall not leave town till after the arrival of the Post on
Saturday But I beg you will not take the trouble to answer this

letter for form's sake unless there be any thing that you may be desirous
of bringing under my consideration before we meet. G. C.

EXTRACT OF A DESPATCH FROM MR. ADDINGTON TO MR. SECRETARY
CANNING, DATED WASHINGTON, MAY 2D, 1825

The fate of Cuba and Porto Rico was a subject of deep interest. It

could hardly accord with the views of Great Britain any more than with
those of the United States, that those Colonies should fall into the
hands of Colombia or of Mexico; and yet if Spain long delayed the

Recognition of those States, an attempt would assuredly be made by
one of them on those Islands. Viewed on all sides this latter was a

subject of great difficulty and delicacy.

EXTRACT OF A DESPATCH FROM MR. ADDINGTON, DATED WASHINGTON,
MAY 2 1ST, 1825

. . . This subject had of course been canvassed both by People
and Government at various times in the United States, as in England,
and both Parties, Mr. Clay believed, had come to the same conclusion,

namely, that it would be better in every respect that Spain should

retain Cuba.
Should this turn out in the course of events to be impracticable, and

impracticable it would be, if the King of Spain persevered in his insane

determination still to withhold his Recognition of the Independence of

Colombia and Mexico, in that case two other alternatives presented

themselves, both of which would be open to great difficulties and em-
barrassments: The first was the establishment of an Independent
Government in Cuba under the joint guarantee of the United States and
Great Britain, and perhaps some of the Spanish American Republicks;
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and the second the transfer, by sufferance of that colony to Colombia
or Mexico, whichever should attack it. He would tell me fairly and
without hesitation, that however much he should deprecate such an

issue, he would prefer that to the Island falling into the hands of any
of the great maritime powers, and especially Great Britain, as of course

Great Britain would to its coming under the Dominion of the United
States. His views with respect to the Policy to be observed towards
Cuba were therefore in brief Recapitulation these: First The Status

quo. Secondly Independence under the guarantee of two or several

large Powers. Thirdly annexation to the Colony of Colombia or

Mexico. These views he announced to me without reserve as one
Private gentleman to another.

MR. KING TO MR. CANNING

CHELTENHAM, July 2pth, 1825.

No. 2, Bath Villa.

DEAR SIR: I have just received your letter of yesterday and cannot
lose a moment in the expression of my sense of the kind recollections in

which it has originated.
The occasion, as I hope will justify the avowal of the satisfaction

with which I shall meet you in the office for Foreign Affairs, especially
as it permits me to rely upon the frankness and directness with which
the business of our intercourse will be sure to be conducted.

By the extracts from Mr. Addington's letters which you have sent
for rny perusal, and for which be pleased to accept my thanks, you
have anticipated the subject which had seemed to me most important
at the present moment while there are other topics upon which we
may desire an early occasion to discuss, there is none which I would
press upon your attention at the present moment.

I have the honor [etc.].

August the 2d. Mr. Canning arrived last Evening and sent me a message
that he would call on me at 10 o'clock of the Evening of his arrival or at

9 o'clock the next morning, having named the morning, he came to my House
at 9 o'clock this morning. After the ordinary salutations I expressed my
thanks for his making me this visit, and repeated my acknowledgments that

he had sent for my perusal the extracts of Mr. Addington's letters to him,
and my satisfaction that the United States and Great Britain thought alike

on the subject of Cuba and the New States, that I could not do better than

to put into his hands an extract from my Instructions explanatory of our

views on these subjects, in doing which I complied with the desire of my
Government to communicate fully and freely with the Government of Great

Britain, in return for the like communication on their Part. The extract

omitted the Instruction to Mr. Middleton and alluded in general terms to

the employment of the influence of the United States to engage Russia,
France and Great Britain to influence Spain to make Peace with the New
States by acknowledging their Independence. Mr. Canning soon replied
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that such a hope was desperate, that Russia was unchangeable on this point.
We have understood that by the early education of Alexander, he was led to

the adoption of a faith altogether different from that of which he is at present
the Champion ;

at the negotiation of Peace with France, he was for the ex-

clusion of the Bourbons, now he avows the doctrine that crowns and succes-

sion can lawfully be regulated by Kings and Emperors only, so that he is the

last person from whom a change may be expected. I asked whether Austria,
Prussia or France would be likely to admit of change in this Theory; he

answered that France had one foot in the water and one foot on the land,

as respects the water foot she seemed inclined to agree or rather not to

disagree with England, that Austria would feel the power of Russia, tho'

perhaps she may fall short in the strength of her faith. Prussia is slow in her

movements and not as zealous in the cause, with which she is ranked as may
have been supposed.

France has lately sent Commissioners to Saint Domingo offering to ac-

knowledge their Independence for a large sum of money and a provision to

introduce French manufactures at a Tariff reduced below that of other

countries. She has lately committed a blunder by sending a convoy from

Martinique to Cuba with Spanish ships and troops which had arrived at

Martinique from the Philippines. Great Britain remonstrated against her

sending this aid as departing from the duty of Neutrality and as in fact

taking part in the war between Spain and the New States. The French

Government in reply stated that the Governor of Martinique has mistaken

his orders, which authorised him to send French Troops to the succour of

Cuba, should their condition require it. England replied that France would
take part with Spain or not as she might choose, but it must be done openly.

That the sending French Troops to Cuba for their succour, would be taking

part in the war; and it must, and would be so understood. This Truth

blundered out, on the fact of insubordination of the Spanish Troops from

the Peninsula manifesting itself in Cuba at which crisis now past, the

French may have issued these orders. Mr. Canning observed that while

England despaired of the favorable interposition of Russia and of the temper
of Spain to make peace with the new states by acknowledging their Inde-

pendence, they felt themselves so greatly reinforced and sustained by the

views of the United States, and the agreement which existed between the

United States and England in these views, that latterly they had directed all

their efforts to prevail on Spain to conclude an armistice with the new states,

which would in the end lead to Peace, that it had occurred to England, by a

Note drawn up and approved by England, the United States and France in

such form as should be approved that Spain may consent to such armistice,

especially if coupled with the same, it be provided that Cuba and Porto Rico

shall remain under the Dominion of Spain. That it was not till the Treaty
of Munster that Spain consented to the Independence of the Netherlands,
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an armistice or truce for nearly seventy years having preceded the acknow

edgment of Spain. Her Dilatory character, and the delays with which an

alteration of her government could be effected, stand in the way of th

Recognition of the Independence of the Colonies.

It should moreover be recollected, that under the influence of this chai

acter Spain herself towards the close of the American war, when pressed b

France to join her in acknowledging the Independence of the United State:

dissented, but proposed to join in a recommendation to England to conclud

an armistice with the United States. The example of Spain on that oca

sion, will justify England in following her example in this. I asked M:

Canning what probability existed that France could be prevailed upon t

unite with England and the United States in the adoption of such Not<

Mr. Canning made use of expressions of his belief, spoke of the manifestatio

of her desire to bring to a satisfactory close the question of Saint Doming<
her manifestation of the desire to build up her navigation and commerc<

the wish she shewed to recruit her Colonies and to pacify the West Indiei

To these Remarks he joined with emphasis the influence which he said wa

so fully due to the union of England and the United States in their vie\\

respecting Cuba, Porto Rico and the New States upon the continent.

Mr. Canning enquired whether I should soon write to my Governmen
I replied that I should do so immediately after our present conference wa

finished, and as the American and English Governments tho' agreed in th

Policy to be pursued in relation to Cuba and the New States, did not agre

on the measure now to be adopted to promote this Policy. I was desiroi;

in order to avoid mistake, that he should put in writing, the reasons whic

he had assigned to me in opposition to the measure proposed by the Unite

States, and in favor of that which was proposed by England. Mr. Cannin

replied that as he should pass two or three days in this neighborhood, h

would write to me accordingly. This happened a week ago and I hav

heard nothing farther from Mr. Canning. I am nevertheless anxious t

communicate to you the substance of this conference, that will be open t

the correction of Mr. Canning's communication, which shall be forwarde

to you as soon as it may be received by me.

Mr. Brown having left Paris for some time for the Waters of Savoy an

my progress having yet afforded me no opportunity to confer with Coun
Lieven and others, you will perceive that I am obliged in preparing th:

Despatch to rely upon the authority of England but it becomes the moi

important that you receive this letter, in order that I may obtain the earlies

instructions of the President concerning the measure recommended by thi

Government. Should it be resumed, as I conclude it will in some form i

which I may be called upon to take a part, which I shall be cautious in doin

without the orders of my Government.
With great Respect [etc.].
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833

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States x

[EXTRACT]

CHELTENHAM, August u, 1825.

SIR: Yesterday I received Mr. Canning's promised communication. On
comparing it with my Report

2 of the conference between us, you will

perceive the effort of Mr. Canning to sustain the measure pursuing by the

English Government in preference to the proposed measure of the United

States. The information received from Lord Granville at Paris is to be

regarded as a continuation of the endeavour of the English Government in

support of the measure which they have adopted, and now recommend to the

United States. Mr. Brown 3
being absent from Paris I have no means of

countervailing Lord Granville's information upon this important subject.

MR. CANNING TO MR. KING

Confidential. WORTLEY HALL, August fib, 1825.

MY DEAR SIR : I have deferred the execution of my promise a day or
two longer than I intended, because I found reason to believe that be-
fore the end of the week I should hear something more certain from
Paris as to the way in which the French Government were likely to

receive Mr. Brown's proposition. I did hear yesterday from Lord
Granville on this subject: and there is I apprehend no doubt but that
the French Government have returned a negative answer to Mr.
Brown, alleging as the ground of their refusal, that Mr. Brown's Propo-
sition implies a recognition of the Independence of the Continental
States of Spanish America.

In short, my dear Sir, it is as I took the liberty of telling you at

Cheltenham : If your government founds its sole hope of preserving
Cuba to Spain, on that of being able to persuade the great Powers of

the European Continent to concur in persuading Spain to adopt new
councils in respect to her late Provinces on the continent of America ;

you may depend upon it that foundation is absolutely unsound.
France is indeed that one of the great Powers which has the most obvious
interest in procuring such an adjustment between Spain and her Ameri-

cas, and which, if France could venture to act from the sense of her own
interest alone, would have the best disposition to do so. And she does
not act for or from herself. The awe in which she stands of the Con-
tinental Alliance prevents her. Of that Alliance the moving soul is

Russia. And the United States are grievously mistaken if they imagine
that the Emperor of Russia is upon this as perhaps they may have
found him upon other matters open to the blandishments of flattery,

so far as to be led to use the influence he possesses, and is proud to be

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
2 See above, pt. vm, doc. 832, King to Clay, August 9, 1825.
8 James Brown, United States Minister to France.
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thought to possess in Europe, in a direction quite different from thai

which his principles, his prejudices, and perhaps his interests prescribe

I say perhaps his interests, because I must fairly own that; having onct

missed the golden opportunity of taking the lead or going hand ir

hand with us and the United States in our line of Policy, I see no verj

great temptation to induce the Emperor of Russia now to change ^the
course which he has advisedly chosen; and to expose himself to the jusl

reproaches of Spain, for having urged her on in her blind folly, until she

was ruined past reparation, and then when her ruin has been accom-

plished, turning round and urging her to tread back her steps, too late,

Every human motive, I confess seems to me to conspire to keep the

Emperor of Russia in the path which he has chosen : and though I dare

say that the usual appeals to his magnanimity, generosity, power, pre-

dominance &c. &c. &c. which have soothed and won him on former

occasions, will soothe him still they will (in my opinion) not win him
to any other system of action in respect to Spain, and her late colonies,

Such I say is my opinion and speculation. But in aid of speculative

opinions, I have the fact stated by the French Ministers (whether tc

Mr. Brown I know not but stated without much reserve) at the time ol

giving their answer to Mr. Brown, that Russia is inflexible in her Policy

respecting Spain and her Colonies
;
and that she continues to preach tc

Spain, not only no recognition of their Independence but active wai
for their subjugation. We must look at things therefore as they are,

and not as we would wish them to be
;
and we must consider what we

can do, to preserve Cuba to Spain ;
short of bringing about, through the

intervention of her Continental Allies peace between Spain and hei

emancipated colonies which is hopeless.
Of the value of this object the preservation of Cuba to Spain we

I know (that is the government of England and that of the United

States) think alike. And we are too honest, and respect each other anc
ourselves too much, not to avow thatwe think alike, for the like reasons
You cannot allow that we should have Cuba. We cannot allow thai

you should have it. And we can neither of us allow that it should fal

into the hands of France.
Our mutual and reciprocal respect for each other is a security for GUI

mutual abstinence. But France is swayed so much by the humour o<

the day, and proceeds in a course of policy so devious and vacillating
that she is really capable of blundering into a maritime war, withoui

having seen its danger much less calculated its consequences. I wil

give you two instances of this most inconvenient propensity.
A detachment of Spanish Troops, on its way (I think) from th<

Philippine Islands, to reinforce the garrison of the Havannah, touchec
at Martinique. The Governor of Martinique (who is I believe Captair
General of the French Forces on the West Indies) not only received anc
refreshed these Troops which was an act of blameless hospitality; bu-

when the detachment made sail again, sent a French ship of War tc

convoy it to its destination : which, if the convoy was to do the duty of i

convoy that is to defend the detachment under its protection agains
the only enemy that could assail it was neither more nor less than ai

act ofWar against that enemy. Viz . against the New States of Spanisl
America

Suppose a Colombian Frigate to have fallen in with this convoy
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you see plainly what must have followed. And I am perfectly satisfied
that the French Captain General did not see that he was thus putting
the peace of the maritime and colonial world to hazard.
We represented this matter to the French Government not in a tone

of complaint for it was no business of ours if they chose to make a
defensive league with Spain, and to abide the consequences; but with a
voice of friendly warning pointing out to them, those consequences of
an unadvised procedure, which we really believed them not to have
had in contemplation. They certainly had neither those consequences
nor the procedure itself in their contemplation : for they were ignorant
of the fact ; they doubted they even denied it, grounding their denial

upon this that their Captain General had no instructions to give
convoy to Spanish Troops or Vessels.

Shortly after however, they admitted the fact to be as stated by us.
Count Dongelot the Captain General had written home reporting what
he had done

;
and they had written out to him to take care not to do so

any more. So far so good. But was Count Dongelot alone to blame?
Not so for when the French Ministers denied having given him any in-

structions to convoy Spanish armaments, they added that they were
the more surprised that he should have taken upon himself to act as he
did in this affair, because he had clear instructions for the only case in

which there was any probability of his being called upon to interfere in

Spanish Colonial concerns: and what do you think, those instructions

were? Nothing less than to send French Troops to the Havannah if

the Governor of that place should ask his assistance to put down in-

ternal disturbance! Well, surely might Count Dongelot conceive that
the order, in a given case to occupy the Island of Cuba, with a French
force, implied if it did not actually involve, an injunction to assist the

Spaniards to occupy it themselves!

We have taken the liberty to expound to the French Ministers the

dangerous tendency of those avowed Instructions to Count Dongelot;
and we have obtained an assurance that they too shall be withdrawn.
But the fact of having given them indicates such an insensibility to

the real state of things in the Colonial World and such a looseness and

precipitancy such a promptitude to act upon impulse, without weigh-

ing probabilities and combining results that I protest I never feel

quite assured that I may not, on rising up in the morning, find that a

French force has landed at the Havannah, in consequence of some
orders hastily given, for contingencies ill defined, or of some discretion

indiscreetly reposed in the judgment of a local commander.
Now against this danger >and it is by far the most imminent it is

in our power (in that of your government and mine) to guard; if we are

contented, in the first Instance, to confine our endeavours to that object.

France, professes, as we do, to wish above all things, that Cuba
should continue to belong to Spain.

She disclaims, as we do, any desire

to get possession of it. Spain is disquieted by the apprehension that we

(that is that either Great Britain or the United States) may take advan-

tage of her weakness to wrest Cuba from her. She has not the same

fears of France; or has them in so much less a degree that it is by no

means impossible that, in some moment of panic with respect to us, and

you, she should herself call in France to aid her in the safe keeping of

Cuba.
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Here therefore I say is the most instant danger. Let us guard against

that.

France, if appealed to, can hardly refuse to disavow in an authentic

form, designs imputed to her and to us if we (meaning always you and

we) concur in the same disavowal.

What I would propose therefore is the signature by the three powers,
either of three Ministerial Notes one between Great Britain and the

United States, one between the United States and France and one

between France and Great Britain or one Tripartite Note signed by
all disclaiming each for ourselves, any intention to occupy Cuba and

protesting each against such occupation by either of the others.

Such an Instrument would settle the question as between the great
maritime Powers of the old World and the New.
The only danger which would then remain to Cuba, would be from

the War with the New Independent States of Spanish America. When
that was the single danger, I should not despair of working upon Spain
not through the Alliance not through France. But after the proof
that we should have given of our disinterestedness and good will in rela-

tion to Cuba by our own unassisted efforts ("our" comprehending in

this instance as heretofore the Union of your counsels with ours, and the

union of those of France too, if France shall by that time have taken

courage to act with us, without leave of her Continental Allies) I should

not despair, I say, of working upon Spain so far as to induce her to put an
end to that single remaining danger, by consenting, I will not venture
to affirm to a peace (involving immediate recognition,) but to a suspen-
sion of hostilities, and of this I am firmly persuaded, that to obtain any
chance of success, we must separate two questions not necessarily
connected with each other, Viz., the danger to Cuba from the suspected
ambition of the old powers, from that which impends over it (but of

which Spain thinks comparatively little) from the New. So long as

peace with the New Powers is made a condition of the assurance of

safety from the old our exhortations will be heard with suspicion, and

repelled with resentment: whereas, once soothed and softened by a
solemn and unequivocal assurance as to the purity of our designs and as

to the benevolence of our wishes (yours and ours) the Spanish Govern-
ment may be induced to listen to advice, in which it can no longer
pretend to trace a lurking motive of self interest; and to admit into a
deliberation how Cuba can best be secured from invasion by Colombia
or Mexico, Powers who have bound themselves by a common obliga-
tion neither to take, nor to permit the taking of Cuba, to either of
themselves.

This is the course which we intend to pursue on this question : and it

is one in which I invite you to join us.

I have the honor [etc.].
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834
1

John Adams Smith, Charge d'Affaires of the United States at London ad [f

interim, to Henry Clay, Secretary of State of the United States * U

[EXTRACT] , |

LONDON, August ij, 1825. I

SIR: Mr. Nelson z on his return from Spain left London on Thursday the If

nth on his way to Liverpool, by the route of Cheltenham, to embark in the
r|

packet ship to sail for New York on the i6th instant. ^|
The Mexican Treaty with this country has been received since I had the

honor of writing to you, by Mr. Morier the Commissioner on the part of this

Government, but the Treaty has been objected to in certain modifications by
Mr. Canning, and will be returned for the required alterations. I take this

occasion of saying, that in a conversation which I had the opportunity of

holding yesterday with Mr. Rivadavia, the agent from the State of Buenos

Ayres, who will embark in the course of next week, to return to Buenos Ayres,
he gave it to me as his opinion that the State of Buenos Ayres would not send

in the course of next year a Minister or diplomatic agent to this country, and

that it was not his intention to leave one here on his departure; he supposed
that a Minister would very soon go from Buenos Ayres to the United States.

835

George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, to

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain 3

Confidential. STORRS, August 21, 1825.

MY DEAR SIR: I addressed to you, just this day fortnight, rny promised let-

ter on the subject of Cuba.4

It would have been a satisfaction to me to learn that it had reached you

safely. I trust that it is not owing to any recurrence of your indisposition

that I have not yet had the pleasure of hearing from you.

In the interval which has elapsed since I wrote to you, I have ascertained,

through his Majesty's Ambassador at Paris, that there will be no unwilling-

ness on the part of the French Government, to sign a tripartite engagement,
between our three Governments, to the effect proposed in my letter to you.

I have in consequence prepared for consideration the draft of such an en-

1 MS. Despatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
2 Hugh Nelson, United States Minister to Spain.
3 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII, enclosed in King to Clay, August 24,

1825, which see below, pt. vm, doc. 836.
* See above, pt. vm, doc. 833, embodied in the text of King to Clay, August n, 1825.
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gagement one copy of which I transmit to his Majesty's Ambassador

Paris another I have the honor herewith to enclose.

I explain to Lord Granville for the satisfaction of the French Ministe

that by reserving the right which both you and we have proclaimed and exe

cised of landing in pursuit of Pirates, who may have taken refuge on ti

Coasts of Cuba & C. we shall give a better proof of the frankness and si

cerity, in which we mean to deal with Spain, than if we either omitted ;

mention of a practice, to which we Have had occasion to resort, and to whi<

(unless the evil be suppressed) we may have occasion to resort again ; or intr

duced into the engagement a stipulation that Spain should do somethi]

more effectual than she has hitherto done, for the suppression of Piracy-

which (while utterly ineffective for its object) would give to the whole instr

ment the air of a conditional promise instead of (what we wish it to be)

direct and unqualified assurance, on the point on which the apprehensions

Spain are alive. You will do me a great kindness if you will let me knc

how far this projet meets your approbation; and whether you, or Mr. Brov

(apprized as you both are of the sentiments of your Government upon tt

subject) would feel yourselves authorized to sign such an Instrument, wit

out reference home.

I am persuaded that when signed, it would have a powerful effect in tra

quillizing the mind of H. C. M. and would thereby render the task of tho

who undertake to counsel Him for his good, I will not say easy that wou
be too sanguine a speculation but less hopeless than it is and must otht

wise continue to be.

I have the honor [etc],

[The enclosed draft of a tripartite engagement follows :]

Projet of Engagement
either Tripartite

or Between, i . France and England
2. England & the U. StB

.

& 3. the U. St8
. & France

The Undersigned [etc.].

Governments Are authorized by their Respective (Courts) to int(

change with each other the following declaration. In order to tra

quillize the apprehensions entertained by the Court of Spain lest ai

power at peace with H. C. My. should take advantage of the difficult!

in which H. C. My. is involved by the war in which He is engaged wi
the late Spanish Colonies on the American Continent, to occupy with

Military Force the I. of Cuba, or any other of the Insular Possessio
of Spain in the W. I. now acknowledging the authority of the Moth
Country, the U. S. &c. ... do each in the name of the Sovereig
engage in the face of the World, that their respective Govts. will nc
on any account or pretext whatever, introduce into the Island of Cut
or into any other of the Insular Possessions of Spain in the W. I. ai

military force; nor will they see with indifference any attempt at tl
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introduction of any such Force by any other power that is, like them-
selves at peace with Spain.

It is understood that this declaration is not to preclude the occasional

landing of small parties from the ships of war of friendly Nations cruiz-

ing off the Coasts of the Spanish Islands, in actual pursuit of Pirates,
who may seek shelter in those Coasts.

But it is distinctly provided, understood & promised, that such shall

only take place either in aid, & in that case with the consent, of the
local authorities of the Island; or, in cases of immediate necessity, at

such a distance from the Seat of any local authorities, as may render

previous communication with them, impracticable; and that the stay of

any such party so landed shall not exceed the time absolutely required
for the single purpose of pursuing the pirates.
And the U. S. each for his own (Court) engage that instructions to

the effect of these provisoes, shall be sent by their respective GovtB
. to

the Comdrs
. of their respective Naval forces in the Seas.

836

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, August 24, 1825.

SIR: I have received a further confidential communication from Mr. Can-

ning which is annexed 2 and to which I have made the reply that follows.

MR. KING TO MR. CANNING

LONDON, 20 BAKER STREET,
August 24th, 1825.

MY DEAR SIR: I received in due course your promised communication
of the 7th [9th?] instant, and last evening had the honor to receive your
letter of the 2 1st.

Although the policy of our respective Governments relating to the

claims of Spain in America is understood to agree, the extent of the

means by which this policy is to be promoted seems materially to differ

from each other ;
the desire on my part deliberately to revise and com-

pare the two plans suggested by the Government of the United States

and that of Great Britain before I replied to your communication of the

yth of August, was the occasion of my delay, and will I hope also excuse

a more particular answer at this time to your letter of the 2 1st instant.

I have been desirous of conferring with Mr. Brown the American
Minister at Paris on this important subject, but his want of health hav-

ing obliged him to leave Paris for the waters of Savoy, ^1
have been un-

able to communicate with him, or to avail myself of his information &
1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
2 Qoo. aKrttro iM- VTTT r\r\f Rie Panninor fn TCi'titr. AllffHSt 21.
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proceedings, or of those of Mr. Middleton the American Minister at St.

Petersburg!!, concerning the same.

In these circumstances I must decline the adoption of any definitive

measure in relation to the subject, and refer the whole to my Govern-

ment for their instructions I may however enquire whether the

limitation of the arrangements of the Projet which you have sent me re-

specting Cuba and the Insular Possessions of Spain in America, leaving

as it does the New States upon the Continent so entirely unnoticed and

without provision, may not afford cause to apprehend an immediate at-

tempt of Colombia and Mexico to invade Cuba; an event that would

give rise to questions, which would not only throw all the West India

Islands into disorder, but which may excite painful anxiety in some of

the United! States.

I have the honor [etc.].

837

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, September 4, 1825.

I have become acquainted with the gentlemen who represent Chili, Colom-

bia, and Mexico; with the person who represented Buenos Ayres, I was not

acquainted, and he as well as the Minister from Mexico, whom I did not

meet, have returned home; the former (whose letter of Credence is said to

have been addressed to both France and England) without leaving any one

behind, charged with the affairs of the United Provinces. None of these

Persons have in fact been received as Ministers, for various reasons which

have been assigned to them. The Treaty with Buenos Ayres being ratified,

assurances are said to have been publicly given by Mr. Canning, that on the

production of the usual Letter of Credence, the person offering the same

would be received. Chili has not yet formed a Treaty with England. One
has been concluded with Colombia, but waits for some further act of the

Colombian Government, before it can be sent here for Ratification. Mr.

Hurtado, the person named as Minister, informed me that he is in daily ex-

pectation of receiving it, when he expects to be immediately received. The
Mexican Treaty is gone back for the correction, which as it stands, would

sanction the rule that Free Ships make Free Goods; this alteration effected,

the Charge of Mexico expects that their Minister will be immediately re-

ceived. England insists: First, upon the conclusion of a treaty, and next,

that the new Ministers severally comply with all the formalities of the old

states in the form of their Credentials. At least this is stated among the

Reasons why none are yet received.

With great Respect [etc.],

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
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838 >

George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, to
f

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain l
<

!

V
Private & confidential. STORRS, September 8, 1825. ,

.

MY DEAR SIR : Your letter of the 24th of August * was very satisfactory f>

to me, as announcing your arrival in Town, and implying therefore, as I
f

fc

hope, the removal of the indisposition which had detained you at Chelten- j

ham. i?

In other respects, I confess, it has rather disappointed me: as I flattered
r

|

myself that you might find yourself at liberty to concur in so simple a t

measure, as the reciprocal disavowal by our two governments of designs
'

!

which most assuredly neither of them entertains, without any previous m
reference to Washington.

My wish that you could have done so, and my sense of the importance of

such a joint declaration on our parts, are not diminished by the information
f

\

which I have received from France, since I last wrote to you, which is, in

effect, that, after having encouraged the overture of the British Ambassador
in a manner which led him to beleive that France would willingly concur in

such a declaration, Mr. Damas has suddenly changed his language, and ',

formally declined to accede to our proposals.
^

Although I should not have thought of proposing originally, the signature H

of such a declaration between Great Britain and the United States only

without proposing it at the same time to France, yet, France having declined

to become party to it, I should have felt no difficulty in signing it with Amer-
ica alone. t

'

1?

Of that, however, after your letter, there seems to be no question.
! '

How any thing can be said of the New States of Spanish America, in such

a Note as I propose to you to exchange, I do not see.

Spain and those New States are at open War.

I know of no mode of intervention between states so situated towards

each other (consistent with that neutrality which is professed alike by
England and N. America) except amicable mediation: which intervention, so

far as England is concerned, has been offered over and over again, and as

often rejected by Spain. One hope, which I founded upon the measure

which I proposed to you, was, that it might tranquillize Spain with respect

to the suspected designs of powers not at war with her, upon Cuba: and so

incline her mind to receive with more complacency the offer of their mediation

(yours as well as ours, if you think fit to make the offer of it) between her and

the States, with which she is at war.

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII, enclosed in King to Clay, September 13,

1825, which see below, pt. vin, doc. 839.
z See above, pt. vm, doc. 836, embodied in the text of King to Clay, August 24, 1825.
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Thus, incidentally the New States of America would be greatly interested

in such a measure : but the nature of the measure itself would be changed,

by introducing any mention of them into it, in the first instance.

For how could that mention be introduced otherwise, than either 1st by

saying openly "We take this measure with respect to Spain in order to induce

her to make peace with her late Colonies": a purpose very right to be

entertained but the avowal of which, prematurely, would frustrate the

intention of those who entertain it, or 2dly by making our professions with

respect to Cuba contingent and dependent upon the consent of Spain to make

peace with her late Colonies : in which case the assurance would be converted

into something very like a menace or what would be understood as such by

Spain.

For he who makes an uncalled-for declaration, that he will not do a certain

thing, provided the party to whom he offers the assurance, will do some other

thing; is generally understood to imply that unless his proviso is complied

with, he will do the thing, that he is ready conditionally to forego, or at least

will think himself at liberty to do it. Now, if neither of these forms would

be likely to work a favorable change in the disposition of Spain, in what

other way could the new states be introduced into any joint declaration

of ours unless we are prepared to say that they shall not do, that which we
declare we will not do get possession of Cuba?

This to be sure, would be exactly what Spain would desire. But can this

be what the Government of the United States intends? or would it be any

thing other than a direct and undisguised taking of a part in the war between

Spain and the New States, on the side of Spain?
I state these difficulties to you, as they strike me, on considering the last

sentence of your letter. Perhaps I have not rightly collected its purport.
In referring home for further instructions, I take for granted that you

have not been unmindful of the private and friendly and entirely confidential

character of my former letter. I beg you to consider this in the same light.

I shall be perfectly ready, on my arrival in town, to concert with you the

mode of bringing the topicks of our correspondence, in a formal shape before

our respective governments; either by addressing to you an official Note,

containing the suggestion submitted by me in my first letter: or by re-

ceiving such a Note from you, forwarded on the instructions of your govern-
ment.

I have the honor [etc.].
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Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States 1

LONDON, September ij, 1825.

SIR : Nothing has occurred since the date of my last, worthy of communica-

tion, except the annexed [enclosed] private and confidential letter from Mr.

Canning,
2 to which I annex a copy of the answer I have sent: tho' from

changes which have occurred since my conference with him, there seems little

prospect of pursuing the correspondence with advantage. It is evident from

the last communication of Mr. Canning that he feels some anxiety respecting

the friendly and confidential nature of his letters to me
;
on this head I shall

with confidence assure him of the discretion of my government, and that no

publication will be allowed by which his confidence and friendly disposition

will be abused, or violated: tho' there may appear in his correspondence,

some want of caution, I hope nothing may happen, that may impose upon
him the employment of greater circumspection. If he is willing to confide

in my discretion, I surely can confide in that of my government. Mr. Can-

ning and colleagues, are all out of Town, but are expected on the iyth or 20th.

With great respect [etc.].

MR. KING TO MR. CANNING

20 BAKER STREET, September jj, 1825.

MY DEAR SIR : I yesterday had the honor to receive your private and
confidential letter of the 8th Inst*. Instead of recurring to the Note
proposed to have been signed by the Three powers respecting Cuba, it

seems to me preferable to go a little further back upon the subject; as

this will the better enable me, to put you in possession of my way of

thinking upon the question.
The United States and Great Britain as I understand them, are of

the same opinion upon this point, namely, that it is entirely hopeless
that Spain under any circumstances, is able to recover her dominion
over her late Continental Colonies in America.
But though agreed on this point, they are inclined to pursue different

means, to promote the policy which they respectively wish.

The United States earnestly desire that Great Britain, France and
Russia should unite with them, in the endeavour to prevail on Spain to

consent to the separation and Independence of the New States ; without

entering into the reasons, which operate so powerfully upon Spain to

give her consent, it may be observed, that these powers being free to

offer this advice, Spain cannot be justly offended by it; and the same

being known to the New States will have the effect to tranquillize them,
and to allow time for the influence of these powers, or of such of them as

adopt the measure, in cooperation with the course of events, to have
their natural effect.

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
2 See above, pt. vm, doc. 838, Canning to King, September 8, 1825.
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II

Great Britain for the moment despairs of the interposition of Russia;

(tho* the views of the Emperor must be temporary) and proposes a

plan which however just in respect to the United States and Great Brit-

ain is wholly gratuitous on their part, and can gratify nobody but Spain :

under this plan Cuba and the other Insular possessions of Spain in the

West Indies will be exposed to invasion from the New States, and Spain
herself to the harrassment of her commerce in Europe, as well as in other

quarters.
The plan of the United States is calculated to pacify the New States,

by leading them to wait for the influence of the interference of their

friends; so that should even the Plan of Great Britain be adopted by the

three Powers, or by two of them, the Plan of the United States would
have the same effect.

If the success of France at Saint Domingo has changed her late views,
it will neither change the condition of Spain, nor that of her associates,

who from year to year are becoming more impotent, and less able to

reconquer her colonies, or to persuade them to imitate the ignoble

example of the inhabitants of Saint Domingo. This view of the sub-

ject, joined to the want of information from my Colleagues have had
their influence in deciding my course to refer your friendly and confi-

dential correspondence to my government; in doing which I rely upon
it, that its private and confidential and friendly character will be pro-
tected from violation or abuse.

I have the honor [etc.].

840

George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, to

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain l

Confidential. WELBECK, September 15,

MY DEAR SIR : I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the day
before yesterday.

2

I confess, it surprizes me to find that my letters have been actually trans-

mitted to your Government. They were not written with that intention;

not that there is any thing in them (in substance) which I should have wished

to withhold from the knowledge of Mr. Adams & Mr. Clay: but that, if I had

intended an official communication, I should naturally have expressed the

same opinions in language less ungarded.
The confounding of confidential with official letters has a tendency to re-

strict correspondence wholly to the latter; and thereby to deprive two Pub-

lick Ministers who might be disposed to open themselves unreservedly to

each other, of one most advantageous mode of ascertaining each other's senti-

ments, and of preparing the way for an understanding between their Govern-
ments.

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII, enclosed in King to Clay, September 18,

1825, which see below, pt. vm, doc. 841.
2 See above, pt. vm, doc. 839, embodied in the text of King to Clay, September 13, 1825.
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However what remains to be added to our present correspondence, is

very little. t

Having been incessantly occupied, for the last three years, in endeavouring (

to persuade the Spanish government to adopt those views with respect to the ?

late continental colonies of Spain, which you concur with us in thinking the

only sound and rational views, it is quite unnecessary to say that we heartily
wish success to any new attempt to produce on the mind of His Catholick >J

Majesty that impression, which, we have attempted to produce in vain. f

If I did not entertain any very sanguine hopes of such success from your *,

appeals to Russia & France when first you mentioned them to me, my '5

anticipations are certainly not contradicted, by the result so far as it [is] I

disclosed.
1

France has, as I presume you know, decided against your plan of joint in-
*

terference ; and the proposal of it has (if I am not misinformed) been received f

in Russia as cooly as (to say the truth) it was natural to suppose it would
[

be, after what is known of the character of the counsels which Russia has r!

been hitherto in the habit of giving to Spain.
|

I do not presume to enquire what is the further intention of your govern-
'

ment, when this plan shall be understood to have failed.
'

It is unnecessary to say that you will find a perfect readiness on my part, ,

to receive and consider favourably any proposition, which appears to us
'

besides being conceived (as no doubt it will be) in the spirit of peace and good ;

will to Spain, as well as to her late colonies, to afford a reasonable prospect of
\

j

success.

I have the honor [etc.]. 'i
1

841

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT!

LONDON, September 18, 1825.

Last evening I received a confidential despatch from Mr. Canning of the

1 5th instant,
2 copy whereof you have annexed.

With great Respect [etc.].

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
1 See above, pt. vm, doc. 840.
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842

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to George Cannin

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain l

Confidential. LONDON, September 21, 1825.

MY DEAR SIR : I have had the honor to receive your Confidential letter of t\

I5th Septr.
2 To much of this letter I give my ready concurrence; respec

ing Spain and her late Continental Colonies, I have nothing to desire 1

amend ; concerning France likewise except in respect to the uncertainty of h<

measures, I could add very little perhaps nothing to what you have so we

said ;
of the great Northern Constellation my deference for the elaborate ii

struction of my Government to my Colleague Mr. Middleton, and the ui

certainty as I apprehend of any fixed policy in Russia, have created in m
mind more hesitation, than perhaps I might have experienced, having m
mind singly fixed upon the understood views of this Court. The policy c

the Empress Catharine, which embroil'd all, taking care to keep herself t

far as possible out of the strife, seems in more respects than one to have d<

scended to the present times.

You seem to think less well that I should have sent your private, friendl

and confidential letters to Washington.
You well know that it is the duty of a Foreign Minister to make such n

port, as would communicate to his Government the substance of what hi

passed between him and the government to which he is sent, without con

promitting his correspondent: this you may be assured has been done and i

as strong language as you yourself would have employed. And it was bi

cause I believed, that the language which you made use of would produce

stronger and better effect, particularly in respect to France, than any prec

of the correspondence that I could have prepared; that I forwarded thes

letters to Washington. I know the men with whom I correspond, and yo

may rely upon our discretion.

We have apprized Mexico and Colombia of our interference with Russ:

and elsewhere, and thro' our Minister Mr. Nelson and the Minister Zea Be
mudez have informed Spain, that we renounce all desire to occupy Cuba, pr<

ferring the status quo of the country.

Of the ultimate views of my government beyond the endeavour to preva

upon Spain as you are informed to accede to the Independence of the form<

Spanish Colonies, I am without information; but have reason to concluc

that in any measures which may be suggested respecting this matter, we sha

act in full and unreserved confidence with England.
In one of your letters you were good enough to say in reference to our co

respondence that you would concert with me such draft thereof, as we migl
1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII, enclosed in King to Clay, September 2

1825, which see below, pt. vm, doc. 842.
2 See above, pt. vm, doc. 840.
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suppose to be suitable for the information of our respective governments.
From want of attention I omitted to reply to this paragraph, but I assure you
that any such measure will be readily agreed to on my part.

I have the honor [etc.].

843

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, September 26, 1825.

SIR: Enclosed I send you my reply
2 to Mr. Canning's letter,

3 which was
transmitted in my No. 6.

844

Rufus King*, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States 4

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, October 12
, 1825 .

Passing to other matters, I spoke of the New States, and intimated a wish

distinctly to know if the United States and Great Britain understood each

other upon this matter and if not, in what their differences of opinion con-

sisted.

Mr. Canning then explicitly avowed his opinion, that the two Countries

were of the same way of thinking; that the New States were Independent,
and that nothing was likely to alter it: That as soon as the Treaties with

Mexico & Colombia are completed and their Ministers with the Minister of

Buenos Ayres present themselves with the usual credentials, they will be re-

ceived.

The occasion of the delay of Mexico, proceeding from an error before al-

luded to, committed by their Minister Mr. Morier, led to the expression of

surprise on the part of Mr. Canning as the counterpart of the Colombian

Treaty arrived yesterday, Mr. Hurtado must be able to finish it by exchang-

ing Ratifications. So that I conclude, notwithstanding the mystification of

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
2 See above, pt. vm, doc. 842.

*Ibid., 840.
* MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
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Mr. Canning's correspondence with Prince Polignac, that the Recognition

and reception of Ministers from the New States, are decided upon; unless

some notion of turning the affair to pecuniary profit, in imitation of St.

Domingo shall be again revived; the reported object of Sir Charles Stewart's

mission to the Brazils seems to countenance this conjecture. If as is sup-

posed to be the case, this matter becomes the subject of discussion at the

Congress of Panama, it will I doubt not be correctly and definitively settled,

tho' from an expression of Mr. Canning, I might infer that he does not feel as

decidedly on this point, as we do.

845

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, October 29, 1825.

Mr. Canning said that he had come to town, to meet Mr. Hurtado, the

Colombian Minister, and to exchange the Ratifications of the Treaty which

had just been received from Bogota; but that Mr. Hurtado was unwell, so

that the exchange could not immediately be concluded, that as there would

be a Court, in the first or second week of November, he hoped that Mr.

Hurtado would not only be well enough to complete the exchange of Ratifica-

tions, but to be presented to the King at the same time when I shall be

presented, of which he said he would send me due notice.

Mr. Canning added his expectation of the arrival in the next Packet of a

Minister from Buenos Ayres, in which case, as the Treaty with Buenos Ayres
is already concluded, the person expected from Buenos Ayres, would be

joined to Mr. Hurtado, and so would make three American Envoys at the

same Presentation; I asked Mr. Canning when the Minister from Mexico

might be expected, he replied that as Mr. Morier had lately returned to

Mexico in order to correct the Treaty in respect to Free Ships, that this may
require four or six months. Mr. Canning observed that as the Brazils had

been invited to send a Minister to Panama, that they, England should

recommend to them to do so, as I conjecture it may be for the purpose, of

urging the Congress to agree in some scheme, in imitation of St. Domingo,
to give commercial and pecuniary advantages to Portugal & Spain for their

Independence: for it is not improbable that England would encourage

Portugal to consent to the Independence of Brazils upon considerations of

this nature, whereby all Spanish & Portuguese America becoming Inde-

pendent, would be open to the commerce & manufactures of Great Britain.

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
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England is too firm in her opinion that Spain cannot reconquer the Colonies
to be misled by this vision, and has from time to time shown an inclination V

to convert her consent into profit. If after Mexico, Colombia, Peru, Chili, j

and Buenos Ayres have in fact obtained, against the utmost efforts of Spaing !

their Independence, that they should now consent to imitate the Patriots of
>l

St. Domingo, would be to suppose that the Races have changed and that
&

the African is, and deserves to be preserved, to the old and admirable ?

j

Castilian character. ]

It is said that an authorized Person is expected from Peru and another
>r

from Guatemala, with whom Great Britain is ready to conclude Commercial }

Treaties these of course will be followed by Ministers, and the effect upon \

France can hardly be mistaken
;
indeed in England it seems to be suspected !'

that France feels herself urged by Russia to measures respecting Spain, which 1

must be burthensome and may become injurious. |

846
i

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States l

i

LONDON, November 12, 1825.
j

SIR : It is a long time since the King has held a Court in London. I have 1

been in town since the iQth of August, and yesterday was the first day when I

I could present my letter of Credence. The audience was as usual, on my |

part little was said, and that little as complimentary as facts would justify;

the Reply of the King was unexceptionable.
!

In presenting the President's Letter to the King relative to the recall of

Mr. Stratford Canning, which I took this occasion of doing, I added such \

observations respecting the conciliatory deportment of Mr. Canning during |

his mission as my own experience warranted; this appeared to be well re- I

1

ceived, and the King in reply expressed corresponding opinions relative to the \

deportment of Mr. Rush ;
and in this way I understood the account to be

;

balanced. It was no small satisfaction, that the Envoy of Colombia was I

presented, and delivered his letter of Credence at the same time that I
;

presented mine ; so that not only has Great Britain concluded Treaties with
t

the New States, but in the case of Colombia has received her Minister, this
'

is a great Point : and puts an end to difficulties which hitherto for some un-
,|

known cause, seem to have stood in the way of the Reception of Ministers
j

from these States j

With great respect [etc.]. .
il
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847

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secret

of State of the United States x

LONDON, November 14, 1825

SIR: On the 8th instant the Russian Ambassador sent me a note desirir

conference and proposing to call upon me for this purpose the next day ;
;

had received previous marks of his consideration, I replied that I would

three o'clock the following day call upon him. At that hour I found Co
Lieven prepared to receive me, having before him copies of Mr. Middletc

note (founded upon your instructions) to Count Nesselrode, and of his

ply to Mr. Middleton; the last being dated in September. The Co
asked me whether I had seen the former, and on my answer that I was

quainted with your instructions to Mr. Middleton, Count Lieven procee<

to the reading of the reply of Count Nesselrode. I asked Count Lieven iJ

felt himself at liberty to give me in confidence a copy. He observed tha

the Note, of which he had read me the copy, was given to Mr. Middletoi

order to be transmitted to his Government, the giving of a copy was doubt

until this should have been done. Count Nesselrode's reply to Mr. Midi

ton referred to the communications of Spain having been made to the All

and not to them separately, and as one of the allied powers. Russia did

feel authorised to reply to matter which had been addressed by Spain to

Allies in concert. No mention was made of the purport of the Spanish c<

munication, nor of the tenor of the reply. But something was said in Co
Nesselrode's reply concerning the doctrine of Legitimacy, and the unfitr

of Russia's taking upon herself to make a separate answer. I understoot

did Count Lieven from the tenor of the reply that both Mr. Middleton's r

and Count Nesselrode's reply, would be communicated by the latter to

Allies, after which, Russia might be expected to answer further.

All the world knows that each of the Allies including Spain conclu

Treaties with Anti-Legitimacy before the Battle of Waterloo, and it i

appears that they afterwards would have made a new Treaty with Be

parte; had they not deemed his demands to be extravagant.

When the Allies finally decided to exclude Bonaparte, they deliberai

and we have reason to conclude, on the recommendation of Russia; u

the introduction of some other Power than the Bourbons, to succeed to

ancient house. This deliberation failing, the House of Bourbon had

good fortune to be restored. How greatly does this strengthen the argurr

which constitutes your instruction to Mr. Middleton? and what confidenc

requisite to authorise the Allies at this period to urge the doctrine, wl:

they call Legitimacy, and to deny those principles of natural laws, u

which so many nations have acted, and which they themselves have recei

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
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confirmed. It would be unbecoming that I should say more upon the im-

portance of this great & decisive document of Mr. Canning's Note to the

Chevalier Los Rios dated Foreign office March 25,
l and which is found in all

the Newspapers.

Contemporaneously occurred the Ratifications of the Treaty between

Great Britain & Colombia and what is of greater, and as I regard it, decisive

importance, the actual reception and recognition, of the envoy Mr. Hurtado,

by the King of Great Britain.

The envoy of Buenos Ayres is understood to be on his way, and will of

course be received and recognized, as in succession those from the other

New States, complying with the previous and reasonable requirements of

Great Britain will in like manner be recognized.

Notwithstanding the consequences and effects of these measures, not a

word respecting them appears in the papers of France, or Spain : that nothing
should be published in Spain, will surprize no one, for nobody pretends to

explain the constantly depreciating course of her Government : But the press

of France must be compelled to silence, otherwise the disclosures now before

Europe, would awaken men who are not all wholly subdued.

With great respect [etc.].

848

Rufus King, United Slates Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States *

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, December 5, 182$.

SIR: Last evening I received a letter from Mr. Middleton dated 29

Oct./ 10 Novr. enclosing a copy of Count Nesselrode's reply to the letter of

Mr. Middleton. As you doubtless have this correspondence, it cannot be

requisite that I should trouble you or myself with a copy. Of its tenor Mr.

Middleton expresses an opinion quite as favorable as it deserves. Not-

withstanding his information that copies having been sent of your letter,

and of the Count's reply to Vienna, Paris and Madrid, and that Mr. Middle-

ton's information enables him to state that the American correspondence is

approved by one Individual highest in influence at Vienna ; we have more-

over reason to conclude that this communication has not been without ef-

fect in France, and tho' the expulsion of Zea and the restoration of Infantado

are in the ordinary course of the downward affairs of Spain, taking the sub-

1 See above, pt. vm, doc. 826.
2 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
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ject as we now find it, there can be no doubt that the cause of South Americ

makes a favorable progress, and that it cannot be much longer baffled.

How much of this influence is due to the downright and faithful policy c

the United States, we need not say: But much has been its power here, an

upon the continent, tho' acknowledged not without reluctance.

849

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretar

of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, December 21, 1825.

There is a manifest feverishness and impatience in South America: Chi!

is less stable, than at this late hour she ought to be; Buenos Ayres, Brazi]

and the Banda Oriental are more disjointed ; and the upper Peru separate
itself from the Provinces of La Plata. In Mexico Mr. Poinsett represent
to me, that an old intrigue is newly brought forward by French influeno

in favor of Francisco de Paula, the youngest of the Spanish Bourbons. Bu
Mr. Poinsett may in this respect be deceived by the intriguers, tho' his in

formation may be more accurate of an article in the Treaty with England
establishing a preference of intercourse between the old Spanish Colonies

a measure, to which England ought never to have consented. Of Spain '.

can add nothing, except that she loses the chief support of the Holy Alliance

and in this respect loses not a little If the Black Sea comes into thi

White, England must make war to oppose it this will be the beginning o

new troubles in Europe.

11!

850

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretar

of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, December 25, 1825.

SIR: Some days since I received from Mr. Poinsett a ciphered Despatch
relating to an Intrigue set on foot in Mexico by France, in favor of Francisa
de Paula, the youngest of the Spanish Bourbons; altho' the same had beer

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
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again and again detected, France still persisted yet circumstances in every

way discredited the Intrigue. On conferring with Mr. Canning respecting

it, he observed, that it was without foundation, and without credit. I have
at this moment, reason to believe that France is on the point of deciding to

send commercial agents to Mexico, to form a Treaty with that Country.

Having asked a conference of Mr. Canning, I was yesterday received at the

Foreign Office; Having enquired whether he had received from Count Lieven
the reply of Count Nesselrode to Mr. Middleton, and learning that he had
not seen it, I proceeded to communicate the same, together with Mr. Middle-

ton's letter to me.

851

George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, to

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain 1

FOREIGN OFFICE, January 10, 1826.

The Undersigned, His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs, in answer to the enquiry contained in Mr. King's Note of yesterday,
"Whether the English Ambassador delivered to the French Government a

Note, confirmatory of the purpose of the Note directed to be communicated
to that Government, by the American Minister, Mr. Brown," has the honor

to inform Mr. King:
ist. That he is not aware of any Note having been presented by Mr.

Brown to the French Government.

Mr. Brown had received from his government the Despatch, a copy of

which Mr. King was so good as to shew to the Undersigned; But whether

Mr. Brown executed his Instructions by stating to Mr. Damas the contents

of that Despatch, or by communicating it in extenso to Mr. Damas, the

Undersigned is not precisely informed: He believes by the latter mode.

2dly. That of course Lord Granville cannot have presented a Note to Mr.

Damas, "confirmatory" of Mr. Brown's communication (in which ever way
that communication was made) ;

as an official Note is a much more formal

measure than the communication of a despatch, and as it would be quite

unusual to take a stronger measure as subsidiary to a weaker one.

3dly. That Lord Granville certainly did let Mr. Damas know, that Mr.

Brown had put him (Lord Granville), and that Mr. King had put the

Undersigned, in confidence as to the nature of his (Mr. Brown's) Instruc-

tions; and that Lord Granville had received Instructions to say that they
were perfectly in accordance with the sentiments of his Government.

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII, enclosed in King to Clay, January 12, 1826,
which see below, pt. vm, doc. 853.
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The French Government have however been long in full possession of th

opinion of the British Government respecting Cuba, Mr. King will recol

lect, that the Undersigned in the month of August, opened the question wit!

the French Government, at the same time that he opened it with Mr. King
and proposed to them, as well as to Mr. King, the Signature of a Tripartit

engagement, the terms of which, no less than the proposal itself, sufficientl;

expressed the determination of the British Government not to take Cub
itself, nor to suffer the appropriation of it to themselves by either of th

other two great Maritime Powers.

As to the appearance of a French Squadron at the Havannah, explanation

were asked and given on that subject, between the English and Frend

Governments, several months ago.

The Undersigned avails himself of this opportunity to renew [etc.].

852

Rufus King, United Stales Minister to Great Britain, to George Canning
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain *

LONDON, January 12, 1826.

It was by order of his Government that the Undersigned envoy of th

United States asked the last conference with the office for Foreign Affairs, i

order to make the communication from his government, which, he then ha

the honor to make; including the information of the American Governmen
in regard to that of Great Britain; the decision of the United States respecl

ing the occupation of Cuba and Porto Rico by France; the Instructior

which, Mr. Brown the Envoy of the United States at Paris had received t

be communicated to the French Government; which, the Envoy of th

United States in London had directions to read, and did read, to Mr. Car

ning.

This conference opened fully to the Government of Great Britain, th

views and policy of the United States in the matter to which the sam

related; and the whole has been fully reported by the Undersigned to hi

Government, and in pursuance thereof he made the enquiry, concernin

which Mr. Canning's Note of yesterday, contains his reply.

It might have conformed more fully with the views and policy of th

American Government in asking the conference, had the Envoy of the Unite

States been authorized to add, that the Government of Great Britain ha

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII, enclosed in King to Clay, January i:

1826, which see below, pt. vm, doc. 853.
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communicated to that of France, their expected decision, that it would not

consent to the occupation of Cuba and Porto Rico by any other European
Power than Spain, under any circumstances whatever.

With high consideration [etc.].

853

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, January 12, 1826.

From Mr. Brown to whom I transmitted the Instruction respecting
Cuba and Porto Rico, I receive no information nor have I any thing from
St. Petersburgh. You at Washington can speak with equal confidence with

us, as to Spain. Those who are alike without information, are equally

ignorant.

Mr. Hurtado yesterday told me that pursuant to the Instructions of

Colombia, he had requested Mr. Canning to renew his efforts to make peace
between Colombia & Spain. That he beleived that Cuba would otherwise

be attacked by Colombia & Mexico, and that as their Naval Force would
enable them to occupy the Island, that from the state of the population, they

might take their own time to attack the Moro. The consequence of this

attack cannot be misunderstood, by the friends of order in this quarter of

the World.

854

George Canning, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, to

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain z

FOREIGN OFFICE, January 13, 1826.

The Undersigned, His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs, has the honor to acknowledge the official Note 3 received this morn-

ing from Mr. Rufus King, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotenti-

ary from the United States at this Court.

In answer to the latter part of that communication, the Undersigned has-

tens to acquaint Mr. King, that the only reason why the Undersigned did not

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
z
Ibid., enclosed in King to Clay, January 14, 1826, which see below, pt. vnr, doc. 855.

3 See above, pt. vm, doc. 852.
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in his Note l of the loth Instant, (detailing what had lately passed at Paris

with respect to the instruction furnished by the American Government to

their Minister at that Court), state "that the government of Great Britain

had communicated to that of France their expected decision, that it would

not consent to the occupation of Cuba and Porto Rico, by any other Euro-

pean Power than Spain, under any circumstances whatever," was, that a

full communication of the views and intentions of the British Government

precisely to that effect, had been made by His Majesty's Ambassador to the

Government of France, so long ago as in the month of July last, previously

to the proposition of the Undersigned to Mr. King for a Tripartite engage-
ment.

To have repeated that intimation on the present occasion, would have been

to appear to take at the suggestion of a Third Power, and as subsidiary to the

declarations of that Power, a step which the British Government had already
taken long before, singly and of their own accord. The British Government
is highly gratified by that concurrence of sentiment on the part of the United

States, of which they never doubted : and though they certainly would have

preferred the Tripartite engagement proposed to Mr. King in August, it is

perfectly satisfactory to them that, at any time and in any mode, that con-

currence has been signified to France.

The Undersigned avails himself of this opportunity to renew [etc.].

855

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States 2

LONDON, January 14, 1826.

SIR: Enclosed I send you the Note 3 last evening received from the Office

for Foreign Affairs, in answer to my Note 3 of the preceding day and like-

wise the Documents that have been published at St. Petersburgh relative to

the Russian Succession.

With great respect [etc.].

1 See above, pt. vm, doc. 851.
2 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
3 See above, pt. vm, docs. 854 and 852.
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856

Rufus King, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, February 21, 1826.

SIR: Mr. Poinsett having informed you of the course of proceedings in

Mexico, particularly of the difficulties which he has experienced with Mr.
Ward, the Representative of England, which difficulties he has communi-
cated also to me, I concluded as well on Mr. Poinsett's account, as the justice
due to the occasion, that I could adopt no measure, preferable to the commu-
nication of the matter to the British government, and accordingly I put the

whole of Mr. Poinsett's letters to me, into the hands of Mr. Canning, asking
of him a conference respecting the same. After some delay produced by the

meeting of Parliament, and the pressure of the commercial and pecuniary
embarrassments of the country the conference occurred, when Mr. Canning
expressed his satisfaction with the conduct of Mr. Poinsett in all respects,

with the single exception of his establishing a Lodge of Free Masons, this he

had no inclination to condemn, but as it was a measure liable to the interpre-

tation of political views, it was discouraged by them, as respects their own

agents that the course of Mr. Ward had been incorrect, he ought to have

left the whole matter in which he interfered, to his own government that

the Treaty concluded with Mexico, had not been ratified, but sent back by
them to be remade, under the Instructions forwarded to Morier and Ward.

In the remaking of the Treaty, they would balance the difficulties which they

met in their way, and the precise import therefore of the new made Treaty,

could not beforehand be ascertained. When remade, it would be sent to

England for examination. When England would send a new mission to

Mexico, of which Mr. Ward would have the option of remaining as Secretary

of Legation, and Morier would return home. A communication to this effect

will place Poinsett at his ease. Yesterday I received from Mr. Everett the

Despatch
2 that I now forward, which was left open for my perusal. So

much thereof as the occasion required, was communicated to Mr. Hurtado

the envoy of Colombia, and he was called upon to say whether he has powers

from his Principals to make Peace. Mr. Hurtado answered that he had

Powers to accept, but not to propose Peace that in respect to the Duke del

Infantado, he did not believe him to be sincere and in earnest, that his real

object is to gain time, but to conclude nothing. The opinion ascribed by him

to the King, in Hurtado's belief, is little worthy of confidence of this con-

clusion he stated several facts in confirmation of his opinion. Hurtado is

persuaded that the Inquisition is about to be, and soon will be established in

Spain. And that the Council have no thoughts of Peace with America. I

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXII.
2 See below, pt. xin, doc. 1141.
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confess, while I have no evidence, to place against the conviction of Mr

Everett, that I am afraid he may deceive himself, and that the desired even

of Peace between Spain and America is further off than he seems to believe

of the intimated Treaty of Commerce and Indemnity with the United States

we shall soon be able to judge of the sincerity of the Duke. England is s<

much in advance of Europe in her commerce and connection with the Nev

States, that she does not shew much anxiety for Peace, between Spain anc

them. Not so with the Power on the other side of the Channel, which ty

character restless, is jealous of England, and employed in intrigues to gaii

an influence in the New States of Prussia and Austria they belong to th<

Alliance, and the latter is as hopeless as Russia itself; over which, darknes;

and profound obscurity are supposed to prevail.

857

Albert Gallatin, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secre

tary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, October 16, 1826.

In the mean while the new American States are but little thought of here

Neither the admission in French Ports of Mexican and Colombian vessels in ;

manner almost tantamount to a recognition nor the important intelligence o

a Treaty of perpetual League between four of those States, have elicited <

single remark from any of the leading and otherwise intelligent newspapers
The State of their Stocks and the prospects of the operations of the Mining

Companies engross exclusively what of public attention is bestowed on thei

concerns. Spain is considered as incorrigible not only by this government
but also by France and Russia. Any attempt, at least at this moment, t<

prevail on her to consent to an armistice, or to take some rational steps 01

the subject of her lost Colonies, is looked on as wholly hopeless. Indeed I un
derstood that this government had signified to that of Spain that, after all, th

present state of things was not unfavorable to Great Britain, that whateve
she had proposed in that respect was from general considerations, and for th<

interest of Spain ; and that, seeing how this had been received, such or simila

proposals would not be renewed. This declaration, I am told, has mad
more impression on Spain, than any of the steps previously taken, withou
however producing any positive result. No approach has been made by thi

Government towards me for any renewed effort in Concert having for objec
the pacification of the American Hemisphere.

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXIII.

M
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858

Albert Gallatin, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

LONDON, December 16, 1826.

SIR: Mr. Camacho, who has been appointed Minister of Mexico here, is

not yet received as such, this Government not recognizing any from the New
American States until they have concluded a treaty of commerce with Great
Britain. That concluded between the United States and Mexico has been

brought here by Mr. Camacho, who has communicated it to the British

Government, and has since made one with them, which will probably be

signed on Monday next (i8th). It is, I am told on the same basis as ours,

though differing in some particulars, but granting, as I am assured, no privi-

leges which by our treaty we do not enjoy.

Mr. Camacho was presented to the King at the general levee of the 22nd
ult. (the first held for the last twelve months), as the late Minister of foreign

affairs for Mexico. The new Spanish Minister, Count d'Alcudia did not at-

tend the levee, clearly in order to avoid meeting Mr. Hurtado, the Colom-

bian Minister, after whom, too, he must have been placed, as he is the last ar-

rived.

As Mr. Camacho unfortunately speaks neither English nor French, our

communications have been carried on principally through Mr. Rocafuerte,

who had preceded him here as Charg6, who is to leave this place for Mexico

on the 2Oth with the treaty, and who is very intelligent. He consulted me,
some days ago, in Mr. Camacho's behalf, on the propriety of their sending an

Agent to Russia, wishing to know whether I thought this an opportune time

to try to obtain some measure, similar to that lately adopted by France and

leading to an ultimate recognition of Independence. I knew of nothing later

than the Emperor's answer to the overture of the United States on that sub-

ject, and that, only from hear-say. This I told him, and that, although per-

haps information of the present disposition of Russia might be obtained

through our Minister at St. Petersburg, I had no instructions in that respect

and could not act. I added that, from what I had been able to collect since

my arrival in Europe, it appeared probable to me, that Russia would no long-

er oppose the recognition of the independence, that perhaps she might advise

Spain to that effect, but that, having no pressing commercial interest, such

as had induced France to admit the New American flags, it was hardly to be

expected that she (Russia) was as yet prepared to act in open contradiction

to the unfortunate and hasty declaration of the late Emperor.
Mr. Rocafuerte, after having observed that there was no hope that Spain

would within any short time be induced to take any steps implying in any de-

gree a relinquishment of her pretended Sovereignty, said, that they attached

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXIII.
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more importance to a recognition by other great Powers, on account of thei:

internal situation and of that of South America generally. There was, hi

said, still a strong party in Mexico who, under colour of the alledged want o

a strong Government, wanted to destroy the existing Republican institutions

He then spoke, though in respectful and friendly terms of Bolivar, of th<

baneful influence which his late measures might have even on Mexico itself

The New Constitution of Bolivia was Monarchy in disguise. He appearec

to have succeeded in breaking up the Peruvian Congress and in introducing

there the same system, with dictatorial powers in both for himself. He wa:

pursuing the same steps in Colombia, and using every endeavour, that the

proposed Convention should still more consolidate her government, insteac

of reforming it by adopting the federative system.

I must observe that similar opinions on those subjects seem to be^verj

generally entertained here particularly by the Americans. Mr. Hurtadc

thinks, however, that, notwithstanding the declaration of Guayaquil, thf

Convention will adopt a system, which, if not properly federal, will make th<

Government less central, as it is called, than now. Being himself not a native

of the coast but of the vicinity of Bogota, he may be considered as impartial
when he decides in favor of the federal plan.

Should however the result be to consolidate and to give to Bolivar ir

Colombia the same powers that he has acquired in Peru and Potosi, th(

Republic of Colombia will be Bolivar himself ; and the question may arise ir

that case, whether you should still think it proper to retain that Power ir

the list of those to whom our North Eastern boundary question may b<

referred.

Since the steps, which threaten a war between Spain and Great Britain

have been taken, I have had another conversation with Mr. Rocafuerte or

the subject of Cuba. He evidently wishes that it might be united to Mexico
But when I observed that that island might be a bone of contention betweer

them and Colombia, that, in case of War, Great Britain might claim th<

right to conquer it as well as either of them, and that the United States, wh<
did not desire Cuba for themselves, would be decidedly opposed to its be

coming a British Colony, and might find it difficult to maintain that oppo
sition and at the same time to acquiesce in an attack by any of the Americar

States, he spoke at once of the propriety of making the island independen
under the joint guarantee of all the American States and of Great Britain

This is certainly a plan which deserves consideration, as the only one whicl
can give a permanent security to the United States. I told Mr. Rocafuert*

that all that passed on that subject between us was mere conversation, as '.

had certainly no instruction or authority to say what were the intentions o

my Government in that respect; (the independence) but that if his Govern
ment thought this to be a practicable projet, that Cuba was ripe for it, tha
it could be done without disturbing the state of society in reference to th<
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black population, they might make an overture to the Government of the
United States and at once ascertain its views on that subject. In my next
interview with Mr. Canning, I intend to speak very explicitly in reference to
the occupation of Cuba by any foreign power whatever, and may perhaps
ascertain what are his views as to its ultimate destinies.

I have the honor [etc.].

859

Albert Gallatin, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, December 22, 1826.

It was, I said, understood between Great Britain and the United States,
that Cuba should not fall in the hands of either. I did not suspect that even
the right, which a state of war generally gives to attack the enemy anywhere,
would make any change in that respect, and that it could be the intention of

England to attack the remaining Spanish Colonies. "We have already too

many" was Mr. Canning's observation. Yet, when I proceeded to say,
that it would be satisfactory to have positive assurances to that effect, I

received no answer. This induced me to enter more at large on the subject,

and to try to impress strongly on his mind, that it was impossible, that the

United States could acquiesce in the conquest by, or transfer of that Island

to any great maritime Power, and that the new American States, particu-

larly Mexico would be equally averse to it. All this was expressed in strong
but general terms, and as if I took it for granted that England had no such

object in view for herself and was disposed to act in concert with us. On
that account I added that in the state of dissolution where Spain was, and

considering the continued war between her and the New American States,

it might be proper to consider whether it was practicable to keep Cuba
much longer in that state which we had heretofore considered as the most

desirable to England and to us. If not, the question would be, whether the

island should be attached to Mexico or to Colombia, or whether the white

population was stong enough to maintain independence without danger from

the blacks. Although I could draw no assurance respecting the views of

Great Britain as to herself, Mr. Canning said that the subject was worthy of

great consideration and that he would certainly attend to it. His reluctance

to speak more decisively must perhaps be ascribed, partly to his usual

caution, partly to some recollection of what had passed between him and

Mr. King in regard to that island. I must add, that I have no positive

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXIII.
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information of the personal understanding to which I alluded, as existing

between the two countries on that subject; and that a report in circulation

and communicated to me, that there was an intention on the part of England

to occupy Cuba, though probably without foundation, was one of my
inducements to speak thus early on the subject.

860

Albert Gallatin, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

LONDON, December 30, 1826,

SIR: Reports of an intention on the part of this Government to attack

Cuba are still in circulation, more indicative, I think of popular feeling than

of the views of the Ministry. Yet, and notwithstanding his habitual reserve,

there was no reason why Mr. Canning should not, in our conversation, have

most explicitly disavowed any such intention. In all I said, I took it for

granted that there was a positive understanding between the United States

and Great Britain that neither should occupy that island. The only papers

in my possession on that subject are your three letters to Mr. King of loth

May,2
iyth and 26th 3 Octer. 1825. Neither those which passed between

Mr. King and Mr. Canning, nor the communications which may have taken

place, either at Washington, or through Mr. Rush, between the two govern-

ments, have been put in my hands. There would certainly have been an

advantage in signing the agreement proposed by Mr. Canning, (which I

know only from your letter to Mr. King) not with the view he suggested in

reference to Spain, but for the purpose of binding Great Britain. You will

see by today's papers that Chateaubriand in his speech to the house of Peers

said "that England could not take Cuba without making war on the United

States and that she knew it." This I had told him when he was Minister

and included France in the declaration. He would have agreed to the

tripartite instrument. You renewed the declaration in a more official shape
to his successor. What was the result I do not know ; but I would apprehend
no difficulty from that quarter if you should agree and England was still

of the same opinion. To be at ease on that question is important. Whether

afterwards the island remained with Spain, became independent, or was

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXIII.
* This probably should have been May n, with which was enclosed a copy of Clay's in-

struction on the subject to Middleton at St. Petersburg, for both of which see above, pt. I,

docs. 141 and 142.
3 See above, pt. i, docs. 146 and 148.
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annexed to Mexico, though there is a choice between the alternatives, would
be far less essential.

In the mean while, might not a hint be given to Govr. Vives to be on his

guard?
I have the honour [etc.].

861

Albert Gallatin, United States Minister to Great Britain, to James Brown,
United States Minister to France l

[EXTRACT]

Private. LONDON, February 2, 1827.

MY DEAR SIR: The want of a safe opportunity has prevented my address-

ing you earlier on a subject, less important perhaps now than it threatened
to be some weeks ago, but which may still deserve your attention.

As soon as I could obtain an interview from Mr. Canning, after his speech
on the King's message relating to the affairs of Portugal, I mentioned to him
that, as the question of war between Great Britain and Spain must now
depend on the course Spain might pursue, our attention should be turned to

the consequences, as affecting the relations between the United States and
Great Britain, which might grow out of a state of actual war. Repeating
then what you know to be the views of the United States respecting Cuba,
I said that, although those of Great Britain were known to accord with ours,

and although there had been an understanding between the two countries

that neither should attempt to take possession of that island, yet it would be

satisfactory to receive assurances that the intentions and conduct of Great
Britain would not be changed by a state of war between her and Spain. I

then made some further observations on what might be done in concert

with a view to the ultimate fate of Cuba, in case it should be found impossible
to prevent her remaining a dependency of Spain. Mr Canning thought
proper to make no satisfactory answer to this overture, and only said that

he would take the subject into his serious consideration. It must be ob-

served, that having not found here any part of the correspondence of my
predecessors, I know nothing positively of what had passed between them
and this Government on that subject. I have no knowledge of the

understanding, which, in speaking to Mr Canning, I took for granted, but
from hearsay and what may be inferred from a despatch from Mr. Clay to

Mr King, in relation to the proposal by Mr Canning of a tripartite agreement
between Great Britain, the United States and France,

2 which I have not

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXIII, enclosed in Gallatin to Clay, February
5, 1827, which see below, pt. vm, doc. 862.

2 See above, pt. vm, doc. 835, annexed to Canning to King, August 21, 1825.
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II

seen and which Mr Clay appears to have declined. But I see that you were

instructed to make some declaration to the French Government on that

subject. This Government has no wish, if they can avoid it, to be at war

with Spain, still less that such an event should involve them either with the

United States or France. And it is probable that this last country would

not forget, in the course of her discussions with England, the danger of

her taking the opportunity of a Spanish war to seize that most valuable of

all colonies. Yet, as nothing that can be done ought to be neglected on our

part, it has struck me that, if practicable and proper, it would be advanta-

geous that France should be reminded of that subject, as it might have a

double beneficial effect. A view of that danger might make France more

earnest in her efforts to induce Spain to cease giving just causes of offence

and to pursue a course calculated to preserve peace. And, in case of war,

the representations of France to England, cooperating with ours, would

cause this Government to reflect seriously before they should take any step,

that might compel France, as well as ourselves, to depart from our intended

neutrality. I submit these observations to your judgment, hoping however

that the danger has lessened, and that we may soon receive instructions

adapted to a state of things, which had not been anticipated at Washington.
It is very clear that an attempt to occupy Cuba would be as offensive, if not

more so, to the New American States than to us. This cannot but be well

known to the British Government: but considering the relative situation of

the parties at this moment, no energetic representations can be expected

from the Ministers of those States at this Court on that point.

862

Albert Gallatin, United States Minister to Great Britain, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, February 5, 1827.

I have also the honour to enclose the copy of a letter,
2
which, having had

a safe conveyance, I wrote to Mr. Brown. All the recent official accounts,

received by this Government from Lisbon and Madrid, concur in representing
the disposition and conduct of Spain to be such as to give well founded hopes
that peace will be preserved. Yet no positive account had, as late as this

day, reached the foreign office of the Portuguese insurgents who had reentered

Spain having been actually disarmed and the arms restored to the Portuguese
authorities.

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXIII.
2 See above, pt. vm, doc. 861, Gallatin to Brown, February 2, 1827.
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That war should have been avoided is a matter of congratulation, since the

United States might have been involved in it by the course which Great Brit-

ain would perhaps have pursued : and nothing could have been more unpleas-

ant, in addition to the great evils of war, than to have been engaged in one,

in which we would have appeared in opposition to the new American States.

This shows how useful it would be, if practicable, to have some positive agree-

ment with Great Britain, which should secure the United States against the

danger of her attempting under any circumstances to occupy Cuba.

I have the honour [etc.].

863

William Beach Lawrence, Charge" d"Affaires of the United States at London ad

interim, to Henry Clay, Secretary of State of the United States v

[EXTRACT]

LONDON, August 14, 1828.

I understand that Spain has made a proposition to English Capitalists for

a loan of 20,000,000 sterling, in which she is willing to include the Cortes

bonds at 35 per cent. The offers made by the London contractors are said to

have connected with them two conditions of a political character
;
first a re-

form in the Administration in Spain and secondly the recognition of the inde-

pendence of the American States or, in lieu thereof, the hypothecation of the

revenues of the island of Cuba. I am assured that these proposals have been

submitted to the Cabinet of Madrid, but my informant was unable to satisfy

rny inquiries as to the extent of what was required under the first head. As

far, however, as I could learn, no change in the political institutions is contem-

plated. For the recognition of Spanish America strong representations have

also been made, within a short time, by the merchants of Cadiz; but nothing

has been recently contemplated to be done through the mediation of the Euro-

pean Governments, nor do the Ministers of the new Republics expect any

early alteration in their relations with the mother country, unless it should be

effected by the financial distresses of Spain.

I have heretofore alluded to the great change which took place in the con-

sideration enjoyed by the Representatives of the Spanish American States in

this country, on the death of Mr. Canning. Since the Cabinet has been set-

tled on its present footing, the neglect of them has been still more decided

and is strongly felt by these Ministers, whose confidence and friendship I

1 MS. Dispatches from Great Britain, XXXV. William Beach Lawrence, of New York:
Commissioned secretary of legation in Great Britain, July 8, 1826; instructed to act as charge
d'affaires ad interim, and acted from October 4, 1827, to September 2, 1828; left his post,
October 15, 1828, having previously resigned.
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If

have deemed it a political duty to conciliate by all proper means in my power.

The three Spanish American Ministers or Charges recognized at Court, are

never included, except on the most formal occasions, in the invitations even

of the Secretary for Foreign Affairs. Though personal civilities have been

extended by Lord Aberdeen, since his accession to office, to all the Repre-

sentatives of European Powers and to me and though the Court circular an-

nounced that he had entertained all the Foreign Ministers, the gentlemen re-

ferred to have been wholly unnoticed. I mention this circumstance, trivial

in itself, as it will explain better than any observations that I can make the

feeling of the present Cabinet on a subject, in which the United States for

commercial, as well as political reasons have a strong interest.

The appointment of Lord Strangford to Brazils is regarded by my Ameri-

can colleagues as a gross indignity offered to all the new republics. These

general opinions in favour of the principles of legitimacy and against all

"
democratical institutions" have been long known. But Lord Strangford,

not content with the avowal of abstract principles, took occasion at the last

Session of Parliament, when presenting a petition respecting South American

Privateering, to indulge in the most violent abuse of all the new States and of

the policy which had led to their recognition. As a part of the new Ambas-
sador's duty is to attempt the reconciliation of Brazils and Buenos Ayres, the

choice is most extraordinary, Lord Strangford having, on the occasion al-

luded to, charged the members of the Government of the latter State with de-

riving a direct pecuniary profit from the mode in which the war is carried on.

I have the honour [etc.].
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Francisco Mariano Sora, Mexican Curate, and Jose Bernardo Gutierrez,
Mexican Lieutenant Colonel, to James Monroe, Secretary of

State of the United States l

[TRANSLATION]

NATCHITOCHES, LOUISIANA, September 27, 1811.

SIR: It is a year since the Mexican Kingdom attempted to shake off the

European yoke, all the more hateful and burdensome as under the present
circumstances it has committed every manner of cruelty, sacrificing lives

without number, and putting many towns to the sword.

We, horrified at its behaviour, have had to seek safety for our lives by
taking refuge in the United States, and being unable to bear such inhumane-
ness as is now being practiced on our people in the name of the nation, and
with the greatest form at our command we call for the protection of Con-

gress, with an earnest request that we be supplied with arms, men and money,
or as much as may be, especially arms, and our offer on the part of the same
nation is that everything will be returned in good time, and that treaties of

union and friendship advantageous to both nations will be drawn up.

Sir, we know full well that we are without these matters of form that

are needed when representing a nation
;
but the good of humankind and the

interest we bear in our own people are our authority to ask for protection

whereby we may find it, and entertaining no doubt of Your Excellency's

generosity and that of a people fond of their own kind, and who have gone

through this same misfortune, which on this date surrounds us, will not deny
us the assistance we ask of them until men of greater talent and more learning
in political matters have the honor to appear before your august Senate

with ample powers from the nation.

Sir, we who are among the small of our nation have ventured all of a

sudden to lay this prayer at Your Excellency's feet, hoping that it will be

granted that favorable reception which is imperatively demanded by the

cry of oppressed mankind from a generous heart. Your Excellency may
believe that as soon as circumstances permit, there shall come persons

authorized to negotiate subjects concerning the happiness of both peoples,

and in the meanwhile we beg Your Excellency to keep all this secret, as it

best suits our purpose.

Sir, we have availed ourselves of this opportunity to tender to you our

humble respects [etc.].

1 MS. Consular Letters, Mexico City, I. This was addressed to
"
the Honorable Tomas

Monrroi, Secretary of State."
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I

II

Juan Pablo y Anaya, Mexican Agent to the United States, to James Madison,
President of the United States l

[TRANSLATION]

NEW ORLEANS, March 18, 1815.

MOST EXCELLENT SIR: DEAR SIR: Since we began to work on the plans

of revolution for our independence, we always consider it necessary and

indispensable under many heads to have relations with this country. We
sought the means', but could not find them on account of the oppression and

espionage in the midst of which we lived under the Spanish Government,
and we met so much opposition in these parts that we had the misfortune

to have our two secret boards in two principal cities of the United States,

as well as all the victims of tyranny, discovered. In the midst of these

misfortunes we were lucky enough not to be discovered until six months

later, when we suffered the same misfortune as the first ones, which com-

pelled Senor Hidalgo and us to take up arms, and our plan remained in

suspense. Since then Senor Hidalgo and the Governments that have

succeeded one another in the Mexican Independence have strained every

effort to place in communication the political relations of that nation with

this one, by ordering at every hazard three delegations which all have been

so unfortunate as to fail and be unable to reach the States. In pursuance
of the same important purpose, I was commissioned to seek means that would

be available, and both at the cost of much labor and danger, I have had the

good fortune to do so by opening the Port of Nautla on the coast of Vera

Cruz. On that auspicious occasion we had the misfortune not to be thought-
ful enough to provide ourselves with proper commissions from the Supreme

Congress of Mexico, but considering that the enemy had to gather all his

forces so as to hamper us in that important step, the Most Excellent the

Commander in Chief, to whom I reported the message taken to go to the

States, the officers, men and people of the provisions in my command were

of the opinion that I should go to New Orleans so as to insure communica-

tions, because while I was abroad, even though the enemy should capture
the port, we could communicate along the coast, which is rather free, and it

being impossible for the enemy to cover it in such a way as to prevent the

decisions of the Supreme Congress to reach some part of it in reliable vessels.

All difficulties had been overcome to the point of my succeeding to come
here where again I began to strike snags which hampered immediate compli-

ance with the main object of my commission, namely, that of finding a reli-

able vessel to bring to your capital the commissions or delegations of my
Government, either through the efforts of the enemies of the liberty of my
country, of whom there are many in this town, or through the events of the

1 MS. Consular Letters, Mexico City, I.



war with the English. But that which did me the most harm was the first,

for when a schooner which cleared from, the port of Nautla after my arrival

came over on a commission of the Commander, she was attached by the

Court of the District on the petition of the Spaniards, and the case has been

continued until now
;
since then the English have drawn the blockade closer,

and neither the circumstances nor my honor permitted of my leaving in those

critical moments until now when I have had to take other steps, and even

buy a bark to carry me so that I may report to my Government, and also the

instructions which are required for the greater formalities of the diplomatic
intercourse.

Therefore, Most Excellent Sir, I beg Your Excellency to deign to extend all

that protection that is at your command, and in the exercise of your powers
to go as far as establishing relations between the two countries. Your Ex-

cellency will permit me to say that between us and these States there is no
other difference than that of language, but the interest, rights, etc., are all

alike. I am quite sure that Your Excellency will agree with me that the

plan that we must adopt, agreeable to Nature and our common interests and

rights, is that of absolute severance of America from Europe.
I believe that at the least there shall be in this capital within two months

some resolution of the Mexican Congress, for although the enemies have

effectively tried to intercept communications, they were not able to do so

because the independent troops have' offered a brave defense and destroyed

enemy expeditions, according to the latest reports that have come in letters

from European Spaniards of Vera Cruz.

On principles of commiseration I brought here a monk who had declared

himself a revolutionist and disturber of public order so as to save him from

the death penalty, which he was to undergo for his many crimes in the belief

that his separation and his pondering over the favor that had been done him
would improve his behaviour, but it was in vain, for as soon as he found him-

self here enjoying the favor of the law of the land and the protection of royal

Europeans, he gave out a paper against me filled with slanderous impostures
and lies, and in my fear that some copy of it may have been handed to you, I

take the liberty of enclosing a reply which I made to it in vindication of my
conduct.

Most Excellent Sir, I renew to Your Excellency my humble prayers, in-

finitely appreciating this opportunity to have the honor of gladly placing

myself at your disposal, and wishing that you will proudly press upon me the

orders that you may be pleased to give me, and you may be assured that with

the greatest pleasure and satisfaction they shall be carried out by him who is

Your Excellency's true and obedient servant.

P. S. Although I am going to Mexico, Mr. Lecler remains in charge of the

affairs, notice of which I give to Your Excellency for your guidance.
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866

Jose Maria Morelos, President of Mexico, Jose Maria Linaga, and Remigio de

Yarza, Secretary of Government, to James Madison,
President of the United States l

[TRANSLATION]

PURUARAN, MEXICO, July 14, 1815.

MOST EXCELLENT SIR: The Mexican people, weary of the enormous weight

of Spanish domination and having forever lost the hope of being happy under

the rule of their conquerors, broke through the barriers of moderation and,

facing difficulties and perils which seemed insuperable to the efforts of an en-

slaved colony, they raised the cry of freedom and bravely undertook the work

of regeneration.

We relied on the protection of Heaven which could not withdraw it from

the well-known justice of our cause nor ignore the rectitude and purity of our

intentions exclusively bent on the good of mankind : we relied on the mettle

and enthusiasm of our compatriots who had decided to die rather than to

again bear the shameful yoke of slavery: and finally we relied on the powerful

aid of the United States, which as they wisely guided us by their example

would favor us with their generous assistance upon signing treaties of friend-

ship and alliance in which good faith would preside and where the reciprocal

interests of both nations would be remembered. The disasters that go with

the vicissitudes of war and in which we have been perhaps thrown by our

very lack of experience, never lowered our spirits but always rising above

adversity and misfortune we have carried on the fight for five years and have

acquired the practical conviction that there is no power capable of suppress-

ing a people that have decided to shake off the horrors of tyranny. With-

out arms at the beginning, without discipline, without a Government,

fighting with bravery and enthusiasm we have enlisted large armies, we have

caused surprise by attacking fortified places and at last have managed to awe
the pride of the Spaniards who are already losing heart although they may in

their public papers affect serenity and announce that the day is coming near-

er and nearer when the fire that inflames our breasts is about to go out and

predict the end of our exertions. Our system of government having, as

might be expected, begun with the most shapeless rudiments has gone on

perfecting itself in degrees as fast as the worries of war permitted, and it is

now under a constitution built of maxims that are in every way liberal and
which has been as far as possible fitted to the genius, manners, and customs of

our people not less than to the circumstances of the revolution. With time

it will undergo amendments and improvements as fast as experience enlight-

1 MS. Notes from Mexican Legation, I. This reached the Department of State with
Herrera to the President of the United States, March i, 1816, which see below, pt. IX, doc.

867.



ens us but we shall never swerve by a line from the essential principles which
constitute genuine civil liberty.

In the meanwhile we flatter ourselves that the sanction and promulgation
of our constitutional law and the effective organization of our government
have driven consternation into the poisoned hearts of our enemies, dealing a

deadly blow to their hopes while it has filled with joy the hearts of our people
whom it has inspired again with special ardor to carry on our grand enter-

prise.

Just at that time we have been afforded the opportunity we had sought
thousands of times to open relations with the government of these happy
provinces, and, availing ourselves of the valuable moments brought on by a

series of incidents woven by the hand of providence, we hasten to carry out

our intention with the satisfaction of feeling that this attempt will not meet
the same fate as others that preceded it but that, happily carried to the end,

it will meet our purposes by furnishing us with the facility of completing the

original plans of our political restoration.

We find encouragement beyond description to insist on this application in

the intimate conviction that we always have cherished that the North and

Mexican Americas being friends and allies would work reciprocal influence on

the matters that concern their own happiness and will offer unconquerable

opposition to the aggression of covetousness, ambition and tyranny; so much
so that we have ventured to believe that that important league will win the

approval of the worthy representative of the Anglo-American nation and all

its citizens who stand so high for their enlightenment and social virtues.

The sincerity and philanthropic spirit which are the characteristics of both

nations, the facility and promptness with which they may extend aid to each

other; the fine union that it will bring about of two peoples, one privileged by
the fertility and productions of the soil that are as rich as they are varied, and

the other distinguished by its industries, its culture and genius which are the

most fruitful source of the wealth of the states, all combine to warrant our

ideas which open even now a most promising prospect if the two republics

manage to unite through treaties of alliance and commerce, which, resting on

reason and justice, will prove the sacred ties of our joint prosperity.

The supreme Mexican Congress, engaged in those grand views and in

order that this Government may in accordance with the custom justly

adopted by the nations enter upon negotiations and sign treaties with these

provinces, has appointed as Minister Plenipotentiary the Most Excellent

Lie. Don Jos6 Manuel Herrera empowering him with the fullest powers and

has also provided him with the needful instructions to that effect.

In consequence the said supreme Mexican Government in the name of the

said Congress and of the nation that it represents brings the foregoing to

Your Excellency's high knowledge with a prayer that with the six legal docu-

ments accompanying this paper you may kindly acquaint the general Con-
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gress of the United States with the whole matter and that you recommend to

their august assembly our claim to have the independence of the Mexican

America recognized, the above named Most Excellent Lie. Don Jose Manuel

Herrera received as Minister Plenipotentiary of the said America near the

Government of the said States and by virtue thereof to proceed in the most

suitable form with the negotiations and treaties which will insure the happi-

ness and greatness of the two Americas.

May God guard Your Excellency many years.

National Palace of the Supreme Mexican Government at Puruaran on the

14th day of July, one thousand eight hundred and fifteen.

867

Jose Manuel Herrera, appointed Mexican Minister to the United States, to

James Madison, President of the United States 1

[TRANSLATION]

NEW ORLEANS, March i, 1816.

MOST EXCELLENT SIR: Having been designated by the Mexican Republic
to come to the Government of the United States and negotiate affairs of ex-

treme importance, I set out on the i6th of July of last year and after crossing

a vast expanse of land in order to reach the Vera Cruz coast and having been

detained there over a month on account of the fire which destroyed the vessel

which was to bring me, I finally managed to sail on a schooner that appeared
as I had resolved to return to the interior, having given up every hope that I

could be afforded such a coveted opportunity.

On the first of October last I reached the city with the intent to remain

there only the time absolutely needed to take the necessary measures for con-

tinuing my trip to Washington and placing in Your Excellency's hands my
credentials together with a letter from my Government 2 and other papers,

but in spite of my wishes and efforts and notwithstanding the very nature of

the business with which I am entrusted, I was unfortunately frustrated in my
intentions and hampered in my movements so much so that I have been four

months in New Orleans, the obstacles which delayed my departure growing
more and more numerous. This truly unpleasant situation, all the more as

in my opinion it may cause injury of the greatest consequence to the interests

of mankind, has induced me to return to Mexico for the object of removing
1 MS. Notes from Mexican Legation, I.
2 See above, pt. IX, doc. 866, under date, July 14, 1815. The other papers which ac-

companied this and are preserved with it in the archives are two decrees of the same date,
one describing the official seal and the other the flags of the new state, and a decree of July
3, 1815, relating to cruisers.
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in person some difficulty which, if I avail myself of the services of any other

person, might check the earlier success of my negotiations with the Govern-

ment there from which I am sure I shall receive the needed assistance and
which certainly could not exempt me from doing what certain circumstances

demand, which circumstances have come together quite unexpectedly.
As my arrival in this country and the object of my mission have been made

extremely public I deem it my duty to tell Your Excellency what has hap-

pened while leaving out useless details which would only break up the earnest

and delicate matters which engage Your Excellency's attention.

I have also seen fit to enclose the official letter addressed to Your Excel-

lency by my Government and the papers therein mentioned, all in copies and

through Senor Don Guillermo Robinson, to whom I am indebted in addition

to other services for undertaking to put those papers in their proper course,

the only object of which is to inform Your Excellency of the particulars they
contain until the moment shall come when I present the original to Your

Excellency in all the forms that are customary.
In the meanwhile I have the honor to tender to Your Excellency my pro-

found respects [etc.].

868

James Smith Wilcocks, subsequently Consul of the United States at Mexico

City, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States 1

MEXICO, October 25, 1821.

SIR: The love of my country, the spring of every noble and generous action,

induces me to communicate to you, for the information of the President, and

for the benefit that may result to the Government and citizens of the United

States, the following circumstantial and exact account of the happy revolu-

tion that has lately occurred in this kingdom of New Spain, which, by the

blessing of God, the intrepidity, talents, and exertions of its patriotic chief,

General Don Augustin Iturbide, the enlightened policy of its mother country,

and the liberal and philanthropic ideas of its late captain general, Don Juan

O'Donoju, has ended in its complete and entire emancipation.

That you may have a clear and distinct view of the subject, be fully im-

pressed with the justice of the cause of this hitherto afflicted and oppressed

people, and have also a general idea of the face of the country, its inhabitants,

productions, &c., it may not be improper to state that, since its conquest,

(which, if my memory serves me, was in the year 1521,) it has been governed

by sixty-two viceroys, and innumerable commandant generals, governors,

and superintendents of provinces, who, according to general tradition, have

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 836. At this time the writer had no
official connection with the Government; but he was on January 28, 1823, appointed
consul of the United States at Mexico City, the first incumbent of this post. His

residence, according to the official record, was Pennsylvania.
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been, with very few exceptions, as many merciless and mercenary tyrants,

the rapacity and unfeeling barbarity of whom nothing could have withstood

for such a length of time but a land enriched by the beautiful hand of nature

to a most extraordinary degree, and a people born and brought up, until of

late, in all the intolerance of superstition and ignorance, and accustomed from

their earliest infancy to the innumerable, and I may say almost incredible

impositions of both church and state.

Few foreigners have, perhaps, had an opportunity of seeing as much of the

kingdom as myself, having travelled on horseback from the port of Guaymas,
on the Gulf of California, to almost every part of Sonora, and afterwards

through the provinces and superintendencies of New Biscay, New Galicia,

San Luis Potosi, Queretaro, and Mexico, to this city, a distance at least of

seven hundred leagues, passing through all the principal cities, visiting the

most celebrated mines, and conversing familiarly with all classes of people.

The provinces of Puebla, Mexico, Mechoacan, San Luis Potosi, and Gua-

najuato, may be termed the central ones, and, of those I have seen, the best

watered, most fertile, most productive, and most inhabited; those that bor-

der on the Gulf of Mexico are Merida de Yucatan, Oaxaca, Vera Cruz,

New Santandero, and Texas; the second, from all accounts, beautiful in the

extreme; and the third and last very fertile, but almost entirely uncultivated:

those on the Pacific ocean and Gulf of California, New Galicia, Sinaloa, and

Sonora, fertile in parts, but very scant of water; and the extensive internal

ones of New Leon, New Biscay, and New Mexico, that reach to the latitude

of forty-two degrees north, which have for the most part the same defect,

and which may be called a general one throughout the kingdom, there being
in most parts but little rain, and in no part, excepting Texas, what we would

call rivers. Where there is an abundance of water, however, the country is

wonderfully fertile, producing in many parts two or three crops a year, and

yielding each time four and five hundred for one, with the singular advantage
of a diversity of temperature within very short distances, produced by the

greater or less elevation of the lands, the centre of the kingdom being from

eight to twelve thousand feet above the level of the sea; so that it is not

uncommon to see in the same market all the fruits, grains, and other produc-
tions of temperate, hot, and cold climates, as is the case in this, and most of

the principal cities.

Before the insurrection of the year 1810, the kingdom contained six

millions of inhabitants
;
and it is worthy of remark, that Providence has been

no less lavish in the distribution of her gifts as respects mankind, than in the

fertility and production of the earth
;
the natives of this country, not except-

ing even the Indians, being endowed with a quickness of perception and

ability to acquire and make themselves masters of the arts and sciences that

is very notable, and far exceeds that of the inhabitants of Old Spain, and

perhaps many other countries. At the above-mentioned period, the king-
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dom may be said to have been at its acme of prosperity; the royal revenue

exceeding $20,000,000, and the money coined at the mint of this city upwards
of $28,000,000 annually; it has, however, ever since been on the decline, in

consequence of the devastations committed by both parties in the long and
cruel war carried on between the Europeans and Americans, so that the

population cannot now be computed at more than four millions, the revenue
at more than half of what it was, and the money coined yearly at from

$5,000,000 to $8,000,000; this year it will probably not exceed $4,000,000.
I have been informed that a very correct history of this insurrection, up

to the unfortunate expedition of General Mina, has been written by a Mr.
Robinson, and published in Philadelphia; it is useless, therefore, to say more
on the subject than that its commencement was undoubtedly caused by the

abuses daily committed in all branches of the Government in this kingdom,
by the disorder in which Spain was thrown in consequence of the invasion of

the French, and by the imprudent measures adopted in this city, one of

which was the arrest of the Viceroy Iturigaray, and many of its principal

American inhabitants. It is also worthy of remark that, in proportion as it

was prolonged, the evils increased, and its symptoms became more malig-

nant; the various incidents of the struggle, imbruing its character with blood,

produced other passions, and among them those of rancor and hatred, which,
irritated and inflamed by the inconsideration, imprudence, and want of

policy on both sides, divided the kingdom into two parties, the Europeans
and Americans, whose respective opinions formed essentially the war that

destroyed both.

Among those that contributed most to quell the insurrection was the

before-mentioned General Don Augustin Iturbide, then colonel of the

regiment of Celaya, and native of the city of Valladolid, in the province of

Mechoacan. Born of European parents, and animated by a mistaken zeal,

he was induced to embrace the royal cause, and, with a fervor and impetu-

osity peculiar to his character, committed many arbitrary and violent acts,

that in a great degree tarnished what would otherwise have been deemed
brilliant achievements, and over which it is necessary to draw a veil, his

subsequent conduct having entirely effaced them from the memory even of

those most aggrieved. Indeed, it would appear that a sense of the injustice

he had committed, an innate conviction of the impropriety of adhering to

the party he had espoused, and a remorse of conscience, were the principal

causes of the change in his political sentiments; for we see him all at once

assuming a different character, and at a moment when his sovereign had

heaped upon him innumerable honors.

The impossibility of re-establishing peace and quietness in the kingdom by
the force of arms was fully ascertained during the viceroyalty of the Captain
Generals Venegas and Calleja, of whom it may be said that they rather

dispersed then conquered the Americans, the country being in a complete
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state of revolt, and full of chieftains that commanded from three to six

hundred, and even a thousand men each, and bands of robbers that infested

the highways in September, 1816, when the Viceroy Apodaca arrived. To
this disinterested, good, and virtuous man is due the pacification of the

kingdom; his penetration, skill, and humanity having suggested to him the

propriety of laying aside the arms that had hitherto been in use, and of

winning the affections of the people by means of persuasion, pardons, and

premiums, who, without general officers, money, or any immediate expecta-

tion of establishing the liberty of their country, and weary of the wandering
and wretched life they had so long endured, embraced readily the oppor-

tunity that presented of returning to the bosoms of their families. No
sooner was the plan adopted than its wisdom became palpable ; entire towns

and districts yielding to the solicitations of the agents appointed by the

Government for carrying it into execution, so that at the end of two years

all was tranquillity, and you could travel in every direction without escort

of arms, except that of Acapulco, between which and this city the chieftains

Guerrero, Asensio, and a Colonel Bradburn, of Virginia, that came with

General Mina, with about fifteen hundred men, had taken refuge, and forti-

fied an almost inaccessible mountain, from whence they made predatory

excursions. To reduce these to obedience was the ultimate object and wish

of the Government; and, with this view, General Iturbide was invested with

the important military command of the department of the south, that

contained about three thousand veteran troops, and had its head-quarters
in the town of Iguala, distant about thirty leagues from this city, on the

direct road to Acapulco. It is proper to mention here that, a few months

previous to his nomination, news had been received of the regeneration of

Old Spain, and of the establishment of the constitution in that country a

circumstance that created great alarm in this among the clergy and friars;

the lower class of people were also taught to believe that the planting of it

here would be attended with the entire destruction of their long-established

form of religion.

The viceroy, (Apodaca,) who was now graced with the title of
" Conde del

Venadito," was also opposed to the new system, and discovered so much
reluctance in the change of his measures, that his unwillingness and tardy
mode of proceeding became evident to all, and gave occasion to many just

and violent complaints that were made by its admirers, who publicly accused

him of its infraction
;
while the American writers, taking advantage of the

liberty of the press, and the confused and unsettled state of public opinion,

called aloud for independence as the only certain remedy for the numerous
evils that surrounded them.

The crisis was too important and obvious to excape the penetration of our

hero, Iturbide, who was also instigated to an immediate execution of the plan
he had, in consequence, formed, of liberating his country forever from its
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thraldom, by the mutiny of several of the officers of the regiment of the
' '

four

military orders,
"
that had before given many unequivocal proofs of disaffec-

tion and insubordination, which was supposed to extend to the soldiers of

that corps, and by the departure of a convoy for Acapulco with near a million

of dollars, that was intended to be embarked in a ship bound to Manilla, that

he resolved on detaining. He immediately, therefore, concerted his meas-

ures with the clergy and friars, and, with the specious pretext of upholding
them in their privileges and immunities, secured their favor and protection.
He also communicated his design to such of the governors of the provinces as

he thought likely to aid him in the execution of it, and, on his arrival in Iguala,

persuaded a great part of the troops under his command to join him in the

undertaking, in the belief that the Government secretly favored it a circum-

stance that they at first readily gave credit to, from their knowledge of the

anti-constitutional sentiments of its leading members, but in which they were

soon after undeceived, and, in consequence, not more than a thousand re-

mained faithful of those that espoused his party. The design was also made
known to Guerrero, Asensio, and Bradburn, who pledged themselves to sup-

port him in the enterprise; and, thus prepared, he openly declared the inde-

pendence of the kingdom, swearing it in the most solemn manner at the head
of his army, in the said town of Iguala, on the 24th day of February last, seiz-

ing, at the same time, and appropriating to the use of the nation, the treasure

destined for the Manilla ship.

His next step was to form a plan for the installation of the new Govern-

ment, (a copy of which I enclose,
x
) and to give to his army the style and title

of the "army of the three guarantees,
"
from the protection it was to afford to

the Catholic religion, to the independence of the kingdom, and to the indisso-

luble union between the Europeans and Americans. A copy of the plan was

immediately sent by him to the viceroy, with a letter, stating all that had

passed, explaining his motives for having formed and adopted the new sys-

tem; inviting him and the Government to aid and assist in its establishment;

and, finally, naming the said viceroy, the *' Conde de Cortina,
" and the presi-

dent of the royal audience, the members that were to compose the regency,

reserving to himself the command that he had assumed of the national army.
The viceroy, had he been left to himself, would, I believe, have assented to

the proposal, from the vehement desire he has ever manifested to avoid the

effusion of blood, and the miseries concomitant to a renewal of the war, as

well as from the conviction that the plan and policy adopted by Iturbide

could not fail to gain him innumerable friends, and to enable him, finally, to

accomplish his views. It was necessary, however, to call to his counsel the

members of the various tribunals of which the Government was composed, as

well as the principal military officers, all of whom, counting on the versatility

that had been conspicuous in the American character up to that period, re-

1 Not printed in this collection.
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solved, unanimously, to maintain the then existing Government, in the belief

that the few troops that had adhered to Iturbide would leave him the instant

the royal army should approach Iguala.

The old favorite system of blood and murder was also upheld ; but to this

the viceroy would not consent, and an amnesty was offered to all, not except-

ing Iturbide. The Field Marshal Linan was named commander-in-chief,

and a numerous staff and army was committed to his charge. He was, how-

ever, so slow in his motions, that a detachment of troops sent by Iturbide had

taken possession of the town and castle of Acapulco, and he himself, and the

i remainder, were on their march in the direction of Valladolid before the army
i of Linan moved from its cantonment in the neighborhood of this city.

!
The cry of independence was no sooner raised in Iguala than it spread in all

parts, and an army was formed in the provinces of Puebla and Vera Cruz, by
the Colonels Herrera, Bravo, and Santa Ana, that took possession of the cities

1

1

i of Orizaba, Cordova, and Xalapa; which was a most important conquest, the

! ! two former being the depots of the Government tobacco, of which a prodi-

:

I i gious quantity fell into the hands of the Independents, with a large sum in

l

i

| specie circumstances that were attended with the double advantage of

1 ! being a powerful succor to them, and an irreparable loss to the Government,
!

j

which counted on the remission to, and sale of, the tobacco in Mexico as its

i j
| principal means of supporting the war.

! i In this state of things, it was resolved to divide the Government army into

three divisions : one of which, under the command of Colonel Margues, was to

retake Acapulco; another, commanded by Colonel Hebia, to march against

the cities of Orizaba, Cordova, and Xalapa; and the third to return for the

defence of this capital, on the supposition that Iturbide might suddenly

change his route, and take the city by surprise. It, however, soon appeared
that his intention was very different, and that his object was to pass Valla-

dolid, and unite with a Colonel Bustamente, of San Luis Potosi, who had

risen at this critical period, and proceeded against the city of Guanajuato
with a considerable part of his regiment of dragoons, declaring independence
in all the cities and towns in the Bajio, the inhabitants of which received him

with open arms. On arriving at Guanajuato, it also surrendered to him; and,

as he was joined by the garrisons of the several places he passed through,

Iturbide, on meeting him, found himself at the head of an army of five thou-

sand men, including the divisions of Colonel Barragan and Major Parres,

that left Valladolid with what troops they could seduce, as soon as they knew
of his intention to pass that way. With this respectable force it was deter-

mined to attack that city, which was the best fortified of any in the kingdom,
and had a garrison of seventeen hundred men. It however made no defence,

and its commandant, Colonel Quintanar, and all but about six hundred of the

troops, went over to Iturbide.

At Guanajuato, where is one of the richest minerals in the kingdom, a mint
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was established, that proved afterwards very serviceable to the Independents,
and injurious to the royal party; the silver from all the neighboring mines

taking the direction of that city instead of Mexico.

Acapulco remained but a short time in possession of the Independents, the

castle having capitulated before the arrival of the division of Colonel Margues
to two Spanish frigates that accidentally arrived there from Panama. San

Juan del Rio, a fortified town between this city and Queretaro, was next in-

vested; the siege, however, lasted but a few days; the greater part of the gar-

rison, being Americans, deserted, and joined the Independents, obliging the

few that remained to capitulate.

The division of Colonel Hebia that had marched, as before stated, against
the cities of Orizaba, Cordova, and Xalapa, surprised Colonel Bravo, with

about fifteen hundred Independents, in the town of Tepeaca, about nine

leagues from Puebla, who, unprepared for action, retired with his troops to a

large convent of the order of San Francisco, that was constructed by Hernan-

do Cortez, soon after the conquest, in the form of a fortress, to serve as a

place of refuge for him and his followers in the event of any sudden emergency.
Hebia had with him his own regiment of "Castile," and other European
troops, that equalled in number those of Bravo. A field-piece was, however,

necessary to make a breach in the wall of the convent, and, to obtain this, he

sent immediately to Puebla, asking, at the same time, for a reinforcement of

five hundred men, that the success of the action might be placed beyond all

doubt. Bravo, suspecting his intention, resolved on a sortie, with the deter-

mination to cut his way and escape, as Iturbide had given positive orders to all

his officers to avoid the effusion of blood, and to act solely on the defensive,

from the double motive of conciliating the enemy and avoiding the butchery of

his countrymen; sensible where one European should be killed, four or five

Americans would fall, the number of the latter in the King's service exceeding

greatly that of the former. In the first and second attempts he made, he was
unsuccessful

;
the third, however, proved more fortunate, and he got off with

the loss of fifty or sixty men, killing as many of those thatwere opposed to him.

This was the first action that had occurred, and the result proved highly im-

portant to the independent cause ;
the gallant conduct of their troops inspir-

ing a universal confidence, animating their companions in arms throughout
the kingdom to a singular and unexpected degree, and demonstrating to the

political and military officers of the Government of Mexico that they had to

contend with a brave and determined enemy.

Disappointed and chagrined at the result of the action, and undeceived as

to the sort of troops he had to deal with, Hebia proceeded on his march to

Cordova, where he was killed in the first assault, and his army obliged to retire

from the siege by Colonel Herrera, and the valiant troops that defended the

city. While these scenes of glory were achieving in the provinces of Puebla

and Vera Cruz, the siege of the city of Queretaro, one of the most beautiful in
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the kingdom, and the third in rank as respects size, opulence, and commerce,

was pushed with much vigor by Iturbide in person. Its garrison was com-

posed of nine hundred Europeans, draughted from various regiments, and

about six hundred Americans, all under the command of Brigadier General

Loaces, a native of the kingdom of Peru, colonel of the regiment of Saragossa,

and a brave and experienced officer. He had determined to make a vigorous

and desperate defence; and, as the fate of the kingdom depended in a great

measure on that of this city, the Government resolved to abandon that of

San Luis Potosi, and to succor Queretaro with the European regiment of

Zamora that was stationed there. The order to this effect was no sooner

despatched than Iturbide knew of it, and concerted measures to surprise the

troops on their march, which were so well executed that they found themselves

surrounded when they least expected it by a body of three times their number,

and compelled to surrender at discretion. This happy occurrence for the In-

dependents was a deathblow to the Government, who found itself at once de-

prived of the important capital and province of San Luis Potosi, that were

immediately occupied by the Independents, and without the means of con-

tributing to the relief of Queretaro, which capitulated shortly after; the

American part of the garrison joining Iturbide, as usual, and the Europeans

going on parole to Celaya, until such time as they could be transported to the

Havana. These troops, to their eternal disgrace, proposed afterwards to

their colonel to rise and march to Mexico ; but he, like a man of honor, sent

the letter to Iturbide, who immediately ordered them to be disarmed and dis-

persed.

The next action of any importance was in the neighborhood of Toluca,

fourteen leagues from the city, between the regiment of Fernando VII., com-

manded by Colonel Castillo, and a body of the Independents of an equal num-

ber, under the orders of Colonel Filisola, which was indecisive, both parties

claiming the victory, after an obstinate battle, in which more than two hun-

dred were left dead on the field, and the Independents in possession of two

cannon, that their opponents were obliged to abandon.

At this period, General Negrete, commander of the troops in the province
of Guadalaxara, rose with the whole of his army, obliged the commandant,
General Don Jose de la Cruz, to fly from the capital of that name, where, and
in all other parts of the province, independence was sworn

;
the commerce of

the port of San Bias was also declared free to all nations. Cruz took the

road leading to the internal provinces, with the intention, it was said, of unit-

ing with Brigadier Don Joaquin Arredondo, commandant general of the

eastern provinces, of raising an army in union with him, and of returning,
either to reconquer his own province, or to the aid of that of Mexico. Arre-

dondo had, however, already caused independence to be sworn throughout
his district, and, on hearing this, Cruz made a halt in the city of Zacatecas,

but, being pursued by Negrete, fled to Durango, the capital of the province
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of New Biscay, carrying with him a large sum in specie that he found in the

treasury at Zacatecas, which city soon after surrendered to a detachment that

was sent against it by the commandant of San Luis Potosi.

On the death of Hebia, the command of the regiment of Castile devolved

on Lieutenant Colonel Luna, who, on the fall of Queretaro, was ordered to re-

turn to Mexico by forced marches, in the expectation that Iturbide would now
attack the capital. Similar orders were also sent to Colonel Margues, in

whose division was a principal part of the insubordinate regiment of the "four

military orders." The male inhabitants of Mexico, from the age of sixteen

to fifty, were also ordered to enrol themselves in the militia, without excep-

tion of distinction of persons, and every possible precaution was taken to pre-

vent a surprise and maintain the city until such time as an answer should be

received to despatches that had been sent to Spain, or troops should arrive

that were expected from the Havana.

All this, however, was not sufficient to allay the rancor that a certain part

of the community had conceived against the viceroy, nor to convince them of

his upright intentions, or extinguish the sparks of insubordination I have

already hinted at in some of the European troops, which, from the first, was

more immediately directed at his person than at the Government, A report

was, therefore, industriously circulated that he was in secret correspondence

with Iturbide, and that there was no real intention to defend the city, not-

withstanding the preparations that were ostensibly making for its protection :

the whole a prelude to the scandalous revolution of the 5th of July, which had

for its object the arrest of that most excellent man, and, without doubt, was

accomplished by dint of money paid by the merchants to the officers that

took part in the affray, who had the temerity to secure the persons of their

colonels and other principal military men opposed to their project, to assault

the palace and make a prisoner of the viceroy, and afterwards, the audacity

to place against its gates and the corners of the principal streets, for the in-

formation of the public, who were so many witnesses of their atrocity, a paper

setting forth that he had of his own accord, and at the respectful petition of

the officers of the European regiments, delivered the political and military

command of the kingdom to Field Marshal Don Francisco Novella, the per-

son they had pitched upon as the leader of the faction.

This gentleman had under his command the various corps of artillery and

engineers that existed in the kingdom ;
and as his education and occupation

until now had been altogether confined to that line, you will readily imagine

him entirely unfit for the discharge of the arduous and complicated duties of

viceroy of these extensive provinces.

Indeed, he himself was sensible of his incompetency, and very prudently

declined the offer; as unsuitable, however, as he was, there was no other

person they could avail themselves of that was less so, and the same necessity

that compelled them to name him obliged him to accept the appointment.
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From a Government constituted by the insubordination of a few soldiers

that had the vanity to compare their iniquitous conduct with the noble

enthusiasm of the Spanish nation, which, tired of obeying tyrants that abused

the goodness of their monarch, rose in a mass to recover the rights of which

they had unjustly been deprived, no good was to be expected; and we see it

employed from its very commencement in destroying the constitutional

regimen, of which it did not leave a vestige, and in substituting the most

arbitrary and tyrannical system that it is possible to imagine ; all of which was

fomented and sanctioned by a body that Novella had created, with the de-

nomination of the "Junta Consultiva," composed of a few individuals who
had contributed with their money to place the power in his hands, were

furious at seeing approach the expiration of their authority, and with senti-

ments diametrically opposed to the system of liberality and philanthropy at

present predominant.
At the time these scenes of horror were transacting in the capital, and to

which I myself had like to have been a victim, notwithstanding the great

prudence I observed in my deportment, a bloody occurrence took place in

Vera Cruz in consequence of the storming of that city by a party of troops

commanded by an inconsiderate but brave young officer named Santa Ana,

who scaled the walls and got complete possession of the town, but was after-

wards obliged to retire with great loss, his soldiers having abandoned their

arms with a view to plunder, and the inhabitants setting upon them when in

that defenceless state.

The city of Puebla de los Angeles, the largest in the kingdom except Mex-

ico, next attracted the attention of General Iturbide, in front of which was a

large army of Independents composed of the divisions of the Conde de la

Cadena, Herrera, Bravo, Filisola, and others, that only awaited the orders

of their general to make the attack, and to prevent which, and the loss of

many valuable lives, he went in person, preferring, in all cases, the plan he

had from the first adopted of reducing his enemies by means of persuasion

and negotiation rather than by force of arms. The fate of Puebla was all-

important to the Government in the critical situation in which it found

itself, being one of the chain of fortified towns that connect Mexico with

Vera Cruz, to which port it had resolved to retire with the European part

of the army and inhabitants, in the event of not being able to sustain itself in

the capital. Puebla was, therefore, well garrisoned, served with an ex-

cellent park of artillery, and defended with many cannon of a large calibre,

so that its commander-in-chief, Brigadier Don Ciriaco Llano, the Marquis
de Vivanco, and other experienced officers stationed there, had, until the

last, sanguine hopes of being able to defend it. Iturbide, however, called to

his assistance a part of the army he had left in Queretaro, and surrounded

the city with so many troops that resistance would have been nothing short

of an act of madness; it therefore capitulated.
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On the surrender of Puebla, the array of Iturbide, which had now aug-
mented to the number of about eighteen thousand, and which was composed
entirely of veteran troops that had been disciplined in the King's service, and
had gone over to him clandestinely, or joined him on the fall of the various

cities he had conquered, received orders to march in separate columns to

different towns in the neighborhood of Mexico, with the intention of mani-

festing to the Government of that city the folly of any further resistance.

It was, however, entirely in vain that the general had adopted this prudent
measure; in vain that one or two praiseworthy citizens had ventured to reason

on the subject with Sefior Novella; and in vain that he was assured he could

not rely on more than one-third part of the troops that composed the garri-

son. War ! war ! was the cry of him and his Junta Consultiva, and the motto

they wore on their hats, and that worn by all their officers and troops, was,
"
Vivir y morir fieles y utiles."

Iturbide, after having rested a few days in Puebla, and partaken of the

effusion of gratitude manifested towards him by the good people of that city,

was on the point of leaving it, with the intention of fixing his head-quarters
near the town of Chalco, and directing from thence the attack that was to

have been made on Mexico, when he received a letter from Lieutenant

General Don Juan O'Donoju, who had recently arrived at Vera Cruz, in-

forming him that he had been named by the King of Spain captain general
and political chief of the kingdom, and had accepted the appointment at

the solicitation of his friends, the representatives of America in the Cortes of

Spain; that he had risked his health and life, and sacrificed his convenience,

at a period when he intended to retire from the public service, without any
other desire than that of acquiring the love and esteem of the people of New
Spain, and without other sentiments than those of tranquillizing the disas-

trous inquietude that reigned in the kingdom not by consolidating or

perpetuating the despotism that existed, or prolonging the colonial depend-

ence, or falling into the errors or imitating the defects of many of his prede-
cessors in supporting a system of government, the tyranny and injustice of

which arose from the barbarity of the age in which it was established, but

by reforming the ideas of the misled, calming the passions of the exasperated,
and pointing out to the people generally the mode of obtaining with security,

and without the horrible sacrifice they were making, the happiness which the

illustration of the era in which they lived had induced them to seek after,

and which no rational person could disapprove. He also required Iturbide

to appoint a place at which they could have an interview, and realize the

sincere and ardent desire he had to prevent the evils and misfortunes in-

separable to a state of hostility, until such time as the treaty they might

conclude, founded on the basis of the plan published in Iguala, should be

ratified by the King and Cortes.

What a blow was this to the existing Government of Mexico, and to those
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that preceded it since the year 1810 ! what a contrast to their iniquitous and

shameful mode of proceeding! The wise and beneficent O'Donoju, reading

the public papers of the Independents, applauding the enterprise of their

hero Iturbide, confirming his ideas, commending his virtues, and desiring

his friendship, as he does in the conclusion of his letter; while the intrusive

Novella and his Junta Consultiva, in imitation of their barbarous predeces-

sors, Vanegas and Calleja, were persecuting with unrelenting fury, and almost

to death itself, those that communicated with the Independents, or in whose

possession should be found any of their seditious writings; proscribing the

chiefs of the revolution, and heaping upon them every species of reproach
and ignominy!
But the scene had changed ;

the star of liberty that rose in our own country
had happily spread its influence in the more eastern and western hemispheres,

and displayed to the world the criminal conduct of the Caligulas and Neros

that had for such a length of time dishonored Spain and abused human
nature.

This letter of O'Donoju, with another that he wrote to Sr. Novella, was

sent by Iturbide to the Mexican Government, accompanied with a proposal
for the suspension of arms until such times as the definitive treaty should be

signed in Cordova, the city named by Iturbide as the point of conference.

Novella would, however, hear nothing of the sort, and the letters were de-

clared spurious, notwithstanding that Sr. Alcocer, a venerable curate of this

city, who had been intimately acquainted with O'Donoju in Spain, proved to

the Junta the identity of the signatures, by showing others that he had in his

possession; which contumacy on the part of Novella exasperated Iturbide so

much that he set off for Cordova, leaving orders with his generals for the im-

mediate occupation of the towns of Tacuba, Tacubaya, Azcapuzalco, and

Guadalupe, neither of which was distant more than half a league from Mex-

ico, and all of them in possession of the European troops.

This was an unexpected circumstance to Novella and the Junta, who had

the folly and vanity to suppose they could frighten the Independents from
the execution of their plan by means of the silly proclamations they almost

daily issued, in which they affected to despise their number, challenged them

openly to commence the attack, and declared the Generals Luaces and Llano

traitors to their King and country for having surrendered the cities of Quere-
taro and Puebla. The heroes of Tepeaca, Cordova, and Toluca were, how-

ever, not so easily scared, and a column of fifteen hundred men sent by Colo-

nel Bustamente against Azcapuzalco presented to the inhabitants of Mexico

|
the sight of a most bloody and desperate action that took place between them
and an equal number of the regiments of Castile and military orders that

composed the garrison of Azcapuzalco, the result of which was at least six

hundred killed and wounded, and the abandonment of the town by the Euro-
rlavs affpr an atti^mnf- nrae marlf* i-r\ rl{c1nr?rr<a f-1i<a T
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that were stationed in Guadalupe, by means of cannon placed on a neighbor-
ing hill

;
and while this operation was carrying on by a part of the Independ-

ents, and others were taking possession of Tacuba and Tacubaya, from both
of which towns the Europeans had retired, an aid-de-camp arrived with a

copy of the treaty of Cordova, concluded between General O'Donojti and
Iturbide, and an order from the former to Sr. Novella, commanding him to

obey him as captain general of the kingdom, to cause him to be recognised as
such by the troops, to cease all hostilities from the instant he should receive

the order, and to adopt measures for the evacuation of the city. This per-

emptory mandate on one side, and the near approach of the Independents on
the other, placed Novella, the Junta, and their European troops in an awk-
ward predicament; inasmuch as, if they obeyed the order, they would be sub-

ject to arrest and trial for the scandalous imprisonment of the late viceroy;
and if they refused compliance, to be treated as rebels against the King's au-

thority: their object, therefore, was to shelter themselves from the punish-
ment they had justly deserved in the best manner they could. And, with
this view, although they were perfectly convinced of the presence of O'Donojti
in the kingdom, and of the reality of the treaty signed in Cordova, they never-
theless affected to doubt the truth of one and the other, alleging that all

might be a stratagem of Iturbide; and on this frivolous pretext refused to

evacuate the city. On the deposition of the Conde del Venadito, the Junta
Provincial Ayuntamiento, and other bodies corporate, hesitated to acknowl-

edge the authority of Novella, but were obliged to do so eventually, from the

fear of the bayonets he had at his command.

Now, however, that they were surrounded by the Independents, and
backed by O'Donoju, they openly protested against his proceedings, and, in

consequence, he was obliged to ask for an armistice, and compelled to send

one of the Junta Consultiva to Puebla to ascertain, as he said, the identity of

the captain general. This envoy, who had hitherto been one of the most

strenuous supporters of the measures of Novella, and one of the most active

members of the Junta, received such a fright from the lecture O'Donoju gave
him, that he immediately returned, explained fully to Novella all that had

passed, and forever afterwards ceased to meddle in the matters at issue.

Novella was also inclined to succumb, and would have renounced his employ,
had it not been for fear of the troops ;

he having lost all authority, and they

having usurped the command, so that the city was in the utmost anarchy and

confusion, and dreading at every instant a general massacre and pillage, with

which it had been threatened daily for near a month, and which would most

assuredly have succeeded had it not been for the proximity and number of

the Independent army, that cut off all possibility of escape for the European

troops, whose idea was to commit all sorts of enormity, rob what they could,

and take the road for Vera Cruz.
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and dangerous to do so in a friend ; every thing like social intercourse was at

an end; those that could with any sort of convenience leave the city, fled: and

those that were obliged to remain, sought security in their houses; so that, in

this once populous metropolis, there was scarce a soul to be seen. In this

state of things, the Generals O'Donoju and Iturbide arrived at Tacubaya,
and the former had an interview with Sr. Novella, in the course of which he

gave him to understand the impropriety of his conduct in resisting the legiti-

mate authority as long as he did, the impossibility of defending the city, and

the certainty of the massacre of the Europeans, should it be taken by assault;

remonstrated with him respecting the insubordination of the troops, pointed
out to him the illegality of their conduct, and enjoined him to prevent the

effusion of blood, by exercising the little influence he had with the subaltern

officers and soldiers, in the understanding that he would not take upon him
to scrutinize their conduct in the arrest of the late viceroy, but leave them to

exculpate themselves in the best way they could on arriving in Spain. The

following day news was received of the surrender of the city of Durango and

General Cruz to General Negrete, after an obstinate resistance, in the course

of which many lives were lost, and the declaration of independence in the

western internal provinces, under the command of Field Marshal Alexo Gar-

cia Conde
; so that if the soldiers of Novella had before any hope, it now en-

tirely disappeared, and, in order to avoid a disgraceful capitulation, were

obliged to acknowledge the supremacy of General O'Donoju, obey his orders

by evacuating the city, and march to that of Toluca, there to wait until it was
convenient for them to embark.

To complete the independence of the kingdom, there was now wanting the

declaration of the province of Merida de Yucatan, which followed almost im-

mediately the surrender of Acapulco, the castle of Perote, and Vera Cruz; the

two former of which capitulated soon after, and the latter has, without doubt,
ere this followed their example, advice having been received yesterday by the

Government that it was on the eve of surrendering. The province of Guate-

mala, which has always been a separate viceroyalty from that of Mexico, was

also sensible of the general impulse, and, desirous of becoming an integral

part of the Mexican empire, has likewise sworn independence, which, without

doubt, will extend to its neighboring provinces, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa

Rica, and Veragua, so that we may from this instant consider North America,
with the exception of Canada, as divided into two grand and important

commonwealths, that may, with the aid of those that are forming in South

America, be able, in the course of time, to give the law to the opposite
continent.

I am very far from believing myself possessed of the qualities necessary to

treat with the energy and exactness that it merits a subject of the importance
of that on which I have ventured to write, and certainly should not have

had the temerity to have touched upon it, had it not been for the particular
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situation in which I found myself, an eye-witness of all that passed, and from

the conviction I have ever been under, that each individual is bound to

contribute towards the good of his country to the utmost of his ability, be it

great or small. With this view, therefore, I shall, now that I have finished

my narrative, take the liberty to add a few remarks, and to say, in the first

place, that the revolution which I have attempted to describe is not one of

those that have been accomplished by means of unbridled passions, cruelty,

rancor, or revenge, but, on the contrary, has, from its commencement, been

accompanied with brotherly love, patriotism, disinterestedness, truth, and

good faith; so that the more I reflect on its origin and progress, the more is

my admiration excited, and the more am I tempted to exclaim that America

has produced two of the greatest heroes that ever existed Washington and

Iturbide. Secondly, that the new Government is established on a sure and

solid foundation, the people being highly delighted with it, and the sub-

ordinate chiefs, officers, and soldiers having one and all implicitly followed

the example of moderation set them by their magnanimous leader, who, to

obviate strife, envy, and emulation, has absolutely refused the crown, and

insisted that the Emperor shall come from Spain, as he first proposed in the

town of Iguala. Indeed, the plan there published has been adhered to with

the most religious scrupulosity, except the slight variations made in it by the

treaty of Cordova, at the suggestion of General O'Donoju; and the empire is,

in consequence, governed by a regency of five of its most distinguished and

enlightened statesmen, who have elected General Iturbide President, and

appointed him commander-in-chief of the land and sea forces, and by a

convention of thirty-six of the principal personages in the empire, as respects

talents, rank, and riches. The independence is to be sworn in this city on the

2yth instant, and the Cortes are to meet on the 24th of February next, the

anniversary of the declaration in Iguala. In the mean time, the convention

will be employed in enacting the most salutary decrees; and among those

already passed is one declaring the commerce of this empire free to all

nations; another, doing away all the arbitrary taxes, impositions, and excises

imposed by the former Government; a third, reducing the duties from sixteen

to six per cent. ;
a fourth, for the encouragement of the miners, relinquishing

to them the quota of silver formerly paid to the King, with other imposts

that amounted to seventeen per cent. ; so that many poor minerals that could

not be worked before, can now be used to advantage; and a fifth, recognising

and making the new Government responsible for the debt contracted by the

old one, of thirty-six millions of dollars.

That there is a strong bias in the minds of the people of this country in

favor of the Government and citizens of the United States in preference to

all other nations, is beyond a doubt; and that the convention, of which four-

fifths are native Americans, and the Regency, which is composed entirely

of them, are actuated with the same sentiments, is also certain. On this
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subject I have had various conferences with the leading members of the

administration, whose sentiments will be fully explained to you shortly by
Don Juan Manuel de Elizalda, the minister plenipotentiary that is already

named, and now preparing to go to Washington, where I have no doubt he
will be received and acknowledged as the representative of a free and inde-

pendent nation
; the Mexican empire being so at this time to all intents and

purposes, in the first place, by the unanimous wish and consent, power and

authority, of its inhabitants; and, secondly, by the treaty signed at Cordova,
between the Generals O'Donoju and Iturbide, the deputed agents of Spain
and this empire.
Your most obedient [etc.].

869

JosS Manuel Herrera, Secretary of State of Mexico, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[TRANSLATION]

MEXICO, November 30, 1821.

SIR: Our Provinces having withdrawn from the Spanish Government, the

Capital being occupied by our armies, and the authorities being established,

which conformably to the Plan proclaimed in Iguala, and to the Treaties

concluded in Cordova are to govern this vast Empire until the installation of

the constituent national Congress; the Governing Regency immediately

thought it a primary obligation upon them to communicate with all despatch
to the Nations these great events, which have gloriously terminated our war
of liberty, an object of the utmost importance which for eleven years has

kept the politicians of the whole world in suspense.
The People of Mexico are now free and independent; but animated with

the tenderest sentiments of humanity, and guided by principles of the purest

philanthropy; at the same time that they refuse to submit to the yoke of

foreign domination, they are desirous of being united to all Governments by
means of friendly alliances and connections, which being founded on reason

and good faith may insure the inestimable gift of peace, may be the fruitful

source of prosperity to the Universe.

The United States of North America have a preferable right to demand
of the Mexican Empire these considerations the more just and reasonable

because they are supported by the well known maxims of policy ; and even

nature herself has separated these nations from Europe by immense seas,

and placed them upon the same continent: this has doubtless taken place

that they might make common cause in reciprocally supplying their necessi-

ties, and cooperating for their mutual felicity.

1 MS. Notes from Mexican Legation, I.
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With these laudable views I have the honour to communicate to you,

Sir, by order of the Governing Regency, the triumph of the Mexican Patriots

commanded by the immortal Iturbide, to whose talents, virtues, and in-

defatigable vigilance, a Colony, enslaved for three centuries, owes the restora-

tion of its rights, and its elevation to the rank of a Sovereign nation, as its

population, its wealth, and its intelligence demand.
Herewith are sent a collection of the numbers of the Imperial Gazette

published to this date, and some other publications which afford an idea of

the present state of this Empire, in order that you may be enabled to lay
the whole before this Supreme Government, until our envoy come, who will

not delay coming legally authorized, and according to the formalities pre-

scribed by the Law of Nations to manage the affairs which it is proper to

promote, by communicating the relations that are to be brought forward

between two Nations destined to be united in the bonds of the most intimate

and cordial fraternity.

The Bearer of this is Don Santiago [James] Smith Wilcocks worthy, from

his honour and probity, of this confidence which I promise myself he will

execute with the zeal which he has manifested to me.

Deign, Sir, to accept [etc.].

870

Jose Manuel Herrera, Secretary of State of Mexico, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 1

[TRANSLATION]

MEXICO, September 24, 1822.

The letter of the 23d of April last 2 in answer to that of the 3Oth of Novem-
ber 3 which I had the honour to address to you accompanied with Imperial

Gazettes and other public papers containing important information con-

cerning this new State, was handed to me by Mr. James Smith Wilcocks with

a collection of official prints relative to the public affairs of that country.

Much as I have been gratified with the polite expression announcing the

cordiality of the just and well founded relations which will very soon unite our

two friendly nations, the information that the worthy President of the

United States will appoint a Minister to represent their interests near this

Government, has been exceedingly flattering to me, and as it is desirous

of giving to its neighbours of the North the most solemn proof of the desires

which it entertains for their friendship and good understanding, it has ap-

pointed with due power and authority as Envoy Extraordinary and Min-

1 MS. Notes from Mexican Legation, I.
2 Not printed in this collection.
3 See above, pt. ix, doc. 869.
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ister Plenipotentiary, His Excellency Don Manuel Zozaya, who will have

the honour of delivering you this in person, hoping that he will meet in

that Republic the most kind reception, which the noble and generous

sentiments, manifested towards this new Empire gives reason to expect by

anticipation.

I had already formed a high opinion of Mr. Smith Wilcocks, and given
him unequivocal proof how much his virtues were appreciated. In future

my exertions shall be redoubled to render him comfortable, that he may
understand how powerfully the recommendation, which you have been

pleased to give me of this person, weighs with me.

I pray you, Sir, to accept [etc.].

871

Letter of credence to Jose Manuel Zozaya, Mexican Minister to the United
States 1

[TRANSLATION]

MEXICO, September 25, 1822.

Augustine by Divine Providence and by the Congress of the Nation,

First Constitutional Emperor of Mexico and Grand Master of the Imperial
Order of Guadaloupe.
Whereas having come to the occupation of the Throne of the Mexican

Nation by the free and solemnly declared votes of all its inhabitants it is one

of my first cares to promote and solicit the recognition of the Independence

among the Foreign Powers with which the Empire is desirous of establishing

and maintaining relations of amity and good understanding: it being my
duty to appoint for this purpose Ministers duly authorized who in quality
of Envoys Extraordinary and previously obtaining the recognition of said

Powers, may stipulate and adjust with the Ministers who on their part may
be appointed, the Treaties and Conventions most advantageous to the

respective States: Therefore having full trust and confidence in you D.

Jose Manuel Zozaya my honorary Counsellor of State, that you will faithfully

execute so important a mission, from the proofs which you have given of

capacity and zeal in the service of your Country ,
I have given you as by these

presents I give and grant to you all my power in virtue of the authority
vested in me as the elected and sworn Emperor of the Mexican Empire,
that going to the City of Washington the Capital of the United States of

North America, in the character of my Envoy Extraordinary and Minister

Plenipotentiary near the Supreme Government of that Republic, you solicit

the recognition of the Independence of this Empire of Mexico, and having
1 MS. Notes from Mexican Legation, I.
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obtained it, that you treat, conclude and sign in my name the stipulations
and conventions which the interest of both Nations may require with the

Minister or Ministers equally authorized for that purpose, considering as I

now consider as valid and binding whatever you may thus treat, conclude
and sign, and offering upon my word that I will observe and fulfil it, as if it

had been concluded and signed by myself, urging and causing to issue the

letters of ratification in due form and commanding them to be delivered that

they may be exchanged at the time agreed upon. In faith of which I have
ordered to despatch these presents signed by my hand, sealed with the seal

of the Empire and countersigned by my underwritten Secretary of State and
of Despatch of interior and exterior relations in Mexico the twenty fifth of

September, one thousand eight hundred and twenty two, second of Inde-

pendence. Agustin Jos6 Man 1
, de Herrera Your Imperial Majesty

appoints as Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary near the
Government of the United States the honorary Counsellor of State, Don Jose
Manuel Zozaya.

872

Jose Manuel Zozaya, Mexican Minister to the United States, to John Quincy
Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

MEXICO, April 4, 1823 [?].

SIR: Before undertaking my journey for New Orleans which will be on
Wednesday next, I have received from the actual Secretary of State of the
Government of Mexico the following communication: "By the accompany-
ing Documents your Excellency will be informed of the change of Govern-
ment which has taken place in the Mexican Nation you will therefore give
to that Cabinet information of our Political regeneration which all the
Nation has received with the greatest enthusiasm and jubilee. God pre-
serve your Excellency many years. Mexico 4th of April 1823. third of

[ndependence and second of liberty. Jose" Ignacio Garcia Yllueca". I

lave the honor of transcribing to your Excellency this communication and
to accompany it with such Documents as may prove useful.

I have the honor [etc.].

1 MS. Notes from Mexican Legation, I.
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873

T. Reilly, Vice Consul of the United States at Vera Cruz, to John Quincy
Adams, Secretary of State of the United States x

ANCHORAGE OF SACRIFICIO, October 2 & 3, 1823.

SIR: The departure of Mr. Taylor for the U. S. & the Commission of Vice

Consul, which that Gentleman left me, render it my duty to informYou, that,

on the 25th of September two days after the sailing of the U. S. Ship Hornet

from V Cruz the Spanish Garrison of St Juan de Ulloa [San Juan de Uliia],

commenced hostilities against that City, by a fire of shot & shells, which with

short intervals of rest, has continued to this day, it is true with very little in-

jury as yet, to the City. The Mexican forts have always answered this fire,

it is impossible to foresee the termination of this warfare, but as it may in its

consequences compromise American property to a large amount, I doubt not,

the subject will receive from our Government, the attention which it merits.

Herewith I transmit you, copy of my letter on this subject,
2 to the Com-

manding Officer of the U. S. Naval forces in this quarter.

I have the honor [etc.].

874

T. Reilly, Vice Consul of the United States at Vera Cruz, to Commodore David

Porter, commanding the United States Squadron at Thompson's Island s

ANCHORAGE OF SACRIFICIO, October 4, 1823.

SIR: Forty eight hours after the sailing of the U. S. Ship Hornet from the

Port of Vera Cruz, the Castle of St John de Ulloa [San Juan de Ulua] opened
its fire, on the Town & forts of Vera Cruz, which has continued from the 25th
of last month to this day, at intervals, always answered by the Mexican forts,

the injury done on either side is very trifling but commerce is driven from V.

Cruz & must resort to other Points. Alvarado, a Bar harbor, 36 miles SE
from this place, admitting vessels of II feet, is the Point, which in all prob-

ability, will be most resorted to.

It is impossible to foresee, the termination of these hostils. & should the

Spanish Authorities of Cuba, support the Governor of Ulloa, in his mad at-

tack, it is somewhat probable, that a blockade of Alvarado & of the Mexican

Coast generally may be undertaken, in such an event, the property of Citi-

zens of the U. S. to a considerable amount, may be placed in imminent haz-

ard, & will require to relieve it from jeopardy, some interference on the part
of our Government & of our naval force.

1 MS. Consular Letters, Vera Cruz, I.

2 See following document (874).
3 MS. Letters, Vera Cruz, I. Enclosure in Reilly to Adams, which see above, pt. ix,

doc. 873.
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There are at present, in the Port of Alvarado, the Schr Fame of PhilacK, &
a Schr from N Orleans the Brig George & the Sch r Tom, both of PhilacK,

sail from this Anchorage, on to'morrow for the same Place, several vessels

richly laden are dayly expected from the U. S. & a large amount in Specie be-

longing to our Citizens & intended to be shipped for our Country is dayly
looked for from the Interior.

I deem it my duty to apprize you of these circumsta
. Your Patriotism &

vigilance, leave no doubt, you will promptly adopt, such measures as the case

may require.

With much respect [etc.].

875

T. Reilly, Vice Consul of the United States at Vera Cruz, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

ALVARADO, October 13, 1823,

SIR : I had the honor to address you, c/o Sch
r
Camella, informing of the rup-

ture & hostilities, between the Spanish garrison in the Castle of Ulloa, & the

Mexican Government, the latter has, on the 25th ulto, issued a Declaration

of War against Spain, & the contending Parties, are dayly engaged at Vera

Cruz, in the exchange of shot & shells.

I again beg leave, to sollicit the necessary attention of our Government, to

the commerce of the U. S. in this quarter, Alvarado will at present, with diffi-

culty admit vessels drawing 10 feet, those of greater draft must proceed to

the anchorage of Punto Lozardo W. NW of this 21 miles, or to that of Sacri-

ficio, in the same direction 30 miles, where they will find shelter from the

heavy gales of this season, but no protection from pirates or the depredations

of Spanish Cruizers, which may be sent on this Coast, A Vessel of War of the

U. S. would be sufficient to protect our Trade to this Country, which is al-

ready of great value & will probably increase much, in consequence of the

prohibition against the Spanish Flag. The most convenient station, for such

Vessel of War, would be at the Anchorage of Sacrificio, 3 miles SE of Vera

Cruz.

I have the honor [etc.].

1 MS. Consular Letters, Vera Cruz, I.
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876

William Taylor, United States Consul for Vera Cruz and Alvarado, to John

Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

NEW YORK, October 2.5, 1823.

. . . For several days prior to my departure, there was much disorder

in Vera Cruz. All intercourse was prohibited with the Castle. The old

Spaniards fled there for protection. And Lamaur, the General of the Castle,

like most other animals when about to loose [sic] their prey, flew into a most[?]

passion & threatened to batter down the Town, unless Gouvern) should

desist from what he called their offensive measures. Which amounted only to

this, to wit, Gouvern* determined to make Sacrificio (4 or 5 miles from

Vera Cruz) a Port of entry to shut up Vera Cruz, prohibit all intercourse

with the Castle, and thus, leave Lemaur to Lord it over the empty harbour of

Vera Cruz, a measure that will, if persevered in by Gouvern 1
soon put them

in possession of the Castle. On the evening of the 23rd ult was the time

Lemaur threatened to fire upon the City. When the Hornet sailed, his

matches were lighted, and yet notwithstanding all this "dreadful note of

preparation" I am inclined to the belief that nothing further has tran-

spired because the Houses in Vera Cruz belong mostly to Spaniards.

I am fete.].

877

William Taylor, United States Consul for Vera Cruz and Alvarado, to John

Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

ALVARADO, March 29, 1824.

I was two days in Vera Cruz from 6 in the evening until 8 in the morning
the Castle kept up a constant fire. Throughout the day not one gun was
fired by other party. The City has not suffered as much as might have

been expected five hundred dollars would repair the damages sustained by

any one House.
1 MS. Consular Letters, Vera Cruz, I.
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878

William Taylor, United Stales Consul for Vera Cruz and Alvarado, to John.

Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States r

[EXTRACT]

ALVARADO, October 20, 1824.

. . . Yucatan still continues her intercourse with Cuba, but Santana,

having from some cause or other resigned the Govern[or]ship of that State,

His Successor, who has not yet sailed hence, will doubtless shut the Ports of

Campeachy & Sisal ag
l

Spanish Commerce, when the event of last winter

may reasonably be expected to be renewed.

The castle of San Juan de Ulua remains in statu quo . If it is ever given up,
it will not be until this Gouvernment shall have acquired the aid of some
maritime Power. Their own exertions amount to nothing. There is a

strong and marked preference shewn to the English owing to their loans.

Whilst our recognition of their Independ
6
passes for nothing, since it was

unaccompanied by aid of any sort.

879

William Taylor, United States Consul for Vera Cruz and Alvarado, to Henry
Clay, Secretary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

ALVARADO, April 8, 1825.

The Agents of this Gouvernment are trying the force of Intrigue with the

new General of the Castle of San Juan de Ulua, Coppenger. It is whispered
about that their prospects are good.

I have the honor [etc.].

1 MS. Consular Letters, Vera Cruz, I.
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Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to James Smith
Wikocks, United States Consul at Mexico l

PUEBLA, May 15, 1825.

DEAR SIR: I have this moment received your letter of the I2th. instant,
2

in which you mention your conversation with the Secretary of State, on the

subject of my reception. I wish you would say to him, that the government
of the United States will be much flattered and I highly gratified, that this

government should adopt the republican simplicity of our form of receiving

foreign Ministers ; provided that form be general. To receive every minister

from a foreign state exactly in the same manner as that state receives minis-

ters accredited to it, would' be very objectionable. Every court in Europe
has its own forms, which are applicable to all. The rank of the Envoy makes
the only distinction in his mode of reception. For instance, a Minister Pleni-

potentiary from the United States of America is received with the same

forms and ceremonies at the court of St. Petersburg as a Minister from Aus-

tria, Paris or London, altho' the reception of a Russian Minister at Washing-
ton is attended with precisely the same ceremonies as that of all other Minis-

ters, that is to say, with as little as possible. The same observation applies

to the courts of London, Paris, Madrid &? The Minister from Mexico was

received by the President of the United States at Washington in the same
manner and with the same forms and ceremonies as those from Paris, St.

Petersburg or London.

I repeat, therefore, that if it be the intention of this government to regard

my reception as a precedent, I shall not be satisfied, but highly gratified, to

be received with the utmost republican simplicity. But the government of

the United States, after its generous and disinterested conduct towards these

countries; after having by negociation and example so largely contributed to

the recognition of their Independence, would have just cause of complaint,
if any distinction, derogatory to its character, were to be made between the

reception of its Envoy and that of any crowned head in Europe.
I am [etc.].

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I, enclosed in Poinsett to Secretary of State, June 41

1825, which see below, pt. ix, doc. 884.
2 The following is the portion of Wilcocks's letter of May 12 referred to:

As the British Commissioner had been received here with great ceremony, I asked
the Secretary of State, in an informal conversation I had with him, in what manner you
would be received. He replied, that as yet no particular form or etiquette had been
established by the Government for the reception of foreign Ministers; but in your case,
similar attentions in every respect should be paid to you, as were manifested by our

government to their Minister at Washington which, I presume, will be none at all.
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Address of Gua&alupe Victoria,^
President of Mexico, to the British ChargS

d'Affaires, May 31, 1825
x

The ties which have heretofore bound this nation to a power of Europe
being dissolved forever, she has assumed of right that rank, to which the

Laws of nature and the will of her people entitle her, and placed herself on the

list of independent and sovereign nations.

Already we have reached this fortunate state, and the justice of that great

people who sustain the liberties of the world, has yielded the respect due to

our rights and to the stability, which their profound policy has recognized in

the United Mexican States.

We are placed beyond the reach of dangers the revolution is terminated

our institutions are organised the sources of our national wealth are

opened, and every interest is identified with the honor and existence of the

Republic. By these results our Independence and our Liberty are confirmed.

The glorious struggle has resounded throughout the world, and its ultimate

objects are accomplished. Great Britain has recognised us free and inde-

pendent.
I have every reason, then, to be assured, that the mutual friendship of both

nations will be perpetuated by the causes, which have led to the expression
of these sentiments. My best wishes are cordially identified with the pros-

perity of the British nation.

I cannot but express my satisfaction, that a person so worthy has been

charged with the affairs of Great Britain near the Republic.

882

Address of Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Guadalupe
Victoria, President of Mexico, June i, 1825

x

MOST EXCELLENT SIR: In presenting to your Excellency the credentials

which have just been read, it affords me the highest satisfaction to place them
in the hands of a person so distinguished, not only for his heroic efforts in the

cause of the Independence of his country, but for his devoted attachment to

civil liberty.

The United States of America recognise the right every nation possesses to

adopt the form of government it may judge best adapted to its circumstances

and most likely to secure the happiness of its people. It cannot however,

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I, enclosed in Poinsett to Secretary of State, June 4,

1825, which see below, pt. IX, doc. 884.
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be denied, that they regarded with deep interest the political movements of

this country and the final decision of the Mexican people. It is with un-

feigned satisfaction, that they have seen the only free government that bor-

ders on them, erect itself into a sister republic, and it has been peculiarly

flattering to them, that it should have made choice of a Federal Constitution

so similar to their own. They ardently hope, that it may contribute in an

equal degree to the prosperity of the people it governs.

The principles, upon which the right of Independence has been maintained

in these countries, are not only identical with those, upon which that of the

United States of America was asserted and achieved, but rest upon the same

imperishable foundation the sovereignty of the people and the unalienable

rights of Man. To a cause reposing upon such a basis, the people of the

United States could not be indifferent. From the first dawning of the Inde-

pendence of these states, their sympathies have been with great unanimity
and constancy enlisted in its favor

; they have watched its struggles and vi-

cissitudes with intense interest, and have rejoiced like brothers in its success-

ful termination. The sentiments of the Government of the United States of

America have been in perfect harmony with those of their people, and their

political course such as was prescribed by their relative duties to all parties.

At an early period of the struggle between Spain and her colonies, they con-

sidered it in the light of a civil war, in which both parties were entitled to

equal rights. They have never ceased by their negociations to exert their

influence with Spain and the other nations of Europe in favor of the American

States ;
and have frequently represented to the former the policy of conclud-

ing a peace with her late colonies.

As soon as it appeared, that Spain had no longer any prospect of maintain-

ing her dominion over these countries, and that they had established govern-
ments of their own, and within a year after Mexico had declared her Inde-

pendence, the United States acknowledged it by a solemn act, which passed
their Congress with unexampled unanimity. They have since declared, that

they would not regard with indifference any attempt on the part of the

powers of Europe to wrest it from them. In this act of recognition, they took

the lead of the whole civilised world, and gave an example, which has since

been followed by the freest government of Europe, and which, by this act,

has shewn itself to be the most magnanimous.
It is by no means my intention in this recapitulation of the course of policy

pursued towards these countries by the United States of America, to boast of

services rendered, or to solicit any favors in return. The United States will

require no privileges for their citizens from this government, which they will

not be willing on their part to accord to the citizens of Mexico. They wish

only to see the friendly relations between the two countries so extended and
harmonized as to promote the welfare of both

; and that the first foundations

of the permanent future intercourse between them should be laid in principles
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lot only benevolent and liberal in themselves, but consistent with the policy

ind interests of both governments.
The President of the United States of America has confided to me full

powers to conclude Treaties of limits and of commerce, and I cannot but con-

gratulate myself in having been chosen by him to form the first political

relations between two sister republics, which, from their position, their policy,

ind their mutual interests, must forever be united in the strictest bonds of

friendship.

883

Reply of Giiadalupe Victoria, President of Mexico, to the address of Joel

Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, June i, 1825
l

Two nations fortunately bordering on each other, find themselves still more

strongly united by the important relations of that liberty, which both enjoy,

by the fundamental laws which govern them, and by that community of

interests, which, in the balance of the world, has identified the fortune and

the destiny of the United States of North America with the destiny and for-

tune of Mexico.

This great people, on being relieved from their humiliating guardianship,

fixed their eyes on the examples set them by the people of the North, and the

remembrance of the Father of American Liberty, of George Washington, is as

grateful to them as that of the heroes, who have here laid with their blood the

foundations of Justice, Peace and Philanthropy.

I must Excellent Sir, in conformity with the wishes of the United Mexican

States, congratulate myself, with all to whom the liberty of America is dear,

that the bonds that unite these nations, which have with so much dignity

raised their heads and sustained the lights of the new world, should be drawn

closer and closer.

It is with the utmost satisfaction, that I recognise in your Excellency the

Representative of a friendly and sister Republic, and that I offer you the sen-

timents of my highest consideration.

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I, enclosed in Poinsett to Secretary of State, June 4, 1825,
which see below, pt. IX, doc. 884.
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884

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

MEXICO, June 4,

DEAR SIR: On the ist of June, I was received by the President of the Unit-

ed Mexican States, at a public audience, at which the foreign Ministers,

Secretaries of the government, and Deputations from the Ecclesiastical, civil

and military authorities of the general government assisted. Mr Ward, the

Charge des Affaires from His Britannic Majesty, had been received the day

before, with precisely the same forms and ceremonies. I understand the

only difference to have been, that on his reception, those who were cited alone

were present; whereas on the 1st, the room was crowded to suffocation with

Senators, Members of Congress, and respectable inhabitants of the city. I

availed myself of the opportunity to set the conduct of the United States to-

wards these countries in its true light. I thought such an exposition abso-

lutely necessary after the speech of the President of these states to the British

Charg6 on the preceding day.

IT IS MANIFEST THAT THE BRITISH HAVE MADE GOOD USE OF THEIR TIME AND

OPPORTUNITIES. THE PRESIDENT AND THREE OF THE SECRETARIES OF STATE

TREASURY AND ECCLESIASTICAL AFFAIRS ARE IN THEIR INTEREST. WE HAVE A

VERY RESPECTABLE PARTY IN BOTH HOUSES OF CONGRESS AND A VAST MAJORITY
OF THE PEOPLE ARE IN FAVOR OF THE STRICTEST UNION WITH THE UNITED

STATES THEY REGARD THE BRITISH WITH DISTRUST.

The papers
z that accompany this are marked A. B. C. D. A. a letter to

Mr Wilcocks, on the subject of my reception at this court. B. The Presi-

dent's speech on the reception of the British Charg6, who did not reply or

pronounce any discourse. C. my discourse to the President. D. His reply.

I have the honor [etc.].

885

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States 3

[EXTRACT]

MEXICO, June 15, 1825.

This government has received official information of the dispersion of the

royalist forces, commanded by Gen. Olaneta in Upper Peru. The main body
1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I. The portion of this document printed in small capital

letters was received in cipher.
2 See above, pt. ix, under the respective dates May 15, (doc. 880); May 31, (doc. 881);

June I, (doc. 882); and another of same date (doc. 883).
3 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I.
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of his army, which was in Cochabamba, has gone over to the Patriots. Boli-

var writes, that there is no longer any occasion for his presence in Upper Peru,

and declines marching his forces any further into that country. He consid-

ers the war terminated there, and urges this government to send their dep-
uties to Panama earlier than was before proposed (October next), expressing
his earnest wishes, that the meeting may not be delayed later than July next.

The object of hastening the meeting of this American Congress is, doubtless,

to concert measures for attacking Cuba.

Proposals were made to these States by the government of Colombia,

through their Minister here, to make a joint attack on Cuba. The subject
was fully discussed by Congress in secret session, and they finally resolved

that such an enterprise would be inexpedient at present. One reason urged
was the fear, that Great Britain might be opposed to the Independence of

Cuba, as they suppose, that nation would apprehend a similar movement in

Jamaica. THE FACT HOWEVER is THAT THEY HAVE AMBITIOUS VIEWS ON
THAT ISLAND, AND WOULD PREFER UNDERTAKING THE EXPEDITION WITHOUT
THE AID OF COLOMBIA. THE PEOPLE OF CUBA HAVE AGENTS HERE AND IN

COLOMBIA IN ORDER TO SOLICIT THE AID OF THOSE GOVERNMENTS. I AM DIS-

POSED TO BELIEVE THAT THEY FLATTER BOTH WITH THE EXPECTATION, THAT
CUBA WILL UNITE ITSELF TO THEM. HERE THEY CONFESS TO ME THAT THEY
HAVE DONE SO WITH A VIEW OF STIMULATING THIS GOVERNMENT TO UNDER-
TAKE THE EXPEDITION. THEY ASSURE ME THAT THE PRESIDENT HAD GIVEN

HIS WORD TO USE HIS INFLUENCE IN FAVOR OF THE PROJECT WITH CONGRESS

WHICH IS TO BE ASSEMBLED IN JULY OR AUGUST, AND TOLD THEM THAT ONE
MILLION WAS SET APART TO DEFRAY THE EXPENSES OF THE EXPEDITION.

THE INDUCEMENT HELD OUT TO THE PEOPLE OF CUBA TO BECOME A PART OF

THIS CONFEDERATION IS, THAT GREAT BRITAIN HAVING RECOGNISED THE INDE-

PENDENCE OF MEXICO, THAT OF CUBA WOULD BE SECURED, IN THE ACT OF

BECOMING A STATE OR STATES OF MEXICO. I TOOK OCCASION LAST NIGHT TO

SPEAK TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE ON THE SUBJECT. HE DID NOT DENY THAT
I WAS ACCURATELY INFORMED AS TO THE DISPOSITION OF SOME MEMBERS OF

GOVERNMENT TO ANNEX CUBA TO MEXICO, BUT ASSURED ME THAT HE, HIMSELF,

WAS OPPOSED TO IT. THE GREATER SECURITY AGAINST THIS EVENT WILL BE

IN THE JEALOUSY OF THE GOVERNMENT OF COLOMBIA, AND IN THE DISPOSITION

OF THE PEOPLE OF CUBA. BOTH OUGHT IMMEDIATELY TO BE OPERATED UPON.

I HAVE NO MEANS OF COMMUNICATING WITH OUR MINISTER AT BOGOTA.
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Lucas Alamdn, Secretary of State of Mexico, to Joel Roberts Poinsett, United
States Minister to Mexico l

NATIONAL PALACE OF MEXICO, August 16, 1825.

MOST EXCELLENT SIR: I have the honor to enclose to your excellency, num-

bered i to 5, copies
z of the communications received by this Government from

their agent in Jamaica, and of a paragraph from a Kingston Gazette, which

he sends with them. Whatever degree of credit may be given to the intelli-

gence of the union of French maritime forces in Martinique, to the number of

28 sail, and which is founded on two notices, confirmatory of each other, the

fact appears undoubted that a French squadron, composed of two ships-of-

the-line, seven frigates, and two brigs, passed Cape St. Nicholas, sailing in

the direction of Havana, since, as your excellency will see by the copy No.

4, the commander of the Colombian schooner-of-war, the Zulma, gives offi-

cial notice to his Government of his having fallen in with it, and of having

spoken one of the frigates. By the paragraph of the Jamaica Gazette, copied

in No. 5, your excellency will see that it is said, although on information less

certain, that French troops had disembarked in the island of Cuba, and that

its capital was about to be garrisoned by French troops. Supposing only so

much of all this to be true as is absolutely incontestable, which is, that a

French squadron, composed of nine large vessels and two smaller, has ap-

peared of! the coast of the island of Cuba, sailing in the direction of the

Havana, and immediately the question occurs, What is the object of this

force? Undoubtedly, it will not be pretended that it is to protect the French

commerce in the West Indian seas, for it is very well known that in them it

has no other enemies but the pirates, who are enemies to all nations, and

against these, it is clear, there would not be sent large vessels united in squad-
ron ; neither can it be said that these vessels have for their object the island

of St. Domingo, because it would always be asked wherefore they were di-

rected towards the Havana? And even should such excuses be alleged in-

stead of an admissible explanation, they would only, in the present state of

these countries, call to mind the cordon sanitaire, under pretext was organized
on the frontiers of Spain, the very Army which was to invade it. If it is pre-

tended that a French squadron may go to the Havana without causing well

founded alarm, because that place is in the possession of Spain, it should be

remembered that Havana is the headquarters of the Spanish forces in the

present war against the American continent. From thence have issued the

reinforcements and every description of supplies for the Spanish Army which

fought in Colombia, and from thence the Spanish garrison of the Castle of

San Juan de Ulloa still maintains itself; so that even in the case when the

Spaniards of the Havana would receive no direct aid from the French forces,

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, VI, 364.
1 Not printed in this collection.



these, by placing that bay under shelter, give to the former the means of at-

tacking us, by leaving them at liberty to dispose of their ships-of-war against

us, and even of their land forces. This reasoning would be much stronger, if,

as reported, the fortresses of the Havana have been garrisoned by French

troops, under whatsoever pretext those may have been delivered up to them ;

for such a measure can produce no other effect than to leave the Spanish
forces free to undertake expeditions against the continent. Under whatever

aspect this extraordinary and secret union of French forces in Martinique be

considered, and, much more, their employment on the island of Cuba, the

President of this Republic can do no less than see in it an act positively hos-

tile against the independent States of America, or, at least, so suspicious that

it justly demands the attention of this Government. That of your excel-

lency has declared, in the most solemn manner, that it will never consent that

any third Power interfere in the existing question between Spain and the

independent States of America which formerly were part of her dominions.

The conduct of France, in the step to which I refer, is certainly an interfer-

ence which, for being dissembled, is not more excusable. The President,

therefore, directs me to inform your excellency of these important events,

and to request that you will be pleased to bring them to the notice of your

Government, from whose friendship he hopes that it will ask of that of his

most Catholic Majesty such explanations as the case requires, which may
serve also as a rule of proceeding to these States, which, in the meantime,
under these circumstances, will find themselves obliged to adopt that line of

conduct with respect to France which may be dictated by prudence and the

necessity of preserving their dignity and political existence.

The President flatters himself that the Government of your excellency will

see in this step a new and distinguished proof of the confidence and reci-

procity of interests which happily exists between both nations.

I have the honor [etc.].

887

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to LucasAlamdn, Secre-

tary of State of Mexico
l

MEXICO, August 17, 1825.

SIR : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency's note

of the 16th instant,
2
together with the copies of the communications which

this Government has received from its agent in Jamaica, and of a paragraph
from the Gazette of Kingston, numbered from one to five.

^American State Papers, Foreign Relations, VI, 365.
2 See above, pt. ix, doc. 886. The enclosures are not printed in this collection.
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In compliance with his excellency the President's desire, I shall immediate-

ly transmit them to my Government, not doubting that the President of the

United States will take measures to obtain the explanations which his excel-

lency the President of these States solicits him to ask from his most Catholic

Majesty.
I beg your excellency to assure the President that in the declaration made

by the late President of the United States, in his message to Congress of the

2d of December, 1823, respecting the policy it would become the United States

to adopt in the event of any interposition of the Powers of Europe in the con-

test between Spain and the independent States of America which formerly

formed a part of her dominions, he spoke the sentiments of the whole nation;

and that the present President cherishes the same feelings towards these

countries, and entirely coincides in the views and principles laid down in that

message.

Although the reunion of so large a French force in the island of Martinique,

and the information received by this Government of the appearance of a

numerous squadron of the ships-of-war of that nation in the vicinity of the

island of Cuba, are certainly calculated to alarm the fears and to excite the

suspicions of this Government as to the ulterior views of his most Catholic

Majesty, and not only justify but call for measures of precaution, I cannot

abstain from observing to your excellency that these movements do not

necessarily imply hostile intentions on the part of France towards these

countries, and that it will be politic that the measures this Government pro-

poses to take with regard to France should not be of a nature to give just

cause of complaint to his most Catholic Majesty, if it should hereafter appear

that the reunion of so large a force in Martinique and the movements of the

French squadron in the West India seas were entirely unconnected with any

designs of that Government against the Americas.

I trust his excellency the President will attribute this expression of my
opinion to the only motive which can actuate me my earnest solicitude for

the peace and security of this country.

I have the honor [etc.].

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

MEXICO, August 17, 1825.

SIR: I received this day a note from the Secretary of State, dated on the

16th instant, a translation of which accompanies this letter, together with my
1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, VI, 364.
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reply,
1 marked A. and B. The intelligence communicated by the agent of

this Government at Jamaica of a large French force being collected at Mar-

tinique, and of the appearance of a squadron of French vessels-of-war off the

western cape of the island of St. Domingo, directing their course towards

Havana, has produced a great sensation here, and a strong disposition exists

on the part of the Executive and of Congress to take very decisive measures

against the French residents and against the commerce of that nation ; a dis-

position which I shall use every exertion to soften and restrain within due
bounds.

The Charg d'Affaires of his Britannic Majesty despatches this evening a

courier for London, by the way of New York, to convey intelligence of these

events to his Court. He waits for my letters, and I have not time, therefore,

to write so fully by this opportunity as I could have wished.

I have the honor [etc.].

889

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States z

[EXTRACTS]

MEXICO, August 21, 1825.

The correspondence respecting the reported movements of the French

fleet on the West India seas, which accompanied my last letter, was attended

with circumstances which I had not then time to communicate.

The intelligence was received on the isth instant by the Secretary of State.

On the morning of the i6th he called upon the charge d'affaires of his Britan-

nic Majesty and showed him the letters from the agent of this Government at

Jamaica. Mr. Ward came immediately to me to consult what was to be

done, and expressed a wish that we should act in concert. As I had not seen

the Secretary nor the letters to which he alluded, I could only reply that I

was perfectly willing to do so, provided this Government, in their communi-
cations with us, placed both our Governments on precisely the same footing.

He immediately went to the palace and saw the Secretary of State, to whom
he explained his desire that the notes to be addressed to us should be verbatim

et literatim the same. Late in the afternoon the Secretary called on me and

exhibited the letters he had received from Jamaica, and which induced him to

believe that France entertained hostile intentions against this country. In

this conversation I assured him of the friendly disposition of the United

1 For Alamdn's note of the r6th and Poinsett's reply of the I7th see above, pt. ix, docs.

886 and 887.
2 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, V, 909.
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States, and that they would not view with indifference the occupation of the

island of Cuba by France, especially if it was the result of any hostile views

towards Mexico; but, at the same time, hinted that the imprudent conduct of

some of their commanders might have induced Spain to cede that island to

the French, rather than have it wrested from her in the manner proposed by
Santa Anna, of which they were fully aware. . . .

When Mr. Ward was informed that the Secretary had said nothing to me of

his interview with him, nor of his intention to make the notes to be addressed

to us on this subject similar, he waited on the President and reiterated his

request. The President, after assuring him that this should be done, de-

clared that he himself was ignorant of the arrival of this important intelli-

gence until he saw it published in the Sol. . . .

On the ensuing day, notes, couched in exactly the same words, were

received by both Mr. Ward and myself. I objected to the language and

waited upon Mr. Alaman to state my objections. The original note after

stating that we had declared, in the most solemn manner, that we would

never consent that any third power should interpose in the question be-

tween Spain and her former colonies, and that the conduct of France, on this

occasion, is certainly an interposition, which, however cloaked, is not the less

inexcusable goes on to say: "The President, therefore, instructs me to in-

form your excellency of these important occurrences, so that, by bringing

them to the notice of your Government, it may demand of his Most Catholic

Majesty such explanations as the case requires."

I told the Secretary that the declaration of the President and the known

friendly disposition of the Government and of the people of the United

States towards these countries did not confer upon this Government the

privilege of demanding our interference as a right. He expressed his readi-

ness to alter the phraseology of the note, and it was done. . . . The
note to his Britannic Majesty's charge d'affaires was afterwards altered in

the same terms, and the substance of our answers corresponded.

890

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States !

[DECODIFICATION 2
]

MEXICO, September 22, 1825.

SIR: I have just received information which I deem important you should

be made acquainted with, as early as possible. A Secret Agent of this Gov-
1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I.
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ernment writes to the Secretary of State that the (views) of France on this

Country (were) revealed to him, as he declares, byM r
. de Villele. They are

to prevail upon the King of Spain to renounce his right to Mexico in favor of

Francisco de Paula, the youngest of the Spanish Mise-r-bo-ns (Bourbons) ;
to

send that Prince to Havana, where a large force is to be collected
;
to land him

at the head of this force on some part of this Coast
; to endeavour to negotiate

with England, by stating that France feels every disposition to follow the

example of Great Britain, by recognizing the independence of the Spanish
Colonies, but that the form of Government those States have thought proper
to adopt presented a serious obstacle to her taking such a measure

; but which

might be removed by the establishment in those Countries of limited Mon-
archies. The Circumstances which induce me to give some degree of Credit

to this Communication are, that this Agent is an old Spaniard, and writes to

Alaman, who was known during his residence in Europe to have been of (the)

Bourbon faction in this Country; the proposal made formerly by France, that

this Prince might be permitted to travel in Italy and France, to visit his Re-
lations there, which at the time was refused by the King of Spain ; he was the

prince dis-na-ted (designated) by the Spaniards (who} in the plan of Iguala,
the existence of a faction in this Country in favour of the Bourbons, and
because this plan will enable France to co-operate against the American

Republics secretly, money alone being required to carry such a scheme into

execution. From [sic] obvious reasons, Great Britain will be opposed to a

Bourbon being placed on the throne of Mexico.

Alaman laid this Communication, dated the iyth June, before the Presi-

dent on the 1 5th Instant, who the next day submitted (it) to the British

Charge" d'Affaires. Nothing has been said to me on the subject by the Presi-

dent or Minister, altho' I see the latter daily. I was aware of the existence of

this Communication for some days past, but could not discover the nature of

it until this morning.
I have the honor [etc.].

891

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States x

MEXICO, September 24, 1825.

SIR: Yesterday the Secy of State communicated to me the information

contained in my despatch N. 20. 2 The Circumstances were slightly varied,

only, however, as to the date and channel thro' which this Govt. had received

the Intelligence. He made on the same day a similar Communication to the

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I.

2 See above, pt. ix, doc. 890, Poinsett to Clay, September 22, 1825.
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Charg6 d'Affaires of His Britannic Majesty, not being aware that the Presi-

dent had previously shown to that Gentleman the Letter of their Agent in

Paris.

I have the honor [etc.].

892

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Rufus King, United

States Minister to Great Britain l

MEXICO, October 10, 1825.

DEAR SIR: I wrote to you, a few days ago, an account of the difficulties I

had encountered in my negociations with this government, all arising out of

their pre-existing treaty with Great Britain . As circumstances have occurred

which render it necessary that I should again address you on the subject, I

will briefly recapitulate what has passed, lest my former letter should not

have reached its destination.

In the 4
th article of the Treaty between Great Britain and Mexico, the

principle of the most favored nation is established, with an exception in favor

of those nations which formerly were Spanish possessions, to which Mexico,

from the fraternal ties that unite them, might accord privileges not be to ex-

tensive to Great Britain. My objections to this exception were, that it was

contrary to the interests of America that such distinctions should be made,
and that, altho' from the circumstance of Treaties having been concluded

upon a different basis with the other Republics of America such a provision

would be of no avail, still a war between the United States and any of those

Republics might dissolve those treaties and place it in the power of Mexico

to favor our enemies without violating her engagements with us.

On asking H. B. M.'s Charg6 des affaires how he came to consent to this

provision in the Treaty, he assured me, that the Plenipotentiaries on the part

of G. B. only consented to its insertion because they were shown the Treaty
between Mexico and Colombia, concluded and ratified here, and which con-

tained this agreement. They were compelled therefore to accept this condi-

tion or make no treaty. I then urged him to address a note to this govern-

ment, setting forth the reasons which alone had induced the Plenipotentiaries

of H. B. M. to accede to this exception, and inviting this government to ex-

punge it from the Treaty, since, by the non-ratification of their Treaty with

Colombia, those reasons no longer existed. Mr. Ward adopted this course.

Some time after, the Plenipotentiaries of Mexico proposed to me, to allow

them to insert the exception, with the condition to be mutually bound by
what should be finally agreed upon between G. Britain and Mexico. Of

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I, enclosed in Poinsett to Clay, October 12, 1825, which
see below, pt. ix, doc. 893.
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course, I rejected so degrading a proposition, and, among other reasons,

stated, that if G. Britain ratified the treaty with an exception so injurious to

her commerce, her only motive could be to create distinctions, which might
divide the Republics of America, whereas it was our interest and that of both

the Americas, that they should be closely united. This opinion became pub-
lic, for there are no secrets in Mexico, and opened Mr. Ward's eyes to what he

imagines to be the true interests of Great Britain. In consequence, he with-

drew his note, and set about forming an European party in opposition to that

he thinks organised by me. Both those measures are, in my opinion, impol-
itic and calculated to prejudice the interests of Great Britain. The with-

drawal of his note has confirmed the opinion I had expressed, and the attempt
to form a party strictly European in this country will only produce the effect

of confounding Great Britain with the other European powers, whereas it

appears to have been her policy, as it is manifestly her interest, to separate
herself as much as possible from them in relation to American affairs. I never

have confounded Great Britain with the powers of Europe that are hostile to

the independence and liberties of these countries. I have considered her

interests identified with ours in the cause of American emancipation and in

the defence of free government, and came here disposed to make common
cause with her Envoy for the extension of liberal principles of trade for the

mutual protection of our industry and capital and for the diffusion of more

tolerant religious sentiments. In this sense 1 have hitherto acted; but if

Great Britain seeks to divide the Americas, or strives to destroy the princi-

ples of Republican Government which are taking root in these countries, or

to create a party strictly European and therefore adverse to our interests, her

Ministers must not complain if we exert all our influence to counteract their

views. If I were inimical to the interests of Great Britain in these countries,

I would invite such a contest; I am not, and therefore deprecate it. It

does not appear to me to be consistent with the policy of Great Britain to

provoke it; I can venture to predict, that it will not prove her interest to do so.

Learning that Mr. Ward was about to dispatch a courier to London and

presuming that his object was to communicate to Mr. Canning his fears with

regard to the influence he supposes me to have acquired here, and its prob-

able effects upon the interests of Great Britain; as well as the new views he

had taken in relation to the Treaty, I sought an interview with him and frank-

ly explained my opinion of the course he seems disposed to pursue of its

impolicy and inefficacy. I am afraid, he thinks that I have made a tool of

him, and is vexed and mortified because he was induced to send in the note

protesting against the exception made in the 4th article of the Treaty; there

certainly was no intention on my part to injure him or the interests of the

nation he represents by advising him to take that step. In my opinion, the

interests of Great Britain have been much more seriously affected by the with-

drawal of that note.
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I thought it useful that you should be made acquainted with what has

passed here, in the event of Mr Canning saying any thing to you on the sub-

ject. I am aware, that Mr. Ward has very exaggerated notions of the extent

of my influence here, and I fear, not very correct ones of my disposition

towards Great Britain.. You, who have long known me, will not hesitate to

believe that whatever influence I may possess, has been acquired fairly and

that it will be exerted honorably. It certainly shall not be exerted against

the interests of Great Britain, unless, by the acts of her own agents, they

become confounded with those of the European powers that are hostile to

this Hemisphere.
I have the honor [etc.].

893

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States 1

[DECODIFICATION]

MEXICO, October 12, 1825.

SIR: Circumstances have occurred between the Charg< d'Affaires of Great

Britain and myself which have induced me to write to Mister King. A copy
of that letter marked A is herewith inclosed.2

Knowing that we have very

important negotiations pending in London and aware of the character of M r
.

Canning I thought it proper that M r
. King should be in possession of the facts

and be enabled to give any explanation that may be required. I informed

you shortly after my arrival of the state of parties here. The English had

been so long in peaceable possession of the field that they had secured an over-

whelming influence in the Cabinet. The President from peculiar circum-

stances was disposed to favour them. Immediately after the fall of Iturbide

and while Victoria was in Jalapa he had several interviews with a certain D r
.

MacKey who declared himself to be agent of the British Government. He

communicated the result to the newly established executive at Mexico. By
that correspondence it appears that the English agent proposed that Mexico

should grant certain commercial privileges to Great Britain as the price of

the recognition of her independence, by the latter. Victoria was rather dis-

posed to comply with these terms but the other members of the executive

thought differently and the agent was despatched to London with an am-

biguous answer inviting that Government to send Commissioners assuring
M r

. Canning of the disposition to receive them in the most friendly and cor-

dial manner and insinuating the possibility of their obtaining whatever privi-

leges they might demand. Victoria therefore on the arrival of the Com-

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I. 2 See above, pt. ix, doc. 892.
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missioners considered the establishment of the friendly relations between the

two countries as peculiarly his own work and was most forward in the atten-

tions that were shown them. You are aware of the extent of those last

attentions and of the enthusiasm with which they were received. When Mr.

Ward who went to England with the report of the Commissioners returned to

Mexico he brought a very flattering and friendly letter from Mr
. Canning to

the President which produced the effect he had supposed it would and bound
Victoria still more closely to the English interests. The British Commis-
sioners paid great court to Tornel the secretary of the President a vain and
venal man who exercises great influence over his chief. Aleman who is cer-

tainly a man of talents but suspected with reason of an European bias gave in

to the views. I before told you that he received a salary from a British

mining company. Esteva the secretary of the Treasury was intimately
united with Eldeman [Alaman?]. Not satisfied with the influence they en-

joyed a scheme was coasted (planned) by them in conjunction with Santa

Maria the Minister from Colombia and the Countess of Regla a pretty Creole

possessed of great shrewdness and exercising great influence over Victoria to

turn out Don Pablo de la Llave the Minister of Justice and Ecclesiastical

affairs and to appoint the Bishop of Puebla in his place. This man is an

European by birth and an insidious and dangerous enemy to these countries.

He played a distinguished part in the elevation of the usurper Iturbide. At
the period of the formation of this plot, I was made acquainted with what was

passing. La Llave had retired to the country awaiting the event without an

exertion but Ramos de Arispe another priest his friend a man of an active

intriguing character who had been a deputy of one of the Mexican provinces

in Spain and while there brought frequently in collision with the Bishop of

Puebla, opposed himself vigorously to the appointment of the latter and rind-

ing that he could not prevent it procured himself to be appointed chief

officer in that department this movement and a declaration made by Llave

that he would appeal to the public and expose the intrigues of the trio pre-

vented the Bishop from accepting the appointment [sic]. He had taken a

house here and was expected when Esteva went to Puebla suddenly and in

consequence of that interview as it is supposed the Bishop refused the ap-

pointment. The party formed in the senate against Aleman was gradually

becoming formidable and he must have yielded to it and have retired. His

fall was however hastened by a personal pique between him and M r
. Ward

i

which induced the latter to exert his influence direct and indirect with the
j

President to obtain his dismissal. Aleman became aware of the combination

against him and resigned. Esteva who saw that the fall of his associate was
inevitable had already abandoned him. Ramos Arispe used every effort to

induce the President to appoint Michelena the late envoy to London to the

post vacated by the resignation obstacle (of) Aleman but Victoria has a per-

sonal feeling against Michelena. He both dislikes and fears him and there-
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fore resisted the efforts of Arispe and his friends. He has appointed a young
man from Jalapa very little known one Camacho. Michelena and Arispe
have been selected by the President to go to Panama but the latter assures me
that they will not both go. It is rumoured that in order to induce Michelena

to go on this Mission Arispe is to be appointed Minister of grace and justice

in the place of la Llave who resigns. Arispe is a man of talents daring and

intriguing. He professes the warmest zeal in the cause of America de-

clares himself anxious to promotemy views and has been useful to me but I do

not repose entire confidence in him or his professions. The fall of Alaman
struck the European party with terror. Esteva hastened to assure me of his

earnest desire to see our countries united and an American system formed on

the principles he knew I had at heart. The President sent me word that he

wished to have an interview with me and not withstanding I requested that

he would appoint a time when it might be convenient to him to receive me, he

insisted on coming to me. Our interview was very friendly and in the course

of it he gave me repeated assurances of regard for the United States and of

his American sentiments. He had been indisposed towards me by the lan-

guage I was compelled to hold in relation to the island of Cuba. I explained

the sentiments of my government on that subject and he declared himself

satisfied. I believe that their plans on Cuba may now be controlled and the

executive is not quite so ardent in the prosecution of them. The President is

a very good man with no bad dispositions but he is very vain and is badly

surrounded. He listens to the tales of his secretary Colonel Tornel and of

Esteva
;
the first is a very bad man without a single redeeming quality. He

is striving to supplant Obregon in the Mission to the United States. I be-

lieve him to be in the pay of the British Charge d'Affaires. Esteva is a man
of great activity and of some talents ; he came over to the American party

only because he perceived the impossibility of sustaining himself independ-

ently of it but on the day that he declared himself to me, he told the grossest

falsehoods of me to M r
. Ward which occasioned in a great measure the differ-

ence between that gentleman and myself. The state of society here is

scarcely to be credited. I hardly know a man however high his rank or office

whose word can be relied on and many of the leading members in both houses

will receive a bribe to advocate a private claim with as little scruple as you
would have received a fee to argue a cause before the Supreme Court; from

such men I would have kept aloof had I been permitted to have done so, but

they sought me and I found it necessary to form a party out of such elements

as the country afforded or to leave the English masters of the field. The lat-

ter are now as much alarmed as they were formerly confident of their ascend-

ency. They cannot conceal either their mortification or fears and Mr
. Ward

has despatched a messenger to Mr. Canning with the most exaggerated ac-

counts of my influence. I only wish one half of what he believes were true.

His want of tact and overwrought exertions may contribute to establish that
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influence he so much dreads. We have received intelligence that the treaty
between Mexico and Great Britain has not been ratified in London. Mr.
Morier will probably return to renew the negotiations.
M r

. Ward after making a sort of amende honorable thro' a mutual friend Mr
.

Francis Baring has just called upon me and I unhesitatingly assured him that
the alterations in the treaty which his Government was desirous to obtain
should not meet with any opposition on my part but on the contrary should
have my cordial support. They relate as I understand to the 7, 8 and 14

th
.

articles of that treaty.

It is I believe settled that Michelena and one Domingues who was Minister
of Justice under Iturbide govern (go) to Panama.
The country is tranquil and I see no cause to fear any convulsion except

that in a republic without virtue and with a large standing army, there is

always danger. I have represented forcibly to these people that they cannot
assemble a large force on any one point without great danger to the liberties

of the country and that the return of a successful or of a defeated army from
Cuba would be attended with risk; the first would be elated and devoted to

the chief who had led them to victory and in the event of defeat they might
attribute their disasters to the Government at home and be disposed to effect

a revolution. There is some danger too from that provision in their constitu-

tion which forbids the reelection of the President. Victoria and his friends

will abandon the power they now have with great reluctance. It is evident

to me that he looks upon the termination of his reign with disgust and I

never loose [sic] an opportunity to flatter him upon his attachment to liberty

as the surest foundation of his future fame because it appears to me that his

virtue requires to be sustained. Ramos Arispe who like all shrewd Creoles

sees beyond the truth says that the attachment of Victoria to the English

springs from his ambition that the continental powers of Europe are all

desirous of seeing monarchies established throughout America and each

anxious to see those dignities conferred upon one of their own family. Great

Britain in order to avoid such a result might assist in placing a Mexican upon
the throne of Mexico he assures me that he knows these to be the views of the

President. I very much doubt whether he had ever any such hopes but the

augmenting strength of the republican and federal party will convince him of

the impossibility of realizing them if he did ever entertain them.

I ought to inform you that in my opinion the President Victoria is not

and never will be a friend of the United States. He is apparently reconciled

to me but I know he dislikes me. His favorite projects were first to create a

confederacy of the Spanish American States at the head of which the superior

population and resources must have placed Mexico. In this idea he was en-

couraged by Santa Maria the Colombian Minister who is a Mexican; to

conquer Cuba and annex that island to Mexico and if possible to induce

Guatemala to unite herself with Mexico. The development of these plans
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and their defeat, as I hope, he attributes in a great measure to me. Santa

Maria has resigned, but Colombia ought to know that he is a Mexican.

I have the honor [etc.].

894

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

MEXICO, October 2p, 1825.

SIR: The Junta formed here for the purpose of effecting the independence
of the island of Cuba propose to send Agents to England and to the United

States in order to get up an expedition to invade that island. The Cabinet

likewise finding much opposition to its views in Congress has resolved on the

arrival of the vessels of war now fitting out in the United States and of a

squadron which is expected daily from Colombia and which has been sub-

sidized by Mexico, to put on board of these vessels two thousand men to send

them to cruize off Cuba and to land the men on some convenient point of the

island where they expect to be joined by the patriots. Provided this expedi-

tion carried out a large supply of money and arms the object may be attained

but as that cannot be done without the consent of Congress which the

Government anxious to conduct this enterprize with secrecy will not ask, it

appears to me that the attempt will fail and produce only the most disas-

trous consequences. What I most dread is that the blacks may be armed

and used as auxiliaries by one or both parties I am somewhat afraid too that

an ineffectual attempt on the island of Cuba may induce Spain to cede it to

France. This Government does not know that I am acquainted with their

designs and I cannot therefore speak openly on the subject but I shall

endeavour to make them sensible of the vastness of the attempt they
meditate.

I have the honor [etc.].

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I.
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895

Guadalupe Victoria, President of Mexico, to John Quincy Adams, President of
the United States, through the Mexican Legation at Washington,

November i, 1825
l

[TRANSLATION]

The President of the United Mexican States to our great and good Friends

the United States of North America.

GREAT AND GOOD FRIENDS :

As soon as the establishment of a liberal system permitted the Government
of this Nation, to pay attention to its interests, as forming a part of inde-

pendent America, it was agreed in a Treaty of alliance, concluded with the

Republic of Colombia, to invite the other free nations of the American

Continent, that, in a general Congress to be held on the Isthmus of Panama,

they should confer and agree upon matters of general interest to America.

The splendid and decisive victories of the Liberating Army of Peru, by
securing the independence of South America, have enabled the republics,

which have been there formed, to meet by their representatives in this

Assembly, and the President of Colombia, who exercises the Executive Power
in Peru, as well as the Vice President of Colombia who at present exercises it

in that Republic, have invited these States to take advantage of circum-

stances so fortunate and proceed to hold the Congress at the Isthmus of

Panama as soon as possible. We have acceded to their desires, and as among
the matters with which the Congress is to be engaged some questions may
arise, which are interesting not only to the Republics which were formerly

Spanish possessions, but to all America in general, we have thought it our

duty to invite you to come to that meeting, judging it very proper that in

this manner the general opinion of all the American States should be de-

clared, principally upon the interference which the nations of Europe may
pretend to exercise in our domestic concerns ; upon colonization by them on

the American Continent, and upon those points of international law, the

declaration of which will avert wars and dissentions, and will give security

to the peace and prosperity of the People. The interest, which these States

have solemnly professed to take in all these questions, flatters us with the

hope that this our invitation will have all the effect which we desire, earnestly

requesting you to take this matter into consideration, for which purpose we

give all our instructions upon all those points, which can be properly given

previously, to our Minister Plenipotentiary and Envoy Extraordinary
Dn

. Pablo Obregon to whom we pray you to give entire faith and credit.

Done in the National Palace of Mexico the 6th of July 1825, 5th of Inde-

pendence. Guadalupe Victoria. A true copy. Mexico 6th July 1825,

from the sickness of the superior Officer, I. Jos6 Ceruti.

A true copy, Washington, I Nov. 1825. g MERCADO.
1 MS. Notes from Mexican Legation, I.
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896

Pablo Obregon, Mexican Minister to the United States, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

WASHINGTON, November 3, 1825.

The Undersigned, Minister plenipotentiary, has the honor to inform the

Honble Secretary of State, that he communicated to his government, the

result of the verbal conferences which they held, when he made known the

resolution of the governments of Colombia and Mexico, to form a Congress

of Representatives of the new communities of this continent, where subjects

of a general interest to the powers of America, and others of exclusive con-

cern to the new States, arising out of their present and independent relations,

were to be discussed. The Government of the Undersigned conceived that

it would be agreeable to the United States of America, to take part in the

discussions of this Congress, being so much interested in the first and

principal subject that will occupy its attention.

The President of the United States of Mexico, being informed of the dis-

position of this Government, to discuss points of the first-mentioned kind

in a Congress as proposed, and of its readiness to send to it, representatives,

preserving always its present neutrality with Spain, provided it were for-

mally invited thereto by the Republics of Colombia and Mexico, and ap-

prized of the business which would engage the Assembly, instructs and com-

missions, anew, the Undersigned, to present this invitation, and to suggest

the subjects intended for deliberation.

The Government of the Undersigned never believed, and wished not to

solicit it, that the United States of America would take any other part in

the business of the present Congress, than the discussion of subjects, which,

from their nature and import, were pointed out by the preceding adminis-

tration, as of general interest to the Continent. The part, therefore, that

a neutral nation may take in the question and war of independence, between

the new powers of the Continent and Spain, will be one subject for the con-

sideration of the Congress.

The government of the Undersigned conceiving, that the powers of Amer-

ica are, in common, resolved upon resistance, it should be matter of consid-

eration, how the greatest possible force should be given to this, and the evil

be thereby evaded or successfully opposed. The only mode of effecting this,

is to concert in anticipation ;
and for the States to guaranty mutual co-opera-

tion. They would otherwise operate partially, and much less effectively.

The prevention of colonization in America, by European powers, is another

subject of discussion, in which the United States will participate.

In addition to these two principal points, the Representatives of the United

States of America may deliberate upon others originated by the existence of

new Communities, and which it is not easy to enumerate. The government
1 MS. Notes from Mexican Legation, I.
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of the United States of Mexico has furnished its commissioners with full

powers and instructions, in relation to them, which it hopes will also be

furnished to the plenipotentiaries of the other powers.
The Congress will assemble at the City of Panama, where, by this time,

the Representatives of Colombia, Peru, Guatemala and Mexico, have ar-

rived. They will occupy themselves in the preliminary regulations of the

Assembly, and perhaps, proceed to deliberate upon questions exclusively

pertaining to the belligerents.

The United States of America can send their Representatives to that City,
to take part in those questions which were declared to the World, some time

since, as affecting the interests of all America. In this declaration, the

United States were first. Besides these questions, they may assist in the

discussion of others, that will arise out of the formation of the new Communi-
ties. These governments, by the meeting of the Congress, will effect the

desirable object of demonstrating by acts, the facility and decision, with

which the powers of this Continent can operate, combinedly, in the common
cause.

For this purpose, and in fulfilment of what was agreed on, at the verbal

conferences which the Undersigned, Minister plenipotentiary, held with

the Honble Secretary of State, he invites this Government, to send its Rep-
resentatives to the Congress of Panama, investing them with the authority

as suggested, and expressing in their credentials, the two principal points.

The Minister from Colombia will make the same invitation, and corresponds
in sentiment with the Undersigned; who hopes, herewith, to have fulfilled

the requirements of the Honble Secretary.

The Undersigned has the honor [etc.].

897

William Taylor, United States Consul for Vera Cruz and Alvarado, to Henry
Clay, Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

ALVARADO, November 18, 1825.

SIR: I have the honor, and it affords me the greatest satisfaction to inform

you that the Castle of San Juan de Ultia has at last capitulated. The Mexi-

cans are to take possession of the Castle tomorrow. The Spanish forces are

to be sent immediately to Havana, for which Vessels are already chartered.

The Garrison appears to have been literally starved out. There were 260 on

the sick list. I am not well informed of the different articles of the Capitula-

tion, the fact itself having but just reached the place by mail.

1 MS. Consular Letters, Vera Cruz, I.
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898

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States x

[DECODIFICATION]

MEXICO, December 2, 1825.

SIR: The Cabinet of Mexico immediately after the surrender of the Castle

of Ulloa proposed to Congress to undertake an expedition against the island

of Cuba. The report of the Committee of the House of Representatives to

which it had been referred was that at present the proposition of the Execu-

tive was inadmissible. The House debated the question for two days in se-

cret session and yesterday the report was agreed to twenty four to twenty
two. The minority was not opposed to the spirit of the report of the Com-
mittee but proposed to strike out the words at present. Of the two secreta-

ries who took part in the debate to sustain the proposition of the Executive

the secretary of war urged the necessity of getting rid of at least six thousand

men and a number of officers whose presence he considered dangerous to the

liberties and peace of the republic. Fortunately the House was aware of the

still greater danger of collecting at one spot so large a force of the character

described by the secretary and of the imminent risk that would attend either

their success or defeat.

An attempt was made by Ramos Arispe now Secretary of justice and ec-

clesiastical affairs to withdraw the proposition but the House jealous of its

privileges insisted upon deciding the question. The object of the executive

in desiring to withdraw the proposition when it was evident that it would be

rejected was to undertake a partial expedition in the manner I formerly de-

scribed without appearing to act in direct contradiction to the opinion of

Congress. I believe that this proposition would have met the same fate in

Senate.

I have the honor [etc.].

899

William Taylor, United States Consul for V'era Cruz and Alvarado, to Henry
Clay, Secretary of State of the United States 2

ALVARADO, December 7, 1825.

SIR: Confirming the foregoing duplicate of my respects of the i8th ultimo,
3

I have now to inform you that the Garrison of Ulua at the time of the Ca-

pitulation, consisted in officers & men of no more than 306 Of whom 180

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I.
2 MS. Consular Letters, Vera Cruz, I.
3 See above, pt. ix, doc. 897.
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were on the sick list, and were removed to the Hospital of Vera Cruz, the

remaining 126 were shipped aboard an English Brig to the Havana, where in

all probability they have arrived ere now.

I have the honor [etc.].

900

Pablo Obregon, Mexican Minister to the United States, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States x

[TRANSLATION]

WASHINGTON, January 4, 1826.

SIR : I have the honour of answering your note of the 20th ult? 2 in which

you communicate to me the favourable hope of a happy issue in the negotia-
tion undertaken by this Government with the Russian Cabinet, through its

Minister at St. Petersburg to solicit of His Imperial Majesty his interposition

in promoting peace between Spain and the powers of the American Conti-

nent, formerly a part of that Monarchy; and in using his influence with his

allies towards a general recognition, all of which you communicated to me in

the month of May last, by reading to me the instructions which had been

given to that effect to the American Minister near His Imperial Majesty. I

imparted to my Government a step so friendly and agreeable to the philan-

thropy and position of these States
;
and although I have as yet received no

answer thereto, I repeat to you what I had the honour to mention verbally,

that Mexico was only desirous of peace, and that I acknowledged to this

Government its interest and mode of acting in the cause of the Continent and

of liberty.

I shall make known to my Government the wishes of the President that

any other expedition be suspended which may be projected, as well as that

which is said to be fitting out at Carthagena, to assist the independence of

one or both the Islands of Cuba and Porto Rico, as the means best adapted to

obtain the negotiation mentioned.

I avail myself of this occasion [etc.].

1 MS. Notes from Mexican Legation, I. The same is printed in American State Papers,

Foreign Relations, V, 857.
2 See above, pt. i, doc. 150, Clay to Salazar, Minister from Colombia, on the same subject

and of the same date.
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901

Sebastian Camacho, Secretary of State of Mexico, to Joel Roberts Poinsett,
United States Minister to Mexico 1

[TRANSLATION]

MEXICO, January ij, 1826.

MOST EXCELLENT SIR: The government of the United Mexican States,

desiring to see its relations with other nations of the earth cemented on solid

principles of justice and frankness, could not read with indifference the dis-

course, which the Plenipotentiary of the United States addressed to the King
of Spain on presenting to him the credentials of his mission.

Although the government is very far from giving to it that meaning, which

has been generally attributed to it, and which has justly surprised and called

the attention even of the countrymen and friends of that Minister, it cannot

avoid noticing the obscurity with which one clause, said to relate to these

States, is presented, involving ideas unfavorable to their Independence and

sovereignty, and rendering doubtful the recognition of their political exist-

ence made by the United States.

The government, firmly persuaded of the good faith which presides over

the conduct of the Cabinet of Washington in all its acts, would deeply regret

to suppose for a single moment, that the principles so solemnly proclaimed
and pursued without interruption by its wise policy, had declined to the op-

posite extreme. It renders all the justice which that cabinet so worthily

merits, as it does likewise to the people, who have given the most incontest-

able testimony of their generous sentiments by pronouncing themselves so

decidedly opposed to the discourse in question ; but on that very account, and

because it appreciates the friendship of its neighbours, it desires in all its

relations with them the utmost clearness and certainty, in order to avoid such

interpretations as might, even in the opinion of the vulgar, render doubtful

their sincerity, and, especially, in that of the Powers of Europe so easily led

astray by any appearance calculated to natter their views.

With this intention, and because it is probable that the American govern-
ment may have hastened to remove the doubts which such a note might cre-

ate, I have the honor to be authorised to request Y. E. to inform me, if your

government has sent you any explanations of an event which has become so

very notorious, and which, the relations of the two countries require, should

not remain in such a state of uncertainty.

I take advantage of this opportunity [etc.] .

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I, enclosed in Poinsett to Clay, January 14, 1826, which
see below, pt. IX, doc. 903.
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902

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Sebastidn Camacho,
Secretary of State of Mexico

l

MEXICO, January 14, 1826.

MOST EXCELLENT SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
note of the 13^ inst.

2 in which Y. E. refers to a discourse said to have been

pronounced by the Minister Plenipotentiary of the U. States of America on

his presentation to H. M. the King of Spain.

So far am I from having received any explanations of the tenor of that dis-

course from my government, that I was even ignorant it had been pronounced
until I received Y. E.'s note. It is true that I have read different versions of

Mr. Everett's discourse in the public journals of the U. States, accompanied
with very severe animadversions by the Editors: but I had until now sup-

posed that the publisher in Madrid had interpolated the words to which Y. E.

directs my attention. I could not imagine that a Representative of the U.

States of America would have uttered words which every act of his Govern-

ment denies. I must presume that Y. E. is better informed in this particular

than I am, for if explanations are to be demanded from one nation of another,

upon a mere news-paper report, the harmony which ought to subsist between

them, might be interrupted at any time by the editor of a foreign gazette.

But as I am bound to suppose that Y. E. is in possession of more positive

information on this subject, I will hasten to apply to my government for the

explanations which Y. E. is authorized to ask if I have yet received. In the

mean time, I do not hesitate to assure Y. E., that if the Minister Plenipoten-

tiary of the United States did use the language attributed to him, he did not

express the sentiments of his government, and I confess myself at a loss to

conceive after what has passed how such an incident could render the sincerity

of my government doubtful even in the minds of the vulgar, or be considered

by any one as calculated to deceive the powers of Europe.
In March 1822, the Government of the U. States by a solemn act, recog-

nized the Independence of Mexico & the same year refused to nominate

Commissioners to carry into effect the Treaty of Washington of 1819, re-

specting the boundary line between the U. States of America, & what were

then the possessions of H. C. M. in America, because it was deemed due to the

Independent Government of Mexico to form with her alone a treaty of Limits.

To the protest made by Don Joaquin de Anduaga against the act of recogni-

tion by my government of the Independence of the States, formerly Spanish

possessions, Mf Adams, the actual President of the U. States, then secretary

of State, replied in these words: "The Government of the U. States far from

consulting the dictates of a policy questionable in its morality, has yielded to

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I, enclosed in Poinsett to Clay, January 14, 1826, which
see below, pt. ix, doc. 903.

2 See above, pt. ix, doc. 901.
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an obligation of duty of the highest order, by recognizing as independent

States, nations which after deliberately asserting their right to that character,

had maintained & established it against all the resistance, which had been, or

could be brought to oppose it. This recognition is neither intended to in-

validate any right of Spain, nor to affect the employment of any means, which

she may yet be disposed or enabled to use, with the view of re-uniting those

provinces to the rest of her dominions. It is the mere acknowledgement of

existing facts, with the view to the regular establishment with the nations

newly formed, of those relations political & commercial, which it is the moral

obligation of civilized & Christian nations to entertain reciprocally with one

another." Words cannot be more explicit, & Don Joaquin de Anduaga in his

reply, says,
' '

I had the honor of receiving your note of the 6th inst. ,
in which you

were pleased to inform me that this government has recognised the independ-
ence of the Insurgent provinces of Spanish America. I despatched immedi-

ately to Spain one of the Secretaries of this Legation to carry to his Majesty
news as important as unexpected, & until I receive his Royal orders upon the

subject, I have only to refer to my protest of the 9
th March last, still insisting

upon its contents, as if its substance were repeated in the present note."

These facts are notorious they were published to the world at the time,

& the government of the U. States of America has, in every instance, acted

in conformity with this declaration. There is no example of their having

sought to disguise their views of this important subject to any of the powers
of Europe. But on the contrary, they have openly declared their determi-

nation not to permit any other nation to interpose with armed hand between

Spain & the Americas & it is not unknown to your Excellency that on a

late occasion, the interposition of a great European power was solicited by
the U. States to obtain from Spain an acknowledgement of the Independence
of her former possessions in America.

The open, frank & dignified course pursued by the U. States of America

towards all foreign governments since the commencement of their political

existence, forbids the injurious supposition that they would authorize one of

their agents in Europe to use language calculated to throw a doubt upon the

Independence & Sovereignty of Mexico so formally recognized by them, &
that at a moment when they were exerting their good offices to secure the free-

dom of the American States, & publishing to the world their determination

to defend it against any other power than that of Spain.
When on a late occasion, the Government of Mexico, alarmed at the ap-

pearance of a French squadron, unusually large in time of peace, in these seas,

applied to the government of the United States to ask an explanation of his

Majesty the King of France of then apparently hostile movements, that ap-

plication was promptly complied with; & the appointment of Plenipotenti-
aries to represent the United States of America at the Congress of Panama,
which has been resolved on by the President, will proclaim to the world, that
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they regard all the States of this hemisphere equally independent of Europe as

themselves.

Whilst taking these great public measures with the generous purpose of

supporting the Independence of the Americas, my government will learn with

surprise, that the unauthorized language of one of its Representatives should

have led the government of Mexico to doubt its sincerity, or to regard for a

moment the relations of the two countries to be in a state of uncertainty.

What further proof of the sincerity of the U. States can this government re-

quire, than their refusal to carry into effect the Treaty of Limits concluded &
ratified with Spain, & the appointment of a Plenipotentiary near this govern-
ment to settle the Boundary between their territories & those of Mexico?

Spain and all the powers of Europe are aware that in my person, the U. States

of America have a Minister Plenipotentiary in Mexico fully authorized to

treat with this government, & to settle permanently the boundary which

shall hereafter divide the territories of our respective countries. This fact

furnishes them a convincing proof, that my government does not entertain a

doubt of the Independence & Sovereignty of the U. Mexican States. For it

is well known that such solemn compacts are celebrated with none other than

independent & sovereign nations.

Permit me respectfully to suggest to Y. E. that the conclusion, ratification

& publication of the Treaties which I am empowered to negotiate with this

government, will place the relations of the two countries beyond all doubt or

uncertainty. That act consummated no words that may fall inadvertently
from a Minister of the U. States at the Court of Madrid, can be interpreted so

as to render the sincerity of the U. States of America doubtful even in the

opinion of the vulgar, or to flatter the ideas of the Powers of Europe, that

are hostile to the Independence of these States.

I take advantage of this opportunity [etc.].

903

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MEXICO, January 14, 1826.

SIR : I have the honor to enclose herewith the translation of a note received

yesterday from this government, marked A, together with my reply,
2

marked B.

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I.
2 See above, pt. ix, docs. 901 and 902. The reply was dated January 14.
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Although aware of the very unfavorable impression produced generally in

this country by the publication of Mr. Everett's address, I confess, this note

from the Secretary of foreign affairs surprised me a good deal. I had had a

conference with that gentleman a few hours before, during which he did not,

even in a remote degree, allude to this subject.

904

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MEXICO, January 28, 1826.

The question of the invasion of Cuba has been again agitated in the

Mexican Congress : it was brought forward in Senate on a motion to permit
1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I. The following certified translation of the report of the

Committees of the Mexican Congress was enclosed with Poinsett's dispatch:

The Committees of War and Constitutional points united have again had under
consideration the resolution submitted by M r

. Verdusco and M r
. Gomez Favia that the

gov*. be authorised in conjunction with that of Colombia to send an expedition against
the Island of Cuba, in order to protect its independence from the Gov*. of Spain, and to
assist the Inhabitants, who have given so many proofs of their desire to be free. The
Committees have had before them the Secretary of War in order to inform themselves of

the State of the forces and resources of the Republic to undertake this expedition, and
without entering upon the propriety and utility of it, which have been sufficiently dis-

cussed in the former sessions and of which the Senate is satisfied, they confined them-
selves to enquire, if there were a sufficient number of Troops to undertake this expedition
in combination with some other new state of South America. The Secretary set forth,
that in the opinion of the government, there existed a sufficient number of troops and
ample resources to make a considerable disembarkment on the coast of Cuba, sufficient

to form a point of reunion for the inhabitants of that Island, who might think proper to

join the cause of Liberty, who undoubtedly are numerous : but that the gov*. would not
undertake the expedition alone, in order to avoid the risk, however remote, of an un-
fortunate result. On this account it was deemed advisable to come to an agreement
with President Simon Bolivar jointly to undertake the expedition in the event of Con-

gress approving it. That in Yucatan from its proximity to the Island of Cuba the
Gov*. had concentered a respectable force in order to resist any attempt that might be
made by the enemy, and to facilitate the expedition to Cuba, if Congress should permit
troops to be sent out of the limits of the Republic; and finally that even from motives
of economy and security gov

8
. were convinced that the attempt ought to be made.

Because by driving the enemy out of the Island or taking possession of a part of it the

Spaniards whose force and resources are trifling would find full occupation in preserving
the City of Havana on one or other point; whereas now by threatening Mexico, Colom-
bia and Guatemala, they compel those States to maintain respectable armies, the ex-

pences of which in two or three years amount to a greater sum than the expedition would
occasion at once, with the difference that this state of anxiety in the first case is con-

tinual, whereas in the second it is more than probable, that the enemy would disappear
from our signs or at least we should sew such division within the family as would effectu-

ally prevent them from entertaining any hostile intentions against us. These considera-
tions added to the existence of a treaty of alliance with Colombia have induced the
Committees to decide in favor of the propositions of Verdusco and Gomez Favia and
we beg leave to offer the following resolutions. First, the Government is hereby au-
thorised in combination with that of the Republic of Colombia to undertake a military
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the Executive to send troops beyond the territories of the Republic, which

was almost unanimously rejected. A distinct proposition was again dis-

cussed to day in secret session of Senate and passed. The substance of it is

to grant permission to the Executive to undertake an expedition against

Cuba jointly with Colombia. The Secretaries of gov
1
were present on both

occasions and warmly advocated the measure. If the house concurs the

Plenipotentiaries to Panama will be instructed to concert measures with

those of Colombia for the joint expedition. These Plenipotentiaries have

not yet left Mexico.

With great regard [etc.].

905

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States 1

MEXICO, February i, 1826.

SIR: As I had anticipated, the English Plenipotentiaries have not been

able to conclude a treaty, and, I understand, it is settled, that one of the

Mexican Plenipotentiaries shall accompany Mr. Morier to England ; prob-

ably, Don Sebastian Camacho, Secretary of State and Foreign Relations.

I regret this arrangement on many accounts, but particularly, because it will

occasion still further delay in the settlement of the several claims I have

preferred according to your instructions.

I saw the President yesterday, and he assured me, that our negociations

should be renewed in a few days.

He spoke freely on the subject of Cuba, and asked me what were the views

of the United States in relation to that Island. I stated them very fully

according to my instructions on this subject. He expressed himself per-

fectly satisfied, and assured me, that the government of Mexico had no

intention to conquer or keep possession of that Island that the object of the

expedition which they contemplated, was to assist the revolutionists of

Cuba to drive out the Spaniards, and, in case they succeeded, to leave that

people to govern themselves. I observed, it was to be regretted that this

declaration had not been made earlier, as the silence of this government on

the subject and the anxiety it had manifested to undertake the expedition

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I. The portion of this document printed in small capital
letters was received in cipher.

expedition in order to assist the efforts of the Inhabitants of Cuba to achieve their

Independence. Secondly, in the event of the cause of Liberty succeeding in the Island

the governm*. is particularly directed to cause to be established in it a national Rep-
resentation on the Basis of the Rights of the People of the new Republics of America.
Mex. January 26, 1826

ZAVALA LICEAGA BASCONCELOS
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against Cuba had led me to form a very different opinion of their intention:

He then proposed to me to express in writing the views of my government i

relation to Cuba, and that he, on the part of this government, would repea

what he had now stated with regard to the intentions of Mexico. Althoug
it would certainly be desireable to receive such a pledge from this goverr

ment, I objected to commit my government as to the future guarantee of th

Independence of Cuba, in the present stage of this affair. He then asked m
to write to my government for instructions on the subject, which I promise

to do.

There are two reasons which render this government particularly anxiou

respecting Cuba at this time. One is, the rumours which have been circu

lated in the public papers of the United States, that we have proposed t

guarantee to Spain the possession of Cuba and Porto Rico on condition c

her acknowledging the independence of her former colonies in America

The other is, information they have received from their Charge d'affaires i:

Colombia, that an expedition of two thousand men are about to embark fo

Cuba, with the intention of taking possession of some post on the Island an

blockading the ports, and, in this manner, to foment and aid the revolutior

He adds, that, doubtless, this expedition will be hastened in order to antici

pate Mexico, and advises, that this government should take precisely th

same measures on its part without delay, as he believes it to be the object c

Colombia to attach that Island to her already vast possessions. I learn

this latter circumstance some little time after my conversation with th

President.

IN MY OPINION THE LARGE FORCE COLLECTED IN HAVANA IS CALCULATED T<

GIVE THEM SOME UNEASINESS. YUCATAN IS NOT IN A VERY TRANQUIL (STATE

AND AN EXPEDITION OF THREE OR FOUR THOUSAND MEN WOULD FIND N<

DIFFICULTY IN GETTING FOOTING THERE.

A motion was made in Senate some days ago to grant permission to th

Executive to march the troops of the Republic beyond the territories of th

United Mexican States, which was lost; but a motion to permit the govern

ment to undertake an expedition against the Island of Cuba jointly wit!

Colombia prevailed. This resolution will not pass the Chamber of Deputies

but if it is rejected in that body, it will be resumed by Senate, and if it agai:

passes by a majority of two-thirds, it becomes a law as much as if it ha

received the consent of both houses. It is supposed, that the House wi

delay taking it up.

I have the honor [etc.].
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Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

MEXICO, February 25, 1826.

SIR: I informed you some time since,
2 that Senate had passed a reso-

lution authorising the Executive to undertake an expedition against Cuba

jointly with -the Republic of Colombia. In order to avoid the operation of

the 58
th and 59

th
. articles of the Constitution, which provide, that if an act

which originates in one house be rejected in the other, it shall again be taken

up by the house in which it originated, and if it passes by a majority of two-

thirds, it shall become a law, unless rejected by more than two-thirds of the

other house, the Chamber of Deputies passed a resolution, 36 to 20, to post-

pone the further consideration of the question until the Executive could

submit to the consideration of Congress the plans which may be agreed upon
at Panama.

I have the honor [etc.].
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Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States 3

[EXTRACT]

MEXICO, March 8, 1826.

SIR: The last mail brought me your despatch N. 9, under date of the 30
th

.

December4
last, together with the accompanying documents.

I have lost no time in communicating to this government, verbally, the

reply of Count Nesselrode to your note respecting the recognition of these

governments by Spain, as well as the inference drawn from it both by Mr.

Middleton and yourself, and did not fail to urge the reasons suggested by

you for suspending for the present any projected expedition against the

Islands of Cuba and Puerto Rico.

I have done so in conformity with your instructions and the wishes of the

President, although, from my knowledge of the character and views of this

government, I did not entertain any expectation of producing the effect

you appear to have anticipated from this communication. It was received

with great coolness. The reasons urged to induce this government to sus-

pend their military operations against the Spanish Islands in the Atlantic,

are such as would, I fear, rather serve to hasten them, provided the Executive

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I.

2 See above, pt. ix, doc. 904, Poinsett to Secretary of State, January 28, 1826.
3 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I.

4 Not printed in this collection.
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of this confederation possessed the constitutional power to send troops bi

yond the limits of the Republic. ^

This government does not fear the power of Spain, and is indifferent as 1

the determination of that country on the subject of the recognition of tt

new American States. Nor do they apprehend any danger from the Hoi

Alliance of Europe, both because they take it for granted that their desigr

will be watched and kept in check by the United States and Great Britaii

and that the commerce of Mexico holds out too great a temptation to tt

principal commercial nations of Europe to permit them to take any measure

which might deprive them of its advantages. The greatest apprehensio

of the Executive of this Republic appears to be, that the interference of th

allied powers may compel Spain to make peace with her former colonies, an

to recognise their Independence on condition of the possession of Cuba an

Puerto Rico being guaranteed to her, which would deprive Mexico of th

advantage and glory of emancipating those Islands.

An Officer, sent by the Republic of Colombia, arrived a few days ago i

Vera Cruz, and is hourly expected here. The Colombians state, that the

have twelve thousand men in Carthagena (say one half), ready to be err

barked for Cuba; and the object of this Envoy is to solicit from this goverr

ment, in fulfilment of the Treaty of Alliance, the co-operation of the militar

and naval forces of Mexico.

This communication finds the government here disposed to grant ever

aid in their power to this enterprise. They not only desire to participate i

the glory of the conquest, but fear, that if Colombia, unassisted, shoul

liberate Cuba, she might be disposed to hold possession of the Island. Th

only assistance, however, the Executive can grant, without consultin

Congress, is, to send their fleet to co-operate with that of Colombia, whicl

I think, they will be disposed to do if they can do no more.

I am induced to believe, that the house of Representatives will persist i

its opposition to any expedition being sent from Mexico against Cuba c

Puerto Rico; but I presume, they will be again called upon by the Presides

to discuss the question.

Immediately after the decision of the house, respecting the resolution c

the Senate to permit this government to undertake an expedition agains

Cuba jointly with Colombia, which deprived the Emigrants from Cuba c

all hopes of assistance from Mexico, it was determined by these persons t

fit out a private expedition to assist the patriots of the Island with sue

forces and means as they could obtain. The plan was to get possession c

some point on the Island, to raise the standard of revolt there, and afte

taking up a strong and impregnable position, which they designate as bein

in possession of the Maroon negros, to despatch Envoys to Mexico and Colom

bia to demand succors, and to the United States and Great Britain to obtai:

a loan of money and arms. The arrival of intelligence from Colombia c
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an expedition being in readiness in Carthagena to sail for Cuba, has made
them still more anxious to carry this design into immediate execution.

They dread the supposed rights Columbia might acquire, by the conquest
of Cuba, over that Island, and think, that if the standard of revolt were

first raised by the Inhabitants of Cuba and assistance only afforded by
Colombia, that Republic could have no other claim than that of indemnity
for expenses incurred in the expedition, and the Island would be left inde-

pendent. Availing themselves of the well-known jealousy of Colombia

which exists here, these Emigrants have this day made an application to

this government to assist them to realise their project and thereby enable

them to anticipate Colombia. If they fail in this application, it is proposed
to send one of them to the United States to endeavour to organise the ex-

pedition there.

Promptness is not to be apprehended from this government, and you shall

have timely notice of all their movements. I have great hopes in the wis-

dom and pertinacity of the House of Representatives. The best informed of

its Members dread the return of a victorious or of a defeated army.
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Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MEXICO, March 18, 1826.

I have again seen the President and Espinosa, the Gentleman who is

charged with the Portfolio of Foreign Relations during the absence of Cama-

cho, on the subject of your last despatch. These interviews have confirmed

the opinion expressed in my last note.2 This government would not desire

a peace with Spain, if it interrupted their views with regard to Cuba.

I urged the effect this act of hostility was likely to produce in Europe and

particularly upon the minds of the allied sovereigns at a moment that they

were occupied with devising the means of bringing about a peace between

Spain and her former colonies, and suggested the propriety of postponing any

contemplated expedition until the result of the proposals, submitted by the

Emperor of Russia in consequence of our mediation, should be known. The
President coldly replied, that he would give to these suggestions their due

weight in considering this subject, and that he regarded this interposition of

the United States as a new proof of their friendship.

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I.

2 See above, pt. ix, doc. 907, Poinsett to Clay, March 8, 1826.
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Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

MEXICO, April 8, 1826.

SIR: Yesterday the appointment of Dn. Sebastian Camacho, the present

Secretary of State, to be Plenipotentiary in London, was approved by Senate.

It appears, that the President, before he had communicated his intentions to

Senate, had solemnly engaged himself to send one of the Secretaries compos-

ing the Cabinet to continue the negociations and conclude the Treaty in

London.

The British Charge
1

des Affaires went so far as to say, that none other but a

Minister of State would be received, and, that by refusing to ratify the nom-

ination of Camacho, the Senate would occasion a rupture between the two

powers conduct, which could only be imputed to the secret influence of

those who sought to divide the old world from the new, in order that they

might govern the latter meaning, of course, the United States.

The hints thrown out from time to time by the English, of the ambitious

views entertained by our government, would be disregarded, if they were not

corroborated by statements made by the Agents of Mexico in the United

States. The most active and the most mischievous of these is a person by
the name of Cortes. I am constantly made sensible of the ill offices of this

man towards the United States. His last intelligence is, that the President

of the United States is in active correspondence with Gen1
. Vives, who is

inclined to deliver the Island of Cuba up to the United States that I am a

party to this political intrigue, which accounts for my using every exertion to

put a stop to the expedition against that Island. This account, absurd as it

is, comes in such a plausible shape, from the means of intelligence this person

is supposed to possess, that the government gives credit to it.

I heard a few days ago, that some disagreeable information had been re-

ceived by the President from the United States
; but did not learn the particu-

lars until this morning. I have thought it advisable to communicate this

circumstance to you, in order that you may know the character of this Agent.

I have been again apprized, that Mr. Obregon will shortly be recalled, and

was asked by one of the Ministers to suggest whom I would wish to succeed

him. This I refused to do.

I have the honor [etc.].

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, I.
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Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States 1

MEXICO, May 6, 1826.

SIR: I have this instant seen Washington papers of the 2Oth and 3Oth of

March, containing the debate upon a resolution offered by Mr. Wickliffe,

and directed to learn upon what authority I had declared that the United

States had pledged themselves not to permit any other Power than Spain to

interfere with the independence or form of Government of the new American

Republics.

This inquiry was avowedly made in order to ascertain whether I was

expressly authorized by the President of the United States to make such a

declaration ; and although you have no doubt been able clearly to show that

no such authority, implied or direct, was ever given to me, I cannot rest

satisfied without stating explicitly that, in the observations I made during

my conference with the Mexican plenipotentiaries, I alluded only to the

message of the President of the United States to Congress in 1823.

That message, dictated, in my opinion, by the soundest policy, has been

regarded, both in Europe and America, as a solemn declaration of the views

and intentions of the Executive of the United States; and I have always
considered that declaration as a pledge, so far forth as the language of the

President can pledge the nation, to defend the new American Republics
from the attacks of any of the Powers of Europe other than Spain. That the

people of the United States are not bound by any declarations of the Execu-

tive is known and understood as well in Mexico, where the Government is

modelled upon our own political institutions, as in the United States them-

selves. I need scarcely, therefore, disclaim all intention to have deceived the

Mexican plenipotentiaries by the argument I used on that occasion.

But, in order to correct any erroneous impression these words might have

made upon the minds of the Mexican plenipotentiaries, I explained to them,
in the course of our conference this morning, their precise meaning; that the

declaration of Mr. Monroe, in his message of 1823, to which I had alluded, in-

dicated only the course of policy the Executive of the United States was dis-

posed to pursue towards these countries, but was not binding upon the nation

unless sanctioned by the Congress of the United States; and that when I

spoke of the United States having pledged themselves not to permit any
other Power than Spain to interfere with the independence or form of Govern-

ment of the new American Republics, I meant only to allude to the above

cited declaration of the President of the United States in his message of 1823,

and to nothing more. Don Jose Ignacio Esteva, one of the plenipotentiaries

at that period of our negotiations, replied, that he had so understood it, but

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, VI, 365.
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it was not thought by the Mexican plenipotentiaries at the time that such a

disposition, nor even a more solemn pledge so to act, entitled us to any special

privileges, as it was so obviously the interest of the United States to assist in

defending the Americas against the attacks of United Europe.
I have the honor [etc.].

911

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States
x

[EXTRACT]

MEXICO, November 15, 1826.

Of the Revolutionary movement in Guatemala, I presume you have been

made acquainted. I send you herewith the official documents 2 as published

here, lest they may not have reached you from Guatemala.

In Guayaquil, there has been a movement in favor of adopting the Bo-

livian Constitution and of electing Bolivar President for life. The Liberator

quietly told them, that such offers could only be made him by the General

Government at Bogota.
In Lima, it was stated, that a conspiracy was discovered against Bolivar,

and the most influential among the liberal party were arrested on that

pretext. As soon as the news was received that the Constitution of Bolivia

was adopted in that Republic, and Bolivar elected President for life, the

Limenians imposed the same dignity upon him. It is true, that the other

provinces have not been heard from; but there exists in these countries a

slavish love of imitation of all that is done in the Capital.
As it may be possible that you have not received the Constitution of

Bolivia, I send it herewith. It should have been translated at this office, but

it was received only to-day. The copy alluded to in my last belonged to this

government, and was the only one in town.

It appears to me, that Bolivar's plan is to unite Bolivia, Lima, and Colom-

bia in one great federative government, and to establish himself as the

President for life of that vast empire. I am induced to think so, both be-

cause the Constitution of Bolivia would seem to favor such a scheme and be-

cause the movements in Lima and Guayaquil appear to have been the work
of his agents.

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, II.
2 Not printed in this collection.
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Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MEXICO, March 28, 1827.

SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith despatches received from

Lima, which will give you details of the revolution lately effected there by
the Colombian troops. I accompany them with a translation of a declaration

published by the Officers of that division of the Colombian Army. This is an

important document, as it will probably be decisive of the question which

now agitates that country. I have reason to believe, that the measures

proposed by Bolivar were in opposition to the opinions of the wise and the

good in Colombia, and that Santander and a large majority of both Houses

of Congress would be disposed to prevent the accomplishment of his plans.

Secure of the support of that division of the army which is in Peru, they will

most probably openly oppose the adoption of the Bolivian Constitution;

and Bolivar will either have to retrace his steps, which on former occasions

he has proved himself capable of doing, or he will be foiled.

I have always been of opinion, that the great Republic of Colombia,

composed as it is of States whose interests are adverse and conflicting, could

not long hold together; and there now appears to me to be preparing a

separation into three parts, which are indicated by natural and political

divisions.

913

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States 2

MEXICO, May 12, 1827.

SIR: I transmit herewith a translation of an act of Congress,
3
depriving

all native born Spaniards of their employments, military, civil and ecclesias-

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, II. The enclosures mentioned are not printed in this

collection.

*Ibid., III.
3 The following translation is the enclosure mentioned:

LAW OF THE MEXICAN CONGRESS

ARTICLE FIRST. No individual, who is by birth a Spaniard, shall fill any office or

employment in the appointment of the general government, in any branch whatsoever
of the administration, civil or military, until Spain recognises the independence of the
nation.

ARTICLE SECOND. The provisions of the former article are extended to ecclesiastical

offices and employments of the regular and secular clergy, so far as regards the exercise

of their economical, gubernatorial and judicial functions. This provision does not

comprehend the reverend bishops.
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tical. The passage of this law is a consequence of the late conspiracy.

The great objection to it, is the augmentation of expense it occasions, which,

in the present state of the finances of this country, cannot but be regarded

as a serious evil. The government is induced to incur this great additional

expense, in order to avoid the danger which might arise from the discontent

of these people a danger, which will be produced by the measure in despite

of the conciliatory provision.

This government has this instant received advices by a special Messenger,

despatched by Captain Porter, that an expedition is fitting out in Colombia

for the invasion of either Cuba or Porto Rico; that an embargo is laid in

all the Atlantic ports of that Republic; that the Captain-General of Porto

Rico has asked assistance of General Vives; and that Admiral Laborde, with

all his squadron, has been called off to Havana. In the present state of

General Bolivar's affairs, I should not wonder if he were to attempt some-

thing of the sort. His means are certainly inadequate to make a serious

impression on the Island of Cuba; but it is possible, that the emigrants

from that Island, of whom I spoke in a former despatch, may have prevailed

upon him to make a rash attempt. In that event, the invaders could found

their hopes of success only upon arming the negroes. An expedition against

Porto Rico is to be deprecated, but is not of such vital importance to the

United States. The means of Colombia are better suited to such an enter-

prize; for although I regard the fortifications of the town of San Juan as

much stronger than those of Havana, the Island is not so well garrisoned,

nor in other respects provided with the equal means of defence as Cuba.

This government will view any such attempts on the part of Colombia

with great jealousy.

I am [etc.],

ARTICLE THIRD. The government is authorised to remove, until the period desig-
nated in the first article, the curates, missionaries and religious teachers of the district

and territories of the federation.

ARTICLE FOURTH. The sons of Mexicans, casually born in the peninsula and now in

the republic, are not comprehended in the preceding articles.

ARTICLE FIFTH. The officers who are removed from service in virtue of this law,
shall enjoy full pay, and their term of service shall continue to be counted.
ARTICLE SIXTH. The offices made vacant by the enactments of this law, shall be

provisionally discharged in conformity with the laws.

ARTICLE SEVENTH. The curates, whom the government may remove, in virtue of the

powers that the third article grants to it, shall continue to receive all their emoluments
in the same manner as before their removal; and the assistants or substitutes shall be

paid from the public treasury.
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Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary oj State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MEXICO, June 16, 1827.

SIR: There arrived here last night a Messenger despatched by Mr. Cama-

cho, the Plenipotentiary of this government who negociated the Treaty

lately concluded between Great Britain and Mexico. This gentleman,
before he left London,! concluded a commercial agreement with the Minister

of Prussia at that court; and in Paris, has entered into similar arrangements
with France, of which the despatches that arrived last night bring the official

advices.

By this informal arrangement, which will probably place the commerce
and shipping of France upon the footing of the most favored nation, the

cabinet of the Tuilleries will silence the clamors of the merchants and

manufacturers of that kingdom, who were loudly demanding the recognition

of these countries, and will secure all the advantages of a commercial treaty

without committing the nation with Spain or the other members of the holy

alliance.

This people, by accepting such agreement, will deprive themselves of the

means now in their power of aiding the clamors of the liberal party in France,

which might perhaps compel that court to treat with the Americas on the

terms of independent nations.

I will not hazard a conjecture as to the conduct of this government in this

delicate affair. I am inclined to think, that the Executive will be disposed

to sanction the agreement made by Mr. Camacho, and the Congress to

insist upon Mexico being treated with by France on the footing of an

independent nation.

The latter course appears to me to be the wisest. For if these countries

could be prevailed upon, as it is possible they may be in the Congress of

Tacubaya, to frame their treaties with the nations which have recognised
their independence upon the footing of perfect reciprocity, an increase of

tonnage and importation duties upon all foreign vessels might compel those

nations that have an extensive commerce with Spanish-America to enter into

similar treaties with them ; and as it would be a general measure, it could not

be complained of.

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, III.
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Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MEXICO, June 20, 1827.

. . . I have not yet been able to learn with any precision what are the

propositions sent by Mr. Camacho; but am pleased to find, that this govern-

ment is not disposed to enter into any informal arrangement, which might
have the effect of postponing the recognition of their independence. France

has offered to Mexico her friendly offices with the court of Rome. This may
hasten the completion of the instruction for the Envoy from this country to

that court, who has been detained for want of them in Brussels since the

spring of 1825.

916

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secre-

tary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

MEXICO, July 8, 1827.

SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy, original and translation

of a manifesto 2 issued by the Legislature of the State of Vera Cruz. This

most extraordinary document was published, ostensibly, to vindicate the

State from the charge of having acted rebelliously by expelling from its ter-

ritory a federal officer, for no other motive than, that he was enrolled among
the members of a party adverse to that which governs the State of Vera Cruz.

But the real object of this publication appears to have been to expose what

the Legislature of Vera Cruz suspects to be the policy of the United States

towards Mexico, and my efforts to carry that policy into effect.

Viewing the peculiar situation in which this government is placed with re-

gard to the State of Vera Cruz, which has committed acts of rebellion against

the sovereignty of the Federal Government, I have abstained from demand-

ing satisfaction for this unprovoked and unjustifiable insult offered to the

United States by a member of this Union
;
and have contented myself with

replying to the suspicions and assertions of the Legislature of Vera Cruz, and

with proving them to be as false and unfounded as they are absurd and in-

famous. You will receive herewith a copy of my reply, both original and

translation.

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, III. 2 Not printed in this collection.
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[The following is the translation of Poinsett's reply:]

AN EXPOSITION OF THE POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES TOWARDS THE
NEW REPUBLICS OF AMERICA

MEXICO, July 4, 1827.

So long as the attacks which have been made in Mexico upon the char-

acter and policy of the government of the United States of America and
upon the honor and reputation of the Undersigned, were confined to

anonymous publications, they excited no other feeling than that of

contempt, and have been passed over with silent scorn. But when the

respectable Legislature of Vera Cruz embodies in a solemn appeal to the
Mexican Nation the substance of these unfounded calumnies, he feels

that he would be wanting to himself and to the government he repre-
sents, if he forbore any longer from vindicating the character and
conduct of the United States in their relations with these countries, or
if he suffered such misrepresentations to go forth to the world, sanc-

tioned by so respectable an authority, unanswered and unrefuted.

Vera Cruz suspects, that a "sagacious and hypocritical foreign
Minister, (alluding to the Undersigned), equally zealous for the pros-

perity of his own country as inimical to that of Mexico, calculating that
the aggrandizement and glory of his nation must be in the inverse
ratio of the glory and aggrandizement of the United Mexican States,
so that the former would lose all the latter might gain and vice versa;

calculating that the agriculture of Mexico must swell its limits so im-

mensely as to render insignificant and almost null that of the North,
provided Mexico is permitted to move forward peaceably in the new
order of things; calculating, that in time the commercial and friendly
relations between Mexico and Great Britain might prove disadvanta-

geous to the interests of his country, conceived and brought forth the
most terrible and disorganising project for the Republic the project
of propagating and maintaining hatred and want of confidence and con-

sequently division and parties between the simple and worthy Mexi-
cans he established the rite of York" ! !!

It is not the intention of the Undersigned to analyze the effects, which,
according to the opinion of the Legislature of Vera Cruz, have been pro-
duced by the establishment of this rite, nor to enter into the question
whether or not it has proved

' '

more dangerous and destructive than would
have done the landing of twenty batallions of Spanish troops in the country

11
.

He will confine himself to a plain exposition of the conduct of the
United States of America towards these countries and of his own during
his residence here, and endeavor to answer by a simple statement of

facts the suspicions of the Legislature of the State of Vera Cruz, which
appear to be founded on the vituperations of venal writers, "who", to

use the words of that Legislature, "in order to maintain themselves, are

under the dreadful necessity of prostituting their consciences by calumniating
and sullying the conduct of good men.

11

From the first dawning of the independence of Spanish-America, the

feelings and sympathies of the people of the United States were enlisted

in favor of the cause of liberty, and the sentiments of the government
were in perfect harmony with those of the people. Their policy, their
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interests and their feelings all concurred to lead them to favor the cause

of the independence of these countries; and a short exposition of their

conduct will prove, that they used every effort to assist that cause con-

sistent with the character of neutrality which their duties towards

Spain obliged them to maintain between the contending parties.

As early as August, 1818, the United States made a formal proposal
to the British Government for a concerted and contemporary recognition

of the Independence of Buenos Ayres, at that time the only one of the

South-American States which, having declared its independence, could

be regarded as having actually achieved its emancipation from Spain.
It did not suit the policy of the British Government to accede to this

proposal, and they declined it.

This avowal on the part of the United States of its readiness to recog-
nise the Independence of Buenos Ayres became a subject of considera-

tion at the deliberations of Aix-la-Chapelle, and there is reason to be-

lieve that the plan which was proposed and matured there of a joint

mediation of the European Alliance between Spain and her colonies for

restoring them to her authority, failed from the well-known intentions

of the United States and the refusal of Great Britain to accede to the

condition of employing force eventually against the South-Americans
for its accomplishment.
On the 30th. of January, 1822, a resolution passed the House of Rep-

resentatives of the United States, of which body the Undersigned was
then a Member, requesting the President to lay before the House the

communications from the Agents of the United States with the govern-
ments south of them, which had declared their independence; and those

from the Agents of such governments in Washington with the Secretary
of State, tending to show the political condition of their governments
and the state of the war between them and Spain.

In transmitting to the House the papers called for by this resolution,

the President, in his Message of the 8th of March, 1822, declared his

own persuasion, that the time had arrived, when in strict conformity
to the law of nations, and in fulfilment of the duties of equal and im-

partial justice to all parties, the acknowledgment of the independence
declared by the Spanish-American colonies could no longer be withheld.

On the day after the President's Message of the 8th of March was
received by the House, the Spanish Minister, Anduaga, addressed to the

Secretary of State a remonstrance against the measure it recommended
and a solemn protest against the recognition of the governments of the

insurgent provinces of South-America. He was answered on the 6th

of April by a letter recapitulating the circumstances under which the

United States had "yielded to an obligation of duty of the highest

order, by recognising as independent States nations, which, after de-

liberately asserting their right to that character, had established and
maintained it against all the resistance which had been or could be

brought to oppose it."

On the 24th of April, this Minister gave notice, that the Spanish
government had disavowed the Treaty of the 24

th of August between

O'Donoghue [O'Donoju] and Iturbide, and had denied the authority of

the former to conclude it.

On the 12th of February, 1822, the Spanish Extraordinary Cortes
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adopted the report of a committee, proposing the appointment of Com-
missioners to proceed to South America to negociate with the revolu-

tionary patriots concerning the relations to be established thereafter in

regard to their connexion with Spain. They declared at the same time
all treaties made with them before that period by Spanish Commanders,
implying an acknowledgment of their Independence null and void, as

not having been authorised by the Cortes; and on the next day, they
passed three resolutions: the first annulling expressly the Treaty be-

tween O'Donoghue [O'Donoju] and Iturbide; the second "that the

Spanish government, by a declaration to all others with which it has

friendly relations, makes known to them, that the Spanish nation will

regard at any epoch, as a violation of treaties, the recognition either

partial or absolute of the independence of the Spanish provinces of

Ultramar, so long as the dissentions which exist between some of them
and the Metropolis are not terminated, with whatever else may serve to

convince foreign governments that Spain has not yet renounced any of

the rights belonging to it in these countries" ; the third resolution rec-

ommended to the government to take all necessary measures and to

apply to the Cortes for the needful resources to preserve and recover the

authority of Spain in the Ultramarine provinces.
These measures of the Cortes were not known to the President of the

United States when he sent to Congress his Message of the 8th of March
;

but they were known to the Congress of the United States, when it

passed almost unanimously the resolution by which they frankly and

unreservedly recognised the independence of the American States,
without making their acknowledgment the price of any favor for them-
selves although at the hazard of incurring the displeasure of Spain.
In the passage of this resolution, the Undersigned took an active part.

This review of the proceedings of the United States in relation to

the independence of Spanish-America, has been taken not only to show
the consistency of the principles by which they were uniformly dictated

;

and that they have always been disinterested and eminently friendly to

the new Republics, but likewise to disprove the suspicions of the

Legislature of Vera Cruz.
How different, then, has been the conduct of the United States from

that which is imputed to them by the State of Vera Cruz! If they
really had regarded the aggrandizement of these countries as destructive

of that of their own, is it probable they would have been so short-sighted
as not to have foreseen that the best and easiest mode to prevent this

aggrandizement was to assist Spain to maintain her sovereignty over
them? or at least not to exert their utmost efforts to favor the acquisi-
tion of their independence? The Legislature of Vera Cruz gives the

Undersigned credit for sagacity and zeal for the prosperity of his coun-

try, at the same time that it accuses him of being hostile to that of

Mexico, with the exertion of a small portion of that sagacity, he ought to
have formed the opinion in 1822 which is now attributed to him. He
must have been aware, that the measure which he urged with so much
zeal would be followed by other nations that the recognition of the
New States of America would contribute to secure the independence of

Mexico and to call into existence all those resources of this great nation
which he is now represented desirous of destroying as incompatible
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with the prosperity of his country. In a discourse pronounced in favor

of the recognition of the independence of the American States, he used

these words :

It has been supposed by some, that the independence of these

colonies would injure the prosperity of the United States; possessing
a more fertile soil and raising the same productions, they would drive

us from the markets of Europe. It has been said, that colonies are

safer neighbors than free States, and that so long as they were bound
down by the oppressive restrictions of Spain, they would neither be

dangerous rivals nor formidable competitors. It is unwise, therefore,

in us to offer them any encouragement. Not only the best feelings

of the heart revolt at such a conclusion, but it is manifestly false it is

our interest that they should be free. With an extensive line of coast,

with numerous navigable rivers facilitating their internal trade, with a

population of more than fifteen millions, almost without manufactures,
with a demand for one hundred millions of dollars, and without the

means of carrying on their foreign commerce, these countries present
a market for the skill and industry of our merchants, which promises
the greatest advantages. . . .

The intercourse of the provinces of Spanish-America with these

countries will augment their means of information, and will enlighten
them on the subject of government, on public welfare and private

happiness. With the increase of knowledge, will arise free and well-

organized institutions, the refinements and various wants of civiliza-

tion. This cannot fail to produce a demand for all the manufactures
of this country, and for all the objects of trade.

He has seen no reason since to change the opinion he expressed on that

occasion.

If the Legislature of Vera Cruz, instead of listening to their suspicions,
had consulted the history of the policy pursued by the United States

in their intercourse with foreign nations, they would have seen that

government pursuing an open, frank and magnanimous course towards
them all, neither attempting to wrong the most feeble, nor suffering

wrong from the most powerful. Neither do they fear a fair competition
with any nation. If nature has denied them the fertile soil, the fine

climate, and the rich mines of gold and silver which Mexico possesses,

they are more than compensated, in their estimation, by the noble

harbours and bays which indent their coast, by the bold and navigable
streams which facilitate their internal trade, and above all, by the

industry and enterprize of their hardy and virtuous population. Guided

by enlightened views of political economy and by motives of the sound-
est policy, they are desirous to see their neighbours wealthy and powerful
in order that they may be more efficient allies and more profitable
customers. They are more advanced in the arts and in commerce
than Mexico or Colombia, but what would this profit them, if neither

Mexico nor Colombia possessed the means of purchasing their manu-
factures or of employing their shipping? They are united to these

nations so intimately by common interests, that if the liberties of

America were to be attacked through them, the United States would be

compelled to stand forth in their defence. What, then, would it avail
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those States, that their neighbours should be reduced to poverty and
weakness?
The Legislature of Vera Cruz suspects that the commercial and

friendly relations which exist between this country and Great Britain

may in time prove disadvantageous to the interests of the United
States. In what manner, the sagacity of the Undersigned is at a loss to

understand. Here, too, the government of the United States, if the

suspicions of the legislature of Vera Cruz have any foundation in truth,
has proceeded with equal improvidence. So far were the United
States from believing that the friendly relations which might be formed
between Great Britain and the New American States, would ever be-

come prejudicial to their interests, that they invited Great Britain to

join them in recognising the independence of these countries. They
afterwards urged the Cabinet of Saint James to follow their example,
and they have constantly and earnestly used their good offices to induce
the governments of Europe, including Spain, to treat with those of

Spanish-America on the footing of independent nations. They exulted
in seeing their example followed by Great Britain; and are satisfied,

that the interests of the two countries, with respect to the New States
of America, are identified.

Having thus answered the suspicions of the Legislature of Vera Cruz
by a simple statement of facts, the Undersigned feels it a duty to himself
to disprove the assertion made by that Legislature, that in order to

engender discord among the worthy inhabitants of Mexico, who were

living in perfect harmony before his arrival under the dominion of the

Scotch Masons, he established the rite of York!
The rite of York existed before his arrival in this country. He

found five Lodges already established, and he did nothing more than
send for charters for them from the Grand Lodge of New York at their

request, and install the Grand Lodge of Mexico.
If the Undersigned had found in Mexico a despotic government, he

would not have taken even this small part in the establishment of

masonry in the country; but he could not suppose that any objection
could be made in a republic against the formation of an institution so

purely and perfectly republican as that of the ancient York Masons.
If this institution, dedicated exclusively in his own country to charitable

and philanthropic purposes, has here been perverted to those of political

combinations, he has had no part in its application to such uses, and
embraces with eagerness the opportunity now afforded him of declaring
that he never has assisted in any Lodge where political principles were
discussed or political combinations formed, and that since the public
voice has accused the ancient York Masons of following the pernicious
example of the Scotch Masons by using their institution for political

purposes, he has withdrawn himself entirely from their meetings.
He did not, therefore, "conceive and bring forth this project"; and

whether the establishment of the rite of York in Mexico has been pro-
ductive of good or evil, he has stated the only part he had in its creation.

And he can declare, that he has never taken any part in the internal

concerns of Mexico, unless to advocate, in a Republic, on every fitting
occasion the superiority of a republican form of government over all

others, to explain the practical benefits of the institutions of the United
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States and the blessings which his countrymen have enjoyed and still

continue to enjoy under them, be considered an interference with the

internal concerns of this country.
That the Undersigned or the government he represents should be

desirous to see established in this country a monarchy, and a Bourbon
or a descendant of Iturbide planted on the throne of Mexico, is too

absurd to merit a serious answer. The government of the United
States holds, that every nation has an undoubted right to choose what-
ever form of government it may judge proper, and they have not inter-

fered nor will they ever interfere with that right ;
but both that govern-

ment and the people of the United States are republicans, and hailed

with the most heartfelt satisfaction the establishment of a federal

government in Mexico. On this subject, the opinions of the Under-

signed stand recorded.

The mistake committed by the Legislature of Vera Cruz in supposing
the prevailing party to be governed by the Undersigned, is apparent
from the single circumstance of the extraordinary delay which has at-

tended the conclusion of the negociations which brought him to this

country.
It is with deep regret, that the Undersigned has found himself under

the necessity of exposing the fallacy of the Manifest issued by the Legis-
lature of the State of Vera Cruz. The Legislature of a respectable and

sovereign State ought to have been more cautious than to publish
serious charges against the character and conduct of a foreign govern-
ment on suspicions which are not only unfounded, but which have been

clearly and uncontrovertibly disproved ;
or to hazard assertions affecting

the reputation of a foreign Minister, unsubstantiated by the slightest

proof and which have been shown to be utterly false.

917

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

MEXICO, April 24, 1828.

The treaty or Commercial arrangement entered into between this Country
and France will not be carried into effect. The present Secretary of State

will not even submit it to Congress. The fact appears to be, that M r
. de

Villele engaged that the influence of France should be exerted to prevent

Spain from sending more troops to Havana or to any other point, where they

might be employed to the annoyance of these Countries. If this influence

has been attempted to be exerted on the part of France it has not been suc-

cessful. The policy of not entering into any commercial arrangements with

France or with any other nation, which does not virtually imply an acknowl-

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, IV.
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edgement of their independence is so obvious, that I believe Canedo would

have acted in the same manner even if the French government had not failed

to comply with the secret stipulation made by Mr
. Villele.

This government is about to appoint another Envoy to Rome. Boca Ne-

gra, a distinguished member of the house of Deputies. Indeed they ought to

be well represented at that Court and not by a Clergyman. Boca Negra is

as good a choice as the President could well have made. It has been resolved

likewise to send an Envoy to Paris, in order to explain the motives of this

government in not ratifying the engagements entered into by Mr
. Camacho :

and to propose to treat with that court on the terms of one independent na-

tion with another. It is supposed, that France can no longer refuse to do so,

as the principal objection made by Mr
. Villele to adopt that course was stated

by him to be the occupation of Spain by the French forces.

918

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States 1

MEXICO, October 28, 1828.

SIR : This Government has received two letters from Europe, which have

alarmed them very much. The first from London, states, that Spain has

effected a loan to the amount of five millions Sterling, on condition of apply-

ing a portion of the sum to satisfy the claims of the English and French mer-

chants. It is supposed that these claims will absorb about one half of the

loan, and that the balance will be employed in an attempt to reconquer this

Country. The plan of attack is even detailed. The second letter is from

Madrid. It sets forth that an expedition against Mexico has been resolved

upon, by that cabinet, and that this determination was taken in consequence
of a report made to the King, by some inhabitants of Mexico, who had lately

landed in Spain ; probably some of those who were banished under the late

law, and whose conduct on this occasion proves the necessity that existed to

adopt that measure. These persons state: that the enthusiastic feeling in

favor of the Independence of Mexico, had subsided very much, while that in

favor of the old Country, had augmented. That the higher orders have lost

all confidence in the Government, from the corrupt and scandalous conduct

of those who are in command ; and that the experience of every day, evinced

the impracticability of a representative system [in?] a Country when the peo-

ple, besides being too ignorant to be governed by democratic Institutions,

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, IV. The portion of this document printed in small

capital letters was received in cipher.
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have in the last twenty years, learned nothing more than disorder and an-

archy, and a contempt for the laws, and those who administer them. They
represent the Executive to be weak and prevaricating; and that from the

wretched state of their finances and the corrupt management of them, it

would be impossible to offer a long or a serious resistance against a well com-

bined attack of Spanish troops, especially, if by a strict blockade, they were

deprived of the resources they now derive from duties on imports. They
recommend that the expedition should consist of fifteen thousand men, with

a reserve of five thousand on the coast and five thousand in Havana. That

they should land at or near Vera Cruz and march directly towards the Capi-

tal, when they would be joined by the loyal in great numbers; and that they
should confine their operations to reconquer and secure the southern and

central provinces, leaving for the present independent the States of Sonora

and Linaloa, Durango, Chihuahua, Nuevo Leon, Tamaulipas and Coahuila

and Tejas. They further state the policy which in their opinion ought to be

observed towards the nobility, clergy and other inhabitants of Mexico, in

order to reconcile them to the change and to secure to the crown of Spain, the

permanent possession of the Country.
Of the truth of these reports you are better able to judge than I can be;

BUT I AM SORRY TO SAY THAT I THINK SUCH AN EXPEDITION WOULD HAVE A

FAIR CHANCE OF SUCCESS. WITH THE MISERABLE STATE OF THEIR FINANCES

YOU ARE ALREADY ACQUAINTED. THEIR ARMY IS AS BAD AS IT CAN BE, AND

FROM THE HATRED ENTERTAINED BY THE NOBLES AND CLERGY TO REPUBLICAN

INSTITUTIONS THE INVADERS WOULD FIND A NUMEROUS AND POWERFUL PARTY

IN THE HEART OF THE COUNTRY. TWENTY THOUSAND MEN WELL COMMANDED,
WELL PAID AND WELL SUPPLIED WITH PROVISIONS AND MONEY MIGHT MARCH
TO MEXICO, BUT SPAIN COULD NOT KEEP POSSESSION OF THIS COUNTRY FOR
ANY LENGTH OF TIME.

I am [etc.].

919

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MEXICO, November 5, 1828.

SIR : I transmit herewith the translation of a proclamation issued by Presi-

dent Victoria, in consequence of the intelligence which this Government had

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, IV. For his preceding dispatch referred to, see above,
pt. ix, doc. 918, Poinsett to Clay October 28, 1828. The following is the translation of the

proclamation of Guadalupe Victoria of October 25, 1828, mentioned :

FELLOW CITIZENS: The Supreme Government has received intelligence from its

secret agents in Europe, from respectable persons resident there and from the public

papers, of
the_ active preparations which Spain is making, to attempt on the territory

of our Republic the barbarous project of reconquest; and to effect it, there is no doubt
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received from Europe, and which I communicated to you in my last. This

document gave rise to a singular discussion in the Senate. The Secretaries of

State were sent for; the motives of the President for publishing such a paper
were questioned, and by some members he was declared to be equally culpa-
ble with Santa Ana, and to have encouraged the revolutionary movement of

that chief.

that she has already assembled some forces at the Havana, which are waiting the ar-

rival of others. There is nothing new in this delirium, and nothing that is not conse-

quent upon the mad obstinacy with which she has suffered herself to be possessed with
it. And indeed if the importance of such repeated threats, or what is more of a positive
act of hostility, ought to be appreciated by what may

_
be worth in themselves, her

wishes, her machinations and her efforts, far^from believing that any necessity existed
for giving you this warning, I should hold it as certain that the impotency of such
wretched attempts, could only induce you to regard them with thorough contempt.
But that which fixes the attention particularly in this last intelligence, and obliges me
to submit it to the patriotic

consideration of my fellow Citizens, is the information in

relation to the principal reliance for success in these projected attempts.
That reliance rests on our intestine troubles; the resentment and division they pro-

duce; the rancour to which they degenerate; the distrust occasioned between the several

classes of the State, towards each other, by unjust accusation and recrimination, and
even between persons united by the dearest ties; the bitterness of party spirit which
poisons every thing it touches; in a word, on that disorder and insolence which tram-

pling upon the most respectable laws, attack without shame the Government itself, and
threaten the dissolution of Society.
From a knowledge of these circumstances very much exaggerated by the delusions of

her wishes, arises the haste with which Spain prepares this expedition. This is the

impulse which urges her to the enterprize. She well knows that her efforts of themselves
would be vain; but expects to find the vigor they may want in the fitness of the moment;
she believes that the occasion will furnish all she may need; she believes that divided

among themselves, those who with so much anxiety sighed for independence and who
achieved it with so much glory and at so much cost, jno longer contemplate it as the

object of their enthusiasm and adoration, but that their own passions and resentments
have supplanted the idol; she believes they no longer love their Constitution, their laws
and their Government; but that they postpone them to the gratification of overthrowing
those who may oppose their pretensions or opinions; and she believes that this disunion,

dissipating the national spirit, enervating the strength of the State, obstructing all the
sources of its prosperity and destroying all the Springs which ought to impel the Mexi-
can Republic forward on her majestic march to the high destinies which await her, will

cause her to be the prey of the most abominable tyranny.
Such is the belief of the Spanish Cabinet, and such the calculation on which it founds

its present efforts and hopes. It belongs to all my fellow citizens to prove it false,

and this I exact from all, and every one. Prove it false yes highly false, and not by
words alone, but by open acts. Let Spain know and let us prove to other Nations, that
if domestic dissensions have arisen in the Republic, how violent soever they may ap-
pear, they have not in any respect affected that union of national opinion or that re-

ciprocal kindness which forms the Mexican character; that opposing opinions and pre-
tensions have always a limit at which they terminate, and which they will not exceed;
that this limit is the constitution and the laws, in the presence of which all will cordially
embrace, and united, sustain them at all hazards, bringing back to the same limit all

who have unfortunately strayed beyond it, and that they will never harbour in their

hearts any sentiment contrary to them, or on their lips a word which contradict the

respectable voice of the law.
Let Spain know that if she chooses to fight the Mexicans, she must fight them united

and rallying round their Government; and that she must enter the lists with such power
only as she possesses in herself.

Fellow Citizens, listen to the sincere and affectionate exhortation of him whom you
have honored with your confidence, and from whom you have received so many proofs
that he is incapable of deceiving you. Be governed by it, and I will answer, not only
for your triumph, but that the projects of the common enemy shall be dissipated like

smoke.
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Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Henry Clay, Secretar

of State of the United States l

MEXICO, December 30, 1828.

SIR : I transmit herewith the translation of a letter addressed to me by th

former Minister of Central America at this Court.2
I have been always awar

of the existence of a party in Guatemala which prefers dependence upoi

Mexico to the dominion of the democracy of their own Country, and of th

ambitious designs of Mexico to extend their territories by the acquisition c

those provinces. The Mexican Minister who was in London at the tim

that a British Consul General was appointed to Guatemala went so far as t

remonstrate with Mr
. Canning, against a measure, which he regarded a

opposed to the Interests of his own Government
; but without openly avow

ing what the intentions of Mexico were with regard to Central America.

I am aware too that for the last two months active negotiations have beei

carried on between this Government and the chiefs of the servile party ii

Guatemala thro' their agent Don Jos6 Maria del Barrio the present Minis

ter. Without having been able to ascertain their exact nature I have n<

doubt that they tend to affect the Independence of Central America. Mexio
does not appear to be aware to what she exposes herself by attempting to es

tablish the principle that a part of one federation is at liberty to depart fron

the original contract and to unite itself to another whenever it may thin!

proper. I have expressed my disapprobation both of the principle and of th

conduct pursued by this Government with regard to Guatemala, and as fa

as it has been in my power, without committing my own Government havi

opposed their views; but it is time the subject should be considered by th<

President, and instructions sent to this Legation, as to the course to be pur
sued in the event of Mexico interfering in the affairs of Guatemala, and re

solving to admit the offers of the servile party in that Republic. Centra

America cannot be appropriated by either of the great powers which bordej

upon it, nor partitioned between them, without materially affecting the

balance of power in the Western Hemisphere. I beg leave respectfully tc

suggest that an intelligent accredited agent ought to be sent to Guatemala
as soon as possible; some one who might contribute to calm the disturbance;

which distract that Country.
As the conventions of Panama were not ratified by this Government,

treaty of defensive alliance has been concluded between Mexico and Colom-
bia. It was negotiated by Dn

. Pedro Gual and is confined to a pledge oi

mutual assistance in the event of either of the contracting parties being in-

vaded by Spain.

I have the honor [etc.].

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, IV. 2 See above, pt. iv, doc. 437.
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Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Martin Van Buren,
Secretary of State of the United States 1

MEXICO, March 10, 1829.

SIR : In order that the new administration may become acquainted as early

and with as little trouble as possible with the actual condition of this Coun-

try, I have determined to recapitulate the principal events which have oc-

curred during my residence here, and to trace the causes which have led to

them.

The character of this people cannot be understood, nor the causes of their

present condition be fully developed without recurring to the oppression
under which they formerly laboured. It would lead you into error to compare
them with the free and civilized nations of America and Europe in the Nine-

teenth Century. They started from a period nearer to the age of Charles

the fifth, and it is even a matter of some doubt whether this Nation had ad-

vanced one step in knowledge and civilization, from the time of the conquest
to the moment of declaring themselves Independent. No portion of the

Spanish dominions in America was watched over by the Mother Country
with such jealous care as Mexico. Its comparatively dense population, its

extensive and fertile territory, its rich and varied productions, and especially

its mineral wealth, rendered it a source of great profit to Spain; while the

history of the ancient splendour of Mexico, and the glory of its conquest
could not fail to enhance the value of its possession in the eyes of that chiv-

alrous people. In order to preserve that possession every precaution was
taken that human prudence could devise to prevent the access of strangers
to Mexico and to keep the people in profound ignorance of their own strength
and resources as well as of their relative position with regard to other Nations.

Until the publication of the voyage of Baron Humbolt, the Nations of Europe
and even their immediate neighbours were ignorant of the very names of

many of the fertile districts and populous Cities which he first described. In

the permission granted to this gentleman to explore these Countries the pride
of the Court of Spain appears to have overcome its habitual caution, and the

Baron seems to have in view the gratification of that pride in the highly
coloured and exaggerated accounts he put forth of the institutions, the wealth,

the resources and the growing prosperity of the Spanish Colonies. It is true

that Baron Humbolt saw these Countries before they were desolated by the

wars of the Revolution, still to judge from what remains, his accounts of the

number and excellence of the public Institutions, of the very advanced state

of the arts and sciences in Mexico, and of the splendour and magnificence of

the style of living of the nobles altho, they may not have been altogether
creations of his own imagination, are very highly exaggerated pictures.

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, IV.
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The nobility and gentry then as now, inhabited spacious hotels, built after

the fashion of those of the mother Country, solid and substantial
; but still

more destitute of all comfort or convenience. Their style of living was not

generous or hospitable, altho they sometimes gave costly and ostentatious

entertainments. From their absurd pretentions to rank and from their un-

meaning jealousy of each other, there never did exist that social intercourse

among the higher orders, which in every other Country forms the chief charm

of life. Here every man of distinction considered it beneath his dignity to

visit his friends or neighbours, and remained in his own house, where in a

large gloomy apartment dimly lighted and miserably furnished he received a

few visitors of inferior rank who formed his tertulia of every night. It is

not to be wondered at therefore that the sons of these men equally unedu-

cated with themselves, fled from the gloomy mansions of their fathers to the

Theatre, the coffee houses or the gambling table
;
and this circumstance united

to the absence of all excitement to industry, from the preference given by the

Council of the Indies to Europeans for all appointments, rendered the Aristoc-

racy of Mexico an ignorant and immoral race. The same state of society existed

among the higher orders of the clergy and marked their character in the same

unfavorable manner. The regular clergy formed from the very dregs of the

people, was then and is now disgustingly debauched and ignorant. They
have lost the influence they formerly possessed over the common people, and

so sensible are they of the universal contempt which they have brought upon
themselves by their unworthy conduct, that they would not oppose a thorough
reform of their orders if the Government had courage to attempt it.

But what more particularly distinguishes the condition of the people in the

Spanish Colonies is the character of the labouring classes. That portion of

America conquered by Spain was inhabited by a people in a high state of civi-

lization for the age in which they lived. The higher classes fell a sacrifice to

the cruelty and rapacity of their Conquerors, and the common people were

reduced to a state of the most abject slavery. The existence of this degraded
race had a singular effect upon the character of the Spanish Settler. The

poorest white man scorned to be placed on a level with the unfortunate In-

dian. His colour ennobled him, and Spaniards and their descendants would
have perished rather than degrade their caste in America by working in the

field, or by following any other laborious occupation in which the Indians are

habitually employed . Here therefore is wanting that portion of a community
which forms the strength of every nation, but especially of a Republic, a free

and virtuous peasantry. The Indians cannot as yet be regarded in that

light. They are laborious, patient and submissive, but are lamentably ig-

norant. They are emerging slowly from the wretched state to which they
had been reduced ; but they must be educated and released from the gross

superstition under which they now labour before they can be expected to

feel an interest in public affairs. The only political feeling which these peo-
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pie now possess is a bitter hatred of the Spaniards or Gachupines as they call

them, a hatred which has never ceased to exist, and which has been kept
alive both by tradition and by constantly recurring instances of cruelty and

oppression. Less attention has been paid by this Government to the estab-

lishment of primary schools than in any other part of Spanish America. This

has been a lamentable oversight, for not only do the great mass of the popu-
lation require to be educated in order that the real principles of a representa-
tive Government may be carried fully into operation ; but to inspire them with

a decent pride and to induce them to more constant labour and to employ
their earnings in rendering their habitations comfortable and in purchasing

clothing for themselves and families. At present seven eighths of the popu-
lation live in wretched hovels destitute of the most ordinary conveniences.

Their only furniture a few coarse mats to sit and sleep on, their food indian

corn, pepper and pulse, and their clothing miserably coarse and scanty. It

is not that the low price of labor prevents them from earning a more com-
fortable subsistance in spite of the numerous festivals in each year, but they
either gamble away their money, or employ it in pageants of the catholic

church, in which pagan and Christian rites are strangely mingled. All these

evils if not cured entirely, would be greatly mitigated by education.

The colleges and other academic Institutions were liberally endowed;
but their administration has always been defective and the education the

Mexican youth receive at them is very superficial. Previous to the Revolu-

tion the Creoles were discouraged from the attainment of knowledge. An
acquaintance with foreign languages and general science rendered them dan-

gerous in the eyes of their superiors and operated against their success in life.

Since that event they are much changed for the better. The improvement
in the condition of the lower orders of the people is very remarkable, altho'

they are still far behind all other civilized Nations.

It appears then that the successful precautions taken by Spain to prevent
all intercourse between Mexico and other Countries prevented the light of

knowledge from penetrating into this Country. Not only were the Mexicans

deprived of the means of keeping pace with the rapid progress of knowledge in

other Countries during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; but the

peculiar circumstances in which they were placed scarcely allowed them to

retain the station they occupied at the time of the conquest. The emigrants
from Spain who alone were permitted to settle in the Country were among the

most ignorant and vicious of that people, who are notoriously a century be-

hind the rest of Christian Europe. They were for the most part the favor-

ites of great men, and came to lord over the Creole, to occupy all the offices of

honor and emolument and to keep the natives in subjection. As has been

already remarked one mode of effecting this object was to keep them even

more ignorant than they were themselves. They were assisted in their ef-

forts to this effect by a variety of causes. The want of means of acquiring
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knowledge, the absence of all excitement to exertion, the facility of procuring

the means of subsistence almost without labour, a mild and enervating cli-

mate and their constant intercourse with the aborigines, who were and still

are degraded to the very lowest class of human beings, all contributed to ren-

der the Mexicans a more ignorant and debauched people than their ancestors

had been. Another cause operated still more strongly to produce this effect.

The puerile ceremonies of their worship, and the excessive ignorance and

shocking profligacy of the clergy. The Creoles were taught from their in-

fancy to reverence their pastors as Superior beings and it is not therefore

surprising that their pernicious example should have produced such melan-

choly results. When therefore we examine the actual condition of this peo-

ple, we ought always to bear in mind the point from which they set out.

They were in every respect, far behind the mother Country which is noto-

riously very inferior in moral improvement to all other Nations. They were

not even equal to the other Spanish colonies in America, because their com-

parative importance and their vicinity to the United States rendered Spain
more vigilant in preventing all intercourse with foreigners as well as the intro-

duction of all works, which could enlighten their minds and inspire them with

liberal ideas.

It was owing to these circumstances that the feeble attempts which were

made to render Mexico independent of the Metropolis from the year 1810

to the year 1821, were the work of parish priests and of the poor Indians.

Not one of the nobles and very few, if any of the gentry took part with the

Insurgents. It is true that the Revolution was ultimately effected by them
;

but it was produced by different causes than those which first roused the peo-

ple to take up arms against the Spaniards. The real motives of the clergy,

nobles and European Spaniards to take part in the Revolution of Iguala, are

to be found in their desire to protect themselves against the operation of the

Constitution and the decrees of the cortes of Spain, which were calculated to

reduce their power and influence, as well as to deprive them of part of their

vast possessions. Iturbide's ambition frustrated their hopes of seeing a Bour-

bon seated on the throne of Mexico in conformity with the plan of Iguala,

which was drawn up by them. And such of them as were not personally

benefitted by his usurpation, became his enemies and used all their efforts

to destroy him. After his downfall these same men remained united and

have been unremitting in their exertions to establish a Monarchy and to seat

a Bourbon on the throne of Mexico. Finding public opinion opposed to their

views and decidedly pronounced in favor of Republican Institutions, they

attempted to establish a central form of Government, which they were aware

would ultimately lead to a consummation of their wishes. Foiled in this at-

tempt by the adoption of the Federal Constitution, they strove to elect a

creature of their own to be President of the newly created Mexican States.

General Bravo they knew would be governed implicitly by them, and they
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spared no exertion to have him elected. They were however again defeated,

and immediately formed a powerful opposition to the administration of

^resident Victoria.

General Victoria had been himself attached to this party and had, altho'

with different views been in favor of a central Government. He accordingly

chose his Secretaries from among the members of that party. Don Lucas

Alaman one of the Aristocracy was made Secretary of Interior and Exterior

relations; Don Manuel Gomez Pedraza who had opposed the revolution of

the people and afterwards taken part with Iturbide, Secretary of War;
Don Jos Ignacio Esteva a personal friend of the President, Secretary of the

Treasury; and Don Pablo de la Llave, a high church man, Secretary of

Justice & ecclesiastical affairs. It is proper here to mention, that the party
in opposition to President Victoria of which these persons were all members,
were organised and connected together in a Society under the rules and

regulations of the Scotch Masons, and were therefore called Escoseses. At
this period the affairs of Mexico wore the most favorable aspect. Loans

had been effected in London to a sufficient amount to enable the Government
to augment the number of their troops, which they did without necessity,

to arm and clothe them, and to purchase ships of war. The large sums of

money introduced into the Country by the English Mining Companies,
contributed in no small degree to the prosperity of the people. Their trade

increased to a surprising degree, and the whole Country wore the appearance
of abundance. The treasury was overflowing, pensions and salaries were

paid with punctuality, and both the Government and people appeared to

think that the millions they had borrowed, formed a part of their annual

income. The Escoseses considered this State of things as the effect of their

political combinations and without thinking of the future, called upon the

people to admire their work. But the party in opposition looked upon these

proceedings with gloomy forebodings. They were excluded by the President

from that participation in the Government to which they thought themselves

entitled, and as they felt conscious of superior strength, were resolved to

overthrow their adversaries. Still in a state of revolution and ignorant of

the force of public opinion, and of the means of producing a great moral

change in an elective Government, they determined to effect the contem-

plated Revolution by the strong arm. Such was the state of this Country
when we entered it in the Spring of 1825. We soon perceived that we were

objects of distrust and dislike to the ruling party. Composed as it was of

the Aristocracy, the high Clergy, the Monarchical faction and the Spaniards,
it was natural they should look coldly upon the representative of a Republic.

They did more, they displayed a hostile feeling towards us, and actually
talked of receiving us in a style different from that in which the English

Charge" d'Affaires had been received. The Cabinet of St. James had been
beforehand with us; they had concluded a Treaty with this Government
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and had established their relations here, on the most favorable footing.

The President himself had a great partiality for that connexion. He had

been the medium of the first communication between the two Countries and

he regarded himself as the instrument of effecting the friendly relations

which had so lately been established with Great Britain. Mr
. Canning too

had condescended to write to him and he felt highly flattered by the distinc-

tion. This correspondence had fostered, if it had not created, the jealousy

with which he regarded the United States. He believed that we were the

natural enemies of Mexico, and that the aggrandizement of this Country
was incompatible with our Interests and would be counteracted by us, by

every means in our power. In combination with the Secretary of foreign

relations Don Lucas Alaman he had formed a plan to negotiate a new Treaty

of boundaries by which we were to be reduced to the margin of the Missis-

sippi, for they believed that by the Treaty of Washington, we had unjustly

deprived Spain of a large portion of her territory. They were exceedingly

surprised therefore when no objection was made by this Legation to renew

the negotiations on that subject altogether, with a declaration that in that

event, the United States would assume the line of the Rfo Bravo del Norte,

as the boundary; as the reasons which had induced them to cede to Spain

their rights to that Territory did not apply to this Country. They were

assured that we regarded the Treaty of limits as binding upon both parties,

because it had been concluded when Mexico formed a part of the dominions

of Spain, but that no objection would be made on our part to annul it. The

Congress more wise compelled the Executive subsequently to confirm that

Treaty. The party in power availed itself of this question and publicly

accused us of ambitious views and of jealousy of the rising greatness of

Mexico. In proportion to the repugnance with which the Aristocratic

faction regarded us were the cordial advances of the democratic party, and

if our principles had not induced us to seek our associates among the latter,

we should have been driven to do so by the conduct of the former. Under

these circumstances it became my duty to consider the policy which it

behooved the United States to pursue towards these Countries and especially

towards Mexico, from various reasons the most interesting to us of them all.

It was an undeniable fact, that Great Britain had used great exertions to

acquire an ascendency in them all, and had to a certain degree succeeded in

doing so. It was known to me that Mr
. Canning even before my arrival in

Mexico, had sought to excite a sentiment of hostility towards the United

States, with a view of strengthening the Interests of England, and the

question to be resolved by me, was, whether I should permit a European
Nation the most unfriendly to our prosperity to acquire unbounded influence

in a neighbouring Republic, or whether I ought to oppose views so hostile

to the Interests of America.

The great Powers of Europe have established their separate influences
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over the inferior Nations of that continent after a long struggle with each

other
;
and it must be manifest, that the contest for power will be renewed by

"them in America. Are we to take no part in this contest? Are we to sit

tamely by and see Great Britain and France contending for sway in the

Americas, nor to concern ourselves in a question which may hereafter so es-

sentially effect [affect] our Interests? Is the policy of the United States in

relation to Europe and to these Countries to be the same? I think not. If

we do not exercise a direct and salutary influence over the councils of the

American States we ought not to permit any European Nation to do so. Is

it not obvious that if Great Britain should establish such a dominion over

this Country as she exercises over Portugal, that this state of things might

prove highly detrimental to our Interests? That this ambitious Nation has

attempted and will continue to exert her vast means to effect this object can-

not be doubted. In my opinion the United States ought not to permit it,

and with this view of the Subject I have acted. I found the British united

with the Aristocratic and Monarchical party who governed the Country, and
I felt gratified that this party should act towards us in a manner, which not

only justified, but to a certain degree compelled us to seek our friends alto-

gether among the Creoles and Democrats.

In this struggle with the English no injury was ever intended or done to

their commercial interests; on the contrary, whenever mistakes occurred

which was sometimes the case, from the ignorance of these people, they were

always fairly and frankly explained by this Legation, in order that no preju-

dice might result to the British Merchants. And the only advantage taken

of our position was to warn the Government against any encroachment on

their rights, and to point out to them the baneful effects which must ensue

from permitting any foreign nation to acquire an influence over their councils.

We had not been long in the Country, before we became aware of the de-

termination of the democratic party to effect a revolution by force. On this

occasion, this Legation felt it their duty to interfere, and to advise a milder

course. A Revolution such as was contemplated would have plunged the

Country into a civil war, the result of which could not be foreseen, would
have paralyzed commerce and have brought still greater discredit upon the

Republican Institutions of the new States of America. The history of diplo-

macy is full of instances of the interference of foreign Ministers to sustain or

to save the Institutions of the Country to which they are accredited, and few

cases could be cited more important or more urgent than this. These people
were told, that they had only to unite, to organize their party, to establish a

press of their own, and to bring the whole weight of their numbers to bear

upon the elections in order to effect a great moral change, which would assist

their views much more effectually, than could be done by force; especially as

they were disposed to sustain the federal constitution. Guided by these

counsels they abandoned their intention to effect a Revolution by force, and
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their efforts to produce a change in the Government by peaceable means,

were crowned with the most signal success. Their triumph was so complete,

and from that moment the progress of liberal principles so rapid, that the

Europeans and Scotch party were induced to regard what was really nothing

more than the natural course of events in a free and representative Govern-

ment, as the direction of some secret and able adviser
;
and were disposed to

attribute their defeat entirely to me. What confirmed them in this idea was

the establishment of the grand lodge of antient York Masons, which I had

installed. The circumstances attending the formation of this rite in Mexico,

were fully explained to the Government in my dispatch of the 8
th

July 1827,

N. 94-
1 At the earnest desire of some of the most distinguished Men in the

Country, and with the full approbation of the Government, I sent for char-

ters for the five lodges already existing in the Country, and installed the

grand lodge of antient York Masons in Mexico. Their opponents had long

been organised under the Scotch rite, and had used this Institution altogether

for political purposes. They supposed, what proved to be the fact, that the

York Masons would follow their example and being more numerous would be

able with an equal organisation to carry all their measures
; with this perver-

sion of a purely philanthropic institution to the purposes of political intrigue,

I took no part, but on the contrary withdrew myself from their meetings so

soon as the intentions of the party became manifest.

From this moment the Europeans of every Nation, who had seen in the

reign of the Scotch party the probable reestablishment of a Monarchical

Government in Mexico, and this defeated party themselves, gave loose to

their resentment and rancorous hatred to the Government of the United

States and to me by the most scandalous private and public abuse. Even
the agent of France who owed his reception by this Government to my ad-

vice, which was asked on that occasion, and to whom I rendered the most

essential services upon his first arrival, joined the party in opposition, and

has not ceased to write to his Government the most exaggerated and false

accounts of the state of things here, and to represent me as the genius of evil.

The fact is that all these gentlemen have been cruelly disappointed. They
supposed that their influence would be unbounded, and the first reception of

the English Mission and their early success induced them to believe that

their counsels would ultimately prevail. They had the hardihood to speak
in loud and disrespectful terms of Republican Institutions and continually

practised upon the weak and vacillating Victoria, who certainly for a short

period, thought himself the destined instrument, in the hands of God, to re-

store the antient Monarchy of Mexico. He saw the triumph of Republican

principles with dismay, and he too became my enemy.
Attributing the failure of their plans to me, every effort was made use of,

to drive me from the Country. Finding threats of no avail, the Legislatures
of Vera Cruz and Puebla, were excited to remonstrate against my further

1 See above, pt. ix, doc. 916, Poinsett to Clay, July 8, 1827.
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residence in the Country, and the former published a manifest, directed

principally against me, for an account of which I must refer you to my dis-

patch N. 94-
1 The memorable rebellion of Tulancingo in January 1828,

had my expulsion for one of its principal objects, and I believe there is no
instance on record of a foreign Minister having been so persecuted in any
Country.

It is difficult to believe that this hatred has not been the effect of an im-

proper interference in the affairs of the Country. But I trust I have proved
that this most singular state of things, has arisen from my steady opposition
to the encroachments of European Powers; to my successful efforts to do

away with the jealousy and hatred, with which those agents had inspired
this people towards the United States, to the aid I most willingly lent to the

Republican party in framing their laws and illustrating their constitution,

which they had borrowed from us
; and to my determined resistance to that

superiority which European Agents would fain arrogate to themselves in

these Countries. If this Legation had consented to submit to their pre-

tensions, and had chosen to avail itself of the kind and condescending pro-

tection which the Agent of H. B. M. proffered it, on its arrival in Mexico,
we might have passed on smoothly and insignificantly. We did not think

this course compatible with the dignity of our representation, nor with the

Interests of the United States, and under this impression have most cheer-

fully encountered all the obloquy and calumny to which our conduct has

exposed us, and have neither felt nor expressed any other anxiety, than that

the causes of the opposition we have met with, should be fully understood

in the United States, and especially by the Government.

The revolt which terminated in the capture of General Bravo and the

chief military leaders of the Scotch party, at Tulancingo, must be too fresh

in the recollection of every one, who has taken the slightest interest in the

affairs of this Country, to require any further notice of that event here. My
dispatch of the 8

th
January 1828, N. H4,2 contains a full account of that

ridiculous attempt to effect a Revolution against the constituted authorities

of the Country, and against the will of the people.

Defeated in this as in every other attempt this party had made to re-

establish their power, they determined to seek out from among the predomi-

nant party, some fit instrument to defeat the election of General Guerrero

to the Presidency. For this purpose, they fixed on the Secretary of War
Don Manuel Gomez Pedraza. This Gentleman's career had been a singular

one. He had been an officer in the Service of Spain under the viceroys, and

had taken an active part in the wars of the Revolution against the Independ-

ents. He was afterwards sent deputy to the cortes of Spain. On his return

he became one of the Ministers of Iturbide and afterwards a leader of the

Scotch party, which had contributed so materially to the overthrow of that

: See above, pt. ix, doc. 916, Poinsett to Clay, July 8, 1827.
z Not printed in this collection.
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chief. He took advantage of the discovery of the conspiracy of the Friar

Arenas, to abandon that party. He spoke to me in terms of reprobation of

the infamous attempt made by those men to induce this Friar, to denounce

me as the principal instigator of his plot, for an account of which, I must

again refer you to my dispatch N. 94
1

; and openly declared that he could

no longer hold communion with men who sought by the basest means, to

destroy the liberties and independence of their Country. He stated that

he had hitherto been deceived by them, but that having examined the evi-

dence in the case, he was convinced of their participation in the conspiracy,

and had therefore separated himself from their Society forever.

In consequence of this declaration Pedraza was most grossly abased and

vilified in the papers of his former friends; but when it was determined to

make him the Instrument of dividing the York party and of defeating the

election of Guerrero, they renewed their flattery and discovered in him all

the virtues, that ought to adorn the chief of a great Nation. They certainly

could not have made a better choice, to effect their purpose. Pedraza had

acquired a certain degree of popularity, by his conduct in the discovery and

punishment of the conspirators in the affair of the Friar Arenas; and sub-

sequently in the defeat of the insurgents under General Bravo. He had

therefore friends and partizans among the Iturbidistas and Yorkinos; and

finally was Secretary of War, which under this Government, is equivalent

to being commander in chief of the army.

Having made this choice various causes contributed to their success. In

some States, for instance in Vera Cruz and Puebla, the Legislatures which

voted for Gomez Pedraza had been elected before the triumph of the Demo-
cratic party in Mexico. They formed a part of the Aristocratic faction, and

the vote they gave on that occasion was in conformity with the views of

their party and might be regarded as an expiring effort to reestablish their

power or to revenge their fall. In all the States of the Union the popular

party had gained the elections and in no instance was a single one of the

Representatives in those Legislatures reelected. The Secretary of War had

taken the precaution to dismiss such officers as were not addicted to him, and

especially to appoint military Commandants in the Several States, who were

pledged to support his election, and, who did not scruple to use the force

under their command for that purpose. The wealth of the Nation is for the

most part in the hands of the Aristocracy and of the Spanish Merchants and

was lavished to gain over votes where the Legislatures were nearly equally

divided, with what success, the result has shown. To these causes is the

election of Pedraza to be attributed and it was gained manifestly against
the will of the people. From the moment the success of the election was

known, the Senate aided by the Supreme Court, both bodies elected during
the reign of the Scotch party and therefore most decidedly hostile to Re-

J See above, pt. ix, doc. 916, Poinsett to Clay, July 8, 1827.
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publican Institutions and to the wishes of the people, commenced a series of

persecutions against all persons who from their talents, liberal principles or

popularity gave them cause of alarm. The Governors of several States were

impeached on anonymous charges, suspended from their employments and a

determination manifested to persecute them to the death. This most un-

just and violent exhibition of their inveterate hatred against the best pa-

triots and most deserving men in the Country roused that spirit of resistance

in the people which led to the Revolution of the 4
th December. I am firmly

persuaded, that if the party had used their triumph with moderation, and

had conciliated instead of persecuting their adversaries, such is still the habit

in this Country of submission to authority, however acquired, that they
would have preserved their power. Fortunately for this Nation they were

maddened by their success, and their own ill conduct brought on their de-

struction. The dismissal of General Lopez de Santa Ana from the command
of the State of Vera Cruz, first induced that chief to take up arms; and the

false accusation against Don Lorenzo de Zavala Governor of the State of

Mexico, and the apparent determination to bring him to the scaffold, drove

that distinguished patriot to seek his safety in rebellion. The circumstances

attending his persecution and flight, as well as the occurrences of the success-

ful attack upon the Capital, are faithfully set forth in the pamphlet which

accompanies this despatch, and to which I beg leave to refer you for some

particulars which I omit, in order not to make this communication too

voluminous.
Such was the disposition of the people, that whenever the standard of re-

volt had been created on that occasion, they would have rallied round it.

The chiefs who guided their efforts wisely judged that it would save the

effusion of blood, to effect a Revolution in the Capital itself, and if possible

before the desultory forces which were on their march from the Southern

coast should approach it, as they dreaded the excesses these men might com-
mit. So much has been said in our papers and such exaggerated accounts

have been written by the Europeans in this City, of the cruelties and dis-

orders which followed the taking of the City by the Revolutionary forces on

the 4th of December, that it is necessary the facts should be fairly stated.

An enclosed space on the principal square, in front of the palace, called the

JParian, a sort of Bazaar, has always been inhabited by European Spaniards,
a race odious to the people of Mexico. It was natural therefore that the in-

furiated mob, which entered the City on the third day of the attack, should

direct their rage against this depository of the goods of their enemies. The
shops in this enclosure were broken open and plundered, together with some
few others in the immediate vicinity of the Parian, but no other disorders

were committed. One person only lost his life on the entrance of the Revo-

lutionists, the Conde del Valle, a man on many accounts odious to the peo-

ple, and on whose house top a body of troops had been stationed, to defend
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that entrance into the City and who had galled the assailants with their fire

and killed a great many of their Men.

Even these disorders trifling as they were compared with what a city taken

by assault generally suffers, might and ought to have been prevented by the

Government. All their outposts had been driven in and their defences de-

stroyed long before the palace was assaulted . Terms of capitulation had been

offered them, which they were urged to accept in order to prevent any ex-

cesses being committed by the people. These were positively refused and the

Government troops continued a feeble resistance, until the square was taken,

when they threw down their arms and joined the plunderers. Under all these

disadvantages order was restored in the course of two or three hours. Not a

stranger was injured or insulted, a rare instance of forbearance, for there was

scarcely a European in the City, who had not taken a part against the people.

There can be no greater proof of the revolution having been in conformity
with the views and wishes of a vast majority of the Mexican people, than the

universal joy, with which the news was hailed by the States, and the cor-

responding change which was immediately effected in all of them. The

persecuted Patriots were released from the prisons to which they had been

condemned by their implacable enemies, and throughout the whole extent of

the Empire, not a cry was heard in favor of the fallen party, or of its chief,

who had fled at the sight of the storm.

You will have remarked that one of the avowed objects of this Revolution,

and one perhaps which chiefly influenced the people, was the expulsion of the

Spaniards from the Country. In order to understand this feeling, it is neces-

sary to explain, that the Spaniards who reside in Mexico have been active

agents in all the political changes this Country has undergone for many years

past. Under the Viceroys they interfered in all the affairs of Government
and not only awed the Creoles into patient submission, but controlled the Vice-

roys themselves. It will be remembered that such of them as attempted to

contend against this influence, were deprived of their offices and sent igno-

miniously out of the Country by these Oligarchists, who never failed to cor-

rupt the troops of the Government for that purpose. The sanction of the

Mother Country was always given to these outrageous proceedings, to which

they continued to give the colour of excessive loyalty.

The Revolution effected in this Country by Iturbide, received their con-

currence and support, because they considered it to be directed against the

Constitution which then existed in Spain, and which they could not endure to

see established in America where it gave a semblance of self Government
to the Creoles. They therefore approved the plan of Iguala, and expected to

see a Bourbon seated on the throne of Mexico. Their disappointment in this

hope, their utter contempt of the Creoles and their superior wealth, industry
and energy of character, have rendered formidable their exertions to restore

this Country to the dominion of Spain, and as a preliminary step to that
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great end, to overturn its republican Institutions; efforts which have in re-

ality occasioned all the convulsions this Country has suffered, since the decla-

ration of its independence. From the first formation of the Scotch party,

the Spaniards have formed an active and efficient portion of it; and now the

Senate which was elected at a period when the Legislatures of the States were

composed of the same party, refuses to pass a law of expulsion, altho' it has

been so clamorously called for by the people. This resistance to the public

will, may in the present state of excitment occasion some further disturb-

ances ; but what I dread most of all are the evils likely to be produced by the

exhausted state of their finances. This Government has been compelled for

some months back to have recourse to the most ruinous measures in order to

procure the means of paying the troops. They have for this purpose antici-

pated their revenue for some time to come and have reduced themselves to

the greatest distress and to the verge of ruin. With their usual want of fore-

sight and reflexion they go headlong on, without making an effort to reduce

their expences, or to organise their Treasury. On this subject they are deaf

to all counsel ;
and this alone renders me uneasy and doubtful with respect to

the future tranquillity and prosperity of this Country.
I am [etc.].

922

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Martin Van Buren,
Secretary of State of the United States l

MEXICO, August 7,

SIR: I should be sensibly mortified in communicating to you the violent

attacks which have been made upon me of late by the Aristocratic faction of

this Country and especially that by the Legislature of the State of Mexico, if

I could attribute them to any misconduct or even to any want of prudence on

my part. But these attacks have been entirely unprovoked, and the con-

jectures, for you will perceive they are nothing more, which gave rise to them,
are utterly unfounded. I most certainly never have given cause for the

clamors, which have been raised against me by these designing men, by inter-

fering in the remotest degree in the internal affairs of the Country; nor have I

ever deviated from that frank open and manly policy, which distinguishes
the intercourse of the United States with foreign Nations. All intrigue is as

foreign from my character, as it is from the generous policy of the Govern-
ment I represent, nor have I ever condescended to conceal the views of either

in my negotiations with these States. I am, I repeat, entirely unconscious of

having given any just motive for this excitement against me, on the part of

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, IV.
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the faction in opposition to this Government, unless my uncompromising

republican principles, and my friendly intercourse with some of the leading

members of the popular party can be regarded as such. In my dispatch N.
166 x I entered very fully into the causes of the enmity entertained against

me by the Aristocratic, Monarchical and European faction in Mexico. It

broke out into open hostility, before I had been in the Country six months,

and their attacks have been unceasing ever since. This party had the power
in their hands when I arrived in the Country, and by the nature of their In-

stitutions, were dispossessed of it shortly after. They immediately attrib-

uted their downfall to me, to the organisation of Masonic lodges in opposition

to theirs, and which had served them as a successful instrument of political

intrigue, to my superior management which they supposed had been used

against them, and indeed to any other cause than the true one: namely, the

popular elections and form of Government, which must forever preclude the

possibility of an Oligarchy governing the people.

From the unblushing effrontery with which these people assert false-

hoods and reason from them as from facts, I feared they would have exercised

more ingenuity in their accusations against me.

You will perceive by the accompanying translation marked A that they

speak only from conjectures as improbable as they are unfounded. They
believe that I am the Soul of the present adminstration, and its only support,

and that if they could succeed in removing me, they would find no difficulty

in overthrowing the Government and recovering their power. They excite

the people therefore by the most absurd and improbable tales ; they tell them

that the United States are jealous of the rising greatness of Mexico, and have

llllii
instructed me to throw every obstacle in the way of its prosperity; they have

even had the audacity to assert that the Cabinet of Washington caused the

death of their Minister Obregon, and from that to argue publicly that the

people ought to assassinate me. But it is disgusting to repeat the infamous

proceedings of these men. I must refer you to the papers which accompany
this dispatch and to Commodore Porter whom I have charged with the deliv-

ery of them, and of other dispatches which have accumulated here, for want
of a fitting opportunity to forward them. Commodore Porter has been in

the Capital for the last four months, and has witnessed the almost incredible

conduct of these men. To him therefore I refer you for a more minute detail

of what has passed here, during that period.

I have had frequent conferences with the President of these States, since

the publication of the remonstrance of the Legislature of Mexico, and have

represented to him the impropriety of such an interference on the part of a

State, with the diplomatic relations of the Federal Government; as well as

the evil consequences which must spring from this example. He expressed

his regret at what had taken place, and in the warmest terms assured me,
1 See above, pt. ix, doc. 921, Poinsett to Secretary of State, March 10, 1829.
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that the General Government was perfectly satisfied with my conduct, and

was aware that the attack was directed against them, rather than against me;

spoke in strong language of the infamy of those men who sought to interrupt

the friendly relations between the two Republics and said indeed everything

that he supposed calculated to sooth my feelings, and to satisfy the United

States of his friendly disposition towards them. But he had not firmness

enough to reply to the Legislature of Mexico, in a manner which would pre-

vent a repetition of those insults from the Legislatures of the States towards

foreign Ministers. The good sense of the popular party has hitherto pre-

vented similar attacks being made upon the agents of European Powers. I

know such propositions have been made and opposed here by all the influence

of the ruling party.

This is, to be sure, a most miserable state of misrule and cannot last long.

I am [etc.].

[The following is the document referred to which originated in the legisla-

ture of the State of Mexico:]

[TRANSLATION]

PREAMBLE AND RESOLUTION OF THE LEGISLATURE OF THE
STATE OF MEXICO

STATE OF MEXICO

On the 29
th day of July last the following resolution was submitted to

the house by Mess". Bonilla, Portilla, Velasquez de Leon, Del Rio,

Malo, Campos, Galeana and Cordona.

When the nation is threatened by its eternal enemies the Spaniards
nothing is more important than to have united as it were in one centre
the will of all the subjects of the Mexican Republic. Greater efforts

have been made to persuade us of this truth than perhaps of any other,
and very properly; but no one thing has been more neglected, than that
of adopting adequate measures to obtain this desirable result. Let us

commence, Sir, to carry into effect this union which is so much recom-
mended, and let not the wishes of so many true patriots, who are anxious
that we may all give each other a fraternal embrace, remain in the

sphere of purely speculative ideas. This has to be the first defensive
measure adopted by the Mexicans in order to obtain a certain triumph,
and without this, all others will be useless. If this be accomplished,
the world will then see the whole nation rise up like a formidable giant,
to drive beyond the seas the wicked invaders of its territory.

But in the present circumstances, what measure can save us & con-
tribute most essentially to reconcile the minds of the people. No other

presents itself at this time to the imagination of the undersigned, than
that of petitioning the general Government respectfullybut energetically
to send the foreign Minister Poinsett out of the territory of the Republic.
We voluntarily abstain from entering into the details of the causes that
might justify this measure, to foreign nations, and to the Government
which has given to the aforementioned Minister the instructions in

pursuance of which he has performed the duties of his Commission. In
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order not to compromise the national honor, we will not give credit to

reports, of the truth of which, we have seen no proofs. We repeat that

we will not bring forward charges which might be produced against him
for acts which he has been seen to practise, and for all those things of

which the federal government is well informed ;
and in submitting this

resolution we will confine ourselves altogether to state the discredit into

which this foreign functionary has fallen, and the prejudices, if it be

pleased to call them so, with which he is regarded by the Mexicans.
We take for the basis of our statement a fact of which no one can en-

tertain a doubt, that he is regarded by all persons as the cause of our

differences, and of the misfortunes of the Country. Let this be so or

not, it is very certain that all pretext for discord ought to be removed
as well as all causes which might in any way disturb the domestic peace
and tranquillity, so necessary in the present melancholy state of things
when we are threatened by a hostile invasion. All politicians recom-
mend to proceed with circumspection in affairs in which vulgar prej-
udices are mingled with the public opinion, and altho' we might prove,
that public opinion has declared itself in the most positive manner
against Mr. Poinsett, it is sufficient for us that the prejudices of the

vulgar have been pronounced in a thousand ways against his further

residence among us
;
that they augment daily ;

and that in the midst of

political fanaticism a catastrophe which might compromise our dignity
and the national honor would not be extraordinary. Actuated by all

these sentiments we request, that in order to preserve the domestic

tranquillity and public order a remonstrance may be addressed to the
President exciting him to give the proper passport to the Minister

Plenipotentiary of the United States of the North, Mr. J. R. Poinsett.

The Legislature adopted this resolution with the following preamble ad-

dressed to the President.

MOST EXCELLENT SIR: The Legislature of the free State of Mexico
representing all its inhabitants have the honor to address Your Excel-

lency with the important object of exciting your well known zeal and
pure love of Country in order that by virtue of the power conferred

upon you, you may be pleased to adopt the only measure which in our

opinion can suffice to reestablish confidence, to reconcile the minds of

the people and to save the Republic from the dreadful evils with which
it is threatened. This resolution of the Legislature has in no way been
influenced either by personal feelings or motives of sympathy which
are most commonly the origin of similar determinations

;
much less has

it entered into their views to favour or to contend against the passions
and

_interests
of either party, which according to their respective

opinions might regard it as a triumph, or fear it as the sanguinary spirit
of persecution which distinguishes the character of all their most en-
thusiastic proselites.
The noble end to which this representation tends is precisely the de-

struction of the fertile seeds of misfortune, the effectual union of public
opinion and that fraternal affection which ought to bind together the
great Mexican family : and if it should excite the murmers or enmity of
those who fixed their hopes in our domestic dissentions, or of those who
over and above timid and pusillanimous see in this measure the signal
of a rupture with a friendly power; it will surely be applauded by every
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friend of order and of the public peace, as upon these rest our federation,

independence and common prosperity.

Mexico, Sir, so long the sport of parties at length detests their de-

structive tyranny: and undeceived and convinced by the inexplicable
evils it has suffered, that its felicity is only to be found in peace, union
and the common happiness of its inhabitants, regards with distrust every
thing which it understands to have had any part in the misfortunes

which have been occasioned by the quarrels of individuals. When a

people has become obstinately persuaded of an opinion, it is difficult

to make them believe in other reasons or assign other causes than those
which they have imagined. Their distrust redoubles in proportion
to the obstacles they encounter : and eager to shake off the iron yoke of

deceit, they will not consent to submit even to the mild one of convic-

tion. To this extreme have our fellow Countrymen arrived; torn to

pieces by the fanatical fury of faction. Regarded with contempt as a

people of savages or at least only half civilized, by nations which a short

time before thought favourably of their destinies on account of their

prudence & circumspection. Threatened by a cruel and barbarous

Enemy who in its impotence still dares to compare itself with our actual

condition and think itself very superior, and finally in the midst of an
immense accumulation of afflictions and disasters the Mexicans reached
those limits in which former illusions have no effect and without reflect-

ing on the more hidden causes of their ruin, but fixing their attention on
those that are apparent and known they direct towards them alone all

their hatred and animosity and an universal clamour is raised to insist

upon its separation or destruction, it is not surprising therefore that in

the midst of this ferment they should forget the respect due to certain

persons of distinguished and elevated character when they believed
them to be the authors, or to have exercised a powerful influence in the

improper direction of the public affairs in which they formerly took

part, altho' in an indirect manner either by their private relations with
certain individuals members of the administration and to whom is

attributed in a great measure the evils we now suffer, because the un-
fortunate results in our public affairs have been identified by the people
generally with their management, without adverting that perhaps there
existed a thousand obstacles difficult to be overcome which prevented a
successful issue. Call this if you will political fanaticism but it produces
all the effects of exalted passions and leads to the commission of crimes,
which being deemed heroic and even innocent acts are more easily

perpetrated. In, this manner an outcry and an alarm is observed to

resound throughout the whole Republic against the Envoy of the United
States, Don J. R. Poinsett. His character of diplomatic agent it would
appear ought to prevent his taking any part in the affairs of the in-

terior.

The Congress will not say that he has been as some think the soul of
our administration

;
but it is notorious even by his own confession that

he contributed towards the establishment of one of those secret societies
which will figure with all the others in the history of our common dis-

asters. From hence it is presumed that in like manner as in this un-
fortunate affair he will continue to take an active part in all others.
And as the effects of those associations have been the continual struggle
of families against families in which we have seen repeated instances of
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utter demoralization and the rupture of the most sacred ties of nature,

so likewise will arise others still more pernicious which may reduce us to

the extremity of desperation. Arguments in support of this opinion
are derived from the following considerations, the different geographical

positions of our territory and that of the United States which it is well

known produces so great an influence on the diplomatic relations of

states; the personal qualities of Mr. Poinsett, and finally the events

which have taken place here and elsewhere in relation to him. In effect

the North Americans owe to their liberal institutions all that is denied

to them by their climate; and it is very natural to believe that Mexico

enjoying the same political system united to the advantages of her soft

climate, to the fertility of her soil to the mild and docile character of her

inhabitants and to all those circumstances which render society grateful
and agreeable, would attract to herself an augmentation of population
& wealth which would confer upon her a superior reputation and pre-

ponderance over the rest of the Republics of this Continent. The North
American policy it has been said is opposed to ours and it is their interest

to preserve things in their present state in order that Mexico should

offer no guarantees nor any description of attraction in her society,
nor any advantages in the branches of her industry which might di-

minish the credit and engrandizement of that nation. Upon this basis

their diplomacy with respect to us must necessarily be placed and their

Agents must fulfil their mission in this particular. Whether this

reasoning be founded in fact or not it is certain that all hold it and feel

it to be so, and hence the alarm, distrust & the hatred to each other

between the political parties and between all Mexicans.
The personal qualities of Mr. Poinsett confirm this opinion. Every

one confesses that he possesses talents highly exercised in negociations
of this description, by means of the many honorable commissions of the

same nature which have been confided to him by his government; his

highly polished and agreeable manners; his acquirements and the liveli-

ness of his mind, the suavity of his character and the republicanism
which he displays, all increase his influence in Society; and these

qualities which in every other sphere render Individuals estimable, in a

diplomatic Agent, who it would seem in order to be sufficiently circum-

spect, should separate himself entirely from the world, appear to be in-

terested, and spring from an excessive desire to form to himself a party
which he may dispose of as occasion offers and which he may use as an
instrument in secret political maneuvers.

Finally the different events which have made so much noise and
which have taken place in this country all having reference to his person
and which render more suspicious those views which are presumed to

be contrary to our well being. For time past we have experienced the

strongest commotions which at every shock weaken and impoverish
the nation more and more; that which was felt at the revolution of

Tulancingo might have occasioned a thousand misfortunes if it had not

fortunately been crushed in its cradle.

The parties then were highly irritated and powerful enough to have
done each other great harm, and consequently to their Country. Had
the struggle been prolonged perhaps we might have been victims of the

interference of some foreign power or of the oppression of our enemies,
who might have hastened their attempts against us.
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Our liberties would have perished. And for whom? It is enough to

state, that the principal object of that tumult was the separation of the

Minister of whom we are treating. Was it not to be expected that Mr.
Poinsett for his own honor would have withdrawn himself voluntarily,
or that the Cabinet of Washington knowing the discord which existed

in the Country and which under pretext of their Minister occasioned so

many evils, would have recalled him in order to avoid fresh catastrophes
and not to compromise the friendly relations between the two Coun-
tries? Is it not to be suspected that his further residence is the result

of very profound and mysterious views.

The Congress of the State of Mexico, Most Excellent Sir, does not

bring forward these reasons as its own because it is not its object to

prove the propriety of a measure which it solicits by reasons of policy
which are purely speculative. It recites only those arguments which all

the Mexicans suggest in order to persuade themselves that while this

agent remains in the Country discord will not cease to agitate its flaming
torch among us. Without enquiring into the truth of these reports, it

is sufficient for the Legislature to know the existence of so universal a

clamour, that interested in our domestic tranquillity as the only mode of

sustaining our threatened independence, in the federation of which it

forms a large part and in the public confidence, source of all prosperity,
it solicits the adoption of a measure which it believes to be the only one
that can save the nation. Neither can the delicacy of the Cabinet of

Washington be offended by a resolution which is not the spontaneous act
of the Government of your Excellency but the outcry of a whole people
which compels Your Excellency to a measure which whether with or
without reason they judge altogether indispensable to their happiness,
which is superior to every other consideration. Would it not be more
painful and distressing that in the daring of political fanaticism a catas-

trophe should ensue that would stain our decorum and compromise the
national honor? For does not history furnish the melancholy truth
that where an easy and honorable remedy is not provided, the most
criminal and violent means are employed .

God forbid that the Mexican Nation, whose splendour we ought to

preserve bright and clear should pass to future ages with the slightest
stain of impurity. Let us, Sir, remove all occasion. Let us take away
all pretext for disturbances. Let us strengthen the union solidly,
the Union! ah! how necessary in our Country in order to recover from
its prostration and divisions.

This is the only wish and the noble end of the Legislature in soliciting
that Your Excellency to maintain the order and domestic repose of the

Republic, will be pleased to expedite passports to the Minister Pleni-

potentiary of the United States of America, Mr. Joel R. Poinsett.
On motion ordered that the foregoing preamble and resolution should

be published.

[Poinsett's reply follows:]

ANSWER OF THE AMERICAN MINISTER TO THE PREAMBLE AND
RESOLUTION OF THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF

MEXICO OF THE 2* OF AUGUST 1829

It is with the deepest regret, that the Undersigned, finds himself again
compelled to repel an attack, made against him personally, and against
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the Nation he has the honor to represent, by a body of Men, who, whi

ever may be their character individually, are entitled to respect fr<

their representation.
The Legislature of Mexico, has thought fit, to call upon the Executi

of this Union, to send the Undersigned out of the territory of this I

public; accompanying this proposition by reasons, which if they hj

any foundation in fact, must lead to a cessation of all friendly and d

lomatic relations, between the two Republics. The Undersigned fe<

as an American, unfeigned regret at this assumption by the Legislati
of Mexico, of the attributes of the Executive power; at this deparli
from the Constitution of the Country, and at this violation of the rig

of Nations, because it furnishes some pretext for the assertion so of;

made by the enemies of America, that the new States are not fit

self Government. But with whatever indulgence he may be dispoi
to regard the faults of a young Nation just springing into existen

and most certainly, they have excited in his mind no other feeling i\

that of compassion; it is due to himself and to his Country, to rej:

not to the arguments, for he has not been able to discover one, eit

in the first proposition, or in the resolution adopted by the Legislat
of the State of Mexico, but to the extravagant notions they have deen
it decorous and fitting by a solemn act to publish to the world.

The Members of the Legislature of Mexico who signed the proposil

say, that in order not to compromise the National honor, they refr

from giving credit to assertions of the truth of which they have not si

any proofs ;
and omit bringing the charges which might be made agai

the Undersigned, for the operations which he has been seen to pracl!
and for all those things, respecting which the Government of the F
eration is well informed. They confine themselves only to the notori

facts of the odium which exists universally against the Undersign
and the opinion they have formed that in the midst of political fan

icism a catastrophe may be expected which would compromise
National honor and decorum of Mexico. Would it not have been m
decorous, to have called upon the Federal Government to furnish

proofs of the improper conduct of the Undersigned, than to adopt
assertions of venal writers, or to mistake the productions of ignora
and malevolence, for the settled opinion of a great and magnanim
people? By such a course, these gentlemen would have avoided j

nouncing a gross and shameful libel upon their fellow Countryni
Who can believe that a foreign Minister is exposed to any personal )

in the Mexican Republic? Such a threat can neither alarm the

thorities of the Country nor intimidate the Undersigned ;
both beca

in the execution of his duty, he knows no fear, and because he ha

perfect reliance on the generous character of the people among whorr

resides, notwithstanding they are so strangely calumniated by
Legislature of Mexico. These motives which gave rise to the prop
tion are so entirely futile and unfounded, that the Undersigned

'

pass on to the reasoning which induced the Legislature to adopt
and which is of a still more strange and extravagant character. No
touch upon the abstract reasoning of the Legislature respecting
effects of the fanatical fury of factions, which he freely confesses he
not been able clearly to understand, he will reply at once to the cha

that the diplomatic character of the Undersigned ought to have k
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him from all interference in the domestic affairs of the Country
;

He
utterly denies, that he has ever directly or indirectly interfered in the

remotest degree in the affairs of the Republic, unless as he before re-

marked his declared preference of Republican Institutions over all

others, and his earnest desire that no part of America should be swayed
by foreign influence, both of which opinions, have, he confesses been

strongly expressed by him on every fitting occasion, can be called an

improper interference in the domestic concerns of the Republic where he
resides as a foreign Agent. But the Legislature disclaim the belief

that he has been the Soul of the Administration, they confine themselves
to the notorious fact, as confessed by himself, that he contributed to the
establishment of one of those Secret Societies, which figure with all oth-

ers of a like nature in the history of the common disasters of the Country.
It is true that the Undersigned has already stated the part he took

in the establishment of ancient York Masonry in Mexico. It is true
that at the request of the officers of the five lodges which he found exist-

ing in the Country, he sent for charters to New York and installed the

grand Lodge. But these officers were men who enjoyed at that time,
and with one only exception, still continue to enjoy the confidence of

their fellow Citizens, and occupied then, as they still continue to occupy
the highest posts in the gift of the people and to which they have been

deservedly elevated, for their patriotism and virtues. He had no
reason to believe that such men would convert this Institution to im-

proper purposes; nor should it be forgotten, that the Institution existed
and would have produced the same effects, be they good or evil, whether
the Undersigned had or had not yielded to the solicitations of his friends,
and sent for the Masonic charters to New York. With these men, the

Undersigned has been associated in habits of intimacy and friendship,
for more than three years, and is confirmed in the belief he then enter-
tained that they have been actuated by the best motives and the purest
patriotism.
To them he boldly appeals, as to Men of truth and honor, whether he

has ever, directly or indirectly taken part in the domestic affairs of

Mexico, as the Legislature has gratuitously supposed, merely because
he sent for charters to legitimate lodges already existing in the Country,
at the request of the most patriotic and most virtuous Men in these

States^ He appeals to them whether he has ever attended a meeting
for political purposes, or for years past entered a Masonic lodge, or

attempted to influence them in any other way, than by exhorting them
to maintain inviolate the federal and republican Institutions of the
Country.
The Legislature of Halpam states that: "In effect the North Ameri-

cans owe to their liberal Institutions all that is denied to them by their

climate; and it is very natural to believe that Mexico, enjoying the
same political system united to the advantages of her soft climate, to
the fertility of her soil, to the mild and docile character of her inhab-
itants and to all those circumstances which render Society grateful and
agreable, would attract to herself an augmentation of population and
wealth, which would confer upon her a superior reputation and a
preponderance over the rest of the Republics of this Continent, The
North American policy it has been said, is opposed to ours, and it is their
interest to preserve things, in their present state, in order that Mexico
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should offer no guarantees, nor any description of attraction in her

Society, nor any advantages in the branches of her industry which

might diminish the credit and aggrandisement of that Nation. Upon
this basis their diplomacy with regard to us must necessarily be placed,
and their agents must necessarily fulfil their Mission in this particular.
Whether this reasoning be founded in fact or not, it is certain that all

hold it and feel it to be so, and hence the alarm, distrust and the hatred

to each other between the political parties and between all Mexicans."
If the case were really as it is here set forth by the Legislature, this

Republic ought not to permit any agent of the United States of America
to reside within its Territory. But the supposition is purely gratuitous,
and founded in ignorance of the relative position of the two Countries.

Their productions, industry and commerce are so entirely distinct, that

no rivalry can exist between them. Mexico possesses certainly within

herself the means of greatness ;
and no one can feel a deeper interest in

her prosperity than the Undersigned ;
he desires most earnestly that she

may be permitted by those who rule her destinies, to develop all her

resources, and to become a great and consolidated Nation. In this

State, the two great republics of North America would contribute more
to each other's prosperity and security, than they can do at present;
and the Statesmen of this Country, would then be convinced, that there

can be no competition between them. Mexico enjoys some advantages
which the United States do not possess; and would, under other circum-

stances hold out great inducements to European emigrants ;
but nothing

can be more erroneous than to suppose that the United States of Amer-

ica, are interested in diverting that emigration from Mexico to their

own shores. The population of those States, has increased within the

last thirty eight years from about four, to thirteen millions, while the

emigration from abroad, has not since the revolution averaged more than

twelve thousand souls a year; it will be seen therefore, that the loss of

this number, supposing the whole tide of emigration to set towards

Mexico, would not injure the prosperity of the United States of Amer-
ica. Without this aid, the population of those States at the present rate

of increase, will amount in the year 1870, only forty years hence, to the

prodigious number of forty seven Millions. From what then can this

dread of the superior greatness of Mexico arise? It cannot be from the

fear of her eclipsing our Commerce. Mexico may one day or other have
a flourishing trade in the Pacific with the East

; but the nature of her

sea coast, will effectually prevent her entering into competition with her

neighbours, in this particular, on the Atlantic. Is it that from the

superior fertility of her soil, she may, as Baron Humbolt has supposed,
undersell the produce of the United States in foreign Markets? There
are two circumstances which forbid this conclusion. The difficulties

presented by the physical construction of this Country to an easy and

cheap communication, between the most fertile and productive districts,

and the sea coast; and the different character of the laborers in the

two Countries. The Undersigned will avoid going into any comparison
between them, but confine himself to the singular fact that with every

advantage on the part of Mexico, both in climate and soil, the cost of

raising all agricultural products here, is very nearly double that of pro-

ducing the same articles in the United States
;
and the cost of conveying

those productions to market more than quadruple. From these great
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and essential differences between the two Republics, it must be clear

to every reflecting mind, that there can exist no rivalry on the^part of

the United States towards Mexico. They have no reasons to wish that

their neighbours should be poor and turbulent; on the contrary they
wish to see them wealthy and tranquil. They have always cherished

and manifested towards them the most friendly feelings, and the people
of this Country may rest assured, that the policy of the Government
of the United States of America is free from all guile or even conceal-

ment. The very nature of their Institutions forbids it. The people
have a right to know all the acts of their Government, and do know
them. Every thing is published to the world, even the instructions to

their Ministers abroad. The Cabinet of Washington is therefore en-

tirely free from all political intrigue and nothing can be more frank
than the intercourse of the United States with foreign powers.

Should ever the enemies of America, of whom the Legislature of the

State of Mexico appear to be the blind instruments, succeed in changing
the present friendly relations, between the two Republics, should ever
the United States of America be driven by a series of wrongs and in-

sults, to assert their rights or avenge their injured honor, their hostility
will be as open and avowed, as their friendship is now, and has hitherto

been, frank generous and sincere.

The Legislature goes on to say that the "personal qualities of the

Undersigned confirm the opinion, that the United States seek to prevent
this Country from rising into greatness, in order that it should not pre-
sent to the world any guarantees of social order, because such a state of

things, would diminish the credit and aggrandisement, of that, which he

represents. That every one confesses that he professes talents highly
exercised in negotiations of this description, by means of the many hon-
orable commissions of the same nature, which have been confided to
him by his Government; his highly polished and agreable manners;
his acquirements and the liveliness of his mind; the suavity of his

character, and the republicanism which he displays, all increase his

influence in Society; and these qualities which in every other sphere
render individuals estimable, in a diplomatic Agent, who it would seem
in order to be sufficiently circumspect, should separate himself entirely
from the world, appear to be interested and to spring from an excessive
desire to form to himself a party, which he may dispose of as occasion

offers, and which he may use as an instrument in secret political
maneuvres."

This is certainly a novel doctrine, and the diplomatic corps generally
will be surprised to learn, that in order to avoid suspicion and to act
with due circumspection, they must seclude themselves from the World,
or at all events forbear to associate with the people of the Country where
they reside. The Undersigned confesses that he had thought differently
both of the qualities and conduct of a foreign Minister. And if in order
to be tolerated in this Country, it is essential that a Minister should be
morose, austere and haughty in his manners

; aristocratic in his feelings
and monarchical in his principles, all diplomatic relations between the
two Countries must be suspended, for there are no such characters to
to be found among the public men of the United States of America.
The Legislature of the State of Mexico express their surprise and

attribute to profound and mysterious views the permanence of the
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Undersigned in this Country after the rebellion of Tulancingo. They
ask how it happened that the Cabinet of Washington did not recall him,
or that he himself for his own decorum did not voluntarily withdraw
from the Country. The Cabinet of Washington regarded the affair

of Tulancingo as the movement of a faction in open rebellion again*!
the authorities of the Country and therefore unworthy of their notice;
and however respectable the character of the persons who placed them-
selves at the head of it, both the character and the conduct of thai

rebellion, were in the highest degree contemptible.
With regard to the voluntary permanence of the Undersigned in the

Mexican States, he is surprised that the Legislature who have in

the preceding paragraph shown themselves so well acquainted whtt
the duties of a foreign Minister should be ignorant that he is entirely

dependent upon the orders of his Government. The Undersigned wa
sent to Mexico for the purpose of concluding Treaties between the two

Republics and did not think himself at liberty to depart until he hail

accomplished that object. He does not feel at liberty to disclose the

progress of the negotiations nor the causes of the delay; but will confine

himself to state the fact that he has repeatedly pressed this Government
to come to a decision upon them, in order that he might return to the

United States. His permanence therefore has not been voluntary nor
has it arisen from any profound or mysterious views ; but from the simple
fact, that the Government of this Union, has not thought fit to decide
on Treaties concluded between the Plenipotentiaries of the respective

Republics, a very long while ago. The Legislature of Mexico ask

whether it would not be more painful and grievous, that in the wildnws
of

political
fanaticism a catastrophe should take place which might

stain the National honor, for is not the melancholy fact proved by his-

tory that where an easy and honorable remedy, is not provided, the

most violent and criminal means are employed 1.! Be the alternative

which this sentence conveys, intended as a threat, or as a recommenda-
tion to the people to resort to it, it is viewed by the undersigned, with

equal scorn and reprobation. He confides fearlessly in the honor of the

Mexican people, and feels as secure in Mexico as if he were in the Capitol
of Washington. He will however inform the Legislature of Mexico
that History presents no example of such an event as they anticipate
with so much complacency, having taken place in a civilized Country;
and that such insinuations while they vilify the character of a mag-
nanimous people, will excite the horror and indignation of the civilized

world.

The Undersigned cannot take leave of the Mexican people, whom he

addresses for the last time, without exhorting them to dismiss from
their minds all jealousy of such foreign powers as profess friendship for

them. The guile and concealment and intrigue which distinguished

diplomacy in former times, is no longer practised by civilized Nations;
and altho' weak and designing men interpret the most simple actions

and the most honorable conduct, as the result of mysterious and pro*
found views, tending to injure this Country, the Mexican people may
rest assured that there is no Nation American or European that would

degrade itself by such base practices. Above all he exhorts them to

believe, that their neighbours the people of the United States of Amer-
ica, have always regarded them with sympathy and the liveliest interest,
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and that it is utterly impossible that they should ever feel the slightest

jealousy of the prosperity of Mexico.
The United States of America are in a state of progressive improve-

ment, unexampled in the history of the world. Their federal Union
instead of dissolving away, as had been predicted by European States-

men, has gained strength with time; their commerce rivals that of the
oldest Nations of Europe; their internal communications, their rivers,
roads and canals, teem with the trade of a wealthy and industrious

Country; their manufactures are in the most flourishing condition;
their Army and Navy will bear a comparison with any in the World;
their finances are most ample, almost without taxation; and above all,

the mass of their population is better educated and more elevated in its

intellectual and moral character, than that of any other Nation. If

such be their political condition, can there be any danger, that their

progress will be checked or their greatness fade away, before the rising

prosperity of Mexico? Instead of feeling any jealousy or distrust of

their neighbours, let them enquire to what circumstances are to be
attributed their unexampled state of prosperity, and adopt them as

the most honorable means of rivalling them.

They will be found to consist in liberal Institutions ably and faithfully
administered

;
a rigid adherence to the Constitution

;
no one branch of

Government usurping the attributes of another; a perfect devotion to

the will of the people, constitutionally expressed; an universal desire

to promote the common welfare, for which great purpose all are inti-

mately united; a strict and impartial administration of justice; the

liberty every man enjoys, to employ his time and his means, to the

improvement of his own fortune, without the intervention of Govern-

ment; the equality of all in the eye of the law; the universal elective

franchise, which elevates the character of the mass of the people, and
last not least, the abundant and cheap means of education which render
that people capable of self Government.

In a spirit of kindness towards the Mexican People, which the

insults and clamours of a faction, can never alter, he exhorts them to

union among themselves, and to the practice of those virtues which
have elevated the United States of America to the high rank which they
now hold among the Nations of the Earth.

923

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Martin Van Buren,

Secretary of State of the United States *

MEXICO, August 9,

SIR: On the 25
th

of July the Spanish Squadron consisting of a ship of the

line, two frigates and some smaller vessels of war with twenty-five transports

anchored off the bar of Tampico, and on the 27
th

landed their troops, about

three thousand men, at Caboroxo, twelve leagues south of Tampico. After

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, IV.
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throwing up entrenchments at Caboroxo, they have pushed forward an ad-

vance which has occupied Pueblo viejo and a small fort near the bar. In-

deed all the first actions must be in favor of the invading force, as the Mexi-

cans have not as yet more than eight hundred men to oppose to them. Thus

far the Spaniards have acted with great moderation and policy. They pay
well for the supplies they obtain, reward desertion liberally and hold out fair

promises of pardon to all who are disposed to submit to the clemency of their

Sovereign. That they have a party in the Country, no one can doubt, but it

is feeble in numbers. Their strong hold is in this Capital, where every effort

is making to clog the operations of the Government, and if possible to destroy

it. Efforts which it is to be feared may be successful, for the ignorance and

credulity of these people is surprising so that the agents of Spain and the

demagogues of the faction opposed to the Government find no difficulty in

deceiving them.

The Congress has been convened and has been occupied in noisy debates

on trifling subjects and in mutual accusations and recriminations. The com-

mittee of finance has proposed a forced loan of two millions and a half of dol-

lars to meet the immediate exigencies of the Government, to be raised by the

States after a certain pro rata to be fixed by Congress.

Nothing but the grossest misconduct and the basest cowardice and treach-

ery can betray this Country into the hands of the Spaniards. General

Santa Ana has sailed from Vera Cruz with twelve hundred men intending to

land at Tuspan. He has risked more than a prudent general ought to have

done, for the Spanish Squadron is cruising off Tampico and may have re-

ceived advice of his embarkation, notwithstanding the embargo laid upon the

shipping in the port of Vera Cruz. The troops which had been assembled in

San Luis Potosi to the number of four thousand men, have marched towards

Tampico, under the command of Generals Garza and Valdivieso and about

two thousand men under General Velasco have marched direct from hence

for the same point. It is however doubtful whether these officers will act in

concert. They are all of the same grade and even in the armies of more civi-

lized Nations it frequently happens that jealousy of rank and command is

stronger than love of Country.
I am [etc.].

fl

II
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George Prager, Vice Consul of the United States at Tampico, to Martin Van
Buren, Secretary of State of the United States L

TAMPICO, August 10,

SIR: I have the honor to inform you that on the 24th Ultmo . a Spanish Ex-

ped
n

. from the Havana appeared off this place and effected a landing to the

Southward of the Bar without molestation. Without entering into minutiae,

suffice it to say, that the Mexican troops retired by degrees almost without

resistance, and finally abandoned the place on the afternoon of the 6th inst.

On the yth inst. the Spanish army entered and I have the satisfaction of say-

ing that hitherto all neutral houses and property have been respected by
them. This calm however cannot be of long duration for unless strongly
reinforced it is impossible they can hold out long against the native forces

which will of course be down soon upon them in great numbers
;
and I fear

this place will become the theatre of War. The Spanish authorities are now
in the act of arranging a custom house on the basis of that of the Havana, and
have appointed an Intendant and civil officers.

The Mexicans before retiring obliged all the merchants of this place to give

in the Bills of Lading of monies rec
d

. by them in the last conducts from San
Luiz and insisted on the delivery of the am*1

, to be sent to the Interior, and
this they effected, notwithstanding the remonstrances made by the British

and French consuls and myself to the contrary and they threatened to carry
the same into effect by means of an armed force. On the morning of the 4th
inst. they arrested in his house Francisco Mazas, citizen of the United States

married in Philadelphia and long resident there he was said to be accused

of some treasonable practises against the Mexican govern
1

, and being a Span-
iard by birth, the popular feeling was strong against him. I demanded his

person repeatedly from the civil and military authorities both verbally and

by writing, but could get no answer whatever.

This citizen they marched out along with them, his arms tied and linked

with a negro accused of something similar; and a body has since been found

distant 8 miles from this place supposed to be that of Mazas but so disfigured

by wounds and putrefaction as to make it difficult to identify it. The part of

the dress however which remained on the body was known to be his, and

there remains little doubt in the minds of two respectable citizens of the U. S.

who found the body, but that Francisco Mazas has been barbarously mur-

dered without even the form of a trial.

He was a man, universally beloved and respected.

There is a great deal of American property in this place and altho' the

United States Government has a station so very near us as Pensacola, I regret

to state to you that no vessel of war has been here for the last 6 months.

I have the honor [etc.].

i MS. Consular Letters. Tamoico. I.
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Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Martin Van Buren,

Secretary of State of the United States l

MEXICO, August 22,

SIR: The Spanish troops have taken Tampico de Tamaulipas, and are

fortifying the place. General Santa Ana is by this time before it with a

desultory force of between seven and eight thousand men. The Spanish

squadron suffered him to reach Tuspan in safety, and he has been appointed

General in chief of the division of operations against the Spaniards. The

position occupied by the latter is very strong, having a deep and broad river

in front and a lake in the rear, and its only approach narrow roads across a

morass. So long as they can keep up their communications with the Sea,

they may maintain themselves in Tampico. It is not probable that they

will venture to march into the interior with so small a force.

The law for raising a forced loan of two millions and a half has passed.

Two divisions are to be organised, one to be situated between Puebla and

Perote, under the command of the Vice President General Bustamante; and

the other in the Western provinces, under the command of General Figueroa.

The Country is in my opinion in more danger from the intestine divisions

of its own citizens, than from any force the Spaniards can send against it.

The Senate obstinately refuse to accede to the propositions of the Govern-

ment for the defence of the Country, and the majority of the Chamber of

Deputies have resolved in the event of Senate persisting in their resolution,

to secede and dissolve the Government. They propose in that case to

publish a manifesto, addressed to the Nation, setting forth their motives

for adopting this desperate measure; and in strong terms reprobating the

unworthy conduct of the Senate. Some change and that a radical one is on

the eve of taking place in this Country.
Under these circumstances and considering too that the Spanish fleet will

probably blockade the coast of the gulph of Mexico, I think it my duty

respectfully to suggest to the President the necessity of sending a strong

naval force into these seas. The presence of an American Squadron, and

especially of a ship of the line, would not only protect the valuable commerce

we have with this Country from aggression on the part of the Spaniards; but

would command respect from these people, and lead them to act with more

courtesy towards our flag and our Citizens.

I am [etc.].

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, IV.
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Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Martin Van Buren,

Secretary of State of the United States l

MEXICO, September 2, 1829.

SIR: The Congress of this Union adjourned on the 28th Ult. after passing

an act to authorise the President to adopt such measures as may be necessary

for the preservation of the independence, of the existing system of Govern-

ment and of the public tranquillity; the only exception made to this power is

that he may not dispose of the lives of the Mexicans, nor banish them from

the Country. This act constitutes General Guerrero, dictator in fact, until

the next meeting of Congress which will take place in January 1830.

I mentioned in my last that General Santa Ana appointed Commander in

chief of the Division of operations against the Spaniards had arrived safely

at Tuspan. From thence he advanced along the coast to Pueblo Viejo de

Tampico, which he found abandoned by the Enemy. Learning that the

invading Army had advanced into the Interior, as far as Altamira, about

eight leagues from Tampico de Tamaulipas, he formed a plan to surprise the

garrison which the Spanish General had left in that place. Having sent

orders to General Garza who commanded a body of Mexican troops a

short distance from Altamira to attack that place, in order to make a di-

version in his favor, he crossed the river in the night, below the Town with

about 400 men. His intention of surprising the Spaniards, was frustrated,

by a militia man firing his musket, by mistake or negligence, when the little

squadron of canoes was within a stone's throw of the shore. The garrison

\vas thus warned of the danger, and were in battle array when they were

attacked by Santa Ana's small division. The Spaniards were driven from

all their positions and the Mexican Troops had taken possession of the prin-

cipal square, when the commanding officer of the former offered to capitulate.

General Garza had not executed the order sent him by Santa Ana, and the

action had lasted so long, that the troops which were stationed at Altamira,

had time to reach the scene of action before the terms of capitulation had
been concluded. Their presence, being upwards of 2,000 men, changed the

face of things altogether. Santa Ana however maintained his position in

the principal square, and the Spanish General demanded a parley. Santa
Ana boldly declared that he would treat on no other terms than an uncon-

ditional acknowledgement of the Independence of the United Mexican
States and an immediate evacuation of their Territories by the Spanish
forces. To his great surprise and that of every one else, the Spanish General

Don Isidro Barradas told him that he might retire to his former quarters
at Pueblo Viejo, when they would renew the negotiations. Santa Ana too

happy to escape so easily filed thro' the City with his little band of 400



men, with colors flying and drums beating and recrossed the river to Pueblo

Viejo. The conduct of Barradas is unaccountable.

It is now that these people begin to open their eyes to all the abuses of the

war Department. Their army of 30,000 Men, as it appeared on the return

costing upwards of Ten Millions of Dollars a year, has dwindled down to

something less than eight thousand effective Soldiers, and the Government

is obliged to call out the Militia to assist in repelling an invading force of

3,500 Men.

The State of Xalisco is striving to form an independent League, to be

composed of that State, and the States of Guanajuato, Zacatecas and San

Luis Potosi. The invasion and the immediate danger to which their

Independence is exposed may prevent the present success of this scheme:

but this Federation is as a rope of sand, and will crumble to pieces ere long.

I cannot refrain from repeating that in my opinion we ought to have as

soon as possible a Squadron on this coast. The Commerce of France and of

Great Britain is protected while ours is at the mercy of the Belligerents.

I am [etc.].

927

Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Martin VanBuren,
Secretary of State of the United States 1

MEXICO, September 22, 1829.

SIR: Official accounts were received last evening from General Santa

Anna of the capitulation of the Spanish invading army under General Bar-

radas, to the Mexican forces before Tampico de Tamaulipas.
A Translation of the official communication made to this Legation, by the

Mexican Government of this important event, is herewith transmitted.

I have the honor [etc.].

928

Jose Maria de Bocanegra, Secretary of State of Mexico, to Joel Roberts Poinsett,

United States Minister to Mexico 2

[TRANSLATION]

MEXICO, September 22, 1829.

The Undersigned Secretary of State and of Interior and Exterior relations

has the honor to remit to Y. E. by order of H. E. the President several copies

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, IV. For the official communication from the Mexican
Government, see immediately following (doc. 928).

2 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, IV, enclosed with Poinsett to Clay of the same date which

immediately precedes this (doc. 927).
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of the official bulletin which contains the account given by the General in

chief of the army of operations, of the fortunate termination of the campaign
against the Spanish army under the command of General Barradas, the

details of which will be communicated to Y. E. as soon as they arrive; and
also copies of the proclamation which H. E. the President has addressed to

the Mexicans on this happy occasion. On making this communication the

Undersigned is directed to state to Y. E. that altho the Supreme Government
is not surprised at this result of the invasion of the so called Vanguard of the

Royal army, the fact, of its having been accomplished in so short a time, and
in the midst of so many circumstances, which cover with glory the Mexican
arms, commanded by the brave and tried General in chief Citizen Antonio

Lopez de Santa Anna, has filled it with a joy and satisfaction to describe

which language is inadequate ; especially when it is considered that this War,
as it has resulted, far from being a political evil, has been in reality a happy
event, the origin and beginning of inestimable good ; having consolidated the

National Independence, instead of destroying it; having strengthened,
instead of weakening, the reputation and credit of the Federation; having
awakened and called into action, the spirit of the Nation in favor of National

Liberty; having furnished an opportunity to carry into effect serious and

efficacious measures for the reorganisation of the army and of the Treasury ;

having called public attention to the necessity and the means of organising
a plan of defence by which with greater facility and without any sacrifice

whatever any other aggression which shall be hereafter attempted may be

repelled; and above all, having made evident and palpable the great excel-

lence of the Union and its inestimable effects, which may be hoped thereby
to be now forever consolidated among the Mexicans, and to present to the

rash invading Nation in the sequel of this glorious event, so many and such

means of being undeceived, that if there exist in it a single particle of judge-

ment and of respect for its own reputation and interest, it is to be expected,

that at length, confounded, it will learn to appreciate its utter incapacity to

act against those who sustain the holy cause of liberty.

H. E. the President thro' the Undersigned begs Y. E. to permit him to

take the liberty to communicate to you this happy occurrence which has

liberated from the inevitable risks of war, the property and the fruits of the

industry of the subjects of your Nation, which was one of the gravest subjects

of reflection which occupied H. E., altho' in this particular, he was tranquil-

Used and consoled by the consideration that no provocation had been given

on our part; and he hopes that Y. E. will have the goodness to transmit

intelligence of this important event to the high consideration of your Govern-

ment.

The Undersigned profits of this opportunity to repeat [etc.].
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Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Martin Van Buren,

Secretary of State of the United States x

MEXICO, October 2, 1829.

SIR: We have at length received details of the battle, if such it can be called,

which preceded the surrender of the Spanish forces under General Barradas,

to the Mexican General Santa Anna.

It appears, that General Santa Anna, after constructing two batteries on the

rightbank of theRiverPanuco ,
at points called PiedrasandHumo , immediately

opposite to theTown ofTampico deTaumalipas [Tamaulipas],which the Span-

iards permitted him to do, without interruption, ordered General Teran to ad-

vance with his Division, and take post at a point called Dona Cicilia situated

between the new redoubt constructed by the Spaniards and the mouth of the

River and the Town of Taumalipas. In this situation both parties were as-

saulted, on the night of the Qth September by an equinoctial hurricane, which

raised the waters so as to compel the Mexicans to take refuge in the woods,

and the Spaniards to abandon the fort, and move towards higher ground. As

soon as the gale had abated and the waters subsided, General Santa Anna

crossed over, and having ascertained that the Spanish Garrison had the night

before evacuated the fort at the bar, he hoped to surprise it. He was how-

ever too late, and he then resolved to storm it. The outer works were car-

ried, but being commanded by an interior redoubt placed upon a higher sand

hill, the Mexicans were checked, and when about to renew the assault, the

Spanish General who was in Tampico de Taumalipas hung out a flag of truce

and proposed to surrender. His situation was critical, to be sure, being cut

off from all his communications, but the Town had only been cannonaded

and bombarded. It is to be presumed however, that he knew his situation

to be desperate and was anxious to save the lives of his men.
The Spanish forces are to be reimbarked for Havanna as soon as possible,

and to maintain themselves until the shipping arrives. They delivered up
their colours and arms and are to be cantoned in the several Towns in the neigh-

bourhood of Tampico, until reimbarked. General Barradas has gone to New
Orleans to procure transports. Should the second expedition arrive, it is to

return immediately to Havanna. The annexed plan will enable you to trace

the operations of this most disgraceful invasion. These silly people were de-

ceived by the reports of the exiled Spaniards, and by the base faction which

has conducted itself in so scandalous a manner towards the United States

and towards me. It was when they expected to be supported by the rebel-

lion of Tulancingo that they made their first attack upon me, and they re-

newed their threats and clamours with still greater virulence on the invasion

of the Country by a Spanish Army.

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, IV.
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The State of Xalisco failed in forming a separate league with four other

States, and there is some prospect of a short period of tranquillity in this

Country.
I am [etc.].

930

~Foel Roberts Poinselt, United States Minister to Mexico, to Martin Van Buren,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[DECODIFICATION]

MEXICO, October 14, 1829.

SIR: Col. Basadre, to whom I have given a letter to you, leaves Mexico to-

day on a mission to France, as it is said. This person is a deputy in the lower

house, and stands high in the confidence of the President.

This Government has resolved to send a secret mission to Haiti, in order to

concert measures with Boyer to excite the slaves in the Island of Cuba to re-

volt
; and I have some reason to believe that Basadre has been charged with

this commission, and that the mission to France is a mere pretext to cover the

real object of his voyage. I have communicated my suspicions to the French

Consul, and it is proper that the British Government should be informed of

"this attempt to excite a servile war in Cuba: but the conduct of the Legation
of that Government at this Court, has prevented me from holding any con-

fidential intercourse with it on this or on any other subject.

I mentioned to the Secretary of State that I was aware of the intentions of

this Government in relation to Cuba, and could not but disapprove of them.

He did not attempt to deny them, and I then stated that I was well con-

vinced my Government would not only highly disapprove of any such at-

tempts but would oppose them. I am convinced that the state of the Island

of Haiti will not permit Boyer to take any active part in aid of the designs of

this Government, and that even if he possessed the power and were so dis-

posed, one word from France would restrain him from doing so. But these

designs would command the active cooperation of Bolivar, and of a host of

emigrants from Cuba who are scattered over these continents and the adja-
cent Islands. I cannot but think the interests of the United States require
that they should be promptly and effectually counteracted. Basadre carries

with him twenty commissions for privateers, which he is instructed to dispose
of in the United States.

I am [etc.].

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, IV.
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Joel Roberts Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico, to Martin Van Buren,

Secretary of State of the United States l

MEXICO, October 14, i82g.

SIR: By the last mail I received advices from Guatemala with the en-

closed note from the Secretary of foreign affairs of that Government addressed

to you.

My correspondent, who is Secretary of the Treasury writes, that "all is

tranquil in that country except that the sensation produced by the news of

the Spanish invasion has been very great." He informs me likewise, that

"the Minister of that Government at Mexico has been recalled for it has been

discovered by letters from him which have been intercepted that while you

were acting in favour of the interest of this country he has acted against

them."

I am only surprised that this discovery should have been made so late.

For at least a twelvemonth past this person has sought to persuade this Gov-

ernment to take an active part in the civil wars of Guatemala in favour of the

aristocratic party, altho' he must have been aware that such a measure would

have endangered the independence of his country.
I am informed that the civil war is still feebly carried on in the State of

Nicaragua.
With great respect [etc.].

932

George R. Robertson, United States Consul at Tampico, to Martin Van Buren,

Secretary of State of the United States z

[EXTRACT]

TAMPICO, December 4, 1829.

About five hundred Spanish soldiers are yet remaining in this Town, but

the sickness is so great among them that from fifteen to twenty die daily.

I have the Honor [etc.].

1 MS. Dispatches from Mexico, IV. * MS. Consular Letters, Tampico, I.
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1707

Jose Maria Tornel, Mexican Minister to the United States, to Daniel Brent,
Acting Secretary of State of the United States l

[TRANSLATION]

BALTIMORE, August 22, 1830.

SIR: The Undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
of the Government of the United Mexican States, near that of the United
States of America, has the pleasure to communicate to Mr. Brent, charged
with the business of the Department of State in the absence of the Honorable
Martin Van Buren, the explanations which he desired in his note of the iQth
of the current month, in relation to the nature, object, and extent of the sub-

jects proposed to be discussed at the conferences which he has solicited with

the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.

The perfect confidence of the Government of the Undersigned in the

policy and in the conduct of that of the United States with regard to the

cause of the Independence of the New American States, and of their inter-

national rights, will serve for a preliminary and as a basis, in the negotiations
which may result from these conferences.

This happy disposition, and the most sincere harmony between the two
nations and the Governments which watch over them, being admitted, it will

be proper to pass to the consideration of the position of the Mexican Nation,
and of the other Nations which shook off the Spanish yoke, in relation to the

mother country, (Cantigua metropoli,) who has shewn herself no less obsti-

nate since the glorious event of Tampico.
But as the English Cabinet, and perhaps that of His Most Christian

Majesty, are employing the counsels of prudence, which are also those of

humanity, for the purpose of inducing His Catholic Majesty to withdraw
from the line of conduct which he has hitherto followed, to the prejudice of

the permanent and well-understood interests of Spain herself, the Under-

signed will be glad to be informed of the part which the Government of the

United States may take in these negotiations called upon, by its situation,

by the identity of its interests, and by its own glory, to figure in a denoument

(desenlace,) the most important which will present itself in the lapse of many
ages.

As it is possible, however, that the King of Spain may disregard the wishes

of his friends, and entertain hopes, though remote and chimerical, of restoring

the American States to dependence, at* these meetings it will be a proper mat-

ter of inquiry to examine to what point the strict neutrality of the United

States may allow them to go, in a contest which the Mexican Nation will

prosecute with ardor with the valor with which she commenced it, and

with the spirit of which a great and generous people is capable.
1 MS. Notes from Mexican Legation, I.
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The details will be the necessary result of the conferences. It is proper to

repeat to Mr. Brent, for the information of his Government, that that of the

Undersigned is animated by the most kind feelings towards this great Nation,

and is desirous that it may continue to shew itself highly worthy of the ele-

vated rank to which its virtues, its wisdom, and its natural sympathies with

the interests of liberty in the civilized world, have conducted it.

The Undersigned avails himself of the occasion [etc.].
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Alexander H. Everett, Charge d1

Affaires of the United States at Brussels, to

John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

BRUSSELS, January 5, j<?Jp.

The meeting of Sovereigns at Aix-la-Chapelle was over before I reached

England. You have received, I presume satisfactory assurances from the

Ministers in Europe that the course taken there in regard to South America
was agreeable in every respect to the wishes and policy of the United States.

935

Alexander H. Everett, Charge d'Affaires of the United States at Brussels, to

John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACTS]

BRUSSELS, August 8, 1819.

SIR: The Parliament of Great Britain has lately closed its annual session.

The principal objects of a public nature discussed in the course of it, were the

resumption of cash payments by the Bank, the reformation of the criminal

code, the prohibition of enlistments for the South-American service, and the
financial scheme of the year. . .

The act prohibiting enlistments for the South American service seems to be
In contradiction with the policy which has hitherto been pursued by the Brit-

ish cabinet in regard to the contest between Spain and her colonies; and
which has been avowed and defended by the usual ministerial organs. It is

also in opposition to the sentiments of the great mass of the people, which are

very strongly pronounced in favour of the emancipation of the Americans.
Sir Ja

s
. Mackintosh was the organ of this opinion in the House of Commons

and made one or two very ingenious speeches against the-bill. As the Minis-

-try have nothing to apprehend from the Spanish Government or from any
other quarter on this subject, some special motive seems necessary to account
for their deviating at this late period of the war from the system, upon which
they have hitherto acted with so much advantage. This motive may possi-
bly be found in the late cession of Florida to the United States

; a measure
1 MS. Dispatches from the Netherlands, VI.
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which seems to have awakened their jealousy in a considerable degree; and

which, if any credit can be attached to popular reports, has induced them to

seek as a sort of compensation a cession to themselves of the island of Cuba.

If any such demand has really been made, this act may have been intended to

support it; but it is hardly possible that it can succeed. The final determina-

tion of the Spanish Cabinet even in regard to Florida has been rendered some-

what uncertain by the late change in the Ministry, the reasons of which are

not correctly known: and which is attributed by some to a change in the

King's policy in this respect. The unfavorable reception which has been

given to Mr. Onis upon his return seems to countenance this idea; however

improbable on all considerations of policy and justice.

Meanwhile great efforts have been made in England to take advantage of

the remaining interval in which enlistments are allowed : and the largest ex-

pedition, that has proceeded from G. Britain on this service is now fitting out

in the Irish Channel under the direction of General Devereux. This officer

was one of the principal military leaders in the last Irish rebellion, and had a

command at the battle of Vinegar hill. When the fate of that insurrection

was decided, he left his country and has since resided mostly in the United

States. His preparations are made without the least disguise, and the late

newspapers contained an account of his public military levee held at Dublin.

His forces are said to consist of not less than five or six thousand men. The

other principal agent from South America is Count Macirone, formerly aide-

de-camp to Murat: and who has just embarked from Dublin, as is said, to

take the command lately held by McGregor.

936

Alexander H. Everett, Charge d'Affaires of the United States at Brussels, to

John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

Private. BRUSSELS, December 8, 1823.

The attention of the political world of Europe is principally turned at the

present moment towards South America perhaps for want of any object of

immediate and pressing interest at home. The King of Spain appears to

have adopted a policy towards the new States quite conformable to the gen-
eral spirit of his Government; and instead of recognising their independence
is said to be fitting out an expedition for the purpose of reducing them again

by force to submission. In this determination he is probably encouraged by
some of the Continental Powers especially Russia. Mr. Pozzo di Borgo,

1 MS. Dispatches from the Netherlands, VII.
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who went on to Madrid to compliment His Majesty in the name of the Em-

peror Alexander upon his resumption of absolute power, made an address

upon his presentation which has been published, and in which he threw out

in guarded terms several hints of the propriety of recovering the Colonies.

The advice of England will of course be different; and her policy is indicated

with sufficient clearness by the measure of sending out a commission of in-

quiry to South America at the very moment when the King was resuming his

power. The part that may be taken by France is more doubtful, and is still

perhaps a matter of uncertainty in the Cabinet itself. It is however stated

.very confidently in the London Courier that the French Government have

given positive assurances that they will not assist in subjugating the ancient

Spanish Colonies. Austria and Prussia follow of course in the train of Rus-

sia. Upon the whole however there is little probability that Spain can derive

from any foreign power any effectual assistance in a project of this kind : and

the mere conception of the possibility of effecting it by her own resourses is

perhaps as strong a proof as could be given of the presumptuous inability of

the King's new Counsellors.

937

^Alexander H. Everett, Charge d f

Affaires of the United States at Brussels, to

John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

Private. BRUSSELS, January 12, 1824.

The arrival of the President's message produced a more lively sensation

in Europe than either of the events I have mentioned or any other that has

occurred since the counter revolution of Spain. It seems to have given entire

satisfaction to all parties in England, and the organs of the liberal opinion
in France and this country the only ones on the Continent where the avowal

of such an opinion is now tolerated have expressed the same sentiment in a

rather more subdued tone. If I may be allowed to describe my own feelings,

I must confess that I have been uncommonly gratified by the high and
honourable stand taken by the Government upon the South American

question. Nothing could be more timely than the declaration upon this

subject: and it seems to be generally thought that it will be decisive against
an intervention. The Ministerial prints of Paris have manifested some
ill-humour in regard to this part of the message; but have found it convenient

to falsify the tenor of the President's remarks before they undertook to

refute them. The Etoile, for example, a leading government paper, dis-

covers in the message the avowal of an intention to oppose any attempt of

1 MS. Dispatches from the Netherlands, VII.
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the Kings of Spain and Portugal to reconquer their colonies or of the British

nation to extend their settlements in Canada. The Journal des Debats of

Friday last in a short article apparently from the pen of Mr. de Chateau-

briand who often writes in that paper, affected to treat the matter in a tone

of pleasantry; remarking that much was said in the newspapers about war

between the Allies on the one hand and the United States and England on

the other respecting South America, but as far as he knew nobody thought of

attacking South America that the United States might if they chose amuse

themselves by arming and sending out their fleets but that they would meet

with nobody but friends at Sea. As it happened there was a long article in

the leading fanatical journal, the Quotidienne of the same day, urging the

expediency of an armed intervention by the Allies in the affairs of South

America.

938

Alexander H. Everett, Charge d'Affaires of the United States at Brussels, to

John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

Private. BRUSSELS, February 21, 1824.

Since I had the honour of writing to you last the British Parliament has

commenced its annual session. The King's Speech deals for the most part,

as usual, in vague generalities. The passage respecting South America

which has no very distinct meaning as it stands, was explained by Mr.

Canning to signify that the Government had refused to assent to a prop-

osition made by the Continental Powers to arrange by mediation the

affairs of Spain & South America. He also made some remarks which were

variously reported in the newspapers and gave rise to a good deal of con-

troversy respecting a negotiation actually going on with Spain upon the same

subject. These observations have since been elucidated by the publication
of the Spanish decree declaring the trade of the Colonies entirely free to all

nations upon the footing of equality of duties.

The text of this decree is given in the Courier des Pays-Bas of this day.

It was obtained from the Spanish Cabinet by the urgent solicitation of the

French Minister, and is rather fitted to promote the interest of France as

understood by the present Government than that of Spain. The delicate

consciences of the French Ministers would not suffer them to allow their

subjects to trade with the new states without a previous permission from

the King of Spain: and the only immediate object of this decree seems to be

to place France in this respect upon an equal footing with other nations

1 MS. Dispatches from the Netherlands, VII.
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less scrupulous on the point of right. But even this effect would hardly

follow from the decree according to its natural construction. Under or-

dinary circumstances it could only be considered as opening the trade with

the colonies in a state of quiet submission to the parent country: and sup-

posing that an intercourse with revolted subjects might be tolerated under it,

it is evident that if it meant merely what it says its precise object could

never have been to authorise this description of commerce. The decree

therefore makes no real change in the state of things, even as to the point of

right; since it is only by the connivance and in consequence of the weakness

of the Spanish Government that the trade with the emancipated colonies

can be carried on even now: and it might have been and was carried on in

the same way before. The decree taken in connexion with the circumstances

under which it was issued amounts to a declaration by the King of Spain
that he is wholly incapable of conquering the colonies and is willing to allow

other nations to treat them as independent States, although his pride does

not permit him to acknowledge them as such himself. The French Govern-

ment in persuading the King to issue this decree have without any real

advantage to themselves put him under the necessity of making a public

avowal of his own humiliation and weakness. They have induced him to

sacrifice appearances merely that they might save them
;
and this at the very

time when they were pretending to treat him with extraordinary delicacy
and perhaps really supposed that they were doing so. Having prevailed

upon the King to wave the objection of form it is probable that they might
have persuaded him just as easily to acknowledge the independence of the

Colonies as to publish this decree which supposes without positively admit-

ting it. Had they done this they would have rendered a real service to

Spain, to France and to the world : but how could a liberal and manly policy
t>e expected from a body of fanatical Crusaders? The sorry device which

they have hit upon for the purpose of gaining admission into the new States
is much more in character. This decree was perhaps intended to embarrass
the proceedings of the British Government on the supposition that they
cannot now plead as a pretext for acknowledging the independence of the
colonies the necessity of protecting their commerce. Indeed this object is

openly avowed in the French Ministerial Journals. It is not impossible
however that the Bourbon Cabinets will find themselves disappointed in

this respect. If the British Government should happen as is likely enough
to be piqued at this attempt to outmanoeuvre them they may not im-

probably break at once through the cobweb restraints of delicacy which
have hitherto held them back and recognise the new States without farther

delay. The publication of this decree proves I think, that it is not intended
t>y the Allies to assist Spain in recovering the Colonies by force and it wears
thus far a favorable aspect.
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939

Alexander H. Everett, Charge d
1

Affaires of the United States at Brussels, to

John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

Private. BRUSSELS, March 26, 1824.

SIR: The papers laid before the British Parliament by Mr. Canning, and

which appear to have been communicated to you some time previously,

have set at rest the question of the interference of the Continental Powers

in the affairs of South America. England is pledged to oppose such a policy ;

and France has publicly declared that she has no intention of joining in it,

and considers the recovery of the Colonies by Spain as hopeless. Under
these circumstances the Holy Allies will probably not think it prudent to

interfere in the business; and as active exertions on the part of Spain, for

any purpose are entirely out of the question, the new states will, to all

appearance, be left unmolested to lay the foundations of their future great-

ness.

940

Christopher Hughes, Jr., Charge d'Affaires of the United States at The Hague,
to Henry Clay, Secretary of State of the United States 2

[EXTRACT]

THE HAGUE, July if, 1826.

Prince Frederick spoke, and with evident interest, about the affairs of

South America; and particularly of the defection of Paez. He made this

observation : that however such events might occur, and would cause great

internal, domestic agitation, in South America, yet they did not, and

could not, brighten the prospects of Ferdinand
;
or bring him one inch nearer

to the recovery of his Sovereignty; that that question was at rest; and forever:

and that he knew of nothing more absurd, than to affect to doubt it.

1 MS. Dispatches from the Netherlands, VII. a
Ibid., VIII.
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^4. prospective glance at Peru Statement of W, G. D. Worthington, Special

Agent of the United States to Peru, Chile and Buenos Aires1

SANTIAGO, CHILE, July i, 1818.

The Vice King, Pezuala, by the expidition which he sent to this state, un-

der his son in law Genl Osorio, has ruined his country. He is now without

officers or Soldiers and if Genl. San Martin goes on rapidly against Lima,
the Kingdom of Peru will fall without much difficultyes About 5,000

troops are under Genl Cerda in Upper Peru to hold General Belgrano, the

Buenos Ayrean Commander in check, who is now in Tacuman, with about

3,000 Troops The operations against Lima, will most probably be carried

on both by land & water That is, the Royal General will fall back to cover

the capital Belgrano advances by Potosi &c. and 5 or 6,000 under Genl.

San Martin will embark on the Pacific ocean and in 8 or 10 days they are at

Calao, They have sufficient vessels in Valparaiso at this moment to Trans-

port that number of Troops, for they may stow them as thick as possible in

so short a voyage & in so delightful a passage They have the Lantaro, a

52 gun Ship, They have the Coquimbana 20 Guns, and the Cumberland a

British East Indiaman has come out to them for sale. She is 14,00 tons

I don't know if they will buy her, besides they could get other vessels suffi-

cient for the purpose then they must have the command of the Sea to en-

sure safety in the transportation, The two vessels from. N. York, with what

they have, which are daily looked for can give them the supremacy all they
want is money. and I suspect they will try to raise about $700,000 which

perhaps will do If they do not make the attack on Lima between this &
January next they may have lost the Golden opportunity.

The Commerce of Upper Peru is of immence value to Buenos Ayres when
It was before in the possession of the Patriots 100 Legues beyond Potosi O
Boxes of Linnen which sold for $45. by the piece fell after the Patriots lost

it (in the unfortunate battles of which that of Lepi Lepi was the last.) to

1 7 dollars This example shews the importance Had the Lantaro been

well managed in her affair with the Esmiralda Talcahuano would have been

Taken, and Lima been a very easy conquest See an account of that affair

in. the Ministerial Gazette of Chile No 39 page 2 as it is at present I cannot

say when they will take Talcahuana which must be done before they proceed

against Lima. I have now no good ground of calculation everything waits

1 MS. Dispatches from Argentina, I. This statement was No. 16 among some mis-
cellaneous papers following, and apparently an enclosure with, the letter of Worthington
to Adams of July 4, 1818 (pt. v, doc. 457). *

1719
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the return of Genl. San Martin from Buenos Ayres. on the nth of April, he

proclaimed his return in a Month & half &c I have received news today he
will not leave there till after the 24 Ulto.

942

Report of Joel Roberts Poinsett, ex-Agent of the United States to South America,
to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States,

November 4, 1818
:

[EXTRACT]

THE GEOGRAPHICAL DIVISION OF THE VICEROYALTY OF PERU

The viceroyalty of Peru extends 365 leagues north and south, from 3 de-

grees 35 minutes of south latitude, and 126 leagues east and west, between 63

degrees 56 minutes and 70 degrees 18 minutes from the meridian of Cadiz.

The bay of Tumbez separates it on the north from the kingdom of Granada.

The river of Loa on the south from the desert of Atacama, and the kingdom
of Chili. The Cordillera of Vilacota, in 14 degrees south, separates it from

Buenos Ayres. On the east it is bounded by an immense desert, and on the

west by the Pacific ocean. The face of the country is extremely unequal;

bordering on the coast it is a barren, sandy desert, with a few small but fer-

tile valleys, and in the interior are the lofty mountains and deep valleys of the

Cordillera. The temperament varies, therefore, in the same latitude. In

the habitable parts of the mountains the thermometer of Reaumur varies

from 3 degrees below o to 9 degrees above. At Lima, and generally along the

coast, the constant variation of the thermometer is from 13 degrees to 23^
degrees. The productions of Peru follow the nature of its different climates.

Wine, oil, and sugar are the most valuable productions of the coast; corn and

wheat of the valleys ;
and bark and cocoa of the mountains.

The annual product of the mines is valued at 4,500,000 dollars.

The population of the viceroyalty is calculated at 1,076,997 souls.

It is divided into seven intendancies, comprehending 51 districts; the latter

governed by subdelegates responsible to theintendant, who is under the direc-

tion of the superintendent general, a dignity always invested in the viceroy.

The viceroyalty contains five dioceses.

Lima, the capital of Peru, is situated in 12 degrees 2 minutes 51 seconds

south latitude, and 70 degrees 50 minutes 51 seconds longitude, and was

founded by Don Francisco Pizarro in 1535.

Notwithstanding the frequent earthquakes which destroyed the city in the

years 1586, 1630, 1655, 1687, and 1764, Lima occupies an area of ten miles

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 329. For the beginning of this report,
see above, pt. n, doc. 243. The opening paragraphs on the colonial system apply to Peru

as well as to Argentina.
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circumference, including the suburb of San Lazaro. The population amounts
to 52,627 inhabitants: 292 clergy, 991 religious monks and friars, 572 nuns,

84 beatas, 17,215 Spaniards and white Creoles, 3,912 Indians, 8,960 negroes,
and the remainder intermediate classes mixtures of the others.

The intendancy of Lima comprehends 74 doctrinas, (curacies,) 3 cities, 5

towns, and 173 townships; population 149,112 souls: 431 clergy, 1,100 reli-

gious, 572 nuns, 84 beatas, 22,370 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 63,180

Indians, 13,747 mestizoes, 17,864 mulattoes, and 29,763 slaves. It is divided

into eight districts in the following order:

Cercado de Lima. This district comprehends 41 curacies, I city, and 6

townships, and contains a population of 62,910 souls : 309 clergy, 991 religious,

572 nuns, 84 beatas, 18,219 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 9,744 Indians,

4,879 mestizoes, 10,231 free people of color, and 17,881 slaves. The princi-

pal produce is fruit, honey, sugar, and vegetables, which are consumed in the

capital to the amount of 500,000 dollars per annum.
Canete, This district comprehends 7 curacies, I city, I town, and 4 town-

ships. It is inhabited by 12,616 souls: 15 clergy, 19 religious, 465 Spaniards
and Spanish Creoles, 7,025 Indians, 737 mestizoes, 992 free people of color,

3*363 slaves: produces sugar, grain, and some nitre; annual value, 350,000
dollars.

The district of lea comprehends 10 curacies, I city, 2 towns, and 3 town-

ships. Inhabitants 20,576: 22 clergy, 72 religious, 2,158 Spaniards and Span-
ish Creoles, 6,607 Indians, 3,405 mestizoes, 4,305 free people of color, 4,004
slaves. A copper mine is wrought in this district, which also produces

brandy, olives, and some sugar, and manufactures glass and soap; annual

value, 588,742 dollars 4 rials.

Yaugos comprehends 7 curacies and 25 townships. It is inhabited by
9,574 souls: 12 clergy, 13 Spaniards and Creoles, 8,005 Indians, 93 mestizoes,

and 1,451 free people of color: produces cattle and sheep; annual value,

120,200 dollars.

Huarochiro comprehends n curacies and 35 townships, and is inhabited

by 14,024 souls: 25 clergy, 220 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 13,084 Indians,

591 mestizoes, 19 free people of color, and 84 slaves. The produce of this

district is grain and cattle, and it possesses rich silver mines; annual value not

ascertained.

Canto, comprehends 9 doctrinas and 54 townships, and is inhabited by
12,133 souls: 20 clergy, 57 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 10,333 Indians, and

1,723 mestizoes: produces Indian corn, potatoes, and cattle; annual value,

20,103 dollars.

Chancay comprehends 9 doctrinas, 2 towns, and 28 townships, and is in-

habited by 13,945 souls: 18 clergy, 15 religious, 969 Spaniards and Spanish

Creoles, 7,510 Indians, 1,081 mestizoes, 759 free mulattoes, and 3,604 slaves:

produces grain, sugar, and cattle; annual value, 465,504 dollars 4 rials.
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Santa comprehends 7 doctrinas and 14 townships, and is inhabited by

3,334 souls: 10 clergy, 279 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 873 Indians, 1,237

mestizoes, 108 free mulattoes, and 827 slaves: produces sugar, grain, and

cattle; annual value, $245,000.

Intendancy of Cuzco. The city of Cuzco, capital of the former Incas, is

situated in 13 degrees 32 minutes 20 seconds south latitude, 65 degrees 15

minutes 20 seconds longitude. It was founded in the eleventh century by
Manco Capac, and taken possession of by Francisco Pizarro in 1534. The

population is estimated at 32,082 souls: 89 clergy, 436 religious, 166 nuns,

113 beatas, 16,122 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 14,254 Indians, 203 ne-

groes, and the remainder mestizoes and mulattoes.

The intendancy of Cuzco comprehends 102 doctrinas, I city, 2 towns, 131

townships, inhabited by 216,382 souls: 315 clergy, 474 religious recluses, 166

nuns, 113 beatas, 31,828 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 159,105 Indians,

23,104 mestizoes, 993 free mulattoes, and 283 slaves.

Cercado del Cuzco comprehends 8 doctrinas, I city, inhabited by 32,082

slaves [sic], 89 clergy, 436 religious recluses, 166 nuns, 113 beatas, 16,122

Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 14,254 Indians, 646 free mulattoes, 203 slaves,

the remainder mestizoes : produces grain, and manufactures some woolen and

cotton stuffs.

Abancay. This district comprehends 9 doctrinas and 8 townships, in-

habited by 25,259 souls: 33 clergy, 1,937 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 18,-

419 Indians, 4,739 mestizoes, 50 free mulattoes, 81 slaves: produces sugar,

cotton, grain, and cocoa; annual value, $350,000.

Aymaraes comprehends 16 doctrinas and 34 townships, inhabited by

15,281 souls: 24 clergy, I recluse, 4,474 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, and

10,782 Indians: produces various kinds of dyes, raises cattle, and manufac-

tures some woolen stuffs; annual value, $145,000.

Culca and Lares comprehend 5 doctrinas and 6 townships, inhabited by

6,199 souls: 13 clergy, 347 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 5,519 Indians, and

320 mestizoes: produce grain, cotton, red pepper, cocoa, and manufacture

some woolen stuffs; annual value, $176,239.

Urabamba comprehends 6 doctrinas and 4 townships, and is inhabited by

9,250 souls: 22 clergy, 35 religious, 835 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 5,164

Indians, and 3,194 mestizoes: produce grain, cocoa, and a variety of fruits;

annual value, $89,098.

Colabambas comprehends 13 doctrinas and 14 townships, and is inhabited

by 19,824 souls: 19 clergy, 186 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 18,237 Indians,

and 1,382 mestizoes: produces Indian corn and grain; annual value, $20,000.

Pararo comprehends 9 doctrinas and 19 townships, inhabited by 20,236

souls: 20 clergy, I recluse, 2,331 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 15,034 In-

dians, 2,733 mestizoes, and 117 free mulattoes: produces grain and

cattle, and manufactures linen cloth; annual value, $96,471.
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Chumbibilcas comprehends n doctrinas and 12 townships, and is inhabited

J5.973 souls: 27 clergy, 4,471 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, and 11,475
Indians: produces grain, and manufactures linen cloths; annual value,

$18,600.
Tinta comprehends II doctrinas and 13 townships, and is inhabited by

36,968 souls: 27 clergy, 324 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 29,045 Indians,

5 ,420 mestizoes, and 152 free mulattoes : produces grain and ships, and manu-
factures linen cloths; annual value, $152,309^2.

Quispicanchi comprehends 10 doctrinas and 16 townships, and is inhabited

t>y 24337 souls: 25 clergy, I recluse, 37 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 19,947

Indians, 4,306 mestizoes, and 21 free mulattoes: produces grain, cattle, wool,
and salt, and manufactures linen cloths; annual value, .

Paucartambo comprehends 4 doctrinas and 8 townships, and is inhabited

t>y 12,973 souls: 16 clergy, 764 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 11,229

Indians, 957 mestizoes, and 7 mulattoes: produces wood and cocoa;
annual value, $390,972.

Intendancy of Arequipa. The city of Arequipa is situated in 16 degrees 13
minutes 20 seconds south latitude, 66 degrees 6 minutes 30 seconds longitude.
Its population is estimated at 23,988 souls: 50 clergy, 225 religious, 162 nuns,

5 beatas, 15,737 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 1,515 Indians, 4,129 mesti-

zoes, the remainder mulattoes and negroes.

The intendancy of Arequipa comprehends 60 doctrinas, 2 cities, 2 towns,
and 8 townships, inhabited by 136,801 souls: 326 clergy, 284 religious, 126

nuns, 5 beatas, 39,357 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 66,609 Indians,
I 7i797 mestizoes, 7,003 free mulattoes, and 5,258 slaves.

Cercado de Arequipa comprehends II doctrinas, I city, and 2 townships,
inhabited by 37,721 souls: 93 clergy, 325 religious recluses, 162 nuns, 5 beatas,

22,687 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 5,929 Indians, 4,908 mestizoes, 2,477
free mulattoes, and 1,225 slaves: produces grain, wine, brandy, sugar, cotton,

and oil; annual value, $636,800.

Camana comprehends 7 doctrinas and 8 townships, inhabited by 19,052
souls: 34 clergy, 9 religious recluses, 5,005 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles,

1,249 Indians, 1,021 mestizoes, 1,747 free mulattoes, and 887 slaves: pro-
duces wine, sugar, and oil; annual value, $300,000.

Condesuyos comprehends 9 doctrinas and 18 townships, and is inhabited by
220,145 souls: 35 clergy, 3,603 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 12,011 Indians,

4,358 mestizoes, 34 free mulattoes, and 44 slaves: contains gold mines, and

produces cochineal and grain; annual value, $26,458.

Collaguas comprehends 16 doctrinas and 10 townships, and is inhabited by
13,905 souls: 40 clergy, 212 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 11,872 Indians,

1 ,417 mestizoes, 335 free mulattoes, and 29 slaves: produces grain and wool,

and manufactures some woolen stuffs; annual value, $70,100. The silver

mines in this district yield annually 34,000 marks.
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Moguegua comprehends 6 doctrinas and 6 townships, and is inhabited!

28,279 souls: 53 clergy, 29 religious recluses, 5,596 Spaniards and

Creoles, 17,272 Indians, 2,916 mestizoes, 887 free mulattoes, and 1,

produces grain and wine; annual value, $705,000.

Arica comprehends 7 doctrinas, I city, and 26 townships, inhabited

18,776 souls: 44 clergy, 21 religious recluses, 1,585 Spaniards and

Creoles, 12,870 Indians, 1,977 mestizoes, 985 free mulattoes, and 1,

produces wine, grain, cotton, and oil; annual value, $160,500.

Tarapaca comprehends 4 doctrinas and 12 townships, inhabited by
souls: 27 clergy, 509 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 5,406 Indians,

mestizoes, 528 free mulattoes, and 253 slaves; produces wine and

grain; annual value, $81,400. The silver mines of this district produce
annually 72,462 marks.

The intendancy of Truxillo. The city of Truxillo is situated in 8 degrees S
minutes south latitude, and 72 degrees 44 minutes longitude, founded t>y
Francisco Pizarro in 1535; population, 5,790 souls: 133 clergy, 60 religious
recluses, 129 nuns, 1,263 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 274 Indians, 70-4.
mestizoes, 1,000 negroes, and the rest mulattoes. The intendancy of Txrux:-*

illo comprehends 87 doctrinas, 5 cities, 2 towns, and 142 townships, popula-
tion 230,967 souls: 460 clergy, 160 religious recluses, 162 nuns, 19,098 Span
iards and Spanish Creoles, 115,647 Indians, 76,949 mestizoes, 13,757 free
mulattoes, and 4,725 slaves.

Cercado de Truxillo comprehends 10 doctrinas and 6 townships, population
12,032 souls: 144 clergy, 60 religious, 129 nuns, 1,434 Spaniards and SpanisH.
Creoles, 4,577 Indians, 1,549 mestizoes, 2,357 free mulattoes, and 1,5822
slaves: produces sugar, rice, oil, cotton, and various gums; annual value,
$31,756.

Lambayeque comprehends 20 doctrinas and 7 townships, population 35, 1 9:2
souls: 62 clergy, 27 religious, 2,299 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 22,333
Indians, 5,448 mestizoes, 3,192 free mulattoes, and 1,831 slaves: produces
grain, saffron, sugar, tobacco, and cotton; manufactures some cotton and
woolen stuffs, soap, &c.

; annual value, $397,799.
Puira comprehends 12 doctrinas and 14 townships, population44,49i souls :

61 clergy, 18 religious, 2,874 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 24,797 Indians,
10,654 mestizoes, 5,203 free mulattoes, and 884 slaves : produces grain,cotton ,

and some indigo; abounds with cattle; annual value, $72,686.
Caxamarca comprehends 17 doctrinas and 26 townships, population 62

, i c>c>
souls: 23 clergy, 50 religious, 33 nuns, 7,835 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles,
29,692 Indians, 22,299 mestizoes, 1,875 free mulattoes, and 328 slaves: pro-
duces grain and cotton; abounds in cattle; and manufactures cotton and
woolen stuffs

;
annual value, $ .

Chota. Not able to ascertain any correct information respecting this dis-
trict; possesses rich mines.
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Huamachuco comprehends 8 doctrinas and 23 townships, population 38,

150 souls: 64 clergy, 2,273 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 17,117 Indians,
1 8,367 mestizoes, 250 free mulattoes, and 79 slaves: produces grain and cocoa,

a.nd manufactures linen cloths; annual value, $57,853.
Pataz comprehends 3 doctrinas and 13 townships, population 13,508 souls:

1 1 clergy, 3 religious, 987 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 4,627 Indians, 7,678

*n.estizoes, 194 free mulattoes, and 8 slaves: produces grain and sugar, and
^abounds in cattle; annual value, $35,264. The gold mines of this district

yield 250 pounds per annum, and the silver500 marks ;
value of both, $35,500.

Chachapoyas comprehends 17 doctrinas and 60 townships, population,
225 398 souls: 34 clergy, II religious, 1,396 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 12,-

504 Indians, 10,954 mestizoes, 486 free mulattoes, and 13 slaves: produces

tobacco, bark, sugar, and cocoa.

Intendancy ofHuamanga. The city of Huamanga is situated in 13 degrees
I minute south latitude, and 68 degrees 6 minutes longitude; population 25,-

970 souls: 25 clergy, 42 religious, 82 nuns, 169 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles,

220,373 Indians, 4,382 mestizoes, and the remainder mulattoes and negroes.

The intendancy of Huamanga comprehends 50 doctrinas, I city, and 134

townships, and is inhabited by ill,559 souls: 176 clergy, 45 religious, 82 nuns,

5,378 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 75,284 Indians, 29,621 mestizoes,

043 free mulattoes, and 30 slaves.

Cercado de Huamanga comprehends 3 doctrinas and 2 townships, and is

inhabited by 25,970 souls: 25 clergy, 42 religious, 82 nuns, 169 Spaniards and

Spanish Creoles, 20,373 Indians, 4,372 mestizoes, 30 slaves, the rest free

nrvulattoes: possesses some manufactures; annual value, $34,268.

Anco comprehends I doctrina and 4 townships, inhabited by 2,022 souls:

9 Spaniards, 1,744 Indians, 269 mestizoes: produces sugar and coffee; annual

"value, $18,795.

JHuanta comprehends 7 doctrinas and twenty townships, and is inhabited

t>y 27,337 souls: 45 clergy, 3 religious, 219 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles,

10,981 Indians, 10,080 mestizoes, and 9 free mulattoes.

Congallo comprehends 10 doctrinas and 31 townships, and is inhabited by

12,474 souls: 31 clergy, 62 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 10,011 Indians,

2,363 mestizoes, and 7 free mulattoes: produces grain and cattle.

Andahuaylas. This district comprehends 10 doctrinas and 18 townships,

and is inhabited by 12,020 souls: 20 clergy, 3,000 Spaniards and Spanish

Creoles, 5,000 Indians, 4,000 mestizoes: produces grain and sugar; annual

value, $74,384.

Lucanas comprehends 14 doctrinas and 44 townships, and is inhabited by

15,727 souls: 27 clergy, 862 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 12,700 Indians,

3,076 mestizoes, and 60 free mulattoes: produces grain and cattle.

Parinacochas comprehends 14 doctrinas and 16 townships, population 16,-

souls: 28 clergy, 1,057 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 8,475 Indians, and
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6,451 mestizoes: raises cattle, and manufacture* cotton stuffs; vain

$56,000.

Jntendancy of HwncavclUa*----The town of Hua 111*1 vcii it* miftjain! in i

degrees 53 minutes oouth latitude, and 68 degree* 46 minium lortgitmii

population 5,156 souk: 2J clergy, I** religious Sto Sprtniml it4 S;mtm
creolea, 3,803 Indians 731 me*tuoes and ihe remainder rmiliiftt* tti

negrocj*.

The intendancyof Huttncaveiica comprehend* 33 tlwiiiii, i t-ity. i itm-i

and H6 townships, and i inhabited by 30,0.17 newt*: Hi clergy, tt* rrlspu

2,341 Spaniard* and Spanish Creoles 23,80*) Indians, 4,5,11 wr*>ii/*ri, *tid 4

slaves,

Cercado d Huancavflira, -This tlistrirt t-uniprrhemift 4 ii!fita

townships, inhabited by 5,146 wnils; j| rirrgy, i rrlignii. y* ^j*ifafd
and Spanish Creoles, 3,803 Indians 731 njeUjwr*. titwl t.t l,n'r

Angartuss,*
....... Thb dintrict roniprt'hendf* 5 t|wfriii*i .uid ^5 fimiilis|, $t

habiteil by 3,245 miul: 33 clergy, 3i S^inUrdn ami Sj*aimh rmlr, 3.1*1

Indiana, 309 metttixoes and 3 nhiven: prtKiitfe* nug'tr, gfrfiri, laiilr, 41-

nwal value, $85,000,

?*03>afaxa comprehendH 5 tlcririmi* and Ji i*iwii'l|. 8f$lii$lnfl ly i.tjfi

souk: 21 clergy, 1,394 ttpaiard antl Spatn^ti i'rr*Sr, I.$K. IiKli,sa,

2,726 meHtizcH.*H,

Caslroverreyna compn'ht'ncl 8 dt>rtrtmi and 35 itiwfthi|>n. u))i,!n!rt) I-

9,365 mb: 1 6 clergy, I6H Sjwiitartlii ami S|i-,ifii!lt cm4m. ,i5 Itwliain

771 mestizoes, and 25 iavnt: imKtunm graiti wtwl raitlr, atintM

$76,000.

IntewUtnfy of Turma, ......The town of Tarnu i iiii4frf in \3

minutes 49 seconds wmth latitude, and f*j tirgfrrs ji| ttttrtwira

population 5,538 wmb: 2 clergy, 361 S|wriiartit and S|Miiih rrlr
Indiana, 3,244 mentixcKw, the rent mulattor* and S|,I%T.

The intendancy of Tiinna comprehritt| 7j dftrfrin.is I ni y. j itm-n. aw
203 townnhtps, inhubiieti by au 1,25(1 !: aj> rlngv, i*; rrtiittmi*. t

beatuit, 15,93*) Spaniard* and SfMriinh crrcitm, tc5.i8; Imitan*. 7*.iK
mestizocK, 844 free mulatto?*, and i,|fi lavm.

Cercado de Tarnm comprehentln 13 ctortrimm. i um-n. <iiwJ 45 tnwtihtf>*
and is inhabited ly 34,401 wmt: 32 rirrgy, t.Wii S|Mni4nU mJ
Creoles, 18,821 Indians, 14,300 mcMttiuirn. ami 77 frrr nniltt !.-

grain and bark; annual value, $8,315. The mine of YatiriMN-tia yirMnl. ii

1793, $2,016,703. Rent of the erown for I)irtn jirut I 't>\*n t $jji,ji*j.

Xaujtt comprehend* 14 doctrina*. i town, and ift ftwl|. 4 inhaUtctt b<

52,286 souls: 32 clergy, 84 religious 1,713 SfMniartU awl Sfwnwti
28,477 Indians, 21,022 m<*n(ixoe*, antl 58 plavw,

Caxatamfa camprchend 13 dtKtrtn.i and Sf townihip. and i it

by 16,872 souls: 31 clergy, 504 Spanmrtb ami SpMniiOi fmlr*. 10.51**

ta<
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08 mestizoes, 629 free mulattoes: produces grain and cattle; annual value,

),ooo.

lonchucos comprehends 15 doctrinas and 19 townships, and is inhabited by
308 souls: 40 clergy, 2 religious, 1,384 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles,

99 Indians, and 13,983 mestizoes : produces grain, and possesses mines, but
ich are not very productive; annual value, $73,476.
'iuamalies comprehends 8 doctrinas and 30 townships, inhabited by 14,234
Is: 18 clergy, 593 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 8,957 Indians, 4,625

stizoes, and 43 slaves: produces bark, cocoa, and cattle; annual value,

,,420.

luaylas comprehends 12 doctrinas and 20 townships, inhabited by 40,822
Is: 67 clergy, n religious, 3,604 Spaniards and Spanish Creoles, 20,935

Hans, 15,971 mestizoes, 138 free mulattoes, and 96 slaves.

luanuco comprehends 4 doctrinas, I city, and 7 townships, inhabited by
826 souls: 9 clergy, 30 religious, 15 beatas, 6,160 Spaniards and Spanish

Dies, 7,598 Indians, 3,075 mestizoes, and 39 slaves: produces bark and

oa, and exports a small quantity of silver; annual value, $45,094.
anatahuas. Military government of Callao and of the archipelago of

loe.

NUMBER OF INDIANS FOR THE COLLECTION OF TRIBUTES LEVIED ON MALES
FROM 15 TO 50 YEARS OF AGE

es . . . . 314,863 Amount of tributes . . $885,586 o
.ales.... 304,327 Of the common hospital fund 25,852 7

619,190 9H,438 7

npt from age, sex, and rank 473,615 Pensions, expenses, &c. . . 374,052 4

tributing . . . 145,575 Nett rent .... $537,386 3

DUTIES

mposts into Callao 6 per cent, alcavala, and 3 per cent, customs; woolen

orts 3 per cent.

he interior commerce pays 6 per cent, alcavala.

Icavala were first levied in Peru, in the year 1596, at 2 per cent, until the

r 1771, when they were increased to 4 per cent. In the year 1777 they
* increased to 6 per cent. The expenses of collecting the customs at

a exceeds $50,000.
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TABLE OF THE COMMERCE BETWEEN THE PORTS OF SPAIN AND CALLAO

In the moneys exported is included $3,562,000, sent by the Royal Philippine Company.

Importation
Exportation

Balance in favor of exports

$43,241,862 7

54,837,114 3

$11,595,251 4

The excess of exports was occasioned by the war. Four ships arrived in 1779 and sailed in 1784, occasioning
the great export of that year, $17,121,206 6.

943

John B, Prevost, Special Agent of the United States to Peru, Buenos Aires and

Chile, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States *

LIMA, January 15, 1819.

SIR: I have the honor to announce my arrival at this place and enclose the

result of the tour to the North West Coast written at Monte Rey. I have

added a copy of the sentence of restoration in the Case of the Canton and hope
to have time to subjoin that of the Beaver. These vessels are now in the

possession of their respective captains and prepared for Sea. The Govern-

ment is not in a situation to refund the value of the cargoes and I have di-

rected their claims to be liquidated in order that I may forward them to your

department.
The Patriots are daily expected under San Martin who will be accompanied

by Lord Cockran [Cochrane] as admiral of the Fleet. I really do not per-

ceive preparations to resist the force anticipated. The consternation is

great and the depression beyond description.

I regret that I cannot enter into details as the vessel by which this is to be

conveyed is already under way.

Captain Shireff has in every instance assisted our countrymen during my
absence and I take great pleasure in forwarding the copy of an address which

he received.

I have the honor [etc.].

1 M.S. Consular Letters, Lima (J. W. Prevost).
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944

Act of the Independence of Peru
l

[TRANSLATION]

IN THE ROYAL CITY OF PERU, July 15, 1821.

The seniors who compose it having yesterday assembled in the most excel-

lent Senate, with the most excellent and most illustrious sefior the Archbishop
of this holy Metropolitan Church, the prelates of the religious convents,
titulars of Castile, and various neighbors of this capital, for the purpose of

fulfilling what had been provided in the official letter of the most excellent

sefior and general-m-chief of the liberating army of Peru, Don Jos de San

Martin, the contents of which were read; and persuaded thereof, reduced to

what persons of known probity, learning, and patriotism, who inhabit this

capital, would express if the general opinion for independence had been re-

solved on, which vote would serve as a guide to the said general for proceed-

ing to take the oath : all the senors agreeing for themselves, and satisfied of

the opinion of the inhabitants of the capital, said that the general will was
decided for the independence of Peru of the Spanish dominion, and of any
other foreign dominion whatever, and that theywould proceed to its sanction

by means of the corresponding oath
;
it was compared with a certified copy of

this act to the same most excellent senor, and the senors signed it.

THE COUNT OF SAN ISIDRO, MANUEL DE ARIAS,

BARTOLOME, Archbishop of Lima, THE COUNT DE LA VIGA DEL REN,
FRANCISCO DE ZARATE, FR. GERONIMO CAVERO,
SIMON RAVAGO, Jos6 IGNACIO PALACIOS,

FRANCISCO XAVIER DE ECHANGE, ANTONIO PADILLA, Syndic, Proc. Gen.

945

John B. Prevost, Special Agent of the United States to Peru, Buenos Aires and

Chile, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States *

LIMA, December 7, 1821.

SIR : I have the honor to enclose a Duplicate of my last of the i6th of Octo-

ber together with the several Documents therein referred to. No convey-

ance has since offered until this moment by which to renew the communica-

tion and in saying so, I hope I shall be exempted from censure for my silence

during the time which has intervened.

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 827.
2 MS. Letters, J. B. Prevost.
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It appears that his Ld
Ship

J
upon leaving Callao sent one of his Frigates to

Valparaiso and proceeded with the other three to Guayaquil where he still

remains. Some attribute his stay there to Policy, others to necessity, but

whether to be ascribed to the one or to the other, it will equally afford to the

Government of Chile the means of directing his Destination from thence.

Many believe that he will pay no respect to the orders which have lately been

despached to him from Chile in as much as he did not return when so en-

joined by San Martin. I think differently not from any confidence in the

rectitude of his Ld
Ship, but from an impression that he will make any Sacri-

fice to obtain the favor of Chile in opposition to the Protector whom he now
reviles. He is implacable in his resentments and circumstances are propi-

tious to their indulgence from the discontent prevailing there as to the course

pursued by the General since his Entrance into this Capital. Whether this

disapprobation be confined merely to his inaction or extend to other objects

connected with his rule I cannot yet ascertain, but from the silence main-

tained by that Government to the Communications sent from hence some
months since, there is reason to suspect the latter. The General's career

has been too splendid to allow me to impute his conduct to other cause than

disease, he has been at the point of Death and is not yet sufficiently restored

to direct operations either civil or military. It is indeed a subject of regret

that any thing should have occurred to suspend an event which I deem inevi-

table. The Impulse given cannot be resisted and delay only adds to the mis-

ery of those who are still subject to the vexations of an army without other

resources for its support than such as are obtained by exaction.

I do not venture to touch upon the subject of Government because until

the Communication shall be opened with Upper Peru no Judgment ought to

be formed. There certainly prevails a great contrariety of opinion here,

many avow their preference to monarchy, but they are principally among
those who have imbibed the erroneous impressions of the Dominion of the

Capital. This unfortunate Idea if cherished and extended will produce the

same results as at Bs. Ayres and necessarily separate the two Perus.

Some weeks since the Master of the Tea Plant came hither from Guayaquil
to obtain my aid in the release of his vessel under detention at that place. I

had no conveyance upon which I could rely for safety and of course was com-

pelled to confine my exertions to the obtaining a letter from this Government
in his behalf addressed to the Junta there. What may have been the effect

of this communication I have not heard and fearing that it may not have

availed from the jealousies existing there as to the exclusive views of the

Capital, I wrote a line to Capt. Ridgley immediately upon his arrival at

Callao (a Copy of which is enclosed). He concurs with me in the propriety
of proceeding thither forthwith and tomorrow I shall embark for the purpose
of accompanying him. Two motives determine me the one a confidence that

1 Lord Cochrane.
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my presence may be useful to Capt. Robinson if the ship be still in Jeopardy:
The other that I may as connected with the revolution here be enabled to

report to the Department the prospect of liberating Quito together with the

views of Bolivar, who according to the last advices must ere this have reached

Guayaquil with a considerable Force.

I have thought it prudent to leave a commission with Mr. Lynch so as to

enable him to act as Consul should any thing hereafter occur requiring his

interference. It is of course temporary and taken by him merely to assist

our Countrymen in any moment of difficulty without intention to exact Fees

or to ask its continuance from the President. Mr. Lynch is personally my
Friend and I felt some delicacy in giving him the appointment although
without emolument, but the fact is, that there is not an American Resident

in the City.

With every Sentiment [etc.].

946

John B. Prevost, Special Agent of the United States to Peru, Buenos Aires and
Chile, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States 1

LIMA, February <5, 1822.

SIR: Upon my arrival at Guayaquil I learned that the Tea Plant had been

liberated and had sailed for Gibralter. The Intelligence was the more grate-

ful because the case involved principles that I do not recollect to have seen

discussed. The object of the Seizure was to compel security from the Master

to respond to a suit to be instituted for the recovery of a Poenalty
incurred by him under the former Government for some violation of its

revenue Laws. Several collateral questions of importance were also involved,

but from the view which I took of the subject all appeared to me to resolve

itself into the simple question of the right of the present Junta to pursue a

Delinquent for an offence anterior to the revolution. In my application to

the Supreme Authority here for its friendly interference, I maintained that

both the right of enquiry and of punishment were extinguished by the Disso-

lution of the Sovereignty against which the offence was committed. For-

tunately the position obtained the concurrence of the Minister and thus pro-

cured me the aid indicated in my last of December 2 written on the eve of my
Departure. In that letter after referring to the application of the Master I

advised you of the course I had adopted, together with the motives which

notwithstanding afterwards determined my visit to Guayaquil and I shall

particularly regret its miscarriage, because I am now without the means of

offering to the Department a Duplicate. If my recollection serve me, I also

intimated discontent both here and in Chile as to the Inaction preserved by
the Protector after the fall of Callao. The Impressions were certainly then

1 MS. Letters, J. B. Prevost. * See above, pt. xi, doc. 945.
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as mentioned but the motive* *m-nlci! l him have tvrn lully contra

by the energy wliirli Str ha* ftinre dtaplayrd. "I'hr f.iri us two

Disease has w enfeebled him thai at the time f my *ai!sg, hr in

any Effort, hut UJHI regaining lit* health shortly after. r*s?r

ed correHp*wding with hi* Character i I' **< i?i lui

He commenced by inning a pr<*-l**matton f.f ihr mrr^?**; <!

in May and then atirrendered ihr Palare am! tivnmnrn* i*. O'.r

Torre Titglr a Peruvian rcletf4ict! lrrr li fur, rfH.*hturn? t i|1P

Ht has tnt*c rtintiiictl hifti*rlf r%ilsvrlv to lisr .Kfinn>ux! <'i tlsr Anti

twt?n itcltvrly m-tupictl in gMilsrriiii rrtfiii!*, fiigrtiisfiiig tscw *|* 41

tributing them i a i tx*itr ujxm that wt-! f ilir i '*Mniiv si^II n

ian of the S|Mni*ii l-'cirrr*. I'iflrrn hunJrr<l mm ,ifr n ihrf w.iy i

lit many niorr in ihr firigltlrlw*l <i Tu\U" h.%r !rrn *rif<rrir<! in 4*;

into the Inirrinr and hr liiiiitrlf nnSwif krtl yr-*!rfdAy n a aisurti St-1

for Nomr Point tin tin1 C*iaf undtu!MnUy nn? fa\i'i;t!r i 3> *
.jiri

The(ltM*tinaiitn vtwc<l in hi^ |n*iat!iii!p4s * * .> atjud. 1m! 1 IU^T 11

that such arc his Intention*. Tinr only drvrhj- IMS M-* iris ami ws

land no one can prrtrnd to slr-wsfiafr the runr . s*r I ..i y sisirr I

in him my intention to rriurn i t'ltilr ti*l ii*kl mlscilwi I twiglif

an rarly f>rrUx! to ttlf? jfllfK'luling elftlgslr, Hr arfrl flia! all WH

nettied by thr first of Atigusl alttt urrly t*uay4(|ui) is ! the Iifrcl

whifh to obtain > nirly *i rruli,

Tilt* call for till* ( *t*nKft*ik 4t)t|*r
>4f

r* In inr, fftsitj ihr * mSr aiKi|w ill wi

is cnvelojxrtl, intrruln) mi.irr l d|if*".a*r ihc i*tibln frrl$g it^n t< give

tci a meeting at thai Day. Irulrr*! wrrr uh ilir r^ar 1 huUI ilnnfe

only premrttiirc Inn 4it{igrroiiyttiil 4 !"j$ri IV* ti ** !*r tint***!

much ii the PoUltrtif ilic t'iiy arr al vatum-r witli *( ilia! i*n
the Hmpirc. AmunK thr highrr wrdn f il I*!*rr ilsn-c cr utnly f*rr

Htrongdispcwitfonfoa MonaTrUir4}govrrnmriiin<j)i if Mimr* ir*S wills I

or thr Intrigue* of B*. Ayre* Iml fiiilirr lf*iii <in <jn<ratwr l thr $m
biltty of any other form to ihr Suir w< sic ir?y , In ihr

UHHurett that a diflfereni Sen itmen l ilir>glwisii,

My Intentiftn to remain in Ckwyiitfiiil unttt 1 rmtM n?rrI to Q\
order to nuvt Bolivar defeaietl by one 4 f *M rMirnt i It c

of Place a)way* render* thr Traveller more "f lubtr , 1 hr a

panying u up the Kiver with iltr w ti**rt, MI iltai tijmri U

at the Town I had mil a change f Linen. I have invariably flurti

journteM kept my paper* wiiliin ami n ihi f*rc*tufi had
1

ular in placing thr Trunk containing ihrm itt ihr !*!, t 1mh I wa

Capt. Ridgtcy, but by wime fatrtiiiy while inimrK-e* ti ihe

within a few league* of the t'iiy, it wan tnu> ihr iher ty n
Sattori whom ii proliably incommoded, In rwry view it !M '

of Chagrin, but in none no much a* in the k c.f i numlirr f
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mrnts which I had taken paiit to collect, at a for

the Information of the President upon many Subject* of Importance. As to

my Agency wit It ihe*e t iovernmenu I apprehend no inconvenient**,

all I have hitherto done ha* t**en without *$sintiiitg at public Character. A*
an Individual I have had access every where and us *ch have been enabled

invariably i* obtain their attention to any wuhject tif complaint. Th-e jeal-

ousies incident to an avowed Agency firi determined me to this coure and I

am Satisfied that had I adopted anyoihcr, t should ever have teen a Stranger
to the feeling*, principles ami view* of those, ruling.

The Brig of War containing the I >e*pache* from the Director of Chile to

lit* I.rdhip did mt reach t aiayaquil anterior to the I H*|Mrture of the latter

from thence, Instruction* were however left by him for the officer liearing

them to follow him to Panama, upon whii li Place it appear* he intends an

attack ami although defn lent in foreign Seamen, that the whole numlK-r

doe* not eMcrd firt v. yet there i little doubt of hi ucre*>*.

Some Oay* aim c the * cnerai informed me lisa! during my absence hr had
I will an Agent to IKngland and that he wihcd il In end one lc* the I* Stale*

if I thought if might favor an acknowledgment, I anwercJ that fo me the

nir*iurr ap|earel prematttre wuhoiit the entire fXHMr*.ion cf the Penis: that

U|KW the hap{ening of that event I nhould immetfiately conuntinic-ate il to

the Pre*itlent who I wa* |K**uadetl would then not only rec*gni/e ii Inde-

pendence but renew hi rllsil fo obtain an acknowh^tginent by the Power tt

of Kurojie, I felt ttiV'wlf authori/wl t wy lints much from the communica-
tion w heretiftire made !** the ( tovernment *if Its, Ayrm and I wa the more
induced w ti *i* in onlrr to impair Impression* whic'h he ha r*rivl in

ctirnntort with many other* from foreign Agent n, that i, that the t

'

Si.str* are

and miisi ever l*e unfriemlly to the I mlependence f South America from
commercial jeahnt^iejt.

There e\it liii oite opinion in t Guayaquil as to the revolution, they are al)

t Patriot*, yet they are divide*! in Sentiment a ii list* government of which

|
they ought to Itrconte an integrant Part. Thr wt'althy of the Com-

I rnuniiy incline t* Peru, the Hody of stir IVji!r to Ouito. L*c*fify certainly
f deitignaten the latter and I think the presence of Hiivar will flecide the

\ quention. The river $ l*r*iiiitful, navigable by vr?*nr|*if any Tonnage, the S<iil

fruitful and the elevation *4 part of the Country iclt *?* to furnish all the

; pricliic'i$tiri if Kuro|w in addition t thir *f Africa. Imleetl it unite* ad-

vantages that rentier it one f tin* mt imprtrtant T**wni on the C<Mt.
1

l"(xm my return t Place having ft tlocument* to justify the .iris of

Mr. Lynch *hou!d they lie qtieittirmed, I have rec|uetetl him in ftti*pend the

fxercine of any further ( 'onuhir ftinction*. While n thin Subji-ct Sir, allow

me toftitggest for the (*ontderafioit of thr President the propriety of cn<{uir-

I ing into the purrtiiis of ihoe of otir CVnintrymen lita who arc wrking *ip-
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and others while engaged in an illicit wmtmrrce from one I'r f u thr i!

have incurred the notice ant! enmity of thr Patriot Kvrriiirin* by *rrv<

rendered to the Knemy at times at variance with thr nrutiahi y 4 flir II

Sir TluinuiH Hardy naila tonurrtw for Yid|wr *? n h* *\iy !imr.

sincerely regret his departure, hi view* wrrr riikfKt-ti uul h)rral *utd |m

liarly fitted him for the Stuticm; with grrji imli!tir he *a .iU.iyn imn i

by ndhering to principles without indulging in iif*ri itjm .si iitur* i uunrd.

has maintained his I %m*ty and inapirrd confidrw*-. li iw i "wsii vtr

has uniformly extended hi* protection am! on *t l.itr it^im>n r\h}>i!r*i i

most lively interewt to prevent the intemjH-tair $r.iiifrs m

contemplation on my arrival.

With every Sentiment [ete.J,

947

John B. Prevast, .Vpfi'wl Afltnt of tk# t/nil^ .Vto/n fc* /Vr. it **<** A tut i

Chile, fa) John Quinty /tt/umjr, Secretory / .SfcU* / A* t'm3t*i

His lordship
* ha not t*rn hearti of sinrr liis I Irp^irturr am! tf t

that upon leaving the IrtdeprrtJenrt of f*anttm4 at thr mtiuth if ihr !,?
das where he intendetl to touch, he iifirr*'ari dim ml In* ttutrr t p;

Port of Mexico. There he will t*f|iilly le cl$|i|Kittiir4 i thry lm* frm i

Changes on this Coast are no longer rrgantm! a Knnir.
The two FrigiUe* the Vmgftnm. ami the f*rwi h*ivr r)tu!rti lit* < *r4p* a

were lately, if not at this moment, off the mouth of ilir Kivrr of (*Uity4qi

They are in a Deplorable State. affllrii with all ihc !hrar tnncinti

Filth and wholly destitute. It i ilwt upon fSir rttangr c*f c knTfWtM
at Panama the officer commanding ihc Squadron ihr

the one, provided those in authority itttrc wtntU! r|ni|i ihr other.

enable him to double the cape. If br ihr Ian awl I Iwivr rvrry r

to believe it, their approach may be for the *lf pur|Mr i f rtitrring inio a li

negociatton with those in Power at (Uityaqutl whrrc ihcy
facilities to give effect to tuch im arrangement,

Private let ten from the Interior ilisii I*oii ami ihr Province *

joining have declared their Indepmdence-^in evcni ihr ini|wrum
tending to hasten and consolidate the C*onfedrr*iiion cm the oihrr iile.

was from thence that the remittances wrre formerly otiutnni by IU. Ays. a

Interest dictates the policy of reviving the ancient runnrftion. * io previ
an Union with this Government which might then a diversion of

1 MS, L^tem, J. B, Prtvosu Urtt f 't>clirsH>.
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Commrrce to the Port of Arica, ihr contiguity of

Thr till of I .ttiiit ha i Ircttiwi ihe I
s

l$!fC of ihr C'fwurt I

of South Amrrit*!. tit nf}M*ition torvrry tiling Kuropran, *til t

c?,.ift, rvrn thr cirgr.wlrti Hruiii.tn IrrJs it* Influence .imS Ife, Ay*, w
tract r*l tV thr corruption-* ! fhr I*r!llgliri*r ,l| itir vinpifiiiry of

FralK't', i i,i|*s*liy rrf urtitng tn thr jirim iplri tt mli1i hr g*ivr

I liiink, l*r 4isig thr iirat it.i r*i*ii!isls 4 g^vrritinriil ujwtit the- triir >f

ri|ll.ilify Jiwi grliri.il fr|ifrrli!,il$tiit..

Thr tVrlirfal w|jsc 1 >t*|*sllijfr 1 aLilrt) ttt my l.i! pr< rttir*! i !if fi*flll

a* Trtixili" .twi iificr iii!iig thr 'l'iwij th.ii Station in motion rrturttn)

hifhrr. whrrr hr h.t nimr iriii,iiiii umrnutiift)y t'iiijlvr*l in jrr|*jir.ttii:>f)

for thr Miirth I ihr grrat it*i*ly ! thr Army, in two !hv*Mon, thr l

thr rn*nntiin aii* l* (tttu|>y the Viillry fif X^ujjit ijait}.i], thr uiSirr i

|irrcrl S*nnhrrlyin rlri to joint hr I'ufrr t that Iltfflnjfilriiiiitr<l ag4tn*t

I lt.iVr withrr fr*:r\r*t ty Irltrtu ty llir Fttiftkhn

tn|trr Strwart sttitr Ists amv^i, N" tkmht Jjr aftitrfftiir4 my rrturrt l

Vai|Kiriiiwii in ihr I ami Si-h my intrrttiort until 1

C'afit, Kifiglry** irirrmiriatton t* ii ilir mtrrmntlUlr I*f t* llirn

ww unctrr i'I<*9c liii-k.ittlr, tl i otw f ti}*jrft tj|wn * Ittc'li I li. vr

the iiwwir l iil*lfr llir I*r|i,*ifffnrttt hrrrtuforr *ifui .illliotigli my am to

llir rigltt may lr.ivr I writ w*t*rrrct. yvl I am m*l m.t *i l itir rrtrt'l, i

alw4y llwt *l |*ftltit $ng

\Viltt rvcr y Seniimmt

ft, t>f A &

J^fll I,

Sft: in my *
I fo itir to

Knfraoce o( ihr in the river C *u4yaqutl, yrt I mi. rmld
not, in tfw by tltc

Tlit of War
llip control l itw af lliiC l pUrr. whrrr

at A ihr, f ihr l*fnflm

to no

, f, II.

pi, *t, 4 Mil,
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were confidently indulged of her return to order: These were yesterday

realized by her entrance into this Port when the Surrender was immediately

compleated. Thus the Spanish Flag has ceased to wave on the Pacific, and

without incurring much responsibility, I think I may venture to predict, thai

ere long, it will be displayed throughout S. America, only, on Days com-

memorative of the Triumphs of Bolivar and of San Martin.

The want of mechanics has delayed the March of the Troops. There was

a deficiency in the number of Saddles and other equipments for an augmented

Cavalry, which it was necessary to supply and which could not be purchased
These however are now in such a State of forwardness, that the moment oi

departure may be determined with some precision, and it is understood thai

they will move about the 20th of the present month.

The professions of Spain as to a recognition are here considered as made

only to paralize and to delude, and I confess I incline to the same opinion,

The revolution there does not appear to have engendered one liberal feeling,

on the contrary the enmities strengthen with the disgrace of their arms, and

there is no motive of interest to quiet them: Commercial Intercourse ceased

with the change of Sovereignty, not to be revived
;
all the productions of Spain

are equally the growth of these Colonies
;
the dependence was artificial

;
it was

that of restrictions solely and always accompanied with odium. . . .

Not a Single conveyance has offered from hence for the U States since my
first arrival and I have been compelled to send my letters to Bs. Ays. by the

way of Chile. This will explain the length of time necessarily consumed be-

fore they reach their destination. I am now endeavoring to establish a cor-

respondence with some one at Panama and hope through the medium of an

acquaintance going thither, to be enabled to avail myself of that route here-

after.

With every Sentiment [etc.].

949

John B. Prevost, Special Agent of the United States to Peru, Buenos Aires and

Chile, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

LIMA, April 16, 1822.

SIR: As there is a Vessel sailing directly for Bs. Ays. I have sent undei

cover to Mr. Forbes the Gazettes for the last two months to be transmitted

by him to the Department.
Ld

. Cochrane returned about a month since to Guayaquil where he still is

claiming possession of the Venganza and Alexander Sloop of War or some

equivalent therefor as Admiral of the liberating Squadron. He even went sc

1 MS. Letters, J. B. Prevost.
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far at one moment as to place Marines on board of the one or both, but find-

ing that those ruling there were resolved to sustain the rights of this Govern-

ment, he consented to withdraw them and entered into some treaty on their

subject, of which money was of course the object. I cannot learn that the

Protector has ratified the compact and unless compelled by circumstances I

am inclined to believe he will not. Blanco however has gone thither with

part of the Peruvian Squadron in order to convoy them to this Port and
most probably is authorized to exercise a discretion as to the necessity of

acquiescence.

Such is the hostility of his Ld
.Ship towards the General that I should not

be surprized if he were to send or take Blanco to Chile under arrest. He may
do so with sufficient color of right to protect him from censure, as the latter

was sent hither by that Government to join their Squadron and consequently

placed under his orders. It would be without result as to Blanco, yet the

occurrence would necessarily retard a campaign now opening and in which,

expedition is all important, to resist the mischief growing out of the reverse

which I am about to unfold.

You will recollect Sir, in mine of the 6th of Feby.
1 I mentioned that a

Force composed of about 1500 men had been sent to the Southward. The

design of the General at that time in so doing was simply to present a power
sufficient for the protection of Deserters, and orders were accordingly given
not only to act on the defensive, but always to remain within reach of the

Transports so as to embark upon the approach of an Enemy. The com-

mand was confided to a Peruvian, native of that District, of powerful con-

nections, but wholly without experience and although policy may have jus-

tified the choice, a surprize and total defeat or rather dispersion has been the

consequence.

This success has so animated the other side, that I am now persuaded they
will make efforts to a resistance which before were not contemplated by them
and although rny conviction is the same as to the ultimate issue, yet the con-

test will necessarily be protracted.

950

John B. Prevost, Special Agent of the United States to Peru, Buenos Aires and

Chile, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States 2

LIMA, March 13, 1823.

SIR: The Expedition to the intermediate Ports has entirely failed and

altogether from the Incompetency and Inefficiency of the Executive Junta.

Instead of giving effect to the Plan of the Protector by marching the division

1 See above, pt. XI, doc. 946.
2 MS. Letters, J. B. Prevost.
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contemplatcdforthcvaIlcyofXaujtt|Jauja?J.thp>'iirTciIiU|irt*|{rnrttI.u

a Town at the Foot of the mountain* about MX iron* hnu-r ami il

enabled the Spaniard to direct his whole Force toward the liberating Arn

Albarado who had been guccewful throughout until the junction ul thr i

armies under Canterac and Valdex, wan then complratly ovrriowrrt*l a

compelled to retreat with a precipitation that c*t him the greater jurt

his Officer* and men. The news of ttir Disaster rrarhwt th 4 lew !>;

anterior to my arrival and product*) AH excitement whith trrfiiitMtrtl in i

Dissolution of the Junta and in the concrn tuition >f the ewutive

one Individual. The Person ujxm the Congrnw by the Public: a

invented with that authority under the name f I'midetif, t an nwli

Patriot and a Sound republican ctisiinguiikhed for hi itmsUm-y. li twifrtii

and hii efforts throughout the revolution. Hi I'tewlency itw wily l i

Days has totally changed the aspect of 4f!*itr: fiom a Male f iiitMy a

dejection he han animated all into c-cmfulence i4 by rrvivmu frrlii

which had t)cen paralyned by a wirkrtl fMtliry,. hr i ajMurtng an r^rly a

elusion of the revolution. Envoy* hivr t*fi *cni l* Illivf aiwl Cf||

gm and I have no doubt 1ml that they will rttijy ihr diffrrrnt iWli

Peru l>est adapted for offrrwivr |>rr*it$<rti by ihe nid of itir

I speak thus confidently because the latter |rir t my tlrjMrturr lft 1*1

had solicited and obtainecl from thtwe in rule there, lr*tvr i |n*'rr<i i i

Intermexliute Ports with a diviwon of 15*81 of ilir Tii| **! i

departure was only waiting at ViilfWMimi thr mm-urrrwr *4 iln l*ivr

ment. Bolivar has ttlwayn been in habits of c*if$4**ttfil iifr*$m*wt,i

with the present Chief Ufxw the subject cf the rrvtiluitnn and latterly iif

the polittca of this City, and as a* hr learne*! ilwi S*n Martin I

surrendered his authority, determinetl to remain in the nrightjorhcxM)

(uayaquil where he still is, with a targe |x.iriifi of l army in lrf *i 1 .

assured to lx in readiness to refwir the mischief* he afHin|iiiif ,

Believe me Sir, there is tiul one feeling throughout ilir ('(nmiry an

resfKH'ts SfKiniiih Dominion, and long since would if have t*eci

had any one system been pursued or ttatl the late Kti!rr to

in the Agency of the People. They to obtain the object with)

augmenting an Influence that might endanger their privilege* and it

Sway, -while they neglected to ctxi|wrote with the Trif of I'liilr and

Bi. Ayres and thus have not only prostrated their authority but have

jected the Capital to an attack, were the Mnrmy i I lament

unnecessary of a numl>er of gallant nt| useful men. yet I rrjoire in

change produced by this reverse. A change that will ecurr ihe rtiUi
ment of a popular (kvernment in cxNtsc>n*inc'r with the of ihe

tenor.

Another French Sloop of War lately made its appcMK&nrv on lite l*c

and it is said a Ship of the line is on its way from Ri. 'fherr limit be
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object in * I am not my
an to Clitic* ami Yaltiiviii. to a of

the Intrigue with Sjwin cm thr erf the Prince of if net, I

hit itmrh tfiiifi thr of by
the ewe waul*! only IM? 4 trmt,**rtry evil, whilr the be

With Sentiment frlc |.

J&kn It. Ffjffwif., ,S"/V*'wJ JfJ e/ rt* to /Vrn, Aim
**? i*f / M* '

I

Si* ' An ciflii-rr arrivml I turn 1 My r from < *tiiiya|iI with *!r$M"hr
(en). IloJivtr, tliiitfig that us tntirt}iatitm *l ttir itfif*r*iicli wf

flu* I'itfHfrfS, hr li*sil i!j |*f lfsifl|i?liil$ifi if

ntl that iir ha<! %iH.m> in fr til**fCiilift}. A
ctffil l 'I'fiittjif i% is ratty j^ti |if-vi.ittticl 4

the Mnvtiy tw whtm I frlrrrnl m my l.4t. mt itwi A total f 4^tM. l.w

r*ilctil.*ifl gfi-4l crrtiKfity by llsr juth l iltr rnuing i>nlh.

Thr Ism! 4*tvi-r that l*e rrtvt%4ri fr**m thciicT will i* tiU

intrfvttlinit,. I l*rhrvr lliry "<rmfnumf4tr itir of lltr

in !*rmtm *n rvrnt nut r^trtly in rf*n*n4*rr with the 4

Ulrly in rulr, I am itwt li%ie

t*l . tit tin early letmm at <m I *i **

to ihe Aftirriottt jI, in tt the f n

The iti tic lite

ami )ifK!nvrf no IncSit'iilion of

With irlr.j,

K. to frm,
So / iaf At Si

I.JM,.%,
=

Sit; The In Sti^ing.

A by tttf of the- Minilrf in
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to the one addressed to him by me on thut mihject. No. 1 * * 'PX and ,

it alluded to a Blockade of *>me degree* of tWsl way require att r \pUn*itk>

Sometime during the Uiat Month this (Urn-mmem thought it nsjmtia

to publish a Blockade comprising the extent indicated in the In in, but r

fcrring its operation to the regulation of the isih f < Molier IKJI, tirrrt

fore transmitted to the Department. An that Derice *ivr* ritrct to il

Blockade only u|xm the arrival of veaaeU of War at ihr stai* dmisncti

render it efficient, it apixured to me imprudent l cavil .11 i!e l*c mann

in which it is announced ant) unnecessary to a*k e\pian,iionn 4 i il

Force employed, when UN competency niuwt t*r a Subjwi f4 rnqmry

any cast* occur claiming *>' Interference.

The first Divimtm of Trooji* from Colombia in mtmlier JNM ii.i%r arr}%-r

the Second composed of JStni his l*rn 4i SP*I JM hiy *ml u *H |utt.tbih<

will reach this l>efore the clc*e of the Month, Huliv.ir w.i < fllw m-$fls

third Diviflion cif I5tn men as H*KUI ,i thr ,u!liii.d 'i*.mjii cnt In*

hence iihould arrive at <uayfic|iiil. I tin not ins41it! ilw lunr *4 ihrr d

parture, but by the cttmputation of the I*reidrni tir iiuii have U-rn aSl*

at leaftt 12 J)ay.
The Knemy at the last U.itw wrrr riirrftir,iiiK ilirtr i-riT* *i liiu;

Cayo about 70 Iraguei* distant, ftr thr purfK*r a in *<! tf nlvas ig ti|M

the Capital, Should they have moved on the jilt, ihr Lv .nnjnrt !

that purpone, it will require 15 nwre ti rotitple.it tins rii|.:gr<i Mtt h and fin

allow full time for the arrival of the Second, if not if tlsr List I i%pin wi'

its celebrated Chief.

I confen* 1 doubt whether the Sjkr*i will l*c s|4i!w r%nt

proHpet't of entering the City, lirtvitint* the I*4tiiia ti|*rtt tltr .u

the whole of the Colombian Forte, will unite A jniwer i>mjieirnt to llw

entire dtryction. You will jiidgr Sir how f*tr I ,tstt **itr*i, when 1 *,;

that I have een oQictal returnn of l"pwt| in fln < tiy and itp vn'inil

exceeding <>ooo in numfn*r. ff whom .ire Veier .u im Stulmg ihe i*vifrk

from (Guayaquil,

No. 2 is a copy of the <Jecree cif the isilt of (*rioler l^ji, ^111! \* ,| f ll

answer f Bolivar to the application of this * ovetwnrnf l*r rchrf

The Aid from Chile will Ire tliret-ted to the Ittiermetiuie l**M u mnfirf

sty with the mtxic of attack contemplated and drrfiet| tv Vin Martin.

I have understofxi Sir, that representation* h.ivr t*rr in.ule ^gainnt n

and sent home to the Department, t have not enquire*! mio their iiii
nor thoulcl I now notice them, but that you Sir rtuy Iw njmr ant l ilw in

worthy Source from whence they Hpring antl iSni givr ifjcjn ,i t i*nr*juen<
the Signatures cannot merit. They prm'eetl wholly fi*wi the i.|lri of foi

Individuals to whci; favor I certainly Iiavr n rlaini<a. ihey <irr 1*. WcSrkli

heretofore engaged in privateering, !!, D, Twry kntm-n liy the fr*w

committed upon one of the Bank* in New York, J. Kubin*n tlfa
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tices in Chile have disgraced the American name and Capt. Smith whose

transactions I have unfolded. I am not Sir Jealous of office but I am of

reputation and shall ever be so of the good opinion of my Government.

With every Sentiment [etc.].

953

John B. Prevost, Special Agent of the United States to Peru, Buenos Aires and
Chile, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LIMA, May 15, 1823.

SIR: The activity displayed by the President surpasses any thing I have

witnessed in South America. 5000 Troops well equipped have already

Sailed for Arica, and upwards of 7000 more including those from Colombia,
are here in readiness to march for the Valley ofXauja [Jauja?] upon the return

of the Deputies sent to Guayaquil, in order to accompany the Libertador.

They sailed on the I4th of the last month from Callao so that should he

decide to come and assume the Command, he may be expected in the course

of the ensuing week. Many however doubt his coming, because Congress
did not sanction the Invitation or rather were silent; but to me it appears

unimportant as I cannot believe he will be deterred from embracing a

Career so brilliant, by the Inattention of a Body composed of Artful Prelates

and Philosophical Dotards and to the Politics of which all the late disasters

are to be ascribed.

Canterac has not advanced from his Position at Huancayo and now can-

not without abandoning the Interior to those referred to as on their way
by Sea, he having concentrated at that Place nearly the whole effective

Force they possess.

Advices were yesterday received from Chile, by which we learn that

upwards of 3000 auxiliary Troops are preparing to embark at Valparaiso so

as to sail from thence on the 25th and if so, they will reach Arica about the

same time with those from this Place and thus form a total of nearly 9000 in

that quarter.
1 MS. Letters, J. B. Prevost.
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954

John B. Prevost, Special Agent of the United States to Peru, Buenos Aires
Chile, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States i

[EXTRACT]

LIMA, May 27, 1823.

SIR: Although a direct conveyance Home is promised about 10

hence, I have thought it proper at so interesting a moment to avail myself
a Vessel sailing this Day to Valparaiso for the Communication of

Incidents as have occurred since my last.

The third division of Colombians composed of 1500 Troops have
afloat for some time and may be hourly expected; the Libertador also is

his way but by Land and will reach this in about five Days. The Sp
continue in their encampment at Xauja or rather were so at the last dat:s*

perhaps waiting to learn the decision of Bolivar before they change th.ei**

plans. . . .

P. S. Lima, June 1st. 1823. The Enemy has at length retired and
greatest activity prevails in the preparations for offensive operations.
Vessel leaves this for New York in about ten Days when I shall be e

to offer a view of the Forces to be employed and of the direction to be given.
them. Bolivar has been on his way about 12 Days and must be here in

ensuing week.

With great respect [etc.].

955

John B. Prevost, Special Agent of the United States to Peru, Buenos Aires
Chile, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States *

[EXTRACT]

CALLAO, June 29, 1823.

SIR: I have delayed writing in order to avail myself of the last hour and
now am unable to fulfil my Intentions on account of a Slight attack o
Pleurisy. The Spaniards approached Lima on the 17 and on the iStrx o.

small Division was allowed to enter without resistance. The main Body IB
concentrated between this and the City distant about 5 miles. The Patriot:
Forces under Sucre a Favorite of Bolivar retired to this Fortress.

numbers are nearly equal, about 6000 effective men on each Side, the
however with every resource, the other with few, indeed so much so that they

1 MS. Letters, J. B. Prevost.
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cannot long maintain the position they have taken. The Expedition sent

from hence landed on the Coast somewhere near Quilca and news is daily

anticipated of its entrance into Arequipa.

956

John B. Prevost, Special Agent of the United States to Peru, Buenos Aires and
Chile, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

CALLAO, July 10, 1823.

SIR : The Spanish Forces have in part retired and the residue under their

Leader Canterac follow as it is said in the course of a few Days. Whether
he delay or hasten his departure, his visit has been unavailing except on the

score of plunder and I must believe will prove more destructive to himself

than his last to this Fortress in 1821. The ship Ea leaves this for Baltimore

sometime in the next week when I think I shall be enabled to confirm their

departure and probably to add the loss of their Baggage by the Montonera,
who in large numbers are hovering about them.

Upon the application of my countrymen having merchandize in Lima I

addressed a Note to Genl. Canterac of which No. I is copy. No answer has

been received, although he assures the agent that he has sent one. I doubt
it and have written a short note to those interested advising them to ask the

interference of Capt. Stewart. Fortunately there is scarcely any American

property in deposite in the public stores and that without, can certainly be

liberated upon the payment of the additional duties imposed upon the Eng-
lish Merchant.

I should have gone thither had I possessed any document in support of

the Character assumed in my note, not having this, I did not feel inclined

to stress it, because of the time that has elapsed since mine of the 6th Feby.
1822 2

communicating the loss of my papers.

The President and Congress shortly after their coming to this Place re-

moved to Truxillo together with the Heads of the several Departments of

the Government, first augmenting the powers of Sucre to a general control in

those Provinces in which the War is maintained. He has accordingly

since exercised the authority of Civil and Military Commander and hitherto

with great discretion and Judgment. He has fitted out and sent to Sea

another expedition to the South under the Command of an excellent officer,

composed of 3000 choice Troops. It is said that he follows them but until

we have something specific as to Bolivar I doubt his change of Place.

With every Sentiment [etc.].
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957

John B. Prevost, Special Agent of the United States to Peru, Buenos Aires and
Chile, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LIMA, July 21, jfej.

SIR: The rear Guard under Canterac left their encampment on the night

of the i6th and on the succeeding morning the greater part of the patriot

Force in Garrison marched out towards the South in order to cover the

Cavalry in case of need. The Montonera, the mounted Militia of the

Country proceeded in close pursuit, are hourly making reprisals of

the plunder taken from hence and by the protection offered augmenting
the number of Deserters.

Except in the destruction of a few private Houses in this neighborhood the

property of Individuals distinguished by their adherence to the revolution,

the Spaniards have deviated from their usual mode of Warfare, and what
renders it the more strange is, that they had nothing to gratify them upon
their entrance, as most of the White Population had abandoned the Capital
and those who remained did not attempt to sooth by the customary exhibi-

tion of Flags &c. 300,000 dollars were levied in the first contribution and
about 200,000 in value carried away in Merchandize. The whole scarcely
an equivalent for the expences incurred in the preparations for a visit of

which all are at a loss to derive the motives. It is confidently said by those

who had intercourse with them, that greater mischiefs were contemplated

by the Commanders and would have been carried into effect, had they not

been deterred by the News from the South which determined them to a

precipitate retreat. Some circumstances induce a belief that such was the

case, first an order issued early upon their arrival, compelling the Spanish
Inhabitants of the City to join the camp with all their property; 2clly, the

temper discovered in the Circular addressed to the several Commanders of

Neutral Ships of War on this Station; and 3dly, their not entering the Capital

during their whole stay except on the first Day.
The losses sustained by the foreign Merchant have fallen lightly upon my

Countrymen, not exceeding in the whole three thousand dollars, aa you will

perceive by a note of the agent, to a copy of which herewith transmitted I

pray leave to refer. Indeed such was their Hurry, that they did not collect

several private impositions nor the additional Duty of 15 per cent which

they claimed upon Goods in deposite in private Warehouses,
The War is certainly approaching its conclusion and should Bolivar arrive,

I think the present Campaign will be the last. His presence they are en-

titled now to anticipate hourly, as the obstacle hitherto alledged is removed

1 MS. Letters, J. B. Prevost.
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by the permission granted him to leave Colombia. Unfortunately Peru has

furnished no leader capable of Succeeding San Martin and without some
one to direct their Military operations, all efforts must prove unavailing.
The present President is a sound Patriot, deserves much from his Country
for his zeal and activity, yet he is not a Soldier.

I had hoped to have given news from the intermediate Ports, but none
has arrived since that communicated in my last.

958

John B. Prevost, Special Agent of the United States to Peru, Buenos Aires and
Chile, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACTS]

LIMA, January 10, 1824.

SIR : Whatever may have been the motives of Riva Aguerro to procrasti-

nate the conclusion of a Treaty, the terms of which had been assented to,

loss of consideration and loss of employment of the highest grade, have

been the fruits of his Duplicity. As soon as Suspicion was attached to him,
the destination of the army was changed, the march toward the Enemy
suspended, and 5000 men were embarked for Santa under the immediate

command of the Libertador. The Celerity of the movement, combined

with the reputation of the Chief, dissipated all opposition. Upon his

approach Riva Aguerro was surrendered by his officers, abandoned by the

Soldiery, pardoned and sent to Guayaquil and the Troops he had so indus-

triously levied, were marched together with the Veterans of Colombia, to a

Valley in the Mountains abounding with the necessaries of life. The whole

effective Force since concentrated in this Valley is estimated at 11,000 of

which 6000 are Colombians and it is from thence that they will proceed to

Pasco not more than Twenty leagues distant. Upon this Body all reliance

is placed and it is in the Valley of Xauja adjoining, that we may anticipate a

contest in the approaching march, the result of which, if favorable to the

Patriots will conclude further resistence. All has been adverse to Bolivar

since his arrival
;
he has had to surmount difficulties that would have appalled

a man less firm and less ardent in the cause; he has had to contend with

Civil dissentions ;
he has had to watch over domestic treason among those

to whom he was compelled to lend a portion of his confidence ; and he has

had to encounter the dereliction of a powerful Body of Troops, upon which

he had a right to rely. Pinto the general to whom was confided the Com-
mand of the Succors sent from Chile, after remaining some Days at Arica,
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where it was contemplated he should remain, suddenly reembarked his

Troops and returned to Coquimbo. What could have been the motive to

induce so precipitate a measure I cannot imagine, nothing had occurred

either here or there to suggest a change of Place, he was well supplied with

provisions, well sustained by a considerable Peruvian Force and his Trans-

ports protected by two Frigates under his immediate Control. He has

incurred an unpardonable responsibility, he has disgraced his cause and

although he may escape punishment from the false lenity of his Government,
he never can extricate his reputation from the foul stain of Cowardice. . . .

The Director of Chile learning my intention not to return thither, thought

proper, upon the usual application for a passport to order an audience of

leave and to instruct his Minister to announce it to me as a personal com-

pliment, having never disclosed a public character. My first impression

was to decline an honor which could avail nothing, while it might bring

down upon me censure at Home
; but upon reflexion I determined to meet

the feelings of the Government and accordingly prepared an address for the

occasion, a copy of which is herewith transmitted. It is confined to the

expression of individual feelings simply and if they are not in accord with

those of the President I shall regret it.

[His address, referred to in the last paragraph follows:]

SIR: Born in a Country, the Cradle of Liberty and this the best

Inheritance of its Laws, I should feel myself unworthy of my birthright,
could I have witnessed with Indifference the struggle of Chile to eman-

cipate herself from European oppression. No Sir! I have followed

with unceasing interest the Footsteps of the noble dramanians [sic], and
I have with pride contributed to extend the fame of their Sacrifices,

their patriotism and their prowess. They have given to Humanity
another Triumph, and History will record in its fairest page their deeds
of Glory. Chile, Sir, disenthralled and free may now place herself

alongside of her Sister Republic of the North and claim from the World
that consideration as a nation, to which she is so preeminently entitled

by the virtues of her Sons and the Beneficence of Nature.
The benign and liberal policy you have adopted Sir, by producing an

oblivion of wounds inseparable from a revolution, add to your claims of

Gratitude from the good people whose happiness you thus assure. That
such result may be permanent and that your Excellency may enjoy the
Grateful Satisfaction of an uninterrupted confidence is the ardent wish
of my Heart.
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959

John B. Prevost, Special Agent of the United States to Peru, Buenos Aires and
Chile, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

TRUXILLO, March 13, 1824.

SIR: On the 4th of the last Month, the black Troops of Bs. Ays., to whom
had been confided the Castle of Callao, in number about noo, mutinied and

hauling down the Flag of Peru, refused to acknowledge the further authority
of the President and Congress, until their arrears were paid. Torre Taglee

[Tagle] took no measures to avert the dangers threatened by this revolt, and
at the expiration of a week, the Negroes liberated the Prisoners confined in

that Fortress, hoisted the Spanish Flag and Sent an Agent to Canterac, in

order to advise him of the Event, together with their determination to sur-

render its possession and to join his standard, upon receiving the amount
claimed to be due for their Services. Answers were soon received acceding
to the terms proposed and a Body of 1000 Spaniards followed, as well to

sustain the Conspirators, as to secure a possession deemed so important.
I stated in the last which I had the honor to address to the Department

that the whole Force of Peru including that of Colombia was concentrated

in and near the Valley of Ihahuco to be in readiness for opening the Cam-

paign as soon as the rains shall subside. The distance however from Lima
was not such as to have prevented the approach of a Sufficient Force in

season to repel the Spaniards, had Bolivar so inclined, but he having reason

to suspect this Treachery to have had its origin elsewhere, and not consider-

ing Lima of sufficient importance in a Military view to justify a Division of

his Troops, did not chuse to change his position. The enclosed proclamation
No. i

2
gives his Impressions and as an Observer intimately acquainted with

the Sentiments of every Class, I have no hesitation in saying, that I am per-

suaded the whole is the work of those of the higher order surrounding Torre

Taglee [Tagle]. I have heretofore adverted to his Incapacity, and I trembled

when Bolivar thought it Incumbent upon him to recognize an authority

emanating from the impure Source indicated in mine of the 3 1st of August
last.2 My apprehensions have been realized, the absence of Bolivar from

the Capital gave them full Scope and every measure that foul Treason could

engender was adopted to arrest his progress, and Torree Taglee [Torre

Tagle] the President of the Republic borne away with the ignoble feelings of

the wretch who burnt the Temple at Ephesus in order to occupy a page in

history, upon the approach of the Spaniards, fled to those very Negroes that

his name might be recorded with their Infamy. Fortunately for the Coun-

try after the explosion of the Conspiracy had taken place at Callao, the fear

of detention among those of the Congress, who had had an agency in bring-

ing about this event, induced them to yield to the views of the patriotic

1 MS. Letters, J. B. Prevost. 2Not printed in this collection.



portion of that Body and to unite in investing Bolivar with dictatorial

Powers. These he now possesses and with them an authority, which,

notwithstanding the untoward Circumstances that have Combined to

retard his Efforts, will yet enable him to extricate Peru from Gothic

Despotism.
It is difficult to predict the Course the Spaniards may pursue at Callao,

my Impressions are that they will destroy the Fortress and retire. I am in-

duced to this Conclusion ist. because the Force requisite to maintain its

possession mu at necessarily weaken Cantorac at a moment when his Fate in

to be decided by a Battle, ad. because it ii almost impossible to obtain where-

with to Subsist any number of Troops without the Dominion of the Ocean,

Admiral Guise lien there with bin Frigate in order to sustain the Blockade

herewith Transmitted No, 2 and scarcely a Day passes without the exhibition

of some act of Gallantry much to the annoyance of the* Garrison.

This dereliction of the principles of the revolution by the Aristocracy dwit

not proceed from an Idea of return to the ancient System. It is an Union

with a proud and corrupt Clergy to preserve their privileges, by the Estab-

lishment of a Monarchical government under the auspices of France, to

which two of the Spanish Chiefs La Scrna mid Canterac are equally inclined.

The visit of Baron McKau was undoubtedly directed to that object and

Secret Agents arc employed in every part of the Continent to give it effect .

Two were destined for Peru, one of whom high in rank died on his way, the

other has been in Lima for the last six months. Thin hitter fact among
others has just been developed in an official communication from the* Gov-

ernment of Mexico to the Libertador, and from Confidential disclosures matte

to me while last in Chile, others in the like capacity are there actively em-

ployed. A Copy of the Instructions I have seen, the principal heads are int.

to defeat the project of Union of the different States us contemplated by
Colombia, ad, to resist republican Ideas and atxjve all Treaties with the V
States until France should unfold her views, 3d, to impress them with the

warm Interest which that Power takes in their happiness, together with her

desire to give, them one of her Sons who may preserve inviolate the holy
Catholic religion, It IB in fact the old Intrigue of I*uerreydon which those

in rule at Us. Ays. are still cherishing, and which is now extending itself over

the Continent. I cannot answer for the Politics of thorn* governing Mexico,
but happily I can for those of the Chief of Colombia, whose abhorrence of

those implicated, is equal to his hatred of the Spaniard.

Shortly after the revolt I took a small boat at Chorill and went to Callno

with a view, if possible, to extricate such of our vessels as were detained in

the walk of the Castle. My mission however was unavailing, as I was
denied access both to the Port and to our Vessels, upon which not consider-

ing my presence of consequence, I removed to Chancay about 12 leagues to

the North.
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The Subsequent arrival of the Spaniards decided me to embark for this

Place, with which there are daily communications from Headquarters.
With every Sentiment [etc.].

960

John B. Provost, Special Agent of the United States to Peru, Buenos Aires and
Chik, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States r

[EXTRACT]

TRUXILLO, April 4, 1824.

SIR: The Count of Landos, Brother in law of the Duke of Montmorency,
was the Agent referred to in my last, who died on his route from Portobello

to Panama and Requier de Sauvignac the Secretary is the one now in Lima.

The defection of Torre Taglee [Tagle] has produced no other result, than

that heretofore indicated ; he is holden in general execration throughout this

wealthy and populous District, he is equally spurned at by the Spaniard, and

so abhorred in the Capital, that he is obliged to have a Guard for his pro-

tection. A reinforcement of 1500 men followed Rodil for the purpose of ac-

companying the Blacks into the Interior; with these they have marched

leaving this Commander with his Division of 1000 Troops for the protection

of the Fortress, as well as of the Capital. A Force so incompetent only adds

to the distress of that unfortunate City, in as much as the Montonera are

daily at its walls, intercepting all supplies.

The rains are subsiding and the probability is that the Rivers may be

forded by the beginning of the next month, when the campaign will be

opened. Bolivar has now under his control 8000 Colombians inured to fatigue

and accustomed to victory, to these he expects to join 1500 Veterans on

their way to this Place from Panama, in which case he will be enabled to

lead upwards of 9000 Colombians to the encounter with Canterac. The

Peruvian Troops in number about 4000 will be kept in reserve for exigencies.

961

William Tudor, United States Consul at Lima, to John Quincy Adams, Secre-

tary of State of the United States 2

CALLAO, May j, 1824.

SIR: I have already had the honor to address you a letter No. 3 by this

same opportunity in relation to a particular object and have now only to

1 MS. Letters, J. B. Prevost. * MS. Consular Letters, Lima, I.
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describe the general state of things here. This task if confined to authentic

statements would soon be executed, for little of that character appears;

and such is the interruption of correspondence from the suspension of interior

commerce & the unsafe situation of the roads, that all the rejwrts which arc

circulated are mere rumors as idle aa they are contradictory.

It appears however certain and it may be relied upon, that the disparity

of force between Generals Bolivar & Canterac is too great to admit of a

battle with any hope of success to the former. An intelligent Knglbhman
who arrived here a few days since from Truxillo, and who appt'ara to l>e an

admirer of Gen'l. Bolivar, and frequently saw him, states hin force at oHoo

Colombians, and that a reinforcement of 1500 were expected in a few weeks

being then on their way. lie hat! besides 2 or 3000 Peruvians on whom he

placet! no reliance aa they were known to be very dwomtented, and only

anxious to seize the first opportunity of getting back to their friends. The

army under Canterac. is admitted by all to be from 10 to 12000. One

person who seemed well informed, asserted with confidenee that it amounted

to noon infantry & 2uoo cavalry.

Both sides it i said were preparing for a battle which was only delayed

on the part of the Colombian general to obtain his reinforcements and by
the Spanish commander from the obstacles of the neaHon and the impractica-

bility of passing the rivers which are extremely swollen in the autumnal

season, but as the winter approaches the waters subside, and it was univer-

sally believed that the month of May would not expire without a battle

that would be decisive, if against C General Bolivar; and if otherwise* extremely

injurious but not ruinous to the Spaniards as they would Btill hold the whole

of tipper Peru, the strongest & most valuable part of this country.
The event in cither case seems to promise only a prolongation of evils to

this unfortunate country, If the Spanish armies are to succeed only to

conquer the country for a despotic monarch & the Inquisition, it will lie only

to reduce it once more to the withering bigotry & monopoly of their ancient

system; and if the Colombian army succeeds, the consequences will be a

further exhaustion of the inhabitants by a protracted civil war; the almost

useless expenditure of the resources of Colombia,-- '-which she may need for

her own defence, and which will here be wasted, as the Colombians are

excessively disliked by the Peruvians, and their chief is especially an object

of dread & hatred to them.

The people of this country are of a mild character, without instruction &
effeminate. Though secluded by their geographical situation as well as by
the peculiar jealousy of the Spanish Court from all intercourse with the

rest of the world, of which they were almost entirely ignorant they still felt

the oppression of the monopoly they were subjected to; the progress other

nations were making could not be wholly concealed from them, and they

were prepared to accept of any change. When therefore the invasion of
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the "patriot" chiefs was made they caught with eagerness at the ideas of

liberty and independence, without knowing at what sacrifices these must be

obtained, and that those who commence even a successful revolution seldom

live to enjoy its results.

Unfortunately for Peru the invaders who came to proclaim liberty &
independence, were cruel, rapacious, unprincipled & incapable. Their

mismanagement, their profligacy, & their thirst of plunder soon alienated

the affections of the inhabitants, and prepared them to hail the return of

the royal armies who were left unmolested to recruit their forces in the fine

regions of Upper Peru. The character of the royal chiefs formed too a

striking contrast to their opponents. La Serna the Viceroy a man advanced

in life is distinguished for his moderation, humanity and uprightness. The
Generals under him, Canterac, Valdez, Monnet, Loriga, Rodil, are men in

the prime of life with an energy intrepidity & enterprise that recall the

character of their countrymen in the i6th century. They are all of the

Constitutional party, & possess the virtues of those ill fated but real

patriots.

I have in another letter submitted some reasons for the necessity of

increasing our naval force on this ocean where our commerce is so consider-

able, & so capable of being enlarged. A recent occurrence since that letter

was written has shewn still further the necessity of a reinforcement to watch

such an extensive coast so liable to depredations from various parties.

General Bolivar in the name of the Peruvian government has declared the

coast of Peru in a state of blockade. Admiral Guise with a frigate & three

smaller vessels is to enforce it & is to be stationed off this port. One of his

cruisers arrived here a week since and detained a very valuable American

ship which was fortunately rescued by our squadron. The officer stated,

that they intended to be very liberal, they should allow vessels to enter on

paying 25 pr. Ct. of the value of their cargoes in this market. Here then is

a blockade established on the new system, not to distress an enemy but to

pillage neutrals.

Though this plan is not original with them yet when it was practised

t>y some others, we might bear with its injustice for a time, because there

were governments we could look to for reparation. But in this case who is

to be responsible? Not the Colombian government but the Peruvian

g-overnment and this latter has really no existence, it is extinct. Here there

are a number of foreign adventurers, they are almost all Englishmen, who

undertake to lay neutral commerce under contribution, and when they have

collected a certain sum, will like their predecessors disperse themselves, and

leave us without a hope of future compensation. I do not know how the

American & English naval commanders will act, but it will be difficult for

them with a superior force to see their countrymen thus plundered in their

very sight, and at such an immense distance from their governments that
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the whole mischief will be effected & the depredators gone before they can

receive instructions from home.

I am in daily expectation of receiving an answer from the Vice Roy, who
is still at Cuzco as General Rodil informed me today; he continues to say
that he has no doubt of my being recognized, and has urged me to act from

the beginning in my official capacity. I have declined so doing except in a

few cases, where my efforts might be of some use to my countrymen. One
of these the Brig Frederic of Stonington which has been under detention

for two months, on account of her Captain retaking this vessel from a prize

crew of the privateer Quintarilla. He has promised to restore her to me
tomorrow.

There are now eight American vessels in this port, part of them with

assorted cargoes not yet landed. Among other articles those who are now

discharging had about 7000 barrels of flour. Their voyages generally will

give them a fair profit. I send a packet of newspapers published here.

I am [etc.].

P. S. May 4th. Last night a party of Montoneros entered a part of

Lima, & created of course great dismay. They carried off several of the

sentinels. This may give you an idea of the distracted state of this unfortu-

nate country.

962

William Tudor, United States Consul at Lima, to John Quincy Adams, Secre-

tary of State of the United States

[EXTRACTS]

LIMA, June 7, 1824.

SIR: My last letter of the 3d ulto.2 was by the Franklin which sailed from

Callao the 5th inst. Since then I have received a short note from the

Viceroy in answer to my letter on arrival, & a letter of explanation on the

subject of my consulship to Commodore Stewart, to which he refers me;
the viceroy appearing to fear that writing to me would be a kind of acknowl-

edgement. I have written an answer which was despatched by the general
who commands here about a weak since; copies of these papers I inclose, as

also translations of three other documents relating to the privateer Quinta-

rilla, addressed to Com. Stewart, which came to hand at the same time.

Presuming for various reasons that it would be the wish of the President,

that I should exercise the functions of my office here, I wrote this second

letter. I feel some doubts about the result, though I had none as to the

* MSi Consular Letters, Lima, I.
* See above, pt. xr, doc. 961.
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refusal of the first application. I hope I have not mistaken the views of

the government in the course I have pursued, but such have been the changes
here, that we are all of us placed in a peculiar & difficult situation. I

wrote to the Viceroy in Spanish, as there is no one about him who under-

stands English.

In the mean time I have received the most courteous treatment from
General Rodil, who has the entire military & political command here; he has

shewn me both before & since the answer of the Viceroy the most friendly

disposition, & has refused me nothing that I have asked of him in behalf of

my countrymen; and in one case by releasing some duties that had been

already levied, although pressed with urgent wants of the service & obliged

rigorously to exact every specie of revenue, he gave a very striking proof of

the sincerity of his professions. It will therefore I think appear, that I

have only done him justice, in an article in one of the newspapers inclosed.

In a former letter soon after my arrival I anticipated from the changes
that had taken place, those mischiefs to our commerce in this idea which

are now rapidly accumulating. The loss of this district by the patriots has

occasioned a double injury, by enabling the royalists to fit out cruisers &
the patriots to establish a vexatious blockade. Two Corsairs under the

Spanish flag sailed from Callao two months ago; one went to leeward, the

other to windward; they have sent in two prizes under patriot flags, & last

week one Swedish & one American brig, the former laden with timber,

& bound from one port in Chile to another. I hear that one of the reasons

assigned for her capture was her having carried troops for the patriots in

some expedition. The Captain applied to Come. Hull & myself for pro-

tection under the treaty with Sweden, but I shewed him that the last treaty

had repealed the separate article of the treaty of 1783, by which the mutual

protection was stipulated : He will apply to the English commander, there

having been none here at the time of his arrival as I understand an agree-

ment subsists between England & Sweden, similar to the one which formerly
did between the U. S. & Sweden. . . .

The accounts of a battle are daily expected, both sides speak with equal
confidence of their expected success. It is almost impossible to form

an opinion on the subject. The forces may be presumed to be nearly equal.

One of the reports of the day is, that General Bolivar has detached a body
of troops to take possession of this city. At other times it has been said,

that he would not come here at all, untill the question was fully decided;

that if he was successful in the first battle, he would follow the Spanish

army in their retreat to Upper Peru, & there decide the fate of the country,
for if victorious there, Lima must fall of course.

In the meantime this City at present containing between 40 & 50 ooo

inhabitants & once so full of wealth & luxury is now one of the most wretched

places in the world. Their resources have all been cut off, and with means
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levy of any duty on vessels bound in or out, & directing that he should con-

sider no port in a state of blockade before which he had not a vessel stationed.

Callao & Pisco are I believe the only ports now blockaded.

An American seaman by the name of Henry Hudson of Rappahannoc Co.,

Virginia, called upon me in distress & died of consumption in Lima about a
inonth ago; he had served in the squadron under Come. Decatur in the

Mediterranean & came out to Chile boatswain of a Brig from Baltimore. I

have been told that a brother of his, died a short time since at Guayaquil.
They may possibly have friends to whom this notice may be interesting.

The following ships of war are now lying here besides the Frigate A. I. &
the Dolphin: the British ships Cambridge 84, Tartar Frigate, & Fly Sloop of

war; the latter sails tomorrow for Valparaiso. The Peruvian squadron con-

sists of the Prueba Frigate, Adi. Guise & three smaller vessels. They have
detained several English vessels but none belonging to the U. S.

I hear that a few newspapers have been received from home into March,& it is said that the bill against transporting money in ships of war has

passed. This induces me to repeat here an opinion, that was developed at

large in former letters; that our policy, instead of prohibiting the transpor-
tation of money, should be, to encourage it to the utmost under proper

regulations. If it be an object with the government to extend our commerce
with these countries & to increase the consumption of our manufactures, or

even to preserve the share we now have, two objects must be immediately
attended to: first, to give every facility to the transportation of specie in our

ships of war, & secondly by a new arrangement of our naval force, to keep a

ship constantly going and coming between the U. S. & South America. For
the receipt & transmission of intelligence, as well as for the deposit & remit-

tance of specie, we are now almost wholly dependent on the English ships of

war, & the commerce between our country & this, will rather diminish than

increase, if a different system be not speedily adopted. I earnestly hope
that this subject will be considered on a large scale; our present policy is

excessively injurious to our interests.

On our glorious Fourth, the few Americans in Lima dined by invitation

on board this ship, as did all the English commanders, & some of their lieuten-

ants, the awning under which we dined, was composed of the American &
English flags, the first time I presume that they were ever blended on that

day. Being Sunday, the festivity according to the customs of both nations

was moderate in its tone. The experiment was a delicate one, but succeeded

most harmoniously and seemed to give mutual satisfaction.

I have the honor [etc.].
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almost exhausted, every article of food is extravagantly high. Almost

every family has suffered one of the great misfortune* of the civil war, that

of having its meml>era enrolled in opposite, embittered parties. Which ever

side is victorious there are a great number who have to fear the vengeance
of the conqueror. And with this eventual pnwptrct at no distant period thty
are daily threatened by the bands of the Mttntonrros, who hovering round

them like vultures are growing more Inild as they find the garrison to IH

weakencnl, ami have been three times within the bounds of the city the last

week, > that a skirmish occurs every night, and it may Iwt feared from erne

day to another they may come in suttifient force lo take lite City & plunder
and attHJtasmatt* at will for three or four days.

The English force on this roast consists of the CVilriV/g<? A\jr. ('apt.

Milling who ts the sem'or ollicer, arrival this clay at Cuiiao, the Tartar &
Aurora frigates, the latter txnistd home. $ the /'7v & Measey Sloopg of war

[su\. The French have tint* twvH.tr at V.slf*tr.ii, & it is ri'|xru*d th.it *i

fleet of several nail are <m their way. There art* nw in the hariKuir of C "ullao

ten mill tf American vessels* (inerchaiuim*ni & alxuit the namr mimtn*r of

English; none of oilier Kuro|MMii mttitms except ont* Ck?iioc*i, Our l.il

dates from the t*. S. are by the Frigate & from Hurttpc to the middle of

January.
I have the honor (etc.).

963

John B. Prevail, Speti&i 4|l of the United Stales lo Pvrn, Bmms Aires

ChUe, to John Qttimy Adams, Stcretory of of rt* United State* '

Txuxit4.o, Jvne to, 1834.

SIR; Yesterday the Dolphin arrived ut this i*ort with denpiitche* from

('apt. Hull and I pray leave to aurc you lint I nhidl lake a pleasure in

reciprocating the friendly ftflinR* Iw ha* ln pleaded to cjcprew, a well a*

in rnititiK with him mttt ccmtialiy to promote the viewi of the Prcwdent.

It i the more gratifying Ijct-auie the crowrsc? adopted by Mr, Tudor is no

foreign to my Ideas of the Intention!! of the President, that I cannot think

of lending rtiy support to his measure*,

The Army of Bolivar consisting of 10,600 Troopa is advancing upcm
Xauja in four I Jivisiona and we are in hourly expectation of an Encounter

the result of which will form the subject of an early communication. 3000
additional Troop* have been at Sea u{iward of a month and are daily

expected to arrive* nt this Port, indeed it in wtkl that ome of the Transport*
were yesterday in Sight to the Northward. This of Force will

enable the Libertodor if so inclined, to direct a nitwit dtviiion for the oocupa-

1 MS, Letter*, J, B. rnrvost.
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tion of Lima, now wholly defenceless and groaning under the most awful
and brutal oppression.

Admiral Guise has been committing outrages upon both the English
and American merchantmen in direct hostility with the orders of the Liber-

tador and I regret that Capt. Stewart did not furnish me with some one case

upon which to ground a representation. I have had frequent interviews

with the Secretary General residing in this City and his marked disapproba-
tion of the conduct of that officer satisfies me that Capt. Hull will obtain

prompt orders for the correction of these abuses.

With every Sentiment [etc.].

964

William Tudor, United States Consul at Lima, to John Quincy Adams, Secre-

tary of State of the United States *

FRIGATE United States,

CALLAO ROADS, July n, 1824.

SIR: By the English Frigate Aurora which takes this letter round the

Cape, I have sent a duplicate of my last dispatch. The official returns of our

commerce for the first six months of this year, & some other documents I

had ready for this opportunity, which I thought would have been delayed a

few days longer. These papers are in Lima & the vessel sails in the morning.
To explain the reason of my writing from this place, will serve to give some

idea of the state of things here. The General who commands this district,

sent me an express today, to say that the Commodore wished to see me, & if

I would come down to Callao, might go on board: this is a particular favour

as all communication with the ships is now wholly interrupted. Admiral

Guise is in the roads blockading the port with his squadron. One or two

nights he has sent in boats to make attacks in the inner harbour, & the night

before last burnt one & took out three Spanish vessels. All the foreign

merchantmen are at anchor with their ships of war out of reach of the balls

of the contending parties. This state of active war produces much irritation,

& for the few last days there has been a total interruption to all intercourse

with the shore.

I informed you in my last of the arrival here of the Brig Nancy of New
York, as a prize to a privateer fitted out from Callao

;
& today the privateer

herself with a valuable American ship, the General Carrington of Providence,

taken in the port of Quilca, also came in safely, passing the blockading

squadron. The American ship had Spanish Colours hoisted, & Come.

Hull immediately wrote to the Governor to inquire the reason of this outrage.
1 MS. Consular Letters, Lima, I.
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I inquired of General Radii the reason for the capture of this ship; he told

me he had not examined all the papers, but that she had landed powder &
firearms in Coquimbo an enemy's port, & she had also smuggle*} some good*
in the port of Quilca. The Captain & Supercargo wen? not allowed to land

today. o that I amid obtain no other particulars*. If thin ship which is

wiid to be worth 100,000 $ should not be burnt or cut out in ttome of these

night attacks, I can have little hope fur her acquittal after such charges

agiiinHt her, when the case of the Natuy it* connidered. Thin vrel has all

her papers in perfect order, the whole value of her cargo is not more than

$iKoo, & it is obvious frcm the dwrumcntt* that she was only taken in order

to send tlown ome plunder, which the privateer took on shore- in the port

of Huasco, when* she was lying.

The (ktnenil requested me last week to J<wk at the fwtpers of this case the

FiMcut having given an unfavorable opinion, and send him my cibwrvationft

upon it. This was done, & fortunately a variety of circumstance** tit official

actii combined to prove in the mcwt j.K?rfect manner, that the testimony f

an English sailor, one of the privateer's crew, who swore that he had worketi

on lx>ard of her a few months lefore, under patriot cotours, was an open

fM'rjury. The (Jeneral in hi letter replie<l lc mr, that my remarks appeared

just, & he should tit* glad t have her acquitted; but ttnlay he informed mr
that one of the ofhcers had declared the caste !tk badly. If she in con-

demned, 1 cannot imagine that any vessel can IK* cleared.

If it change does not sjjet*dily hap|K*n to terminate the clss.:*rjsiri of thee

countries, our ctmimerce will lc subjected tti great ri^k, & if the government
determine to protect it, more force will {,' iiect- ary & nuire explicit itrur-
titms to the commanders. Five vessel* at least will l*e wanted between

Chiioe & Mexico; At the samr time it would le exlrrmrly desirable to com
bine if posjuble some nuxle of proceeding lietween tltt* ff*rrrs of neutral na-

litms. The tyuinfanitta wht*M* cafitain *ictwl mt like a pirate w,i captured

by a French Sloop of war which he fired ufKin. Vet the projxrly of all

Frenchmen in Upper Peru, to the amount of 400,000 $, was taken

cf by the government to await the derision of tbe case, & they themselves

held as prisoners on parole.

We are in daily expectation of the newn of a battle lielween (icneral*

Bolivar & Canterac. The fof* of the Dirties art* nearly ecjual & txnh {M*itk

with equal confidenc-e <f the exfiected result, Hut all the events f the war

will reach the I'. S, much stxmer from other quarters, & I therefore forlar

to dwell upon the subject.

The Dolphin returned two day* ago bringing answer to Come. Hull from

(*enerat Bolivar, saying that he would be answerable for the money taken

from the American ship* as a fine or ransom by Admiral Guise, whenever the

affair could be investigated, if it should appear that hia conduct was im-

proper. It inclotted also a copy of the last orders to him, prohibiting the
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I inquired of General Rodil the reaaon for the capture of this ship*, he told

me he had not examined all the paper*, but that she had landed powder &
firearms in Coquimbo an enemy "a port, & she had also ttmuggled gome good*,

in the port of Quilca. The Captain & Supercargo were nal allowed to land

today, BO that I could obtain no other particular*. If this nhip which is

said to In* worth 100,000 $t should not be burnt or cut out in -some of trme

night attacks, I can have little hope for her acquittal after nuch charges

against her, when the caj*e of the Nancy is considered. This wtwel has all

her pitpent in perfect order, the whole value of her cargo i not more than

$1800, & it is obvious from the documents that she was only taken in order

to send down some plunder, which the privateer took on shore in the port

of Huusco, where she was lying.

The (General requested me last week to Itxik at the pajx-rsof thicas the

Fiscal having given an unfavorable opinion, and semi him my ulfec'rattions

upon it. This was clone, & fortunately a variety of circumstances & official

acts combined to prove in the most jxrrfrct manner, that thr. testimony of

an English sailor, one of the privateer's crew, who nwore that he had wtirked

on board f her a few months before, under patriot colours, was an open

perjury. The General in hi letter replied to me, that my remarks appeared

just, & he should 1 glad to have her acquitted; by I Unlay he* informed me
that one of the officers had declared thr case Uxiks badly. If *he is con-

demned, 1 cannot imagine that any vewel can lx cleared.

If a change docs not sfM-rdily hapjx*n lo terminate the dissensions of these

countries, our commerce will In* subjected to great risk, $ if the government
determine to protect it, more force, will In.* necessary & more explicit instruc-

tions to the commanders. Five vessels at least will In- wanted Ixuwwn
Chiloe <& Mexico: At the wme lime it would tx* extrrmcly desirattte to corn-

bine if possible some nuxle of prtxretKiing Ix'twcen the forces of neutral na-

tions. The Quintanitta who**' captain acttil so like? a pirate wi captured

by a French Sloop of war which she firtfl upon. Yet the property of all

Frenchmen in Upper Peru, to the amount of 400,000 f , taken

of by the government to await the decision of the cast?, k they thermtelve*

held as prisoners on parole.

We are in dully expectation of the news of a battle, between (Jenerafs

Bolivar & Canterac, The forces of the? pitrties an? nearly e<}ual & both speak
with exmal confidence of the expected result. Hut all the events of the war
will reach the I*. S. much sooner from other quarter*, & I therefore forbear

to dwell upon the subject.

The Dolphin returned two days ago bringing answer to Come. Hull from

C3*neral Bolivar, saying that he would be answerable for the money taken

from the American ships as a fine* or ransom by Admiral Guise, whenever the

affair could I* investigated, if it should appear that his conduct was im-

proper. It inclosed also a copy of the last orders to him, prohibiting the
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levy of any duty on vessels bound in or out, & directing that he should con-

sider no port in a state of blockade before which he had not a vessel stationed.

Callao & Pisco are I believe the only ports now blockaded.
An American seaman by the name of Henry Hudson of Rappahannoc Co.,

Virginia, called upon me in distress & died of consumption in Lima about a

month ago; he had served in the squadron under Come. Decatur in the
Mediterranean & came out to Chile boatswain of a Brig from Baltimore. I

have been told that a brother of his, died a short time since at Guayaquil.
They may possibly have friends to whom this notice may be interesting.
The following ships of war are now lying here besides the Frigate A. z. &

the Dolphin: the British ships Cambridge 84, Tartar Frigate, & Fly Sloop of

war; the latter sails tomorrow for Valparaiso. The Peruvian squadron con-

sists of the Prueba Frigate, Adi. Guise & three smaller vessels. They have
detained several English vessels but none belonging to the U. S.

I hear that a few newspapers have been received from home into March,
& it is said that the bill against transporting money in ships of war has

passed. This induces me to repeat here an opinion, that was developed at

large in former letters; that our policy, instead of prohibiting the transpor-
tation of money, should be, to encourage it to the utmost under proper

regulations. If it be an object with the government to extend our commerce
with these countries & to increase the consumption of our manufactures, or

even to preserve the share we now have, two objects must be immediately
attended to: first, to give every facility to the transportation of specie in our

ships of war, & secondly by a new arrangement of our naval force, to keep a

ship constantly going and coming between the U. S. & South America. For

the receipt & transmission of intelligence, as well as for the deposit & remit-

tance of specie, we are now almost wholly dependent on the English ships of

war, & the commerce between our country & this, will rather diminish than

increase, if a different system be not speedily adopted. I earnestly hope
that this subject will be considered on a large scale; our present policy is

excessively injurious to our interests.

On our glorious Fourth, the few Americans in Lima dined by invitation

on board this ship, as did all the English commanders, & some of their lieuten-

ants, the awning under which we dined, was composed of the American &
English flags, the first time I presume that they were ever blended on that

day. Being Sunday, the festivity according to the customs of both nations

was moderate in its tone. The experiment was a delicate one, but succeeded

most harmoniously and seemed to give mutual satisfaction.

I have the honor [etc.].
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965

William Tudor >
United Stoles Consul at Lim-i, to J&hn Quincy Adams, Secre-

tary of .Stale of the United Stales l

LIMA, August j,/, jVt/,

SIR: I take the advantage of a vessel Ixnwd to Guayaquil to write this

letter with the hope there may be HOIW? opportunity of forwarding It by the

way of Panama,
Tilt- present moment in a very critical one, & the anxiety of all partita

at ilH height. On the 6th insl. a combat look place U'tween the- patriots 1%

Spaniards which ended in the triumph of the former. It appear* that

General C'anterac whu fur the last year has* had his headquarter at Huan-

cayo near Jauja, movetl forward to meet the patriot army winVh had de-

hcended the Cerro tie Paseo, & had traverml the Pamjun of Reye*. Two
leagues in advance of that place the advanced divinum* of 1nth armic*

encountered each other, & after an tbtinate combat the Spaninh (orce wa
worHted with a rtniderable IOHH, J^H they admit iltentHeive?* the patriot*

iiy much mare. If wan not a general aciitm, but principally U'lween the

cavalry; 8t a it wnn on thin arm that tin* Sjiamard* rhirlly relie<! for their

U|K.*rioriiy, it uugiirn UuIIy for them that they should li.ivr invn defiraletl.

They retreatwl jo leagues with precipitation night & ciay, elo*ely followrtl

by the patrit>t army, to take up a {Kmition previounly c-hos*en at tin* liritlge

of Ireuchagua on the Apurirnac. Here the Virrroy who left (.'u/co on the

Slh int. & Valilex art* to join llirm with rriiiforccmrnt*. The official

dispatch of the Patriots was dated the 71!$ irwt, the Spanish (Jeneral here

ha datw to the l.yh, but nothing more is known; it is fair however it*

presume that the Spaniards have met with no hiitmcquent nurt-rw* or it

would have lH?en gladly pnK'iaimetl here.

In the* contradictory <St ctinfidrnt a^hertions of iKith widest, it is dtflicuit to

get at the truth, but thea,H|>ec'l of ,iflair !$*w eHseni tally changed in favour of

the patrioin within the last three montltH. Tltr great e\erticm lhat have

been made by the patriot government of Culctmbiu A the energy & ability

of (jcnera! Bolivar have brought forward an army fillet! with enthuKia.Hm &
probably numerically stronger than the Spaniards ran collect. Genera!

Bolivar is said t<i have with him between 12 & ijooo men tK*ide* having
reinforccriienls coming up. The Spanish force? after the junction of I^i

Serna & Carilerac will not excx*etl the patriot army in numbera, & are inferior

to it in character, & much more liable to revolt & di*{x.rmon. For although
the Spanish officer* have done wonders in collecting & dimriplining their

foroe they cannot infusr any enthuaiatm into their follower* for the dominion

of Spain. With the exception of a very few Spaniard*, thcrir ranks are

compod entirely of Indians & negroes. The former are prone to d'mpeme
after every action & carry off their arms with them.

1 MS. ConwUtr Letters, Lima, I,
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In the meantime the Spanish General commanding in this district has
removed all the public property from the Mint & elsewhere to the Castles of

Callao; & the small garrison that remains in the City is ready to evacuate it

at a moment's warning. The Montonera, have made incursions in its imme-
diate vicinity the two last days for the purpose of pillage and the approach
of some patriot force is now daily expected.

This City has been exposed to dreadful disorders from its populace & the

savage Monlonera on former occasions of a similar nature. The civil

governor evacuates with the garrison & an entire suspension of authority
follows, for the Alcaldes & watchmen having no point of support, abandon
their posts & shut themselves up in their houses like the rest of the inhabi-

tants. No vestige of public spirit which might combine the citizens for

mutual support in such an emergency is to be found here. Each house

prepares for a separate defence as well as it can; but the foreigners are

better able to protect themselves, as they are provided with arms of which
the other inhabitants are destitute. Under these circumstances the com-

manding General last week spontaneously proposed to the American &
English commanders, as he could no longer be responsible for the safety of

their countrymen after his troops evacuated the City, that they should send

up a force of marines for their protection. Captain of the Cambridge 84 the

Senior English officer in this sea immediately sent up three officers & no
men who were put into fine quarters here, & have since received rations

from the Spanish General.

Commodore Hull declined taking the same course for several reasons, but
he offered to send up a few Bailors under the charge of an officer to be dis-

tributed in the houses of his countrymen; on consulting with them I found

they were afraid they could not manage the sailors, and have therefore only

requested the loan of some arms and ammunition. It may be hoped that

the disorders will not be so serious as on a former occasion. It was at first

understood that the English marines would remain concentered, & in that

case the Alcaldes & watchmen would have kept their posts; having a military

force to rely upon, & this small corps might have protected the whole city.

There seems however to be some objections to this course, & I understand

from Capt. Maling this morning that they are to be dispersed in the houses

of the English residents.

A reflection obtrudes itself here irresistibly. The last news we have here

from Europe contains the correspondence of Mr. Canning on the subject

of South American Independence, & the debate in the House of Lords on the

Marquess of Lansdown's motion. Lord Liverpool in his answer leaves less

hope of a speedy recognition on their part, than was caused by the able

letter of Mr. Canning in answer to the Conde Ofalia. It appears however

that the Cabinet has definitively resolved to acknowledge the Independence,
& only defer "the mere form" out of delicacy to the Spanish Court. Yet
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William Tudor t United Slates Consul at Lima, to John Quincy Adtims, Seert.

tary of State of //if United States s

LIMA, Aupjtij ..;, /.Vj./.

Siu: I take the advantage of a vessel Ixwnd to Guayaquil to write thin

letter with tin* hope there may be some opportunity of forwarding it by tin*

way of Panama.
The present moment is a very critical one, & the* anxiety of all purlieu

at its height. On the oil) insl. a combat look place lelween the pairitils <X

Spaniards which ended in the triumph of the former, It appear* that

General C'anlerae who for the last year IWH had hit* headquarter** at Huan-

eayo near Jauja, moved forward to meet the patriot army which hud de-

scended the Cerro tie Paneo, & had traversed lite Painpaa of Keycs. Two
league* in advance of that place the advanced division* of Iniih arnuea

encountered each other, & after an obstinate combat the Spanish force %,

worried with a considerable lews, JUKI they tttlmit lliemwelvet* tiie patriot*

**ay much more. It wan not a general action, but principally Iwtwern tin*

cavalry; & EH it was on thin arm thai the Sp4iiwr<ls* chiefly relied for thtir

HUperiority, it augurs badly for them that they tthottitt have t*rn tlefealetl.

They retreated jo leagues with precipitation night <!4 day, closely fttlitmrti

by the patriot army, to lake up a {xButton prtrviounly cliown at ihr bridge

of Iraichagua on the Apurimac. Here the Viceroy who lefl C*u/ct on lite

5th intit. & Vultlex are iti join them with reinforcement!*. The official

diftpatch of the Patriot** was dated the yih irwt. the Spaninh (encral here

hu dateti tt> the i^th, tut nothing more is known; it is fair however to

presume that the Spaniard* have met with im ta.ibcqiient nucceHH or it

would have been {(Lutiy pntcUiitned here.

In the contradiclttry & confident aHf*ertion*i of Uth t*iticr$*, it is diflicuh tu

j<et at lite truth, but the aspect cf affairs luwt'i*itii,il!y changed in favour of

the patriots within the last three moitllw. The grrai fxertions that have

been made by the patriot K^vcrnmettl ttf CitUintlnu A the energy & ability

of General Bolivar have brought forward an army filled with enthusiasm &
probably numerically stronger than tht* Spaniards can collect. General

Bolivar is said to have with him between n & 13000 "en beniticH having
reinforcements coming up. The Spanish force after the junction of IA
Sernu & Canlerac will not exceed the patriot army in numberi, & are inferior

to U in character, & much more liable to revolt & d|M!rbn. For although
the Spanish officers have done wonders in collecting & di*ctp!imng their

force they cannot infuse any enthusiuum into their followers Cor the dominion

of Spain. With the exception of a very few Spaniards, their ranks are

composed entirely of Indian* & negroes. The former are prone to diiperte

after every action & carry off their arms with them,
1 MS. Consular Latter*, Lima, I.
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In the meantime the Spanish General commanding in this district has
all the public property from the Mint & elsewhere to the Castles of

;
& the small garrison that remains in the City is ready to evacuate it

a moment's warning. The Montonera, have made incursions in its imme-

<jiate vicinity the two last days for the purpose of pillage and the approach
of some patriot force is now daily expected.

This City has been exposed to dreadful disorders from its populace & the

sgLvage Montonera on former occasions of a similar nature. The civil

g-overnor evacuates with the garrison & an entire suspension of authority

follows, for the Alcaldes & watchmen having no point of support, abandon

-tfreir posts & shut themselves up in their houses like the rest of the inhabi-

tants. No vestige of public spirit which might combine the citizens for

rriutual support in such an emergency is to be found here. Each house

prepares for a separate defence as well as it can; but the foreigners are

t>etter able to protect themselves, as they are provided with arms of which

the other inhabitants are destitute. Under these circumstances the com-

rnanding General last week spontaneously proposed to the American &
English commanders, as he could no longer be responsible for the safety of

-their countrymen after his troops evacuated the City, that they should send

lip a force of marines for their protection. Captain of the Cambridge 84 the

Senior English officer in this sea immediately sent up three officers & no
men who were put into fine quarters here, & have since received rations

from the Spanish General.

Commodore Hull declined taking the same course for several reasons, but

lie offered to send up a few sailors under the charge of an officer to be dis-

tributed in the houses of his countrymen; on consulting with them I found

they were afraid they could not manage the sailors, and have therefore only

requested the loan of some arms and ammunition. It may be hoped that

the disorders will not be so serious as on a former occasion. It was at first

understood that the English marines would remain concentered, & in that

case the Alcaldes & watchmen would have kept their posts ; having a military

force to rely upon, & this small corps might have protected the whole city.

There seems however to be some objections to this course, & I understand

from Capt. Maling this morning that they are to be dispersed in the houses

of the English residents.

A reflection obtrudes itself here irresistibly. The last news we have here

from Europe contains the correspondence of Mr. Canning on the subject

of South American Independence, & the debate in the House of Lords on the

3VIarquess of Lansdown's motion. Lord Liverpool in his answer leaves less

Hope of a speedy recognition on their part, than was caused by the able

letter of Mr. Canning in answer to the Conde Ofalia. It appears however

that the Cabinet has definitively resolved to acknowledge the Independence,
Rr m-ilv rlpfpr "

tfif m<=>rf> frvrm " rmf r\f Hflirarvir to thf .'s-nanisVi Crmrfr
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for want of this form chiefly, these countries are kept in a distracted state,

this large city & many others are plunged in wretchedness & thousands of

brave men are to waste their blood on the sands of Peru. Is not deference

on such a subject, at auch a moment, for such a Sovereign ai Ferdinand, &
such a cabinet as the present one at Madrid, thinking too much of Court

etiquette, & too little of human misery?
The blockade of the port of Callao, which had been properly maintained

for two months was given up about ten days since, & has not been renewed.

It is however said it is to be resumed, though with a fore*, thai Captain

Mating write* me today, he thinks insufficient for the purpose. In the

interval six American vesjteli have entered the port.

Of the two American vessels which I informed you in previous letters, had

been sent into Callao by a Spanish cruiser, the Brig Nancy has been con-

demned, & the ship General Carringlon of Providence undoubtedly will tie.

The value of the Nancy & her cargo was not more than 8 or e>rxx> $ both

together; her papers were perfectly in order, & the ram* is one* of flagrant

injustice. The Ship with her cargo in worth about 100,000 $ & as nhe had

landed powder & arms in Chili, her condemnation under the treaty of 1795,

will be more difficult to be set aside. The Spaniards have now no cruiser*

at sea; the last that was sent received so much injury from the straining

white chased by the Frigate U. $. that the Captain afterwards burnt her

in the port of Chilca.

The Supercargo & officers of the Carringkm were imprisoned & not allowed

to communicate with any one. When I look down to the ( Jeneral a copy of

the seventh article of the treaty of which I had previously given him an en-

tire copy, he said he had nothing to do with it. I asked him how a Spanish
officer in his situation, or their courts could be exempt from the obligations

of that treaty? He replied, that they knew nothing of treaties, that they
were only bound to follow the instructions which the Viceroy received from

hta Court. This was in other words to say, that they cared nothing far the

present state of these countries, or of the commerce on these coasts, that the

laws of the Indies were their only rule, & the instructions to the Viceroy
dated several years since their only guide. Such are the proceedings & pol-

icy of the Spanish administrators,

August 26th. I was yesterday at Caltao, & saw (krneral Rodil; he told me
Come, Hull had written to him respecting the Carrington; but that she

must be condemned as the Nancy had been, & that if we were injured we must

look to Spain for redress. A vessel arrived yesterday from Qutlca & at length

we have certain accounts of the Asia which, with the Brig A fMiles are at

Chifoe, where they arrived in May & were waiting to be joined by two

French frigates manned with Spaniards, The Asia has 1050 men on board.

Two officers from her had reached Quilca ten days wince. They were re-

fitting the miserable vessel they came down in to return with the Viceroy's
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orders, which cannot reach Chiloe before October. It is therefore probable
that the Asia may arrive here just in season to take back to Spain the chiefs

of the Spanish army, if the campaign should be decided against them.

The Spaniards have three armed vessels at Callao, two brigs of 14 & 18

guns, & the Ship Esther, formerly belonging to Mr. Dorr of Boston, which

they have absurdly armed as a two decker to carry 32 guns. These vessels

it is the intention to keep in port till the Asia comes down. If the patriots
do not conquer Peru this campaign, & the Spanish squadron be actually
reinforced by the Frigates, expected, they will then have a force of seven

vessels of war, & men enough to fit out two or three more. In such an event

nothing but the positive resistance of the American & English squadrons,
could prevent our whole commerce from being swept away from these coasts.

I am writing by Captain Carter of the Peacock who I understand returns

home, & proceeds in the Dolphin in a few days to Valparaiso on his way.
I have the honor [etc.].

P. 5. August 2Qlh. Admiral Guise in his own ship with the schooner

Macedonian has resumed the blockade of Callao today. Further news from

the officers of the Asia say that she is ordered to remain at Chiloe till joined

by the Guerrero an 80 gunship. No further news from the armies.

966

Jos6 Ramdn Radii, Military and Political Governor of the Province of Lima, to

William Tudor, United States Consul at Lima l

[TEANSLATION]

CALLAO, September 4, 1824.

Considering you Sir, as a person of the first influence among the citizens

of your nation residing in this Province, I find myself obliged to communicate

to you the request which has been made to me under date of the 3d inst.,

by the Political Governor of Lima, the Count de Villar de Fuente, on the

sacred subject which is explained in it; that by taking it into your consid-

eration, you may endeavour to remedy as far as possible, the scandal of

which the Count complains:

Neither in my public nor my private character, can I see with indiffer-

ence, the scandalous profanation which the holy sanctuary of our

Churches is suffering from foreigners. Your Exy. knows better than I ,

the civil & polite deportment, which should be observed among the diver-

1 MS. Consular Letters, Lima. I, enclosed in Tudor to the Secretary of State, September 18.

182 A, which see below, pt. xi, doc. 968. Similar letters were sent to the British Consul and

to the Commanders of the American and English squadrons.
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sitiea of worship which blinded nations adopt: and which Catholics

isi ty or any
G(K! is not worshipped; why fthould not protest ants or

the Biimc politeness when they enter into ours? Kvery day I hi* Chritftian

people perceives the contempt with which our
jtacred^ mysteries arc

treated; and while offering the proper adoration of their faith, to the

August Sacrament in the moat Kolemn festivals, -even then,
_

these

at rangers makinga contrast of their different opinions, manifest thr highest

contempt with impudence & impunity, going 50 far a to rwr thcm-

uelves before the Divine Majesty itself, ami inHultmg the faithful, in the

holy celebration of their most nacred dogmas, It in nfctn**ary to nuke
known to these uncivil strangers that the irreliKtoUH Iligstif the patriot*

(le Pairia} no longer wave in our territory, but the virtuous ones of the

Catholic King, that they may atljiwt their conduct to them* duties, which

order & the highe.nt policyof nations require; and as we now happily find

your Kxy. placed at the head of the Military & Political government of

this Province, your Kxy. is more immediately culled ujjon to justify the

sacred confidence of the Sovereign, in a matter that ha* alway* deserved

his royal vigilant attention & watchfulness, m well as, those of *ur nvwi

excellent Viceroy and General in Chief. If your Kxy. thinks pnjR*r to

communicate officially to those representatives of foreigti jHwer,
existing here, with that energy, decorum, & eiliciency, (rnrrgtit. tin am,

y tifirrtit) which are chaiaetertrttic of you.thew abunt's of Riich tr.inctn

tlant mischief (firinns trnnscrndenfins) will with* mt doubt U reforimtl;

your Kxy. will thereby give a testimony worthy of adiHiingui*h"dSp,wih
Chief, & the most decided protection to all t!u inhatntants, who now
recognise in the provident and moral government of your Kxy. the safe-

guard of the laws.

I have the honor to repeat to your Kxy, the ajwurance of my respect.

God guard your Kxy. many years. Real Felipe del Callao Sejn 4

967

William Tudgr, United States Consul at Lima> to Josi Ram6n RodU, Military
and Political Goverwr of the Province of Lima, !

LIMA, September 6
k 1814.

GENERAL; I had the honor of receiving yesterday your Kxy's. letter of the

4th inst.f containing a communication from the Political Governor of

Lima, the Count de Villar de Fuente, which I have read with the greatest

surprise & regret. I have vainly endeavored to ascertain St am unable to

1 MS, Consular Letter*, Lima, I, endowd in Tttttor to Secretary of State, September I8

1824, which MM Wow, pc. xi, doc, 96B.
* See above, pt, ,

doc. 966.
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imagine, what conduct on the part of foreigners in this City, can have

given rise to such a harsh and indiscriminate denunciation of them, in such

phrases as the following: "scandalous profanation of Churches, blinded nations,

contempt of sacred mysteries, impudence and impunity, insults to the faithful,

uncivil strangers, abuses of such transcendant mischief."

In regard to the citizens of the United States, it is my duty solemnly to

protest against this language as applicable to them. The vast & splendid
Churches and convents of Lima, are very naturally objects of admiration

to them; and it may happen through inadvertence that they may enter

these at an inopportune moment & from the same motive fail of complying
with some of those ceremonies which are expected & rendered by all. But
in such a case, I am sure that a suggestion from any of the attendants, would
be immediately followed with thankfulness; and I declare that I do not

know any of my countrymen in Lima, who are capable of wantonly insulting
the feelings of the inhabitants, by treating with intentional disrespect, any
object which they may hold sacred.

In the United States the most perfect & absolute religious toleration exists ;

in all the towns churches of different communions are to be found together.
The civil government in matters of faith, considers men responsible only to

their Creator; and while it protects equally the rights of all, declines, and in

fact is prohibited by our Constitutions, from according any exclusive prefer-

ence. No sect therefore being either favoured, or persecuted, there being
neither oppressor nor oppressed; but all the citizens worshipping the same

Omnipotent God & Divine Saviour of the world, though with different

forms, are exactly equal in the eye of the law. I mention these facts only
to shew, that my countrymen being accustomed to see all sects enjoying

equal privileges, and treating each other with mutual respect, and judging
of men not by their particular belief but by their general conduct, cannot be

supposed likely to treat the Catholic religion here with disrespect, among
whose professors in their own country, they have left neighbours, friends,

relations, and fellow Christians.

It remains for me only to say, that feeling as I do, the most sincere respect

for the Count de Villar de Fuente, whom I have always heard described as

remarkable for his moderation, virtue & wisdom, I am more surprised at

such a general denunciation of foreigners. I am confident there must have

been some mistake in the representations made to him on this subject. But
if a man of his character, who in his situation, has all strangers placed under

his protection, thus covers them with such reproaches without distinction;

what might not be expected from the pious but mistaken zeal of ignorant

people, if once stimulated to consider foreigners as guilty of sacrilegious

insults? The cruelty and injustice of such general proscriptions might then

be shewn very strikingly in the case of my countrymen. There are among
the officers of the squadron, some Catholics, and as that bounteous Provi-
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dence who provideth for all his creatures, has fixed no distinctive mark on

the Catholic & the Protestant, these individuals who by their &
language, would be marked as foreigners, might fall victim*, Catholics killed

by Catholics, in a moment of popular phrerwy.
I intrcat you to represent these considerations, with the utmost

on my part, to the Count de Villar de Kuente. I will do every thing that

depends on me, to caution my countrymen again*t giving any offence to the

amiable people among whom they rewde; and 1 in my turn, must appeal to

the same "ener^ia t decoro, y arfofto," which the Count to justly describe* as

distinguishing your administration, to afford them the name neeurity &
protection, which the subjects of Spain every where receive in the United

States,

I have been reluctant of late for many reasons, to trouble you with

applications; but I muat take this occasion to represent, that there are on

board the ship General Carrington t 11 few of belonging to wry
respectable merchant, a particular friend of mine, in Boston, which were

recommended to my attention, when I left the U. S. These were

shipped in Chile for this market, and being entirely independent of the

property of the & her cargo, ought not to be subject to the decision

in her case, if unfavorable. 1 therefore hope you will order them to be

delivered to me.

I regret to learn that in the attack made by the gunboats yesterday, a

ball from one of them, killed a sailor on board the American ship Gawntor

Clinton & carried off the arm of another of my unfortunate countrymen.
As the man it disabled for life through this unlucky accident, I hope he may
be considered an object of your Excellency's benevolence.

I have the honor (etc.).

Wtt&fam Tudof, UnUed States Consul at Lima t te John Quincy Adams,
tory of St&U of the

(ftXTKACTttl

LIMA, September

SIR; I have the honor to inclose copies of two letter* which recently

between General Rodil & myself.
1 His letter was a circular ad

to the English Commanders & Consuls. This letter ueemed to me

extraordinary, especially when the mild character of the Ckivernor is con-

sidered, who has only been allowed to hold the mere semblance of power,

1 MS. CwwttSur Letter*, Lima, I.

* See above, pt. xi, does, 966 and 96-7, uader of September 4 and 6,
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and as such an unqualified & bitter denunciation of all foreigners, might well

serve to prepare the way for a general proscription, I thought it my duty
to protest against it immediately. I have received no answer to my reply,

or to the other topics of my letter.

The Brig Nancy of New York has been finally condemned ;
the case of the

ship General Carrington of Providence was not concluded yesterday, but I

have no doubt will share the same fate. Come. Hull sent up protests & a

demand for restitution in both cases to the Viceroy by the Peacock
,
which

sailed for Quilca about ten days since. The Spanish government however

is so pressed for funds, and the country is so exhausted that there can be

little hope of recovering any property from their hands.

The Spanish Ship Asia & brig Achilles reached Callao on the I2th inst.

in exactly eight months from Cadiz. The former mounts 70 guns, with up-
wards of 700 men. The Brig is a very fine French corvette of 20 guns.
There were in the harbour two brigs carrying 14 & 18 guns & one ship of 28;

these sailed out to meet them. Admiral Guise who was lying at anchor in

the outer roads, when they were first discovered slipped his cable & sailed

out to meet them with three vessels, his own frigate carrying 50 guns, a ship

filled up with lumber, her guns stowed in her hold, & a brig with 6 guns. He
fell to leeward & could not reach the Spanish squadron, but hove to for them
to go down to him, which they declined doing though with such an immense

superiority of force. They are all quietly anchored under the guns of the

forts & make no effort to attack Guise though he is in sight of them every

day. They have attempted to shelter their conduct under the absurd pre-

tence, that on the day they entered, they took the United States for an

enemy's frigate, & treated the Commodore merely in an official visit of

ceremony. He however repulsed this treatment very properly, and if they
do not retract their assertions, is resolved to make their conduct very widely
known by publishing a little chart of the harbour, with the positions of all

the vessels laid down.

The arrival of these Ships produced the most extravagant joy at Callao

where the adherents of the Spaniards are now all collected under the pro-

tection of the Castles. The most unmanly boasting followed, in language

unequalled for its scurrility & obscenity, as you will see by the inclosed

gazettes, written by a Spaniard named Ricco, who is a particular favorite

of the Spanish government & holds several employments under them. An
allusion is made in one of the papers to the accusation against the Frigate
United States, I have been assured that in the drunken orgies which took

place, it was openly proposed to use the knife at once against all English &
Americans, though it dwindled to a petition to General Rodil to banish them
from the country, which he would probably treat with the same contempt
he has previous propositions of the same nature.
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when the advance was at Huamanga & the headquarter* at Huancayo near

Jauja. This delay inspires a KOCH! deal of uneasiness, & there b no immedi-
ate prospect of the occupation of thin rity by the Patriot forces. Person*

who have come from the headquarter** of the patriot army nay, that they
have no expectation* of terminating the war this campaign, & that the

of the riven* prevents any decisive movement** till the next campaign. If go

the Spaniard* will again fie able to iwnerttble a respectable force, & the war

may in* prolonged indefinitely. The whole country, $ thin part <>f it more

especially in daily exhauuting $ verging towards the extreme cif misery. . , .

I iww two days since for the fin*t lime the Truxillo gazette of the i ith of

June laHt, containing a miserable Hl>el against me, which duubtlesa will tie

publiahed throughout the t'nitetj Statet*. The charge intended to i*e in-

ntnuated, that I received a certain veiw*rl a a reward for my servility to the

Spaniards, allude* to the Brig Fretlcric, which I purctiastrtl if! conjunctitm with

Nixon & McCall, un American hnu*c* here, of her owner Captain Hurrowea
who returned home in the Franklin, Come. Stewart wa* acquainted with

the whole transaction & he I trust will have obtained and printed Capt. B*

deposition. I connider my duty to the gtiveritment a well IIP let mywetf

requtreN thin explanation.

The Frigate United 5tolrs, the BritUh Ship ("tumhridgt art* in the

of Caiiao. The Spanish tw|uat!run of five swiil ire anchoreti in the inner

harbour. Admiral Cwm^ in outide the iaiand of Si, Lorenxu with a frigate

& two smaller vowels, and right mill of American & nearly the ame numtier

of KnglUh, merchant veiweli arc in the outer r<*ad.

1 hav the honor {etc.].

William Tudor, United SMm Consul at f*ima t to John Quincy Adams
tery of Stole of ike /iteif f

, September 27,

SIR: Since my taut letter of the I8ih insi.1 we have had very tmpcrtani
new* from the armie. A bulletin of the 37111 uho. ctintain* an acxxiunt of

varioui minor ucce*e, in the capture* of matt jwrtien of the Spanish troopn,

armt, ammuniiion &c. It iai the spirit of the Spwnifth army to lie en-

tirely broken & il rankn reduced by clrieriwin to or at mct ^mm men,

Their retreat w made with nuch rapidity in the direction of Cu*co, that they
think the campaign will tie terminated without another battle. Crenerai

Bolivar was the aCth of August at Huamanga, 3t the whote army moving
forward with a much expedition a* powubtc. Thi paper with the

* MS. CortMilar i*tt, Uwws., I. s Sw berw. tit. XI, doc. o&S.
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utmost confidence of "the fate of Peru being fixed" and that the "war will

irrevocably be ter minated this year."

Other accounts confirm this important intelligence. An intercepted letter

of General Canterac to General Rodil, after the battle of the 6th August
speaks in such terms of the consequences of that affair & the state of his

army, as fully corroborates all the assertions of the bulletin. An American

ship arrived yesterday from Quilca, & letters by her from Arequipa say that

the Viceroy had abandoned Cuzco, which has no doubt been entered by the

Patriot army before this date, to retire to a mountainous position about 30
leagues distant ;

that a considerable part of the army under Valdez had passed
over to Gen. Olafleta, and that at Arequipa they were preparing to embark
their property & persona.

From these accounts it would seem that the War must be finished without

further bloodshed, a most fortunate & unexpected result. The Viceroy will

probably be induced in this desperate state of affairs, when a further contest

must be unavailing, to enter into a capitulation, in which case, the Castles

of Callao would be included in the condition and the Spanish authority
would be wholly extinguished, which would save a great deal of useless

devastation & suffering to this district.

We have reports that troops have arrived from Panama at Huacho, & that

they will enter this city in a week. The movements of the Spanish garrison

seem to render this probable. They retired from the City entirely yesterday,
& previously disbanded the military guard a small party of cavalry re-

entered it today, & their troops are making various movements on the roads

to the South & West. Today a quantity of flour coming up from Callao,

was ordered back by General Ramirez, who said that no more should be

allowed to enter Lima.

The squadron in the port with the two American prize vessels fitted to

carry troops, are preparing for some expedition. Two objects are supposed,
one to take down a body of men to make an attack on Guayaquil, the other,

that they are going up to the Interrnedios to bring away the troops that may
escape to the coast. As the garrison does not consist of more than 1500

men, hardly sufficient for the defence of the castles, it would seem that they

could not spare force enough for any expedition, & especially as it asserted

that 700 men marched up towards Chilca yesterday. It seems more prob-

able therefore that the expedition is bound to the Interrnedios. The Eng-
lish marines are to remain in the City another week.

I have the honor [etc.].
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970

William Tudor, United States Consul at Lima, to John Quincy Adams, Secre-

tary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACTS]

LIMA, October 17, 1824.

SIR: Since my last despatch
2 we have had no authentic intelligence frorn

the armies, & as more than six weeks have elapsed from the date of the last

official statement, this long interval produces anxiety. According to ac-
counts that are put in circulation from Spanish sources, the forces still

remaining with Canterac, Valdez & Carrotela, would if united be about

equal in number to the army of General Bolivar, though with a character

very much depressed by recent reverses, & the troops being chiefly composed
of Indians & negroes can not be relied upon. The season for active opera-
tions will be terminated in about a month by the annual floods of the rivers.

An apprehension therefore is entertained that the war may be prolonged
another year.

A report has been circulated that the Viceroy had requested an armistice

of Bolivar; if we may rely on the decisive tone of the last despatches from
him, it may be presumed that he will not consent to an armistice except as

preliminary to a capitulation. In the mean time the hopes of a speedy

occupation of this City by the patriots have vanished. The report of the

troops from Panama having arrived at Huanchaco [Huacho?] was unfounded ;

the transports to take them were not to sail from Guayaquil till the end of

September, & their arrival here cannot be expected in less than three months ,

during which time this district must remain as it is, except the gradual
increase of misery which every day produces. The whole number of troops
at Huacho, Truxillo &c. does not exceed 1500 men, composed of recrui-ts,

invalids, & various little detachments left behind by the main army. This
force is not sufficient to dispute the possession of Lima with the Spaniards,
& if they advance with a less force than 3000 men, which will be necessary
for the investment of Callao, it would only increase the misfortunes of the
capital without any benefit to the patriot cause. The patriots now hold the
valley back & the coast on both sides to within 5 or 6 leagues of the city, Ss

their Montonera traverse all the roads except that to Callao, & prevent
provisions from being brought to market. The Montonera have entered the
City several times of late in the middle of the day, and without committing
so many acts of violence as formerly. One night last week they carried off
between 3 & 400 horses, mules & oxen, belonging to the garrison of Callao

,

from some fields not more than a league distant from the Castles. The
Spanish garrison of Lima which evacuated it about three weeks [ago?], &
has since been stationed at the Church of the Legera half way to Calla,c

1 MS. Consular Letters, Lima, I.
2 See above, pt. xi, doc. 969, under date September 27, 1824.
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retains that position, and from time to time sends a detachment into the

City for a few hours. The English marines belonging to the Cambridge 84,

which have been quartered here nearly two months, returned to the ship
this week, as she is about sailing. It is said a party from the Tartar frigate

are to replace them. Their presence has greatly contributed to the quiet
of the City.

Admiral Guise after an absence of some time reappeared before the port,

on the 6th inst. having with him five small vessels, besides his own frigate

the Prueba, On the 8th the Spanish squadron consisting of the Asia

mounting 74, the brig Achilles 20, The Ship lea (formerly Esther of Boston)
28 & the Brigs Pezuela & Constante of 16 each went out to meet him. The
British & American ships also got under way to witness the combat. The

fog however prevented the operations from being distinctly seen. Guise

himself behaved with great courage & skill, his small vessels as badly as

possible. The Spanish squadron maneuvered with regularity, & the escape
of Guise, having the Asia, Achilles & lea all upon him at once, was consid-

ered wonderful. Nothing could have saved his whole squadron from capture

by such an overwhelming superiority of force but that "fulness of precau-
tion" on the part of the Commander of the Asia, which was satirically

ascribed to him in the Spanish official account of his arrival. I inclose his

report of the action with a few other papers. It is correct except in the

assertion of the serious injuries received by the Prueba, which however was

the impression of the officers on board the neutral ships of war.

The Spanish squadron with three transports in addition are daiy expected
to sail to make another attack on the Peruvian squadron which returned to

the entrance of the port a week ago without having received any serious

injury in the engagement; if they can get clear from the squadron of Guise,

they will it is presumed go to some port of the Interrnedios though their

destination is not known. Captain Maling in the Cambridge the senior

English officer on this station, means to follow them; he believes them to be

bound for Quilca, and wrote me the day before yesterday that he felt more

convinced of this, as an embargo had been laid on all the vessels at Quilca.

There are two Colombian Corvettes at Guayaquil,& the Chilians have two

frigates & a sloop of war at Valparaiso; the latter are expected here, but

their movements are so dilatory & feeble that no dependence can be placed

upon them. The Asia has been now five months in this sea, & they are not

yet equipped; & when they arrive the jealousies about rank & command
between the respective commanders, will perhaps render them inactive.

From these circumstances it will appear that supposing only the ordinary

vicissitudes of war to happen, the result by sea as well as on land seerns ex-

tremely uncertain ; and though there can be no doubt what will be the ter-

mination of this struggle, still that the war may be prolonged for a consider-

able period.
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The revolt in the ( 'turtle* of Callmo, which gave the Spaniard!

of Lima m February iii&t, may lx? upfx*ed to have been known in Spain lit

the month of June, It will duubtlrtw inspire extravagant expectation* in

the infatuated, obtttinate Court of Madrid, & they may nuke great effort*

to send out succours to Peru. Should they succeed in getting out only three

Frigates to thin mi they will have A decided preponderance, $ the

If. S, & the English governmenu authorise their commander* tti nuke a

positive interference, they will uweep all the merchant veaael* from the

coast, to supply those public and private, wants for which this im|vcrihl
country can no longer provide; and while the Spuniuli commander* fill their

pockets, they will tell neutral* to li*k la Spain for redre**. If Admiral

(tuifte does not cripple the Spanish squadron, which t* hartily tti l*r expected
with the great inferiority of hi* force they will le able to injure un extensively

even If no reinforcements should conte from Spain. If (General Bolivar

should succeed in conquering Peru this t;i$ti|iitign $ get of t'allao,

they will retire to t'hiJiH.* t% from thenw cruise aguinut neutral c'oimwerce.

It i to Ix? regretted thai we have not a Ship of the line and another

of war on thi ntatton in adtiition to c*ur prei*etit forc'e. The three

we have here are inadequate to the nrrvice lli.it required of them. An
iriitiinct of it han tK-curretl within the l*isl two iky*. AcJiiiir*il (*uie lw.

turned awiiy from American vessel* & cirlcrl them to Hu*icho. Comr.

Hull has no vessel to went I after them as the l<bf/Af t at Vilfwr*ii*i %1 ihr

P0a(cnk at the Intermetlto*. (while another ltfi of war i wanted ft* watch

C'hiltM? and tine to prtitecl our commerce Al (*uayaquil & tt vicinity). Thi*

conduct of Admiral t iuiur b unreanonable. becaune it i* ttlmurd t My that

he hlot'bidw the jrt, when he i leaving it half the lime, ami while there i

a supcrktr force within ir. Besitlm the entry of would t!b

hi caune no injury; they would land nothing but frvioft, with these ibe

cuttle* art* Klm'ked fur A year, & they are only wanted by the patriot ^Hik>
tion of Lima where scarcity & Buffering increawe evrry day.

Since* my last letter the Ship Carriwgftw has liern finally condentnccl, Sr

thai vemtel & the Hrig ,\'attty I Iwve ftfevtouly slated, arc fitted

out a* tr..m|Kirt lo accontftany the Spanish squadron. The fate of

has cxfiictl feeling*, whieh joinnl to the mtlural inclination f our

uffirrrs lo the 2'atriot cause, and the t|*en tlrclara lions by the Sp^niartb f

hatred towartis all foreigners & a hardly ciwcraJe*! desire of vengeance

against them have tended lo aggravate, t'ome, Hull & Cirneral HIil arc

on the worl terms; the former ha* certainly cm his aide, & the

latter the Come, of tnnultmg him with $>erpelual threats anil other

trritatkifls. My own intercourse with the gtivern merit is aimost at an end.

I have the General but twice these, three month*, &* then we met liy

accidcnl oil the mt^e. The Ust time we had a kmjt CKmvcrMlion, I louchcd

ujxm of the MtbjtTtn of dtftagreement that a to the
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I observed to him that I had more than once expressed my opinion very
frankly in regard to them, but as I was not recognized, I was spared the task
of disagreeable discussion. I alluded to the singular communication I had
received from him some time before on the subject of religion, a copy of

which with my reply in duplicate has been forwarded. 1 He laughed, &
said, that he had nothing to do with those matters, that he had communicated
the Count de Villar de Fuente's letter to those who represented foreign
nations here, as being the only step he could take in regard to it. I spoke to
him on the subject of giving a passport to Captain Sumner of the Nancy,
who was threatened with detention owing to the existing irritation, & it was
given to him a day or two after. . . .

October ipth. Yesterday the Montonera had the boldness to take posses-
sion of the Callao gate of this city for some time & carry off several market

people from the road. This induced the General himself, with his principal
officers to go after them with about 300 men. We could see them from the

houses engaged in the pursuit. The consequence was their killing between

50 & 100 of the Montonera & taking upwards of 90 horses & mules saddled.

Their own loss they say was confined to 4 or 5 wounded. The troops after-

wards passed thro' the city & returned to Callao.

I have the honor [etc.].

971

John B, Prevost, Special Agent of the United States to Peru, Buenos Aires and
Chile, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States 2

CHANCAY, November p, 1824.

SIR: After remaining a few Days in the Bay of Callao, I retired to this

Place in order to wait the Entrance of the Patriots into the Capital. This

Event has been retarded by the Non-arrival of Munitions of War, that ought
to have been here some weeks since and which only reached this two Days
ago. In the next week possession will be taken under the immediate aus-

pices of Bolivar.

After one of the most extraordinary Campaigns recorded in History it be-

came necessary to give the Army some repose and the General availing him-

self of the moment came past two hundred leagues in order to quicken the

operations against the Castles of Callao. The main body of the Patriot

Force is encamped upon the Banks of the Apurimac 170 leagues S. E, of Lima
and that of the Spaniards on the Heights of Callao [?] about 30 leagues South

of Cuzco. Canterac has been superseded and La Serna commands in Person

aided by Valdez who has been compelled to retire from the neighborhood of
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Potam. Sucre who commands in the aitttence of Bolivar Is Invented with

authority to proceed to I'uxco from which ht* is distant 20 leagues, whenever

h shall judge proper tti the Apurimac.
There i* no doubt of the adhesion of Olaneta to tin* of Independence

and of hi* Intention to cooperate a* soon att a communication ran be

li*hed iwtween them, unfortunately Ins Itanputche* hitherto have

intercepted by Cunteruc and their contemn concealed.

The A*ia Nailed from ('allao fifteen I>ay aincr. with about 350 Troop* on

board, her drstinatinn unknown, but from the course pumied for

Days, it i supposed lit h*i gtme to one of the Intermediate I*rt,

Bolivar ha lately recrivttl a numt Haltering Invitation from the Ckivwrt-

merit of Me*ico to go thither untl iiir the (*t)mrtuind with any he

may ik. He net-eaaarily ha* I teen titiligwi to decline, but |iPMiiic l$t ^n,*-

ice ai mnm an he hal) have cinanciiMted Peru anl niven t hrr a fair

general irpreriitiion.

In Conrtrmation of what I have i ofien written without noticr I

add a iatecommunicatitm from the Abl*/"- itapradt, in which hr the

t.iterator of the Iiilrtgyw r^wfing throughout America. Ht* that

France will not risk a War at thti* inomeni.

With every Sentiment {etc.}.

7Wtr, t'nited Consul il |j*i 4 to Jeis Quiwy
iary / .S'tolr n/ Ik* t'tiM SM*t *

LIMA, ii ,

We have hatl ill kick in our lien* with the Spaniards, thin in

the r*i.e rf tlir capfurr* fwrliy lc acridrnt. The animcxtity of the

S|i*8n$li ChtVffi which however it may I* veiled in with

no doubt r\bt** with *um'dent by our rct'oxriititwi of the

enee of ilir c 'olunitvi, & the inevitable consequence* which have fotlowecl that

great lending utrft, lite irrtlatkm cm their part lum lieen tnrrra*ed by the

decided fwrt war ycung nOiren with the patriot*. <S their ill

will to theS^Mniardtt. And billy it has lieen eiwing to tin* inadequate
we have fcr flu* protection wf our cfimmerce in very cTilical &
particularly the arrival of the hat ci their

power.
I have in fornter let tent the nituation of this unfortunate city.

On the 3id in*!, a patriot force it, & a of their

1 MS, Omulr t-*ftr f Uwa, I,
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troops had crossed below, for the purpose of investing Callao, & that they
had corne to take permanent possession. This long expected event pro-
duced the most extravagant demonstrations of joy, & the people gave them-
selves up to a delight which seemed to be universal. This pleasure lasted but
three hours, for at the end of that time, it was announced that the patriots
were totally defeated, as was fully shewn by their most disorderly flight

through the city. They were attacked by the Spaniards on the road to

Callao, & almost instantly routed. In fact less than 200 Spanish troops by
their superior discipline & conduct, in a very few minutes put to flight a body
of 800 men. This sudden, unexpected disaster threw the inhabitants of

Lima into the greatest consternation, many fled, & the rest have been since

filled with terror.

A few days after this unfortunate affair, we heard that General Bolivar,

finding that the rainy season & the rise of the rivers would suspend his opera-
tions in Upper Peru, placed his army in quarters on the Apurimac at Anda-

hucilas, & came down to superintend the occupation of the capital. He
brought a few cavalry with him, & has received other reinforcements, and is

now expected to lead in the Patriot forces himself within a week, consisting
of about 2500 men.

It is quite uncertain where the Spanish squadron has gone. The English
commanders think, to windward, it seems to rne, however, that the most

important object to them is to intercept the reinforcements on their way
from Panama. Two more Spanish Frigates are said to have arrived at

Chiloe. Admiral Guise is at Simanco repairing. The Chile squadron was
destined to sail this month, but their movements are extremely dilatory.

It now appears that the war must last at least another campaign. The

prospect is unquestionably favorable to the patriots, but those who are in the

habit of scrutinizing moat severely those opinions that accord with their

wishes, may see that the fate of this country is yet dependent on the events of

war & its vicissitudes may yet render it dubious for a considerable period.

Under present circumstances I must repeat my belief with additional convic-

tion that our interests on this ocean require an increase of naval force.

I have the honor [etc.].

973

William Tudor, United States Consul at Lima, to John Quincy Adams, Secre-

tary of State of the United States l

LIMA, December 7, 1824.

Sm: I have the honor to inform you that General Bolivar entered this

city today accompanied with no other troops than a corps of cavalry, the

1 MS. Consular Letters, Lima, I.
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infantry & artillery mill being without the capital. He went on to the

road for the purpose of reccmnottering. It i not yet if lie will

remain in Lima, or wait for the tnxtp from Panama* before tic the

Castles, which cannot get here far sevt?ral days [sit]. No ofttciiil account

has yet been received of the action between tienem! Sucre & Valdet; but no

doubts are entertained of the defeat of the latter with lite lews of two entire

battalion*, and great desertion of his force. The Chilian & Peruvian *quad-

rons are supfxmed to have formed a junction to leeward, art*

toon to blockade Cailao. All the circumstances of the iky to the

tatton that this desolating war mutt noon be terminated in the complete

triumph of the Patriots.

The KngUsh Consul Mr, Rowcmft diet! today l fait

evening from an advanced guard of the jwtriot Mortumrra, two

mile* from the city. He returning in his carriage with hi* daughter,

wearing 11 military uniform, a* he haw been accustomed to do lately frwro

having formerly commanded a regiment of volunteer cavalry i l-ombm.

His servant cm horseluick, hi**$rig the challenge <if the il

after dark, they could not lr seen, informed hi itwler. who gat out of hi*

carriage mounted the hon*e of the servani & rixle in. the fwilbwiftf ,

Several slut* were fired, he atill ccmtinued III* courwe. wlini tirvrra)

reached him at once- one going thro" the neck of the htfr.

thro' his hand, and another enlrrtfig his title. He then tuiwtl itjuut, lie

was put into the carriage * they proceeded back to CalUi), he died t4

the tatter wound this morning. However much this unfortunate event it

to IK regretted for himself and cithers it i* only lei that ocwe
attaches any blame, to the sentinels, who thought it *i fMfiy of the

Spanish troop* advancing flic made by the for

that of artillery moving.

Judge Prevtist it expected hetr tomorfow.

I have the honor |etc.J.

William Tudor, VniUd SMm C#iut at Lima, la John Quint y
tary of oj Ikt Untied s

Si*: I have the honor to offer my cordial congratulations cm Ihe great

& important victory of (tuamangtlta, of which the details will be car-

ried tiy Lt, (*ampt)etl who ii despatched via Panama for This

battle secured in cwnc day the independence of Peru, & terminated

MS. Comubr l*ltr, Ut t I.
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the Spanish empire in America; and as this country was the last on this

continent in which Spain maintained a struggle, the world may now hope
that the South American republics will be recognized by every civilized

state, peace restored to the world, and the cause of freedom & national

improvement obtain a lasting triumph.
As soon as the Liberator entered this city, I addressed myself to the

Minister of Foreign Relations, and have received the exequatur of General

Bolivar, to my Commission as Consul of the U. S. for Peru; and I shall now
be able to enter more regularly into the business of my office. Our commerce
has been almost wholly interrupted by circumstances of the war, & the diffi-

culties that arose with the Spanish General, for several weeks past, but as

we may presume that the Castles will be surrendered the next week accord-

ing to the terms of the capitulation, the vessels will return from Chorillos

to Callao, & trade assume its usual course.

Hitherto in the absence of other agents I have endeavoured to communi-

cate from time to time to the department such intelligence as I could obtain

of passing events. The arrival of Judge Prevost in this city to be near the

government will render such correspondence on my part superfluous ; and I

have only to offer my congratulations that information from this capital in

future will be communicated with so much more ability.

I have the honor [etc.].

975

John B. Prevost, Special Agent of the United States to Peru, Buenos Aires and

Chile, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States [

LIMA, December 22, 1824.

SIR: On the 9th inst the Spanish Army under the immediate command
of the Vice King made its last effort in an attack upon Genl. Sucre at

Guarnanguilla. The result has been fatal to them, they were unable to

resist Colombian Valor and all, all are now Prisoners of War. Stipulations

have since been entered into for their embarkation upon the Surrender of

the Castles. Thus Sir has the Genius of this wonderful man triumphed and

Peru disenthralled may claim her recognition in common with her Sister

States.

The precipitancy of Capt. Maling prevents my sending the official docu-

ments, but I have seen all as well as the two officers sent by Canterac to

communicate the Intelligence to Rodil. They are now on their way thither

and the result will be known in the Course of the Day.
With great respect fetc.l.
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976

William Tu4or t Vuiled Statts Consul al Lima, to

*7 of Stoto of Af
s

LIMA, A*. fffj,

The results of the battle of Ayacucho will be Tttf Am &
the squadron with part of the Spanish have for

Manilla. Other* are taking in for
'

eral Rodil yet obstinately surrendering the f < 'aUtwi. Hut hi*

situation grows more arduous & dangerous rvrry . Thrtr ran lw no

doubt that them* for will speedily I* obtained, by %
assault as soon as the Panama troop* arrive from t 'uay4<|uil. be

delayed more than a fortnight, by a mutiny of the r by itie

emborcation & flights of the Corral & his tr of the two kit

may be daily expected. Today the srn*nd Captain of the fiwr

gunboats & 72 men, arrived at 'horillo*, having Ut \oih-

ing but the mail extreme vigilance & severity, ihe

taking the same course; and from one moment to 4 io

the castles may be expected. This will be the to ihr

tion of Peru.

I have the honor [etc.J,

977

Jahn B, Prewst t
Sfacial Agent of tke United to /Vr. 4i-r#i

~"

"?, to /oAn Qmnty Adams, Sttretary of of Ikt *

SIR: The Brig JVerens went to the Island of in in in

Ballast and Sailed from thtnce without me an t

municate such events as have the uf Ay
cucho,

I*a Sema ant! Valdcz with many others

were permitted to j>n>cec<J to Quilci, they ten I the

two former in a French vessel bound to Bordeaux, the in the A tut ami

AchilUs tx)und to Manilla. The C*enls. C'*anterac 8 C'iarck, C'anilM, *m!

Viiklobm accompanied Sucre to Cuico, and in of

his wife and Children, are mud will all be

for Spain, notwithstanding the refusal of Rodit to itw and

this the only motive with Sucre for entering into of any
with them,

1 MS, Coiuulftr Utters, Urns, I. MS, J. II
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The main body of the Army under the comand of its distinguished
Leader entered Cuzco on the 3Oth Ulto. and the Division which left Gua-

manga on the same Day for the Coast under Genl Lara must have reached

Arequipa on the Second instant.

The Libertador as soon as he shall have divested himself of his dictatorial

powers, proposes to visit the South in order to secure an entire acquiescence
on the part of Olaneta in the System of Government adopted by the Con-
stitution of the last Year. A demand of the Kind has been made by Sucre,
but a sufficient time has not elapsed to furnish a result. My Impressions are

that it will be favorable, he is however a Spaniard, a Bigot of the Inquisition
and little reliance ought to be placed in his professions until he shall have dis-

banded his Followers and retired to private life. His position at the time of

the surrender of the Empire, was in the neighborhood of Potosi and his Force
estimated at 3000 men including a considerable body of Patriots under Lanza
a celebrated Montonera Chief, who had united with him against Valdez the

then common Enemy.
The Blockade was commenced some Days since by Blanco the Admiral of

the Chile[an] Squadron and will be continued by him, until he shall be re-

lieved by Guise who is now on his way from Guayaquil. Two or three

Regiments of Colombian Veterans accompany Guise and when they shall

arrive Genl. Salom will be enabled to compleat the Investment of the Castles

by Land. Rodii has been active in gathering provisions in order to prolong
the defence, but I am inclined to believe without avail, in as much as his

Troops are not sufficient in number to man the works throughout, and cer-

tainly are not addicted to the Spanish Cause.

The general Congress of Deputies from the several Provinces of Spanish
America including Mexico, referred to in mine of the I5th of November

I822,
1 will take place at the Isthmus under the immediate auspices of Boli-

var sometime in the ensuing Summer a meeting from which the most im-

portant results. must proceed: Results in which the U. States are most

deeply interested and I regret that the silence maintained by the Depart-
ment on this head does not allow me to express the concurrence of the Presi-

dent, so as to give effect to the Invitation at one time contemplated.
The General has lately received an extraordinary letter from one of the

Ministers of France of a late date, proposing an immediate recognition on the

part of that Power, should he consent to the Establishment of a Monarchical

System throughout America. He has transmitted the original to Genl.

Santander without other notice; spurning alike the proposal and its authors.

I have asked of Capt. Hull a passage in the Dolphin as far as Quilca in

order to proceed from thence to Arequipa and Cuzco. It appeared to me
that it might be interesting to our Government to have some view of the

Interior and of its commerce and this I shall hope to offer in my next to bear
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date from the decayed Capital of the Incus. The Fall of the Camlets,

it take place as I anticipate during my absence, will br communicated by n

Son at my request.

I have not yet received an answer from B. Ay*, and cannot *is I had hap

accompany my draft of this Day with the account requeued *! ror by t

Department, I have waited until my means are abtwititrSy exhausted as

must now subject myself to the painful hazard of a protege.

With every Sentiment (etc.].

978

Premst to John Quincy Adams, .SVrrrtory of Stole of tht I 'm&n/

LIMA, Jttn fi f
,t jg , I A'.'5 .

SIR: My Father on hi* departure from thin PKtcr for Cu*t'o rr|rinl i

to Communicate to the Department any important ornirrrwr llwt Mig
take place during his abmmce.

The Liberator has received despatch?* of the 31*1 ulio. from Surrr *

nouncing the unqualified Submission of CJenl. OlaArta to hi* ordrn Tli

with the Exception of the Catnle of Caliao the whole of IVry i now fit!

its oppressors.

Should the obstinacy of (renl. Rcxiil induce him to Imkl mil nn long a*

ha provinioni the siege may lx protrartetl two or thrrr Mont HA, but th

are closely invented by land and Sea and we hourly <tniu'tjutr that Sen

happy revolution will put them in poftsewwm of the Patriot*.

The Spanish Squadron immediately upon rrcrivmg the nrw of thr Iwt 1

of Ayacucho sailed for Manilla,

I have the honor fete,],

979

William Tudor, United States Consul &i Lima, to John Quint? Sri

tary of Staff of the United Statft a

I.IMA, February J|, t&Jt$.

SIR: Since my last letter of the 8th ulto.,' 1 have from tl

city for several weeks in an excursion over the Cordillera. Preview* to r

departure I appointed Stanhope- Prevent, in of judge Prevcwt Vice t'oni

for Lima, and Alfred Cobb Vice Consul for Aria; and both of ihem ha
received the exequatur of the Libertador. Mr, Cobb hu recently I

his deitination, Both theac young men have time in t

1 MS, Letter*, J. B. Pfrevo*.
1 MS, Consular l*ett Lima, I.

See above, pt, xt, doc. 976.
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ntry & speak the language of it fluently, and I trust will give satisfaction

heir office.

'here are no recent events of any magnitude to communicate. The
issination of Monteagudo seems to have been an insulated crime uncon-

ted with any conspiracy, and owing undoubtedly to the hatred which
i felt for him by the people of Lima.

^he Congress have wisely continued the political power in the hands of

leral Bolivar for another year ; which appears indispensable for the safety
Peru. He is to leave Lima early next month for Cuzco, to pass several

tiths in Upper Peru. The administration in his absence is confided to

leral La Mar, Mr. Carrion, & Mr. Unanue. La Mar is extremely popular,
hear most justly so, & this choice of the Libertador is an excellent one.

General Olafieta, has at length openly declared himself, and issued a

clamation in favour of the King of Spain. No anxiety is entertained

n this measure, but his overthrow is considered easy & certain. General

iil still holds out and he has declared that he never would surrender,

ere is a cannonading with the castles every night. The only vessel in

harbour is the ship China condemned by the Spanish authorities, &
ich is now said to be fitting for sea, probably to carry off some of the

[grants, who fled to Callao. The Port is blockaded by the Chilian

gate O'Higgins & three sloops of war. Some provisions are introduced

night in the canoes of the fishermen, but it is presumed the castles cannot

d out more than three months longer, without the blockade is raised by
laritime force. The last sortie made by the garrison was repulsed with a

tvy loss to the Spaniards, an official account of which will be found in the

losed paper. The General leaves 3500 men, most of them very fine troops,

the protection of Lima, & the siege of Callao.

Phere were a few days since seventy sail of vessels at Chorillos, and there

LOW tho' the number is diminished to between 50 & 60, a larger amount of

inage than was ever before collected in any port on this side the Continent,

reral of our vessels must unfortunately make very bad voyages, as the

cargoes arrived of flour cannot be sold for more than 2 or 3 dollars on

ird. On the 22d inst the Libertador partook of a collation on board the

S. Frigate; he selected the day himself as being Washington's birthday.

e Americans present took the opportunity to echo the voice of their

mtry, in the reception given to General La Fayette. General Bolivar

erwards rose gave La Fayette as a toast, & made a very complimentary
:ech. The Frigate United States & Peacock are at Chorillos. Judge
;vost left this city for Cuzco about a month since.

[ have the honor [etc.].

P. S. Your letter of Augt. loth, covering my commission, as ratified by
; Senate was received by me a few days since.
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William Tudor. Unittd States C&nml at Lima. U Mrwry ('toy. .Vr

JStofr / Mr t'm/rt/ 5l*il"s
'

SIR: Since my lattt letter which by thi p|*Mtnmy. ihr I

Admiral Kcwamel has arrived *il Owrillm and i **w ihrtc witti hi

frigate & three smaller vessels, He ha* viiied flir I.iI*H.plf, tu

wine demands for the reiilitution of prtperty. and f< !hr rriuni .f

individuals of his nation who had !***$ ordered out < ihr iunuy. dm

what I have heard I prrwutm' wiihtut MUYCH* 1 hr |Vtuv4.tn j

Prttcba arrival ytiilerday uftenn*Hi t* j
the !! *4 ( 'aHau

Brttbh frigatr BUwdt h*w jwiileti fr the S.uid*ith Uhuui*. ami i

return here lili Novenil*rr. She brtnighi with hct 1*0 instln-a whul

been loaded with hune. nilt* and t * htlr %% <u flic

Will be uefut present* tci them. The Irtg.sir ha* wirniilw m
iKKird & a fine fuller t ion of inslruineni*. & \isii wvri.il 4 ilic

this cxTiin before hrr return lirrr,

The army tK*igifiR (*al)ati, will tfcit cme Uitiery *f li J| |tnint|r

days hence. Four other pieces* nf this t-alibre. arr *iill a! honUm
have alfto two i,| inrh iwirlar*. tie o( them m ahr^tdy ,ii iSir lr, ihr

still at OwrHlos. The firing lwirrn llir parties s krpi up .il mirrv*

& night. The Cambritl%f went into l'ltii Hay la*t wnrk. ilir gvrn
having given a [MtH|xirt to brittle away ihrer ytumg hddrr. ihr rid

eight years old, w!itr nutther i in ltw diy t'apt Mahn^ fi*nii m
of humanity consented to reretve thetn * * f4iil"* 4d;nf*n{ who
on board the ship brought letter* from fhe *1iJdrr i4*ul4lr thcta

them) trying that they were vtry hap{y and did mi! w**h f Sravr

officer fckc wish great roiilwleiicc if then trbcvrd ly
in a few day. livery effort i nwde by the < *rnrr id i* up the *

his tnxups, and to tuild out hojem t them, which he fed havr <

slight foundation. The Frattti Admiral re|urn!rt| Iravr i* '*i}inmi

with (Jen. Ktxlil, whtrh w*i rrfti^l,

I have in other letter* alluded to flic ubjrri 4 infantou* Id*

written a^aimtt me by a erf the of AUnp
Connecticut, & now a rtiercliant in city, but mini tt, rrtrntly rt-i

on a visit to the fnilitl Statm. I waited with amwiy ci arrtni

well as fcjr public motive* the arrival of lite Patriot gnvrntmem. to **l

them the name of the atittmur, n the w^ by co

and purported to be at flit* governmen t
f

t I

Minister on this subject, the day after hi* arm d but n iii

under various pretence*, t'ntill m 1ml thr w,w on lit

1 MS. I,
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borne, I had a very earnest conversation with General Bolivar on this sub-

ject, & he told me if I would write to the Minister, the name should be given

me; the facts of the case and who wan the authour, I mentioned to him, to

shew 1 wiis not ignorant of thembut I wanted hi name to be given me in

a regular manner, as it was my intention to give htm an opportunity before

i court of law in his own country to prove his assertions or abide by the,

consequences. After three weeks' further effort in this business, it resulted

in a negative answer by t'ol. Perea, the former Perfect of Truxillo. The
of a government tkm protecting a libeller, in singular. I have stated

the whole business to my friend Mr. Webster, and have spared no exertion,

to bring Alaop to justice, Ijcciiuws the circumstances of this case are very

peculiar, & display a union of treachery malignity, falsehood, & meanness

rarely to be found.

There are no recent authentic account* from Upper Peru. The private
accounts are extremely contradictory. Some of them represent Olafteta as

having a considerable force, others that he himself him fled, & his followers

dispersed,

1 have the honor fete.}.

P, S, Admiral Guise in ordered back to Guayaquil to take his trial there--

he is said to be in very bad health.

William Tudor, Untied Stales Consul al Lima, to Henry Clay, Secretary of
State oj the United Stales '

Confidential. LIMA, May 26, 182$.

The last news of Cteneral Bolivar wa hit arrival at Quilca &, dining on

board the British ship Cambridge. He had journeyed by the & from

that port to Arequipa. The night of his arrival a French Ship with a

valuable cargo from Bordeaux having brought out General Evpartero a

Spanish officer was & this officer sent under a guard of soldiers to

Arequipa. He sailed from this country a year since, with those dispatches

from the Viceroy, which painted their prospects, (not without aome reason)

to have such a flourishing aspect, that Peru wholly theirs, Chile would

drop into their hands at the first touch, & that they should drive back

Bolivar to Colombia, & be able to act in Concert with the Spanish forces on

the of the Atlantic. On receipt of accounts La Serna was made
1 MS. Coftswlur Letters* tints, I.
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Count of the Andes & all his officers promoted two days before the day
Ayacucho. In less than a year the same officer returning with the

of the Court for himself & others, finds the Spanish dominion
driven from this Continent, & the Libertador in the very port of his

One of the singular coincidences of the memorable events that have
in the last year.

The siege of Callao continues with no recent occurrence of interest
General Rodil has not 900 effective men, & the misery & dissatisfaction

daily increasing in Callao, & the mortality is very considerable. How
he may hold out is uncertain. His vigilance is incessant, & he exerts all

talents of an able commander to animate those about him, & keep up trie
confidence of the troops. Most persons think he will hold out three or foi***
months longer, I am disposed to believe that he will capitulate next montri ;

as notwithstanding his pertinacity, & the especial personal hatred he h-StS
shewn towards the Patriots, he must know by the entire defeat & death, of
Olaneta, by the state of Chiloe shewn in Gen. Quintarilla's letter, & by trie
certainty that no succours are coming from Spain, that his perseverance is
without a ray of hope, & if continued must involve him & all around him. in-
certain destruction.

982

William Tudor, United States Consul at Lima, to Henry Clay, Secretary of
State of the United States 1

[EXTRACTS]

LIMA, June 4, 1825 .

SIR: Since my last letter in which I inclosed copies of my recent corre-
spondence with this government, no event of much importance has occurred .

Gen. Rodil still holds out in the castles of Callao, but his situation becomes
every day more critical, as the officers are growing more openly disaffected ;

& he has lately shot one & has now three or four in close arrest: this danger-
is more imminent than even famine or the balls of the besiegers. I am still
inclined to believe that he will surrender (or be surrendered) in the course of
this month; but most persons calculating on his energy, vigilance and
pertinacity think he will hold out till August in the expectation of receiving
orders or succour from Spain.
There are some troubles at Pisco & lea arising from some of the disbanded

soldiers of the late Spanish army having formed a corps of banditti headed
by one or two officers, & threatening to plunder those towns. Report
makes their number amount to 2 or 300. It is said that the government:

1 MS. Consular Letters, Lima, I.
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here have employed Col. Roulct, an officer retired from the service who
cultivate* an mute near lea, to command a small corps of cavalry & go

against them. . , .

The Libcrtador wn* at the kit account* at Arequipa, from whence it is

now laid he will go to Cuxco, The Provinces of Upper Peru, were to have
a Congress the asth of last month in PoUmi, and it ii said they determine on

forming a mate equally tndt*f>endent of Peru &. Bueno* Ayres. General

Satnta C'ruz in supposed to be instrumental in these transaction* with the

intention of being made President, The presence of Gen. Bolivar ii neces-

sary to the quiet of Peru, there are too many symptoms to shew that it will

be torn by faction* the moment he leaves it.

I have the honor {etc.].

William Tuwfor, United Staffs Consul tit Lima t to Henry Clay, Secretary of
/ fa United States s

LIMA, January 24,

SIR: I arrived in thii City yesterday after an absence of neveral month* &
found it in the midst of rejoicing* for the urrender of Callao after 14 months

& the death ol gnat number* of wretched fugitive* who have perished

of misery A within its limits; the contwquence of Spanish

obntinacy. By this event the last hold of foreign tyranny on thii continent

is rerovered for the safety of this republic.

I pray you to (etc.).

WiMam Tm4&rt UmiM Contttl <U Lima, to fimry Clay, Secretary of

of the UnUid Slate* 8

LIMA. P^rmry aj,

SIR: My last letter forwarded via Panama to communicate the intelli-

gence of the nurrtnder of Callao.* I have now the honor to ineloe the re-

port* of the Vice Consuls for this place & Arica for the six months ending

with 1825. do not five so many particulars at 1 could wish, but as the

office affords no emolument, I cannot expect of them to employ the time &
penee that would be to make it more exact. During the time

1 MS. CwitttaJf Letter*, Lima, I.

1 See ft. xt, tec 983, wadtr datt Jiwimty 4* 18*6.
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that the vessels have laid at Chorilk which has been since Now. 1824, I

have allowed the Mater of venae)* to retain their papers on board owing to

their exposed situation; and because them* peculiar inducements to an im-

proper use of them against which the law wan particularly directed did not

exist here. The commerce being now restored to the Bay of t'ttllao I have

required that they should be again deposited with me.

As it in generally believed, that an arrangement will be made between

Peru & Bolivia to cede the port of Aria* to the latter; and in this it wit!

no longer form part of the Peruvian t'onmilate, I take the liberty should thin

event be realized to recommend that my Vice Consul Mr. Alfred (*obb

should receive the commission of Consul for that port. Mr. C'obb i* esfnb-

Hshed in businetm at that plaice, & having resided u few year* in thin country
he speaks the language well: he is a young man of firmness & prudence, & hu

preserved the moral habitn & principles in which lit* was brought up, & 1 fully

believe the appointment would be well bestowed, & its dutiro discharged to

your satisfaction. I have no other motive in making this suggestion than

the esteem 1 fed for Mr. Cobb's diameter .

I also inclose copies of some correnpoiuknce with the* Peruvian government
& with (km. Rodil relative to the debt* & credits of the hitter. Kcirtunatrty

the subject affects our citizens but little. The only one who ha* any claim

against Gen. Rodil, and in the lat retort agaiiutt his government b Mr T. R.

Klredge (Kldridge?) whose statement accomfMnie* tht' dot^umeniH, The
house of Nixon, Mucall & < 'o owed a small twilance on t *utom I ioutw* act-ount,

which the patriot government claim. A by the term*, 'ttdirt &
debts': they mean, by the former *tll sum* owing to Rrxiil, which they claim m
theirs, & passive debts are thosi* owing by him, which the rr!itnr must

recover a he can.

Troops continue to l>e sent to leeward, uome to Ctuayaquil, & other* to

Panama. A part of these are Peruvian troop in exchange* for CoSombutnft

remaining here; a measure of policy not unlike that taken w>me years wnoe of

exchanging the English & Irish militia. It is one of the rumourn circulateti

here, that a force will be sent from Colombia & Mexico to dtnlodgc the Span-
iards from Cuba, who instead of acknowledging these countries & cterurtng

their friendship make use of that position to annoy thftir -a jKilicy thut will

inevitably deprive Sfuiin of the lust of her coltmitti,

The Libertador returned here a few tlays after the surrender of ('allao, &
resides at la Magdalena a country houM> league from thr city; into which

he made a triumphal entrance some days sine*. Acting as a mediator be-

tween Peru & the new Republic, & preparing measure* for the resignation of

his authority furnish him with much occupation. The Congress will

We as soon as a constitutional number have arrived, which is not yet the

none of them from Cuzco having come down; and unfortunately a majority
of the whole are clergymen.
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hopes of Peru as well as the wishes of the Libertador were fixed on

La Mar to take the Presidency of the Republic. He is the only
*n.dividual who unites public opinion, and as far as my experience extends not

^- dissentient would be found in the country. He is extremely beloved

^^ respected ;
but his constitution is not strong, & he is really in very ill health.

I had recently a long & frank conversation with him, in which being exempt
from all suspicion of flattery, I spoke to him of the state of public opinion &
the feeling of all parties towards him: and tho' perhaps not obliged to play
"the part of Curtius, yet his acceptance of the place, would prevent the open-

ing- of that gulph which it might be feared faction would create if he retired.

t think there is a little of nervous melancholy mixed with real illness & that

He apprehends more dangers than I trust will happen. He told me he only

came here ( from Guayaquil where he left his family) to prove to the Liber-

"tador & to the government that his illness was not feigned, & that he was

latterly incapable of taking the command. He has asked for leave of

absence, & a hope is given of his return but I believe if he goes, he will not

come back. His repugnance to taking the command seems invincible, a

subject of great regret to Gen. Bolivar, & to all Peru.

I pray you to accept [etc.].

985

Tudor, Ifinited States Consul at Lima, to Henry Clay, Secretary of

State of the United States x

[EXTRACT]

Confidential. LIMA, February 28, 1826.

The French government have no acknowledged' agent here; but Admiral

Rosamel previous to his departure from this ocean, made known to the gov-

ernments of Chile & Peru an offer of the King of France to receive a certain

number of youths, who should be taken to France, receive the best education

there, & be afterwards sent home entirely at the expence of the King; a

measure of policy very characteristic of that Court. The French officers

have also circulated the report, that these countries would speedily be recog-

riized by France; a language they have no doubt been instructed to hold.

Since my last letter we have received the agreable intelligence of the sur-

render of Chiloe, & its dependencies, an event that must have a salutary

in Chile, & will probably expedite the assembling of a Congress, and a

regular organization of the affairs of that country.

The surrender of Callao is a great relief to the affairs of Peru: not only in

terminating the last scene of the war, & bringing back the commerce to Cal-
1 MS. Consular Letters, Lima, I.
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lao, where the vessels lie secure, & the expence of landing A transporting

goods is much diminished, but it also restores a number of fine to their

owners & to cultivation, & produces an immediate diminution of expence.

A part of the Colombian force their ranks completed by Peruvian recruits,

are returning to the Isthmus. The Protector frigate, & one or two other vei-

sels of war are laid up in ordinary, & other taken of the de-

scription which will lessen their expenoes.

William Tudor
t
United Slabs Consul at Lima, to Hmry Clay, Secretary ol

State af the UnUed States *

{Kxriuwrrj

Confidential, LIMA, Apfil g*

SIR: The Congress assembled on the aHth of March, for the of

organising themselves. A spirit of opposition to the administration was

manifested in the first movements. The principal topic of w
the verification of their elections, the time & mode of taking the oath &c,

The returns of the elections had l>een given by the existing administration,

to whom waa confided the whole |xwer of the State, to the Supreme I'ourt

to examine. Several persons who had txsen returned, were not

entitled to their seats for various deficiencies of constitutional qualification.

The Congress I understand contended that they had the sole right to judge

on all these points. Mr. larrea one of the "Council of governments'*, is

one of the members, & he with his friends were left on all questterns in a

minority of 18 or 20 in a houie of 66 members, This opposition

ostensibly against the "Council of government,
1 "

General Bolivar disgusted with which he as

aimed at him thro' hi Ministers, on the .jiat, publickly his inten-

tion of immediately withdrawing from the country, & ail the

Colombian troops to return home: & a tmall of war to

hold herself in readiness to take htm & his suite on board. Thl

produced a considerable effect on the public mind, at every one can see that

in the present state of the country, such a measure would plunge it at once

into a conflict of factions. Deputations from the capital & other public

bodies of the capital, & a committee of seven from the containing a

member from each department, waited upon him, to him of their

unlimited gratitude & entire confidence & intreating him to remain. He

yielded to their wishes,

It is very difficult to get an accurate account of of

1 MS. Consular Letter*, Urn*, t.
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the were private, there are no newspapers to discus* political topic*.

& those persons who arc informed, are reserved in their communications.

The opposition party say, that they are disgusted with the Cons^o de

gpbiernot that most of iti acts have been foolish & tyrannical, & many of

them o impolitic, that the Ubertador was obligee! publickly to reverse

them: that Mr. Unanue is incapacitated by age from holding his situation &
for which at no time he was properly qualified; that he is avariciously filling

his own coffers while all the officers in the civil department receive only half

pay on which they are unable to live. They say that they will gladly make
the Ubertador the constitutional President of the republic, but that the

war being now over, they ought no longer to consent to granting unlimited

The friends of the Administration say, that the Congress were discussing

points prematurely & before they were organised; that they were attempting
to which would have violated the constitution; that the opposition
with to get the power into their own hands by a modification of the executive

in mn illegal manner; that their views are factious & narrow minded; that

they arc entirely led by the Canon, Luna I'izarro, whfe motives are selfish,

Hr hit opfXMttion to revenge himaelf against the Libertador for having

preferred another as Dean & ecclesiastical governour of the Diocese of

Arequipa. That they neither the enlarged views nor the intelligence

to initiate measures for the prosperity of the republic; that they

should In the present state of the country receive a direction from the great

talents of the l.tbertftdor, & move gradually towards the management of

affairs of which hitherto they have never taken cognizance, & whose com-

binations they art? inadequate to form. That the majority of them, are

clergymen governed by an nprit dt corps; & that for ytrs to come the

advantage of the country will be promoted by allowing the executive to

have a leading influence in all measures, &c,

Such the nummary of what is suid by the respective parties. On the

of the opposition, the principal person is Mr. Luna Pizarro: on that of

the administration Mr, larrca (one of the Consejo), the Canon Pedentonte

Dean of Truxillo, Mr. Villaran Curate of Tacna. On the 5th inst after

they adjourned rather abruptly on discovering that they

did not a constitutional quorum, & that they must wait till tome

more in.

The of General Bolivar is unquestionably of vital importance

to the quiet & advancement of the two republics of Peru, So long as he

remains they wilt be from any dangerous conflicts of faction; & under

the influence of hi* the interior & exterior policy of these republics may
be gradually on a liberal & individual! be format! with

for an enlarged view of political affairs, which are

now wholly wanting.
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Wtiliam Tudor, United Stales Consul at Lima, to Henrv Ctov, Secretory of
State of the United Stales *

(KXTRACTA)

Confidential LIMA, April 25, 1836.

SIR: My last letter of the nth inst. by this present opportunity
direct to Phila,, a change having been made in the voyage of the by

which it was to have been sent. I ask your reference to that letter for

account of the first meetings of the Congress, & have now the honor to relate

what has subsequently occurred.

That body having adjourned sine die to await the arrival of a few memtxnn
to form a quorum, four or five only being wanting; & a part of the*e had

arrived, when a decree of the government win published, declaring that the

powers of the delegate* from several provinces named, bring irregular, the

meeting of Congress must Inn deferred, until! new & regular |xwt*r could 1?

obtained; and as many of them are very distant, the slow prtigrew uf the

mail, & the reassembling of the electoral college* would require* 3 or 4 months
to effect the object.

The objection to these powers ii, that they are ample, (amplios). In this

state of thingi, the party attached to the administration, have got tip a

petition to the Libertador to continue in the exercise of the dictatorial power
two yearn longer, & it m said that 2J gignature* out of is body of whom 70

are present, have already been obtained. While this is doing, <k*ner*t!

Bolivar has on all public occasions, spoken against this exercise of power
which he considered odious & dangerous, <& on various cxraHtona has ex-

pressed himself anxious for the meeting of Congress that he might not only

resign it, but also all further direction of their affair*.

Wishing to understand what were the views & sen timenu of the opfXMitian,
I had a long conversation with Mr. Luna I'ijcarro, who in it leader & HCHI!.

He m a Canon of the Cathedral of Arequipa, was bred up by the Bishop of

Chavesla Rosa, <& was a member of the Spanish Cortes, where htr con-

sidered an ultra liberal. He wai no decided a patriot in Peru, that while the

Spaniards held Arequipa he wan obliged to atacnt himself & rewcic in Chili?.

He is a man of talents, of agreeable manners, very republican in hi* principles,

& seems to have little more of the priest than the draw.

I asked him what were the vitwa of the opposition. He told me that they
were most anxious that the Libertador should continue in the direction of

affaire, that his talents, his experience & the influence of his name, were most

important to them but that he should be the constitutional Prentdent of the

Republic. That the members of the Consejo has shewn themselves by most

of their acts, which Bolivar had been obliged to annul by reason of their im
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propriety, incapable of administering the affaire of the government: that

they were well known to be monarchists: that in their hands the public

affairs would soon be involved in total ruin : That the war was now over &
they ought no longer to be governed by bayonets: that under the guidance &
influence of Bolivar, they might begin to organize a constitutional adminis-

tration of their affairs, & to form men capable of public trusts. That

hardly any such existed; that he would select a number of young men, the

intelligent & promising who could be found, & itend them to the IT. S, &
to Kurope. to oiwervtt & study the proceedings of legislative bodies & the

modes tif administration, & that among some of them they should probably

get a few, who in the course of 4 or 8 yea re might obtain knowledge that

would qualify them to enter into branches of the public service. That the

plan of tht* last Congress which had ordered u do*en to l>e sent to England for

eclur.it ion, was well enough its far as it went, but that these had tieen boys of

13 or 14 who wtrr selected more from favoritism than regard to their merits,

& it would t>e many years even if they turned out well before they would IMS

useful. But that they should lt*e no time in l>eginning to do the best they

ctuiki; & JcK>k into the situation of the country whose finances were in such a

ruinous stair; ik that a txmkruptcy & all its evils of paper money & deprecia-

tbti &c. must succeed. unless the affair* of the Treasury were examined, & a

system established that should make known A ameliorate the financial state

of the country, an account of its exj>ences & income. That they could snot

always tw* governed by bayonets, that General Bolivar might die, or le called

home, &, the longer a liberal constitutional administration wan deferred, the

greater would be tht* danger & difficulty of introducing it.

In rrply to what changes they wanted in the Constitution, he MI id: prin-

cifKilly in the Senate, t change it from its present form (in which however it

has never Jwrrt organised) cif a kind of ( 'nuncil. into a regular legislative body,
o that there may IM* two houses for legislation. They wished also the Courts

to I* formed according to the principles & regulation* of the Constitution;

that tht* arbitrary power now exercised by the Perfects as delegate* of the

supreme authority should begin to exist under a legal & wwwtitutional gov-

ernment.

The objection which had lieen made at this late hour by the government

against the deputies whose power* were amplias, he said must be judged by

history. That were given according to a regulation attached to

the Constitution, <& subjecting it to a revision, whenever the country could be

fully represented. That it having been formed by a body all whose members

were inhabitant* of Lima & the to leeward, by far the greater part of

the country, being then occupied by the enemy was not represented. That

now on the first meeting of i Congress whose delegates came from all the

Province*, their was by a regulation of the Constitution expected to be

given to this instrument, & to adopt such amendments as might be deemed
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expedient, or at least to propone them. That there no previous com-

bination for this purpose, but that as among the deputies who had this ample

power, were those from the Cities of Bolivar, Lima, Arequina & Cuico,

places where the moat intelligence was concentrated, it might be presumed
that they were not given without reason & propriety.

There is some obscurity in these transactions. Oteneral Bolivar has (on)

numerous occasions energetically disclaimed the exercise of this absolute

power; but the efforts to induce the Congress to continue it in hit hands all

come from his friends, Military habits have perhaps too much influence

with him. He ie quick, positive & unyielding. When the Committee from

the Congress waited on him after his threat of leaving the country, he told

them that he should sustain the Conaejo. Mr. Luna Pixjirrci called at La

Magdalena to see him after the first difficulties aroue: he htm word that

he wa engaged, & that he need not call again for he would not see him. He
ii too much affected by any opposition, to which he is unaccustomed, & which

none of his officers dare make to him. C'Jeneral O'Higjptti tciid me after the

first difficulty occurred, that he had told the Libertador he should nut mind

this opposition, that for hie part he wan glad to nee it, that if there no

opposition there was no liberty, no public spirit.

The Libertador in a very ardent, impetuous character; ht achieved

aueh great things, has had such a sole direction of affair*, that the jarring

movements of civil government are regarded by him too much in the light of

military insubordination, & to be retiited in the nummary way, The
officers about him are young men, & three of them Englishmen, devotedly
attached to him, & unconditionally submissive. He his no character* of

weight & dignity near him, who can sustain a contrary opinion; & there is a

tone of excessive adulation & absolute deference in those of this country who

approach him, that has nothing of a republican complexion. Dr. Unantie

who is at the head of the Conaejo, is enfeebled by he a physician & it

a man of considerable literary acquirement, but never Cor the exten-

sive range of a statesman's duties: he lived to old age under a
habits of thinking & acting he had too strongly imbibed; & perhaps the

idea I can give you of him, excusing its Camiliarity, would be to Dr.

M, of N. Y. superannuated. Col Alvarex late Miniiter from Buenoa Ayrwi
told me that at the time of his reception, when they were conversing on the

U. S. he said to him, "O! that system is impracticable, it will not last long.*'

This state of things gives occasion to the enemies of Bolivar to took &
exult in the truth of their prophecies & that hi would dlicovcr his ambition &
designs of usurpation &c. A Frenchman of liberal & intelligent diameter
said to me,

" He will lose himself just aa Napoleon did
" & thia mmy perhaps

serve to convey the best idea of the danger he is to. I think the sit-

uation of things to be regretted, & that it would have better to attempt
with his great influence, to conciliate the most able of the members of the
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Congress, & have endeavoured to concert measures to enable this feeble

country to stand & go alone: & if General Bolivar wishes to get away, as I

believe he does, that no time should be lost, in trying to form representatives
& officers of various descriptions for administering its concerns : He appears
to be a man of too much talent to follow the career of false ambition which
his enemies attribute to him, which would cause his ruin, & would degrade
him inevitably from the lofty station in the list of pure & virtuous patriots,

which he hitherto has held & which in my opinion is his object to maintain

and advance. . . .

We yesterday had the satisfaction to receive the President's message; a

masterly exposition of our magnificent prosperity & most gratifying to all

Americans. The recommendations it contains seem as powerfully stated as

their necessity is obvious.

The Frigate U. S. arrived yesterday from Chili & the Intermedios. We
have no further accounts relative to the Dolphin.

I trust you will excuse some of the details of this confidential letter, which

are given with the desire to inform you of the present state of affairs here, at

an interesting period. And I pray you Sir to accept [etc.].

988

William Tudor, United States Consul at Lima, to Henry Clay, Secretary of
State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

LIMA, May 6, 1826.

Since my last, by the aid of a very free use of threats & promises, upwards
of fifty signatures have been obtained from the members of Congress, praying
the Libertador to retain absolute power for another year, which he has agreed
to do, & there will be no meeting of Congress, the present year. I have re-

ceived some very interesting details from an authentic source, of the views &
intentions of those in power, relative to holding that power, & the future or-

ganization of the country including both Perus, which I will forward to you by
some future, safe opportunity.

I pray you to receive [etc.].

1 MS. Consular Letters, Lima, I.
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WUiiam Tudor t United States Consul at Lima t to Ifenrv Clay, Secrefer? of
Stale of the United States

Confidential LIMA, May 17,

SIR: I have now the honor to write you on lubjects of the deepest intercut,

& regret that the intelligence must give pain if not surprint;. Thro" great

confidence that haa been repotted in me, I have obtained from authentic

BourceR, a very full exposition of the views that are at present entertained

here, & the principal po'tnte of which will be found in the
"
Observation*"

annexed,1 written with great force & elegance, but whose style necefwarily

luflera in the hasty translation 1 have txfen obliged to make, I have added a

few note only to give the pannagea from the constitution & the gazette

referral to. 1 add the gazette containing the document!* relative to the din-

solution of the Congress, which of course have gone out to the world, & need

no comment from me. The "Observations" lx?ar intrinsic mark* of their

authenticity, & the intimate acquaintance of the writer with all the circuin-

stances he relates; & will shew the fatal intoxication that nwt produce in-

calculable, mischief t all South America.

It i in the highest degree (mtnfut to change a favourable opinion we have

formed of any individual, & how much more when that individual i j

eminent, & his own great reputation in at stake & the hopes & credit of them'

new republic* are involved with tt. The deep hyfx>erisy of ( *rncral Holivar

ha hitherto deceived the world, tho' many of liiM former friends hivc for

more than a year pat discovered his view & at>mdoned him. With the

violent diBHolution of the Congress, the rnank mut fall entirely, & the world

will Ktt' with indignation, or with malicious delight, that he who wan occupy-

ing the attention of politicians in all countries, & for whom fate by n fortunate

combination of circumstance*, had prep*trl the meann for leaving one of

the noblest reputations that history could record, may f*t* handcsl dciwii ai

one of the most grovelling of military Uittrfiera, Uxidetl with the execration of

his cotemporaries for the calamities hii conduct must bring ufxto them.

In no instance has hia hypocrisy t>een more profound or more interested,

than in the case of La Mar, tho' it did not deceive him. I have let tent

from him to a late fxricxl, profcHning the utrnot admiration Sc friendiihip fr
I*i Mar, & holding him up as he constantly did in public, as the only man to

take the Presidency of the Republic-, while he haa taken every means to never

his connection with Peru, & force him either to become the mean abetter of

his designs, or to leave the country, And no aucwful has hi1 been in this

policy, that in the opinion of many, la Mar to use Bolivar'* expression ii

"politically a coward," & with a kind of hypocondrtac effeminacy shrunk

from all direction of affairs,

1 MS. Contukr Letten, Lima, I, Not printed in thin collectkm,
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The gallant, generous, high minded La Mar, had a leading influence in all

the progress of the last successful campaign, & a much more decided part in

the victory of Ayacucho, than was allowed him in the dispatches. He was
adored by the Peruvian Army, is beyond comparison the most popular man
with all parties & all classes, and may emphaticallybe called the hope of Peru.

It was early found, that his views were too liberal, too honest, & too repub-

lican, to become an agent in any usurpation, and therefore he was timely
distrusted. Still it would not do to break with him openly. Disdaining to

be made a puppet, & moved by wires with fellow puppets in the Council of

government, where he could do nothing to alleviate the situation of the

country, he absented himself untill a short time before the meeting of Con-

gress. He then came here invited with the same flattering language & hollow

deception, that had been practiced upon others, not so credulous as to be

deceived by it, but willing at least to be ready to enter into the government,
if there was any sincerity in the professions that were made. He soon saw
there was none, & after the arrival of Bolivar, their first interviews produced
the conviction that the one could not make a dupe & sycophant, & that the

other was resolved to prosecute the purposes of his sinister ambition. La
Mar therefore determined to decline, while he was obliged to see the same

hypocrisy displayed of holding him up to the public, as the only man to be

their chief, which had the double purpose of seeming magnanimous, & lessen-

ing the esteem in which La Mar was held. Still the latter had determined to

remain till the meeting of Congress, to which his presence would have been a

strong support. But this was a danger to be prevented at all hazards; a

leave of absence for some months was therefore forced upon him, to drive him

away. It is a singular fatality under present circumstances, that La Mar
who has always been intimately connected with the affairs of Peru, (he was
under the ancient government Inspector General of the army, which was the

next post to that of Viceroy) where he is personally known & universally be-

loved, should have his home in Guayaquil, which province was forcibly ag-

gregated to Colombia, & in that country he has never exercised any employ,
& is known only from the part he has taken in the war in this country; thus

being virtually a Peruvian in exile, & a stranger in Colombia.

One of the odious transactions connected with recent events, which must

be generally known hereafter, was the execution of Berindoaga & Teron. I

confess I was always surprised that so favorable an opportunity for the exer-

cise of clemency was lost, & I remarked rather jestingly at the time, always

thinking that the execution would not take place, that if it did, the purpose
must be to intimidate the Congress. The fact is, that it had been determined

long since to commute the punishment. Bolivar in conversation with

Unanue, & another person said, "they will be condemned to death, but the

Congress must pardon them changing the sentence into a couple of years

confinement in the castles." Unanue replied,
"O no ! they must be pardoned
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by your Excellency. You have full powers for the purpose." Bolivar re-

joined, "No it must be given by the Congress, as the effect will be more

striking," Thta was made known by one present at the eonvernation to

thane wretched victims, who believed to the very moment that they were

finally led out to execution, that they should be pardoned. But the quarrel

with the Congress had intervened, & these unfortunate men were the victim*

of it, A young aid de camp had even the imprudence to say, that it was for

this purpose, & that a particular person naming him, must take rare of him-

self or he would share the same fate. One circumstance will give thin trans-

action a darker hue hereafter, an it will be attributed to pernonal vengeance.
It is well known, that Berindoaga entered warmly into the patriot cause, &
that his defection from it was owing to a terrour & abhorrence of the Colom-

bians that had lftn generally inspired in Peru, on account of the sanguinary
war waged in Colombia; & that when it came to the question whether they

should receive La Serna or Bolivar, he & others said they prrftrml the

Spaniards to "the Mulattos of Colombia," applying this term to Holtvar

himself, tho
1

improperly, but many of the Colombian officer* urh it Sucre,

Paez, Carvajal <&e have a tinge of African blood, & some- of the nubalfrmi are

entirely of that origin.

This unfortunate tate of things haft partly been brought on by the &
excessive adulation that he hai admitted, untill it has become to

him. There in no individual among thane about him, who dare* tcl! an un-

pleasant truth, & at the ttlighte*t opposition he give* way to an unrestrained

violence. At the present moment when they are in nurh for money,
the only public work that is going on, is an ecjueitrian *tatue of him*elf, the

execution of which now is a project of Larrca'* to pay his court. This cannot

co*t less than 70 or 80,000 $, & after all from the deficiency of good
must be miserably executed. A great number of gold medali have di**

tributed with the armt of Peru on one side, & hi* bust on the other; &
medal* are given to both men & women, with a diploma of being dt

la p&tria: & no one of either sex approache* him, who one, without

having it dangling from the neck; and who neglect thin, are at once

proscribed from all further audience. On his arrival at any of the towns, ex-

pensive fetes are to be got up for him, which bear exceaaively hard on an im-

poverished country; but his generals who are in command, will to

vex those who are reluctant. Arequipa has within a short period been

obliged to furnish three of these fete* that have cost 60,000 $, With
demonstrations he deceives himself, or it deceived by the crawling,
cable flattery of those about him, that they are the tpontmnwus of

attachment,

In the meantime abuses doubtless unknown to him, are by his

dependents of which I have recently heard tome instances, in which the inso-

lence on the one part,& the basenessof the magistrate* who were to,
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only be paralelled in Turkey. There is the most jealous watchfulness

tHe press, so that not a word can be printed, freely, & the popular feeling

ds a vent in the most miserable pasquinades, which appear on the walls in

is city every morning. Thus one was found lately, predicting his fate

>u.ld be like that of Berindoaga; & a person told me he had seen a printed
e from Arequipa, menacing him if he should ever come to that place again
th. the fate of Monte Agudo.
THe state of the Finances threatens speedy ruin, & if the talents of the

inister are to be estimated by some of the projects resorted to, they are

ily of the most despicable kind. To inspire still greater distrust, stories

^ circulated of accounts settled by some of the chief persons in power, that

true, would be sufficient to account for their dread of a Congress, that

)uld make any investigation. Many of these things are doubtless kept
>m. his knowledge, but some may be permitted to reward submission.

mid. & broken down as these people are, still public opinion cannot be

fled, so long as people breathe :&tho' they utter their whispers & mutters as

trie walls of their houses might hear them, they communicate the general

ilirag, & it is easy to see that the popularity which Bolivar had acquired in

e Capital, was sensibly shaken by the execution of Berindoaga, & has been

.niliilated by the destruction of the Congress.

THe project of an expedition to Chile which you will find alluded to in the

cornpanying "Observations", is undoubtedly meditated. Gen. O'Higgins

is sometime since called from his plantation at Canete to be consulted, tho'

suspect he is but partially informed of the designs. He is an honest man
lose administration would have been useful in Chile, if his family & some of

3 IVIinisters by their venal maneuvers to fill their pockets, had not disgusted

e public & thrown affairs into confusion. Some recent attempts of his

ends to procure his return, ended in their being banished, & they are now

re. I have been informed by an intelligent American well acquainted

th. Chile & who has recently arrived here, that O'Higgins has now hardly

y- friends left in that country; & tho' there was a time when his adminis-

ition might have been very useful, yet now any attempt to restore him,

list: be unsuccessful, & attended with bad consequences.

THe plan with regard to Upper Peru is also full of hazard. The deputy

10 is nowhere referred to in the "Observations", has I am told said, that

e principal persons of the country, are in favour of Bolivar's plans, but that

e lower classes are almost universally desirous of joining with Buenos

fres : & this last country which is not deficient in activity, will doubtless use

r efforts to preserve this disposition : those extensive provinces will there-

re be subjected with difficulty, if at all to the power of a usurper.

While such obstacles are to be anticipated on this side, how much greater

11 arise from that of Colombia? The press is there free & public opinion

nsiderably enlightened. The people have been clamorous for his return, &
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the only extruat* that could be offered for delay, wa, thai the Spaniard* held

Callao, Chilor &r. Now that thin rraaun no longer rxit* t if he ti re-

turn, he quarrel* openly with his own country, & will expose it it* ilir evilof

factions & convultttonH. Denounced at home, what will !*r his tipjx*rt here,'

even ihr 4000 Colombian bayonet* thai he calculate* U|on will hmlly all te

willing to dtneri their country, & will t*r a Rentier force to tM*th l*eru' in

tiuhjeciion. Besides, t ien. !iolivar*> great foriv connist* in opinion ihe world

have m'eived **n exalted notion *f him: the re*pect that now give* Mirh

a predominant influence i founded on the itrttef that hi view* arr pure !

elevatetl; this tnttt cirsirvi he will dwindle to nothing, II the <le.i enter,

tainrci (I j*eak lint* conditionally, clinging to .1 hope that I (car nti!

exil) are |liI, he will place him*eH tmrlween Najoleon & ItUfiiitlr, lie

brought together in the weakest njieefh he ever inatle. tuti ituirh tiearrr to the

latter than to ihe former.

It in itllprmHthle f calculate the iMJM-fiirf that tlit?> nstnitifl > prKfttfe.

lit? will anon tx* >|jclv dentun"el in t Itilr iHc Hurn Ayrr 4 vtherr hr i^ Uith

feaml & hated ;& if hi>iwn oniniry jiifi in the cry. 11 will pndti'r ihr mmt

dangerous confusion; the influence wf hi natiir at prrwnt nl u* h %-,i*!

inrnt to all South America, will tie di.wi!\-rd & sitrrrnSni hy tlrtt^iott. the

Holy Alliance will make uw of their entrame <4 the Hral to ,i.i k

txilh Huetui* Ayren, t'pper IVru 1% Chile. ^ Sjmiin hrrnrlf ma>- lir a inmain) &
itfwintrtt to direct her force* from the Havana to invade Columbia if tml

Mexico

Some peron now think that he haa made O%TI ture? to the Hra/}>>ift f *ufi,

but lhi |jrIwtily iinfoundetl: the way however may te jfr|,ifc*! ly Jiiftiir-

nial of alt aiii4itrr to the republic of I^i Plata. & if hr eng*tgr t the inrl"

iuttett iisr|wiiift of thi country. Im only ally muii l*e the Kmjrf**ur l the

Hraz.il*. To rsrtiM' a little the iniilliiig, tlwi* artful rrfu*al f *iiif,iCT l

the liuentM Ayrean*. ihr language held wa* <re(i*atr<l by an nnl le at

table where there w*i a mimtK*r tf Americans) ; "< Hir Mf uatu*tt i*itwt:Si*iiifcI,

we have iicrtt acknowledgeii by Mnghutd; we have rrt'rivntt a HftftJt Mini*'

ler in Colombia, we are now a nation, and iiiiisi lie cauiimtn what wr

take, it cannot enter into a quarrel with the Hra^tU" which involve*

another tpinion. that *r prompt *icknowledgrment. or \fiintrr *% tr
treaty were e-*lima ted vcr>* lightly, a profusion of phrar to the ififriry

Rotwtthtanding.

The plan of establishing a monarciiy here, I liehrve mre viwoiiary llwfi

lll*t of a republic. J)oubilc* there, t n lirfwirnry of a(lininftrati%"e

talent, l>w*iuc* the Spaniard* all e%c!uivrly iltrir

own iiiiiicct*, who are all deatl or Hit! the- are iialfilly

intclitgrnt, & I ho* there i* a *al want lujth of morality t nittcatmn in IVru.

both may lie produced. If han Iwrrt by ail wtm have w:c*un
looteervc thn llial Ihe impmvrmenl il rrmnthr i lifw
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of self government, tho' impeded by factions, is great & visible; & they have

acquired mmems of liberty that will not Iw easily eradicated!. Had there

been honcnt views with regard to Peru by having La Mar for a President, &
the men of talents that the Congress contained, properly directed, Peru

might have gone cm successfully, till new men capable of entering into the

various branches of administration were formed & developed. But it is the

fashion of tyrants & their pander* to calumniate a people, as an excuse for

en*Uving them, a the Boa cover* tin animal with hit* slime that he may be
able to swallow it.

I wan conversing within a clay or two with some Colombians, who have
teen the enthusiastic admirers* of Bolivar. They spoke with the deepest

feeling of regret at the rmtrwe hi? i purutiing, & seemed to cherish a hope, that

he might recede- in time from the dangers l>efon him. There is now a kind of

crii in lib attain*. He is t*aid to In* printing the Constitution he has pre-

pared for Bolivia, & in almi meditating a proclamation to palliate to the world

the remit prtx*redings in regard to the Congress. He in alxiut dispatching
lwo of his aid tit* campH, one to Colombia, & the other to Chuquittaca, & the

dsii|tchr they takr munt lx? decisive in their tenour. He has given out

that he wiiilira lor a few day* retirement, & is going to pawn them at the

plantation of BilJe four l?ngr from the Capital, where he wisheu to l>e un-

interrupted by viniif*, & take* none of him Huite with him. He has evidently
tin* Rubicon, but is nttll within night of its baxiks, & might secure his

retreat ; the de*pt*rale hwjM* that he will do so i hardly worth entertaining,

It in riot withrmt the mot painful feelings, that I have come to the con-

chmcmft explained in thi letter. I have believed Gen. Bolivar, animated by
the mo*t purr St lofty ambition, & that notwithstanding ome defects of

private chirictrr, & pcmmat traits & habit* wholly diwimiliir, that he hadf

taken a model in view, of which we are o proud, & the world go admiring,,

Nor am I aethamed cf my cretlulity ; the fame within his reach was so glorious,,

that I could never Iwlirve any man would decent! from that lofty eminence

where poaterity would have recogniiad him, to confound himself with the

ignoble herd f ambititiu*, usurping* military chieftains.

I have pledged my honor that the mot strict reserve should be maintained

with repect to the indosed obervation; which if known might be fatal to

their am hour, who I hope may be. preserved for the service of his country. I

have thought it my duty to communicate these things to my government,
that they may he prepared for the oontequencei which may result.

I have only to add, that I pray you Sir to receive ietc.].
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990

William Tudor, United Stales Consul nt Lima t in jjftwv (V^v. 5rretory of
Stole of the United Slnte* *

LIMA, ,/!<** if,

SIR: I have the honor to inclose two pamphlet*, the urn* c'imi.iiittug ttte new

Constitution & address of Gen. Ikiliviir, & the other a pamphlet by Mr, !**

a deputy to the late Congress of Peru. This latter is meant i influence

opinion in regard to the plan* of the former :& 1 am atrrl from ^MM) author-

ity, that it was published under the pt*d*tl rcviwion it ( 'orrmton tf Urn,

Bolivar, every sheet l>eing wnt to hi* residence .it the \fagitairiia; A f.iri,

which make* many of its pUH*a{cei* more remarkable. The a**ertion that ihe

Foreign Agents interfered to prevent his pretended departure, i I un-

founded tn regard to a piirt, & is* > I fully U'Hcve . rr:i*i*<"t?i the wholr of

them. It will IK* unnecessary for nu to make any rffirin*ni mi the IMHI-

phleti, especially a my letter No. 40,* will ww * a ktm! of r*|l-*ntii!ry

preface to them, I regret not having lxen atile in neml flii* |tfjrri if ilw

constitution sooner, for it han l>een printed nome time, luit w,i kepi utrirtiy

in reserve, that no knowledge of its* pruvitttortft might transpire (refiuiturriy,

so that they could 1? sent to the deputies at ( 'huqutfeir*! t*> i>r on their

It was transmitted by an aid tie ramp, jut in time iu inert ilinii a

asaembling on the 35th of thin month, & as they asriiil!* under flu*

of Gen. Sucre there will Ixs no umlt"s dijuniH^ion. A i ii i* alp!rd the

other measures for the reunion of the two republic* i% *uiM**|rfi!ly fr the

provinces of Guayaquil and Quito wilt go rapidly lrw*iri : it is int t-mtrd ih.it

the dominion of Gen, Bolivar rftall IK? >txlriivr with that of ilir ancient

empire of the Incas, And in Mr, LUJTO'I pumplilrt it j tx>i()iy suggr*i| t,*

continue him also at the head of Colombia, a proposition wluwc- rr"t*ptim in

that country we have yet to learn.

Mr Ortis Cevallo* has ie appointed Minister I1ii|Kitrnti*iry to t'pper

Peru to negotiate for the reunion of the two republic*, Mr. FrreiM in ugt
as Minister to Colombia; & Mr, Rio* at prawn t a clerk in titt clefKirlniriil of

1'oreign AfTaira, goea as Charge d'Affairw to Rio J*tocir. NCI i nent

to Buenoe Ayret, altho* they hatJ a Minister here for mmuh, but

who went to C'hile when he found that no minister would lie lo hi* coun-

try in return. This mission exclusively to the Bi-iuHian CMirt. while $

sent to a sister republic with whom the former to at war, w ly indio

ative of the policy intended to be pursued, & which him m
former letters.

I pray you Sir, to receive fete,].

1 MS. (Ymautar letter*, Lima, I,

8 See above, pt. xt, doc. 989, un-dtr tiale, May 17,
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William Tudor % United States Consul at Lima, to Henry Cfey, Secretary of
State of the United Stales l

Confidential. LIMA, July 5, 1836.

SIR; On Saturday last Marshal Sta. Cruz was installed as President of the

Council of ( Jovernment & on Sunday a dinner was given at the Palace to the

Minister* J^ some* military ofliri'm in honor of this event, I assisted at both

by invitation, and at thr latter (Jen. Bolivar was present. After dinner a

numlxr of toantH were given, all of course filled with the most extravagant
adulation* f him but there wm two that had much meaning. The first of

wan from him to luy that the three republic* of Colombia, Peru <& Bo-

livia, united under the wise administration of the three great men who governed
them, C*en, Santander, Marshal Sta. Crux, & Marshal Sucre would be able

to rcwittt all the efforts of anarchy iH: depotitni. That they must be prepared
for ch4ngc* in attaint, 8t to rally round these men; & a very pregnant allusion

wis nude t the* tatc of the ntnghlxjuring countries. All this wan without

the iltghtrtit allusion to himself, or to hi having any connection with their

affair*. Th toast or iifweeh was answered ty one from Mr. Pando which

completed what was wanting that it win vt?ry true them? governments were

in tin* hantfa of thr* great men (Stinta Crux ha only lx?en brought here to

keep him in a *late of sunviltont'e) but that the head of the whole system was

the I.ttttrtador, he alone gave security to them! republics: He must remain at

tlirir tu*ad fori'wr, <S after hi* death hi sword hung up in their hall, would IMS

like that of Uamodeii iigiiinut all anarchUtft (republicanH) & despot*. It is

h.tid t l* certain that (ien. Ilolivair goe on a visit in a few daya with his

frwjnal uite to Colombia.

(Jen. Oltiggins shortly to Chtloe, he tloen not take any troojw with

him. only a few officer*, &* a quantity of arms & accoutrement*. Me in

to lie very confident, of getting poajjeiwiion of the country & governmeiit-but
if the accounts we hear from there are true, lie* will t>e disappomted in these

rx}etation*.
lien. Bolivar*! model i* now Napoleon St. hin ambition is equally unbound-

ed; his vif*w extend not only to being at the head of Colombia & the two

Peru'*, but to including Chile & Buenos Ayren in hi* domain ;& I believe that

A Just calculation regarding his plans cannot be made, if it does not suppose

the design of an empire from Panama to Magellan under the title of Liber-

tador.

Marshal IJL Mar I have is going to the U. S, for the recovery of his

health; & I also to avoid being compromised against his will here.

He is the popular man in Peru, & the most deservedly so, A most gal-

lant ldicr & distioguiiihed officer, a pure patriot, with a character public &
1 MS. Consular Letter*, Lima, I.
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private unsullied. He ia extremely partial to our country &, our institutions,

& deserves on evtry ground, the moat cordial reception both us a public &
private individual.

I pray you to receive [etc.).

William Tudor, United Stale* Consul at Lima, to Htnry Ctay, Setrctary of
State of the UnUed

(KXTXACT)

Confidential, LIMA, July jA, iM.

The force at the dwposal of C*en. Bolivar to hoki a country tints circum-

stanced, & prosecute his ulterior views ii not very large. Sucre yntler hi*

command rather than 5000 men, of whom about one thin! are Peruvians,

& all disaffected. The province of Salta ii commanded by Cirn, Arwwlw A

Spaniard by birth, who wan with St. Martin in the first invasion of Peru. He
has always been warmly attached to the patriot cause, & an excellent

character, Report has made him already leading an army itg.itntit SOOT,

but this at least ii premature. Buenos Ayrcs has too much an hand with the

Brazilian war to engage in another; but as they mum now be fully

with the view* entertained here, they will only dissemble until! tliry ran gel

rid of their present enemy and as the people of the province* of lklivii are

said to be generally in favour of a union with Buenos Ayrr*. if t 'ten. Amwlw
should tie ordered to act against the Colombians, Sycrc rwn with a *ii|irrior

force may be placed in a dangerous situation.

Besides this force under Sucre, there are about JOCKJ men under the

immediate direction of Boltvar who has reserved the Minwiry of War in fist*

own hands, & that department is at present from the Councit f

Government. More than one third of this number arc Peruvians, of whom a

few, as already mentioned are in open revolt. In Callao & the Capful there

may be about 3500 men, of whom three fourths are ColombianM. t-pwartl

of 7000 Peruvian troapi have been tii Colombia the of

the war. The whole army may now be estimated! at iaooo, of which one

third may be Peruvians, who are all diomtcntecl t & only want to act

against the Colombians. With a force then nominally of 7 or Colom-

bian troops (many of the regiments eofiteifting Peruvian recruits! Gen.

Bolivar has to hold both Penis with dinoofitentcd population, & at the

(timej carry on his scheme of empire, which avowedly Colombia, &
secretly involvtt the whole of South America at that wan formerly

Spanish.
The finance* which are to provide the for all art in the

1 MS, Cbrauto Ltttwn, Lima, I.
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greatest confusion, and the talents for bringing into order the chaos of the

Treasury department, seem almost wholly wanting. The military now re-

ceive two thirds of their pay, & the civil officers one half, but both, especially

the latter, are in arrears. As no accurate reports are given, it would be mere

conjecture to state the actual receipts: it is thought however that the income
from the customs the present year, will be considerably below the last. Loans
are out of the question, & both the bills of Peru & Colombia are coming back

protested. The commercial distress & monied panic in Europe have had
their reaction here, which has embarassed all the principal English houses,

who have been making the greatest sacrifices of the goods consigned to them,
to sustain the suspended credit of their houses at home that are under ad-

vances to the manufacturers, which last will in many cases sustain a total loss

of the property shipped. Every effort is making to transmit funds, & the

market is therefore drained of specie, thus increasing the embarassment

here.

Notwithstanding this unfavorable combination of circumstances, if the

country escapes internal convulsions, & no military expeditions are under-

taken, an able financier might retrieve its credit, even supposing the debt to

amount to $40,000,000. at which it is estimated. The large amount of

Church property formerly sequestrated, & the still greater amount which

they may easily take into their hands, is in itself an immense resource. The
rich estates on the coast, & the extensive Estancias, in the interior that have

been almost entirely devastated by the war, are again coming into cultivation

& renewing their stocks, and lastly the mines afford an inexhaustible resource,

& one which if the country continues tranquil, may by the aid of foreign en-

terprise and capital exceed all former productions.

The recent election of Admiral Blanco to the Presidency of Chile is a

fortunate measure. His character is not suited to remain long in power in

times like these, but it is thought by persons intimately acquainted with the

parties in Chile, the best choice that could be made at present, it satisfied the

enemies of Freire, it does not alarm the pelucones or adherents of the clergy ;
&

it is adhered to by the friends of the unfortunate Carreras & Rodriguez, who
for the sake of these victims, are the inveterate enemies of O'Higgins, & who

comprize most of the young men of the country. It has changed the plan

here also. Gen. Bolivar on hearing of it said, that O'Higgins could not now
think of going, that all parties were united. In a conversation I had with the

latter yesterday, I understood from him, that he had relinquished the expedi-

tion ; & I am told that a proclamation from him to that effect will appear in

the Chilote, a newspaper printed by his partisans here for circulation in Chile.

It will now be attempted to effect by intrigue, what was intended to be done

by force, & which was rendered almost desperate by the strong feeling that

was excited in Chile, when they obtained information of the designs against

them. It is unnecessary to repeat that O'Higgins is merely an instrument of
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Bolivar, to prepare the way for the introciuction of the Bolivian Cunittitution,

& to make Chile a viceroyalty or prefecture of the Bolivian empire.

The great plan is gradually developing: the two Perus, Colombia *i one,

but more probably divided into two, Chile & Buenon Ayre* are io form thi

empire; & will probably IMS consolidated, tita' an idea of a kind of federation

of these great divisions in held out. Doubtless the priftetfsal om'ct?r $ ad-

herents will also receive hereilitary titles. C*en. Ordeiia afu-r hi* promotion

for his services in the intrigues for the dissolution of the late Congm* was

named commander of the Peruvian Guard; the first hint of the

hereafter to be created. Napoleon i now the model in rvrry thing the sub-

ject of praise Si admiration; $: I>r. Cnanue in his exptwtf prrfMrcd originally

for the Congress, & recently published, has openly intrtxlutxtl the ft.itttr, corn-

paring Bolivar to Scipio Cesar and Napoleon. A year he <tff*4fr4

pleased with the comparison to Washington, & affected to remit that with

Napoleon. In the mean time he continues disclaiming all wish in command,

say, that he in mot anxious to retire from public lifr. let a frw yriirt in

traveling in Kuropt*. t Irir of his minislrrs rrcrntly cil i a a prtiof f hin wn

cerity in this, that he had indignantly rvfiiHed thr !frr of lite rrw tilcly

made by J*aex, & told the oflirrr who arrive*! here a frw ci.iy MIUT wiih tht

commission from Venezuela, that he would haw nothing to ti> wiih therm. &
that they might turn roblnrni if they likl tKc.

It appears to l>e decidetlly his intentions ut present to return to t 'uluttibia,

from which he has rectivecl favorable information from SaniamJrr, & which

the open measures of I'ae* may render more urgent. The fcrcm *iv*iibblc

far this vast scheme of ambition wholly inadequate; it is lo \w

that beitides losing the opfx>rtunity of leaving a noble rr$mtitw*fi in history, it

will only tend to entail a long of trouble* upon ctitiiitrifs, thai r|alre

peace, the protection of industry & encouragement f etnigmtian, l tlrvrlojHr

their reiources, & occupy a territory which Is lem* {leoptrt) than lh.tt of ny
civilised region on the globe.

The United States is the emfy of war we have here. Thr krft

Guayaquil the 25th ulto. on her way to the Sandwich tsknUti, further

is known about the Dolpkin the report of her being at in

April, The English have a ship of the line, a frigate & threr >rvrilc lierr,

the French two small corvette* one of which ju*t arrivttl tti rclirv* the

other that for France this taking three youth* f Lima to be edu-

cated there at the expence of the government.
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William 7'ndar, L'nitcd .SYi/rs Consul at Lima, to Henry Clav, Secretary of
c' ttf the United Slaks l

Confidential. LIMA, August /, 1836.

SIR: Sinn? my last.,
3
intelligence' has arrived from the interiour, that the

partial revtilt mentioned in it, had Inren entirely suppressed. A few were

killed, a part nuwle prisoners & the rent had diperaed. No details have yet
lieen given to the public.

In the meantime the i*it week has l>een one of great excitement. All the

officer* of the Peruvian corfw *ia turned in the capital were arrested, Gen,
Ikiliv.ir shifted his residence from the Magdalena & has since resided in the

fuilace. The arrests of thene officers was sotm followed by more important
one#, (ten. Necochea who in at the head of the Mint, (en. Correa a retired

Buerm* Ayrean officer, M,'*rr*. Foreada & Telleria Judges of the Supreme
Court, & Mariategui Attorney < ieneral, & several others have bmt arrested.

It is Kiid that from <KI to Ko pfronH irt* in confinement in the Convents of

St. I>ortiirt|{o & Franciico. Some other** matle their es*t*ape: Kir. Requefla a

Canon of thin Cathedral, Ciirrafcco a Captain in the Navy & Hcientifu: man,
with hit* Lieutenant Salmon, & Vidal. Carrawro was a member of the late

Congresw*. & one of thoae who refuwnl to jtign the dt^truction of that body.

RequeAa wa prolwbly nought for only to take hb declaration, a an acquaint-
ance of Vidal, but in the rttanner of these people huti hid himnelf thro

1

fear.

In the lit /Vriiti, a violent article attributing this* movement to that

"rkwitc: kind of anarchy", BuenoM Ayrcs, filletl with paiwionatc declamation

& calling for t>locxl, t>earit intrinmc marks of Cen. liolivar'j* tyle. He was
thrown into the numt violent agitation by thin event, & if the prudence of the

Ministers b not able to calm hi feelingx, it in feared executions will liegtn.

The whole f thin plot i very imjwriecrtly known: every one who knows

NiKtichea, hin general character, & the retired life he has led, is convinced

that he could have had nuthiitK to do with it: and it ccin highly improbable
thai the other prind|t |MTfi arrested should have hud any share in a

m-hente <>f which the agertts are *o olwcure. It is uppoecl that Vidal &
Ninivitca (the littler an Indian educated at the Cnivenity of Lima) the two

ititwl fanuni chief* of the bands of Mcmtonera formed by St, Martin, had

c-omlnneci with *ome subaltern omcer*. to attempt the overthrow of the C'o-

lambiana. Their plan i* said to have l>een to *urprizc the barracks in this

city with tin- aid of the Peruvian corpH, make the Colombian officers prinonera

& at the Httine time take poMaeMHiun of the Magdalena & surprizing (en.

Bolivar there embark him & his omrer for Colombia. Vidal escaped, but

Nmtvilca w.is taken, & hi* declaration* are aid to have compronii*cil Kertt-

MS, t'mtikutar trtirrs, Lima, I.
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chca & the others. Altho' the* permm* who arc best informed on tliii subject,

believe thut the conspirators had only mentioned his name& others as being

discontented, & would join in such a conspiracy of which no other fw*( but

suspicion against them can t>e found, This week the anniversary of the

battle of Junin wa to IK celebrated. That kittle was gained rtiirfly by the

valour of Necochea, in which he was deferately wounded & mutilated for

life; to net* him in prinon on its celebration, & Ui Mar who gained the battle of

Ayacucho in banishment, occasions very obvious emotions in every

breast.

One or two vessel H are filling out in all haste, thr object variously *utrd:

some say to take the IVnivian ir{ here to ( uayafjuil, <& others lo go to the

Intermedicw & bring down a battalion of Colombian*.

Kvent in cither quarters are unfolding other part* of thr main design.

The last Permm) contain* a memorial of the Cabildo nf Guayaquil, ficwrclt"

ing Bolivar to continue at the head of tin* government ; & change thr ttm.ti*

tution wliich t*xj>erii*nci has nhrwn la IK* in^umcienl, & which fhr mrvrmrtt!

of (t*n. Farx havr overthrown. Thr two chief ageuin rf ihi* mrrling wrrt*

the Intendente Cantillo & Admiral Hlingrot. Thr former i rr|rrfii a*

bt-ing an ignorant, Imital tyrant, <fgaittt whom all the inh.tbtiantM i||^ir!rf!

by tlic* English CcmHul, have petitioned the government ; thr latter drctaring

if he wan not dinplaced hi* would leave the city, Hlingrot i* an Knglihman
marrietl to a (tuayaf{i>il lady; is *i wry *olid, brave, *entible rtt.iti, itmrli e*-

teernetl for hii* gtxxl ttmdtict, A entirely devotetl to (*nt. Hotivar. He wi*

*nt from herein June on this mif^ton, to take llwm> t*fr| ,i a* fir fnti!it

hear of thr movement n of I*aez. Them mrai*ure* are calculated to ctini rir! the

Congress of Colombia , which will m* the republic in revolt at it* twtir\tm'
itien. As to Guayaquil & d?i a* they were forcibly iggrrgHt*tl f Colom-

biu, by (k*n. I'litltvar, they will gladly reunite with Peru, whatever rtwiy le

their fcTlingA with regard to thr Hyatrm of gnvernmeril.

It is ttnnerrwwiry for me Sir, to comment on tl*? iriitiwc'iiitft*,, many of

which will be known to you from the either sictr f thr Continent they

arc from hen*. Much tlejHmcis for the immediate of Ck*n, Iklivnr*

plan on the nrwn that may come from (\ilomlna. If the li!it*ra! fwriy arr

itrong enough to maintain their opinion, he mttt otmftnr. htmitrlf at present
to the ancient empire of tin* Incas. The designs agatniit Chile & Bii!

Ayres appear wholly thwarted; & tttewt? count rirM bring miw on their guard,

cannot be Hutxlued except by foro, which will furnish future cH*cupation,

when the usurpation here in fully organim! & catablitthvd.

That he im a vtry extraordinary man th*rc can be no doubt : but the

of that he ban obtained & the oriental flattery that he ha* re-

ceived from hit dependent* here, have inflamed hi* ardent character atror4

to madne. Were I to repeat to you some authentic anecdotes they would

seem incredible. An idea may be formed from the fart that cm his
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birthday last week, when he complealed his 431! year, taking fire at a toast

that was given at his own table, he declared himself a greater man than any
which history has recorded, thai not only the heroes of antiquity were infe-

riour to him in "liberal idea*", but Washington & Napoleon he had left much
in the rear. His deep deception & huge scheme of usurpation have hitherto

advance*! with prodtgiouH success; hi* eminent talentH & fortunate position

might haw lieen of the utmoHt imfxtrtance to the advancement & prosperity
of South America: his immeasurable pride & ambition will 1 fear involve

them in great confusion & calamity.
Admiral < iuine who ha* l>een for a long period umler arrest, tho* not in

confinement , is alxmt having hi* cause decided. Some of the charges against
him arc hi* violent act* againt some of our vessels. He in a brave man who
has rendered cnn*idrrable serviceti to the patriot cause, & finds himself with

mined fortune <8r health. Sonu* of the charges against him will doubtless te

proved, but he probably will not IK* condemned.
\Ve are yet without any remit intelligence from home, <& are looking for

jtorne arrival^ with anxiety. Since 1 Hrc-mlnr we have no regular intelligence

A know but link* of our national attain* which art1 more interesting to UH than

any other*. For nearly right months we have only had a straggling news-

futper or letter. To all the officers of our nation here, this* want of communi-
cation i* painful, & extremely injurious to our mercantile intereHls. I allude

to thin subject to reiterate in the most tamest manner the expediency of tw-

tiibijshing a regtilar communication thro* the InthrmiH, on which I have o

fn**|iently written,

! pray you to receive (etc.j.

I
1

, .V. Antf. 3d, I understand that the declarations of Epmoa, a Peru-

vian Captain who revealed the conspiracy, strongly commit some of the

pewww arrenled & the avowals of Ntnivilca confirm them. But it is said

nothing apfifwi againut Nf
ecochea. Arrestis are still making.

994

William Tttdar, United States Consul at Lima., to Henry Clay, Secretary of

Slate of the United Slates l

(KX TRACT)

Confidential. LIMA, August 24, 1826.

About a fortnight since the departure of Gen. Bolivar for Colombia was

announced mi inevitable, & various preparations were made as if it were ccr-

1 MS, Consular Letttn, Lima, I.
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tain. The several crorporatianH of the City, were then directed to come for-

ward, & petition him to remain. Among the addrem* on thin occanicm that

of the Dean & Chapter of the (Cathedral are the* most to the point ; they speak

of hia"t'mpire", & ofbeing his mont" devoted Hubject*". One of the mmou
ver on this occaMon & which gave him most, pleasure, is highly character*

istic, Lima. The ladieia according to private notiftratiuiiH ni round were

invited to meet at the fxilace at aevcn in the evening of a day in iltr lt week,

to intreat the Litieriador mt tu aiandun Peru. Three young girU delivered

him short addretwet* on this tx:c.a*ion, one tif them a daughter of I>r. t'tunue.

To the* he answered that he regretted he could not remain, that Iir wan wri-

hibly alTecled by their kindnew*, but that his duty called him tu Colombia,

On this answer, two or three ladifft whom' husband* are in place, exclaimed

"he ha** said nothing, he has not promised, he munt not go", & a griirril cry

was raised, "he must not go": thM* nearest t<> him thru cattghi him in their

armn, inwst t*d that hi* should promise iti tay, & with the rw-r|iinn of a ver>-

few, alxnut seventy Iailir l>t'ing present, the wliulr went Irw4fil i embrace

him. He*aid it waw tmfxm^ibtf to rr^inl wi imirh lratity tS *iiir,iriii 8 & ilwi

he would lay . Thi like all similar su'enes, wa firrjwrnl .15* rrgtil.irly an any on

a theatre. Kvery nunle of adulation h.lHfn ?r,\li,ititl lirrr.fii*!! it idim*

cult t practice any that dcxn not *ip|x*ar t him insipid: ihi Imwrvrr

Humciently high ueasoned l> U relihec), & it put him iit the ti rtiraordi-

nary Kpiriu. He went round in the most courteous manner <& ,niIr*rt| all

the* lad in*, contrary to hih umul praftitre, but to one he *iid, liirw worth were

all in ji*j*t, leaving her to uupjmn* he wtill meant io go.

Another c*enc of more seeming moment, but quite *i c*u*ily itMnagrtl, has

been protluceti on thin wcinion. The electoral college of 1 4111*1, wan convoked

l*wt week, accepted his plan of ti coittituiion, & rl*ci him I*renident for life,

which wm ii condition of the acTcplna*. in the pmimbie to thi.ii iiri, m
publiiljetl in thu Feruatw, it in atated *i n decisive tn favwur wf thin

constitution, the vat progreiw made under it by Uultvia (wlirre it WAJS

adopte<i al>out three months ago). The electoral college f Lima of

alxiiit 3CM mem!>ertt f whom, 70 were present on this CKT*IMOII, mtitiy of them

Indians* of the neighlxutring vtlUgen. Two tkys twforvhand the a*-

Mtmbled, were verUdly notified to mct to the connttimton. At the

meeting t*c*vrrii ufticrrs were pretnrnt, who the bu*int**. thtr iiitlt-

victual rt*e to n*iy 8 that lie thought the article, dinfranchUtng a cittucii who

did not know how to write, wa* at prntent liarmtt & premature. It wa. imme-

diately intimated to him, if he naiif ntore he would get into dimeulty : Amither

said, he thought it improper to sanction a contitution withuut any dclitera-

lion &c. he was al*i silenced by from the omcrr* present. The

constitution w*i arlually read over by une of the Secretaries; & while this

wai doing a strip of papt*r, containing wcrd
"
Raltmr t*rt*ide*tt

mialici y A utersl" wai diitributel, which word* were to be a* xxm
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as the reading was over. Many of those present would not know the mean-
ing of this last word. The constitution was adopted by acclamation. The
business was completed by 2 o'clock p. m. but the electors were detained,
none being allowed to go out, till seven o'clock, to give the appearance of time
for deliberation. In consequence of these proceedings, rejoicings were or-

dered for three days. Bolivar said to t )'I liggins after the result was known,
"now 1 am Kmperour." These scenes recall to me, those I witnessed in

Paris, when Napoleon overturned the Directory, & made himself First Con-
sul for life, Kmperour &c. &c. He its the model, & Bolivar imitates him as

nearly an circumstances permit.
I called at the Palace two or three days since to visit Mr. Pando & the

Libcrtacior, The former said to me, that by the act of the electoral college
& (in?) adopting the Constitution of Bolivar & electing him President for life,

they had taken the lxt step for the country, that elections of President here,

were impracticable, &c I told him that the general objection to that Consti-

tution in my opinion was, that it resembled a play written for a single actor of

peculiar talents; I knew not how they could replace (icn. Bolivar. That the

idea of an empire from Panama to Cape Horn was splendid, but it seemed to

me too vast a scheme, & would perpetuate war & interior struggles. He re-

plied, that it wiw no longer a question of ("hilt* 8c Buenos Ayres, that the

union of Colombia & the two Peru's was all that could be effected, & that

this would employ him twenty years to accomplish. 1 then called on Bolivar,

my regretx that a slight indSsfKmition had prevented my being

present, when he received the ladies the other evening, & offered him my
compliments on having ttrcured their affections*, to avoid any insincerity in

congratulating him on tht* doings of the College. lie was in fine spirits &
humour, & after n few minutes conversation, it being announced that the

Cabildo had come to make him a congratulatory address, I rose to go. As he

accompanied me out to give them a reception, he said,
"

I shall go to Colom-
bia." And I presume his intention after having secured this matter here,

which will give the lend to the other colleges: & having seen the arrested per-

sent out of the country, that he will go towards Colombia, where the

state of Affairs urgently requires his presence.
A predilection for republican governments & a sympathy towards all those

in favour of them, is I suppose natural to all Americans: It is however neces-

sary to admit, that Peru is singularly destitute of the requisite character for

sustaining an elective republic. The Spaniards & their adherents held all

the offices in the country; & these being all dead or banished, few men cap-

able of any brunch of administration remain. Most of the leading men are

monarchist*, & who had so long lived under the double oppression of

Spanish colonial government & the Inquisition, could hardly be expected to

hive any republican or habits. The most that could have been done in
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monarchical spirit, preparing the people gradually for the unbiassed exercise

of the elective franchise & other civil duties. Had On. Holivar been gov-

erned by that virtuous ambition, which the world in conformity to his pro-

testations of disinterestedness had given him credit for, such a system might

have been safely commenced in Peru. There were several individuals of

fine talents & pure character, & popular in the country, who would have been

adequate to its administration. Marshal La Mar, the Canon Luna 1'Uurro,

Count de Vista Florida, Generals Necochea, Alvarado & others were of this

class. These individuals arc all of irreproachable character, & their probity

is proved by their poverty: it is indeed a grateful reflection, that the purest &
most enlightened men in Peru are all republicans .

There can be little doubt that the ardent character of Bolivar, which pro-

duced such heroic constancy in the extraordinary vtditwiles of ht early

career made him early conceive the? vast scheme? of ambition whirl? in now

developing. His superiority of talent & energy of will reduced all hi* mn*

federates to subalterns, ready to follow & olny all his direction*. Several of

them long since wished him to assume tin* title of monarch, far whirh <kti.

Paest has always been moat strenuous, which he frowned UJKW with simulated

anger, t>eeaue it waa premature. His solemn, reiterated, & vent-men t pro-

testations of disinterestedness, deceived the world, while he warn taking every

measure to secure that result which is now manifest. From the first mmem
of his coming to Peru, his object waa to humiliate the Peruvian Army; tit as

soon as the war was terminated in Ayacucho, send it out of the country, or

distribute it in such small detachments, that its chiefs had no support & the

troops no head. His affected horrour of the dictatorship, his contemptuous
refusal of the millions oflfered him, his declaration that he would not take a

grain of sand from Peru, all contributed to deceive the world, while lie

preparing to make himself master of the country, & form South America into

one empire.

There is a glare about such lofty projects that dardcs the world; and the

admiration that is excited an in the of Napoleon, prevents; a calm & just

estimation of such unprincipled usurpation. The egotism of Ikilivar like

that of his model, inflamed by makes him consider mankind as inert*

chequers to be moved at will in the game of his aggrandisement. If the end ii

to justify the means; it will rarely have a harder task. In most of the men*
urea taken to secure his power in Peru, & especially in the recent arrent of so

many distinguished individuals, who are to be ruined & banished merely for

precaution, all the rights & feelings of men have been trampled upon, with a

violence never surpassed.

In the selection of the victims of these measures, Buenot Ayr & Chile

will see a most offensive step against themselves; since being a native of

either of those States ii a sufficient reason for proscription. the

intrigues openly carried on against both, to distract their councils, & divide
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their provinces, as in the case of Chiloc & Salta, would be a just motive for a
declaration of war. It is impossible too that those countries should not see

that his views extend to including them under his dominion ; & whenever that
is tolerably established here; that he will direct his arms against them ; & that
course is prepared by continual insults against their system of government.
Hit ambition will lead to endless ware, & the prosperity of these unpeopled
countries will be arrested by its ravages on their population : & their resources
exhausted by the enormous expences that will be required. His hatred of a
federal system, the existence of which in adjoining states will disprove the al-

ledged impracticability of a republic in these countries, may afterwards lead

him to hostilities against Guatemala & Mexico; so that with all his restless,

military ambition, he need fear no want of occupation for the rest of his

life.

Hostile operations much more justifiable, & which the fatal ignorance &
obstinacy of Spain render inevitable, will previously be directed against Cuba
& Puerto Rico. General Perex was complaining to me a few days since, that

the government of the 1 1 S. had delayed their movements against Cuba more
than eight months, but that they had 8000 men in readiness in Colombia, &
the first step after their arrival would be to invade Cuba. Gen. Bolivar in

private conversation lately declared, that when he had driven the Spaniards
from that island, that he would lend an army to Spain, & make peace in

Madrid; one of those quixotic extravagances that he occasionally discovers.

Thi ts not a military instance; name months since at a aup[>er in Arequipa, at

which were present upwards of twenty persons, after the champagne had
circulated pretty freely, talking of the character of Napoleon, he said, if he

hid been in his situation, he would have conquered all Europe without diffi-

culty. Some one remarked that he would have found an obstacle in England,

perhaps it might have been so, he said, & then jumping on the table & kicking
about the bottle& glosses, he exclaimed in this manner I would have marched
over France & Spain. You will excuse the mention of such private anecdotes

as this, but they are illustrative of his character; & history will record of him
of madness like those of Alexander in Pereepolis or Napoleon in

This til regulated ambition which may involve South America in long

of confusion, is to be so much more deeply regretted, as his talents and

enlightened views, would have contributed to their rapid advancement: and

if he had realized the disinterested character to which he pretended, the

weight St Influence of hit name would have made him an invaluable u rnpire in

all of difficulty. He is a friend to emigration of which these unpeopled
countries are so much in want; he is the protector of foreigners (with the

recent exception before mentioned) ;& is anxious to proceed as fast as possible,

In gettkg rid of the idle & diiiolute monks, who formerly overran these coun-

tries, & still hold immense pottcwions; & he is the declared friend of religious
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toleration. If with these Bound & liberal views he had directed hiss energy to

developing the resources of these countries, to establishing great public works

such as that of steam navigation on the coast of the Pacific, & a canal

the Isthmus, he would have obtained the most extensive & permanent repu-

tation an the great benefactor of his country. But military glory i bis pre-

dominant passion, conquest & extensive empire his aim; & even if he

all the casualties which are incident to such a career, he will at last t*e only a

brilliant, military usurper, to be cursed by the present generation, <& add an-

other to the list of military madmen.
Of the results of the first session of the Congress of Panama, I nml say

little, as the details will reach you much sooner from that quarter. The de-

mand for the reunion of Guayaquil & Quito was made by the Peruvian

deputies by orders from hence. Both those provinces which are extremely

jealous of each other, are it 5a said in favour of a federal system; & would

prefer being united to Peru, aa their junction with Colombia was an arbitrary

act of Bolivar, & extremely inconvenient to their interests. Some e*f the

measures of the Congress have caused great vexation & disappointment hew:

it waa the intention to have transferred its sessions to this city. Hit* re

moval to Mexico shews the jealousy entertained by that republic & Guate-

mala of Bolivar's plans: Chile <& Buenos Ayres will now send their tleputieit to

it, & all these states will join in opposing the influence of the 1 >ictator. Hi*

ambition may therefore tend to defeat the utility of a Congress, of which he

was the authour, the idea of which justly increased his reputation, & whuae

measures might have been most salutary if not made sulmervirnt to his

personal ambition,

A new system of taxation has just been promulgated, which will yield a

large revenue if it can be* enforced. It is a tux upon industry applied to all

classes of dealers & carriers. The first class of merchants pay 500 $ annually,
<Sr others in gradation, it is by no means excessive on the principal merchants

& shopkeepers, but falls heavy on the others. In Lima it will meet with no

resistance, where every measure of government however oppressive 5s always
received with apparent subservience, & secret murmurs. In the interior it

may cause some trouble to enforce it. But the state of the finances require*

taxes; credit is extinct, $ the expcnces are daily increasing, while the revenue

is diminishing.

Marshal Santa Cruz has returned from the interior, after having
the mutiny that had taken place. He is President of the Council of Govern-

ment, & commander in Chief of the army and navy: titles given him to coire

his acquiescence for the present: to be thrown aside when measures arc ma-
tured. As soon as the Constitution ii adopted in Peru, Bolivia will be united

with it, & probably the whole assume this name, Sucre remaining at the head
as Vice President under Bolivar. It is however pretty well understood that

these titles like those of Napoleon's Consulate may be only temporary, & will
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be succeeded by that of Kmperour, & the creation of nobility to support the

new dynasty.
This political apostacy has naturally made the adherents of the Libertador,

a little ashamed of meeting Americans, after so many professions of public

virtue, & the pretended imitation of Washington. Gen. Bolivar in an allu-

sion to some of my countrymen & myself, asked lately, "how they in the

Merced (nrj liked these itep,
M& added "let them kick against them; 'twill be

in vain." Personally in my intercourse with him, he is always polite & af-

fable; tho* at the last dinner at the palate he talked a little at me, I WEB

sitting with him in an inner room. Gen, O'Higgins & one or two of the

Ministers being: present, & he addressed himself to me, in declaring the im-

ffowibility of an elective government in Peru; that such a ystem might
do in the United States, or even in England, but was utterly impracti-

cable here: that no man in of jxjwer would resign it, that none but

a hero was capable of such dtRinterestedness, that eternal struggles & factions

would ensue. This was at it time of great excitement during the late panic, &
where there werr more guards than guests. Of course I avoided any dispute

on general principles, & turned the conversation by some anecdotes of

American & Kngfiih elections.

The tthock hi* will receive from the opinions in the 15 . S. relative to the

crntm? lit' ha* taken, & the criticisms that will IK* pronounced on hit* scheme of

a constitution of which he i vain to a degree of infatuation, will if my antic-

ipation* are well founded, wrve to irritate him deeply: & like Napoleon he

will naturally fwl it net-ret hatred for thorn?, whose consiHtent patriotism is a

ftilriii but |x*riK*tual reproach to him, How this enmity may be shewn I

knw not ; hut a hit* chief reliance for conciliating the liberal party through-

out the wc*rld, ii* founded on his enfranchisement of his own slaves & his un-

sfKiring denunciation of slavery, it is on this point that he may secretly assail

us. How far he may cherish it feeling of hostility & to what extent he may
carry it, 1 do not undertake to judge: & this ii too delicate a matter to do

more than make this ugg*tion of its tearing on a tremendous topic, which

it daily assuming a more dangerous aspect, & I am persuaded will require the

most ftericni!) attention*
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William Tudor, United Stoles Consul at Lima, to Henry Clay, Setretaiy of
State &/ the Umiled States '

Confident ial. LIMA, J| 8

The acceptance of ( itn. Bolivar's conHtitution, am! him President,

has been effected in all the provinces under the immediate inf)rrttfn of

military officer. This farce seems to have been f>erformed every

the name forms & the same indifference; $ next month the oath in to be

to thii Constitution: if he succeeds in bringing Colombia to the result.

"the Consulate for life" will then \m Cully established, & thr will fol>

low of course, & measure* jmw*ecutei to extend its advantage* tn Chile &
Bueno Ayres, with respect to which latter country efeciaHy Cirti, Sucre U

incessantly intriguing to disnemU*r its* provinces <H them i hi

The intentions towards the Bra*il will in? rmi infested afterwards; in the

mean time preparations art' in program already ; the I*ri?l;i tf Junirt lw

l>een occupied this season , in ofx'ning *i military road from Tarnu i titr terri-

tory occupied by the independent Indians; the motive f< l*r for tlir

trunsportntion of timber & salt Cor the use tf the mtttes; but the tthjrtt ID

establish posts un the Murafton, with the jiinlifMililr of rerovrhfui terri-

tory, which the Portugese lhrt' tin; cureleiMineMK cf the Court f SfMirt for-

merly invaded & rctnined to the inainvenirnre of I*eru. Ontrr on

the navigable witters of the Marafton tn inspection of llir will

conjectures as to future ccmsequences.
Marshal Sanu t*rujt told me that their army now of 1 1 ,cxx

& tho" they were taking rccrwiti in they were dinrharginff

every day, About 4000 of them* troop* mre in Until, ft in no capital in

have I ever troop* with * rocire appcuntncr, A
elegantly dmwed; & the parttdc of military bftndft, the of

&c. give un tmpoiiing aspect. Santa Cn has 4 tbi

ii the only instance, with the exception of La Mar, that 1 of any
individual in the government, my here,

In spite of the military & the of the

country it recovering from the state of ruin that was by the

atrocious manner in which the war wan The amount of Church

property that will be at the of the government, & the
wealth contained in their mines will relieve them titry a

wine, financial idminiitration. The of the every

month, & the valuable an the that haw m
arc again becoming productive. The produce of the may be
at 2,000,000 $ the present year, A will probably be the

1 MS, Comolar Lima, I.
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The President Santa Cruz has conversed with me on the subject of sending
three of his nephews who are under his protection to the U. S. for education,

which he says he prefers to sending them to Europe, as he wishes they may
have an American & not European sympathy. He wished to have them go

by the Frigate U. 5. & I advised Com. Hull to take them. The point ie not

entirely settled & I have promised him some further information relative

to schools &c. His wbh is that they should receive the best education to

fit them for any career. I told him that one of the best schools existing in

any country was our National Academy at Went Point. That I had no

tloubt the President would IK* disposed, if it was in his power to place them
in that establishment; but that the reputation of the school made the appli-

cations so numerous that many parents were disappointed in the wish of

having their sons there, I could not say how far the President's discretionary

fK.iwcr might extend, but I had no doubt if it was sufficient he would give

an order for their admission. I hope I have not l>een indiscreet in speaking
in this measured manner, but it seeing to me good policy to encourage the

Mending of a few of their young men to our country, to maintain hereafter

our share of influence with the rising generation of Peru. Several have been

sent to England, & the French arc constantly making efforts to have boys
nent to France for education. The last French vessel of war that returned

to Europe took seven; & a sloop of war about returning has made the offer to

take any more free of expenev, Them* will all be formed by the JeauitH of

that country, & as far as possible will be imbued with antiliberal opinions

religious & political. It ii our duty on loftier grounds even than those of

national policy to counteract these efforts, & assist in producing examples of

more lilwral instruction.

Santa Cm/, is not a married man & these youths who appear intelligent

will probably have hi patronage to advance them in the service of Peru.

A French Agent is daily expected here, under the name of Inspector

General, with a large salary but with mysterious credentials. He will not

be received if he docs not bring documents in the accustomed form. The
English Consul is engaged in making a commercial treaty which proceeds

lowly. I was told last week by the English commander on this station, that

fie thought all their ships except two sloops of war would be recalled, as it

was reported orders had been given to that effect. The French have only
two corvettes here. There is now no appearance of occupation for any
squadron in protecting commerce, except privateers should be fitted out

from Manilla, which has been talked of as probable: all vessels would be

to their violence, if there were no foreign ships of war to protect

them; should the Governor of that island act on the principles, that General

told me governed him, in his command here, which was (without any ref-

erence to events) to contider the laws of the Indies as still in force.

Since the departure of Gen. Bolivar the government consists of Marshal
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Santa Cruz President, Mr, Panda Minister of Exterior & Interior Relation

Gen. Here* Minister of War & Marine, & Mr. I,arrca Minister of Finance <

ecclesiastical affaire, & all power m in their hands.

I have the honor (etc.).

Wittmm Tudor, United States Consul a4 Lima, to Henry Clay, Secretary t

State of the United States l

(KXTtACff

Confidential, LIMA, January 8, iltj?.

Sm: Referring to the inclosed letters & tapirs for information cm the topic

to which they relate, I have now the honor to add a few confidential

marks on the political state of thingit here.

AH eyea are turnetl tuwartli the North, to sec the retail of Bolivar
1

! rrlur

to Bogota. (icn. Santander wrote by the kit po*t to ( ten. luira saying, tlia

the meeting with Bolivar would be the mom trying day of tits life. If tit

administration in Colombia t not overwhelmed by the first vehemence c

the usurper, if they can maintain their principles with ftntmctm for only

few day hit attempts against the? constitution of hit* own country imi*i b

abandoned, & they will then l*e ended here of course. "Hit* rumour* $c af;

pearanees of some change are Incoming every day more prevalent; the clii

content among the Colombian troop* lxth here & in I'pper Peru in ,i

stantly increasing; & it it ftaicl that Gen. Sucre ha* written here i nay, llyi

he can no longer contain [sic] the troop*, & that a fwi of them tmtfti IM* en

home.

I have reason to believe from what I have heard confidenthilly that C*en

Santa Cms is taking stejw to secure the Presidency of the Republic fur him

elf ; & that as soon as he am prepare n sufficient numlx*r of partt*inn t

prevent opposition, he will order a C'ongreius to take the afTair* f the count r

into consitleraticm, Several of the Colomlrian of!*i*r recently ntatle ,

pro{>osition to a friend of Gen. I -a Mar, to make a declaration in his favour

but this was discouraged, as it was well known that la Mar would neve

give a moment's countenance to any intrigue or faction ; altho* he would corn

forward to take the Presidency of the Republic, if deliberately railed upoi

by the unbiassed voice of the country. I have heard from him lately, & an

rejoiced to find that his health & spirits arc improved. It is a characieristi

anecdote, that, when he called on fieri, Bolivar on hit thro* Guiya
quil, the Litter asked him, what he should do with Pae*. March again*

1 MS, Coftiubr 1-ttttft, Umt, I.
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him <& shoot him was the answer significant enough to the person who was
the author of all his movements.

I hazard it aa a mere conjecture, that within a short period, especially if

the news from Colombia continue in the same tone, that Santa Cruz will

order the assembling of a Congress, and may perhaps obtain the election of

President, tho* I think & hope for the prosperity of Peru, that La Mar will

at no distant period be called upon to preside over it.

997

WiUmm Tudor, United States Conntl at Lima, to Henry Clay, Secretary of
State of the Untied States J

Confidential. LIMA, February 3, 1827,

SIR; If my letters written during the last two months should have reached

you, the events which I have now the honor to communicate will not be

unexpected.
On the a6th ult the people of Lima were surprized to find that the Co-

iomhiun troop* now here, had occupied the great square at daylight, & sen-

trim at all corners prevented every one from entering it. There was the

mw*t perfect tranquillity & order, which has indeed been uninterrupted, &
m that day only, the shops were shut & business suspended. It was soon

knuwn, thut n majority of the officers, the senior of whom, & present com-

ni.mder of the troop*, In Lt. Colonel Rustamante, had arrested their two

('*t*ntral Lara & Sands (Lando?) & five Colonel*; & so completely was the

luftinea executed, that they were all arrevted in their beds without opposi-

tion; & hitherto this revolution has not cost a drop of blood. As a part of

the Cant tea of Callao had been occupied the evening before, to receive the

priatmcrv, at 10 o'clock, these officer* & a few others of subaltern rank, were

rent prisoner* to the Castles; & the troop* were then marched to their re-

spective quarters.

(kmrral Santa Cn with the Ministers Larrea & Here* had been for a

fortnight preceding at Chorrillo* for the purpose of sea. bathing and amuse-

ment. Mr, Pando Minister of Foreign Affairs alone remained in the city;

& early in the morning having been refused by the sentries leave to pass to

the Palace, immediately went to Chorrillo*: the archbishop elect, a servile

adherent of On. Bolivar in great alarm took the same direction.

Early in the morning the Colombian commander Bustamante, sent a

to Gen. Santa Cruz, to request him to return to Lima, & take care of

the public security j that the steps they had taken concerned only themselves

1 MS. Consular Letters, Lima, I.
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& their country: that they had t*rrn oblige*! by tltrir offreer* to nwrar to t

Bolivian Constitution which they abjured; & that they had trm rrtipfll

by their duty to their country, & fidelity t its constitution to artr*! th

chiefs, who would Ix? immediately t*risl home, * thai thry nhnuld -<iit i

orderH of their government: that thry would not I*' nuidr thr tnfttrumeni*

enslaving Peru, that they declined alwolutely all inter frrrwr with it gowi

menl, hut they would lentl their aid at all time*. u prrarrve thr
|nttt

tranquillity,

Santa Cruz & hin minUter* wrre confounded by thi r\r*. & r\r*iv?

alarmed at the consequence* which might follow. They tried \ .in*u jib

to extricate thems*elveH from tlu-ir de|er.te Mitiatuni, ins! ,ll in vnin,

Santa Crus who hacl Inrn quite ill, by li* heii.m. inwd mulw i *% wuvi

ing Iwtween the Counriicif hi* Miniters& thr voir n! thr jmltist , h.m

himiii'lf inadequate for wh a rrinii*. The- first d.iv he .!%.imrtj kill w,sy

the eity, and tho' his guard of hoittr, lin huaMt?*. wrtr ! hi, m

prevented by his Miniwiern front cnminK to thr iiv

You will irnmtxiiately #tipjK*w that thi nmvritrt *** nuufr ut lomi

with iMinie of the jtrtrtrijwj Peruvian n*iiri<ii, lm tt*k flsrsr sr,istirr

ccnt*equenre, tho* with an a|"utfhy fJtiir*ii'frri'itr ( thi i$u<l |wjilr, |i

on Saturday the S/lh an |'ft (<iliWii w*i* lietd it* wtntdt thr rnif\ W4 fi

to all the (*iiij5en, It was one of the tnonMrtiu* aritif iirbiti .u y |*m-rr. it

all the miuiidpalilirs were wslrnlly r^tifigtiitil by thr

Bolivar. The Cabitdo ieiiiK rean?*eintiled, rmidrrrl

rr*nta liven of the [X'ople, & |wt'<l rerfaiit inwiltsijtuin j%ntg s.*ii I 'r

to come to Lima & art President ilrniif*l the HrpublM-. nil .1 iifiitii:

(*ongrei* with full power* rould !H railed : that the intniivr t

tihouid IM* abolmhcti: the former C*ontiltiiitm in fiiitr. ih,it a |n

editing a Congreiw !uu!d IH? immediately m^cte. it th.it ! nhnuid

IUK own Minister*, dwtiifiwsng however the
f
>rr*rnl tittm , I !r i,ic if ly .urcf t

the conditiotiH, rame t> Lima atxiut a oVItK-k, & the m-*t si.iv Yid.iurre *

ap{x>tnteti MiniHter in phict- of Pando, & Hat#4r in pUtr of lirtrs, ll

in u ean<H from Chorrilltw, to the French brig of war in t"ilt Hay. J^m
continue** Mininter of finunre, but for a few <iny-i ly,

On the 501 h J be arrente<J Columbian f!irrf ^iilwl with a uturd of tin

omctrf <^ 40 men for St. Buena Ventura, on their way to Htguta. Till I

3l8t Santa Crux wiw still under the influenre of iii ffirmer m
Kcretly conceiving p!an f ocit{>e. But when he discovered

to one of the (ent*ral, that he thought of to put himself * ibr

the Peruvian traofw under Cerdtfta nt jAii|a s they him frankly
knew nothing of hin situation: that tit>o(>9 werr in fart art ing to fnv*

of their country: & that he must follow thr puMic vuict* & not nr fr

Lima or he would !r ntinrd. Ik* then determine*! t iici in htirmony i

the public fcelingi& to appoint new chief* for ihr irit|* which are an i
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murrh for the capital. Their arrival is looked for with some anxiety, as tha

discipline of the I'ulombian troop* already relaxed by their long & idle

residence in this city, U*IH tx?t*n inevitably very considerably impaired by the

remit tr.tn*uu!tton. They have l*mi marched to various villages, around
tin? City, <& their officer* an* incmwantly engaged in restoring subordination.

indeed itir conduct of thew Columbian omeern whatever may be the result

to them f tin* momentouH rewjxwHibility they have incurred, has been in-

iliirwi by thr nohlt**t principle* of pistrsotSHm & fidelity to their country, &
the 4fldre <Sr vigour with which they have acted is admirable.

Among the ffcifwr* of Lara, they found many moat interesting letters

from Bolivar, Sucre $ other ( k'tteraltf, & which throw very considerable

light tut thr dcntigiitt of thr former, & will l>e a {x>werful aid to Santander in

it effort ti preserve the Constitution of Colombia, against the deep &
Ire*ii"Sn*r.ti ctrnigfi* uf the r*urper.

By tin? let ten* of Sucre, it apfiearn that his situation wai nearly desperate,

& that tit could with the greatest difficulty restrain the trtKijw; & in the

opinion l iltr tiei infortne<i IKTMOIW, the nuiment he heart* of these events

he *ii oiti'c nurch Itis .irtiiy to the Intertnedioti & embark for Colombia:

I hew* H'b*t irr ac(|uaintrti with hb army t*iiy, he will be forcwl to do this, not

only by the tttcontenl of his trtKj|*, but by the BU|>erior ofiicere, who in his

iirmy arc iili ltteraU.

l'lite m another et of tlcK*uinentH of the mcwt interesting description,

rr|ifcisiig whtfh there i much anxiety, & every prtHraution has l>een taken

t get nf them; & the knowledge of whoe existence hastened a

htlle incivrifirriiii, lara the late comnuinder in chief of the Colombian

i a hravr noUiier, but an ignorant, Htupid man, with few idea* above

of *i nrritrafU, iHt fitted to obey blindly all Bolivar's orders, & at the

Mine time Uinf{Utrd with the urduuu nituation in which he found himself.

By iftr iitBi nuii from Bogota, which arrived on the 2oth ulto. he received a

Inirr from t*. Sntom, who wrote him by order of Bolivar that in a few

d.iy an ctflicer would tie wnt with depatcbe: that the directions from the

gttvrrnmrni he muni dwregard, but comply immniiately & exactly with the

he wouki reiwve from Bolivar himitelf ; who would write confidentially

by the tp|M>rtunity to SanU Cnm 9t to Sucre. Lara had the
jndis-

rrrticMt lo mrniton th infnrnmticm to a ( mineral of jmtriot principles. These

& myierinu* hints made it neceiMary to loe no time in executing

the recent meiure. 1C them! drtpatcheii can be obtained, they must un-

Ikilivar bvynnd the potmibility of further deception, master as he is

fwfj that art.

At lie appears to be attempting to deceive the government at

Bogota; in answer to our ChargC- d'Affaires, he has held the same

which he lifted to me & other Americana two years ago; but which

hot been for lime abandoned, at Cor many months past, Napoleon has
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been openly & exclusively admiral & taken as a nitxlcl for imitation. He

wrote to Lara, that he should after pacifying Venezuela, retire to his haneruU

from which "nobody notxxly nolxxly should withdraw him." Some iimum*

think he will remain at home, till his agent* can no far distract iht? (vrnvinrr*

as to oblige them in desperation, to give him the Dictatorship: others uy

that he will return here from the Isthmus, to enter upon his empire, whkh

with the two Peru's, Guayaquil & Quito complete* J>r. rnanur's ni

giving him the ancient limits of the Incas; & that he will irvr hi* lo

drive Colombia into Joining him. With resj>ect to thr pm-iac form &
of his meditated empire, it is of course difficult to get exact inftntuti<n . tmt

it is said, that confidential revelations partly from him. & parity from h

Secretary, Gen, Perez to one of the Ministers in Panama* pvr thr

general outline. North America to be occupied liy two republics, the

U, S. & Mexico; & South America by two great empires, for which

mala, Colombia, the two Peru's, Chile & Hueno* Ayrrs would ciwit ttife

for Bolivar, the other formed by the Brawl*.

The events that have taken place here the JKI*I wrrk. will rfw

extravagant project to pieces. The army here in kmt it* him. Sucre* to pre-

serve his division must evacuate; & when the provinces of I'pprr Peru ,

left to themselves the name & constitution will lie annulled. Iiuw Ayrrt
will be relieved from her most dangerous enemy, who#e inirigur* wrrrds*-

tracting her provinces & councils; & making preparations to carry on

war, for which purpose 3000 muskets & 500 qtls. of fxiwticr wrrr srni frwwt

hence a few weeks since. The Emperour of the Brazils having it lii

ally, will now be more willing to make peace; in itbcirl all the St*n of

America, have escaped from the project! of a wild unprincipled iimbttkm,

whose professed plan waa that of a military despotism, which at ihr

would have only lasted during the life of it* projector, & involved

in a long series of disasters.

A proclamation has been iued for assembling i the erf

May. Dr. Luna Pizarro has been recalled, & 1 forwarded to him today the

decrees & letters for his return, I haw urged his immediate ranting: lie

the most enlightened, the most liberal, the purest of the Pmivwn puffinis,
& the most versed in all constitutional matter*. All up 10 him ** a

directing mind. I.a Mar also, with whom he i* in the strictest friendship.
will without doubt be elected to the presidency, & under the direction of

two men Peru may hope for prosperity & happiness, & the adjoining Stair*
for honest neighbours.
The hope that Bolivar's schemes are now effectually is a

consoling one. Nor is it alone a matter of felicitation, as

America, rescued from a military despotism, & project* of am-
bition, that would have consumed all their retouret*-, but the U. S, too art

relieved from a future dangerous enemy. I have
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to study the character & views of Bolivar, & have had some advantages for

this purfMMtt'. & hud he *umeded, I am persuaded we should have felt hie

animosity, if itaked, in what manner? -! should answer with a few brief

allusion*.

UU character is ardent, vehement, arrogant; his passions uncontrollable
& refttrainetl ty mi principle public or private: & with frequent sallies of

frankiie** or rather idbcrriicn, he is capable of the most profound, golemn

hypocrisy, fir rotmdcm word* m conveying no obligation, but wholly
ftubortliititte in whatever ha|M* cir profettston, to promoting his designs. The
draeeagint Spanih merrhandixe, of which you & the English government
o jut!y complained it* an instance of hit* despotic arrogance; that was dic-

tated from Cuzcn, as tun- f more celebrity from Milan, & tho" the tearing of

tin* former warn not quite w extensive, as that of the latter, the spirit of both
was the Mine,, Thi wa i*wued without any regard to the laws or rights of

nation* , * wa went tu the AliW' de Fradt to difltxntrse upon in the name pam-
phlet with the t'ongrew of Panama. For n time it was his object to flatter

u. & hold up our iitMitutwiiN & |iatriot us models; but his sinister abandon-
ment f Ijoih. engender* a natural hatred to objects which are a j>erpetual

t*i itiiti, &, hin irascible dbponttion is one to seek to revenge itself for

i tic tStniblr humiliation which hi own hollow professions & the sarcasms of

i he will entail ujxm him, Consider then, that his chief reliance to

recteem htmnrlf with ih* literal j.wriy in the world, w his hatred his pro-

w:ri|.nifi ci{ rftivcry, Read his inflammatory tirade against it in the preface
i his ntmdettcript amntitutton: take into mind, that the losses & ruin con-

on emancipation have taken place, & that the system is irretrievable,

in rrmntrte*: bear in mind that his oldiers & many of his officers are of

African mixture, & that they & all others of that claw will hereafter have a

natural feeling agairwrt all who make thin a plea for degradation: look at

lUyii now, & t Cuba (inevitably) a nhort [time] hence, & at the infallible

of lite Kttglifth atjolitionwtii: calculate the minus of our slaves in 1830:

the confines of black, triumphant liberty, & of black, sullen slavery,

A many r hours sail they lire from each other: reflect that every

,}ge ho* ii as strongly marked is the current of a river, & that moral

gravitation in our time* in a* irreititible as physical, & that if in one period

it wa the & in another dincovery, that in ours it is the assertion of

& the abrogation of slavery & further, that from various

very opposite parties in Europe will gladly ee "this question tried

in jr :" and then without adducing further motives, judge whether

the
" "

of Colombia could & would have annoyed us. AlasS Sir,

this is a dangers an* not limited to fears of him, but which it is

not my to dwell upon.
1 agreahly interrupted in this last paragraph by a long visit from

Gm, he has told me that the Peruvian troops will reach here on the
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5th, & that he is named to command one division & Aparicio the other.

Many things are in the press, & public opinion will be heard when they feel

safe with the protection of these troops. In conversing on the character of

Pando, the late Minister of Foreign Affairs, who was particularly valuable

from his knowledge of official routine, but has drawn upon himself a very

general hatred, I found him fully impressed with the general opinion, that he

was not only the willing agent, but the authour of many of the violent perse-

cutions that have taken place; & cited in confirmation, a speech of Bolivar's

at Guayaquil, who, when he was asked if he did not fear some alteration of

affairs in his absence, replied:
"

no! I have left Pando in office who is a sav-

age, a tiger, who will sooner drown his country in blood, than see the slightest

change; his character is so violent that he almost made me afraid of him."

This is one of innumerable specimens of the practice of Bolivar, which seems

systematic, to degrade all those who serve him, in the opinion of the public,

so that they may have no support but himself & be therefore wholly de-

pendent.
One fortunate circumstance arises from these events, a greater dislike of a

standing army, as even those who made use of it, see themselves at the mercy
of its caprice. I had the pleasure to hear Gen. Aparicio say, we have no need

of any army, & the first thing we have to do is to burn all our uniforms. The

army is now nooo men, probably the Congress will reduce these to 2000.

They will then be able to pay the interest of their foreign debt, & gradually

recover their credit, & relieve their finances.

A circumstance which has occurred after writing thus far, has induced me
to increase this already long letter. In having written so much at different

times, on the operations of Gen. Bolivar, my object has been to put the gov-

ernment in possession of all the knowledge I could obtain of his views, as the

part he fills is of such great moment in the affairs of South America. At the

same time my opinions may appear the result of prejudice or exaggeration;

& to prevent any possibility of their misleading, I am bound to state, that

they are very different from those of many persons, who ought to be well

informed.

Having seen Gen. Santa Cruz but once since the late events, I called on

1 1
|

him today, & he invited me to dine without ceremony. I had a long conver-

|[
sation with him alone, chiefly on two points. Wishing to have him act fully

with the patriot party, I observed to him, that I thought in the peculiar situa-

tion in which the government found itself that he was very fortunate in not

being committed to any party; that having been called here suddenly from

|| j
the interior to administer the government, he could not be responsible for a

system that had been devised & put in train before he was consulted ; that by
his position he was only obliged to maintain the public tranquillity, & there-

fore when it was proved by recent events, that this could only be preserved

by following the wishes of the nation, he was compelled to pursue it; & that
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thin opinion was shewn the very moment, that force was removal; & when
i he manner amsidwd in which the Bulivtun Constitution was adopted,
& wliicli wan notorious to the whole country, it was only surprizing how any
fiwifis of reflection could mippotte, in the present state of the world, that
urh a ytrni could !*r lasting. I le neemeti pleaned at the idea, that he could

nctt be amascleml, u committed to the administration of General Bolivar, &
stakl, that when the public voice called fur a revision of the affairs relating to

the aniHtitutioft, lie could not act otherwise than summon a Congress to

decide.

I uftrrwardft with pro(er rencrve touched on the plans of (ion. Bolivar. I

cttnrrvrc! that hnwrver magnificent & iilieral hit* views might be, that their

rxlrtitkm retuterrtl them impracticable; tie however attended with partial
it wt* 5iii|Mwwiik' wuch a vat empire could IK* mack' permanent, &

therefore that it would prolong the troubles* & unsettled state of these coun-

tries : but I feared bi character wan HO ardent, & his plans had l>wn HO long in

ftfrffcifattiffi, that Itr would IK* unwilling to abandon them. 1 !e replied that I

wan entirely in rrrour, that he knew (ten. Bolivar thoroughly, thai he wan

only aittiiitt* to get rid of all command, & retire to private life; & that he was

employing titftwlf in Colombia, lit trying to ettle its troubles, & in pre-

a defence of tisi*rlf, against the attacks that were madu u\mn him; &
thai lie wtnitti either live whtilly itecluded on hi estate or go to travel in Ku-

ropr. SimiUr opintttnn alo art* exprewed by Pando: mx months ago hu told

I.una ri*.irp with all the warmth of the moHt honest eal & conviction, that

Bolivar wa* the mo*! extraordinary man that ever lived, that he had no am-

bition it* riiitiiiwiiif, & that he was only anxious t retire to private life &e. &c.

After flir List mail came* in from Bogota, he naid liolivar would not come back

l Tern & lie* offered his resignation. It must here IH? remarked that thin

of in practiced occanittnally by Bolivar, & imitated by all his

adherent*. Mr, l*ando knew that his rwignation neither could nor would be

ficcfptrt! but when within a week it was unexpectedly insistcd upon by the

public voice, he made every effort againnt it. Still thin doctrine respecting

Ikilivar witirti lie afwayv tnculcaten, w, thai he is* wholly disinterested & with-

out any ambition to command- Credtit Judaeus Apclla--Non ega.

Nol only Sanu Crux & Fitfido but many literal Colombians, who are the

prmonat It'u-mh of Bolivar, but opixwed to his projects, think, that on his

arrival At ilogata, he entirely renounctnl all further idea of introducing his

cvwifttituiinn
' * that all the steps he has taken in Peru, were only to have the

c*f refuftitiK the crown : a nuppomtinn that it necms to me would make

hi oondurt rnore cxliou* than even sincerity & perseverance in his ambition.

Rut without referring to any thing that has taken place in cither of the

I*rr* 9 ran thin moderation lie reconciled with the creation of the dicta-

tornhtp in f atayaqutl, which wai pnxiuced shortly after the arrival of Ad-

miral ittingrot ft two or three officers who were sent from here & as it was
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at the time, to produce this very effect, How if that ihr *ii

result was produced in Quito, lt$o" with much difficulty & i

confidential Secretary, <n. Pcrei left twhind in In* Lifr jtnirnry.

(k)vernor, to secure the doubtful suite of that Jrcvinc-c I*.tr< i- in \Vf

xuela, tho
1

apparently acting with who in f,ivur < 4

system, yet secretly an officer here, to iitinst n IMivMr'* arirpting I

crown, which he refused with atferted anger, a* he did ihr Jfrr. (4.1

was by lien. I'ennt) a long while l*-li*rr. tirvauM- m Uth

would not have hi* plan* anticipated or defeated by piewutmr !!}

Again the "Art" of t'arthagrrw in litvtiur wf the l>iruiftthtp

soon after the arrival of Col. C iu*m*tn wh i nut id by ihr {Mi*em l

have been the iu of it, & this of'ticrr wan fr**m iy rti Iltiliv,

In connection with this individual it may lie rntwiknl, ili.ii t*

were publislted here last yenr, in fitvcnir f thr ikhv; *-tm!um, & au

with prawn* of its authour: crir of thrnr tnit* ihr ,>r < ^Sr \ *<** A

of the" C*ongff, who w|Etiwi*l Illiv*ir" vir*- 4 & ihr other wiiln ihr t\*nw

Col, CfMtmurt, But as a vrry *tttblr C 'tiittlMiii, wh *is *i i>st .igrni mi

Bolivar in Lcmdoii at the rommwre.ittenl f ihr rrvlui*ti, fn,iiknl, it w

14 vrry singular coincidence, that not tmly the iilrii*. bui rtiiur |ilw*r* *t

employwl, such m Bolivar in ihr habit *! tiiirnnj; *< tlwi f$tr It K:

in Paris under the Consulate of Nafiolrtm, thiit fir for inn 1 h ! j*hiH

views, & they stimulated the heroic ronstancy he hu HI ihr irvltnw.i

& hit plain are neither the $trtjeny of rrcrnt * ihr wggr^!}ii

Montr, Agudo, Pando, or any other in tbry air t r*trisit

uttributed; they art all his own, ctmcrived year* c:Mirr*ilI i

fiosiutile, white they were secretly fwrtil with rnfhufttawm

The fiamphlet above mentioned which the iniCuU f * *i4itian, w
dedicatee) to the AbW* cic !*radt in which drtik^tii-tn. Ikihvar

the Sun & the AbW* to the Moon; <t the evr

thing on this Continent, the latter with his tUumtn.<ttr I

other, & he was called upon to lite Ikilivwn rtm!tiuti*m Nothii

has y?t itpf>rtred on the subjet*! ; which tit t ilir

ingni
1* of the AbW to act m a or *ii t Ir in do i

C.eti. iiofivar rrvealctj the lir dr l*radt

which was to lie remitted annually. A Hrm-h
bebnging to the ItberAl ptirty. intimate in the arrlr ihr At*

& who brought a letter of intrnducttan lo Illtvar, i

hts surprixe on this subject & t hu tit l*ar w
He ha yet received no but it lir ihr

Pradt who is in circumstances will all furthrr

Owe more anecdote on I nMy ! hmi *i vc

individuai who received it the in in <iua>

quit, Gen. Bolivar <lkred to w* indtvidtuiltn the f i okrf "
il
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in 1810 & ii he WUA acting from pure patriotism, but seeing how fickle &
ungrateful mankind were, he had made up his mind thenceforward to act for

hinuvlf." The sfjwch in ctutracterititic, hut may he received with the hesita-

tion natural to all nimilar relations, tho* verified by the event.
I nuke no aik>lngy for thii long letter, as it will he only a repetition of what

I haw liefore had the honor to remark. I hear nothing of Mr. Cooley, but I

trust hi early arrival will enable you to receive more able & satisfactory
communication*, & relieve me from volunteer services, which however will-

ingly rendered, hive been {wrformed under the most discouraging circum-

I havr the honor (etc.).

I*. S. Ttiw Inter jjtKr* under cover to Mr. Poinnctt, to whom I have sent

lair jt.i*rttnt. lining him to forward them after perusal.
Thr Dolphin i il.iiJy rxfiected here from Valparaiso, via Coquimbo, & the

JlriiffiJmiiVff from thr mnw jmrt via the Intermeditm The Peacock has not

yet returned from hrr crutur. The Engliih Frigate Blanche & a French Brig
are in thr Uiy of Calkin.

Ff%. 6ih. I have hrokr the rover to say that I am just informed by Ad-
miral (mine that k*f trrn have arrived from Upper Peru & that a similar revo-

lution lei llii? our here* hurl occurred among the Colombian troops there. To-

day the I'emvian trwj| entered the city ahout 1200. The city to IKS

Uluminatec! &c.

998

Twdoti UnitM Statm Consul at Lima> to /Jewry Clay, Secretary of
Statt of th* t/nM

rtfit|ntial LIMA, February si, 1827,

Sin : My tot letter tinder date of 3d int.f having been forwarded by a safe

amvry.ifice to Mr. Pointnett 1 do not send a copy of it, more especially as in-

formation of the late here, which it contained will reach you before

this letter can arrive, I hmve now only to relate the few subsequent events

that have happened.
arc coming in from the Provinces, &, hitherto the

of the late have been received every where with rejoicing. Such

wa the at Troxillo, lea, Guamanga &c. The returns from Arequipa &
Cuico have not received; but the result will no doubt be the same in all

the i^imrtmentt, & in Arequipa particularly, it is anticipated the revolution

will b with enthusiasm.
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In Guamanga, capital of the department erf Ayacurhu, the Prefect

de Zcla (a Spaniard) attempted to conceal the on the of the

C'ourier, but the officers of a Peruvian battalion having

put themselves at the head of the troops, & arrested the Prefect, life

they thereby saved, & ent him prisoner to Lima. An Cabiklo of the

citizens was held, & all joined in declaring the Bolivian C<nsiiiuton vwl. *

proclaimed the constitution of Peru, It is said that there no

to these measures except the Prefect & two others.

In Lima several small fuimphlets & one or two nrw|M|tt>r have

their appearance. Then? sct*m as yet to l* a kind f rcarrve tn at larking

C km. Bolivar directly, arising partly from rcjeci. partly (rm frar, & parity

from the presence of the Colombian trf*ps, whtwt* ofheem taking liw iitfw of

Bogota & speaking of him in high term* while demntnciitg hi*

& while all his plans arc rtrprolMted # abjure*!, the w

against his agents; & e*fecially again*! Mr. Pando. who discovered the,

tK>tdness & talent in jUHtifytng himwlf fr the fiart hr lt*t (akrn. 11*

electoral college has l*rrn chtwen, *& this will prtrrrtl t fits* I'hoirr c4

deputies to the Congretw. Orders have tn-rf* iwiirti to all the l*frli to

expedite the elect ion as much an |Kwible, leaving them howrvrr rniirrly

free. Hut it is doubted owing to the great di*utner & fiiltirwSi rtfttmunic4*

tion, whether the Congrnu* will tie aiuicmbUtl w early lltr firriot) fi.i,i, the

fir*t of Way, & it rtuty be June l*efore thrir is. <>prnvS
It iw calculated that it will yet lws tbrt*e werku lieforr Mlvirm r*i I* re-

ceivctl from Bolivia, of the *lepH that will le taken there, tmt it i i-iwifily

Iwlievcd, the Colombian trtjw will l>e rigrr to fwllrtw thr f

companions here; & will IK* prepared by previous rirrri i *wii>fii ihr

ineaHures. The main t*tly of thai forre is* it 1 41 Pa*, & il i thtught ih*l

Cien. Sucre, who is at Chuqutttacn, wilt receive by the rtnifirr that

tltt* news from here, the account* that hi* lr| have already joined in the

measure. In this caw he will prolfcihly make immet!Ute la

march with bin airiny to the port* of the lnierriiPtlk; *% hr li*t

prejMired for uch an alternative, as appeared by his letter* found lire

papere of (ienera! l^ira,

In the meantime tin* pertinacity in the of deception. Cien.

flolivar & hm mininterti have maintained iec<me almat lutiicrcms. Frtwn

the lieginning the professions were to IK* the direct c|i|xmiti* f *irtitit. the

utmost disintcrcstedncnii, a horrour of holding afllriry pcswrr, & <t erf

retirement, were accompitnietl by a dispuaa! of the revetioc tt cliicfeliciit,

every measure of intrigue & violence to secure absolute,

ination; & the acquisition of no less an empire, than .ill South
America, Mr. Pando in a manifesto recently published to justify his own
conduct, exhibits m equal degree of boldness & of Until in

a very elegant style. In this pamphlet he maintain*, that f Jen. Bolivar
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only desirous of retiring from command, & never would have returned to

Peru. But this language is more remarkable in another document, which

"was never intended for the public. The Agents of Buenos Ayres have

obtained copies of several private ministerial despatches, & among others the

instructions given by Mr. Pando to the Peruvian plenipotentiary to Bolivia.

This document will probably get into our newspapers, & in the last paragraph
it will be observed, that the Minister is to make it a strong argument with

Gen. Sucre to aid in making the two republics one & indivisible, as he was to

be their future President for life, since it was well known Gen. Bolivar would

never return to Peru. That it was expected of Gen. Sucre, who of all the

Colombian chiefs possesses the most of Gen. Bolivar's confidence, & has been

the most able promoter of his plans, was to listen gravely to this argument, &
to be moved by it, tho' he well knew that he was to [be] the Vice President &
hereditary successor. An excessive estimate of the intelligence & virtue of

mankind may lead a statesman into very great errours; but there is also a

danger in the opposite extreme, & Gen. Bolivar & Mr. Pando have committed

a fatal mistake in supposing them to be entirely destitute of both.

Altho' every thing in this revolution is proceeding favourably, & the pres-

ent administration which in fact hardly possesses materials sufficient for an

ephemeral existence, is avowedly interino yet the possibility of a reverse is

not wholly ideal. The mail from Colombia due yesterday has not yet ar-

rived; it comes only once a month & as all the letters & papers from Bogota
in the preceding one, were taken from it by the Chief of banditti who robbed

it, & who was formerly a Colombian officer, there are therefore no late

accounts from that country. A Colombian officer of distinction, now here on

temporary leave of absence, told me yesterday, that he had received infor-

mation by a person from Guayaquil, that the government of Colombia de-

spairing of resisting the plan of usurpation except by a civil war, had agreed

to the adjournment of Congress till the year 1828, then to take up the sub-

ject of amendments.

999

William Tudor, United Slates Consul at Lima, to Henry Clay, Secretary of

State of the United States l

[EXTRACTS]

Confidential. LIMA, March 23, 1827,

A very important movement has recently taken place, & which will relieve

this Government from a state of continual apprehension. The Colombian

troops, about 2000 men, sailed from Callao early in the morning of the I9th

1 MS. Consular Letters, Lima, I.
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inst. Having called on General Santa Cruz to congratulate him on this

event, he told me that he had never expected to get rid of them without a

battle. Ever since the Peruvian troops arrived in this city, they have been

kept on the alert, with ammunition fixed & ready to be called out at any
moment: nor was this precaution entirely unnecessary. All the late agents

of Gen. Bolivar, some of whom have good reasons to fear the investigations

which the Congress will doubtless make, & all of them have seen their hopes
of fortune & title destroyed, have remained unmolested in this city; except
Gen. Heres the late Minister of War who fled for security on board a French

vessel of war, & was subsequently sent to Guayaquil, where he has arrived.

Some of these have unquestionably been engaged in secret intrigues, of which

Mr. Armero a merchant & Colombian charg6 d'affaires, a man like almost

all the agents of Bolivar of unprincipled, private character, & in his public

one knowing no other course but the most slavish servility to him acting as

his agent & not the agent of the Colombian government, was the ostensible

mover. . . .

Quito & Guayaquil will return to the support of the constitution of Colom-

bia, when these troops arrive, if they should not have done so before, which in

fact is highly probable. The whole of these events shew the very fragile

nature of arbitrary power, especially when it is a usurpation, unless sus-

tained by a greater force than Bolivar had at his disposal. Still his system
consummated with so much fraud & violence, seemed to many persons

firmly fixed in the two Perus : & acting from this basis would inevitably de-

stroy the liberty of Colombia, having previously distracted most of its depart-

ments by intrigue, & offering no escape from civil war, by the sad alternative

of the Bolivian Autocracy. The whole of this vast scheme at the moment of

its completion, falls into irretrievable ruin, by the hazardous combination of

these enthusiastic & honorable young men ;
& who have now gone onward al-

most without organization or system to constitute their work. These events

abound with striking incidents, in what would have seemed a priori the most

rash & unequal of all struggles. It is a remarkable instance in human affairs

of how power may be subverted by instruments apparently the most inade-

quate; & in some countries it would have been illustrated by sermons to

prove that an overruling Providence sometimes uses the feeblest means to

baffle the arrogance of men, & when a giant enemy is to be overthrown; a

shepherd boy & five smooth pebbles from the brook may be made the effi-

cient means.

Much anxiety is naturally felt to know what course will be followed by the

government of Bogota, when this revolution becomes known to it. The con-

stitutional chiefs of that government, have evidently yielded to a kind of

desperate necessity, in allowing Bolivar to pursue his schemes in Colombia.
But when they are put in possession of documents that will enable them to

denounce his projects, & find that he has thus suddenly lost the support &
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resources of Peru, & that the dictaturc is also abolished in Quito, Guayaquil
& Azuay, it will give them such an accession of strength that they may renew
their hope of being able to sustain the constitution.

By the recent events several confidential letters have fallen into hands for

which they were not intended: Among these were some from General Perez,
ubdictator of Quito & ( 'luayaquil to a confident of his, in which he speaks of

"having unlimited power over three immense departments"; but that he

only held it ad interim, because nothing would tempt him to resign "his

Secretary <.*neralhip & give up returning to this happy country with the
Libertacior." There wai itlno a letter from Gen, Bolivar to Gen. Heres,

stilting that every thing was proceeding favourably, that Santander was act-

ing in conceit with him, & that the Bolivian Confederation would be soon

completely organized, & would connist of six States, i. Venezuela. 2.

Cundinamarca. j. Quito & Guayaquil. 4. Lima, 5. Cuzco. 6. Bolivia.

TMi letter would do for a parallel column with his proclamation at Bogota,
lib abhorrence of command, tun dentiny more sublime than that of the throne

&c. I was promweci a copy of thin letter which was communicated to several

here, but in the hurry of the embarkation it was forgot, I wished to

have transmitted it to you. Gen. Bolivar has indeed acted with extraordi-

nary conntancy & on a favourite maxim with him, that language was

given to to conceal his intentions: but having come in contact with a few

hone*t men at different time*. & recently with so many untoward events, his

conduct <& character must be eventually unmasked.
With rmjKfct to any attempt at returning here, it seems to me impracti-

cable. Should any srrioui apprehensions of it arise, they will then fit out the

jPrffli Frigate & corvette Limefla, which with two smaller vessels now in

commbmion will form a atjuadron for Admiral Guise to intercept the approach

by & by land lie cannot come without an army, which is for the present

He haii no ancient legions here to welcome him, & his position

has much of St. Helena than Elba in it; & like his model he may exclaim

"from tin* sublime to the ridiculous there is but one step." Guise would

have tween already in comroiwion but the expence of refitting these disman-

tled ban deferred it till the necewity arises. The departure of these

Colombian Peru from a heavy expense. But orders have

t*e! given to five battalions of Peruvian troops to increase their army.

The feeling in favour of the late change appears universal throughout the

country. The are prosecuting with expedition, & some of the

principal arc concluded. In CUK, & several of its provinces, those

of the former who signed the destruction of that body, have been

by new members, In Arequipa, Luna Pizarro, Cuadros & Lopes

Sanchezwho to lend themselves to Bolivar's views,& have undergone

various in consequence, have been reelected with a high degree

of of the votet were found written in letters of gold, silver,
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of which he was in doubt, he appears to have promptly taken the

step of moving the troops from Chuquisaca to concentrate them in La

By this movement he gave them no leisure to form plots, & as the

was in the direction towards the coast, it would excite their hopes
he meant to return to Colombia. His object besides was doubtless to

time to decide on ulterior measures. He wrote here to say that he

not interfere with the government of Peru, but that he feared this

Ambling of the Congress would draw great misfortunes upon it. The
of Arequipa are fearful of a hostile visit from him, & have no confi-

in their Prefect Gen. La Fuente, whose character & servile devotion to

.- Bolivar, are calculated to inspire, & the more so, as on the first receipt

"tlie orders of Heres (late Minister of War) he complied with them im-

, which all the other Prefects declined doing. He has since re-

on account of this unpopularity, & requested that he might be re-

,
& receive some other destination. Gen. Sucre with a force not

Counting to 4000 men, in want of muskets & ammunition, (of which a

stock that was destined for him was fortunately detained in Arequipa)
this force deeply discontented, & the Provinces he rules dissatisfied

l"tti. the Bolivian constitution, can hardly hope to maintain himself. If in

>od faith he resolves to proceed to the coast to embark, he will take a for-

iriate measure; if he resolves to station himself in Arequipa till he can hear

om Bolivar, he will keep Peru in an uneasy situation: & eventually a very

ingerous one, if the latter were to enter its northern provinces with a small

Tliere are some persons who think Sucre may pursue a different course, &
:eing Bolivar's system ruined, determine to act for himself. Sucre is de-

bribed as being polite and affable in his manners without the impetuous,

Dnriineering violence of Bolivar, & if of a less lofty, daring genius, with much
tore skill & judgment. The constitution is disliked, & the Foreign troops

re disliked in Bolivia. But Sucre himself is extremely popular; he has no

u.a.rds about him, & receives every body at all hours frankly. His adminis-

-ation is wise, active & liberal. He is founding schools & making great

u.t>lic improvements; eradicating the convents & other ecclesiastical abuses,

nd is the person most able to make an advantageous treaty with Peru, on

ae two points that are most important to the people he governs: the first of

aese is acquisition of the port of Arica, & the other arranging the proportion

f the expenses of the war to be paid by Bolivia. Should he resolve to send

ome all the Colombian troops, except the few who might volunteer to re-

, reform the vices of the Bolivian constitution, & raise it to a republican

, he would probably have the unanimous vote of the country & be a

lost useful person to preside over it. He is the only one of Bolivar's

eutenants except Santander, who has talents above those of a mere officer.

fi some points he may be said to be to Bolivar what Bernadotte was to
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Buonaparte. However thews art* only peculatton ; tie i an in

a singular situation, in which great *ugacity & are to

extricate him.

It is said that Gen. Santa Crux intend* going abort ty to ArequifM. on a

journey which nmra to have no uneful object, & which I the

friends of the revolution would endeavour u prevent, lie in

Bolivia, & has Home mixture of Pocahwtiut* blood, which are

called Choalon; he in not a bad man, in amiable & affable in hi but

his conduct wan wavering & uncertain in the of IIP i*

cursed with an unfortunate mixture of qualities, i liinitS, indrt'iive tt

ambitious: if he fare*ee* that he hit* lit t If rhamv of of the

Republic, he may have it in view to gain |wriimitw in ihr

ments; but the danger would be link* from Mich intrigue*, it ti for the

vicinity of Sucre, (ten, Sucre whcwr talent & skill in rrvolulMmary

vert, are of a uj>erior class, 8t which tktt. Ilislivitr far ia

hit own, would get a dangcrou* inflisrtirr ovrr Santa t "nw ih* thry aw?

sonal enemteft. Vidaurre tin* present rniniirr of l-'tirrigfi

be the most otitennible person in the governmen l, lir i a

recently President of the Sujireme Court tf justice, aiMut ffy four yrar

of a retentive memory, extensive rending, quick, ardent.

& so inflated with vanity that the tliglitrii brerite rolU him *i *f hi*

$k makes htm wholly unfit to IH a leader. I*".vrr wncr he li+t* rtiin?

he has been filling the paper* with hi* writing*. & a of j

constitution, in which the ft rut fKirugraph wficiifi*i lyr.iiifitfwlr, *1 iltr tit-ifiier

on religion ii precisely such n one, an the ltm*t ortlil< & of

our sects would have* given, A singlr fact will the tltncrritott il

project, in Peru, where Luna Pi&trro in one am*tittttion. % IWivar in an-

other, wishing to leave it poamhle to i>pen the ilwtr let hrrrafirr.

made the simple provision, that the* religion f the Suir lir ihr

Roman Catholic, A{x>Htoliclc; to which the ( '(Migrant in thr of ilir

& two thirds of the Provincts in that of tht? Utter "rwltmtvr <4 all

othera*'. . , .

P. S. Afarrh 3$lh. Since writing the atx*ve 1 havr rwrivrtl a

interesting letter from Cieneral Ia Mar of die 5th tnnt. lit* *iffr*if niually

delighteti & nurprized at the fortunate revolution that liiwl art-urred hrre, by
which he ways they have escaped from a yoke rawrr infanmu* &
than that from which they had been ftnally liberated by the rf Aya-
cucho: all whfe anticipated glorious result*, by thr

had been defeated; & that the i6th of Jany, i* the grt day
Peruvian freedom ii to tie dated. He tell* me that the irrnw of the

ment with Paez had created general dbgtiit. That thr ai

Bogota wa maintaining the principle & honor in of the
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it*. From some expressions in his letter I am confirmed in my opinion,
that he will come here, as noon as he hears of his being chosen a deputy for

Lima: & his arrival will bo a fortunate event for the country,
March iMh. The journey of (km. Santa Cruz to the Southern depart-

ments is given up. Letters have been received by him from Gen. Sucre, in

which he otter* hi* asMKtanre to maintain order in Peru: & at the same time
advises separating the Colombian battalions, sending one of them home, &
distributing the rest in Jauja, (iuamanga, Arequipa &c. This advice shews
thai he WUH still ignorant of the state of feeling in Peru, or in those troops.
At the name time another utep is highly characteristic of his intriguing policy,
He wrote to the Prefects of Cuzco, i'uno, & Arequipa, advising them to pro-
cure election* of deputie* to atuemble & take care of the interest of those

department* during the present dmturbanccs, & he should be always ready
to sustain them. Thin would have been anticipating a little, Bolivar's

intended org.inixation of the 5th State in hi* Bolivian federation: but it

prove* also that Sucre i ignorant of the state of Peru, OB those departments
are among the most decided in their hatred of the late usurpation that

the country.

1000

William 7Wor, United States Consul at Lima, to Henry Clay, Secretary of
Stott of the United States l

Confidential, LIMA, May 23, 1627.

Sin: Tho
1 Mr Coolry will write by this opportunity, 1 will venture to give

you a few brief details of political occurrence!, & will continue to do so for a

short period, until! that gentleman tihall have time to get acquainted with the

new field ht* ha* come upon, & the characters who occupy it, after which, if

not More, my letter* will be superfluous.

I had i letter yesterday from Colonel KHsalde commanding the division

that entered Guayaquil (a* mentioned in previous letters) dated 30th ulto.

He informs me that every thing proceeds most favorably, that on the ayth he

despatched a column in the direction of Quito, to join the division under

Rustamantc, which lust entered Cuenca on the 25th of the same month, & are

at! doubtlew now in Quito. Bravo the officer who was sent from here with

the arrested chiefs, & with the documents to the government, had also

reached Cuenca on his return from Bogota. Gen. Santandcr had received

the notice of the movement here with satisfaction; & had written to Busta-

mante approving his conduct, & that he should send Col. Ovando to take the

command of the division. These steps were of course taken before he knew
* MS. Connitur Letters, Lima, I.
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of the ulterior movements of this division: & the officer named to the

mand will probably meet them in Quito; & the government of Bogota.
find three departments restored to the constitutional government, & a
of 3000 troops to support it.

Sucre is extremely active & attempting to distract the departments
Cuzco, Puno & Arequipa by his intrigues, but he stands on a quicksand that
is washing from under him every moment. The press is under the most r*igTlC*

controul, & observes with a strictness one piece of quackery that is cautiously
adhered to wherever Bolivar commands. His own name that of Boliv&-?

f

Libertador are always printed in large capitals. He some time since re

all the Prefects who were natives of the country & replaced them with Colom-
bian officers, & at the last accounts was occupied in taking the sense of "tine

people who under the protection of his bayonets, were to declare freely.
whether they wished him to continue in a command which "he abhorred-

This is the Bolivian phrase so often used in speaking of command,, that it may
be considered technical in that school. He must however every day receive
intelligence to make his situation more desperate. The unanimous feeling im
Peru against the usurpation: the quiet progress of the nation to the openingr
of Congress, & restoring the Peruvian Constitution: the departure of "the
Colombian troops & their success in destroying the Dictatorship in Colom-
bia: the mutiny of the division that he had embarked for Panama: all these
circumstances united will probably induce him to evacuate a country, which
it is evident he can no longer retain in submission. The whole of this melan-
choly Bolivar farce must therefore soon be every where at an end.

Congress has had four or five preparatory sessions as they are called: about
70 members are present, the whole number 105. The committee for exam-
ining returns, qualifications &c. found that 15 or 16 were irregular. Santa
Cruz & Vidaurre have been using every effort to hasten the opening of the
session, in the hope that the election of President might be made before the
arrival of La Mar, & some other principal members who are known to be on
the way. In the session of yesterday, after much preparation & very confi-
dent annunciations of the influence he possessed, made an effort that was to
decide the question. His object was to cut short the labours of the examin-
ing Comee

., to admit all the members who had presented themselves, open the
session formally, & rectify any mistakes hereafter. His speech was written
beforehand, & was the most timid effort of mock heroics, I ever heard ; it
would really have appeared rather high charged as caricature in a farce. tie
was sustained by Mr. Tudela, late Minister of Bolivar to the Congress of
Panama, & proscribed by a former Congress as a partizan of Riva Aguerro
The proposition was opposed in a calm & argumentative manner by Messrs.
Llosa, Talleria, & Luna Pizarro, & the vote was 48 in favour of the Com**.
continuing their labours to 4 against it. This vote was very satisfactory, I
attended the session for the first time, & I think it would have been creditable
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to the majority In countries more accustomed to parliamentary proceedings.
The Mtwion will now probably U o{xned about the first of next month.

I had the pleasure of hearing from <*uuyaquil t
that Cen. la Mar was to

vmtfctrk on the 41)1 in*t. for iliis place, & he may therefore IK* daily expected.
Ilin prm-nce here will lie equivalent to an addition of 5(100 men to the army
of Peru, will givr r<tnttdencr& wtrenjjlh to the. enlightened port ion of Congress,
& undoubtedly U followed by his* elect itm to the Prejiideney of the Republic,

I have the honor frtc.j.

Tudor, l
f
nifett States CWswl al Limn, to Henry Chty, Secretary oj

f ikf United Stoifs s

(\inti*|rfits.il. I.IMA, June 15, 1^7,

Tlie Ul nrws we have from <*en. Holivar i t renunciation of the Frew-

dmcy f C'otnuitiUi. in the tq{inning cf I-'rby. the dtKniment ii in his uttual

lylr if vrhrturiu-'e "fc frigiKi! nuuior to cover hi* virws more effectually. To
judge of lit* intention* ii will IK* however necciwary to consider the state of

affair* *w he tttippo*ed them to IK* at the time. The two IVruK hi* preumed
were trreviK-ahty & irretriev.dily in hin ptiwer: i delfgatm of the Uictator-

utiifi tteld l I uaya<)uil, CJtiilo, Panama, Cartagena Ac. He him-

*rlf rrtaineti tin? nupreme |Kwrr in VenexueUi, when? an u*ual he had de-

titroyrd the literly of the prew*. Referring then to hi interceptetl letter to

!* in which he niatttl that the scheme of the grand Bolivian confedera-

tion Cor empire) in rapid progress, it will appear, that he thus thought
five out of the six states, of which it wan to be cortifxisec! were et:urely his, &
the of Bogota, would not I* able to prevent Cundinamarea from

falling into the? vortex. His confuJenltal envoy Colonel Patados had arrived

;ii Rio j*inr 9 he rrcetvet! with extraordinary distinction, &
would form his allUnre with the Krnperor of the Brazil* When
lie finds iilt this great project without a wreck behind except of his

own fame, by the mutiny of a smalt body of his own troops, how will he he

affected.' I think it probable that he will the Styx or the Atlantic lie-

fore i lie end of the year,

Tltr whole of lliis remarkable man must ere long be fully dindoicd,

& A srfd it will be, forever of his military feathers will lx?

plurked away; & a of maneuvers to accomplish the most insane

of ambition, & wither an illustrious reputation, will I* made manifest.

It was the* practice of his satellites to gratify his vanity, & increase his power,
8 MS, Consular Lttten, Lima, I,
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to attribute every thing to him: Thus the battle of Junin. that watt princi-

pally owing to the brilliant valour of Necochea. & the gtradinewt f the Peru-

vian cavalry after the Colombians had faltered, was entirely owing to him #
the Colombians. But still more the battle of Ayacucho, he being in Lima

was attributed to him, tho' at the time he gave almost the exclusive m-dit c.(

it to Sucre, while it waa chiefly due to La Mar.

It was always mysterious why Bolivar left the army, previous to that

memorable battle & came clown to Lima accompanied by O'lliggiiw & i few

attendants. The Spaniards at the time in Callao, confiding in the itrtMi MI-

periority of their force, at first denied the report of his* l>eing on the i *wi, hut

when the fact could no longer be disputed, they asserted with the* utiit<*t con*

fidence in their gazette, that he waa either
" mad or routed.

"
1 have *ila>

believed, that he despaired of success under the grr.it d5ptrsiy of force. &
came to the coast ready to make his escape if the event were unforfttn.itr,

when he would have had it circulated, that it was owing to hit* U-ing ,iitf

& if his army were successful, he knew the glory would In* appropriated ft

him by his servile admirers.

I had recently a full confirmation of his having despaired of siircrss < .en

Orbegoso Prefect of Truxillo, received a letter from him, which Iritrr hr i44
me he had now in his possession, ordering him to park up the' pitlilk archive*.

& all the treasure ready to be sent oil under escort of all list? troop* hr lnil,

about 400 men, in the direction of Quito, $ that in conseijuewt' of thnr or-

ders he had all the packages & everything ready to execute them. The IHWI

fortunate & unexpected result of that battle rendered them.* prmuttiurtft

unnecessary.
I received today letters from Mr. Poinsett & Mr. Sargeant dated 4th of

April, & they inquire what probability there is of Minister* U*tng sent from
here to the Congress of Tacubaya. I have gpoken since with I Jr. l.unu I'i-

zarro & he thinks nothing will be done at present. I le *ay that the gtivrrn-
ment in the midst of all their poverty & misery have extended ICKA.CMKI $ thin

year in diplomatic missions (to serve the caprice & private view* of Bolivar)
all of which have been utterly useless. I am inclined to think that fungm*
will fall thro

1

for the present at least, suspicion of Bolivar prcwntrt) Chile &
Buenos Ayres from joining it. Peru will be very lukewarm ; & the ciUtrtct<x)

condition of Colombia & its removal to the Mexican territory, may dtMftclin*

that country to continue their delegation.
The arrival of Gen. La Mar is looked for with anxiety. The jtdniiniitra-

tion cannot be organized till he comes, & the conduct of Ui Fucnte Prefect of

Arequipa & Gen. Cerdena commanding the division of the army in the upper
departments, who are nightly in a club with an agent of Sucre, & mine other

persons whose principles are doubtful, inipires some suspicion. After a short
residence here a visit of La Mar in that quarter will be necessary to quiet the

public mind, & overawe factious designs if any such are entertained. Sucre"*
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talent* & difxititm fcr intrigue, & the ruin of all his hopes & those of hie

patron, unlcaii mmiv extraordinary intrigue can save them, makes his vicinity

itiwayti dangerous,
1 have the honor jetc.j.

1002

Cooky, Chartf d'Affaires of the United States at Lima, to Henry Clay,
Secretary of Stole of the Untied Stales l

I.IMA, September iy, ifij?.

Puring the. ronvrrMatioii ntxtve alluded ten Mr Pizarro anked me what
would tr tlse HrntimentH of my (iovrrmwnt Ufxm the subject of the New
Republics late Spanish Colonies giving to each other a preference in their

ports* over the vr'h of other nations. I wan a little urprited at thin tjurs-

tioit & the ralhrr abrupt manner in which it was put, but glad of an opi>or-

tunily of **pn*tttK what I !elieved to U the Henne of the < Government in

relation to it. I rrplied that f was not particularly inHtrurted by my < iovern-

ment, but that I had rs hesitation in giving it a* my opinion, that the (iov-

rrnmrril f the t 'nitrd State* would not treat but upon the baw of the mont

favorrd nation, t made us*e of nurh nrgunientH us uggeted thrnswlvt's at

the moment, why uttttt preference ought not to IK* given, & why Peru rfimild

not thus* entangle herwlf, & referret! him to the correspondence* with Mr.

!*oin*rtt for a full e\prewicm of the cne. entertained Ijy the (Government of

the V. Staler u|Kn the ulject. The subject hat* no doubt been prewwd by
the Mlniifrr fnm Chile. I sincerely hope that the intelligence A Htteraltty

of Mr. Pliarro C& he certainly ha much of Iwth,) may prevent the adoption
of yci a prifiriplr.

1003

Jam** Cooiey, CAnrgl d*Affaires af the United Slates at Hma t to Henry Clay,

5rrrrtorj of State of the United States l

(&XTKAC1J

LIMA, November 7, 1827.

. . , On the 5th Instant a schooner arrived in this neighborhood, having
on among other paiwengers, a Colombian officer, charged , as the gov-

ernment here were informed with despatches far Sucre. This schooner the

1 MS. Dtopatchet from Peru, I,
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government caused to be seized & the officer conducted to Lima. It is up-

posed that he threw overboard hi most important despatches hut among

the other letters seized, was one from Bolivar to Sum? law the Secretary of

State informed me last evening) directing him to remain in Bolivia. II thi

be so, & I have no reason to question its correctness*, it woultl went there

would be little doubt as to the views of Bolivar upon thin Country. 1 am
free to confess, I have been slow in forming opinion* ailverw in thr principle*

of one who has done so much for the cause of Independence in ihi ijuar ier f

the world. But proofs multiply upon proofs in auch a manner lo be

irresistible.

Whatever may be the intentions of Sucre its to thr evacuation of Bolivia, if

he be disposed to second the views of Bolivar, which ii here vrry much ap-

prehended, it is almost equally dungrroun whether he remain in !Uhv;t or

embark for Guayaquil, If he remain, he ii ready to makr an attack from

that quarter, to second any movement that may lx? made from < *uay.i<iuti

If he goes to (Guayaquil with his forces, he by no much the force*

with which the Libertador may march u|xm Peru. In ccm*rt|uenre of the

just apprehensions of the government, & the peculiar po*turc of affair*, great

exertions are making to place the Country in the Iwin state of clr-

fence. Their small Navy is getting in readinws, a Xiiiiciniil MiltiM i rw-

deavoring to be organised & impremenia are going on for the army. Ttsr

Executive seems firm & determined, In the language of ( k*n, IM Mar, lisa!

as reported to me by a Friend, upon occasion of thr rt*crplion til *! ilir

late news from Colombia, they seem resolved than "If ik)ivir attempt to

invade the Country he shall be met uith pre & jrswl, iV mil it mrr

the dead bodies of Peruvians". If this determination of liti* governitwiii IK

but seconded by the spirit of the people all will yet tic well for Peru. I hid

an interview with Gen. Ija Mar lust evening. Among other ttuhjecu f

conversation was that of the Congress at Tacabiiya, Nothing It lia*

yet been done on that subject. No report has been made in the Cangmw by
the Committee, & indeed it would seem to tie almost lout of in the othrr

matters that press upon the attention of the government. C.*n. I^t Mar
observed among other things in relation to it, "Sir," he, "the truth i#

that tho, exceedingly desirous of having Agents abroad lift all t'cmnirie*.

with which we have friendly relation!, our situation will not permit it.

Those that we now have abroad are almost in a of tnrv*ttii. We
cannot dispatch a Minister without advancing him $15, or 30,000, & tt*

cannot command the money," It would seem therefore that the

of Peru being represented either at Tucabaya or Wanhtngton at ii

exceedingly problematical.
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1004

i. .Viwi5/rr of Foreign Relations of Peru, to Henry Clay,
Secretory of .Vtole of the t/nittd States l

LIMA, November /<5, 1827,

MOT KxruLi.HNf HJH: The rndenugned, Minister of Foreign Relations of

the Peruvian Republic, has received orderH from his Government to give to

iiii Hxcellem-y. she Minister cif therurres|xmding I Jepartment in the United
State* of North America, it Blight idea of the events which prepared the re-

cent |Mifitir*i! innovation* by whirh IVru wa plated in a situation to govern
itself, ami in the danger whirh threaten* it, of i\ new war,

After thr victory of Ayacuchn iiad secured the triumph of Independence,
tlir Republic had heated that General Bolivar, faithful to hits repeated prom-

would resign ihr t >ictatorHhip, and establish a national government.
Ilul far from fulfilling thr* prornifwa, he ron trivet! to invent himwlf with

rxtracirdifijiry IKIWITM atlficifiK that the publir Kifcty recjuirtnl it to prevent

ttfiiirrtiy. Thr ( 'ongrr** alarmed by the fear of im|x*nding evilii, andetlured

by the itpfwrtit di!fitrrtlJrui of General liolivar, rlothetl him with thin

liigh *yiisriiy tin rondition that he should exercise it only in raneH cif civil

commotion* or foreign wars, Hut no itcxmer had this law been Hanctioneti

than lie lifrogiitrt! to hiuiMelf jxiwern that did not txrlonR to him, ancl began a

c*ipric"iiim admtniiitratttm of the nation by intituiing a Council of Govern-

ment wholly mttwrvient to Inn will,

The t 'mJhmugned will ntl ntrr into a long detail of the vexations to which

the Profile wt*rc nubjerletl under that udministration nor of the changes it

underwent, white it continued to l>e the inatrurnent *lec.ted to gink the State

iiitci degradation and ruin. They looked forward to the meeting of the first

(*e.nerat C*ttngre with hope* of relief from oppression, not thinking that it

fuel convened for the purpose of sanctioning their servitude, and of

tiring compelled to accept the Constitution which General Bolivar then

imposing on Ilolivia, The Deputies, firm in the* determination not to betray

tin* confidence of their constituents, expressed, in preparatory meetings,

their to conitttute the Slate themaelve*, without subjecting

themelvn to the views of ( ieneral Bolivar, nor to the suggestions of his agen ta ;

who, unable to divert them from their purpose, resorted to the expedient of

delaying flic inataUation of the C*ongreH, in the mean time, urging the

Majority to a representation, framed by General Bolivar, requesting

him to continue in command with the same powers, and postponing the

meeting of Congress until the following year,

Two had ncarce elapsed, when abusing theae powers, he ordered

the Council cif (*overnment to submit the above mentioned Code to the
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examination, and for the sanction of the Electoral Colleger which had jut

appointed Deputies, in the exercise of the sole privilege granted tbritt by law ;

and, by means of intrigue and persecution, in every quarter, its approval wd*

secured, and the constitution which had been proponed by the first ( digress.

was superseded.

While these scenes were acting in Peru other expedient* were resorted to.

for introducing the same order of things in Colombia, through the agency cf

the tumultuary movements in Venezuela, and of the arts force*! ly ittr

Intendents of Departments, from the municipalities and citi/en*. to proclaim

the Dictatorship and the Bolivian Code, in order to unite the *uthrrn

States, from Panama to Cape Horn, under a nominal ronfederary, with a

military government, having General Bolivar for its* chief for life. Alarmed

by these events, the troops, left by him in Peru, for the purpose of carrying

his plane into execution, fearful that these should overturn the inn! it ut ion* of

their country, made a movement, on the 26th of January Ia*t. wtum* note

object was to renew their oath to protect them. Thin Capital availing her-

self of so favorable a circumstance, expressed a wish that the nation nhoulti

constitute itself, and the Council of Government, seconding them* wi*hr.

convened the Congress, without altering the existing order of filing*, and the

whole people of the Republic hailed the change with joy ami enthui.*m-

Meanwhile, symptoms of reaction soon began to show themm-lve* among list-

auxiliary troops; and as there did not, then, exist a Peruvian I Mviswm apaMe
of preventing their consequences, the Government availed ilnelf of tin- re-

quest of their officers to IK supplied with the means of returning to their

country. This step which prudence dictated, and which necewmy called ftir,

in those circumstances, has drawn upon it the censure of General Bolivar t

such a degree that he now threatens us with war, alleging wrongs ami anpirto

tiona, on our part, towards Colombia, which arc not even known to the Virc

President, General Santander, charged with the Executive- Power of that

Republic, but whose real and sole object is to involve un in cittern ftctfw, in

order to set himself up aa mediator, and, on pretence that our present con-

dition endangers the tranquillity and safety of Colombia, to interfere iff our

domestic affairs, and restore the charter which our present Constituent

Congress has declared null and of no value, on account of the violation*

committed upon the Sovereignty of the People in order to establih it.

The Government of the Undersigned is convinced of the justice with which

Peru acted in this political change, and that its only wish in to respect the

rights of others, in order to secure its own, Heretofore it has refrained from

uttering a single complaint of the humiliation and incalculable injuries in-

flicted upon it. It is notorious that the fleet of Peru waa destroyed after the

termination of the blockade of Callao; that seven thousand Peruvian* have
been transported to Colombia, to swell the ranks of her arcniea, that the

remains of ours, reduced to a mere skeleton, was scattered over the boundtcM
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extent of the country; ih.tt it* generals ancj officers in highest repute, were
cither removed frtiin the tx>som of their country, or compelled to retire in

voluntary exile; that the extinguishment of the public debt, at home and
abroad, wan attamloned, in consequence of the extravagant expenditure*! for

the Mtpport ami equipment of the auxiliary forces; that the disorder and
dilapidation of the public treasury were scandaloun and that the citizens

upturned to the Bolivian fonntiiution were persecuted and banished. On
all thi* Peru ha remained silent, in order to save herself from the imputation
of ingratitude* whirl* might have U-en cant UJXMI her by those not fully ac-

quainted with the fact*, ami to preserve union and [ware with our Ally, the

Republic of ('olombia. Hut not even thin generous oblivion appears Hufli-

cient to deter < ieneral Bolivar from their interruption. The lattt intelligence
from iit*gf si ftmhrtutt it and the concentration of troopn now making in the

mithern I>e|MrtfttentN of t'tilombia, implies threats of approaching hostil-

ities which arc coithrmetl by the very papers published under his sanction,

II naturally Mt<uw that (ieneral Sucre acting in the interest of <!en.

Bolivar, will, at the name time attack UH in tin* south; which is likewist*

indicated by his pirparatioiiH, ami confirmeti by the necewnity, in which he

believes liiiti*t"II in \n\ of overturning us to avoid the explosion which threat-

ens Bolivia, ujHin the ,ime grounds.
The cttmbinrd forces tf Ctilombia and Ilolivia nhall not conquer I'eru,

nil stained iit *lw In ty juHtire, .uui a public opinion strongly in favor of her

in!ituiiott. But hrr government deplores the bitter compromise which she

will f*e cumfK'lled to make, if the principles of international law are trodden

under fitot, ut<l the fatal result* which await American Liberty, if the event

nhfiuld not aitHwer our hopcn, Kt*solved tt leave nothing undone, on her

part which may remove all motives of war, bathe the nation in American

blood, and prolong her rmWortuncM, Peru will exhauht all reasonable and

conciliatory expetlienti* affrclwl by her situation and ability, to avoid this

extreme; and hope* that the ( Government of the United States, impelled by a

congeniality of principles, ami by the love of humanity, will interpose its

powerful mediation in defence of the fwace and freedom of I'eru.

With thin view, the Undersigned has been authorized to write this com-

munication to the Minister, to whom he tenders the profound respect (etc.).
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loos

William Tud<r, Unitttl Xtatts Consul at /.t'ma. /<* Henry <'&v. Sttretary *>/

flif l/wilel 5

Confidential, LIMA, .Viirmi^r *. tA'j-j

SIR: In my last letter tif the 7
fe int. whirls was* forwardnd l*y a

bound home direct, I raid something on the aubject of an in! nit ion fy ihr

II S, & England, to prevent the war with which JVru i* ftsrr.iinsrtl by lt*Si-

var, & avert by their mediation jointly or *epaMtely. a lon^ train of 4f'
tune* to Colombia & Peru, tin tin* letter which I forward luulri rtivrr f Mr
Poiri**ett may reach ytm earlier, I will recapitulate what !M? t*-Mifml on iltr

sutijwt.

It bt?mg evident by the arrmtnlt* received from ("!olsia, ils-ii HJtv.*r a

far from teirin warrutJ by the event* th.it had taken jl.n r lirtr, *f ihr tnt]>r-4r-

ttcability of his plans, was on the contrary, r\riil i 4 |ii*h tf Jury *m

learning the shuck they had receivnl; & that he iiwnrdialrly f*llrf-!rl an

army to march on Bogota ;S; after trampling down ihr p.iirs<! in ihr i|i4l
& the itdjoining province*, whirh were the only |wr! f ihr rrputbt r%rjnpi

from hi* dictatorial sway, that he would then pr*rrrd inlLimr*! mill* *s

of vengeance to rrsubjug.ilr I'eru. Hy the appr.if*iiu'r rijmlu, ihr

patriotw etmetl unable to opjxnte him, ^ cn'Uinlantr m'iislS > lrjgrf

admit of tin* disgutwr, he ha endeavcuire<{ to maintain SifcHh *<*f nitwli <-

ceH inditnl) but that he would 1" ctm{rllrl lc fmi*h flw* rum f ilir frpu!4r.

by openly assuming the *une military dirlntwrr |di<'taiurhi$f'] in ihr crnttt .

which lie already exenmtl in the l'I*ilrrit & Souihrrn *ir|.iritwn

Authentic information was received here of the rdrt hr lt*I givrti to

collect a force in Guayaquil, Car the invaHttttt of IVru. & ihr prrparaiory in-

triguea that were to l>e carried on, while the newp*|*rr undrt lit* n*niful.

were fillet! with the rnont bitter rrpriwiriiri* & atmurd iiiTu^ilirm*

country. All thenc* facts left no doubt of hi* intention*, <tS uti-

minister the affair* of Peru, lire too intimately acquaintrd wsilt hi* rhar .i

to have Un*n for a moment oil their guard. For two fwioftstt

Mar hat* lat-n collecting an army in the North, reacjy in tttrrt iltr

nut of the* corpa have already arrival or are cn the way i ihrir Jrlimifn

Perhaps the whole army of Peru may tit* entiituited ii I<HH of m-|ifii

6tHK>will be* ascrnblct! in the north, the remainder mt ! rrtainr*! towaifh
the movement* of Sucre, & at various (xitnt* in ihr tnirrior great r!frl.i tuvr
bcn made to cull the whole militia into active, aervire ftr ihr til l-aS

duty. Admiral t uie was to icewani to watrh any ntovrmrrit that might be

1 MS. DitpAtrhe* from Braxi^ VI. Thb tww ! with Twdr*
C'owtutjw Lttter from Peru. Hit coramk a to Ilra#I w* 4*il J*
26, iBa^j but evidently he had not kit Lima wSwi thtatifapitri* .a*wn, a4
he earm*ci It with him to Rk tie Janeiro, dbp*tching it ifcrrr,
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attempted by ea. The frigate he is in, mount M 50 KUDM ^ in fine order, &
he hits* two *r ihree smaller \r?tc!t4

Tttr force of Peru will |r4.i!ly In- etju.il in number in any the I'aurper rain

bring K*" |tst * (
'

'm **lir arm. that f cavalry, it will ! deridedly wufwriw both

in nutnU-r <& quality , A tin- army generally, will U* animated by a filling of

the junior i if thru tan**-, the deplmabie fair that will attend them if con-

quered, A' a vivii! rrt s*IIiiiii uf ilw !<in wrirM of injurir* ,1111! bitter inylt

ihry rrt'rivrtl lu*i f lir I '(itiimbtatm. A a < fnt*ral, Holtvar li,i Jitllr to- rrc-

tmmirmt him. l-!w!r lisr* ardour, vchcittt'iiff & at'tivity; I!K*T tlitl wonders
wlirn thi-y wrrc r\rtlrt| HI lltr c'.itiM- cif f,itrif!brtt & itulf|K'ntlfru-t*; it will In*

wen wlifiitrr itiry fan havr thr fctnirrSlrrl in a r.}t|M}|f, wiirrr lir rail only
ulimulatrhift follower* with the hor/wof |ilyitlrr, La Mar iHUtuititiblttity thr

fin*! j;rnrral in siith Amrrica. ! a rcftuiar military rtltifation. brilliant

valour & rs|w"firiifr in rvriy variety of warfare ig,isp*t the iinrsl trcHi|H of

NafKtIeon. he iplils thirty yrar of Mrrvifr, & Bolivar, win* wa* ort|{ina)ly only
a r*4|>f*iiti tjf milttta, i a inferior to hint a* a general, i* he i in {titblit* &
private virtue If they ever meet, iinlrw the tuifferiority ul ftirt'e le very

great on the tle of Hotivar, I have entire fontulrnt'e that he will tic tK*;tten.

If (irn, Bolivar hal liren *in honevt man. if he hai rrturnnl honte with liin

tMif after thr fall of c 'altao. |$nw diflerent wotthl IK* now the. slate of South
Anirrir*i! < 'olombta & IVru after two year* of rr|KiM* & (ismttmhett rs

|rttT s woitht have hu) their }ir|irriiy ttmhrnietl, their f*alittt,ii & ftnanri*il

rntlil e#litblihe*l. & thr nuwJ li|>c of S|Min tiave liern wholly tiiikcoutttr*

nanced. tnnteati of this {KMturr f #iff*iir, t'utcunbia ha* Iteen thrown into

liiiarrlty, tltvi(iet) inli faclitinii, ttttr>cvrrihetl to an rxrrivr tli*gr* 8 & yb

jertwl to a military <!epoli*m, The two IVril?* have. teen tiegnt<ietl & op
|rrc<i tieyoncj t|r'ri|lifi a t/liilc kept in a Male of i%tifeftr it &
Buencj^ Ayre* rttiucitl in a utatr of total cltiw.lutitt of thr rrpublicr, & that

heroic city left to cmtemt alone ^gainitl the Brazils, & all this ruin &
have Iwrit thr rettlf of the. infrigu & initrr Ambition of a nwin.

SfKtin. *lrrrr|il *i i s will exult & *wy, that tlirnc rciunlrics tnitl again
rtrturn to their utlrgUntf? to front the mi*erieiiaf tnciepimdence. For

all lilt* of evil, even tlie of lib nctteriien would hold y t no hope of

alleviation; every who cicamtnr them mut fierc-eivc, that they <Jo not

thr ftlightcut guarantee, & contain the swelling of perpetual
reaction and insurrection.

Krflrcting cm mli|ect, & on tlie unprtnrtpleti character of the war he

0w iiicnire, it occurred to me, that the rnwlintkwi of the V, S, & of Mng-
tand either together or eparately might l uhtained, (and) would of coume tie

effective, & alike firnefidai to Colombia & IVru, for in thit ra? while Uth
tyrtir! are to Iw the victims, it w tndivkiual ambition alone, which is to IK*

gratified. Each of the powers above named has ii peculiar motive* for

wtihing to wee count etc* enjoying & prosperity, bewde* the jxiwcr-
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ful reasons of state, fontmon to both. agaiiwt the inordinate-

and pernicious accumulation of power in the hand* of an ,irrgiiii

Bolivar has agentK fterminally devoted to him in variou* ft,itc, & JVru i *i!-

most wholly unrepresented abroad. I 'nder all them4 circuwatdncrw. itw?

great confidence iSt frankntw wilh whirh lien. Lit Mar %1 tii

titd adviser I>r, Luna Pi/arro lxth honor me, # l*oth f whom i tint in iti*

habit of Bering daily, 1 Bought u private interview with ihrw tt^rihrr, %%

before them the reasons, which 1 thought rendered if |johir lor Peru iu

to both then*' friendly nation*, by Bending a succinct account of t W-n fioh v,if
"

corn! urt in thin country, with a sketch of the present l*iir f iifi.iir*& ihr

with which they are menacetl ty him; acvom|wntel wiili Irftrt l*rti

La Mar to the I*rcUleni & the King, fif without diwlly t-Kiimmu ittlcf

venticms preparing the way for Inith nation* to offer ihrir f firndly

Peru could have nothing tt> fear from it, a* he w** cnly tiriinn frmii thr

sternest ner.e**ity of elf ciefence, akfor nothing Iml |-iT & iram^nlhty.

& to enjoy a government which i lite nearly unanittw*u tliitc til ihr

They Innh aw*enietl i the propriety of my MiKMriifi*, & in A n-td mirt -

view it was agreed that the document* nhouid l*e iwmrtliairly prrfMrr*) f

have ttince urgetl the conciunion of thi aflair. as the fuxinrr si w adupirtl

better -and today one net of theae di**|*iirhrs werr frw*irtirti Jy a

Railing tlirec't for I^mdon. & it way lie calculated, that thry will rtMrh

ac|dre by the first tf March. I il*o wrtte ctmftdrnttal Irllrr* f* lw jirt-

wmti of my acquaintance in that country, giving them a ket*-h ( ihr 1*4411,

(Jen. JRoltvar i now, & li*w leen for a long time |M1 4 |tl*iywg in ihrur fwii

tries; tSr explaining the very ntrong tnteret that Knghtnc) tin* in

rei*tore<l; the individual* to whom they are *itllrr**fi 4 by ihrir *%

conntYtion can havt* mmw infiuencr on the tfitrftkin, Simiiaf

addrcttMti to you <X to the President will Iw* fnrwardrt) l*y ihr

ttinity. In the meantime, fthtutid it l*e tlwtittl ritprdtrrtt t* *iy in

this matter $H conjunction with i
;
.nglinci. our Mini*lrr in thai ttninlry

IK* instructed aca>rdingty. Should it lie decided by rithrr er lo

offer their mectiation. it i* of great ifrtfwrfaiirr thif n lr

The tltmculty with rc**fect to fttianrr*. a well i# f lial frm ihr

ai the winter now in^inw in the tmuifttainft, <8t ftmr c ftvr mill

probably prevent ht getting a Htifltnent forc-r to (uaya|uil l ailrmpt itn

tnvaicn l.>efore the month* cf April or May. Surrr cvin h^nlty ilt

form a negative diversion, he t not strong entuigh t atlrrtipt *iti *f

Peru, but a ctns*iderable force must I* krpt on thr fmnirr t wlrh him,

*fhe protjal>slity f hi* returning to C'lilcimliia, f whirh I in my lai. i

altogether at tin rtid, All ihr official Irllrr* * orrlerw tn itiw nubirfi
fdlecl a whole gaxetle. were only a re{x<tititm of <nr *f ihr trick* { ilw

shitmelw* Bolivian whrxit ; t at thr littie ( "1 , Fwwiiwlr* wa i all

the cities to exact nigrtaturm fmm ihr inhatiMm.intrMitng him ni to
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while the whole, country i on the. evr of tnurrt*cliort to get rid of him, &
which an enure want of urntn only prevent from hunting into action.

1 am aware that 1 have here taken tep*of connideraMe delicacy, hut they
must U* considered a* the acl of a private imiivittual. 1 tto|w the President

may not !*e diwattsftt"*! with my conduct ; certain I am. that if the situation of

thr*e countries, the character &' virwn irf Itulivar. & the rii!*t|iifiirf*a that

would follow their sticrrmf* i*rr liilly imtlrrsltMMi, Uilh tin* I'. S. & ICngland
would not only oHrr their mrttuition, imt if nci'rmwry drront|wny it with an
alternative that would roiftjieS it* arc'rpfanrr

I have the honor frlr.].

P, S. I forward with thi* under rover let Mr, Poineit *i c*onfidential letter

from tien, I, M.tr t* Urn, Viftoria, rrsfirt'ltng the nituation of Peru & the

Attack with which he $s threaieneti; fireniniiing tn the jul & htmral>lr feel-

ingf the govert*men t of Mexico in a r*tuar. wliirh hatt *i common interest to

it certain de^re* for all the nrw rrputilict tf thin t'ntin<rtit.

JCMM

I If, Cltot$t tt'A/ttirei u/ Ikv l/wiirtl Stoles ai Lima, la flenry Clay,
of af lh Umlf4 Shttes 8

LIMA, ntttmbrr tj, ifj/,

If that <*rn. Sucre notwithtandinx lti prrlende<l dHermtnation to

evacuate Bolivia & hi* |om|KHt* ptitili*hrt| prtMlamation & order* to that

effect of which 1 have heretofore informed you. ha, if lit* ever en-

trrlainrtl the idea. mw alutuicmrd it, at f*r thr prriirnt. His Minister

here Mr, Srraiw. ha rrcallrti tiy him & fell this t'ily yrrtrrclay, The
fur ilii rrcall are not known. $ wr are rft!y left to cafi)eclun? that it

i owitig to ilii gv. having drclinnj to rnd at Minmter to Ikilivia 4 & having
aroused tt* (tetrnntrtation l< rrcounijtr thr Independence of Bolivia, only in

the event cif the almwcr of t forngii firrr.

1 MH. from !*, I,
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William Tudor i
United Slates rX'C&nsulitt Lima, lit Afiirliif Van fftiwf ,

tary of State of the United l

IKXTKACT!

Confidential. Rio im jANtiiito. /I?^?1 ^ ' **''*'>

The new* from Peru i of the nitwit disastrous drscrlptttMi, t*> rrLiir-s IM iHr

indejH*ndenet of that country ; and the sum*** of the wsttrfMT apf***ir t-rrum

A rumour is in circulation, that a revolution had occurred in I jina, .1 fi

had taken place &e, I have nothing later that i authentic. ih*tn ihr

account* of the engagement, which resulted in the defeat cf the v,ingii,in! .4

the Peruvian army at the Portete de Tartjui. <amarra thr i rmn-

mnnd, apfieiirt* to have rausi the tlrfrai ly Itin iwarcli? 8 & illirfw*t! t

have ic*ik*f 1 thetH^racrof h in country ly hi* trvachrry, wiitrh roittltifi s* |n -

fecrtly harmonious with his whole* citrrrr, 1.4i Mar i li*ivr r*-*ij!rl

unhurt, after rxfxiwig hirnwlf to the hot tent of ihr fight. *% 1 liavr * lwijtf

from the character and opinion* of the man, in thehoprnf uriijtig llr

is one of the bravent & purrnt 1 ever knew; but acting with rrlu"f***"r an 4

(X)Hticat mutation, extenuated by ill health, & Hurroundetl by many in

he haa no confidence. Hi* letter to Sucre after ihr action, in 4 rrrtiiikjit4r

document, which protutbly will have IKTU {iitblthe() in ihr 1 ". S. fir nr\

would have made those charge* of if he hat) not km.*wft ihrin IM

IK* weli-foundtnl, Be the individuali* mrntionetl, u committing ilirnt, Al-

ready entablwhed their reputation in Lima by former iict* in that way Ait

opinion may be forme*! from the* event*, if Peru will have to

thin new & vindictive invasion. Bolivar appear* to have appro.

priatc agentH tci penetrate in the vangtiAitt; * many of iti .

have already made thenmclveft notortcitti, by the %t

In the capitulation, Sucre that they do not "a
of the wind of Peru

"
......thii i a favorite, , At ihr

ttmt* the whole rtwmrceii of txith I*eru"* f at

arid without any account rendered, by hinmelf & Bolivar, o
jKwieicm, It is meant al, that it ihoylri lie infrrri, n

against Peru: but will make under the mediation f the I 'fitted St4tc.
or ome other (xnver, While at the time they haw inrrMnily
striving by every species of tntrigwe*f rorruptton, to thrmirfve*

in that country. Independently of it its leifig the center of ihr rtmtrm-

plated empire, the mines of that country mill contain richer. Co-

lombia is reduced to the last of poverty & exhauation.
The interest I was obliged to take during my residence in that country, m
1 MS. Dfaqpstcluw Crom Brniit, VI I . AliSiwjgfc thi* w* t Rio fe |iwirwt

it ti* 10 A*
wholly with Peru wtd h* oo-itni{y btta'pretttti M if it hait in
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their affair?*, which were *a deeply involved in the extensive & sinister

of HnltVtir, still itwkrs me them with a solicitude, which a thorough

acquaintance with the character * principle* of Home of tin? principal

cmly tend* t aggravate. Hut, it in not my intention to dwell on event*, of

whom." mrurrcnce my information h too tardy, to be of any tine, in conveying
them to yu : I only purfK*ed to ofler a few remark* on the subject of our

mediation, mentioned in the capitulation.

After t*c-neral I .a Mar had been reluctantly established in the Prest-

dency of 1'eru. he JMW hints**!! immediately threatened wirh the hostility of

Bolivar, wli* agent* were buy in following hin simple & cfttcacioutt preacrip-

lion,
"
to an.itrhi/c the country **, anil in flip they were wo tmcceflafiil, that the

Constitutional l 'ongrenn, which began tinder g*od auspice*, & contained

among it* memter* mmw of the mtwit enlightened & excellent men in South

America. *o*n prearntet! nothing but wcrnenof intrigue, faction, ftilly & mi-
chief; iigainwi which alt tt* effort.* of itttr {wttriolic (tortioim were wholly un-

availing I felt, a* every citir el*e did, tlir danger of thr trugg)e that Wii to

enue with Bolivar I n Mar }iiirwi me with hi* wt*t intimate canfidence.

I urgetl him to make an afi|*r*il lo ftrrign Stale, to mediate, & prevent
the ravage* of civil war, lirtween countries already iinpoverintiecl &
by their revolutionary sniggle*. Hi viewn were Imritsf, ciisintcrttwl &
pacific, (loo much if the lit* not *iiiirI for the prosperity of the

c*iw*r tir it*ti i rnatntainitSc he lttiwf<iti<-*ill>* republican ill hi* princi-

ple*. He objected ti making uch a proposal, on the ground that Pert!

fallen to-w, had l>ern the virtim of tycli trange tliKwirrs, that until a con-

Htilution w,i ttrgani/ct), & their finanre wt?re in a sf*ttr to meet their engage-
ment* any overture n hi* fwrt wcmld In? *lightet) ; and that he did not wish to

end an agent abroad, till their rrputat Urn wit Iwtirr ejktablinhed it home.
I |*erM^ted however in the advice, and lliitl white he putting hi*

to the fsw| & every effort to maintain ttirtr indrjirmlenne ; that he Hub-

mil the di*pute to the arbitration of foreign jxiwrr, in a ntannrr, that without

immediately 4cttig their interference, would justify them In offering it, if

they thought it exjtedient To prevent all *u*picin of ttelftfih on my
part. I pr|Kwwrd, that A irtiiliif application .ttiirtikl Inr made to the United

Stale*, to F.ngland. & i Mexico. At length thin con*enfed to; and a

memorial w.i* cirawn up, not by thr fiewcm I hiwl ugg*tfJ, but by n in-

ferior hand, tho" ttte organ for the pur|*oe. It to me, & I

thought not worth while, tho* not no able n paper a* I could have whined , to

object to inferior detail* but it wan made out & delivered to me, & I for-

warded the three to KngUtnd, Mrxirt>& the United State*. 1 have
never heard whether either of de*r>iitche reached iti destination . This
1 pfenume to be the origin of the mediation before referred to.

Any mediation. & of all cithers, that of the V. S., Bolivar would carefully

avoid, with the Wiunl, nalemti, hypocrisy, of pretending to it. Should
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however our mediation by any accident be called for, it will only be to sport
with our credulity, unless the most ample precaution is taken, as he did, \vdth
that of several nations in the farce of Panama ; & it will require great penetra-
tion and firmness in the mediator, not to be the dupe of his designs. There is
little doubt, that the subject will be entirely obviated, by his again obtaining
absolute controul of the two Peru's, and once established in Lima, with Sucre
at his old outpost, (tho' perhaps the latter may be fixed for a time in Lima,
till Colombia is finally organized) the former intrigues will be resumed,
against Chile, & Buenos Ayres, & probably with success; while the same ef-
forts will be carried on in Central America, amidst the distractions which lie
has assiduously fomented in that country.

The ambition of Bolivar is extravagant, unprincipled & reckless. JHIe

unites in a singular degree of perfection, two qualities that are not often allied

in the same individual, duplicity & vehemence. His plan of forming Spanish
South America (to say nothing of some change of boundaries with Brazil)
into one empire, will be pursued implacably, to the last moment of his life.

His schemes are ill-digested, impracticable, offering no guarantee, no hope of
stability; yet they may succeed to a considerable extent, & during his life all
the resources of those countries, will be wasted in the attempt to form an em-
pire, that even should it be realized to the utmost of his wishes; will only en-
tail a long course of intestine commotions, and at his death, leave the palpi-

tating fragments, to the endless rivalry& contention of his lieutenants. His
arrogance is unbounded, & his ardour indefatigable; obstacles & opposition
excite vengeance but not reflection. The heroic constancy of his early ef-
forts for the independence of his country, would have covered his name with
laurels; but the same quality directed against the liberty of his own & other
countries, will hereafter blend it with execrations.

I ask pardon for wandering so far from my immediate post; but the trutli

is, that the ambition here denounced, bears upon the concerns of the whole
Southern part of our Continent.

1008

Samuel Larned, Charge d'Affaires of the United States at Lima, to Martin
Buren, Secretary of State of the United States 1

LIMA, December 15, 1829.

SIR: Grand Marshal Gamarra, the provisional President of this Republiclc,
arrived here on the 25th ultimo. On the 26th., I addressed a note to the
Minister of Foreign Relations, of which a copy (marked A.) will be found

1 MS. Dispatches from Peru, I.
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annexed, transmitting to him a copy of my credentials, and requesting an
audience. The Minister replied on the 27th., as will tie in the subjoined
translation of hi* letter (marked B.) fixing Monday, the aoth ultimo, as the

day for my wept ion. Accordingly, on that day, at the hour appointed, I

waited m the Minister of Foreign Relation*, at hiti Office, presented him my
letter of credence-, and the Note transmitted to me from the Department, for

him. in reply to the communication of his predecessor to the Secretary of
State. The Minister, in succession, presented me, in my Publick character,
to the President.

On this occaaion, I stated to the government of Peru -agreeably to my
instruction*, and in reference to the subject of the letter of Mr. Mariategui,
it* former Minister of Foreign Relations, alxive alluded to that the govern-
metti of the Tutted State* had ever taken and continued to feel, the deepest
interest in the success and prosperity of the Southern Kepubltcks of the

Continent of America. It wan sensible, that jxrace in required by their

condition to enable them to repair the* ravages of war; to establish and
rnnwiliditte their free intitutions, anfi to take* that respectable stand

among the Nation* of the Earth, which it in sincerely hoped they will

occupy.

Notwithstanding that, by the recently made f>eace, the subject had lost

fitttdi of it * trn|x>rtance; still, as a proof of the interest which the United

Suit-* in the welfare of this country; and of the attention which the

communication of its Minister of Foreign Relations had met with, I was
induced to titwfrvt?, further, that the Minister of the United State* at Bogota
had tnrn charged, amongst the first duties which he should perform upon hit

nrriv.il there, tti communicate to the government of Colombia, the President's

".intious wish. tli.it the war might be averted, if it hud not broken outor
might lie honourably terminated, if Jt had commenced." And that he had

twen directed to embrace some suitable occasion to communicate this senti-

ment IP the Colombian CJovernment, and to the gratification which

the President would derive from the reestablishment of peace and a good

understanding twtween the two countries; in whose prosperity and happiness
the t'niteti Sutes must ever feel a lively interest.

That the government of Peru could not estimate too highly, the solicitude

which that of* the United States felt in its welfare; and that it would be ever

ready to this solicitude in any manner in its power, not inconsistent

with the paramount duties which it owes to the People of the United States.

That the policy of the United States ii that of peace and friendship with all

nations: regretting, but carefully avoiding taking any part in, their

ware: and abstaining, with the utmost caution and delicacy, from all inter-

ference in their internal concerns!.

The of this Republick, his high gratification at this

friendly of intercut, on the part of the United States, in their behalf:
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and requested me to convey to the President his grateful

therefor, in the name of the People of Peru.

On the name day, the Minitter of Foreign Relations me a

purporting that the government had formally me *s

d'AlTaire of the United States to this Republick.
I have the honour (etc.).
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Pinkney, United States Minister to Russia, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretory of Slate of Ihe United States l

Si, PKTi-.ksuuiu;, September 13/25,

I have endeavoured to ascertain the views of this (iov 1
. relative to the

in Spanish America. You know the difficulty of obtaining any sure

information upon such subjects; and I am free to admit that 1 have none
such tw give you itfxwt this. Nothing In to IK* extracted (for I have tried

repeatedly) from tin* Sfninish Minister-Resident, through whom perhaps, the

Kffifttiw might not choose to communicate with the (ov*. of Spain on this

hu*iite*A. lift" other memlers of the Corps diplomatique apjmir to know
nothing of the matter; but some of them ridicule the idea of Russian inter-

ponttton in tin* transatlantic contest. An to the Kusuians titx>ut the Court
ilr, they tittle, and they tell that little with exemplary reserve. The
ttubjrct mentioned to me one** by a person of consideration, whether

casualty or by design 1 do not know, In the course of a pretty long conversa-

tion with the Prince Cinlitwn at I'eterhofT he took occasion to allude to S.

Aro*. and t my opinion of the probable nuccetw of the resiHtance f the

Cotimir*. I told him frankly that I had no doubt at all of its final Hurceaa,

wtuttrvrr might retard it for a *eaw>n. I Haid, however, that I had

no knowledge of the nubject but what I collect etl from newspapers and no

opinion it but my own. We convented Ufwn thi topic for some time,

but I tlit! not frive that he took any particular interest with the Gov*. of

S|*iin as to the colon te although I thought it plain enough that he was no

partisan of the latter.

My notion in that nobody here curw half no much about this quarrel as

iliry to tlo in France and England; yet I have suspicions that the

Kttifwor will in way or other meddle in it: very friendly relations (dis-

played cci";ilially with some parade) exit l>etween the Emperor and the

King of Spain, and, although it might naturally be expected that out of

Europe the Emperor would leave him to manage hit own affaire as he could,

this of by subjects to kingly rule and of an effort to multiply

Republics, be thought to call for a general combination in Europe to

discourage and it. The Emperor must however, calculate worse than

he i in the habit of doing if he puts himself seriously against the revolution in

MS. from Ruwfi, VI. William Pfnkncy, of Maryland: C'ommiMi'oned

and minMer $entpefry to RUMW, March 7, 1816; left po*t

1851
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S, America. If it be true that a new Congress (or rather an /nlertmtrsr of

Sovereign*) is to take place next summer at Aix la (a* it* confidently

Raid, am! as ! l>elieve) the aflfuirti of S. America will 1 presume !** t.slkrtl of on

that o

1010

ll'ti/tam Hnktiey, Untied Staffs Minister to /fruxM. to 7cfcn (tw v

tuttrelary of State of ike United l

IKXT*ACT)

Si. PKTKRHHrit;, 5r/*/rwl*rf jg'Otlt&rr it, f^fj,

Sltt: It is only *iwf the ti.ttt' of my lal that 1 luivr iiiwlrilil <i IK Ji 4

its to tc i*rr nf the fact! that the II. Ikivrffiinrtil wuinciiwr

clirc*rll L, Cttthcart 1*1 firrms flit* Knifwrcir's Mitilrr* fcr r\j*hittat rrU*

livr to hi aii|jK*ti intention tti oflrr hit* itiitilifi liriwrcii S|IH & iu

colon in*. You know that thr Mfiglish {(>(xwition ncwjM|rr% have iwS

thin tHrr may or w4
. IK nuictt*, ar| tutvr rvrn gone o (*ir to sinii? Unit

KuHHta Wii* alout lo assist S|win lonulxJuf thccolonim without thr t-rrrntuny

cif a prcvioiiH irrttier of niitiuition. Hcnrt' ihr al.*uvr iirc}r i I,
4 t '*tlltf I.

Thr arntwrr of (X \i**elrocit* wa** that thrrr w*ia n truth in thr*r }nuti-
tton*; ami he h.i* rejwatrtl lii aittturanrtm i frt*t|urntly & r,,ir neatly ittai tin

ibt fan In' riMPirsably entertained, or Ml any rate tlwrnily t*%|rr*ti,

the Hiilijwi,

Thr *ah* of the Sleet mentioned in my lat (whirli I fo IJT frr lam) ran

s"*irrriy in.* tttiwiclerixl a j*erfrcl!y neutral |rfM**liiig will* rr*jir*t to the

C "oloiiir*. but, if it IM? i mlf t it sretn* to that the l%nifer**r Jr
to niilfairk *i a |.iriy in tin* contest, I My

"*

/ it Ar jrfl#
"

Ijctraunr are

not wanttiiK tho*e who lelipve that it i a wlr iw /<>rm only, I * iiul f that

opinion.
* MS, frwii VI.
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(TlUNRUkTtON}

Moscow, November 17, 181?.

Thr ofhc-ial Note delivered on the 18. of October by the Ambassador of
HIM Mim Faithful Mujeaty to the Ministern Plenipotentiary of the Mediating
('our i prracnu an additional evidence to that already existing in favour of

the acriui.iitt rxcrcwed by the European Alliance on the regular and
lawful four?* of political affaire tf the greatest interent.

li was in the rxf>rct*itton of this infallible result that the respective Courts

explained tttemwlvrs, at* well tin theoccanion of the commotions at Fernam-
bottt {I'ernamliucu.''], as on that when His Catholic Majesty thought fit in

hi* *i*dom to fall the attention of His Allies to the general situation of the

VAM and Irriilr region* of the other Hemisphere which Europe is so deeply
intrrrieci in prrmrrvinK for ever from the horrors of Revolution.

Hefrrrtni; therefore to the atrwbn of His Most Faithful Majesty [to} the

cwmitufiii-.itttin* which have heretofore taken place between the Cabinets,
relative to the quefttton of Rio de la Plata, and to that of the Colonies, the

t 'tun i o{ Kitft*ia will reply to all the overtures which were made to it on these

ftuhjrcift, by ammimitig its a primary point, im the sole motive of its opinion,
the viu! tmtKirtance of conducting the negotiation in question to a prompt

happy ijwwe,

In fiil, fruiM the fuoment that ihe lawful inlerexls a/Spain shall be Identified

aj dm! t*artu%al t under the safeguard of the impartial and
collet- live intervention of all the Powers of Kurojnt, it will perhapg be eaay to

produce uch i concert of meaiuro, by means of a general agreement, as

l*c* calculated to rwlorc* the inhabitants of the Colonies to that peaceful

honorable exmtence, to which they arc destined by the paternal wisdom
of their respective Sovereigns.

Such are the wishes of Hii Majesty the Emperor. And it is with the hope
of ihnn participated (in) by his August Allies, that His Imperial

Majety canimaiuled his Minister to state on the present occasion the

motives which nanction them, ai well m the considerations which eem to

oflrr I IK* prrtuge of their happy accomplishment,
li i not now propowed to examine in detail the proposals offered on both

and tin ihe of which the arrangement relative to the restitution of

the Rivrr of I .a Plata m&y and au^ht to bt effected, We consider them as

1 MS, from Spain, XV, enctenwl with Erving to Adam, February a6, 1818,

wtorh * tetow4
, pi, xttl. doc. 1070, See ahm, in pt, xiti, 4oc. 1080, his dispatch of March 1,

till S f^fi to the nwrrwir In ("ampbetl m Adam*, December 31, i8ig/January 13,

pc. xtt, <kc. 1017, wtih whfch it copy of the memwkl in French was enclosed.
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respectively smi^epiible of improvement, But this if a which ran wily S

lutefuily undertaken by the Negotiator* Plenipotentiary of flic tntrreated

Mediating Power*.

Our (HUM (ton i* founded on a more genera! principle. It embrace*

comprehensive views,

We consider the Art which will result from the present Ncental ion a* a

new corner stone, adding strength to the untilmken tmlidity til the Furujiean

Syitrm,
In the enlightened and conciliatory npirit by which the c*nHu*ion of

Act will Iw promoted, we diitctiver the only source of itir of

pacifying the colon ie*. by ref*f)ccting all the right*, nil the attention** due to

dignity. and by et<iblihing between the tirnditH contemplated to le **
duced in the otlirr Hemisphere, n direct relation with thr l*rtirl!i |iftftiiJ

in Kurttpe under the mt*pice of the (irtirral Alliawe.

When lilt
9

politictd rrhitiotm l*twet*n Stufrs were cfierralr<l by the ii}u.

^ cif Vienna and of Paris in the year 1^15, thr Kurnjtfttn AJhaMrr, whu-h

wan their mcwt valuabir result, forcibly impre**ed ail ittind*.

Ity mime the syitcm if anticable and fraternal I'nion then fffr*i by the

renpective State*, wa* ronniderit! 1 an alilrar| liyfM-rthrsi* and vid t>f

|ir*trlir*il utility,

Ity ot hern a hc|e WiW entertaint*ti that ntran^ wrnild lr aflflr*l by it f

restraining, or i'twfining within certain abnolute Itoundv. the |iwrt <tf

<f great territorial and etipecially thcjwr which fotn

and alwlutely intleprn<!ent.

Finally ttiii general Alliance wn* hel! up by other* an *i

of I>|Kiti*R! rtitahitfthctl for the mtbjugation of the Prplr, r\fn f ilir

State* of the Mrncind Rink to the rxrltwiw will of the f **ittirii | ingUml.
AtiAtrta. Prttftftia and Rtiwia.

judging rif ilii* ystri?i an of i prrmeditated work, it attributrd

to the prinripte^ which have the affinity with ordinary -wnrr|'

tiori*. lit ctmwttiuent it motive |*ftififiyiicrcl to tie thr of

universal domituttiori, rmploying clistntit and hyiKKTiny it*

To have comttatteti them; error* by argument*, would s!y

trnclrt! t n*inriion them. Bui by to them the evident* if inrtm

testable facu, they art* wlidly refute*! and forever eradiratiwf-

The tranarticns howrvrr which have hitherto i*f sin.

pnrtanrr by thr intirvention of the of the (*rand A!!i

anee, a continuation of nn trrior tr*inactieif they e^mitcii wl
have produced conviction, or given a practical idea, to nay i s of the

ctbject of thi ytem.
On the other hand the tranMCtion now under the
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first of a pure and simple application of the principles characterizing the

force of the Union of Cabinets, animated by a uniformity of intention, for the

maintenance of general tranquillity and the support of just rights on all occa-

and with respect to every State whatsoever, according to the eternal

maxima of Justice,

It is then on the success of the present Negotiation that the realizing this

system in a great measure depends. And although this issue is a fact highly
consolatory to the enlightened conscience of the Cabinets, yet it still remains
an abstract theory, and therefore susceptible of every sort of interpretation

by ihoMe who pretend to represent in the world the tribunal of public opinion.

Nothing in fact would more embolden the genius of evil to persevere in its

rush riitrrprixttt than the failure of this Negotiation.
If either Portugal or Spain should perceive the impracticability of a settle-

ment of their existing differences thro' the medium of the deliberations of the

Allied Powrrs, thry would probably seek in partial alliances, a measure con-

stantly ubjtH'led to by Russia, the means of effecting their object, or those of

tltrir rights by resorting to force*. This tendency alone would have

tin? tffm uf holding up the* Allied Powers, both in Europe and America, as in

a stall4 of war, if not real, at least intentional.

It i Irani the imputation of the latter that it is important carefully to

Dcrrrn the C iraml Alliance,

It rriil arid tntrimm'k force rents solely in the purity of intentions and in the

reciprocity of good faith which animate and actuate the Allied Powers.

They cannot however dissemble the fact that the Nations which have been

in the Storms of Revolution, are but little prepared for this Policy.

Now, the iiujKirtiint point ii to inculcate it on them; and this is the interest-

ing tak which tt in the object of the cabinets to fulfill.

We have suicl enough to place in a strong light the motives of a general

interest, which plead in favour of the prompt and favourable issue of the

present negotiation, lU*t us now me what are the more particular motives,

which are more immediately connected with the direct relations of the

two Monarchies, Spanish And Portuguese, with South America.

SKC'ONt)

These relations have been complicated by undecided questions of right and

of territorial limits, the character of which assumed appearances more alarm-

ing to Spain and more injurious to the tranquillity of the people of the other

Hemisphere from the moment that the Portuguese colonies were raised by

the irresistible force of events to the effective dignity of Mother-Country, and

of Spain, with the same prospects, or at least, that of their emancipa-

tion, had in fact retrograded towards their former situation.

The two Cabinet! were thenceforward involuntarily placed in a divergent

attitude, which left a free scope to the conjectures as well as to the hopes of
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the insurgent party, and induced the belief of the possibility of a war between

Spain and Portugal.

The occupation of the Provinces of La Plata and the irritation naturally

produced by this unexpected event in Spain, were of a nature to encourage

hope and inflame the passions.

Finally the attentions which H. M. Faithful Majesty is perhaps under the

necessity of observing towards the People in a state of insurrection bordering

on his possessions, keep alive the jealousy of the Cabinet of Madrid as much

as they add to the great difficulties which in other respects obstruct the

speedy pacification of the Colonies.

Or considering these facts at present in their most natural connexion, and

with reference to the influence which they have on the dispositions of the

Cabinets of Madrid and Rio de Janeiro, as well as on the minds of the Inhab-

itants of the Colonies, it will readily be perceived that the most essential ob-

ject of the present Negotiation is reduced to simplifying, under the European

Mediation, the relations between these two Courts, so as that they may be

presented to South America, as being closely, necessarily and irrevocably

connected both in fact and intention, as regards the system which they pro-

pose to pursue in relation to that Country.
If their Catholic and Most Faithful Majesties should honour this funda-

mental idea with their approbation, it would in that case be easy to discuss

by common consent all the questions which of right belong to this negotia-

tion, and to agree, at the same time, on the forms, by which they may most

promptly and successfully be decided.

As to the territorials Questions, they chiefly existed before the disastrous

events which afflicted Spain in both Hemispheres, and which procured Brazil

the happiness of receiving her Sovereign.

Now, to insist on deciding these Questions, as if these events had never

happened, or as if they did not exercise a powerful and necessary influence on

the state of things, would perhaps be mistaking the principle of the evil and

the nature of the remedy. It appears then that all the points of territorial

discussions, instead of presenting difficulties, offer great resources in negotia-

tion, for the purpose of identifying solidly the interests and the policy of the

Courts of Madrid and Rio de Janeiro.

The transaction proposed to be stipulated for this purpose comprehends
two very distinct parts, the one of right, the other offact. The former as doc-

trine may be viewed as independent of the other, but the latter cannot be

effective until the Contracting Parties shall have agreed on the mode of

carrying into execution the classes of the arrangement to which they may
have given their Sanction.

Now this essential part of the work brings back the discussion to the Sys-
tem which the two Courts propose jointly to follow with respect to the

'Revolted Party.
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The intervention of the Mediating Powers strictly speaking, only relates to

the first part of the Negotiation.

The question of right once resolved, the restoration of the Provinces of La

Plata, as well as any territorial difference adjusted between the two Courts,
no other question can strictly come under the consideration of the Mediation,
unless the Parties interested express a desire to that effect.

But, if the urgent and imperious necessity be admitted of making the mis-

guided inhabitants of the other Hemisphere sensible of the real attitude and
the identity of the intentions and views of the Powers in relation to them, it

will be readily admitted that the distinctions which we have just established,

present the means of attaining the object in view without hazarding any
which is essential. In fact, every territorial dispute between Spain and

Portugal would, by a preliminary act, be completely removed. This act

suggested by the Interest alone of the maintenance of Peace and of the prin-

ciples on which it reposes, would, when cloathed with essential formalities,

secure to their Catholic and M. Faithful Majesties the most unanimous co-

operation of all the Powers, for the purposes of imparting to the vast coun-

tries of the New World the benefits enjoyed by Europe under the auspices of

the Treaties of 1815, at Vienna and Paris.

OF THE PACIFICATION

The overtures made in relation thereto by the Cabinet of Madrid, the

opinion of that [of] St. James, confidentially intimated, and corresponding

observations, offer ideas which viewed altogether, announce the most desir-

able agreement in the intentions of the respective Cabinets.

If the ideas of the one and the other considered singly,
1
appear to be at

variance, we are not however to allow ourselves to be deceived. In truth,

Spain wishes to effect the reconciliation of her colonies, thro' the moral and

effective agency of the system of the Grand European Alliance. Conse-

quently she wishes to assimilate the Act which would result from this fortu-

nate combination, to those which form the code of the Public Law of Nations,

such as the Recessus of Vienna, and the numerous transactions which have

originated there.

Now if we compare these enlightened and benevolent dispositions of the

Court of Madrid with the spirit of the proceedings at Vienna, it seems as if

the terms intimated by the British Ministry were in fact completely fulfilled.

The Powers, assembled at the Congress exercised no other rights over the

conquered Countries, than by solemnly stipulating certain civil and political

rights, which in their justice and wisdom they thought fit to grant them.

The application of the same principle to the Colonies, by the sponta-

neous determination of their Sovereigns, at once enables the vast countries of

1 In the manuscript the word "distinctly" has been superscribed over the word "singly".
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the New World to participate (in) the advantages enjoyed by Kuro|*r

tht* auspices of tin4 Kftfuxtm, of Vienna.

Admitting tli.it this project of a conatitutional charter clmitifintt cither w>.

aratcly or collectively for the insurgent Provinces nhould l*e unanimously

acknowledged ly the Mediating Power*, a* the moat junt and ehVclu.il mran

of reuniting them to tin* MoihtT Country, roultl s
it bt Htipponcd iii*si the

accessory questions of AViilriililv, of Arttrixfitr, of Cooperation t of f *jrj!,
art* (if uch a nature a tt arrt*t llir pn*grr and ihi* j*uccr* l llit

Wtthtiut undrrtaking at prt*j'nt to tlrliiie tin* Nature c^C tlti <-

may however l*c rorrttHly tfttimatex) iy rrfrrring to prrcnlrut* i ibr

l authrntidty- The dt*ftaratttm it*il by the l."cingri wf Vienna an

the 'ilMStin of the Slave Tradt*. and the<tu'tf<ntuvtei with it, undoubtedly
offer un evttience HuMkiently convincing f the legitimacy, iincl rft*wy trf

thoHt* mrattn of cot*rcion which art* not to ie coitHitiered *is tiritmging 1*1 list

cmpUiyment of rnititary force. These meaf are teMed by e*tj*rrinirni

Finally thtrc|uetion relative to the Anin'tifc *4j*|c'rL'iiii|yiitldiiiri,ill> in

thotie which would U- refer ret I to measures of execution. It caniutt huwrvrf

l>e denied, notwititHtandtng the ditferent opinion entertained by ilr I "urf ol

Madrid, that whatever may IK- (the} idea of conciliation held out u*lef ihr

name tf urmis/iVr, the word cannot lie prommntrd withcuit d.itigrr in

reference to the revolutl Colonin*.

If tlir remarks |rrm'ittrt| in lhi Memorial receive the uppmtfettUm l flsc

Allsetl t*>wrc*, 4 well im that tif the Cabinet* of Madrid and of I'ttfftigiit if

would follow:

i. That by the present Negotiation, every territorial difference !*rtw-cfii

Spain and Portugal woulc! l>e ncttlwl on principle by llir intrrvriuion t.4 llir

Mediating i'owern.

J, That thi preliminary trunnactton would convey, in the il tlw

Mediating I'owem the offer of their co-ofirrrflion, with a l Jbc

the v*ij*l count rie of the cither hemisphere the lcfirfit cierivrci by l'4jrfic

from the AVrnsus f Vicuna.

3, That ttt preliminary act would 1* HO framed and |iyliliit*l la

ducc a twdutar>' eHcrt on the mind* of the inwirgroi party in South America

4, That Spain and Portugal, by their rfM%;tive acceptance of the offer *4

the I*rivty, woulc! jointly concert their plan of a drfmitive net. for tlw* fwifs-
cation of the Colonien, and communicate the to them.

5, The Power* having once admitted and nanctianeci this Act ii farming

part of the of Vienna, would co-operate with Spain and in

carrying it into execution.

6, The character of this cooperation would be defined to the

* fa I life nuiiKfeMwriryr tfcyi w*wtl "t-^st" K& ?*# atH ** r^tas*? f.vwr- thm wmiwl ****L4 **
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principle* sanctioned in the Acts and Protocols concerning the Abolition of
the Slave Trade.

The Mtmu*r of the F.mperor near the Courts of Spain and Brazil, as well
a theme accredited near the Mediating Powers receive instructions analogous
to the prevent Memoriui, and arc authorized to promote in the name of His
Majesty the Negotiation in question, conformably to the principles here

devdtifietl, or to thorn' which ahull be admitted and sanctioned by the Unani-
mou Van* of the August Allies of the Emperor,

W, C

1012

United Stales Minister to Russia, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of Slate of the Untied States l

(ttxTRACT)

St. PKTKRSUURC;, December 10/22, 1818.

There Ii miwm to believe a projet for nettling the difference between

Portugal am! Spain wan submitted to the Congress at Aix la C'hapelle & met
the approbation of that Imdy, under the imposing sanction of which, when

presented to the court of Spain for acceptance, there can be little doubt of the

twins**, in the present state of affaire, it will consistently be bound to pursue;

CWprrittlly S if t* UNllfiRSTOOI) THE ADJUSTMENT OK THIS DIFFERENCE WAS
VlKWKt> IIV TIIK KUFKROR ALEXANDER, AT PRBSUNT WITHOUT DOUBT THE
ciKKAT AKfurftit OF run i*ouiTics of EUROPE, ai indigpenaiblc, previously
to trtkliig into conftideration THE SUBJECT OF THE DISPUTK BETWEEN THAT

AS'f> IIKK C'ULONIKS.

Tci complete this adjustment l>etwecn the two courts a negotiation, it is

iwid, i to IK? |Hned at Paris, while another is to be carried on, if not at the

timr, immediately thereafter, at London to bring about a reconciliation,

between the Spanish colonies & the mother country, under the mediation of

tlii? court of St. James, it is believed; though this mediation, was not, as is

alleged* sanctioned, nor indeed very well relished by the other powers at Aix

la t'httpetle. That, however, an attempt will be made on the part of the

allied power*, in tome form or other, to induce the colonies to acknowledge
the authority, of old Spain, there can, I presume, be little doubt; but with

what may depend on circumstances with which we are here un-

TtIK INFLUENCE OP THIS VIKW OF THE SUBJECT IT IS MY PRESENT

OPINION THAT THE KUPEROR OF RUSSIA WILL USE HIS INFLUENCETO RECONCILE

8 MS, from Rula f VII. Portion* of th! document printed in small capital

received In cipher,
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TMK HPANISI1 COtONIKH TO TMK PARKHT KTATK, AND THAI UK Wctt'IJt |M

AN l?N'KAVORAtU.I< UtiltT AM AC'KNOWUUKi&tKNT OF lltii IXIKIHHIHm"|i Of

THOHK (Ol.ONIK* IIV Ot'R (UtVKRNMKNT, AND WOVI.fi IN JitVII liViiMf Ilii |)j.

M.INP,t 10 JNttTK Ttlii AU4KI) POWttilM TO INTKRPttik IP WA A

Mill 01- *l? <>:* TO pRKVftNT THE KSTAUUttlMkNT Of SUH'W fcXtkNMVK
PKNtU-:N1 HTATM* AMI* ftIR C'ONSKOUKNf 8PRKAU Of l!iri"tiIJ<'AK fit,t,

Htlf THAT HK W0t:t4> NOT HK!*AltATfc!.Y UNITK WITH SPAIN IX A

Tilii initial HtAiiiH. FOR uioruti isis MIUTARY is*

AT tlltl-L IHAK A MIUJON IF II1I>, l'.Ht l|s( lfl.lNt-:

fllfe tlHfil'.R tHNlON SKKM?* 1O lli
f

., tUAl IISH ifct'E C'JIAKAf'I^K I
%* IHA1

fAtt'l'lJUtSti t'OMIIt IAN, IHAt IIK IK)I J.* NOI IH>HHHS |N A

IIKI.iiii't MtttTARY TAI.KN1H, ANti I** NOT 1NCI.INKU TO KNl*At|{ IN If

TilftRKKJRK MOST l'HAIlt,|i Illi % 11,1, V*ti HIS (iRUAT !'?.*<> Al-

tit?* MANNHR IS HAltl 111 ttli Vl-lRY l'HI*OHMt>H|N<i,) A 3* ^Wi, ,*"*

t-'ROM Till* lMJK>tIi HIYSlfAt FORl 1C 1IH rI,'tJ* l'lA Mt to A* rM-
111% VlliWs IIV OVHR-AU INf ttife t Ot'NC II.S U|- KfROfli. WI ilKlt'f tiA/A}i

I^C Ills pRf.ftfcNT lltl.lt STANttlNi*. tiY tiNUA(*INC fIN<M: IIANUtlU IN AXV

feRKAT C-ONTKST.

THAI THH VIRW,HCir TtUH ORKAT ANl l>;RtAINl,V l*Wll|} f!

I- tUAUltONOy
fROWNhti HfcAlH IX Ria^AttON til lilK PKNJUNti fONtKHt

IIKR tcn-ONIKt WIU. KIN tKVHU>|*K TtlRMHI.V|i t C AN Sl.,

iMltllff ANIi fiife IMPORCANrK OF IWlilR H tilNO TO

PRUVlOt/'*il.Y TO tf*t tlteC'UMI^I* A PART TO THAT IClKtStst, tii:i,Ii lift-

llfLia* 1O "ifcRIOt
11* t:ONsWKRAriON.

IN THH MfcAN ftMK 1 SHAt.t. Not PAH, MH4. 1O Pt:RHl'H |i^i.it;ili!* ON

1111% M'ilJP-t I, Attt;ll BY t' II NliW tJl*iif* A% Itlli Rtitt'RN OP tlili COi^Rf

M PRKM^Nl AllON TO tilli i'.i|:lll MAY Pt?T IT IN MY TCIOtlt AtK 4

AlVIM-; Y<if tlili RKM'l.r tlll*:Rp.OP MY till'. MiHl ANI I

AN'CK^ IHAT t'AN III PROft/RKtl.

tou

II
s

, to to

ST. I*ETitiiftti,

A* to S|ain
s he (the Kmpefor j could not wy haw lic might art in to

the with her or how that might They
MS, from VII,

*
II w lo fpwwtc ttwit WIM mx at tt of Aix-t**

te; tlw ffW DOC of few JH> OMI of tt tel
to tlw of tiuropt.
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power* assembled at Aix la ('handle) had given her the beat advice they
could; and if she would do what was considered right, & offer such terms to
her colonies as were deemed reasonable, & ought to be accepted by them, he
did not despair of the dispute being finally adjusted. They, (i. e. the allied

jxiwertt) h.ui however, (he said, speaking apparently from the impulse given
by the courae the conversation had taken) proponed to the King of Spain the

appointment of Lord Wellington who had HO highly distinguished himself in

the world, & established such a character for every thing noble, generous &
diftintereitted, as mediator U'tween her A her colonies, from which step much
might IKS expected; tut no answer to that proposal, had yet been received.
The KrtifR'for after some other remarks of a general nature dosed the au-

dirnre which lasted nearly half an hour, by expressing his hope I should find

myself agreeably tiituated in St. Petersburg, & lib expectation to nee me often,

Awarr how uninteresting detailed accounts of this kind in general are, I

havr. notwithstanding, thought it my duty to be thus particular on the pres-
ent octttHion, as what panned at the audience with the Emperor appeared to

me entitled to more attention than any thing that occurred since my arrival;
wort? e|*rcuilly when it is considered that in the direction of public affairs

herr, the Kni|x*ror, himself, from hi* personal character, aa well as from the

nature of the government, in in fact, every thiitR, and his Ministers nothing.
From what he said, an alxwe related, there can be no doubt that the dis-

pute lirtwet-rt Spain & her colonies was made the subject of formal delibera-

tion at Aix la ChajK'lle, & that the powers represented there evinced a serious

di*pottton U* bring atKJUt its adjustment. I have however reason to believe

from information derived from a resf>ectau!e source that Spain IB not inclined

to tiller wich term* for udjuiting the dispute as will be likely to
1

induce the

allied power* to embark in the contest for the purpose of enforcing their ac-

ceptance on the part of the colonies. 1 1 in however still my opinion that this

government would view in an unfavorable light the acknowledgment of the

Independence of those colonies, at this time, by the U. States; and though it

prcitutlily would not, in ttuch event, engage alone on the side of Spain, its in-

fluence would IK* exerted conjointly with that of the other powers to maintain

the cautte of letflimafy, & prevent the establishment of such powerful Inde-

pendent State*, as might by giving a wider spread to free principles, tend to

endanger it stability.

The ifnprt*ifin produced here of the aggrandizing views of our government
at the expense of a neighbouring state, by the occupation of the ports in

Florida, particularly Pensacola, by Genl. Jackson, which was pretty strong as

well as general, appears to be entirely removed by the prompt orders of the

F.xmilivc for their restoration; and the language held in the message at the

opening of the fwtwion of Congress, (which has reached me only through the

English newspajxfrs) on this subject, as well as respecting our relations with

Spain in general, indicating, a it is understood here, a disposition to main-
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tain our neutral position in regard to the contest with her colonies, seems to

meet general approbation, as well on the part of this government as on that of

the public functionaries accredited here from the other states of Europe, all

of whom manifest the most friendly sentiments towards the U. States.

1014

George W. Campbell, United States Minister to Russia, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States x

[EXTRACT]

ST. PETERSBURG, April 21/May 3, i8ip.

The struggle in South America for Independence, will, there is now reason

to believe, be allowed to progress without interruption from this quarter,

The conduct of old Spain, has not, it is presumed, been such as to induce, on

the part of the Emperor, a disposition to interpose in her favor. The events

there appear to be viewed with a less lively interest than formerly.

There is reason to believe that about the close of the Congress at Aix la

Chapelle instructions were given on the part of this government to put in a

state of preparation for active service at the opening of the Spring twelve

ships of the line, besides other vessels.

This step, it is understood, was taken, with the view of being prepared to

co-operate with Spain, should it become necessary, in enforcing such meas-

ures relating to her revolted colonies as might be adopted in accordance with

the recommendation of the allied sovereigns ;
and under an impression that

she would acquiesce in the course proposed by them, of mediation, as stated

in my last. Not long after the return of the Emperor, however, to the capi-

tal, the foregoing instructions were, it is said, countermanded, and the usual

number only of vessels of war directed to be prepared for service ;
in conse-

quence, it is believed, of information received by this court, that Spain was

not disposed to pursue the course suggested to her by the crowned heads at

Aix la Chapelle; and since that time, it would seem, a less lively interest is

manifested here in relation to the affairs of South America.

With sentiments [etc.].

1 MS. Dispatches from Russia, VII.
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1015

W. Campbell, UnM States Minuter to Russia, to John Qwncy Adams,
Secretary of State of Ik United States l

(EXTRACT)

ST. PETERSBURG, September 24}October 6 1 1819.

A few tlayi ago, being in company with Ijord Cathcart, the English am-
at this court, who is about returning home, & is to be succeeded by

Mr, fitiRut, late minister to the United States, whose designation for that

by the Prince Regent has been announced to the Emperor, he ex-
a to communicate some things to me in rather a confidential

manner; & with a degree of teeming interest proceeded to state, after some
preliminary remark**: that the ... negotiations carried on at Paris
under the mediation or supervision of the five allied powers; (meaning, it is

presumed, Austria, Ruwia, England, Prtwia & France) for adjusting the
difference* Itetwecn Spain and Portugal, were likely to be soon brought to a
favorable isaue, a terms were now proposed, which ought, & there was rea-

son IP believe, would be agreed to by both parties; adding that the settle-

ment of this dispute wag deemed an indispensible preliminary to any attempt
ill an amiable adjustment of the differences between Spain & her colonies. I

tnok uccasitm here to observe, that it was then, I presumed, understood, that

upon the differences between Spain & Portugal being finally settled, there

would lie. an attempt under the mediation or auspices of the allied powers to

adjust the dispute between the former & her colon tea. He said, what Spain
would d in regard to the business appeared uncertain; her pride, which was

equated tmly by her poverty, might prevent her from consenting to offer

such terms to her revolted colonies as it would be their interest, or as they
shfmld he required, to accept; that it would certainly be better for her, if in-

deed she warn capable of estimating her true interest, to conciliate their af-

fection* by such proposals as would induce them to continue at least closely

united with tier by the most friendly relations, than, by driving them to ex-

i remit ten, make them her worst enemies. Whether ihe would hereafter

agree to any mediation in this affair, having hitherto declined every measure

of the kind proposed, could not now be known, nor indeed what course she

might finally pursue.
Hi* LcwtWhip did not appear disposed to be very explicit on this subject of

mediation; but from what he said I was inclined to conclude, that in case the

dispute !x?twee,n Spain & Portugal were finally settled, an adjustment of that

between the former & her colonies wouldj in his opinion, be attempted, in

sh*p or other under the auspices of the allied powers.

1 MS. Dispatches from RUM!*, VIL
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1016

Count ffesselrodtt Secretary of State for foreign of lo A
Pole-tica, to lit l

Yuu havedoublleiifi been able to obtain information how far the l

Jail instructions to Mr. Hornyth were poBitivt*. The* Kiti|xrrtr will i

take it upon him to justify Spain ; but he charges ycu to plead with ilir *aV'

eminent at Washington the cauite of peace ami rcmrtirtl, That (

i foci enlighienet! to tnki* hasty lc|i s ami it right* *ifi|>rar lo tic f*
not lo be weakenwl by a violent ctjurse of promt ling; ami. on the titltrr harul,

licit is the character of the commit-rationa which roimttantl the r*itifir,iig-fii

by S|B.iiR of the arrangement relative to the Flrst!a, that it to t

he will at length yield to the force of evidence. The t 'niled Stales will

have acidetl t the reputation of an able that of a mtxlrrate policy. *i!l

gather with security the fruit* of their window.

H$ liit|wrial Majesty therefore wilirs that, if there be yet time.

would engage the Government til Washington to give to liir

try a proof of patience which its circumtttancett might, indeed. to

gent. \everlheleiMi, the Km|*ror doe* not interfx^e in thin lie

m,ikr, alxive all, no pretension to rxercim* an intiuencr in the ctwififilf 4 4

foreign I'ower. He merely a wiiti dirtateci by lii lt liif

general welfare, anil worthy of the generoua gcxxl faith which

the (kivernment of the t'nited State*.

1011

Gtorgt W. Campbell, United S& Kmm, fa

of oj Ikt

ST. PrrKitttUitcJ Dtttmbtrji, tHto/January tj, /,^

u Knclowwl herewith is the copy of a memoir. lri. i)
1 obtainr*! lti

an authentic mmrce; which 1C not hitherto by the !*re*tdent. may, it

believed, roerit h perunal.

It to the twbjeet of adjuitttng the long exiftting diflfrrencv

Portugal ancl Spain and the more important clinpute iti*

PA$Ht$t IV, fiyft,
f MS, from Ru4, VII.

*Sm pi. mi, dec. ion, witter daft of 17, 1817.
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and her colonies, through the mediation of the allied powers. It was drawn
up by the Count Cupadistria, the efficient & confidential clossit Secretary of
State of the Emperor, (who was also the penman of that relating to the

prttjfl for suppressing, in future the piratical practices of the Barbary States,
already forwarded,) and contains, no doubt, the views entertained by this
court In regard to theme important subjects at the time of its date. It will

shew the* <lwp interest His I. Majesty, &, without doubt, the other allied

powers then took in bringing about a pacification between the colonies and
the mother country; and there- is every reason to believe the conduct of

SIMIII alune prevented the actual # jxwerful interposition of those powers to
rflrcl that object.
There it little doubt their views in regard to this subject, BO far as they

were connected with the great objects of the original co-alition of crowned
head*, remain tmtmtantially the same; and may yet be carried into effect,

should the adjustment of the dispute between Spain <& Portugal, hitherto

deemed an e*Hential preliminary, nol lw postponed so long, that the progress
matte by the colonies toward* establishing their independence would render

ihe attempt to bring them again under subjection to the mother country too

hazardous if not altogether hopeless.
On the 12/24, I>ee r

. the Emperor's birthday, there was a court, which I

attended, & in the* evening a grand ball. The attentions shewn by the Em-
jicror. as well 4H the Kmpresscs to the foreign ministers, though said to man-
ifent, in a greater degree than usual their disposition to please, were of such a

nature an to avoid any marked distinction; and nothing occurred of a politi-

cal character entitled to particular notice.

The Spanish Minister and myself stood next each other, so that had the

Kttijwor ten disposed to make ny remark* of a political nature to either,

l lie f*rr*tioti not a favorable one. . . .

A *hort time ago, Mr, Tcca the Spanish Minister procured an audience of

tlit ei|ifTr; the occasion whereof not being known, and being somewhat
unuaual with Ministers of his grade, except to present letters from their

sovereigns, not believed to be the in thii instance, it led to some enquiry.

At first it was nuggested by some the object of it might be to announce the

marriage of the king, which had lately taken place; as thin event, however,

not ap|xared here in any official form, it is now presumed not to have

been the But notwithstanding the secrecy that seems to be observed

both in regard to the occasion of, as well as to what passed at the audience, it

has reached me from a reputable nouree that certain explanations were made

by ihe Minister in relation to the late proceedings of his court, particularly as

its dispute with Portugal, with a view to remove unfavorable im-

prefMion, precumed to have been entertained by the emperor in regard to

ili.ii subject, -that these explanations appeared to produce a favorable

effect. &, that it was known the* emperor had expressed his satisfaction at the
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measure* adopu*c! by the after the arrival of the at

Madrid; but what If any thing, on the subject of the Treaty*
or rr*fectinK the dbipute with the colonies, has not tranpired. It it

thai immediately after the audience a note by flue to

(Vmnt to which a reply given, and very lit*

Spanifth Secretary ml out as it courier for Madrid.

With fete,},

I"*. V, 4/tft Jttny. It been in tima tec) to me ince writing the

and i believed by well informed |*r*tifw here that our ubjrct f lit*

acllcfi* lvr rrfrrrrci to. w*ti to invite on tin* jwf of SjMin the

til the {xtwcm, her?toftrr cl.'linI by hi?r in itiitiiiier not very
lo them, iw adjusting the dispute with her colonies.

1018

Henry United Minister to I2i,fi, Iff

of of tk* United f

!'rivate & ruttfidetttuil. ST. PEiimsiit'tc.;, July $/jt* t t&Jj

Slfc : I iht* of the r:pt l your No. I j,

to I'jigliitwl by flir C'hevr. Pulitica & thence forward!*) by 7"he i

itriscikiiw therein cominunifitted be duly to. & the

given me in be brought the impcrU! Ministry in A

ulittll *tftfsriif to me nicwl tikely Iw effect the & aSi

of ihr & frkiidly tone,

To recur to a fiilijrct by, 1 the to

acquaint ycm, that in tht public print* the of the Presi-

dent to l'ciiigr the of fttt (.K>vernment* in So.

America, A cftiitciig it* with the recollectinn of the

the lame to our (.*o%*ertiinent by of the

ninct", I frit lh br

lit* Majesty's mind. 1 thertfor* took to ttir

roforittAlIy IP one of Mi* Mnity* MmUteni, & I

upcn the point. 1 yet roy i%

tie correctly by the Kmprrcr: That 1 fell an

if rould only by aur

a full A ctmHideratiofi of the whole in all it* &
that if juattncd by the urgency of the Thai it **

1 MS, IX.
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to have been cxjKfctetl from the Geographical & Commercial position (keeping
out of view the political Was) of the United States, that they should be the

first among the nations to incline to thi measure, which the European
Powers generally, not even excepting Spain herself, would probably ere long

aequteacc in. The reply of the Minister was made in a tone which impressed
mr with the brHef that he in some degree assented to the justness of my ob-

urrvauofift. Mis* nunner & language taken together encouraged me to think

ilia f i lit? policy we had pursued in relation to the Ho, American question had
** yet in no tiegret* impaired our good standing with the Emperor. A few

dUy after thi* t:twven*ation the Spanish Manifesto or circular addressed to

the tther KurujK'an t kvemrnent protesting against our act in relation to

l he Ui|Mtm>-American provinces, wan presented to this Government by the

SfMnifth C'hiirg/* d'Alliure*, & the aniwer made to him, was shortly after by

perttuMition of the Kmjxrror, made known to me, & I now forward you that

fMfwr
* in the* originn! ropy tttnt me from the Department of Foreign Affairs.

(Xo, i) I hi*vr rejiHon then to conclude from this 1 think, that the language
I have held upon thin occasion ha* been taken in good part; & I may further

hope. Sir, to have the I*rt*tient' approbation upon my endeavour to pre-

nerve 8t improve the harmony o happily sulwbting ltween the two Govern-

ment!!.

* A trannUtiftn of the
it-ply

at June ,1, iBsra, from the Russian Foreign Office to the

Spaa&h Ministry Chevalier d Argaiz, folbwt:

Ms. ( "iwvAi.ifts : I bitl Wore the Emperor, my master, the communication* you jnt
lo Hi* M*)r*ty' tnrt concerning the mc-asurt* tak*-n by the United States of America

toward* rc^ii*ig th<s irMfcjwnilcncc df th Spanish colonk in th touth of that vat
ccwtment.

lit* C'aihsilk' M*}ty cannot entertain my doubt of the Kmrxror'g desire to see that

twrtdttorm- ami rkh fwrt of the S|nbh pMeiibn* prc*sr*r under the law of the mpn-
fch whcwe faiherly etv had long been enptl m finding the meani of wjcuring for it a

$*c*-fuS ntt h4||*y future, it will Us enough for the cabinet of Madrid to look into its

archive* to koow htm fkd hw Imperial Majwty would be to lemrn that the hope still

imfytgrd by ih King according to your letter of May a9/June 10, to maintain the rela-

lkm of%i with her provincti btyondi the mm could be brought into effect and that

tl# of h benevolent intentbn revived there the ueotteent of faithfulnetw

tut kiw wlm-ti mut bind the peoples to their rulem and governments,
Th* Kif mtMt ln**dy have Mtiafied h5mw?lf from the indifferent reception |iven

to

the nrfoiMikHM el the agmct of hw Americnn province and from the,
communications

wcrivl by h cabinet from mvt>m\ courts of Europe that the decisions of the allied

will not contribtrte to deciding prematurely or against the trade interest* of

Statin this question to which h ttttache* well warrmntirf importitne. In this roatter a

in all other* ih* Emperor will not depart in the tewt from the principle* of uprightness,

iiMtkv and moderation which guide the European policy and which he ha had occasion

w? than onc to develop m hit friendly relations with your August Sovereign.

I haw fbe bwior {etc.).
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1019

Baron d$ Tuyll, Ru-ssmn Minister to lit Untied States t io Jttkm

Secretary of State of Ike Unit&l g

{TRANSLATION)

WASIUNOTON, .|/i4 iljj,

SIR: The Emperor, my Ayguit Master, having Iwen advi*r*l that ihr

republican regency of Colombia had appointed diplomatic nr*ir thr

several European courts and that Major (feneral ii'Kvrctw |lH*vrrrwn}

rcceivwl a similar appointment to St, Petereburg, Hi Imperial M ijrniy tt*

ordered its Ministry to warn rite that true to the political |rincifilr t tsuii hr t

following in concert with hsi Allies, he may not in any
whatsoever either from the regency of Colombia t.r frf any of ttif nthrr f*

/acto government* which owe their exitttenc? to tlit* i-vrnt of which thr

World has for Kimie year* Iwen tht* Htage.

A I am directwi not to let the ulightetit tioubt *t4itl l the

of H'm Imperial Majesty on thin point, I dctnn it prujH-r. Sir, i ihssclr-

cifuon to your knowledge and I group thin opportunity to t ihe

amurance (etc.).

1020

Htnry Middkt&n, llnUid States Minister to Russia, to John

of State of tkt United *

Sr, PKTKKSUUIIU, Februaryx/ty,

I encloite an extract* (market) C) jut obtained of a (turn

dated 36*. December hist, hi* said to be part of a rirruUr i lc

communicated to the Allies of Hit Catholic Majenty, rolling <f
aid in reetabHhing the dominion of Spain over her Cctloweii, I no?

able to procure a Copy of the entire circular, which containi, it

which it is clwtred to keep itecret:- flic ii ir-

velopet may be of a nature not to be divulged:- --neither have I i

learn the terms of the answer given by this Court. Tltii in

of nn evasive kind, until it shall be known definitively what England
shall have determined to puraue. The decided tone of the Mi**-

at the meeting of Congress (which wan received here with unprrce-
dented rapidity having reached St. Petersburg (in the Kngliah (iaxrtte* tf

1 MS, Note* from Rukn l^rgfttion, I.
1 MS. Dinpettchr* fitmi X,
8 Not printed in thin cdfcctfcw,
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the a6th December) on the first of January o. s.) is considered generally as
having gone far towards deciding the question against interference.

I have the honor [etc.|.

1021

Henry States Minister to Russm, to John Quincy Adams.
Secretary oj State of the Uniitd States l

IKXTRACT]

Strictly Private & Confidential. Sr. PETKJWHUKI;, February ?/IQ, 1825.

Sit: I haw )tint had u private and confidential communication, made to

roe by it friend, of a despatch dated 27 Jany. (o. s.) & addressed to Count
Lievrn, the Kumian Amlwiwador at the Court of St. James. It beginn by
sidling that the iltneiw of the British Charge d'Affaires, (who it neema had
notified thin <Wvtrnment of the acknowledgment of the South American
(iovernmrntft liy (Jrtvit Britain) rnaken it neceiwary that the answer to the

notification lately received, iihould be transmitter! through Count Lieven.

The Miltttartre of the remainder of the despatch, as far as 1 have been able to

note ii from memory alter n careful perunul, is almost verbatim as follows: f

(rKANSLATIOM)

Hi* Imperial Majesty could not learn thi determination of England"
without feeling a miment of regret and pain. He could not realise
c he nroeMity which that power found itself under of proceeding to the

recognition of the ( kivrrnments in fact which are formed in the Spanish
colon te*.

A to Rtiftia, he
(
persists in the principles to which all States owe

the and necttricy of the state of pusweraion. These principles on
which the security of the world depends, cannot cease to be in the eyes
of ilii* Kmperor the object of inviolable respect. They have been more-
over sanctioned by England herself, which agreed to the transactions of

tltf 1814, 1815, and 1818.

If in France and Spain, the legitimate Sovereigna, too long unfor-

tunate, have replaced upon the throne* of their ancestors, from
whence the revolution had precipitated them, this effect has been par-

ttcularly
to the efforts and co-operation of England.

cannot with following the example at that time given

liy Circuit Britain* by remaining faithful to the generous principles to

which hc it attachea; and from which she will not further deviate in

the which now preterits itself. Besides, she less reason for not

applying them, nce the King of Spain, occupied till now by other

having to repair other misfortunes, has not had the possibility

1 MS, from Ru*w X.
t f>W thm Avmrt wtMtiinw of this tiisrMteh. HMS above, nt. VIII. doc. 82.^.
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hitherto of assembling a sufficient force to prosecute his rights in his

ultramar possessions : and the only proposition made in this regard by
England tended to cause her [to] submit to the total loss of her prov-
inces, and the refusal of Spain has been accompanied with a satisfac*

tory developement of her motives.

Since then, the Emperor has seen nothing which could have changed
his opinion. His Imperial Majesty has seen on the part of the Spanish
Government important concessions in respect to the commercial system
of her colonies : he has seen the victories obtained in Peru by the arms of

Spain : he has seen proved in fine, by the resistance of the Fort of

Juan d'Ulloa, the weakness of the resources of the Government in fact
established in Mexico.

Moreover since the Congress of Vienna the Emperor has seen that in

order to determine in any question whatever the resolutions of the pow-
ers which have agreed in this grand work of pacification, it would be
sufficient to know that the rights of one third were concerned, and thai

they might be injured.
For these reasons, in the question in hand, the Emperor cannot par-

ticipate in the determination of the British Government.

Finally, Count Lieven has it in command to read this despatch to the

English Ministry, without giving a copy of it in order to provoke no
less discussions.

Such, Sir, is the substance of this communication, in repeating which I

may indeed have omitted from inadvertence some part of the chain of rea*

soning, but there is sufficient left to enable you to judge of the feeling excttctj

here by the transaction alluded to in it.

1022

Henry Middleton, United States Minister to Russia, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

Private & Confidential. ST. PETERSBURG, April 7/13, 182$,

SIR: As all circumstances connected with the course pursued by thi*>

Court, & by other powers, upon occasion of the acknowledgment of the inde-

pendence of the South American States, are interesting in so much as they

serve to characterize the prevailing policy in this relation, I beg leave to add

to the details contained in a former despatch (No. 42)
2 the following par-

ticulars.

In a despatch addressed to Pozzo di Borgo in Paris, & bearing date on or

about the 2y
th

. of Jany. last (the date of the despatch to Count Lieven in

London which was mentioned in my No. 42) Count Nesselrode, after reca-

1 MS. Dispatches from Russia, X.
z See above, pt. xii, doc. 1021, Middleton to Secretary of State, February 7/19, 1835,
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4ml urging the opinion* stated in this last, developes at some
length At tc bp given to Spain in this juncture of affairs, which I have
noted en as nearly in the words of the original as I could collect from a
careful perusal, an follow**:

1st. 'Hut she <S|iin) reserves her rights by a protest against the
ittulution of the I ubini't f London, conceived, however, in moderate
terms, analogous to the justice of her cause.

2\y,
Ttwt he employ* a!I her effort a to prosecute truly her rights to

flit* insurgent ( o)nnie.

_%. That with thin design she* listens to the counsels of her real
irteiKlft; that thus he prepares for tetter fortune by giving imme-
diately to the S|MnurtU of ECurope a security for the future; that she
think* *enmiftly to etahlUh at home internal order and the finances, by
thinking of rrswircrs either by loan*, upon the banes proposed by
rr*ince. r by an appeal to the patriotism of her Clergy, in fine by all the

f*ofer tt inpire confidence. On this occaiiion, it is ahewn
lhal thr atrnpiaintu of the great Capitalitn, whoae interests have been
hurt, ii*ivi t*vn *it4t* to ron tribute, more than m thought, to the part
takrn by Knglantt.

4ly. llwit Spain carefully avciidi giving to Englantl direct causes of

nifinirr :

itiim^lii*
cl<xm not interrupt with her their diplomatic relations;

thiit in tlir Cfilonteit whirh She is alxtut to Hutxiue, She does not re-
the uncient restrictive

jiyitem,
a dangerous measure, not only

it mum have alienated England, but Ixwidea by the moral effect
which it wouUt proiiun; in anmirien which have already enjoyed the
atK'*iiitiR cif a free commerce.

Sly, In fine that far tetter avoiding, therefore, all the indirect
rdu which might determine Kngland to go further than ahe has yet
dnr, Sjwin prtK-ldiniH immediately Hlterty of commerce with these

iiniri, not a* a ctmtirquence. fora*d by the declaration of England,
lull AH thr fulftlment of a promiie tolemnly made a year ago!

Tttti i .ill I have liecn able to learn with respect to the proceedings at

Parts. At certain communications have passed between the Rus-
ian Chargf d* & fount de Reerlc; in the following manner: the for-

mer having himself to the latter to know what would be the answer

of Itti C*ort to the Communication on So, American affairs made by England
of fter of the New States (which had been disapproved by
ikt (Im puistan&s) natd (

%

ount (.ourieff) and further expressing his

to be informed particularly what would be the determination taken

upB this point by the !*ow Countries: M. de Reede replied at first verbally,

he could not very well account for the circumstance, that the powers

should to kincw the determination of his Court in this matter, when he

recollected that they had decided so many important affairs without asking

for any advicesthat in his opinion the conduct of England had been upon
this irreproachable, and that at any rate he was convinced that on

no consideration would any answer IMS given of a character disagreeable to her.
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Upon the related application of fount CiouriefF, M, dc RmJe,

taking the ordera of the King, delivered a Note \'rrb<ilt in which it i

"(translation! that Kngland had only demanded that the Court of

should avoid its former march; that thus its communication had run-

sidered a*$ a simple notification ; that hitherto the relations of the t iovrrnmew
of the Netherlands with those established in fact in the countries* conrrrtiwl,

were confined to strict necessity under the commercial point of view of

neighbourhood with the Dutch Colonies; that these relations, after ttie rxam>

pie of other nations, had been admitted at the time by Spain; in fine ifi*ui an

explanation was considered as superfluous, the more so bet-aunt* f tr rumluri

of the Netherlands towards the said Governments did not differ from titan

which the other powers appeared to wish to olwrve."

All thii affair is said to have been since satisfactorily explained i the f-.'m-

peror by the Prince of Orange after his arrival here.

In another quarter a transaction of a less honorable nature to tlir

concerned has taken place. It in confidently stated that Cirnrtvi! Swh-
telen, the Russian ambassador at Stockholm, has |Mrmttif*l hinvwrlf rvrn to

let drop a threat "(translation) that if Sweden deviated from tlir |riiici|l

agreed on at the Congress of Vienna, Russia might writ think ttrrseli

from the obligaticm of recognizing the order of thtngi* actually r*l*il4fil in

Swetlen," Such at ltiwt appears to have been the substance of a 4

the Russian Cabinet, which however is kept on lxth part* profoundly
The answer given by the Swedish (Government to thin drclaratum. is

turned in a despatch from Baron VVitterslroi to Bari I'airnaiiUiern;!. S
ish Minister at this C'ourt. It is in ul>lanet* a follow*.

That Hifi Swedish Majesty had received the above mrntinnrtl clvrU*

ration; that without doubt Spain might Vx? guarantied in the? wsiirr
ttemion of her Colonies, if Hii Catholic Majesty w$ihl to lite

wise and truly fiaternal counmrb of Hii Imperial Majeniy; in

considering the manner of the Cabtnetii of St. I'ettrmburic and m>
pearing Matty oppoMd in thin affair, the determination 'of thai of
holm could no more be doubtful; . . , that conictarin|c the? multi-

plied
evidences of affection and friendship which the King t'harlrft XIX

[XIV?| John had received from the Emperor Alexander,
tmly dtid in favour of the bmamimi principles of lk

That if the commercial interests of Sweden demanded hrreafier -i

diplomatic intervention in her relations with South Ann*riea 8 ihc C*iil.

inet would never go w> far without the knowledge of Rtuwa,
concerting beforehand in that regard with the Sovereign to whom no
tiet of amity and recollections so intimately unite that of Sweden MY

Any remarks of mine on the character of this lant communication would be

superfluous if not misplaced. 1 could never have been induced lo

that such language had been used if 1 had not the proof* of it teforr
I have the honor fetc.f.
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Henry Middktom, United States
Minister to Russia, to Count Nessdrode,

Secretory of State for Foreign. A/airs of Russia l

Sr. PETKRsinmc;, July 2/14,

The Undersigned, Knvoy Extraordinary and Minister plenipotentiary
from the United State* of America, hast the honor to suggest to His Excel-

lency, fount Ncaaelrcxie, that, to fulfil tht* intentions of his Government, he

conceived it pro|>er to enrhwt* to him the accompanying ropy of a dispatch,

in form of an instruction,* whirh he him just receive* I, and to request that it

be Kubrnitted to lib Majroty the Emperor, whtwe friendly intervention, ac-

corded on more than one ctccitdkm, may again promote, both the intercuts of

KurofH? and America,

Tht* l-ndermigfti'd in the more dixpoited to thi course, as he believt*s, that

his Imperial Mtje*ty will discover in this dispatch, additional proofs, to

many oihrni, of the ftentimtmtttof great esteem and confidence, which he has

innpimi into tht? (iovrrnment of tht* United State*, and that He will there-

fore receive, kindly, the m|uet that him l>een made.

In the pffit war Iwtween Spain and her cl-demnt poeswion of Ultra

IJf the Unitecl States have never taken any part, either to encourage or

HUHtaiti it. They have always olwervetl the Hlrictest neutrality. It cannot,

indeed. tMPiuud. that they have tren indifTerent |>ectatorii of the events that

have occurred under their own even. Commercial reason have induced the

itwit the natbrtiof the wtme continent, might cwtahlish a political in-

, happy influence they tbenntclven have experienced. But

thtft ferling luw never cauned the neutrality to he violated, that had been pro-

claimed. An proof of the fidelity with which they have fulfilled their obliga-

tion*, during the present war, bath belligerent parties have complained, and

alike unjmttly, of the violation of this neutrality.

But If the l
?ntted State* have regarded with satisfaction, the effort! of the

nation* of the American continent to throw off the yoke of Spanish domina-

tion, they do not thus feel toward* the i*land* of Cuba and Puerto Rico.

The character of the population of those inland*, renders their capacity for

maintaining independence, extremely doubtful. A premature declaration,

would probably result in the distressing of St. Domingo.

Against such a catastrophe, there can bo no other guaranty than the pres-

ence of an force, furnished by some protecting power. If the new

State*, or any one of them, should conquer these islands, their military and

naval could not secure (them) against the occurrence of scenes so

* MS, from RUM!*, XI, with MkMteton to Clay, July 15/27, 1825,

*m pC. Xtt, doc, 1024. Ste abo Amerkm SM Pa^rs, Fomgn Relatwm, V,

850, it fe printed.
8 Sw pi. I, doc, 141, CUy to Mkldtetow, May io 1825,



harrici and sanguinary. Having regard, therefore to circumstances, and in a

commercial point of view, the United States are perfectly well with

the* political condition of these islands, under the rule of their Metropolis; but

they could nor regard, as indifferent to their interests, the armed intervention

of any other nation.

All the Powers that have possessions in the American Archijtciago, are

deeply interested, in preventing the subversion of the existing order in

islands. Although Ruwia be not thus situated, yet the acknowledged be*

neficence of His Imperial Majeity and his disposition to maintain all

macies, induce the hope, that he will not decline to aid in promoting the

means that can be suggested, for avoiding an increase of evil* to Spain
the civilized world.

The means are pointed out, in the enclosed Copy.
The government of the United States, better able to judge, from its

graphic position, and the information it has collected as to the actual condi-

tion of the New States, of the probable chances of the present war, than gov-

ernments more remote, conceives itself authorized, without temerity, let

express its opinion as to the beat mode of closing a source, already fruitful

of evils to humanity, and which threatens to discharge its stream of

volume.

In this question, it is not to be decided, what are the true principles of

right. Ai to these, there may, or may not be, difference of opinion. The

question is, to establish the facts. When farts have spoken, right has

annulled. 1 1 only remains to do the good that may be effected, all that

ii desirable cannot be accomplished; and if, at this moment, active

be not taken, to save to Spain, her remaining colonies, the may be

forever lost,

Having invited serious consideration of the urgency of the

the Undersigned has but to pray His Excellency, Count to

accept (etc.].

1024

Henry MMdl^&n, UnUed Statm Minister to Russia, to Il&uy Clsy,
of StaM of th United

ST. PETERSBURG, July 15/57, *9jt$.

SIR: I had the honor of receiving your despatch No, i
8 on the 28"*, of

June (o, s.) The Emperor was at that period absent from this residence but

expected about the 5**. of the present month. Count Nrssclrcxie had pre-
1 MS. Diijtdbis from RusvU, XL TM* wss printed in A mttit**
ektJtwM, V, 849,
See above, pi. I, doc, 141, Clay to Mkidkrton, May io
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ceded him by a few days, & had announced by a circular letter dated 24th
June, that he had resumed the direction of the Imperial Ministry of foreign
affaire.

I conceived it would be best to lose no time in opening the matter com-
mitted to my rare by your instruction contained in the despatch above men-
tioned. After having carefully weighed what would be the best mode of

proceeding, I mentioned to the Count the purport of the instruction. He
gave me at first no great encouragement, adverting to the essential difference
in our way of thinking on the question between Spain & her Colonies. I

l?gg^d leave however to furnish him with a Copy of the Despatch (as you
had permitted) in order that he might lay it before the Emperor. Accord-

ingly, on the second of July, a Copy of your instruction, together with a short

introductory note, wa sent in (see the accompanying paper.
1
)

I conclude from my knowledge of the modes of proceeding in all matters of

general concern, that the proposition is in consideration between the Allies;
it being a fundamental maxim with them not to take any determination in

matter* affecting the general policy, without the mutual consent of the

parties to the Alliance.

I trust that 1 need not add that every endeavour shall be made on my part
lo give effect to your proposition,

I have the honor (etc.).

1025

Nesselrode, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Russia, to Henry
Afiddleton, United States Minister to Russia s

[TRANSLATION]

ST. PETERSBURG, August 20, 1825.

The Undersigned, Secretary of State directing the Imperial Administration

of Foreign Affairs, hastened to submit to the Emperor, the note which Mr.

Middk'ton Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the United

State** of America, did the honor to address him, on the 2 of July last,
8 ac-

companying the copy of a dispatch from Mr. Clay, in which that Minister in

the name of the Cabinet at Washington, urges the necessity of confirming the

general peace, by terminating the contest of the Spanish Colonies against the

Ctovcrnment of His Catholic Majesty; of securing to Spain the peaceful

poBHewton of the islands of Cuba and Puerto Rico; and of effecting these ob-

jects, by the impartial intervention of Russia.

1 See above, pt, xil, doc. 1023.
* MS. Dwpatchw from Russia, X, enclosed with Middletpn to Clay August 277 September

8, 1845, which MM below, pt, xu, doc. 1026. It is printed in American State Papers, Foreign
Relation*. V, HSO.

1 See above, pt, XH, doc. 1023.
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The principles of the Emperor were sufficiently known to the

of the United States, to justify the perfect confidence, that in

wish for the continuance and confirmation of the peace enjoyed by the wu/ **
*

it did but represent the most sincere desire of His Imperial Majesty; tha*
*

professing a generous solicitude for the rights of Spain over her islands in *
,

West Indies, it avowed principles that had long since been adopted i**^,

Russia as the bases of her political system; and that in anticipating per!*"*

impartiality and true disinterestedness from her intervention, it was run *&*

ceived as to the sentiments of the Emperor, in relation to all arrangement,**
*'

which Foreign Powers might be pleased to claim or admit, his good olli*'***!

His Imperial Majesty felicitates himself with having inspired this c**
dence in the United States of America; and the Undersigned is charge*!

*

invite Mr. Middleton, to convey to his Government, the assurance of f
* J

high value, at which the Emperor estimates those sentiments, of which, a**""
1

evidence is furnished by its present propositions.

The opinions of his Imperial Majesty as to the question discussed by
Clay in his dispatch, cannot be concealed from the Cabinet of Washing* '* '

His Imperial Majesty has ever thought, that Justice, the law of Nation*. ^ *

the general interest in having the indisputable titles of Sovereignty respr* 1 r *

could not allow the determinations of the Mother Country in this impw*> J

case, to be prejudged or anticipated. On the other side, whenever Spain 't 1

wished to discuss the future condition of South America, she has adtirr^**
1

overtures to all the Allied Powers of Europe. It will not be possible it1 ** * 1

fore for His Imperial Majesty to change principles in this negotiation, nt r
*

institute it separately (isoUment] ; and until positive information ha
received of the ulterior views of Spain in regard to her American possessi

of her decision upon the proposition of the United States, and of the opiti >

of her Allies in relation to the same subject, Russia cannot give a

answer.

She is however, in the mean while, pleased to hope, that the United S

becoming every day more convinced of the evils & dangers that would rr*

to Cuba and Puerto Rico from a change of government, being satisfied, 3M

Clay has said in his dispatch, with the present commercial legislation of

two islands, and deriving an additional motive of security from the honor

resolution of Spain not to grant to them, any longer, letters of marque, * i

use their influence, in defeating as far as may be in their power, every rni -

prise against these islands, in securing to the rights of His Catholic M*IJ- %<j

constant and proper respect, in maintaining the only state of things that *
,.,

preserve a just balance of power in the sea of the Antilles, prevent shm 1^*,

examples, and as the Cabinet of Washington has remarked, secure l *}
general peace, salutary guaranties.

The undersigned seizes with pleasure, this occasion, to repeat [etc.].
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1026

Henry Middleton, United Stales Minister to Russia, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of Stale of the United States l

ST. PETERSBURG, August 2?/September 8, 1825.

SIR: I have the honor to forward herewith a Copy of the answer of the

Russian Secretary of State a to my Note of 2d July last, by which I had

communicated to this Government in extrnso the instructions I had received

by your despatch No. I.*

I think I am warranted in considering this answer to be in substance^-whtn

diverted of its diplomatic garb,) in every respect as favorable to the views

developed in your despatch, aa could possibly be expected to be given by this

C,*overnment standing in the predicament it now does. We are left to infer

from it that the proposal that the Emperor shall lend his aid towards the con-

dutiicm of the War between Spain & her Colonies by interposing his good

offices in the form of pacific counsel to the Mother Country, has been com-

municutcd to the Allied Cabinets; and I am fully of opinion, that the major-

ity, if not the whole of them, will agree to it. If such should be the event,

the diplomatic Committee, Bitting in Paris, will be instructed accordingly.

The chief difficulty to be overcome will be in the Cabinet of the King of

Spain, where it is understood that all parlies are opposed to the independence

of the Colonies. The necessity of the case, however, begins to be so crying,

that a hope may be entertained that even there the counsels of wisdom may
'ere long be listened to. For obvious reasons we must not expect to learn

officially that such advice as that alluded to above has been given, unless it

should be attended to.

I have the honor [etc.].

1027

Henry Uiddleton, United States Minister to Russia, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States 4

Private. ST. PETERSBURG, August 27!September 8, 1825.

DKAR SIR: You will learn from my despatch of this date all that I can of-

ficially tell you. I cannot refrain however from adding, that I beg leave to

congratulate you upon the prospect which appears to me to open of your suc-

ceeding in obtaining the Russian mediation between Spain & the new Amer-

ican States. Matters looked very discouraging when first the proposal was

* MS, Dkpatchet from Russia, X. Printed in Anurican State Papers, Foreign Relations,

V 849
'See above, pt. xn. doc. 1025.

See above, pt. i, doc. 141 .

* MS, Dispttchei from Rtwia, X.
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made: but your paper having been admirably translated into French, m a

to preserve all its original force, was forwarded to the different Allied

Courts, where it has been much admired. I know positively thai Prince

Mettermch approval of your proposal; & as France no doubt wishes

thing of the kind (which however cannot with propriety come from her)

at Russia to every thing which is agreeable to the* majority of the

Allies, I consider the question ai nettled. The admfe mill be provided
Polio di Borgo does not get up some Hobgoblin Speech to prevent it. I feel

almost assured too that it will be accepted; for from some communication* I

have had with a Person who must be nameless, I know that of the

King of Spain'* Friends, who are at the same time friends to their Country,
will bark the advice by every effort in their power. The answer of the- Rt

Cfovcmment hai been no long delayed that I fear you will not receive it

before the meeting of Congress, I wai obliged to be a little importunate to

get it even late as it came. But I think a good deal has been gained by the

delay, an at first the proposal seemed to be not a little

Excuse the haste of this Scrawl. I ought not to suffer the opfxirt unity

which offers to escape.

I am fete.].

Ntiuy MM4ltffn t UnM SYa/ef Minuter to Russia, l& /tarry Cloy,

of State oj the United States l

C 'onfiden t ial . ST, PKTKRSIIU ttc;, September tf/jo,

SIR: I have the honor to forward a copy of a correaixmtlencr which h*t*

lately paused at Stockholm between the Spanish Charge
1

d'Aflaire* & ihe

Swedish < Government. I have not been able to obtain ft ccpy of the answer

to the lust communication of Mr. Alvaraclo, but it seem* to l>c* certain that

the ships of tbt* line, & the two Frigates it had lx*tn agrcetl to deliver In ihe

uppoiied agents of Mexico, will not be* permitted to sail.

Mr. Alvamtlo appears to have acted in this bustnew in the strict line of

duty. But in the outset, when the sale of these to Spain pro-

to him, he might have gained time by referring to his C Government for

an mniwer, which would have prevented Sweden from proceeding in the mat-

ter, or at least have deprived her of one of her pretext* for making an im-

mediate sale to others, Subnequently he appears to have been better ad*

vised, & he ! reported to have [been] on by nome of his colleague* of

the diplomatic corps, who are said even to have draughted tbt for him,

'MS. Dupfttchn from RUM!*, X.
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Probably I am supererogating in touching on this matter, as Mr. Somer-
vilk: will have given you full information upon it, & upon the Agency that
Russia & France have had in it. The warmth they have shown upon this

occattion, will give some idea of their feelings towards the States of So.

America.

i'jwn the subject of the proposition made to this Government under your
instructions of loth May, *

I have nothing to add, unless it be, that the
little information I can collect tends to confirm my first impressions as stated
in my last despatch.

1 For the rest, until the answer of Spain shall have
been received, the question cannot be again taken up in the Cabinet of the

Emjjeror.

1029

//*ry Middltlon, United States Minister to Russia, to Count Nesselrode,
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Russia

*

[TRANSLATION)

ST. PETERSBURG, February 27 /'March 11, 1826.

The Undersigned hastens to inform the Count de Nesselrode, Secretary of

State directing the Imperial Department of Foreign Affairs, that he has just

received despatches from h'm Government, with the contents of which he

make* it his duty to acquaint His Excellency.

An these despatches are of the 26th December, it is certain that the melan-

choly news of the death of His Majesty Alexander had not been received at

that date. They were there persuaded that his sentiments of humanity and

his Hound judgment had induced him to interfere by pacific counsels, and that

he continued to use his preponderating influence to put an end to the war

between Spain and her late possessions on the Continent of America. Full of

this idea, the Cabinet of Washington hastened to comply with the wish ex-

pressed by His Excellency Count cle Nesselrocle in his note of 20 August

1825,* to see the United States
"
use their influence to disconcert every enter-

prise against the islands of Cuba and Porto Rico," and in consequence Mr.

Secretary Clay, by the express order of the President, addressed to the Min-

isters of Colombia and Mexico residing at Washington, official letters recom-

mending a suspension of every hostile attempt against the islands in question,

as a measure calculated to accelerate a general peace and particularly due to

the benevolent and friendly procedure of His Majesty the Emperor of all the

Ruiiias. Mr. de Nesselrode will find enclosed a copy in the English language

See above,' pt xu, doc. 1027, Middleton to Clay, Auguet a?/ September 8, 1825.
* US. Dispttche* from Russia. X, enclosed ra Middleton to Clay, February 28/March 12,

1826, which see below, pt. xu, doc. 1030.

*See above, pt. xu, doc. 1025.
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of the letter to the Minister of Colombia, that to the Minister* of Mexico

being in substance the same.

The Undersigned has received from hia Government an express order to

explain with entire frankness to the Government of Russia the content* of

that letter to the Minister of Colombia. There the remark will be found
"
that in of the invasion of these islands by Mexico or Colombia, and of

the troublesome contingencies that may result from it, other (iovrrnmenis

may perhaps nee themselves compelled by their interest* and their duly to

interfere," In explanation, the Undersigned ii authorized to declare to ihe

Count de Netsdrode that the United States, as to themselves, do not droire

any change of sovereignty in the island of Cuba ; They would l*e opfxwed to

iti cession by Spain to any other European power: nor can they desire that

that island should lxcome a dej>endency of Mexico or of Colombia : But yet,

if Spain persists in a war which cannot fail sooner or later to draw 1I the

efforts of the new States upon that island, the only prop which remain* u tier

in the American hemisphere, the President sees no justifiable ground for the

forcible interference of the United States to prevent an operation of k*giii-

mute war. On the other hand, if the war of the new States against the is-

lands should become a war of devastation ; and if, contrary to all exicf *itkm,

they should be capable of putting arms in the hands of our portion of the in-

habitants and of inciting them to the massacre of the other and if, in

short, they should encourage excesses and examples the contagion of which

might become dangerous to the tranquillity and safety of the neighbouring

provinces, then the Government of the United State* would not only think

itself authorized, but would feel itself called upon to employ force to put an

end to such exccwes. But, in fact, there is little probability that such a taie

of things will arise, and it ought rather to be expected, if the war continue,

that the United States will remain hereafter, as they have been, heretofore,

neutral between the belligerent Power*.

The Undersigned has the honour to represent to His Excellency the Serir-

tary tf State, how important it is to obtain from Spain as prompt derifwm ai

to her disposition to grant peace to her former on the Continrm
of America, teeing that the suspension of the expedition against the il<tnd.

which will probably take place upon the recommendation of the Pmsideni of

the United States, can in any have only an extension proportioned to the

nature of its object, It is jutt that this exteniion should not ih*e

limits.

The Undersigned flatters himself that he is right in believing that HfoNfaj-

esty the Emperor Nicholas will deign to continue the work of pacification

commenced by the deceased Emperor of glorioui memory; and, therefore, he

prays His Excellency theSecretary of State to be pleased to the of

His Imperial Majesty upon this communication.

The Undersigned has the honour [etc.].
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Middleton, United States Minister to Russia, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

ST. PETERSBURG, February 28/March 12, 1826.

SIR-. I had the honor a few days since to receive your despatch No. 2,
2 & in

Conformity to its tenor I yesterday addressed a note to Count Nesselrode of

ich a Copy is annexed.3

The late occurrences at home, have of course fixed the chief attention of the

ian Government. I am hopeful however that whenever foreign politics

. find room for consideration, the affairs of Spain will come in for a share

of -tlie attention of the Emperor, whose individual & private opinion, I have

t><sen assured, is favorable to the course we wish taken in the question relating

"to the pacification of the late Spanish Colonies.

I have the honor [etc.].

1031

Middleton, United States Minister to Russia, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States 4

[EXTRACTS]

ST. PETERSBURG, July 18/30, 1826.

SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No.

3 5 by Mr. Wyer, who arrived here on the 5th of this month (23d June

O. S.). .

"

. .

I reminded his Excellency [Count de Nesselrode] of the object of the Suspen- .

sion of the meditated attack upon Cuba & Puerto Rico, by the new States of

Mexico & Colombia, remarking that we had yet had no official information of

any attempt on the part of Russia to interpose her good offices in the form of

pacific counsel to Spain, conformablyto the request of theUnitedStates,which

the answer under date of the 2Oth August 1825,
6 had allowed us to hope

would be granted. He replied, that the proposition we had made had been

forwarded without loss of time to the Cabinet of Madrid, accompanied by

such observations as should have tended to ensure it a favorable reception;

that no answer had ever been returned; that they had in their instructions to

Minister at Madrid insisted upon his urging a decision upon the prop-

* IMS. Dispatches from Russia, X.
2 See above, pt. I, doc. 152, Clay to Middleton, December 26,

See above, pt XI, doc. 1029.
* IMS. Dispatches from Russia, XI.
* See above, pt. I, doc. 158, Clay to Middleton, April 21, 1826.

* See above, pt. xn, doc. 1025.
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osition of the Toiled States, & stated that courtesy would reifuire an an-

swer to the United States; mill no answer has until this time ttecn given,

probably from the difficulty of coming to a decision in a matter so grave.

I then stated to the Count the substance of the Letter of the9 ColornUan

Minister of igth March to yourself,
1 & also of your Letter to Mr, Everett of

the i^th April,
1
instructing him to propone on the part of Colombia an ar-

mistice for ten years, I observed to the fount that in this form the ground
of the contest would be left untouched, and the rights and pretentton* of

either party uninfringed. I was sorry that I could not put him in

of the correspondence Itttween the Colombian Minister & yourself, tw it had

been your intention, or of your letter to Mr. Everett, it having brcri un-

intentionally omitted to forward copies to me. The fount itpfwwtmi grati-

fied to learn that the proposal of an armistice hud leen made by Columbia.
and it seemed to me, evident that his persona! conviction wan that it might
to be accepted by Spain. He- requeste<l that 1 would communicate the in-

formation I had just given in a note verbalc or make memorandum i hrfrof in

any other form I might think proper, in order that he might submit the

to his Majesty the Kmj>eror, along with th request of his cc-[rr*iion.
The clay following I sent him an extract from your despatch containing lite

proposition of the armistice to be offered at Madrid by Mr. Kverrtt at ilie

instance of the Colombian Government. In a sulwequent conversation C

16/28 July) with the Secretary of State, he repeated his expressions cf

faction at the proposed armistice, & assured me* that want nf time alone pre-

vented his giving a written answer to my communication, the Kmprror tiring

that day about to leave Pclersburgh, but that it should IK? the first in order

of all the matters he should take up at Moscow, where I might expect a full

communication upon the subject.

, . . Upon the whole, I feel fully confident that although thi C.kvrrn-

merit, to t>e consistent with its own declared principles, would never forruH
the determinations of the Parent Country, yet does it by no means counte-

nance a farther persistence on the part of Spain, in her blind and narrow pol-

icy, & on occasion of the proponed armistice, I hove great expectation that

she will txr strongly urged to accede to it.

* See above, pt. vi, doc, 654.
* S above, pt. I, doc. 157,
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1032

Henry Middkton t United Slates Minister to Russia, to Count Nesselrode>
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Russia

l

{TRANSLATION]

Moscow, A ugust jo, 1826.

SIR: I have the honour to communicate to you herewith the copy of the
translation of u note, addressed by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Colom-
bia to the MiniHter of the United States residing near that Government,
dated Santa I-Y de Bogota, 17 March last.

1

Thw note relates to the steps taken by the United States to engage the new-

States of South America to suspend every attack upon the islands of Cuba
and Porto Riro, a measure which the United States had strongly recom-
mcrmletl to the Government of Colombia, and which the latter definitively

adopted until the Congress of Panama should pronounce upon the question.
In communircitinK thin paper to your Excellency, I invite your attention

to the paragraph in which the Minister of Colombia marks his surprize and

expresses hsti regret "at not seeing realized the hopes of peace which might
have been expected from the note addressed to the Envoy of the United
State* at St. Petersburg." In fact, it would be difficult not to be persuaded
that the KWX| ofticeH of Russia have been employed towards Spain in advis-

ing her to grant }>eacc to her Colonies: and certainly no one would think of

doubting their efficacy:
-

-but, notwithstanding this, it is still seen with as-

tonwhinem that until this moment nothing has been able to shake the con-

stancy of Spain in her determination to repel every attempt at reconciliation.

If, to the moment of taking into consideration the question of the attack

of tin* inlands, the Congress of Panama should abandon every hope of being
able to obtain, peace by other means, it is not at all doubtful that the Rep-
resentatives* of the new States will find it necessary to think of providing for

the safety of their constituents by making all effort to chase from their hem-

isphere the enemy of their tranquillity, and that they will see themselves

compiled to conquer peace by a war more active than what has been till

now carried on,

Perhaps, Sir, it would be still possible to avert the last blow, which, other-

wise, will be immediately aimed at the Spanish dominion in the new world,

if I im Majesty the Emperor Nicholas ie pleased at this moment to join his

sol tci tatkm8 to those of other allied and neutral powers, in order to induce

Spain to receive the proposition of an armistice lately made at Madrid by
the interposition of the United State an armistice which might naturally

pave the way for a definitive accommodation.

1 MS, Dispatches from Russia, XI, encloued in Middleton to Clay, September 8/20, 1826,

which s below, pt. xtu, doc. 1034.
*S above, pt. vi, doc. 653.
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I l>eg leave to request, Sir, that you will please to by this note Wore Hi*

Majesty the Emperor, and to take hii orders thereon; and I still flatter my-
self that in the situation of his ally's affairs, he will deign to pardon my im-

portunity, in consideration of the importance of the interests involved in thi*

question.

1 am [etc,].

1033

Henry Middleman, United States Minister to Ru$sw
t I Henry Clay, Setretary

of State of the UniUd S

(KXTKACT)

Moscow, September 5/l/ tSj6.

, . . I then ventured to suggest my earnest deuire to introduce the subject

of the war which still cantinuei between Spain & her colonies: That I

his policy would lead to Home efficient step to put u stop to a content o Iwif*-

less for hit* ally. He replied with vivacity, that after what Ms ftrather tkefai*

Emperor had done, & knowing his own opinions upon the subject, 1 could twit

doubt of the language he ethould hold, & he undemtcxxi that .ill we wthed f

him was to give pacific counsel; but, he added modestly, a Sovereign wfw
counts scarce 30 years of age <& who has reigned but a few months, cannot ex-

pect much deference to he paid to hit opinions. He then enqutml rr|'rciiii|

the rftW/*0 wid to be taking place in the territorien of Colombia (alluding

to the insurrection of (Jencral Paez) & nuked my opinion of the* capability wf

thorn? countries to maintain their indcft*ndence. I rcplittl he hiitwlf i

comfjetent judge how little capable Spain is of attacking it; & that with re-

gard to the nttw States, I felt aured that whatever might lie* their intentine

feuds, there exists but one feeling in relation to Spain, & that resolved

into an unanimous determination to resist her pretentious.

(The following postscript relates to the name conference:)

Private.

On the same day with myself the Spanish Minister had an audience of the

Kmjeror, for the purf>ofte of presenting to his Majesty the several orders l

Spain together with an autograph letter from his Sovereign. I had after-

ward* at Dinner at the Prussian Minister's on the same day a conversation

with him (the Spanish Minister) in which was exchanged some account |

what had panted at our audiences. I told him I had urged the Emperor to

adviie Spain to accept the proffered armistice. He replied that lit* had

touched on the same topic, & that he had told his Majesty that now he

writing a private Letter to the King, he had an opportunity of doing a dral of

good, by advising htm to make peace with the colonies. H. C*. M.
1 MS. DbpatcHtti from KUMWI, XI, The above extract rektftt to * wilii tb

Emperor df
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1034

Henry Middhton, United Stales Minister to Russia, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of Slate of the United States 1

Moscow, September 8/20, 1826.

SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge your despatch No. 4
2 received just

before I left Peteraburgh for this place. Immediately after the presentation
of my credentials, I addressed to Count Nesselrode a note (of which Copy is

enclosed)* together with an extract from the communication of the Minister
of Colombia to Mr. Anderson under date of xyth March last.4

Having this

clay had a conference with Count Nesselrode upon the subject of this corre-

spandrncv, I feel satisfied that everything will be clone which depends upon
thin < Jovcrnmrnt in the way of counsel to induce Spain to accept the overture

of Peace muck* from the New World, The experience of what has happened
within the lust twelve* months is sufficient however to prevent very sanguine

exixrtation* being formed of the efficacy of these counsels, for I have every
reason to feel assured that during the whole of that period at least, the coun-

of Kuxsia to Spain have been pacific. It can only have been by some

miftapprehentiion that the Russian Minister at Madrid has been supposed
adverse tci fwucc. It may t? that from his care not to seem to anticipate the

determinations of the mother country upon the subject of the Independence
of her Colon U*H, his conduct may have appeared doubtful to those who were

not in the secret : But it is nevertheless certain that his instructions from the

late Krnjxfror Alexander were, to urge the Cabinet of Madrid to consider with

k fXMtition in relation to the ci-dwant Coloniesa position becoming every

day more critical, & to prepare to make the sacrifices called for by the march

of evrnts of too grave a character to be controlled by the slender means at its

disposal. I feel satisfied too that Mr. d'Oubril has faithfully performed his

duty, but with NO much discretion and with so little success, as to be

suspected of having taken a different course. Such has been long my per-

suasinn. which now amounts to a conviction, since my audience from the

Emperor, & my conference of this day with Count Nesselrode, for a further

confirmation of all I advance upon this subject, I beg; leave to refer you to

the Baron Maltitz, who will receive by the same courier who carries this, a

despatch relative to it, of which he will doubtlesi have the honor to com-

municate to you the lubstance.

When I reflect upon the very sensible change wrought upon the disposi-

tion! of this Government within the last two years, in relation to the Ameri-

can question, 1 feel convinced that too much praise cannot be given to the

frank and liberal policy of our own, by which this change has been mainly

I have the honor [etc.].

1 MS. 0k|mtcH from RUM!*, XL * Not printed in this collection.

* See above, pt. x, doc. 1032.
4 See above, pt, vi, doc. 653.
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1035

Baron de Afo&ite, ChargS d'affaires of Russia at Wmkimelom, t& Henry Clay,

Secretary of State of tht United States*

(TSAHSLATIQN]

WASHINGTON, November tR/jo, 18*6*

SIR ; I made it my duty at the time to render account to the MinUtry of the

Emperor, my August Master, of the correspondence which I have had the

honour to have with you in the course of the month of May last, as well

the contents of the note which you were pleased to communicate to me at

that time, and by which the Government of Colombia declared to the Cabi-

net of Washington that for the moment it would suspend every expedition

against the islands of Cuba and Porto Rico,

That declaration was entirely a mark of respect to the fidelity of tin; policy

adopted by the Government of the United States and to the memory of the

Emperor Alexander, In this double relation it afforded to the Kmperw my
Master a lively satisfaction. His Imperial Majesty saw with real plrafture

that agreeably to the principles and to the wishes of his illustrious prede-

cessor, the Cabinet of Washington hud used all its influence to rtuitnuiit to

the Antilles the state of possession justified by the incontenuhlr right* of

Spain and moat agreeable to the interests of all the* great maritime

The success which has crowned its efforts at Sim tit H* tie Bogota and thai

which it expects to obtain at Mexico, have been viewed by his !iiif*erkl Mj
esty aa essential services rendered to Spain and to nil the Ciovrrnmtnt*

which partake of the salutary desire of putting an end to the distractions of

South America,

In expressing to you again, in the name of the Imperial (overnmrnt. the

desire of seeing the United States persevere in a syittem the first

of which have been so successful, I experience a lively natinfactitm in

able to confirm to you. Sir, all the assurances which I gave you in our

communications relative to the frank and generous co-ojicriition which Ru
sia has not ceased to desire for the work of general pacification. The Km-
peror, my Master, fully approved of my attention in informing you that in-

correct tokens only could have induced the Cabinet of Washington to think

that the Minister of the Kmperor at Madrid encouraged the Spanish Cabinet

to accept no proposition of accommodation with her ancient Colonies,

The instructions, with which the Emperor Alexander had furninhed Mr.
d'Oubril in that regard, recommended to him, on the contrary, to invite the

Government of His Catholic Majesty seriowiily to consider the poMtion in

which circumstances had placed him towards his American provinces, to

banwh from this examination illusions daily more dangerous, to appreciate
the causes of the conduct of the United States, and, as it did not Wong to

Russia to take the lead of the determination! of Spain, to let her know them
1 MS. Note from Russian Legation, II.
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as soon as possible in order that the Cabinet of St. Petersburg might com-
municate them to that of Washington. These instructions have been scru-

pulously executed by Mr. d'Oubril; they were founded on the just respect
with which the rights of Spain inspired Russia, and on the impossibility of

giving more positive roundels to an independent State and on a question, if I

may be allowed the expression, vital, which he had it in his power to resolve

at his will. According to this principle, the correctness of which cannot be
called in question, the Imperial Cabinet could only pressingly demand a de-

finitive answer to the propositions of which it had been the organ. This an-

swer, eagerly desired by the Krnperor Alexander, came to be requested twice

again by Hii Majesty the Emperor Nicolas. In the month of March he gave
order* to Mr. d'Oubril to represent to the Spanish Cabinet that the Imperial
('tavernment had expected for six months the result of its deliberations upon
the overture*! of the United States of America, and that it became necessary
for it to come to u derision, after having compared its resources with its de-

wrea, and tin hopes with the means of realizing them. In the last place again
the Minister of His Majesty was charged to remind the Court of Madrid of

this imperious necessity, to observe to them that their last note to Mr.

Everett, relative to the affairs of America, contained no answer, that never-

theless one was necessary, and that the proposition which had been then

made to them, of an armistice to be concluded with the American Insurgents,

appeared to Urn Majesty to offer great advantages.

Such, Sir, In the last state of this negotiation. It will leave no doubt in the

Cabinet of Washington of the efforts which the Imperial Government has

made to justify the confidence of that of the United States, without however

transcending the limits prescril>ed to it by the rights of Spain, without failing

in the respect which her very misfortunes and the difficulty of her position

command, Her definitive resolutions will soon be known. The Cabinet of

Hi Imperial Majesty expects it; and it will hasten to communicate them to

the (Jovernment of the United States. If the Spanish Cabinet kindly receive

their opinions and their overtures, the mode of the ulterior negotiations

which they shall introduce will remain to be determined on. If it reject

them, Ruwia will have the consciousness of having used all the lawful means

in her power to favour a pacific result, and as neither her principles nor her

inUTettt* would t at least for the present, engage her to interpose in a more

active manner in this great question, she would be content to invoke by her

prayers the time when Divine Providence shall deign finally to restore to that

part of the world internal tranquillity and external peace.

In every Russia will know how to value the proof of friendship which

he has received from the United States of America. This sentiment she will

always eaune to preside over her relations with them, and I congratulate my-

self, Sir, in being able to be at this time her interpreter near you.
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1036

Luis de Qnis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to James Monroe, Secretary
of State of the United States*

PHILADELPHIA, September 5, 1815.

SIR: Under the date of joth June, I am advised by Lieutenant General
I>on Pablo Morillo, captain general of Caraccas, and commander of the

expedition which His Majesty has destined to re-establish tranquillity at

Carthagena, that, with a view to accelerate this important object, he is about
to establish the most rigorous blockade of the ports of the viceroyalty of
Santa Fe, including Carthagena, and that, in consequence, every neutral
veiael which hall be found, not only in those ports, but on those coasts, shall

be made prize of, in order to prevent those who have revolted from His

Majesty's authority receiving succors of any kind.

I have thought it proper to communicate this to you, for the information
of the President, that the injuries may be avoided which would result to the
citizen* of this republic, if they continue, as heretofore, to trade with the
rebel* against the authority of my sovereign.

I renew {etc*.},

1037

Luis de Onis t Spanish Minister to the United States, to James Monroe, Secretary
of State of the United States *

{TRANSLATION]

WASHINGTON, December 30, 1815,

SIR : The diplomatic relations between the King, my master, and the United

State* being happily restored, and both Governments being disposed mutu-

ally to strengthen the ties of the most pure and perfect friendship, it is my
duty to inform the President of whatever may contribute to so desirable an

object, and remove the obttacles which may prevent it. On the important

points on which this note must turn, I have written to you under other cir-

cumstance* favorable than the present. I will now confine myself to a

plain and itmple explanation of them.

The first of these points is, that the direct and official relations between

Spain and the United States having been broken off since the year 1808, the

1 Ammt&n State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 1 56.
* Ibid. ,422.

1891
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affairs of both nations, MR well as their respective frontiers, should now li

placed in the same state and situation in which they were at that period; an

that, in conformity to this principle, the part of West Florida which ill

United States took of during the glorious insurrection of Sjwii

and have retained until this day, should be restored to His Catholic Majet)
This just and conciliatory measure, at the same time that it will convince th

King, my matter, of the purity and sincerity of the sentiment* of the Amer
can Government, and of their disposition to arrange and terminate amiiJ
the ieveral points of negotiation, will not in the least impair the right wink

it may believe it has to the whole or a part of the territory occupied, i

will remain subject, exactly as it was before ita occupation, to a frank an

friendly discusaion between the two Governments.

The second point is as iirnple and obvioui as the first, and 1 will treat of i

with that confidence with which I ought to be inspired by the indbpuubl

justice of my importunity, the justification of the American tkwcmrow
and the importance of the affair.

It is known to you, and is universally public and notorious, that a fariiou

band of insurgents and incendiaries continue with impunity, in the pro-vine

of Louisiana, and especially in New Orleans and Natchitochen, the uninici

rupted lystcm of raiting and arming troops to light the flame of revolution i

the kingdom of New Spain, and to rob the pacific inhabitant* of the clctiiiir

ions of the King, my master. The invasion of the internal pravinrm, ih

horrible assassinations committed in San Antonio de Hexar, and the t

the perfidious perpetrators of such unheard-of crimes, have acquired ill

publicity which great crime* alwayi will acquire, AH Ixiuisiiina wi!

nessed thttse armaments; the public enlistments, (las twfawfte ^ffWf;f th

transportation of arms; the junction of the insurgents, and their hoattle an

warlike march from the territory of this republic againut the

friendly and neighboring Power, Neither threat!, nor the laws, nor tli

indignation of well-disposed citizens, nor even the proclamation of the IYe*

dent of the 1st of September hint, intended to restrain these highway rohtttn

have been sufficient to stop their nefarious plans, (>n the contrary, thr

prosecute them with the greatest ardor and rancor, more and more
ated at seeing the glorious triumphs of the Spaniih nation, the c

his subjects to an adored monarch, and the approaching re-establishment

the relations between our respective nations. It is known to roe that thr

are now enlisting in New Orleans men for other expeditions, both by land in

water, to invade again the dominions of His Catholic Majesty, under Ui

direction of ringleader* JoC Alvarei de Toledo and Ji$ Manuel de HerrtM

who has just arrived in that city with the appointment (as he of mint)

ter to the United State* from the self-styled Mexican Congress, who hi

delivered to Toledo fifteen hundred commission! in blink from that body <

insurgents, that he may confer them on a like number of officer! which he i
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recruiting in the territory of this Union, I omit mentioning to you other
innumerable acts of this kind, which prove the publicity of these armaments,
and the impunity with which they continue. I will confine myself to stating
to you that the moat common practice of nations, and the authority of the
best writer* on public law, would give a right to the King, my master, to

require of this Government to deliver up these traitors as incendiaries, ene-
mies of all Hocial order, and disturbers of the peace of his subjects; but as the

object of my sovereign is not to avenge himself of these banditti, but to shield

ht ubjcct against their barbarity, I confine myself to asking of you to ob-
tain of the President orders for the prosecution of the principal persons con-
cerned in thtH Hedititm, that is to aay: Jos6 Alvarez de Toledo; Anaya; Ortez;
the self t yled minister, Manuel de Herrera; Doctors Robinson and Humbert;
Majors Piere and Preire, and their followers; that they may be punished with
all the rigor which the laws prescribe in cases of this kind; that the troops
which they have raised may be disarmed and dispersed, and that the neces-

sary measures l>e taken to prevent, in future, these evil spirits from having art

opportunity of pursuing their designs, and attempting to compromit the good
intelligence which subsiits between our respective Governments. The
President cannot but have seen with sensibility as well the total want of

effect of his proclamation of the lenient measures which he had adopted
against thene criminals, who boast of recognising no law, subordination, or

moral principle, its the protection and support which they have received, and
do receive, from the authorities at New Orleans, contrary to his express
orders. lib excellency, as he is encharged by this republic with watching
over its wcurhy and the observance of its treaties and laws, cannot but con-

aider himself authorised to restrain the projects and hostile measures of a set

of adventurers who make open war against a friendly Power from the terri-

tory of this confederation, compromising its tranquillity and high character,

by availing himnelf of the means which the constitution, the laws, and his

prudence offer to him for obliging these persons to abandon their designs, and
to manifest to His Catholic Majesty the just indignation with which the

United States view the hostile plans and the sedition of that band of incendi-

aries. I am certain that it cannot be concealed from the distinguished talents

of the President and yourself, that the point of which I treat is not one under

the civil (or municipal) law -in which case my sovereign must have recourse

to the ordinary tribunals but that it is a manifest and flagrant violation of

the moat sacred lawn which bind together nations mutually, perpetrated by
the citizens or residents of the Union, of which the King, my master, gives

information, with positive and notorious proofs to the Government under

whose jurisdiction it has been executed, that they may give him competent

satisfaction, with a knowledge of the act, by causing the delinquents to be

punished as guilty of high treason against both Governments.

The third and last point is reduced to this: that the President will be



pleased to give the necessary orders to the collectors of the customs not to

admit into the ports of the United States vessels under the insurrectionary

flag of Carthagena, of the Mexican Congress, of Buenos Ayres, or cif the other

places which have revolted against the authority of the King, my master . nor

those corning from them; that they should not permit them to land, or to tell

In thin country, the shameful proceeds of their piracy or ntwitirK. ant) much
leas to equip themselves in these ports, aa they do, for the fnirfHw of going to

sea, to destroy and to plunder the vessels which they may meet with under

the Spanish flag, This tolerance, subversive of the most solemn stipulation*

in the treaties between Spain and the United States, arid diametrically op-

posed to the general principles of public security and g<x*i faith, and to the

laws of nations, produces the most melancholy eftects on the interest and the

prosperity of the subjects of His Catholic Majesty. ( 'ertain it is thai nrither

Carthagena, nor any other place in the Spanish dominions in this hrmt*pheitr

which has revolted, can l>e in communication with any Power friendly to

Spain, since neither on its part, nor on that of any other (twernment* h#*

their independence tnen acknowledged; and it is, consequently, an offence

against the dignity of the Spanish monarchy, and against the sovereignty of

the King, my master, to admit vessels from such places, manned anc! com-

manded by insurgents, and armed in the dominions of this confederation;

particularly as they are all pirates, who do not resfwvt any flag, are jtwtly

considered the disgrace of the seas, and are execrated by .ill nation*.

The three preceding points are of such established equity and justice, ilia<

it would be offensive to the delicacy of this Government to nup)K*e that u

could delay, under any pretext, to determine on them in the manner I have

proposed, and which I have an express order to request (jo/iViWf) in the

name of the King, my master. The prompt interixxution of the President,

that His Majesty may be gratified, would be a new testimony of hi frirmHy

disposition towards Spain; an evident proof that he w determined to put an

end to the incalculable extortions and injuries which Spain has suffer**) Ccir

the sfmce of seven years, from the gang of adventurers who have her

from the ijosom of this republic; a means of fixing the frank and sinew*

system of good neighborhood which so much interests Itoth state*; ami,

finally, a sure preliminary to the removal of nil the cltfticultien which may
present themselves in the negotiationi which ought to terminate ail the (lend-

ing diicuwitma tietwecn the two Governments, and to fix forever between

them a perpetual and solid friendihip.

If, as I flatter myself, the President gives all the attention which in due to

affairs of such transcendent importance, and yields to my floHcitatmnn, I cat*

assure his excellency, and yourself, that there will be nothing which the King,

my master, will not be disposed to do to satisfy this republic, which may be

compatible with ht dignity and with the interests of hit subjects,

1 renew [etc.].
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Luis de Qni$> Spanish Minister to the United States, to James Monroe, Secretary
of Stole of the United States, accompanying note of January 2, 1816 l

(TRANSLATION]

SIR: Since the last note I hud the honor to address you, under date of the

30th December, I have received positive information that the expedition
which the traitor Toledo waa preparing in New Orleans against the dominions
of the King, my mauler , has been suspended until the arrival at that city of

two bodies of troop*, (one thousand men from Kentucky, and three hundred
from Tennessee,) commanded by two American citizens, that were to be
united in twenty-four days to the army of the insurgents. I abstain, sir,

from offering to you any observations on a subject of such high importance,
and so well established, I am well persuaded that his excellency the Presi-

dent will cattily perceive that if the States of Kentucky, Tennessee, Louisiana,

and Georgia continue, an they do, allowing their citizens to commit hostilities

againut a friendly Power, notwithstanding the orders he has issued for dis-

persing and dinarming the gang of desperadoes headed by Toledo, Humbert,
Anaya, Bernardo Gutierrez, latri, Doctor Robinson, Majors Piere and

Preire, and their followers, the King, my master, will have reason to suspect

that, if those meetings are not authorized by the Government, they are at

leant tolerated. All the assurances I may give to my sovereign of the friendly

diftpoaition* of his excellency the President will not suffice, when compared
with the evident proofs I hud the honor to communicate to you in this and

my former note; particularly when His Majesty is well convinced of the

resources and authority of the Federal Government, and the promptitude
with which their orders are strictly observed in the whole Union. I do not

entertain any apprehension of the result of the expedition of these incendi-

aries, The European wart being terminated, His Majesty will be able to

direct all his attention, and his powerful armies, to stifle at once the growth of

that inmirrection ; but the philanthropic heart of my sovereign, the humanity

by which he is distinguished, and which constitutes the character of the

Spanish nation, induce him to wish to re-establish order among the seduced

rather by mildness than by the force of arms, which cannot be effected with-

out the effusion of the blood of his beloved subjects. This object cannot fail

to be obtained as soon as the Mexican insurgents and those of the internal

provincet to be furnished, by the citizens of this republic, with arms,

ammunition, and troops.

I shall never have the vain presumption to offer you, or the wise magistrate

that is at the head of this administration, any observations on the conse-

quences that might result against the interests of this republic by the inde-

pendence of Spanish America. My wishes are only directed to equal you in

American State Papert, Foreign Relations, IV, 424.



relation* between our t rftvernmenta. Ttiln I

as an apology for me, while I lake the liberty to an hyjoihei in

note,

I grant, for a moment, that all the Mexican ewpirr rrrvu mta an

independent htate; that it adopt the constitution of this

establishen a complete, system of legislation ; ami, filially, that if A!! flic

of lileriy in tlir same full extent t* this rrpublic it t*

question tint the climate of Mexico is more temperate than t4 ihp

United Strttrs; the soil richer and more productive, thr pioduct)tm

fruit* mtre ultuwlaiit, rich, awl of a nu|*erior c}ttiiliiy, il4t

Ubor. wcxxl, houneii* dothtng, &c, air, in rtirjii*fii"r f ihr

rrgularity o! the climate, nmclt chraj>rr than in thi* country. If

ihcmid takr place, do you not think, sir, I tU, llwl w stilwririf

pert*, and *t many evident advantage*, will deprive rrfmbhf *l fhr *c-

emtKrationH from F.urope, and, what i tiu*re, of a %-rry c4rn|?fc'

part of thr mot uwful ami indtmtrutUH inhabil*int t4 lhi umfctln 4*n*n.,

would carry with them to Mexico their fUmr and iMW-iiiilU, mirhnr.
fartureft, their enterprising geniun in A word. I heir genera! iiificii

all tin* tneaftH that actually pronute and vivify the ctwiwrrcr -J

I flutter myself that thi event will not happen; uul I am fully *:*mvtnrtj

tlir ctnM;*(|urnce of thin hypotheni* cat* !e drnuuitralrl

mathematical certainty; and that if thr cittmi* ol Kentucky,

1.4-Hii.iriii, antl C-rrgi*i nhoult) reflect deeply on thin pubjnci. far Iitnit

any aid to tlue vagalxuub, greetly <if the itrc|iiiiiiofi of

of the h*iffiiiii*w4 nf their country, they would unite iiintiiri%
ir with lltt

authorities of thr King, my mater, to puninlt that tif iiif
that hide thern*etve* in tltene Staleik with the crttnifial wl tir%'iiifinf

their country. I ho|e, wr, ytni will have the to t*vrrl(*k tin* sli-

grt*fnitii, tti which I have lern carrie*! by my warm de*irr of

the iit**l jH-rfecl friemlnhip l*etween the two lulUm*, and to il.fisi IH* r%-

rcllriic-y the I'rrwidrnt that the rclrr I cl,iim in !lt ('athohf Miijrty'

name, directetl to flw trial and puiiisliinrrit of ifir ringleadrr nf *rmtr.

and to the prohibition of ex|Krting antUkol any kiwi from tin* cmtttf f y t tS?r

province*, agaimtt nty wivrrrign's authority, *irr of the grrairi it|Mf la

and arc supported by the r^iplsng treaty of frirndlttp. limttn,

tictween Spain and the 1'nited States, mixfUlly the t%trrnih artJe.

1 expect, ilr, your answer to irn|rtiittl |iin, I tt*ivw the

(etc.].
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Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to James Monroe, Secretary
of State of the United States l

[TRANSLATION]

PHILADELPHIA, February 22, 1816.

SIR: The letter with which you honored me on the igth of last month,2 in

answer to mine of the soth December and 2d January, had two objects: the

first to make known to me the complaints which this Government considers

itself as having against Spain for a long time past; the second, to communi-
cate the resolution of the President on the three points embraced in my notes

mentioned above.

You state that the President would have wished that I should not have
confined myself to bringing forward the complaints of His Majesty, but
should have likewise proposed a reparation for those of the United States

against Spain.

The claim for damages and injuries of which you speak would have been

definitively arranged and settled if the diplomatic relations between the two
Powers had not been interrupted since the memorable epoch of 1808; and
this Government cannot but know that this interruption ought not to be

imputed to Spain; His Majesty having made, from that time, the greatest
efforts to maintain them pure and unaltered.

I have assured you verbally and in writing that His Majesty desired noth-

ing so anxiously as to satisfy the United States for every injury they may
have received from Spain, and to proceed to give this satisfaction with that

generosity and high sense of honor which have at all times distinguished the

Spanish character, and which have always shone conspicuously in the con-

duct of the Government of the King, my master
;
but all these points, as being

anterior to the epoch I have mentioned in my notes, and since then pending
between the two cabinets, ought to be the object of a particular negotiation ;

and nothing is more natural or more conformable to justice and good faith

than that, for facilitating this very negotiation, the state of things between
the two nations should be reduced to the same footing on which it was at the

epoch referred to, since, from that time, there has neither been any official

correspondence between the two Governments, nor have the United States

received the least injury from Spain; and if they have received any, it has

been contrary to the will of His Majesty, and without his knowledge. Of
this class, without doubt, is that which you mention in your note above cited,

that is, that British troops and agents had been introduced into Florida, and
had communication with the Indian enemies of this republic in its last war

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 426.
"See above, pt. i, doc. 18. For Onis's of December 30 and January 2, see above, pt. xni,

docs. 1037 and 1038.
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with (Sreat Britain. The rigorous neutrality which His Majesty hat ob-

served in the bland of Culm, Kant Florida, and his other

to convince the President that the Governor of West Florida (who i*. 1

pone, tht* person to whom you allude) had like orders with the other to

observe the moat strict neutrality; and if he has failed In obeying them, lie

would have twen severely chaitiil, hud you have given t me the

intimation iw to hii conduct.

I will now to the second object of which your letter treat*; that i* to

say, to the resolution which this (Government ha taken on the

stated in my Setters of the jath December and 3d January.
The firt wai confined to a request that, in conformity to the i

have stated, that w, that the affairs between the two n.itiona tie

on the name, footing they were before the interruption of the diplomatic rr

la tions between them, Hii Majeitty should be put in of iliat of

Florida which the troops of thin Union had occupied. Yiu 10

state, in reply, that this* (iovernment, believing that it had 4

right not only to the pan of Went Florida which their luul acrtifwc*!,

but to a greater extent of territory, comprehended in the limit* of ihr vcr

royalty of Mexico, had judged that, with the name |irc|rwty that iltr King,

my master, occupied thoae the t'nited State*

|mrt of Went Florida they held, until it waH decided by a friendly

to whom it belonged.

Permit me to ofoterw that there is no parity in the The country l

which you !tude, extending to the Rio Bravo, or 1HI Xorte,

the dominion of Spain, not only before and dince France is*

His Majemy by the treaty of 17641 but from the time of the dincovrry ai
cnt|ut*tt of Mexico, without ever having by treaty to

nation : whereat the Florida* to be a French or , 4d
into the handi of England, under the name of Went Mow!*.

in the year 1763.. They remained under the power of Hit Brtuimk
as *uch, until the year 1783, when, by conquet the by
olemtt treaty, they under the dominion of Hi* Catholic

From tht* you wilt infer that, be the interpretation which be to

be given to the treaty of reir&caswn of Louittana, made nd

Spain in i8uo t what it may, the two Floridaa can nifver be ewr in-

directly included in it; first, provinces in the

of England from the year 1763 to the 1783. not

them to Sjwin by the treaty of 1764- nor Spain to

France* not having received them from her, there have an

article on this point, in which and direct mention of the

cewion; and, secondly, because the two contracting and

France) have declared in the most solemn manner, the firm* ah dkl not
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quired them by the treaty of St. Ildefonso, or of retrocession of 1800; nor had
had the leant intention to set up a claim to them. You know very well that,

according to all the acknowledged principles of justice, no one can be put out
of the possession of what he holds until the right of the person who claims it

hall IK; proved and recognised; and that, by a natural consequence of this

principle, Spain having been in possession of West Florida when the United
Stairs kid claim to it, it i* projw she should keep it until this republic shows
a U'tter right, which ought to be done in a friendly negotiation between the

two Powers; and that it would l*c anticipating the negotiating to begin by
taking |MwrUm of the territory, the right to which, so far as it respects the

t "niled State*, ought t bt* the object of the negotiation itself. These are the

ground* which up|Krt the ftrat demand I made on you, in the name of His

Majety, in my let for of the jjoth t >ecember ; and I flatter myself that, reflect-

ing cm facia so well known, you cannot do lens than consider them just,

I |i now lu the aeeond point. This is confined to asking the punish-

ment, amirding to Jaw, of those turbulent and seditious individuals who have

taken up anna within the territory of this confederation, and from thence

carrying desolation, destruction, and horror into the frontier provinces of the

Crown of Spain; and not content with the atrocities they have heretofore

committed, they art; now actually engaged in recruiting troops, and preparing

armament* in the l>oom of this country, again to invade these provinces.

I havr named the ringleader* of these rebels, who have violated the neutrality

and tlit* mom nacred laws of the United States, by the well-known fact of

their having armed in their territory, and marched from thence, in military

and hostile array, to subvert the peace and good order of the dominions of the

King, my master. I have named Toledo, Bernardo Gutierrez, Doctor

Kobinwrtn. and others, who perpetrated the horrible deeds at St. Antonio de-

Krxar ; who recruited their troop in Louisiana, and even in the limits of New

(Mean*, And proceeded from thence, as an army, to assault the province of

New Mexico; who committed there outrages never heard of even among

avagc tribes; and who, after being defeated, again took refuge in the terri-

tory cif this Union, where they are now endeavoring to raise new forces to-

repeat the Mine excesses. Toledo, Bernardo Gutierrez, Doctor Robinson,

and their followers, to this time, move about with impunity in Louisiana, and

even in the city of New Orleans itself. The infraction of the laws of the

I'nitwl States, and the violation of the dignity and honor of the American

profile, of which they are guilty, is public and notorious, not only in this

country, but in the whole world. I stated to you, in addition, on this point,

that the ringleader* I had named to you were expecting considerable rein-

forcement* from Kentucky and Tenneee, to undertake a hostile expedition

against the neighboring possessions of my sovereign; and that I had advised

that reinforcements, composed of American citizens, were raised for the

purpcwe of unking with them.
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You wrrr pleaded tu stair to me, in reply, on this point, that tin*

had determined nut to take any part in the disputes which hat) ari*rn be*

tween His Catholic Majesty and tin* rtrvolted province* on this* conimmi;
and that, in conformity to thi* system, tht4 (iovernors of different Statr*. *

well *i the President himself, had isut*d reflated proclamation*,
that all thorn? win* set on foot, cir promoted the. recruiting; of advcimirrr*.

tht* draign of invading the. of Hii Catholic Majcaty, nhmiltl be

prosecuted according to law; that the information received at your I%*|ari-

menl, from very rt|*t*ctal>lr jwrwmsu in, thai the force collected by T1r*l

very tnc<mi*ide,rab!e, and comjK*ed principally of I'Vcnchnu-n awl

without the territory of the t'rtitwl Htittrs, whrrt* thrir laws tin

that my MtatrmrntM on thin p*tnt are not cirrynistanli*!!; anci that *i* 4*

I {xtiniecl out Anirriran rtiiw*iw who prtunotrd thr expedition*,, nSS-ic| it*

trM*|:, or facilttateti the1

juppli* to which I refenvd, and if ilin*- ctJin,"ii<m

of trtxipw, (Stc. were in the territory of this I'mon. they *hould t*e tttiifirlwSr|y

diHfH^rtted, and the jRricrw iiTiplicated sJtrmltJ l* |rr'i!itil accKtrtftng t

TomitiKfy you on thiHjxnnt, with that Minplicily and candor wltit ti

to me, I will divide into two rl*irs thee neditioun j*rrim of whtm I

|Kikrrt to you in my note*, I will include in the firM claH Tolnlu, iirriurtto

CUitirrre/, ant! I>tlr Hobinwrin, violators of the laws of the neutrally <nf

the t 'nite<l Staler an infraction so notorious and i evident that I da

wrong to detain you in referring to thr innumerable actn which tlrtttiiiirali

it in an irirntt*st*thle manner. It is known to you, to your t iovrrntiirni,

to the whole country, that, with the troof* they individually r*ii*rt

yean* ago in Louisiana, they marched tit military array to invade the

province* of the viceroyalty of Mexicti; the horrible a*Mtaa*inafiort* iltry

mitteti, jutrticularly thrne by Hernanlo (*uiierreje at St. Antonio *!r

are known. And, finally, it i known that, i*eing lrfritI by tlir

tht* King, my maHlCT, they took refuge again in this ctmntry. atut ilsat fi

<*ovrrnmenl of I.ui*tifi,i (>ermttted them to rrmain ti4iturlpti in thr vrty

trrriltiry wluwr neutrality they had violated. Thi* ingle fart i, in ny
opinion, a Mtf'licient reason why the law nhoufd lake hold on them lc*(rr

leave the jurisdiction of thf I'nitwi Stutw to renew melanchtly c'ritt.

1 will give ft* you even new prtxfn th.it highway robl>ers have iwf

from that time to concert ami to rralkc* new project*againl the iranquiUiiy
of the inhabitanfH of tht* dominionii of the King, my manter.

The. annrscil rupirs, m.trkiti Ni. I, 3, am! ,\, of srilrrcrputl iriirn*

Toledo, which have l*et*n officially nent to me, prn\T l>eynd <iutii itwi

Toledo had iirmeti in New Orleans three ws*rl, in which he c*irril

TnunttionHof war to give upfKrt to the tnAurrrctton in Mexico; ami ilui! Jw

returned to that city, bringing back with him Ilenrrra. who r*ill tisin*lf

mtniftter plcnijjotr.ntiary from the revolted |ircivinri*i lo thU Ckivfrrtiiirfii.

You will nee with aurpriae that Toletlo, not content with thus o|nly viwliing
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the mart wicred laws of neutrality of this confederation, had the impudence
to prostitute ilit* reitpectable name of this Government, by asserting, in one
of his Miicl k-iirrit, that the United States only waited the arrival of the min-
istcr irf the revolutionist* of Mexico to acknowledge ita independence. The
other ringleaderi* haw done the same thing to deceive adventurers, both in
and mil of Mexico, and even citizens of the United States, seducing them by
falM^afwurancvii

I hat thrir (kiwrnment was decided to support them, and
that ii would procxt-d ismtutiiatcly to recognise as an independent Power that
band of highway rubber* and insurgents. From the extract of a letter from
a prrmin <f the greatcwt veracity and the best character, now forwarded to

you, marked No. 4, you will observe that Toledo had deferred his expedition
again*! i lit* province* of the King, my mauler, us I stated to you in my note of

the ad January, a* the thousand men he expected from Kentucky, and the
inn* hundred from Trnnnwec, could not form a junction with him in less

than twrnty-four day*; ami in New, 5 and 6 you will see this information
cimftrmrd under it posterior date, advising me that a number of Americans
cimr down from the States adjacent to Ixmisiana to join the expedition which
Toledo had concerted ; and that he (Toledo) would carry with him the engi-
neer JUiftirtt, Savary, and one Soubenet.

Vou will aim learn that provisions and a Carthagenian flag were sent to the

American brig, the Tom Btmline, from New York, at the moment of her

arrival at the ftatixe, by a gun-boat of the United States, with the object, it

would aecm, of convoying with her the vessels which should sail from New
Orlrattft with munittonM of war for the establishment at the new port of

Tampico; that they had purchased in New Orleans itself five other schooners,

which they are actually arming to cruise against the Spanish commerce; and
that it. appear* thai Mr, John K. West, merchant of that place, is the agent
for thrwe \T*rts; and. finally, that in that city there has been a revolutionary

junta, al the hrad of which ii Toledo and Herrera, from which has issued the

wicked tlrcrrt' mentioned in letter* -that four honorable Spaniards
nhcntld be put to death for every revolutionist punished by the established

of the monarchy of the King, my master,

A l>octor Robinuon, it ii notorious that he has been one of the

infuriated enemies of Spain, and the one who has, with the greatest

promoted the rebellion of the provinces of His Majesty. It was he

who tntrtKJucrd himneif into the internal provinces to seduce their inhabit-

ant*; it was he who the seed of insurrection; it was he who procured

intelligence in St. Antonio dc Bexar for Bernardo Gutierrez, that he might

himself of the place, and afterwards murder fourteen Spanish chiefs;

and it was he; who published, in these United States, proclamations, signed

with hi* hand, inviting adventurers from all parts to form an army, pointing

out the of enlisting men, and the pay of those enlisted; and, in one

word, war himself, in a certain mode, against the Spanish nation,
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from the very bosom of this republic, as you will find more in detail in the

authenticated copy; (No. 7) which accompanies this, the original of which is

in my possession.

I include in the second class those individuals who, seduced by the im-

posture of the principal authors of these hostile expeditions, have assisted,

from the bosom of this republic, the revolutionists of Mexico some by

furnishing them arms and munitions of war, others by enlisting themselves,

in this country, in the army of the insurgents, which passed over to subvert

all order in the provinces of the King, my master. In this number are those

other persons whom I have mentioned to you in this and my former notes.

The information which I gave you respecting some persons who were pre-

paring hostile expeditions from Georgia against the possessions of the King,,

my master, you will find established, officially, by the Governor of East

Florida, in his letter (No. 8) which accompanies this; in which he advises me
that John Mclntosh and William Criach, who supported the last insurrection

in that province, in the year 1812, are now recruiting in Georgia a consider-

able number of vagabonds, again to invade the territory under his com-

mand.

I flatter myself that this series of acts, so circumstantial, the information

of which has been acquired through channels so respectable, will be sufficient

to call the attention of the President to the necessity of cutting up by the

roots these melancholy abuses, and to shut the door against the continual,

violent movements of these turbulent people, who, from the bosom of this

republic, make war on a friendly and neighboring Power. It has never been

the intention of the King, my master, to request that the punishment of the

laws should be inflicted on these disturbers of social order when their guilt is

not fully proven. On the contrary, I have informed you that the object of

His Majesty is not to take vengeance on these highway robbers, but to shelter

his subjects from their barbarity. His Majesty has only thought proper to

solicit from the rectitude and circumspection of this Government what

might prevent the crimes which are meditated from taking effect, as other-

wise it might be too late to prevent them, as the offenders will be beyond the

territory of a friend, and at a distance from the arm of the law. Good order

requires not only that the offences already committed should be punished,
but that those which are contemplated should be prevented : and this is the

case of the individuals I have comprehended in the second class. The per-

sonal knowledge I have of the rectitude of the President inspires me with a

confidence that he will view the acts I have just stated as I do, and proceed-

ing, in this particular case, with that integrity and humanity which is the

most glorious distinction of the American character, he will be pleased to

adopt those measures which he may believe most analogous to the system

which, you tell me, this Government has adopted, not to mix in these dis-

sensions, and not to permit the citizens of this republic to take part in them,
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nor to permit its territory to be a shelter to foreigners who try to make war
on a friendly Power.

To the third fx>im in my note*, intended to solicit from your Government
that from the insurgent or revolted provinces of Spanish America
should not be admitted into the ports of the republic, as well because none
of thone province* are nvognised by any Power in the world, as because the
obligation* of friendship and gw*d neighlxirhood demand that we should not
in any way contribute to protect provinces or subjects who have revolted,
you have t*rr pleased to make known to me that the President, observing
the change of government which had taken place among the revolutionists in

Spanish America, had adopted the measure of ordering the collectors of the
cutom te admit rvery dwripiitm of veiwel, without regard to her character
or flag, provided *he paict the duties and observed the laws of the country
during the lime hr wan in port.

With due mqwct for the measures adopted by the chief of this confedera-

tion, I cannot do leu* than slate to you that the changes of government which
haw fakrn place among the revolutionists of Spanish America do not appear
to rue t afford t nunVient motive for altering the friendly conduct towards a
Powrr with whom one in in peace and harmony. You cannot but know that
thin measure place* factionists not only on a fooling of equality with the

Sptinith Ration, but given thtm advantages over all independent Powers,
ince, according to the lawn of neutrality, the United Slates would not permit
any independent nation to arm its vessels in their ports, nor lo sell prizes in

them, an is permitted to these revolutionists.

By the two of Congraw, one of the 38th of February, 1806, and the

other of the 34th of the Kime month in 1807, all commerce with the rebels of

St. Domingo prohibited at the request of France. As the treaties sub-

between Spain and the United States place Spain on the fooling of the

favomi nations, His Majesty contiidenn himself entitled to expect that

thin republic will ricw adopt in his favor n like measure during the disturb-

in Spanish America, or for such other period as it may be considered

proper to dratgnatc, Such is the spirit in which I have made the three re-

to your (kwernment, stated in my former notes, I hope that the

observations will merit a favorable reception from the rectitude and

wiwdom of the President and of yourself. I have given an account to my
Government of all particulars, sending it a copy of my notes, and of the

I had the honor to receive from you. And, in the mean time, I

ought to reiterate to you the mom positive awurances of the diepoaition of the

King, my to maintain and to strengthen the ties of friendship and

undemanding with these States.

At the conclusion of your note which I am now answering, you are pleased

to known to rro that thii Government is anxious to terminate, by
means of a friendly negotiation with the King, my master, all pending differ-
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iind thiil it will tie wry atiif*u:lory to the l*nitiirni l 1

itiw vested with power* to thai effect, I have not kwt .my in

rating to my sovereign this dert* of I lit? President, and I will have the

faction of announcing to you what 1 ib Majesty may deter tin this

nevrrlheleiws I might to *lale to yciu lli.it illhmif{h it In?

ing to mr to trv.it with you, as your penetration lanli-

late the arrangement of ttsrttt* affairs, yet it appear* to me I hat, m Ms.

ha* not yet gat let) from the I'm'ted State*, the lii>irir* would tie if

the President wcult! givr. him fxiwrr and instruction* to trrmiftalr ihr

Alum* ill Nf adrid. Tliis arrangement fannot present liilfiniliira, II*

resprrlivr rigiitof eatli Power In-ing om-r ?*iikt| by a

friendly underHtandtng Iring had on each jjoinl in it

clrltTftiirinl what arc tiw retipnc'dl lligit8*ft tl S}Kttn tin? rnitcd

Stiiten, they would IK* till further o|viatixl if you wtiwltl have thr t

inform me, frankly and plainly, ! ret|ite.Ht*t| in a furmer l
fllr . what jrr ihr

|irrfritcrti4 if right which the t'nitrd Si.tir* have

are fur their tiwn con\Tniemt*, whit h they derr to rraliier (*r an r*|Mi%'a-

lent which may tie advantageous in the tw natttmn, i ijir !li,it, the

knowledge 1 have ac:c|ttired of ihr mutual interest* wf bwiti, I

mrnd to the attention of His Mije!y tlirsc- p.irticular fiftl*.

I renew (etc,),

4<t , to rtf , to

*tf o/ lW 4

!*mt..\tiu.ititA.

St* : Ihn !*<iliki Morilk), aMtifiMwicr-in-clnrf ! thr by it*

King, my mauler,, for the jMciftrititofi if the vieeruyaliy of H,itti*i I-'*, lo

me, dale of ihr i)lh fit !.ki?ti}lirr lit*!, that, after

Carthagena to surrender *il cfiaa-clioti, he had found il for ifo

ctiftifilrit' re'eiiilUhmenl f tin* iranquiliity of lltr virrttyiilty 4

lhe blockade from S*irii*i Mafia to the river Alrairi, trtcluwiw. i

iinlrr?* lhat if any ve**el IIP me I wilti further nout h lliati ihe < ihe

Magd-alma, *r further north than Ihe {Ktraltel of Cafir Ttbitfim. op il

qtitla *hire, and Iwriwrrfi the filerkliam of (tointn, *hr Iw

a |ti, whatrvrr diK'umrnl*rdriin*iiion lic hvr;bui be

tell l the commerce f lite* c| and

Pocto

1 the to givr ytiy notice, a if tm f iht

of ihr Umltxi St*tte ici lo {elc.J.

8 IV, ts*
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Ltti* d$ OHM, Spanish Minister to the United States, to James Monroe, Secretary
of State of the United States l

PHILADELPHIA, March 25, 1816,

Si*: I have received your oflici.il letter of the 2Oth of this month, 2 in which
you that the proclamation of General Morillo is repugnant to the laws
of nations, up well because il declares a coast of several hundred miles in a
state of bkttkade. authorixinK the capture of every neutral vessel at an un-
limited distance from the coast, n that it is an established maxim among
nation* that a blockade should le limited to the ports where there may be a
stationary and not a rruifting force sufficient to make the entrance of the
harbor or river where it may be placed dangerous; and, finally, even in this

c*we, a Wight not to l>e raptured when she in about to enter a port, save
only when, after having received notice of the blockade, she attempts to

infringe it. You are ptraned to state to me that the President desires that I

will communicate them* observations to my Government, and that I would
itse my office*, confidentially, with ttaieral Morillo, so to modify his

blockade an i make it conform to the laws of nations.

I will communicate to Hit* Majesty, in compliance with the wishes of the

Pnwident, what you have Mated to me in your note; and I will with pleasure
avail myneif of the departure of Mr, Hughes to write to General Morillo,

inviting him, in the execution of his blockade, to avoid the injurious effects

mtultinx therefrom to the citizens of this republic, so far as may be compat-
ible with tin? necurtty and tranquillity of His Majesty's dominions under his

command.
I mut, however, obtwrve to you, sir, that General Morillo has a naval

forcr and competent, its I conceive, to the object in view; that, on

the 3d of February, there sailed from Cadiz a squadron of a ship of the line,

two frigates, and several smaller vessels, as a reinforcement; that, on the

intended to i*e blockaded by the said general, there are no other ports

of entry for merchant than those of Carthagena, Santa Marta, and

Porto 1Mb; and, finally, that the measure taken by him, not being directed

an enemy "i country, i not, an stated in your esteemed note, contrary

to the of public right*. The object of the general's proclamation is to

notify the traders of foreign nations that he will maintain the laws for the

regulation of the Indie* irt their full force; the observance of which had been

relaxed, in tatter times, by the effect of circumstances, though modified,

however, in favor of neutrals, by leaving two ports open to their commerce.

You art that, agreeably to those laws, no foreign vessel was allowed to

trade with the dominions of His Majesty on that continent, without a special

ltMMti and that vennels found near, or evidentlv shaoiner a course towards
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them, were liable to confbcalion as interloper*. Not only tti.it part of the

coast lying Iwtween Santa Marta and the river Atruto, bin the whole

eastward and southward of theme points, from the Oronoo* f the territory of

this republic, Mcmgst to the Spanish monarchy; and, cmiscq ue.ru !y,

vessel whatever found near it, or standing toward* it, raft have n oilier

object than to carry on smuggling, or stir up a civil war in flit? King'*

tow*: in either case, the laws of nations recommend the s*.*i*ure l the

MI employed. Actuated by a constant desire to prevent the

whirls Htich injuries might occattinn lo the citi/ena cf this re|ui$ttr. 1 havr. cm

other occasion*, nuugrntwi a very ttimpie mode of putting an cnl let

namely, that the President would te pleased to imiie prlrr ih*it im

ttlioulcl lie cleiirct! tt the custom- houwcw s**tvt* for a jmfictl |*t*r i. *ic':fiiinf i

the general praclict* of nationn. Hit* practice of cltMring inattiy vnw*c!a for tbc

irl Indies, generally, carrie* with it *i nuspicicm ! a t r,irry cm
ccmlralwiiit tr.ttle, or to disturb the public tranquillity in the cfuminicftadT iltc

King, rny master; ami, therefore, the owner whu clears y| | in

way, and without the certificalen of thrSpaniah miiiiiilfi. r.itint tt^mplal sf

it t*c tle-tainetl a* *u*pietou*. In fact, what difficulty can a iturrrhant.

fairly, have to |>ecify the |Krt of Havana, Kingston. Sant*i Vlitrta.

Porto Hello, Kio Janeiro, ir any other of an indr|.K*ndrnt tatH*n-*

unqi*tii*ibly ; wncc, in cac of not fmdiitg *i good nuirkrt *n *
$*t*w

i

t*, tic

prtM**cl to another, with *i decUratiwi imicle til the port In* louche*! at of tin*

motive* which obliged him to alter hi* de*t motion, The witttlom **! hurnuin*

ily which eminently distinguish the I*rpUlent ami the iidmifttwtratKm cannot

fill to perceive, the tItdtly of ihrMt otxftervationa. nor to a|firc%*r of tlir

of |ii Maiwly in taking the mtmt uitable anti effectual itr*iwrr lo

lt subjects from the civil war which a numln-r f ailventurrr* arc rm.te*iv*t-

ing to kindle in hit dominion* ; and I therefttri? Hatter myuric llwit IIP le

pleaded to take into corwidrratitin the filirfiry of adopt inn thr

1 have had the tumor lo to you, by preventing the of

cuntoma frofii clearing out for port*. 4nJ
mtrrrhantit trading with the the King to conform fa th*

liihctl rule* ami order*, rtgukting not only neutrals but

that they may avoid the of their non-oto*arv*ncft

ing Hi* Mitjrrty'i clcnire to mfforcl them, within hi* dominion*, all the

and advantage* compatible with the public safety and his royal
I hope that the explanation which I have thu* taken the liberty to

until I have received the answer of the King, my rajtter will the

of the President as to the of tkfswa! Moritlo,

it wtll be viewccl by him a* a continuation of my to

the of the two nation*, reciprocally, on the tttjcrat *mdi favor

I (etc.].
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If* Km'nf , United Slates Minister to Spain, to Pedro Cwallos, First
Minister of State of Spain

l

MADRID, September a6, 1816.

Si: I am ordered by my Government to apply to His Majesty, through

your exrelleney, for the rent it ut ion of sundry American vessels and cargoes
which h.ve teeit seixed and brought into Carthagena, or other places within

that comituiu! or vii't'roya.lt y, under pretext of a pretended blockade, issued

hy Don r.il1 Morilln. in Deeemler, 1815.

When that tiitK-'kacie ww communicated to the American Government, Mr.
Monroe, Secretary of Slate, in a note of March ao, 1816, addressed to His

M*ijr*iy' minister at Washington, formally protested against it; and it was

fiofi-fti that, on pnf>er representations being made by that minister to Gen-

eral Morillo, lit* would retract his measure, or, if not, that His Majesty, being
made acquainted with the remonstrance of the American Government, would

immedi.ttely *end out orders which might produce the same effect, and assure

for tlir future due lil**rty to the American commerce in those seas.

Hut it now apfxMrs that, as late as the month of June, no alteration had

taken |Utr in the meamtre* of Morillo; no attention had been paid to the

intrrfrrrttrr f Dm l.UMticOnin;und, finally, the commissioner, Mr. Hughes,
wh *rni by thr C kwcrnment of the United States to Carthagena, for the

puriKnr among*! cithers, of recrlairning the property seized, was obliged to

return i thr t"'mcl Sutwi, on that point altogether unsatisfied. Indeed,

the Viceroy of Santa H% Don Francisco de Montalvo, gives this commis-

ftkmrr to timlrrntitnct, by a letter of June f)th, whereof the enclosed is a trans-

lated t|i>% that he (the Viceroy) dow not pretend to be acquainted with the

law of nation* L and, at the same time that he goes on executing the arbitrary

awl illegal decree* of General Morillo, devastating the commerce of the

United State*, lit' refers the American (kwernment to His Majesty for redress.

It i therefore that I now find it necessary to write to your excellency upon

this dwaureeabte nubjeet

It iit in vain, sir, to hope that the United States will ever consent to bloek-

acfis upon the principle* of General Morillo; they will acknowledge none to be

valid which arc not strictly conformable to the well-known principles of

public; law- principles most dearly defined and quite indisputable, to which

the United hive always adhered in their own practice, and to the

infringement of which, In any form, in any degree, or under whatever pre-

text, themselves.

The of General Morillo is repugnant to the law, because it ex-

over hundred miles of coast, and to an indefinite distance from

the of it cannot be enforced as a blockade, but remains a bare

* Amtriew Ste&r P&ptrs, Perntign Retetfons, IV, 158.
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pretext for spoliation. A blockade by sea, to be acknowledged as valid by
the United States, must be confined to particular ports, each having a force

statitmed before it, sufficient to intercept the entry of vessels; and no

shall be seized, even in attempting to enter a port so blockaded, till she has

been previously warned away from that port.

I may be excused from dilating on rules so perfectly established, so con-

sonant to justice and to reason, in writing to a person of your excellency'*

knowledge and experience.

His Majesty, who doea not fail, through his minister, Mr. Onis, to

the United States of his constant disposition to cultivate relations of friend-

ship with them, and to that end to satisfy ail their just reclamations, will

certainly be sensible to the violent proceedings of which my Government now

complains, and, I persuade myself, will not hesitate in ordering that the

proclamation of embargo issued by General Morilla be declared null, arid

that all the American property which may have been taken under it be

immediately restored to its owners.

In this confidence, I annex hereto a list of the already known to

have been captured.

Renewing, (etc.).

Schooner Adeline, of Baltimore, at Carthagena; Friend's Hope, of B<thi

more, at Carthagena; schooner Count, of Baltimore, at Carthagena; Charity

Stewart., of New Orleans, at Santa Martha; Edward Graham, at Santa

Margarita ; Ghent, of Norfolk, at Puerto Cavello,

N. B. It is believed that the cargoes of several of then* have

confwtated without even the form of trial,

1043

Cevallos, Pint Minuter of Stale of Spain, to Gmrgi W. Ermng,
Slates Minister 10 Spain

l

17,

SIR : I laving communicated to the King your note of the 36th ultimo 1 on the

subject of the seizure of several American in the port of C!arthagen,
South America, in consequence of the blockade established on

by General Morillo, and your demand of their restitution, His Majesty fam

been to determine that information shall be (i

in/oftm) of the court of admiralty on this bumni.
I renew (etc.].

1 Amtrfatn State Papers, Foreign IWotfwwr, IV, 158,
See above, pt. xux, doc 1043.
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George W, Jr#, United States Minister to Spain, to Pedro Cevallos, First

Minister of State of Spain
1

MADRID t October 25, 1816.

SIR: By your excellency's note of the xyth instant,
2 in reply to mine of

September 26, respecting the proclamation blockade of General Morillo, and

the ravages on the American commerce which are committing under it, I am
tok! that His Majesty baa ordered that information shall be taken (se pida

informe) of the tribunal of admiralty.

That General Morillo has issued such a proclamation as I have described in

my note of September 26, is a fact of universal notoriety. Your excellency

has had before you, long since, the correspondence between the American

Secretary of State and Mr. Qnis on the subject, and I have transmitted to

you a copy of the letter of Don Francisco Montalvo, viceroy of Santa F6, to

the American comminsioner, Mr. Hughes, in which the existence of the

blockade is admitted, and in which the American Government is referred for

redress to Hi Catholic Majesty. It was therefore that, by the orders of my
Government, 1 wrote to you on the subject. With the fact which I have

above atatetl before you, I am wholly at a loss to imagine what kind of in-

formation the tribunal of admiralty can afford which may regulate the de-

eittion of His Majesty on the subject.

The tribunal cannot deny the existence of the proclamation; it cannot show

that the proclamation ia legal; it cannot deny that American vessels have

been taken under the proclamation; it cannot contest the right of the Ameri-

can Government to demand the restitution of such vessels.

In fine, air, it is my duty to assure you that any demur or delay in affording

the satisfaction demanded in a case of this principal importance, cannot but

IM very wnnibly felt by the Government of the United States.

I renew [etc.].

1045

Luis de Qnis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to James Monroe, Secretary

of State of the United States
8

PHILADELPHIA, October 26, 1816.

SIR: His excellency the viceroy of the kingdom of New Granada communi-

cates to me, under date of the 2d of September last, that tranquillity being

restored throughout the whole kingdom of Santa Fe, and all its provinces

Xmtrfeait State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 158.

* See above, pt. xi, doc. 1043- m Trn
American Slatt Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 159.
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having submitted to His Majesty's Government, the commander-in-chief,
Don Pablo Morillo, has thought fit to raise the blockade which he had es-

tablished on those coasts, the causes having ceased which obliged him to

impost* it; and that, in consequence of this determination, the l>efore-men

tioncd viceroy nan been pleased to open the provinces of th.it kingdom, and

particularly the port of t'arthugena, to the commerce of the Powers in

amity with His Majesty, under the regulations specified in the printed

papera which I have the honor to transmit herewith.

I hope, sir, that you will be pleased to bring this to the knowledge of the

President, that he may ace the disposition of Hit Majenty to favor the

commerce of this republic in every thing that may be compatible with the

security of his dominions, and that comports with his interest!,

I renew (etc.],

1046

Luis d& Onu t Spanish Minister to the United States, t Jama Afonroe, Secretory

of State of the UnM States

WASHINGTON, January a,

SIR: The mischiefs resulting: from the toleration of the armament of priva-

teer* in the ports of this Union, and of bringing into them, with impunity, the

plunder made by these privateers on the Spanish trade, for the purfKe of

distributing it among those merchants who have no scruple in engaging in

these piracies, have risen to tiueh a height, that I should lw wanting in my
duty if I omitted to call your attention again to this very imjx>runt subject.

It in notorious that, although the speculative system of lilting out privA-

teem and putting them under a foreign flag, one disavowed by all nations, for

the purfxw? of destroying the Spanish commerce, has tcen more or less pur*

sued in all the ports of the Union, it is more especially in those of New
Orleans and Baltimore where the greatest violations of the rmjicct due to a

friendly nation, and, if I may say so, of that due to themselves, have been

committed: whole squadrons of pirates having been [fitted] out from thence,

in violation of the solemn treaty existing between the two nations, and bring-

ing back to them the fruits of their piracies, without bdng yet checked in

course*, either by the reclamations I have made, those of Hi* Majefty's

cofluuls, or the decisive and judicious orders iwued by the President for that

The American privateer Swift, which, at I mentioned to you in my note0f

the day before yesterday, had captured, under the name of the Montpre, and

the flag of Buenoi Ayret, the Spanish polacre Pa^tora, juit arrived at Nrw
* Amtrie** State Papm, Foreign Knfatfom, IV, 184.
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Bedford, is now in Baltimore River; and her captain, James Barnes, who has

so scandalously violated the laws of nations, the neutrality of this Govern-
ment, and the existing treaty, has had the effrontery to make a regular

entry of his vessel at the custom-house of Baltimore, declaring his cargo to

consist of bales and packages containing silks, laces, velvets, and other

valuable articlesall, as you may suppose, plundered from the Spaniards.
The three-masted schooner called the Intrepid, lately arrived at New York

from Montevideo, is, as His Majesty's consul there informs me, the Spanish
vessel called the Liana, captured off Cadiz by the schooner Orb, of Baltimore,

whose armament I denounced to you at the time, and communicated the

positive information I had received that her object was to cruise against the

subjects of the King, my master. This pirate (for that is the name by which
both nations have agreed to consider a privateer of this description) was

armed at Baltimore, manned by subjects of this republic, and commanded by
a Portuguese called Almcyda, an American citizen.

The schooner Leona, now at New York, under the name of the Intrepid,

and otUenmbly owned by one Mifflin, at Philadelphia, had on board, when

captured, thirty thousand dollars in specie, three hundred boxes of sugar,

some grain, with other property belonging to Moreno, De Moro, and others,

merchants at Cadiz; and had a cargo of jerked beef and other articles, be-

longing, as I have heard, to the merchants in Baltimore who furnished the

fund* for equipping the Orb,

The consul at New Orleans informs me that the pirate Mitchell, with the

vessels under his command, fitted out by different merchants at that port, of

whom a Mr. Dupuy is supposed to be the principal, has lately taken several

Spanish prizes to (lalvezton, and that, from the proceeds of their sales, he has

remitted to the said deputies one hundred and five thousand dollars, which

he has deposited in the Bank of Louisiana, after deducting the shares of the

captain and crew, amounting as is supposed, altogether, to two hundred

thousand dollars. The same consul adds, that two of the prizes, one from

Campeachy and the other from Guatemala, were burnt, and their crews

landed by that savage monster near Boquilla de Piedras, that they might be,

as they actually were, put to death by his great friend Villapinto, a noted

rebel ringleader, who, being pursued by the King's troops, had retreated to

the seashore to make his escape. Of ninety men, composing these crews,

only nine were saved.

The consul at Norfolk informs me of the arrival there of a privateer

schooner from Buenos Ayres, one of several fitted out at Baltimore, and

wholly owned there; that, from what he has been able to ascertain, among

other vessels, she plundered a Spanish ship laden with a cargo of cochineal,

indigo, and specie, to the amount of more than two hundred thousand dol-

lars, and proceeded to Baltimore to divide the spoil among the concerned.

The said consul, in the discharge of his duty, and the exercise of his rights,
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addressed an application to the collector of the customs, 1

(copy of which is

annexed, and also of the answer of the collector,) by which you will perceive

that he declines this just reclamation. I could cite innumerable cither
,

as well attested ae those I have just stated, but I omit them, as their detail

would fatigue you, without tending to demonstrate more effectually that

they proceed from non-observance by the officers of this < iovernment of the

President's proclamation, and of the treaty of limits and navigation tietween

the two Governmenti. Although His Majesty has UK* much confidence in

the rectitude of the President to doubt that due compentKttion will I* made

for these injuries to his subjects, on the name principles a have been olmrrved

1 The letter from the Spaniih Consul to the collector at customs and ttw fatter** reply,

rtprints from American Stete Papers, Fordgn Jtelttiimt, IV, iBfl and 186, art M tolbwg:

Argvbt Villahbos, Spanish Consul at Norfolk, to Ckarbx K. Mattery,
Collector of Customs ojt

SIR; On seeing an armed veiwel in thin harbor, in front of thr cown, cjiflaytrig i fog
unknown to me, and, I will venture to *ay, unknown t the United State*. 4iwl, ai

any rate, not recognised by them; and there being no doubt lhai ih vmwel one of

those known to be commuting greut depredation* at c*n the Sfi*ni*h (r4e. ami
frequently al*o on ship of all other nation*, not executing. iho** umtrr she nwm-luuK

flag of these State*, I have thought it my duty to imply In you, to rr*|U*i you (ogive
me tome information respecting wtid armed vwmel, nrf rSwfuriw d iMtiomility. l

under what authority hc navigates the aa as a public or priyi bip of wr, wfco

command* her, and haw hc i mannctl, and in what light you virw hrr m your oftcriat

cnpadty?
In making thews inquiries of you, I hoftr tiiitt you wilt only ** dvtrf cw ny prt lo

acquire information uiKin a question of vant importance thi* t-ommcrre of Sfiatn,
it affectK materially tna lafety of her merchant

hij[w:
whether or rt ibtm> nwi pluti'

dcrern are to find an anyluut in the prt of the Unittni Stutr*. whith woyW w grnity
increase the means of

carrying
on their spoliations. I ssu roitWrint ihdt it w not the

with of thin Cioverriment to afford any sort of protection to <i ml of mnt (fr ihc

part foreigners to the country they pretend to trrvr) who avail ihemwrlvm rrf tfc

diwrnwon* which unfortunutely prevail tM-iwmt^Sjmin and om trf her ctilomr*, la

exercist? their mercileiw rapacity upon th* inoffeniv rwrchant, mrt only of Sj^tn, but
in many instance* of other countrie*; and I am tew well c'((U4utid with your own
character to nupptMte that you would be inclineil to favor them, indrrti, thr inirnik

and KKK! dipouion of thin Government towards Spain aw wnlewl tiwnifwi in the
I'restdent'ii ^rockmation of the 1st September, 1815; and it w there forhkldnt to

American citizens to uke any part in thr contention* Iwiwrrn Sitft ani sonw of twr
distant {Hs:*iotw; iincl it i enjoinetl on ill oRtcrrn, civil ami intlitary, under the
(*ov(*rnment ( to \x vigilant in iearching out an<! Iwingsng to pumfthtttcwi! all w"h
citizennaHiihali act contrary to the intent of twitj tmH-bmation: awl tfitrrc being
in town that many of thorns c<>mpiing the crew of thr vrnmt*! in cpetkw iw Arwf
I have thmighf it necewury to call your attention to thi fNtint, not tkmhting that
will c<nsidrr it meriting your particular examination. I will conclude by avai

myself of this opportunity to assure you of the great reaped with which I wtwin, jrtt.f.

Reply of CJwr/ K. Unitary

SIR: I have had the honor to receive your note of thin morning. In rrftprct 10 ibe
vee! which is the cubject of it, I deem it only necewiary to rrmark, that he ts rrrognir<dl
In this office in n othc?r character thin that of any other forripi arrtvinx HI r

urotert from a foreign ptirt; that my duty does not require of nm to request fiW
io far M to make it a criterion or condition of her admtMNon into tin's port; ami that I

bftll take care, in thin, in other cmtet, to we that the kwt erf the United State* id
other regulationi of the Government, so far as they come within the of my
authority, be duly observed.

I reciprocate the sentiment* of respect you express for rrw, and am, |rtc,).
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by His Majesty, on other occasions, towards the United States, yet I cannot

omit requesting, in his royal name, that, in the mean while, the President

may be authorized to take the most energetic measures required by the case,

to put an end to these practices, and that he would be pleased to cause the

vessels I have before mentioned to be confiscated, together with their car-

goes, and security to be given by Mr. Dupuy for the amount of his deposite

in the Bank of Louisiana, as being the proceeds of the Spanish prizes made by
the pirate Mitchell; and that, as a general measure, every privateer coming
into these ports under a flag not acknowledged be detained and sequestered,

to be made responsible for the depredations committed by it.

I trust that the President will be the more disposed to accede to this re-

quest, an, in addition to its justice, it is strictly conformable to his friendly

sentiments towards my sovereign, and the humane principles by which he is

characterized.

I renew [etc.].

1047

Luis da Onis, Spanish Minister to MM United Stales ,
to James Monroe, Secretary

of State of the United States l

WASHINGTON, January 15, 1817.

SIR: On the 1st instant I informed you of the arrival, at New Bedford, of the

Spanish polacre Pastora
t captured by the American privateer Swift, under

the name of the Manure, and the flag of Buenos Ayres, commanded by a

Captain Barnes, a citizen of these States. Two days afterwards I addressed

to you another note, stating the arrival, in the river and port of Baltimore, of

the said privateer, with the booty piratically plundered from the subjects of

the King, my master; and requesting that you would be pleased to obtain of

the President such orders as would most effectually insure the confiscation

tx>th of the vessel and of the privateer, that they might be made answerable

for the damages justly claimed by the owners of the property. Although I

am persuaded that it is the multiplicity of business that has prevented your

answering my notes, yet I cannot doubt that the President will have given

the orders I requested in them. Notwithstanding this, and the application

made by His Majesty's consul at Baltimore, in the discharge of his duty, to

the attorney for that district, (a copy of which is annexed,) I regret to an-

nounce to you that the collector and the aforesaid attorney have thought fit

to allow the said pirate to depart; and that, after having ascertained that

fact, the said attorney wrote a note to His Majesty's consul, (copy of which

IB enclosed,) inviting him to call at his house to confer with him on the sub-

ject of his note.

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 186.



it it not my with to trespass on your attention with the reflections that are

naturally produced by such notorious proceedinp, nor poin tally to notice

the incivility of the attorney for that State towards a consul of my nation;

my only object is to bring to your view what has occurred in the of the

vessel that, by submitting it to the President, he may be convinced that the

injuries sustained by the King's subjects in these ports, by the violation of

the existing treaty between the two nations, which has the force of a law, are

daily augmenting, and that, the more they are diffused, the more difficult

will it be hereafter to adjust the indemnities due to His Majesty's subjects.

I trust, sir, that you will only see in the step I now take a continued proof

of my desire to restore that good understanding and sincere of justice

between the two countries which form the basis of real harmony in every

society, and that you will therefore be induced to give this subject all the

attention due to its importance.
I beg leave to renew [etc.).

1048

Luis de Oni$ t Spanish Minister to the United State, to Jamm M&nw, Stcntary
of Slat* of the Unittd State

WASHINGTON, January 16,

SIR: I have juit learned, with the greatest satisfaction, that the marshal of

Baltimore has despatched a boat, with a picket of soldiers, in pursuit of the

pirate Mong&re t which has been brought back to that port, in conformity to

the orders which I had flattered myself would have been by the Presi-

dent. I shall lose no time in giving an account to His Majesty of the friendly

dispositions manifested by this Government; and add the hope that this

evidence of it, will be the forerunner of sentiment* calculated to remove every

shadow of misunderitmndtng between the two Governments.

I offer you {etc.],

1049

Lni$ de Ouii, Spanish Minister to the United Stales, to J&mm M&nrm, Secrttory

of Slat of ih United State l

WASHINGTON, January 16,

SIR: I have just received information, from the King* consul at New

Orleans, of the capture, within sight of the Balixe of that port, and at little

more than musket-shot from the land, of the Spaniih

1 America* Stale Papers, Pordyn RtMem, IV, 186,
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Captain Don Buenaventura March, by the pirate Jupiter, under the Mar-
garita flag. To enableyou fully to judge of the atrociousness of this capture,
manifestly m violation of the territory of the United States, I have the honor
to enclose the declaration of the captain of the said schooner, made before
His Majesty's consul at the aforesaid port; by which it appears he was at
anchor in the Paaa of the Mississippi, and with Pratigue, from the Balize, on
board, when he was boarded by the aforesaid pirate, and so inhumanly
treated by him ae to be left weltering in his blood on the deck.

It would be superfluous to affect your sensibility by a detail of the multi-
plied injuries and outrages incessantly sustained by His Majesty's subjects in
these ports; they have already been admitted by the President in his message
to Congress, recommending the adoption of such measures as in their wisdom
may appear beet calculated to repress them; thereby offering to the King, my
master, a pledge that his excellency admits the necessity of indemnifying
them as far as possible. It is, however, with great regret that I have to
remark on

^

the delay in carrying such urgent measures into execution, and
that the injuries complained of have not been prevented by a due observance
of the laws of nations and of the existing treaty, which, by the constitution,
has the force of a law in. all the courts, in consequence of its ratification by the
President and the Senate.

I pray you [etc.].

1050

Luis de Onu, Spanish Minister to the United States, to James Monroe, Secretary
of State of the United States l

February 10, 1817.

SIR: In addition to theeehooner Hipolita, which I informed you, in my note
of the, 1 6th of last month 2 had been captured by the pirate Jupiter, in the

of the Balize of New Orleans, at anchor, within rnusket-shot of the land,
1 have just received official notice of the capture, by the same pirate, of the

Spanish brig called Reyna de los Angeles, proceeding from Campeachy. This

vowel was also at anchor in the Balize, very near the land, and with the pilot

on board to ascend the river; but no consideration was sufficient to restrain

that pirate in his injustice. I am informed that Commodore Patterson, in

consequence of the reclamation made by the consul of His Majesty in the

said port, has despatched avessel in pursuit of her, and there are appearances
that he will succeed in rescuing the prizes, and placing them at the disposition

of their owners; but you cannot but know that, if the perpetration of this

crime go unpunished, as has been the case on other occasions, or if their es~

* American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 187.
8 See above, pt. XIH, doc. 1049.
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cape be permitted, ai has happened in Baltimore with the captain and crew

of the pirate Mongore, neither the vassal!! of His Majesty will be able to

obtain the evidence which might be drawn from their declaration*, in order

to reclaim their property, nor the crimes discovered that they may have com-

mitted, nor the number of these robbers be diminished, who no highly com-

promit the neutrality of the Government, robbing, indiscriminately, the

vessels of all nations, confident that all the harm that can happen to them is,

that they should be deprived of some of the proceeds of their piracies.

In proof of the solidity of these assertions, I ought to add that, at the time

these captures took place at New Orleans, in violation of the territory of this

republic, Ckneral Hubbert [Humbert?], the chief of a band of robber*, armed

and equipped in the province of Ixjuisiana, who had occupied Cialveiton,

had arrived at New Orleans to solicit provisions and munition* fur that,

establishment. Not only have they been sent under the American flag, but

the agent (Mr. tie Souvinet) has bought a brig with the products of the

robberie* of these pirates, which are now deposited in the Bunk of I .ouisiana,

amounting to $180,000, as you will see by the annexed paragraph of the

Gazette of New Orleans; and this vessel is preparing to carry mcwr provisions

and munitions to that establishment, and to take back to the United State*

the spoils of the Spaniards, which are not considered secure in that place.

In the port of Baltimore, the brig Peace, (Fas,) mounting sixteen guns,

commanded by Captain Stafford, well known for having Wore commanded

the privateer schooner Maria, which was confiscated in Port au Prince, ha*

been lately bought for the purpose of cruising against the Spanish commerce.

According to information which I have received, the brig called the Fourth of

July has gone out of that port with the same object, commanded by Captain

Watkms, and armed by order of the famous Thomas Taylor, commissioner

of Buenos Ayrea: finally, schooner Romp, whose outrages and piracies are of

public notoriety, has again sailed for Norfolk, with the design of equipping

there, to proceed again on her cruise.

I consider it my duty to make you acquainted with all these acts, which are

in manifest contravention of the treaty existing tietween the two nations, to

the end that the President, giving them the consideration which they deserve,

may issue the orders that may appear to him best adapted to restrain them,

until Congress determines to destroy them at the nxt, whereby the com-

merce of all nations may be secure,

I renew {etc.j.
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1051

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to James Monroe, Secretary
of State of the United States l

WASHINGTON, February n, 1817.
SIR: When I had the honor to communicate to you that, in virtue of the

orders which the President had sent to the marshal at Baltimore, the pirate
Mongore had been detained and embargoed in that port, I had a right to be-
lieve that the marshal, as well as the attorney of the United States, would have
caused the captain and crew to be immediately arrested, to take from them
the declarations which public vengeance and the interests of Spain, as well as
of this Government, required, to ascertain the names of the vessels plundered
by that pirate, the depository of the effects, and the fate of the Spanish crews.
You may consider what waa my surprise on receiving positive information

that the marshal has liberated the captain and crew of that pirate; that he
has not proceeded to take from them any declaration

; and has even per-
mitted that the Mongore should go to sea again, under bond, to commit her

piraden. The said vessel is yet in the river, stopped by the ice, and her

captain (Barnes) very tranquil in his house, occupied in taking out of it,

publicly, the effects plundered by him, which, it is calculated, exceed eighty
thousand dollars in value, without any impediment being put to his pro-

ceedings by the authorities at Baltimore.

It ia extremely painful to me to interrupt your attention so often, on such

unpleasant subjects; but I should be wanting in my duty if I should delay to

inform this Government of the manner in which the orders of the President

are eluded in Baltimore, in order to heap injury upon injury on a friendly

nation, and promote the revolution of its provinces. In vain will it be

alleged, in order to cover this proceeding, that the laws are not sufficient to

pursue, without a positive evidence, those citizens who commit hostilities

against Spain. The treaty which exists between the two nations is a law of

the republic; and no tribunal can decline its observance. The proofs of its

infraction cannot be more manifest or decisive. The Spanish schooner

captured by this same vessel, which is permitted to go out to sea, is now in a

port of this Union; the effects on board of the one and the other belonging

to the King's vassals. The seamen, the log-book of the respective vessels,

and the captain himself, ought to give all the evidence that justice requires

to decide. If these are not examined, on the equivocal pretext that they

cannot l>e found, or that there is no evidence for proceeding against them,

the consequence will be the continuation of an organized piracy for the

robbery of all nations, that public vengeance will remain unsatisfied, and

humanity exposed to all the horrors of such highway robbers.

I cannot do less than repeat my solicitation to the President, in the name

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 187.
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of the King, my master, that the corsair Mong&re may be secured ; that the

effects found on board may be deposited, as well as those which may have

been already discharged from her; that the papers on board be examined, as

well as the journals, crew, and captain; and that it be proposed to make all

the investigations that would, under similar circumstances, be made in

Spain, if a like case should occur to the United States, in order to remedy the

damages and prevent their repetition.

I flatter myself that you cannot fail to find my solicitude just, and that the

President will accede the more cheerfully to it, as it is agreeable to the senti-

ments of humanity and impartiality which characterize him, and to the

which he has manifested to me to strengthen the bonds of friendship with my
sovereign,

I renew [etc.].

1052

Luis d OniSt Spanish Minister to the United Stales, to Jam<u Monroe,,

of Stat of the United States l

WASHINGTON, February 12, j8tf.

SIR: After my official letters of the loth and nth of this month * were

written, I received advice from Baltimore that Captain John Cha*e

now there, and that it was understood that he had left the command
of the privateer Poton, (alias the Spartan, of Baltimore,) and like-

wise that there were in that city more than thirty officers and tailors who
had belonged to the said privateer, and who had come there for the purpose
of claiming from the said Chase their portion of the prize money from the

Spanish ship Cuncia t of which they had taken powewion at sea, in the roiw

ner you will see detailed in the declarations of four of the sailors of the

privateer, copies of which are enclosed.

This, without doubt, is a which merits all your attention, as it is

proven, in the most positive manner, that a certain number of American

citizens had armed and equipped a vessel in Baltimore, had gone to sea In

her, and had committed an act of hostility against Spain, contrary to the

laws of nations, and in violation of the fourteenth and of other article* of the

treaty existing between the two nations; thus eompromitting the dignity oC

the United States, who cannot but disapprove such conduct, and violating

the rights of the King, my master.

The consul of His Majesty in Baltimore has, without loss of time, pro-
ceeded judicially against the before-mentioned John Chase, by soliciting his

arrest; and at the same time is taking measures to attach, in the hands of Mr,

1 American State Paper* , P&rdgn RttaMons, IV', 188,
s Sea above, pt. xm, docs, 1050 and 1051,
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, merchant, of Baltimore, twenty odd thousand dollars, which it is

Icnown he has received from the said prize; but I see at once that all the

efforts of the consul will be in vain, unless this Government interpose all their

Authority, by giving the proper orders for vindicating their own dignity,

\vhich has been compromitted by the atrocious conduct of these bad citizens.

I do not deem it necessary to repeat to you the manyobservations I have had
"the honor to make to you, upon various occasions, on occurrences of this kind ;

j

^.nd I therefore limit myself to asking of you to communicate this case to the

^President, who, I ought to expect, will take such measures as he may think

best adapted to the correction of this disorder, and for doing justice to the

aggrieved party.

I renew [etc.].

1053

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to James Monroe, Secretary

of State of the United States l

WASHINGTON, February 22, 1817.

SIR: In confirmation of what I had the honor to state in my note to you of

the I2th instant,
2

I now enclose a list of the articles which Mr. Henry Didier,

a merchant of Baltimore, has landed there, under the usual forms of the

custom-house, from on board the American schooner Remittance, Captain

James Rogers, from Aux Cayes ; they being the same which had been plun-

dered from the Spanish ship Ciencia by the privateer Potosi, Captain James

Chase, by whom they were transhipped on board the said schooner, and con-

signed to the above-mentioned Didier.

In consideration of these proofs, I trust that you will be pleased to obtain

from the President the necessary order to effect the delivery or security of

this property, for the benefit of its lawful owners; and that you will have the

goodness to advise me of the same for my Government.

I renew [etc.].

1054

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to James Monroe, Secretary

of State of the United States 3

WASHINGTON, February 28, 1817,

SIR: The session of Congress being within two days of closing, and the

Senate not having given its assent to the bill passed by the House of Repre-

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 188.
2 See above, pt. xin, doc. 1053.
8 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 188.
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aentatives for the purpose of putting a atop to the armaments making in

different parts of the Union, in violation of the lawa of nations and of the

treaty existing between His Catholic Majesty and thin republic, I have con-

sidered it my duty to represent to you the injuries resulting from this delay
to Spain, and likewise to all the nations of Europe; to the end that, if the

President fit, he may be pleased to cause this subject to be taken into

serious TOnnideration,

I renew (etc.].

loss

W. Eningi United Stoles Minister to Spain, to John Qttincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States >

MADRID, 10,

On this affair [proclamation of Morillo) I wrote on the aoih September,

1816, and wa answered October lyth, thai an
"
informs" should tw taken of

the almiirartta&i0; I wrote again on the 25th October, and remain oxy
answer,

10S6

Ln$t de 0r, Spanish Minister to the United Stales 1 t& R$t$l$ t

Secretary of State of the United StaUs 8

WASHINGTON, tr t if17,

SIR: In an official letter, under date of the nth 8 of latt month, which 1 had!

the honor to direct to the Secretary of State, I represented to this C'kivern-

ment that, contrary to my expectation, I had just received punitive informa-

tion thai the marshal at Baltimore had left at litnerty the captain and crew of

the pirate Mtwgpre> and had even permitted her to go to tea to renew her

without having even HO much as taken their deckrat ions, which

the public vengeance and the interests of both Governmenu demanded; I

dwelt cm the great injuries which would follow to my nation from the im-

punity and toleration winch these highway robbera met with in this country;

and requested that the President would give the correafxmdent directions for

preventing this injury,

In my official letter of the I2th * of the same month I took occawon again

* Ammmn State Papers, Fortign Relations, IV, 159.
8
/Wtf., ia,

s See above, pt, xtti, doe. 1051.
* Sec above, pt. xm, ctec.
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to call the attention of this Government to the same subject, though in a
different case, in consequence of having received advice that Captain John
Chase, who commanded the privateer Potosi, alias the Spartan, of Baltimore,
and more than thirty persons belonging to her crew, had arrived at Balti-
more, of whom four had given very detailed declarations respecting the
capture of the Spanish vessel the Ciencia, of her halting place, and of the
existence in Baltimore, in the possession of Mr. Henry Didier, [of articles] to
the amount of more than $20,000; and requested that the Government would
interpose its authority to give effect to the prosecution which the consul of
His Majesty had set on foot against the person of Chase, and [to] the legal

proceedings under which he has succeeded in attaching, in the hands of Mr.
Didier, the said interests; and, under date of the 22d l of same month, I

enclosed a lint of these effects, which were in the hands of Mr. Didier.
I have not, aa yet, had the honor to receive an answer to any of the above-

mentioned notes; and I have just understood that the authorities at Balti-

more, contemning the evidence of the four witnesses who had presented
themselves, and the entry in the custom-house, in the name of Didier, of the
effects robbed from the Spanish, have permitted the said Captain Chase to

go very tranquilly to Norfolk, to enjoy the fruits of his depredations; that,
with universal scandal, and notwithstanding the character of Captain
Barnes, as a pirate, was established by the decision of the court of the United
States in Boston, which had declared as illegitimate his prize, the Spanish
schooner Pastora, and ordered that she should be restored to her owners, he

has sailed from Baltimore, with his privateer Mongore, as soon as the ice

permitted, and gone down the bay, to go to sea, to repeat his cruelties, with-

out its having been possible for the consul of the King to get the declaration of

Barnes and his people taken as to what had been the lot of the crews of the

Spanish vessels which they had captured ; declarations which, not only by the

law of nations, but by the more sacred law of humanity, should have been

taken, considering the vehement and well-founded suspicions there were that

they had assassinated all the individuals who had had the misfortune to fall

into their hands,

In consideration, then, of the excesses committed against the subjects of

the King, my master, and of those which, from the impunity and toleration

on the part of the authorities of this country, are in a state to be repeated,

with vessels purchased, armed, manned, and equipped in the ports of these

States, contrary to all the laws of nations, to the express stipulations of the

treaty which exists between the two countries, and to the laws of humanity

itself, I cannot do less, in discharging rny obligation, than to represent and

reclaim, in the name of my sovereign, the damages and injuries which have

resulted, and may hereafter result, to his subjects, and to protest against the

authors of all of them. At the same time, I cannot ornit to beg you, with

1 Sec above, pt. xm, doc. 1053.
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eamestnesu, to be pleased to inform me of the measures which this Govern-

ment may have taken for the purpose of having restored to the Spanish
owner* the effects of which they have been robbed, and also to ascertain the

fate of the unfortunate crews of the Spanish which haw been cap-

tured and destroyed by the two pirates above mentioned, at likewise by the

other two, called the Orb and the Romp, that were, in like manner, armed in

Baltimore .

I hope you will have the goodness to give me the information I ask, that I

may bring it to the knowledge of the King, my master.

1 renew [etc.J.

1057

Luis ds Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Qnimy Adams,
Secretary of State of the UnM

WASHINGTON, March /$, 1817.

SIR: 1 had the honor to receive your note of the I3th in*unt, in which, by
order of the President, you enclose a copy of the act by t'ongre** on

the 3<l entitled "An act more effectually to preserve the neutral relation* of

the United State*/' by which the President trust* that my Government will

perceive a nrw proof on the part of the United State* of a desire to cultivate

just and friendly dispcmttion* towards Spain.

I cannot but be highly gratified by all those occasion* on which the Gov-

ernment of these State* manifests a disposition corresponding with that

entertained by the King, my master, to maintain and trengthen the amicable

relations *ub*i*ting between the two nations; and I therefore hope that the

President will the moat effectual measures to be taken to enforce in

obcervance of thi* law by the officers of this Government, with

than haa hitherto been paid to the exiiting law*, and to the

stipulation* of the present treaty between the two nation*.

I ihall embrace the first opportunity to transmit a copy of this act to my
court, for the information of my sovereign; and, with renewal

* America* StaU Paptn, Fonif* MUm t IV,
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1058

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

WASHINGTON, March 26, 1817.

SIR: I have just been informed that there have entered at Norfolk two

pirates, under the flag of Buenos Ayres, the principal of which is called the

Independmcw dd Sud, armed with sixteen guns and one hundred and fifty

men ; her captain is the well-known pirate called Commodore Chaytor. The
second is the schooner Romp, which, to enter that port, has her name changed
to that of Altavela; she has a crew of seventy men, and appeared to be com-
manded by a person called Grennolds. Both vessels were built and fitted

out at Baltimore, belong to citizens of that place, and others in this republic,

and their crews and captains are of the same. Their entrance into Norfolk

has been public, to revietual and return to their cruise against the subjects of

the King, my master; but their principal object is to place in safety the fruits

of their piracies, which must be of great importance, if we attend to the in-

formation from Havana, which states that they have robbed a single Spanish

vessel coming from Vera Cruz of ninety thousand dollars; and to the fact

that, on the 21 at of the present month, they had deposited sixty thousand

dollars in the Bank of Norfolk, had landed a number of packages of cochineal,

and had declared that they had taken to the amount of two hundred and

ninety thousand dollars, I am informed that the person called Commodore

(Tiaytor was about to set out for Baltimore, probably to settle accounts and

divide hi* robberies with the persons interested in the outfit. It is a cir-

cumstance worthy of remark, that these two pirates saluted the fort at

Norfolk, and that it returned the salute upon the same terms as would have

leen done with a vessel of war of rny sovereign, or of any other nation ac-

knowledged by all independent Powers.

It would be superfluous to take up much time in representing to you how

sensible my sovereign, and likewise all maritime nations, must be, to see that

their flags arc treated on an equality with pirates in the territory of this

Union . So obvious a reflection cannot be withheld from your knowledge and

that of the President. I therefore do not doubt, that if, as I persuade my-

self, there has been a mistake in the honors paid to these pirates, you will be

pleased to disapprove of the conduct of the commander of the fort, and give

suitable orders to prevent its happening in future,

At the same time that I expect this measure from the justice of the Presi-

dent, 1 elaim, in the name of the King, my master, that all steps be taken for

the arrest of these pirates, whether they be at Norfolk, or that they repair, as

is probable, to Baltimore, where their principal associates are; that they be

proceeded against according to the act of Congress of the 3d instant, and to

American State Papers, Foreign Relations* IV, 189.
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the stipulations of the treaty between His Majesty and this republic; that

legal means be taken to ascertain all the captures made by them during their

cruise, the fate of the Spanish crews that have fallen into their hands, and the

places of depoaite of the property taken from on board them, in order tlnit, by
attaching the same by the competent tribunals, it may be held for the dis-

posal of the owners who may prove their property.

This request, being moreover founded in justice, ia supported by the

friendly sentiments of this Government towards His Catholic Majesty, by
the assuranceswhich the President has given to me of his sincere ctamretoput
an end to a piracy which, although in opposition to the sentiments of the

administration, highly compromita the dignity and character of a people

distinguished far their rectitude, morality, and refined virtue. I, therefore,

cannot but confidently hope that you will enable me to inform my Govern-

ment of the measures which may be taken in this matter

1059

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the UnU&d Slates, to J&kn Quintyi Adtm*s t

Secretary of 5tola of Urn Untied States *

March jtf

SIR: The pirate Orb, fitted out at Baltimore, under the name of the On-
and flag; of Buenos Ayren, commanded by Joseph Almeyda, a Portu-

guese, and a citizen of this republic, has had the audacity to return and enter

the said port, there to deposite a part of his robberies. The piratical char-

acter of this vessel is as fully acknowledged, as it is proved that she wo
armed and manned with people of this country and of othere in the above-

mentioned port, and that she had made different prizes in the neighborhood
of Cadiss and other points, since there now is in the port of New York tin*

Spanish polacre, the Leona
t captured by her, whose cargo, consisting of two

hundred thousand dollars, ia concealedwhere, it is not known; and in the

same port of Baltimore, there are deposited the proceeds of the SftanUh brig

Serena and her cargo, captured by the same vessel. No evidence ran. in my
judgment, !>e offered, which gives greater certainty to facts no notoriutis,

If, by chance, anything could be added thereto, it would be the acknowledg-
ment of their atrocities. Nevertheless, I have the mortification to nay. lh.il

neither this notoriety nor the reclamations of Mia Majesty's consul at that

port have as yet been sufficient to produce those steps which are required by
humanity, to secure the person of this notorious pirate, to take the* declara-

tions of the crew, and to prevent their enjoying their plunder to the prejudice
of the lawful owners.

* American State Pp^rst Foreign Refatitnu, IV, t^o.
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I think it my duty to bring this incident to your knowledge, and I doubt
not that the President, when informed thereof by you, will take it into the

serious consideration which it merits, and give the most positive orders that a
suit be instituted against this pirate, that an attachment be laid on all his

property and funds wheresoever they may be placed throughout this republic,
and that they be held at the disposal of those owners who may prove their

property.
As I propose to despatch a messenger in a few days to my Government, and

it will be very agreeable to me to give to His Majesty an assurance that the

United States are seriously disposed to put an encl to the injuries resulting to

Spain from the non-observance of the treaty between the two nations, I will

thank you to inform rne as speedily as possible of the measures which may be

taken in this case, and in that on which I address you in a separate despatch
of thii date.

1060

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to Richard Rush, Acting
Secretary of Slate of the United States x

WASHINGTON, March 2$,

SIR; By your note of yesterday
2

I am apprized that the President, orr

being informed, by the notes to which you have replied, of the audacity with>.

which the pirates armed in this country introduce into it the fruits of their

robberies, has been pleased to give suitable orders to the authorities at Nor-

folk and Baltimore that, having ascertained the facts which I have brought to

hits knowledge, they should duly proceed according to law against the vio-

lators of the laws of this republic. The district attorney for the United

States at Baltimore has replied to the King's consul there that he has no

evidence upon which he can proceed against Captain Almeyda; but if a

witness ihoulcl offer, who will depose to the facts referred to, he will proceed

to order an embargo to be laid on his vessel. I 'am perfectly aware that good

order, the personal security of individuals, and the prevention of any violence

being committed upon them, require that suits should be instituted according

to the rules of court: but when a crime is notorious to all, and is doubted by

none; when the tranquillity and security of the state, the honor of the nation,

and the respect that independent Powers owe to each other, are interested in

putting a stop to crimes so enormous as those I have had the honor to de-

nounce to you, it appears to me that the magistrates are authorized to collect

a summary body of information, to inquire whether the public opinion is

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 190.
2 Cr. >K/ir nf T fl/V I/I



doubtful, and if there be ground to institute a suit. The collector of
customs cannot be ignorant that the three vessels which I have named "t >*****

were built and fitted out at Baltimore; that they were cleared at that cu.st*Mtf *

house as Americans; that their crews were, at their departure, compost?** **l

citizens of this Union, as were their captains; and that the effects whicH tHiry
have landed can only come from Spanish countries. What stronger" t ""*&

mony (if more is wanted) than their own declaration can be desired, "to If ***

ceed against these pirates?

The ships' papers, the declarations of the crews, the log-book, sa.r^

testimony which can throw light upon the truth or falsehood of th.e

alleged, and makes it unnecessary to trouble them, until it be ascertain***!
that there is ground for proceeding judicially against them.

It must have been known to you, sir, that when the rebel Mina arrnecl

equipped at Baltimore for the purpose of attacking the dominions of
King, His Majesty's consul presented two declarations, sworn to t>y ***<*

officers, who had accompanied him, setting forth all the plans and project* **$

this traitor, and the manner in which he had violated the laws of the repu ,

that, on another occasion, the same consul presented the declaration**,

oath, of four sailors of the pirate Potosi, stating the prizes they had ma-dcr*, 1

merchants to whom were addressed the effects stolen from the vassalB of
King, and that, in both cases, they were considered insufficient to

against these highway robbers, and to afford the vassals of His Cattti**IsC

Majesty that protection which they had a right to expect of a friendly JPcywir* ,

At this very moment I have received advice from His Majesty's consul *f
Norfolk, stating that a quantity of zeroons of cochineal, indigo, and Je*iii *.*

bark, brought in by the two privateers, the Independence of the South* "**-
tain Chaytor, and the Altavela, alias Romp, Captain Grennolds, tuas
shipped at that port on board the packet which sailed on the 23d install I

New York, in order that, by changing place and appearing to be cleared f

by other merchants, the vassals of His Majesty may be deprived of
property, and the pirates and merchants who have fitted them out
the owners of the booty. No one renders more justice to the rectitude of
President than I do, and to the sincere desire that he has to put a stop **#

practices so contrary to the virtue and good faith which characterise
republic; but it is that very cause which lays me under the necessity of
posing these practices, with an entire confidence that the President "will
see in this communication my anxious desire to prevent any obstacles
thrown in the way of the friendly arrangement now pending between tJtucr t

Powers. The treaty of limits and navigation existing between them,
lishes, in the most positive manner, that the two nations have agj-jreed ta
consider as pirates all vessels fitted out in the two countries, respect! viel^r ,,

manned and commanded by their respective subjects or citizens, acting ir ,

hostile manner against one or the other of the two contracting parties
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a foreign commission. The acts of Congress of the 5th of June, 1794, of the

I4th of June, 179,7, and the second section of that of the 3Oth of April, 1790,

prescribe the punishment to be inflicted on these persons, and the steps to be

taken on both sides to restore the property to its lawful owners.

I rely on your justice and friendly sentiments towards my Government for

promoting with the President such orders as, in his wisdom and foresight,

will seem to him best adapted to prevent the evasion of the laws, and the

sacrifice of that portion of His Catholic Majesty's subjects who have been
robbed by these pirates.

I renew [etc.].

1061

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to Richard Rush, Acting
Secretary of State of the United States l

WASHINGTON, April 4, 1817.

SIR: Although I have always made it a duty not to intrude on the attention

of this Government by remonstrances which are not founded on incontestable

facts, or at least on moral evidence, yet it appeared to me, in the conference

which I had with you yesterday, that you were not satisfied with the com-

plaints I lately addressed to you against the pirates Potosi, Mongore, Con-

greso, Independencia del Sud, and Altavela. I have now the honor to annex a

copy of a letter from the owners of the Spanish ship Nuestra Senora de los

Dolores, and of one from the consignee at Havana, by which you will be

informed that the said vessel was captured near to Cadiz by the pirate

Independencia del Sud, Captain James Chaytor.
2

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 191.
2 The three enclosures mentioned, reprinted from the same volume, pp. 191 and 192,

are as follows:

No. I. Francisco de Paula de Maura to Thomas Stoughton

HAVANA, December 17, 1816.

SIR: The foregoing is a copy of my last of the 4th instant, which I confirm. I am
again obliged to trouble you by requesting you would be on the watch, if the ship called

the Na. Sa. de los Dolores, alias the Primera, should put into any port of the United

States; which vessel I despatched for Cadiz on the loth of July, under the command of

Captain Nicholas Larrea, with a cargo of sugar consigned to the owner, Don Juan Fsco.
de Vergara, of the same place, who, under date of the 3d of September, informs me of
her capture on the 27th of August, near Cape St. Vincent, by the privateer Independencia
del Sud, Captain James Chaytor, and gives me authority to claim or ransom her, as

you will see by a copy of his letter, enclosed. I therefore hope you will do me the favor
to advise me of whatever may turn up in the affair, that the requisite orders may be

promptly given.

No. 2. Juan Francisco de Vergara to Francisco de Paula de Maura

CADIZ, September 3, 1816.

SIR: On the 27th of August last, at the distance of twenty-two leagues from Cape
St. Vincent, the ship Na. Sa. de los Dolores, alias Primera, Captain Nicholas Larrea,

|

which sailed on the loth of July of the present year, was captured by the insurgent fj
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I also enclose to you the declaration, on oath, of Joseph Ojeda, captain of

the Spanish schooner Catoliwa, captured by the pirate Almeyda, commanding
the Orb, alias the Congreso. By this declaration you will ee the number of

Spanish vessels he has plundered, those he has burnt, and those he has sent

to other ports. I flatter myself that you will find in these documents, if not

all the evidence required by the laws of the United States for the punishment
of a man who haa committed so many atrocious acts, at leant sufficient to

schooner brig of ftuenoa Ayren, called the Independencia, del Sud, commanded by James
Ohaytor. On being captured, Captain Lurrea endeavored to ranacwn hi and
cargo, and the commander of the privateer actually agreed to estimate the nate- at

$50,000, including therein $5,000 far the vessel, the ransom to be paid in (,'ailix. When
they were on the point of drawing up the necessary writingi, the brig (iolamlntw, Imm
Cumana, appeared in sight, which being likewise made prixe of, she was afterwards
liberate to carry to Cacltz the crew of trie Primera, and on that account the ranwmt
wa not carried into effect, As it appari, by information, that the privateer wbkrfi

captured her wan fitted out in North America, and rammibttl by the insurgent
Government of Buenos Ayres, nhc. will be purchased for little or nothing. I undmiaod
that she will b ordered to the ('ayes of St. Louis, Si. Thomas, St. Hartholemrw. Not ih

America, Jamaica, or some other Knglitth port, It will, therefore, be? fw iny interest

and that of your brother, Dan I 'aural, c.

No, 3. Declaration of Diego Josf Ojeda
BAI.TIMOKK COUNTY, State of Maryland, to mi :

Be it remembered that, on the 1st day of April, II7, personally appro re* i Matt me,
Daniel Roger*, notary public for thin .State, Diego Jowf: Ojcda, and, bvinjt r*i duly
sworn according to law, depose* an follows: That Fit; wa captain cf n Spanish trbuttnet

called the Nww Catalitw; that he was taken in the said schooner, on the wi t*I Cub*,
by a privateer calll the Congreso d# Buenos Ayres, commanded by Icwwph Ahneytb;
that, in the night of the mt* day, the yth of February la, hi aid cnooner w fakrw

by the SpmisR brig of war Camfitdttr, and immtxiiately afterward* taken gan % tb
same privateer; when, having taken out all the pruvinion* and bent part of thr Mif* ;

fire wa fiut to the a5d nrhooner Catalitta, and her crew put on Ixwrd an Atrrn
schooner, with the exception f th captain, the lecontl mute, the cook, nl two
w?ngcr; whom (Captain Alrneyda waid lit? would not liberate until (he name haul

done with one of hi offtreri and five men who had been taken prisoners ihrrr; ti

the dcponent'ti ^tuy cm board of Almeyda'ii jrivttteer ht? look the m-homwr Anttlfa from
(Jmoa with a cargo of gamapanlla and $2,000; which win wan taken out arid the tthoonct
burnt,
On the iyth of February he captured two brigi, the Vo Antonio ttt Pmlua, Crotts Vt-ra

Cruse, for the Havana, in bdUwt, and having Home money on bcwrtl; thw vrmrl
burnt. Thr other brig, San. JOT/, from Havana to ("urnpeachy, with a cargt* ol

wine, and other goodn, was completely plundered, and the prtsoiieri of the Atdtlfa
San Antonio, witn the two panBenger* of the Catalina t were put on board o( her, krr
a man of each veel on board of the privateer; the San Jotf ww then IUm<l to f*c*i
to t'ampeachy.
On the 34th he raptured the Pas, bound from Siiuil to Havana, cj bwsrd of which

veB*-! jt prixe-maKter ami tight nailorn were sent, a also the mate uf the Culrtliwa, Sh
was then d.ejwtche<l for (*aivexton. Her crew were put on shore at about eleven

league* from the port of Siaal; and this deponent further rtatcs that Almryda nuth
tail for thi place, where the aaid deponent was not allowed to land until the 38th d
March Iant t when he was aent on shore without any of the paper* of his vennel, Alror^tld

having taken pociiiuon of them.
In tetttimony whereof, the atd deponent hath hereunto ubcrib! hw rwnie, and I

the said notary, have hereunto set my hand and affixed my notarial seal, the clay anti

ywur first hereinbefore written.

DANIEL ROOBRS, Notary P*blit, ft, i.|

DIEGO DJEDA.

The forgoing J a copy of the original, transmitted under thii date to the district

attorney for the district of Maryland,
PABLO CBACOK.
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justify the detention, for the benefit of the lawful owners, of the property
which he is endeavoring to introduce clandestinely into this country, in

violation of the treaty of friendship, limits, and navigation now existing
between the two Powers.

I hope, sir, that you will allow me to use the term pirates, in speaking of

these banditti. My impression is, (and I found it upon the treaty of amity
I have just referred to,) that every vessel built or fitted out within the

jurisdiction of this republic, manned and commanded by citizens of the

Union, which is navigated and commits hostilities under a foreign flag, is and
must be deemed a pirate; that, as such, it is liable to confiscation, with all the

property on board, that it may be afterwards restored to the lawful owners,

although no one should present themselves to make the claim in their behalf,

as would be done in the case of any known murderer, or of one against whom
there existed strong suspicions of having committed a crime against society,

and this for the purpose of satisfying the calls of public vengeance. I hope
that you will have the goodness to inform me if I am mistaken in this con-

ception, and, in case it should be that of the President, that you would be

pleased to obtain such measures of him as, in his wisdom, he may deem most

proper to prevent the vessels above mentioned, together with their captains,

again putting to sea, and to afford that protection to His Majesty's subjects

which they have a right to expect, from the close friendship existing between

the two Governments, by laying an attachment on the property on board

those vessels, that it may be delivered up when its owners are ascertained.

I renew [etc.].

1062

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to Richard Rush, Acting
Secretary of State of the United States l

WASHINGTON, April 5, 1817.

SIR: As nothing can be more flattering to me than to prove to you that all

my reclamations bear the stamp of the most scrupulous exactness and truth,

I have the honor to enclose the declaration, an oath, of two seamen of the

Spanish brig San Antonio de Padua, captured by the pirate Almeyda, by
which you will see that this pirate has not confined himself to taking and

burning Spanish vessels, but has also detained and robbed an English vessel

upon the high seas.2

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 192.
2 The enclosure, reprinted from American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, follows:

BALTIMORE COUNTY, State of Maryland, to wit:

Be it remembered that, on the 4th day of April, in the year of our Lord 1817, per-

sonally appeared before me, a justice of the peace of said county, Lewis Falcone and
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I hope that you will have the goodness to bring the said document to the

knowledge of the President, as a corroboration and support to the reclama-

tions which I have addressed to you, in order that the property plundered

by that pirate, and by the Potosi, Independencia del Slid, Mongert, and

Altavela, may be secured for the subjects of the King, my master, and that

they may not be permitted to return to sea, to continue their depredations.

I renew [etc.].

1063

George W. Ervin^ United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States

l

[EXTHACT]

MADRID, April 6
t xBij.

Upon the whole Sir I conclude, that the course which this government will

take, the more or less zeal with which it will act, the more or les moderation

& good faith which it will display, will very principally depend on its always

fluctuating hopes & fears on the side of England: should its disputes with the

king of Brasil ripen into a serious rupture, it will certainly make an attempt
on Portugal ;

then a breach with England of course; but this I consider to be a

remote probability. The question as to the slave trade has created con-

siderable discussion between the two governments. England as I under-

stand has offered to his catholick majesty a certain sum for the relinquish-

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XIV.

Bernard Falcone, Italians, and, being first duly sworn according to law, depose as
follows:

That they belonged to the crew of the Spanish Schooner San Antonio d Padua, he,
the said Lewis, being gunner thereof; that having sailed from St. Jago de Cuba,
bound for Havana, on or about the a8th of January latr they were chased and cap-
tured the same day by a Buenos Ayres privateer, called me Conwreso, commanded by
one Jos6 Almeyda, who took the deponents on board hii vessel, depriving them of

fifty boxes of eegars, four barrels and five bundles of Spanish tobacco, and a bag con-

taining silk handkerchiefs; that, during their stay on board Almeyda's vessel, he took
seven Spanish prizes, three of which he burnt; and on or about the ijth of March,
near the port of Havana, he fell in with a British brig, chased her under Spanish colors,

and, when sufficiently near, fired into her, hoisting at the game moment the Buenos
Ayres flag. The brig, being armed, was defended oy discharges of grape hot nearly
the whole day, but, being boarded in the evening, was compelled to iunrender: during
the whole transaction the British ensign was at her main peak, and no other flag.
Her crew were taken on board the Congreso, and the veiwel plundered of several
valuable articles of gold and silver. She was given up and allowed to proceed. Her
mate received a musket-shot'through the head, of which wound it was almott Im-

possible he could recover. And these deponents further state, that Almeyda after
this proceeded to the United States, and arrived at Baltimore on or about the a8th of

March last.

LEWIS FALCONE,
BERNARD FALCONS, his X mark.

Sworn to and subscribed before me, by Anthony Canno,
Tao, W, GRIFFITH.
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ment of the traffick, & he has demanded a larger sum. The question

turning upon this point cannot be considered as one of great difficulty. With

respect to the colonies, I believe it to be very certain that England has

offerred her mediation. But here the two governments cannot agree.

Spain in the true spirit of her system, insists on their returning to their

ancient unqualified allegiance, & her pretensions are still upheld by calcula-

tions on the flattering intelligence, true or false, which she every now & then

receives from various parts of South America. England besides the rea-

sonable objections which she has to appose to such absurd & hopeless over-

tures, cannot find that she has any interest in making them; she does not

wish to separate the colonies from Spain, on the contrary; but she desires

that the trade to them may be open. The full extent of the British policy in

this respect is quite obvious, & the Spanish cabinet is fully aware of it; hence

they have mendicated mediation in other quarters. It is understood that

their application has been favorably received, yet it were vain to expect

success from any mediation in which England is not a party, or indeed that

any mediating power will act on other than her principles.

The famous General Toledo arrived in this city on the i6th or iyth March;

on the night of the i8th a^council of ministers was held in the palace, to hear

whatever information he had to give, & such plans as he had to propose. A
great mystery is made of all this, & he has been ordered not to appear in

publick.

I understand that the conversion of Toledo had commenced previous to

his visit to Washington, & that his first overture was sent from N. Orleans

by a friar named Ledilla who has served as a spy in the United States.

Alter his visit to Washington, Toledo's intention was to go to London, &
there to wait for his pardon; but being pressed by certain personal considera-

tions, arising out of a dispute with a Mr. Mitchell, he hastened his departure

from Philadelphia by the first vessel which sailed, & that happened to be

bound to Bordeaux. Some demur was made to granting him passports

to come hither; they were finally granted, but the pardon which he expected

did not accompany them, & he was privately advised by his friends here not

to put himself into the hands of the government: confiding however in a very

private letter of recommendation from Mr. Onis, & in the importance of the

services which he was able to render, he did not hesitate to avail himself

of his passports. Whatever these Services may be, it appears to be quite

problematical whether they will send him to the galleys or make a Lieutenant

General of him.

With the Most perfect Respect [etc.].
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1064

George W, Eruing, United States Minister to Spain> to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACTS]

Private & confidential. MADRID, April 6, 1817.

DEAR SIR: My last private letter was dated March 2d. In a postscript of

March 5th (to the original of that letter) I mentioned General Toledo. In

my despatch of this date 8
I have said of him whatever is proper for such a

communication. I must here add that Mr. Onis's private recommendation

of him is (as I have reason to believe) marked with the want of candour & the

extravagant suspicion, which he has manifested on all occasions, & which

degrade the good sense, & obscure the useful talents of that minister. He
states that Toledo very much contributed to what "the Americana call" the

"glorious" defence of N. Orleans; that Gen'l Jackson acknowledged hie great

services, & mentioned him in the highest terms to the President; that thb

recommendation, & his character of Mexican chief had introduced him to the

"friendship & unlimited confidence" of Mr. Monroe, & the heads of govern-

ment; that his wife became the friend & companion of Mrs, Madison &c.

&c.
; finally that he had made himself master of the secret policy of the Ameri-

can government. Such has been the temptation to receive Toledo; but,

unfortunately for him, in the place of Mr.Cevallos whowas a man to believe

& act on every thing which Onis should say, he has found Mr. Pizarro, who
has no such disposition, & is moreover a personal enemy of Cevalloa, & of all

Cevallos's friends. Yet I expected to hear something from Mr, Ptxarro in

consequence of Toledo's communications, but just about the time of the

night Examination we received the debates in congress on the late laws,

A day or two afterwards, at the weekly audience of the minister, I observed

to him that poor Toledo had arrived in a very unlucky moment, since he

could get no merit in exposing the "Secret policy" of the American govern-

ment; for there it was puris naturalibus all displayed in newspaper print,

As he had intended even the arrival of Toledo to be a profound secret, he was

rather embarassed with my attack, & was awkward in answering; what ha

said amounted to nothing worth repeating. In fine, as to information from

Toledo, I presume that they must be disappointed; as to his plans, as far as

these are hostile to us, they will probably be of the same character, as those

of the famous Col. Sheene the old story of getting back Louisiana &c. &c, *

as far as they may relate to the pacification or subjugation of the colonies,

they might, for any thing I know be useful, if this government had sense

enough to act on any plan. It is not however to be supposed but that the

independents will derive an useful lesson from the defection of Toledo, giving
no trust hereafter to any Spaniard whatever. . . .

*MS. Dispatches from Spain, XIV. * Not printed.
sSee above, pt. xm, doc. 1063.
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Withal Mr. Toledo finds something very alarming in his present situation.

Thro' different channels he has sounded me to knowwhat opinion I had of him,
& whether I acted against him with the ministry. To these questions I

refused to give any kind of answer. More lately he has in the same way
assured me, that he would do nothing prejudicial to the American govern-
ment: to this I replied that I did not care what he was doing.

A want of liberality & gratitude is a leading feature in the character of

these people (I speak of those in general who undertake to discuss political

affairs) hence the message of the President is stupidly considered as a

-confession that we (as a nation) have assisted the insurgents hitherto; & the

act of congress passed in consequence of that message is attributed to our

apprehensions of the effects to be produced by the discoveries of Toledo!!

The government, which has not yet had time to analyze, nor to weigh very

scrupulously whatever advantages it is to derive from the act, see it at pres-

ent in a very flattering point of view.

The English embassy here keeps its secrets very well, but it is not difficult

to perceive that affairs do not go to their liking. Their disgust cannot be

attributed to the slave-trade question, nor do I think that it can have arisen

out of the difference of their plans as to the proposed mediation. There is

some collision between the cabinet politicks of St. Petersburg & those of St.

James, & the influence of the former prevails here, & seems still to be gaining

ground. This of itself is sufficient cause of dissatisfaction. The strict

alliance of England to Portugal, & what may be reasonably enough suspected

of the ultimate views of the former in regard to the colonies, these circum-

stances properly made use of by the enemies of her influence must also be

very operative. At the head of these enemies is Mr. Tertischeff the Russian

minister who is bitterly hostile to England & every thing English. By his

acts & intrigues he has gained the entire confidence of the king, & does not

fail to use his influence to withdraw Spain entirely from her connexion with

England. At the same time he promotes objects of major importance. What

has been related to me of his pretensions & plans, tho' comporting with the

well known inordinate ambition of his master, yet, is so extravagant, & even

so wild & absurd, that it is impossible to give credit to it: that Russia, want-

ing to get footing in the Mediterranean should endeavour to wheedle Spain

out of Majorca or Minorca, is natural; but that she should imagine the possi-

bility of obtaining, or if so, of establishing herself in the province of Texas,

surpasses all power of belief ! What then can be said of a proposed cession to

her by Spain of Louisiana!! & what is she to give for these magnificent

acquisitions? her mediation with Austria respecting Parma, which as yet

has produced nothing; her mediation with Brasil, who having the support of

England, will not accept it, & her mediation with the revolted colonies which
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must needs laugh at her. But Mr, Tertischeff is adroit, & the king in his

weakness imagines that if he has the great Emperor Alexander for his friend,

he has nothing to fear. There is an under cabinet here called by contempt
"camarilla'

1

(little chamber) composed of individuals neither great nor wise,

but very servile. These inferior persons the king delights to talk with, & to

put confidence in; they control even the measures of ministers, & keep them
in awe; here Mr. Tertischeff has established his authority, & there is no say-

ing how far by this influence he may be able to lead his majesty.

1065

Luis d$ Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States
,
to the Acting Secretary

of State of the United States l

WASHINGTON, April i8
t 1817,

SIR: By the information which has been transmitted to me by His Maj-

esty's consul at Baltimore, in relation to the legal steps taken by him for the

seizure of the pirate Congreso, Captain Almeyda, and the attachment of her

cargo.it appears that the court of Baltimore county haa declared itaincom-

petency to take cognizance of this cause, on the plea that the Congress had

not the power to alter the mode pointed out by the constitution, in which

similar causes are heard and decided in the Supreme Court of the United

States; from which decision it follows that no State judge, or justice of the

peace, has power to arrest any individual for a violation of the laws of this

republic. I will not permit myself [to indulge in] any reflection upon the

form of law which may be laid down for cases of this nature, rtor upon the

powers which are, or are not, within the competency of the Legislature; but

I cannot the less express to you my surprise that the States' attorney has

not given the direction recommended by the laws to an affair which, in addt

tion to the justice due to the subjects of His Catholic Majesty, BO essentially

interested the honor of the United States, by the violation of its statutes, its

treaties, and its neutrality with foreign nations.

The result of all which is, that the pirate Alrneyda is at full liberty; that his

vessel, the Congreso, is released from attachment; and that he is free to land,

and place in safety, the fruits of his piracies; that, during several weeks, he

has had thirty hands at work upon his vessel, sheathing her with copper ,

making new sails, and giving her a thorough repair; and that there is an ap-

pearance that he will profit by the first favorable wind to put to sea, and

continue with greater fury his atrocities and piracies, before the suit can be

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 193,
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instituted in the court which is now designated, if effectual measures be not
taken to prevent him.

I therefore hope that you will be pleased to lay the foregoing subject before

the President; and I doubt not that, animated by his desire to preserve the

friendship which happily subsists between Spain and this republic, he will

adopt those measures which appear to him most suitable to prevent the

evasions employed to obstruct the course of justice, and burden the United
States with an indemnification for injuries of such magnitude, occasioned to

the subjects of the King, my master, by reason of the non-observance of the

treaty which exists between the two nations.

1066

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to Richard Rush, Acting
Secretary of State of the United States l

WASHINGTON, April ip, 1817.

SIR: Although I was persuaded that the act of Congress of the 3d of March,
relative to the preservation of the neutrality of the United States, in addi-

tion to the treaty of friendship, limits, and navigation, existing between

Spain and this republic, and to the act of 1797, which prescribes the mode of

pursuing the violators of the laws of this republic, would exempt me from

again calling your attention, by new reclamations, to the injuries which the

subjects of the King, my master, incessantly experience from the privateers

armed in the ports of this Union, the annexed copies of notes which His Maj-

esty's consul at Norfolk has addressed to the States' attorney, and to the

collector of the customs, and the answer which he received from the latter,

show you that nothing is sufficient to put a stop to the evil of which I have so

often complained to this cabinet.2

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 193.
* The enclosed documents to which reference is made, reprinted from American State

Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 193-7, follow:

No. J, Antonio Argots Villalobos, Spanish Consul at Norfolk, to Charles K. Mallory,
Collector of Customs at Norfolk

NORFOLK, April 10, 1817.

Sir: I found it my duty, on a former occasion, to make an official application to you,

in the case of the armed schooner Potosi, Captain Chase, said to be acting under a

commission from the pretended Government of Buenos Ayres, (where, by the by, she

had never been,) but which had been fitted out, armed, and equipped in the port of

Baltimore, to cruise against the subjects of Spain, contrary to the law of nations, and

in violation of the neutrality of the United States, their laws, and stipulations m the

efdsting treaty between the two nations, concluded on the 27th October, i?95i ano- m
opposition to the intentions of the Government, manifested in the President's procla-

\ mation of the 1st September, 1815, and since more fully displayed by the act of Con-

gress passed on the 3d March ultimo, entitled "An act more effectually to maintain

the neutral relations of the United States."
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By thm* titK'umt'nt you will t*, notwithstanding the proofs* presented by
Don Antoniu Argclt YilUiiutxw, that the pirates huiepfntiemm del SW and

I tU not dmiht, *ir. but thai yu participate in the indignation whirls rvrry hone*t
mnn

i

frrl at thr Uwlea* proceedings, the greedy rapacity, ami, in many tn*tnce*.
horrid rrwrilsr* uf thb set of aea depredator*, who, being fur the mu*t part citixenftuf
the l.'nited Sute, are 4 diftgrace la thin country; hut still, you did nf think youraelf
utbori*cd I interfere, though in your reply, ditted the i6th of |>e*retl*rr ultimo, you

*x|ire*rtl ihtt you would take care in that, as in other rasm, to are thai the Uw* of

thr United Si4ir and other regulation!! of the Government rr duly obmrtved.

Impelled again ly duly, and relying on the- asunratio? (jut tjuwteil I in yur fet-

ter tif i he ihth uf Ueccnuer ultimo, I do myaelf the* hunor <f aUlrr**ing yu thr
rnt letter, to requet you to interpose your authority for the pitr|tt^* o? r|r4iiig th
4rmrti brig IndrfwuttHttaM .SW, ulw* thr Mammttlk, comnutmteti ly |ai t 'hayior,
antl ihr achuutirr /t//itv/<i, o/wi the Kamp, ("attain tirrnnohl'*. Iwih which

yr*wl* Itavr hrrn armrd nwi
t>t|uip|tfd in this country, in violation l ihr law t a

fin. thr nrutrriliiv. law*, rxphcit utipuiationtt, antl jtrofriwrtl intpnio *f ilsr Ciov-

rrontrut f iir I'tuinl SS4ir, and nn* coinnuintlrd, ind prinujMlly itwnnrtl, ty
fittJtrftM lhrrrtl.

A $ir*r viiilainti 4 ,!! ltw prrirnd t hirld thrir cwnduct urulrr a *} from
C *ovrntmrnl thr ruiMcnrr f which i not di'kftowlntgrcl hy thi ir iny ll*

cuttntry, it Sri-sr >rtr*ry fur tttr fit call your attrntiitn lo ihr luttrfrrnth
tlir trr^tty noMinit l*rcwrrn .^jwin *stn! ihiM country, hy whkii y will fiwl ila

{vr!y fiifbiddrn tu tht* citurni* uml Hulijrcia of rjihrr tMtion, rr|r*iivHy. lu t4kr ay
rTO8tni lru *ny |rinrr or ittatt* with which thr olhrr iiln aliall ir at war, soil

ut'h will tikr url> a funutiUnion are )iuninhat>)r i tnrdirn
t"|

ihr utrrngth *4

th dflirlr, awl w virlic4tKit of ihr }w *im! Sun*r ttf the I'nitml Siiir, 1 mut
f*w to |i 4 tw| lo the {ttrthrr jrcsnUngs ol thwr frtrl*tn. *iul t *irtrr thorn

from ^ftng cw in thrir rritninttl rtiur? to the grrat clririntrnt ol the frowrr* i4

a rtatwa in amity with this country, umi to mr annoyancr of the |*rarratlr
ut|i f s|| other itMtitmt. I mu*t further wtlictt you to *i| thr*p vrwurU. cm tint

ground ilsai they havr irs thi* |>ft itn(rovr<l their r*)ui|)mrnt and fanw4wWy
mrtittl l heir rrw, hy rnljiing rvcriJ individuAht, conirary to tltr art *j| C,*c

ffcrn of thr
^*l

of March ultimo; which enliMtmrnt i ihr tmnte afpa%-iwg,
nwatt of the incisvkiiwts enlUtrd nrr known to h riti/rmi of tht* rounlry. I

solicit you to MOW d
krr| in yur fxwewion certain i0lr gw*dk, nmrly t iiiifai

nti indiKo, which I Mtn ttild irr now in the curttxly of the cutom'htmw timftt ytr
dirrctKHi. rrwrving to mynetf to jwovr hereafter the trtie twnrr n| thi* |r*^rfiy. I

roust aild thr r|urf to t* furninttrd with a copy of thr entry wr manifrwt of ih#
*jf ^riictnt *rf jitnrhiititli*? imftortrtl hy, and Utmwd at this jsoiti front, thr rrunen.

In riming thin letter, 1 rannpt forbear ex|reinj| A IUJJIT lls.it ytm will ip
|plk'iiinw 4)! Ihr al trillion which thr naturr of ihr ret|uim. and will not

dewy your anwrr, from thf lenor of whkh 1 h!t regyiair my t:uoduct, * .* to

fnyrtf f that duty to my King and country impcMed upon m liy my M by
my |*r*gj freiintt*.

\\ith grrai rr}t't, 1 rt*msn, frtc.j.

Afgatm VtiMatt0s t Spamsk Consul tU jVwfert, to Wttti<n* Wwl
A ttartHty of tke tfmtod States ot

, Af*d 10, ill/,

Sir : The rncloMed
"

it cojty of an offictaJ letter whkh ! hw ddreMrtt ihw to

the. rollertm at the ctttom> of tht* jK>rt.

A there i no
t^iirrtitwn

but thut the C*ovrrnment f the Untied St<tte atv lxmoi to

$*uli urh rf ih-eir ritUen* an, in defence of all taw Jwve comttnitrtt htwitttitr*

frkttdly nation, and alto to nrreit them in
ihrir^ progrcs* when sl*y *rw within

ibdbr jurt*clirtion p-rfwrifsg to continue their nefarious rouriw; si i* in pro*-
iflee, *s di*f rkt attomry, to t?c that the laws erf the Union we duly mforrcd. to

the pwnbtimwit erf rrtniwand in the prevention d* them, ! rtwke thr AppttcAtttm to

ytt itiat 1 have made to the collector, rjuwtlnf you, in ih name of iy f ovwfnw?ti
and the MiHering ubjectii ttf Sjkn to iuc Mich proceiw a* will JAme* <*h4ytor
and C'aptoio GrennoUU, their omcers nd crew*, ropntSy AtnerirAtt rittrft%. from
out erf ini* port to renew their dprJaliw on Sfwnbh commerce; ai the time tti
I leave it lo your ditrrrikm to inittitute arty further pxrdinf thai th* ttAtttre of Uw
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Altavela were both fitted out at Baltimore; that their captains, Chaytor and
r.rennohb, art* American citizens, a* well as their crews; that both the one

offences already cummitted may admit of, and of which I shall furnish proofs in due
lime, I murt also request you to secure, in behalf of the true owners of the stolen prop
erty which can be cunw at, namely, a parcel of cochineal and indigo, landed by these
privateertfinen at this j*rt. ami *ud to be now in the custody of the custom-house.

I hope, r, that yaw will rr the propriety of my applying to you in the present in-

stance, ami that you will da me the favor to answer this letter, apprizing me of the
course you mean to adupt, fur my information, and to enable me to give proper in-

telligence to my minister.
I remain, {etc.).

No. j.
- Clutrlt* K. MtiMary, Callfttor of Customs at Norfolk, to Antonio Argole VUlalobos,

Spanish Consul at Nwfdh
NOKFOJ.K, April ii

t 1817.
Sir: I had the honor to receive ymir note of yesterday, in relation to the two armed

vessel* now lying in this jwt, under the flag of the Government styling itself "the
Unite*! Provinces of the rivrr IHate," the one called Independent fa del Sud, and the other
AUaatefa, Ytw require me tu tieuirt then** vnwielin upon the grounds that, in violation of
the taw of nut ion*, the neutrality, laws, explicit Ktipulations, and professed intentions of
the Government f the United Ktate* they have tx*en armed and equipped "in this

country, and are commanded and principally inarmed by citizen* thereof ; that, under

their equipment, and cun*idtrahly augmented their crew, by enlisting everal individ-
ual," In reply to whirh, 1 rowrive it jiro|er only to remark, that these vessel* have
nut Item unnoticed by mr, and that, in my conduct towards them, I shall endeavor, as I

hayr dune, to otaerve that course which my official duties apftear to me to have pre-
writted. In pumuirtg whirh, thai I may have the aid of every light to guide me which
fact* run afford, and the jttlegatin thus made by you in an official form rnuit be pre-
nuntcd to lie lcrtiomJ cwt fxxUtive fact*, which have c>me to your knowledge, you will

have the picKtnewt, I lrtt, to furnish me, with as litile delay a {xwuible, with the evi-

dence of their tirt<w? in your poMMWdion.
In repct to the merchandine landed from these vessels, and defXMtited in the public

tore, which you request me to main in my custody for proofs to be obtained by you as
to the owner* of it, I have to obterve, that the circumstance* of the cae, an far as they
ire mi jirrflent known to me, do not seem to require that I htuld take ujwn myelf the

rntpottttibitity; on the contrary, that these* gtpcw should be regarded ai the property of

those who tiefxwited them, aubject to be delivered to them, on complying with all the

requwite of the tawn for the protection ol the public! revenue.

t

There wan no regular manifest or entry of these article*, or a copy of it should be fur-

nUhed to you, according to your rijuf.; but nimply * memorandum of them, and a
rec'tint of the k*pcr of the public itorr, from whlcfy it appear* that there were ninety-
two (htle* or package* of cochineal, jalap, and varilla, conwuting chiefly of the first-

mentioned article.

1 am, letc.J.

No, 4.- -Antonio Argot* Villalabax, Spanish Consul at Norfolk, to Ckarhs K, Mallory, Collector

of Customs ol Norfdii

NORFOLK, April 13, 1817,

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of yesterday, in an-

wrr to mine of the day before, soliciting you to detain the privateers Jndopendencia dd
S< ami Atltuxla, on the grounds that tnoc veweis have been originally armed and

equipped in this country, and are now commanded and principally
manned by citizens

of the United States, and because they have in this port improved their equipment, and

Augmented their crews by enlistment; and further, soliciting you to retain in your po-
se*ftion t and not to re-deliver to those pjrivateersmen, certain articles of stolen goods
now under your custody; in reply to which you are pleased to observe, that those ves-

sel* have not been unnoticed by you, and that you shall endeavor to observe, with re-

gard to them, that coumr which you think your official duties prescribe to you; request-

ing me, at the same time, to furnish the evidence to prove the facts that I have set forth,
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and the other have received commissions, and cruined under a foreign flag,

against the Spanish commerce; that they were then streitgtltrnsng their

in order that you may have the aid of every light to guide you; and, foully, you
that, from the circumstances of the case, you do not think you might to ukr ui*>n ywir
self to retain {wweiwiun of the property above mentioned, of which yu givr a drflt-ri|tHtn

in sfenmtl terms.
With regard ta the evidence you require, I will not henitatr to *y thai, * tlir fart* I

have stated are matter of public notoriety, known to every btxly, a nil I iui*i no rr*in
to uppa*e that you were ignorant of them, I did not deem it iwuwUent uj*m *e ti

add any proof to the simple narration of them; and I was ronfiderit lh*ti. ty going on it*

point out to you the stipulation* and laws which are infringed in cwtjttcwr i4 ihw*
wet*, you would think yourself authorized to interfere in the nuitmer rnjurnirtt.

I will assert, sir, a a known fact, that the brig, now called !*dfpr*tlf*iHit M .SW,
the name vettael which was formerly known under the name of the \iammvik itnvatrer.

belonging to Baltimore, armed ant! eciuipped in that port, front whkh he swuM umtcr
the oantmand of the. name Chaytnr who mill commands her; that the v >$ jamr*
Chaytor was neeeiwarily then, and cannot have ceased since i U-, A fit urn til the

United States; is Mettled, and has a family in Ifaitinwre, whcnre hi* wifr ram*? tiown a

few days ago in the twcket Waltorliray, and i now in thin ttiwtt on a vtmt i Itrr hwlind;
that he ha enlisterj men in thin port, many of whom wrr not w wlwitrr a* wt to In?

feneraily known. I will mention, u an example, Mr, Young. f I'twiwinniih. wlm
now acting us first lieutenant on ixHird the Raid brig, I will 4**ert <t a f*n ih*t ih*

Altwlai \* the. very whtmner known before under the name <f the Ken*p. thr MP ihai

underwent a trial for piracy before the federal court in this State; ilwi her ff**rt tm-
mander, Captain (irt'tnt>lfs, m a native of one of the neighboring iown. ! vrry wrll

known in this place; and, finally, that this yewel IIAH !*} ai nr t*l liir whrvr lirfRf
her eopper, which I rail an improvement in her equipment,

If the*e public, facts, foiling within the knowledge of every tmiivittudt, irtjutr*

proof than the public notoriety of them, I munt rwjursi lo IK* jfwsiir<| to ifir iwlwr
of that proof; and, aluo, whether you are not warranted to art u|w iw*i gf**! t4

picton, without that positive ey'ufence which ia only neceiwiry ir}t*fr MMI i )u*tirr

Kenprrtiriff the (tro[>erty which I ha,ve tolteitetl you to (, a yu wrrstt nl in think

yourself autnorixed no to da, I rnuut observe to you thai, by thr l*iw w gcttrrol |irsrin?
m this and other countrie*. property in uipidou hamUMmtttenity !ttj|wft,iwi I will

go further, and asr.rt that there is no doubt of the gwMlii in qur*ikt lrng *t}en fwl,
or what, by way of softening the expreiwian, lire railed fw gcl. *m! all urh |H ijicrty
hitherto brought into thw country ty thix ort f eruinetn has twn tiiM*ipn| by iHr li-
ernl court* ntnlen property, and has t>een ordered to he retorrtl i* ihr rightful nwnrr*
I do, therefore, mot solemnly lt\y cluim to thin projrty in WhaH f thr iiwlwl owntt 4

who, I urn confident, will, at no distant period, come forward themelvr* i *lritww'4 l.

and I hereby re*rve to them their rights unimpaired, to sue ami rerovrr from wliww-
.M!ver they may be entitled to claim under the law of nation*, and In nwlormity in thr

sixth and ninth article* of the treaty between Spain and thin country. rtmrludcKi on tbv

ayth of CVtolxn1

, 1705, and unde^any other law that msiy nwk* in thrir favtw,
! will now conclude by expressing a hope thai, up< a thorough view f ibr

you will ronnider it consiitent with the dutie* of your offtre lo irpwlf to my
(etr the rrlirf f the injured subjects of Spain, and to prevent 4 numttef f

this country from committing further depredation! on their comment*.
I remain, (etc.).

No. $.~~-C'k&rt#x K. MaMory, Cdketor at Customs of Norfolk, ta

Spanish Consul ai

t4 t titf,

Sin I haw lul the honor to receive your letter of the uth initAnt, nnd haws
upon ie all the attention which the limited turn* allowed rw wtwki acltnit l .

From the view I have taken of the facto, as now stated by you, which It i to be w*w! are to be rega-rded as sp^ifi.cattens under the more act fortn ta

your letter of the roth instant, I must really eonfeui I do not it we
ftuMcknt to justify the atepe you require me to take again* the ow to thin

port, tmd the merchandise which haa been permitted to be tainted from them, ! d
ptMttfed In the public store.

You iSMft, M known facts, that the brig now called the fn4*pm4tmit)M 5di tJbe
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armament and increasing their crew; and, finally, that the same collector,

who acknowledges they bring no manifest (regtstro) of the articles they have

tame wtl that was formerly known under the name of the Mammoth privateer, be-

longing to Baltimore, arm**) and equipped in that pott, from which she Bailed under the
command of the same Jumr* Chaytur who still command* her. That this very same
James Chaytor wan nmrily then, antj cannot have ceased since to be, a citizen of the
United States; is settled, and has a family in Baltimore, whence his wife came down a
few chtytt igu in the packet Waiter dray, ant! in now in this town on a visit to her hus-
band. That he has enUnfed men in thi* port, many of whom are not no obscure a not
to be generally known; and you mention, as an instance, Mr. Young, of Portsmouth,
who you allege is now acting: a* first lieutenant on board the brig. You further assert
as a fart, "that the /l/tewr/m is the very name whooner which was known under the name
of the Ramp, the same that underwent a trial for piracy t>efore the federal court in this

State; that her commander, Captain tirennold*, is a native of one of the neighboring
town*, nd in very welt known in this place." And, finally, thai this vewtel has bwn ai
one of the wharven altering her copper, which you call an improvement in her equip-
ment.

Now, ir, Kuppoainii the*e fact* to ttr what you affirm they are, nutter of too great
public notoriety to re-quire any thing like demonstration; do they prove so clearly that
the brig now called IMdepftt4ffnM M JS'id! W<M originally fitted out m this country to aid
th Untied Province* of the fiver Pktc in their struggle for independence? that James
Chaytor, a citixen of the United Stairs, asRumed the command of her with that inten-

tion, under a cnimm'Nsion from that Government, in the port of Baltimore? and that he
{ommrnt'td AM truiie wgainrt the ve*els of the subjects of I! in Catholic Majesty, with
whom the United States are in amity, from that port? t)n the contrary, do they not,
with eutiiil or greater certainty, tend to show that this brig, which you acknowledge wa
formerly the afaittmatk privateer, belonging to Baltimore, wait fitted out during the late
war tx*twren thin country and Ciratl Britain, to crutue again Mt the ve*Mc! of the subjects
of His Britannic Majesty;

that he was then under the command of, and probably owned
in whole or in part by, the said Jump* Chaylor; that on the icTmination f that war, the
owners of the said vowel, having a right to disjnte of her wherewocwr and to whomso-
ever they thought fit, may have ent her under the command of the Maid Jamra C'liaytor,
from ftAltimore to BuencM Ayrw, where he may have been purchttned ly the, (itivern-

roent of that place, and put UJKHI their naval r(ublihment, and that the wmr Jame*
Chtytor might thtit antf there have accepted the cwmniw*iun a(>poinf ing him to the
command of her? 1 wish not to l underrttmd as contending that this w* the coif, but
that it b an inferenct which nwy be fairly de<luce<l from the fact* it* j>:iftrd by you.
The log-book and other document* which 1 havr in my {XMMiiirion seem, moreover, to
corroborate this view of the subject. It apfiear* from them that she a public armed
vessel, not a privateer, and commvnmd hr truint from Bueno Ayres under the order* of

that Government (be it whatever you may please to term it) in May, iBi6. Whether
th said Jamtw C'haytor had the right, untfer such circ.umtance, to accept the cotnmi-

tjon or not; or whether, when he vailed from Baltimore, being then a citken of tint United
Statei he cannot have nine* ceased to be one, at>f>ear to rae plainly and limply the

question: ha* u eitberi of the United States the right to expatriate himself, and enter the
service of a foreign Power not at war with hiu native country? A question which it U
not my province to dwcu**, but about which, 1 apprehend, there can be but little doubt
in this country, whatever be the antiquated notion* prevailing upon the subject in the
old (/overnment* of Europe. Hi* having at wife in Baltimore, and her coming to nee htm
here, doe not appear to me to affect the caws at all; inasmuch M nothing u more common
than for foreigner* to have wives here, natives of the country; an illustriou* instance of

which might be given.
With repect to the facts assumed by you, of the enlistment of men in this port, of

which you mention Mr. Young an evidence, suffice it to ay, that from intimations I

had received anterior to the date of your letter, I had determined to make the proper
inquiries, and to be satisfied upon thus point before thoe VMel are permitted to sail,

and hall be governed by the result; although it does not appear altogether perfectly
certain that imch an augmentation of their force is interdicted by the act of ConRresw of

the 3d of March last, which, being a law highly penal in it* nature, will admit of no lati-

tude of con*truction, Permit me to obterve, "ettpauimnt," that this Mr. Young i* by
birth an BngliAhman, served several years in the British navy, several in ourn, and, 1

i ha now an etiual right, provided it be not don in a manner to violate the law*
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on board from any authority or port, known or unknown, thereby evidently

proving that theywere stolen on the high seas, rcfused to arrant this property,

of the United States, to enter into the tervk* of the Government culling itr!f iha

"United Provinces of the river Plate," or any other Government that will receive him.

With respect, also, to the vettel called the Aliawte, by you to be the very
schooner formerly known by the name of the ,Rew, and tried for piracy, t (inx-ml 10

remark, that this vessel furnishes a strong argument arainat you; for, jttivr a full in-

vestigation of all the charges against her, supported, an I believe they werr, by OHK* of

her own crew, she was acquitted, a well as the commander erf her, Squire ln*b, who luii

prevtoualy been an officer in the navy of the United
States,

The sartwe rcrnar k wi

with equal force to her present commander, Captain Cirtmnoid*.

Upon the subject of the fact lastly stated by you, of the improvement in thr

ment of this vewel at one of our wharves, 1 have to observe that, on ihr arrival hrrr

these vessels, I had them examined, and an inventory of their armatmrnt, wjuifitswm,,
&c. taken; and before their departure I shall cause a re-survey to be m*<it% wth a v-w
to ascertain whether they have undergone, in any respect, any alienation* |rhil*iirl ty
the laws of the United States, I cannot agree with you, however, that a rttrtr U alum
of her copper, rendered necessary, perhaps, by smnr damage* which ! unlrf*unl wrr

sustained m the bottom of the vessel, can be eotisideml as an improvewrru "HI but

equipment"
A for the merchandise which you "most solemnly toy claim to/' in lur-half 4

whom you term the; lawful owners, which you assert "there i no doubt of t*wng i|ro,
or what, by way of softening the expression, arc called priite goods," I can wily **y, that

I neither officially nor individually have any claim to tt whatsoever. Jt tmly
itecl in the public atore for safe<keeuing, to guard against injury, as in othrr t4*e*,

might result to the revenue of th United State*; and I see no reason, from awy f!g
have advanced, to change the opinion expressed in my lait upon the utij't . I kmnv of

no deciaiotia, sstich a you sjfKtak of, in the fedrrai courln, adjudging irir i o bt
"stolen property, and ordering it to IK* restored to thr rightful owncw.' If ihrrw I*- any
such decisions, they only go^to showt

that it in by swH attlkerity only, and nut by ay thai

I possess, that the articles in question can l* deuinml or rriwl,
Having thus, iir, gone through the different topics pmwnted by yu ftr my rfwiwilw*-

tion, I shall conclude by a*surmg you it did not ret)uire4ny thing you h4vr f*sMni| tii

to me to remind me of any duty which the cireumftUnre* of thismm Iwvr 'utwti at

may render, it incumbent on me to ixrform.
I am, [etc.].

No. 6, Antonio Argole ViUalobos, Sjpanish Consul at Norfolk, to Ckurhtt K,
of Customs at JVw/ett

Sm: I have received the letter which, in annwer to mine of the l at h instant, ti4 *r

the honor to addrew to me yesterday.
Without denying any of the fact*, on the strength of which I mtuntied yttf iitirt

poition to prevent two armed vessels now in this port, eommanckd *ii
manned by citizens of the United State*, from sallying ftrth to renew thrir tl?nf*iiKiit

upon the commerce of Spain, you state that you do not nee numcieni grttn*l* for **ij>
pmg those vessels

t
or the merchandise landed from them, and now tit m ih*

public storehouse m this place,
1 do not mean to enter, on the present occasion, into a minute Uiscusskm ( ihf rvrtal

reasons you assign for the line of conduct which you think proper to pursue in ihi* ca*e t

because I think it sufficient for me to transmit copies of my correvpondenra with ymi m
my Ciovcrnment, through the channel of the minister plenipotentiary of His t** thai if

Majesty in this country. Still, you will permit me to odv#rt to chat p*rt oV your arii-
ment, purporting that it la not so clwrly proved that Chaytor's viw on travut|( li*l!$>

more with the armed vessel under his command, weft to cruwe against th* *titin-i f4

Spain under a commiwion from the pretendel Government erf the riwf I*l*ir, ti$w
which I will remark, that it is no longer neoatsary to form conjectures about ihr wtAwWe
intentions of men, when facts and overt acts have already fully devefojmf thw rvil

purpoes. Thus, whether Jame Chaytpr, in going out erf Balttmor with ilir arnt4
ve^elt still under hit command, had hocttle viewfin* the subjects of S$tn, rwttton
in amity with this country, it sufficiently solved by tbn hostilities whk-h h h*s lfr44y
committed, and still intends to commit, in the AMM mud, against the kl
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unquestionably stolen, to hold it at the disposal of the owners, who might
prove their claims; and to detain the vessels, which, in manifest violation of

the laws of this republic, and, atxwe all, of the act of Congress of the 3d of

March, are there preparing to return to their cruise.

I shall abstain from fatiguing you further uixm a subject to which I have
so often claimed your attention and that of the President, I flatter myself
that the transmisiion of the? proceedings, such as they have been transmitted

to me, and the elucidation afforded by the annexed copies, will be sufficient

to induct! the President to acknowledge the urgency of adopting measures

really effectual, at once to put an end to thene piracies; otherwise His Maj-
esty will not be able to nee, in u continuance of these excesses, a confirmation

I must also be allowed to notice that part of your argument, "that, wlmtewr may be
the antiquated nut Urn* wcv^iling upon the subject in the old (kwernments of Europe,
there in little doubt in this country about the question whether a cittxen of the United
States hai right t expatriate himself, and enter the service of a foreign Power not at
war with his rwtivr country,'*

t

In thiss you certainly appear to roe to have set up a mere
speculative opinion in opposition to a

pjositive law, namely, the stipulations in the four-
teenth article of the treaty with Spain, by which the United Slate* have solemnly
pledgee! themselves not to permit their citi*cn* to accept commissions from any prince or
state at war with Spain, fur the purpose if cruising against hrr subjects. and to punish as

pirate* such of their said citizens a will art contrary to that stipulation.
With regard to the schooner Xtasefa, formerly the Ramp, which vessel, you say,

"furnishes n strong argument agiinst me," because!, although tried for
piracy,

he WM
not actually condemned, I cannot avoid remarking, that since the time wnen une enoipad
merited condemnation, and her commander and crew condign punishment, she has teen
out cruising with the armament and commission she look out from thii country; (it

pretty well inttrtained that ahe ha* newer been at liuentw Ayret;) and that, in every
rw|iect, the i* evidently a pirate, under she true meaning and intent of the *atd ftmr-
ttenth article of the treaty with Stwiin: and ttwt her aaid comntander and crew are actu-

ally engpl In piratical puruit, tn whkh cmtme it behoove* the constituted nuthoritie*
of thit country to utop them when within their juriadtction and completely in their

poww,
Nor can I forbear to oberv, before I fJtemw the aubject, that the elf-tyled Govern-

ment erf the United Province* tif tbt river Pktt will gain very tittle "in their itrugtte lor

independence" by commimionlng iueh a gang of greedy freefxxiter*, the scum of this and
other countries, who, caring little for the fate of that deluded people, excite, by their

voracioui appetite for plunder, the indignation not cmly of the peopk of Spain, but of the
honent. artel good of all other nation*.

I will now' conclude, sir, by repeating my solicitations and MMertiomi contained In my
tetter* of the loth and ih instant, and by aoiemitly protesting, in the name of my
Movereign, against permitting a number of citixarw, now within their jurisdiction, and
under their control, to go out to eruiic against the commerce of

Spain,
and to renew their

hostilities against her subjects; and I do al*o protest afainst cfelivering back to them
certain articles of mwrhandipe, dencribed by you in general term* in your letter of the
I ith instant, which articles of merchandise are obviously taken from S^mniih subjects,

contrary to law, and rsfK-cially contrary to the fourteenth article of said treaty with

Spain, and which, from the tenor of the sixth and ninth articles of the me treaty,

ought to be retained in behalf of the lawful owncrm.
T am [etc.],

No. f.Chvfks K. MaU#ryt Cdteetw of Cnttems at N&rfdM, to Antim&r Argote Vittalobos,

Spcnixk Cmstd qf NerfM
NOIUTOLK, April i$ t x^/jr.

Sm: I have been honored with your letter of to-day,
in answer to mine of yesterday,

tnd am perfectly pleased that our correspondence ha* ued in a determination on your
part to transmit copiew of it to your Government, through it miniiter in th country.

I have nothing further to add an my part, but atwwr&nees of the respect with which
1 am (etc.).
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of the assurances which the President has given me of his desire amicably to

adjust, by means of a treaty, all the differences pending between the two

Governments, and to strengthen the friendly relations with His Majesty by
new arrangements mutually advantageous to both states; nor the pledge
which I have already given him, that if the above-mentioned act of the 3d of

March did not repair the evils suffered by his subjects until that period, it

would at least prevent those by which they were threatened in future.

I renew [etc.].

1067

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

PHILADELPHIA, July p, 1817.

SIR: I am under the necessity of calling your attention, and that of the

President, to what has occurred at Baltimore, in relation to the two privateers

or pirates which have lately entered the bay of Chesapeake, and now are

within the proper limits of the State of Maryland; the one commanded by
Captain Taylor, and the other by Captain Stafford. It is notorious that

these privateers, manned and armed in the ports of the Union, sailed on a

cruise against the Spanish commerce, and have returned to the waters of

Maryland with a part of the plunder and booty they have taken on board of

Spanish and Portuguese vessels.

For the due conviction of this outrage, the necessary orders or warrants

were sent, at the request of the consul of His Catholic Majesty in Baltimore,

to the marshal of that city, to proceed to the arrest of the aforesaid privateers,

and for its execution a gun-boat was granted by the collector of the customs.

All this, however, was in vain ; the marshal gave no effect to the orders issued

for this arrest; and His Majesty's consul, seeing that eight days had passed
without the marshal taking a single step to fulfil the orders he was charged

with, called upon him, and claimed their execution; upon which he replied,

categorically, "that he was unwilling to proceed to the arrest of the said

privateers, because it was not his duty to execute it, except they had entered

the port of Baltimore; but by no means in the bay, although within the

district of the State." The consul lately applied to the district attorney,

complaining of this conduct; and he acknowledged that indeed it was very

extraordinary, but he took no steps to remedy it, or to enforce the observance

of the laws of the United States in a case of so scandalous an example. These
facts speak for themselves, and the mere statement of them is sufficient to

make you and the President thoroughly sensible of the monstrous conse-

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 441.
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quences which the irregular conduct of this marshal may lead to. It is

perfectly evident that the public treaty between Spain and the United States,

and the late act of Congress, sanctioned as a general law for the more strict

observance of the neutrality of the same States with foreign Powers, are

scandalously trampled under foot in Maryland; and that the marshal, by
formally disolwying the lawful authority of the State, and that of the General

Government of the Union, protected the hostilities and piracies carried on

against the trade of a nation in a atate of peace and amity with the United

States. I cannot, therefore, do less than to remonstrate in the name of the

King, my master, against HO manifest a violation of the neutrality of this

republic, of its laws, and of the treaty existing between the two Powers; and
to request that you will lx* pleased to obtain of the President the most

prompt and effectual orders to cause the marshal of Baltimore to do his duty,

and all requisite justice to the subjects of His Majesty.

It ii my duty, also, to call your attention and that of the President to the

conduct of the adventurer, Sir Gregor McGregor, who, since he was in arms

with the bands of insurgents in the province of Venezuela, has come to these

States, and l>een constantly engaged in enterprises to invade or disturb the

tranquillity of His Catholic Majesty's possessions in that part of the world.

He lately recruited in Charleston a great number of adventurers, and among
them several persons of note, viz", one Rouse, eon of a colonel of that name,

an inhabitant of that city; one Champion, who was a commissary in the

service of the United States in the late war, and storekeeper of ordnance;

one Heath, a lawyer of the same place; and many others whose names 1 paw
over. He purchased, under a borrowed name, a brig of considerable burden,

which he despatched with passengers to New Orleans on the igth of last

month; and on the fallowing day he went on to Savannah in the stage, ac-

cording to common report, to recruit more people. His subsequent pro-

ceedings and hostile preparations in the bosom of this Union, against the

pomessions of the Spanish monarchy, are notorious, and announced with a

scandalous publicity in many papers of these States, I hope, then, that you
and the President will apply the energy of your xeal for good order and the

observance of the public laws, by restraining these excesses and vexations,

which compromit the neutrality which the President has proposed to pre-

serve in the dispute subsisting between the King, my master, and some of his

provinces in rebellion, and render null, as you may imagine, the security in

which the Government of His Catholic Majeity rests, in a reliance on the safe-

guard of the said laws, and on that of the general principles of public good

faith, which ecrve as the basis of the tranquillity and friendly intercourse be-

tween the nations and governments of the world.

I renew [etc.].
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1068

Jose Pizarro, First Secretary of State of Spain, to George W. Ermng, Untied

States Minister to Spain
l

[EXTRACTS]

PALACE, August 17, i8ij,

SIR: In answer to your esteemed note of the sgth ultimo, and to conform

with your wishes, I shall proceed to present you in this letter with my ideas

as to the plan of an arrangement which may at once terminate in a friendly

way, with reciprocal utility, and without leaving seeds of discord for the

future, all the questions pending between the two Governments, . . .

8th. It shall not be permitted that vessels employed in cruising am! com-

mitting hostilities against the Spanish Government and vassals, or their

commerce, shall be armed or enter armed in the ports of the United State*;

and the vessels and effects which such armed vessels may take from the

vassals of His Majesty, and which may be carried into the jurisdiction of the

United States, shall be embargoed and secured by the authorities of the mime,

and definitively delivered to the minister or to the consul of His Majeity

who may be at the nearest place, to hold at the disposal of those who may

prove that they are the legitimate owners. And for the purpose of prevent-

ing and prohibiting clandestine armaments, which may be made in contra-

vention of this stipulation, the United States promise to give the strictest

orders to the officers to whom it belongs to watch over and frustrate ail

attempts of this kind, the United States obliging themselves to detain

all suspected vessels, without permitting their departure till the suspicions

respecting them shall have been cleared up, or till they have given bonds lothe

satisfaction of the respective consuls of His Catholic Majesty, guarantying
that they shall not commit such piracies and aggressions against the viifwilti

of His Catholic Majesty, who, on his part, obliges himself to do the same in

the ports of Spain with respect to the United States.

9th. It being notorious that divers American citizens, in violation of the

law of nations, and of the stipulations of the existing treaty, in its articles 9,

12, 14, and 16, have occupied themselves for some time past in hostilities

against the Spanish commerce and subjects, under the pretext and cover of

certain unknown flags; and that others, with equal irregularity, have carried

and supplied arms, ammunition, and other aid to the retwls of some Spanish
ultramarine provinces which are in a state of insurrection ; several of the mid
citizens having gone to the extent of taking arms, and acting openly in sup-

port of said insurrection, His Catholic Majesty does not doubt but that the

Government of the United States, disapproving of the conduct of mid in-

dividuals, and animated by a spirit of justice, and of a religious observance
of the law of nations and of the treaty, will oblige itself, by an article of the

1 American State Papers, Foreign RdaUms, IV, 445.
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present arrangement, to promulgate, and to be executed, and

orders, which may restrain and prevent such in future; in which way,

also, may be avoided the reclamations consequent on the injuries

by the same And If in Catholic Majesty, in just reciprocity, will

oblige himself, on hii part, to arid prevent, in the form, whatever

of the game or a simitar nature hi* may be guilty of, to the

prejudice of the (overnntent and citigens of the United States, or of their

commerce.

Gmrgi W, Erring, United to Sftain t to Jail JPinrro, First

of of Spain
*

, /o.

SIR; I have hail the honor to receive your excellency's letter of the lytit
1

instant, in which you are to communicate to me the outline of a

ptan of adjustment of the questions existing lirtwrefi thr two ( iovrrn

merits iti you believe to be well calculated to effectuate our comtiton object of

rouoring a jwfect understanding, and laying a foundation for perfect

harmony, . . .

With respect to the eighth and ninth article* of your excellency's project,

1 will only thmt no itipuktions tan be nectvatary. "The I 'ititwl

have done, and continue to do, all that their neutral position and faith

am require; and where the existing of the country have inmlfkirfit,

there new have enacted, on you hatve by the law erf

of March 3d, "'An act mort to tit*

of ike States") which I havr had the honor to

to you,
A to the alternative which your excellency prt(xne* ( 00 the

that your plan may not be to, of referring Mir to the

arbitration of other Government*, it ii certainly for me to

you that I have no or instructions which can author-lie my
on the matter.

Having, at I trust, now enough to convince your that yur
ire wholly inadmissible, I refrain Crow a variety of other observa-

tions which your letter ha* naturally wit to agitate

which are only fit for where there is a possibility erf

eliciting from it the grounds of accord,

I renew (etc.).

1 Amtrfat* P&pfft, Feerig* IV, 449,
*St Above, pt. xtu, ttec, 1068.
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1070

George W, JEmng, United States Minister to Spain, to John Qmncy Adorns,

Secretary of State of the Untied States
l

[EXTRACTS]

Private. MADRID, August 27, iSj/,

DEAR SIR: Since Mr. Pizarro has been in office he has several times ex-

pressed to me his regret that the negotiation had been transferred to Wash-

ington, & intimated his readiness to make a treaty here, if Mr. (Ms should

fail there. ... In our conference of the 2$th he spoke with a great

degree of confidence as to limits, & an emotion rather as to the

encouragement which he supposes to be given by our governmm t to the

insurgents, & the outrages committed by our citizens. (>n theae points I

could scarcely procure a hearing, but I kept myself perfectly coo!; in fact the

accounts which they receive, passing through very corrupt or wry empas*

sioned channels, are much exaggerated, but they are received with entire con-

fidence, & of course produce strong impression*. On this head I told him

that seeing that it was not likely that I should be able to convince him in his

then state of mind, & desirous that our conversation might not become too

animated, I would refrain from any question on the facts to which he re-

ferred, but be they as they might, the American government would

with good faith its duties as a neutral power, & that it were idle to expect

that it will go further. On the question of limits nothing very new won

He told me that he perceived by my conversation that we had determined

not to come further back to the Mississippi than the Colorado. I did not

say so expressly, but he seemed to penetrate my mind. Throughout the

conversation I perceived that he had not entertained a hope of hi* termi

being accepted, but that his sole object was to get the reference. I did not

enter further into this matter than to advise him, M a friend to peace, not to

confine Mr. Onis to that alternative. He intimated in a sort of half menace

that in a quarrel between the U. States & Spain "others might part".

This suggestion I merely smiled on, He seemed to wih me to

something. I told him that if his proposals had approached anything rea-

sonable, I might have ventured to suggest an alteration; but auch as they

were, I saw that it was absolutely impossible that we should ever &
therefore it was useless for me to propose anything but that he would make
his instructions to Mr. Onis more liberal, He hoped to excite me, by inform-

ing me that he had received advice from America that I had lately in-

structed
"
to do nothing.'' I told him that thia was a paint on which I not

obliged to answer him, & it would be very easy to evade the question, but he

might assure himself that had I received such instructions I should not have

written him a word, or opened my lips to him on the subjects in question;
I told him in fine that I had not received any new instruction* whatever, ft

1 MS, Diipatehai from Spain, XIV.
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he remained atifiec! on that point* taking care to me that it not

from Mr. Onis that he had received this false information.

What encouragement thin government may have received to the

countenance of others in iti disputes with the United State*, or their

anee against the colonies 1 do not knew; but 1 know that it has been very

busy in seeking such aid, &. hence infer that iti delays have been by
its hopes of success in theme negotiations. Some time since I understood

from the best authority (Sir Henry Wellesley) that England had to

mediate between Spain & her colonies unless on the condition that the trade

should be thrown ojnm, & that Spain would not consent to that condition;

but now Mr. Hzarro tells rue expressly that it it the intention of this govern-
ment to open the trade, & if so it in probable that it will come to an agreement
with England; or it may lie that will take the place of England in the

mediation, The influence of Russia certainly prefxmderatcs hrre at preaent,

yet England ha lately tieen able to nettle the slave trade question so long in

dispute; she hiii agreed to p4ty 4,ooo,ooo Stg. (1 think is the sum) by annual

instalments, & Spain ii to give up the trade gradually: thutt one need nut

despair that they may come to terms about the Colonies.

Whether Rutwia or England or France have given any encouragement to

Spain in her depute* with the United Suites, or not, it l quite certain that in

of a rupture Sjutin will appeal to one or all of them. Yuur titformat ion

from them* quarter* will beat enable you to judge how thow fmwrm will act.

Of their miniatcr* here I am inclined to think that the Kuj,tji at leant

(certainly not the English) who meddle* with every thing, l$w interfered

with his advice, & that I see the influence of it in the lat f rt of Mr. I'ijurro's

note, it well a* in the earnestness with which he urged the reference? in con-

versation, but if you will to read what I have before written respecting

this gentleman (Mr, Tertischeff), you will readily conceive that he may
in this matter without any orders from liin government.

Upon the whole however I do not think that the hopes of Spain

upon the interference of others are so strong us to induce her to

enable overtures, & therefore suppose it possible that an arrangement may
be made upon the terms of the ultimatum given to me, & in am
respectf our claims to be settled a by those terms, & theirs, if in

to be buried in that part of the territory went of the which is

beyond the ultimatum. I cannot think that Mr. Onis will be bound to the

alternative at Mr, Pixarro would have me ituppcwe; on the contrary I

thit his instructions will be much more liberal, lie will always commence

high, & be for mime time otetinate, &. may even to you a tet of instruc-

tions, but as this government has made up its mind to Florida, I trust

that it will not finally resist reasonable proposals on the other points.

Mr. Onis is extremely anxious to come home, & naturally will desire if

possible to conclude his long & laborious mission with a treaty.

Dear Sir, with very sincere respect (etc,)*
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George W. Eruing, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adm,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACTS]

MADRID, August 57, 1817.

SIR: By a gentleman who left Cadiz for the United States about the 151

hist. I transmitted to you in my letters of July 20th& August 1st, copies of

two important notes from the Spanish Secretary of State, & of my replies to

them; duplicates of those papers are herewith enclosed.

I have now the honor to submit copy of a third note (dated 17th inst.)
f

from the same secretary, which communicates the outline of his project fora

treaty, & of my reply
8 to it, which closes the correspondence.

Whilst this correspondence was carrying on, as well as previous to it, I

cautiously avoided all conversation with Mr. Pizarro on Uu matters in

question; and in my notes to him, at the same time that I have endeavoured

to make impressions which might have an useful effect on his instructions to

Mr. Onis, I have been careful not to compromit either my government or

myself on any point. No time has been lost in these communications, for the

instructions to Mr. Onis are not yet prepared, it ii protmble that the mes-

senger (Mr, Onis's secretary) will not be despatched before the middle of

September, & I trust that I have gained by it some knowledge of the real

views of this government, with which there is good reason to suspect that the

extraordinary delay that has taken place is in some degree connected. What

suggests itself to me on this point I will take the liberty of communicating to

you in a separate letter. . . .

Upon the whole Sir, tho' the case is full of difficulties, yet it to me
that the greatest arises out of the misconception of this government with

regard to our obligations as neutral between her & her colonies. She thinks

that we ought not even to trade with them, not to admit their flag* into our

ports; she would make us responsible for all the which our citizens

may commit, out of the jurisdiction of the United States, & tho* they never

should return within it; & she would have us pass such laws, constitutional or

not, as in effect would make us a party against the independence of the

colonies.

. . . I concluded the conversation by requesting; that Mr. Norli might
be charged with my despatches also, & that he might be sent off as quickly
as possible. Mr. Pizarro said that the messenger should not be detained a

single day longer than necessary.

^ With the most perfect respect [etc.].

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XIV.
*See above, pt. XHI, doc, 1068,
8 See above, pt. xui, doc. 1069, under date of Auguit
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Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

PHILADELPHIA, September 2, 1817.

SIR: The viceroy of New Spain informs me, in several despatches which I

have lately received, of the frequent eases which have occurred of American

vessels, both merchantmen and armed ships, which, in running along the

coasts of those parts of the dominions of His Catholic Majesty, enter their

bays, roads, and harbors, sometimes for the purpose of exploring the country
and examining the state of things there, and at others for that of assisting the

rebels with provisions, arms, and warlike stores, and of landing adventurers

and other dangerous persons, whose object is to join the insurgents. The
viceroy states that the American Colonel Perry had joined the traitor Mina
with five hundred men ; and Savary, the commandant of the mulattoes, with

another body, having gone from New Orleans to incorporate their force with

that of Mina and Aury at Galvezton, a place within the Spanish dominions j

that American vessels are continually sailing from New Orleans with supplies

of arms, ammunition, and provisions, for those banditti; that the American

schooner Saeta, from New Orleans, entered the harbor of Tampico, under the

pretence of stress of weather, but, without any manner of doubt, for the

purpose of examining the country; and that the privateer or pirate Jupiter

had captured two Spanish vessels off the bar of the Mississippi, very near to

several American vessels, &c. The viceroy concludes by saying, that he

cannot possibly think that so many acts of hostility and violation of the laws

of nations and of the existing treaty can be permitted or tolerated by the

Government of the United States; and that, being desirous to contribute on

his part to the maintenance of the amicable relations subsisting between this

Government and that of His Catholic Majesty, he had treated the American

vessels and citizens, even in the cases of hostility and violation referred to,

with unexampled kindness; but that now he left it to my &eal to endeavor to

obtain of this Government effectual remedies against these excesses; that, in

the mean time, he had given orders to the governore, commandants, and

other officers, at the most suitable places within his viceroyalty, neither to

admit nor tolerate any American vessel, or of any other foreign nation,

without the requisite passport and license; and that he would exercise the

rigor of the laws against those who should disturb the good order and tran-

quillity of the King's dominions.

In consequence, therefore, of this request of the viceroy, I add this rec-

lamation to those which 1 have already had the honor to address to the

President, through the medium of the Department committed to you, on

similar cases, and in the name of the King, my master; and I trust that, on

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 198.
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your laying the whole before his excellency, he will cause the most effectual

measures to be adopted to prevent the continuation of these excesses, and to

enforce the due observance of the general principles of the laws of nations,

and of the treaty which governs between Spain and the United States.

I renew [etc.].

1073

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States , to John Quincy Adams\

Secretary of State of the United States l

PHILADELPHIA, September ig, 1817.

SIR: A complaint having been laid before His Catholic Majesty's C Govern-

ment, by a part of the crew of the Spanish polacre Santa Maria, captured on

her passage from Havana to Cadiz by the pirate called the Patriot MexUano,
commanded by Jose Guillermo Kstefanos, manned with citizens of these

States, and covered by their flag, under which he chased and brought-to the

said polacre, until, having ascertained her capture, he hoisted the insurgent

flag. I have received the commands of the King, my master, to request of

the President, through your medium, the most decisive measures for putting

an end to the abuses practised in the porte of this Union, by arming priva-

teers to cruise against the Spanish trade; thus prostituting the flag of the

United States by these predatory acts, and trampling under foot, with un-

paralleled audacity, national righto and the existing treaty between Spain
and these States.

I, therefore, now renew those urgent reclamations which, on former oc-

casions, I have submitted to the President, through your Department, on

this important point; and I trust that the numerous instances of these abuses

and horrible depredations will induce his txcellency to adopt energetic

measures to restrain these excesses, which ao deeply compromit the neutrality

of the United States in the eyes of all nations, and are wholly repugnant to

the friendship and good understanding happily subsisting between them and
His Catholic Majesty,

I renew [etc.].

1 American State Pap$rs, Foreign /WawNwwr, IV, 198,
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Lms d* Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

PHILADELPHIA, November 2, 1817.

Sm: I have just received a statement, dated the I4th of July, addressed to

rae by the directors of the Royal Philippine Company at Madrid, informing
me of the unfortunate fate of two ships belonging to the said company, the

one named Nutstra Senora del Buen Suceso, alias La Esperanm, and the

other Itt Triton, captured, the first on the 8th of June last, the day on which
she sailed from Cadiz for Calcutta and Manilla, by the pretended insurgent

privateers La Independence del Sitd, commanded by James Chaytor, of 18

guns and one traverting 42-poundor; and the Mangore, under the orders of

the same Chaytor, of 14 guns and one traversing 36-poundcr; and the ship

Triton, from Calcutta and the coast of Coromandel, which was captured off

the Cape de Vercl islands, after a gallant defence of two hours and a half, in

which she lout twenty killed, and sprung her foremast, by a privateer (of the

same description as the two above mentioned) called the Regent, alias Tre-

P&camara, commanded by one Manson, who, when seventeen (lays out from

Baltimore, fell in with the Triton, and conducted her as a prize to Buenos

Ayrca, where she arrived on the 2d of April last, according to the advices

received by the underwriters at Lloyd's from their agent at Buenos Ayres.
The directors of the Royal Philippine Company, in giving me an account

of these diatrewring events, inform me that they have understood, by the

advices which I have given to the principal Secretary of State of the King, ray

master, that Captain James Chaytor, of the piratical vessel La Independence
del Sud, kept depending a demand made at the instance of the Spanish consul

at Norfolk, relative to the safe-keeping of certain Spanish property deposited
in the custom-house of that port by the above-named pirate, and one called

the AH&mla; whence it is incontestably proven that the armament of La

Indepmdmcm dd Sud is made in the ports of these States, and that the

captain, officers, and the greater part of her crew, are likewise subjects of the

same States, From presumptive causes and circumstances, they suppose
that the other privateer may be the Regent, alias Trepacamara, Captain

Manson, which vessel sailed from Baltimore seventeen days previous to his

capturing the Triton.

I have repeatedly found myself under the painful necessity of representing

to the President, through the medium of your predecessors, that the four-

teenth article of the treaty between His Catholic Majesty and the United

States establishes the most positive right of reclamation on the Government

and those citizens who have taken or do take part in the numerous arma-

ments of privateers which have taken place in the ports of this republic,

1 American State Papers, Foreign Rotations, IV, 201.
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under cover of the pretended commissions so profusely circulated by the

insurgents of the revolted provinces of the King, my master, to attack openly

and in a barefaced manner the subjects and commerce of Spain ; and that the

same article declares those to be pirates who engage in these horrid cruises,

and consequently obliges the contracting parties to punish them as such, as a

just atonement for their offences. On the 2d and I5th of January, and on

the 2gth of March 1
last, I officially addressed your immediate predecessor,

and remonstrated against the robberies and outrages committed by various

privateers, and, among others, by those called Independencia del Sud and

Mangore, the captains of which, James Chaytor and Barnes, are citizens of

these States. In the note transmitted to the Secretary on the 4th of March,

[i4th March,] I found myself under the necessity, in consideration of the

excesses committed against the subjects of the King, my master, and of

those which, through the impunity and toleration of some of the authorities

of this country, were about to be repeated by vessels bought, armed, manned,

and equipped in the ports of this republic, in violation of the laws of nations,

of the express stipulations of an existing treaty, and of the rights of humanity;

and in discharge of my duty, I was laid under the necessity, I say, of rep-

resenting and remonstrating, in the name of my sovereign, on the subject

of the injuries and losses which had already resulted, and might further

result, to his subjects; and, at the same time, of protesting against the authors

of the same. The capture of the ship Esperanza has been one of the fatal

consequences of allowing the privateer Independencia del Sud to proceed

freely to sea from Norfolk, after His Catholic Majesty's consul, Don Antonio

Argote Villalobos, had made proof of the illegal conduct and atrocious acts

of her captain, James Chaytor; and that of the ship Triton proceeds likewise

from toleration granted in this country of arming and equipping against the

trade of Spain; under which supposition, I cannot refrain from stating to you,

in order that you may be pleased to communicate the same to the President,

that the aforesaid Royal Company of the Philippines have an incontestable

right to claim of this republic full compensation for the value of the said ships

and cargoes, by reason of the armament of the privateers which captured

them having been made in its ports.

I have the honor to enclose, for the suitable purposes, a note of the articles

shipped on board the Esperanza, at Calcutta and Manilla, for the account of

the Royal Philippine Company, and of the return cargo of the Triton, from

Bengal and the coast of Coromandel to Cadiz; which sums united, amount,

according to the invoice, to that of seven hundred and one thousand nine

hundred and eighty dollars
;
to which is to be added an interest of fifteen per

cent, on the disbursement of the amount of the cargo of the Triton, for the

period of one year and a half, and of six per cent in Europe on the cargo of the

Esperanza.

1 See above, pt. xm, docs. 1046, 1047 and 1060.
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I hope you will take into consideration the contents of this note, and be

pleased to call the attention of the President to the interesting subject treated

of in it, that His Catholic Majesty may adopt such measures as his wisdom

may dictate to him, for the purpose of collecting, as far as it may be possible,

any parts of the two prizes above named, for the benefit of their owners, and
at the same time giving orders to the competent authorities in the ports of

this republic to discover such effects as may arrive, making part of the same.

I therefore hope this from your established zeal, and the well-known

rectitude of the President, deferring to my return to the seat of Government
the verbal communication of a plan which I have meditated, from a

desire to settle amicably an affair of such importance.
1 avail myself [etc.].

1075

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to th& United States, to John Quincy Adams,
of State of the United States l

PHILADELPHIA, November 2,

SIR: His Majesty's consul at New York has transmitted to me a copy of

his correspondence with the United States attorney for that district, whereby
he requests that, in conformity with the act of Congress of the 3d of March

last, he would oblige a certain armed brigantine to give security, or cause her

to be adzed ; the raid vessel having arrived at that port from Norfolk, under

the flag of Venezuela, and recruited men to increase her crew, in order to

proceed afterwards to Amelia island, there to join the adventurer McGregor,
and to co-operate in his nefarious plans against the possessions ofmy sovereign

and against the Spanish trade.

I have the honor to enclose a copy of the said correspondence,
2 on the

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 109.
The enclosed eammunicationi from the Spanish Consul in New York, reprinted from

tbc name volume, pp. 199-901, follow, a second deposition similar to that of September i6th

being omitted:

No. r.Thwwi $hHit)do t Spanish Consul at Nmo York, to Jonathan Pisk, District Attorney
General of thet UniUd Slates

NEW YORK, September 16, 18x7,

Sir: Some days ago there arrived in the port of New York an armed brig proceeding
from Norfolk, which, 1 have been very credibly informed, la a vessel pretending to have

a commiMuon from Venezuela, but whose object, in coming to this; port, was to procure
an additional supply of men wherewith to commit hostilities against the subjects and

poMeMions of the King of Spain. A few days ago 1 presented to the collector of the

port of New York an affidavit of a man named John Reilley, stating that he had been

requeued to enlist on board of a vowel, which was represented to him to be the privateer
ehooiw JWeetyj.

bound to Amelia Island, to join General McGregor, to invade the ter-

ritorial of Hit Catholic Majesty.
1 am now informed that the brig above mentioned it the yewel alluded to, Reilley

having either been mlutaken in the name, or designedly deceived by the agents of the
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contents of which I think it entirely superfluous to make any comment;

leaving it to you, sir, to decide whether the solicitude of His Catholic Ma]-

privateer. I now enclose the affidavit of John Finegan, by which you will perceive that

the officers of the above brig (whose name is the Americana Libre, commanded by Cap-

tain Barnard) are enlisting, and have enlisted, men in this port to proceed against the

Spanish possessions. I have caused application to be made to the collector, who
doubts the extent of his authority in interfering with this Now, a* there must
be provisions in the laws and treaties of the United State* vesting mn authority in wme
of its officers to prevent the equipment of vessel* and the enlistment erf men in the

United States to proceed against a foreign nation at peace with the United State*, I

make this application to you, most urgently requatting you to take whatever measure*

may be necessary immediately, in order to prevent the departure of the above venmd, at

least until she shall give bonds that sh will not commit hostilities agamai Spanish sub-

jects. The vessel, it is aaid, will sail to-morrow morning.
Indeed, if an inauiry were instituted, I am induced to bdievi that the bov* brif

would be found to be a pirate,
I have the honor, [etc.],

No, a. Deposition of John

STATE OF NEW YORK, M:

John Finegan, at present in the city of New York, being duly tworn, with; That b
was requester by a man, who in represented to be the commissary of the next

mentioned, to go out in the patriot brig now lying at the quarantine ground; that the

destination of the said vessel i to fight against the Spaniard*: that the dttnonent was

told, that, on his arrival in the Sptinisn possession*, he WIMI to join the land ftrvkoC tW
patriots; that deponent know* of five pertwn* who have been engaged in lite manner,
who are about to proceed on board said brig; that deponent was told, that. M soon

gets on board, he will receive hit advance; that officers are at prcwmt employed in tj

city of New York, in looking out for men, and endbivoting to enti*t them to prootedl to

the said vessel.

JGHW FINXUAK, his x mark,

Sworn thi i6th day of September, 1817, before me,
SAMtlW, B. KOMAIHK.

Etcopia; TMOMA.S SroutmroN.
Ei copia: l.tns t>x OKI*.

No, 3, Thomas Stoughltm, Spanish Consul at New York, to Jtmatk** FwA, XHrtrwi Atonty
Gemr&l of tht UrtUetl States

NKW YOKX, Stpimbtr /;, 181?,

Sm: I enclose the deporition of John Reilley, retatbg to tb privateer briLaboai
which I yesterday had the honor to addreti you. You will percve, by UMT afeivit,
that officers belonging to that brk re openly employed In thk city in recruitint and

enlisting men to join with General McGregor, and invttk the of the King
of Spain,

I need not remind you that, by the existing law* of the United State*, enlist-

ments are unlawful, and that not only the on board of which they are to ewburk
is liable to seizure and forfeiture, but that tht ciptmln and the offktrt thereof, who ire

engaged in this business, are liable to a heavy mte and initMriaonrnent. As these art

flagrant violations of the law* of th United States, and calculated to produc*
injury to the property and to the of Hit Majesty's ubfccta, I Ratter wwdf
that you will take, without delay, such nieps as may be newftiry to put a stop to tb#e
proceedings.

I have the honor, [etc.].

No. 4.~-Jon^jHtn Fish, District AUwnty Gamr&l tf tins UrUM Steto, to Ttmmt
Consul at Ne

NEW YOBK, $p$em&ti> ijt ill/,

Sm: I have duly received your notes of yesterday ewning and of tMs day, aadbavet
referred to the statutes providing for th punbhiwwt <tf UM off*o ttittd. It h ot m
case, from tht evidence mentioned, that would justify the collector in dtotoi| ttw
vessel: the affrewkm is to be punished in the oraiwury s4 of prostjCttUaf thoit wk>
are guilty of mWemttinori. Oath it to be made of the facto by tht pkii^ who
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esty's consul at New York has been in conformitywith the laws and the above-

mentioned act of Congress, and whether the attorney for that district will

enters into a recognizance to appear and prosecute the offenders, before any process
can issue;. This oath being made, and recognizance taken, the judge of the circuit

court will issue a warrant to apprehend the accused, and bring them before him, to be
further dealt with according to law. When apprehended, it ia the province of the attor-

ney of the United States to conduct the prosecution to judgment. I have no authority
to administer an oath, or to iauua a warrant, nor have I the power to issue any process
to arrest and detain the vessel in question, unless by the direction of an executive officer

of the United State*. By the reference you have furnished, the parties complained of

are to be prosecuted either under the fourth section of the act of Congress passed on
the 3d March, 1817, or under the second section of the act pasaecl sth June, 1794. By
adverting to these statutes, it will be seen that the vessel is not liable to seizure for the
act of any person enliuting hinwelf to go on board, or for hiring or retaining another

person to enlist. The punishment is personal to the offenders; and those who disclose

the fact, on oath, within thirty days after enlisting, are protected from prosecution.
The offenders are to be arrwted and prosecuted in the manner I have stated. I beg

you to be assured. ir, that it is not from a disposition either to shrink from the per-
formance of my duty, or to decline interfering to defeat any illegal enterprise against
the subjects or powewiona of a Power with whom the United States are at peace, that

I have stated to you the embarraaments I must encounter in attempting a compliance
with your request upon any information with which I am furnished. If it it in your
power to procure the names of the

parties,
and the evidence upon which a prosecution

for a misdemeanor can be founded, I will readily co-operate with the proper authorities

in having every offender arrested and brought to
justice.

It is impracticable for me, or

any other officer of the United States, to take any legal measure* against aggressors upon
the indefinite statement of certain pereon being concerned in an illegal transaction.

Since the receipt of your note*, I have had an interview with the collector, and we are

unable to discover any other legal courie of proceeding in this case than that adopted
in the ordinary case* of misdemeanor,

I have the honor to be, (etc.].

ff0t 5. TVMWMW Stoughton, Spanish Consul at Nttw York, to Jonathan Pisk, District Attorney
General of ike United States

NEW YORK, September jrp, 1817.

SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge having received yesterday your letter dated

the I7th instant, in reply to mine of the i6th and I7th, wherein you mention that the

ease whereof 1 informer you in those communications was not one which would justify

the collector in detaining the vewel; that the aggression it to be punished in the ordinary

mode of prosecuting theww who are guilty of misdemeanors; that oath is to be made of

the facts by the complainant, who enters into a recognizance to appear and prosecute
the offenders before any process can issue; that thii oath being made, and recognizance

taken, the judge of the circuit court will iwue a warrant to apprehend the accused and

bring them before him, to be further dealt with according to law; and that, when appre-

hended, it is the province of the attorney of the United States to conduct the prosecution

to judgment; that you have no authority to adminiater an oath or to issue a warrant,

nor have you the power to issue any process to arreat and detain the vewel in question,

unless by the direction of an executive officer of the United State*.

In reply, permit me to request that you will take this subject again into your serious

reflection, i do not urge it for the present occasion, because, even though you should

upon consideration adopt a different opinion from that which you have communicated

to rae, it Is now too late, since the vessel in question sailed from this port this morning.

But, sir, can it be possible that the doctrine can be correct which you lay down in your

letter, and which forms your reason for declining to proceed against the persons who
were enlisting men in this city, with the open and avowed dimign of taking them in a

privateer under the Venezuela flag to join with McGregor, and commit hostilities against

the Spanish possessions? I furnished you with the affidavits of two persons stating

the fact, and you will excuse me in saying that I cannot think the laws of the United

States render it incumbent upon me to present myself before a judge of the circuit

court, and enter into bonds to appear and prosecute the offenders. On the contrary.

sir. the thirty-fifth section of the judiciary act imposes upon the attorney of the United

States for each district the duty of prosecuting all delinquents for crimes and offences
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rightfully have conformed thereto, by his strict observance of them, in

obliging the owner or captain of the said armed brigantine to give the requi-

site security that he will commit no hostilities against the subjects of His

Catholic Majesty, and in preventing him from proceeding freely to sea to

commit new depredations.

It is very disagreeable to me to have to repeat to you sir, what, unfortu-

nately, I have been several times under the necessity of submitting to the

President, through the medium of your predecessors, namely, that the act

of Congress of the 3d of March, 1817, has in nowise lessened the abuses by
which the laws are evaded, and render entirely illusory the laudable purposes

for which they were enacted. From the greater part of the ports of these

States there frequently sail a considerable number of vessels, with the pre-

meditated intention of attacking the Spanish commerce, which carry their

armament concealed in the hold. It rarely happens that they can be arrested,

inasmuch as the collectors of the customs say that they have not at their dis-

position the naval force necessary to effect it; on the other hand, armed

vessels, under the flag of the insurgents, enter into the ports of the Union,

and not only supply themselves with all necessaries, but also considerably in-

cognizable under the authority of the United States. I conceive, therefore, that as
soon as the attorney of the United States receives information of the infraction of the

laws, it becomes his duty to take such measures as may be necessary to bring the offend-

ers to justice; he is the person who must take the witnesses before a judge or magistrate;
he must become the informer; he must prosecute; that is, he must take, or cause to be
taken, the steps which are necessary to arrest the offenders and bring them to punish-
ment. I am the more confirmed in this belief, because the thirty-third section of the

judiciary act directs that offenders may be imprisoned by a judge or magistrate, at the

expense of the United States, and leaves it discretionary to the witnesses to appear and
testify. That act does not require that the informer should enter into bonds to appear
and prosecute. The offence of which I have complained is of a most serious nature.
The United States should not afford means to one nation at peace with them to annoy
and invade another nation also at peace with them. And it becomes the duty of all

the officers of the United States, as they value the reputation and the interest of their

country, to discharge with alacrity and zeal those duties assigned to them, which can

preserve the neutrality of their country, and prevent its becoming the centre of re-

union for the enemies of Spain, and to prevent their own citizens joining in measures
of hostility and aggression. It is a matter of notoriety that the insurgent Governments
of South America all have their agents in this country; that swarms of privateers are
fitted out, armed, and equipped for war in the United States; and all the injuries and
desolation committed by them upon the Spanish commerce emanate from the facilities

which they find in the United States to prepare for themselves these outrages. And, sir,

Congress having passed laws rendering these acts illegal, I cannot admit that individuals
must undertake the task of informing against and prosecuting the offenders. These
offences are against the dignity of the country; they affect the community at large. I

cannot, therefore, bring myself to believe that it is the province of individuals to bind
themselves to prosecute offenders, any more than I can think that it is the duty of an
individual who gives information that a murder has been committed to enter into
bonds to prosecute the murderer. No, sir; the laws must have confided this odious
but necessary task to its public officers; they must see that offenders are brought to

punishment; and, sir, I do further consider that this duty has by law been devolved
upon you Regretting, therefore, that this expedition has been permitted to proceed
unmolested, notwithstanding the information which I communicated to you, you will
excuse me if, on all future occasions of a similar nature, I should renew my application
to you to prevent a new aggression.

I beg you to be assured, [etc.].
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crease the means they already have of destroying the trade of Spain, as has

recently been the case at New York, whereby the (so called) privateers of His

Majesty's revolted provinces, which are in reality nothing more than pirates,

manned by the scum of all countries, enjoy greater privileges than the vessels

of independent Powers.

I request you, sir, to lay particularly before the President the case which

now obliges me to trouble you, in order that his excellency, being made fully

acquainted therewith, may be pleased to take such measures as are within

his reach to cause the provisions of the laws of this republic to be carefully

fulfilled, to preserve the observance of the neutrality with others Powers, and

prevent the infraction of the treaty existing between the two nations; and

thus avoid not only the serious evils that the said pirates cause to the subjects

of His Catholic Majesty, but the increase of the difficulties which the two

Governments are endeavoring to overcome, for the purpose of establishing,

their relations upon a more friendly and permanent footing.

I flatter myself that you will honor me with your answer; and, reiterating,

my respects, [etc.].

1076

Gmrge W. Rrwng, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTOACTS]

MADRID, January 10, 1818.

SIR: I had yesterday the honor to receive your dispatch No. i (Nov.
uth)s and though this had been thrown into the English Post Office with-

out any special precaution to ensure its safe transmission, and passed with its

original cover through Portugal, I have the pleasure to say that its highly

important contents had not been examined.

Mr. Pizarro in an interview which I had with him last week, mentioned

the information which he has received respecting the missions of Messrs.

Rodney, Graham and Prevost.8
I perceive that he is not aware of the

objects which our government has in view; he presumes or suspects that

these Gentlemen are authorized formally to acknowledge the Independence
of some of the new Republicks. The English Ernbassador mentioned the

subject to me in the same sense, but whether he derived his opinion from Mr.

Pixarro, or it is that of his own Government, I did not ascertain. I said but

little in reply to either of these Gentlemen, stating merely that I had no

1 MS. Dbpatche* from Spain, XV.
8 See above, pt. i, doc. 42.
* See above, pt. i, does. 40, 41 and 44, July 18, and November 21, 1817.
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other information than what the newspapers gave. If it may be supposed
that Sir Henry Wellesley spoke after communications from his own govern

~

ment, it is important to observe, that his manner of treating the subject was
not only friendly but expressive of an anxious concern, lest the recognition of
the independence of any of the Spanish Provinces might thwart the concilia"

tory views of Great Britain, and he entered into a reasoning to shew that it

would be the interest political and commercial of the United States to accede
to the plan of adjustment which England had proposed their interest

respective to the Colonies for far from intimating any thing of a menacing
character, his solicitude seemed to dwell wholly on the idea that the efforts of
England might be rendered fruitless by the recognition of the United States.

I took this then as a ground to press upon him the necessity of his making to
me the most frank and full communications as to whatever negotiations may
be carried on for the pacification of the Colonies.

It has been generally supposed here and in England that the mediation has
been agreed on, and the principles on which the reconciliation of the Colonies
with Spain is to be effected have been minutely detailed: the establishment
of provincial assembles, the admission to Office of the Indigenes, the right of
self taxation, liberty of commerce with the whole world, the right of making"
restrictive laws as to importation and exportation these demands of the
Province of Venezuela to be taken as a basis. But I have ascertained in a
conversation with Mr. Pizarro that though it is true that Spain has addressed
each of the allied Sovereigns, mendicating assistance in some shape or other,

offering motives for their mediation or arbitration, soliciting in the most
urgent manner even their forcible interference, and though she has been
favorably heard by some of them, & pourparlers of considerable importance
have been had, yet to this day nothing has been agreed on : what I learn from
Sir Henry Wellesley is in accord with this; and further that his Government
three or four months past communicated to the allied powers in a formal

paper her views on the subject, that these were of a very liberal character

offering to the Colonists all the guarantees that can be reasonably desired.

An answer has been received from all of those powers, Russia excepted, and
there the matter rests: so far then from the mediation being agreed on, it is to
be suspected that nothing further will be done towards it 'till the effect of
this new expedition with the Squadron bought of Russia shall be ascertained .

Spain does not feel her cause to be so desperate as to require her assent to the
terms of Venezuela, or probably to terms as liberal as those proposed
by Great Britain, and she must be assured, for it is perfectly certain, that in
no case whatever will Great Britain engage to use forcible means, and with-
out her an engagement to that effect by Russia or the other powers would
evidently be not only futile, but might be prejudicial to the cause of
Spain. . . .

The mediation offered by the allied sovereigns in the disputes between thia
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Government and that of Brazil having been accepted by the latter, Count
Pamela its Ambassador in London (now appointed Secretary of State) re-

ceived in the month of September the special commission and instructions

enabling him to negotiate on those affairs with the Plenipotentiaries of

Spain and of the mediators, and soon after repaired to Paris where this

Congress is held. The preliminary demands made by Spain, are that its

sovereign right in the Territory lately invaded by the King of Brazil shall be

formally acknowledged, its flag every where hoisted, and Monte Video &c.

instantly restored. These things being done, she will consent to discuss

those points respecting Olivenza &c. on which the reclamations of Portugal
are founded. In a note presented to the Congress in November Count
Pamela accedes readily to the first demand ; as to the second, suggests the ex-

pedient of agreeing upon a flag neither Spanish not Portuguese, and, as to

the third, declines admitting it, upon grounds which he details at length, in-

sisting particularly on the necessity of the case arising from the critical posi-

tion of Brazil in relation to the Insurgent Colonyin fine urging the same
reasons for holding, that she had for taking possession, and reinforcing these

by the motives of policy growing out of her actual relations with Buenos

Ayres. The views of the Brazil Government being thus announced, it has

been very difficult to persuade Spain to appoint a Plenipotentiary to the

Congress, but she has finally consented, and a few days since powers were

sent to the Count of Fernan Nunez her Ambassador at Paris.

With the most perfect respect [etc.].

1077

Lms de Onu, Spanish Minister to the United Stales, to John Qwincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States *

[irriucrj

WASHINGTON, January 24, 1818.

4. The Government of the United States to engage to take effectual

measures to prevent all hostile armaments in their ports and territory against

the commerce and possessions of Spain, either by Americans or any other

Power, or by adventurers of any other nations, or by the rebels of Spanish

America; and, for their due execution, the President to issue positive orders

to all persons employed by the Government, charging them, on their responsi-

bility, to guard against any infraction or violation of them whatsoever, ex-

tending the same measures to the preventing of any vessels employed in

cruising against the Spanish commerce, or otherwise hostilely engaged
1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 464*
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against the Government and subjects of His Catholic Majesty, from arming

in, or entering armed, the harbors and waters of the United States. Every

vessel of this description found within the jurisdiction of the United States to

be seized without remission, and subjected to the rigor of the law by the

American officers and authorities; and the vessels and property so captured,

belonging to the subjects of the Crown of Spain, to be laid under attachment,

and definitively delivered up to His Majesty's minister, or the nearest

Spanish consul, to be held by them at the disposal of the lawful owners.

This proposal contains nothing beyond the obligations already imposed by
the laws of the United States, the law of nations, and the existing treaty,

But as it is evident to you, and to the whole world, that abuses and infrac-

tions of these laws and solemn compacts have been, and continue to be,

frequently practised, it is absolutely necessary that suitable measures be

adopted, fully and effectually to prevent the repetition of iimilar abuses and

infractions.

By these four proposals the rights and interests of both Powers are rec-

onciled upon principles of manifest justice and reciprocal utility; thty settle

and terminate all pending differences, in my judgment, satisfactorily to both

nations; and I must presume that the President will view them in the tame

light, and substantially admit them. In case there be any other question of

secondary or minor importance to be in like manner included in the general

and definitive adjustment, it will be easy, and follow of course, after we have

agreed on the most essential articles or points; we will then also determine

the true import of the several propositions laid down, and explain each one

of them with the necessary clearness, accuracy, and precision.

If, however, you should find any difficulty or obstacle to the acceptance

of the proposals I have now the honor to make to you, and are of opinion that

by any other mode we may attain the desired object, without deviating from

the fundamental principles and basis of justice and reciprocal convenience, I

will, with great pleasure, be ready to adopt it, provided it be compatible with

the powers given me by the King, my master. In thii view you can propose
such changes or modifications as you may see fit, as arc calculated to remove

all difficulties on both sides, and reconcile the rights, interests, and wishes of

both Powers.

In the mean lime, I hope that the course pursued by the President (tn l&

marcha de su conducta) will correspond with the sentiments and uniform pro-

fession of amity and perfect harmony existing between His Majesty and the

United States; and I am, therefore, constrained to reclaim and protest,

formally, as I now do, against all measures whatsoever injurious to the rights

of the Crown of Spain, and to renew, as I hereby do, the protest already made

against the occupation of Amelia island, and against the orders to occupy

Galvezton, inasmuch as the United States having no right whatever either to

the said island or to Galvezton, they neither had, nor could have, a just
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motive or cause to sanction similar acts of violence in the midst of

peace.
I await your answer to this note in order that we may accelerate the

moment of agreeing on just and fit measures for carrying the definitive settle-

ment of all pending differences into effect.

In the mean time, I renew [etc,].

1078

George W, Rrving, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the Untied States l

(EXTRACT)

Private. MADRID, February 10, 1818.

DEAR SIR: Since the date of my last despatch (No 59 Jany 10)* nothing
has occurred in our concerns here of sufficient importance to be communi-
cated to you. The projected mediation in the affairs of the Spanish colonies,

mentioned in that despatch, has not advanced; nor does there appear to be

the least probability that the liberal terms proposed by England will be

acceded to by this government. Mr. Pizarro & the ministry in general are

sufficiently enlightened on the subject to adopt any reasonable course, but

the ancient obstinate policy of never conceding still prevails in the council of

state, before which all such matters are discussed. The members of this

council for the most part inveterate in the prejudices of former times, are

wholly unfit for the direction of state affairs in this day. There are also

amongst them those who by system, in the absence of all patriotism, oppose

every ministerial plan however salutary. In fine the proposals of England
offer to the colonies an happier lot than these people can ever be brought to

consent to, tho' it may be that on some points they will bend to the influence

of Russia. The determination of that cabinet is not yet known. In the

meantime it appears that France & Prussia coincide with the views of Eng-

land, & consent that London shall be the seat of negotiation. On this point

as on every other the government of England is very positive, so that if

Spain under the influence of Russia should not consent to the whole project,

the whole must fall to the ground. But after all, since there is no question

of using forcible means (or even if there was [were]) will the colonies, Buenos

Ayres particularly, acquiesce in the decisions of this congress. I believe that

Great Britain scarcely expects it. It is too much (to use a pleasantry of Mr.

Sheridan in the English House of Commons) like Dame Partletts calling her

fowls, "Come biddy; biddy come & be killed." Such as the proposals of

Great Britain are, I think that she offers them in good faith
;
indeed is not

* MS. Dbpatehea from Spain, XV. * See above, pt. xrn, doc. 1076.
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the plan of holding the conferences in London one evidence of this? If she

intended a state-juggle she would surely fix on a more distant place, & the

more distant the more to her purpose: at least Sir Henry Wellesley is in good

faith, I perceive in him a growing anxiety, arising out of our last news from

the United States (which comes down to 25 Decr
. via England) lest we should

acknowledge the independence of Buenos Ayres & Chili, considering that

such recognition would render the intermediation of hie government useless

as regards those provinces.

The Russian fleet still tarries in England repairing the damages which it

sustained in heavy storms during its passage thither. Probably it was not

in the most perfect state when it left the Baltick. Publkk rumour says

that it is taking on board merchandize for the colonies; this is not to be be-

lieved. With more appearance of probability it is suggested that the fleet

waits to receive the 4OO,ooo stg.due in this month by Great Britain to Spain

on the slave trade suppression treaty, which sum may be about the price of

the fleet. However these things may be, its non-arrival at Cadiz within the

time agreed on, has created some little discontent here.

Mr. Garay's plan of finance still goes on, but as the opposition to it has

augmented rather than diminished, it is far from producing the results which

he calculated on; tho' it has certainly brought a great deal of money into the

publick coffers, yet these are actually as empty as tho
1

it had never gone into

operation, & every branch of the publick service suffers nearly aa much for

want of money as before Mr. Garay was made minister. He is wearied, &
his health begins to fail, & the king beset by the minister's Enemies begins to

give way ;~ he still supports the man, but does not enforce the measures which

he recommends, & it is to be apprehended may be finally induced to give up
the direct taxes, the most essential point, which will in effect be an abandon-

ment of the whole project,

t079

George W. JSmwg, United Slates Minister to Spain, to John Qmncy Adam,
Secretory of State of the United States

MADRID, February 26, 1818.

SIR: In my last despatch (of Jan 'y loth)
8
1 had the honor to submit to you

whatever I had been able to learn respecting the mediation of the "allied

sovereigns" in the disputes between this court & that of Brazil, & as to their

proposed interference in the affairs of the Spanish colonies,

1 MS. Di#patehi from Spain, XV.
1 See above, pt. xm, docs. 1076 and 1078. It wat the preceding numbered diiptteh; but

see his confidential diipatdti of February 10.
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The views of the Russian government on those two objects are explained

in a memorial given at Moscow on I7th Nov'r last,
1 to serve as an instruc-

tion to her ministers in the congress, & near the parties concerned; this has

not yet been officially communicated at Paris, but it is informally known
there, & in the same way has come to the hands of a person of distinction in

this court from whom I have obtained a copy which I have the honor here-

with to enclose. The Russian minister Mr. Tertischeff is at Cadiz; this may
perhaps be the reason why this government has not hitherto received any
communication upon the matter of this important paper, but its authenticity

may be whoUy relied on.

The Russian Squadron arrived at Cadiz on the 22d inst. ; to all appearance
the projected expedition will be of considerable force -according to the

publick opinion it is destined for Buenos Ayres, but it is impossible to learn

any thing certain on this point.

1080

George W, JBrwtf, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States *

MADRID, March i,

DEAR SIR: My last "private" letter to you was of Feb'y loth sent (as all

my letters are) by duplicate. On 26 Feb'y
'

I despatched my publick letter

No. 60 & intended to accompany it by a few private remarks on the impor-

tant paper
4 which it enclosed; but besides being then much pressed for time,

on reconsideration 1 thought that you would readily dispense with such com-

mentaries as I might be able to make, particularly useless to you who have a

personal & intimate acquaintance with the cabinet of St. Petersburg. I will

only then reawure you in this that the memorial is quite genuine.

1 have said that I cannot give to you any certain information respecting

the destination of the late Russian now Spanish squadron,& it seemed idle to

occupy your attention with various reports on the subject, were I to believe

even the most specious of these. The opinion which I have always expressed

of the fatuity of this government were [was] much short of what it ought to

be: can it be imagined that in circumstances so urgent, when as it were,

Spain, collects her breath to give "otie puff", in which puff she may "expire",

that this effort should be directed to Montevideo, actually under the safe-

guard of Brazil, & the fate of which is already referred to the decision of their

1 S<* above, pt. xii, doc. ion.
8 MS. Dispatches from Spam, XV.
See above, pt, xm, doe. 1079.

* See above, pt, xii, doe. ion, Rustian memorial, November 17, 1817.
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mutual friends? that merely to be consistent in obstinacy & vapouring

pride, she should waste in this extravagant quixotism, a force which well

directed might extinguish the insurrection in Buenos Ayres, & of course take

from the king of Brazil all further pretence for continuing to occupy the

territory in question? & yet, of all that is conjectured, this is what I am
most inclined to give credit to. It is however to be observed, that so vacillat-

ing at all times are the plans of this government, that full reliance can never

be placed on its carrying into Execution any one of them. It is evident that

if she takes possession of Montevideo with or without the consent of

Brazil, her force even tho' it were 10,000 men must be stationary there to

protect it, blocked in, as the Portuguese now are.

I have said that to all appearance the expedition will be of considerable

force, yet it is very difficult to conjecture when any portion of it can be ready

to saiL The ships & guns, good & in good order, have been delivered, but

nothing else. Every species of Equipment & provisions is to be furnished

here, & the magazines as well as the treasury are empty: nor is it easy to

conceive where the necessary provisions are to be had, etill less the naval

materials, for the arsenals are unprovided. Such is the want of precaution

of system of management which pervades every branch of administration in

this government. If I were to hazard a conjecture, it would be that this

squadron will never sail, & that the most which can be done within two or

three months will be to despatch 2 or 3 ships, perhaps a couple of transports

& as many men as the whole can carry crowded on board to suffer by in-

sufficient & bad provisions, & to be stifled by the heat,

As a matter of mere curiosity I take the liberty of herewith enclosing that

official article in the Madrid Gazette of 28 Febr'y
* by which the arrival of the

1 Translation of the official article in the Madrid Gazette of February 28;

MADRID, Ptitrmry 27,

On the 2 ist instant at I. p. m. anchored in the Bay of Gulix a Russian Squadron of

Five Men of War of 74 gun and Three Frigates of 44 gun; commanded by Vice-Admiral

Moller, in a complete state of equipment, and In condition to undertake bog voyage*,
The arrival of this Squadron in the rort of Spain, is the result of the unceasing vigilance
of The King, our Lord, for the benefit of his People and of the commerce and prosperity
of his subjects in Europe and the Colonies. During the long period of the desolating
War sustained by the Peninsula, the exertions of the Provisional governments admin-

istering the Kingdom in the absence of His Majesty, were necessarily directed, exclusive-

ly, to repelling
a perfidious foreign

invasion, by applying every resource to the
organi-

zation of a Military Force essentially requisite to the safety of the Nation at so critical

a juncture. Thia important object, exclusive a it were by its nature, unavoidably
produced, a considerable

neglect
and decay of the Naval Force, which having engaged

the attention of The King, became one of the principal object* of hit concern, and ac-

quired an additional interest, a soon ai a sensible injury, resulting from the cauiws just
alluded to, was experienced by the National Commerce, by its frequent interruption
both in the Seas ot Europe and America, In addition to thi serious evil, the faithful

subjects of His Majesty, in some of his Dominion, beyond Seas, were exposed to the

greatest inconvenience by the want or failure of the succour necessary t preserve them
from the disorder and anarchy to which anterior circumstance* had given rise, The
delay attending the construction and repair of ships, although undertaken and acceler-

ated, with a special view to the object, was far from satisfying the earnest desire of the

King, to apply a remedy to these evils with all possible expedition; happily the Wisdom
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squadron is announced (under date of Feb'y 27) made as all such articles are

to land in true castilian language the wonderful forecast & wisdom of his

majesty, & his paternal care of his vassals. What is particularly curious in

this piece (probably from the pen of Mr. Pizarro himself) is that his majesty,
as tho' he had no minister fit for the business, or in whom he could confide,
takes the merit of having conducted in person, & brought to a termination

this arduous negotiation: this however added to the assertion that "no
sacrifice" but a pecuniary one has been made to this important acquisition,

necessarily confirms the suspicion that some secret articles exist by which
other "sacrifices" are made. In fine the squadron consists of 5 ships of 74

guns each & 3 of 44, all completedly armed. These are to exterminate the

pirates in both hemispheres, to restore commerce to its rights, the insurgents
to the rule of their lawful sovereign, to make agriculture, manufactures &
the finances flourish & to give peace & prosperity to the whole world.

A day or two since I received from our Consul at Lisbon the President's

message of January respecting the occupation of Amelia Island &c.

From the language of the message I infer that you are yet in negotiation with

Mr. Onis, Should you come to terms I conclude of course that these new

grantees of all the lands in the Floridas will be shut out; but they seem to be

"sure of their fact" & some of them are taking measures to dispose of their

property. The king certainly has not been aware of what he was doing, or of

the value of what he gave away; in Spanish theological phrase this is repartir

la capa de Christo entre ladrones.

Sir Henry Wellesley has repeatedly expressed to me the sincere wishes of

his government to see the disputes between us & this country amicably

of the King has found the means of supplying every deficiency in the resources of his

paternal heart, and in the sincere friendship ofHis August Ally, the Emperor of All the
Kussias, A direct Negotiation on this subject having been opened by His Majesty
himself, and brought to a happy conclusion, His Majesty has been enabled to acquire
for Spain the property of this Squadron which we owe to hia efforts, without any other
sacrifice than the just payment, in Money, of the fair value of the vessels composing
it, and to effect this payment His Majesty has found ample resources which will prevent
the necessity of imposing any burthens upon his faithful Subjects. The August
Sovereign of All the Rusmas, who to his immortal Glory

{
has so powerfully contributed

to the Salvation of Europe, by rescuing it from an ignominious Yoke, and reestablishing
Order and Legitimacy, will also contribute, by this Transaction, to the augmentation
of the Naval fc orcea of The King, to the Protection of Spanish Commerce, to extirpating
the Pirates which infest our Seas, defending the faithful Subjects beyond Seas who are

there exposed to the horrors of Anarchy and Disorder, and restoring to Europe the

benefits of which it has been deprived by the commotions in America. If Providence,
as we are bound to hope, favours the just views of His Majesty, in this and other measures

adopted to carry his beneficent intentions into effect, we shall again see Commerce revive

witn security; Agriculture and Industry flourish by the easy and advantageous export
of their productions; the Funds of the State advance; order restored in our American

Dominions, and all the Spaniards of both Hemispheres, united in the Bonds of Frater-

nity, glorify the Sovereign, to whose Wisdom and paternal Care they will be indebted

for so many Blessings; and that from the Southern Extremity of Europe there will be

but one feeling of sympathy and veneration for the noble and generous sentiments of

the August Autocrat of the North, who in his friendship for our Beloved Sovereign,
has afforded him an aid so important towards remedying the Evils under which His

People suffers.
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settled, & lately has told me the particulars of a conversation between you &
Lord Castlereagh just previous to your leaving London, in which that minis-

ter spoke to the same effect. Upon the whole therefore I have lately en-

couraged hopes that some way has been found to get over what appeared to

me to be nearly insuperable difficulties: but however the negotiations may
terminate I pray you not to be unmindful of the desire with respect to myself

which I took the liberty of mentioning to you previous to your return home.

With Sincere Respect [etc.].

1081

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Quincy Adam\

Secretory of State of the United States *

[TKANSLATION]

WASHINGTON, May 7, 1818,

SIR: I have received official advice, through different channels, that the

expedition of French adventurers which left Philadelphia towards the end of

last year, with the apparent intention of going to Tombigbee, but in reality

to Galvezton, is now receiving, at the former place, a considerable number of

recruits, and large supplies of military stores from the ports of New Orleans,

Charleston, Savannah, and others within this republic; from whence they

proceed in small parties to Galvezton, and thus elude the vigilance of the

Government.

From the period at which (namely, on the 6th of September last) I an-

nounced to you the preparations for this expedition, referring for its un-

questionable certainty to the plan communicated to this Government by the

minister of France, which offered the most indubitable proof that Joseph

Bonaparte was at the head of it, with the rash project of being crowned King
of Mexico, I have relied on your assurances to the same ambassador, and

which were forthwith communicated by him to me, that the most effectual

measures had been taken by the Government to prevent its execution,

But, perceiving that this expedition daily takes a greater consistence, and

that the recruiting and supplies clandestinely sent from this republic are not

put a stop to, I can no longer refrain from again calling your attention, and,

through you, that of the President, to the enormous abuse of the hospitality

offered by this republic, on the part of Joseph Bonaparte and his adherents,

with a view to disturb the tranquillity of Europe, and especially that of the

possessions of the King, my master,

I would have considered myself dispensed from the necessity of again

pressing this subject on your attention, if it had appeared possible for me to

1 American State P&pr$, Foreign Rd&Hmu:
t IV, 494.
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restrain these armaments by the employment of judicial means; but, un-

fortunately, the act of Congress of the 2Oth April last for preserving neutrali-

ty with foreign nations, and others already in force, although highly judi-

cious, are easily eluded ; and although these practices are public and notorious

throughout the whole Union, His Majesty's consuls advise me that, through
a deficiency of evidence, they cannot be restrained by a regular application
of the law.

Convinced, however, as I am, that nothing is more remote from the inten-

tion of the President than to tolerate hostile expeditions within the terri-

tories of the republic, directed against Powers with which it is in a state of

profound peace, I cannot for a moment doubt that his excellency will take

into his most serious consideration what is due to the demand which I now
make in the name of my sovereign, that Joseph Bonaparte, the generals

Lallemand, and other Frenchmen now residing in this country, be compelled
to keep themselves within the bounds prescribed by the hospitality and

generosity with which they have been received, and prevented from con-

tinuing to organize expeditions for the purpose of invading the territory of

His Catholic Majesty, and disturbing the peace enjoyed by his subjects.

I therefore hope that you will be pleased, sir, to inform me of the measures

which may be taken on this subject, in order that, in communicating them to

my sovereign, His Majesty may see in them a confirmation of the amicable

sentiments of this republic towards his monarchy.
I renew [etc.].

1082

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[TRANSLATION]

BRISTOL, June p, 1818.

SIR: At my passage through Baltimore, on my way to Philadelphia, it was

represented to me by His Catholic Majesty's consul for the State of Mary-
land that there were then in that port four pirates, or privateers, if you please

so to call them, namely, the Xndependencia del Sud, Captain Grennolds; the

Pueyrredon, alias Mangore, Captain Barnes; the Repubttcano, Captain Chase;

and the schooner Akrta, Captain Chaytor. These pirates, denominated

privateers or vessels of war of the pretended Government of Buenos Ayres,

have entered the port of Baltimore for the purpose of dividing the spoil re-

sulting from their depredations on Spanish commerce, and of refitting and

arming to renew these excesses on the high seas. It is a matter of universal

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 494.
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notoriety at Baltimore that three of the above-named vessels were fitted out

there, and the fourth is a schooner captured by them from Spanish subjects;

it is no less so that their commanders, and the greater part of the crews, are

American citizens, and that there is scarcely a single individual belonging to

Buenos Ayres to be found among them.

Whoever has read the so-called constitution and the provisional laws

existing at Buenos Ayres, (for there is nothing there but what is provisional,)

must know that no vessel of the rebels can sail under their flag unless the

captain and one-half of the crew be natives of that country, and that no

foreigner can be naturalized there till after five years' residence. I submit

to your judgment, sir, whether, on such grounds, the vessels in question can

be admitted to be Buenos Ayrean privateers, or whether the American

captains and crews that man them, commissioned or not by that rebel

Government, can be considered as citizens of that country; and whether,

agreeably to the laws of nations and the existing treaty between His Majesty
and this republic, they can be viewed in any other light than as pirates; and

if it be possible for you to conceal from your discernment that the captains

and crews of these vessels have violated the laws of this Union in perpetrating
these atrocities to the dishonor of the American name. I repeat, that I

submit it to your consideration to determine whether the prizes made by
vessels under these circumstances ought not to be restored to their lawful

owners or that these persons ought to be indemnified by the United States,

seeing that they have tolerated such armaments in violation of their laws,

of the laws of nations, and of the existing treaty between Spain and this

republic.

I am aware, sir, that you will tell me that the courts are open to the re-

cognizance of claims of this nature, and ready to apply the law to such cases

as occur and are supported by suitable testimony; but I am under the neces-

sity of declaring to you that it is in vain to seek such testimony, however

clear it may be to every body. I have remonstrated in the most pointed
manner with His Majesty's consul on his attention to points of so much im-

portance; but he has proved to me that a great portion of the commercial

people of Baltimore being interested in the cases which produce my present

reclamations, no one is willing to come forward and offer testimony against

what is termed the general interest; and thus the wise measures of Govern-

ment are eluded, justice is paralyzed, and the suits procrastinated and de-

ferred from court to court, with a view to deprive His Majesty's subject of

that justice which they have an undoubted right to seek in the tribunals on

all their claims.

Presuming that all I have stated is well known to you and to the President,

I cannot but persuade myself that it is highly disapproved of, and I am en-

tirely willing to believe that, if these abuses are not remedied, it is owing to

a want of due attention to the execution of the orders of the Government;
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but my duty compels me to call the attention of the President to this im-

portant point, and to represent to him, through the medium of your Depart-
ment, that (as far as I have been able to ascertain) the vessels in question, in

addition to their object in coming hither, for the purpose of conveying to the

parties interested at Baltimore the proceeds of their spoliations on the

Spanish commerce, and, among others, that of the Philippine Company's
ship Triton, to the amount of a million and a half of dollars, captured by the

pirate Independencia del Slid, and carried to Buenos Ayres to be sold there,

have a project in fitting out anew, and of attacking some possession of the

King, my master, on this continent, to which they may more easily send their

prizes; that these same privateers have brought in two Spanish prizes, which
are at this moment in the port of Baltimore, one of them a vessel belonging to

the royal navy. I therefore demand, in the name of the King, my master,
the restoration of those prizes, as having been made by American citizens

and vessels fitted out in this country, in violation of the existing treaty be-

tween the two Powers; and that the sailing of the said privateers be stopped,
and they compelled to give security for the result of an expedition, of which,

without knowing positively that they intend to execute it, I have the strong-

est grounds for presuming they mean to do. I therefore hope that this sub-

ject will receive all the attention which I claim, and that you will be persuad-
ed that, in taking the liberty to trouble you with it, it is because I have no

other recourse, as I have in all other cities of the Union, where the officers of

the Government afford the requisite attention to the reclamations of His

Majesty's consuls, and the citizens are disposed to offer the necessary testi-

mony in support of justice and the maintenance of the laws.

I seize this occasion to renew [etc.].

1083

George W. Erving, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, June n, 1818.

In my letter No 59 (Jan'y io)
2 I had the honor to communicate to you

what I had then learnt respecting the mediation of the allied Sovereigns in

the disputes between Spain and Brazil, and that special powers had been

finallygiven by this government to the Duke of Fernan Nunez itsAmbassador

at Paris. I have just now been favored with a sight of the notes of the

Plenipotentiaries of either party submitted to the Congress of mediators.

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XV. See above, pt. xin, doc. 1076.
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Count Pamela admitting the Sovereign title of Spain to the territory in

question, proposes that the pacification of Buenos Ayres shall precede the

evacuation of Montevideo by the troops of his master. The Duke of Fernan

Nunez rejects this proposal, and it appears that the Congress take side with

him on this point. Count Pamela then states that tho' not authorised to

stipulate for the immediate evacuation of Montevideo, yet from a desire not

to arrest the progress of the negotiation, he will propose the terms on which

he will consent to such evacuation. These terms are:

1st. That Spain shall send a force sufficient to protect Montevideo not

only against Artigas, but against the people of Buenos Ayrea, and that since

Brazil is at peace with Buenos Ayres and has only to defend its possession

against the attacks of Ardgas, the Spanish force ought to be at least equal

to that of Brazil.

and. That the expenses incurred by Brazil in taking possession shall be

reimbursed by Spain.

3d. That the boundaries between the Brazilian and Spanish Territories

in that quarter shall be definitively ascertained and agreed on.

4th. That the stipulations made by the King of Brazil with the people of

Montevideo shall be faithfully observed by Spain.

On such terms Pamela offers to sign a treaty sub spe rati.

Fernan Nufiez agrees that a force shall be sent even greater than that of

Brazil, and he agrees that the stipulations made with the people of Monte-

video shall be observed, but he declines paying to Brazil the expenses of her

expedition and he proposes to defer settling the boundaries to a future day;

he takes occasion to reproach Braaal for being on good terms with the "in-

surgents" of Buenos Ayres, and objects to the reserved form in which Pamela

would sign the Treaty. Pamela replies with respect to the boundary that

on evacuating Montevideo it will be necessary that the troops of Brazil

should establish themselves on the frontier of that kingdom to defend it

against all danger, that there fortifications and other expensive establish-

ments must be made hence the necessity of immediately determining the

boundary line. He replies victoriously to the reproach of Fernan Nuftez as

to the good understanding of Brazil with the "Insurgents", shewing that the

government of Spain itself has approved of the policy of Brazil in this respect,

and he professes a disposition on the part of his master to co-operate with the

allied Sovereigns in bringing that people back to their allegiance, providing

that noforcibk means shaU be res&rbsd to; he re-urges the right of Brazil to be

indemnified for her expenses; and finally as to the mode in which he has

proposed to sign the Treaty he observes that it will occasion no delay, for in

whatever mode signed the ratification will be always necessary &c.
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1084

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Ouincy Adams.
Secretary of State of the United States l

[TRANSLATION]

BRISTOL, July 27, 1818.

SIR: It is some time since I have received positive and circumstantial in-

formation that a person, acting under a commission from the rebels at Buenos
Ayres, had given orders for the building of two frigates, of twenty-eight or

thirty guns each, at New York; and that, armed, equipped, and manned with
cPtizens of this republic, they are to proceed from that port on a cruise against
the commerce and subjects of His Catholic Majesty.

Although so manifest a violation of the laws of the United States, to the

injury of my sovereign, imposed on rne the duty of immediately soliciting of

the President such measures as are in conformity with the laws of the Union
and the peace and good understanding existing between the two nations, and
would put a stop to this evil, yet, faithful to the system I have laid down of

not trespassing on the attention of your Government, except in cases of in-

dispensable necessity, I directed His Majesty's consul at New York, after he

had obtained all the legal evidence required by the courts, to have recourse

to them with that calmness and confidence with which the justice of his

cause should inspire him when submitted to impartial and enlightened mag-
istrates.

His Majesty's consul has just informed me that, agreeably to my instruc-

tions, he had applied to the district attorney, stating that he was possessed

of sundry declarations of persons, corroborating each other, showing that the

laws of the United States had been violated, and requesting him to cause the

said vessels to be stopped and proceeded against, together with the parties

concerned in their equipment, in the manner prescribed by theact of Congress
of 20th April last, section 1 1 . The district attorney appears not to have been

very anxious to carry the act into execution, as he replied that he would not

do so, although fifty such declarations were presented to him. I do not pre-

tend to inquire into the motives of the attorney's feelings or conduct, which,

to say the least, was extraordinary; but I deem it indispensable to transmit

to you four of the original declarations referred to,
2 that they may be laid be-

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 500.
1 The documents follow:

STATE OF NEW YORK, City of New York, ss:

Samuel Samuels, by profession a mariner, at present in the city of New York, being

duly sworn, says: That, about the nth or I2th of July instant, deponent was at Domi-
nick Morris's house, where they were shipping hands for the Curiazo; he met there a
Mr. Brown, who was the man who attended on shore to the enlisting and shipping of

the crew; this gentleman asked deponent whether he did not wish to ship on board of

the Curiazo, and upon this requested him to walk up stairs, and he would inform de-

ponent all about the object of the vessel; they went up stairs, and Mr. Brown then said

that the Curiazo was destined to go around Cape Horn, or would go to Buenos Ayres
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fore the President, and that he may be pleased to direct, with the urgency re-

quiredby the case, the collector of the customs at New York to stop the above-

in the patriot service; that she would join the other ship, which was lying in North
river, named the Horatio, and they would be absent about two years; deponent signed
articles, at the office of the notary, Mr. Palmer; he did not read the articles at the time
of signing; the wages were fourteen dollars a month, and two months' advance, which
sum is paid in like manner to all the crew, fourteen dollars at the time of signing the

articles, and fourteen dollare after getting on board; he went on board on Tuesday, the
aist of July instant, and found sixty hands on board, agreeably to the muster which
waa made; and there were others on shore who had enlisted but not yet come aboard;
therewerea captain, several lieutenants, a sailingmaster, many midshipmen, a boatswain,
boatswain's matea, boatswain'a yeomen, several quartermautert, a gunner, gunner's
mate, and two quarter-gunners, two captains for each of the topi fore-top, mizen-top,
and main-top, two eaptalnu of the forecastle, two captains of the after-guard, a captain
of the hold, and green hands to form a company of marines; deponent was captain of the

main-top of the larboard watch; the hands were exercised every day in loosing and han-

dling the sails; some of the hands were employed in making wads for the cannon; the

guns were not yet come on board, but they were expected daily, and the hands conversed
about the stations which they would hold at the guns; the exercising of the crews, which
he has before mentioned, was the same as is cuetomary in the service of the United
States on board their vowels of war; there was a regular watch

kept up during the day
and night, one-half of the crew being on watch all the night; the nanda were all piped
by the boatswain and the boattwain mate at their several meals; when officers came
on board, the sides were manned for them by way of salute; and, in every respect, the

discipline and duty kept up was the ame as is practised in the navy service.

When the deponent shipped,
the notary told him to leave a will and power to enable

the landlord to receive tne prize-money which deponent might become entitled to;

which deponent did
accordingly

in favor of Dominick Morrw. The
general

under-

standing on board the vessel i, that they were to cruise along the coat of South America
after their arrival at Buenos Ayres. The vessel h built in every respect at a vowel of

war; the water below i secured exactly in the manner that it i done on board man-

of-war, which us different from what U usual in the merchant uerviee. Deponent further

saith not,
SAMUEL SAMUELS, his X murk.

Subscribed and nworn to before me, this 23d day of July, 1818,

JAMBS HOMON, S, Justice,

STATE OF NEW YORK, City of Nets York, u:

George W. Lynch, of th city of New York, merchant, being duly tworn, say: That
on the 23d day of July instant, he went on board the ship Cwrino, lying in the North

river, in thb port, m company with a Mr, Atkinson, who said he WM the putter of the

said vessel; deponent counted thirty cannon lying on the deck, and a number of new

jun-cm*riage which were lying upon one another, and appeared to be equally numerous;
fie wa presented to the several officers, wan told by them that there were a captain,
four lieutenants, and a number of midshipmen; that the captain wat named Delano,
the first lieutenant ia named Van Beuren, the second GrinneW, the third Smith, and
the fourth Cobbett; he was told by the purser that the vessel, together with the Horatio,

another ship lying near, waa bound to Buenos Ayres; there appeared to be a great num-
ber of men on board; he waa told by said purser that it waa their intention to take one
hundred men; that the crew were paid two months' advance, and that, at a further induce-

ment to them to ship, they had the prospect of prixe money. In conversation with a

Mr, Sullivan, who ia at the head of the surgical department for the two vowels, and
was now on board the Cvria&o, he (Mr. Sullivan) said, "I am sorry that the guns are

not carronaden instead of gunnades;" but then immediately added, "however, it is

better as it i; we shall want long guns to fight the Spaniard*. Deponent wai carried

through the vessel, and the different irt8 of it were pointed out to him; the captain's

room, the lieutenants' room, and the midshipmen's room, were severally and respectively

designated; there waa a auantiity of cannon balls between the decks; all hands were

piped by the boatswain whUe deponent was on board. Thia vessel is newly built, nan

been launched but a short time, and in now preparing for her first voyage; ihe h pierced
for many gum, and 5 built in every respect like a frigate.

Deponent left this vessel in company with the surgeon, Mr. Sullivan, and proceeded
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mentioned vessels, in order that they, as well as the parties engaged in their

outfit, may be proceeded against in due form of law, and the necessary force

employed for the faithful execution of his duty.

with him to the other ship, the Horatio. This gentleman is the surgeon of the Horatio,
and told deponent that he had selected the surgeons for this and the other vessel (the
Cunazo;) that he had examined them in order to ascertain that they were duly qualified-
he mentioned that the crews of each vessel would consist at present of one hundred
men for each, but that their complement was three hundred men for each- that the med-
ical list which was handed to him for both vessels was for six hundred men; he showed
deponent his medicine chest, his tools, and other implements, and said that he had
every thing in complete order; he showed deponent into a room below the cabin, which
he said would be his station in time of action; deponent said he supposed there would
be little fighting, to which Mr. Sullivan answered, "I don't know, the Spaniards have
got a fine frigate out there with five hundred men." Deponent was told on board of
this vessel by the said surgeon, and by another officer, the second lieutenant, that,
besides the captain, Skinner, who was commodore of the two vessles, the Horatio had
four lieutenants and a number of midshipmen ; the first lieutenant is named Currie, and
the second Eakin ; deponent was shown into the several rooms of the captain, lieutenants,
and midshipmen; the cannon had not yet been brought on board of this vessel, but the
officers told deponent they expected them shortly; this vessel resembles the "other in

every respect, was built at the same time, and has never yet been to sea. Speaking
about the complement of men for these vessels, Mr. Eakin, the second lieutenant, told
the deponent that although they would take out for the present only one hundred men
each, they would have no difficulty in making up the full number, which would be three
hundred, at Buenos Ayres, because sailors there would leave the privateers to enter
these vessels. He said that if Mr. Aguirre, when he commenced the building of these
vessels, had employed a merchant, instead of making the contract himself, he would
have saved a great deal of money, at least fifteen per cent. ; that Dacy and Didier, of

Baltimore, had received money from Aguirre, and had offered to transact all the business
of these vessels, and to bond them for five per cent., but that he was unwilling to allow
them more than two and a half per cent. ; they offered also to allow him bank interest
for hia money while it was in their hands; but they came to no agreement, owing to the
smallness of the commission which Aguirre was willing to allow them; and that the
vessels had cost him a

very large sum of money, every thing having been fitted up in
the most costly manner; that the cannon had been made by Mason, of Washington.
The surgeon, Mr. Sullivan, speaking of the discipline of the two vessels, said that of
the Horatio was superior to the Curiazo; that, on board of the Horatio, the medical,
returns were made daily, the same as on board a man of war. When deponent went on
board of the Horatio, the sides were manned, which was also done when he left it; thia

ceremony is a compliment or salute to the person who comes on board, and is customary
on board vessels of war, and not in merchant vessels.

While on board the Horatio, the said Eakin said that he had always been treated
well by the Spaniards, but said some other words, the import of which was that this

was a speculation, and that he must do the best he could for himself; Mr. Currie, the
first lieutenant, also said that he had always been well treated by the Spaniards, and
that he would treat them so until he could not help doing otherwise alluding to what
he would do in time of battle.

Mr. Wynans, of the firm of Ten Eyck, Wynans, & Co., told deponent that they,

together with two other block-makers, made the blocks for both of the said ships; they
were employed by Captain Skinner and Mr. Aguirre jointly, both being together; but
Mr. Aguirre gave the directions to Skinner, and appeared to be the owner; that he

(Wynans) called frequently upon Aguirre for directions; and, when all the work was

done, Aguirre paid him.
Mr. Bakewell, a sailmaker, told deponent that Mr. Aguirre made the agreement with

him for the sails of one of the ships, and paid him the amount.
GEO. W. LYNCH.

Sworn this 25th day of July, 1818, before me,
CHARLES CHRISTIAN.

STATE OF NEW YORK, City of New York, ss:

John B. Sickles, being duly sworn, says: That on the 22d of July instant he called upon
Joseph Skinner, whom he understood to be the captain or commander of the two vessels

named the Curiazo and Horatio, which are fitting in this port for Buenos Ayres; he met
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This demand, which I renew in the name of my sovereign, being in strict

conformity with the laws of this republic, I cannot for a moment doubt that

the President will readily comply with it; and that you will have the good-
ness to advise me of its having been carried into effect, that I may direct the

him in the neighborhood of Washington Hall, at his residence, and found a large number
of gentlemen collected; there were about twenty, among whom was Mr. Aaron H.
Palmer, the notary, the conversation was exclusively relating to those vessels, their arms
and equipment, &ome saying that a portion of the guns were larger than others. On the

23d of July he saw Captain Skinner again, and asked him to provide the deponent with
an officer's birth on board of one of the said vessels; Captain Skinner referred him to Mr,
Palmer, who said that all the officers' stations were full; deponent repeated his desire to

acting miduhi.
he was thort of fund;
you know I am not t

, . , ...

again at Mr. Palmer's office; deponent aiked when he should go on board. Skinner told

mm during th course of the day. Deponent accordingly went on board on the 34th, la

company with William Nesbit, a young man who wa also told by Captain Skinner that
he might go as supernumerary; when deponent got on board of the ship Horatio, which
was lying in the stream, he reported himself to Lieutenant Currie, who was the fint

lieutenant on board thereof. Currie told deponent and the said Nesbit that he could
not receive them unless they brought a written order from the captain, became they had
no many officers already, deponent remained on board about four hours, during which
time he got into conversation with aeveral of Che officers; one of them, named Weed, told

deponent that he is the captain of marines on board; that when the vessel* arrived out at

Buenot Ayret the officers expected to receive their warrants from the Buenos Ayrtan
Government; that Captain Skinner had promised them that he would get them from that

Government for these officere; deponent was told by Mr. Weed that there were three

lieutenants on board, that there were eight midshipmen on the list, and twelve tuper-
numerariei besides deponent and Mr. Neubit; that after the vessels got out to sea, if

these perwni were wanted, they would be turned forward; this deponent understood to

allude to their being wanted in time of action. He said they had on board at present

ninety-five men, and they intended to get more; he said he expected that it would be .

troublesome job for him to exereiie his marines, which he would have to do soon; the

discipline on board thS vessel is the same as that on board a vessel of war; the watch wa

changed while deponent wan on board, and the lieutenants also changed their watch, the

hands being piped by the boatswain; the arm-chect, containing gune, pistols, eutlawet,

&c,, wa brought on board while deponent wat there; he wa told that the great gun*
were expected on the following day, (the 35th,) that the guns of the Curiaso were eight-

een pounders, between earronadw and gunnades, but that those of the Horatio were tang

eighteen*, that being the commodore'B ship; that they were brass guns, and had been

selected for this vessel; that thews gun were different from those of the other v<eit

because these were intended for long fighting, or fighting at a distance, and the others

for ckwc engagement. After being on board for several hours, deponent came aahoti

with the raul William Neubit, and called upon Captain Skinner, told him what Lieu-

tenant Currie had aid, and asked him for an order, which Captain Skinner gave, and
which ii in the words following; "Mr. Currie: Sir, you will please to receive Mr. J. B.

Sicklet and William Nebit on board the ship Horatio as supernumeraries, and you will

oblige yours, Joseph Skinner. July 24, 1818." This note is directed "Mr, William

Currie, hip H&roHo.
! '

Deponent further ay, that when he was on board the HoralwV.urriC, nip nvroflvt JU/CJJUUWH. IUMVI sa^n, 1.11*11, Tvutiii n Tvtia vu i;v/uu nic JU.VHHW

on the 2,410, the officers were speaking about the cannon which was expected on board

the Horatio, and tlwt which was on ooard of the Curiaso, and said that they would

mount it, because they did not expect that there would be any opposition from the

Spanish consul; there wa a large quantity of potatoes on board, which they were em-

ployed in aborting, and, while thus engaged, one of the officers said those were very bad

potatoes for a cruise; the number of morels deponent supposes nearly two hundred.

And further the deponent with not.

JOHN B. SICKLBS,
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consul to produce the necessary testimony for the elucidation and decision

of a case transcendently important to the interests of my sovereign.

I renew [etc.].

1085

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 1

[TRANSLATION]

BRISTOL, July 28, 1818.

I had the honor yesterday
2 to transmit to you the declarations of four in-

dividuals, affording the most positive proof of the violation which has taken

place in the port of New York of the laws of this republic, to the signal

injury of the interests of my sovereign. I now enclose three other declara-

tions,
3 corroborating the former, and establishing the fact to which I refer.

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 503.
a See above, pt. xin, doc. 1084.
' The declarations follow:

STATE OP NEW YORK, City of New York, ss:

James Young, by profession a mariner, at present in the city of New York, being duly

sworn, says: That about three weeks ago the deponent was requested by a former ship-

mate of deponent's, named David Reea, to enlist on board the ship Curiazo. Deponent
went on board that vessel, and there saw Mr. Grinnelow, who was the second lieutenant

thereof. This gentlemen gave deponent a note to Mr. Brown, who was the shipping

officer of the vessels, recommending him to take deponent as boatswain's mate for the

said vessel. Deponent saw Mr. Brown, who 'told him there was no vacancy for boat-

swain's mate, because he had already shipped two, but that he might have the birth of

quarter-gunner; this birth deponent accepted, and afterwards went to the office of the

notary in Pine street, whose name deponent believes is Palmer. At this time deponent
was told by Mr. Brown that the vessel was going to Buenos Ayres or to the Cape of

Good Hope. Deponent did not read the articles when he signed them, which was about

the same time before mentioned. Deponent went on board the said vessel, the Curiazo,

which is commanded by Captain Paul Delano. This vessel is pierced for thirty-two

guns, although there may be more, as deponent has never counted the number of ports.

Since deponent has been on board, they have taken in a great quantity of extra spars

and rigging, and a quantity of cordage, much more than is used in the merchant service.

She has a long-boat, yawl, and sundry other boats, six or seven in number altogether.

Deponent continued on board until last Friday, the iyth instant. There are on board,

and in the service of the vessels, a captain, three persons whom deponent knows to be

lieutenants, a sailingmaster, master's mate, and more than half a dozen midshipmen,

but how many precisely deponent does not know. When he left the vessel there were

about seventy hands or sailors on board; and deponent was informed on board, by the

people generally, that the number was to be increased to one hundred and fifty more.

The third lieutenant said, in deponent's presence, that when they had one hundred and

fifty men more they would look quite smart. There are a boatswain and two boat-

swain's mates, four quartermasters, two captains of the fore-top, two of the mam-top,

and two of the mizen-top, two captains of the after-guard, two quarter-gunners, of

which the deponent was one. a captain of the hold, and boatswain s yeoman. Ine

crew are mustered every Sunday; the hands are piped to breakfast, dinner, and supper;
and when an officer comes on board, the boatswain attends the side, and the whole

service and duty is performed in every respect the same as is done on board a man-of-

war, which deponent is conversant with, having served in the English navy nearly nve

years A quartermaster is kept constantly on the look out, to prevent any persons



I assure myself that, in consideration of these circumstances you will have

no doubt of the justice of the demand I now make, in the name of the King,

coming on board without leave, and at night some watch forward, and some aft. It

is the understanding of all the hands on board, that when they arrive at Buenos Ayre

they will be employed in the service there; and the officers have said they wilt make
their fortunes by it. The boatswain, Mr. Crisp, told deponent yesterday that, the

night before, the cannon were taken on board. James Johnson, the quartermaster,
told deponent the same thing, and that thirty-two eighteen pounders had been taken

on board, besides a quantity of shot. The same was mentioned by the boatswain'i
mate. He further says that the above deposition has been this day read to him, and
that he declares the same to be in every respect correct. The Curimo is a new vewej,

just built in the port of New York, and has never been to sea. Captain Joseph Skinner,

deponent has heard and believes, is captain of another ship, also lately built in the port
of New York, and which has not yet sailed, but which is intended to go on the same
service with the Curiaso, The name of the first lieutenant is Mr. Van Beuren.

JAMES YOUNG,
Sworn this asth day of July, before me,

GEO. W. MORTON,
Commissioner in the circuit court of the United States of Americafor the S. D, N. Y.

STATE OF NEW YORK, City of New York, ss:

David Rees, being duly sworn, says: That he has heard, read, and examined the pre-

ceding deposition of James Young; that all the facts therein stated, relating to the con-

dition and armament of the said snip Curiaso, are correct and true in every respect; that

instant. On the sad and 2$d of July, the great guns were taken on board ; last evening
and until a late hour of night, these cannon were taken from on board again, as also tot

shot, and were put on board of a sloop which, it was mentioned, and
generally under*

stood on board, was going down towards Sandy Hook, to be put on board again there,

Captain Paul Delano commands the Curiaso; that a few days ago deponent told Mid
captain that he could wait no longer, and would not go with the vessel; Delano urged
him to remain, said he was only waiting for his sweetmeats, (meaning hia cannon,) wwl

that, as soon as they were got on board, they would show the Spaniards play; that at

present they cleared out for Buenos
Ayres,

and all hands
shipped as seamen, because

they did not dare to do otherwise; but that as soon as the vessels got out to sea, then the

several stations would be assigned to the men, respectively. Thi vessel is completely
a frigate, duty is done on board the same as in the State service, and ihe has forty-two
different signals, many of which deponent has seen. Captain Joseph Skinner commands
the other ship, called the Horatio, which is to be used in the same service; he h the com*
modore of both vessels. Deponent was going to hoist a pennant one morning on board
the Curiaso, when the lieutenant ordered him to

stop
and see whether the commodore

(meaning the other ship, the Horatio) would hoist, and, finding that he did not, deponet
stopped, and the pennant was not hoisted.

Both these vessels were lately built in New York; they have not yet been to sea.

DAVID REBS,
Sworn this 25th day of July, * 8 1 8.

GEORGE W. MORTON,
Commissioner in the circuit court of the United States of America for the S, D. JV. Y.

CITY OF NEW YORK, ss:

James Stoughton, being duly sworn, says: That the preceding are correct copiet of

original depositions now in the possession of deponent, and which he retains for greater

safety in the matters therein mentioned.

JAMES STOUGHTOH.
Sworn this a6th day of July, 18x8, before me,

GEO. WILSON, N, P., New York,

STATS OF NEW YORK, City of New York, ss:

Thomas Stoughton, consul of Spain, being duly sworn, says: On the 1st day of Sep-
tember last, (1817,)

he had a conversation with Mr. Noah Brown, of the city of New
York, who told him that Don Manuel Hermenegildo de Aguirrc, the agent or repress
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my master, or of the urgency with which I claim of the President to issue the

necessary orders to the collector of the customs at New York to detain the

two Buenos Ayres armed ships alluded to, and the requisite instructions to

have the case immediately brought before the proper tribunal.

I trust, sir, that you will have the goodness to transmit to the aforesaid

collector the seven declarations forwarded to you, for the purpose of prevent-

ing the escape of these two armed vessels, as they have already endeavored
to do; it being confidently relied on that, if the suit be once instituted,

nothing can save them from the impartial justice of the court.

I beg you to pardon this trepass on your time, to which circumstances have

compelled me, and that you will accept [etc.].

1086

George W. Erving, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

MADRID, August 9, 1818.

SIR: In my letter No. 71 June n," I had the honor to communicate to you
what had just then passed at Paris in the negotiation by intermediation re-

specting the disputes between Spain & Brazil. I am now informed of all

that has subsequently passed on the same matter, but as I have not had an

opportunity of taking notes from the papers relating to it, I can only state

their contents from memory. After a great deal of preliminary negotiation

in conference, between the Duke of Fernan Nunez Plenipotentiary of Spain,

and Count Palmela & the Marquis of Marialva Plenipotentiaries of Portugal,

all turning upon the propositions made on either side in the month of June,

Fernan Nunez was desired to put his thoughts on paper. His note is of the

12th July and contains but some trifling modifications of his former pro-

posals. The Portuguese Ministers instead of replying specially to that note,

address themselves directly to the Congress ; they make but a very slight and

not a very respectful mention of Fernan Nunez his note and then enter

into the matter, presenting formal projects of a Treaty & Convention.

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XVI.
* See above, pt. xm, doc. 1083.

tative from the Buenos Ayres Government, had contracted with him (Brown) and with

Mr. Cheeseraan, of this city, to build two vessels, of twenty-eight guns each, for the use

of the Government of Buenos Ayres; that their tonnage would be seven hundred tons

each, for which he would pay forty dollars a ton for the hulls ;
that they would be launched

about the soth December, 1 817; that they would cost, when armed, about eighty thou-

nd dollars each.

Sworn this 26th July, 1818, before me,

sand dollars each.
THOMAS STOUGHTON.

GEORGE WILSON, N. P., New York.
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The substance of these is thus : Montevideo shall be delivered up to the troops
of Spain; the amount of those troops shall be 10,000; six (or three) months
notice shall be given to the Portuguese Minister in Spain of the time fixed for

their departure; the transports in which they are carried shall after landing
them be placed at the disposition of Brazil to carry off her troops; the formal

delivery of Montevideo shall be by commissaries of the intermediating

sovereigns; at the time of delivery Spain shall pay to Brazil the expenses of

the occupation estimated (I think) at about 8 millions of francs; the delivery

of Montevideo to Spain shall not be made in any such way as may com-

promit Brazil against the people of Buenos Ayres; she will only join her good
offices to those of the allies to reconcile that colony to the Mother Country;
the people of Montevideo shall be restored to all the rights which they had

before the revolution, there shall be a general pardon for them and total

oblivion of the past; their commercial relations shall be secured on the same

footing that they have under the Portuguese administration ; all the articles

of this Treaty shall be kept perfectly secret 'till the arrival of the Spanish

troops at Montevideo. The limits between the territories of Spain and

Brazil in Europe (this alludes to Olivenza &c.) and America, shall be settled

by a Treaty hereafter to be made with the intermediation of the allies; 'till

that Treaty is made Brazil shall have the same line that she had in the year

1815; the Portuguese troops on evacuating shall take up a military position

to cover the Brazil frontier, which shall commence with and include Maiden-

ado and extend along the range of mountains on the left bank of the River-

the details to be regulated by a military convention
;
'till the troops of Spain

shall arrive and take possession, Brazil shall be reimbursed by Spain for the

expenses attending the holding possession.

Fernan Nufiez aware that the Portuguese plenipotentiaries intended to

present a project to the Congress, gave in one of his own on the same day.
He proposes to send troops to take possession; he will pay the expenses in-

curred by Brazil, but these shall be ascertained by a mixed commission j

pardon shall be granted to the people of Montevideo; the frontiers (in

America) shall be settled by a separate Treaty. His project is very maigrs*

the greater part of his paper is taken up in exordium; finally the Plenipo-

tentiaries on either side are invited to discuss their pretensions before the

Congress; there seems to be but little prospect of their coming to accord;

if on every point they could agree, this of Olivenza would be a nearly in-

superable difficulty, the Portuguese will insist on its being restored, and the

Spaniards have not the least disposition to restore it, their accession to the

acts of the Congress of Vienna notwithstanding. Here they seem to think

that the King of Brazil has risen in his pretensions since the victory of GcnI.

St. Martin; under that impression it is not very likely that the instruction!

which Mr. Pizarro is now occupied in preparing for Fernan Nufiez will be of

the most conciliatory character.
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I take this opportunity of transmitting to you copy of a very curious paper,
it is a note to the French government by the Duke of Fernan Nunez dated 29
June. 1 It is understood to have been made circular as it expresses ;

and it is

as you perceive another attempt of this government to enlist the allies in its

favor upon the disputes between Spain and her colonies, the note is neither

profound nor eloquent nor persuasive, but you may rely on its being genuine.

Amongst the numberless faults in its composition is one in the second page,
where he speaks of la rebellion americaine which most readers may under-

stand to mean our revolution, but he meant there undoubtedly the insur-

rection in the Spanish colonies which he immediately afterwards specifies.

I have the honor [etc.].

1087

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States z

[EXTRACTS; TRANSLATION]

WASHINGTON, October 24, 1818.

SIR: Notwithstanding the unfortunate events which have occurred since

April last, I have received from my court solemn assurances of the sincere

desire of His Catholic Majesty to see every ground of complaint and dis-

agreement between the United States and Spain completely removed, and of

his earnest wish to strengthen and cement a good understanding and the

most cordial friendship between the two nations! . . .

His Majesty, carrying his particular consideration for the United States,

and his sincere desire to meet the wishes of your Government, as far as is

compatible with the rights and dignity of his crown, has authorized me to

remove the principal difficulties, and to offer the Government of this republic

the liberal proposals which I have the honor to enclose in a separate paper.

If these proposals should, as I hope, appear admissible and satisfactory to

your Government, all the rest which it will be requisite to change, or add, to

perfect the definitive adjustment between the two Powers, cannot fail to

follow of course, and be easy to arrange. Finally, if there should arise any

difficulty or doubt in the mind of the President upon any one of them, which

I can remove or clear up, I shall be happy to be made acquainted with it, and

most cheerfully do for that purpose whatever may be within the limits of my
powers and instructions. I conceive that what I now purpose is best calcu-

lated to conciliate all the different views and claims, and to adjust all pend-
1 Not printed in this collection. Covering five manuscript pages and consisting chiefly of

sonorous phrases, it mentions the bases on which negotiations with the revolted colonies are

contemplated, and says the king is disposed to adopt the measures which his Allies consider

appropriate, provided they are compatible with the preservation of his dignity and rights.
* American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 526.
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ing differences upon just and liberal principles; it being evident, moreover,
that the advantages are wholly in favor of the United States.

In concluding this note, I beg leave to repeat that if, before we agree on

what is requisite to effect the desired arrangement, and with a view to pro-

ceed to it with a more perfect conviction of the unquestionable rights of each

one of the two Powers, you should think it advisable that we should modify
and correct any points stated in the present note, by the production and

examination of the documentary proofs which I have offered, I arn ready to

submit them the moment I receive such intimation from you.

In the mean time, I repeat [etc,].

[ENCLOSURE; EXTRACT]

6. Although the two high contracting parties oblige themselves to cause

the stipulations contained in this treaty, and in that of limits and navigation

of 1795, to be complied with in all their parts, nevertheless, desirous of avoid-

ing all doubt or misinterpretation of their respective clauses, they oblige

themselves to make the declarations or laws requisite for the most exact

observance of all that is above stipulated, as good faith and the honor of both

Governments require, adopting the most efficacious measures to remedy and

cut up by the roots the abuses which, contrary to the laws of nations, and

contrary to what is expressly stipulated in the treaty of 1795, above cited,

daily occur in some ports in this Union, in consequence of the vague and

arbitrary interpretation which, it seems, the measures until now adopted are

susceptible of, and by which means the law is eluded.

1088

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Quincy Adams,

Secretary of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACTS; TRANSLATION]

WASHINGTON, November i6
t
1818.

SIR: I have attentively perused the note of the 3ist of October last
5 which

you addressed to me by order of your government, in answer to mine of the

24th of the same month 3
. . . .

Nor do I find any difficulty in agreeing to the modifications you offer to my
fifth proposal, and proceeding to the sixth, the object of which is to remedy

the abuses and violations, repeated pernicious examples of which have oc-

curred in different ports of this republic, through the toleration and counte-

nance given therein to piratical and privateering armaments, against the

1 American Slate Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 531.
See above, pt. I, doc. 67.

* See above, pt, xiu, doc, 1087.
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commerce and navigation of Spain. I observe you state that what I propose
is inadmissible; but I have received orders from my sovereign to insist on this

point, and to claim of your Government such measures as are imperiously
called for by the very nature of these abuses and violations, as they not only
contravene the existing treaty, but are in direct opposition to the most re-

spectable compacts founded on international and public law.

Whatever may be the forecast, wisdom, and justice conspicuous in the
laws of the United States, it is universally notorious that a system of pillage
and aggression has been organized in several ports of the Union against the
vessels and property of the Spanish nation; and it is equally so that all the

legal suits hitherto instituted by His Catholic Majesty's consuls in the courts
of their respective districts, for its prevention, or the recovery of the property
when brought into this country, have been, and still are, completely unavail-

ing. The artifices and evasions,by means of which the letter of the law has on
these occasions been constantly eluded, are sufficiently known, and even the

combination of interest in persons who are well known, among whom are

some holding- public offices. With a view to afford you and the President

more complete demonstration of the abuses, aggressions, and piracies alluded

to, I enclose you correct lists, extracted from authentic documents deposited
in the archives of this legation, exhibiting the number of privateers or pirates

fitted out in the United States against Spain, and of the prizes brought by
them into the ports of the Union, as well as of those sent to other ports, to-

gether with the result of the claims made by Spanish consuls in the courts of

this country. Among them you will find the case of two armed ships, the

Horatio and Curiazo, built at New York, and detained by His Majesty's
consul there, on the ground of their having on board thirty pieces of cannon

concealed, with their carriages, and a crew of one hundred and sixty men; on

which occasion it was pretended that it could not be proved that these guns
were not an article of commerce, and they finally put to sea without them,

the extraordinary number of officers and crew passing for passengers. The

number of privateers or pirates fitted out and protected in the ports of this

republic, as well as of the Spanish prizes made by them, far exceeds that

contained in the within lists; but I only lay before your Government those of

which I have certain and satisfactory proofs. The right of Spain to an ade-

quate indemnity for all the spoliations committed by these privateers or

pirates on the crown and subjects of His Catholic Majesty is undeniable; but

I now submit it to your Government only to point out the extreme necessity

of putting an end to these continued acts of hostility and depredation, and of

cutting short these enormous and flagrant abuses and evils, by the adoption

of such effectual precautions and remedies as will put it out of the power of

cupidity or iniquity to defeat or elude them. In vain should we endeavor

amicably to settle and accommodate all existing differences, and thus

establish peace and good understanding between the two nations, if the
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practice of these abuses, and the course of these hostilities and piracies on
the commerce and navigation of Spain should, as heretofore, continue un-

interrupted in the United States. From the tenor of the documents now en-

closed, and of the reflections suggested by the very nature and state of things,
the President cannot hesitate to assent to my proposal on this subject; and as

the Congress is now in session, I feel assured that the proper opportunity is

afforded for the adoption of the necessary measures I have alluded to, and
which I solicit as an essential basis of securing and maintaining a mutual

friendship and good understanding between the two nations.

ENCLOSURE No. 2

[TRANSLATION]

LIST OF VESSELS ARMED OR EQUIPPED IN THE PORTS OF THE UNITED STATES, OR WITHIN
THEIR JURISDICTION, AGREEABLY TO DOCUMENTS DEPOSITED IN THE ARCHIVES OF His

CATHOLIC MAJESTY'S MINISTER, UNDER MY CHARGE, TO WIT:

WASHINGTON, November 16, 1818.
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1089

Luis de Onis, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT; TRANSLATION]

WASHINGTON, December 12, 1818,

Until I receive fresh orders, it is my duty to insist on the adoption of such

measures by your Government as will promptly and effectually put a stop to

the piracies which, for a series of years, have been carried on in various ports

of this Union against the commerce of Spain. This system of plunder has

been carried to a height unexampled in history; and the clamors of the re-

flecting part of the people of the United States denounce it to the whole

world as a public calamity.

1090

George W. Erving, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 8

[EXTRACTS]

MADRID, January 4, i8ip.

SIR : Since the date of the last letter which I had the honor to address to

you, nothing of importance in our affairs here has occurred. Mr. Yrujo and

the French Ambassador, both remained in full confidence that a Treaty

would have been concluded at Washington, till the 24th ulto., when I re-

ceived (through a private channel) the President's message to Congress of

Nov'r 17 .. ;if the independence of the South American republicks be

acknowledged, the greatest evil apprehended will have come to pass, and of

course the temptation to any sort of arrangement will be diminished; if the

independence be not acknowledged, the Floridas being restored to their

former state upon the principles laid down in the President's message, this

government will lapse into security or indifference; twelve months will be

gained for the operation of chances in its favor. Such is the system here:

but in either of the supposed cases, should the President be authorized to take

and to hold possession of the Floridas 'till the claims of the United States be

satisfied, this pressure may produce a final adjustment. . . .

No very important change has taken place in the affairs of Brazil and Spain

since I last mentioned them. 3 The project of the mediating powers ac-

cepted by Count Palmela, was transmitted to his government; Mr. Yrujo

1 American State Papers. Foreign Relations, IV, 612.
* MS. Dispatches from Spain, XVI.
1 See above, pt. XIH, doc. 1086, Erving to Adams, August 9, 1818.
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has lately offered to him another project which contains many important
variations, these Count Palmela declines to discuss; it contains also a pro-

posal for indemnifying Brazil for her expenses by a cession of territory
instead of by money; this proposal Count Palmela consents to treat sepa-

rately and conditionally.

I cannot learn that anything further has been done in the mediation be-

tween Spain and her Colonies since I last wrote on that matter, nor does it

appear to me that anything of importance is likely to ensue from the qualified

acquiescence of the allies to the request of this government. In the mean-
time what is called the "great expedition" from Cadiz is preparing, but so

slowly, as to discourage even the most sanguine to hope that it will be in a

state to depart before the month of July next. The finances of this Country
continue in the most deplorable state, and are every day becoming more

desperate.

1091

George W. Erring, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, February n, i8ip.

I spoke to Mr. Yrujo also respecting the decree of Jany. I4th transmitted

to you with my last letter, I asked why it had not been communicated to

foreign governments ;
he answered that it was a measure of domestick policy

with which foreign governments had no concern!! I reminded him that it

outraged incontestible principles of law in that it punished with death the

commerce in munitions of war, whereas the heaviest penalty inflicted by the

law even when the neutral attempted to force a commerce with a blockaded

port was confiscation of the property. He replied that this was in cases of

ordinary war, but here was a war between a sovereign and his rebellious sub-

jects. I pointed 6ut to him the cases in which this distinction was nothing

quo-ad the neutral and in which he might exercise his own judgment in favor

of any well regulated and established government de facto. Such a govern-

ment had even a right within a reasonable time to be recognized as independ-

ent. By a decree like this in question that epoch might be precipitated,

but could not be retarded. Besides that the measure opened a broad way
to an infinity of horrid abuses to be practised by officers on distant stations,

and thus might force foreign powers into the war contrary to what would

otherwise be their policy. Mr. Yrujo wholly denied that any power had a

right to acknowledge the independence 'till Spain had acknowledged it. I

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XVI.
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asked him if this rule would be good for a century. He then said that the

decree was only to be executed on shore. I told him that he should have

stated so explicitly and have used the words "commerce by land" after the

words "auxilios de guerra". He said that might be regulated by explana-

tion hereafter!! That is to say, after all the mischief is done they will shew

that they did not intend to do it. You will observe Sir by the decree that

vessels sold to the Independents are included in "auxilios de guerra."

1092

John Forsyth, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, August 22, itfrp.

I have left no reasonable just and honorable expedient untried to produce

a more fortunate termination of this business. From the government itself

I have not been able to procure a statement of the causes of delay or the

points on which explanations are desired. I can however say with confi-

dence that these explanations as the Spanish Monarchy chooses to terra

them, but which will appear to be demands for additional stipulations on

our part relate to the donations of land to Alagon& Punon Rostro and to the

Patriot governments. The grants they wish to secure and they will ask

either a guaranty of their American possessions or a positive assurance that

we will not recognize any of the Revolutionary governments until their in-

dependence is acknowledged by Spain. What other stipulations may be

asked can only be conjectured from the grounds of opposition to the Treaty

occupied by those who pretended to reason on the subject. Including the

particulars already referred to the points of opposition were that the King
would disgrace his reign by a cession of Territory. That the transfer of

Florida to the United States would give umbrage to Great Britain. That

no cession should be made without a guaranty of the Spanish American pos-

sessions or a positive promise not to recognize the Patriot government!.

That the ratification should not be made without involving the King in the

unpleasant necessity of refusing the declaration of his Minister or of insisting

upon an article of the Treaty agreed to by the United States for a reliance

upon the incorrect information received from that Minister and lastly that

our boundary ought not to have been permitted to extend to the Padfick Ocean.

MS. Dispatches from Spain, XVII.
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1093

John Forsyth, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACTS]

Confidential. MADRID, August 22, i8ip.

What these are I have collected from other sources. The first and great

object in view is to procure an assurance that we will not recognize Buenos

Ayres &c. The extreme pertinacity and anxiety on this subject has its

origin in the disclosure made by Great Britain of the conversations between

Mr. Rush and Lord Castlereagh on the contemplated reception of a Consul

General to reside officially in the United States from the Provinces of La

Plata. This disclosure has done us no good.

. . . The next time I saw the Russian Minister he said if you can give as-

surances that there will be no recognition of the South American govern-

ments, the Treaty will be ratified. I replied if that is the case there will be

no ratification. I had previously furnished Duke Laval with a memoran-

dum on this topic which, after keeping 24 hours and I have no doubt shewing

it to Lozano Torres who is supreme here, he returned it to me. The sub-

stance of it was that the system of the government was an impartial neutrali-

ty; it had been adhered to when we had in our differences with Spain the

most powerful inducements to abandon it. That when these differences

were settled there could be no inducement to change it. If Spain desired us

to remain stationary in the dispute with her Colonies the first step to secure

her object was to ratify our Treaty, then to consult our wishes and so to

shape her policy as to inspire a sentiment of good will powerful enough to

counteract the prepossessions naturally entertained for the people of South

America by the people of the United States. This was the rational mode

and in fact the only mode of reaching her point. To refuse our Treaty and

ask as a condition of it that we would not recognise was the certain way to

disappoint their wishes. The government would not consider such a prop-

osition. This memorandum I shewed to Tatischeff. He said what it con-

tained was true and just but there was no reasoning with ignorance and pre-

sumption. I did not hold any of these conversations until after the note of

the Ioth was received and I was careful to express the desire that these

Gentlemen should do what was done not with a view to our interest but to

prevent Spain from injuring herself and endangering what is termed the

pacifick policy of Europe.

On the whole I am impressed with the belief that they will propose to ex-

change ratifications in Washington with the insertion of a promise not to

recognise the Patriot governments and to preserve the grants. The latter

will be as a dernier resort given up as the price of the first. Without this or

something equivalent we may do ourselves justice, they will not.

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XVII.
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1094

Francisco Dionisio Vive$> Spanish Minister to the United States, to John
Quincy Adams , Secretary of State of the United States l

[TRANSLATION]

WASHINGTON, April 14, 1820.

SIR: In conformity with the orders of rny Government, which were com-

municated to Mr. Forayth on the i6th of December last by his excellency

the Duke of San Fernando and Quiroga, and with the earnest desire of the

King, my master, to see a speedy adjustment of the existing difficulties which

obstruct the establishment, on a permanent basis, of the good understand-

ing so obviously required by the interests of both Powers, I have the honor

to address you, and frankly to state to you that my august sovereign, after a

mature and deliberate examination, in full council, of the treaty of 22d

February of the last year, saw, with great regret, that, in its tenor, it was very
far from embracing all the measures indispensably requisite to that degree of

stability which, from his sense of justice, he was anxious to see established in

the settlement of the existing differences between the two nations.

The system of hostility which appears to be pursued in so many parts of

the Union against the Spanish dominions, as well as against the property of all

their inhabitants, is so public and notorious, that to enter into detail would

only serve to increase the causes of dissatisfaction. I may be allowed, how-

ever, to remark that they have been justly denounced to the public of the

United States even by some of their own fellow-citizens.

Such a state of things, therefore, in which individuals may be considered

as being at war while their Governments are at peace with each other, ii

diametrically opposed to the mutual and sincere friendship and to the good

understanding which it was the object of the treaty (though the attempt has

failed) to establish, and of the immense sacrifices consented to by His

Majesty to promote.
These alone were motives of sufficient weight imperiously to dictate the

propriety of suspending the ratification of the treaty, even although the

American envoy had not at first announced, in the name of his Government,

and subsequently required of that of Spain, a declaration which tended

directly to annul one of its most clear, precise, and conclusive articles, even

after the signature and ratification of the treaty.

The King, my master, influenced by considerations so powerful as to carry

with them the fullest evidence, has therefore judged it necessary and in-

dispensable, in the exercise of his duties as a sovereign, to request certain ex-

planations of your Government; and he has, in consequence, given me his

commands to propose to it the following points, in the discussion and final

Pn.-bf.rf FiMfttia* Rrlntinnt TV Attrt
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arrangement of which it seems proper that the relative state of the two

nations should be taken into full consideration :

That the United States, taking into due consideration the scandalous

system of piracy established in and carried on from several of their ports,

will adopt measures, satisfactory and effectual, to repress the barbarous

excesses and unexampled depredations daily committed upon Spain, her

possessions, and properties, so as to satisfy what is due to international rights,

and is equally claimed by the honor of the American people.

That, in order to put a total stop to any future armaments, and to prevent
all aid whatsoever being afforded from any part of the Union, which may be

intended to be directed against and employed in the invasion of His Catholic

Majesty's possessions in North America, the United States will agree to

offer a pledge (ddar una seguridad) that their integrity shall be respected.

And, finally, that they will form no relations with the pretended Govern-

ments of the revolted provinces of Spain situate beyond sea, and will conform

to the course of proceeding adopted, in this respect, by other Powers in

amity with Spain.

In submitting to you these just and natural demands, I have received the

orders of the King, my master, to make known to the President that they

would have been regularly communicated to the minister plenipotentiary of

the United States at Madrid, if, in the excess of his zeal, he had not, at an

early period, been induced to express himself in terms disrespectful to the-

dignity of His Majesty; and I am, at the same time, commanded to give the

assurance that, in alluding to an incident of so unpleasant a nature, it is not

intended to make the conduct of Mr. Forsyth a subject of complaint, but

merely to make your Government fully acquainted with the motives of my
august sovereign in adopting the resolution as already stated.

I flatter myself that the President, on an attentive examination of the-

contents of this note, entirely dictated by sentiments of justice, will see ai

decisive evidence of the sincere desire of the King, my master, to attain with

promptitude the definitive settlement of a transaction no less important in

itself than it is essential to the mutual interests of the two countries.

I eagerly avail myself of this occasion [etc.].
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1095

Francisco Dionisio Vims, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John
Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

[TRANSLATION]

WASHINGTON, April ig, 1820.

SIR; In answer to your note of yesterday's date, and in compliance with

the request stated in its first point, I have the honor to enclose a copy of

my full powers.
I have at the same time to inform you that I am not the bearer of the rat-

ification of the treaty of the 22d of February, 1819, signed by Don Luis de

Onis; nor does it seem agreeable to the natural course of things, and to estab-

lished usage, that a treaty should be ratified previous to a removal of the

obstacles which have expressly caused the suspension of its ratification ;

but I am enabled to assure you that I am fully authorised to offer a solemn

promise, in the name of the King, my master, that, if the result of the pro-

posals presented in my first note be satisfactory, the ratification of the treaty

will be attended with no further delay than the time indispensably necessary

for the arrival at Madrid of one of the gentlemen attached to my legation,

who has accompanied me for that eapecial purpose.

I renew [etc.].

1096

Francisco Dionisio Vines, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John

Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United Stabs*

[TRANSLATION]

WASHINGTON, April 24, 1820.

SIR: In acknowledging the receipt of your Note of the aist instant,
1

I have the honour to remark in the first place, that you appear to have mis-

conceived a material part of my letter of the I4th,
4 by reproducing argu-

ments which have been already sufficiently refuted by my Government.

You will therefore excuse me from reviving them here, in BO far as they relate

to the question, whether a Sovereign is, or is not, bound to ratify what may
have been Signed by his Negotiator; it being well known, that various in-

stances may be cited, of cases, in which the Ratification of a Treaty has been

justly suspended, without alledging, as the motive for so doing, that the

1 American State Papers, Foreign RdatumijlV, 68*.
* MS, Notes from Spaniuh Legation, VI. The aame la printed in American State P&ptrt,

Foreign Rufatims, IV. 682.
1 See above, pt. I, doc. 82,
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Negotiator had transcended his Powers or Instructions. There may, un-
questionably, be other reasons sufficiently valid to exonerate him from the

obligation of ratifying, supposing that to have been the case.
It is evident, that the scandalous proceedings of a number of American

Citizens, the decisions of several of the Courts of the Union and the criminal

expedition set on foot within it, for the invasion of His Majesty's possessions
in North-America, at the very period when the Ratification was still pend-
ing, were diametrically opposite to the most sacred principles of Amity and
to the nature and essence of the Treaty itself. These hostile proceedings
were, notwithstanding, tolerated by the Federal Government and thus the
evil was daily aggravated; so that the belief generally prevailed throughout
Europe, that the Ratification of the Treaty by Spain and the acknowledg-
ment of the Independence of her rebellious trans-Atlantic Colonies, by the

United-States, would be simultaneous acts. The pretensions advanced by
Mr. Forsyth, in relation to the 8th article, were also evidently calculated to

render the Treaty illusory. It is, therefore, not possible to assign reasons
more powerful, or more completely justificatory of the Sovereign Reso-
lution of the King, my Master, to suspend his Ratification of that
Instrument.

In my first Note I also hinted at the offensive terms employed by the
American Minister at Madrid, from the very outset; which you notice no
further, than by taking up the second point, upon which the one which I

now have the honour to contest, essentially turns. Although H. M. might
certainly have kept aloof from a deportment so void of moderation and so

derogatory to his dignity; it is obvious, that any discussions commenced
with the Minister so situated, were only likely to produce unprofitable re-

sults, his correspondence tending more powerfully to disunite than to recon-

cile the Contracting Parties. It was indeed a subject of great regret, that

the incident just referred to; the distance of Spain from the New World,
which, from the obstructions to correspondence, produced unavoidable delay
in receiving correct information of the events passing here and which, to His

Majesty, appeared incredible; and, in fine, his wish to avoid whatever had
the appearance of an unfounded complaint and an unpleasant difference

between the two Governments, should have retarded my arrival and the

happy conclusion of the transaction now pending.
I have further to state to you, that I am not authorized by His Majesty,

to give the necessary orders to the Spanish authorities in the Floridas to

deliver up those possessions to the United-States; nor was this to be pre-

sumed : since, if it appeared contrary to the natural order of things and to

established usage, that the Treaty should be ratified previous to receiving

the explanations which necessitated its suspension, it would consequently
seem the more so, that it should receive its due accomplishment before it was

finally ratified.
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It is with equal surprize and concern that I observe in the conclusion

of your Note, that you intimate the intention to decline any discussion

of my proposals previous to the possession of the Floridas; since it ap-

pears to me that such discussion could not be long; in the event of your

Government being ready to accede to them; (in which case, I repeat, that

I am authorized, solemnly to promise, in the name of His Majesty, that the

Ratification of the Treaty shall be no longer delayed) nor, that the delay

unavoidably produced by that particular cause, in the occupation of the

Territories in question, could be considered as derogatory to the dignity of

the United-States; and the more so, as until then, His Catholic Majesty
would not be in the full possession of His Rights.

I flatter myself, that on a consideration of the contents of this Note, you
will favour me with an answer more agreeable to my wishes; in the mean

time, I reiterate the assurance [etc.].

1097

Francisco Dionisio Vives, Spanish Minister to the United Slates, to John

Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

[TRANSLATION]

WASHINGTON, May 5, 1820.

SIR: In answer to your Note of the 3d instant2 and in pursuance of what

I expressed to you in both our late conferences, I have to state lo you that I

am satisfied upon the first point of the proposals contained in rny Note of the

I4th ultimo ;

3 and arn persuaded that if the existing Laws enacted for the sup-

pression of Piracy should prove inadequate, more effectual measures will be

adopted by your Government for the attainment of that important object.

I also admit as satisfactory the answer given to the second point; but I

cannot assent to your assertion, that the Laws of this Country, have always
been competent to the prevention of the excesses complained of; it being

quite notorious that the Expedition alluded to has not been the only one set

on foot for the invasion of His Majesty's Dominions; and it is therefore not

surprizing that the King, My Lord, should give credit to the information re-

ceived in relation to that Expedition, or that He should now require of your
Government a pledge that the integrity of the Spanish Possessions in North-

America shall be respected.

I mentioned to you in conference and I now repeat it, that the answer to

the third point was not such as I could accept as being satisfactory, agree-
1 MS. Notes from Spanish Legation, VI. The same is printed in American State Papers*

Foreign Relations, IV, 684.
3 See above, pt. I, doc. 83.
8 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1094.
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ably to the nature of my Instructions; and that although His Majesty might
not have required of any of the European Governments the Declaration
which He has required of yours, yet that ought not to be considered as un-
seasonable; it being well known to the King, my master, that those Govern-
ments, so far from being disposed to wish to recognize the insurgent Govern-
ments of the Spanish Colonies, had declined the invitation intimated to them
some time past by yours, to acknowledge the pretended Republic of Buenos
Ayres. I

, notwithstanding, renew to you the assurance that I will submit to
His Majesty, the verbal discussion we have had on this point and accompany
it with such additional arguments as will, in my judgment, probably deter-

mine His Majesty to declare himself to be satisfied therewith.

In the event of the King's receiving as satisfactory, the answer of your
Government to the third point of my proposals, the abrogation of the Grants
will be attended with no difficulty; nor has that ever been the chief motive
for suspending the Ratification of the Treaty; for the thorough comprehen-
sion of which I waive at present any reply to the remarks which you are

pleased to offer on that topic. I cannot however refrain from stating to you,
that in discussing with you, the validity or the nullity of the Grants referred

to, I merely said, "that in my private opinion, they were null and void,

through the inability of the Grantees to comply with the terms of the Law."
It is to me a matter of great regret, that I have it not in my Power to re-

peat the solemn promise that His Majesty will ratify the Treaty; inasmuch
as I cannot agreeably to my Instructions accept as satisfactory, the answer

given to the third point of rny Proposals. I am, however, persuaded, that

His Majesty, upon consideration of the representation which I shall have the

honour to lay before him, and of the reasons assigned by your Government
for withholding its assent to the third point, will consider himself as satisfied

and ratify the Treaty.
I further conceive it my duty to state to you, that at the time I communi-

cated to your Government the substance of my present answer, I mentioned,

speaking in my individual capacity, that although I had no official informa-

tion of it, yet I consider as authentic the current intelligence of an important

change said to have taken place in the Government of Spain; and that this

circumstance alone would impose on me the obligation of giving no greater

latitude to my promise, previous to my receiving new Instructions.

I therefore hope that your Government, upon consideration of what I have

now submitted to you and of the contents of rny former Notes, will agree to

await the final decision of the King, my Master, upon the only point still

pending, and the adjustment of which is not within my competency; so that

the past differences may be satisfactorily terminated and the Treaty receive

its final accomplishment, thereby securing and perpetuating a perfect har-

mony and good understanding between the two Governments.

Be pleased to accept [etc.].
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1098

Francisco Dionisio Vives, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John

Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

[TRANSLATION]

WASHINGTON, May g, 1820,

SIR: In answer to your Note 3 of yesterday's date, I am in the first place

to give you the explanation requested of me, on the import of my last pro-

posal, and in doing so, to repeat in other words, that I am authorized Solemn-

ly to promise to this Government the Ratification of the Treaty by H. MM

only in case the third point of my proposals be satisfied; but as the answer

given to this point has not been such as I could, agreeably to my instructions,

receive as satisfactory, I can by no means commit myself by giving a greater

extension to my promise than that stated in my Note.

My object in intimating to you that, although I knew nothing officially,

yet I considered as authentic the information in circulation of an important

change in the Government of Spain, a circumstance which would of itself

effectually prevent me from giving greater latitude to my Promise; was, to

make known to (apprize) your Government, that as by the adoption of the

Constitution of 1812 in Spain, the powers of the King would be limited, it

would no longer depend on His Majesty alone, to fulfil my solemn promise,

admitting that my Instructions had authorized me to give such a prombe.

So that my sole motive for offering a remark upon that topic was to [give!

greater force to the grounds of my Proposal and further to enable your

Government so to appreciate as no longer to withhold its assent to it.

I shall now waive a reply to the arguments reproduced by you in extent

on the question of H. M.'s obligation to ratify the Treaty, and confine my-

self to a single remark; that all the authorities cited by you lay down the

peace and happiness of mankind in general and of States and their respective

people in particular as a fundamental principle; and having shewn in my
first Note the notoriously hostile disposition prevailing throughout tht

Union towards the interests of the Spanish Monarchy; it necessarily follow*

that when the objects of Treaties are not attained, the Ratification of thai

of the 22 February 1819, would, in like manner, become illusory, and thai

therefore, that His Majesty's motives for suspending were founded upon a

competent view of evident facts.

I shall also submit it to the general sense of the reflecting part of mankind,

to decide, whether the reasoning you rely on to shew the motives of Ihe

American Government for proposing to other Powers to acknowledge the

Revolted Provinces of Spanish America & in exhibiting them as favourable

1 MS. Notes from Spanish Legation, VI. The same is printed in American State

Foreign Relations, IV, 688.
* See above, pt. I, doc. 85,
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not only to suffering humanity but to the interests of Spain herself are not in

the highest degree specious; for if such maxims were to be adopted, Nations
could no longer count upon the integrity of their possessions, or on the main-
tenance of that mutual amity and good understanding which it is equally
and their interest to cultivate in their relation with each other.

I have the honour [etc.].

1099

John Forsyth, United Stales Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States ]

Private. MADRID, June 29, 1820.

DEAR SIR: The enclosed paper is extracted from a memorandum given to

me yesterday by a man whose situation and character afford him the means
of knowing much of the affairs to which it relates. He is said however to

be of a very intriguing disposition. Subsequent events in the new and old

world will have a tendency to postpone if not entirely to defeat the execution

of such a project if one has been really contemplated. A copy of the paper
I shall send by the first safe conveyance.
This government remains very much in the state it was when I last wrote.

Preparations are making for the meeting of the Cortes. The Junta pre-

paratorio was held a few days since. The business of the meeting was con-

ducted with decorum and order.

A commission has been given to a Mr. Cummin to go to South America.

The ostensible object of his mission is to propose to the revolting govern-
ments the acceptance of the Constitution

;
if refused to propose to them to

appoint commissioners to come to Spain to treat directly with the govern-
ment here. What other directions have been given to him are not known.

I have had two conversations with the new Minister Perez de Castro since

his arrival. In both he professed to'be too ignorant of the affairs of the two
Countries to speak frankly and openly. I was careful to say to him that I

had no directions from Washington and therefore spoke to him only from my
personal anxiety that the business might take a favorable direction in the

Cortes and to impress upon him the importance for both Countries of doing
whatever was determined upon promptly. Of this he professed himself

perfectly convinced and he promised to let me know what was determined

upon as soon as the determination was made. As he said he was examining
the correspondence relating to the Treaty I offered to him for his perusal a

translation of the remonstrance of the i8th Oct'r saying that officially, altho'

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XVIII.
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it was of consequence that he should be possessed of the sentiments of the

American government on the subject of the grants. He received it and

replied that without naying what would or would not be done he would
venture to assure me that individual interest would not be permitted to in-

terfere with that of the publick. As I propose to write to you officially as

soon as the Cortes is organized, I reserve for that occasion a more particular

statement of what occurred.

I am [etc.].

[The enclosed paper mentioned in the first sentence, which was received

irvV'ipher, follows:]

The agents of Chili, Buenos Ayrea and Carracas met in London in

May took into consideration the new occurrences in Spain and the

consequences which the re-establishment of the constitution would

produce. From thin reunited that at leant the agent of Buenos Ayrw
directed confidential communications to the CahinetH of Russia and

Germany suggesting that of their families and that of G. B. should be

selected princes for Spanish America, giving from that of Brazil one
to Buenos Ayrea.

It is iK-'lievcd that the two Emperors were interested for Mexico,
the Agent of Chili gave notice of the situation of Spain and of this

project to his government by letter. The Agent of Carracas proposed
to go in person to communicate them to his Government and to Bolivar,

1100

John Forsyth, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,

Secretary of State of the United States '

MADRID, July jj, 1820,

SIR: A few days after the arrival of the Minister of State Perez cle Castro,

I called at his office to see him on our affairs. I stated that the lime for the

meeting of the Cortes was near at hand, and I was desirous to know what wa*

proposed by this government to be clone. He declared himself to be unable

to converge on the subject of the negotiation with the United States; he wa*

not master of the correspondence, and that his numerous and pressing en-

gagements had rendered it impossible for him as yet to become so. He wa&

examining It and hoped to apeak advisedly on it in a short time. I gave him

a translation of the remonstrance of the i8th of October to apprize him f

the state of the dispute in relation to the 8th article of the Treaty. Not

officially but as a document for his own examination, telling him that I did

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XVIII.
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not conceive it necessary, from the disposition manifested since the revolu-

tion, to make an official representation on this subject. He received it very
willingly. He had seen as he stated in the foreign newspapers that it was
asserted by the American government that the Treaty was obligatory upon
Spain, although not ratified. This position he could not consider as founded
either in the opinion of the best authorities, or in the usages of Nations. I

explained to him that we considered the Treaty as obligatory in justice and
in honor as if ratified by Spain. As no satisfactory reason had been, or as we
believed could be, given for the refusal to ratify, there could be no question
as to our right to resort to any measure we deemed proper to obtain satis-

faction. The least we could do was to execute the Treaty and when we gave
to Spain all the advantages she could derive from it, we should take from her

all just cause even to complain of the course pursued. He spoke a good deal

at large of the charge of bad faith which was urged against Spain and said she

had no motive of avarice or ambition to gratify in her negotiation with us

and if her policy required her to procrastinate this was no reason to charge
her with ill faith. To all this I answered that the systematick procrastina-

tion altho' at all times vexatious had never been urged as a proof of bad

faith ;
it was the non-compliance with engagements actually made, by persons

duly authorized and empowered by this government. That if the avarice or

ambition of the government was not known in the negotiation, that of in-

dividuals who had possessed influence in Spain was but too visible. I saw

him again after ten days. He had run over the whole correspondence;

talked of the Treaty of 1803 the proposals of Mr. Pinkney the guarantee
of the Spanish American dominions as an inducement to cede Florida; in

short of all that had passed prior to the Convention of 1819 of the losses

Spain had sustained and of our gains. I listened patiently to all he had to

advance and when he had finished I replied that we had gained nothing from

Spain ;
if her arrangement with another power was matter of regret it was

not our fault. What we had obtained was purchased and paid for; that I

had no instructions from the President since August 1819 and therefore could

not speak certainly of what might be the wish of my government, but that it

appeared to me it would be better for Spain at the present juncture not to

look beyond the Treaty of 1819, but to consider what obligations were im-

posed upon her by it and by her as yet unexplained refusal to ratify it. He

did not seem unwilling to adopt this idea and entered into a short examina-

tion of the conduct of the United States in the dispute between the Colonies

and Spain. The expeditions fitted out by Miranda Mina &c. &c. of the

patriot privateers &c. &c. I replied that we had done all Spain had a right

to expect from us. That determining to be neutral between the contending

parties we had taken every means necessary to preserve that neutrality. If

the laws of the United States had been sometimes violated with impunity it

was what had occurred and would occur in all nations by the escape of per-
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sons who had committed offences. That all reclamations founded upon
these causes of complaint were renounced by the Convention &c.

Previous to this conversation I had seen in the English newspapers the

President's message to Congress of the 9th May, headed by a sort of ab-

stract of your correspondence with General Vives, in which it was stated

that this government had not asked explanations of me relative to the Treaty

because of my intemperate conduct. I remarked to the Minister that this

was not the fact. Explanations were not asked of me because anticipating

what would be required, I had given the Ministry to understand that upon
the subject of the dispute with the colonies I had no explanations to give,

and that it was informally made known to me before the 22d of August that

I could have the Convention, if I was authorized to promise that the govern-

ment of the United States would not recognize the independence of the pa-

triot government, He said he had read the note I had given him and those

previously written, and that there were expressions stronger than he had

ever met with in diplomatick correspondence, but he supposed they were

written when I was a little warm. I questioned whether he had ever met

with a similar case in the history of diplomacy and that I was not a little

warm, but indignant at seeing the character of a great Nation and its peace,

and that of my own Country, put in jeopardy for the sake of and by the in-

trigues of selfish individuals. As the Minister had not seen the message I

promised to procure and send it to him. He was not prepared to say what

course would be recommended to the Cortes upon whom every thing de-

pended. I pressed upon him the necessity of doing what was intended

promptly. He was satisfied of the importance of doing so and promised to

let me know the determination of the Ministry as soon as it was made. At

parting he referred to the assistance received from Spain during our revolu-

tionary war which he said we ought not to forget; the reply was we never

forget, when you permit us to remember it. I met the Secretary of State at

dinner on the same day at the English Ambassador's. He told me he had

received that morning from General Vives dispatches, the President's mes-

sage and the correspondence sent with it to Congress. He had not yet had

time to read it attentively but appeared to be pleased with what he had seen

in glancing over the papers. On the 4th of July Mr. de Castro dined at my
house and brought with him a copy of the message and correspondence which

he left with me, to be returned as he had but the one copy. On the 6th the

Cortes was installed. Espiga was chosen President, a priest but one of the

most liberal, and Quiroga Vice President. I was in the Tribune prepared

for the diplomatick corps during the votation and went from it to the office

of Mr. de Castro to restore to him the documents he had loaned me. He
was just going to the King and had but a few minutes to converse with me.

In these few he said he thought that the President did not look beyond the

ratification of the convention, the grants being set aside; these he said were
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not valid and there could be no difficulty about them. It was his opinion
that this should be done, I do not say he continued that it will be done that

depends on another body but it is my opinion that it will be; what say you,
he asked, will this be satisfactory. I reminded him that I had no instruc-

tions, hoped to receive them. I could give him only an opinion in turn.

Judging from the correspondence and message, I saw no sufficient reason to

change the opinion already given to Mr. Jabat that the ratification of the

Treaty accompanied by satisfaction for the injury caused by the delay would
be accepted by the United States.

I was present at the session of the Cortes on the 9th. The oath required

by the Constitution was taken by the King in due form and an address made
to him by the President. The King said a few words in reply and then read

his speech. Copies furnished by the department of State are enclosed as

also copies of the answer of the Cortes prepared by a select committee ap-

pointed for that purpose. The answer to that part of the King's speech
which refers to the dispute with the United States is marked by the intro-

duction of a very emphatic word. The King says "although the complica-
tion of various circumstances has not permitted as yet the adjustment of

these differences (with the United States and Portugal) I hope that the

justice and moderation of the principles which direct our diplomatick opera-
tions will produce a result decorous to the Nation and agreeable to the

pacifick system &c. &c. of Europe." The answer is, the Cortes, "only regret

that there exist differences with the United States and his most faithful

Majesty, but the principles of justice and moderation that will direct now
our diplomatick negotiations give hope to the Cortes that they will conclude

in terms, which being a termination decorous to the Nation may not inter-

rupt the pacifick system &c. &c. of Europe." . . .

Since this letter was begun I had an opportunity of conversing at leisure

with Mr. cle Castro. I pressed him very earnestly to say when the business

of the United States would be presented to the Cortes. He told me that it

had been delayed by the sickness of young Heredia the Son in law of Onis

who had been specially charged to prepare the necessary documents to be

laid before the Council of State. He was now recovered and labouring at the

work. The business was to be considered by the Counsel and then after

ascertaining the King's wishes he, the Minister, would present it to the con-

sideration of the Cortes. He hoped and believed the affair would be satis-

factorily adjusted ; spoke of the good effect produced in Washington by the

Revolution of Spain and of the happy effect produced here by the act of

Congress for permitting the admission of armed vessels only into particular

designated ports. What gratified me most in his conversation was an ap-

parent earnest conviction that what was done should be done with frankness

and promptitude. It is likely from some of his observations that it is in-

tended to present the business to the Cortes in secret session. I have some
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fears that the American deputies will be opposed to the Session of Florida to

the United States. The ostensible ground will be that the Cortes have no

right to sever any portion of the Empire and especially as at present constituted

have no right to pass away any portion of ultramar. The real motive which

will direct some of them will be a belief that a contest between Spain and the

United States will result in a complete separation of all South America and of

Mexico from Spain. Some of the leading American deputies have this

object always in view and while they make fair weather with the Ministry

and promote their private interest by procuring lucrative situations they at

the same moment by all unsuspected means seek the accomplishment of

their great project.

I am [etc.].

July 2Oth. I have this day received your No. 12 of the 25 May & rejoice to

find that I have acted in conformity to the wishes of the President. The

King and Minister of State are at Saceclon at present. I shall send immedi-

ately to Mr. de Castro such a representation as is required by your instruc-

tions.

1101

Thomas L, L. Brent, Charge" d"Affaires ad interim of the United States at

Madrid, to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

MADRID, July 10, 1821.

SIR: The late Session of the Cortes had far advanced when moat of the

Deputies from Mexico arrived. They had been detained two months at

Vera-Cruz by the Commander of the Frigate Pronta & were at last obliged

to make the best of their way to Spain in foreign vessels, running every risk

& incurring great expence. They had not been long in Madrid when they be-

gan to press their claims and on the 3rd of May Count Toreno, one of the

most distinguished members of the Cortes of Old Spain, a friend as is sup-

posed to their cause, made a motion in the Cortes that a special committee be

appointed composed of Deputies of Ultramar & Europe to consider of & pro-

pose, conjointly with the executive, such measures as they should deem most

proper to "terminate the dissentions prevailing in the various parts of

America." This motion was agreed to & the committee appointed.

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XIX. It is printed with its enclosures in American State

Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 829. Brent, Thomas L. L., of Virginia: Commissioned secre-

tary of legation in Spain, October 15, 1814; acted as chargfi d'affaires ad interim from April
15 to May 8, 1820, and from November 16, 1820, to August 17, 1821; left, August 19, 1822;
commissioned secretary of legation, in Portugal May 8, 1822; acted as chargl d'affaires (td

interim from June 30, 1824, until received as charge" d'affaires, June 24, 1825; commissioned

<:harg6 d'affaires, March 9, 1825; received passports, at his request, November 25, 1834.



While this committee were engaged in their important duties the news was
received, about the beginning of June, of the insurrection of Iturbide & the
form of government proposed by him to be adopted, copy of which I trans-

mit (marked A) ; & in consequence of a resolution offered by an American

Deputy the Minister appeared on the 4th of June before the Cortes, to give
an account of the occurrences that had taken place in New Spain. The
American Deputies availed themselves of this occasion to shew to the Cortes

& Executive the impracticability of the provinces of America being governed
as those of the Peninsula according to the provisions of the Constitution, on
account of their great distance from the Metropolis; proved the necessity of

adopting prompt & efficacious measures & pressed the government & com-
mittee to come to an early decision. They then moved that the government
should be requested, without delay, to direct the Viceroy of Mexico to inform

Iturbide that the Cortes were occupied in projecting a plan of government
for America & to propose a suspension of hostilities until the resolution

should be finally made by the Cortes & Executive. It was stated that

should this step be taken they were perfectly convinced that Iturbide & those

under his standard would suspend hostilities the moment they knew that

the Deputies of New Spain had arrived at the Capital in time to be able to

make the "just reclamations of those Spaniards." This was not agreed to.

A resolution was then offered & adopted directing that the Minister of

Ultramar, "in consideration of the state of New Spain, should propose the

measures he might think proper whilst the Cortes were occupied in taking
radical ones for its complete pacification."

The Committee laboured with great assiduity & had various conferences

with the Ministers, who at first coincided in the opinion advanced & in the

arrangement proposed by it to be adopted in regard to Spanish America, and

which would have been satisfactory to the American Deputies. When how-

ever it was laid before the King he was strenuously opposed to it on the

ground, as he informed them, that the arrangement contemplated would be

a violation of the Constitution
;
that the public opinion was not prepared for

it; that it was against the interest both of the Peninsula & America, and

finally he spoke of the opposition that might be made to it by foreign powers
since they had not been consulted. In consequence of this, the accord be-

tween the Ministers & Committee ceased; and, as according to the resolution

of Count Toreno which gave rise to the appointment of the Committee, it

being unauthorized, without the concurrence of the executive to offer any

plan, none was proposed to the Cortes. The Committee made their report

to the Cortes on the 24th of June, (copy marked B) and state that the

Government not believing the moment arrived of convenience & necessity

for the adoption of certain measures, they can do nothing more than excite

the zeal of the Ministers to the end that the wished for moment may be ac-

celerated; and recommend that the executive should be pressed "to present
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to their deliberation with the greatest despatch the fundamental measures

they may think proper, as well for the just & complete pacification of the re-

volted provinces of America as to secure to all of them the enjoyment of a

firm & solid happiness."

The disappointment &vexation of the American Deputies at this resultwas

proportionate to the flattering hopes that had been excited by the unanimity
of sentiment that prevailed at the first conferences of the Ministers & the

Committee. They then determined to present, themselves, a plan to the

Cortes having the object in view & the propositions (copy marked C.) were

made on the 25th June which in substance are the same as those that had at

first met the approbation of the Minister.

These propositions are that there shall be three divisions made of America,

In each a Cortes having the powers delegated by the Constitution to the

General Cortes with the exception of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th powers,

that part of the 7th relative to the sanction of Treaties of offense and the 2nd

part of the 22nd power. In each division a delegate appointed by the King
from among the persons most distinguished for their high qualifications not

excluding members of the Royal Family, removable at his will; who shall

exercise in the name of the King the executive power; to be inviolable with

respect to the American Cortes and only responsible to the King and General

Cortes. In each, four Ministers: of the Interior, of Finance, of Grace &
Justice, and ofWar and Marine. In each, a Supreme Tribunal of Justiceand a

Council of State. The commerce between the Peninsula and America to be

considered as from one Province to another, and the inhabitants of the latter

to have equal eligibility with those of the former to all publick employments.
New Spain binds herself to pay 200 millions of reals in six years and con-

tribute annually 40 millions of reals to the support of the Navy. The other

parts of America to contribute in the manner that shall be subsequently

arranged. New Spain will also pay all the debt contracted within its terri-

tory ;
and all publick property to belong to it. On the sitting of the 25th

June two of the Deputies offered an amendment to the 5th Article having

for object to prevent the appointment of delegate being conferred on any of

the Royal Family.
These propositions were preceded by an exposi read in the Cortes, copy of

which I transmit herewith. In it they state that "they desire the Constitu-

tion which ought to make them happy, butwhich in the actual stateof things

they consider to be a beautiful theory that can only be reduced to practice

in the Peninsula. The Americans are freemen, they are Spaniards, have the

same rights as the Peninsulars. They are acquainted with and have suffi-

cient virtue and resources to support them."

The measure recommended by the Committee to request the government
to present a plan at an early period has been acted upon, as you will perceive

by the King's speech, in which he says that his government "urged by the
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Cortes to propose the measures they may think proper for their welfare, on a
consideration of the state of those Countries, will do so immediately and
with all possible generosity." These will without doubt be proposed on the

meeting of the Cortes Extraordinary, which the speech of the President of

the Cortes to the King will have shewn you is to take place. It is supposed
that its convocation will not be delayed longer than the first of October if so

long.

You will perceive that the Deputies do not demand an acknowledgement of

independence and pretend not even to aspire to it, and they have declared in

the Cortes on the 4th June that if the Revolutionists desire Independence it

is because means have not been devised that should make the welfare of those

provinces compatible with their union with the Peninsula.

The Commissioners of Bolivar, who are still here, on the contrary insist

upon the acknowledgement of their independence as the basis of any arrange-
ment with Spain.

Nothing has been concluded between them and this government and all

negociations are suspended.
It is difficult to conjecture what will be the determination of the Cortes and

the Executive on this great and interesting question, when we consider on
the one hand that they cannot be wholly blind to the just claims, the strength
and resources of America, and view on the other the prejudices and illiberali-

ty that still exist in a high degree in the executive and a great portion of the

members of the Cortes and the observation in the King's speech "that the

Spaniards of both hemispheres ought to be persuaded there is nothing he

desires so much as their felicity, founded in the integrity of the Monarchy and in

the observance of the Constitution."

As far as I have been able to form an opinion it is that the foreign powers

during the agitation of the American question have endeavoured to prevent

.any arrangement between the parties.

On the 9th Ins*. I received a note from Mr. Ravenga, one of the Com-
missioners of Bolivar requesting an interview with me (copy marked D) to

which I immediately replied (copy marked E) stating that I would receive

him that very evening.
In this interview he spoke of his mission to Spain ; he said that when he

left Colombia he had no idea of meeting with the least obstacle; he had cal-

culated to a certainty that his object would be immediately accomplished.
He spoke of the ignorance of this Country of the real state of Spanish

America, of their illiberality and their prejudices with warmth, and particu-

larly so of the expression of the King in his speech respecting Spanish
America. He calculated, he said, upon the friendship of the United States

to promote the Independence of the Republic of Colombia; he had a full

conviction that he could rely upon it. Mr. Monroe when Secretary of State

had informed him that all the Ministers of the United States in Europe had
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instructions to advance the acknowledgement of their independence by
foreign powers.

I sympathized with him in the unpleasant situation in which he was placed

and feared that the sentiment in Spain was not so favorable as could be de-

sired. He was perfectly justified I said in relying upon the good dispositions

of the United States. It was their interest and their sincere wish that the

acknowledgement of the Independence of Spanish America should be ac-

celerated. The United States had not onlybeen more forward than any other

power in publishing to the World their wishes with respect to her, but had

accompanied them with actions which certainly afforded the best proof of

their sincerity, and among these I adverted to the Message of the President

to the Congress of the United States at the commencement of its last Session

in which, alluding to the proposed negotiation between the late colonies and

Spain, the basis of which if entered upon would be the acknowledgement of

their independence he says, "to promote the result by friendly counsels, in-

cluding Spain herself, has been the uniform plan of the government of the

United States."

The friendship of the United States he said was very grateful to the Re-

publick of Colombia and he hoped and expected that at the commencement
of the next meeting of Congress the acknowledgement of its independence

would be decided upon. The moment had arrived when all the powers of the

world would see the propriety of it. He calculated that the United States

would be the first to take this step. Hoped to see a confederacy of Re-

publicks throughout North and South America united by the strongest ties

of friendship and interest, and he trusted that I would use my exertions to

promote the object he so much desired.

I heartily concurred with him in the hope that all governments would re-

solve to adopt a measure so conformable to justice, joined with him in the

agreable anticipation of the progress of free principles of government of the

intimate union & brilliant prospects of the states of our New World. I pre-

sumed I said it was not necessary to bring to his mind the high interest felt

by the United States in their welfare, an interest in which I deeply partici-

pated and desired as much as he possibly could the happiness & independence
of our Spanish American brethren. What would be the determination of the

United States at the period of the commencement of Congress it was im-

possible for me to foresee. Whether they consider it as a seasonable moment
for doing that which was so much desired, was a point I could not resolve.

Perceiving in him great acrimony towards Spain and fearing that he

might in consequence thereof be induced to throw himself into the arms of

European powers which I presumed it might be the policy of the United

States to avoid, I guarded him against it. I observed that these powers were

particularly interested in distressing Spain with a view to the destruction of

the free principles of its Constitution. It was, as long as the general peace
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between them continued, an object they would not for a moment lose sight

of. They might therefore pretend to favor the independence of Spanish
America. But I confessed I did not wish to see the virtuous & free people of

that country form connexions with any of the Powers of Europe, the fun-

damental principle of whose policy was at this moment, especially of those

of the Holy Alliance, the destruction of liberty. They would open their

arms in apparent friendship to his Republic to answer their particular views

with respect to Spain and would in turn crush her when no longer necessary
to subserve their purposes, if they had it in their power; for it would not be

doubted that they were deeply interested that liberty should not take root

in Spanish America. It was however true that the Republic of Colombia

had a right to the acknowledgement of her independence and she should

persist in demanding it of Spain, but I begged he would not, unless it became

absolutely indispensable connect himself with any European powers. It

was the true policy of North and South America to be unconnected as much
as possible with the European States.

In this interview Mr. Ravenga confirmed to me, what I had previously

learned, that his instructions do not authorize any terms short of the ac-

knowledgement of Independence. I observed that I presumed no arrange-

ment would be made under them that might have an injurious bearing on the

commercial interests of the United States. To this his reply was that none

would be entered into by the Republick of Colombia with Spain that was

not perfectly reciprocal.

I have the honor [etc.].

1102

John Forsyth, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, September ip, 1821.

Since the date of my last the Commissioners of Venezuela have been

ordered at a very short warning out of Spain ; and the Commissioners who
were sent shortly after the revolution of March 1820 to Buenos Ayres from

this country, have returned without effecting anything. The Com1
", of

Venezuela had no authority to treat unless the acknowledgement of the

Independence of their country was made the basis of negotiation. Notwith-

standing the ill success of the mission to La Plata this Gov*. still clings to tne

hope that the Revolutionary provinces may yet be restored to its dominion,

arising I presume from their distracted state.

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XIX.
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John Forsyth, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, December 17, 1821,

The convention made by Iturbide & O. Donojou [O'Donojti] is known here,

altho" not yet officially communicated to the Gov*. of Spain; and this

Peninsula is in a most critical state: Portions at Andalusia and at Galicia are

in open and declared opposition to the orders of the Government with regard

to Mexico "the System of Passivity" will be continued. This Gov*. (with-

out having or seeking to obtain the means of taking advantage of them when

they occur) will wait for favorable events: In other words things in Mexico

must take their own course. The authority of O'Donojou [O'Donoju] will

be disavowed: the King will not be Emperor of Mexico and the Cortes will

not suffer Carlos or Francisco to move from Spain. If the present plan of

the independents of Mexico is executed some other Bourbon must be selected:

France will no doubt be pleased to see her intrigue for La Plata partially suc-

cessful in Mexico, Whatever may be the policy of our Gov1
. on this matter

you may rest assured that nothing can or will be done of importance here.

If the Independents are beaten in Mexico by the efforts of the officers of the

Royal army or the people of that country it ia very well : Praises and honors

will be bestowed upon the active and loyal : Assistance except in promises

of reward and favor cannot be given.

1104

John Forsyth, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams ,

Secretary of State of the United States s

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, February 14, 1822,

\ have the honor to enclose to you a hurried translation of the last dicta-

men of the commission of the Cortes on the affairs of Spanish America, and

the determinations made by that body.

DlCTAMEN OF THE COMMISSION TO WHOM IT WAS REFERRED TO REPORT
ON THE STATE OF THE PROVINCES OF ULTRAMAR, PRESENTED

FEBRUARY 12, 1822

The commission has meditated maturely and circumspectly on the

proposition of the Minister of Ultramar, and, after having heard him,

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XIX.
t A man'smi Vtrila P/iVutvr Ifnratatt Dmln lin*t? t\/ H.IT
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has considered the diverse circumstances in which the provinces of
both Americas are at present, and may be found hereafter; the fruitless-

ness and inefficacy of the commissions that have been directed to the
Government established in them; and, possessed with the noble desire
that the same may not again, with the waste of public treasure, and
the sacrifice of humanity, occur, is of opinion that the Cortes ought not
to lose time in considering the proposition of the ministry, since it will

be a consequence of the results; and, in order to obtain them, the
Government, and the commissioners it elects, ought to be authorized
to hear and to transmit to the legislative power every class of proposi-
tions, be they what they may; at the same time it judges that the
national decorum, and the protection which in justice is due to the

European and American Spaniards, call for the establishment of a basis
useful and conducive to the welfare of the Spains.

Before fixing this basis, and that it may be as productive to the com-
mon felicity as policy and the national honor require, the commission lays
down the fixed principle that this new, grand, and legitimate path for

pacific communications being opened, all treaties be esteemed of no
value or efficacy that have been formed between Spanish chiefs and
American Governments, which ought to be understood as null, as they
have been from their origin, as respects the acknowledgment of in-

dependence, inasmuch as they were not authorized, nor could such

authority be given them, unless by previous declaration of the Cortes.
The commissioners may hear all the propositions that may be made

to them in order to transmit them to the metropolis, excepting such as

take away or limit in any manner the absolute right of the European
and American Spaniards, residing in whatever part of the ultramarine

provinces, to remove and dispose of their persons, families, and property,
as they may think proper, without being opposed by any obstacle or

measure that might prove injurious to their fortunes. With this

explanation, the commission reproduces its anterior dictamen; and the
Cortes will resolve what may be most proper.

ESPIGA, OLIVER,
CUESTA, MURPHY,
ALVAREZ ESCUDEN, NAVARETTE,
TORENO, PAUL.

Moscoso,

The particular vote of the Senor Oliver proposes to add the following clause

to the dictamen:

That it ought to be understood as not affecting the responsibility
which persons, whoever they may be, may have incurred in this affair,

nor the rights of the Spanish nation represented by the Cortes and the

King.

The particular vote of the Senors Moscoso, Toreno, and Espiga, proposes

the following additions to the dictamen:

I. That the Cortes declare that the treaty called that of Cordova,
celebrated between General O'Donojti and the chief of the dissidents

in New Spain, Don Augustin Iturbide, as well as any other act or
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stipulation relative to
<

the recognition of Mexican independence by
that general, are illegitimate, and null in their effects as to the Spanish
Government and its subjects.

2. That the Spanish Government, by a declaration to all others with
which it has friendly relations, make known to them that the Spanish
nation will regard, at any epoch, as a violation of the treaties, the rec-

ognition, either partial or absolute, of the independence of the Spanish

provinces of Ultramar, so long as the dissensions which exist between
some of them and the metropolis are not terminated, with whatever
else may serve to convince foreign Governments that Spain has not

yet renounced any of the rights belonging to it in those countries.

3. That the Government be recommended to take all possible

measures, without any delay, to preserve and reinforce those points
of the provinces of Ultramar that remain united to the metropolis,
obedient to its authority, or that resist the separation from it by the

dissidents; proposing
to the Cortes the resources it requires, and are

not at its disposal.

4. That the Cortes declare that the provinces of Ultramar that haw
declared their independence of the metropolis, or do not acknowledge
de facto the supremacy of the Government of it, ought not to have

deputies in the Cortes during their continuance in this state.

The additional vote of Setters Murphy, Navarette, and Paul, to the an-

terior dictamen, states that it is their opinion that, in case of the approbation

by the Cortes of the dictamen of the commission, they should not approve

the additional votes presented by some individuals if it, as being contrary to

the ends proposed by the same commission, but should put in execution the

measures included in the dictamen without delay, without prejudice to what

the ordinary Cortes may opportunely resolve upon, whatever else they may
esteem convenient.

After a short discussion, whether the dictamen should be discussed by it-

self, or with the additional votes, it was determined that the dictamen of the

commission should be first discussed. During the discussion, propositions

to the following effect were presented by the Setter Solanot, viz;

That the Cortes, with a generosity peculiar to the constitutional

system by which we are governed, and for the general interest of the

Spaniards of both worlds, declare the independence of all those provinces
of both Americas that actually are so at this day, on condition that

each one of those Governments pay an annual subsidy in recompense
of the rights which are renounced ; that a treaty of commerce be formed
on the basis most convenient to the reciprocal interests of the American
and Peninsular Spaniards; that all hostilities be completely suspended
until this treaty be completely approved ; that all the Spaniards who
may wish to retire to the Peninsula may do so freely, with all the funds

belonging to them, without being obliged to pay any duty whatever;
that any Spaniard who wishes to live in America shall have preserved
to him the enjoyment of all his rights and property; that every Spaniard
who may have been deprived of his property and of his rights, in conse-

quence of the anterior disturbances, shall be reinstated in them; that
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all the wealth and property belonging to European Spain shall remain
at its disposal, and be removed to the Peninsula at the expense of

America ; that
^all

the troops that are actually in America, belonging to

European Spain, shall be maintained in the same points at the cost of
the American Government, until the ratification of this treaty; that

European Spain may dispose of the naval force it has in America; and
that there be established a confederation composed of the American
Governments, under the protection of European Spain, upon the basis
that may be most convenient, and guarantied as may be accorded.

Senor Munoz Torrero demanded that the author of these propositions
should withdraw them immediately, as he had no powers to authorize his

making them, or, if he had
,
to exhibit them. The Cortes accorded that these

propositions should be withdrawn, as contrary to the power given to them by
the constitution.

After considerable discussion, the Cortes approved of the dictamen as pro-

posed by the commission.

On the following day the particular votes were discussed, and decided as

follows :

That of Setter Oliver was not admitted to a vote.

That of SeRors Moscoso, Espiga, and Toreno, the three first articles ap-

proved, and the fourth withdrawn by its author.

1105

Joaguin de Anduaga, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Quincy
Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

[TRANSLATION]

WASHINGTON, March p, 1822.

SIR: In the National Intelligencer of this day, I have seen the message
2 sent

by the President to the House of Representatives, in which he proposes the

recognition by the United States of the insurgent Governments of Spanish

America. How great my surprise was, may be easily judged by any one

acquainted with the conduct of Spain towards this republic, and who knows

the immense sacrifices which she has made to preserve her friendship. In

fact, who could think that, in return for the cession of her most important

provinces in this hemisphere; for the forgetting of the plunder of her com-

merce by American citizens; for the privileges granted to their navy; and for

as great proofs of friendship as one nation can give another, this Executive

1 American Slate Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 845.
* See above, pt. I, doc. 101, dated March 8, 1822.
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would propose that the insurrection of the ultramarine possessions of Spain
should be recognised? And, moreover, will not his astonishment be aug-

mented to see that this Power is desirous to give the destructive example of

sanctioning the rebellion of provinces which have received no offence from

the mother country to those to whom she has granted a participation of a

free constitution, and to whom she has extended all the rights and prerog-

atives of Spanish citizens? In vain will a parallel be attempted to be drawn

between the emancipation of this republic and that which the Spanish rebels

attempt; and history is sufficient to prove that, if a harassed and persecuted

province has a right to break its chains, others, loaded with benefits, elevated

to the high rank of freemen, ought only to bless and embrace more closely

the protecting country which has bestowed such favors upon them.

But even admitting that morality ought to yield to policy: what is the

present state of Spanish America, and what are its Governments, to entitle

them to recognition? Buenos Ayres is sunk in the most complete anarchy,

and each day sees new despots produced, who disappear the next. Peru,

conquered by a rebel army, has near the gates of its capital another Spanish

army, aided by part of the inhabitants. In Chili, an individual suppresses

the sentiments of the inhabitants, and his violence presages a sudden change,

On the coast of Firma, also, the Spanish banners wave, and the insurgent

generals are occupied in quarrelling with their own compatriots, who prefer

taking the part of a free Power to that of being the slave of an adventurer,

In Mexico, too, there is no Government; and the result of the questions

which the chiefs commanding there have put to Spain is not known. Where,

then, are those Governments which ought to be recognised? where the

pledges of their stability? where the proof that those provinces will not

return to a union with Spain, when so many of their inhabitants desire it?

and, in fine, where the right of the United States to sanction and declare

legitimate a rebellion without cause, and the event of which is not even de-

cided?

I do not think it necessary to prove that, if the state of Spanish America

were such as it is represented in the message; that if the existence of its Gov-

ernments were certain and established; that if the impossibility of its reunion

with Spain were so indisputable; and that if the justice of its recognition

were so evident, the Powers of Europe, interested in gaining the friendship

of countries so important for their commerce, would have been negligent in

fulfilling it. But, seeing how distant the prospect is of even this result, and

faithful to the ties which unite them with Spain, they await the issue of the

contest, and abstain from doing a gratuitous injury to a friendly Govern-

ment, the advantages of which are doubtful, and the odium certain. Such

will be that which Spain will receive from the United States, in case the rec-

ognition proposed in the message should take effect; and posterity will be no

less liable to wonder that the Power which has received the most proofs of
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the friendship of Spain should be the one delighted with being the first to

take a step which could have only been expected from another that had been

injured.

Although I could enlarge upon this disagreeable subject, I think it useless

to do so, because the sentiments which the message ought to excite in the

breast of every Spaniard can be no secret to you. Those which the King of

Spain will experience at receiving a notification so unexpected will be doubt-

less very disagreeable; and at the same time that I hasten to communicate
it to His Majesty, I think it my duty to protest as I do solemnly protest, against
the recognition of the Governments mentioned, of the insurgent Spanish prov-

inces of America, by the United States, declaring that it can in no way now, or

at any time, lessen or invalidate in the least the right of Spain to the said prov-

inces, or to employ whatever means may be in her power to reunite them to the

rest of her dominions.

I pray you, sir, to be pleased to lay this protest before the President, and
I flatter myself that, convinced of the solid reasons which have dictated it,

he will suspend the measure which he has proposed to Congress, and that he

will give to His Catholic Majesty this proof of his friendship and of his

justice.

I remain, [etc.].

1106

John Porsyth, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States *

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, March 21, 1822.

On the 1 8th inat Sanchez, deputy from Seville proposed to the Cortes

to make some important additions to the powers to be given to the Commis-
sioners to be sent to Spanish America in virtue of the resolution of the ex-

Cortes of the 13 Feb. If his plan, which has been once read in the Cortes is

adopted, the commissioners in addition to the authority given them under

the former resolution will have power to negotiate a suspension of every
hostile act, military and political, for six years, things remaining in statu quo:

No forces are to be sent during that period to the provinces that have sepa-

rated themselves, nor is the Spanish Gov*. to meddle in any of the affairs of

those countries: When that term expires, with the guarantees which their

situation permits to enter fully into the principal discussion (meaning I sup-

pose the recognition of their independence) and to agree to such measures as

circumstances may permit. Also to negotiate and conclude a provisional

treaty of Commerce with all the provinces separated de facto on the bases of

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XX.
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ambas paries}. This Gov', to understand, in preparing the instructions for

the commissioners, that the Cortes esteem this affair so important to the

national prosperity that they are disposed to make whatever modifications

may be necessary in the Tariff respecting ultramine [ultramarine] effect and

the product of national Industry and Agriculture, and even to give the abso-

lute freedom of a port in the Peninsula if the Gov*. should think it necessary

to attract and fix in it the Commerce of all the fruit of the Americas. If

this proposition is adopted I shall give immediate notice of it to you.
I am [etc.].

1107

Joaquin de Anduaga, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Quincy
Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

[TRANSLATION]

PHILADELPHIA, April u, I#M,

SIR : I have had the honor of receiving your note of the 6th instant,* in

which you were pleased to inform me that this Government has recognised

the independence of the insurgent provinces of Spanish America. I des-

patched immediately to Spain one of the secretaries of this legation to carry

to His Majesty news as important as unexpected; and, until I receive his

royal orders upon the subject, I have only to refer to my protest of the 9th of

March last, still insisting upon its contents aa if its substance were repeated

inj;he present note,

With the greatest respect [etc,].

1108

Joaquin de Anduaga, Spanish Minister to th$ United States, to John Quincy
Adams, Secretary of State of the United States *

[TRANSLATION]

PHILADELPHIA, April 24, jrfea,

SIR: As soon as the news was received in Madrid of the recent occurrences

in New Spain after the arrival at Vera Cruz of the Captain General and su-

1 American Stale Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 847.
* See above, pt. i, doe, 103.
3 MS. Notei from Spanish Legation, VII. The same i printed in American Stote Pa-

pers, Foreign Motions, IV, 807.
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preme political Chief appointed for those provinces, Don Juan O'Donoju,
and some papers were seen relative to these same transactions, it was feared

that for forming the treaty concluded in Cordova on the 24th of August last,

between the said General and the traitor Colonel Dn. Agustin Iturbide, it

had been falsely supposed that the former had power from His Catholic

Majesty for that act; and in a little time the correctness of those suspicions

was found, as among other things the said O'Donoju, when on the 26th of the

same August he sent this treaty to the Governor of Vera Cruz, notifying
him of its prompt and punctual observance, he told him that at his sailing

from the Peninsula preparation for the independence of Mexico was already

thought of, and that its bases were approved of by the Government and by a

Commission of the Cortes. His Majesty on sight of this, and of the fatal

impression which so great an imposture had produced in some Ultramarine

Provinces, and what must without difficulty be the consequence among the

rest, thought proper to order that by means of a circular to all the chiefs and

corporations beyond seas, this atrocious falsehood should be disbelieved;

and now he had deigned to command me to make it known to the Govern-

ment of the United States that it is false as far as General O'Donoju pub-
lished beyond his instructions, by pointing out to it that he never could

have been furnished with other instructions than those conformable to

Constitutional principles.

In compliance with this order of His Majesty, I can do no less than ob-

serve to you, Sir, how unfounded one of the reasons is in your note of the 6th

instant,
1 for the recognition by this Government of those of the insurgent

Provinces of Spanish America, that it was founded on the treaty made by

O'Donoju with Iturbide; since not having had that power nor instructions to

conclude it, it is clearly null and of no value.

I repeat [etc.].

1109

John Forsyte, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States *

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, May 2, 1822.

The President's message to Congress of the 8th of March, carried to Liver-

pool by the March packet from New York, was brought to this Government

by a special messenger from Mr. Onis. The message was published in the

French and English papers that arrived here on Monday week. On the

* See above, pt. i, doc. 103.
* American State Papers, Ft'oreign Relations, V, 372.
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afternoon of that day I had a casual conversation with Don F. M. de la Rosa,
I aaked him if ha knew such a message had been sent to Congress; he replied
that he had seen it in the French papers of that morning. From his mode of

expreing these few words, and his suddenly shifting the conversation to an
indifferent subject, I saw that this event was not expected by the ministers

here, and has created great sensibility.

You will fmcl in the Madrid Gwette of the sgth ultimo, herewith inclosed, a

circular of the Minister of War on the subject of the Spanish officers who have
left the ultramarine army to return to thia Peninsula. It is interesting, as,

joined to other circumstances, it tends to show the determination of this

Government to continue the war with some, at least, of their former prov-
inces.

1110

John For$yth t United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, May 20, ifoj.

I had previously understood from the English See'y of Embassy, Mr.

Hervey, Resident minister since Sir H. Wellesley'a departure, that M. de la

Rosa had spoken of the President's message of the 8th of March, as hostile

towards the Spains, and the report of the Committee of the House of Repre-
K*ntative as an attack upon legitimacy. On my return to Madrid on the

i8th I saw M, de la Rosa, and as instructed by your No 21, I asaured him

that the message "resulted from a disposition in no wise unfriendly to

Spain ". lie spoke with a great deal of warmth on the subject, said it was

what, from the friendly conduct of the Spainu to the United States they could

not have expected ; in no state of circumstances could it have a friendly effect

on the interest* of this Govt.; that it appeared from the message itself, that

not satisfied with taking this step ourwlves, we had been and still were in-

stigating other governments to do so likewise, and that the meaisure was

adopted upon information incorrect in itself, and derived from sources of

doubtful authority; as it regarded Mexico and Peru especially, there was

absolutely no authentic information communicated to Congress with the

message, as was proved by a copy of the published Documents in his office,

He considered it particularly injurious to Spain at this moment when they

were about setting on foot a negotiation with the different parts of Spanish

America. He concluded by expressing an opinion that the Spanish Ameri-

cana were unequal to self government and that their Independence, instead of

1 MS, Dispatches from Spain, XX,
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being accelerated would be retarded by this act of our government. I re-

plied that the message itself explained the ground upon which the step was

taken, that the intentions of the President were not unfriendly to Spain.
As to the effect of the measure, it would or it would not be injurious, ac-

cording to the views of this Govt. If they were disposed to yield to cir-

cumstances and act prudently it could do them no injury. I made no reply
to his remarks on the published documents as I had not seen them. As to

the communications made to other Foreign Gov'ts, instead of being un-

friendly, they had in reality proceeded from a contrary disposition from a

desire on our part that other powers more remotely concerned in the ques-

tion, should express an opinion on it at the same time with ourselves, with a

view to its effects on the policy of this government. That this step was taken

in entire ignorance of the negotiation to which he alluded, the Cortes Ex-

trordinary had authorized the govt. to enter upon this negotiation only in

February last. The only information possessed by the Gov*. of the United

States of [a] conciliatory attempt on the part of Spain was the knowledge of

the mission to Buenos Ayres in 1820, and of the negotiation begun here with

the Commissioners of Venezuela in 1821. The first had totally failed, the

commissioners of Spain not being permitted to land, and the second had been

interrupted by an order from this govt. to the commissioners of Colombia to

leave the Kingdom. It might be convenient to Spain to delay, but circum-

stances did not permit other govts. to imitate her dilatory policy. That
"the Spanish Americans were unequal to self Govt.,

"
I thought an unfortu-

nate observation, aa it proved if true, that they were not fit to live under the

Spanish Constitution. We should regret very much that a measure in-

tended to be useful, should prove injurious to either of the parties, but

should not be satisfied that such would be the effect until experience had

proved it. The conversation terminated by a remark on his part that what
was intended to be done by the President, was yet uncertain, and that they
would wait to know how far the govt. of the United States would go. From
Mr. Hervey I understand that the Infante Don Francisco is anxious to be

sent to Mexico, and is intriguing to effect it; and that, altho' he now thinks it

too late, he, Hervey, advised Spain twelve months since to send out one of

the Princes. The Russian Charge assures me, such was the wish of the

English Gov 1
. only five months since,

There has been a Council of State on this Act of ours; a protest was recom-

mended
; the Minister of Spain not to be withdrawn from the U. S. at least for

the present, and the preparation of the necessary force to act efficiently in

Ultramar as formally advised by the same Council. This advice it is said

has been sent to the Cortes, and is before the Commission of Ultramar; of

this I have no certain information, but it is altogether probable.

The proposed admission of the Flags of the Spanish American govts. into

English ports is said to be as vexatious as our determination to recognize
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their independence. Of herself, Spain can do nothing but negotiate with the

Spanish American guvu. ; nor has she the means to procure the assistance of

other powers which she is willing to give and they willing to accept.
M. tie la Rosa has spoken to some of the Foreign Minister! here of the

proposed recognition as a violation of Treaty stipulations, referring I con-

jerture to the Treaties of Utrecht and of the Holy Alliance, with which we
have as little concern a* with the compact between Rome and Carthage,
Constitutional Spain is no favorite with the Holy Alliance, and the Revolu-

tion of 1820, glorious as it was for this country, settled the question between

the Spanish old and new world, The use of Force to be sent from Europe,
since March of that year ha not been seriously thought of. The liberal

govt. adopted here, and the equality of rights and priviledge* offered to the

Spanish Americans were supposed to be means sufficient to reitore at least a

portion of revolted Spaniah America, and amure the fidelity of the parts still

connected with Spain, to the Empire, The appeal of M. de la Rosa to the

principle! of the Holy Alliance, i a proof of mental weakness, I did not ex-

pect from him,

I am fete,].

John Porsyth, United .Stole* Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
o lh$ United Stotts l

MADRID, Jum aj,

Mr, de Banras arrived here twenty days since with Mr. Anduaga's protest

against the of the 8th March, and your reply. On the a 1st I re-

ceived from the Secretary of State two copies of a manifesto by artier

of the King to the different courti of Europe* One of them is enclosed with

this despatch, with a copy of the note received with it, and of my acknowledg-
ment of their receipt. This manifetto prepared in obedience to the

resolutions of the Extraordinary Cortea, a translation of which to

you with my No. 34, Whm it wa written I do not know,* but my belief is,

that it has been prepared sinci a copy of the President*! of 8th

March was received by this Government. I wait with some anxiety to re-

ceive init ructions subsequent to the of your correspondence with Mr,

Anduaga on this subject, I cannot anticipate exactly what this Government

will do, The probability is, that they will not do more than break off their

diplomatic intercourse with ui. If this is done by merely recalling their

minister from the United States, I shall not feel at until I know the

wishes of the President,

Statt Ppit jfarwf* JM^wa-tt V, 374.
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The inform^ of the Commission of Ultramar, on the memoir of the Minister

of Ultramar, which you will receive herewith, is an interesting document;
although the question between the Spanish American Government and Spain
is not considered under the new shape it assumed after the President's mes-

sage of the 8th March, the inform^ will serve to put you in possession of the

views of a respectable committee of the Cortes after the message was known
to have been sent to Congress. The idea of establishing neutral ports in

Spanish America, and a neutral flag only, for the Peninsular and American

Spaniards, is new. The only propositions that promise any practical good
are those made by Sanchez, already alluded to, and those with which Sbarra,
a member of the Commission of Ultramar, concludes his particular vote.

Everything which has been done on this subject proves, conclusively, that

the Cortea and the Government are satisfied that they are without the power
to produce a reunion of Spanish America with the Peninsula by force; yet,

with this conviction, there exists a perverse determination not to adopt the

only measure which promises to be advantageous to Spain. The Cortes will

close ita session in a few days; they will probably do something before they
rise. I expect, however, nothing of a decisive character. There have been

lately several secret sessions, with what object, as yet, I know not.

[The manifesto which he mentions as having been delivered to him fol-

lows:)

MANIFESTO THAT, BY ORDER OF His MAJESTY, THE MINISTERS AND
CHARG& D'AFFAIRES OP SPAIN HAVE PASSED TO THE COURTS OF
EUROPE

[TRANSLATION]

His Catholic Majesty, in calling the attention of his august allies

towards the dissident Spanish provinces of America, judges it not only
useless, but unseasonable, to examine the causes which produced in

those countries a desire to separate from the mother country; it is

sufficient to his Catholic Majesty to have the consolation that it was
not the abuse of power nor the weight of oppression which originated
so serious an event; and that only extraordinary circumstances, and
the terrible crisis in which Spain saw herself compromised, to free

her throne and her dignity from the imminent risk of a foreign usurpa-
tion, could occasion a disunion so fatal between the members of one
and the same family.
Since that epoch, as glorious as unfortunate, various have been the

political aspects which the different provinces of Ultramar have pre-

sented; military events have succeeded each other with alternate

success; the cause of the dissidents has taken a different direction in

each one of the principal parts of that immense continent, and his

Majesty sees with the most profound grief those interesting regions

suffering ail the ills and exposed to all the dangers which are the inevi-

table consequences of a revolution.

For the same reason his Catholic Majesty desires ardently to put an

end to a situation so painful of anxiety and of uncertainty; and, carrying
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. . Spanish
dnveniment, and open a frank and sincere corre*pondence, which
may have* for object and end the good of those countries and that of
I ht* nation in general,
H, C. M. due* not present himself to those provinces as a resentful

monarch Wore his misled subjects, but as a pacific mediator in the
dicorda of hits children, He casts a veil over the past, in order to see
the present without any kind of prejudice, and contemplates the actual
situation under all the relations which unite it with the future. The
common good of the provinces of both hemispheres; this is the only
end of the negotiations; this, its only basis; this, the common centre
where all ill combinations must l>e directed.

Never has a more important transaction presented itself; but neither
in it fiogfuble for ti < Government to prepare to commence it with greater
loyalty and gcwxl faith. H. C*. M, cannot persuade himself that the
interettt of the provinces of Ultramar ran be found in opposition to that
of European Spain; arid this* sentiment, so worthy of ms heart, atimu~
late* him to look for the means of reconciling their common advantages,
and offers him it consolatory confidence that it will not IK* imiKsibte
to find it, H. C*. M. gratifies himself with the flattering hope that this

frank and generous confidence will spare those regions whole of

misery and destruction; prevent civil war and anarchy from retarding
the progress of civilization and improvement; avoid the depopulation,
jKivcrty and immorality which attend great political oscillations, and
which condemn to

disgrace and misery^
one generation without securing

the repose or the felicity of the following.
H. C, M. believes, at the name time, that the greatest good he can

procure to Peninsular Spain ii to put an end to a desolating and fratri*

ride war; and that, placed between brothers united by the ties of blood
and of religion, of language, of custom*, and even of convenience itself,

his voice cannot fail to be heard with benefit to one and the other.

But H, (\ M. extends his views to a more extensive horizon, and
consider* this great question as an European question. A long time

passed before the prodigious effects of the discovery of the New World
were perceived in thin continent; nobody could foresee them, much
leu* calculate them; it was an unknown, immense career, without any
barrier* to confine it within it* apace. The same, H. M. judges,, may
be said of the great events which ire agitating America, and whose
effect* must influence neowiarily, and in a very rapid manner, the Jot

of Europe, It ii not postiible to determine the degree* of thi* influence,
nor the alterations which it must produce in the reciprocal relations

of the one and the other hemnphere; but H. C. M. hesitates not to

affirm that the transaction which fixei the lot of the Spanish provinces
of America, and puts an end to the blind and impetuous count of it*

revolution, will be one of the benefit* the most memorable for the
civilised world.

Necessities, commerce, habit, communication* of every specie*,
have united with multiplied bonds the two hemispheres; and it ta easy
to conceive that an entire continent, delivered to the struggle of the

pension*, and made the theatre of ;t durable revolution, cannot fail
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to influence perniciously the political and moral relations of Europe,
when it has scarcely begun to recover from the agitations and disturb-

ances it has labored under for the space of thirty years.
There will be, perhaps, superficial spirits who will see a solid and

established Government and a constituted nation in each province
which may have declared its independence ; and who, without attending
to obstacles of any kind, nor to the principles of public right, nor to the
best known maxims of the law of nations, will believe that the mere fact

of the separation of a province from the state of which it formed a part
legitimates its existence! insulated and independent! and gives it the

right to be recognized as such by other powers.
But Governments fortunately know, by a sad experience, the effects

which are produced by a similar overthrow of principle; they foresee

the consequences of its propagation, not less fatal to legitimate Govern-
ments than to the integrity of nations

;
and are well aware of the conse-

quence to Europe of sanctioning in America, as some pretend, the
undefined right of insurrection.

Thus it is that H. C. M. believes not only interested in this question
those nations who possess colonies and establishments in Ultramar, to

which the same theory could be applied, that it is now intended to

legitimate with respect to the Spanish provinces of America; but that

he also considers this business as intimately connected with those

conservatory principles that offer securities to all Governments and

guarantees to society.
Before this great and capital object all other considerations disappear

by their smallness, and therefore H. C. M. does not recur to those

subaltern reasons which, in ordinary times and circumstances, are

employed by policy in support and defence of justice.

Although the question is viewed under this other aspect, Spain
presents in all her relations new and powerful motives, which ought to

excite in her favor profound sentiments of the most severe impartiality.
Without any kind of ambitious pretension, placed with respect to all

nations in an inoffensive situation, and dedicated exclusively to affirm

and consolidate her interior felicity, she can neither provoke jealousies
nor rivalries, nor cause to be desired the violent dismemberment of the

various parts of the monarchy with the object of debilitating it. Spain,
however powerful she may be, cannot threaten the repose nor the se-

curity of other nations; and Spain, rich and powerful, could advan-

tageously influence the preservation of the equilibrium of power. An
instinct of honor and of loyalty reunited the unknown elements of her

strength, and engaged in the most unequal struggle, gave time to the

continent to rise up against the common enemy and destroy his oppres-
sive yoke. This fact alone renders unnecessary all reflections and
commentaries. It alone inspires interest in favor of the magnanimous
nation, and announces what ought to be its destiny, always beneficent,

and never offensive; nature and policy designate it this advantageous
position on the map of nations.

This grand political view was not hidden from the European cabinets

when they saw destroyed the colossal and exaggerated power which

Spain, alarming Europe, had exercised for the space of two centuries.

After a long struggle, it was determined at last to fix the lot of Spain,

considering it inwoven with the federal European system, and, at the
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same moment, was foreseen the advantage of affirming her power,
securing it in America a point of

support
that might augment its weight

in the* political balance to obtain the equilibrium of Europe.
To such a pomt was given importance to this consideration of general

interest , that Spain obliged herself not to transfer or dispose of, in

any manner, any portion of her territory in America; and, in order 10 make
Us possession more secure and inviolable, and to remove even the
motives for suspicion and want of confidence, she deprived herself even
of the liberty of conceding to other nations, by any means or under

any pretext, the commerce and trade with those countries.

Time, notwithstanding, has produced a very important alteration

in this point and a more enlightened policy;
the change in the mercantile

relations,, the rectification of economical principle*, and a multitude
of other combined causes, have convinced Spain that it will be as prej-
udicial to her peninsular interests, as injurious to the provinces of

Ultramar, to apirc* to the preservation of n commercial monopoly
formerly viewed as the txmd of union between the two great moieties

of the monarchy.
H, C. M. judges, on the contrary, that those lien only arc durable

which are founded on the common intercut, and that peninsular Spiifi

may obtain commercial advantages favorable to her industry and

navigation without aspiring to a privilege so exclusive; that new
necessities and new desires, arising from the progress of civilization

and of wealth, make necessary a more frank and literal system for the

province! of Ultramar; and that, in place of struggling uselessly with
the mercantile spirit, which has so much influence in the political system
of modern nations, the true interests of Spain, consist in conciliating

it, inntead of provoking it as an irreconcilable enemy.
Proposing to itself such important objects, all the laws, mil the dis-

positions given since the restoration of the constitution, have a tendency
beneficent, generous, and to the colonization of strangers in Spuniw
America, and to the freedom of commerce m those regions; and the

experiment made in, the inland of Cuba has been sufficient to demonstrate

practically that the general interest of all nations, the interest of the

provinces of America and that of European Spain, all coincide in o
same point,

By this simple and natural mean, H. C. M. ha found absolutely
removed the only obstacle that might prevent the moat perfect union
between the policy of

Spain and that of the other cabinet*. A solid,

stable, and recognised Government, a faithful obterver of its treaties.

prepare* to treat with the dissident provinces of America, and offer*

10 the other powers the greatwt commercial advantages; it would not

be possible to deni^nate (even when the
question should be reduced to

the simple calculation of lucrative interest) an object which might serve

as a counterpoise in the opposite extreme.
The civil ware and the anarchy that frequently revolutiont,

and especially when their element* arc m heterogeneouii and contradic-

tory as in America, are surely not calculated to augment the exehanpe*
able product! of a country, nor to invite strangers with the effective

and persuasive security which is the soul of commerce, nor can
precarious

and uncertain governments, without any guarantee, tnemselvts
the advantages which they may offer. It it now twelve years
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Buenos Ayres, delivered to its own fortune, has toiled in vain to con-
solidate a Government, and the misery and depopulation suffered by
the

provinces
of Costa-nrma have retarded, instead of accelerating their

wealth and prosperity. In matters of this class, when facts come in

support of reason, it is useless to oppose to certain and known results

vague and indefinite hopes.
But it appears only as if a new calamity has taken place, in con-

firmation of the evils which should have been foreseen; the insurrection

of the American continent has given color and support to the piracy of

the seas, and commerce in general begins to suffer from the insecurity
and dangers of

thia^
immoral and barbarous war, which knows no law

but that of sordid interest, and which treats and despoils as enemies
the industrious individuals of all nations, indiscriminately.

Hence, and by an admirable concatenation, everything
1

concurs to

establish the utility and urgency of a definitive arrangement of a busi-

ness of such vast and profound ramifications, and everything contributes

to stimulate the Spanish Government not to retard, by any secondary
motive, a transaction so important.

H. C, M. flatters himself with the greatest satisfaction that, about to

establish with the dissident provinces this ample and friendly communi-
cation, he will find in the other Governments that circumspect and
deliberate conduct that justice prescribes, and that policy recommends,
and that sentiments of impartiality and benevolence inspire.
The Spanish nation, treating to put an end to a domestic discord,

the same inviolable respect which it professes to the rights of other
nations inspires it with the just confidence of being treated recip-

rocally with the same considerations, not being able to suspect, even
on the part of the nations who desire to continue in friendship and
harmony with her, any hazarded step which might suppose already
resolved the question which the Spanish nation is about to decide as
its own, in use of its legitimate acknowledged rights, and which it has
never in any manner renounced.

In which state the same means made use of to excite Government to-

the recognition of the independence of the dissident Spanish provinces
of America will offer, on the contrary, a notorious and solemn occasion

to sanction the fundamental principles upon which the integrity and

tranquillity of nations and the public morality of Governments repose.
The tenor and spirit of treaties, the good faith which ought to reign

between friendly powers, the conviction of an obligation supported

egually by an enlightened and foreseeing policy, the real welfare itself

of the dissident provinces, and even the general utility of all the po-
tentates, offer an equal number of securities to his Catholic Majesty
that his laudable desires will find in his august allies the most favorable

and friendly reception.
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ma
John Fonythi United St&tm Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,

Secretary of State of Out United Stoter $

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, June s8
t 1829.

I have not been able to ascertain if anything ha been said or proposed In

the Cortes during their secret sessions with regard to the United State*.

There is one striking circumHtance that renders it probable that there ha*.

In the dmcuswion of the business of Ultramar not even the moat remote aJ>

{union hait been made to the resolution of our Government to recognize the

Spanish American Governments, The message of the 8th of March, yew
subsequent correspondence with Anduaga, and the determination of the

Council of State when consulted by the ministers* are certainly known to ibe

Corten, if not, as in more probable, formally communicated to them. 1 can

hardly conceive it possible that a reference to this step of our* should not

have been made, if it had not been studiously avoided, and I *ec no tuffi-

dent motive for a ntudioua avoidance of it if the subj (net had not been under

consideration in a different ihape. This in mere conjecture;, you will give

to it its due importance, as you are made acquainted with the foundation

af it

1113

John Poraytk, United Stales Minister t Spain, t John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of Stat4 of ike Untied States 9

fixm&crj

MADKID, July it, t8u.

Mr liervey has given me a sight of his letter to the Gov*. of the 8th and of

their answer. I send you of them marked No 13, By
himself from the other European ministers, and by a timely ub*eripti0ni of

3000 Reals to succor the militiamen wounded on the 7th Hervey has

himself quite popular here. I have I think several indications lately of

a strong desire on the part of England to acquire influence with this Gov*

Is this with a view to the affaire of Europe or of America? As it

America and especially Mexico, I should be sorry to sec them succeful in

acquiring it, I know not what changes may have been made by
event* in the policy of England, but her old plan to erect Mexico into art in-

dependent Gov 1
. with one of the Spanish Infantes at Its head, is in my view,

1 Ammt&n St&te P&prs, Porngn RiMmit V J?
MS. Diftchi
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one of the worst modes of settling the affairs of that country that could well

be devised, both for the happiness of Mexico and the interests of the United

States. The Mexicans are said to adhere to this plan, at present the Spanish
Cortes and the Ministers are strongly averse to it, and have great hope that a

reunion of Mexico with Spain may be effected under the Constitution of 1812.

What the wishes of our govt. upon the subject are I can only conjecture from

the documents that have been published and that I have seen here in the

public journals. With the exception of the documents accompanying the

President's message of the 8th of March, which I received the 23d of May, I

have no information that is not collected from the newspapers. I wait with

some impatience to hear from the Department. I presume it cannot be long
before I shall receive a line from you.

1114

John Forsyth, United Stales Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States '

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, August 26, 1822.

The late events have had a favorable effect for us. The danger so near

home has drawn their attention from American affairs and blunted the

sensibility excited by our recognition of the Governments established in our

hemisphere. Every one feels, too, that, among the Governments, the

Spanish constitution ha no friends but the United States, and perhaps

England. Every one is sensible that Spain has no power to compel Spanish
America to unite with the Peninsula, and that no assistance ii to be procured

from the European powers without a sacrifice of the free institutions now
establiihed here. The administration haj passed into the hands of a party

at all times more reasonable and less prejudiced on this subject than those

who have heretofore administered the Government.
1 American State Papers, Foreign Rotatim*, V, 377.
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ins

John Porsylk, United Stotei Minister to
$pain>

to John Quincy Adam$ t

Secretary of Statt of the united States l

It is altogether probable that the English Gov 1
. will take the* occasion f

consult the Allied Sovereigns on the course to tie taken with Spanish Amei
tea. The time is extremely favourable to the* Spanish American Gown?
ments. The State of Affairs in Spain will furnish to the European Powei

the strongest motives to recognise the American tk>vernmenf.

It is to l>e greatly regretted that the Spanish American Governments ha

not some direct communication with thin Government. Agents of Abilit

well lupplicd with funds might do much in Madrid, The prwent Admint!

tration in completely occupied with European Affairs & i hopclrw of n

uniting the disttever'd partn cf the Empire. A present pecuniary relief wii

large promiiet of future advantage from a lil>eral iritercurs<f with Spani*

America woyld I think produce a formal acknowiedgerneiu of the Indepenc

cnce of all the Scmth American Governmenta. Probably Mr. Rurfi has a

ready made you acquainted with the airreupondenc* betwern L4
. I^mdoNr

derry and Mr, Onts on the subject of .Stiuth American Independence. U .

but a short time since I became acquainted with the *ubtance f it. I

Oni ask'd an explanation of the views and intention* of the Knglb

Government some time in May or June. The anuwfr that England tut

not alter'd her lenttmentii of Friendship towardi Spain. The ocraaion wj

taken to remind Spain of repeated offer* to mediate that had ln*en re.fue(

of the anxioun desire to nee tranquillity nwtarrd; to warn SfMitn that eveni

wouki of themttelven decide the question of the Independence of her Cdbnii

and compel European Ckvernment to a formal rect*gnit ton of them a* If

dependent States; to advise liberal measures of reconciliation to be? in

mediately taken & in conclusion to desire to knew whatever the SpanM
Government might resolve to do in this quwtkm so important to Spain & i

the commercial world. This Government ha not yet communicated is

determination.

*MS. t>pedbi from Spain, XXL
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1116

John Forsyth, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of Stale of the United States

[EXTRACTS]

MADRID, November 20, 1822.

I understand that this Government are under serious apprehensions lest

Cuba should declare itself Independent and place itself under our Protection.

That they are inform'd a Society of Free Masons in Philadelphia has con-

nection with a Society of Free Masons in Havana with the object it is sup-

posed to hasten the declaration of Independence, This according to their

usual mode of judging of our conduct is thought to be known and counte-

nanced by our Government, The Squadron sent to Havana by the British,

the pressure upon Spam at this moment when she has so much reason to

dread the determination of the European Sovereigns, by Great Britain, all

combine to shew the necessity of watchfulness on our part as to the designs

of that Power and the probability of their accomplishment afforded by the

present condition and attitude of this Country. A Commercial Treaty
between Spain and England is desirable to England but it is not of sufficient

importance to induce her to take up the Gauntlet for Spain against the com-

bined Sovereign!. It is not of sufficient importance to induce her to guar-

antee the loans of money Spain must have for the support of the Constitu-

tional System. What then is the object of the one Party, and how far will

necessity oblige the other Party to assist in the accomplishment of it. Eng-
land desires the weight of Spain aa a European Ally; 2dly, the benefit of the

Commerce of the Peninsula; 3rdly, to become the mediator between Spain
and the Spanish American Governments; 4thly, the Possession of Cuba to

give her the command of the Gulf of Mexico; sthly, of the communication

between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans over the Isthmus of Darien; Sthly,

of Montevideo. With the I & 2, we have litle concern; the 3d is of the

deepest interest to u (see Cypher. No. I. 2. 3. enclosed):

is* paragraph.

Here if I had the fullest instructions nothing could be done to prevent

Spain's accepting this mediation ; nor is it probable she would accept one
oner to mediate from us. To obviate the ill consequences recourse must
be had to the Spanish American governments. If Spain accepts the

offer of mediation it will be difficult for the South American Govern-
ments to refuse it, if the acknowledgement of their Independence is the

basis of the mediation. I should presume that it would not be difficult

to natisfy the Spanish American Governments that it would be prudent
to accept of the mediation only on the condition that our Government
should be invited to join in it, standing as we in the same relation to

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXI.
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them ag Great Britain does to Spain, That Great Britain has any fixed
determination as to the 4, 5, & 6 objects I will not pretend to affirm

positively, but my impressions are strong:, that she has. If she has,
the means of success are a guaranty of loans, taking a lien upon some
or all of them aa an eventual indemnity, or a purchase of them, The
guaranty of Cuba against the designs of the United States would not
be an unlikely mode of proceeding. The island however will lie most
reluctantly nurrendered by Spain, and the population of the Island
itself is known to be hostile to any transfer to Great Britain, Monte-
video and the luthmus are considered in a different light, they are of
no present uie to Spain, and out of her possession ; nor is there t prospect
of their becoming uswful to her if they could l recovered. What will

be the result will depend much upon the Congress of Verona. If Spain
i pressed by an armed force or by the Continued u of the meana erf

corruption, she must make great sacrifices, The Commercial Treaty

opens
the road to Great Britain to profit by the nccetwitie* of Spain,

If the Congrats do nothing decisive I hope nothing of ccmiec|uencr will

grow out ot the determination to treat with England, Whatever may
happen 1 am here without the (ge) (power) to do more than to give
you notice of what may t>e done or intended. Without inatrurtirm*
1 can make no offers to this (.Government in order to divert them from
this course; nor (do) I perceive what offers we could Imake] in her

present situation (that) could induce Spain not to pemutt (pursue it (?)1,
and we are here, I am constrained to

say,
not considered in the friendly

light we ought to be considered by Spain.
2nd paragraph.

By accident I became master of the purport of n conversation between
V$v and Camtanos the deputies from Cuba (. The (kvenimu i* (tj\
anxiciui that Vjves should go to Cuba [as Captain Genrnil; but fie

would (?)J go with reluctance [ninee he (?)] dreads the Climate and the
IOMI of the island during his Government convinced that it must brlt*t
sooner or later. The inhabitants dread the parey in favor of inde-

pendence because of the Agents are bdi (rail vet! they have
wlievetl to have (?)} connection with Hayti. Vve iliinki if ihe

Separation t>ecome* inevitable the interest of both require* I he union
of Cuba to (the] United States. He will as a good Spaniard uw? all hi*

effort* to prevent or at
t

least postpone this separation: El Richard
Knine, formerly of Baltimore, soon to Bordeaux to embark for

Havana from thence to New Orleans as a Sny either upon u or

Mexico, r both. Feeling that we know him he hates us of mum*.
He had for a long time a scheme for settling Texas, which patrnnitcd
bv Arisne formerly deputy from Cohahuifa, (15) one of the dignitaries
of the Church of Iturbidefiie], but it was rejected by the Cortes. . . .

paragraph.
1st, to incite the Government to form a commercial treaty with

and, that the Government should wait for proposals from England;
3rd, That a reduction of the duties should form the of the

treaty;
Ath, That the affair of South America mitrht be tJikwi into view in th*
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The Cortes approved the first and rejected, the second, third and
fourth.

This jealousy towards us may be imputed to these causes: the disputes
in Florida; the recognition of the Independance of the South American Gov-
ernments without previous declaration of the determination to recognize;
what has taken place with regard to the Boundary Commissioners; and the

rumours of the designs on Cuba. I have reason to believe that Mr. Anduaga
has repreaented that the change in the determination to proceed with the

Boundary CommiHsian was to be attributed altogether to the form of Gov-
ernment established in Mexico. Had it been Republican we should have
refused ; as it was Imperial we agreed to proceed. The two first of these were

dying away and I consider'd the ill effects of them as almost entirely removed

by the change in the Ministry of July. The communications from Anduaga
have been subsequently received and have served to revive the ill will pre-

viously entertain'd. On the subject of Cuba I have taken all due pains

indirectly to remove the apprehensions of the Government. To several

Deputies of the Cortes, and to persons who I presumed would repeat what
I said to the Ministers, I have spoken of Cuba as a very desirable acquisition

to any Power, but that our interest required, as there wag no prospect of its

passing into our hands, that it should belong to Spain. That as English

property it would be infinitely injurious to us. As Colombian or Mexican

it could not but be hurtful. Independent of its formidable position, its

slave population would make us anxious to keep the Island out of the hands

of Govt'rnmentH which would be compelled by their Institution to make

changes in it, extremely dangerous to the repose and prosperity of the South-

ern States. In a conversation with one of the Members of the Political Com-
mission of the Cortes I express'd a conviction that Spain could procure by an

immediate recognition of Colombia and Mexico and the adoption of a

liberal system of commerce a guaranty of the Island from Colombia Mexico

& the United States. The three Powers being equally interested to keep it

in the hands of Spain, out of the hands of England and of each other. He
ask'd permission to apeak of it to the Ministers which I gave him provided
he spoke of it to the Ministers as a matter of opinion on a subject which had

never been even named to me by my Government.
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in?

John F&nyth t United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams*
Secretary #/ Stale of the United States l

(EXTRACT)

MADRID, December ij, i&.

I received a few clays since a note from Mr. San Miguel, ,., in-

forming me that the Spanish Squadron in the Gulf of Mexico was about

to be reinforced {" in consequence of the frequent piracies "J. I supposed it

probable that a similar note had been written to all the Foreign Minister*

but find that thin waa not the fact, . , . What the motive i for tending

a naval reinforcement you may probably understand better than I do having

direct information from Havannah. AH far as we are informed, here, a land

force would be more UHcful for destroying the Piracies of Culm, and of break-

ing up their connection with Havannah. It is more probable the view is to

protect Cuba ami to awiMt the (Government party against the Mexican and

Colombian (ioverwnenlM. The Espcctod&r, a Spanish Paper of which

Miguel was the Kditnr, and over which he is still supposed to exercise con-

troul, contains latterly home reflections of the subject of Spanish America ai

destitute of window as those formerly macie by the preceding Minister*, Or

one |xm the detent*million of the present MiniHterx is fixed, to wail the

return <if, or infonnaticin frm, their Commiaabners before they do aii|

tiling on thi imjK>rtant subject.

1118

Jo&qnin d$ A rtdmga, Spanish Minister to ik United States, to John

Ad&ms, Seeritory of State of the United 8

NKW YORK, Dttember 314,

SIR: The expetiiiicm formed in the jKrtM of thin Republic, and whkl

nailed from thence in the month of Augutit taut, to conquer the iriand

Porto Rico and to separate it from Spain, has fixetl the attention of ail En

n>pe. The effect which this extraordinary event ha prcIuri cn the citi

zens of the United States proves, to a demonstration, the sentiment* c

virtue antl probity which animate an immense majority of them, and tha

the attempts which unfortunately DO frequently Htatn the meritorious rr|

utation of these* inhabitants are the work of a small number, and are fel

and detested by the mass of the nation, The publications ma.de on thi

' MS. I1ijKtche from Spain, XXI,
J Ammat* Stai4 P&p*rt t Pffrfign R*tatum*t V, 3|.
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noisy subject, in all the newspapers of the Union, clearly display this truth;

and, at the same time that I admire and respect the virtues and sensibilities

of the American people, I can do no leas than give them the tribute of my
sincere gratitude for the indignation they have shown at seeing their laws so

scandalously trampled upon, and a nation, their friend, and from which

they have received such great proofs of esteem and regard, so perfidiously
dealt by.
The nature of the aforesaid expedition, the manner in which it has been

framed, the publicity which it had before its sailing, the criminality or

negligence which has appeared in the officers of the United States, are so

odious, and so clearly is it the interest of the Government to show to the

whole world, for its own reputation, that, far from approving such excesses,

it hastens to repress them, and to punish them, as soon as they come to their

knowledge, that I flatter myself that the bare mention which I have made to

you, sir, of this event in my former notes was sufficient for the President to

have taken those means dictated by his justice that the delinquents should

suffer the punishment which they deserved; that the conduct observed on

thi occasion by the officers of the customs should be examined, and to the

end that, by means of some communication, I should have been enabled to

calm the uneasiness and concern which have been caused to his Catholic

Majesty by an event TO opposite to the friendship which unites him with

this Republic and to the laws of all nations.

I will not do the President the injustice to doubt for a moment that he

haH taken the measures which public vengeance and the honor of this Re-

public demand; but I must express how much I am hurt that in so long a

time you have not had the goodness to give me any explanation on so impor-
tant a subject, and the means of fully acquainting his Catholic Majesty
with the object I have just mentioned.

Such m the publicity of the aforesaid expedition, of iti authors, of those

who are parties to it, and of its event, that I think I may dispense with

distracting your attention with the particulars, except that I ought to fix it

upon the circumstance, of which I am assured, of Mr. Irvine, one of the

chiefs of it, having been claimed by the captain of the United States corvette

the Cyane from the governor of Curacoa, who had arrested him upon the

petition of Spanish officers. If this circumstance should be certain, it would

give rise to consequences which it "IB impossible to admit, and I am per-

suaded that the President will reprove the conduct observed in this case by
the commander of the Cyam, contrary, no doubt, to the instructions and

intentions of hie Government.

Although I anticipate the communication the President will be pleased to

order me relative to the said expedition, which can be no other than that

which the honor of this Republic and justice imperiously claim, I take the

liberty of asking you, sir, to have the goodness to transmit it to me as soon
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as possible; my object in this request being to be able 10 diwipatc, without

more delay, the anxiety and uncertainty with which the lenc of this Gov-

ernment upon a case IK> public and scandalous cannot fail to inspire hit

Catholic Majesty and all the Spaniards,

I repeat, [etc.].

1119

John Fonytht United Stolen Minister to Spain, to John Qvincy
Secretary of State of the United Stabs *

(EXTRACT*)

MADRID, January jo,

. . . Yesterday wan publinh'd a decree* of the C'oric* pa'd in

secret session on the aubjoct of the British Claim*, of Ultramarine (Commerce,

and of the system to lie adapted in relation to Ultramar (No. 2). During

1 MS, Diapatche* (rum Spain, XXI.
1 A tranLution of the decree reform! to follows:

The senate- and congress* f deputies in extraordinary e*io, cxwwng the right

which the (*nntitution concede* to them nd having examined the prujKMMl wde to

the &arp by Hin Majesty with reference to various claim* of the Knglth
haw decreed:

, ,
. . .

i. The decree of the uenate and congress of depute of the 371 h of January,

concerning the commerce of the Island of Cuba, wall be extended to all the Province

of Ultramar, in the manner that HM been declared with nwpeet to the makl ! Until for

a term of ten month*, counting in ch respectiveaw from (th* date of) pubiieatkHt |

the decr?|, for lt those natbn* with wham the Ckvernro*nt dwmi tt fxttrtikmi, to

which end it w fully authorised.

a. At the anw time it w Ukcwwe authorised* in order lhat It, wtber on its aw frt
or by means of arbiter* diignmed by itself and the British Ciovtmment, nwy
nd iwttk the claim* that it matet; any of the which, for ny reaaon, iff 4 a

doubtful character, uch a* lboc proceeding from th tk>ck*cJe of Clotta Firme,

ckwified into eAtcKtiriw and counterbalanced with the dainui which Sputwh
miffht have agatntt (ireat Britain.

3. The nation now acknowtedm in the great book the *nnl of 40 million

more or low for the indemnification that may rttult from the mentioned tranwcikm;

giving with this a proof of the uinotrity and Jtwtfce of it principle*, alw*iyf trying to

preserve amiobte relatioM with Grmt Britain, and to repair whatever ckstwfe it may
bav cauted to its aubject*.

4. The fymrut of the ck!m 0f the Engtteh wbjecti ol whkh the order of the icnalt

ind coftgret* of deputiw of June 27, 1822, remain* a charw finl the Naiionat

TrtsMury, and anticipate* the liquidation Bind adjustment that the order provide*

5. If the examination pre*cribed In ArtWe a, rctulti in fraud or tnjuwtk* in the adju-

dication of the ihiurci in the preceedi of the pruee*. or culpability on the part of thr o-

thoritici, the (kiwrnment will entorce the kws In wdter to punWb the guilty and in

order to protect the nation from ennuinf obli^tion.
6. The (Jovern merit proposct to the aenate and of demitw in all

brevity the ayatcm that it may agree to adopt in the provinces of Uitramar, both wjife

repurd to diiscntew *nd to thoae that maintain unity; and tte alterationa that may
be tndiapenaabl* in the law* of eammerce and navigation of the !ndi may now be

h*rmonid in the National power/
or may now be oambltted with tho** of th other

nwritirne power* by nin of treabe*.
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the Congress of Verona a note very vague in its terms was written by the

Duke of Wellington and [on?] the subject of Spanish America and I under-

stand answer'd by the allied Sovereigns in terms equally vague. , . .

England you will perceive is reaping here the benefits of her efforts in

favour of Spain at Verona and Paris, and of the timely pressure of her sev-

eral claims upon the Government of Spain. All her avowed objects are

accomplished, and there is great probability of her succeeding in some of

those that are not avowed. You will observe that the decree for the settle-

ment of the British claims ia connected with the subject of the commerce of

Ultramar and with the Policy to be observed in regard to Ultramar separated

from, or yet united, to the Spanish Dominions,

1120

Jeaguin de Anduaga, Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Quincy
Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

[TRANSLATION]

NEW YORK, March 6, 1823.

Sm: Under date of the I4th of December of last year I had the honor to

address you a note,
1
requesting explanations on the expedition from these

ports for the conquest of the island of Porto Rico, and the disapprobation
of the conduct of the captain of the United States corvette Cyane, in the

claim which he was said to have made to the Governor of Curacoa in favor

of Mr. Irvine, one of the chiefs of that expedition. Lately I have received

official letters from my Government, in which ia energetically expressed the

surprise of his Catholic Majesty at seeing the possession!! of Spain attacked

in a manner so public and scandalous by the citizens of a power to which

so great and so costly proofs have been given of its friendship; and although
it has appeared to him extraordinary that the President should have been

ignorant of preparations made with so little secrecy, and that a collection

of men and of ships, laden with munitions of war, in the ports nearest to the

capital, should have been able to be concealed from him; nevertheless, judg-

ing by his own sentiments of those which he believed animated the President,

he did not doubt that it was so, and that this Government, the instant it

should have notice of such an event, would hasten to take the most vigor-

ous measures for the punishment of the delinquents and for preventing

such excesses in future; and, above all, that to prove to his Majesty and to

all Europe the indignation produced to it by this attempt, it would have

* American State Papers, Foreign Rotations, V, 388.
*Set above, pt, xni, doc, mC
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been gratified in giving to the cabinet of Spain the satisfaction and explaoa-

dona which so odious a breach of the laws of nations and of the friendship

which unites this Republic with Spain so imperiously demanded. This

persuasion was so natural that it i very easy to calculate what effect il

would have on the mind of hia Majesty, and on that of all the Spaniards*

to knew that this Government not only has thought proper not to give a

spontaneous explanation on an event injurious to Spain, and which in so

shameful manner utains the good, faith and reputation of this Republic*

but that an answer hm bt*en withheld for o many months to the note*

which I have had the honor to address to it on thin subject. The

qurnce which should be drawn from this, cannot your penetritksi.

It is very clear that if, from the ports of Spain, an expedition should depart
for the at tuck and conquest of a province of the United States, and that hit

Catholic Majesty should not only not give at the time explanations of hit

ignorance and disapprobation of it, but that he should neglect the repre-

semationH f the American minister at Madrid, the President would have a

right to twlieve thai that hostile measure had been carried into execution*

if not with the consent of the Spanish (fovernment, at least with its con-

nivance. But if thr conviction which I have of the equity of the President,

and of his de*ire to maintain with Spain the* amity which happily subsists,

prevents me from drawing, in the case whereof I treat, that consequence.

evident its it may appear, I cannot help nwing in your silence a singular

indifference to the feelings of his Catholic Majesty, in respect to the attacks

which his possessions and subjects receive on the part of the Americans. I

know how painful thii will lie to my (jovernment, and how grkrvoui not to

see its friendship towards* this Republic answered in a correspondent manner*

nor the proofs which it has given of it; and anxious to tranquilue it, I

the liberty of requesting you to be pleased to answer my note of the 14th of

ItaremlxT last, not doubling but that it will be such as will calra the inquie-

tudr ami uneasiness which must be caused in the mind of his Catholic Maj-

esty by the expedition referred to, and by having left my notes unanswered.

I renew fete.J.

1121

Jtmqttin de Andm%a> Spanish Minister to the United States, to John Quimy
Adams, Secretory of State of the UnM *

(TftANSLATlOM)

NEW YORK, March 7, /foj.

SIR: I have the honor to wrid you inclosed copies of the? protest made in

Pcnsaoota by Don Jacinta Correa, captain of the Spanish schooner called

* Xisiman Stat* Ftt^tri, Fowfit Kttttiimu, V, 589,
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the Carman, alias Galliga the Third, and of a judicial declaration made by
the same before the consul of Spain in New Orleans.

In both documents are set forth the capture of the said schooner by the

United States ship-of-war Peacock and the oppression and robbery com-

mitted by her crew, all which has been confirmed to me by the Captain Gen-

eral of the Havana, and by the consul of Spain in New Orleans. As the

circumstances of these crimes are expressed in the inclosed documents I

avoid repeating them in this note, and shall rest content with calling your
attention to three of the principal, which are, the Peacock having made the

capture with the Spanish flag, the violation of the public correspondence

between two provinces of his Catholic Majesty, and the malicious contriv-

ance of Captain Casein in sending the crew of the Carman to Pensacola and

the vessel to New Orleans, that there might be no one to defend her there.

Such violations of all public law, and such refined perfidy, are so evident

and odious that I think it unnecessary to insist upon them, since it would

be doing an injury to the sense and justice of this Government. Notwith-

standing the insidious precaution of Captain Casein, scarcely had the courts

of Pensacola and New Orleans examined the case, when the former declared

the crew innocent and set them at liberty, and the other ordered the restitu-

tion of the vessel, which saves me the trouble of proving the illegality of the

capture; and it only remains with me to request that the President would

be pleased to order satisfaction to the owners of the schooner Carman for

the and damages which they have sustained, and that the money and

effecti of which they have been plundered be restored to the crew. This

is what it concerns me to ask in favor of said individuals; but the just satis-

faction of my Government, the assurance in future of due respect to the

Spanish flag and the lives and property of Spanish citizens, imposes upon me
the obligation of speaking to you with that frankness which ought to subsist

between two friendly powers whose interest it is to maintain the greatest

harmony.
The injuries done by this country to his Catholic Majesty and to his sub-

jects are not confined to expeditions of individuals for the conquest of his

provinces, to hostilities under the insurgent flag, to building armed ships

for the enemies of Spain, to furnish these men with munitions of war, &c.;

but they have gone to attack publicly the vessels of Spain by ships-of-war

of the United States, and to trample upon Spanish citizens by American

officers; the excess being carried to such a pitch that his Catholic Majesty's

territory is violated, and if a speedy check be not put to it the Spanish com-

merce must be in dread of the ships-of-war of a nation which is said to be

friendly as it would of another with which it wan in a complete state of rup-

ture.

The violations of neutrality and of friendship between two nations, com-

mitted by individuals, always give room to the offended power to believe
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that they have taken place without the knowledge and against the will of the
Government of the aggressors, and that it will grant a competent satisfac-

tion; but when this is not only refused, and not even private citizens "but

the ships and officers of that Government give the insult and commit hos-
tilities with its approbation, since it neither punishes them nor prevents
them from continuing their aggressions, the illusion must cease, and, alarmed
for the intentions of said Government, the imperious obligation which it is

under of protecting its subjects lays it under the necessity of demanding a
frank explanation of them, and indispensable provisions for the putting
a stop to the scandal of acts which continue could only be followed by con-

sequences which his Catholic Majesty has a lively desire of avoiding, it being
his most sincere wish to preserve inviolate the friendship which he professes
towards this Republic.

Vain have been my repeated remonstrances to obtain satisfaction for the
insults offered to my Government and fellow-citizens by the American offi-

cers. And if, in the courts of the United States, the Spaniards have found
justice, the Government has not only refused my petitions, but has not even.

given an answer to the greater part of my notes. The very sentences of

the courts prove the justice of my complaints against the said officers; and
when it is seen that this Government, in spite of these complaints and the
opinion of the most eminent and just judges of this Republic, refuses to his
Catholic Majesty the satisfaction which is his due, does not answer the rep-
resentations of his minister, and continues its protection and favor to the
officers accused, the suspicion is allowed that its friendly sentiments towards
Spain have undergone an alteration. This doubt will be extremely painful
to his Catholic Majesty, wherefore I spend more time in requesting you to
be pleased to clear it up, and this can be done in no other way than by giving
to his Majesty the satisfaction which he has demanded for so great injuries,
with the punishment of the officers who have committed them, and especially
of Captain Cassin, and giving the most peremptory orders that they be not
repeated.

The multiplied proofs of friendship which his Majesty has given to this

Republic, the sacrifices which he has made in its favor, and the utility which
results to both nations in the continuance of a good understanding between
both, are to me a sure guaranty that the President, deigning to take into
consideration the important contents of this note, will be pleased to order
such an answer to it as will at once dissipate the disagreeable impressions
which the acts of the American officers have made, and assure his Catholic
Majesty that his desires for the continuance of the strictest friendship with
this Republic will be fulfilled.

I repeat [etc.]
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John J. Appleton, Charge d'Affaires ad interim of the United States at Madrid,
to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

MADRID, March 20, 1823.

SIR: The Despatches from this Legation numbered 51, 53, 54,* and 58 will

have furnish'd you with nearly all the facts by which we would determine,
here whether England had, during the period they embrace, made overtures

to Spain for a cession of the Island of Cuba. Altho' my own belief, founded
on a cloHe attention to these facts and on an intimate intercourse with persons
who have a deep interest in being well informed, was, that no other proposals
had been made in reference to the Island, but those which had for object the

extirpation of piracy, I thought it my duty on receiving your despatch No.

28 "Marked Secret" to institute fresh inquiries.

The result of these inquiries, I am happy to inform you, confirms fully the

impression previously entertainedthat there have been, lately, no nego-
ciations on foot between England and Spain for a cession of the Island of

Cuba. The English Minister at this Court, has it is true, occasionally, ex-

pressed uneasiness about the fate of the Island and was advised [by?] his

friends in the Government to watch closely all its relations with the United

States. But the knowledge which he has of the temper of Spain in relation

to its foreign Possessions did not permit him to go further. An offer to take

the Island under the protection of England would I am persuaded have been

rejected either from want of confidence in those who made the offer, or from

a feeling of national pride which has as often influenced the Councils of Spain,

as interest. She considers Cuba as an integral part of the Monarchy, and

cling! to it with the blinded energy of pride and interest. These feelings are

so strong, so general that no Government could disregard them. The men
who have been successively at the head of affaire in Spain, since the Revolu-

tion, have been anxious to retain their hold upon the Island of Cuba and the

remaining transatlantic possessions by kind and liberal treatment, and none

have among them, gone further than those composing the Ministry and the

Cortes in the last periods of difficulty. Under them the history of the Rela-

tions between the Peninsula and the Island has been a succession of acts of

deference, all manifesting the fullest respect for the rights, and the greatest

solltcitude for the prosperity of the Island on one part, and the deepest sym-

pathy for the mother country on the other. On all occasions when measures

were to be taken or important appointments made for the Island, the opin-

ions of its deputies in Cortes, have been sought and generally governed the

determinations of the Government. Of this you have had a conspicuous

proof in the appointment of General Vives to the Command of the Island.

MS, Dispatches from Spain, XXII.
See above, pt. xm, docs, in 6, 1117 and 1119, Forsyth to Adams, November ao, and

December 13, 1822, and January 10, 1823.
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The situation was Bollieited by General Quiroga t whose influence at the end of

the year that has expired was very great, but the Deputies of the Island In-

sisted upon hia not being appointed, and his revolutionary claims, great as

they are, were overlooked.

The creation of a free Port at the Havana, the exemption conceded to the

Inland of Cuba at the instance of its Deputies from the Extraordinary meas-

ures adopted in October last for the European Provinces, the revival of the

naval ordonanee and other legislative measures, shew* that the Cortes and

the executive Power shared the same sentiments in relation to the Island.

Its deputies in conjunction with others of Ultramar have for nome time hack

been employed under orders of the Cortes in drafting a plan for the Political

and Economical Government of their Province!*, which is now in process of

discussion in the Cortes. The basis of thin work is the acknowledged dif-

ficulty of governing thette Provinces well, with redrew, for abuses, m distant;

and the object of it, is to find a remedy for the evil. It auk* more than will

probably be granted, but even if some of the article* are thrown out, as plac-

ing the Government of Ultramar upon too Independent a footing, enough
will remain to insure with time a full development of the resources of ihte

Provinces. Among other faculties it given to the Provincial Juntau, is the

very important one, of keeping up a naval force for the exclusive protection

of the Islands and their commerce that of holding public Sessions --thai of

fixing the duties upon imports and exports according to a basis furnish 'd Hy
the CortC8~~that of suspending in accord with the 6V/f Politico the execution

of any law or order from the Peninsula, if, from their l>etng executed great

prejudices might arise to the Provinces -that of reporting at stated times

upon the conduct of all persons employed by the crown in the Provinces, and

even suspending from duty all those who are not in the? military nervier.

With these Powers, the Provincial Deputations fleeted it they are by the

people, might secure to the people nearly all the blessings of self ( tovernroeni -

The deliberate earnestness with which the Cortes are providing institu-

tions for these distant Provinces indicate, certainly, no disposition to transfer

them to another Power. If such a disposition existed here; however, I very

much doubt whether there would be any on the* part of the people of Cuba to

be bargain'd away like their own slaves. To England I am fully persuaded

they would not belong. National prejudice!, the experience they have had

of the English Colonial Policy when pressing upon the conqucr'd Frvnrh

Islands and of her exertions to put down the slave trade, have not prepared
them to receive the English as Masters or Protectors. Had they to choose

between England and the United States their choice would not be doubtful

The classes, however, who have something to lose prefer remaining as they

are, persuaded that an attempt to place the Island under the protection of

either Power would inevitably draw down upon it the anger of the other and

make it the theatre of a contest fatal to its prosperity. Such is the lang
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of the friends of Cuba with whom I am acquainted here, unwilling to depend
entirely upon them for my impressions on the subject I determined to im-

prove the first opportunity of sounding Mr. San Miguel. This opportunity
was presented on the I5th when he inform'd me that he had resisted the

demand of England to be permitted to land on the Island in pursuit of

Pirates, I said, that if it was true, as circulated, that the British had landed

500 men at Matanzas they had not been satisfied with his answer. To this

Mr. San Miguel replied that he did not believe the report, as the only pretext
which the English would alledge for landing had been abandon'd by them
on being assured that the Governor of Cuba would readily cooperate with

their fleet for the destruction of the Pirates. I then observ'd that I was not

disposed to give much credit to the report from a conviction that England
would be very cautious of giving umbrage to her maritime rivals by so bold

a step in that quarter that, besides, I considered it her interest as well as

ours that the Island should remain tranquil, and this depended upon its

remaining in the hands of Spain. England and the United States I added

derived now from the Island, without expense, nearly all the advantages
which the pasttession would yield and well knew that they might lose all by

attempting to get more. Mr. San Miguel acquiesced in my observations,

and said that he felt no concern about the Island of Cuba. That were it

threatened, he was sure it would be succour'd by the United States. I said

that the United States could never see with indifference any attempt to

change the present state of things in that quarter, but that I was not pre-

pared to say how far they might tx* disposed to go to prevent such a change.

That the information would however soon be furnished by Mr. Anduaga
who I presumed from the conversation which had taken place between

him (Mr. San Miguel) and Mr. Forayth had already been directed to

make the necessary inquiries. Instead of confirming this surmise, as I

hoped, Mr, San Miguel merely observed that Spain would do all that was

needful to secure the advantages which might be expected from the well

known dispositions of the United States in reference to thii important sub-

ject. Had the tenor of this conversation, or previous impressions led me to

believe that England was actually pressing Spain for a cession of the Island,

I would have made use of the faculty allowed by your letter, and spoken in

the name of my Government. In the state in which I found things I thought

that my duty required that I should not compromise the United States,

unnecessarily. If by excess of prudence I have erred from the Presidents

wishes the error is, I flatter myself, of a nature to be easily mended by Mr.

Nelson whose arrival I am daily expecting. In the mean while I shall derive

satisfaction from an intimate belief that our interests are all safe at present,

and that they are to have soon the support of talent and experience which

are but ill supplied by my exertions.

I have the honor [etc.].
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John J,
Appleton, Charei d*Affaires ad interim of the United Slates at Madrid,

to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

CADIZ, July 9. Jtej.

SIR: I have detained Mr. Wyre until now in the double expectation of

having it in my power to transmit to you by him the determination of the

Spanish Government in relation to ita former Colonies, an well as any thing
which might transpire, in addition to what 1 had the honor of communicating
to you, in reference to the subject of your letter No. 28, marked "Secret".

The removal of the Government to this place ha* been fatal to the hopes
which I had for ttome time back entertain'cl, and in which I had been en-

couraged as you will have seen by my letters, that the "American question"
would be presented fairly by the M mutters to the Cortes, and a determina-

tion would be taken upon their report favourable to the eauue of Inde-

pendence, The warmest friends of the American! have been paralysed by the

pretsure of their affairs at home. Several Deputies with whom I have con-

versed here, and who were disposed some time back to take up the subject,,

now tihrink from the difficulties and responsibility it involves. The faci

is that one of the subjects of accusation brought up by the Madrid Regency
against this (Government, is, that by the constitution and the measure*

deriving from it, the Spanish Colonies have been lostand that, were tht*

Government, reduced as it is to a few Provinces in Spain, and blockaded to

Cadiz, to take any determination friendly to the former Colonies the Re-

gency and the French would protest against it, and appeal to it as a proof of

the corruption and tclfithnew of the Persons in Power here, who to

themselves, (it would be said) a retreat, have sacrifised the dearest interest*

of their country. There is no doubt that the accusation would produce its

effect, among a large of Spaniards who yet cling to the hope of recover-

ing the Colonies, and that it would hasten the dissolution of the constitu-

tional system. Notwithstanding all, there are a few deputiet who
determin'd to give the question a trial in the Cortes, and will in mil this

month, the Ministere should of their own accord and in compliance
with a former decision of the Cartes anticipate them, call up the subject-

Out of no members, of which the Cort are now composed, in consequence
of the desertion of some of its members, there will not be found so who wii

be in favour of deciding
1 the question now. The objections that will be

made are I am assured the following

i*t. The want of Powers in the Cortes by the Conititution to dismembw

any portion of the Monarchy from the rest.

and* The impotm-cy of an unconditional recognition of the independence
* MS. 0Sftdie from Spain, X3C1I.
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of the Colonies, and the insecurity of a conditional one, if Spain treats alone

with the Colonies.

3rd. The unfitness of the present moment.
The first of these objections will not be strongly insisted on, for however

indisposed they may be to recognise the independence of the former Colonies

unconditionally, all their scruples would vanish if they could obtain the

guarantee of England for the fulfilment of such conditions as might be im-

posed upon those Colonies, and receive, as the price of their acknowledge-
ment of the Spanish American Governments, powerful assistance for the

support of the independence of the Peninsula. From this you will perceive

that, England has it in her power to fix the fate of Spanish America. With
her some arrangement may be made, but I do not believe that there is any
now on foot. Indeed if there were, the Deputies who are desirous of bring-

ing the question up in the Cortes, would be informed of it and desist from

their object, as prejudicial to Negociations.

Sir William & Court still remains in Seville, waiting for instructions from

his Government to remove to this place. Twenty eight days have elapsed

since he sent a courier from Seville announcing the appointment of the Pro-

visional Regency. Mr. Gomes, the new Charg6 d'Affaires of Portugal
named by Count Palmella, having found the Government here, has re-

mained, and has spent his first moments in endeavouring to engage the

Government to a removal of the two Princesses, daughters of the King of

Portugal, to Lisbon with their children and has been unsuccessful. Mr.

Briderman [?], the Charges d'Affaires of Saxony, is also here. These two

gentlemen, with myself compose the present Diplomatic Corps, at this Court.

A commissioner of the British Government having applied for Papers the

delivery of which is stipulated by the last convention between Spain & Eng-

land, has been informed by Mr. Pando the Secretary of the Despatch of

State, that Spain declined proceeding with the execution of the convention

until the retreat of the English Minister was properly explained. As his

conduct might inspire doubts, whether England continued to recognise the

Constitutional Government. Mr. Jabat the Spanish Minister in London has

received instructions framed upon the same ideas.
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John J, Applelon, Chargt d'Affaires ad interim of the United StaUs at Madrid,
to John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United Stales l

CADIZ, August 6
t

(cloned the 8th)

This intimate conviction, I have confirm'd by a conversation this very

evening (yth) with the Minister of Finance, Yandiola, who acts, ad interim,

as Minister of Foreign Affairs. Bringing up the subject of Mexko of his

own accord, he said to me "your country should be on the alert as to the

intrigues which France is setting on foot in that Country to induce it to ac-

cept a Prince of the House of Bourbon, as a republic tiuch an arrangement
cannot suit you, if we should be unfortunate, here, it cannot siu't us" I ob-

served to him that we had probably by this time a Minister at Mexico who
informed you with every occurrence which would affect the interests of ihc

United States, and that altho' he had no other means of influence there, but

such as an upright Government would acknowledge to all the world, it was

proper to suppose that such influence as he powese'd would always be thrown

in the scale of liberty that against any change in the present state of things
in that country, he might calculate upon the character of thaws who were at

the head of Affaire, The Minister answer'd that the last letten received

from Fort Uloa, shew, that there was a growing diRpowtion in Mexico for

the Federative System, and that other letters which had been received today
from Mr, Rivas their Charg d*Affaires in the United States under date of

the ayth of April announced to him the arrival of Cornmiwoners in the

United States to propose the annexation of the Province of Guatemala to the

United States. I said that the Gazettes of the U. S. had announced ihe

fact, but that if a proposition to that effect was made to the U. S. they would

in a spirit of sincere friendship inform the Commitoners that their project

had insurmountable objections, that the United State* had yet felt no w!h
to extend their power beyond their proper limits, and that the happinew of

their Province would be best promoted by uniting with its immediate

neighbours. Mr. Yandiola aid that the Congress of Mexico was animated

by the moat liberal spirit and had already inform'd Guatemala that they

might dictate the terms on which they would be united with Mexico. I said

that the fear of Iturbide and his absolute power could alone have induced

Guatemala to have recourse to the U, S. and that the cause of dinumon no

longer existing it was probable that it would remain attatch'd to Mexico.

Mr. Yandiola then remarked that there was another interesting country
that the fear of despotism might throw into the hands of the United States;

that when he was in the Havannah he had observed a great tendency to

MS. Dpateh from Spain, XXII.
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a political connection with the U. S. and that if liberty was lost in Spain, he

believed that the people of Cuba would in imitation of the other Possessions

of Spain dissolve the ties which hold them to the Peninsula and probably
seek for protection in the U. S. I answer'd that I was in hopes that liberty

was not yet lost in Spainthat if the Constitutional Govt. had means to

support itself in Cadiz for a few months longer a re-action might be expected

throughout the Provinces. He said that it certainly might be expected,
but that if England persisted in refusing to do any thing for them pecuniary
means would fail. How is it, I replied that England does not improve this

occasion to secure some of her favorite objects in America? He replied,

that he feared she was too deeply implicated with the Holy Alliance to con-

sult her interests, that it would soon be known whether she intended to

abandon Spain to her fate; if so, and France proposed no terms that could be

accepted, their determination was fixed to hold out here as long as possible

and take the chances of what might happen in Spain and in other countries.

I then aak'd Mr. Yandiola on what pecuniary resources they counted for the

present. He replied upon the 50,000,000 of reals which France had paid to

the Spanish Consul General at Paris two months before the war, and which

he had timely placed in England. (This sum was the amount of private

claims, which France was bound to satisfy by the Treaty of Paris. The

Spanish Consul received it in Inscriptions upon the grand livre, which were

immediately converted into Reconnaissances payable* au Porteur and thus

placed beyond the power of the French Government.) That they had good
reason to think that they could liquidate an account which they had with
------------ amounting to ---- for which purpose they had sent two com-

missioners to England. I enquired whether these commissioners were the

two who took a passage in the Frigate Tribune. He said they were that

the success of their mission depended upon its remaining secret- that If this

liquidation was [were] effected it would produce 1088. 648. 1576. 794. 1384,

HS3- 347- 1372. 500. 192. 668. 1384. 169. 1244. 1501. mo. 1426. 1290 [no

decodification]. He added "would nothing be done in your country by

offering good security? We have the revenue of the Island of Cuba which

would answer for more than we need." This question brought on an an-

swer similar to that which I had given to the Deputy of Cortes, adding, by

way of illustrating my general propositions, that the duties paid by citizens

of the U, S. upon the importation of effects in the Island of Cuba might

amount to several hundred thousand dollars a year, and that exchequer bills

receivable at the Havana for these duties might be negociated in the U. S.

that an operation of this kind might be undertaken if they had some one on

the spot on whom they could rely. Mr. Yandiola replied that the idea struck

him forcibly; that the Government had been deliberating upon the choice of

a proper person to send as Minister to the United States, and had thought of

Mr. Jabat their present Minister in London that, however, nothing is yet
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decided. (Mr. Jabat has property in Cuba to the amount of three or four

hundred thousand dollars.) I said that the great object was to have a person
in the U. S. who could not sell himself to the Holy Alliance, that after what
had happen'd with the last Minister the Government would be disposed to

treat with reserve any person who did not offer them the guarantee of an
honorable character. Mr, Yandiola inquired, then, when Mr. Nelson might
come. I told him that I had this very day received a letter from him in

Gibraltar, denoting his anxiety to be here and enclosing a letter for the

French General, in which he ask'cl to be allow'd to paw thro his lines, and
that the immediate object of my visit had been to ask him (Mr. Yandiola)
to furnish me the means of having the letter deliver'd at headquarters. He
said he knew that the French had declined receiving any communication

except under the Spanish Flag, and supposed that I wish'd him to tend my
letter over. I replied that I would wish it. He said that he would immedi-

ately make it known to General Valdes in order that he might place a boat

at my disposition with a Flag of Truce, and sent me an hour afterwards the

billet of which a copy is enclosed. The answer of Ckmeral Bourtlenoul will

be carried to Gibraltar by the person whom Mr. Nelson sent here, who will

also be charged with this Despatch. My letter to the Duke of Angouleme*
of which you will find a copy with my communications to Mr. Gallatin, will

with those communications be placed at the disposal of Mr. Nelson; in order

that he may forward them (for hence, there is no conveyance) if he deems it

advisable, from Gibraltar, If Mr. Nelson k denied entry, I ihall until Mr.
Gallatin can clear up the bumness be on the watch that the interests of the

[sic] as far as 1 understand them, suffer not by Mr. Nebon'i momentary
exclusion. It would have been moat grateful to me, to have, at a momenl
like the present, replaced the Affairs of the United States in hands of a penn
calculated to do them entire justice.

You will find in the Gazettes of 3d Instant a report of the Commission of

Ultramar proposing to the Cortes 1st to invite the Governments de facto

existing in Spanish America to send Ministers to the Peniniula or to any
neutral point of Europe designated by Spain, with full Powers, and consent

to an Armistice with those who send such Ministers, adly that the Govern-

ment of H, C. M. should name on its part one or more plenipotentiaries who

may at the point designated negodate Treaties of every kind, upon the

that will seem to them most proper, not excluding that of Independence.

$dly that these treaties shall have no effect until sanction'd by the Cortes.

This Report wan taken up on the following sittings, as you will see by the

Gazettes of the 4th & 5th, and laid at rest after an interesting discussion.

It was known that this would be the result, there not being more than twenty

persone in the house who could be brought to vote for the adoption of the

commission's report at the present juncture* The decision took place upon
the question whether the vote should be taken by yea* and nays. It was
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decided by 53 against 43 that it should not. The house then laid the report
on the table without a division. The most formidable adversaries of the

report were Arguelles, Joaquim Ferrer, and Gomes Becerra. Arguelles
hates the English, and is sincerely attatch'd and devoted to the greatness of

his Country. Joaquim Ferrer is also unfriendly to the English, but is too

much accustomed to calculate like a merchant, to reject any advantage
which might be derived from England, by sacrifices in America, if he thought
that England was disposed at this moment to mediate between constitutional

Spain and her former possessions. In February last he and Mr. Cooke, the

agent and friend of Mr. Canning, settled the bases of a mediation at several

interviews indeed a sort of a protocol was kept, which Mr. Cooke carried to

England. Mr. Ferrer has assured me, that Mr. Cooke had recognised the

justice of the principle of indemnisation [sic] from the former colonies to the

mother country, and said that England would perhaps consent to make good
to Spain, immediately, the amount of that indemnisation [sic], receiving in

exchange the stipulated rights of Spain upon Spanish America, and deducting
from the amount thus to be paid to Spain by England the import of the

unsettled claims of English subjects upon Spain. Mr. Cooke left Madrid
for England in February promising Mr. Ferrer that he would let him hear

from him as soon as he arrived, but has not kept his promise. This Mr,

Cooke was Agent for a large amount of British claims the settlement of which

had been stipulated by a Treaty which has long been in your possession,

and the execution of which has now experienced some embarrassment from

the retreat of Sir Wm. & Court. Mr. Becerra the other person I have men-

tioned as opposed to the Rq.x>rt, its a Spaniard of the old school who carries

with him on all occasions a large number of the Deputies from the Interior.

All opposition, however, would cease to the recognition of Spanish American

Independence (except from Arguelles who is uncompromising), if it could be

made the means of insuring the independence of Spain in Europe the fate

of South America is therefore in the hands of England but, probably, the

same reasons which prevent her acquiring any rights on Cuba, will not suffer

her to come to an understanding with Spain about it. Losing this oppor-

tunity, she may not arrange afterwards the affairs of America to her liking.

The French are evidently anxious to gain influence in that part of the globe
and will, probably, to a certain extent succeed.
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Memorandum of a conversation between William d Caurt, British Minute
to Spain, and John J, Appkton, Charg& d'Affaires ad interim of

the United States at Madrid, December 7,

I learn'd this evening from Sir William & Court that Mr. Saws had told hu

a couple of days before his dismissal from the Ministry that he proposed t

address him a note containing an invitation from the King of Spain to that <

Great Britain to take part in a Congress to be held in Parts for the adjus

ment of Spanish American Affairs, and that Sir William had said to Mr. Sa

that tho
f

he could not give any encouragement to the application intended i

be made, he would transmit it to his Government a wxm as he should recen

it. On my inquiring whether this application had been made by Mr, Sa

successor, Sir William aid that it had not. Sir William continued sayir

"You probably have heard of the conference* which were held in Umdt

upon this subject between Mr. Canning and the French Kmbawador son

time ago.
8

I paid that I had not. "Then you do not know that one of U
reasons assigned by Mr. Canning for not joining in the Ctmgriw was rh;

your country had not been invited to send a representative to it, Con

with me and I will Bhew you a memorandum of them* conference* made t

Mr. Canning, & approved by Mr. cle Polignac"; o naying he carried me in

his Cabinet and there put into my hands several sheets of paper, professing

be the memorandum he spoke of. From having been obliged to read

hastily, and in the presence of Sir William, I can only recollect the tauiii

ideas it contained, without any reference to the word* or order in which tin

were expressed. The first conference took place on the jeh of Octobc

The French Kmbassador came to thin conference with instructions from li

Government upon the subject to be treated of. Mr, Canning began I

expressing the opinion of his Government, that time and the course of even

had effectually separated the former Colonies of Spain, from the moth

country, and that all further attempts on the part of Spain to regain empi
over them by arms would be vain, -That England had always maintain!

a strict neutrality between the parties, and that let her determination 1

what it might on the question of recognizing the independence of the nc

States, she would persevere in this policy, o long as other nations remaim

neutral. That if however any other Nation took part with Spain the qutsfa

would be chanted. That the first effect of an attempt of a third party

replace the former Colonies under the power of Spain by force, or even i

threats would be an immediate recognition of their independence by Englan

That the anxiety of England for the restoration of peace, between the TO

tending parties, had been abundantly evinced by the repealed offer of h

1 MS. Dwpatehes from Spain, XXH. Enclosed in Nelson to Adanw, December r8, t&i

which see below, pt. xm, doe. m6.
*See above, pt. vnt, doc. 799, under date October 9, 1833.
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mediation to Spain. That in accepting this mediation in 1810, (tho' circum-

stances prevented its having effect) Spain had open'd to England the com-
merce of the Colonies, and thus placed her in a situation in relation to this

commerce which interdicted her now from placing herself on a level with

other Nations whom she was invited to meet in Paris for the adjustment oC

Spanish American Affairs. That altho' England was thus prevented from

taking any part in the proposed Congress, she disclaimed all thought of obtain-

ing advantages for her commerce in Spanish America which might not be made
extensive to all other Nations. The only Nation whom she thought entitled to

such advantages was the mother country. That as to the trade she already
had with Spanish America she could not suffer it to be interrupted, for it

employed now a British capital which could not be withdrawn from it with-

out immense losses to her people.

Mr, de Polignac replied that France so far agreed with England, as to

think it impossible to reestablish the relations between Spain and her Col-

onies on their ancient footing. That she thought however that the lamen-

table state of these colonies, in prey to anarchy, deserved the intervention of

those Powers by whose wisdom and unity of council, Europe had been

restored to order and tranquillity. That the interference of these powers
would now be equally decisive of the cause of order in America, if England,

pursuing the ideas avowed at Verona, consented to unite her efforts with

theirs.--That he hoped that as Mr. Canning had declared that England did

not wish for exclusive commercial advantages in Spanish America, she would
think proper to desist from the objection to unite in Congress with her Allies,

founded upon the difference she conceived lo exist between her situation and
theirs in relation to Spanish America. That the determination which Mr,

Canning had avowed of recognising the independence of the States formed

out of Spanish America, upon the interference of any other power in favour

of Spain, would appear surprising, when confronted with the former dec-

laration of England, on the same subject, which made her recognition to

depend upon other grounds. That France could not propose any way of

pacifying Spanish America, while King Ferdinand was not free: that she

disclaim'd alt intention of interfering in favour of Spain by arms. That her

opinion, however, was, that Spanish America could only be recalled to

principles of social union by establishing in it Monarchical or Aristocratical

Centres.

Mr. Canning rejoined (I think at the next Conference which was held on

the I2th October) that England had said nothing at Verona which could be

construed into an invitation to other Powers to interfere for the pacification

of Spanish America, and to prove this assertion refer'd to Despatches of the

Duke of Wellington of that date shewing that the intention of England had

only been to apprize her allies of the course she might pursue in order to give
them an opportunity of acting simultaneously with her. That however
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gratifying it might be to England to see Monarchical or Aristocrat ical Gov-

ernments form'd in Spanish America, she did not think after a close atten-

tion to the course of events in those Countries that their establishment was

practicable That, besides, there was a Nation, which, by its power, by
its vicinity to the States in question, and by the interest she must be sup-

posed to take in their fate, was entitled to be consulted on the present ques-

tionespecially when Nations which were as little interested in its settle-

ment, as Russia, Prussia & Austria were to be called to the Congressand
that England thought this pretension so just that she would not IMB disposed

to attend a Congress on Spanish American Affairs to which the United States

were not invited. Mr. Canning said also at this conference that he had

heard thro' the ordinary channels of commerce that some French men of

war had commenced hostilities upon Colombia, and wish'd Mr. de Polignac

to aay whether the information thus received was founded on facts.

Mr. Polignac replied to the foregoing observation! of Mr, Canning by

saying that on the subject of inviting the United States to the proposed

Congress he had no instructions, that however, his own private opinion,

without much reflexion, wan, that there could be on the part of France no

objection to inviting them. That as to the acts of hostility said to have

been committee! by French ships on Colombia, he knew nothing, but did not

think them probable as the principal vessel employed on that Station, the

Jean Bar, was order'd to return to France.

After having run over Mr. Canning's memorandum I enquired of Sir

William whether the French Government had since said any thing upon
that part of the memorandum which referred to the United States.- -He

said he did not know that ahe had, that he was, however, expecting a courier

which would probably bring him new information on the subject. Sir

William added that since these conferences the tone of the others (meaning

Russia, Prussia & Austria), which at first had been very high on American

Affaire had considerably lowered.

1126

Hugh N$l$<m, United States Minister fa Spain, to John Quincy Adtata t

Secretary of State of the United SlaUs l

(EXTRACT)

MADRID, December x8 t jfoj.

You will doubtless have been apprized by Mr, Rush, of the Conferences

which have been had between the French Embassador at London and Mr.

*MS, Dtipatches from Spin, XXII. Hugh Nehon, of Virginia: Commissioned mw-
itter plenipotentiary to Spam January 15, 18235 took leave July 10; left Madrid July 14,

1825.
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Canning, in regard to holding another Congress for the adjustment of the

affairs of Spanish America. My information on this point is received from
Mr. Appleton to whom Sir William a Court shewed a copy of the Notes
svhich Mr. Canning had made and shewn to the French Embassador for pre~

lerving greater accuracy of two different conferences which had taken place
between them. It was admitted by the French Minister that the idea of

restoring the former relations between those Countries and Spain must be

fiven up by all. And Mr. Canning it seems in his great anxiety to take care

3f the United States has said that on a question so important and so interest-

ing to the United States they ought certainly to be invited to send their

Ministers to aid in the deliberations. A memorandum will be prepared by
Mr, Appleton of the substance of this communication from the English
Minister which will be enclosed. l

1127

Hugh Nelson, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States s

[EXTRACT}

MADRID, June i$
t 1824.

There is also included in this Denpatch the answer of the Count of Ofalia

to my note on the subject of the publication in the Barcelona Diario t about

the 14 Privateers fitted in the Ports of the United States to cruise on the

Spanish commerce, as communicated to them by their Charg6 d'Affairet

near the Government of the United States. The Count affirms that he had
before stated to me in conversation that this waa not intended to be made

public but still reiterates the allegation that Privateers are fitted out in

^ur Ports, but without the knowledge of our Government, to the very great
Jestruction of the Spanieh Trade. This is designed to keep up, what he

lias also insinuated in conversation, the counter-claim of Spain upon us,

against the damages demanded on our part for the spoliations committed by
their Privateers. The appellation of Pirate which he unites with the term

Privateer, and applies to the vessels alledged to be fitted out in the American

Ports, is intended to counterpoise our strong remonstrances on the subject of

the Cuba Pirates,

1 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1125. December 7, 1823.
MS. Dlspatche* from Spain, XXIV.
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1128

Hugh Nelson, United States Minister to Spain, to John Qtiincy Adams t

Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT)

MADRID, July 15, 18*4.

The reconquering the Provinces of South America, the extirpation of

liberalism, and the fixing a solid foundation for the construction of despotism
will doubtless be prominent objects in the deliberations of the Spajnists

Councils. If the means can be obtained for carrying on the expeditions

against their ancient possessions on our Continent, the infatuation of the

Rulers here will find no limit to schemes and plans for their subjugation.

Every stratagem to keep alive the penchant of this people for their

sione and brethren in the New World is resorted to. And the pride and

bigotry of the Spaniard is roused and inflated, by details of miccefwes which

have crowned their enterprises against the Anarchists and Rebels and by

imaginary pictures of the oppression and persecution experienced by their

holy religion. The King is said to be immovably fixed on this object erf

regaining his Territories. Russia is believed to encourage him more ex-

tensively than France in this design, This may change the ascendant* and

Russia may now occupy the place in his affections which France has hitherto

engaged. France held a strong "lien" upon him thro' the instrumentality

of her troops who kept the crown upon his head. But thoue withdrawing

gradually from around his person, and their office being supplied by his ow

Spanish troops, he may acquire confidence in hU own soldiers and dinperwc

with the further attendance of the Armies of France, If strong enough la

stand alone, the influence of France will decay, and he will naturally fall

into the hands of those who flatter him with the hope of indulging hit pro*

penalties to Tyranny and Power, and he will discard those whom he will

consider as having hitherto obstructed him in his restoration to the ancient

grandeur and splendor of his crown, and to the wealth and magnificence erf

his Ultramarine Possessions.

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXIV,
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1129

cisco Hilario de Rivas y Salmon, Acting Charge" d'Affaires of Spain at

shington, to Daniel Brent, Acting Secretary of State of the United States 1

[TRANSLATION]

PHILADELPHIA, September 29, 1824.

a: I have had the honor of receiving your note,
2 in absence of Mr.

ns, in answer to mine of the i6th of August last, relative to the illegal

Linents which have been made in this port on account of the separated
jrnments of Spanish America.

shall, as soon as possible, transmit its contents to my Government, but
mot say that it will be so satisfactory as you flatter yourself, as, at the

time that you were writing that note, three of the twelve gun-boats which

d were building on account of the Colombian Government were dropping
i the river, and two more have sailed since, all despatched in the name of

r. H. Somers, scarcely known in this place. It is true, as I have been

rued, the custom-house did not permit them to take on board the arma-

t which they had prepared close by the very arsenal of the United States;

this is of little moment, because they can easily send this armament in

her vessel as ballast. They run no risk in doing this, as they have done

:fore on many occasions. I do not understand, however, that the cus-

-house has used more rigor with these Colombian vessels than with those

Batched by Mr. Meade to Mexico, because, if by chance there was any
rence in the force or armament between these vessels and the former,
' were stronger than those just sailed; and if the custom-house do not

ider cannon of very large calibre, and upon pivots, as an armament, but

lere signal guns, as it appears the guns which these vessels ought to carry

be signal guns, as those were which the others carried, and, in this case,

ill be cruelty to prevent those that sail now from carrying them as well

ic others, mounted on deck, that they may be ready in case of need. But

will be pleased to observe that if said artillery were embarked for the

purpose of signals, there could be no necessity for each boat carrying

pieces, nor for their being of so large a calibre as from 24 to 32-pounders,

:h less for any of them being on pivots, because for making signals it is

necessary to take aim, which is the only intention of a pivot gun. It is

ie observed that the Fiscal (or Attorney General) of the United States

this district was unable to obtain the legal proofs which he sought from

different persons employed by the custom-house, whose information

as easy to anticipate, because it is to be supposed that if they had con-

red said armaments as illegal they would not have been wanting to their

y in permitting them to sail with them. Upon the whole, it appears by
1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, V, 405.
' See above, pt. I, doc. 133, Brent to Rivas y Salmon, September 22, 1824.
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1129

Francisco Hilario de Rivas y Salmon, Acting ChargS d
1

Affaires of Spain at

Washington, to Daniel Brent, Acting Secretary of State of the United States l

[TRANSLATION)

PHILADELPHIA, September 29, 1824,

SIR: I have had the honor of receiving your note,
2 m absence of Mr.

Adams, in answer to mine of the i6th of August last, relative to the illegal

armaments which have been made in this port on account of the separated

Governments of Spanish America.

I shall, as soon as possible, transmit its contents to my Government, but

I cannot say that it will be so satisfactory as you flatter yourself, as, at the

very time that you were writing that note, three of the twelve gun-boats which

I said were building on account of the Colombian Government were dropping
down the river, and two more have sailed since, all despatched in the name of

a Mr. H. Somers, scarcely known in this place. It is true, as I have been

informed, the custom-house did not permit them to take on board the arma-

ment which they had prepared close by the very arsenal of the United States
;

but this is of little moment, because they can easily send this armament in

another vessel as ballast. They run no risk in doing this, as they have done

it before on many occasions. I do not understand, however, that the cus-

tom-house has used more rigor with these Colombian vessels than with those

despatched by Mr. Meade to Mexico, because, if by chance there was any
difference in the force or armament between these vessels and the former,

they were stronger than those just sailed
;
and if the custom-house do not

consider cannon of very large calibre, and upon pivots, as an armament, but

as mere signal guns, as it appears the guns which these vessels ought to carry

will be signal guns, as those were which the others carried, and, in this case,

it will be cruelty to prevent those that sail now from carrying them as well

as the others, mounted on deck, that they may be ready in case of need. But

you will be pleased to observe that if said artillery were embarked for the

sole purpose of signals, there could be no necessity for each boat carrying
two pieces, nor for their being of so large a calibre as from 24 to 32-poundere,
much less for any of them being on pivots, because for making signals it is

not necessary to take aim, which is the only intention of a pivot gun. It is

to be observed that the Fiscal (or Attorney General) of the United States

for this district was unable to obtain the legal proofs which he sought from

the different persons employed by the custom-house, whose information

it was easy to anticipate, because it is to be supposed that if they had con-

sidered said armaments as illegal they would not have been wanting to their

duty in permitting them to sail with them. Upon the whole, it appears by
1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, V, 405,
See above, pt. l, doc. 133, Brent to Rivas y Salmon, September as, 1824.
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Majesty's representative have recourse to the Federal Government, to

prevent the armaments which the citizens of the United States fit out, to

commit hostilities upon the Spanish commerce under insurgent banners,

he is told that there are laws which have respect to the treaties, and tribunals

which put them in force, and that it is necessary to apply to them. When,
in virtue of this, his Majesty's consuls apply to those tribunals, requesting
the punishment of such citizens as have applied for and accepted commis-
sions from Governments enemies of his Catholic Majesty, they declare that

they have no jurisdiction for it. When they request of the custom-houses

(or other authorities) the detention of vessels built, armed, and manned in

this country on account of those Governments, or of individuals who at-

tempt hostilities against Spain, they answer that the laws are not sufficiently

clear, and that they have not sufficient authority, If said vessels carry the

armament in the hold, it is called ballast. If the artillery is mounted on

deck, it is to make signals only. The consequence is, that these vewelB and
armaments and citizens of the United States sail publicly, and without any
risk, and that they continue making innumerable prizes, and cause immense
losaes to the Spanish nation.

Permit me, sir, to make another important observation. A learned man
o eminent as Mr. Ingers&U, charged with the execution of the laws of the

United States, ought not to be ignorant of them; and when he says that he

does not know in the present case another law applicable to it but the act of

Congress of the 20th of April, 1818, it is to be believed that there m no other.

But if, In effect, there be no more law than this for preventing the armaments
which are made here, and punishing the citizens of the United Slates, who,
with commissions of foreign States or Governments, make war on his Cath-

olic Majesty, the irresistible consequence is, that the laws of the United

States contradict one another. Because here we have one law, which it the

present act, which prescribes to the courts an arbitrary punishment, to the

decision of the judges, of only fin* and imprisonment to the citizens, for in-

stance, who accept and make use of commissions of any State or Government
at war with a power at peace with the United States; whilst there is another,

sanctioned at the tame time also by Congress, which are the treaties with

Spain, which point out a dominate punishment against those delinquents,

and it is that of dsaih, because they are called pirates. To which of these

two laws, differing upon the same case, ought the tribunals to have recourse?

They cannot depart from the letter of the law, nor impose the punishment of

dmlh, if they hold to the former, which prescribes onlyfin and imprisonment.
I will not conceal from you, sir, that if, in the United States, there is no other

law than the act cited by Mr. Ingmott respecting illegal armaments, I have

few hopes that the Federal Government can, with it alone, duly fulfil the

existing treaties with Spain, although it should recommend the greatest

vigilance to the local authorities. Besides, such aa act appears to me little
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serviceable and Insufficient for the effect. The officers of the custom-house

may, in virtue of this act, detain a vessel which they know or suspect to

carry an illegal armament; but what responsibility have they if they do not?

I see none. What obligation have they to inquire into these armaments?
None. They are not ordered to take this trouble. Who will come to in-

form them of what is passing? No citizen of the United States has an in-

terest in doing it
;
rather the contrary. What then, signifies this act, which

appears so completely to defeat the intention of the iqth article of the treaty

of 1795, with Spain? Can it be said that Congress, at the passing of said

act, did not bear the treaties in mind? or will it be said (and may be even

much worse) that it knew it, but that still it addressed the tribunals in other

words, the following for example :

The treaties which we have with Spain call such of our citizens

pirates as, with foreign commissions, make war upon her; and conse-

quently, they incur thereupon the penalty of death. But we declare by
this that you ought not to fulfil this part of the

treaty^ The Govern-

ment of the United States, who concurred with Spain in imposing upon
them a punishment so severe, atrocious, and disproportioned to the

offence, was wanting to its duty and to the confidence of the nation

which it governs. The Senate, which approved the treaty at that time,
was not worthy of us, who, as being more illustrious, establish other

laws more rational and humane. His Catholic Majesty will be very
well satisfied with imposing upon these delinquents a fine and imprison-
ment, at your pleasure. To diminish the punishment is not to change
the treaty.

The consequences of such a doctrine would be fatal, What would succeed

if other nations should follow this example? England has just made a con-

vention with the United States, as appears, relative to the abolition of the

slave trade. If any of the two contracting parties should afterwards alter the

punishment of those who are declared pirates, would not this be to change
the essence of their stipulations, and in fact to annul such convention? It

would be utterly to destroy the treaties which bind nations, if it were per-

mitted to alter them in this manner by the particular legislation of each.

Thus, then, it is not possible to expect this immoral and Machiavelian lan-

guage from any Government of the civilized world; and it would be doing
the greatest injury to the respectable and august Congress of the United

States to believe that it would on any occasion alter intentionally the literal

sense of the treaties, in the religious fulfilment of which its own honor is

concerned. Whatever may be the defect which may be observed in the act

of the 2Oth of April, (and what human law has not defects?) I am well

persuaded that the intention was not to alter, as appears at first view, but, on

the contrary, to enforce the fulfilment of the stipulations of the treaty re-

ferred to with Spain, although experience has proved that that noble object

has not been realized, as we see by the infractions which still continue^ be
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committed in. spite of it; and that the officers of the United States themselves

do not hit upon the proper means of fulfilling it, and interpret it in different

ways to the incalculable loss of Spain.

I have just received a letter from Charleston, an extract of which I have

the honor to inclose,
1 which will give you some idea how considerable these

losses and damages must be. You will be pleased to remark that that port

was one of those which the privateers of which I complain frequented less till

now; but the evil is spreading and augments in an extraordinary degree

every day, doubtless because they see how little they have to fear in this

country the consequences of their shameful intrigues. The privateer named
the Padilla, of which it speaks, was last in the same port of Charleston, com-

manded apparently by a Frenchman called Daverac, but the true captain

was (and when she sailed commanded her) one Bradford, a native of the

United States, (as well as, also, were a great part of the crew which she car-

ried,) and, having there surreptitiously augmented their number, returned to

cruise against the Spaniards. Only since I sent my last note to Mr, Adams,
two more Spanish prizes have entered, which I know, into the ports of this

Union. One is the brig Cazador, of which the inclosed letter speaks, and
another is the schooner Tereza, which has gone into Savannah to the care of

one Bureil, a prize of the same privateer, the Polly Hampton. Such priva-

teers, availing themselves of various pretexts and subterfuges, easily dis-

pose of their robberies here. This is public and notorious, and there is no

cause to conceal it if they see that it can be done with impunity. And, in

truth, how can they cease to see this, if even the newspapers of the same

United States publish and celebrate the part which they take against Spain in

the war with the revolted Governments of her America, not as if it were some

1 The enclosed extract, reprinted from American State Papers, Foreign Rdalims, V, 407,,
follows:

CHARLESTON, September IQ, 1824.
One vessel had been fitted out of this port to cruise against the property of Spaniards;

she. was a sloop called Amelia. Said vessel was captured by the Spanish.
Several vessels arrived in this port under the insurgent flag have augmented their

force in arms and men. This may be ascertained by some person who shipped them;
one, however, who was very instrumental in this business, died a few days ago of the

yellow fever.

There have and continue to arrive prizes
taken by vewels under the insurgent flap,

who come in and pretend distress, ana get liberty to sell a truffieient quantity to defray
expenses, or repairs, &c., under which permission they generally sell the greater part
of their plunder. This is the general impression.
Yesterday arrived the Spanish brig Casador, Williams, with BUgar, leather, corn, &c.,

prize to the Colombian armed schooner Polly Hampton, Captain Natty, captured four
weeks since off Havana, in distress, leaky, bound to Curnana, Spanish Main, having
sprung a leak on the i4th instant. This is a very likely story.

Ought to be taken into consideration Mr. Ortega's application to the district judge
for process to have the property taken by the PaaMct restored, she having made cap-
tures contrary to the law of nations, which he refused hearing.
One of the prizes of the Centdla being run ashore at Key West, with an understanding

of a certain Captain. Appleby, part of the cargo was sent here to Mr. Street & Co., say,
value about $15,000 sugar, cigars, cochineal, indigo, &c.; the remainder was sold by
the Captain of the schooner at public auction; with which circumstances I believe you
are acquainted.
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private and obscure citizen of the United States, but even men of the greatest

distinction for their talents and ranks in society and officers of the very
Government. The inclosed newspaper, which came to my hands a little

after having sent my last note to Mr. Adams, is an undeniable proof of this.

By it you will see, sir, that a Consul General of the United States, putting
himself at the head of a body of insurgents in South America, has been prob-

ably the cause of his Catholic Majesty losing one of his best kingdoms.
I have been more diffuse in my thoughts, with the view of letting you know

how little good has been produced by the means hitherto taken by the Fed-

eral Government to prevent the armaments of which I complain, and you

supposed there was no reason to fear in future, whilst they were still con-

tinuing to carry them on. I will conclude by requesting that you will be

pleased to inform the President of it, in order that if he sees fit he may
adopt other means more efficacious and satisfactory to his Catholic Majesty,
I should be very happy if on this occasion I could assure his Majesty that the

correct intentions of the President would in future be realized, and that he

had no reason to fear the sailing of more armaments from the ports of the

United States "against the Spanish trade.

In the meantime I have much satisfaction in the honor of offering to you
[etc,].

1130

Hugh Nelson, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, October 17, 1824,

I have learned since I communicated the intelligence of the naval arma-

ment preparing at Ferol that a camp of soldiers is established in the neigh-

bourhood or [of?] Ferol or Vigo composed of 2500 men which are said to be

destined to the Havana. They may be intended either for Cuba or forLima.

The Fleet is believed to be destined for the latter place. They are sanguine
in their hopes of success in Peru and the accounts published here from time

to time, which are alledged to be genuine seem to justify these expectations.

They even talk of invading the Republic of Colombia by the forces which

are said to have achieved the conquest of Peru. These 2500 men may prob-

ably be intended to reinforce the army of Cantarac.

i MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXIV.
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1131

Hugh Nelson, United States Minister to Spain, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States J

[EXTRACTS]

MADRID, November 22, 1824,

SIR: Mr. Appleton will leave Madrid tomorrow bearing with him the Des-

patch containing the late communications from the Spanish Government.

I announced to you in my Despatch No. 46. that he would set out soon to

visit the United States: and I communicated to the Secretary of State of

H. C. M. this determination with the view of hastening their answers to

our applications which had been so long, and so repeatedly promised. A
copy of these despatches will be sent tonight thro' Liverpool with a view

of hastening their arrival in the United States, as I presume Congress will

be anxious to know the state of our Relations with Spain as soon as possible

after their meeting. I will also send a triplicate thro' Gibraltar endeavour-

ing to make their reception doubly sure.

It is obvious that of late this Government has turned a more attentive

ear to our demands. Their conduct wears the appearance of a more con-

ciliatory character. Their feelings to us, and to our Political Institutions

have not experienced any change, but their interests on our side of the Atlan-

tic, and our ability to operate most effectually against them, should we as-

sume a hostile attitude weigh'd with considerable force upon their councils.

The circumstance of equipping a fleet in which a twenty-four gun ship is

included, which has been repeatedly announced in the Gazettes of the United

States, without doubt is felt here, and the measure of reprisals, as indicated

in the report of the committee of Foreign Relations in the House of Repre-

sentatives, which I have endeavour'd in all ways to hold up to their view can-

not have failed to make a deep impression on them. The King of Spain still

flatters himself with the hope of reconquering his South American Colonies

or a portion of them. All the reports which they receive from their agents
there as well as the accounts brought by individuals coming thence to thia

country are calculated to deceiveand he flatters himself that his faithful

subjects in that region are only restrained from the strongest manifestations

of loyalty by a desperate band of infuriated insurgents. He will not listen

to a suggestion of surrendering any portion of that country. He believes

the people of every part of it actuated by the same spirit of loyalty, and that

a successful expedition against one of the States will be followed by a sur-

render of the whole. As yet no loan is effected. It is known to you that

the Asia and Achilles a 74 and a Brig are in the South Pacific. I now send

you a list of the new expedition fitting out at Ferrol and Coruna. Ships
at Ferrol: Casilda of 40 Guns; Arethusa 30; Diamante 26. Transports: Sul~

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXIV.
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tana; Conception; Socorro; and one at Coruna Los cinco Amigos. Two Frig-

ates are on the stocks at Ferrol which will be ready to launch in the next

month. The Casilda and Arethusa brought stores from Cadiz for them;

but they have no cables. The force to be embarked is as follows "The

Union
"
at Coruna consists of from 4 to 500 men, which is to be augmented

by conscripts to 1000; another Regiment "The Espana" at Ferrol which

is to be made up 1000 strong, but at present is weaker than the former. The
embarkation is to take place immediately. I have received this information

from a source which I think is worthy of reliance. It is from one of the

Diplomatic Corps, whose means of obtaining intelligence are good. . . ,

The eyes of the European Nations are turned towards the U. S. peculiarly

in reference to the Affairs between Spain and her ancient Colonies. The
President's Message at the opening of the late session- the fitting out more

ships including one of the line, attract their close attention. Their effects

in Spain are manifested in their late extraordinary regard so continually

professed for the United States. It will be the part of sound policy to view

the whole course of this Government as founded in treachery. Their arma-

ments just on the point of departure for South America present vulnerable

points in addition to their scattering commerce on the Ocean. They may
be apprehensive that an open avowal of their real feelings and intentions

might provoke a blow which at this time would prove fatal to their hopes
about their Colonies.

The new Minister to the U. S, Mr. Heredia called today on Mr. Appleton
and conversed with him in reference to his mission and the time of his de-

parture. He will leave Madrid ere long for France where he will remain

during the winter and thinks he will not sail until about the first of April.

This delay is ominous and but little comports with the promise of his speedy

departure given in the Secretary's Note, Mr. Heredia alledges as the apol-

ogy of this delay the unpleasantness and inconvenience to his family of a

winter passage. From this it is obvious he will not visit the United States

until after the adjournment of Congress,
I have the honor [etc.].

1132

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States *

[EXTRACTS]

PARIS, August 12, 1825.

Sm: I have the honour to inform you that the arrangements, which I have
been making here for my residence in Spain, are nearly completed; and that

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXV.
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I shall leave this place on my way to Madrid on Monday the I5th. I expect
to arrive there about the 1st of September. I should willingly have staid

to see Mr. Brown, who will probably return about the 2Oth, but I did not

think it consistent with the intentions of the President or the objects of my
mission, to make a longer delay than was absolutely necessary. It is a mat-

ter of regret with me that Mr. Brown's absence has put it out of my power
to obtain a copy of the instruction to Mr. Middleton 1 on the subject of the

intervention of the Allied Powers in the affairs of Spain and South America.

I have applied to Mr. King upon the subject: and if I should not obtain a

communication of this document from him I shall take the liberty of request-

ing it directly from the Department. . . .

Mr. Zea's party still maintains the ascendancy in the Spanish Ministry:
but the struggle seems to be very active, and there is some reason to ap-

prehend a violent and dangerous crisis. The Minister is however supported

by the French Government: and must therefore in the end prevail; suppos-

ing what is perhaps not certain-that France herself is prepared to act on

this subject with consistency and decision. Should the moderate party
hold its ground, and acquire a permanent and solid footing in the Cabinet,

one of the consequences would probably be a pretty early recognition by
Spain of the independence of the Colonies. The French Government have

made up their minds on this subject, and are preparing the way for their

own recognition, not only by the informal missions which they have been

sending for two or three years past to different parts of America, but more

recently by the admission of Colombian vessels into their ports, and by their

proceedings in regard to Haiti, which are intended to have an ultimate bear-

ing upon the other and far more important subject. As they are anxious,

if possible, not to take any formal step in anticipation of Spain, they will

use all their influence with the King in favour of a speedy acknowledgment.
Meantime the South American privateers, having now the asylum of the

port of Gibraltar, are swarming round the coasts of the mother country
and carrying the war home to her very doors. Add to this the late surrender

of the two ships of war to the Mexicans; and it seems hardly conceivable

that the Government, if it is not struck with judicial blindness or absolute

insanity, can hold out much longer. I shall of course lend rny feeble aid,

after my arrival at Madrid, in endeavouring to bring about a result so ad-

vantageous to the United States and to all other nations not excepting Spain.
I have the honour to transmit herewith the Moniteur of today, which

contains the King's ordonance, alluded to above, recognising the independ-
ence of Haiti. A telegraphic despatch was published in the papers of yes-

terday, informing that this ordonance had been "accepted by the inhab-

itants of St. Domingo with respect and gratitude." The details are not yet
known. The substance of the act would of course be very agreeable to the

l See above, pt. I, doc. 141, Clay to Middleton, May 10, 1825.
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people of Haiti, although the form of it is not very gracious, nor the principal

condition very honourable to the magnanimity of the French Govt.

It is one of the singularities of the present system of administration in this

Kindgom, that a measure of this importance and character, involving in

form a considerable alienation of territory, should have been concluded on

and carried into effect without consultation with the two houses.

1133

Alexander H. Everett, United, States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

[EXTRACTS]

MADRID, September 8, 1825.

SIR: I have the honour to inform you that I left Paris on the I5th ult.

agreeably to the intention expressed in my last despatch, and arrived herein

the afternoon of the 28th. The journey was more pleasant and less fatiguing

than I had expected. The travelling accommodations in this country, at

least in the parts of it through which I passed, are much better than they
are commonly represented to be. The roads are excellent, the post perfectly

well served, and the inns very little inferior to those of France. Robberies

occur from time to time; and it happened that the diligence was attacked

between Bayonne and Vittoria a day or two only before I left the former

place. I had however determined to proceed without escort and met with

no molestation whatever. I found guards posted in the mountains at Ber-

gara and Loyosuela, which are considered the two most dangerous points.

I received before I left Paris, an answer from Mr. Zea Bermudez to the

letter which I had addressed to him requesting an order for an escort, if I

should find one to be necessary, and a permit for the entry of my effects.

I wrote to him from Bayonne informing him of my arrival there and again
from Madrid the morning after I reached that city. The next day I received

his answer enclosing a passport for St. Ildefonso, where the Court is now

residing, and inviting me to come on whenever I should find it agree-

able. . . .

I FOUND MR. ZEA A PERSON OF PREPOSSESSING MANNERS AND APPARENTLY
CAPABLE AND WELL INFORMED. HE WEARS AN EXTERIOR OF MUCH FRANK-

NESS BUT I AM INCLINED TO DOUBT WHETHER THIS QUALITY FORMS THE BASIS

OF HIS CHARACTER. IT WOULD, HOWEVER, BE PREMATURE TO MAKE UP A
DEFINITE OPINION OF HIM AFTER ONLY TWO OR THREE INTERVIEWS. THE

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXV. The portions of this document printed in small

capital letters were received in cipher.



RESULT OF THE LATE AFFAIR OF BESSIERS MUST, IT WOULD SEEM, VERY MUCH
STRENGTHEN HIS INFLUENCE IN THE CABINET, AND YET THE CURRENT REPORT
OF THE DAY IN THE DIPLOMATIC CIRCLE IS THAT HE HAS LOST GROUND EVER
SINCE THE DEFEAT OF THE CONSPIRACY, AND THAT COLOMARDE THE RIVAL
MINISTER IS GAINING THE ASCENDANT. THIS RUMOUR, I AM PERSUADED,
IS WHOLLY GRATUITOUS.

I conversed very freely with Mr. Zea upon most of the interesting points
in the relation between Spain and the United States. He was full of ex-

pressions of good will and conciliation ;
and appeared well pleased to find

that I was possessed of powers to settle the questions in dispute. . . .

I RESERVE FOR A FUTURE OPPORTUNITY A MORE FULL ACCOUNT OF THE CON-

VERSATION I HAD WITH THE MINISTER UPON SEVERAL TOPICS OF GENERAL
INTEREST PARTICULARLY THE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THE SOUTH AMERICAN
STATES. THE IMPRESSION WHICH I RECEIVED FROM HIS REMARKS UPON THIS

SUBJECT WAS THAT HE DID NOT THINK IT SAFE (iN HIS OWN INTEREST) TO

SUGGEST SUCH A MEASURE TO THE KING OR EVEN TO ALLOW IT TO BE SUPPOSED

THAT HE HAD THE MOST DISTANT INCLINATION TO DO SO. SHOULD THE RIVAL

PARTY PREVAIL THE PROBABILITY OF ITS ADOPTION IS OF COURSE STILL

SMALLER.

1134

^4 lexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States '

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, September 25, 1825.

The Minister came to town yesterday, and I had an opportunity of con-

versing with him for a short time at his office. I touched again upon the

affair of the Consul at the Havana for the purpose of suggesting to him more

particularly than I had done before that we had a strict right by the treaty

to claim this concession. He did not appear to know exactly how to meet

this argument, but answered in the first instance, in rather a vague way,
that circumstances had changed very much since the conclusion of the treaty,

that the admission of Consuls in the Colonial ports was not then contem-

plated, and that we had not recognized then, the independence of the New
States.

He said that if matters could be restored precisely to the situation in which

they stood in 1795, ne na-d no doubt that the article would be liberally bind-

ing. I asked him whether he considered our recognition of the independence

of the New States as having annulled the treaty. He replied at once, and
1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXV.
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without hesitation that he did not, thereby yielding perhaps the only plau-

sible ground he could have taken in support of his point. I then told him

that if he allowed the treaty to be still in force, this article was unquestioned

[sic] as completely binding as any other and gave us an undoubted right

to claim the admission of our Consuls at every port where any other Consul

was admitted whether in the Colonies or elsewhere. He found no answer

to this remark, and said that he must examine the subject. I shall send

him in a few days a note upon it, which is nearly ready and of which I shall

probably transmit a copy with my next dispatches.

[The following, which was enclosed in this dispatch, appears to be a detailed

report of the conference of the preceding day:]

NOTES OF A CONVERSATION OF MR. EVERETT WITH MR. ZEA

[EXTRACTS]

Our relations with the Island of Cuba, having been particularly
alluded to by the Minister, I thought it a

proper
occasion to express to

him my regret that the King had not acceded to the proposition made

by Mr. Nelson for the formal recognition of our commercial agents
at that Island and at Porto Rico, in the character of Consuls*. He
repeated to rne in answer the same remarks in substance as are con-

tained in his last note addressed to Mr. Nelson. He said that altho*

Spain was willing as far as
possible

to overlook and keep out of sight,

in all her relations with us, the unpleasant circumstances of our recogni-

tion of the independence of the Colonies, yet that she did not think it

politic to admit into any of the American possession! an authorized

public agent of a power which openly avowed the policy of encouraging
the separation of these possessions from the mother country; that our

Ministers and Consuls on the Continent were constantly holding a

language favourable to the insurgents; that our consuls in the Inlands

would no doubt do the same, and that if they were formally recognised,
there would be no means of preventing them; but that at present the

authorities would have the right, if the consuls conducted themselves

imprudently to proceed against them in the usual forms of law. He
added that the admission of French Consuls was a favour granted to a

power which had rendered them essential services, and mat it could

not be surprising to us, if they were disposed to do something more for

a nation thus situated, than for one that stood only on the common,

footing of other friendly nations; that the refusal was not a measure
directed invidiously against us in particular, but that it was extended
in like manner to all other powers except France, and in particular to

England, I told him that we had no intention to ask favours of His

Majesty's or any other Government, and that we did not consider the

free admission of our Consuls at all in that light; that we viewed it as a

thing equally advantageous to both parties, since any measure tending
to place our Commerce with these islands on a better footing, was at

least of equal, not to say much greater importance to them, than to us,

inasmuch as this commerce formed only a fifteenth or twentieth part of

our whole trade, while it amounted to nearly three fourths of theirs;

that we stood on this account in a different situation from any other
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power, not excepting England, whose trade with the islands, was much
less considerable than ours. I added that we nevertheless did not
consider the matter as being of any very great consequence, and
were not disposed to magnify it into more importance than it really

possessed.
He then said, as he had done in his note to Mr. Nelson, that the

King would perhaps be disposed to concede this point, if the United
States would furnish any pledges or guarantees by way of security,

respecting their future relations with the islands. I replied that I did
not distinctly understand the nature of the pledges he appeared to

contemplate; that the American Government had given to the world
the example of a uniform observation of the rules of justice, good faith

and humanity in all their past policy, which were perhaps the best

assurances that could be had of the correctness of their future proceed-
ings; and that I should be glad to learn what sort of pledges the King
desired. He said that perhaps we might be willing to guarantee to

them by treaty the possession of the islands. I replied that engage-
ments of this kind were inconsistent with the standing rules of our

foreign policy which was no other, according to the juat and forcible

expression of one of our Presidents, than : "peace and friendship with all

nations, entangling alliances with none"; that independently of this

objection, the value of the object was inadequate to the price demanded
for it; that such a guarantee might place us at any moment under the

necessity of going to war, and that the people of the United States
would not consent to fight upon the question whether their representa-
tive at the Havanna should be called a commercial agent or a Consul.
He then said that perhaps a law like the one he had suggested before,

requiring bonds to be given by all shipowners that their ships were not
intended to act against friendly powers, would be looked upon aa a
sufficient consideration. In answer to this I repeated in part the

objections which I had stated before to this proposition and told him
that I should probably send him a written answer to the last note
which he had addressed to Mr. Nelson on this subject,

In the course of this conversation upon matters touching so nearly
the independence of the colonies, there were of course frequent opportu-
nities of alluding to that question, and the Minister seemed to reel no

delicacy or reserve in expressing his sentiments upon it. He remarked

repeatedly that the King would never abandon his claim to these his

ancient & rightful possessions; that the cause was a good one and that

however unfavourable their prospect might appear at present, they had
a right to suppose that they should in the end succeed; that we had
seen of late, revolutions in political affairs at least as violent as this

would be, for example the overthrow of Bonaparte, and the restoration
of Louis the i8th. to the throne of his ancestors; that the party in the
Colonies in favour of independence, though dominant and apparently
unresisted, was not in reality so strong as was generally supposed; that
it consisted of a busy and active, but in reality feeble minority; that the
mass of the good citizens, constituting a great majority of the popula-
tion, were in favour of the King, and were only waiting for some suitable

occasion to come out in their strength and put down the insurgents, and
finally that the cause being a just one, they had a right to suppose that
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they should be assisted sooner or later by an interference of Providence.

[Here follow six lines in cipher, without decodification.]

I said to him however, that I regretted to hear from him so decisive

a declaration of the King's resolution not to acknowledge the new states;

that my Government had hoped that the battle of Ayarucho, and the

recognition of England would have been considered by H. M. as settling

the question, and that he would have been induced to put an end to the

violent state of things now existing, which was more or less injurious

to all Christian nations, that enlightened men of all parties,

and opinions, in most of the civilized countries of Europe, and in the

United States, were now satisfied that Spain could never recover her

authority over the colonies. As a single instance
I mentioned to him

the opinion of the Bishop of Hermopolis, Minister of church affairs in

France, and well known throughout Europe an one of the ablest and
most decided adherents of the anti-liberal sect; whom 1 had at

Paris on my way and who had told me expressly that they regarded

the affair of South America as settled. To thin he made answer thai

the Bishop had also in the time of Bonaparte despaired of the possi-

bility of the King's restoration, and that he might be a* much in the

wrong now as he was then. I remarked that there were evident symp-
toms in the proceedings of the French Government of art intention to

recognize the new States at no very distant period, -He said that France
had hitherto stood by them faithfully in all their trouble*; that he cutd
not say how long she would be true to them, but should she evert desert

them, the King would still adhere firmly to his principles; that the

standing and invariable rule of conduct observed by H. M. upon ml!

occasions, was that of strict justice; that he made no amresnions to

expediency, acknowledged no distinction between poll tic's and morals,
and was prepared to sacrifice every thing rather than surrender what
he knew to be his right, He then recurred to his favourite example erf

Louis i8th, said that they were by no means irdumJ u so low a. point
as he had been; that he too had often been solicited to abandon his

claims to the French throne, but that by firmly rejecting all such proposi-
tions and tenaciously adhering to his purpose he had finally succeeded
in recovering every thing. It struck me that the example of Bonaparte,
who had lost all by obstinately refusing to make a timely surrender of a

part, would have been rather more to the point; but I did not think ii

worth while to press this
subject

at present, I told him that I was not
called upon to advise His Majesty's Ministers upon this -or any other

question, and that what I had laid had bn thrown out tntitlen tally
in reply to his remarks.
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If. Everett, United 5toto Minister to Spain, t& Francisco d& Zm
Bermw!m

t First Secretary oj StoU of Spain
l

MAUKID, October 10, 1825,

SIR: The President, having l>een informed that H. M. hud thought proper
lo admit a French Consul in the port of the Havana, presumed that the

lame meamire would IH* adopted an a matter of course in reference to the

United StateH. . . ,

The demand for the* adntU*ion of the Consul of the United State* at the

Havana, being now founded in Ktrici right, it is perhapn superfluous to urge
;n gupport of it the various coiiHtdettiiionit of exixrdiency and mutual ad

vantage by which it is strengthened ; nor is it absolutely nmtwary lo attempt
Lo remove- objection* which may have had weight with H. M's. Ciovt. only
ijecAUHe they were under the imprroftion that they were quite at liberty to

pumue any courne in regard to thin quest itm which might appear expedient,
Nevertheless* its the difltculty 5uuKt*Mt*d by Y. K. relatra t< a matter upon
which the (ktvt. f the Ignited Statew arr anxiottH that their views and pro-

^edinxftiihould IM? perfectly uin!i*rstI by H. M. I shall avail myself of

ihii op(xtrtunity to add nome farther explanation* respecting it, which with

:h(Mte already K>ven by Mr, Nelwrn, will prove I imsf rctmpbtrly Hattnfactory.

( Hhail afterwurcU ubjoin a few rernarkn tending i> nhow the |x*culiar pro-

priety of admitting the <'t!iMtl <f the t'nited Statcw at the Havana, inde-

pendently of the strict obligaiion tt tin if, roulting frm the letter of the

[reaty.

The re*ihon Riven by Y. H. far the determination of II, M. to defer the

:onfederation, of this ubject in the uneaHtnt^n which ym ay i felt by the

inhabitant** of Cuba in regard to the intenttonM and proceeding* of the tkivt,

:f the United State. A no other motive is alluded to, it mum be presumed
:hat this i* the only one. On thin head the fullest of the pacific

ind friendly dipoittion of the U. S. have already been given both verbally
ind in writing by my prederetwtir. It ob*erved by Mr, Nelson in his

wte of June ajtl to which Y, K,' note of July an answer that he wan
luthormed to "dic)aim on the part of his Ckivt. all project** of aggrandise-

iient in that quarter, and all connivance at or countenance of internal din-

tension or of expedition or equipment having in view either the disturbance

if the external of the iaJand (of Cuba) or the <liHmemt>erment of the

Jpaniih empire," Such is the language of hi* note, and Y. K. statw in your

*eply that II. M. in highly gratified with this ainurance. It it* not easy there-

ore to tee why the Spanish Gcwt. should entertain any farther apprehcn-
iion on the subject, or what pledge* -of neutrality could be expected or given

> MS, Dbpitchct frow Spin, XXV,
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more solemn than the wortl of a nation which has never Ixsen faint to its en-

gagements!. If however a renewal of this assurance will afford any additional

satisfaction it> H. M's. Ckivt., I have the honor to inform Y. K. that I am
also authorised t disclaim In a formal manner in the name of the Gavt.

of the I!, S. any hostile disposition or intention in regard to these islands.

The U, S. are satisfied with their present condition, in the hands of Spain,
mud with their ports cpen to our trade. They have no wish to see this con-

tiititm changed and have uniformly declined giving countenance to any proj

ret tending that way. Such is the policy of my Ckivt. in regard to Cuba
and l*orlo Ricti, and tt will continue the same as long as the situation of these

remain* unaltered.

After mentioning that the King had received with pleasure the asuuraflct

to the effect which wan given by Mr, Nelson, Y, E, adds that H. M.
it penuadcd that the U. S. in the observance of n strict neutrality will

ill miitable measures to prevent the fitting out from their ports of

armament* intended to net against the commerce of Spain in the neighbor-

ing water*, to attack the inlands Iwtonging to H. M. and to aid in bringing

about the dismemberment of the Spanish Empire. Measure* of this kind,

you say are the more necessary, inasmuch as the tkivt. of the U. S. cannot

IK* ignorant, that in many instances, ship* of war and privateem have been

and still art* built, armed, and fitted out in their porn at the expense and

under the authority and flag of the (Jovernments of Mexico, Colombia and

Buenos Ayrw, for the purpose of being employed in the war, which

are currying tin against H. C\ M.---Y. E. will learn 1 think with

faction, that the information which has been conveyed to you upon this

subject, t* a complete misrepresentation of the real slate of facts. The

Ckivt . of the U. S. have no knowledge of the existence of a mingle in which

a ship of any *ixe ha armed and filled ciut from a port within their

jurisdiction for the purpose of making war against H. C. M. And as

no armament could not well have taken place without their knowledge, I feel

n hesitation in giving you the most positive assurance* thai nothing of

the kind has ever occurred. The intelligence which ha been transmitted

to Y. K. in probably an erroneous statement of the fact that the Agents of

the Ikivt. alluded to, have occasionally purchased within the jurisdiction

of the II K. Ships and nerhan* other articles, which from their nature may
be employed for hostile purposes.

Y. K, is of course well aware that a traffic of thin kind is perfectly fret by
the law and of nations, and that the neutral character imposes no

restriction upon it,
"
If a nation

"
Vattel (Lib. 3, Cap. 9, 110)

"

in arm*, timber for shipbuilding, and warlike tnre, I cannot

it. thai sh such things to my enemy, provided that the doe* not

to Mil them to me alo at a reasonable rate/' I not add that

the ports of our territories are as free for thw purpose to the agents of II. C.
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M. as to those of the new Amn. Govt. This lawful commerce, at which
H. M. can certainly take no exception, forms, I am persuaded, the only real

foundation for the reports that have been made to Y. E. of equipments and
armaments, within our jurisdiction. It is barely possible nevertheless that
cases of this kind may have occurred without coming to the knowledge of

the Govt. If Y. E. possesses any information to that effect, you would

oblige me very much by communicating it to me immediately, and you may
be assured that the most prompt and decisive steps will be taken to bring
the offending parties to justice, and to maintain the neutrality of the ter-

ritory of the United States.

I cannot but flatter myself, that the full explanation, which I have now
given upon this subject, in addition to the assurances already furnished by
my predecessors, will completely satisfy H. M.'s Govt. that the U. S. have
no hostile intentions or feelings whatever in regard to the islands of Cuba
and Porto Rico, and will thus remove the only objection suggested by Y. E.

to the admission of our Consul at the port of the Havana. . . .

I pray Y. E. to submit these remarks to the consideration of H. M. and
have the honor [etc.).

1136

Alexander II, Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, October 16, 1825.

SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a note which I have

lately addressed to the Minister upon the subject of the admission of our

Consul at the Havana. I have directed his attention particularly to the

strict right we now possess by treaty to demand this admission; and I also

thought it expedient to dwell at some length upon the considerations of

policy and mutual advantage which combine to make it proper. Our polit-

ical relations with the island of Cuba have perhaps in reality little or noth-

ing to do with this question, but as they were connected with it by the

Minister in his conversations and correspondence with Mr. Nelson, I felt

myself in some measure obliged to give upon this occasion such further ex-

planations respecting them as my instructions authorized. The purchase of

Ships in our ports by the Agents of the South American States is the real

point of difficulty. On that subject I had no particular instructions from

you. I have assumed in treating it, such principles as I think correct; and I

hope that they will be approved by the President.

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXV.
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Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States J

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, October 20, 1825.

SIR: It was reported here very confidently a few days ago that the new

consultative Junta or Council of Govt. was occupied in preparing the way
for an arrangement with the South American States. Upon tracing this

rumor to its origin, I found that it arose from the fact that the Council had

deputed some of its members to confer with two Spanish officers, who lately

arrived from South America by way of the Havana and New York, and are

the same that were sent out by the Constitutional Govt, to Buenos Ayres as

Commissioners. They landed at Bordeaux from New York and Gime on

immediately to this place; remained here about three weeks, during which

time they had occasional conferences with members of the Council, and after-

wards proceeded to Cadiz, These facts being known, and it being also un-

derstood that the Council had been requested by the Minister to give their

opinion upon the measures proper to be taken in regard to the colonies, it

was natural enough to draw the conclusion that the conferences in question

had some connexion with this subject, and that the persons with whom they
were held, might perhaps have gone to Cadiz on their way to America as

private agents of the Govt. Another and a more probable construction of

the fact would be, that the Council had no other object in conferring with

these gentlemen, than to obtain information respecting the state of the

colonies.

About the time when this report was in circulation I went to the Kscurial

in order to be present at the celebration of the King's birthday, and when

there, had of course frequent opportunities of seeing the Minister. In one

of the conversations which I had with him I enquired of him what foundation

there was for this rumour and whether there was any change of policy con-

templated in regard to the American States: To thii question he replied

most decidedly in the negative, and entered anew and very readily at great

length into an exposition of the intentions of the Govt,, repeating in sub-

stance the same remarks which he had made to me at San ltdcfonao, He
declared that the King would never abandon his righte; that it was a matter

of conscience with him to transmit his hereditary possessions to his suc-

cessor; that the royalist cause was not so desperate as we supposed; that

there were even now symptoms of a return of these province! to their an-

cient loyalty; and that such an event would not be at all strange, considering
what violent and sudden revolutions have been constantly occurring during

l MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXV. Printed in Ammtan St&U Pabfrs. Pomm Rtfo-
toons, V, 795.
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Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States
l

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, October 20, 1825,

SIR: It was reported here very confidently a few days ago that the new

consultative Junta or Council of Govt. was occupied in preparing the way
for an arrangement with the South American States. Upon tracing this

rumor to its origin, I found that it arose from the fact that the Council had

deputed some of its members to confer with two Spanish officers, who lately

arrived from South America by way of the Havana and New York, and are

the same that were sent out by the Constitutional Govt. to Buenos Ayres as

Commissioners. They landed at Bordeaux from New York and came on

immediately to this place; remained here about three weeks, during which

time they had occasional conferences with members of the Council, and after-

wards proceeded to Cadiz. These facts being known, and it being also un-

derstood that the Council had been requested by the Minister to give their

opinion upon the measures proper to be taken in regard to the colonies, it

was natural enough to draw the conclusion that the conference! in question

had some connexion with this subject, and that the persons with whom they

were held, might perhaps have gone to Cadiz on their way to America as

private agents of the Govt. Another and a more probable construction of

the fact would be, that the Council had no other object in conferring with

these gentlemen, than to obtain information respecting the state of the

colonies.

About the time when this report was in circulation I went to the Kscurial

in order to be present at the celebration of the King's birthday, and when

there, had of course frequent opportunities of seeing the Miniiter. In one

of the conversations which I had with him I enquired of him what foundation

there was for this rumour and whether there was any change of policy con-

templated in regard to the American States: To this question he replied

most decidedly in the negative, and entered anew and very readily at great

length into an exposition of the intentions of the Govt., repeating in sub-

stance the same remarks which he had made to me at San Ildcfonso. He
declared that the King would never abandon his rights; that it was a matter

of conscience with him to transmit his hereditary possessions to his suc-

cessor; that the royalist cause was not so desperate as we supposed; that

there were even now symptoms of a return of these provinces to their an-

cient loyalty; and that such an event would not be at all strange, considering

what violent and sudden revolutions have been constantly occurring during

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXV. Printed in American State Papers,
tions, V, 795.
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to him before upon the subject as a merely personal communication. He

replied that these proceedings of the Govt, of the U. S. placed him under the

necessity of declaring in the most positive manner the King's unalterable

resolution never to abandon his rights and to reject all offers of mediation or

of amicable intervention which should contemplate an acknowledgement of

the independence of the new States. He said that they were and always

had been ready and willing to accept any proposal for mediation, or to treat

directly with the colonies, upon the basis of their previous submission to the

King's sovereign power, but that they would never consent to negotiate in

any way upon any other terms; that the King being once satisfied on this

head, would doubtless be disposed to grant his subjects in America every

favour and indulgence which they could possibly wish, but that they must

begin by proving their loyalty and their confidence in H. M'. justice and

good intentions. He wondered that among the offers of mediation that

had been made from time to time, especially by England, none had ever been

proposed upon this basis. I told him that the reason probably waa that the

British Govt. as well as that of the U. S., considered the independence of

the new States as now firmly established and were well aware that they would

never treat upon any other terms than an acknowledgement of it by Spain;

I added however that I should be well pleased to know if he were disposed

to inform me, what concessions the King would be willing to grant to the

Americans in the event of their return to their allegiance, as for example
whether he would allow them to make their own lawa in legislative assem-

blies of their own choice. My object in asking this question was of course

merely to obtain a more complete view of the intentions and dispositions of

the Govt. upon the whole subject. He replied that as te> legislative assem-

blies he was far from being satisfied that they would suit the condition of

the colonies, and that in general he thought the only safe course for the

Americans would be to trust entirely and implicitly to the King's known good
character. I should have thought from this answer, that my question did

not make a very favorable impression upon him. At the close however of

the conversation he recurred to it in such a way as induced me to think that

he would have been glad to consider it as an indirect overture from some of

the colonies. He said after I arose to go, that the conversation had turned

upon a number of delicate and interesting topics, that on such occasions it

was not always possible to distinguish between remarks that were merely of

a private and personal description and such as were official, and that in

order to avoid mistakes upon that point, he should be glad if I would state

in writing what my instructions required me to communicate to him as the

opinions and intentions of the Govt. and especially any propositions that I

might be authorized to make in the nature of an overture from the colonies

founded on the basis of submission. I told him that I had no authority
from any quarter to make propositions of that description, but that I would
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with pleasure, if he wished it, give him an official statement of what I had

said to him by order of my Govt. in favour of the acknowledgement of the

independence of the new states. He replied that he was ready to receive

any note that I might send him, but that on that head, the King's mind was

completely made up beyond the possibility of change. Notwithstanding

this, I have thought of preparing and transmitting to the Minister a pretty

detailed communication upon this subject. Such a paper if it does not pro-

duce much immediate effect upon the Spanish Cabinet, may perhaps in one

way or another have a favorable bearing on the general question.

Previously to this interview with Mr. Zea, I had availed myself of such

occasions as offered to converse upon the same subject with the British and

Russian Ministers. The former is Mr. Frederick Lamb, brother of Lord

Melbourne, a gentleman of about forty five years of age, regularly trained to

the diplomatic line and apparently well fitted for it by his talents and in-

formation. The latter is Mr. D'Oubril who has also passed his life in the

employment of a foreign Minister and has now reached the age of about

sixty. He seems to enjoy the confidence of his Govt. and last year took the

place of Count Nesselrode as Minister of foreign affairs during an absence

of the latter from St. Petersburg which lasted several months. Both these

gentlemen have shewn since my arrival here every disposition to be on

friendly terms with me and have plainly manifested by their attentions,,

the high esteem in which they hold the American nation and character,

Mr. D'Oubril in particular has been more civil than any other of the diplo-

matic body with whom I was not previously acquainted.

Mr. Lamb's sentiments in regard to the South American question are of

course precisely the same with ours. I was desirous to ascertain whether
the British Govt. had lately made any attempts to urge Spain to a recogni-

tion of the new States and questioned Mr. Lamb upon this point. He said

that he had had one or two conversations with Mr. Zea, soon after his arrival

(he has been here about 5 months) and stated the substance of what had

passed between them. The Minister it seems gave to him the same answers

which he has since given to me and cited to illustrate his argument, the same

examples of Louis i8th and Bonaparte. No offer of formal mediation has

been made by England since her recognition. Indeed her interest as a com-
mercial and manufacturing country is now on the other side. The longer the

war continues, the longer she enjoys a monopoly of the Spanish American
market for her fabrics, and the more difficult will Spain find it to recover her

natural advantages upon the return of peace. England will therefore prob-

ably be very easy in regard to this matter, and will leave Spain to pursue un-

molested the course she may think expedient. I suggested this point both
to Mr. Zea and to the Russian Minister, and was inclined to think from what

they said of it, that it had more weight with them than any other consider-

ation in favor of recognition. They both admitted the justice of my re-
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marks and the great inconvenience that resulted in this way from the pres-

ent state of things, and could only avoid the proper conclusion by reverting
to their common places of the probability of a return of the colonies to their

allegiance, which they really seem to imagine will come about sooner or

later without any effort on the part of either Spain or her allies and by the

aid of some unlooked for intervention of Divine Providence. I learned

nothing material from Mr. L. excepting the fact that the British Govt. is

now quiet in regard to this matter and makes no attempt to influence the de-

cision of Spain. He professed to have but little information as to the state

of the Spanish settlements in America, and having passed the greater part of

his life, including the last 8 or 10 years on the continent, has been in fact

rather out of the way of obtaining it,

Mr, D'Oubril was somewhat guarded in his language and did not seem

quite willing to admit that it was the decided intention of the Emperor to

encourage Spain in her present system. He said that individually he did not

by any means take the same view of the subject which the Spanish Govt. did,

and yet that he waa not completely satisfied that an immediate recognition

was the true policy: He cited in his turn the old instance of Lou IK iBth &
Bonaparte, and was far from being sure that the internal divisions which did

or would distract the colonies, might not bring them again under the Spanish

Govt. He was aware nevertheless that Spain was daily and yearly suffering

great injury from the effects of the present system, that by continuing it, she

would probably lose her remaining possessions in America, and her chance

of ever obtaining a due share in the trade with that continent, besides en-

dangering her national existence at home. This was making out a pretty

strong case in favor of recognition, but he still returned to his former text

that he considered the question as extremely doubtful. In ail that he said

upon it he professed to declare merely his own personal opinions and feelinp,

and if I recollect right, did not say directly what language he was ordered to

hold in his communications with this Govt It is underitood however that

the influence of the Emperor has been employed in support of the present

system, and the general impression which I received from his remarks coin-

cided with this opinion. Mr. D'Oubril'a private sentiments may possibly be

different. Both he and Mr. L. enquired of me respecting the late overtures

made by the President's order at St. Petersburg and appeared to have some

though not a very minute acquaintance with the language of your instruc-

tions to Mr. Micldleton. The representatives of France, Holland, Sweden,

Saxony & Prussia, with whom I have had more or less conversation upon
this subject have all expressed themselves strongly in opposition to the

policy of Spain. Even the Pope's Nuncio and the Ambassador from Naples

seem to be of the American party. The French I suspect are making pretty

strong efforts in favor of the new States, but on this point I have at present

no very precise information*
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ilexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States ]

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, November 21, 1825.

After conversing with the Duke 2 as much as was necessary upon the direct

elations between the two countries, the opportunity being favorable for

. longer interview, I availed myself of it to introduce the subject of the colo-

iles, upon whch I had not before said any thing to him. I told him that

t was a part of my instructions to intimate to H. M.'s Govt. in the most
lelicate manner possible the full conviction of that of the United States

hat the question of the independence of the colonies was in point of fact,

ettled; and their strong desire that the war might as soon as possible be

wrought to a close. I enquired of him whether there was at present any
lisposition in H. M's. Cabinet towards a change of policy upon this subject.

ie replied in the negative; but did not express himself to this effect with the

ame fulness and decision that I had observed in Mr. Zea's communications.

presume however that this difference which was certainly very perceptible
jnd obvious, is rather owing to the difference in the characters of the men,
.nd their habits of expressing themselves, than to any actual intention in

he Cabinet to yield; at least I do not learn from any other quarter that

uch an intention is supposed to exist. The Duke said that the matter was
. delicate one, that he could easily imagine how inconvenient and injurious

t must be to the United States to have this struggle constantly going on

.t their doora, and that he was not surprised or dissatisfied that they should

xert their influence in endeavouring to procure the termination of it in the

way which they thought just; but that the King could not yet resolve to

.bandon his rights, or give up the hope that these countries would in one

/ay or another be ultimately brought back to their allegiance. I then sug-

;ested to him particularly the opinion entertained by the Govt. of the United

>tates, that the loss of the islands of Cuba and Porto Rico would be the in-

;vi table effect of the continuance of the struggle for two or three years longer;

>ut that Spain by making peace at once might very probably retain them.

Vhen I made this remark to Mr. Zea he answered that the King did not

xmsider these Islands as in danger in any event, and that H. M. confidently

rusted that he should not only retain them, but reconquer very shortly

ill the other American provinces. The Duke's answer was quite different.

ie enquired of me in reply upon what evidence the American Govt. founded

he opinion that Spain would be able to retain these islands in case of her

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXV. Printed in American State Papers, For&ign Rela-

ns, V, 879.
$Duke del Infantado.
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recognizing the independence of the other colonies. This question seemed

to suppose the persuasion that the islands must at all events be lost unless

the King should recover the whole of his American possessions. I replied

that the principal circumstance in favor of this opinion was the fact that no

symptoms of a disposition to separate from the mother country had yet

appeared in the islands; and that as their situation in consequence of the

opening of the ports was extremely flourishing, there was room to suppose

that they were contented with it. He acquiesced in this remark, and ex-

pressed his deep regret, that a similar system of allowing a full freedom of

trade had not been adopted in season in regard to the other colonies. This

waa the substance of our conversation. The general impression I received

from it was, that there is at present no direct intention in the Cabinet to

change their policy, but that there in at least as much probability of a rec-

ognition now as before the late Ministerial revolution, I mentioned to the

Duke that Mr. Zea had expressed a wish that I would give him in writing

what I had to say by order of my Govt, upon this subject, and enquired of

him whether this would also be agreeable to him. He said that he* had no

objection whatever to receive such a communication, and I shall accord-

ingly at my leisure prepare and transmit one.

1139

Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretory

of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT!

MADRID, December 12, 183$,

I received two or three clays ago from Mr. King a copy of the mot ructions

to Mr. Micklktton 2 on the affairs of Spanish America. It curne very

opportunely while I was engaged in preparing the note which 1 intend to

address to this Govt. upon the same subject. This communication, as it

requires to be drawn up with care and caution, does not admit of being has-

tened, and will not probably be ready before the 1st of Jany. I learn with

much pleasure, thro
1

the medium of Mr. Brown that the overture mack* by
Mr. Midclleton at St. Petersburgh, has been well received, and is likely to

produce a favorable effect. I shall take an early opportunity of conversing

anew with Mr. d'Oubril upon the subject, and of ascertaining what arc his

present instruction!!.

I have the honor [etc.].

1 MS. Dispatch* from Spain, XXV. Printed in American Stale Papers, Pttreign
fans, V, S8o.

* See above, pt. I, doc, 141, Clay to MJddlcton, May 10, 1825.
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Alexander JET. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States *

MADRID, January j, 1826.

SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a translation of a decree which
has just been published for establishing a Council of State. A council has

already existed, I believe, ever since the King's return, bearing the same
name, composed of nearly the same persons, and charged with substantially
the same duties as this, but the King has not been in the habit of calling
them together. The only thing, therefore, really new in the decree is the

part which declares that the council shall meet every day and remain in

session three hours. How far this regulation is likely to be observed is, of

course, a matter of mere conjecture. It is rather singular that no allusion

is made to an existing council, and that the decree purports to be for the

establishment of an entirely new one. The measure is considered here as

pretty important, but I do not see that it is likely to introduce any very
great changes either in the principles or proceedings of the Government.
The latent object of the institution is, probably, to get rid of the Ministerial

t?ouncil established by Mr. Zea; no allusion is, however, made to the latter

in the decree which thus supercedes two of these high state corporations,
without naming either. Some of the moat considerable members of Mr.
Zea's council are transferred to the new one, including the President,

General Castanos, a person much respected by all parties, and of known
liberal sentiments. He told me yesterday that this was the fifth council

to which he had been called, as they were successively instituted. He does

not appear to anticipate any very important consequences from the innova-

tion.

There are some things, however, in the decree, and in the composition of

the council, which may be construed into indications that the measure has

been taken with a view to a more careful consideration of the great question
of America, Among the members named who, exclusively of the ministers,

only amount to fourteen or fifteen, are the Archbishop of Mexico, the Vice-

roys of Mexico, Venegas, and Apodaca, under new names, the Duke de San

Carlos, an American, and Father Cyril, who has been in America. The last

is considered the ablest man in the council It is worthy of remark, that

none of these, except San Carlos, were of the old Council of State. General

Castanos is friendly to the recognition of the independence of America.

Provision seems to have been made in this way for bringing into the meet-

ing a great deal of positive information upon American affairs. The decree

also mentions that this question is one to which the attention of the council

is to be particularly called ; and speaks of it in terms which will bear a favor-

lAm$rican Stale Papers, Foreign Relations, V, 880.
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able interpretation, although they do not necessarily require it. Among
other things deserving consideration are enumerated

"
the weighty affairs of

the colonies in America, which are endeavoring to separate from the mother

country, by a necessary effect of the dangers to which the Crown has been

exposed," To acknowledge the necessity of the separation on any account

seems to be a large step towards the acknowledgment of the new States, and

to call the effort to separate a necessary effect of the late political crisis is,

perhaps, to give the best possible justification of it. The passage may, how-

ever, be interpreted in a different sense; and there is, at present, no other

evidence of any recent change on this subject, in the disposition of this

Government, The French newspapers abound, aa usual, with accounts,

apparently authentic, of constant, efforts made here by the foreign powers,

especially the British minister, in favor of the colonies, but these accounts

are also, as usual, without the slightest foundation. Mr. Lamb and myself

converse, habitually, on this subject, with perfect freedom, and I am certain

that he has aaicl and clone almoat nothing for the Americans since I have

been here; the others never interfere with the subject, excepting, perhapi

the French ambassador, who has recently arrived, and with whose proceed-

ings I am not so well acquainted,
I lately read to the Duke del Infantado a part of a letter I had receivec

from New York, which spoke with great confidence of the probability of ar

early and successful attack upon the Inland of Cuba by the Mexicans anc.

Colombians. The intelligence evidently made an impression upon him

He asked me, among other things, as he has done before, what securtt)

there would be for the possession of Cuba in the event of recognising thi

colonies, I replied by stating the general reasons why they should not wisl

to separate. It has since occurred to me that the Duke, by his repeaiw

questions to this effect, intended to intimate a desire that a guaranty fo

the fidelity of Cuba should be offered by the United States, or by the Spanbl
American powers. This was proposed directly by Mr. Zea to Mr. Nelsoi

and to me as a consideration for admitting our consul at the Havana.

Since I wrote to you last I have been principally engaged in preparin]

my note upon the affairs of the colonies. It is now nearly ready, and I shal

probably send you a copy of it with my next despatches. The other affair

remain in the same state. The intelligence of the death of the Emperor c

Russia arrived here about ten days ago, and was soon followed by that of th

quiet succession of his brother Constantine. It does not appear that ih

change will produce any immediate effect upon the state of political affairt

The money market is exceedingly depressed in France and England, and th

distress among the merchants is greater than was almost ever known before

but the crisis appears to have arisen, in part, from pure panic and will, i

all probability, pass off very soon, leaving the value of public stocks some

what lower, perhaps, than it stood before. The French Parliament is surr

moned for the 3ist of this month.
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I have the honor to transmit herewith copies of the notes which I have

addressed to the minister since my last despatches, and of some official

articles of general interest, and remain [etc.].

P. S. Upon looking again at the decree upon the Council of State, which
was out of my hands when I was writing the above, I find that the council

is not described as a new institution in such distinct terms as I had supposed
and stated. The impression I had upon the subject was partly derived from

conversation. The existence of the council had been pretty generally for-

gotten, and this revival of it has been commonly mentioned as the establish-

ment of an entirely new one; in effect it is, as the King never called the

members together under the former system.

1141

Alexander IL Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to the Duke del Infan-
tado, First Secretary of State of Spain

l

Confidential. MADRID, January 20, 1826.

SIR: The Government of the United States of America have looked with

deep interest at the war now existing between Spain and her ancient colonies,

ever since its commencement. Situated in the immediate neighbourhood of

the regions where it has been carried on, they could not feel the same in-

difference upon the subject, which has been shewn by some other nations

inhabiting a distant quarter of the globe. Their position, and the relations

naturally resulting from it, were circumstances over which they have no

control; and it was not in their power, had they wished it, to shrink from the

responsibility that devolved upon them. It only remained to meet the

delicacy of the situation by a corresponding circumspection in their conduct;

to proceed upon acknowledged principles and in conformity with the best

information they could procure. Such has been in fact the course of their

policy. They have spared no pains in endeavouring to obtain the most ac-

curate accounts of the state of the war at its several periods; and they have

adopted no important measure without great consideration and a careful

enquiry into the laws and usages of civilized countries. In pursuance of this

system they have considered it their duty to observe a fair and just neutral-

ity between the two parties, and to entertain pacific and friendly relations

with both alike; and they have with good faith to the best of their ability

acted accordingly. They have lent no military or naval assistance to either;

but have freely granted to both the hospitality of their ports and territory,

1 MS. Dispatchea from Spain, XXV. enclosed in Everett to Clay, February 3. 1826,
which see below, pt Xin, doc. 1144, printed in American State Papers, Foreign JRetation$f

VI, 1006.
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and have allowed the agents of both to procure within their jurisdiction, in

the way of lawful trade, any supplies which suited their convenience. When
the independence of the colonies appeared to them to be well established, it

became a duty to regard and treat them as sovereign powers; and their in-

creasing intercourse with the United States made it convenient and suitable

to organise the relations between the two countries in the usual form by ex-

changing diplomatic and commercial agents invested with the usual powers
and characters. But while the Government of the United States felt them-

selves not only justified in these measures, but bound in duty to adopt them,

they have continued to observe in word and in deed their former course of

fair and honest neutrality. They have never taken upon them to express an

opinion upon the men la of the quarrel, or upon the validity of the argument!
advanced by either party in support of its pretensions; still leas to interfere

actively in favor of one or the other. The people of the United States, in-

cluding as private persona the individuals composing the Government, have

generally felt and manifested a strong sympathy with the inhabitants of the

colonies in consequence of the similarity of their position with that of the

United States half a century ago; but thin natural feeling has not been al-

lowed to influence the public measures. The President and C"ongrea in

acting upon this subject, have uniformly proceeded upon strict principle!

and known facts. Their decisions on important points were adopted with

unexampled unanimity; and have been, it is believed, very generally ap-

proved throughout the civilized world. They have since been closely fol-

lowed by the two enlightened and powerful Governments, whose position

naturally called upon them to take the lead in this respect among the nationi

of Kurope.
While pursuing this line of conduct, the Government of the United Statei

have also considered it their duty and their policy to employ their good

ofl'uTS from time to time with both parties for the purpose of reconciling them

to each other and bringing the war to a close. This tedious contest carried

on in their immediate neighbourhood has been and still is a source of no Uttk

actual inconvenience to them in various ways. It han been in particular the

ultimate cause of the prevalence of piracy to a fearful extent upon the waten

that surround their counts; an evil which compels them to keep a strong nava'

force in active service at a very unhealthy and dangerous port, and whicli

nothing but the establishment of peace will ever completely eradicate

They have therefore the moat powerful motives for seeking in their own in-

terest to effect thin great object. But independently of any such consider-

ations, the common sentiments of humanity and the sympathy which al

civilized and Christian nations naturally feel in each other's welfare, leaf

them to desire the clone of this long and cruel struggle. Entertaining, anc

winning to entertain the moat friendly relations with both parties they can-

not but feel the deepest interest in the restoration of harmony and good un
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derstanding between them and in the consequent general pacification of the

American continent. They have accordingly given to both, on many oc-

casions, such counsels as they have thought most likely to promote this ob-

ject. As the Independence of the Colonies has appeared to them for some

years past to be well established, they can imagine no other way of effecting

the great purpose in question, except by the consent of H. M, to treat with

his ancient provinces on the footing of sovereign and independent states;

and they have from time to time, with all the delicacy required by the im-

portance and peculiar character of the subject, and with all the respect which

they sincerely cherish for the Spanish Government and nation, advised this

measure. These counsels although H. M. has not yet thought proper to

act upon them have been received and listened to in the friendly spirit in

which they were given: and the Government of the United States have been

induced in consequence, and by the generally friendly character of their re-

lations with Spain, to continue the same course as occasion may appear to

render it expedient. I was accordingly instructed upon leaving my country
to express to H. M. and his Ministers the firm conviction and earnest wishes

of the Government which I have the honor to represent, in regard to this

question. I have already communicated them in conversation to Your

Excellency's Predecessor and to yourself. In order to state them with more

distinctness and to enable Y. E. to lay them before H. M. in the precise form

in which they are conveyed to you, I now take the liberty of troubling you
with a few suggestions in writing upon this great and interesting subject.

The present moment seems to be a favorable one for reviewing the deci-

sions that were taken at an earlier period of the war, and for considering

whether events have not since occurred which make it expedient to change
them. A course of proceeding which was apparently wise and politic ten

or fifteen years ago may have been rendered by the subsequent progress of

affairs impolitic and ruinous. It may have been natural for the King to

make war upon his colonies at the time when they first declared their inde-

pendence, when there was a probability of reducing them again to their

allegiance, and when it was yet uncertain whether the efforts in which they
were engaged were the work of a few factious spirits, or of the whole com-

munity: and it may nevertheless be in the highest degree inexpedient to

continue the attempt to subjugate these colonies now that they have grown

up into six or eight populous and powerful nations, situated in a distant

quarter of the globe, in the full exercise of all the prerogatives of sovereignty,

and respected and acknowledged as sovereign by several of the greatest

powers of the world. It is the usage of prudent governments not to adhere

with too much constancy to any system, merely because it has once been

adopted : but to mark the course of affairs and to regulate their conduct by
the present situation of things rather than the past. A statesman who

attempts to counteract the force of circumstances, or in more religious and
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juster language, to defy the will of God, will find his efforts ineffectual and

generally injurious to himself. The epochs of a critical and important char-

acter, that present themselves from time to time in the progress of political

affairs appear more especially to invite the Governments interested in them
to reconsider the principles upon which they are acting, in order either to

assure themselves that they are in the right, or to shift their course if they
find themselves in error. One of these great epochs is just now occurring
in the history of the Spanish American Colonies, After declaring

1

their

independence of the mother country, surmounting the obstacles that first

presented themselves, consolidating to a good degree their political institu-

tions, and maintaining their national existence for seventeen years without

any organized concert among themselves, they are at this moment meeting
for the first time by their plenipotentiaries in a general congress for the pur-

pose of regulating their mutual interests and entering into an alliance offen-

sive and defensive against their common enemies. This change in their

position is evidently one of vast consequence: It calls imperiously upon the

Spanish Government to consider well the system upon which it "m now pro-

ceeding, and to examine anew the whole subject of its relations with these

States. It han also been thought by the Government of the United Stales

that the occurrence of this remarkable event furnished an occasion upon
which neutral and friendly powers might with propriety renew their good
offices in attempting to bring about a reconciliation between the parties to

the war. They have been induced by this motive to communicate their

opinions and their wishes to H. M. Ministers in a more formal manner, at

this time, than they have hitherto employed ; and to invite the leading power*
of Europe to concur with them, as far an they might think it expedient, in

this great and benevolent purpose. France and Portugal have lately led

the way in a course of proceeding similar to that which is now recommended
to H. C. M. It only remains for the King to give one signal proof of mag-
nanimity and wisdom in order to complete the pacification of the whole

American Continent. The President is well assured that the suggestions

now presented by his order will be received as evidences of the friendly dis-

position of the Government of the United States; and he ventures to hope
that they will be listened to with attention, and will not be without effect.

It has been thought a proper mark of respect to the Government of

H. C. M. to accompany the communication of the opinions entertained upon
this subject by that of the United States, with a statement of the reasons

upon which they have been founded
;
that they might not appear to have been

taken up capriciously and hastily, or to have been affected in any degree

by a natural sympathy with the fortunes of the Colonies. They have been

adopted in general upon a deliberate view of all the information that could

be procured; and a full recapitulation of the particulars from which they
have been deduced would embrace a maw of details much too large to be
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brought within the compass of an official note. There might also be a differ-

ence, as respects some of these details, between the information that has
been conveyed to the Government of the United States and to that of

H . C. M . There are however certain great and leading facts in the history and

present state of the war, notorious to the world at large and of course famil-

iarly known to H. M.'s Government, which are considered by that of the

United States as sufficient of themselves to demonstrate the impossibility
of recovering the colonies. In the following remarks I shall confine myself
as much as possible to these points, and shall endeavour to avoid any allusion

to doubtful matters either of fact or of right.

It is now about seventeen years since the occurrence of the first move-
ments in the Colonies. They were not occasioned by a rebellious or dis-

contented spirit, but were the effect of the invasion of the Mother country
and of the usurpation of H. M's, throne by a foreigner. They were equally

legitimate with the movements which were made at the same time in Spain
for the purpose of shaking off the French yoke; and were indeed precisely

similar to them in character. Five or six years elapsed before this great

object was attained and before the King returnee! from his captivity in a

foreign country. During this time the Peninsula was the theatre of con-

stant war, occupied and wasted by contending armies, foreign and domestic,
distracted by political divisions and upon the whole in a state approaching

very nearly to entire anarchy. It is not singular that the colonies, having
been compelled for a time to govern themselves should have continued so

to do until the King's return, without regard to the authority which the

successive ephemeral Governments at home might pretend to exercise over

them. The King's return introduced another order of events; but the

colonies were now and had been for several years in possession of the privi-

leges of self Government, and a new state of things had in consequence grown
up among them. They had formed new relations with each other and with

foreign powers. Their whole political situation was completely altered.

Were they bound under these circumstances to return at once to their

ancient allegiance: or had the new position in which they had been thrown

by events beyond their control brought with it new rights and new duties

incompatible with their former relations to the Spanish crown? On this,

which is the great question of right between the parties, the Government of

the United States have never ventured to express an opinion. It is only
on points of fact and expediency that they have felt themselves at liberty to

offer their counsels.

Whatever may be thought of the merits of the case a war, under all the

circumstances, was, in a manner unavoidable. It was accordingly under-

taken by H. M's. Government and carried on with all the vigor and perse-

verance which the situation of the Kingdom would admit. Soon after the

King's return a powerful expedition was fitted out for America under the



command of one of the first Generals of the age, and directed against a very
well chosen point in the territory of the Colonies. Had it been possible to

subjugate them with the means at the disposal of Spain this expedition must
have been attendee! with complete success. But the efforts of Gen, Morillo

and his army to subdue the Americans produced no other effect than that

of teaching them the military arts which they wanted, and of forming among
them in the school of experience a great Commander whose name alone is

now a tower of strength to his countrymen. Gen. Morillo, after seeing
almost the whole of his army perish by his side; after performing miracles of

courage, skill and perseverance; after meriting all praise, excepting that of

humanity; finally returned to Spain. The few troops that remained of his

army were soon compelled to shut themselves up in a fortress, and not long
after to surrender. The attempt made at home to fit out another consider-

able expedition terminated in a revolution. The troops which had been

stationed in Peru and Chili, after carrying on the war for several years with

various success were finally reduced to capitulate by the splendid and deci-

sive victory of Ayacucho, which exhibited a second great commander in a

young man of only eight and twenty years of age. For some time Wore
that event, there had been no royal forces in Buenos Ayres and none in

Mexico excepting the garrison of a single fortress. This battle terminated

the active military operations of Spain upon the American Continent and
the war has been in fact for nearly two years pant at an end.

Will 5t be said that it is the intention of the Spanish Government to renew

it, and that other expeditions may be more successful than the farmer ones?

Is it possible to suppose for a moment that Spain, in her present situation,

her own territory jointly occupied by foreign troops, enfeebled and convulsed

by the effect of seventeen years of almost uninterrupted revolution, inva-

sion and war, without funds and without credit, can fit out armies equal to

the conquest of six or eight powerful nations a thousand league* off? Were
it even possible, as it evidently is not, that another expedition should be

despatched immediately, as strong and as well appointed as that of Gen.

Morillo, would such an one be likely to succeed better now, than hift did in

fact several years ago? Would it be less difficult to contend with accom-

plished and veteran commanders at the head of disciplined armies, than it

was with the fresh recruits and inexperienced officers, out of which thene

armies and their generals have been formed? Or would the organized and

acknowledged Governments that now exist, offer a less formidable resist-

ance than was made by the same communities when almost in a state of

anarchy? These are evidently suppositions of things not merely improb-
able or in the common course of nature impossible, but chimerical. They
involve impossibility upon the impossibility. It is impossible that new

expeditions should be equipped: if they could be equipped, it is impossible
that they should succeed. Since then the war is at an end, and cannot be
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renewed, it would seem that a peace concluded on the best terms possible

under such circumstances must immediately follow.

It is understood however that H. M's. Government without intending
to make any further attempts to subjugate the colonies by actual force,

never the less entertain the expectation that they may perhaps be brought
back to their allegiance by the effect of internal dissensions: and that it is

principally on this account that they consider it impolitic to treat with them
as sovereign powers. This expectation is no better founded, according to

the views of the Government of the United States than would be that of

conquering them by actual war. It is believed that there is no greater prob-

ability of the occurrence of intestine troubles in these states than in other

established and organized bodies politic; and that should they occur, they
could not by any possibility be turned in future to the profit of Spain.

Every community which changes its form of Government violently and

suddenly, is visited almost of necessity by a period of anarchy and civil war.

This was an evil which the Spanish colonies in separating from the Mother

Country had reason to expect that they should be obliged to encounter, and

from which they have in fact suffered in greater or less degree. Serious

divisions occurred in most, if not all, of them, soon after the declaration of

their independence, and for a time threatened their existence as sovereign

powers. In Mexico an adventurer usurped the Government by military

force and assumed the title of Emperor. In Colombia the state of affairs

was long unsettled, and there seems to have been at one moment consider-

able danger of insubordination among the blacks. In Peru and Chili, the

leading public characters were frequently at variance; and Buenos Ayres
was for a while the theatre of actual civil war. It was necessary that these

troubles should terminate in one of two ways; either by bringing back the

Colonies to their allegiance, or by subsiding and disappearing under the

influence of the new independent Governments. The latter part of the

alternative has in fact been realized. The difficulties to which I have

alluded, and which accompanied so naturally the first attempts of the colo-

nies to establish their national existence are now at an end ; and the fate of

those persons who were engaged in them has not been such as to hold out

much encouragement to future imitators. The disturbers of the established

order have met in almost every remarkable instance with signal defeat and

exemplary punishment. Iturbide in Mexico, Gen. Piar in Colombia; the

Carerras in Chili, were publickly executed as common traitors. Saint Mar-

tin, who deserted his post at the head of the Government of Peru at a critical

period, lost his influence, sunk in to insignificance and is said to be now living

unknown at Brussels. Pueyrredon, who appears to have been gained by
the agents- of H. M. while occupying the post of supreme Director of the

Republic of the United Provinces of La Plata, could not carry with him a

single man, was obliged to quit his post and his country, and has since, it k
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understood died somewhere in obscurity of a broken heart. Such have
been the fortunes of the principal authors of internal dissensions in America,
and they are evidently not of a kind to encourage new attempts. In fact,

since the disappearance of these first troubles, the reign of good order and
of consolidated political institutions seems to have taken place every where
and is apparently established, Five of the six principal States that have

been formed out of H. M'e. colonial dominions; not including Paraguay of

which the internal condition is but little known to foreigners, present as

tranquil an appearance as any part of Europe or the world, Peru is in some

degree unsettled, but the tranquillity of that country is secured by the battle

of Ayacucho and the final arrangements of its political institutions will not

probably be long delayed. Having thus organized their respective Gov-

ernments at home, these states are already beginning to extend their views

abroad, and are at this moment assembled by their Ministers in a Congress
at Panama for the purpose of forming among themselves name concerted

scheme of action, This great event may be considered as indicating dis-

tinctly the consolidation of their several political institutions, and the dis-

appearance of all pre-existing internal dissensions.

The troubles which naturally accompanied the first establishment of these

new States, having thus subsided, they cannot in the natural course of events

be expected to return. They were incident to a particular period in the

hiitory of the Colonies; and thia period having passed away, the dangers
incident to it, have necessarily passed away with it. The various epochs
in the progress of communities, like the different agea in the life of man,
are subject to particular disorders; but in both those that belong to

one period can never be encountered at another. Troubles may doubtleM

occur in the nations that have been formed out of the Spanish Colonies,

as in all others; but they will not be hereafter of the tame kind with thaws

which were occasioned by the separation from the Mother Country, and the

attempt to establish an independent national existence, Let it be supposed
however for argument's sake that internal dissensions should again arise

equally serious with those which have already arisen and subtided; let it

be supposed that a second Iturbide shall appear in Mexico, another Gen.

Piar in Colombia, that Buenos Ayrei or Chili shall again be the theatre of

civil war, that a new Pueyrredon should be gained by H. M's, agents, or

finally in order to exhaust every supposition however improbable, let it be

imagined that Bolivar and Sucre shall belie their noble characters, disap-

point the hopes of the world and turn out Bonapartw and Cromwelli instead

of Washingtons. Of what advantage would the occurrence of these or simi-

lar events be to the Royalists cause, or what additional probability would

they furnish of the return of the Colonies to their allegiance? If H. M's,

Government found it impossible to turn to any account the troubles that

actually broke out at a time when the state of the Colonies was yet unsettled
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and they had a large military force in the country, would they be able to

do it now, when they have not a soldier, not under close siege, from Cali-

fornia to Cape Horn, and when the new Governments have acquired consist-

ency and vigor? If Iturbide when he overthrew the Mexican Government
while the Royalist party was still improving and the prospect of success

in the establishment of Independence uncertain, did not think of proclaim-

ing the King, would another Iturbide do it now? If the insubordination

of Piar under the eyes of Gen. Morillo could not be made the means of reduc-

ing Venezuela would another black insurgent be likely to prove a better

instrument, with nobody present to direct and employ him? If Bolivar

or Sucre should attempt to establish a military despotism, would it be in the

name of the legitimate King, and under the Royal Spanish flag? These

suppositions, like that of an actual military conquest of the country, are

obviously not merely improbable but chimerical and full of inherent con-

tradictions. The time to take advantage of internal dissensions, if ever,

was the time when they might have been expected to occur, when they did

in fact occur, and when the King had his armies in the country ready to

back a discontented leader. If nothing could be done under all these favor-

able circumstances, it is vain to expect a better result at present when every
circumstance is of an adverse character.

Finally such is the strength of public opinion prevailing throughout the

Colonies in favor of independence, that nothing would be really effected

even by successful attempts to create internal divisions, and to gain over

the popular leaders. This is evidently shewn by the fate of Pueyrredon
to which I have already alluded. Here was a person holding the supreme
executive power in one of the new states, enjoying a high reputation, and

apparently possessing great influence, who consented to employ it, in en-

deavouring to bring about a union of the colony under his Government with

the Mother country in the most plausible way in which it could be done.

This colony was precisely the one in which political dissensions had prevailed

to the greatest extent, having assumed for a long period the shape of actual

civil war. The negotiation presented an additional probability of success

from being carried on under the auspices of one of the most powerful Mon-
archs of Europe in alliance with H. C. M. The King had at that time one

or two considerable armies in America ready to lend their aid in promoting
the intended object. Here was a case, if ever there was or will be one, in

which something might be expected from the effect of internal divisions

and from the adhesion of leading characters. What happened ? Did Pueyr-

redon under all these favorable circumstances succeed in bringing back to

its allegiance the colony under his Government? I have already stated

that he did not carry with him a single man. He could not stay in his coun-

try. He was crushed at once to the earth by the execution and contempt
of the whole American Continent, and in order to escape an ignominious
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death was compelled to hide himself in some obscure corner where he has

since died of chagrin and shame. Such is the history of the only consider-

able apostate that has yet been gained from the cause of independence in

America. It proves that whatever may be the merits of the contests, there

is a force of public sentiment arranged in support of this caue loo strong

to be resisted by any individual however eminent ; that nothing can be hoped

by Spain from the effect of internal dissensions in the Colonies and that no

means, excepting that of actual physical force will ever bring them or any

part of them again under the dominion of H. C. M. The impossibility of

employing this means with success has already been shewn and is under-

stood to be felt by H, M's. Govern merit.

It has sometimes been said however, that Spain might reaaonably be en-

couraged in the hopes of recovering her ancient colonies by the great and

sudden revolutions that have occurred in Europe within our own time, The
late King of France after being deprived of his hereditary rights and do-

minions for twenty five years finally succeeded in obtaining powewion of

them. Why may not the King of Spain in like manner recover his American

possessions, although he should have lost them for an equal length of time?

It ii understood that this argument from analogy in considered by some per-

sons of great respectability as the principal one that can be urged in favor

of the continuance of the war, and it may therefore be proper to give it some

attention.

The conquest of the Colonies muat be effected if at all by the aid of means;

and the example of the King of France is applicable in the present instance

only as far as the same means which were employed to place him on the

throne, are now at the disposal of the King of Spain for the purpose of re-

covering hit* lost possessions in America, What were these means and how
far can they probably be employed at present by the Spanish Government?

The revolution in the Government of France of which the return of Louis 18

was the natural consequence was accomplished by the military force of other

European jx>wer at a time when the King had not a soldier in the? field in

bis own immediate service, Is it probable that there will be now, or ever,

a similar alliance of these powers for the purpose of restoring to the King
his ancient dominions in America? What wa the motive which induced

all the Sovereigns of Europe to unite in a joint attack upon the Govern-

ment of Bonaparte? It was no other than the direct interest they had in

overthrowing that Government on account of the inconvenience, more or

less oppressive, which they all suffered from its continuance. Have they

all or any of them any such motive for opposing at present the independence
of the Spanish Colonies? It is evident that their direct interest, aa far as

they have any in the affair, is on the other side; and that the independence
of America, instead of being an inconvenience to them, is rather advanta-

geous than otherwise, as it affords them a greater freedom of intercourse
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with those vast and wealthy regions, than they would enjoy under any colo-

nial system however liberal. Their interest therefore would naturally lead

them, considered merely as neutral powers, to take part with the Amer-
icans rather than with the Spanish Government. Such of them as possessed
extensive and valuable colonies might be supposed perhaps to sympathize
with Spain in this contest either because these colonies had actually thrown
off their allegiance, or might be expected to do so, and these if any, are the

powers, which would have an interest in assisting H. C. M., or in wishing
at least for his success. What then has been the policy of the powers thus

situated? France and Portugal have just acknowledged the Independence
of their ancient transatlantic dominions. England and Holland, the only
nations now possessing colonies of consequence, have acknowledged the

independence of South America. It so happens therefore that the four

powers, which have or had colonies are precisely those which have given
the most unequivocal proof that it is not their intention to deviate from the

line of neutrality by engaging in the war on the side of Spain. If such is

the policy of these nations which alone had some little indirect interest in

common with that of H. C. M. what can be expected from the rest, which

have all a pretty strong interest on the other side? There is evidently no

probability that they will enter into a great European Alliance for the re-

duction of America, like that which was employed for the overthrow of Bona-

parte; nor is it believed that H. M'a. Government expect any such coopera-
tion or assistance. It is therefore not in their power to take advantage of

the same means which were used by the King of France to obtain possession

of his hereditary dominions, and his example, has, of course, no application

to the present circumstances of H. C. M.
I fear that I may have taxed somewhat too severely the attention of Y. E.

by the length to which these considerations have been already drawn out;

but it is difficult to touch, however concisely, upon the several leading points

of so great a question without entering into a pretty extensive course of

remarks. If the above statement of the grounds upon which the Govern-

ment of the United States have formed their opinion in regard to this ques-

tion, be at all correct, it follows conclusively that there is no chance of re-

covering the colonies either by actual military force, by the effect of internal

dissensions, or by the aid of foreign powers. The object of the war is there-

fore unattainable; what remains then, but to escape as soon as possible from

its inconveniences and to conclude peace at once? Peace is of itself and in

all cases, the greatest of blessings; and an almost indispensable condition

of all public and private prosperity. The advantages direct and indirect,

that would accrue to Spain from making peace at present with the colonies,

are in the opinion of the Government which I have the honor to represent,

of even more than ordinary value. I fear that I shall exhaust Y. E's. pa-

tience, but being charged by my Government with the expression of their
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convictions and wishes upon a subject of such vast magnitude, I should have
reason to reproach myself if the effect of their intercession were diminished

and the war protracted by the omission of any topic that would be likely

to have weight with H. C. M. Allow me then, my Lord Duke, to request

your attention a little longer, and to state to you, very concisely, as they

appear to the Government of the United States, the important benefits

which would result to Spain from the restoration of peace and the estab-

lishment of friendly relations with her ancient colonies.

The immediate inconveniences Buffered by Spain from the continuance

of the war, are far from being inconsiderable; and the cessation of them,
woultl constitute of itself a very serious advantage. These inconveniences

are principally the heavy expense necessary to keep up military and naval

establishments adequate to the defence of the West Indian Islands, and the

almost entire destruction of the commerce of Spain by the armed vessels

and privateers of the new American States, It is understood that the whole

revenue which would accrue from the islands is at present absorbed by the

charges of securing them against the danger of an attack. When to this

great expense is added that of fitting out occasionally at home expeditious

intended for their defence, it is clear that the burthen must be considerable,

especially in the present embarrassed state of the ft nances. The restoration

of peace would remove thin evil at once, and would also give new life to the

Spanish commerce, which is now almost destroyed by the American priva-

teers. These enterprising navigators not only cover the waters of the Gulph
oC Mexico, and of the passage thence to Spain, but have lately ventured

across the Atlantic and almost blockade at the present moment the ports

of the Peninsula and the entrance of the Mediterranean. The coasting

trade is nearly at an end, and as far us it is continued, must IK* carried on
under convoy. It itt true that the commerce of Spain under the national

flag has not been for some years past very considerable; but the long of the

whole or the greater part of it, such as it is, is still a serious inconvenience.

The desolation of the ea ports and the falling off in the amount of the cut-

toms, hew but too clearly the extent of the evil. The duties paid at Cadiz,

which as Y, K. did me the honor to inform me the other day, were a hundred

millions of reals before the commencement of the present troubles, are now,

I understand, something less than four. When the inconveniences of the

war are thus brought home to the resources of the Government arid to the

daily life of H. M'a subjects, is it not time to consider whether it afford*

any advantages or hopes to constitute an adequate compensation for sacri-

fices of such vast importance?
In addition to these great mischiefs which are actually suffered and which

would be removal by the termination of the war, there is another, perhaps

still more serious, impending in immediate prospect, which, in the opinion

of the Government of the United Slates, nothing but the speedy restoration
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of peace can avert; I mean the loss of the Islands of Cuba and Porto Rico.

These possessions are for all purposes of revenue already in a great measure

lost; the whole amount of receipts drawn from them, being as is understood

exhausted by the charges of their defence. The continuance of the war for

two or three years longer, perhaps for one, must in all human probability
occasion their complete alienation in one form or another. Hostilities being
now at an end on the Continent, and the new states being compelled by the

refusal of Spain to make peace to keep up their military and naval estab-

lishments they must of course employ them upon some active service. The

Spanish islands present the moat natural and advantageous point for attack

and will of course be attempted. Without intending to disparage the valor

of H. M's armies on this station; still less the efficiency of the Gov. General

an officer of whom the Government of the United States have every reason

to speak in the highest terms of respect and estimation: I may add that it

can hardly be doubted, considering the nature of the population of the is-

lands and their vicinity to the Continent, that an attack would result cither

in their immediate conquest by the new States, or in a protracted civil war,

which would put an end at once to their present prosperous condition and

would occasion in like manner their ultimate loss. It is believed on the

other hand by the Government of the United States, that by making peace
now H. M. might insure the possession of these valuable colonies for a long
and indefinite period of time to come. Under the system of free trade, upon
which they are now fortunately governed, they have flourished almost be-

yond precedent. The inhabitants are prosperous and wealthy and must
of course be satisfied with their condition. Relieved from the burden in-

cident to the defence of the islands they would find their situation still far-

ther improved. There is no reason to suppose that under these circum-

stances any foreign power would attempt to molest them or to infringe upon
the right of H. M. to their Government; and without pretending to prophecy
what may happen in the course of centuries, it is every way probable that

for as long a period at least as any political combinations formed at the pres-

ent day can be expected to produce effects, these islands would continue

to acknowledge quietly and cheerfully the supremacy of Spain and to con-

stitute at once a rich appendage to the Peninsula and a convenient entrepot

for the immense trade, which in time of peace must necessarily grow up
between the Mother country and the Colonies.

Such would be the consequences resulting from the mere termination of

the war. The removal of the immediate evils occasioned by it, such as the

decline of commerce and the burthen of defending the islands would be a real

benefit. The assurance of preserving Porto Rico and Cuba would be

another. But these negative advantages however considerable are of small

importance when compared with those of a positive kind which this kingdom
would derive from the conclusion of peace and the establishment of friendly
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relations with the colonies. Permit me then Sir, to enlarge a little upon this

topic and after touching very briefly upon the present unfortunate position

of Spain, to present to you the more agreeable picture of her situation, as in

the opinion of the Govt. of the United States, it might and would be under

a system of free intercourse with the ancient colonies on a footing of equality

and mutual independence.

The present cliBtresned condition of Spain, is a fact too notorious to require

proof and too painful to be dwelt upon without necessity. In alluding to it

I shall quote the language of a report made last year by the Treasurer Gen-

eral to the Minister of Finance.

Spain (says this officer) has been the victim of political convulsions,

It is extremely unpleasant to me to be obliged to relate disagreeable

things and to present unfavorable pictures; but in the alternative of

perhaps putting public tranquillity to hazard, I should consider myself
criminal, if any fears, or private views made me conceal evils which

require an immediate remedy; especially when with all my efforts I am
unable to Htifle the cries which are bursting forth in every quarter.
The resources have diminished and are daily diminishing. The great
sums which are used to lie received from America and which in tranquil

times, amounted annually to more than a hundred and sixty millions

of reals, have fallen off, The cuatoma, the tobacco duties, the salt

duties, and other branches of the revenue, have Rustained a defalcation,

amounting by estimate to another hundred millions; so that the revenue
is scarcely sufficient to coyer half the expenditure. Public credit is

ruined by the enormous weight of the debt and the measures that have
been resorted to in this Department have failed to produce the exj>ected

results. Ho great a deficit and so general a want of confidence, create

uneasiness in all clafwea of Bociety. Men neglect their private contracts,

and the country is constantly exposed to the terrible effects of the

general discontent which is the necessary consequence of such a state

of things.

Such is the alarming picture of the present state of Spain, presented in

a public report of one of H. M.'s distinguished servants. The as the

Treasurer observes, is one that demands an immediate remedy. Fortu-

nately the great measure of making peace with the colonies, so desirable and

necessary on other accounts holds out, in addition, to the Kingdom the pros-

pect of speedy and complete relief from its present distresses. The American

states would doubtless consent to furnish in return for the acknowledgement
of their independence, such pecuniary supplies as would be sufficient to

remove all financial embarrassments and to reestablish the public credit on

a solid basis. This great object being accomplished, the commercial rela-

tions that would naturally grow up between the mother country and the

ancient colonies would open new, copious and permanent sources of wealth,

amply lufficient to complete the work of restoration, and even in all prob-

ability to elevate this kingdom from its present state of depression to
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a height of greatness and glory which it never reached before. Thus the

King would not only in consequence of taking this measure be crowned with

the gratitude and love of sixteen millions of Americans, but would merit

and obtain by a single act through all succeeding ages the glorious title of the

Restorer of the Spanish Monarchy.
In regard to the first of these points viz. the supplies that would probably

be furnished by the Colonies in return for the acknowlegement of their

independence, I wish to be understood as speaking entirely without author-

ity from them, and without having the intention or the right to commit
them in the smallest degree. I presume however that there can be no ques-
tion upon this subject. The late example of Haiti shews to what an extent

a community in the situation of the Spanish settlements in America is willing

to make immediate sacrifices in order to obtain complete and permanent
security. It may be added nevertheless that the sooner the recognition is

decided on, the greater will be the probability of obtaining from it consid-

erable advantages of this description.

The manner in which the establishment of commercial relations with

the colonies would operate in restoring the prosperity and promoting the

wealth and greatness of Spain is sufficiently obvious; but, as this is the most

agreeable part of the subject I shall make no apology for dwelling upon it a

little longer.

The decline of industry, occasioned by long and frequent political con-

vulsions, has been the immediate cause of the decay of the wealth and great-

ness of Spain ; and the revival of industry is the only possible means by which

this decay can be checked, and a contrary course of recovery commenced.
The return of peace, especially after long intestine wars has a natural tend-

ency to produce such a revival as well by restoring to productive labor the

hands that were employed in the armies, as by affording to the whole com-

munity that security for their persons and property which they cannot enjoy
in the midst of convulsions and without which nobody can labor with spirit

or effect. But in order to bring about so complete and extensive a revival

of industry as is wanted in this country something more than this would be

requisite, and it would also be necessary that some important change in the

political or economical situation of the Kingdom should create a considerable

increase of the ordinary demand for products of labor. This would produce

immediately an increased demand for labourers, a rise of wages, an augmen-
tation of profits in all the branches of industry and of the rents and value of

land, and in its more remote consequences, the extension of industry in all its

branches attended with an increase of population and of the comforts and

well being of all classes of society. Now such an increase in the demand for

the products of Spanish labor would be the direct consequence of the renewal

of friendly relations with the colonies. New settlements possessing the

tastes imparted by civilisation and situated at the same time like the Eu-
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ropean colonies in America, in the midst of an extensive country not yet

brought under cultivation, naturally turn their attention in the first instance

to Agriculture, as the moat agreeable and profitable of all occupations, and

depend for manufactures on the labor of older nations. Among these the

mother country in consequence of the community of language tastes and

manners, must of course enjoy the preference. In this case therefore sixteen

millions of Americans would immediately resort to Spain, for all the supplies

which they wanted from abroad and which Spain could furnish. It is true

that in the present slate of industry in this country Spain would probably
not be able to satisfy entirely this immense demand, and that the Americans

would be obliged to seek in other countries many article* which they would

not find in this. But the encouragement to labor afforded by this or by any
other cause must of course operate at first only upon such branches of indus-

try an are already established. If the new demand from America for the

products of Spanish labor did not product* a revival of industry, the fact

would prove that such a revival is impossible under the most favorable

circumstances. But there in no reason to suppose that this is the case.

Skill and labor enough still remain in this country to afford an ample basis

for improvement and future progress. The demand from the colonies would

operate in the first instance upon such product* as now present themselves,

and which, though chiefly agricultural, are not of the growth of America.

The wines and fruits of the Southern provinces of the Kingdom, and the

manufactures of the eastern, would be nought with avidity by communities

whose tauten have been formed to them by long and hereditary usage. The

transportation of these and other articles would employ the navigation of

Biscay and Galicia, diffuse lift* through the seaports and give at once a whole-

some spring to the circulation of the whole body politic. Such would be the

first effects of this new situation, but its benefits would not end here, The

profits resulting from the first impulse thus given to labor, would augment
the capital in the hands of the interposing of the community and

would lead to the extension of all the exiiting branches of industry, to the

establishment of new ones and in general to the full development of the

resources of this naturally rich and favored kingdom, Foreign capital, if

wanted, would take thi direction. For every branch of industry thus

established or extended, besides the large and increasing home demand,

would be opened the vast market of the colonies, where the population,

already so extensive, will probably increase with great rapidity, and require

fresh and still augmented supplies; faster even than the augmented later

and enterprise of the Mother country would be able to furnish them. Under

these circumstances every thing at home must necessarily flouriih. The

Agricultural producta which now constitute the chief wealth of Spain, would

be obtained in larger quantities and in higher degrees of perfection. Manu-

factures would be founded or enlarged and improved. The cotton fabrieks
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would no longer be driven out of the home market, by contraband foreign

articles, but after supplying the demand of Spain would enter into competi-
tion through all the American States, with those of other countries and

probably be preferred. The excellent wool of Castile and the silk of Valen-

cia would no longer be exported and wrought up abroad, but would give

employment and profit to millions of industrious hands at home. The mines
that have been so long neglected would be explored to furnish materials for

constructing the machinery necessary for these productive labors. New
branches of industry, now entirely unknown in the country would spring up
under the operation of this prodigious stimulus. Population would increase

with rapidity and all classes would nevertheless enjoy a full share of the

comforts of life. New communications by roads and canals would be

opened, navigation and commerce would wear an entirely different appear-
ance. The value of land and labor would rise in proportion. The ancient

cities that are now deserted and decaying would again swarm with crowds of

busy inhabitants. The waste lands would be bought into cultivation and
a new life would animate the whole body politic.

Such would be the economical effect upon the Mother country of the

establishment of friendly relations with the colonies. It is hardly necessary
to add that corresponding advantages would result as respects the facility

of administering the Government and the general political situation of the

Kingdom. The secret cause of the power and influence of States, must be

looked for in the industry and happiness of the individuals that compose
them, as these in turn are the effects of wise laws and a just administration.

Where the people are idle and of course poor and wretched, the Government

by a necessary consequence is unprovided with resources and the State

politically weak. Where the people are industrious wealthy and contented,

the Government is also rich and powerful and the state politically strong.

Under the change of circumstances which I have supposed, Spain, instead

of finding it difficult to collect a revenue large enough to cover half the an-

nual expenses, reduced to the lowest possible scale, would be one of the

wealthiest Governments in Europe. It is intimated by the treasurer Gen-

eral in the above extract from his report, that the supplies anciently received

from the colonies amounted annually to more than a hundred and sixty

millions of reals. If this sum was then the measure of their value to the

crown computed in money, it is certain that they would be worth much
more in a state of independence. The immense revenue that might be

derived from a free trade with the Colonies may be conjectured by observing

what has actually occurred in England. The duties collected at the custom

House in Liverpool in the year 1780, amounted to about 80,000. In the

year 1823 they had risen to 1,801,402, and had thus increased twenty fold.

It is well known that the augmentation in the trade of Liverpool, has been

occasioned almost entirely by the separation of the United States from Eng-
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land. If the receipts at the Custom House at Cadk before the present

troubles were a hundred million reals and we suppose them to increase only
as faat as those of Liverpool under the influence of a much more powerful

stimulating cause (since the population of the Spanish Colonies is now almost

five times as large aa was that of the United States at the close of the Revolu-

tionary War) even on this very moderate supposition they would amount

forty years hence, to about two milliards of Reals, and would present a pro-

portional increase during the intervening years, A single port would thus

furnish a sum equal to four times the amount of the whole annual receipt!

of the Kingdom and twice the amount of the whole annual expenses accord-

ing to the present estimates, Such would be the effect upon one branch ol

the revenue of this powerful caune which would operate at the name time

with corresponding vigour upon all the others. Nor would the failure of the

supplies formerly received in money from the colonies be felt as a loss, aince

the islands which would still remain to the crown, under a system of fret

trade and liberated from the charges of defence would furnish of themselves

probably a larger sum, The duties collected at the port of Havanna alone

are said to amount at present to a hundred million real*, and would be greatly

augmented by the opening of commerce with the Main,

The effect of such vast additional resources as these would won be per
ceived in every branch of the government It would shew itself in thi

augmented majesty and splendor of the throne, in a more vigorous ant

steady administration of justice, in larger and more efficient military anc

naval establishments and in an undoubted public credit. The interna

distensions by which the country has been long distracted and which havi

their final origin in its unfortunate economical lituation would soon disap

pear, Spain under these new circumstances would lie quiet at home anc

respected abroad. Instead of being attacked by foreigners every ten 01

twenty years, she would be in a situation to exhibit her own flag when oc

casion should require on the territory of neighboring and of dtntant nations

She would become in ahort what she was destined to be by her geographica

position and great natural advantages, the leading power in the South o:

Europe.
Such according to the surest principles strictly applied would be the effect)

resulting to Spain in the natural progrew of event! from a tingle wise anc

generous measure. The probability of their occurrence is confirmed in ever)

point by the splendid example of England and the United States, to whid

I have already alluded and. which being parallel in every important circtim

stance must be regarded aa decisive and deserves of course to be considered

with great attention. It m now just half a century since the declaration o

the Independence of the United States and about forty three year* since th<

conclusion of the peace of England. Prevtouily to that event the reapectiv

potitions of the two parties were the same with those of Spain and her ancien
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colonies at present. There was the same feeling of bitterness between them
occasioned by a long

1

period of mutual exasperation which preceded the war,

and by the accidents of the war itself. England felt the same reluctance to

treat with her colonies as sovereign states that is now felt by Spain. Their

loss was generally viewed as a national misfortune, and many statesmen of

the day predicted as its consequence the immediate decline and fall of the

Mother country. Fifty years have since elapsed and where is England now?
Instead of being ruined by the loss of her colonies she has exhibited since

that event a developement of power and wealth wholly unparalleled in the

history of any other country in Europe, and which seems at first view almost

miraculous. Nay, this very loss of the colonies, from which so much mis-

chief was anticipated, has proved to be a great blessing and has been in fact,

as is now generally admitted, the principal cause of this prodigious prosper-

ity. The rapid progress of the United States, which would never have

flourished as they have done while dependent, has exercised a favorable

reaction on the mother country, and has brought forth the wonders of im-

provements in England which the world has seen. This as I have observed,

ia a thing generally acknowledged and is also susceptible of proof. If we
look in detail at the recent augmentation of the resources of England, we
shall find that it has taken place chiefly in branches of industry unknown
before the separation of the Colonies and growing directly out of that event.

The principal of them is the manufacture of cotton. The exports of England
in the year 1787 were valued at about fifteen millions sterling and included

no cotton fabrics what ever. In 1822 they were valued at about Forty five

millions sterling, including cotton fabrics to the value of more than twenty
two. The exports of a country may be considered as an approximative

though not direct indication of its economical state and considering the

increase of the exports of England during the interval between these two

periods, amounting to thirty millions, as a measure of her increase in wealth

it will appear that three fourths of it have proceeded from the establishment

of this single branch of industry. Thus far the improvement has been owing

entirely to the independence of the United States. Before the revolution

no cotton was produced in the Colonies and very little was manufactured in

England. In the year 1784, the one following the peace, the first exporta-

tion of this article took place from the United States, and consisted of eight

bales which were seized on their arrival at Liverpool on suspicion that they

were not the growth of the country, as it was not known previously that cot-

ton was cultivated there. The necessity of finding some Agricultural prod-

uct with which to furnish the parent Kingdom in exchange for her man-

ufactures soon extended the cultivation of this plant and in the year 1823

the number of bales of cotton imported at Liverpool from the United States

amounted to 406,670. The cheapness and abundance with which this valu-

able article was supplied naturally extended the manufacture of it in Eng-
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land, until, after satisfying ah immense demand for home consumption, i

furnished in 1823 the prodigious quantity for exportation specified above

Upon every bale of Cotton thus produced in the United States and wrough
up in England it ia calculated that the profits of the labor of England are t<

those of the labor of the United States in the proportion of twenty to one

Such are the respective advantages reiulting to the two parties from th

intercourse! that naturally grows up between a parent state and its colonies

and yet the latter have no reason to complain. The cotton planters of th<

United States are among the moat prosperous and wealthiest classes of th<

community, and this branch of industry is regarded by all as of the highes
national importance.
Such has been to England the value of the increased market for her prod

ucts produced by the independence of her colonies in thie single departmen
of labor. In othera, such as the woollen and Iron manufactures the encour

agement afforded if not no extensive has been itill of great consequence, am
an it is generally acknowledged, so it appcara to be true on a close inspectioi

that the vast accession of wealth she ha exhibited since the American revo

lution in immediately attributable to that cause and could not have taket

place without it. With the increase of wealth the population has beej

doubled and the comfort* of life have been diffused through all

Cultivation has been extended, roadi and canals constructed or improved
and the face of the country in a manner entirely changed. The Ck>vernmen

has found Us resources augmented in the same proportion, has risen fron

the rank of a secondary, to that of a leading European power, has sustains

a war of thirty years against a most formidable combination of the Con
tinental States, attended with expenses before unheard of, to the amount is

one year of thirteen milliards of Realu; and notwithstanding this astonishinj

destruction of productive capital has till maintained its credit and remain

one of the wealthiest, most powerful and rnoit prosperous nations on thi

globe.

Such or similar to these, would be the advantage! derived by Spain fron

the independence of her Colonies. The two cases are paralel nor can an;

good reason bt* given why the results should not be the same. It may to

said indeed that because Spain is at present inferior in the perfection of he

fabrics to some other countries, the new demand from the Colonies, woult

direct itnelf towards the latter, especially as commercial relations are already

established with England, France and the United States. But thotie wh<

draw this conclusion have not sufficiently considered the influence of a com

munity of origin, language, religion and manners in determining the inter

course among men. Similar predictions were made at the time in regard t*

the direction which would be taken, by the commerce of the United State

after their separation from England, They had received from France th<

most important aid in the Revolutionary War; and France was at that ttm<
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a nation much richer than England, not only 'in natural products, as she is

now, but even in those of art. A close commercial relation had been estab-

lished by the political alliance that existed during the war, and it was antic-

ipated that after the peace, the trade of the United States with France would
be much more considerable than that with England. No sooner however
were the restrictions on the intercourse with the Mother country removed by
the conclusion of peace, than the commerce of the United States returned

into the old channels, from which it had been diverted for several years, and
has continued ever since to take this direction. The trade with France,

notwithstanding the superior advantages of it in an economical point of

view, never flourished to any great extent; and the exports to that country
have never been more than a fourth or fifth of those to England.

In like manner the trade of the Spanish Colonies would immediately take

the direction of Spain as far as the Agricultural and manufacturing industry
of the Kingdom is now capable of supplying their wants and in proportion
as the resources of the Peninsula were developed under the operation of this

beneficial intercourse, the trade would continue more and more to increase,

bringing with it the favorable effects that I have already described.

Such, my Lord Duke, are the grounds upon which the Government of the

United States have formed their opinion upon this subject, and the reasons

by which they have been induced to recommend to H. M.'s Government the

policy of a general pacification. If the facts I have stated are in any way
correct, it results from the whole, that the recovery of the colonies is impos-

sible, either by actual force, by the effects of internal dissensions, or by the

aid of foreign powers: that the continuance of the war is attended with great

inconveniences, among which must be reckoned, at no distant period, the

Joss of the islands; and that peace, besides the ordinary blessings which it

always carries with it, would in this case administer immediate relief to the

financial embarrassments of the Government and by its ultimate conse-

quences restore the prosperity and greatness of the Kingdom. Deeply im-

pressed with this view of the subject the Government of the United States

have considered it an act of real friendship and duty to communicate their

sentiments to H. C. M. and they cannot but hope that the communication

will not be without effect. I have only to add that the efficacy of the meas-

ures recommended, both in removing the evil and in producing positive

good, depends very much upon its being adopted immediately. Should the

peace be delayed a single year it will in all probability be too late to save the

islands. Should the acknowledgement of the independence of the colonies be

deferred until it becomes a mere matter of form, it can hardly be presumed
that they will be willing to purchase it by any great sacrifices, and it will not

in that case bring relief to the finances. Finally if the trade of America is

permitted to flow for too long a time in foreign channels it is at least un-

certain, whether it will ever return to the Mother Country. What is to be
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done should on every account be done quickly. If it should be thought by
H, M/s Government, that the good offices of that of the United States would
be of use in bringing about an accommodation on the basis indicated in the

present note, they will be employed with great readiness and pleasure; and
I should be truly happy to contribute in any way by my personal services

in effecting so great and benevolent an object.

Of the glorious actions achieved under the patronage of the Sovereigns of

Spain predecessors of H, M. the greatest beyond a doubt was the enterprise
of Christopher Columbus. The discovery and settlement of an unknown
world, the foundation of a brotherhood of new nations, the diffusion of the

noble Costilian language and with it of the lights of civilization and Chris-

tianity over a whole quarter of the globe; these were the reiults of the en-

lightened policy of Ferdinand the Catholic and his celebrated Queen. It has

been reserved for his present Majesty to put the last finish to this great work

by a measure that shall at once confirm the prosperity of Spanish America

and restore the splendor and greatness of Spain. Seldom has it been in the

power of any monarch or any Government to effect by a single act, so much

good, as would result from thia. May (kxl, in hia providence incline th

King's heart to perform it.

I pray Your Excellency to submit this communication to the consideration

of H. Majesty and avail my self of thb occasion [etc.].

1142

Alexander //. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to the Duke del In/an*
First Secretary of State of Spain

l

[TRANSLATION]

Confidential. MADRID, Jammry 26, 1826,

SIR: I have the honour to inform you that I received to day letters from

New York of Deer, aist which report on the authority of a letter from thi

Consul of the United States at Buenos Ayres of Oct r
. 25, that just before

that date a serious and decisive action had taken place between the troopi

of Buenos Ayres and those of the Emperour of Brazil to the number of about

two thousand on each side, which terminated in favour of the former. In

coniequence of thin affair the Brazilians were besieged in Montevideo and

the troops of Buenos Ayres occupied the whole of the Banda.

The same letters state that the fleet intended to act against the island oi

Cuba will probably rendezvous there sooner than was expected. It wai

1 MS, DUroatche* from Spain, XXV, enclosed In Everett to Clay, January a/, 182-6

which see below, pt. xin, doc, 1143.
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thought that the Colombian squadron alone, would be sufficient to establish

a complete blockade of all the ports independently of the Mexican fleet

which became disposable by the surrender of San Juan de Ulloa. Y. E.

has probably seen in the newspapers the statement of the arrival at Car-

thagena of the ships purchased at Carlscrona by the Colombians.

All these circumstances seem to increase the necessity of adopting some
new system of policy in regard to America. I am assured that this subject

was taken up in the Council the day before yesterday, and that Y. E. as well

as the R. F. Cyrilo de Alamecla, was in favor of an Armistice. This fact, if

true, would be a source of high gratification to the friends of Spain and of

humanity, since the opinion of the two leading members of the Council could

hardly fail to carry with it very soon, the votes of all the rest. If an armi-

stice should be decided on, it would be very important that the proposition
should be made in such a form, that it would be considered equivalent to

an acknowlegement of the independence ojf the new Governments; otherwise

in the present state of the preparations for an attack on Cuba, it would

probably not be accepted ; and the King would not only have the mortifica-

tion of seeing it refused, but would lose two or three months at this critical

moment when every day brings with it, new events of high importance.
Permit me [etc.].

1143

Alexander H. Everett, United Stales Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

MADRID, January 27, 1826.

SIR: The first news of the surrender of St. Juan de Ulloa was received here

on the 20th by one of our vessels which was chartered at the Havana for the

purpose of conveying it to Cadiz. It seems to have made a good deal of im-

pression upon the Govt. They had hitherto entertained the intention of

equipping another expedition against Mexico and cherished some hopes,

however chimerical, of success. The loss of this fortress must destroy even

in their view, the least chance which they may have supposed to be yet left

of doing something in that quarter. It is understood that Gen 1
. Vives sent

home by the same vessel that brought this intelligence a small supply of

money (some say 12,000 dollars) requesting that it might be employed in

expediting the equipment of the vessels destined for his aid; and assuring the

Gov*. at the same time that without powerful reinforcements he should not

be able to hold out long. The ship of the line Guerrero or Nuevo Conquis-

tador de America, now in the port of Cadiz is nearly ready to sail : but it seems

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXV.
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by the last accounts from that place that her crew deserted just as they were
on the point of being embarked. The authorities are now endeavouring to

collect a new crew to take the place of the other. This circumstance must

necessarily delay the departure of the vessel and is but a poor omen of the

success that was promised by her sounding title. There can be very little

doubt that if she now Bails, she will steer at once for the station of the com-
bined American squadron.

I obtained through our Consul at Cadiz information of the fall of St. Juan
de Ulloa, the same day on which the official notice was received here by the

Govt. My note on the subject of the acknowledgement of the colonies was

just ready, and thinking the moment a favorable one, I sent it in the same

evening. The next clay I had occasion to call upon the Duke del Infantado,

and he mentioned to me that he had received and looked it over, although he
had not had time to give it a thorough examination. I am not without hopes
that it may make some impression upon him. I shall endeavour to send a

copy with my next despatches.
1

The subject of America was the first taken up in the Council of State, and
some propositions were made in regard to it, at the two meetings immediately

succeeding the first formal one. Their purport is said to have been to

recommend the policy of reducing the colonies by gentle means, and particu-

larly the issuing of a proclamation. The King wan not present on cither of

these occasions. On Tuesday the 24th another meeting was held at which

the King wan present and this subject was discussed again. The accounts

vary a little as to the precise nature of the proceedings. I have heard from

two respectable quarters that the Duke del Infantado himself proposed an
armistice with the American States, that he was supported by Father Oyrilo
de Alameda, General of the Cordeliers, who is the oracle of the clergy and of

course of the Council; that the rest were all against it and that the Duke
finding this* to be the case, proposed adjourning the subject to a future

occasion and conferring upon it in the meantime more particularly with the

King, Other authorities equally respectable aay that the proposition was
not made by the Duke, but by some other person and do not mention that it

was supported by Father Cyrilo. They also say that it was rejected by a

full and general acclamation. They add however with the others that the

matter terminated by the Duke's proposing to confer anew upon the subject

with the King; and this circumstance, in which ail agree, seems to suppose
that he himself is in favour of the measure whether he proposed it or not. It

is also agreed by all that the King said nothing while he was present and

retired at one o'clock for the purpose of dining. The mere proposition of

an armistice, however ill received, is a much larger step than has ever been

taken txjfore towards a reasonable course of policy, and if, as there seems

pretty good room to suppose, the Duke and Father Cyril are really decided

in favor of peace, it will probably be aimed.
8 See atxwe, pt. Xfii, doc. 1(41, Everett to Duke del Infantado, January 20,



1 received yesterday, the 26th, information irom New York ot the victory

gained in October by the troops of Buenos Ayres over those of Brazil in the

Banda Oriental, and considering that every additional circumstance might
be of some importance at this precise moment when the subject of America
is pending in the Council I communicated the intelligence to the Duke in a

private note which I sent to him last evening and of which I enclose herewith

a copy and translation. 1

Contrary to the general expectation the controversy respecting the suc-

cession to the throne of Russia, which does not appear to have been from the

beginning quite so amicable as was at first supposed, has terminated not

without bloodshed, in favour of Nicolas. The Russian Minister here was
under some apprehension, as I have intimated before, that he should not be

retained
; but has received already assurances that his new letters of credence

will be shortly transmitted. I enclose herewith a copy and translation of a

curious private note addressed to him by the Secretary to the Pope's Nuncio.

I believe that I have before alluded to this letter, and the subject of it is

sufficiently explained by its contents. It is filled as you will perceive from

one end to the other with expressions of respect, esteem and veneration, but

passes here for a piece of fine irony and concealed abuse.

I have the honour [etc.].

P. S. I had heard but forgot to mention in the above account of the pro-

ceedings in the Council of State on the subject of America, that it was agreed
to ascertain before the matter should be taken up again, by consultation

with the Foreign Ministers (of the Alliance of course) whether they were

disposed to lend any aid in reducing the Colonies. Since writing the above

I have been informed that on the evening after the meeting of the Council

the French Ambassador was invited to give his opinion: but refused.

It is also said that at a subsequent meeting of the Council of State a report
was received from the Council of Castile recommending the augmentation of

the number of the Royalist volunteers, the suppression of the present

System of Police, and the establishment of the Inquisition as a substitute,

and that this recognition, whether that of the preceding day, was received

with general approbation.

1 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1142, Everett to Duke del Infantado, January 26, 1826.
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1144

Alexander II. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States l

MADRID, February j, 1826,

SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of the note which I

lately addressed to the Duke del Infantado, on the subject of America. I

have communicated it in confidence to some of the members of the diplo-

matic body here, and propone to send copies to the Ministers of the U. S. at

Paris, London &St. Peteraburgh.
The Amtrian Minister informed me upon thia occasion that he had himself

made a written overture to thia Govt. upon the same subject, as long ago as

iaHt May, in which he insisted on the great probability of the loss of Cuba,
should the war be continued, and offered the mediation of hia Govt, and their

good officer with that of England in attempting to bring about a peace.

RuHia iseema to be the only foreign power that hau ued its influence here in

such a way as to favor the present system.
I have the honor [etc.].

1145

Alexander II, Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States 8

(EXTRACTS)

MADRID, Februarys, 1826.

SIR: The great affair of America remains nearly in the same state as when
I wrote you last, It does not appear that any decision has been adopted in

the Council, but according to report the inclination In at present in favor of

violent, rather than of gentle measures, which were those just proposed.
Instead of a proclamation they now, it is aaid, talk of an expedition of ten or

fifteen thousand men; but there is no appearance of any preparation for

carrying the plan into effect.

I frequently converse with the Duke del Infantado upon the subject and

generally communicate to him, as soon as I receive it, my intelligence from

America which is, in most cases, the earliest that arrives. I read to him

yesterday a letter from Cartagena, under date of the 23^ of October, pub-
lished in the New York American of Dec'. 20, and giving more ample details

than had been made known before in any other quarter, respecting the force

1 MS. Dfopatche* from Spain, XXV.
8 Sec above, pt. xui, doc. 1141, Everett to Duke del Infantado, January 20, 1826.
8 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXV.
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of the expedition intended against Cuba. After this I had a good deal of

conversation with him on American affairs in general; and he expressed

himself, although with caution, in such a way as to satisfy me that his own
inclinations are now in favor of immediate peace. I asked him in the course

of the interview, whether he thought that the King was himself very strongly

prejudiced against it, to which he replied in the negative; saying that the

King personally took but little interest in the matter. It would seem there-

fore that the real difficulty is, in the first place, the apathy and insouciance

which most of the principal persons in the Gov*. probably share with H. M.
in regard to this subject; and secondly the unwillingness of the few, if there

be any, who feel its importance, to commit themselves by mentioning it, and

pressing it upon the King's attention. They think, perhaps with great

justice, that an exhibition of any warmth in favor of peace with the colonies

would immediately be employee! by some rival coterie as a means of intrigu-

ing against them and destroying their credit. These suggestions however

are not supported by any thing that fell from the Duke yesterday. It had

occurred to me that aa none of his courtiers or counsellors are willing to apeak
to the King upon the subject, it might perhaps have a good effect if one of the

foreign Ministers were to undertake it, and I told the Duke upon this oc-

casion, that if in his opinion it would be of use, I would do it with pleasure.

The proposition did not appear at first to strike him very agreeably; I told

him however, that the thing was in itself a matter of entire indifference to me
personally, and that I should only think of doing it, so far as it might be

agreeable to him, or as he might think it likely to promote any views which

he might himself entertain upon the subject, I then suggested to him that it

might perhaps be of use if I were to present a short memoir to the King upon
the single point of the great inconvenience and danger of delay in this

matter. This suggestion appeared to please him and I then told him that I

would in the course of a day or two, prepare such a memoir and read it to him
and that if he then thought it would be useful for me to present it myself to

the King, I should be very ready to do it. I accordingly wrote this morning
a short French note of three pages, confined entirely to the point alluded to,

and shall communicate it to the Duke tomorrow. I have not time to prepare
a copy to accompany this despatch, but shall send one with my next.

. . . Soon after the news arrived of the fall of St John de Ulua and

the preparations for an immediate attack on Cuba, I took an opportunity to

converse with him anew upon these points, and stated to him as strongly as

I could, how much it was for the interest of Spain considering the critical

situation of the island, to place her relations with the United States in every

respect upon a fair and equitable footing. I presented this consideration to

him under diverse points of view and illustrated my remarks by references to

past incidents in the history of the two countries. He was finally very

strongly impressed with the importance of this suggestion, and assured me
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that he would immediately bring these affaire before the Council of State, and

have them carried thro' with aa Httle delay as possible. . . .

After I had written the above yesterday, the British Minister called upon
me for the purpose of talking upon the subject of America. He said that he

had lately conversed anew with the Duke upon that business, and that it

appeared to him, as it did to rne, that the inclinations of that Minister were

now favorable to peace. He added that he should not be surprised if an

overture were made immediately to the French Ambassador, himself and me
to undertake to convey propositions to the Americana. I do not find how-

ever that he had any authority for the expectation except the indicaiiona of

a favorable disposition in the Duke, and the obvious expediency of doing
what is to be done without delay. He has a Courier in readiness to set off to

night (by whom I shall send my despatches) but said that he should detain

him if any thing of importance occurred, in which case I shall also give you
notice.

Since my arrival here, Mr. Lamb has in general exerted himself very little

in favor of the Americans', but seeing that I was more active in the business,

and that the progress of events was giving great weight to any intercession

of this kind, he probably thought that something might grow out of it, and

that in that case it would be politic for hb Govt, not to appear indifferent

upon the occasion. These are my conjectures as to the motives of hie in-

creased intercut. The fact however is certain, as I have it from himself, that

he lately wrote to his Govt. for fresh instructions. A courier arrived with

despatches for him last week, and it was supposed in the corps that they

related to America. I inquired of him yesterday whether he had received

any fresh instructions, to which he replied that he had not and that his (k>vt.

had not even noticed his request: but that he interpreted this silence in

connexion with his general instructions into an authorisation to take any
measures which he might think proper tending towards a pacification. This

I have no doubt in the true state of the case. Under this authorisation he

has been, since the arrival of the Courier, endeavoring to concert measures

with the French Ambassador for the purpose of offering a joint mediation,

intending also to include me in it as a third party. The Ambassador

professes to have no instructions to this effect, and will do nothing and pro-

pose nothing until he receives an invitation from the Duke: Mr. Lamb has

accordingly, as I presume, altho" he did not say this to me expressly, advised

the Duke to address to us three a proposition to undertake a mediation; and

this being the case his expectations of receiving an overture on the subject

from day to day are founded on what he thinks the probability that this

proposition will be accepted.

I doubt much however myself whether this Govt. make any proposition of

the kind. They detest the English, and have no very cordial feelings at

present towards the French, who, as they also know, have little or no weight
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in South America. If they decide upon peace, which is very uncertain, I

should think it much more probable that they would recur to the mediation

of the United States alone than to that of any other power or powers. I

shall see the Duke today for the purpose of communicating to him the

memoir alluded to above, and if there is any thing intended similar to what
Mr. L. supposes, I shall probably hear of it, and in that case will add a

Postscript to this dispatch,

I have the honor [etc.].

P. S. I met the Duke today, and have reason to suppose that the opinions
above expressed in regard to Mr. L's. proceedings are correct. He sends off

his Courier tonight without any overture; and he told me himself today that

he had seen the Duke but had heard little or nothing from him. I gave my
Memoir to the Duke who is to read it and see me again upon the subject

tomorrow or the next day.

1146

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States l

MADRID, February 13, 1826,

SIR: I added in a postscript to one of the copies of my last despatch
2 a

brief notice of the result of my conversation with the Duke del Infantado and

the British Minister, on the day when it was written, but was prevented by
want of time from entering into any details. The object of my visit to the

Duke, was, as you will recollect, to communicate to him a short Memoir
which I had prepared upon the single point of the danger of any further

delay in recognizing the Colonies, with the intention, if he should think it

proper, of presenting it myself to the King. I found the Duke just preparing
to go to the King for the purpose of accompanying him to the Pardo, where

the Family were to go on that day, in order to take up their abode for two or

three months. He was of course, not at leisure for conversation, but

requested me to leave the memoir with him and to call again the day after.

In the course of the morning the British Minister called upon me to know
what had passed, as I had informed him previously that I expected to see the

Duke upon this business. He had been with him himself upon other affairs,

but had taken occasion to mention the subject of America. In regard to

this matter the Duke had told him that he was collecting all the information

he could procure and intended to give the question a full and mature con-

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXV.
* See above, pt. xin, doc. 1145, Everett to Clay, February 8, 1826.
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siticration and to submit it to the Council of State. If this account of their

conversation be correct and I have no reason to suppose it otherwise, it is

evident that Mr, Lamb's expectation of an immediate overture had, as I

intimated in my last despatch no specific foundation. Believing however
that there was now a exposition in this Govt. to adopt a new course in

regard to the colonies which might very probably terminate in an invitation

to some of the Ministers of the Neutral powers to employ their good offices,

I thought it right, to be, as far ae possible, in readiness for such an event, and

accordingly wrote by the English Courier to Mr. King, informing him of the

present state of the affair and requeuing him to ascertain whether the

"Ministers of the Spanish American States at London, are invested with

powers to treat for peace.

Mr. Lamb said amongst other things that from what the Duke told him
he wan inclined to think that there was a disposition to employ the mediation

of the Holy Alliance, as well as that of the Maritime powers, and that, if that

were the cane, his Govt, would have nothing to do with the matter. On this

point however he necessarily speaks without authority, and very probably
does not express the views of the British Cabinet. I told him that the U, S.

would have no objection to act in concert with Russia or any other European
Power in promoting the general object of peace, always reserving to them-

selves the expression of their own opinion upon every subject that might
come under consideration, and the right of withdrawing from the mediation

if any principles should be adopted by the other powers in which they could

not concur. I agreed with Mr. Lamb however in the opinion that an at-

tempt to obtain the good offices of all the great powers would be impolitic at

the present moment on the part of the Spanish Govt. a it would necessarily

produce 11 delay of at least three or four months and endanger very much the

preservation f the islands.

Upon the following day I called again upon the Duke agreeably to hi*

request. He began the conversation by telling me that neither the King
nor himself, we're satisfied with the justice of all the remarks contained in my
Memoir, that in particular they did not believe in the probability of an
attack on the Balearic islands, or an invasion of the Peninsula, but that there

was certainly much force in what I had stated in regard to Cuba and Puerto

Rico. I told him that tt was not my intention, as he must have perceived, to

attach any great importance to the other remarks and that the situation of

the West Indian Islands was the point of peculiar urgency. He said that he

had himself translated the Memoir into Spanish, for the purpose probably of

laying it before the Council, and he then took the translation out of a

Portfolio for the purpose of consulting me upon the sense of some passages*

He said that he had communicated the original to the King and that he did

not think there would be any advantage in my presenting it to him in person ;

that it would be taken into consideration by the Council in connexion with
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the other note and with the information of all kinds which the Govt. possessed

upon the subject ;
and that a decision would be formed upon a view of the

whole. Finding that the Duke did not appear to wish that I should speak
to the King, I of course acquiesced with perfect readiness in his desire. I am
inclined to think indeed, from his own evident feelings in regard to the

general question, and from what he said to me at our last interview respect-

ing the King's personal disposition, that, as between them, the matter is

settled, and that the only thing now remaining to "be done, is to make the

necessary preparations in the Councils of State and of Ministers for the

publication of their decision. In this case any measure intended to bear

upon the King in person would of course be superfluous. I would not be

understood however to speak with great confidence upon this head, as the

Duke may very probably colour more or less, every thing that he says to me
upon the subject.

In the course of the interview, I conversed with him a good deal upon the

form of the mediation & the persons to whom the first proposals should be

made, both which subjects he introduced himself. He appeared to think

that it would be expedient for the King to consult his allies in Europe and to

abtain if possible, a guarantee from them of the Island of Cuba and he asked

me at the same time whether the U. States would be willing to join in such a

guarantee. I told him that I doubted very much whether they would, and

that positive guarantees of this description were after all of no great value,

jeing always at the mercy of any new political combination; that the only
valuable guarantee was that of the force of circumstances, which, as it ap-

peared to me, would operate in favor of the preservation of the islands, I

told him however that altho' I did not believe the U. S. would enter into a

positive guarantee of the islands, which if faithfully observed, would expose
them to the risk of war, they were nevertheless very well satisfied that these

xmsessions should remain to the Spanish Govt. at the peace, and would
rather see them in the hands of H. M, than in those of any other foreign

jower whatever; that in fact one of their motives for desiring the immediate

conclusion of peace between the King and his Colonies was, that a further

xmtinuance of the war and a removal of the theatre of it to this island,

night and would in all probability lead to occurrences of a very unpleasant

:haracter, which might ultimately endanger the tranquillity of the U. S. &
vhich at all events, they were extremely anxious to avoid. I then told htm
n regard to the mediation of the great powers of Europe, that in my opinion
in attempt to procure it at the present moment would necessarily be produc-
;ive of delay, which was what the Spanish Govt. should on all accounts

lesire to avoid, and that in this stage of the business, I did not perceive
:hat their intervention could be of any use as they had little or no influence

vith the Colonial Govt., that the Govt. of the U. S. had more weight in that

parter than any other Power and that their good offices might be had with-
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out any delay whatever as I considered myself authorized by my instructions

to offer them as I had in fact done in my note of the 20th l ulto. and was noia

ready to take any step which he might think expedient for carrying this offei

into effect. I told him however that the opinion I had expressed against thi

policy of attempting to obtain the mediation of all the great powers of Europ<
did not arise from any disinclination in my Govt, to act on this occasion ir

conjunction with those powers, but was founded simply on the danger of delay
that far from feeling any such disinclination, the U. S., as he was already

informed, had proposed to the Emperor of Russia and to the Kings of Frano
and England to employ their good offices in concert with the President it

endeavoring to bring about a peace, As to the quarter in which the ftrs

proposition should be made, I told him that the Govta. of Colombia am
Mexico appeared to be on all accounts the leading powers and that, as the*

Ministers might be in attendance at the Congrew; of Panama, at the tim<

when the proposals would arrive in America, they should naturally b
carried at once to them. Notwithstanding the evident expediency o

avoiding any thing that would tend to delay, I think that the Duke seem
inclined not to act without the concert of all the great Powers. In regard ti

the other point, viz., the Powers to whom the first proportion should b
transmitted, he did not appear to have any fixed notions of his own. Reflect

ing after I left him, upon what had passed between us, I thought thai i

might be of service to give him m writing a summary of the observations

had made, and accordingly addressed to him last evening a confidential not'

to this effect.

The British Minister called upon me again last evening to talk upon thi

business. He repeated in very strong terms his intention not to act in con

cert with the Holy Alliance, but admitted that he had no precis instruction

to the contrary from his Govt, He said he was informed that within a fe>

days the Russian Minister had communicated with the Duke upon thi

subject, but he did not exactly know what had pawed, Some time before

presented my Note of the aoth ulto. 1
I consulted Mr. d'Oubrit rcspectin:

it, and he was then of opinion that it would be inexpedient to make a com
munication of that kind. Finding that his views on this question wer

essentially different from mine I have not thought it worth while since tha

time to converse much with him about it, and as he hat retired from compan;
since the Emperor's death, I have had but little opportunity to becom

acquainted with his movements. I propose however to call upon him toda;

or tomorrow and if anything of interest results from the interview, I sha!

inform you of it in my next despatches.

I have the honor [etc.].

'See above, pt xtn, doc. 1141.
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1147

Duke del Infantado, First Secretary of State of Spain, to Alexander H.
Everett, United States Minister to Spain

l

THE PARDO, February 14, 1826.

SIR : I have read with the attention due to the delicacy of the subject the

communication herewith transmitted, made by you under date of the 2Oth

ulto.2

In order to make the proper use of this long and important document, it is

necessary that it should be translated into Spanish ; and while there would be

some difficulty in having the version performed in my office on account of

the great pressure of business on the department, it would also be impossible
to commit a paper of a character so entirely private and confidential to the

hands of a common interpreter. If therefore you think it important that

this communication should have its due weight with H. M's. Govt. you
would oblige me by sending me a translation of it; by which means you will

t>e able to assure yourself that the version of this very delicate and highly

important memoir is executed with the necessary correctness.

I avail myself of this occasion [etc.].

1148

^4-lexanderH. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States 3

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, February 24, 1826.

SIR : I mentioned at the close of my last despatch
4 that I intended to have

an interview with the Russian Minister for the purpose of conversing with

him upon the American business. I met him accordingly at his house a few

days after and we talked the matter over together at great length. I did not

find him perfectly frank upon every part of the subject, and he evidently

labors under very erroneous impressions as to the probability or possibility

of the recovery of the Colonies.

I told him that as my Govt. had made a formal application to that of

Russia to act in concert with them in endeavoring to bring the war with the

Colonies to a close, I thought it proper to communicate to him the steps

* MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXV, enclosed in Everett to Clay, February 24, 1826,

-which see below, pt. xra, doc. 1148.
3 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1141.
3 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXV.
4 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1146, Everett to Clay, February 13, 1826.
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which I had taken here in regard to that business, and particularly to inform

him that I had lately addressed a Memoir 1 to the Minister upon the subject
which I should be glad to submit to his perusal in the hope that his in-

structions might authorize him to give it his support. He said that he had
understood that I had transmitted such a note and should be very much
pleased to see it: He then said that he had received no fresh instructions

upon the subject from his own Govt. and had had but little particular

communication with this since the last of September when he delivered to

Mr, Zea copies of the despatch addressed by you to Mr. Middleton* and of

Count Neeaelrode'a answer.1 He stated at that time to Mr, Zea by order

of the Emperor, that H. M. did not feel himself at liberty to interfere In the

business without an invitation from the King; but that he should always be

ready, upon such invitation being given, to offer his advice and to employ
hie good offices. Since that time Mr, d'Oubril observed he had been in

constant expectation of seeing (receiving) ome communication from tht

Govt. and was surprised that none had yet been made. He did not consider

himself authorized by his initructtons to advise a pacification upon the terms

of an acknowledgement of the independence of the Colonies or in fact to

recommend any precise course of proceeding; but he had often taken oc-

casion, especially since the fall of St. Juan de Ulfla, and the apparent danger
of the West Indian Islands, to recommend very earnestly that this subject
should be taken up and that something should be done. This and this only
waa the import of what he had said to the Minister upon the subject.

He did not appear willing to explain himself fully as to the terms upon
which he thought that an arrangement might be made with the colonies,

The basis of an acknowledgment of their independence was not, he thought,
the only one practicable: but when I requested him to point out what means
there now were at the disposition of Spain, which afforded the slightest

prospect of a restoration of the King's authority, he replied that he did not

feel himself at liberty to enter into much detail respecting them until the

Emperor's mediation should be officially requested; that in such an event he

should be prepared to propose certain measures which he considered might
be efficient* These measures, of which Mr, d'Oubril thinks proper to make
a mystery, could of course be no other than an offer of mediation by the

Emperor on a basis similar to the one contemplated by Great Britain in her

proposal of last year, that Spain should recognise the Colonies as independent
States on condition that they should adopt a Monarchical Govt. under

Princes of the Bourbon family. If these ideas were then found impracticable

even under the mediation of England it is perfectly evident that they are still

more so at present, when England would probably no longer encourage them,
and when the United States would certainly use all their influence against

1 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1141, Everett to Duke del Infantado, January 20, 1826,
* See above, pt. i, doc. 141, Clay to Middleton, May 10, 1823.
* See above, pt. xn, doc. ioa, Nemelrode to Middleton, August 20, 1825.
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n. Such however appears to be the project of Mr. d'Oubril. He is also

j persuaded that the Colonies are in a wholly unsettled state; that their

;ent forms of Govt. are revolutionary and may be expected from one

7 to another either to crumble to pieces or to be forcibly overthrown by
e successful military chieftain

; and that the result of such a catastrophe
[Id be the restoration of the King's authority. He appears to found these

lions principally upon the sort of analogy which he supposes to exist

veen the present revolution in the Colonies & those that have lately

irred in Europe. It is easy to reply, as I have done repeatedly in con-

ation with him, that the analogy is evidently much more direct and

nger with our revolution, the results of which were entirely different,

teness compels him to answer this by complimenting the character of our

ulation at the expense of that of the Spanish Colonies ; but I suppose he

iks at bottom that we are also going rather more slowly through the same

>lutionary process, and shall finally settle down again, at the end of it,

er the protection of England.
[e admitted that the islands of Cuba and Porto Rico were now in the most
linent danger, and his ideas upon this subject did not appear to differ

:erially from mine; but he still seemed to think that it was not necessary
>rder to save them to proceed to an immediate recognition. He must
-efore of course suppose that his favorite proposal of Monarchy and a

ice from Europe would be sufficiently seducing to the Colonies to make
TI not only change all their present institutions but even surrender the

ads after they shall have come into their possession ;
for they must neces-

ly fall even according to Mr d'Oubril's views, before any such plan of

Lfication as that which he contemplates could be carried into effect.

ly object in seeking a conversation with the Russian Minister was rather

atisfy myself what his views now are in regard to this subject than to at-

pt to change them. Notwithstanding his positive and repeated assertion

t he had suggested nothing to this Govt. except the expediency of taking

subject at once into serious consideration, I am induced to think with Mr.

nb, from the whole tenor of his conversation that he encourages them in

trd to the probability of recovering the Colonies or at least of retaining an

aence over them in one way or another. In fact, it is next to impossible
t with his opinions he can converse with the Duke at all upon the subject
lout producing upon him an effect of that kind. The next morning after

conversation I sent to Mr d'Oubril a copy of my note of the 20th. A
or two after I called upon him upon other business, and he then told me

t he had ordered an abstract of it to be made for his own use, as he does not

1 English, and a copy to be taken for the information of his Govt. He
since returned me the original with a billet mentioning that he had trans-

ted the copy to St. Petersburgh.

ince I had the honor of writing you last, I have conversed anew with the
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Duke del Infantado once or twice upon this subject but without any definite

result, and I arn inclined to think that the effect of the first shock produced by
the fall of St. Juan de Ulua and the consequent probable attack on Cuba has

in part passed away: It may perhaps continue to grow weaker until some
new success of the Americans shall revive the alarm. The arrival at the

Havana of the expedition from Ferrol, of which intelligence has lately been

received, contributed in a degree to quiet the apprehensions of the Govt., and

there is now less prospect of an immediate decision in favor of peace than

there was when I last wrote. It is much, however, that a strong favorable

impression has been made; and it was hardly to be expected that TO great a

measure should be carried thro' by the first impulse. They will now wait, I

think, at the risk of losing the islands, to see the further progress of events in

America. If this should continue favorable to the Colonies through the

Spring and Summer (as there is every prospect that it will) I am still disposed

to believe that the present crisis will produce a recognition. Even now the

Duke continues to talk very fairly ;
and it is only from hie delay in acting at TO

critical a moment that I am inclined to consider him as wavering in his

opinions. At the first conversation which I had with him after ! wrote you
last he said that it was hie intention to collect all the means of information he

could find and submit them to the deliberate review of the Council; that he

had read my memoir of the 20th with great attention, but that, as it was in

English, he could not make use of it either with the King or the Council, and
that in order to have any effect with them, it must be translated into Spanish ;

that considering the delicacy and importance of the subject it would perhaps
be more agreeable to me to have a translation made under my own direction

than to have it done in his office, which was also much pressed with business;

and that if this were the case, he would be obliged to me to furnish him with

one as soon as might be convenient, This proposition, while it illustrates

plainly enough the inefficiency of the Duke's personal character, teems also

to shew that he is disposed to attach some importance to this communication,
and was thus far satisfactory to me. I assented of course to his request; and
the next day he sent me the original with a short note, accompanying it, re-

peating in substance, what he had said the day before of which I enclose a

translation * and copy. I have ordered a translation of the Memoir to be

made by a very good hand, and shall have it ready in the course of a day or

two. I have already communicated this paper to Messrs, King and Brown
and shall avail myself of the next Courier to transmit a copy to Mr. Middle-

ton,

The Sicilian Ambassador, Prince Cassaro,who takes a good deal of interest

on the subject of America and is in some degree acquainted with my proceed-

ings, told me the other day as a great secret that his wife had been informed

by the Infanta Dona Louisa Carlota (wife of the King's second brother D.
1 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1147, Duke del Infantado to Everett, February 14, 1826.
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Francisco and a Sicilian princess) that the other brother and heir apparent
Don Carlos, is the great obstacle in the way of a pacification, and that he had

declared in the Council of State, where he presides in the King's absence, with

great violence, against any such proceedings. This Prince has long been

known and recognized as the ostensible leader of the violent and fanatical

Royalists; and it would therefore appear from this fact that they, as a party,
are still firm on the subject of America. On the other hand the reputation of

the Duke del Infantado as a staunch Royalist and confidential organ of the

clergy stands as clear as that of any man in the Kingdom; and it is quite cer-

tain that his views have, since he came into office, undergone a change. Time
alone can shew, and the progress of events in America will doubtless deter-

mine, whether prejudice or prudence shall carry the day.

1149

Alexander II. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

(EXTRACT)

MADRID, March 13, 1826.

SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a translation of a plan of an

expedition against the Colonies which was proposed a few weeks ago to this

Govt The author of the scheme is a clergyman, confessor of the Infante

Don Carlos, and the details were probably digested in concert with this

Prince. You will judge from their extravagance of the moral and intellectual

capacities of the persons who enjoy the confidence of the fanatical party.
The project, before it was submitted to the King, was shown to some of the

merchants and contractors of this place in order to ascertain whether they
would undertake to furnish any part of the supplies necessary for the ex-

pedition. It was thought that if any of them consented to do this the

scheme would come before the council in a more feasible shape than it wears

at first view. I received the papers from one of the contractors who also

informed me that he was sent for by Father Cyrillo, a prominent member of

the Council, to converse upon the subject, but refused to go. The plan was
afterwards put into the King's hands, who thrust it into his pocket and has

perhaps never looked at it, as he has said nothing about it since. It does not

appear that it has been submitted to the Council as a body, altho* it has

engaged the attention of some of the most considerable members. I send it

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXV. The enclosure has not been copied becauae of

its great length and small importance, its character and reception being sufficiently described
In the dispatch.
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to you principally as a specimen of the character of the views and expecta-

tions of the most violent section of the ruling party.
I have learned since I had the honor of writing you last that a plan was in

agitation about the commencement of the year to effect the great object of

the acknowledgement of the Colonies by means of corruption. The British

Minister was at bottom of this scheme. He has repeatedly expressed to me
from time to time ever since I have been here the opinion that the point
could never be carried in any other way; and the Dutch and Saxon Ministers,

with whom he habitually associates on very familiar terms, have always said

the same thing. He did not however tell me while the affair was going on

that he was attempting this mode of operation, altho
1

we held at the same
time very frequent communications on the general subject ;

and in this he was

perhaps discreet, as the greatest possible secrecy was of course necessary to

success, I have since been informed of all the particulars by the persons who
were employed as instruments in making the attempt. The plan was laid by
the British Minister in concert with the Saxon. The former has little or no

intercourse with any body here, and ia one of the least suitable persons I have

ever known for managing an affair of this kind. The Saxon Minister on the

contrary, tho' a gentleman of the most honorable and amicable character, ti

at the same time a man of the world; and as Minister from a Court allied

to the Royal family enjoys uncommon advantages for communicating with

the interior of the palace. Through him and another agent an understand"

ing was effected with the King's private secretary and his principal Valet de

chambre who agreed to use their influence with II. M. to procure his consent

to a loan of twenty millions of dollars, one of the public conditions of which,

was to be the recognition of the Colonies and one of the private, a bonus of

half a million to these perrons to be paid beforehand. The British minister

undertook to furnish the money and wrote to his Govt. to request it. Thia

was probably the demand for fresh instructions, which he informed me
himself (as I mentioned in a former despatch) that Mr. Canning did not even

notice. It is certain at any rate that the money was not furnished and thus

the project failed.

While the British Minister has been endeavoring to carry the point by

corruption, the French have been and still are employing menaces and

intimidation for the same purpose; each working with the instruments

corresponding to the general spirit and practice of their respective Govt, I

have lately obtained pretty full accounts of the proceedings of the French

embassy and am informed that they have for some time past been urgently

pressing upon the Govt. the expediency of bringing the war to a close, and as

a first step the nomination of one or more plenipotentiaries to treat with the

Colonies. In order to make the proposition more palatable they represent

that such a nomination will not necessarily lead to a recognition of the

independence of America, but will merely bring them into communication
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the other part and still leave them free to adopt any course they may
. proper as to the terms of the negotiation. They think however that

-y can once induce the Govt. to appoint a Minister, and despatch him to

or London, for this also is a part of the plan, it will then be impossible

em to escape from taking the important step. I confess that I see no

good reason for proposing this business in this indirect shape; nor do

eve that this Govt. will appoint a Plenipotentiary until they have made

ir minds to treat upon the basis of mutual independence. They are

pretty well aware that it would be wholly impracticable to negotiate

any other terms.

French Govt. have hitherto prescribed to their Ambassador here the
's^rvance of great moderation and management in pressing this subject, and

*^a.s been, I understand, for some time past quite as urgent, if not a little

c>]r^ so, than the letter of his instructions required. He is himself however

^lilly convinced by his personal observations on the state of Spain, of the

solute necessity of bringing the war to a close that he has repeatedly

ritten home of late for new instructions which should authorize him to

this Govt. peremptorily and explicitly with an immediate recall of

troops unless they consent to make peace. One of the principal Secre-

who is employed by the Ambassador to treat directly with the Duke

this subject told me yesterday that they expected by every mail

stru.ctions to this effect. It is now however a considerable time since the

nnbassador has communicated his views to his Govt. and from the delay

tat has occurred in sending him the new instructions he wishes, it may

irha-ps be doubted whether the French Ministry are prepared to act with

ie energy necessary for bringing the business at once to a point. It is

fficult indeed to imagine why they should hesitate since an energetic course

tne affairs of this country is imperiously enjoined upon them by every

>nsideration of policy and duty, and involves no real inconvenience of any

ixdL It seems nevertheless that M. de Villele, for some unknown reason,

is not yet thought proper to assume the tone of authority which he might

icl ought to do for the good both of France & Spain. He permitted Mr.

B Zea to be removed in direct opposition to his advice and wishes. It re-

tains therefore to be shewn by facts whether he is capable of exhibiting the

rrn spirit in regard to the American question which the crisis requires.

sincerely hope that he may, but am inclined to fear that he will not. The

aron de Belleval tells me that the Duke del Infantado promises very fairly in

^arcl to the nomination of a Plenipotentiary and that he renewed his

ssiiranee as lately as yesterday. Unfortunately these promises have now

eela repeated so often without bringing performance after them that they

become rather cheap. The French plan contemplates like that of

an arrangement under the mediation of the three principal maritime

;
Great Britain, France and the United States. The French and
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English Ministers are both strongly impressed with the expediency o

conducting the negotiation, whenever it may be decided on, either at London
Paris or some place other than Madrid, conceiving that the immediat

presence of the Court might perhaps have an unfavorable effect upon th

proceedings. I am not myself much struck with the force of their remark

upon this point; but I think it not improbable that, if peace be decided or

the form recommended by them will be agreed to. The President I presura

will consider it advantageous to the interests of the United States and o

their American allies that they should take a part in the mediation, as the]

will undoubtedly ba invited to do; and in that case, if he is satisfied with mj

proceedings and correspondence on this subject, I venture to hope that nr

services will be employed in the further prosecution of the affair, whethe
it may be concluded here or at any other place in Europe.

1150

AUxand&rH, Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secret&r

of State of th United States *

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, April 5, 1826.

SIR : Since I had the honor of writing you last little if any progress has bee

made in the great affair of the recognition of the new American States, ani

most of the persons here who take an interest in favor of that measure, oon

aider it as adjourned, and laid wholly aside at least for the present
1 was rather lese sanguine than some of them in regard to success, when i

appeared most probable: and am now rather less disposed than they are t

think the case desperate, although the prospect is certainly not so flattering

as it was* The strong impression that existed at one time during th

winter in favor of a pacific course was mainly the effect of the political event

that occurred just before, particularly the surrender of St. Juan de Uiloa

The immediate danger that appeared to threaten the islands of Cuba an<

Puerto Rico in consequence roused this Government for the moment fron

their usual apathy. Since then two or three little things have happenet
from which they have allowed themselves to derive encouragement a

drowning men are said to catch at straws. The arrival of their reinforce

menta at the Havana, the safe return from that port of one of their smal

convoys of merchant vessels to Cadiz, and the reported capture by a privatee

in the Gulf of Mexico of a few prizes seem to have really revived thei

spirits. The Duke del Infantaclo has mentioned this last circumstance t)

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXV.
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with an air of great satisfaction not less than three or four times. The
ssian Minister who is always on the watch makes the most of every trifle

[his Kind, and as nothing of importance has occurred since the fall of St.

in de Ulloa to discourage them, the result of the whole has been that they
/e in a great measure recovered from their first alarm. They also appear
derive considerable hope and comfort from the war between Buenos

res and Brazil, although all the success has hitherto been on the side of

; former.

["he Russian Minister likewise attaches great importance to this circum-

nce: and I should not be surprised to learn hereafter that this war has been

: result of the instigation of the Holy Alliance and that it is intended as a

t and introductory step towards a renewal of hostilities by Spain upon
; American Continent. Should this prove to be the fact the affair would

erve the very serious consideration of England, the United States and all

American Governments, since a covert interference of this Kind is

livalent in principle to an open declaration against the New States and

1 more dangerous in effect, so that it must be considered as equally

rerse to the policy which has been avowed by the above mentioned

vernments in regard to this subject. But however this may be, and

ether the war made upon the Buenos Ayrians by the Emperor of Brazil be

effect of his madness or of the craft of the Holy Alliance (which I con-

2r more probable) it may be expected to end in bringing defeat and ruin

m Don Pedro and in giving an accession of strength to the cause of In-

>enclence in America. There is every reason therefore to suppose that

sortant events, whenever they occur, will be favorable to the Americans;
I that several will in fact occur in the course of the year, as the fall of

,lao, and the conquest of Chiloe, a serious and probably successful attack

m Cuba and Puerto Rico, and very possibly the expulsion of the New
iperor of Brazil or his voluntary return to Portugal which would produce

equivalent effect. Either of these events would give another violent

ck to this Cabinet; and it is by the repetition of such shocks if at all that

recognition will be brought about.

^he crisis cannot therefore be considered as entirely over but merely as

pended. In the mean time that I may not appear to you from the

ectations intimated in some of my former despatches to have been too

guine upon the subject, or to have been misinformed, I will just mention

e. that the French and British Ministers not only detained their Couriers

Dne time under the expectation of receiving from day to day some pro-

ition of a pacific character; but, as I have since been told by the Secretary
;he French Embassy, were actually advised by the Duke del Infantado

letain them for this express purpose. I had also at the same time, as I

>rmed you, almost daily conversations with him upon the subject, which

no doubt whatever upon my mind in regard to his sentiments: but which
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also gave me such an opinion respecting his character and the general state

of the affair, that although I certainly entertained great hopes of an im-

mediate arrangement, they were, as I then stated to you, somewhat less

confident than those of the other Ministers who were laboring in the same

cause. The impression which was then made, although it did not produce

any immediate result, I atill regard aa a thing of importance: and an likely to

facilitate considerably any future negotiations in favor of the Americans

which the course of events may render expedient.

The British Minister has relapsed into his former inactivity, and tells me

now that he considers the affair for the present at least aa entirely desperate.

I was inclined when I wrote you laat upon this subject to expect something
from the influence of France, having been informed about that time that the

Ambassador was in daily expectation of new instructions which should

authorize him to recommend the recognition in the decisive and peremptory
tone which would probably be effectual . He has received, in fact ince then

some communications upon the subject, but not, as it appear*, of the kind

that he expected and had requested, I conversed with him a few days ago

respecting the whole business more fully than I had done before, and was

satisfied from his remarks that neither he nor his Government have yet

taken a correct view of the situation of America or of the prospects and

policy of Spain. He admitted that the recovery of America by actual

military invasion was out of the question, but affected to suppose that a

proposition to place the Bourbon Princes at the Head of the governments d
the New States would still be received with great favor, and wag very much
astonished that it had never been made, I reminded him in answer to this

that it had in fact been made to Buenos Ayres under the mediation of France

and with the assent of Puerrydon then Supreme Director of that Republic

and had met with no success at all. He could find no answer to this objec-

tion
;
but remarked for the sake of saying something that the proposition had

been made without the Knowledge of Spain >
which is a fact worth notice.

He appeared to consider the new Governments as entirely usettled and said

that Mexico, for example, which is a Republic today, was an Empire last

year, and might be a Monarchy the next; he did not believe that I would

undertake, speaking honestly, to say that I had any confidence in the

permanence of any of these constitutions, I told him that these Govern-

ments appeared to me sufficiently well established, and that the recognition

of them by the United States was the best proof of the opinions which we

entertained upon the subject, that the question was not, however whether

the existing forms of Government were likely to endure, but whether Spain

was likely to recover her authority over these countries, which I certainly

considered as a thing entirely hopeless even in the event of new troubles;

that as to my own private sentiments I would as soon lay a wager upon the

stability of the Government of Mexico as of that of France without meaning
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however to question the latter in the slightest degree; that there were

doubtless seeds of revolution and trouble in both, and in fact in all other

countries, which unfavorable circumstances might at any time develope; and

that the danger of any occurrence of this Kind appeared to me to be as great
in France as in Mexico; that if the Mexicans who were now Republicans had

recently been Imperialists for a year, the French who were now Monarchists

had at no distant period been Republicans for ten years and then Imperialists

for ten years more. The Ambassador replied to this by a number of remarks

upon the resources and power of France, and then reverted to the unsettled

state of Spanish America concerning which his notions are in every respect

very loose and vague. He enlarged a good deal upon the superior talents

and virtues which had been exhibited by the founders of the Independence of

the United States, and thought that no conclusions ought to be drawn from

the success of our attempt, in favor of the probability of the success of the

Spanish Americans. These he described as so many tas de gredins hcapa of

ragamuffins and he said that if the King of Spain should decide at once to

recognize their Independence he really did not know to whom he could make
the proposition. I then told him that the United States had Ministers

accredited at the residences of these Governments, and that if duly authorized

by the King of Spain to make propositions they would be at no loss to whom
to address them. These however were the considerations to which he

constantly turned from every other view of the subject during; a long con-

versation of two hours, and are evidently those which most naturally

present themselves to his mind in connexion with it. He appeared to think

that he was saying much when he intimated that he did not after all approve
the proceedings of the Russian Minister that he had not advised the King
against recognizing the Colonies and that if their Commissioners should

present themselves here immediately and solicit such recognition he should

do nothing to prevent it. I concluded from the whole conversation that the

Secretary from whom I had my information before was a great deal more
earnest in the cause than the Ambassador or his government, and that the

influence of France will not be exerted here in such a way as to produce any
effect.

The Baron de Belleval mentioned to me in a late conversation that Mr,

Canning addressed a representation to the French Cabinet just before the

opening of Parliament upon the subject of the occupation of Spain by the

French troops, stating that he considered it as unnecessary and disagreeable

to the Court of Spain. The French Minister in reply denied both these

assertions and undertook to exhibit a written document emanating from this

Cabinet and proving their desire that the occupation should be continued.

They accordingly wrote to the Ambassador here and desired him to procure
such a document but without expressly demanding it in writing. Mr, de

Moustiers upon receiving these instructions communicated them to the
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Duke and agreed with him, that in answer to some representation made by
the Ambassador in regard to the treatment of the French Troops, the Duke
should seize the occasion to express, as if entirely of his own accord, the great

satisfaction of the King with the good conduct of the army of occupation and

his high sense of the important service they were rendering to H. M. by
occupying his Kingdom. This was accordingly done. Baron de Belleval

read to me the note from the Duke containing these expressions. The

object of the French Cabinet in wishing to obtain them in this indirect way
was doubtless that they might look more like a spontaneous and sincere

declaration of the sentiments of this government. A King must be reduced

pretty low when he is compelled in this way to solicit and approve the

intervention of a foreign army. It in however in fact true enough that the

occupation of Spain is to all appearance indispensable to the continuance of

the present politicial system, and that if the French army were to evacuate

the Kingdom immediately their departure would probably be fallowed very

shortly by a new revolution.

nsi

Alexander H. Everett
t United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United Slates l

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, May 2o
t 1826,

I received a few clays ago the President's Message to the House of Rep-
resentatives on the subject of the mission to Panama with the accompany-

ing documents; and am happy to find that the measure is likdy to meet the

approbation of Congress. I have been for some time intending to renew my
exertions here in favour of the recognition of the Colonies upon the first good
occasion that should offer. On looking over the documents transmitted with

the message, it struck me that the note addressed by you to Mess1
*.

Salazar and Obregon
s on the subject of the expedition to Cuba might be

communicated with advantage (with one or two unimportant omissions) to

this Government, and would furnish a suitable opportunity for requesting an

answer to my overture of the 20th of January.
8

I accordingly transmitted

to the Duke this morning a copy of your note accompanied by one from

myself to that effect, of which a copy is herewith enclosed,*

MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVI.
See above, pt. i, doc, 150, Clay to Salaxar, December 20, 1825-
See above, pt, xin, doc, 1141.

4 See below, pt. xin, doc. 1152, Everett to Duke del Infantado, May 20, 18*6,
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Alexander II. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to the Duke del Infan-
tado, First Secretary of State of Spain

l

MADRID, May 20, 1826.

SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith to your Excellency a copy of a

note addressed by the Secretary of State of the United States to the Minister

Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Colombia residing at Washington for the

purpose of communicating through him to the government of that Republic
the wishes of the Government of the United States respecting the projected

expedition against the Island of Cuba. A similar note was addressed on the

same day to the Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States of Mexico.

Your Excellency will perceive that it is the object of this communication
to advise the Governments of Colombia and Mexico not to put in execution

at present their plane of attack upon the Spanish Islands, and to point out to

them the inconveniences that might eventually result from an enterprise of

this description. I am authorized to inform you that the answers of the

aforesaid Ministers without being decisive are nevertheless satisfactory and
exhibit a strong disposition on their part to consult the desire and to conform

to the policy of the government which I have the honor to represent as far as

other considerations of a still more imperious nature may permit. I have

also to acid that the Ministers of the United States at the Congress of

Panama will be instructed to offer to the Powers that may assemble there,

the same Counsels that have already been addressed to their Ministers at

Washington.

These vigorous and I may add successful efforts to secure the tranquillity

and present political situation of the valuable possessions that still remain

to the King in America, will, I trust satisfy His Majesty's Government of

the friendly dispositions of that of the United States and of their sincere wish

to promote the real interest of Spain as far as their other obligations will

allow.

Having thus employed not without effect their good offices with the

American Governments in favor of the rights and interests of the King, they
think themselves justified in expecting that His Majesty will be induced to

listen with attention to the intercessions they have made with his govern-
ment in favor of the rights and interests of his ancient Colonies.

It is now about four months since I had the honor of addressing to your

Excellency a detailed note in which I stated the views of my Government

upon this subject, their full conviction that the Colonies can never be recov-

ered and their earnest desire that the war may be terminated as speedily as

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVI, enclosed in Everett to Clay, May 20, 1826, which
&t above, pt. XIH, doc. 1151.
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possible, by a recognition on the part of Spain of the independence of the new
nations into which they have been formed.

I avail myself of the present occasion to inquire of Your Excellency what
answer His Majesty's Government intend to return to this note and whether

the King is disposed to accept the offer which I then made on the part of my
government of their good offices in bringing about a reconciliation between

the parties to the War on the only practicable basis.

I pray Your Excellency to accept [etc.].

lisa

Alexander II. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Cly, Secretary

of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT)

MADRID, June 2, 1826.

It was also reported here last week with a good deal of confidence that the

subject of the Colonies had been recently taken up anew in the Cabinet at

the earnest instance of the French and English Ministers and that there was

every prospect of a favorable result. I did not at the time consider this

rumour as sufficiently probable to be worth mentioning in my despatch : and
I found in fact upon making inquiry at Aranjuex that there wan as little

foundation for it as for the other. I conversed with Mr. Lamb upon the

subject the day after my arrival, and he told me, with his usual frankness,

that as far as he was concerned there wan indeed some alight ground for the

story, inasmuch as he had within a few days verbally communicated to the

Duke the news of the fall of Callao, which he had received by express from

England, and had upon that occasion conversed with him anew upon the

general subject of America; but that he had no reason to think that there had

been any recent proceedings in the Cabinet, or the Council in regard to it,

still less any change in the views of the government, and that he did not

believe that the French Ambassador had done any thing, as he should

probably in that case have heard more or less of it. The rumour in question

probably grew out of this communication of Mr. Lamb taken in connexion

perhaps with my late note and its enclosures. Some indistinct notions may
have transpired as usual respecting the proceedings that took place on these

occasions, and in passing from one to another have been gradually moulded

and magnified into the shape in which I received them,

You may recollect that I informed you in some of my preceding despatches
of communications that had been made to me by Baron de Belleval, first

1 MS, Diipatchet from Spain, XXVI.
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Secretary of the French Embassy, respecting their proceedings in regard to

this subject: and especially respecting his own repeated interviews with the

Duke and urgent endeavours to persuade him to adopt a new Course, It is

rather a singular fact that within a few days the Baron has been recalled by
his Court with orders to depart at twenty four hours notice. This he told me
himself but did not state the reason of his recall which may be politically a
matter of indifference. It is conjectured however by some persons that his

great activity in regard to the American question has given umbrage to his

own Government. I noted and mentioned to you at the time a considerable

divergence between the views of the Secretary and the Ambassador as

exhibited in their respective conversations with me of about the same date:

and I was particularly struck in the course of these conversations with the

Secretary to hear him say at the moment when he represented himself as

being so very active, that the Ambassador had never spoken to the King
upon the subject, although he is in the habit of recurring directly to Hie

Majesty on matters of business and has found his applications attended at

times with effect.

If these conjectures respecting the recall of Baron de Belleval are correct

the fact would lead to confirm the opinion I have heretofore expressed and

still think on other accounts probable, that the French Cabinet, although

they evidently feel a pretty strong desire that Spain should recognize the

Colonies, are nevertheless not prepared to act upon this question with the

vigour and decision which alone would make their intercession effectual.

This is the more to be regretted as France is in fact the only foreign power
that has any real influence over the present Ministry. The weight of

Russia which at times has been predominant here is a good deal diminished

for the present in consequence of the circumstances attending the Duke's

appointment. England is looked upon with something worse than indiffer-

ence on account of her recognition of the Colonies; and the United States, for

various reasons which I need not here detail, can hardly be supposed to pos-

sess much positive influence, although the dispositions of the government are

quite as friendly to us as could reasonably be expected under all the circum-

stances and although they are evidently more and more sensible from day to

day of the expediency of treating us with at least as much cordiality as they

really feel.

I availed myself of the opportunity of my visit to Aranjuez to converse

with the Duke del Infantado upon the several subjects in negotiation between

the two Governments and called upon him by appointment for this purpose
at his office on the 29 th ult, I began the conversation by reminding him of

my late communication of your note addressed to the Ministers of Colombia

and Mexico respecting the expedition against the Spanish Islands and told

him that I took for granted that these proceedings would be agreeable to His

Majesty's Government. He assented with much cordiality to this remark,
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and assured me that they were fully satisfied with the conduct of the Govern-

ment of the United States upon this occasion and duly grateful to them for

their timely assistance. He also expressed the pleasure with which he had

learned that our Ministers at the Congress of Panama would be instructed to

dissuade the New States from attacking Cuba and Puerto Rico, I then re-

marked to him, as I had done in my note, that if these measures were ap-

proved by His Majesty and considered as advantageous to his rights and

interests, they would, I hoped, give new weight to our intercession here in

favor of the Colonies; and I then inquired of him whether the government
were yet prepared to give an answer to the proposals for mediation made in

my note of the 20th of January.
1 Mr. Lamb had told me that the Duke

mentioned to him among other reasons why the necessity of corning to a

decision at once was not urgent, that the situation of the Inlands had

materially changed since the winter, and that as they were now safe in

consequence of the policy adopted by the United States one great motive for

pressing the conclusion of peace was removed. With a view of meeting this

objection in advance I added in making the above inquiry the observation

that the policy we had adopted, although it had probably been the means of

giving them a few months, perhaps a year or two, longer for deliberation,

could only be regarded as affording a temporary relief; and that it could not

be supposed that our influence with the new States, were it ever employed in

this way, would be sufficiently powerful to prevent them, if Spain should

voluntarily persevere in the war, from attacking her in her only vulnerable

point. I also suggested to him the recent facts of the fall of Callao and of

Chiloe as additional proofs of the utter hopelessness of the Royalit cause in

every part of the Continent.

The Duke replied that the Government were not yet prepared to give a

decisive answer to the proposal of mediation on the basil of independence,
made by me in the name of my Government; that some of the other powers
were also anxious on the subject, but that nothing was yet determined on or

probably would be immediately; that the King would however be very
desirous to avail himself of the good offices of the United States, if he ever

came to negotiate upon the basis contemplated in rny offer, and would even

consider their aid in procuring advantageous terms aa perhapn more impor-
tant than that of any European Power on account of their positive influence

in America, and of the greater disinterestedness which appeared in general

to distinguish their policy, I expressed to the Duke the satisfaction I felt

at the favorable opinion which he appeared to entertain of our principles of

Administration. I told him that we did not mean to claim the merit of

entire disinterestedness for the steps which we had taken in regard to the

Islands; that the consequences of an attack upon them by the new Govern-

ments were wholly uncertain, but could not in any event be agreeable to my
1 See above, pt. xm, doc, 1141.
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Government, and might in some contingencies make it necessary for us to

adopt measures which would risk the continuance of our friendly relations

with the great Powers of Europe; that these considerations had their weight
in recommending to the President the policy which he was pursuing, and in

which he was cordially sustained by all the branches of the government; but

that it was also a matter of high satisfaction to him that the same course

which was required by the interest of the United States, would also tend to

promote the advantage of an ancient ally and a Power with which we were

desirous to maintain the best possible understanding.
The Duke then said that it was the more difficult to come to an immediate

decision as the question appeared to be taking the shape of an European
affair and must of course be treated as such in consultation with all the great
Powers. I enquired of him in what sense he meant to be understood when
he aaicl that the question was becoming European; but did not find that he

intended anything more than that several of the Powers had offered their

advice to the Spanish Government and had interested themselves in one way
or other in the progress and issue of the war. The Duke had made the same
remark to Mr. Lamb at their late conversation upon the subject. I told him
that he was probably aware that the British Government were determined

not to become a party in future to any general consultation of the great

powers upon this or any other subject ; that rny government as far as I was
informed of their intentions would have no objections to employ their good
offices in conjunction with any other power or powers that might be willing

to proceed upon the same principles, but that after all the affair was properly
an American one, and that the United States would probably be able to do
for Spain quite as much, if acting alone, as if embarrassed by the cooperation
of other nations. I then suggested to him my apprehensions that the

influence of Russia wae not employed in the way which we had wished and

hoped. He replied to this in rather an indefinite manner, saying that he

doubted whether that government felt a very strong interest on the subject,

and that at all events their opinion, whatever it might be, would not be

considered here as of any great importance.

After this a good deal of conversation took place upon the general subject
of the policy most suitable to the interest of Spain. I suggested anew to the

Duke the evident impossibility of recovering the Colonies and the three great
evils attending the war, to wit, the actual expence, the danger of losing the

islands, and the interruption of Commerce with America. The Duke in his

reply alluded more particularly to this last point; and said that such was the

inferiority of Spain to the other countries of Europe in all the branches of

industry that he doubted very much whether the return of peace would
throw into her hands a great share of the trade with America. I endeavoured

to satisfy him by a number of considerations (the same in substance as are

detailed in my note of the 20th of January) that these apprehensions were
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not well founded, and that the establishment of friendly relations with the
Colonies would have a very powerful effect upon the Commercial situation
of the country; but he did not appear to be persuaded of the correctness of

my views upon this subject. He denied that the example of England and
the United States was applicable to the present case, and believed that we
had returned to the English market after the conclusion of the War of

Independence merely because the manufactures of England were the best
and cheapest, and not on account of the community of origin and the old
habits of intercourse. In his remarks upon this head, although I think them
incorrect, the Duke exhibited a more familiar acquaintance with the argu-
ment pro and con than I had known him to do before, and has probably
directed his attention to it and conversed with others upon it since I talked
with him last. It seemed to me rather a singular thing to hear the Prime
Minister of a nation which is generally thought to have retained all its pride,
however much it may have lost of its former power, founding the justification
of his measures upon the supposition of the absolute and irremediable

inferiority of his countrymen in all the fine and useful arts of life. Contrary
to the usual and what might be considered the natural course of a discussion

of this kind, or because my partto dwell upon the great resources of the

Spanish territory, the eminent qualities that had always distinguished the
nation and the excellence at which they had formerly arrived in every branch
of art and industry; while he on the contrary was insisting upon the defects

in the character of the people, undervaluing their ancient attainments, and

despairing of any improvement in future. It did not perhaps occur to him
at the moment how absurd it would be to expect that several empires in a
distant quarter of the globe should voluntarily come forward, renounce their

independence, beg pardon for having assumed it, and acknowledge the lawful

authority of a nation; condemned, as he affirmed Spain to be, by incurable

natural defects to a state of irremediable and hopeless imbecility. Although
the facts which I adduced in support of my remarks upon this head could not

be contested, they appeared to make little or no impression upon him, and he
observed repeatedly that the only way in which the trade with America
could be made profitable to Spain would be for the Colonies to allow some

important discriminations in her favour. The monopoly which she pos-
sessed before the Revolution, and not the Excellence of her products and
fabrics or the community of origin and habits, was, in his opinion, the real

cause why the trade then existed, and without a revival of this monopoly or

something equivalent to it, a return of peace would never bring the trade

back. To this I could only answer that I doubted whether the new States

would grant any such privileges to the Spanish Flag since they had bound
themselves to each other and to foreign nations by express treaties not to do
so: that the United States were one of the nations with whom they had

entered into engagements to this effect, and that it would of course not be our
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policy to urge them to violate their treaties with us in points directly favor-
able to our own interest.

I avoided suggesting to the Duke on this occasion the probability that the
new States might be induced to make some immediate pecuniary sacrifices as
a compensation to Spain for the abandonment of her ancient territorial

rights ; because I had lately been informed by a private correspondent that
the intimation to this effect contained in my note of the 20th of January did
not accord precisely with the President's views. It struck me at the time
of drawing up that note, which I did with much reflexion, that there was a
substantial and very important difference between granting commercial pref-
erences which would operate unfavorably upon other friendly nations

;
and

paying down a sum of money which without injuring any other power would
be an important thing to Spain. It appeared to me also that these young
and nourishing States might reasonably be supposed willing to contribute out
of their abundance to the relief of the distresses of their miserable old parent
upon her making a concession, which though little more than formal on her

part, would nevertheless be to them of real advantage. These considerations

led me to introduce the idea in the guarded manner in which it appears in the

note; and I still cannot but think that they have some weight; although the

deference which I feel for the President's opinion diminishes the confidence

which I had previously entertained in their correctness. I need not add that

as far as I arn made acquainted with the views of the government respecting
the subjects upon which I am required to negotiate I shall always conform
to them in my communications with the greatest possible exactness.

I finally remarked in order to bring the conversation to a close that in

regard to this affair which was in its character peculiarly a Spanish one the

United States could only propose their mediation and that it was for His

Majesty to determine whether or not he would accept it. I added that I

had lately been informed by our Minister at London that Mr. Hurtado, the

Colombian Minister there, was authorised to accept an offer of peace though
not to make one; and that if the King chose to avail himself of our proposal,
I would with much pleasure convey the information to Mr. Hurtado who
would doubtless consider the acceptance of the mediation of the United

States as a sufficient basis for the commencement of a negotiation. The
Duke appeared to take some exception to the idea that Mr. Hurtado should

be authorised to accept peace but not to seek it. He thought it much more

proper for the Colonies to make the first advances. I told him that if an

understanding could be established there would probably be no difficulty in

adjusting the points of form and precedence; but that the King was the

party which declared and continued the war, that the Colonies were known
to be always ready and willing to make peace; and that it seemed therefore

natural enough for the King when it suited his purpose to come forward on

his part and express his disposition to meet them. Such was the substance
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of this conversation. Mr. Lamb informed me that he inquired of the Duke
whether this Government would accept a proposition for an armistice should
one be made to them by the Colonies, but could not get him to give a decisive

answer.

The British Minister also told me that the impression remaining on his

mind from the conversation he held with the Duke was, that this Govern-
ment was now less disposed than ever to acknowledge the new States. The
President will judge how far such a conclusion would be justified by the

remarks which I have reported above as correctly as my memory would

permit. On my mind they left the general idea that this government though

wavering and irresolute is on the whole inclining towards a better policy than

they have hitherto pursued, that they are beginning to be aware of the utter

hopelessness of the struggle and of the ruinous consequences that may at-

tend the continuanceof it, but are nevertheless afraid to assume the immense

reHponBtbUity of so portentous a change as they consider the sacrifice of the

Colonies to be in the situation of the country; and that in. a matter which

they regard as so vastly important, they distrust alike their own opinions and

the advice of other powers and shrink involuntarily from encountering the

criwH. How long this state of irresolution will last is of course uncertain ; but

I am inclined to think that they would be glad of almost any occurrence that

tfhould relieve them from it; and that they would experience a real satisfac-

tion, whatever they might say upon the subject, if any other power, as France

for example, Hhould come forward and require them peremptorily to make

peace at once. I have already said however that there is no probability of

the adoption of any such measure by France, the only power whose situation

would authorise or permit it, and this Government will therefore be left in a

great measure to act for itself. According to the best judgment that I am
able to form the chance for an early recognition is on the whole greater than

it haH ever been excepting for a short period during the last winter, and may
be considered as gradually increasing. Much will depend on the progress of

events in America, and much on the fluctuations in the Ministry here; but I

confeaft that I look forward with a good deal of confidence to a termination of

the war in the course of the present year, or at farthest the next.

I had another long conversation on this subject two or three weeks ago

with the Russian Minister which I need not trouble you by undertaking to

report in detail as the argument in both its parts is perfectly familiar to you.

Mr. d'Oubril has received no new instructions; and in fact the attention of

his Government has been and still is too closely occupied by affairs at home

of a pressing character to leave much time for looking abroad to another

world. This gentleman continues to take great interest in the progress of

events in America, and often converses with the Ministers about them, He

probably does not advise this Government directly to persevere in the

present system; but no doubt encourages them in regard to their prospects,
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and by sharing in their delusion assists in some degree in keeping it up.
There is little hope, I fear, at present, that the influence of Russia will be
exercised here in favour of peace.

1154

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Frederick Lamb,
British Minister to Spain

x

MADRID, June 7, 1826.

SIR : I have lately been informed by the Minister of the United States at

London that the Government of the Republic of Colombia has requested the

Government of His Britannic Majesty to propose to that of Spain an armi-

stice of twentyyears; that a similar request has been made to theGovernment
of His Most Christian Majesty and that the United States have been invited

to cooperate with France and England in urging the Spanish Government to

accept this proposal.

This information was officially communicated to the Minister of the

United States at London by the Minister of the Republic of Colombia at that

place for the purpose of being transmitted to me with a request from the

latter that I should take such steps in the business as might appear to me
proper [and] consistent with my instructions.

I have no orders yet from my government upon the subject but should

feel myself authorised by the general instructions under which I act here to

support any proposal of this kind which you or the French Ambassador may
be instructed to offer and I shall be happy to receive from you any com-

munications upon the subject which you may think proper to make to me.

1155

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Frederick Lamb,
British Minister to Spain

*

MADRID, June 8, 1826.

SIR: In addition to the contents of my letter of yesterday I have the

honor to inform you that I have this day received the orders of my Govern-

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVI, enclosed in Everett to Clay, June 25, which see

below, pt. xni, doc. 1162. An identical letter, mutatis mutandis, was sent on the same date

to the Marquis de Moustiers, French Ambassador to Spain.
2 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVI, enclosed in Everett to Clay, June 25, 1826, which

see below, pt. xni, doc. 1 162. An identical letter was sent on the same date to the Marquis
de Moustiers, French Ambassador to Spain.
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ment to propose to that of Spain in the name of the Republic of Columbia
and its Allies the conclusion of a long armistice. I am also directed to co-

operate as far as may be practicable with the Representatives of the British

and French Governments in urging the acceptance of this proposal.

Having some reason to suppose that you may have already made in the

name of your Government an overture of this description, it would be agree-
able to me, before I proceed to execute the orders I have just received, to

learn from you as far as you may think proper to inform me what steps you
have taken in the business and with what results.

I have the honor [etc.].

1156

Frederick Lamb, British Minister to Spain, to Alexander ff. Everett, United

States Minister to Spain
x

ARANJUEZ, June 8, 1826.

MY DEAR SIR: In our last conversation I stated to you what had passed

between the Duke of Infantado and myself on the subject of an armistice,

The disposition he shewed was so unpromising that I do not intend to push
the proposition further. I have had no conversation with the French

Ambassador upon the subject. If any thing should have passed at Madrid

between you and the Duke which may in any way affect this view of the

question I shall be much obliged to you to acquaint me with it.

Believe me [etc.).

1157

Frederick Lamb, British Minister to Spain, to Alexander H. Everett, United

States Minister to Spain
l

ARANJUEZ, June g, 1826,

MY DEAR SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of yester-

day's date but can add nothing to my communication of yesterday; except

that I shall be most happy to hear of the success of the proposition you are

charged with, and to give it every support in my power.

Believe me [etc.].

> MS. Dbpatchea from Spain, XXVI, enclosed in Everett to Clay, June 25, 1826, which

see below, pt xm, doc. 1162.
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1158

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States x

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, June p, 1826.

SIR: I received yesterday your despatch N 5
2 with its enclosures. I

shall lose no time in proposing to this government in the name of the Re-

public of Colombia and her allies the conclusion of a long armistice agreeably
to your instructions, and shall give you the earliest information of the man-
ner in which the proposal is received.

I have reason to suppose that an overture of this kind has already been

made by the Representatives of France and Great Britain, the latter having
informed me, as I mentioned in my last despatch which accompanies this,

that he had hypothetically suggested to the Duke del Infantado the idea of

an armistice. From the manner in which, according to Mr. Lamb's account,

the Duke received this suggestion, and from the observations made to me by
the latter and reported in my last despatch,

8 there is no great prospect of an

immediate acceptance of the proposal. I am not however without some

hopes of success, as the Duke intimated, I understand, to the British Minis-

ter, that whenever the King should make up his mind to treat, an armistice

would naturally be the first step towards negotiation. As a permanent

arrangement I am inclined to think that a formal treaty could be obtained

with nearly as little difficulty as a long armistice. I recollect that soon after

the Duke del Infantado came into office an article appeared in one of the

French Ministerial papers recommending to Spain the adoption of such a

policy, and that in the course of some conversation which I then had with the

Duke on the subject, he expressed his disapprobation of the plan and

thought that if the system now acted on were to be abandoned it would be

better to make a full treaty at once. I think it not improbable that the

idea of proposing a long armistice may have been suggested to the Colombian

Government by that of France. I learned some time ago from Mr. Hurtado,

the Colombian Envoy at London, through the medium of Mr. King, that it

was intended to make such an overture, and have been ever since in daily

expectation of your instructions.

I had anticipated, as you will have learned from my preceding despatches,

your direction in regard to the use to be made here of your intercessions with

the Mexican and Colombian Governments respecting the expedition against

Cuba. The effect on this Cabinet has been very favorable, and will give to

our negotiations for peace a weight which they would not have had under

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVI.
1 See above, pt. I, doc. 157, Clay to Everett, April 13, 1826.
8 See above, pt. xni, doc. 1153, Everett to Clay, June 2, 1826.
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any other circumstances. There is no alteration yet in the Russian policy
on this subject, at least as manifested here. As the dispute with Turkey is

likely to be adjusted without much trouble or delay, the Emperor may
perhaps have leisure after a while to turn his attention more directly to the

affairs of America than he has hitherto done.

!> 1159
'?'

Alexander II. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to the Duke del Infan-
tado, First Secretary of State of Spain

l

MADRID, June 10, 1826.

SIR: I have just received instructions from my Government to propose to

that of His Majesty in the name of the Republic of Colombia and its allies in

the War, the conclusion of an armistice. These instructions were trans-

mitted to me by direction of the President of the United States, at the

particular request of the Colombian Government communicated by their

Minister Plenipotentiary accredited at Washington, Should the King think

proper to take this proposal into consideration, I shall with much pleasure

make known to Your Excellency the terms and conditions that would be

,'i agreeable to the Colombian Government.

f
An armistice would naturally be looked upon by both the belligerent

parties as a preliminary step to the conclusion of a definitive treaty. I have

, already had occasion to inform Your Excellency in detail of the strong desire

of the Government of the United States for the restoration of peace in

America and of the reasons which induce them to believe that a farther

': continuance of the war, while it disturbs the quiet of all that part of the
1

world, can be of no real advantage to Spain. This communication has no

doubt received from His Majesty's Government the attention due to the

\ importance of the subject and the amicable spirit in which it was made; so

\ that I need not here repeat its contents. The Government which I have the

! honour to represent has given unequivocal and very recent proofs of theit

disposition to aid in securing the rights and promoting the interest of His

Catholic Majesty as far as was compatible with their neutral position. They
i

consider it as another mark of the same friendly sentiments which have

I hitherto directed their conduct to advise His Majesty respectfully but very

I strongly to accept the proposal now made. Should the King come to this

I decision, the Government of the United States will be happy to lend the aid

\
of their good offices, either for the arrangement of the armistice or the con-
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elusion of the definitive treaty, in any way in which His Majesty may think
it proper to employ them.

I shall only add to the above remarks that the Colombian Government in

proposing an armistice at the moment when the events of the war have
placed at their disposal a considerable military force which might now be

employed
in new expeditions has given evidence of a spirit of moderation

which will doubtless be duly appreciated by His Catholic Majesty.
I avail myself [etc.].

1160

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to the Marquis de
Moustiers, French Ambassador to Spain

1

MADRID, June 12, 1826.

SIR : Agreeably to the orders of my Government which require me to co-

operate with your Excellency in urging the Spanish Cabinet to accept the

armistice proposed by the allied American Powers, I have the honor to

transmit herewith for your information a copy of a note which I have ad-

dressed to the Duke del Infantado upon that subject.
2

I venture to hope that Your Excellency will receive from Paris such in-

structions as may authorise you to give a decided and vigorous support to

this proposal as I am fully satisfied that no other consideration will induce
the Spanish Government to agree to it. The influence of France if power-
fully exerted would in all probability effect the object.

The principal condition desired by the Allies is that during the continuance

of the armistice Spain should not augment her armed force in the Islands of

Cuba and Puerto Rico; in consideration of which the Allies will engage on
their part to make no attempt to excite internal dissensions in these islands.

Nothing is said in my instructions on the subject of a guarantee but it

would be natural that the armistice if proposed and accepted under the

mediation of the three maritime Powers should be jointly guaranteed by
them all.

I have the honor [etc.].

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVI, enclosed in Everett to Clay, June 25, 1826, which
see below, pt. xm, doc. 1162.

* See above, pt. xin, doc. 1159, Everett to Duke del Infantado, June 10, 1826.
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1161

Alexander IL Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Frederick Lamb,
British Minister to Spain l

MADRID, June 12, 1826.

SIR: Agreeably to the orders of my Government which require me to co-

operate with you in urging the Spanish Cabinet to accept the armistice pro-

posed by the Allied American Powers, I have the honor to transmit herewith
for your information a copy of a note 2 which I have addressed to the Duke
del Infantaclo upon that subject: and am [etc.].

1162

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States 3

MADRID, June 25, 1826.

SIR ; Having some reason to suppose, as I mentioned in my last despatch;
that communications had taken place between this government and the

British and French Ministers here upon the subject of an armistice before]

received your instructions to propose one myself, I thought it proper before

I took any step in the business, to ascertain preciselywhat they had clone. ]

had in fact written to both these gentlemen, who were then at Aranjuez or

the subject in consequence of what I had heard from Mr. King respecting ii

on the day before I received your letter. After the receipt of this I wrote tc

them again, & in the course of a day or two obtained their answers. I en-

clone copies of these papers
8 which will of course be regarded as confidential

It appcare from them that the French Ambassador has had no orders what
ever from his Government on the subject, and from the letters of the British

Minister as well as from my subsequent conversation with him and with th<

Duke I am satisfied that he made no direct proposition but merely a pre

Hminary suggestion as reported in rny despatch No. 36
fl of which th<

duplicate is herewith transmitted.

Finding that the affair was thus entirely open I determined to address i

note immediately to the Duke del Infantado and propose the armistice tc

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVI, enclosed in Everett to Cky, June 25, 1826, whid
sec below, pt. xro, doc. 1162.

1 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1159, Everett to Duke del Infantado, June 10, 1826.
8 MS, Dispatches from Spain, XXVI.
4 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1158, Everett to Clay, June 9, 1826.
8 See above, pt, xm, docs. 1154, n 5S n 56i

l *S7> IJt6 a"d Il6l under the followinj

date*: June 7, 8, 9, and 12.
' Sec above, pt. xin, doc. 1153, Everett to Clay, June 2,. 1826.
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him in a formal way. Had I conceived that there would be any advantage
in doing this verbally I should have taken another journey to Aranjuez
expressly for this purpose; but it appeared to me that the proposition would

produce a better effect in the first instance in a written form and, as there

would be no prospect of an immediate & decisive answer, that nothing could

be gained by the other course. I accordingly addressed to the Duke on the

loth a note of which copies are enclosed in French and English.
1 The

latter may be considered as the original. With a view of obtaining the co-

operation as far as possible of the French and British Ministers I sent them

copies of the note with accompanying letters of which I enclose copies as also

of the answers of Mr. Lamb. Mr. de Moustiers sent me no written answer

but has since informed me that he transmitted immediately copies of the note

and of my letter to his Government and should wait for their instructions.

I was a little in doubt what course to take with the Russian Minister. Tf

there had been any prospect of obtaining a favourable answer immediately
and before he was likely to be informed that the proposition had been made,
I should have said nothing to him about it, from a fear that he would use

his influence against it. But viewing an immediate favorable decision as

entirely hopeless & knowing that he would of course become acquainted
after a while with all the proceedings, I thought it more conciliatory and

politic to begin by requesting his cooperation. I accordingly sent him a

copy of the note at the same time as to the other Ministers and availed myself
of the occasion to enquire of him whether since I last conversed with him he

had received any new instructions. In his answer he engaged to explain

himself upon this head at a future interview; and the day after his arrival in

town he in fact called upon me, and we had much conversation on the whole

subject which I shall report more fully in a subsequent letter. It appears
that he has had some additional orders and that they are rather of a more

favorable cast than the preceding. The Russian Government seem to have

been well satisfied with the proceedings in regard to Cuba and Puerto Rico.

I have also had conversations with the British and French Ministers and

with the Duke del Infantado since the return of the Court to town of all

which I shall send you complete notes hereafter. The remarks of the Duke
were conciliatory in form and manner, but evasive as to the substance; and

promise little or nothing at least for the moment. Having but a short time

to prepare this despatch for a private opportunity, I confine myself for the

present to the above brief explanation of the nature of the papers enclosed

and must refer you for more details to future communications.

I have the honor [etc.],

1 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1159, Everett to Duke del Infantado, June 10, 1826.
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1163

The Duke del Infantado, First Secretary of State of Spain, to Alexander H.
Everett, United States Minister to Spain l

[TRANSLATION]

SACEDON, July 8, 1826.

SIR: I have laid before the King my August Master your note of the loth

ult a in which you propose by order of your Government and at the request

of the Republic of Colombia, so called, and its allies an armistice betweer

their troops, and those of His Majesty. I am ordered to inform you thai

the King has seen in this communication undoubted evidence of the strong

interest taken by the Government of the United States in the restoration oi

peace in the countries bordering upon their territory and of their desire tc

promote the general good of mankind by putting a stop to the effusion ol

human blood.

His Majesty cannot but appreciate very highly these sentiments of s

friendly power to which he is also under obligations for the opinion which it

has lately expressed in favor of the preservation of the present state of things

in the Islands of Cuba and Puerto Rico. The King has always taken pride

n giving proofs of his affection for his subjects even when they have failed

in their duty; and cherishing still towards them the affection of a father foi

his children, he ardently desires that the war may cease, and that the crisis

of discord and agitation through which the Spanish Provinces in America

are now passing may be followed as soon as possible by the period of peace

and good understanding which is necessary to the happiness of both worlds

and of the Sovereign who reigns in them.

I avail myself [etc,].

1164

Alexander II. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States 8

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, July 13, 1826.

SIR: I received the day before yesterday the answer which the Duke de

Infantado had promised me to my note on the armistice and have the honoi

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVI, enclosed in Everett to Clay, July 13, 1826, whicl

see below, pt. XHI, doc. 1164.
* See above, pt. xin, doc. 1159.
* MS, Dispatches from Spain, XXVL
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to transmit herewith a copy and translation l of it. It corresponds very
exactly with the general tenor of his conversation upon the subject of Amer-
ica, being civil and conciliatory in form but evasive in substance and looking
rather to a continuance of the war than to an acknowledgment of the Inde-

pendence of the Colonies.

1165

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States z

[EXTRACTS]

MADRID, September i, 1826.

. . . The King of France is said to have stated that he would with pleasure
so far comply with the desire of his relation and ally the King of Spain as to

permit all the troops now here to remain for the present ; but that it was im-

possible for him to think of making himself permanently responsible for the

tranquillity of this country. He therefore earnestly advised the King of

Spain to adopt immediately some measures that would place the government
on a better footing and supersede the necessity of foreign assistance. He
then particularized three which he thought of the greatest importance and
most urgent character and which were.

I . To appoint and despatch to Paris a Commissioner authorised to treat

for Peace with Commissioners from the Colonies. . . .

. . . The first recommendation is a mere repetition of the advice which has

uniformly been offered here by the French Embassy on the subject of

America. The substance is good but the form seems to be dictated by a
wish (natural enough perhaps in the French Government) to exercise as

much influence as possible in determining the conditions of a general pacifi-

cation and to give them as favorable a character for the interest of France

as the nature of the case will admit. . . .

I enclose a copy of a plan for opening the trade between this country and
the Colonies which is under discussion before the board of Trade.3 If

1 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1163, Duke del Infantado to Everett, July 8, 1826.
* MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVI.
5 A translation of the proposed plan follows:

Plan of the Committee for the regulation of duties to throw open trade between Spain and
her ci-devant Colonies to foreign vessels; to be transmitted to the

Commercial Tribunals for advice

I st
. The produce and merchandise of the revolted colonies as respects the payment of

duties, shall be subject to the same rates as are applied to a foreign flag.

2 d
. Said produce and merchandise may be entered into our ports by Spaniards,

direct from thence or from foreign ports as may be found most convenient.

3
d

. When imported under a Spanish flag a deduction of a third of the duties will be
allowed; which deduction shall be specified in the duties that may be assigned.
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there were the least consistency or principle of any kind in the proceedings of

this government the proposition of such a measure would indicate a settled

intention of recognizing very soon the independence of the Colonies. But it

i8 probably not connected with any such view.

4. Such produce and merchandise as may come direct from the Colonies under the

Spanish Hag, and without having touched at any port, whatever may have been the

cautic, Hhall be entitled to a reduction of half the duties.

5. Cocoa of all kinds and all other goods and merchandise, whatever may be the

place whence they proceed, shall pay 18
p

r
. 100 under the Spanish flag and f more, that

m 24 pr. 100 under a foreign flag, according as they may be valued.
6. No other sugars shall be admitted than those coming from the Island of Cuba with

a corresponding Register; and they are to pay 2 pr
. 100 upon the value assigned if im-

ported direct from thence and under the national flag; if under a foreign flag, or if

the ship shall have touched at any foreign port, whatever may have been the cause, the

present existing duties of 4 reals per arroba shall be paid on the presentation of the

original Register and proof being given of their shipment at said ports of Cuba.

7. All other goods and merchandise from the
loyal

Colonies shall be subject to pay-
ment of 2 pr. loo on their value, under the

Spanish flag, as before stipulated, the Plnl-

lipine Islands and Porto Rico excepted, whicli are to continue in the enjoyment of the

privileges that have been granted them.
8. As the produce and merchandise of the revolted Colonies are to be brought to the

same standard as foreign merchandise, the presentation of certificates of property and

place of shipment is not to be required.

9. The importation of Colonial produce, whatever port it may proceed from, will be
allowed in the exempted provinces and in Navarre for the consumption of the same, and

may be entered through the
ports

of Bilboa and St. Sebastian free of all duties, agreeably
to the privilege which they nave always enjoyed as respects foreign importations; said

produce may, also, be imported into the adjoining provinces through the Custom
houses of Victoria, Ordufla, Agreda, Lognofio, and Mallen on payment of the duties

assigned to a. foreign flag; but in this case it will be indispensible to send along with the

goods a certificate of the Judge of Contraband of Bilboa and S". Sebastian; these being
the only ports prescribed for importations, whatever may be their denomination, but in

no wwe arc they to be conveyed over land. The prohibition against keeping magazines
in the frontier towns of Castile and Aragon remains in full force; the importation of

goods through Navarre shall be lawful only by way of Pamplona; in which case the

Custom houses will deduct the necessary duties but not any others, in a manner that the

payment of duties may be brought to a level with those exacted in Cantabria.
10. Foreign Colonial produce and that which may come from our Americas, (now put

upon an equality,) which shall be carried to the ports of the exempted provinces from
the prescribed ports, (where they will have paid the duties,) for the purpose of being

imported into Castile or Aragon, shall not be obliged to pay said duties over again to the

Custom houses of Cantabria, and others before mentioned, in conformity to the privi-

lege granted them in the foregoing article.

11. All the regulations relating to the Commerce of America established by the

ordinance of the i6th
April

1816 are suppressed, except those that regard the coasting
trade of the Island of Cuba, or any others that may hereafter be adopted as supple-

mentary to the existing ones.

i
al

. The produce and merchandize of Spain may be exported to the revolted Americas

upon the same terms aa may be established for foreign countries; for said provinces

being considered aa such, it is immaterial whether the products of Spain be carried to

them or to foreign ports; by which means, in case of a concession being granted toany
goods going to America, it will be easy to prevent others from being considered aa

en titled to the same benefit.

2. Foreign vessels arriving at our ports, on transit to America, with goods or mer-

chandise oflawful Commerce and of their own production, will be allowed to ship these

of the Peninsula free of duties, provided the Cargo they may bring do not exceed the

third part of the vessels tonnage and that they load the other f
dl1 with the produce or

manufactures of Spain; but if it exceed the aforesaid 3
d
part the duties of entry on the

Cargo brought shall be paid in full.

3*. Foreign vessels arriving in ballast or laden with goods for sale, and that ship in

return an entire cargo of the produce or manufactures of Spain, shall be allowed the
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1166

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, November /, 1826.

The Russian Minister communicated to me two or three days ago the

substance of some new instructions which he has received from his govern-
ment on the subject of the relations between Spain and her Colonies. He
had transmitted to his Court the answer 2 which was given to my proposition
of an armistice; and the reception of this document was the immediate

occasion for despatching these instructions. The Emperor expresses his

surprise that His Catholic Majesty should return a merely formal and

evasive answer to a proposal of this kind, and directs his Minister to ascertain

whether this is the only reply which is to be given to the offers of amicable

mediation by the United States and to the overtures made by the Emperor
Alexander last year in consequence. Such is the account given by Mr.

d'Oubril of the natureof his new instructions. Mr. Lamb received despatches

from Mr. Canning while the latter was at Paris informing him that the

Russian Government had sent orders to Mr. d'Oubril to use his influence

with this Cabinet in favor of an immediate acknowledgment of the Inde-

pendence of the Colonies.

Mr. d'Oubril told me a* the same time that he had succinctly stated to Mr.

Salmon the Emperor's wishes upon this subject: but that he had thought it

his duty to inform his Government that in the present unsettled state of this

Cabinet and especially while their attention is so exclusively occupied with

the affairs of Portugal he did not think it probable that the question of the

Colonies would be suddenly taken up still less speedily decided.

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVI.
2 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1163, Duke del Infantado to Everett, July 8, 1826.

benefit of $
d of the tonnage duties, whether they be destined to America or to a foreign

port.

4. Spanish vessels taking entire cargoes, as above stated, either for America or for

foreign ports, shall be entitled to the J of said duties.

5. It shall be permitted to trade to the Island of Cuba under Spanish and foreign

flags, upon the same terms or difference of charges as may be observed in respect to

foreign ports with an extra charge of 4 p
r

. 100 on foreign flags, as a means of giving some

advantage to our Commerce with that Island, for which purpose our vessels shall also

enjoy a reduction of half the tonnage duties in those ports.

6. Both Spanish and foreign vessels shall load the |
ds of their Cargoes with Spanish

produce and merchandise; the remainder may be completed with foreign goods imported
into the peninsula, or it may be received in foreign ports; but when the entire cargoe
shall consist of Spanish produce, foreign vessels in the Island of Cuba shall be entitled

to a reduction of $
d of the tonnage duties; but our vessels shall always enjoy the benefit

pointed out in Article 6, although they should not have laden more than |
da of a Cargo,

as before stated; and as respects the remaining 3
d
part consisting of foreign goods,

brought from the peninsula, they are to have the benefit of a 3
d
part of the duties of

importation into said Island.
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Mr. Larnb communicated to me yesterday a despatch which he has just
received from Mr. Canning also containing new instructions on the same

subject. Mr. Canning begins by stating that it has been signified to him by
the Colombian Minister at London as the wish of his Government that that

of Great Britain would use its good offices with the Spanish Cabinet in

favour of the conclusion of an Armistice; that the Government of Mexico
unites in this wish; and that Mr. Dawkins the Commissioner at Panama

appears to think that the Representatives of the several Powers there

assembled have the same general disposition. Mr. Canning directs Mr.
Lamb to mention these facts to the Secretary of State but not to accompany
them by any offers of mediation or service. The time for these, he adds, is

past, the former proposals of this kind having been met with total silence.

He then enters for two or three pages into a sort of indirect statement of the

advantages which Spain would derive from a pacification, constantly re-

marking however that it is a matter of entire indifference to the British

Cabinet whether they make peace or not any farther than respects the in-

terest which every civilised and Christian nation must of course feel in

checking the effusion of blood. He alludes to the Autographic letter of the

King of France (mentioned in my former despatches) and says that it would

be superfluous to attempt to add anything to the arguments there urged on

the interest of Spain in favor of peace. He concludes by directing Mr,

Lamb to obtain from the Spanish Government a declaration of their in-

tentions upon this subject (not for the satisfaction of the King who is wholly
indifferent about it) but that he (Mr. Canning) may know what to say to the

Colombian Minister.

Mr. Lamb delivered a copy of this despatch yesterday to Mr. Salmon,

The occasion of transmitting these new instructions was probably the

same with that which led to those of Mr. d'Oubril, viz., the answer to rny

proposal of an armistice. This was the first written reply that had been

given by this Cabinet to any proposition of amicable mediation; and being

couched in civil and friendly terms though insignificant in substance induced

the foreign Governments to suppose that there was now some prospect of

effecting an arrangement. Hence the autograph letter of the King of France

and these new Instructions to the Russian and British Ministers. The

affected indifference of Mr. Canning is of course a mere cover; and one

through which it is not difficult to discern the workings of some other feelings

as well as that of resentment at the neglect shown by Spain of the former

offers of service made by Great Britain.

I have always considered the answer to my proposal of an armistice as at

least leaving open the door for farther negotiation if not absolutely holding

out a prospect of a favorable result; and have intended to avail myself of the

first proper occasion to renew my efforts upon this subject. The change of

Ministry which took place immediately after, the unsettled state of the
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net ever since, the King's absence from the Capital and the engrossing
ts that have intervened in Portugal, have rendered it impossible thus
o attempt any thing further. I have occasionally touched upon the

tlon in conversation with Mr. Salmon in a general way; and, have little

t as well from his remarks as from his known character, that his in-

-u.a.1 opinion respecting it is precisely the same with mine. But while he
s the Department merely ad interim and does not attend the King's
>n , his influence is not considerable; and it would be a waste of labour to

to produce an impression upon him. The difficulties with Portugal
in some degree appeased, at least for the present: The King returns

tadrid on the 26th, and the moment will then be somewhat more
rtune for reviving this subject. The determination of France to

t the Spanish American Flags (an effective though informal recogni-
of their Independence) and the change of policy in the Russian

net upon this subject are circumstances which ought to have great
hit here and will vary the state of the question very much from what it

ast winter. I cannot say that I look forward with any great confidence

L immediate decision in favour of peace; but it seems nevertheless as if a

net so completely passive as this appears to be at present in regard to its

gri relations must after a while be carried along by the combined efforts

the Christian Powers acting upon it in unison for one common object.

ia,"ve the honour [etc.].

1167

. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, January 7, 1827.

lately heard with surprise and regret the proceedings of Bolivar at

i. although I had been partly prepared for something of the kind by the

r of the Constitution which he had previously dictated for his republic in

nountains. These events appear to me to change very considerably the

t-tion of affairs in Spanish America and must produce I should suppose an

t upon our policy in regard to those countries. It can hardly be an

~t with the United States to encourage the establishment of a military

otism in Colombia and Peru the first operation of which would be to

3 an advanced post on the Island of Cuba. Should Bolivar realize his

sets he must do it almost wholly by the aid of the coloured castes who
of course under these circumstances form the dominant portion of the

MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVI.
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people. A military despot of talent and experience at the head of a black

army is certainly not the sort of neighbour whom we should naturally wish,
if we had the choice, to place upon our Southern frontier. On some future

occasion and when the views of Bolivar (which are already however but too

clear) shall be more fully developed, I may perhaps take the liberty of sub-

mitting some further reflections to you upon this subject. According to my
view of it I confess that were the moment favorable for resuming the negotia-

tion at this place upon American affairs (as it evidently is not) I should

hesitate about the propriety of insisting any longer upon the recognition of

the republic of Colombia as a thing agreeable to the United States. A con-

siderable time will probably elapse before there will be opportunity for

treating any subject of importance with this government excepting that of

Portugal. In the mean time you would oblige me very particularly by
furnishing me with new Instructions upon the subject of our relations with

the Spanish American Governments and the Islands of Cuba and Puerto

Rico. I should also be indebted to you for a communication of the In-

structions that have been given to our Ministers at Panama and in general

for any information tending to illustrate the views of the President upon this

branch of our foreign policy,

1168

Alexander II. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States x

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, March 31, 1827.

The Duke of San Carlos who has generally been looked to ever since the

resignation of the Duke del Infantado as the permanent successor and who
has been during the intervening period residing at Paris, is now on his way
home; and it is supposed among the best informed persons that he will

immediately, be appointed Secretary of State. He is (as I think I informed

you in a preceding letter) an American and has very large landed estates in

Peru. He is also represented as a person of moderation and correct judg-

ment though of not very brilliant intellectual powers. His appointment

would perhaps be likely to exercise a favorable influence on the question of

the acknowledgment of the independence of the Colonies.

As regards this subject, I am happy to be able to inform you that arrange-

ments are in a state of forwardness at Rome for the conclusion of Concordats

with the new American Govu . This fact was communicated to me yester-

* MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVII.
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day by the Bishop of Cervia, Secretary of the Embassy here. It is still kept
as secret as possible in order that it may not come to the knowledge of the

Spanish Cabinet until the details are all settled. It is thought that when the

business is fairly terminated the Ministry will acquiesce though perhaps with

a bad grace ; but that if they were aware that the negotiation was proceeding

they would be at some pains to obstruct it and might give the Pope a good
deal of trouble. The Bishop expects to receive copies of the treaties in a

short time and has promised to communicate them to me as soon as they
arrive. The first effect of these arrangements in America will be to fill the

vacant sees through the whole vast extent of the new States. The general
influence of the event will be, I should think, highly favorable to the good
order and tranquillity of those countries

;
but whether it will tend to confirm

their present republican form of Gov*. is perhaps more doubtful. I am
inclined in fact to attribute the somewhat sudden termination of these

negotiations to the influence of Bolivar, who probably conceived that an

established church will serve to consolidate the new constitution, which it

appears to be his intention to introduce in Colombia and Peru. These are

also the Govts. with which, as I understand, the arrangements have ap-

proached most nearly to a conclusion. In my next letters I shall perhaps
be able to give you some further particulars upon this subject.

I am [etc.].

1169

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, April 7, 1827.

SIR: I have mentioned to you, I believe, in some of my preceding letters

the cases of several citizens of the United States who have been.taken by the

Spaniards in the service of the new American Governments and have been

detained in consequence as prisoners. According to the pretext of sovereignty
over the American Continent which is still held up in form by this Govern-

ment such persons are liable to be treated as rebels, and to suffer the punish-
ment of death. John Lyon, formerly a Lieutenant in the Navy, is now in this

situation at the Canary Islands, and several individuals named on the en-

closed list are imprisoned at Ceuta for the same cause.

Although these persons by making war upon a power in amity with the

United States have forfeited their right to be claimed and protected as

citizens, they are nevertheless according to our view of the political situation

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVII.
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of the American Continent not to be considered as accomplices in acts of high
treason against the Spanish Government. The public acknowledgment by
the United States of the Independence of the Spanish Colonies doubtless

had some indirect influence in inducing them to seek their fortunes in the

service of these Powers. For these reasons I have thought myself at liberty
to take an interest in their favor and to employ any means for obtaining their

release which might appear most likely to succeed. I have accordingly
from time to time mentioned their case both verbally and in writing to the

Minister and have urged their release or exchange chiefly on the score of

common humanity. The affair has been for some months past under the

consideration of the Minister of War and I have been promised from week
to week a decision, which, I rather suppose when it comes will be favourable.

Finding however that the matter was attended with much delay and fearing

that some of the prisoners, especially Lyon, who is in bad health, might die

in the interim, I determined to solicit their liberty of the King as a personal
favor to myself. I accordingly requested of His Majesty through Mr.
Salmon a private audience for this purpose which was very readily granted
for the following day. At this interview with the King I stated to him

briefly the motives of humanity that recommend the release of these men
and added as a particular reason which had encouraged me to solicit their

pardon, that a favour of this kind which His Majesty had granted to my
predecessor Mr. Nelson in the case of one Pechut had been rendered ineffec-

tual by the delay that had previously taken place, the prisoner having been

executed before the pardon arrived. The King received the application

very civilly and said that Mr. Salmon had also interested himself for these

persons. He promised to take the matter into consideration and I am in-

duced to hope that the request will be granted. I delivered to the King a

written memorandum of the names of the persons in question of which I en-

close a copy.

1170

Alexander II, Everett, "United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, April ip, 1827.

The report of the appointment of the Duke of San Carlos to the place of

Secretary of State has in a great measure subsided and the existing arrange-

ment, which is entirely provisional in substance as well as in form, seems

likely to continue for the present. The King left town yesterday for Aran-

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVII.
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uez taking with him of the Ministers only Calomarde who has the depart-
ment of Grace and Justice and is regarded as the organ of the Clergy in the

Cabinet. This circumstance indicates distinctly enough the nature of the

nfluence which is still really predominant notwithstanding the concessions

vhich it has been found necessary to make to the Portuguese and English,
[t appears that Count Ofalia will stay a while at Paris on his way to London,
md will endeavour to arrange the misunderstanding that has taken place be-

rween the two Courts, so as to replace the formal diplomatic relations on
:he usual footing. The French papers intimate that he is charged with in-

structions to communicate to the Cabinets of Paris and London the intention

}f this Government to fit out a new expedition against Mexico. Their

articles on the subject are doubtless an echo of some vague rumours to this

iffect which circulated here about the time of the Court's departure, but

ivhich after making a pretty careful enquiry I have not been able to trace to

my distinct foundation. Mr. Salmon assured me formally and explicitly

:hat the Court had no instructions in regard to America; and Mr. Lamb who
communicated with him before he set off respecting the objects of his mission

confirms the assurance. It is well understood, however, that the dominant

party are less inclined then ever to an acknowledgment of the Independence
D the Colonies. The late movements of Bolivar in Peru and Colombia and

the disturbed state of some of the other Governments have revived their

expectations which had been a good deal depressed by the constant ill success

D the Royal arms on the Continent of America.

1171

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States x

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, June 9, 1827.

It has been vaguely rumoured here that Count Ofalia was authorised in

the event of finding much difficulty in effecting the objects of his mission to

offer as an additional consideration for the evacuation of Portugal the

acknowledgment by Spain of one or more of the new American States and of

a part of the Loan contracted by the Cortes. But these reports are evidently

baseless. It was supposed with a greater appearance of probability, as I

mentioned 2 to you at the time of the Count's departure, that he was

empowered to negotiate upon the subject of the Colonies. I then made a

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVII.
2 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1170, Everett to Clay, April, 19, 1827.



pretty careful inquiry upon this point and came to the conclusion that he had

no positive instructions to treat for the acknowledgment of the new States or

in any way to commit the Government ;
but was probably ordered to report

any proposition that might be made to him from any quarter. Such was

the account which Mr. Salmon gave me of the nature of the Count's powers

at the time. The rumour alluded to has lately been renewed both here and

abroad; but I have learned nothing yet that would lead me to give any
credit to it. Mr. Salmon's assurances are the same as before and he repeated

them to me at my last conversation with him on the 5th inst. He then said

that orders had been given a long time ago for the preparation of a full report

upon this interesting question which, when made, would become the basis of

a new examination of it by the Council that might possibly end hereafter in

the adoption of some specific measures, but that in the meantime the events

in Portugal had occurred and that the Government for a year past had given

no real attention to any thing else and least of all to the state of America;

that as regards the mission of Count Ofalia in particular the only object of it

was to attempt to obtain the evacuation of Portugal by the British army.
A little circumstance however occurred here lately which might be inter-

preted so as to prove that the Count either with or without authority, was

taking some interest at present in the affairs of the Colonies. Among his

personal acquaintances at this place was a certain Dr. Joseph de Presas,

known as an individual of respectable talent and as being pretty well ac-

quainted with America. He had been employed as private Secretary to the

Queen of Portugal while she resided at Rio Janeiro and had returned with

her to Europe. He then passed into the Spanish Service in which he held

several respectable places and in the year 1823 went out to Mexico probably
as a secret agent to collect information. Upon his return he made a report

upon the situation of that Colony which was afterwards printed and of which

I send you herewith a translation. 1 It is violently hostile to the Revolution

and found a good deal of favour in the eyes of the Count and the diplomatic

corps, more I suppose from its spirit than from its substantial value as it

gives little or no real information respecting the Republic. Since his return

from Mexico this person had remained here without any ostensible employ-
ment

;
but within a few weeks he left the City in a rather mysterious manner

giving out to his most intimate friends that he was going to Catalonia upon
some affairs of a private character which he stated in detail. The first

letters received from him after his departure were dated at Paris and it

appears from the last accounts that he was leaving that City for London at

about the same time with Count Ofalia. This coincidence has induced some

persons here to believe that he was invited by the Count to come on for the

purpose of assisting him in his negotiations in regard to America; and the

conclusion seems to be altogether probable whatever may be the nature of

1 Not printed.
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the Count's instructions. The employment of Presas whose opinions and

feelings are decidedly against the Independence of the Colonies is itself how-
ever a symptom that nothing of that kind was contemplated as the result of

the mission of Ofalia. It must be allowed in fact even by those who are

most strongly inclined to recommend to Spain the policy of Recognition that

the present moment is not precisely the one which a prudent Government
would select for adopting any new system of a decisive character in regard to

America.

You will have learned directly from Paris that the visit of Mr. Carnacho,
Minister of foreign affairs in Mexico, to that City produced a favorable

effect upon the relations between the new Republic and France. Letters

addressed by him to one of his friends and countrymen at this place which

passed through my hands mention that the French Ambassador at London,
after specially consulting his Government on the subject acknowledged Mr.

Camacho as Minister Plenipotentiary from Mexico in the passport which he

gave him upon leaving England and that he had procured from the Ministry
the recognition of the Mexican Consul accredited at Paris and the expedition

of commissions made out in the same form for the French Commercial agents
in his own country. These proceedings amount to a formal acknowledgment
of the Independence which had before been substantially recognised by the

admission of the flag. I have also learned from the Bishop of Cevica

[Cervia?] Secretary to the Pope's Embassy here that the arrangements
which I mentioned in a former despatch

1 as being in a fair train had in fact

been completed. The Nuncio and his Secretary have recently quitted the

country and the Embassy is for the moment entirely vacant. Copies of the

concordats concluded with the new Governments had not been received here

before the Nuncio's departure, but I shall probably be able to obtain them

soon through the medium of the French Charg< d'Affaires who is instructed

to sustain the interests of the Pope at this Court. These important pro-

ceedings in France and Italy may be viewed as completely confirming the

Independence of such of the American States as are enabled by their internal

situation to derive the natural advantage from them and particularly

Mexico. It is much to be regretted that the recent turn of events in the

Republic of Colombia should have been of such a kind as not only to destroy

the prospect of immediate tranquillity but even to throw some uncertainty

upon the mere fact of independence, the security for which, as far as there

is any, now rests entirely, as respects that Government, on the imbecility of

Spain.
Gen1

. Loriga an officer who has served with some distinction in America

was lately appointed to command the second military division on the Island

of Cuba, and it was rumoured here as the intention of the Government in

sending him out that he should ultimately take the direction of a new
1 See above, pt. xm, doc, 1168.
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expedition against the Continent. He left Madrid about six weeks ago for

Bordeaux where he was to embark for his destination, but had hardly had
time to reach that City when a Courier was despatched in pursuit of him
with an order countermanding his appointment and recalling him to this

place. It was reported here that his recall was occasioned by a denunciation

made by me of a plot for delivering the Island to the English in the event of

actual hostilities in which Loriga was concerned. I have since seen a person
not now employed in the Government but who occasionally visits the King
in private and who told me that he had himself denounced Loriga directly to

His Majesty as being every way a most corrupt and suspicious character and
had furnished such documentary proofs of his charges as determined the

step that was taken.

1172

Alexander IL Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

Confidential. MADRID, August 27, 1827.

SIR : The enclosed copy of a confidential despatch addressed to the Minister

of State by the Conde de Alcudia, Spanish Minister at London, 2 was handed

me today by a private friend and may be depended on as authentic. As this

communication was made to me in the strictest confidence, and as the docu-

ment is in itself unsuitable for the press, I take the liberty of transmitting it

to you for the President's information in the form of a private letter, and re-

quest that it may not be placed on the public files of the Department of

State.

In this letter the Spanish Minister informs his Gov4
. of a plan conceived

by that of England, and already in a state of partial execution, for effecting a

revolution in the Canary Islands & in Cuba. The sources from which the

Count cle Alcudia derived his knowledge upon the subject are, as you will

perceive, of the most respectable character, and such as leave no doubt of

the reality of the facts. The object seems to be to establish the British in-

fluence in those islandsin the end probably to obtain territorial possession

of them j
the cover of a spontaneous declaration of independence by the in-

habitants is to be employed in order as is expressly stated to avoid

awakening the jealousy of the Gov*. of the U. S.

I have thought it of high importance to give you the earliest information

of these proceedings: and wishing to send off the paper by the French Canice

that leaves town tonight, I have no time at present to add any further re-

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVII.
2 See above, pt. xni, enclosure to doc. 1172, p. 2147, under date of June i, 1827.
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marks. The President will perceive at once the bearing of these projects

upon the interest of the U. S. and will judge what measures it may be proper
to adopt for the purpose of defeating them or counteracting their effects.

If any should be resolved on in which my concurrence may be wanted, you
will of course favour me with the necessary instructions. In the mean time
I shall endeavour to collect all the information on the subject that is acces-

sible here, and shall give you notice of any other circumstances that may
come to my knowledge.

It is rather singular that the Duke of Wellington should have made known
to the Spanish Minister a plan formed & acted on while he was himself a
member of the cabinet. The fact was probably owing to the strong feelings
of disgust & bitterness with which he has been inspired by the late change in

the Administration. It is also rather singular that Mr. Salmon himself

should have made no communication to me upon a project, which is certainly
not indifferent to the U. S. and in regard to which he might naturally expect
that their cooperation would be useful to Spain. Upon this point & others

connected with the subject I shall hereafter submit to your consideration

some additional remarks. 1

I am [etc.].

[ENCLOSURE]

PRIVATE DISPATCH ADDRESSED TO MANUEL GONZALEZ SALMON, FIRST
SECRETARY OF STATE OF SPAIN, BY COUNT DE ALCTJDIA,

SPANISH AMBASSADOR TO GREAT BRITAIN

LONDON, June i, 1827.
Confidential.

SIR: For the information of the King I deem it my duty to make
known to Y. E. that this Gov*. dispatched a Frigate some time ago
to the Canary Islands with persons on board who were instructed to

ascertain whether any preparations were making for sending out troops
to America, as well as the state of defence of the islands & the senti-

ments of the inhabitants. All this was accordingly performed, and
the islands were found to be destitute of defence, the Troops few in

number, and those few disaffected & ready for any enterprise.

Having thence proceeded to the Havana, they found that there
was a similar disposition among the inhabitants there; but that the

strength of the place and the care with which every point is guarded,
would make any attempt to take possession of it very difficult without
the concurrence of the authorities and the garrison. Under these
circumstances it has been concluded to prepare the public opinion in

favour of England by means of emissaries, to the end that the inhabit-

ants may declare themselves independent and call in the British to their

assistance, who will be ready to give it, and who by this means will

avoid any collision with the Gov*. of the U. S. This plan has been
connected between the revolutionists residing here (at London) and in

1 See below, pt. xin, doc. 1174.
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the islands; and a Spanish General now at this place has been fixed

upon for taking the command at the Havana.
The Duke of Wellington has given me advice of this plan, and it is

confirmed by an intimation which he also gave to Brig
r

. Don Francisco
Armenteros, when the latter took leave of him upon going to the
Havana. The Duke then requested him if he discovered any disposi-
tion in the authorities of that place to throw off the Gov*. of H. C. M.
to acquaint him (the Duke) with it as it would be a great pity that the

King should lose that possession, God preserve [etc.]

1173

Alexander JL Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States :

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, November 8, 1827,

The late difficulty with the Pope in regard to the affairs of South America

aeemH to be amicably settled. The new Nuncio, who takes the title of Arch-

bishop of Athens, arrived here a week or two since, and although he could

not be presented to the King was allowed by His Majesty to enter at once

upon all the privileges of his office. It is even rumoured that the Court of

Rome has consented to defer for a year the formal installation of the Bishops

lately named for Colombia. But this report rests on doubtful authority,

and is not very probable after the late proclamation by His Holiness of the

names of these Bishops in open consistory and after the misunderstanding

with this Government, which resulted from the proceeding, is nearly 01

quite arranged.

Various reports have been current of late both here and in other parts oi

Europe respecting negotiations for peace between Spain and her colonies

and a pretended treaty has, I believe, been published in some of the French

papers. From the information which I possess upon the subject, in the

accuracy and completeness of which I have the fullest reason to put confi-

dence, I can assure you that there is not the least foundation for these re

ports, and that no step whatever of importance has been taken respecting

the Colonies since my last communications on that subject, or is likely to b<

for an indefinite time to come.

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVIII.
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Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States 1

[EXTRACTS]

Confidential. MADRID, December 12, 1827.

SIR: I have intended ever since I received the information respecting the

British intrigue for revolutionising the island of Cuba and the Canaries,
2

to communicate with this Govt. upon the subject at the earliest favorable

opportunity. The unsettled state of the Administration for some time

after, and then the departure of the King and the only effective Minister for

Catalonia, together with the urgent character of their occupations in that

quarter, rendered it of course inexpedient for the time to direct their atten-

tion to any other affairs, however in themselves important. I should

probably have adjourned the matter untill after the King's return, which is

expected about the middle of January, had not the Gov*. recently shewn a

disposition to terminate at once the negotiation respecting Indemnities. It

struck me that a free communication with the Minister upon the subject

alluded to would naturally produce a more friendly & confidential feeling

towards the U. S. which might possibly have a favorable effect upon the

decision of this question. In the conversations which I have recently had

with Mr. Salmon I have accordingly taken occasion to suggest, without of

course mentioning from what quarter the information had been received,

that the Gov*. of the U. S. had reason to suppose that the British Gov*. had

organised a plan for revolutionising the islands; and I enquired of him

whether this Gov*. had any knowledge of the proceedings. Mr. Salmon

seemed a little surprised at the tenor of my remarks; but replied that this

Gov*. had in fact received information some months ago that the British

Gov*. had sent out a frigate to the Canaries & to Cuba for the purpose of

reconnoitering the state of the preparations for defence at those islands, and

of establishing relations with such discontented persons as might be found

there. He had heard nothing respecting the results of this expedition, &
believed that thus far everything was tranquil & secure. The Gov*., he

said, placed great dependence on the fidelity & efficiency of the troops at

Cuba, which they believed were quite competent to secure the island against

any hostile enterprise foreign or domestic.

I then mentioned to Mr. Salmon that according to the information which

the Gov*. of the U. S. had received, the object of the plan was to place the

island under the protection of G. Britain, but that the form of a declaration

of Independence was to be adopted in order to avoid awakening the jealousy

of the U. S.
;
that the U. S. would not of course be deceived by this artifice;

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVIII.
2 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1172, Everett to Secretary of State, August 17, 1827.
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that they could not view with indifference these movements of the British

Gov4
. considering it, as they did, as a settled principle that the island must in

no event pass into the possession or under the protection of any European
power other than Spain that itwasnot their desire to derive any accession of

territory or other direct advantage from the part which they might be

compelled to take in the affairs of Cuba by the results of this intrigue; but on
the contrary to employ their influence, should it be necessary, in the manner
most agreeable to the wishes and the interest of H. M. and I intimated to him
that the moment seemed to be favorable for a more full & free communication
of intentions & opinions respecting the state of this island and of the

American Colonies in general than had yet taken place between the two

powers. I suggested to him, at the same time, that it would in my opinion

contribute materially to the establishment of a good understanding between

them (so desirable on every account at the present moment) if H. M's. Gov fc

.

would consent to arrange immediately to the satisfaction of the U. S. the

several questions now under negotiation.

Mr. Salmon appeared to be a good deal interested in what I said upon
the subject, and requested me to give him a note of the principal particulars

that he might be able to make them known with precision to the other

Ministers. I have accordingly prepared a short confidential memorandum

upon the subject, which I shall hand him the next time I see him. No
results can be expected from these communications in reference to the more

general subject of the Colonies, or even of the island of Cuba, untill after the

return of the King & M r. Calomarde. . .

Soon after writing my last confidential letter I received a visit from

Colonel Cloiect [?], one of the two persons who had given me the information

which I transmitted to you upon the abovementioned subject; the other,

Marco del Font, having been as you are aware, arrested. The Colonel at-

tempted to put a good face upon the conduct of his associate, and affirmed

that he was perfectly innocent of any share in the troubles of Catalonia; that

the letters which had been found and produced against him related merely

to business transactions ; and that he would shortly be set at liberty. Several

weeks have since passed away, and Marco still remains in close confinement.

Although the Colonel disavowed for himelf & his friend any share in the

conspiracy, it was evident from his conversation that he heartily wishes that

it might succeed and also fully believed that it would. At this interview he

mentioned that he thought of going shortly to Valencia for a change of air,

and it is probable that he soon after left town, as I have not seen him since.

At this, as atour preceding conversations, the Colonel professed the highest

respect for the Gov*. & people of the U. S. & the strongest wish that the

island of Cuba might form a part of our Confederacy. Such, he said, was

the wish of a great part of the inhabitants; and he did not doubt that it

would sooner or later be realised. He had been, he added, an ardent Royalist,
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and had given proofs of the most devoted attachment to the King under all

changes of fortune; but he had now become satisfied that the system of

administration adopted in this Kingdom was so thoroughly corrupt beyond
all hope or possibility of improvement that the island could never really

prosper under it or enjoy any actual security against the occurrence of

troubles. For these reasons he was ready to cooperate at any time to the

extent of his influence in any measures that might be expedient for delivering
it up to the U. S. and would put into their hands with pleasure the port &
colony of Fernandina of which he is Governor. The bay of Jagua on which
it is situated would, as he said, afford an excellent landing place for a body
of troops it being capacious & secure not very remote from the Havana,
with a good road leading from it to that place across the country.

These proposals were made without any solicitation on my part, not did I

give the Colonel any encouragement to suppose that they would be acted on.

I told him, on the contrary, that the U. S. were on good terms with Spain,
and would on no account take any measures inconsistent with this relation

that if it should become necessary, in consequence of the present British in-

trigues or of any future occurrence, for them to interfere in the concerns of

the island, even to the extent of landing troops there, they would still act in

the name & on the behalf of the King, and with the intention of maintaining
his authority. I added that with this understanding of the policy of the

U. S. it would be highly interesting to them to know that in the contingency
alluded to (which was certainly far from being an impossible one) they could

depend upon his cooperation and that I would certainly communicate the

overtures which he had made upon the subject to my Gov*. You will per-
ceive at once by inspecting a map how important the possession of the point
in question would be in the event of any active operations on the island.

The Col 1
, who is very much advanced in years, possesses the Gov*. of the

colony for life with reversion to his son, whose dispositions are probably the * I I

same with his own ;
so that the state of feeling indicated by his proposals will

s

\\
H

doubtless exist at this point for a long time to come. ! ^
I think it proper to inform you that I have been for some months past in

, ^1-

communication with a private agent of the Colombian Gov*. at this place ^
ij

named Dn
. Thomas Quintero. He is a native of Caracas, where after having

been educated for the bar he was employed by the Bishop of the diocese as

his private secretary. Soon after the opening of the revolution the latter

returned to Madrid and Quintero accompanied him. The Bishop soon after

died, leaving his secretary executor of his will, in which capacity he has been

acting ever since. He is considered as a person of superior talent and is the

author of some literary works of merit. He was introduced to me in the

first instance by a third person as a private gentleman, and some time after

read to me letters from Mr. Ravenga, authorising him to act for the Gov*. of

Colombia, and specially requesting him to communicate with me. He has
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also read to me letters from the Colombian Minister at London. I do not

find that he has any powers to treat with this Gov'. directly or indirectly, so

that his chief or only business here is to furnish information. I have thought
it my duty, upon being assured of the reality of his public character, to com-

municate freely with him upon matters in which the interest of his Gov1
. is

concerned, and have in turn derived considerable assistance from him in col-

lecting information respecting the state of passing events in this Kingdom.
A few weeks since he put into my hands a list of Colombian citizens who

had been taken prisoners by the Spaniards and are now kept in close con-

finement in the Peninsula, together with another of Spaniards who have in

like manner been taken by the Colombians and are now detained in their

hands, with a request that I would use my influence with this Gov*. for effect-

ing an exchange. The two lists had been transmitted to him by the Colom-

bian Minister at London. I felt of course no difficulty in acceding to his

desire; and after first conversing with Mr. Salmon on the subject, I addressed

a note to him respecting it.

1175

Alexander II. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

Confidential. MADRID, April 4, 1828.

SIR : Since I had the honour of writing to you last on the subject of the

memoir on the American question transmitted by Count Ofalia from London

& now under consideration in the Council of State, I have taken occasion

from time to time to converse with Mr, Salmon about it, and to obtain such

information as I could from other quarters. Mr. Salmon tells me that the

memoir is circulating from hand to hand among the members, agreeably to

the mode of transacting business in that body, in order that every one may
form and put in writing his private opinion upon it, after which it will be

taken up in Council. He rather holds out the idea that the deliberations

will terminate in the adoption of some decided measures; but this is probably

the effect of his general habit of accomodating the manner, and in some

degree the substance, of his remarks to what he supposes to be the disposition

of the person with whom he is talking. The information which I receive

from other quarters inclines me to think that there is no prospect of any

important result from these proceedings, and this is the more probable as the

larger & only effective part of the members of the Council are known to be

more decidedly opposed to concession than perhaps any other equal number

of persons in the Kingdom.
1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVIII.
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I have been positively promised a copy of this memoir as soon as it shall

come into the hands of a certain member of the Council, and if I obtain it

shall of course send it to you without delay. From the farther notions which
I have been able to obtain respecting its contents, I am inclined to doubt
whether it is precisely such a paper as I had been led to suppose in the first

instance, & whether it was a spontaneous & decided effort by its author to

aid in bringing about an acknowledgment of the independence of the new
States. Notwithstanding the positive & repeated assurances which I re-

ceived from the Gov*. about the time when Count Ofalia set off upon his

mission that he was not authorised to treat upon American affairs, I have

now very little doubt that he was instructed to communicate either directly

or indirectly with the agents of the American powers, and to hear their

proposals, particularly with the view of ascertaining whether any of them
would be satisfied with any thing short of complete independence. The
memoir which he has now transmitted contains, as I have reason to suppose,
the result of these communications accompanied by observations from the

Count himself on the merits of the question, but not conveying any express

recommendation of an acknowledgment of the independence of the new
States.

It is perhaps more probable that the Count in transmitting the memoir at

this moment and the Gov*. in taking it into consideration have rather acted

on the opinion that, in consequence of the continued troubles in various parts

of Spanish America and the apparent tendency of the general condition of all

the new states to proceed from bad to worse, the period was favorable for

attempting an arrangement upon a different basis from that of separation.

The same idea has also been suggested to me by the Russian Minister. His

instructions since the accession of the Emperor Nicholas have been more

precise than they were before on the subject of advising a pacification even

on the basis of independence, if no other could be obtained; but in conse-

quence of the troubled state of the Peninsula, and the absence of the King
he has had no opportunity of acting upon them. Upon his return from

Barcelona I communicated to him the information I had received on

the subject of the memoir of Count Ofalia of which he had before heard

nothing ; and he has since occasionally conversed with Mr. Salmon about it.

The impressions he has received from these conversations and from such

other intelligence as he has been able to obtain in regard to the contents of

the memoir & the views of this Gov*. in taking it into consideration, agree

with mine as expressed above. He also appears to think as I just remarked

that the internal troubles throughout Spanish America indicate a decided

incapacity in the population of those regions to organise regular governments,
and that the better course would be for the principal European powers in

concert with the U. S. to endeavour to mediate between the two parties to

the war on a different principle from that of independence. This opinion is
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however, as I understand it, entirely a private one, & probably rather at

variance with the spirit of his last instructions on the subject. Although
the events of the last two years are certainly of the most discouraging

character, I cannot for myself renounce the belief that the new States will

assume after a while a more settled aspect, and can hardly suppose that

either the United States or G. Britain will be induced to adopt a new system
of policy in regard to them in consequence of appearances which, however

unpleasant, are doubtless incident to a greater or less extent to all violent

Revolutions of this description and may be expected to subside of themselves

in the course of time. While countenanced as they are now by these two

powers it is not likely that any of the Spanish American States will think

of voluntarily relinquishing their independence; and considering the natural

pertinacity of the Spanish character, it may well be doubted whether after

all that has passed a general intervention of all the Powers including G.

Britain & the United States, would succeed (without employing actual

coercion which would of course never be resorted to) in inducing them to

consent to such a thing. The plan of the Russian Minister appears to be

therefore on all accounts impracticable, but considering the suggestion as in

itself entitled to some attention and as being perhaps the precursor of some

more formal proposal of a similar kind from the same quarter, I have

thought it worth mentioning to you confidentially for the information of

the President,

The American question being again under the consideration of this Gov*.

and of course to a certain extent under that of the other principal powers, it

seems desirable that the lattershould be aswell informed as possibleof all the

past occurrences connected with this business. Under this impression I

thought it expedient to communicate to the Russian Minister the despatch

from the Spanish Minister at London transmitted with my confidential letter

No. i .* He had no previous information of the proceedings mentioned in this

document, and appeared to be a good deal surprised not in the most agree-

able manner -at this exhibition of the policy of the British Gov*. He agreed

with me in thinking that the system then adopted will probably not be

pursued by the new Administration. Although the Duke of Wellington was

a member of the Cabinet at the time, it is quite apparent from his giving in-

formation of the proceedings to the Count de la Alcudia, that they did not

meet his personal approbation ;
and it is already sufficiently evident from his

public declarations& acts as PrimeMinister that he will take much less interest

in the cause of Spanish America as well as of Portugal & Greece than his

predecessor. The project may therefore be viewed as in a great measure

personal to Mr. Canning, and as an effect of his in this instance perhaps

extravagant & ill judged zeal for liberal principles aided possibly in part by

jealousy of the United States.
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In the last conversation which I had with Mr. Salmon on this subject he
mentioned to me that the memorandum I had delivered to him respecting it

had been, with several other papers relating to the American question,
annexed to the memoir of Count Ofalia that they might be taken into con-

sideration by the Council in connexion with it. In allusion to the intimation

given in this memorandum and on various other occasions that it was the

policy of the United States to maintain the existing state of things in the
island of Cuba, as far as they could do it with propriety & consistently with
the observation of a fair neutrality between the belligerent parties, he desired

me to state more particularly if I had no objection in what manner the

Gov*. of the United States would lend their aid for this purpose if the

occasion should require it. I replied, substantially in the same way as I did

soon after my arrival here and have done in several subsequent instances to

inquiries of a similar kind, that the United States could not undertake to

guarantee positively & formally the possession of the island of Cuba to the

King.because they did notwish to enter into engagementswhich might involve

them in war but that they considered their well known policy on this sub-

ject taken in connexion with that of G. Britain & France, which were equally
notorious to the world, as furnishing a security hardly less formal & probably
much more effectual than any written obligation considered merely as such.

He remarked in reply that he was aware that it was our policy to prevent the

island from passing into the hands of any European power other than Spain;
and alluding to the project of the British Gov*. disclosed in the communica-
tion of the Count de la Alcudia, according to which they were to take it under
their protection employing the form of a declaration of independence in

order not toawaken the jealousy of the United States, he inquiredwhat course
we should adopt supposing (what is not at present very probable) that a

serious attempt should be made to realise this plan. I replied that my
Gov*. had received information of the project in question, but had not

given me any new instructions in consequence of it; and that I could only
answer by reference to the tenor of my preceding instructions, which were of

a general kind, but nevertheless sufficiently explicit that in them I was

expressly authorised to assure the Spanish Gov*. that the United States

could not in any event permit the island of Cuba to pass into the hands of

any European power other than Spain, and to inform them that a similar

communication had been made to the principal cabinets of Europe partic-

ularly France, G. Britain & Russia. If notwithstanding these declarations

any one of these powers should undertake to disturb the existing state of

things, it followed in my opinion as a necessary consequence that the United

States would be prepared to cooperate actively with H. C. M. in maintaining
it. He then inquired what sort of cooperation they would under these

circumstances probably agree to. I replied that having, as I had already

informed him, no precise intruction in regard to the contingency in question
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I could only give him my private opinion, but that on my view of the subjecl
the case supposed seemed hardly to admit of any doubt, and that [the'

United States would cooperate in the first instance by good offices, and ii

these failed, in any other form that might be agreeable to H. M.'s Gov 1

He then said that these assurances were satisfactory but that he should be

glad to have them if possible in a more completely official shape. I told him
in answer that I would with pleasure inform you of the substance of our con-

versation & lose no time in making to him any farther communications which

might be given me in charge. His precise object seemed to be to ascertair

whether in the case supposed the United States would go the length shoulc

other methods fail- of employing their naval & military force in aid of the

King. I made no scruple of assuring him that I had no doubt they would

considering this as a necessary result of their declared & well known policy
Should the President's opinion be different he will of course instruct me 1

tc

qualify what I have individually said upon the subject by any official com'

munieation which may appear to him expedient. It may be proper to add

that in seeking to obtain some farther & more precise assurances from the

United States, this Gov 1
. docs not probably act under an apprehension of the

immediate occurrence of the danger alluded to, but merely for the genera

purpose of satisfying themselves in regard to our policy. The project enter-

tained last year by the British Gov*. has been the immediate occasion of tak-

ing the matter into view at present: but Mr. Salmon assured me very ex-

plicitly, and I have no doubt sincerely that they did not believe that the

plan would be pursued or that the island was now exposed to any danger
I have received no official answer to the note transmitted with my lasl

confidential letter containing a proposal for a reciprocal exchange of Colom-

bian & Spanish prisoners.

I received a few clays ago from the Colombian Minister at London a lettei

in which he informs me that armed vessels of his country cruising on the

Mediterranean station are exposed to embarrassment for want of some porl

where they may occasionally take refuge. Gibraltar is, it seems, made ar

exception from the general liberty given them by their treaty with Englanc
of establishing Consuls in all British harbours, and using them freely for al

purposes of war & peace consistent with the usual principles of national law

They are therefore obliged to resort occasionally to the ports of the Barbar>

powers; but even here they are unable at present to establish Consuls and oi

course to prove their national character in a satisfactory manner. Ir

consequence of these circumstances Mr. Madrid desires me should I fee

myself authorised to do so -to instruct the Consuls of the United States ir

these ports to lend such facilities as may be in their power to the Colombiar

vessels that may enter them, as well for the purpose of authenticating theii

national character as of protecting them if necessary against any arbitrary

1 See above, pt I, doc. 185, Van Bureri to Van Ness, October 2, 1829.
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proceedings on the part of the Regencies of Barbary. As good offices of

this description appear to me to come within the range of those which are

usually reciprocated between the agents & citizens of friendly Gov*8
. when

occasion requires, I propose to comply provisionally with his request: but

have thought it proper at the same time to give you notice of thecircumstance
that the President, should he think it necessary, may have an opportunity of

countermanding my instructions by a direct injunction to the Consuls at

Gibraltar and on the Barbary Coast, to whom I shall address it.

I have the honour [etc.].

1176

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

MADRID, April 29, 1828.

SIR: The enclosed paper
2 was lately communicated to me by a friend who

received it from an authentic source at Lisbon with an assurance, that it

contains the substance of a proposition lately made to the Regent by the

British Ambassador at that place as a basis for a negotiation respecting the

settlement of the succession to the two Crowns of Portugal and Brazil. It is

rather more favorable to the Regent than the system at present established

by the Charter, which excludes him entirely from any pretentions to either

Crown, at least until the complete failure of the line of the Emperor of Brazil

in all its branches. No answer has yet been returned to this proposal.

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVIII.
2 The paper follows:

Substance of an arrangement of the right of succession to the Crowns of Portugal and
Brazil proposed to the Government of the former by that of Great Britain.

I

The Emperor of Brazil cedes his right to the Crown of Portugal to his daughter D*
Maria de Gloria and acknowledges the Infant Dn

Miguel as Regent according to the
Charter.

2

The succession of Brazil is secured to the lineal descendants of the Emperor with the
exclusion of D B Maria de Gloria.

3

The succession of Portugal is secured to the lineal descendants of D" Maria de Gloria
and on their failure to those of the late King with the exclusion of the Emperor of

Brazil.

4

If either of the two lines become extinct the succession passes to the other; the heir

for the time being will then make his election between the Crowns, and the one which he
renounces passes to the next heir in succession.

5

The mode of succession to the Crown in the two countries shall be determined by the
laws of each.
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You are probably aware that during the course of last winter the Emperor
of Brazil was advised by the principal powers of Europe acting in concert for

this purpose to derogate from the settlement of the succession to the Crown
of Portugal, established by the charter, and to recognize his brother Miguel
as King. It is understood that in making this suggestion they proceeded on
the supposition that upon the Emperor's establishing himself abroad the

right of succession rested ipso facto in Miguel by the ancient Constitutional

laws of the Kingdom, and that they had inadvertently overlooked this

circumstance when they previously assented to the settlement made by the

Emperor in favor of his daughter. This suggestion was sent out about the

first of last December and it is now about time for the answer of the Emperor
to arrive. It is not improbable therefore that the arrangement contemplated
in the enclosed paper, which is a sort of middle term between the settlement

as now established and the one suggested, by the Powers may have been

proposed by the Emperor to them and to his brother as a compromise.
But under whatever auspices it may have been proposed it will not be

readily assented to by the Regent whose partizans are fanatically bent upon

overthrowing the Constitution and declaring him absolute King. Nothing
ehort of the most positive and determined opposition from the great powers
will prevent this result whether the Emperor of Brazil consent to it or not.

I have the honor [etc.].

1177

Manuel Gonzalez Salmon, First Secretary of State of Spain, to Alexander II.

Everett, United States Minister to Spain
1

[TRANSLATION]

AT THE PALACE, April, 1828,

SIR: The King my August Master has been informed that a Proclamation

signed by David Porter styling himself Commander of the Squadron belong-

ing to the pretended Republic of Mexico has been published in Vera Cruz

under date of the i6th of November last, offering to grant letters of Marque
and ordering the Inspection and detention of all vessels having Spanish

property on board or articles contraband of war destined for His Majesty's

service. The above proclamation is conceived in the following terms.

By a resolution of the Supreme Govt. dated 2$d of last July and in

conformity with the tenour of the existing laws and ordinances all ves-

sels that shall be found to have enemies' property on board are to be

brought into this port for their acquittal or condemnation. This

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVIII, enclosed in Everett to Clay, May i, 1828,

which see below, pt. xm, doc. 1179.
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measure is to extend to all vessels carrying contraband articles to an
enemy's port; which articles are understood to be mortars, cannon,
muskets, pistols, and other fire arms, as also swords, sabres, bayonets,
and other offensive weapons; powder, balls, grenades, and every kind
of warlike stores; timber for shipping, rigging, sail cloth, and all other
articles made use of in the construction and equipment of vessels;

military troops, sailors, horses, clothing for soldiers and generally all

effects employed in the military or naval service: Of all which notice
is hereby given to the public for their information and to the end that it

may produce the proper effects without any one being able to alledge
ignorance. I also make it known for the government of those who
may be disposed to solicit letters of Marque and for that of vessels em-
ployed in cruizing against the enemy.

It seems unnecessary to observe to Y. E. that this singular measure is not

calculated to injure the interests of Spanish commerce alone; that of the

United States will perhaps be the first to feel the effects of the wrong thus

done to their flag. Such no doubt is the opinion entertained by the Insurers

of Philadelphia, New York and Boston, who, as His Majesty has been in-

formed, have represented to Your Excellency's Government against Porter's

Proclamation. His Majesty therefore cannot permit himself to doubt that

the President will resist all pretentions on the part of those rebels to search

the vessels of the United States, and that he will cause their flag to be

respected. But should it happen otherwise, which His Majesty is unwilling
to believe, the Spanish Government will then be under the painful necessity

of adopting suitable measures of reciprocity, and of ordering the interception

by their ships of all articles contraband of war, that may be found proceeding
to the ports of the insurgents.

His Majesty's Minister in Philadelphia has been directed to represent this

circumstance to Your Excellency's Government and I hope that Y. E. on

your part will also communicate it for their knowledge.
I avail myself of this opportunity [etc.].

1178

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Manuel Gonzalez

Salmon, First Secretary of State of Spain
l

MADRID, April 30, 1828.

SIR: I have had the honor to receive Your Excellency's late note 2 inform-

ing me of a proclamation issued by Commodore Porter under the authority

of the Government of Mexico in which he announces his intention to capture
*

iMS. Dispatches from Spain, XXVIII, enclosed in Everett to Clay, May I, 1828,
which see below, pt. xm, doc. 1179.

2 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1177, under date, April [?] 1828.
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and bring into port for adjudication neutral vessels having enemies' property
or articles contraband of war on board, specifying those which he considers

as being of this character
;
and instructs the national and private armed ships

under his command to do the same.

Agreeably to Your Excellency's request I shall immediately transmit a

copy of your note to the Government which I have the honor to represent.

Having no other information of the facts to which Your Excellency alludes,

and of course no instructions on the subject from my Government, it is not

in my power to furnish at present any particular explanation of the light in

which the President views this proceeding of Commodore Porter, or of the

policy which he may think proper to adopt in consequence, I can venture

however to assure Your Excellency in advance that it will be the earnest wish

of the Government of the United States on this, as it has been on all former

occasions, to establish the most liberal construction of the acknowledged
rules of public law ;

and that they will continue to observe as they have here-

tofore done a fair neutrality between the parties to the present war in

America.

The list of contraband articles given by Commodore Porter includes

several which have been on former occasions declared by the Government of

the United States not to be properly included in it, particularly timber and

other naval stores. The President will doubtless remonstrate with effect

against their being now treated as such by the Government of Mexico.

I avail myself of this opportunity [etc.].

1179

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

[EXTRACT]

MADRID, May i, 1828.

I have the honor to transmit herewith a translation of a note 2 which I

lately received from the Secretary of State respecting a proclamation issued

by Commodore Porter in the name of the Mexican Government, and of my
reply.

3

I also enclose a translation of a late circular instruction jointly addressed

by the Secretaries of the Treasury and the Navy to the inferior agents in their

respective departments, and prescribing certain measures to be adopted by

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain XXVIII.
2 See above, pt. xin, doc. 1177, Salmon to Everett, April [?], 1828.
3 See above, pt. xm, doc. 1178, Everett to Salmon, April 30, 1828.
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latter for the more effectual prevention of contraband trade. It was
nsmitted to me by Mr. Salmon with a request that I would make known
contents to my Government, and to the Consuls of the United States in

5 Kingdom. As the regulations established in this instruction are of some
;rest to the merchants engaged in the Spanish trade, it may perhaps be
iedient to publish it in the newspapers.
am [etc.].

1180

xanderH. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary
of State of the United States x

[EXTRACTS]

MADRID, June 23, 1828.

have reason to suppose that nothing farther has been done in the Council

state on the subject of the report of Count Ofalia upon the relations with

Lerica; and that nothing important will probably result from it. This

nt corresponds, as you will recollect, with my anticipations. The domi-

it party in the Council of State is in fact more decidedly adverse to the

nowledgement of the Independence of the Colonies than perhaps any
lal number of persons in the Kingdom ;

and in sending the memoir to this

ly for consideration it must have been the intention of the Ministry to

it out the idea of any such concession, were it even recommended, as is

y doubtful, in Ofalia's memoir. I have not yet obtained the copy of this

)er, which I have been promised, but shall probably receive it sooner or

ir.

Phe same person, from whom I received information of the transmission

;his memoir, and by whom I have occasionally been favoured with other

nmunications of value, mentioned to me within a few days a fact, which I

mot believe to be possible, but of which I think it my duty to give you
ice for the information of the President. He states that another memoir,
D transmitted by Count Ofalia, is now under the consideration of the

until of State, in which the Count advises an attempt to reconquer

;xico, and place one of the Infantes there as Viceroy; adding that the

tish Government will not only not oppose the expedition, but will on the

.trary assist Spain with money and an auxiliary army of eight thousand

n. The person who gave me the account stated that he received it from

: of the agents of Government, who is himself employed by the Council of

,te to make a report to them upon the subject, agreeably to the mode of

ceeding usual with that body in treating all important affairs. It was
1
MS.fDispatches from Spain, XXIX.
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added that the only objection made in the Council to the immediate accept-
ance of the offer arose from a doubt whether they could with propriety trust

the good faith of the British so far as to allow their armies to enter the
Colonies even as auxiliaries. Such is the statement which is made to me,
certainly on authority which I should consider in general as pretty good.
The known disposition of the Duke of Wellington, who is politically and per-

sonally friendly to the King of Spain, and has kept up a confidential cor-

respondence with him ever since the war, together with the nature of the late

internal movements in Mexico, which were not probably very satisfactory in

their issue to the British Government, render a report of this kind somewhat
less improbable than it would have been a year or two ago. Still however,
as I remarked above, I cannot but view it as a thing impossible that such a

proposition should really have been made. The report may perhaps be an
incorrect account of some actual proceeding in the Council, of which, should

that be the case, I shall probably hereafter be able to give you the details. . . .

The Consulado of Cadix drew up a short time ago a strong representation
to the King in favor of the acknowledgment of the Independence of the

American Colonies and sent it on here informally to the Ministers in order to

ascertain whether it would be well received by His Majesty. 1 1 was returned

with a negative answer, and has consequently not been presented. A copy
has been sent me from Cadiz, of which I shall transmit a translation with my
next despatches. It is somewhat curious as an expression of the opinion of

an important portion of the mercantile community upon this interesting

question, and it also includes a good deal of positive information on the

present state of Commerce in this Kingdom.
I am [etc.].

118t

Alexander II. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Manuel Gonzalez

Salmon, First Secretary of State of Spain
l

Confidential. MADRID, December 15, 1828,

SIR : Y. E. is aware that the agents in Europe of the new States, which have

been formed out of the Spanish Colonies in America, are authorised to treat

for peace whenever it may be agreeable to H. M's. Gov*. to open a negocia-

tion with them for this purpose. I have lately been requested by the

Colombian Minister at London to intimate to Y. E. in a confidential way that

there is at present a disposition on the part of those states to make some

pecuniary sacrifices for the attainment of an object so desirable on every

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXIX, enclosed in Everett to Clay, January 10, 1829,
which see below, pt. xnr, doc. 1183.
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account to both the belligerent parties. These sacrifices would not be offered

as indemnities for a sovereignty of which the American States consider them-

selves as in possession, and which H. M's. Gov*. would on their part doubtless

not regard as a fit subject for bargain and sale : but as payments in the nature

of those that are often made by one independent nation to another at the

conclusion of a treaty of peace, for the purpose of covering the expenses of

the war and otherwise facilitating the arrangement of terms. Should H. M.
Gov*. deem, this suggestion of a nature to be taken unto serious consideration

I shall be able after communication with the Colombian Minister at London
to enter into some further details on the subject.

I avail myself of this occasion [etc.].

1182

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to F. M. de Madrid,
Colombian Minister to Great Britain l

MADRID, December 30, 1828.

DEAR SIR: Your letter, dated Buxton, October 8th 2 and enclosing copiesof
the correspondence between Admiral Laborde and the authorities at

La Guayra on the subject of the exchange of prisoners, was duly received. I

am happy to inform you as you have doubtless learned already through
D.Tomas Quintero, that the prisonerswho were detained at the Four Towers,
have lately been released by the effect, as the Gazette states, of the King's

clemency, and with an understanding that if they are taken under the same
circumstances they shall receive no quarter. William Natta, who appears to

have been the Commander of the privateer Gen
1

. Armario, is alone excepted
from this indulgence. I was informed by the Consul of the U. S. at Cadiz

that the exception was made at the demand of the French Consul at that

place, but have since learned from the same authority that the French

Consul denies having interfered in the affair. The Consul of the U. S. is

making further inquiries into the cause of his detention, and will communi-
cate to me the result of them. I shall with pleasure take any further steps

that may appear likely to be of service in effecting his release. I think it

proper to mention to you in this connexion, that the Consul of the U. S. at

Cadiz, Mr. Alexander Burton, has been indefatigable in his attentions to

these prisoners, as well as to the crews of one or two other Colombian ships

which have been placed before in similar circumstances ; and has on all these

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXIX, enclosed in Everett to Clay, January 10, 1829,
which see below, pt. xm, doc. 1183.

3 See above, pt. xm. enclosure to doc. 1183, p. 2170.
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occasions made every sacrifice of labour, time, and money, that could

possibly contribute either to their liberation, or to their comfort, while they
remained in confinement. The letters, which several of them have addressed

to him before and since their release, and of which he has shewn me the

originals, are filled with the strongest expressions of gratitude and obligation
for his kindness. It occurred to me that your Gov*. would probably be

desirous of reimbursing to Mr. Burton his actual pecuniary advances to

prisoners in their service, and I accordingly requested him to send me an

account of his expenses of this kind with the intention of transmitting it to

you for yourinformation and Gov*. Mr. Burton however very disinterestedly

declines to avail himself of my proposal, and requests me to suggest to you
that if at a future period your Gov*. should have occasion to establish a

consulate at Cadiz, and should not think it expedient to employ a native

Colombian, he would be happy to render them in that capacity all the

services that might be in his power. I feel much pleasure in making you

acquainted with these particulars, which are honourable, I think, to the

character of Mr. Burton, and which I doubt not you will learn with satisfac-

tion, and perhaps deem it proper to make known to your Gov*.

I shall avail myself of the earliest good opportunity to inform the Consul

at Algiers of the favourable sense entertained by your Gov*. of his proceed-

ings respecting their relations with the Barbary powers. I have heard no

further from him or the other consuls on that coast upon the subject since I

wrote you last. Before proceeding to acquaint you with the steps I have taken

in consequence of the intimations contained in your letter on the subject of a

negociation for peace it may be proper to premise that you appear to have

been, at the time of writing, under some little misapprehension arising

probably from not having your papers immediately about you in regard to

certain communicationswhich as you suppose, were made to you by me upon
this subject. You allude to a letter of mine, of which you do not quote the

date on account of your absence from London, but which you describe as

having given you information of some proceedings of a private character,

which were commenced at this place by Mr. Lamb two or three years since,

and as you say continued by me. You will find upon recurring to the file of

my letters, if you have preserved them, that no mention is made in any of

them of the proceedings in question; nor had I, as you suppose, any share in

commencing, or continuing them. They were entered upon by Mr. Lamb,

in connexion with another foreign minister from one of the German Courts,

and, I believe, without any authority from either of their Gov**. An opinion

was entertained by these Ministers, that much might be effected by a distri-

bution of money among the persons immediately around the King. Some

overtures were made for the purpose, and the negociation proceeded so far,

and, as Mr. Lamb thought with so much probability of success, that he com-

municated what he had done to his Gov*. and requested that if they approved
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of his proceedings they would remit the funds necessary for accomplishing
the object. To this communication the British Gov*. made no reply what-
ever; and here the negotiation rested, nor has it since, to my knowledge at

least, been resumed. I was not at the time or since informed by Mr. Lamb
of any of these particulars, but was confidentially made acquainted with
them after the affair had entirely terminated by the other foreign Minister to

whom I have alluded above. I have since had some reason to suppose that
this intrigue had injured rather than improved the prospect of a pacification
and that the Royal Family were unpleasantly impressed by the indirect

suggestions that were made upon this occasion by the British Minister.

However this may be, I was not, as I have just mentioned informed at the
time of the transaction, nor should I have felt myself at liberty without the

express orders of my Gov*. to take a part in a negotiation of a description
rather out of the ordinary line of our policy. In the course of conversation

with D. T. Quintero upon the subject of a pacification, I informed him con-

fidentially of the circumstances which I have just stated, and enquired of him
at the same time whether the Spanish American States would probably be

disposed at present to make any pecuniary sacrifices for the purpose of ob-

taining peace. From his communications to you made in consequence of

this conversation you doubtless received your information on the subject,
and as my name was mixed up with them you naturally enough supposed
writing from memory that it was conveyed in a letter from me.

Without meaning to intimate that there was any thing improper or im-

politic in these proceedings of the British Minister, I have thought it ex-

pedient to give you this explanation, in order to avoid any mistake on your
part or that of your Gov*. as to the nature of my negotiation on the subject
of peace. The intimations contained in your letter of the 8th of October of the

disposition of your Gov*. to make pecuniary sacrifices for the attainment of

this objectwere of such a nature that I felt myself at liberty to act upon them
under my general instructions. I understand it to be their intention to offer

a payment in the nature of those which are frequently made by independent
nations at the conclusion of treaties of peace in order to cover the expenses of

the war, and facilitate in other ways the arrangement of terms. There is

nothing in a proposal of this kind out of the ordinary course of negociation,
or which seemed to render necessary a special reference to my Gov*. The

present moment is not perhaps as you suggest in your letter particularly

opportune for overtures towards pacification on account of the internal dis-

sentions that unhappily continue to exist in different parts of the Spanish
American States, and particularly in Colombia. But this consideration is

rendered of less importance by the great delay which attends the transaction

of all political business at this Court. Under the most favourable circum-

stances a proposal of this kind would certainly not be acted upon, perhaps
not taken into serious consideration, until a long time after it had been made.
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It appeared to me therefore expedient that it should be brought under the

notice of the Gov*. immediately. Months may perhaps elapse before it will

become the object of any very serious deliberation. In the mean time the

state of affairs in America may become more favourable, and when a suitable

time for pressing the negociation shall arrive, the suggestion will have be-

come familiar to the Ministry and may have its weight in determining their

opinions. This at least is certain, that when the recognition of the inde-

pendence of the Colonies was most urgently recommended to the King by
several of the foreign Govts

. about three years ago, one of the arguments

employed for the purpose of parrying the proposition was, that the Colonies

exhibited no disposition to make such a measure in any way profitable to

Spain, and that they demanded large concessions without offering any thing
in the way of equivalent. The present suggestion will serve, at least in part,

to remove this difficulty. It is not improbable, as you suggest, that the

Ministry, combining the time when it is made with some late occurrences in

America, may imagine for the moment that it is the result of conscious

weakness : but on this head there can after all be I should think no very

strong delusion in the minds of this cabinet. They are pretty well aware

that however the internal situation of the new States may from time to time

vary there is little or no prospect of such changes as would at all facilitate

the conquest of any part of the continent by their arms, and that it would

rather be their policy to apply in the present case the ordinary rule for inter-

national negotiation, and endeavour to make use of a moment when the

enemy was somewhat less favourably situated than usual for the purpose of

obtaining better terms than he might otherwise be inclined to grant. In

short all proposals for negociations made by one belligerent party to another,

as they imply of course a desire for peace in the party that makes them, may
be construed into a confession of weakness : but this consideration does not

prevent such proposals from being habitually tendered or from being uni-

formly viewed more favourably and agreed to more readily in proportion as

they hold out greater advantages to the adverse party. It appeared to me
therefore on the whole that there was very little danger of any unpropitious
result from such an overture and that as far as it produced any effect, itcould

not fail to do good.
For these reasons, and after taking a suitable time for deliberation upon

the manner in which it would be most expedient to sound the Ministry upon
the subject I concluded that the most direct and regular mode would on all

accounts be the best. I accordingly took an opportunity of mentioning to D .

Manuel Gonzalez Salmon that I had received from you a communication of

an interesting character in regard to the relations with America, and begged
him to appoint a time for a private interview at which I might give him the

particulars. I then stated to him the nature of the proposal, without how-
ever specifying any particular extent to which the American States might be
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disposed to go in the way of pecuniary sacrifices, a point which would more

naturally come under consideration at a future period, should the principle

be acceded to and taking care to let the Minister understand distinctly that

in making this offer it was not the intention of the States to purchase a

sovereignty, of which they considered themselves already in possession, but

to propose a payment in the nature of those that are occasionally made by
independent nations at the conclusion of peace, to cover the expenses of the

war and facilitate in other ways the arrangement of terms. I availed myself
of the occasion to repeat some of the suggestions which I have frequently

made before on the general expediency of a pacification and added others

resulting from occurrences of a recent date. I remarked particularly to the

Minister that it was doubtless not singular that Spain should be among the

last of the European powers to acknowledge the independence of her ancient

colonies, but that in fact nearly or quite all the others, who had any motive

for opening new relations with distant parts of the world, had already taken

this step, and that within the last year the two Courts which were most

intimately allied with Spain, and of whose friendly sentiments .and disposi-

tions to promote her interests in every practicable way she had the least

reason to doubt France and Rome had adopted such measures in regard

to the Colonies, as evidently shewed that they considered the contest as at an

end, and the question of independence substantially settled. Mr. Salmon

listened to these remarks with attention, making of course such objections

and qualifications, as might have been expected from a person speaking in

the interest of Spain : and suggesting particularly that the late and present

internal troubles in almost all parts of Spanish America demonstrated very

plainly that the Am. Govts
. had not yet attained such a state of consolidation

and stability as would give them a claim to expect to be recognized by other

powers, especially by the mother country. In reply to this remark I re-

minded him that internal dissentions of greater or less extent were un-

fortunately inseparable from all Revolutions: but their occurrence in the

present case under all the circumstances by which they were attended ap-

peared to me to furnish arguments rather in favour of than against a pacifica-

tion: Internal dissentions in these States afforded an opportunity for the

manifestation of sentiments favourable to a return to the Government of

Spain if any such existed, and as no Spanish party had in fact appeared at

the time when if ever such a party would naturally shew itself the conclusion

appeared irresistible that the country was unanimous in favour of independ-

ence, whatever differences of opinion there might be upon other questions

that Spain could of course derive no advantage from the results of these

differences, should they even, as they have done in several instances, take

the form of civil war, and that an attempt to subjugate the continent by
force were it convenient for Spain to make one would probably have no

other effect than that of appeasing for the time the domestic divisions, and
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uniting all parties against a common enemy. On the other hand the

existence of these internal dissentions, while it in no way increases the chance
of the recovery of the Colonies by Spain, might perhaps be reasonably ex-

pected to render them more anxious for peace. Hence by negotiating at

such a moment the Spanish Cabinet might perhaps obtain more favourable

terms than would be assented to at a period of entire tranquillity.

At the close of the conference Mr. Salmon assured me that the overture

should be taken into consideration, and that he would immediately com-
municate it to the Council of Ministers, where it must regularly be discussed

before it could be submitted to the King. That there might be no misunder-

standing in regard to the nature of the proposal he desired me to give him a
written memorandum of the substance of it. I waited a few days before

doing this in order to ascertain by a further conversation with him what

impression the former one had made upon his mind. In the course of the

following week I had another interview with him for a different object, at

which he turned the conversation himself to this subject, and desired me
particularly to send him the memorandum. He said that he had mentioned

the proposal to the other ministers, but that no consultation would be held

upon it until the note was received. Within a few clays after I addressed to

him the short confidential note of which a copy is annexed,
1 and which

merely contains a naked statement of the proposal with the restrictions and

qualifications with which you requested me to guard it. No answer has yet

been returned to the note, nor have I, since writing it, had any conversation

of consequence with the minister upon the subject.

The close communication, which has existed between the Gov*. of the U. S.

and that of Russia in regard to the efforts that have been made here by
both in favour of a recognition of the independence of the Colonies, rendered

it proper that I should acquaint the Russian Minister with the steps which I

had taken. I have accordingly communicated to him your letter authorising

the overture, and the substance of the conversations I have had with D. M.
Gozalez Salmon on the subject. Without entertaining any very sanguine

expectation of the immediate success of this proposal ,
he expressed his

satisfaction that it had been made, conceiving that an offer of a considerable

pecuniary payment by the American states would remove one of the

difficulties that had hitherto obstructed the negotiation. He was gratified

with the confidence I reposed in him by informing him of the overture, and

promised to use his influence, which is not inconsiderable, with the Gov*. in

support of it. The influence of France is however greater than that of

Russia; and as the French Ministry is now decidedly favourable to the

independence of America, and is represented here by a very liberal and able

Ambassador I intend to inform him also of the proceeding, and to request

him, should it be agreeable to his instructions and views of propriety, to

l See above, pt. xnr, doc. 1181, Everett to Salmon, December 15, 1828.
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concur in it. Mr. Salmon and the Russian Minister are thus far the only

persons, out of the Legation, with whom I have communicated upon the

subject, excepting D. Tomas Quintero; and it was therefore with some

surprise that I saw the steps I had taken alluded to in a letter from Madrid,

published in the French Newspapers, and which must have been written

almost immediately after my first conversation with Mr. Salmon.

I pray you to make known the contents of this letter to Mr. Barbour for

his information in regard to these negotiations, and beg to assure you [etc.].

1183

Alexander H. Everett, United States Minister to Spain, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States x

MADRID, January 10, 1829.

SIR: I received a few weeks since a letter from the Colombian Minister at

London, in which he requested me to make some further suggestions to this

Gov*. on the subject of a negociation for peace. The enclosed translation

will inform you of the nature of the contemplated overture. It appears that

the Republic is disposed to agree to considerable pecuniary sacrifices for the

purpose of facilitating the arrangement of terms. The Minister seemed to

think that the other American States, although they have not yet been con-

sulted about it, would concur with her in making an offer in the name of the

whole of twenty million dollars. Should Spain shewadisposition to treat on

this basis Colombia would consult the other States, and should they refuse to

concur, would agree to a separate peace, she paying her part of the above-

mentioned sum, and Spain engaging to treat with the other States, whenever

they might deem it proper to come in upon the same conditions.

This proposition appears to have been the result of a report made by the

Colombian agent here to his Minister at London of certain conversations

which he held with me some months ago. I informed him confidentially of

the steps that were taken by the British and Saxon Ministers here in regard to

the subject in the winter of 1 826-7 f which I also gave you notice at the time.

Their object was, as you will recollect, to operate on the minds of the King
and Royal family, by a pretty liberal distribution of money among the per-

sons in immediate attendance at the Palace, and who were supposed to have

much influence upon their opinions and feelings. In these proceedings I had
as I informed you at the time no share, not having indeed been consulted

about them by Mr. Lamb, and having only learned them from Baron de

1 MS. Dispatches from Spain, XXIX.
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Kormeritz after the project had been abandoned. In communicating to the

Colombian agent what took place on this occasion I however enquired of him
whether his Gov*. or those of the other American States, would probably be

willing to make pecuniary sacrifices for the purpose of obtaining peace. In

giving his Minister at London an account of this conversation he appears to

have represented me as having taken part in the intrigue instituted by Mr.

Lamb, and as having continued it since his departure. The Minister on the

other hand in writing the letter of which a translation is enclosed at a dis-

tance from his papers refers erroneously to a letter from me as the source of

the information on this subject which he received from D. Thomas Quintero.

These errors are perhaps of no great importance, but I thought it due to the

honour of the Gov*. and my own that there should be no misund[erstand]ing

anywhere in regard to the nature of our negociationson this subject. I have

accordingly taken care to rectify the impression which Mr. Madrid had re-

ceived from the agent here in my answer to his letter of which a copy is en-

closed. 1

Although I should not have felt myself at liberty to take part in proceed-

ings of the nature of those above alluded to without being authorized by the

express instructions of the President I saw no difficulty in making the sug-

gestion contemplated in the letter of Mr. Madrid, which, although it indicates

a change in the policy of the Colombian Gov*. agrees nevertheless with the

usual course of negociation between independent powers. I accordingly

took an early opportunity of conversing with Mr. Salmon on the subject, and

afterwards at his request transmitted to him a concise statement of the pro-

posal in question in a confidential note.2 The particulars of my conversa-

tion with him and also with the Russian Minister on the same subject are

given at length in the enclosed letter to Mr. Madrid: and a copy of the note

is hereunto annexed.

I am [etc.].

[ENCLOSURE]

T. F. MADRID, COLOMBIAN MINISTER TO SPAIN, TO ALEXANDER H.
EVERETT, UNITED STATES MINISTER TO SPAIN

[TRANSLATION]

BUXTON, October 8, 1828.

SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 2 1st of

Aug*. last, containing a confirmation of the assurance given to you by
the American Consuls at Algiers and Tangiers of affording Colombian
vessels all the assistance and protection in their power. I offer you
anew my sincere thanks and those of my Govt. for your very opportune
and effectual good offices, and request you to communicate them to the

Consul at Algiers. As respects the observations made by the letter,

1 See above, pt. xin, doc. 1182, Everett to Madrid, December 30, 1828.
a See above, pt. xm, doc. 1181, Everett to Salmon, December 15, 1828.
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I have communicated them to my Govt. and requested their decision

upon the points to which they refer. Although I am authorised to treat
with the Barbary powers, I am not instructed to agree to the pecuniary
sacrifices of which you make mention. I must therefore wait for
further instructions.

Those which I demanded in consequence of a letter from you, the
date of which I cannot state as I am at present out of town, for the

purpose of negotiating and obtaining a recognition of our independence,
and of concluding a treaty of peace with Spain, have been received by
me. The Liberator President is desirous that the negotiation com-
menced by Mr. Lamb, and continued and promoted by you, should be
renewed and carried forward with the greatest activity. He is willing
that the sum of 20 millions of dollars mentioned in your aforesaid letter

be offered for the privy purse of H. C. M. in the name of all the American
States, and is ready in order to the conclusion of a peace to make pay-
ment of the part of said sum corresponding to the State of Colombia.
This proposition however, ought in the first instance to be made in the
name of all the States. I therefore request that you will sound the

disposition of the Cabinet of Madrid, and should it be found favourable,
that you will give me the necessary information, that I may then,

agreeably to the instructions of my Gov*. endeavour to procure the

acquiescence of the other new Republics, with a view to which I shall

communicate with their respective Ministers residing at this Court.
In the case of a refusal on their part to enter into such an arrangement,
Colombia will treat for herself, provided H. C. M. manifest a disposition
to conclude a treaty of peace and amity with her, and declare his readi-

ness to make similar agreements with the other states upon the same
conditions whenever the latter may make known their wishes to this

effect. It is not the intention of my Gov*. that the above-mentioned
sum should be offered to H. C. M. as an indemnity for a sovereignty
which he has lost forever, and which the states of America, and especially
Colombia, have achieved by their own efforts. Wherefore, it is indis-

pensable that this proposition, when made, be not presented in the

light of an indemnity. I leave it to your discretion to conduct this

business in the manner that may seem to you most decorous, as also to

determine, according to your opinion of the present disposition of the

Spanish Cabinet, whether this be or not a favourable moment for

opening such a negociation. In the present state of our affairs the

Spanish Government may perhaps look upon these overtures as a proof
of weakness or apprehension on our part, while they are in fact only the

effect of a spirit of conciliation in my Gov*. and of the wishes entertained

by them for the general welfare. Colombia headed by the Liberator
is very far from having any thing to fear from Spain : and I doubt not
that you will impress this upon the minds of the ministers with whom
you may have to treat in relation to this subject.

Although I am furnished with the necessary powers for treating with
H. C. M., I shall take no direct steps towards doing so until you shall

have had the goodness to give me your opinion as to the propriety of it,

as well as my demanding the necessary safe conduct to enable me to

repair to that Court.

I transmit to you herewith by order of my Gov*. a copy of the con-

vention concluded between Adm 1
. Laborde and the authorities of Colom-
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bia for the exchange and release of their respective prisoners of war.
As it is to be presumed that Laborde acted in this instance according to
the instructions of his Gov'., so also it may be believed that the latter

will not make any difficulty about setting our prisoners at liberty: but
should it happen otherwise, my Gov*. and myself flatter ourselves that

you will be able to remove every obstacle, and that these unfortunate

persons who have so long languished in the prisons of the Peninsula,
will be indebted to your humane exertions for their release from cap-
tivity. I therefore offer you in advance the grateful acknowledge-
ments of Colombia for the signal service you are about to render her
citizens.

By the public papers you will have learned the fatal results of the
Convention of Ocana, and the resolution of the inhabitants of Colombia
to confide their Gov*. exclusively to Gen 1

. Bolivar, and to invest him
with extraordinary powers for the purpose of enabling him to restore

order, and correct the abuses that have crept into the various depart-
ments of the administration, as also that he may, when it shall appear
to him a proper season, assemble the representatives of the people, who,
in the midst of peace and when the ferment of the passions shall have

subsided, are to dictate the fundamental laws, best adapted to the

necessities and circumstances of the Country.
By the same papers you will have perceived with regret that Colom-

bia was on the eve of a war with Peru. Unfortunately it is but too

true that the conduct of the latter Republic towards Colombia has

been hostile, rash and impolitic in the extreme. - - - I refrain from

making any remarks upon this disagreeable subject, and will only
observe that I am still in hopes that a reconciliation will be effected,

whereby will be avoided the evils and the scandal attending a war
between two sister nations who are both so much in need of peace, and
whose chief object should be to live in the strictest union, in order to

their being respected abroad and to the securing of tranquillity and

happiness at home. In one of my former letters, I made some remarks

on the subject of the policy of this Government with regard to the

new American States. I have found no reason for giving credit to the

report which attributes to the Duke of Wellington the design of es-

tablishing the Infante 1> Francisco de Paula at the head of the Gov1
.

of Mexico with the title of Viceroy or King. No one knows better than

yourself that it is not the interest, and consequently cannot be the policy,

of G Britain, that any member of the family of Bourbons should reign

in America.
I am [etc.].
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General Jose Artigas, revolutionary leader of Uruguay, to James Monroe, Presi-
dent of the United States *

[TRANSLATION]

PURIFICATION, September i, 1817.

MOST EXCELLENT SIR: I had the honor to communicate, in the first in-

stance, with Mr. Thomas Lloyd Halsey, consul of the United States in these

provinces, and I have to congratulate myself on so fortunate an incident. I

have tendered to him my respects and all my services; and I will avail myself
of this favorable occasion of presenting to your excellency my most cordial

respect.

The various events of the revolution have hitherto deprived me of the

opportunity of according this duty with my wishes. I pray your excellency
to be pleased to accept them, now that I have the honor to offer them to you
with the same sincerity that I strive to promote the public weal and the glory
of the republic. To their support are all my efforts directed, aided by the

sacrifices of thousands of my fellow-citizens. Heaven grant our wishes !

In that event I shall renew to your excellency, still more warmly, the

assurance of my cordial regard, and of the high consideration with which I

have the honor to be [etc.].

1185

W. G. Miller, United States Consul at Montevideo, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States *

MONTEVIDEO, April 17, 1821.

SIR: The preceding is copy of my letter under 29 March, forwarded via

R. J. in confirmation of the opinion then advanced, a. representation has

been made by the Cabildo & Consulado, Directed to the King, requesting His

M. not to abandon the Province : that they were fully satisfied with the Gov. of

His M's. actual Repres*. and felt confident no difficulty could now occur to

render such a step necessary.

There is not a doubt but that should it be the determination of the Portu-

guese Gov. to keep possession of this Territory, the face of it would be so

1 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 179. The original in Spanish is in MS.
Papers Relative to the Revolted Spanish Provinces.

J MS. Consular Letters, Montevideo, I.
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changed in twelve months, and would evince a depth of Policy, highly
creditable to the General, in as much as it would enable him by fomenting the

Estancias or large cattle estates to enrich the country and restore it to its

former wealth, with tranquillity, thus establish the benefit of remaining under
the protection of the Portuguese:
The deputy to the Cortez has sailed : a Grand Ball was given to the General

on the 12 instant by the Portuguese resident merchants in this place: the

billet of invitation I deem it of note to forward, as it will tend to demonstrate
the public feelings of Portuguese subjects in this quarter: the wife of Alvear

the disting
d

, female Guest: there were upwards of 500 persons present; yet
the same observation may be made resp

8
. the Creoles of which there were not

ten in the room, and only those families imm'y connected with the Gov. or

its officers.

I am [etc.].

1186

W* G. Miller^ United States Consul at Montevideo, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States l

MONTEVIDEO, April 18, 1821.

SIR: A few days since an order was passed to the Superior officers of the

emigrants of B". Ayres, directing their detention in this City, in as much as

the General was sorry to observe that notwithstanding the declared neutral-

ity he had endeavored to observe his intentions had been misinterpreted and

the factions on the B. Ay", side had supposed him active in assisting Ram-
irez: that he had consequently determined as a measure of precaution useful

to both Countries to require their arrest: and to continue to consider them-

selves ao until further orders : at this moment the Party of Puereydon had

entirely obtained the ascendancy in B" Ay", and he had actually taken his

passage in a Brig to proceed there: this measure was considered as calculated

to blind the generality and make it appear he was considered as inimical as

any one of the Federal Gov. has been: this day however an officer has

arrived from B8
. Ay", with a passport for P. & he leaves this tomorrow: all

other officers particularly Sales, Dorrego, Vedia, Quintana, & other federal

Chiefs that have been are detained: it was hinted that a war was probable:

It is justly conceived that this was, merely as a veil to smoothe the entrance

& return of Puereydon:
The letters from Chili state that the Macedonia will proceed direct to Rio

from Valp. from whence she sailed on the 19 ultimo, with a valuable ship-

ment [sic] Dollars:

A vesael arrived a few days since from the newly discovered lands off Cape

1 MS. Consular Letters, Montevideo, I.
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Horn & states there were upwards 100 sail vessels this year : of which 45 were
under the Amn

. flag: 50 British i Russn . 50 Gun Ship & a tender: immense

quantities [of] skins had been taken.

I am [etc.].

1187

W. G. Miller, United States Consul at Montevideo, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States x

MONTEVIDEO, July 13, 1821.

SIR : I had the honor to address the departm*. on the June, via Boston :

subsequent to that date, several interesting occurrences have transpired, of

a nature highly important to this Province; and tending to elucidate clearly

the ulterior policy of the Portuguese Gov. respecting its future fate.

The representations made by the Cabildo and Consulado, immediately

subsequent to the events of the March and remitted thro' the General

Le Cor to the King, praying that H. M. would not withdraw the Portuguese
force actually stationed in this province, &c. have met the serious attention

of H. M's. Gov*. and previous to the departure of the King for Portugal he

issued a decree the spirit of which no doubt emanated from the shrewd in-

telligence of the General and his Council : This decree embraced various

objects.

1. That a Provincial Congress should be immediately convoked, of depu-
ties from this City, & the different villages and districts of the interior, with

faculties to determine the fate of the country, and that to effect this the

deputies were to be permitted to deliberate freely and without fear, whether

this Province shd . be annexed to the Portuguese empire, or

2. Whether it would [be] for the interests of the Country that H. M. troops

should be withdrawn, the country abandoned to its fate and the people

permitted to form their own Government,

3. That in the event of the determination of the inhabitants to become a

Province annexed to the Portuguese Empire, the Gov. and people of the

Province of B 8
. Ay8

, and those more immy . in connection with that Province,

were to be invited to accede to the said annexation & by a recognition of their

independence as a preliminary, compensated for this acquiescence in the

tranquil cession of their right to the Portuguese: And for this purpose Dn
.

Juan Figueredo a Portuguese by birth married in B8
. Ayres, has come from

Rio, a passenger in the frigates with the appointment of Consulor & special

Agent for the purpose.

The document marked A will explain satisfactorily the nature of the orders

respecting this Province, liberal as possible in their tenor but how widely
1 MS. Consular Letters, Montevideo, I.
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different has been their execution. To assist in the furtherance of the object

proposed, two frigates were dispatched from Rio for the ostensible purpose of

conveying back to that Port, a part of the Troops, should the propositions of

the King not, be admitted : On these were embarked upwards of 40 of Artigas
1

officers, and principal satellites including his brother Manuel Artigas Ballejas,

and the blood thirsty cutthroat Ortoguez, formerly Governor of this City,
notorious in the annals of the Province since the capture of M, V. by the

Patriot army in 1815, for his unequalled acts of barbarity and rapacity; these

men part of a greater number of prisoners made by the Portuguese during
the continuance of hostilities, among whom were many respectable young
men of family and connections of credit, and whose release had been earnestly
entreated by the Cabildo at the instance of their families: of these many were

embarked perforce as sailors and sent to Europe in the very vessels which

conveyd
. the King and suite home: and in their lieu those whose vices, whose

depravity, and whose thirst, of blood when in command made them dreaded

nay even abhorred were released at this critical moment and permitted to

return, either gained by bribery to take an active part in favor of the Portu-

guese, cither directly or indirectly, or to intimidate the more peaceable part

of the community by a pretended hostility towards all those who had taken

an active part with or in favor of the Portuguese or who had been any way
instrumental in furthering the Portuguese interests. These characters were

hardly landed ere they openly, seriously or in jest threatened to revenge them

and menaced a confiscation of property if they could once more obtain power
or a command by the Portuguese withdrawing their troops in consequence of

the inhabitants not acceding to the purposed annexation of the Province to

the Brazils.

On the 26 th June the decree No 3 was issued by the General with a view to

prepare the minds of the people, to soothe the irritated feelings of the

peasantry and cattle breeders, and to evince tho' tardy a disposition to

advance, promote and foment the interests of the inhabitants generally but

more especially the owners of estates in the country: and to remedy the in-

juries the hitherto unpunished licentious conduct of the soldiery, under the

immediate sanction of their officers, had caused by driving off the cattle

from the frontiers into the Portuguese settlem*., and thus reducing this once

fertile and abundant province, particularly in animals, nearly to a desert:

and further to serve as a salve to reiterated complaints of the landholders, &
wealthier peasants, against the continued abuse practised on them by

irregular settlers, who had taken possession of various parts of their estates &
in a most unwarrantable manner having no regular place of livelihood shel-

tered by a wretched hovel, maintained themselves by the plunder and

slaughter of every stray animal and at times actively employing themselves

in carrying off whole droves, to sell them to the first military despot they

could encounter at any price.
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Recurring to the immediate theme; the dread of a reiteration of the ex-

cesses to which they had been subjected during the Gov. of Artigas & Orto-

guez; the total annihilation of all order: and an end of all tranquillity, which

notwithstanding the absolute nonfulfillment on the part of the Portuguese of

almost every article of the treaty made with the Cabildo when the town was
delivered up to them in 1817, had been preserved, and in this item only had
been fulfilled, permitting the peacefully disposed to look round and agn .

build up the ruined wall: and in some measure place their habitations in

order I. [sic] the fear of the threatened persecution of those who had been
instrumental in calling in the aid of the Portuguese and surrendering up the

country to their plunder under the disguise of protection & a pact of peace,
and fair promises ! All have tended to cause in those who have aught to lose

and whose connections and influence enables them to have weight, an un-

manly dread of future evils without suggesting a single expedient of remedy
and will eventually influence them to the determination to submit to the

Portuguese rather than incur the hazards a contrary resolution will subject
them to.

To enable you, Sir, to form a still more correct idea of the system of

intrigue by which the inhabitants are reduced to this alternative, I pray

your reference to document B containing the order of the King as commu-
nicated by the General to ye Political Govr

. & Intendant of the Province,
Dn

. Juan Duran, directing him to form note of instructions for the election of

the deputies for the Congress: It was not forwarded as its tenor would lead

one to suppose to the Alcaldes, or district magistrates, but delivered to them
at the moment they presented themselves in their respective places of meet-

ing with an insinuation to proceed in the act to the election of a deputy with-

out any consultation with the people. Some days, previous however, with a

view to ascertain the sentiments of the leading Creoles, and other inhabitants,

several young and influential Creoles, more immediately in the confidence of

the government, were requested to attend the General who with apparent
frankness told them to sound their countrymen and to endeavor to persuade
them to think seriously of recommending the immediate withdrawing of the

P. troops and to endeavor to persuade them to adopt the second proposition

and once more become independent, presenting them with plausible reasons

for such a measure: fully persuaded that these insinuations were sincerely

and well meant and proceeded from some real intention to protect them in

the effort, &c., the partizans of the liberty of the Province met, and freely

discussed the propriety of acceding to so liberal a proposition & began to

speak openly of their intention: among others Dn
. Carlos Alvear, formerly

Director of the United Provinces, who had since his last ineffectual essay

against B. A8
, remained a quiet spectator of passing events, commenced an

active canvass, and persuaded by many of his partizans conceived his

elevation to the Supreme Magistracy feasible.
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Not a step passed unnoticed by the Government; the partizans of the

liberty of the Province became known : their consequent supposed enmity to

the Government manifested: they were caught in the toil: were summoned

by the General to an audience and severely reprimanded individually &
generally. Amongst the others Alvear did not escape, or any of his friends;

all were threatened with a serious and marked proof of displeasure: to Alvear

in particular the General observed his surprize that he should pretend to

enter the lists in opposition to the Gov. after having received so many
instances of attention and friendship. Conceive Sir, the astonishment of

the parties who had thus been led to discover their real sentiments and were

in a measure completely outwitted by the consummate shrewdness of the

Pronuncial [sic] Gov. and

During these pretended demonstrations of an intention to leave the

Country and still further set aside all doubt, three companies of Reg. no 2

were embarked on the King's vessels in the harbor to be transferred to the

frigates in the roadstead : in place of being sent immedy
. on board the frigates

they have been detained on board the craft; and there no doubt await the

result of the determination of the Congress, to meet on Sunday the 15.

The partisans of the liberty of the Country now ascertained, the real

friends of the Portuguese disclosed themselves and were summoned to as-

semble in the town hall on the 12 ins1
, when the instructions issued by the

Intendant were delivered the members individually: the Cabildo as directed

aiwumed to itself the right of representing the people and proceeded without

comment to elect the deputies without any consultation or intervention of

the people: this proceeding so contrary to the express order of the King;

vitiating in its commencement the election was thus determined by political

Gov. as a necessary measure to avoid in conformity to the order of the

General the collision of parties.

The actual Cabildo consists of Da
. Juan Jose Duran poli. Gov. & Intendant

of the Province: & Commander of the Port order San Benito; Biangui

actually Collector of the Custom house; Juan Mendez a merchant, order of

chas*., idem\ Jose Alvares, idem.

{ ?] members of the Audience & others of inferior note, Of the whole body,

twelve in number, four were members of the Cabildo which called in the aid

of the Portuguese and four are decorated with orders received from the King.

From the election of this Body resulted, a majority in favor of the above-

mentioned Dn
. J. J, Duran, a decided partizan of the Portuguese.

D*. Laranaga, a priest and Curate of the Principal or Matrix Church, with

superintendant power over all the Curacies of the Province, a man of science,

a great naturalist liberal in his sentiments, a friend to his country, shrewd

and intelligent yet addicted to the Portuguese and has accepted an order of

nobility. D*. Thomas Garcia one of the greatest land and house holders in

the Country having a territory of full 30 leagues in a strait line and upwards
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of 150 slaves, a friend of all parties: he has maintained his influence since

the revolution with whatever party reigned has the most influential and

powerful & wealthy friends in the Country, is considered a man of strong
mind, bigoted, well read, and since the expulsion of the Spaniards by the
Patriots in the year 1814/15 has been placed at the head of the Patriot party,
altho' it is query to which he inclines most: in his house, Ortoguez, dreaded &
shunned by all, actually resides.

Dn
. Pio Ger. Biangui, brother of the collector Notary of the City, Solicitor

to the Cabildo, a determd
. friend of the Portuguese.

These are the deputies for the City; the Cabildo were proceeding to the
election of the deputies for the Congress when it was suggested by a member,
a friend of the liberty of the Country, that Frutose Rivero (formerly second
in command to Artigas and from whom the Portuguese experienced a more
decided and effectual opposition than from any other chief under Artigas)
would be a suitable person to name to represent that part of the Country
over which the Cabildo had an immediate contrpul and had assumed the

right to elect its deputy. Since the surrender of the country to the Portu-

guese he has remained on his estates, dedicated to the breeding of cattle, that

by electing him, formerly well known to detest all persons wearing a long coat,

as he considered them as natural enemies of the gauchas or peasantry, among
whom he was a leading character whom they conceive will now vote with the

majority from a wish to preserve his actual estates and tranquillity, the

Cabildo would in a measure by thus compromising him be shielded from his

resentment and that of the peasantry whose confidence he enjoys.

From the preceding it may naturally be inferred that the sentiments of the

deputies chosen were well known long previous to their election : with little

variation from the causes already stated, I trust sufficiently, they being more
or less compromisd

. the result of the debates is already as well ascertained as

if made and the annexation of this Province to the Portuguese Gov. I may
venture say fully determined.

In the morning the members will meet and present their respective

powers: a mere form and on Monday the Congress will be open.
The reflecting part of the community however deeply resent this stretch

of power and altho' absolutely frightened in[to] silence by impending & a

conscious weakness and want of means to resist, still there are [those who]
dare to say, the time will come, when the Portuguese may regret, this forced

proceeding violating every principle of liberty and every article of the pact
with them: and contest openly the right of the Cabildo to deliver up this

country to the Portuguese or to assume to itself the rights and priviledges of

the people in this most unauthorised manner when their very existence as

members of the Cabildo originates in force and is dependent [on] their

immediate and blind submission to the Portuguese mandates. How far the

Portuguese may be acting in this in a blind obedience to higher determina-
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tions is as yet a query. I have been favored with the perusal of a letter in

Spanish of a very Singular tenor written from Rio Janeiro Subsequent to the

departure of the frigates dated the 18 June; it contains the assurance of a

great change ere long; that the Individual has been appointed a resident

diplomatic agent by the Court of Spain at this place; in which he would,

time fitting, present himself; the ostensible object of this agency [is] to pro-

tect the European Spaniards, residents, in this [sic] who had been most

cruelly outraged and many banished hence by the General or Sent under

arrest to Rio: that the party to whom the letter is written may rest certain

that the Portuguese are now merely blind instruments, towards the Great ends

proposed by this Writer and his partizans, and are only furthering the views

of Spain:, that every confidence may now be placed in Ortoguez and all his

coadjutors, who are absolutely Secured, and in their interest, say of the

Writer of the letter and will in due time Shew their power : that party now
must maintain a most watchful Silence & strict Secresy and not despair at

Seeing things apparently go Almost the reverse of what might appear likely to

tend to the end; that all would go right ; that General had been deeply censured

for his conduct towards the European Spaniards and as a proof would in

future be more kind & humane; that he had many and most inveterate

enemies at court ; that the veil would Soon be removed
;
that he deferred his

departure under the pretext of not being sufficiently provided with the

articles Requisite to appear in a manner becoming his Station that he had

taken due precaution & only waited a letter from hence advises the state of

his friends.

I state the contents of this letter as my memory Serves; not having been

permitted to take a copy; the individual is a man of property and was named

by the King of Spain Some four years since President of the audience in

Chili ;
he is well known and his letter merits every attention and evidently

designates some under plot which has not met the public eye, or will it, if I

am to judge from the precautions taken until its operation will be effectual

Sunday evening.

A head mind has detained the Ship ; until tomorrow morning. I hasten

to State that the members met this morning and presented their respective

powers and examd. the notes :

As I had foreseen the troops are absolutely relanding this afternoon : and
this occurrence more strongly than ever convinces the unbiassed mind that

whole proceeding has been a coup de theatre which has had its effect.

I have not omitted under all circumstances making every possible use of

the Situation in which I am placed, to insinuate to various persons connected

with the Cabildo and deputies that in the event of decreeing the annexation

of this Province to the Portuguese empire it should be under Special agree-
ments and Solemn engagements on their part that this Should be considered

a free Port, and exempt from any immediate controul of the British or any
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unj ust or discriminating duties in favor of any nation : That the vessels of all

nations Should be admitted to trade on an equal footing and, pay the same
duties on their imports and Exports ; this will favor the trade of our Citizens,

particularly if the clause that all India & China Goods can be freely imported

many vessels which are excluded at Rio.

Several American vessels have lately arrived with Cargoes of some value

consisting of domestic articles principally. Some few wines & Silks :

I have the honor to transmit the latest note of intelligence from Chili by
which it appears that Lord Cochrane continued to detain British Vessels.

It may be justly observed that the crooked policy of England in respect to

Blockades, has eventually recoiled on herself from a quarter little expected;
and in Serious manner on Several of Her Subjects, and has at last called forth

a train of modifications rather mortifying.
I have the pleasure to State that my relations continue on the most

friendly footing with the General and Government: a few days Since on

representing that an American vessel was Supposed to be in distress off the

Coast every possible aid was immediately furnished me of anchors, a pilot

man from the admiral's vessels, with his barge, & a Government Schooner if

required; to convey any extra existence [assistance?].

There are no letters from the department by any of the vessels.

I am [etc.].

1188

W. G. Miller, United States Consul at Montevideo, to John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States 1

MONTEVIDEO, July 20, 1821.

SIR: I had the honor to address the department on the 15
2 Instant for the

Ship Henry of Philada.: advising the meeting of a Congress in this City

composed of 18 members from the different districts of the Province in

consequence of an order from the King of Portugal communicated thro' the

General Le Cor to the Intendant & Political Governor of the Province,

according to the tenor of which the inhabitants were to elect members for a

Congress to meet & determine whether this Province Should become annexed

to the Brazils or the Portuguese troops withdrawn & the Province once more

left to its own Guidance.

Nothing definitive has yet been determined on : the General opinion how-

ever, is, that the Congress from the means resorted to, & in consequence of

which the members are either actually in the Employ of the Portuguese

1 MS. Consular Letters, Montevideo, I.

* Apparently an error for 13, which see above, pt. xiv, doc. 1187
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Governmt. or connected in a manner, with its ruin will decide for the annexa-

tion of the Province. This measure will not be in accord in any wise with

the will of the people! is forced! and the effect of intrigue! and measures

highly offensive to the real Patriots! yet under circum. calculated to Secure

tranquillity, a Settled Govt., and the future prosperity of the Province.

I am under impression this will not be duly forwarded yet venture this

much for the immediate information of the Government referring to the

despatch per the Henry, with Every respect and consideration.

I remain [etc.].

1189

W. G. Miller, United States Consul at Montevideo, to John Quincy Adams>
Secretary of State of the United States l

MONTEVIDEO, September 14, 1821.

SIR : I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of a letter written to me by
Mr. Daniel Brent of the Department of State under date 27 April, forwarding

duplicate of the Patent Granted me by the President Madison, appointing
me Consul of the United States for Montevideo and its dependencies, ac-

companied by the certificate of the Honble. head of the Department declar-

ing that there had been no revocation of the original :

I immediately addressed the note, translation of which marked No I is

herewith, to the Secretary of State, Acting Colonel Miguel Antonio

Flangini, who three days Since returned me the answer No 2 which I have
the honor to hand enclosed. I presented the note & the Patent personally,

and was immediately invited to meet the Authorities of the Province, at a

dinner given by the General the Ensuing day, in celebration of the 24 August.
A written invitation the Ensuing day, addressed to me as Consul of the United

Stqt^jj/^,
Montevideo and its dependencies was sent at the same hour that

the bflier Invitations were distributed : I then only Conceived it becoming to-

appear in the Uniform appropriate and received every attention and mark of

respect being placed as a distinguished Guest in Front of the General between

the Admiral and Brigadier General of Cavalry. Pardon this minuteness : it

is with a view to enable the head of the department to Judge of the Policy
which actuates this Government!! I could not however but observe that

there appeared some disappointment on the part of the General, and the

tenor of the letter received from the Secretary is a proof! with due diffidence

I presume to call the particular attention, of the head of the department, to-

rts tenor, as well as to that of the documents herewith, by which the Impor-
tant changes, in the political relations of this country, are declared ; and fur-

MS. Consular Letters, Montevideo, I.
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ther with equal diffidence to Suggest, whether under such a change, and the

Province having become a State, and annexed to the Portuguese Empire, (if

it should not be in contradiction to the views of the Government,) that the

Patent of this Consulate could be so altered as to do away the Impressions
caused on the mind of the General and the local authorities, by the objection-
able clause directed to the Government of Buenos Ayres, which from the

natural anterior (?) Jealousy of this City and the people of this Province to

those of Buenos Ayres is now augmented to a degree of rivalry which will

not be easily extinguished especially if the Portuguese authorities fulfil the

arrangement entered into ; and the Country as it is generally expected made
to prosper from the liberality of its commercial regulations.

I feel persuaded it has been a rather mortifying circumstance to the Baron
De Laguna, to have found this clause and the tenor of the letter admitting me
to exercise the functions de facto of Consul, sufficiently explains as I have

already Stated his feelings as well as those of the Colonel Flangini. I am not

Sufficiently aufait in Diplomacy to know whether ye nomination of a Consul

is made to pass thro' the Channel of the Minister resident of the Jurisdiction

to which he is appointed.
In conversation with the Baron de Laguna, (conceiving it to be politic to

avoid putting to paper any discussion on the Subject), I observed "that at

the time the Patent was issued Buenos Ayres presumed, nay had assumed a

territorial Jurisdiction and influence, and indeed had maintained an army
and Governors in various dependencies of the Consulate, to wit, Maldonado,
& Colonia and even in points Still nearer Montevideo, and that the army of

Bs. Ays. had complete possession of the Province as his Excellency knew for

some Mos. in 1815 and that it consequently behoved the President to Secure

Protection to the Consul equally from Buenos Ayres as from the other local

authorities that might have existed at the time, and I presumed the Actual

Honl. Secretary of State acting under A knowledge of the declared motives

of the occupation of this Province by the troops of H. M. F. Majesty of

Portugal and probably not officially advised of any change in the political

relations of the Country of the Portuguese Government in its intents, had

conceived (on application made to the department for a duplicate of the

Patent of the tenor of which I was then ignorant,) that, accompanied by the

certificate annexed to it, it would be equally available as a New Patent."

It did not appear to Satisfy the General.

The Portuguese to all intents & purposes are the actual & Real Sovereigns

of the Country their troops occupy every military point: their coin, Gold,

Silver & Copper until their arrival unknown, circulates and is Current in

Every place. The King's Portrait receives every mark of obeisance whether

in the theatre or the Cabildo and the Cries of Long live the King of Portugal

& now Cisplatina alone resounds.

The General doubtless casts a longing eye to Something like a recognition

of the legitimacy of the Intrusion of the Portuguese into this Territory.
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Under every point of view however with becoming diffidence I again pre-

sume to Suggest, that there should be some change in the Patent: as by the

objectionable clause it appears directed to the Authorities of Buenos Ayres:

and untill the Capture of this place by the troops of Buenos Ayres in 1815,

under Carlos Alvear, B.Ays. never could in justice pretend to a sovereignty

maintained by a Captain General of the King of Spain and Supported by

Spanish troops.

I have Studiously avoided any compromise, that would hereafter render

me as Consul of the U. States unpopular with the Patriot party and altho' I

conceive there is no reason to fear a change, under present circumstances yet

it appeared the wisest part for me to take : But under any change, I Cannot

but consider my having no other document to present as likely to Subject me
to difficulty.

With due Submission to the Superior judgement, and Known wisdom Of

the head of the Departm. of State I have done what appeared to be a duty in

placing these circumstances under his consideration.

A Still more pleasing duty remains for me to fulfill
;
to offer my most Sin-

cere and most grateful thanks for this distinguished favor & continuance of

confidence on the part of the Government of my Country, and to Solicit, the

Honble. head of the department to be pleased to make Known to the Presi-

dent, how deeply Sensible I feel for so flattering a distinction when there are

so many worthier Citizens to fill this Consulate.

Moreover I cannot withold my acknowledgements to you personally Sir,

for the very prompt attention you were pleased to Grant to the request of my
honored father, to have the duplicate of the original Patent forwarded

;
and

pray you will permit me to assure You, Sir, that I shall Ever be ready to at-

tend to whatever you may deem me worthy to be thought useful in effecting,

towards advancing the Interests of my Country in this or Elsewhere.

I have the honor [etc.].

1190

Joshua Bond, United States Consul at Montevideo, to Henry Clay, Secretary

of State of the United States l

MONTEVIDEO, February 20, 1829.

SIR : I have the honour to announce to you my return to this city on the

25th of January last from New York in conformity with the permission of the

1 MS. Consular Letters, Montevideo, I. In this volume no communications subsequent
to Miller's dispatch of September 14, 1821 (see above, pt. xiv, doc. 1189), occur until about
the middle of 1825, between which time and the date of this dispatch of February 20, 1829,
are a few dispatches signed by Joshua Bond occupied with a discussion of matters of transi-

tory interest only, most of them relating to difficulties of United States vessels due to the
blockade consequent upon the war between Brazil and Argentina over the possession of

Uruguay, which, as shown in this of February 20, 1829, resulted in the Independence of

Uruguay.
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Department of State limiting my leave of absence till the autumn of the past

year.

You have doubtless been informed of the Convention concluded at Rio de

Janeiro on the 28th of August last between the Brazilian & Buenos Ayrean
governments, by which this province was erected into an Independent State.

On my arrival, I found that, in conformity with the Treaty, representatives
had been duly chosen throughout the province who had assembled at the

village of Canelones, where, after being organized, they proceeded to the

formation of a provisional government for the new state, which they named
the State of Montevideo, and elected General Don Jos6 Rondeau, (who bore a

distinguished part in the early revolution of this country) to fill the Executive

Department under the title of Governour and Captain General. The func-

tions of the Brazilian authorities ceased in this city on the ninth of December,
of which official notice was given, and the new governour soon after formed a

cabinet of three ministers, viz: of Interiour & Foreign Relations, of War &
Marine, and of Finance. The Representative assembly has been and is yet

employed in arranging the affairs of the State and will shortly proceed to the

discussion of a Constitution, the form of which is soon to be reported by the

Committee named for that purpose & which will be republican & liberal,

upon the adoption of which a re-election will take place, when it is most

probable the same persons will be chosen.

The Treaty has been, so far, most scrupulously performed by the Brazilian

government, all their troops having been withdrawn from the province ex-

cept 1500 men who remain in this city, but who are to be embarked by the

4th of April next, agreeably to an article of the Treaty. The Buenos Ayrean

contingent of 1500 men, which was to remain in the province by the same

article for 4 months after the organization of the government, was, in conse-

quence of the recent events in Buenos Ayres, withdrawn to assist in the sup-

port of the revolutionary party.

Soon after my arrival I waited on the Minister of Foreign Relations and

requested permission to exercise my official functions until I could procure

new credentials corresponding to the recent political changes, my present

commission being addressed to the Emperour of Brazil, which was cheerfully

complied with. I therefore respectfully solicit the Government to furnish

me with other credentials addressed to the existing government of the State

of Montevideo.

Under the late government the cargoes of American vessels, in common
with those of other nations not having commercial treaties with Brazil, paid a

duty of 24 per cent, more favoured nations only paying 15 per cent; but as

these distinctions ceased with the change of affairs, the productions of all

countries are now, by an order of the new government, only subject to a duty
of 15 per centum.

In consequence of its having become necessary for me to make occasional
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visits to an estate in the country, I have not yet thought proper to resume the

exercise of the notarial and commercial duties of the station, but have con-

tinued, with permission of this government, my brother, Dr. James Bond, in

the exercise of these functions as Acting Consul, in which capacity he has

uniformly conducted himself to my satisfaction, and to which act I respect-

fully request the assent of the Government of the United States, it being
understood that I am to be considered always responsible for his conduct.

I have the honour [etc.].

1191

Joshua Bond, United States Consul at Montevideo, to Martin Van Buren,
Secretary of State of the United States l

MONTEVIDEO, November 20, 1830,

SIR: I have the honor of informing you that a Constitution for this State

has been finally adopted and a "permanent" Government established ac-

cording to the provisions of that Instrument.

The constituent Assembly which was elected in conformity with the Pre-

liminary Convention of Peace, concluded at Rio de Janeiro in August, 1828,

between Brazil and Buenos Aires, after organizing a Provisional Govern-

ment, occupied itself in framing a Constitution and agreed on one in the

Month of September, 1829, which was submitted to the two contracting

powers for their approbation, as prescribed by the Convention, but in conse-

quence of the unsettled state of Buenos Aires, it was not approved until May
last, when it was examined and formally sanctioned at Rio de Janeiro, by
Commissioners appointed by the respective Governments. The ceremony
of Swearing to the Constitution took place throughout the State on the i8th

of July, and an election for a new Legislature was immediately ordered.

The title adopted for the State is "The Oriental State of the Uruguay",

(Estado Oriental del Uruguay) ; the Government is Republican and elective,

and is vested in a Legislature composed of two branches and a President

elected every four years, on joint ballot of the two chambers, with nearly the

same powers and restrictions as are contained in the Constitutions of the

various States of the United States. The most remarkable difference is, that

a joint "permanent
" Committee is to be appointed, whose duty it is, during

the recess of the General Assembly, to watch over the observance of the Con-

stitution and the laws, and the Constitution also provides for the election of a
"
Junta Economico-Adrninistrativa

"
in each department, the object of which

is to promote agriculture and other branches of industry; to watch over the

MS. Consular Letters, Montevideo, I.
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education of the department, and preserve individual rights and propose to

the Legislature any improvements it may deem useful.

The first Assembly elected under the Constitution was organized in Octo-

ber, and on the 25th of that month, General Fructuoso Rivera was elected

President of the State, by a considerable majority, and on the I3th of this

month, was Sworn into office.

Previous to the revolution, the population of the province was estimated at

100,000; it is believed that at this time, it does not exceed 50,000 inhabitants,

scattered over a territory much greater in extent than the State of Virginia.

The revenue of the State is derived almost wholly, from the duties on foreign

importations, collected at this port; the expenditures of the Government

considerably exceed the receipts. The State deems it expedient to maintain

a large military force, in proportion to the population, the expenses of which

consume about three fourths of the revenue. The people throughout the

state show a disposition to return to the peaceful occupations of civil life, but

it is impossible to foresee how long the tranquillity of the Country will be

preserved.

I have the honor [etc.].
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Andradas, leaders of independent movement

in Brazil, 763, 765-7, 773~4-
Anduaga, Joaquin. de, Spanish Minister to

the U. S. 163-4, 168-85 passim, 196-7,
1647, 1664, 2016, 2027; correspondence,
156, 2009, 2012, 2028, 2031, 2032.

Angostura: congress, 142, 1194, 1197, 1201,
1204; Spanish commission to treat with
free government of, 1191-2.
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Aparicio, General, 1820.

Apodaca, Conde del Venadito, viceroy of

Mexico, 1602, 1607, 1611.

Appleton, John James, 724. 728, 2047, 2055;
U. S, chargd at Rio de Janeiro, corre-

spondence, 141, 707, 708, 709, 721;
U. S, charge at Madrid, correspondence,
2035, 2038, 2040, 2044.

Arauju, Portuguese minister, 717.
Arce, Manuel J., Central American com-

missioner to the U. S.: 239-40, 880, 884;
correspondence, 871.

Ardilla, case of, 1928.
Arenalea, Juan Antonio Alvarez de: 568, 589,

620, 1046, 1800; commissioner from
Buenos Aires to conclude treaty with

Spanish forces in Upper Peru, 647-9
note.

Arenas, Friar, 1683.

Argaiz, Chevalier, Spanish Minister to St.

Petersburg, 1867 note.

Argentina
agents, exchange of: with the U. S., 59, 64,

83. 89~94. 100, 106, 159-60, 209-10,
216, 320-1, 341-2, 346-7, 570-2, 577~8,
596-7, 608-9, 6*8-19, 63^-2. H50,
1561; with Great Britain, 509, 1514,
*552

t Jt56, 1564, 1572. 1575; with
Brazil. 580, 608, iiai ; with Chile, 608;
with Peru, 608, 1798; with France, 665,
1235.

amnesty decree (1821), 597.
armament bought in the if. S., 76-8, 321-

?,.3,26, 352, 898, 083.
British invasion (1806), 328, 357, 421-2,
454,467-72,488,498. t

Chilean independence, intervention in

favor of, 350-2, 362, 364, 372, 602, 899,
935, 95.3- , . .,,.

commercial relations: with the U.S., 329-
30, 337, 373, 414-15, 456-7, 504, 586-7,

642-3; with France, 414; with Great
Britain, 414-15, 440-1, 454""7 480-1.
491-2, 504, 535, 597; between Spam and
colonies, 451 et seq.; with other prov-
inces of South America, 457, 491, 504;
with Russia, 457; with Chile, 984-5, 999.

constitutions, 490-3, 502-4, 655, 657,
677-9.

currency, 484, 492, 505.
debt, 437, 492,
franchise: reglamenta prmnsorio, 426-9;

elections in Buenos Aires, 464, 513-14;
proposal to withdraw suffrage from
European Spaniards, 637-8.

geographical divisions, 59-60, 76-7, 187-
8, 190, 376-7, 388-99, 439, 458-60, 487,
500-2.

government: provinces hostile to power of

Buenos Aires, 60-1 , 340-1, 372, 376-7,

431-6, 464-5, 478, 489-90, 499, 651,
656, 660; colonial, 419-21, 444 et seq.,

463-4, 484, 495 et seq.; by revolutionary
assemblies, 4j25~6, 463-4. 476, 498, 682;
difficulties of forming, alter revolution,

429-30, 434-5, 492-3, 602-3; supreme
executive power vested in Buenos Aires,
646-7, 651; provincial, reestablished.
661-2.

independence, declaration of, 423, 485-6.

4$9< r, .

mediation: Russian memorial regarding
pacification in South America, 61, 68-9
72-3, 1853-9, 1864-6; by European
Alliance, in controversy between Spain
and Portugal regarding Montevideo,
71-4, 1374-6, 1378-9, 1382, 1390, 1392-
4, 1457, 1859, 1863; between Colombia
and Peru, 304-5, 113376; between
Buenos Aires and Brazil by Great
Britain, 654-6, 658-61, 663-4; at-

tempted, by Great Britain, 854-7, 859-
61 ; requested of the U. S. in war be-
tween Colombia and Peru, 1 133-6.

monarchical conspiracies: 637-8, 659,
664-5, 1126-7; secret negotiations*with
France and Portugal, 132, 134-5, 140-2,
187, 190, 542-3, 545-9, 860, 1047-8,
1050, 1065, 1281, 1463; Princess Car-
lotta of Brazil, 327-30, 44* > 473~4, 4^3,
669, 672. 677; to annex Argentina to

empire of Brazil, 664-5, 7*7. 1065, 1 US-
name, changes in, 140-1, 187, 345, 388, 664,
population, 492, 494, 501.
Portuguese invasion of Banda Oriental,

98-9, 190, 194, 344, 346, 348, 350, 365,

372-3, 378-83, 436, 442, 486, 501, 508,
573~6, 580, 610, 622, 625-6, 628-30,
649-50, 652, 660, 662-3, 705, 71:5,

757~9, 763, 765, 771, 778, 78o, 812,
816-20, 822-3, 827, 829-30, 839, 844-5,
852-6, 859-62, 865-7, 1071, 1424, 2096,
2099, 2115, 2187-8.

Pueyrreddn government favorable to

Portuguese, 436, 442, 473-4, 508, 541,

550, 565-6.
recognition: by the U. S., 64, 76-7, 140-1,

146-56, 194-5, 209-10, 345-6, 358, 361-
3, 367-8, 370-1, 423, 485-6, 499, 604-6,
631, 1387, 1389, 1391-2, 1452-3, H55,
1457-4; by Brazil, 576-8, 580; by Great

Britain, 642, 644, 646, 1377-8 note,

1463, 1527-8, 1530-40, 1548-9; by
France, 665; Portuguese attitude to-

ward, 1455; petition to Spain for, 1464.

revenue, 43^-7, 448-50, 504-5.
revolution: early disturbances in Monte-

video and the Banda Oriental, 335-7,
431-6, 465, 476-86, 660, 671-4, 677,

681-4, 695; events leading to, 422-3,
473 et SCQ., 488, 490, 497-8, 561 et seg^.;

benefits of, 429, 493, 509 et sea., 538.

treaty relations: with the U. S.. 367-8;
with France, 542, 549, 1050; witn Brazil,

576-7, 580, 663, 823, 829-30, 856, 859-
60, 865-7, 1121, 2187-8; with Colombia,
617-18, 1245; with Spain, 622, 623-5
note, 627, 629, 1499. 1501; with Chile,

1190; with Great Britain, 826, 1528,

1564, 1572.
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Argentina (continued)
union of provinces proposed (1824), 636-8.
U. S. aid sought against Spain, 319-20,

332-5, 339. 348-9, 354-

Arias, Manuel de, 588, 1729.

Arica: annexed to Peru (1774)- 389; port,
1000-1 ; ceded to Bolivia by Peru, 1784.

Arismendi, Juan Bautista: 1183, 1210; corre-

spondence, 1203.

Arispe, Rarnos de, 1637-9, 1644,

Armstrong, John, U. S. Minister to France,

correspondence, 3, 7, 8.

Arredondo, Joaqufn, 1606.

Artigas, Jose: 132, 140, 325, 331, 348, 530,

534, 550, 610, 703, 705, 817, 937, 1022,

2179; supports cause of independence
of colonies, 60-1, 376-7, 543-4; opposi-
tion to Buenos Aires government, 60-1,

340-1, 372, 376-7, 431-3, 465, 489-90,

499, 506-8; piratical armaments of,

98-101 ; territory under control of, 336,

376-7, 392-3, 484-5, 506-7; opposition
to Alvear, 338, 484-5, 507; intrigues
with Halsey, 368, 374-5, 560; opposi-
tion to Portuguese government, 372,

380-1 ; evacuates Banda Oriental, 378-
9; opposes Sarratea, 42^., 431 ;

concludes

treaty with Great Britain, 435, 437, 440,

508-9; overthrow by Ramirez, 564;
correspondence, 2175.

Artigas Ballejas, Manuel, 2176.

Asensio, 1602-3.
Auchmutz, Sir Samuel, 454, 471.

A-udiencia, in Argentina, 419, 444, 460.

Aury, Luis de, 1175, 1949.
Austria

agents to Brazil, 834, 846-7.
Brazil, influence in, 750, 769, 776, 834,

846-7, 851, 857-8, 867, 1374.

marriage of prince to Queen of Brazil,

664-5-
mediation proposals, 1374-5, 1386, 1391,

2100.
Paris Conference, 1508, 1515, 1520.
recognition of colonies opposed, 1386,

1408, 1540, 1548-9, 1713-
treaty relations with Brazil, 857-8.

Aviles, General, 729-30.
Ayacucho, battle of, 246, 256, 821, 846, 1324,

1413, 1776, 1834, 2080, 2082.

Azcapuzalco, occupation by Mexican forces,
1610.

Azcuenega, General, 514.

Bagot, Sir Charles, 65, 67, 69, 73, 1434,
1444, 1446, 1863.

Bahama Islands, pirates executed at, 177.
Bahia (San Salvador): 703, 707; revolution,

713, 720, 723; provisional government,
7 J 3, ^S, character of population, 719;
influence in Brazil,- 720; Portuguese re-

sistance at, 746, 748, 751, 753-4, 757-
6b, 763, 769, 790; republican sentiments,
762, 764, 777, 799; installation of presi-
dent, 776, 8n, 840-1.

Balcarce, Antonio, Supreme Director of La
Plata, 342-3, 425, 514, 570-1.

Balcarce, Juan Ram6n, 663, 1032.
Balcarce, Marcos, Minister of Foreign

Affairs of Buenos Aires, 662, 1022, 1027.
Balk Poleff, Russian Ambassador to Portu-

guese Court in Brazil, 52-3.
Banda Oriental. See Uruguay.
Barbary States, negotiations with Colombia

regarding Mediterranean ports, 2156-7,
2164, 2170-1.

Baring, Francis, 1552, 1639.
Barlow, Joel, U. S. Minister to France,

correspondence, 12, 1372, 1373.
Barnes, James, privateer commander, 1911,

1917, 1921, 1952, 1967.
Barossa, imprisonment of, 522-3.
Barradas, Isidro, Spanish commander,

1701-4.
Bassano, Duke of, Minister of Foreign

Affairs of France: 1371-2; correspond-
ence, 1373.

Bayard, James A., U. S. envoy to Russia, 29.
Bazares, Caetano, Secretary of State of

Venezuela, correspondence, 1174.
Beaver, case of, 63, 370, 916, 921, 925-8, 1728.
Becerra, Gomes, 2043.
Behrmann, Ewald, correspondence, 1204.
Belgrano, Manuel, 325, 331, 396, 418, 432,

438, 479, 485, 533, 539, 897, 929, 97$,
995.

Belleval, Baron de, 2113, 2117-18, 2120-1.

Bennett, James H., U. S. consul at Pernam-
buco, 723-4.

Beresford, Admiral: British invasion of
Buenos Aires, 357, 467-72, 498; special
mission to Brazil, 693-6.

Berindoaga, execution, 1793-4.
Bermudez, General, 1301, 1304.
Berrien, Senator, 1302.
Biddle, James, U. S. naval officer, 43, 133-4,

167, 184, 526, 553, 657, 915-16, 920,
926, 1021, 1024-6, 1028, 1030.

Blanco: admiral in Chilean navy, 637, 1038,
1058, iioi note, 1737, 1777; President
of Chile, 1801.

Bland, Theodorick, U. S. special commis-
sioner to South America: 42, 46, 74, 79,

486, 527, 553-4, 931-3. ; correspondence,
47; report on conditions in Buenos
Aires, 382-439; report on Chile, 946-
1005.

Blockades: by Morillo, 26-8, 175, 1197,
1891, 1904-10, 1920; of Pernambuco,
40-1 , 42, 702, 791 , 798 ; by Morales, 166,

172, 178, 183, 185, 207; privateering and

piracy under, 166-85; reprisals ordered

by British, 172, 174-5, 184, 1502; of

Peru, 207-8, 220, 1028, 1037, 1050-4,
1060-1, 1066, 1090, 1106-7, 1751; of

Cplonio del Sacramento, 372; of Buenos
Aires, 476, 671-4; of Rio de la Plata,

817, 842, 844-5, 853-4, 856, 866; of

Chile, 1740; of port of Callao, 1760,
1780. See also Privateering.
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Bocarwgra, Jefc Maria tie, Secretary of

State of Mu*, eorrnipondenc, 1702.

B^mft corvette, ig~o, 1160.

BoUvar, Juan Vicentr, commissioner of

Venexuela to the U. S., 1143-4, 1148-9,

1174.
Bolivar, Simon: nil, 1779, '^36; in com-

mand t Caractt*, 44; heads government
of Venezuela, 35; disputes with San
Martin, i8ij 4 uM, 1151; liberator of

New Circfticla, 194, 1185, 1188. 1190;
urmwiite with Moritlo, 105, iaoi~6,

t3OQ"-to; military operation!* in I'iru,

230, 300-1, 554. 5*7. *5. **9, 631-3,

<H2 645, 4*i <*4*l note, 803, 811-1.1,

1054, 1069. loBM, it 00-3, 1133-5. l38

1230, itMr-f, 1 301, 1334, i33"-4i

33MN 173, 173* -5 fwmm, I7S3-4,

1756, 1758, 1765-1*, 177^-1, 1773, *777,

1780, 1783, ifteo; Wall*' teller to,

3<H"5, *3~ "

again** in t'obntbia, 3JK>, I 33 1-4,

1361-1; monarchic*! rni*iraar in

f*vt*r t*C, 65*1, tits, i.V*7 <* *|.W"<*.

4V7. A4I. *7Wi tltoo-a,

, 1831, IHI, iK46;ditrertor,

of IVru, B4J, 1747"**. 779.

178-8, I7*|f ; attitude towrd ran Amen-
can ccwgrw*, ttti. Iftaj, 1810; senti-

wrnt 4ginM in IVru, 1114, 1659,
itritutifc iro|nri to h|in
|iriiteni -ol !Vr, 1116-17. 1309, 1658,

1837; |Htk-al jxwrr,

'-a; ntt^luiitm in war
witi iu. ill,!* HM. !.!*'. W-*;
dk'tMtfr ol fctloroww, it 80, tiHi;

cowmiwttonn to Irani with,

,

{*raltwvs againft Morilb, 1197,

ijl, 1213-14. J1H, 1148;

prr*tdnry of ( 'abmbU, tjw|, 1313-14,
Hj 4 1833; dipi* with Sntf)der,
iW '31 ; viwi iw the tl S., 1 313-, trenty
with Peru. 13**. IAJ>~ fW^'j Vwie.
bn IM|WMIW*II due i fKlicy of, 1341-67

JO.MW; return IP |wer in tViomWa,
13.63-4; tiwth, i.! 7; approves |o>j-

CFC t'uUi. 1660. 1705, tCMj;

invttatitm from Mexico to tt.uriw

high romnwitKl, 1772; I'rruvwin revolt

sim$n*l t tt , tits-tS, 1829-6; In-

fluence in Ctt*ir, 1 8oi-3; re-ttrefftcnt

from Peru, 1805-6, 1813-14, 18325
character mn<A view*, lSt-ia

| 182^-75,

1837; unkw <rf C.uayquii to 0torowm,

iftjlj rekiibns with Sucre, 1819-31,

1835-*; not prenent at batik? of Ay-
cucno, 1834* propwed rwrdimtiwrt by
the U. S. between FefM and, 1840-3,

il4*H; influence on European ftego
fiaftofw, 3139-40, 1143, 3145'
vk; till. nit. 1309.

Botivkn C6nledratkm proposed, l8a?

contitution, 1113-15, 1658-9,
government: iniiependet republic, xio6-*

7; proixmal to make empire of, 1115,
1126, I334T-S.

mimwter to Peru recalled, 1843.
political dinturbancet, 1118, 1130-3.
Santa Crux, prettdent, 1133, 1138.
treaty with Peru (1828), 1131-3.

Bonaparte, Joseph, 3 note, 51 note, 433,
906, 909, 1146 note, 1380 note, 1966-7.

Bonaparte, Napoleon, 3, 357, 498, S8s,
900-10, 1146-7, 1321-2, 1371-3, 1380
note, 1531, 154.5-61 574-

Ikifld, jothua, U. S. consul at Montevideo:

648-50, Hoyj corttwpontience, atS6
ai88.

Bonifacio de Androda e Siiva, Jo*C dc. 5M
Andratta.

Tkiundariv: Iout>i4na dispute, 4^, 24, 950,

*373, 1376; defmetl by Florida treaty

(1810), lu,- defined by treaty
of St.

Ildr{ono (1777), 389; the Marco of

BnijtiS (1754), 412.
Bourbon*: 33y, 1545-6, 15^4; ecrct nego-

tUtionn t>ctwtH?n colonies and France,

IJ*. 154-5. 4-a. * 87 9<>. 542-3.

545-9, 860, 1047-8, 1050. nig, 373
1181 .....

a, I355-*. J.398. 1403. 1463, 5.a6,

57fr-7* 15835 intrigue* in Mexico,

1576-7, 1633, 1676, 3040, 3173; restored,

in Spain, 1393. Sn atxa Monarchical

, T., 1323.
tlowdotn, Janwj U. S. Minister to Madrid, 3.

Bowles, Admiriii, 435, 533-3.
Bowly, ComnKnlorc, 704.

Hoyari, Imttle of, 1114, I36o.

lioyer, rrcdent of Santo Domingo, 1406-7,

1705,
Bradburn, Colonel, 1603-3.

Bragana, effort to reinstate at Lisbon,

Branca, "Baron Pedra, Draxiltan charg6 a

France, 1421.
Brant Pontca, KeUxberto Caldeira: core-

miwttoner of Brazil to London, 823, 829
Ambawador to Portugal, 835,

Bravo, NichoUm, Dictator of mcsico, 1532,

1604-5, 1608, 1076, 1681-1,

Brawl
e*rfiangl with France, 142, 768

789, 792, 804, 34, 846-7, 856, 1491 ;with

the U. S., 143. "2-3, 360, 670, 700

736. 749. 776. ?7<HJ>. 793-5. Boa, 807

8ai-a ( 8a6, 832 note, 833, 836-9, 175^

3; with United Provinces of LA Plata

580, 6oi; spwal mMon from Buenoi

AJrw, 620, 625-6, 628, nai; policy o

government rtpurding, 739, 756* 780-1
784, 805, 833-5; exchanged with Portu

pi. 76a %S, 84. 84/, 858-9, 1537
with Austrw, 834, 846-7; with Gtm
Britain, 1573, 1590,

aUian agafntt Portugml propoted to th

U, S., 233-4, 238-9, 808~io, 813-15-



Brazil (continued)
American confederacy proposed by Portu-

gal, 204-5, 1239-40.
Argentina, pressed annexation of, 664-5,

1065, 1115.
Austria, influence on government, 750,

760, 776, 834., 846-7, 851, 867.
Banda Oriental: invasion, and occupation

of Montevideo, 98-9, 190, 194, 344,
346, 348, 350, 365, 372-3, 378-83, 436,
442, 486, 501, 508, 573-6, 610, 622,
625-6, 628-30, 649-50, 652, 660, 662-3,
7Q5. 75. 757-9. 763, 765, 771, 778, 780,
812, 816-20, 822-3, 827, 829, 839,
844-5. 852-6, 859-62, 1071, 142! 2096,
2115; convention regarding Monte-
video, 865-7, 2I 87~8.

Bank of Brazil, 723, 725, 757, 783.
blockade of the Rio do la Plata, 817, 842,

844 5, 853-4, H5f>. 866.

British influence on government, 674, 689,
691, 699, 721, 749, 780, 789, 791, 807,
826, 843, 851, 867.

Uuenoft Aires, relations with, 669, 677-8,
68 I -a, 8 1 6, 819, 827, 829-30, 839,

841-5, 852-7, 859-67.
colonial system, opposition to restoration,

690-3, 607 -H, 808, 868.

commercial relations: with the U. S., 238,

670, 673, 690-700, 724. 749. 789, 793-5.

807, 817, 862-4; w ' l Great Britain,

670, 673-4, 689. &9 699. 7*1, 749. 753.
Boa -4, H2, 853, 856, 859, 867; with

Portugal, 763, 771, 775, 781 et seq.,

799, 810; ports open to all nations,

781, 784; with Chile, 998-9,
constitutionm of Portugal, 573-5, 707-11,

713. 850-1; Brazilian projel t 756,

760-1, 768, 773, 779, 77, 791, 847.

carte*, 734 <), 741, 748-9, 755-6, 759-60,
765-70, 784. 7H67. 798. 822, 849, 852.

customs, 717-18, 749, 826.

decrees: aguinut Tagle, 613; prohibiting

landing of foreign troops, 614, 741;

expelling anti-iiuiependentB, 747; am-

nety to Portuguese, 849-50.
defense: relative strength of Brazilian and

Portuguese troops, 729-32, 734, 741,

746. 748, 75*. 776. 796-7. Boo-i; navy,

750. 79&"7i Bo ' K)77-

finance, 715, 717-18, 788, 841.
French influence on government, 640, 775,

777, 78o, 789, 791-2, 807. 821, 829, 834,

843, 846-7, 851.

geography, territory occupied by Portu-

guese in 1 8s 8, 372, 378-9.
hiitory, 7x3-21,
indemnity to Portugal, 858.

independence: declaration (Sept. 7, 1822),

and manifesto to foreign nations, 205,

608, 741-2, 761, 779, 781-6, 837, 847,

1246; attitude of country toward,

721-2, 725-40. 744 *
> 75^-2, 772-3,

850; statement of facts leading to

declaration, 780-90.
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John VI: policies, 690-700, 707-8, 710,
713 et seq.; return to Lisbon, 711-12,
781, 783; adheres to Portuguese con-

stitution, 711, 713; designates son.

regent, 781; death, 848.
mediation: proposal of joint, in war with
Buenos Aires, 276; by Great Britain
between Portugal and Brazil, 652,

664-5, 824-6, 829, 832-5, 851, 858; by
Great Britain in war with Buenos
Aires, 654-6, 658-61, 663-4, 853-7,
859-61; by France, 763; convention

regarding Montevideo, 865-7, 953~4>
1374-6, 1378.

mines, diamond, 412.
Monroe message (Dec. 2, 1823): appli-

cation to war with Buenos Aires, 293;
effect in Brazil, 775-6, 808-9, 815.

Pan American congress, 1293-4, 1572.
Pernambuco and other provinces rebel

against Portuguese government, 702-3,
707-8, 710, 713, 719, 723-4. 727, 733.
754, 758, 76i, 764, 768, 770, 777-9,
799, 806, 817, 845, 854.

Peter I: decree of recall to Portugal,
728-31, 735-8, 783-4, 786; proclaimed
constitutional emperor, 747-8, 750-2,
757, 76i, 773, 781, 784 el seq., 847;
loses confidence of subjects, 795~8,
80Q-I, 822; succeeds to throne of Portu-

gal, 848 et seq.; abdicates in favor of

Donna Maria da Gloria, 850-1.
piracy, cause of conflict witli the U. S.,

98-101.
political parties, 765 et seq., 771-4, 809-10,

823, 834.

population: political and moral character

of, 713-21; negroes in, 746.

press, 799.

privateering, letters of marque and re-

prisal, 749, 759, 863-4.
prize courts, 771, 775, 796-7. 8o

. 858.

property of Portuguese sequestrated, 763 ,.

771, 774-5, 806, 851 858.

recognition: by the U. S., 22-3, 227,,

697~9, 731-3, 737, 739. 742-3, 775r

788-95, 802-4, 807, 810-11, 815, 821-2,
826, 836-40, 852, 868; by Portugal,

222-3, 802, 806-7, 810, 813, 823-6,
832-4, 836, 840, 1527; of the United
Provinces of La Plata by Brazil, 576-8,
580, 608-9; by Austria, 750, 846-7,
857-8; by France, 775, 780, 789. 846-7,
855-7, 861, 1421-2; by Great Britain,

780.

religion, tolerance in, 749.
reunion with Portugal proposed, 764,

771, 774, 795, 798, 803, 825, 834, 850.
slave trade, 689-93, 7* 749, 776, 826,

829.
Spanish colonies: manifesto of Portuguese

court regarding, 473-4; policy of empire
toward, 473, 813, 831.

treaty relations: with the U. S., 233-4,
238-9, 699-700, 808-10, 813-15; with
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.. l,V-tj, S45, |fl

-6. 517 H. 514, V
I. s^j H. ti;'t 7.

385

5,ri f) if<q , fttt i jr.

Brazil (continued)
the United IVovinee* of L Plata, 663,

823, Baft, 839-30, 859-60, 865 -7, ft 3t,

2187-8; with Great Britain, 670, 674,

691, 699, 731, 732, 836, 858, 867; with

Portugal, 834-6, 833 5, 840, 4J, 846-8,

858; with France, 855-7; with Austria,

857-8.
United Stairs; influence in Braxil, 741, Burton, Aleiuuider, I*. S nmut i Cadi

749 755. 775 A J$n, 788^9, 7*)J'"3i J'6j 4.

807-10, 813-15, IWHj naval force It* BuManuinte, AnaMdiuu- Sftf|, |flf

protect commerce in Bra/41, 749, $4%; l*iridrttt f Airn, t7o.
acTUNed of unneutral ctmduct, Ht3 4; Buttt>nitnte. i'tlrrl hrt*Utrvi>)t t|

policy toward monarchy, 1363- 3. !>* ^inv i lVn, i.iii 17,

union with l*trtugl and Aljprvm ll*r- iHt%, l^.is.

cemter i f, 1815), 31, ftx-9, 781. BM*IJ*. r"inu< I*4 , t**j, ?*i^

.SV< tf/SO PcfTtUK^t' Btirti**, jt*Vrtmt tif I fifiinv.4, 57,1.

Brent, Daniel, Chief Clerk of the State c,i t**). ttjt,, t^t
uut Acting Secretary f Butler, Ai*iln*nv. t' S jlsaig*

1 m
Stair, correspondence, 145, 336,

9.
Brent, Thonta* !,. J,,, rhirg- ut Mttdrtd,

dence, 30X.
, tic, l truth t'ijtiustlxinnfr to South

t 'abut.

444

,
{

. .,
i, Antuntu M,, u*K,

Hrion, Luis, 55, 1195, IJIKJ.

Brougham. I.l Ilrnry,
Brown, Admiral, tifncrr in navy of tlurnti*

AirfM, 844, HSJ s|.

Brawrt, jantnt, t*. S. Minitrr t Framiv:

at6, jji, jss ', i5Jfi >55f K
. t5fl

.A 4.

1577' *l, isHH;rrrr|nnSr$rr, jsn, ^St,

jr^*, 1405, I4rrf, 140?, M' H>. M*i ?-|ts.

1412, 1410, 1417, 1418, 1419, 4J,
14,13, 1444, 1435, 1430, 1437, 1587.

Bueno* Airw
comment: tnt-nnrwl by P>rtu8uew, ,I7K

i; unjort ami rxjrt, 414-15. 4^,1 4,

4S9i 4^* "3. .V4: with (irwi Britain.

414- IS, 440-1, 597, 631, 6.VJ--40; with
other fHTrvtiKr*, 457, 491, 504, *X9-

cuton4 670, 969.
(Kluration: 463, 512-13; renter oC cuhurr,

415-16, 463.
foreigners, prutecticm during Sfianbl*

jnvaskm. 706-7.

geography: territory erf viryialiy, .IHK-

9*. 45^. 500- 1; of province, ^9*. 4,W.

45. 47-
govt-mmentj under PiK?yrret|A, 133, 417,

540- J. 549-5*. 55. 5<*4 <*! wmlrr

viceroy*, 4!9~3!, 444

, t'owtr lr k,

|it

by C '<

I ".iWrr/m,
t "alif of llft :

,',P ,1.

s Amriwati it^sl

by I'rrmh ativ.
|, Ijta* nfrfr, frs

avriir*! by tttrfihti

tii, l|*| t 6,

1059, I*S|
C 'tittintun fViuvwn Art

tt(x ,i. >lc*r. lit

to
l77-8o.
tH>ircliin

t47-'i,
o
t

4
, vivrroy *f

ft. irvoli

Min S

1771*.

vt. I

57

314V S".

, rrtfittife erf,

. 1 36*1

s, tio,

Htte
centraftetl sytern, 439-30; early jw- Mwco e tdjii, t65-t.
triot, 4ft34, 4^4; I*a 1'laiA ve*t ex- ftftoncUrnre. 1646. 11*47;
cutive authority in Burno Air, t Condon, 15*3, i*Sft . **t

646-7, 651, t"ti4M Antonio Manor) C'orrra At,

Great Britain: invawon, 328, 357, 421 -3, Correa tta CnMr.
454, _ 467-73, 488, 498; innuenre on Camta, Spttnih grwewl
ofj

597, 62 1 , '639-40'.

,

poficie*, 440-1, 4Ho--i, 5w|, 532-3, 535,

junta*, 476, 498, 671, 674-81 jpcuft'm.

port, 411, 414, 432, 437. 461.
prcw, 428, Sio, Si3-

privitwrmg under nag of. 75, IW~

, CoUmv). Brtti^h romniiioni
to t 'olombut. 1 379. * 3W-

t'Amptirlt, (.ksorgr w., U. S, Mininter

KMwia,, rorrmponrU'nrr. 71, 7S Jt

18511. t8Ao. iH6a. ij. I8f4.

("ampino, joAqufn, t.*hifcrn Wtnirtpr to i
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!

. S.: 304 -5, 514-15, 1006, no9~n,
II20-3, i UK; forrettpondenct*. 304,
n.u, 1135, 1136.

Canary ltd* mitt, CKJV 21 40 -51.
t 'tiAax, Antonio jost**, Central American

Minister to the t', S.: .140-1, 876, 884;
rorrrftpomlcncv, HHi, 883,

Canrdo, Strrrtary of State of Mexico,
J6fK },

Canning. Crorgr: IIHIJ, no8, 1302, 1474
-

1589 /*MUIN. 1037 -8; jsrojxmttl to the
I'. S. for rom'rrt of principlea, 210-1(1,

HHJJ'.V 1470, 147895, 1501, 1506,
ISI- II; j>r|KMul fur tripartite agree
ment fonrrrittiiK Cuba, 354 -60, 14111,

I5f*> 8, 158*1, 151*5 8; op|x*fd lo mo-
rwrrhitdl government it in South Amer-
ica. 05*1; and agent* to Colombia, 1279,

l.VU; declare* British determination to

rri'Km/r new government n, 1407, 1437,
*,*U7 K; on *rnding t'ontil lo ntnv

Uten, 1487, t5*M> ij cimfrrwtrm with

I'otigil4r, I4j5 JSt, I5U.V"?, I5U>"U,
4. j>44 7; rrrrivr* Hurt ado at

gti Ollitr, I5jr, 1538; tin attitudr
iJrr {xtwrr* ttm-tfrd Hrttmh r-t>|{-

1548 50; tiHHlifint treat v with
Mrxiro (1 8,15'), 151*1; itnd rtimiurt cf

in Mrxtt-o, 1581. tcj5 o, lo.V*;
in British fM1iry aftrr C'aning'
I38i-)o; rrtjMt fa Sjuun Ur
f on Iwfwlf tif ColontlMii, Ji.iK;

rorre|X)nt)rrtfc, 1478, 1470, 148,1, 1485,
5otj, 1510, 1315, I5W, 1533,

SS7.

137*.
C itrttrrac, JO#P: in annwand of

ftrrr m Peru, 5i;V'4. 5
icKi.i, 4, t4 7, njo, iitx), 1103, 033,
law. 7, i73K, 1741, 1744, jyst, i7.
7!\8, 1767, 1775; ;ttrurtt *f frtmyjj4

r*ty*ii ratisr, HJI, tun nolr; Feruviitn

tr<Kt|m juirrrndi'r Cnllao mstles to,

1747 H; MtrriKth f army under, 175>,

1756, 1768; yifldx fotnnt.tnd to l,,i

Srrn,. 1771 ; nttrrrndcr to twiiriotN, 1770.
("d f/<*N, frfw of, Jit| jo, 370, 01 6, oai,

025 -H, 1778.
C'anuUtAf, gavt*rmr of <*unt<;4o, 178.

C^iMdiMru, Count. 1^15,
C 4nttKitK>, jMtttr cif, I Jt.v *4-

XVnrxurla: intJrjwndfnre, 333;
)ttnu <iKio), 1143; II. S, ritixrnH t-x-

ftritrt) by S|wininh, 1163-4; fxtlitiutl

tiwturtwfH'w, l^fKJ.

Cttretti, l*ortujticp grncral,
Crtfillo, Ctfttrral, 1305.
CarlotfA, I'rtnfr** of Braxit, intrigura,

,V, 44*. 473 4. 4H.1
Wl*. 73,'ft77-

Cdrmaii, rAfrturr of, 171* Ho, aAA.
Crrart, Sfnih govrrnor of ("niic, 904-5.
Carrera Inacb, *SKI3, 1017.

588-t), 807, 939 4*i 1017-19; corre-

upondence, 939.
Carrera*: 350, 483, 533-4, 704, 709, 897,

932, 1017-19, 1034, 1126, 3081; rmliti"
cul fmrty, 932-4, 981, 990, 993, 1017,
1059; impriHomiient, 939-41.

CuHofl, I)on Infanta, am.
Curtagc'iu: Anu'rirans detained at, 23-5,

37 H, 35; revolution irj, 1164; ak aid
of tlu* t.'. S., 1164-5.

Carvalho r Mciio, Luis Jox^: President of

IVrnamburo, 77H-<>, yt^, 79!?, Kofi;
Brazilian Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Has,
i aw-Morw, Count, Sjmsh Minintcr lo

llnil, tt-4, 67, jt).
Cawktro, I'rinrr, .Sicilian Ambassador to

Madrid, a no.
CantrfUtdu, Fmnciwun friar, 560, fMj, 6ia,

fti5.
C atlfrragh, I.orcJ: 65-6, 69 -70, 85-7, 103,

543, fx>4, 1037, 1050, i37(-*8, 1387,
l.VJ"tr MAJ. M35 , 1431) 40, 1442-4),
1450 6, I459"3; c:orrifpmlewr, 1377
note, 1379 ntte.

Catro, 55 o, WKJ.

CiitnlitM, capturr of, 178-80, tyjH.
Catanurt'a. !.. Plata, 305, 439.
Calhraft, Lord, 1852,^863.
C'atliolU'ini. .SV Krligion.

C'ayn*tli, (iftltral, 136x1.

('as.iul.af, rst of, 2053,
t'ajsfn, Duke tit*, 1050, 1463.

Centra I Aineru;a

agents, diplomatic*, exchanged with the
U. S., 239- 41, 871, HKt.

history, KH4 7.
indr|xndencc. declared (lHai), KH5.
Pan American CorigreMf, 883, i

t|<3"4.
rrhitin with Mexico, 801-2.

Inland orcupieii by BritWt,

Carreraarrera, lenarfo, 993, 1017.
.*rrcT4, jrwr Miguel dc: 443, 183, 531-3,

Htateti ramjiriiing, 885-6.
,S>f aim (tuatrmnU, lianduras, Ni

guw, San Salvador.

Cenlefta, General, 1802, 183.4.
Cevallo*. Pwlro, Minister of State of S|win:

1932; corrcujxjnclrncr, 1907, 1908, 1909.
Clnbwo, tmttte of, 353, 499, 533, 913, 965,

<XH, 9Hl, 994-
C'hamtKrrlatn, 824, 833.
ChitrcjiN, La Plata, 397' $ 439i 4fo-
C 1wr!r IV, of Sjwin, 1*09.

C 'harlrs V, of Spain: order regarding division

of tithe*, 4_49"'3o;
restriction* on trade

with colon ie*, 45 1.

Ckarltx Stewart, rate of, 1908.
Charles X, of France, 834.

^

C Imrlotte, PrinrcM. See C'arlotta.

Chaise, John, privateer commander, 1918-
iq f 1021, 1935, 1967.

CtUMsne, de, 47^.
C'haserirux, French agent to Colombia, 225,

tai.
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Chatham, Lord, quoted, 441.
Chateaubriand, de, French Minister for

Foreign Affairs, 1397-9, H96, 1586,

1714.

Chaytor, privateer commander, 523-5, 1923,

1926-7, 1928 note, 1936 note, 1937,

1938-40 notes, 1951-2, 1967.

Chicas, La Plata, 397, 406, 439.

Chiclana, Feliciana: 327, 331; heads trium-

virate of La Plata, 423-4, 477.
Chile

agents: exchanged with the U. S., 59,

209-10, 216, 314-15, 9I5~I 6, 1048,

1067, 1092-4, 1096, im, 1118-21, 1132,

1136; consuls appointed by Worthing-
ton, 919-21, 942; foreign representa-
tion in, 833; from Sweden, 1036; Yri-

sarri accredited to the U. S. and Euro-

pean courts, 1041-3; exchanged with

Colombia, 1068, 1071; exchanged with
Great Britain, 1088-9, 1092-4, 1097,

1460, 1462, 1514, 1564; status of Pope's
nuncio, 1091-2; from France, 1115,

1235; from Peru, 1131.

agriculture: 960-1, 998-1000, 1006, 1062;
landlord system, 465-6.

armament bought in the U. S., 77-8,

352-3 898, 983, 1022-3.
canals, 978-9.
church, influence of, 897-8, 986-7, 989-90,

ion, 1020-1, 1096-7, 1104.
claims for indemnity, U. S. and Chile,

213, 543, 1099, 1107-8, 1119.

coinage, 963, 1085-6.
commercial relations: ports open to all

nations, 437, 973, 1044; with Far East,

456; with provinces, 457, 969, 984-1009;
with Great Britain, 933, 943, 969,

984-5, 1105-6, 1108; with the U. S.,

933. 943-4. 95^-2, 984-5. 1001-5, 1020,

1062-3, 1105; with Peru, 936, 1000;
law of commerce and navigation, 973
et seq.; with Russia, 984; trade in wheat
and metals, 998-1001; with China,
1002-4, 1049; with Mexico, 1122-3.

Conception and Coquimbo, revolt against

Santiago government, 1075-6, 1081,

1091.
constitutions: 1074-7, 1089-91, 1095-9,

1114-15; acceptance of Spanish, re-

fused, 566-7; Worthington's draft,

923-5, 935-6; difficulties of forming,
947-8, 1068, 1071; Egana's draft, 993;
of the Carreras, 1017-18; adoption of

Bolivian, proposed, 1114-15, 1801-2.

customs, 969, 973-5, 1041.
defense: navy, 524, 526-7, 539, 602,

942, 944-5, 983, 1020, 1022-3, 1027-9,
1057-8, 1060; military force, 936-7,
981-3, 1070.

education, French offers of
, 1123-8, 1785.

geographical divisions, 922, 957-8, 1005-
17, 1032-3-

government: proposed system of patriots,

484, 952-3, 990-1, 994-5, 1029-30,

1047, 1063, 1073, 1117, H2i, 1239;
early Spanish, 495 et seq., 904 et seq.,

997, 1007; juntas established, 904-5,
993, 1017-18, 1079, 1081-2; reforms of

Campino, 1109-10; influence of Bolivar

on, 1 801-2.

imports and exports, 984-5.
independence, declaration of, 81, 149, 499,

899, 900-13, 1038.
land grants of Spain, _987-8.
loans: alleged negotiation by Worthing-
'

ton, 1033; negotiated in London, 1076,

1082-3.
mediation in war between Peru and Co-

lombia, 304, 1133-6.
mines, 959, 962-4, ipoo-i, 1007-8.
monarchical conspiracies, 1045, 1048,

1068, 1071, 1077, 1115, 1126-8.

political parties, 932-4, 981, 993, 1017,

1059.

population, 935-6, 972-3, 1005.

press, freedom of, 945, 988-91.
recognition: by the U. S., 146-56, 1041-5,

1093, 1119-20; proposed by France,
861 ; petition to Great Britain, 1460,

1462; petition to Spain, 1464.
revenue, 913-14. 938, 975~8i, 986~7-
revolution: expedition against Chiloe,

273-4, 843, 1065, 1067, 1091, 1096,

1104, 1108-9, nil, 1113; liberation by
San Martin, 350-2, 362, 364, 372, 543,

703, 899, 935; military operations,

482-4, 551-2, 916-17, 919-20, 941-2,
973, 981-3, 993-4, 1017-19; expedition
of San Martin to Peru, 556-8, 1031-2,

1038-41, 1046, 1050-1, 1053-7, 1066-8,
1072, 1076, 1080, 1082-3, 1086-90,
noi; causes, 992-5; attitude of mili-

tary leaders, 995-7; naval expedition
for liberation of Peru, 1022-4, 1028-

9, 1036-40, 1046-7, 1051-2, 1057-8,
noo-i, 1103-4, 1 1 06; cooperation of

Bolivar, 1066, 1068-70, 1080, 1087-8,
Iioo, 1116-17.

seaports, 970, 973, 1000-1, 1009.
settlements, Spanish, 991-2.
slaves freed, 484, 991.

Supreme Directors: O'Higgins, 617, 619,

899, 981, 997, 1018, 1033-5, 1075,

1078-9; Freire, 620, 1081-2, 1086,

1098-9, 1117; Pinto, 1117; Blanco, 1801.

taxation: system of, 914, 973-8; of mines,
929, 963; on importations from prov-
inces, 969; tariff of duties, 1041.

treaty relations: with Colombia, 204-5,
1071, 1074, 1239, 1244-5; with the
U. S., io2p, 1042-3, 1108, 1122-3,
1128-30; with Mexico, 1122-3; with

Argentina, 1190; with Great Britain,

1564.
United States, aid sought in, 895-6.

Chiloe: 957, 964-5, 1016; expedition of

Chile against, 273-4, Io65. IO67, 1091,
1096, 1104, 1108-9; surrender of, 843,
nil, 1113; blockade, 1061.



hina: rommeree with Buenos Airw, 456;
with Braxii, 749; with the U. S., io<>2~4,
1049; with Chile, 1003-4, *Q49-

hujuitos, united by treaty with Matto
(iromio, 830-1.

Vnu'ii. rapture of, 10.18-19, 1Q3I.

hirrs, SfMni*h comwikmer 1191-2.
iftnerm, viceroy ? Buenos Airw, 422-1,

47.1. 4*.
itt|>lttmit: 75*1; annexed to Braxii, 778, Sao,

8.yv 7, *. .SVr otto Uruguay a4
Montevideo.

itimtfthip, fights of negroen in South
America, 11%.

"lav, flrnry, Secretary nf Stuff: 1047; cor-

re*f>omiem-v. JJj, 333, 235, 337, 339,

943, 344, 350, 351, 353, 354, aco aftt.

363. 264, 2fi5, 207, 208, 370, 271, a?
1

?,

74. 3?s, 37ft>, ,177, 3jH t 27j, 381, aHj,

384. 2*5, 286, 393, ,cj4, 295, 396, aw,
.V. 30J.

lement. Captain. 13*5 <i.

lritwMir. Km 4r, agrnt of Wnexueta in

thr U. S,: K*.), i.H>. *. 11*4. 1177, Jlfto;
t trrr|Kn4rn, Ha, 1175, 1176.

ttffiriiil of

'tihb, AllrrtJ, tJ. S, vif rnyl for Arira,

I77. *74-
uburn. Aw t'orkburn, Captain.
arhabambA, I,n Pkla, 335, 329, 398, 419,

460, 417,
*thrf? Lr4 Thfirtws: comtmindfr of the

C'hitcmn navy, 134 note, 135, 533, 5^6,

SJ9. 543. 5S. 5*1*. ^3, 610, 6aa, 1024,

ie6~3o, 1036*, 1040, 1046, 1051-4,
tST-4, 1060, 1064, 1067, 1077, 1457,

1738, 173*1, 1733-4, 1736-7, 3l3; ram-
nuindcr al the? Hraxilian navy, 640, 750,

757 **. 7*. ?fS. 7^. 77. 775. 79^~7.
H*K* i, 803, 805, 1077.

iKkhttrn, Brstbh Minister to ("otembw,
.M.\.

kc. I.j

.. ,

I*K kc. I.jpiitrfuint, drath in Porto Eiro, 185.
C 'ulutnliM

4^rnii: *'X"hrfngt'4 with ihr I". S, 136 note,

144 mile, UK* 3, t*)H, 3tK)-iu, 316-17,
M*. uj(t H, ia35 6; f Frant-r, a5-fi,
jai. 5. U.W. U44-S. "73 -3, 1376-7,
UHt- a; of Swrtlcn, J5^>, ! 244-6, 1253;
rxi'lwngrtf with CJreat Hritaifl, 233,

IJ?8 *i, 1300, 1514, 1564, 1571-3,
1575; with C hilr, iof>8, 1071; with Peru,

tK^ft;nrfa*ilc!f Kuwtut to receive Colons-

bum. I8t,
armwtirr: bftwpcn lkltvar ami MorJHo,

iiS, 11*14. *"*>- 6, taw-ii; i>rojxMiai

t*S|Min 1 1 HlM, 370-4. 3Ko, HI 5, U97-
8. 1435 (, iSHj 3. 307-35, 3137-8.

ItArhary SlAtr*. nrfiitiatwn rcgartling
Mrtlstrfraneiin jwts, 3156-7, 2164,
3 1 70- 1,

CdkmtbtAn army evacuates,

*. 1314 -l 5-
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claims of Great Britain against, 1502.
colonies: effort of France to establish,

1247, 1272-3; of Great Britain, 1247
50, u6a,

commercial relations: with the U. S., 203-
4, 1143, 1145, 1151, IJ53. 115576,
UI4-IS, lai 8, 1355, "65, 1348; with
C*rtat Britain, 1145, 1151, isiB, 1265-
6, 1379-80, 1407; with Spain, 1237,
1268; vpwkcl* admitted to ports of
C ireat Britain, Denmark, Sweden,
France ami Holland, 1238, 1252, 059,
1427, 1582; penalties upon nations

Withholding recognition, 1465*, laws re-

lating to commerce, 1241, 1354-6, 1264,
1301.

conmiifwiions: of Spain to treat with, 1203,
1305-6, 1331, 1236; of Colombia to

Spain, 3003 --5.

constitutions: f Venexuela, 1153, 1 155-6;
of Sj)iiin, prwlaimwl in, xi8t>-<;a, 1195,
1200; of republic, 1198, 1201, 1333-4,

Cuba, expedition against, 231 -3, 347-8,

3ti.y-8, 371 -5, 383-3, 30/1, 313-14, 654,
ia88-<93, 1295-6, 1298-9, 1444, 1579,

1637, 1640, 1645, 1650-5, tocj, 1879--

83, 1886, 309(1-7, 3ioo-i ( anH-19,
ai a i -3, 2139.

ruBtonw, 1318, 054 ~6, 1364, 1301.

debt, 1236, 1253.
defense, military force, laio-u, 1284.
<?Krf'Utive: 1216, 1346-7; powers of, 1248,
finiinrt', 1424.
geography: 203-3; territory included in,

government: 198-9, nai, 1147, 048-50,
1268, 1319; congrewi etttublmhril, 1212-

13; [>ro(XMe<i monarchy (1829), 1327-9,

3.13"6, ix\-4. 343"5>. >35*; return
to conntituiional, 1^32-3.

Ciimyaquil: annexation, 1066, 1828; epa
ration, 1118, 1584, 1826; controvrray
with Peru over, 1311, 1321, 1330-1,

1337'
loans negotiated in (Jreal Britain, 1249,

S351-2, 1263, 1465, 14.91.

Margarita takes oath to Constitution,

1194.
mediation: between Bueno* Air and

Braxil by, 276; by joint powers in war
between Peru and Colombia, 3002,
304-5, 1133"*. J36. 1339-33. 4I~8;
by (.real Britain between Spam and
Colombia, 1343, 1431-2.

monarchical conspiracies of France, 235,

1115, 1125-8, 1335, 1373, 1281-3.

Panama annexed to, 144, 1218-19.
Pan American congress proponed by,

188-9, 204-5, 252-3. 883, 1071, 1073-4,
1IM-13, 1115, 1189-90, 1344-5, 1251-2,
1263, 1383-3, 1286-8, 1290, 1393-6,
l33-4i t6a? 1641-3, l8lO.

Peru: war with, 1131-8, 1311, 1321, 1335-
6, 1339-33, 1336-8, 1836, 1838-48;
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Colombia (contiitwid)

Colombian army of occupation, 1115-

17; Colombian* bribed tu evacuate

Lima, 1308, 1315-17, 13*0,

I'ortugurne pro|Kwtti of un American con-

federacy, 304-5, t*3"4

INDEX

Conceiciart *!* t'hilr Ul,| rrvo)l

priuru*r exchanged with Sjwin, 30* 3,

3153, 215*1, * 103-4. 3171-3.
privateering, 110.3 -4, ia*i, **4y.

Quito annexed to. it)5.

recognition: by the IS, S., 130, 144, 147
-

57, lot, 104 <, 108, *ot-7, **xj iu,

1*1*- 17. 13*6 -H, 1*5* '3, 1*58 i, Uf*i

71 ; policy of Kurojte, **3-o, U3, 1*40
I, 046; by France, 33S, i*8l a, 14*7;

by Holland, 1*36, 1*4(1; by iWiug.il,

1*36, 1*18, 124*1; "' * influence in

KurofM* fur, 1*37*), 071; action by
CnM Hriuin, 1*38-0, 1*46, 137.1, tjy

Ho, 1343-4, 1 4** -74, 15/>7~
H

. I5.V* 4".

l$4H"j, if*3, 3*5; by fiennwrk, 1*46;

by Sweden, 1346; offer* of aid to S|Min
in exchange for, 1*05 *. *I6* 3, ait*

71; r|ur*t influrficr of ( 'mtl Hritrftn

in Spain, 157*1; intrurliun* to miui^irr

(tt Irondnn rrgarding, 3 1 15.

rrligimi: tiileraure sterurrtl by trraiy. mt
l; tnRuritfr ! rlrrgy on gawrninrnf,
l-5* 3-

rrvofuiion: revolt ami tirflaration of imlr

pcmlrncr *f \"rnr/.urtrt, U lo, 14^. 147,

149, |J4, 497, 1044. 1150, 1131. tl.M

5, itHy, iaoi, i'Mtt* n. fuml4mrntal I**
of the rrpublir, 147. inK* I* notr, uu
Ij; libmttion of S'rw (iranadA, li4 ,%,

1183, 1185, lljo; junta* rrcctrU *il

t'ariifiis, 1143, 114?; military t5*rr4'

lion*. ii>4-7. lt<W, Ji, ui ft.

UlH, ujt 3, U3t -3. 1*36. U.w, 1.147,

1 24*1, lJtW; rvcnl* Iradinp lo, 13*1-4.

treaty fel<ition: with Sfwm, 157, |J,,|,

115, IKX>, J*3l; with the t3, S,, ifi,

1265, taKo-2; with IVru, iHH-<^ 104
1071, 133ft, 044-5, I33 .....

4,

133-l. 33f i wi' t'hilr, 3u 5, 1071.

1074, 1231), 1*44-$; with I.a I'Ut, 017
i, 1345; *'n t-.uroftp, 1*34 -to; wiih
(Jnpat tiriuin. i*79'Hct. 15114, l57*--3.

1575; with Mexico, 1634, l*m. i*7J,
Watt

1

* leurr to Hollvar, *4 5, 1310.

IJU-IH.
C'oionio del Sitrraiuenlo: nntiJarv |*ratitjna

of I'ttrtuituew in. 3;'*, 37W, *!, 7>5,

717, 844; rarly iifturmrnt, 45**.

Coiortixitlifm cf South AHMTMM- effortu ul

(Jrrat Hrituin, 43t-i t
tt
54*<'. SH-<*,

1*47-50, ia*a: HritUlt attitude tow4rl
Anurric4n policy, 1513; French efforw,

ioe4-s, 1*47-yu *2ti*. layi-.i; di-
cuwwi by ran Amrrkan C'ongw**,
1*87, 1643; British abjections to French
colon ieH, 475~, 1481, 1487-11.

Columbia River: 1070; trade on, 1004,

. f4*f
t'on*uUtr Agrnt*.

Inn.
t'utitinent4i

Convention*.

Couk, Uantrt I*, t'

ft r, ^*

*# H*Jy
Trralr ss

agent i

I'onvr

Cottley, Jrtitr, I", S

t

it!

of,

I M|tliul, Chilr; ISM*-*, tin Jjirs ini)rj*rn

rntr UH^J). 757. 107^ ,. nji. it^

it|*|rt rtmtr*. |f|
"Cor* i*lii,

"
|ltK4l jwtly

7M 4-

Ci'tfdova. t Hcnrr<il. t^^H *|, 1.141

tVrdt<V4. 1-4 IlitlH, C*.\. gr
t'i. 4- 4"t ^.

niutf* lf*ltr, 404
J |{vrtli*rftt *i

fs 4.1*1,

1 14, r

if* 13 1

Ctitlt|Uit4,
da

Jttiln *

51

WUMI I IT l, *F5
'*ni*ttt. A*ii* MrtntirJ. Hi

8*Sl to itwrtMl* Air. tpf ft

tit 3. fr*jMilr r, J$|.

Minifrr to the V, S. ; 1 4 1 . f rej*n
eni'e. 40

C*rre4. J< nlt>,

171* o, *ot* ;|.

Crjirntr. I-*i i'lala, 41*1. 4*7. r,

C ttrte*. Agrnt of MrKU'o III lite l-!

< 'rwti-tli. r75. 177. fei-
t iiMnril 4 thr lnIir: 444. 4l, 4*

rrrewl frrr Iratc

A. ltr$th MmitrrCtrtirt, Hit'

1047; corrr|K)nttrmr. 15117, 1515, I.SM

2044.
!, Cirnrtal, 4<, 471 j.

Cru, Fram-*ide U: a*u, MI. Mf. ^*t<1

t^ry 4 \Vf wJ I.i li-aia, )^7

Cru*. Jowf-de la. IfaA, tl*u
CutM

agrntii: rrfuiwt) of Sfmttn it* admit t-.

r*wuS. ,%*! ftt, j**3 5. jc|4; Cool

mic 8 ,*! 4.

AtiAck, Iwlulity in, 1414 -is. 1411, 14.

Kriitfth jln-y rritarding, 554 **, U,
i JS. 1 5.^ -

1 . 1 5 5.V . i 55*. * 31

1577-8. 1584. 15,*! 7. 171*.

31.
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Cuba
commerce, 1384, 1403,
France: pra|ioal to occupy, 350-62, 307;

fieri off rmst, 260, 1416-17, 1419,
1628-32, jC4B; policy in Cuban affairs,

1417, 14.10, 1550-60, 1578, 1587-8.
imle|>endem-e. question of, 249-50, 258,

1SH.V7, i&*). 10.25.
invasion proposed by Mexico and Co-

lomhia, 331 3, ^47-8, 263-8, 271-5,
283-3, 306, 313-14, 654, 1388-93,
I29S", *>H 9, 1434, 1579, 1627, 1640,
I &45. G5> 5. 1809, 1879-83, 1886,
20

f
j6-7, 3100 |, 31 18- 19, .1131 -3, 2 1 30.

Mexican drign on, I 637, 1639, 1644,

piracy, 167- ft, 177, iHo-i, 183-4,

condition*, 282 -3.

. 1413 14, 1421,
fctm: iro| in t'ulw, no, 1374; !'**
litmed by Cutw Ctsr {w>are with colunie*,
,151 -3, 265; liberal jwliey in Cuba, 307,
j35 6; Cuban loyalty questionable,
14*13; crk guaranty f t'ulw frm

U, S. ilwign*, jtiJS'7,

tri|irtile (irtiptMuit, ^54 -60, 2(x>3, 1560-6,
1568, 1578, 1580, t58f>-8.

1'intetl Smir: ritixrru hrld, c/ 7; pdiry
tuwarc! <'ulw, 185-6, ^42-3, *47--5o.
371-3, 278-^, 3*6-8, 3I3-I4, 1413 '18,

1553-5, 1558-^1 I57i 1577-

..< 873-6, 1870-110, 1035-7,
Vivw, pverttar tinci rapuin general, 184,

Cflrtifa, C*cmgrr*of, 1107--^, 1*04.
Cummin, Spanish comnu'wioner to South

Amrrit'4, IW5.
C'uft<ln,isturrit; incor|x>ratett in Colombia

J5: wjHinition from Colombia, 1319.
CwMV*t' Umml of, iMi, 178,
<.'fw, (iriyattrr, tt}7i 7 notes, 1981,
Cutiim; C. S. rrgufrtiicms for ln'lligt*tt*nt

drtttrii vrMK-ln, M*)', of Hucnon Aife,
3Hc, 437, 448, 455 <, ,i>r, 59*. 670; on
uiifMttu tinit

rxjKirts
of Sjwiin jtnu colo-

tir, 451 4; of itraxii, 717- IK, 719, 826;
of tluir, *Xf), J73 'S. tO4i ; tf C tuombia,
U18, U54 li, u*4, 1 301; of Venuela,
U5' <*>

t'uyts, 1,4 rUlrt, 3Kt>, 4^H, 487, 564-5.
t'yrtwr, raw of, JJ*|, ^03 1.

Cyrilw tic Al.tmrtU, mrmber of Council of

, 2073, a0o7~B t an I.

l>i Cruit, ent of republic of Fcrrnambuco
Co thr I*. S., 754,

I>anid*. Harem tie, French Minister of

Affair*: 1412-13, 1415, 14*7
*9. IS*S. I577:correpofl4cncc, 1417.

I>antl, John, privaterr commander, 101,

13*.
Ik; Courcey, Admirl, 671-3. 67?-J.

De Foroit, David C., agent of I,a Plata to
the U. S.: 83-5, 89-94, 100, 106, 140-1 ;

correspondence, 82, 88, 107, 159, 515,
516.

Dclgudo, Io6 Matias, president of San
Salvador Congress; 875-6; nwnifesto of
I )ec

%crnb(?r 5, 1823, 877-9.
Del Real, deputy from New Granada to

London, 1436, 1439; correspondence,
1379 note.

Deniz, Pe<lro Alvarez, Minister of Foreign
Affairs of Brazil, 722, 736.

"Dwpertador", politicul attacks on the
0. S., 560.

Dewllt'is, Martjuis, 1394, 1463.
Dcvereux, (General, 344, 347, 349, 354,

J45?"9. 7I2, 168.
Dick, John, U. S. attorney for the th'tttrict of

Louisiana*. 32-3; correi>omJenee, 32
note.

Ditlirr, Henry, 1919, 1921.

Djo* May^rga, Juan de. Set Mayorga.
Diplomatic amenta. SV Agents under names

tif ttmttlrxs,

Dongelot, Count, governor of Martinique
and captain genttml of French force* inWt Indbn, 1555, 1558^.

Dorrego, Munue], governor of Buenos Aires,

556, 627-8, 630, 633, 637, 611.
DOS Arcoa, Count, governor of Bitbia, 730,

7aa, H^a.
Dowries, II. S. naval officer, 1037, 1039.
Dunduti, Henry, Lord Melville, 468.
Dunn, appointed U. S. vjre coriMul ut Buenow

AJreu by Hutney, 519.

Dupntdi, Abbe, 1773.
Duron, Juan, governor of Montevideo,

3 1 79- -80.

I%at India Comjany, 1004.
Kehevrrda, JiMtqutn de, Miniter of State

and Foreign Relation* of Chile, 133-4,
1053; correspondence, JO26, 1051,

1'U-Iieverrfa, Jowfr: Minister from Colombia
to Rome, 1230; to Great Britain,

1468-73.
Krhe*vira, Mariano, 1307.
Ecuador, withdrawn from Colombia (1830),

1143 note.
Edward (JraHam, capture of, n>o.
Education: in the Unitctl Provinces of I,a

Plata, 463, 512-13; oflfem of French

government to Chihtann, 1123-8, 17^5;
II. S. offers to Chileans, 1127-8.

Kgafla, Juan, Sctrretary of State of Chile,

993, 1079, 1092-4, 1097,
Kixagutrre, governor of Chile, 1079.

Kldndge, T. R. ( 1740, 1784.
Klio, Francisco Javier, mtlttary governor

ind viceroy of Montevideo, 472, 476-8,
675-8, 680.

Kb'zakla, Jumn Manuel de, Mexican Minister
to the U. S., 1614,

Elliot, U. S. naval officer, 845, 853, 855.
Elton, John H. 168-72.
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Entre Rio* (Santa F6), la Plata: Ri, jjfc.

Agriculture, 403-5.
geography, 303, 430, 487, 50*.

government; under Artigun, 431, 500 7;

under Rnmirex, 564-5.
I.orex in, 59.1, 603 .

Montevideo iu'ehtj against Brawl, &J,
6j&, 758, 8t6, Hit).

between I. {> ami KodViguex,

5,1*. ,

Frrnr$, IVrwvMti MmiMer to < 'olombi
1 7>M.

FiliMtU. Virenlr, MJ? |Mrf,

Flak, |ntutlt4n. ('. S )iMftct 4ttor

, rwffr{Kin*!rfnt r,

tn. tgwrl Ait*ft,
* fWrtr-

Flure, , , .

FlttritU: i*HMiir! by iwe I- S fr*n S|i
, it), 144,

5o3. ,

Portuguese: ocrujwttion by, 443; alleged Fleming Atltnu 41. t.u.* 4. *V4.
cretmittn to, 575.

revolution, 5*i.

treaty tif commerce with (lre<it Britain,

435. 437- 44". 5 <)

wjir with Uuentw Airen, 4,^1 a, 501 .

| <ie<rKf W., I'. S. Minister to Sjwin:
I!

At), 61,

I*. H tl.

7I 3. J.4

1*177,

I*Iscalad*i, Fr*mrit'<i Antrmio a: 4^

Kt'*K-m'.
, privatrrr rcnnttwrs*lrr, it^n

Manurt,
IK)!.

Ewurra, rmmarti!?r, I7.l "77-

Mrxiran Minialrr of Foreign
Aflairm, 1655.

Eslrfwnrj*, Jcie (>uillemio, jrivatrrr c'om-

nutncler, 1950.

I\ierSwy, t*rim'<*. forrrgnontlrnrr, 1540.

Kstrvit, ]' fgn*'it, Secrtriiiry f Stale of

Mexico, 16,17 K
. '657. 1077.

Kuro|x>4n Allittncr, 5w Holy Atlittnre.

Kutttiff, WiSSim, V, S. Minttrr to the
Nrther)4nti: 3\ note; t'orrrfttKmcient'r,

33.

Kvwetf, Alexander H. U. S, Minirtrr o

S|Min; 5t, ^70, JJJ. 379- -Xt, JBs, 1430,
, |f4f 7,

2051;,

ar7j,
2107, an i, att4,

aia8.

3135,

3iti,

gri.fi,

2142,
ai$y, JI5K,
*I63, aifii; I'. S. rlwrgf At

corrc|K>nd'ncp, 171 f, iff I. 171% 1714,
1716.

Eyre, Sir ( Veorgc, 770,

Falkland Imlandi, 1020,

Ferdinand VII, King erf Spnin, 436, 464,
471-3, 43~4. 49, f3*-'3. . . *9l.

953.

|0, liraly tir|t-rrn llw t'

, loH j, || 17

7. ft

) S|

$}| l|

Kry \Vri.
I*Ssirt, ,Wi. I

|->rS*ra. John M ; i,

C liitr of liilrw* Ar, *

*,!<. 1,1.1. *,0. M. M^
S? r

. 577. *?*, ^H -. ?^
s *.

SV* 5*1* , ,V*Jf. M.i, VX. V*
ri(. fwj. M !.f*i.r.t>t4. '

MI Hurm* Au

|}ff

rmr*.

l, i|r Ui, i'lrnh
>'ll, JoJin. I" S
no. II.| 14. 117 l,
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t, Iff*.

.ft***.

^fi

}
;ofrr. jnhn

c^, Jo .to

(rtnul At

,

Fovtrr, Ca|rtirt Mwlwf I : not.
rttrr with f!ngnn, tlot

: to t'o

, I -144

f>xt')unge) with

Peru, 1115. il,|, to I'hilr, 1115, UJ
with Me*uo, !3J$ 4 140
Haiti awl Santo l)omin|

, 1411; r*fhn|trti with Bran

%e 79*. 1104. ,||. H|r7 4 83

, 1198, 1214, 1*55. *S

rrqurxt lo SfMtn on
ia, 1475 ft. J*J? , fl

: with ihr tf. S., 7 -n. 1,171; m
Airr*. 414; with S**tth Ameri
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France (cemiinued)

In general, 1372, 1392, 1397, 1408, 14.27,
1714-15: with Haiti and Santo Do-
mingo, 1406-8, 1411; with Mexico,
Maf 7: request to the U. S. to pro-
hibit commerce with Santo Domingo,

,

Cuba: trireirtite agreement proposed by
(*rcat Britain, 254-62, 1560-6, i>68,
1578, 1580, 1586-8; alleged French' oc-

cupation, 3 59-63, 37. 1250; policy to-

ward, 1417, 1420, 1559-60, 1578,
1587-8.

education offered ('hilt-ana, 1123-8, 1785.
indemnity to French colonist*! in Santo
t Domingo, 1406-7, 1411, 1422, 1424.
invasion and occupation of Spain, 1143,

1380, 1397 8, 4<>. 45. ai3S.
Joseph Honuparte placed on Spanish

throne, 3 note, 51 note, 432, 906, 909,
1146 note, 1380 note.

munnrchical intriguea in Spanish colonies,
3*. 34-5. 4<>"3. 187, 190, 225, 542-3,
545-8 note, 540, H6o, 1047-8, 1050,
ins, 1135-8, 1373, 1281-3, 1335-6,
1343. 1373. .V*3. 42 4<3. 52.
1 57^-7. *5HJ, 1739, 1748, 1777, 3040,

,

mediation: between Spain and colonies,

7<3t 7&8, 1374. 386. I3tx>, 1393, 1398,

1400-1, 3U3-I4; offer to Mexico of

friendly office* in Rome, 1662.

Monroe messuage, attitude toward, 1713-
14.

naval forcet Sn South-American waters,
360, 1040-50, 1083, 1085, 1416-17,
1419, 1628-32, 1648, 1738, 1754, 1802,

1813.
Paris Conference on Spanish American

affairs, 1508, 1515, 1520.

POHM opened to South-American flags,

iSHa. a 1 30, 2145-
property in Lima, demands for restitution,

1780.
rrt'ititmtion of colonies: effect of U. S.

action on policy, 75, 13967; attitude

toward, 225,861, U8l -2, '1371-3, 1386-v 1397 -9, 1406, 1408, 1411, 1421-2,
1426-7, 1498-1500, 1503-5, 1510-11,
1,155, 1557. 1575. I73. 1777; of Ar-

gentina, 665; of Brazil, 775, 780, 789,

846-"7, 855-7, 861, 421-2; of Santo

Domingo, 1406-7, 1411, 1417, 1422,

1424, J55S-<. i$'8. 1573-3. 2057-8,
3089; effect of British action on

policy,
1548 --9, 1573; |K>licy becomes favorable

to, 3057, 3062, 2070; preMure on Spain
to end war, 2112-13,2131, 2135, 2168-9.

treaty rrlationn: convention with the U. S,

regarding Florida, 5: with Argentina,

M2
t 549, 1050; with Braxil, 855-7; with
xicc> 1577, r 661-3, 1668-9.

Franchbe: first elertipni held in IA Plata,

426-7; elections in Buenos Aires, 464,

J13~I4; elective ytern in Chile, 484;

proposal to withdraw suffrage from
Spaniards in Buenos Aires, 637-8;
electoral

college of Rio de Janeiro, 799;
popular elections in Banda Oriental,
865-6; abuse of, in Colombia, 1333-4.

Francia, Jos G. R. de, dictator of Paraguay,
432, 465, 508, 6xo:"

Frankhn, case against, 218-19.
Franklin, Benjamin, 1241.
Free Masons. See Masons.
"Free ships, free goods" doctrine, 863-4,

1564, 1572.
Freire, Ram6n de, Supreme Director of

Chile, 617, 619-20, 843, 934, 982, 1022,
1075-6, 1079-82, 1086, 1091, 1096-9,
ino-n, 1116-17, 1127.

Fuente, Antonio Gutierrez de la, Peruvian
envoy to La Plata: 608-9; overthrows
government at Lima, 1137-8, 1337,
133". 1834.

Funchml, Count de, 694-5.
Funea, Gregorio, historian, 423, 495, 498-9,

5'3. 563.

Galitssin, Prince, 1851.
Callatin, Albert: 67, 73, 216, 577, 1146, 1385,

1471-2; U. S. Minister to France, corre-

spondence, 39, 63, 75, 1374, 1377, 1379,
1382, 1383, 1386, 1390, 1391, 1392,
393. ^394. 1395. 1596, I397J to Great

Britain, correspondence, 1582, 1583,
1585, X586, 1587, 1588.

GalveHton: occupied by unauthorized per-
sona, 46, 48-9, 51, 385-6, 506; occupied
by the U. S., 949-50, 1175, 1377.

Gamarra, Augustin, Peruvian general, 1130-
i, 1137-8, 1337 note, 1844, 1846-8.

Gameiro, Chevalier de, Brazilian Minister to
Great Britain: 1527; correspondence,
1294

Ganiza, Gavino, 885.

Garay, Martin de, financial reform in Spain,
1962.

Garcia del Rio, Juan, Peruvian envoy to
Great Britain, 602, 616, 637, 1474-5.

Garcia, Manuel Jos6: Secretary of Treasury
of La Plata, 456, 562, 580, 592, 631,
642-4. 646-8, 660-1, 829, XI2X; Minis-
ter of Foreign Relations, 650; corre-

spondence, 642.
Garza, Mexican general, 1698, 1701.
Gauchos: 416-18; as soldiers, 117-18, 434,

937. 995; aid Saavedra's revolution,

423.
Ciavica, Alexis and Diego, 458.
Gelston, 1153, 1x70.
General A rmorw, privateer, 302-3.
General Carrington, case of, 1755-6, 1760,

x 764-5, 1770.
General Kondeau, case of, 136-9.
General Santander, privateer, 2050.
George IV. King of England, 1364.
Germany, commerce with Buenos Aires,

414.
3ee also Prussia.
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l*wta, fount tie, Frrtu-h rwwul in

76H, 789, HM, 833; rhinrse in Hrtil.

34. 55 7'

(Jhfnt, casr f, i<x>8.

GWuttfifnimi, ciw? of, iyjH note.

tknttex, turf' AuKUHilu, Hnuilian envoy in

the u. S., 758.
Ckmifjt, Valentine: agent ol Hueww Asrr tt*

France, 135, 545, 553 4. r*?. <*K* ll! -

C12, W5. 1)83; in lib |r Janeiro, c.jo.

635 6, CijH; incrntxT of foilitutioiutl

rtmunitlee, /5S-
(>cmxjile, Jimeph ile, ti4* 7 mile.

(tortltm, Sir William, *.

(t>ritti Ixlaritl, 37 J, 705,

{'tturieff, ('mint, KU'tw rhirg'" a! HrutwU,
1871 jt.

(wer, LurS l
; rinri I.evin, I5.1 1*.

<kyenechr, Mdtturl, ,W5, A.M. 47^ 5. 47**.

; \\ S. rtnuuiiimrr lu Suih
Atttrrica, 41 i, 4f, 74, 7*1. Hit*. 405, 5,17,

55.1 4. I'l5"; Mrrr}*if!lrtu-r. 44, 47,
< Ht (rr|Kiii|, 4r, Mininirr 1

M' t'tnirt in ltu*il, i.-iitr|xm<i

(BJHT,

tyrant, Sir Ourtcn, t.}4.V4.
trnville Lord, Hriiiati Ant*ii4iir

1557.

lrrnt Britain

with Stmiii Ainriictt: 141*7,

; wich Catoni-

, iohH

\ trttrjcuf ttt, 1459; with i'cru, 1474 5,

15*4,
mir, i<Jjl, ; with Uurtttw Aisr,

*,V'J. .V4. *57Jf. *575
. 1514; wish linixii,

wtUi Hri{th tltarit^, W*irl (

1581, ICJ5 ii. UJi; Sfitiih Artrrscan,

nrglcfleil ftrr t*nmnit' jlrdlli, 15%
>o; profrit of Mmicu *gaini ctntnuUir

ittp|iumf merit tu ftuatrttuitd,
arrnificf rrtjueni c Spurn, on

^ .

t'ttnning' ftrnfKHMl* to the I'. S, lot |nl
artitm, Jto-ifi, iw^ ju i47H-<;5, 15111.

150*1, 1510, ijtt.
t'Utntn ait.iittHt S(Min, JK.U> I.

culttniul iiinhitioiiH in Stiuih Atttrrifd, 431
3, t54-ft. 6>5H-<>. nyu 1^47

.....8, U5,
1476, 1478.

r with Stulh Antrrint: 7-8, 71,

4*1-2, 435-6, 441, 454- 6, 535. 5^7,
t 853. 1 43* -3. M.V. I43V-4".

1442, 1447, 1465-7. t4t*i, 47. *4S.
*!M*. t.V8-v; with Bntxif, 414-15, 44_
t. 454 7, 4Qt-, 504, 59?, 673, 683; with

I'hile, il,!, i|,L *r.|, Vh| $

HUH; wlh t uiutsiliirt, 1145. I$SI,

; rttlnn*wM M Stiulh Alltrfit

lls,

t s

i. 1477.
wtle.

4M- 4/'7

Alfrs

(ti rti|

M*? **. t?*'
iittila tc|>}tr4 iCBUM.nn ) I irl

lt*rjp. Aslra. ttjt, ttipi.

). 7; J. iu t 4'.inlw, $,?!*!. $4*

J, Ui4. M*1. I4'jt. l S$M, {4
, f<i Mc-nuu. MOI. I<f*jf

tra, a\. 3i% ', f.j< y, *>7<i. t

S. l.l*^. *4* J - MM *'.

144 j. ti4* ;, 14^1 ^, H%
1*14". lrlrr !?i-3H*9 Ar

IVcu.
t.4,.p.

H|t .i, 1*44 ,%,

jttinf IJtr*iii?wsj tlit lti1y Altj.nn.rr i

(unr ttt Swjfft AtriM ti wafer*. 5
ft. 1514. $7.%4. iy^|, 1766, |l

,

neutrat |1 y ii Vmiit ArtK-ftmn n!* 1

*3H *. 14 M- NA*. 44. 4M
I'anitttM t ongtr-M. rr{rrwrtii4iian

Iltt IJ. l/w.
l*4tflwsrliifV 4rl4lr * Stiuth Anw

, 14!*

. 17*4.
*i i'lriiwli rmitlrnlft Li

lricfirr,tic ovpr !iao4ji Oriental

patetl, 850, *>.

rcrfi|tni{tn trf rtln$i"; P. S.

jwnt, 87- . iis. jrr 7, 124.,
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Great Britain (continued)

038-9, 1664; policy regarding, 158-9,
195, 642, 644, 646, 654-5, 675-6, 1047,
mo, 1379-80, 1376, 1390, 1397-9,
1401, 1406-10, 1421, 1432-4, 1436.
144 9, 145* 2, 1463, 1466-9, 1477-8,
1484; elFecl of recognition by the U. S.
on policy, 158-9, 1396-7, 1450, 1452,
'455. 1 457 -*< I4f>4 SI urges Sjwiin to

reroKfiiigt* rnlonirs, 1515 -18, 1520, 1555-
6; recognition of Mexico, Colombia and
Bueno* Airea by, 1537-8, 1530-40,
i548--y, 1623, 2085; -protested by
Spain, 1530-8, 1541-7 54<>"5o; by
Kuwtia, 1538 40, 1547-9, 1869-70; by
Austria, 1540, 1548-9; -by Germany,
1541 ; commercial advantages obtained
in South America by, aoyi; means
uwd by British Minister at Madrid to
we ure, a to, 3164-5, 2169.

following Spanish blockades,
J7J, I74--S, , .

KrwUn bland neixed, 888-91,
alave trade: traffic with Spanish colonies,

452 --3; effort to abolish, 689-93, 826,
1446, 1030-1, 193.5, mfia.

treaty millions: with UaruUt Oriental,

435. 43?. 44. 5K ; with Brazil, 670,

674. oyj, 699, 731, 733, 826, 858, 867;
with Colombia, 1379-80, 1564, 1571-3,
1575; wih Mexico, lisa, 1561, 1564,
I57*~ai 57&. 5Hi, 1583-4. >34. i"39.
*65i J f 5ft. 1661, i677-; with UuenoK
Airrg, 1538, 1564, 1573? charge f vio-

of slave trade, 1963.
war with Spain thrt'ntennl, 1584, 1587-9.

(Irpgory, U. S. naval commander, 168,

I7V-H.
drenfd, Captain, 7c/, 819,
(kennolds, privateer commwndwr, 1923,

1926, 1936 note, 1937, 1938-40 note,

tXy,
(uadaimint, captured by Mexican*, 1606.

Cuadalupe.oct'iipied by Mcxicann, x6ip-n.
(iual, IVtlro, Minister of Foreign Affaire of

Columbia: 3>-i, 204-8, 1175, 1216,

1339-31, 1238, 1363-4, 1379-80, 1317,

1436; corre|xm<lcncc, 161, 1226, 1227,

1333, 1337, I36y.
Oiutnujuato, iicuure of mint by Mexican

rrvnlutioniatu, 1604 -5,

(fiMitro, Chile, 1007-8.
Ciuiitrnuda

agrnta: to Great Britain to conclude com-
mercial treaty, 1573; appointment of

British coriftut* to, oppoved by Mex-
ico, 1673; Mexican minister recalled,

1706.
annexation: to the II. S, proposed by San

Salvador, 239-40, 873-9, 2040; to

Mexico, 1612, 1672,
conttitutton (1824), 885-6.

government: republic (1823), 880; pro-
posed empire, 1115, 1126-7.

independence, 871-2, 1612.
Pan American Congress, 1111-12, 1643.
recognition, by Mexico, 240, 880.
Hoatan seized by British, 888-91.
treaty relations, with Great Britain, 1573.
See also Central America and San Salva-

dor.

Guayaquil: annexed to Colombia, 1066,n 18, 1828; separated from Colombia,
ui8, 1584, 1826; controversy between
Colombia and Peru over, 1311, 1321,
I330-I, 1337; offers to Bolivar, 1658.

GUemez, governor of Salta, 418, 434, 579,
W5-

Guerrero, Vicente: 1602-3, 1681-2; Presi-
dent of Mexico, 1701.

Guevarra, governor of Margarita, corre-

t
spondence, 1203,

Guiarm:724; British colonial designs, 1248.
Gutdo, Tomag, Buenos Airean Minister to

Chile, 663, 665, 921, 1027; correspond-
ence regarding Prevost, 552-4 note.

Guiae, Admiral, Peruvian naval commander,
1748, 1751, 1755-6, 1761, 1765, 1769-
7". 773. i?77r 1781, 1805, 1823, 1827,
1840-1.

Gunman, Juan Pablo Discardi, 467-8.
Guti^rrex de la Fuente, Antonio. See

Kucnte.

Gutierrez, JoA Bernardo, Mexican revolu-
tionist: 1895, 1899, 1900-1; correspond-
ence, 1593,

Haiti

agents: commission to France, 1406-7,
1411; Mexican miaaion regarding up-
rising in Cuba, 1705.

commercial relations with France, 1406-8,
1411-12, 1417.

French fleet uecl as means of coercion,

1417, .1419..
recognition: indemnity offera to Prance

in exchange for, 1406-7, 1411; by
France, 1411, 1417, 2057-8, 2089.

lave trade, 1287.

treaty relations with France, 1406-8, 1411.
See also Santo Domingo.

Halsey, Thomas Lloyd, U. S. consul at

Buenos Aires: 349, 368-70, 374~5i
379t 381, 519. 538. 554. 559-60. 704,

943, 2175; correspondence, 336, 337,

339, 34<>. 342, 343. 345, 346. 347, 349,

Hamilton, British commissioner to Co-

lombia, 223-4, 1279-80.
llamm, John, U. S. charge in Chile, cor-

respondence, 314.

Handy, Charles O., purser of U. S. S. John
Adam: 1182; correspondence, 1178.

Hardy, Sir Thomas, commander of British

fleet in South-American waters, 549,

557. 568, 770, 1050-4, 1056-7, 1066,

1460, 1734.
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Harm, Level l, U. S. chargl in Ruww.
rarre*ptmdenrr, 33,

Han-Mon. William II., t f
. 8. Minit*f la

Columbia: 30! -3; rornfftptwdewr, 1.U5.

1.13ft, I33C), tjxi. l.VV. *.UK .

Hautrrivr, t'wnitr de. Fratrh

Havana. .%* t'utw.

Havrl, Matthpw Arnold, *rrr|ndrm*r,.
805 nose.

Hawkin*. Captain, ayft-tt,

Hebia, t'olonel, 1604-3. l*7-
Hera*, tirneral la, S6. f,il. io.it J,

Iforrdia, Spanish Mini*trr t ihr I". S.,

3036.
Herr*. ttairral. 1814 I ft, |8* 7, i*W|.

Herran, (irnrr*!, i3J--*J.

Hmrra. Srrrrtary of Statr of !* I'ldU,

-

Henna, Jcwc Mttnurt: ty*7 M ^ f

tltftH, l(b)l '|, l|w I; Mritif4n

taer toihr t*. S,, rrrr|Knilrw r,

Scrrrtary of Hllr cl *\lr*rti,

powtlrnr*, 1614, itf$-
Hrrvry, llruh Mmiier at Mlrwl,

Hklalp* y CtMtilla, Migiirl. 15

Hill, ilwy: 137, i,w. M
I?, S, vie* conul at

rrmiKmtlrnr**. ijft; V, S. cwl at K
tic Janrira, rrrrjttlrtt% 7.l, 7I.

Hillyar, t'ommotlttrr, v*. WJ 4

., of, 1914-15.

awl
tciHK,

S.

at Val{jaraiiKt; . 75J.
I5S.
t74.

1075, 1078, info*. 108*. toH.1. 1083.

}r*7, |rjt^.i, t |tK. I tut. tic*,

Holland, A* Thr NetbertamU.
tiutlrnhrutfh, Baron, ,||i,

Hotnirin, fht'outlray tfc, r*$l8in
I'wrto RK-O. ifo'i, Ha,

Holy A!5iapr, fjw -4. N. tl8, ms. 1157,
ItfeJ. I3 I5tt6. 1*76. I%U, 1716;
t'. S, iiilJiwk toward inirrrrrm.v by,

f4-6. 6^-70, 7^-4, 86. 10.1 "4, 1^3,

J5I, 335-6. loi&J, ilftj, Ii83. 1406,

1484; mnliattoit beiiwcn S|wo awl
fokiiiM*. 64-74, 7*1,

BI-J. S6-7. toA"5.
*93. t*64; ilison fcwtwrrn Spam
mod Portugal, 71-4, 1.174*.

.

Amrrican alliance aw ccntnt

JUff,, I3|3"6, uRa; Hrajnlian

to th V- S, I* treaty
*"9: influrnr* in flrail. 754,

war*!, 1537. Rtt*wa (*ru|)Ml to nubrntt

Sttuth Antvriran ijrttM to, 1833-9.
'

, t'htrl C'lrrk of I', S,

Navy tk-|Ktrtmrnt, rrrri|M*iit|tre,

war in. 885

li*k|yt, lialilr 4, 47* 7,

, fr . t'lif si|lrr: j$. 1903. 1*107,
'

. I", S. 4|jrnl rtt

rrjlrnt r^ ^7. 1" S.

rof.

Hull, I tiumlir, t". S.

lim>. Mlw, l?S,l *.

177".
Humurrt. rrvulvHii*cv i

191 *

tu

Hylr ir Nruvtltr, t

thr t', S : 14

5. 3.1-

4.

nlr

, M. | ,

AttMfira, r*frrjiMt|rn<
, pUn ill, ?t, ifn 14
tjl, A<tmir*f. 1804.

Mmtrr to

wf

8. 193* * !

tm Atrr,tmliat rttimrn-r with
With lirawl, 749.

Indiana: 473. ?i. ^ FUifidai ty

Kngland and S|Min, .|,i, irrritmy in

Sottth Amrit-a ri-uj-*rd by, |*| 90.

te *!, 41*1; 4diilurr with whil* and

African rarr*. 41*. 9*1 1 ;

4t8-i9. 44^ 6; taw* iiinurl by
for, 440-7. ofjrc*Mo in vkrro>*hy
t4 f'rfM. 447 -8; in*urrrrtion

Spain, 448. 4-7; lifr oti th fwif*,
41*3; inttrrwci*on undrr ("arrwa, #*-^;
tribc wf Araut~ana, jj8, 1014; cantti'

t ion erf, in Mrwro, tf*74-3-

, I hike W, SfwwtA Stcrwary erf

a too.

. 775

; rorrcpondinr*,
at la, sty*. aiM-

, jwnfe Mtfuel, 1079.
ol tJma. 4to,/ I* "*%% "*** %f Wrws, (E* i^, * *|%*fs^fttpi^f
w.fft *g, sf^w^s

tl monarchy m &f*xko, tai6, J*lr*pidf privatcer^t^f I, 1^4
S, ritirn pnoe on. fti-J.j; colonial ay^rm advocated by,

latfi : policy rrfardinx Haiti, 1407; Brit-

ten attitude toward, 1495,1511; awl Irkrw, Tomia cb, 6iia, 5.
Napoleon, 1574; Ryidyan attitude to- trwarri. $** \rtearri.
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Irregpyen. See Yrigoyen.
Irresistible, case of, 101, 136.
Irvine, Bapus, U. S. agent to Venezuela:

58, 126, 1 38; correspondence, 55.

Italy. See Koine.

Iturbc, Krancw, 1191.

Uurbttle, Auguutfn, F.mperor of Mexico,
339-40, 640, 871-2, 880, 885, 1230,

1246, 1262-3, 1370, 1406, 1532, 1599,
1601 -16, 16367, 1664-5, 1676, 2001,
3006-8, 2013, aoKi.

Iturigaray, viceroy of Mexico, 1601.

Jabut, proposed an Spanifth Minister to the
U. S., 2041 "2.

Jackson, General Andrew, 1250, 1262,

1448, 1 86 1 -3.

Jtttkwn, Henry, U. S, secretary of legation
in France, 23 note.

Januario, 773, 778,
Je*uiu: 1124; influence in 1'araguay, 418-

*9. 445 6, 4^3. 4^7: proceed* from
mutt* of, 977 H; opijawtnl to inde-

pendence of t-oloniwu. 1423,

ewctt, tlrMJujtiin
rwva,t officer, 799, 803.

, in BraxU, 749.

John Adams, *oi 7, 1178-83.
John Randall, capture of, 1154.

John VI, King of Portugal: 576. 57.8. 580,

628, 741, 780 tt sty,, Ho<>; poline* in

Brazil, 690-700, 707-8, 710, 713 ft ieq.;

return to Lisbon, 711-13, 781, 7^3;
adhere* to Portuguese constitution,

711, 713; emperor of Brasdl, 823, 825,

39, 834s, BA^HJ; death, 848, 1068.

Juan Fernandez, island of, 065, 1059, 1060.

Jujuy, I* Plata: geographical dencripiion,

396-7, 416, 439*. acknowledges govern-
ment of Buenos Aires, 433; royalist

army in, 442.

Jurifn, buttle of, 1804, 1834.

Jupiter, prtvsiteer, 1915, 1949.

Just, Huron, Saxon Minister to London,

Ktntinthm, re of, 389, 391.

Key West, U, S. protest against use by
Mexican navy, 385-9, 295-8.

King, Rufun, U.S. Minister to Great Britain:

251-2. 15857, 1036; correspondence,

25 254,* 261, 1553, 1557. 5<!i 1563.

1564, 1565, 15^7. 156*1 1569* *579t
t57L "57*, *573. 574. 1 575. 576,

t577, IS7. >57). 58o. 58i, 1634.

Kolly, Baron df, 910.

Kormcriu, Baron, Saxon Minister at

Madrid, ana, 2164-5, 2169.

Lbattut, (k-nrral, in command of patriots

at lUhia, 754, 763-4, 805,

Uborde. Admiral, 288, 1660, 2163, 2171-2.
La Guayra: U. S. consul appointed, 165-6;

civil dicturbance*, 1304-6.

La Madrid, seizes government of Buenos
Aires, 652-3.

La Mar, Jos6 de, President of Peru, not
note, 1121, 1131, 1133, 1137-8, 1330-1,
X336-7. 1339. 1779, 1785, 1792-3,
I799-I80O, 1804, 1808, 1814-15, 1818,
1828, 1830, 1832-4, 1836, 1840-5.

I^amaur, General, in command of San Juan
de Ultia, 1620.

Lamb, Frederick, British Minister to Spain:
2069-70, 2074, 2102-4, 2106, 2116,
2120, 2122, 2126, 2129, 2132-3, 2137-8,
2143, 2164-6, 2169-70; correspondence,
2127, 2128, 2132.

loimotte, Chevalierj 1276.
Land grants, Spanish: in Florida, 113-14,

I395~6; >" t-'hile, 987-8.
Landos, Count de, French agent to South

America, 223, 1272-3, 1276-7, 1748-9.
Lanwlowne, Marquis, 1759.

Lynx, Colombian agent to France, 1425-6.
Lunxa, General, 641, 1131.
La Paz: mines, 406; population and prod-

ucts, 439, 460; revolutionary activities,

473-4.
La Plata, United Provinces of. See Argen-

tina.

I4i Plata River. See Kip de la Plata.

Lara, in command of Colombian forces in

Peru, 1308, 1315, 1814-15, 1817-18,
1824.

Lamed, Samuel: U. S. chargd in Peru,

1118-19; correspondence, 300; U. S,

charg6 in Chile, correspondence, 1120.

1122, 1123, 1128, 1130, 1131, 1132,

1137 1138, 1846.
Larrea, Juan, consul general of Argentina

at Paris, 665.
Larrea, Peruvian Minister of Finance, 621,

1786-7, 1814-16.
Larrea, Captain Nicholas, 1927-8 note.

las Ca&aa, Uartolom& de, 446.
Lftstra, Pedro de la, commissioner of New

Grenada to the U. S., correspondence,

1165.
La Torre, Spanish general: 169, 1199,

1 201-2; military governor of Porto

Rico, 1224.
Lautaro, case of, 525-6. 553 note, 942, 949,

IAval, Duke de, 1987-

Lawlltja, privateer, 841, 854.

Lavalleja, Juan A., 650, 652, 656, 662, 819.

Lawrence, William Beach, U. S. chargS at

London, correspondence, 1589-

Lecor, General, 190, 204-5, 383, 436, 522-3,

S4I. SSL 565, 573"6, 608, 626 628,

650, 652, 734. 757-8, 763, 812, 816-20,

822-3, 827, 845, 854, 1068, 1071, 2177,

2185.
Ledo, 773. 778.

Leopold I, Pnnce of Saxe-Coburg, offered

Peruvian crown, 616, 637.
Letters of marque: 128, 749, 759, 865-4;

proclamation of commander of Mexican
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navy, 298, 2158-61. See also Priva-

teering.

Lieven, Count, Russian Ambassador to

Great Britain, 252, 1548, 1574, 1869-70;
correspondence, 1538, 1556, 1577.

Lima: population and commerce, 929, 946;

siege by patriots, 1753-5. J 759. I 768,

1772-3; surrender, 1055-6, 1771, 1773,

1775; protection of British residents,

1759, 1767, 1769. See also Peru.

Linaga, Jose Maria, correspondence, 1596.

Linan, Field Marshal, Spanish officer, 1604.

Linhares, Count de, Minister of Portuguese
Court in Brazil, 670, 699.

Liniers, Santiago, viceroy of Buenos Aires,

326, 328, 422, 467, 471-5, 498, 671.

Lisboa, Brazilian editor, 773, 799, 806, 860.

Lisnanes, governor of Porto Rico, 1224.

Litchfield, Franklin, U. S. consul at Puerto

Cabello, correspondence, 1350, 1352,

1355. 1363-

Lively, privateer, 1953-4 note.

Liverpool, Lord^ 1470, 1525, 1551, 1759.
Llamosas, Jose de las, President of

Venezuela, correspondence, 1143.

Llano, Ciriaco, Marquis de Vivanco, 1608,
1610.

Llanos de Manso, 390.

Llave, Pablo de la, Mexican Minister of

Justice, 1637, 1677.

Loaces, Spanish general, 1606, 1610.

Lobo, Brazilian admiral, 827, 829, 844, 853.

Londonderry, Lord, 159, 1466-72, 2024.

Lopez, Javier, 652.

L6pez, Pedro. See Saavedra.

Lopez, Ricardo, governor of Santa Fe,

555, 562-3, 589, 593, 603.

Lopez, Vicente, provisional President of

Buenos Aires, 661-2.

Lord Collingwood, 1470.
Lorich, Chevalier, Swedish consul general

to Colombia, 205-6, 1244-6, 1253.

Loriga, Spanish general, 1751, 2145-6.
Louis XVIII, of France, 1250, 1531, 1545.
Louisiana: boundary dispute, 4, 24, 950,

I372 , !376, 1379; supposed cession to

Great Britain, 17-18; early commerce
with Spain, 452; illegal armaments
fitted out in, 32-5, 1910, 1949; expedi-
tions prepared in New Orleans against
Spanish power in colonies, 1892-3,

1895, 1899, 1901.

Loury, William K., 9 note, 16.

Lowell and Nicklye, case of, 127, 1179.
Lowndes, William, chairman of the com-

mittee of Foreign Relations of the
United States House of Representa-
tives, correspondence, 108.

Lowry, Enoch M., U. S. acting consul at

La Guayra, 1299.

Lowry, Robert K., U. S. commercial agent
and consul at La Guayra, 9 note, 1184-
9, 1163-4, "73, 1243-4, 1299; corre-

spondence, 165, 1144, 1146, 1151, 1152,

1154, 1155, 1158, 1168, 1169, 1172,

1176, 1184, I2II, 1212, 1217, 1219,
1221, 1225.

Luca, Juan Manuel de, Secretary of Treas-

ury of Argentina, 570, 572, 577~8, 580,
620.

Lucca, Prince of, secret intrigue between
France and Buenos Aires, 132, 134-5,
187, 190, 542-3, 545-8 note, 549, 563,

607, 637, 860.

Lushington, Dr., 1463, 1470.
Luso-Brazilian Union, 735.
Lynch, U. S. consul at Lima, 1731, 1733.
Lyon, John, 2141-2.

McCall, Edward, 1072.
Macedonian, case of, 135-6, 1061, 1065,

1107.

McGregor, Sir Gregor: occupation of Amelia

Island, 48, 54, 56-7, 89-90, 1175;
revolutionary activities, 1171, 1943,

1953-5-
Macintosh, Sir James, 1463, 1466, 1470,

1711.

Macirone, Count, 1712.
Mackau, Baron, French admiral, 1064-5,

1748.
McRae, Alexander, U. S. secret agent,

1525-6.
Madariaga, Jose Cortes, agent of Venezuela

to U.S., 55, 1174.
Madeiro, General, in command of Portu-

guese troops at Bahia, 746, 748, 751,

753, 757, 759-

Madrid, F. M. de, Colombian Minister to

Great Britain: 2157, 2162, 2169-70;
correspondence, 2163, 2170.

Mahy, governor of Cuba, 167, 184.

Maipii: battle of, 499, 509, 524, 532, 919,

935, 982, 996; canal, 978-9.
Jdo

'

Maldonado: port of, 410, 460-1; invasion

by Portuguese, 486, 671, 817, 1379.

Maling, British naval captain, 1759-60,
1780.

Mallory, Charles K.: customs officer at

Norfolk, 1939-41; correspondence, 1912
note, 1935-41 notes.

Maltitz, Baron de; Russian charge in the

U. S.: 279-80, 1885; correspondence,
274., 278, 1886.

Maltzahn, Baron de, Prussian Minister to

Great Britain, correspondence, 1541.
Maranhan, Brazil, declares independence

of Portugal, 762, 796.
Marco del Pont, 2150.
Marco, Spanish governor of Chile, 911,

968, 981.

Mareschall, Baron, agent of Austria to

Brazil, 833, 845, 851, 854, 857.

Margarita Island: piracy, 136-9; constitu-

tion of Spain not accepted, 1190;
Colombian constitution adopted, 1194.

Maria da Gloria, Queen of Portugal, 664-5,
850-2, 859.

Marialva, Marquis of, Portuguese Minister
to Spain, 1977.
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Mariategui, F. I., Minister of Foreign Affairs

of Peru, 300, 1803, 1847; correspond-
ence, 300, 1837.

Marino, General, 1300, 1359, 1362.
Margues, Colonel, 1604-5, 1607.
Martin Garcia, island of, 410-11, 705.
Masons: in Brazil, 756; York, established by

Poinsett in Mexico, 1581, 1663, 1667,
1680, 1682, 1685-6, 1689, 1693; Scotch,
in Mexico, 1677, 1680-2.

Matheu, Domingo, correspondence, 321.
Matte production in paraguay, 406, 415,

459. 969-
Matto Grosso, Brazil: 705, 763; treaty of

union with Peruvian province, 830-31.
Mayorga, Juan de Dios, Central American

Minister to Mexico: 1672; correspond-
ence, 884.

Mays, Francisco Xavier de, President of

Venezuela, correspondence, 1173.
Mazas, Francisco, murdered by Mexicans,

1699.
Medina, Xavier de, Colombian consul gen-

eral to the U. S., correspondence, 302,

303.
Mendenhall, J. D., 660-1 notes.

Mendeville, French consul general to Buenos
Aires, 665.

Mendez, General, 1316.

Mendoza, Intendente of Caracas, 1305-7.
Mendoza, Pedro, 458.

Mendoza, La Plata: 394-5, 405, 416, 439,

487; hostility to Buenos Aires govern-
ment, 433, 651, 660; execution of Car-

rera, 588-9; league against Brazil, 626.

Mercury, case of, 138-9.
Merida de Yucatan, Mexico: port open to

commerce, 452 ;
declaration of independ-

ence, 1612.

Messages, U. S. presidential: (1817, Dec. 2)

neutrality, occupation of Amelia Island

and Galveston, commission to South
America 50-1; (1818, Nov. 1 6) Amelia

Island, report of commissioners to South

America, independence of Buenos Aires,
Chile and Venezuela, Aix-la-Chapelle

Congress, 81-2; (1819, Jan. 29) re-

quests for ministers and consuls to South

America, 95; (1820, May 9) non-rati-

fication of Florida treaty and general
relations with Spain, 124-6; (1820,
Nov. 15) progress of revolutions in

South America, 142; (1821, Dec. 3)
removal of Portuguese government to

Lisbon, relations of Portugal and the
U. S., South American revolutionary
activities, 143; (1822, March 8) ad-

vocating recognition of South American

governments, 146-8; (1822, March 19)

report of Committee of Foreign Affairs

on above, recommending recognition,

148-56; (1822, Dec. 3) protest against

piracy and blockades, 162-3; (1823,
Feb. 25) affairs of Santo Domingo,
164-5; (1823, Dec. 2) exchange of min-

isters with South American countries,

policy toward European interference
in American affairs, 216-18; (1824,
Jan. 12) question of assistance to Spain
in subjugation of colonies, 221; (1824,
Dec. 7) recognition of South American
states and effect on relations with Spain,
exchange of ministers with South Ameri-
ca, commercial treaties with Colombia,
stability of new governments, 227-8;
(1826, March 30) information regard-
ing Monroe message of Dec. 2, 1823,
269.

Metals, trade of Chile, 1000-1. See also

Mining.
Metternich, Prince von, 1410, 1878.
Mexico
Act of Congress depriving Spaniards of

employment, 1659-60.
agents: exchange of, with the U. S., 210,

310, 1594-5- 1597-9, 1614-16, 1641;
with France, 1235, 1402; with Great

Britain, 1477, 1514, 1525, 1564, 1571-2,
1583, 1622 note, 1623, 1636-7; proposal
to send agent to Russia, 1583; protests

appointment of British consul to Guate-

mala, 1672; minister to Guatemala, 1706.
agriculture, 999-1000.
armistice with Spain requested jointly

with Colombia, 2138.
British influence in, 1246, 1626, 1636,

1677-9.
Central American provinces: proposed

annexation of, 239-40, 871-80, 886-7;
relations with, 871-2, 891-2.

Colombia, suspension of diplomatic inter-

course with, 1235.
commerce: with Great Britain, 1407;

with France, 1426-7.
Cortes of Spain, delegates to, 2000-3.
Cuba and Porto Rico, proposed expedi-

tion against, 231-2, 247-8, 263-8,
271-5, 306, 313-14, 654, 1288-93,
1424, 1627, 1640, 1645, 1650-5, 1879-81,
2118-19, 2121-3, 2129.

Everett's address to King of Spain, ex-

planations regarding, 1646-50.
French fleet in Cuban waters, explana-

tions regarding, 1628-32, 1648.
Guatemala, proposed annexation of, 885-

7, 1612, 1672.
Guerrero made dictator, 1701.

Key West, use by Mexican navy pro-
tested by the U. S., 285-9, 295-8.

independence declared, 149-50, 195-6,
1612-13.

Iturbide: crowned emperor, 1230; revolu-
tion under, 1599-1615, 1676; overthrow,
1617, 1636.

loans from Great Britain, 1621, 1677.
Masons, York and Scottish rites, 1581,

1663, 1667, 1679-82, 1685-6, 1689, 1693.
mediation: French offer of good offices at

Court of Rome, 1662; proposed, be-
tween Colombia and Peru, 1843, 1845.
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Mexico (continued,}

military force, 1284.
monarchical conspiracies: alleged plot in

favor of Bonaparte, 51-2; Bourbon

intrigues, 1576-7, 1633, 1676; 2040,

2172; party in favor of monarchy, 1584.
Monroe message notified to, 232-3, 268-9.
Panama Congress, 252-3, 111-12, 1303-4,

1641, 1643.
Pedraza, election of, 1681-4.
Poinsett: instructions to, 229-33; diffi-

culties with British charge, Ward, 1581,

1635-6, 1638; reception, 1622-3, 1625-6,

1677; alleged interference in internal

affairs, 1679-81; criticized by legisla-

tures of Vera Cruz and Mexico, 1662-8,

1685-97.
population, 1600-1, 16725.
Porter's decree regarding detention of

vessels, 298, 2158-61.

recognition: by the U. S., 39-H. 13841

1398, 1596-8, 1624, 1647; by France,

1426-7; by Great Britain, 1527-8,

I53~4i i548-9i 1623; Spanish protest

against, 1647-8.
revolution: causes leading to, 1601, 1676;

history of, 1601-14; siege and capitula-
tion of San Juan de Ulua, 273-4, 1292,

1618-21, 1628, 1643-5.
San Salvador, rebellion, 871-2.

treaty relations: between Iturbide and

O'Donoju, 157, 197, 871, 1270, 1610-11,

1613-14, 1664-5, 2006-8, 2013; nego-
tiations with the U. S., 268,_ 1635-6,

1649, 1696; with Great Britain, 1122,

1561, 1564, 1571-2, 1576, 1581, 1583-4,

1634, 1639, 1651, 1656, 1661, 1677-8;
with Colombia, 1634, 1641, 1672; pro-

posed commercial agreement with Prus-

sia, 1661-2; with France, 1577, 1661-2,

1668-90; conventions of Panama not
ratified by, 1672.

U. S. aid requested against Spain, 1593.
U. S. policy regarding republic of, 309-11.
vessels: fitted out in U. S. ports for, 2049-

50; admitted into French ports, 1582.

viceroyalty, 1398, 1402, 1406, 1599.

Victoria, government under, 1677.

Michelena, Mexican envoy to London, 1525,

1637-8; delegate to Panama Congress,

1639.
Middleton, Henry, U. S. Minister to Russia:

251, 255, 263, 267, 278-9, 1417, 1513,

1564, 1574-5. 1577, 1653, 2067, 2070,

2072; correspondence, 244, 265, 273,

1866, 1868, 1869, 1870, 1873,1874, 1875,

1877, 1878, 1879, 1881, 1883, 1884, 1885.

Miguel, Don, prince of Portugal, 776, 802,

850, 852, 859.

Miles, David M., 136-9.
Miller, General William, 629.

Miller, William, U. S. charge in Central

America, correspondence, 239.

Miller, William G.: 356, 539-40, 570, 680,

897; U. S. consul to Buenos Aires,

correspondence, 322, 326, 330, 331, 333
U. S. consul at Montevideo, corre-

spondence, 2175-77, 2183-4.
Mina, Mexican general, 1601-2, 1949.

Mina, privateer, 1926.

Mining: in Argentina, 406-7; in Peru, 929 ;

in Chile, 959, 962-4, 1000-1, 1007-8.

Miranda, Francisco de, 468, 497, 1151-2,

1155-6, 1158-60, 1170, 1173, 1322.

Missions, religious: 445-6, 460; in Chile,

907, 1015. See also Religion.

Mitchell, privateer commander, 1911, 1931.

Mitchill, Samuel L., correspondence, 13 note.

Mollien, Chevalier, French agent to Colom-

bia, 205-6, 223, 1235, 1244-5, 1272-3,
1276-7.

Monarchical conspiracies: in Argentina, 132,

134-5, 140^2, 187, 190, 542-3, 545-9,

637-8, 659, 860, 1047-8, 1050, 1065,
1281, 1463; annexation proposal of

Brazil, 662-5, 7 I 7 1065, 1115; in

Colombia, 225, 1115, 1125-8,1135,1273,
1281-2; monarchy under Bolivar,

132779, 1333-6, 1338-40, 1343-5; in

Brazil, 327-30, 441, 473-4, 483, 669,

672, 677; in Peru, 616-17, H I 5, 1262-3,

1334-5; in Chile, 1045, 1048, 1068, 1071,

1115, 1125-8; in Mexico, 1115, 1281,

1576-7, 1633, 1676, 2040, 2172; alleged

plot in favor of Joseph Bonaparte, 51
note; Iturbide, 885, 1230, 1246, 1262-

3. See also Bourbons.

Mongore, privateer, 1910, 1913-14, 1916-18,
1920-2, 1927, 1930, 1951-2, 1967-

'

Monroe Doctrine. See Monroe Message.
Monroe, James: U. S. commissioner to

Great Britain, 5; Secretary of State,

correspondence, n, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17,

19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30,

36, 39; President of the U. S., mes-

sages and correspondence, 50, 59, 81,

89, 95, 124, 142, 143, 145, 158, 162,

164, 2l6, 221, 227.
Monroe Message, Dec. 2, 1823: 216-18;

notified to Mexico, 232-3, 268-9, I 63O,

1632, 1657; to Buenos Aires, 235-6,
292; effect on policy of European
Powers, 292-3, 1405, 1407, 1713; of

Brazil, 775-6, 808-9, 815; of Chile,

1092, 1097; of Colombia, 1278; of

Great Britain, 1512-13; of Russia,

1868-9.
Montalvo, Francisco de, viceroy of Santa

Fe, 1907, 1909.

Monteagudo, Bernardo, Peruvian Secretary
of War, 602, 919, 953, 1067-8, 1070,

1077, 1779.
Montebello, Duke de, 1335.
Monteneros, 132, 136, 541-2, 546-8, 551,

555, 626, 1032, 1752, 1754, 1759,

1768-9, 1771.

Montes, General, 898, 1195, 1200.

Monteverde, Domingo, 1170, 1173.
Montevideo

agents, of Great Britain, 1514.
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Montevideo (continued)
Brazilian Assembly grants representation

to, 734- .

British invasion, 470-1.
commerce, 1394.
constitution of Portugal acknowledged by

troops in, 573-5, 608.

Consulado, 420.

expedition of Spain to, 1374-5, 1392-3.

geography, 392~3-
government: under Elio, 472, 476-8;

British project for independent, 654.
mediation between Spain and Portugal

regarding, 61, 68-9, 71-3, 1374-6,

1378-9, 1382, 1393-4, H57, 1853-9,
1864-6, 1959, 1962-4, 1969-70, 1977-9,
1984-5.

Portuguese invasion of the Banda Oriental

and occupation of, 98-9, 190, 194,

344- 346, 348, 350, 365, 372, 373, 378-9,

380-3, 436, 442, 486, 501, 508, 573-6
passim, 610, 622, 625-6, 628-30,

649-50, 652, 660, 662-3, 705, 715, 757-9,

763, 765, 771, 778, 780, 812, 816-20,
822-3, 827, 829, 839, 844, 845, 852-5,

856, 859-62, 1071, 1424, 1970.
revenue under viceroy, 437.

revolution, 335-7, 431-6. 465, 476-86,
488-9, 669, 671-4, 677, 681-4 695'

treaty of independence, 663, 865-7, 1978,

2187-8.
See also Banda Oriental, Uruguay.

Montezuma, Martin Francisco, deputy
of Bahia to Brazilian Cortes, 768.

Montilla, General, 1195, 1201-2, 1239, 1320,

1360, 1365-6.
Montmorency, Duke de, Minister of

Foreign Relations of France, 1272,

1276.

Moore, Thomas P., U. S. Minister to Colom-

bia, 1341; correspondence, 1346, 1348,

1353, 1354, 1357, 1360, 1363, 1365,

1366.
Morales, General, 1221-2, 1225, 1239,

1247, 1249, 1501; decree of Sept. 15,

1822, 178, 183, 185, 207.

Morazan, General, 891.

Morelos, Jos6 Maria, President of Mexico,

correspondence, 1596.

Moreno, Secretary of State of Buenos Aires,

424, 475-

Moreno, Manuel, 604, 613, 623.
Morier: British agent to South America,

1431-2; British agent in conclusion

of treaty with Mexico, 1561, 1572, 1581,

1639, 1651.
Morillo, Pablo: 27, 194, 358, 567, 701, 912,

1180, 1188, 1195, 1211, 1224, 1248,

1323, 1381 note, 2080; blockade of

South American coast, 26, 28, 175,

1197, 1891, 1904-10, 1920; armistice

with Bolivar, 195, 1200-1, 1203, 1210;

proclamation announcing restoration

of Spanish constitution, 1190-2, 1194,

1202, 1920.

Morris, Charles, U. S. naval officer, 38, 131,
136, 540-1.

Mosquera y Arbolada, Joaquin: Colombian
agent, 188, 204, 617-18, 1235, 1239;
aids settlement of differences with

Venezuela, 1360, 1362.
Most-favored-nation principle: U. S.

attitude toward, 83-4, 93, 165, 955~6,
1244-5, *634; agreement between Bra-
zil and Portugal, 856; London Chron-
icle on, 1248 ; agreement between Great
Britain and Mexico, 1634.

Moustiers, Marquis de, French Ambassador
to Spain, 2116-18, 2132-3; correspond-
ence, 2131.

Mouttinho, Luiz de, 851.
Mules: trade in, 404, 459; used for trans-

portation, 409, 961-2.

Nancy, case of, 1755, 1760, 1765, 1770-1.
Napoleon. See Bonaparte.
Narino, Antonio, Vice President of Colom-

bia, 1246, 1254-5.
Natta, William, privateer commander, 2163.
Nechochea, General, 1803-5, 1808, 1834.

Negrete, Mexican general, 1606, 1612.

Negroes: as soldiers, 418, 438; influence in

affairs of South America, 1189.
Nelson, Hugh, U. S. Minister to Spain:

I 56l, 1570, 2042, 2060-1, 2063-5, 2O74;
correspondence, 166, 2046, 2047, 2048,
2054, 2055.

Neptune, case of, 168-72.
Nesselrode, Count von, Russian Foreign

Secretary: 265, 271, 278-9, 1392-3,
1539, 1574-5, 1577, 1653, 1852, 1870,

1874, 1879, 1 885; correspondence, 1864,
1873, 1875, 1879, 1883.

Netherlands, The
agents to South America, 1408.
commerce with colonies, 1408.

recognition of colonies: 1409, 2085; of

Colombia, 1236, 1246; attitude on ac-

tion by Great Britain, 1871-2.
New Grenada: 495, 1044.

agents: to Chile, 552; to the U. S., 1165^6.
commerce: proposed arrangement with

Sweden, 1459.

republic founded (1831), 1143 note,

revolt against Spain, 142, 1183, 1185.
union with Venezuela under Colombia

(1819), 126-7, 130, 149, 195, H43- 1187,

1199, 1204; fundamental law of union,
1206-8 note, 1212-13.

See also Colombia, Venezuela.

Nicaragua: canal, proposal to the U. S.,

240-1, 881-2; civil war in, 885-6. See
also Central America.

Nicholas I, Emperor of Russia, 1423, 1880,

1883-4.
Nicklye and Lowell, claim of, 127, 1179.

Ninfa Catalina. See Catalina.

Ninivilca, a chief of the Montoneros, 1803,

1805.

Nobriga, 773, 778.
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Nones, A. B., U. S. consul at Maracaibo,
correspondence, 1351, 1357, 1361, 1362.

Norris, officer in TJ. S. navy, 1310.
Northrup, privateer commander, 2050.
Novella, Francisco, viceroy of Mexico,

1607-12.
Nuestra Senora del Buen Siicceso, capture of,

1951-2.
Nuestra Senora de los Dolores, capture of,

1927-8.
Nueva Catalina. See Catalina.

Nugent, British consul general in Chile,

1097, 1108.

Nunez, Count Fernan, Spanish Ambassador
at London, 1438-9; Spanish Ambassa-
dor at Paris, 1959, 1969-70, 1977.

Nunez, Ignacio, 575, 634, 654-5.

Obando, General, 1341, 1364.
Obes, Lucas, member Brazilian Council of

State, 734-5-
Obligado, Manuel, notification to Halsey of

independence of La Plata, 345.
Obreg6n, Pablo, Mexican Minister to the

U. S.: 1641, 1656, 1686; correspondence,
285, 296, 1642, 1645.

O'Brien, Captain, British naval officer, 568,
618.

Ocafia convention, 2172.
Odlin, Woodbridge, U. S. consul at San

Salvador: 749; correspondence, 709,

710, 711, 723, 727, 753.

O'Donoju, Juan, viceroy of Mexico, 195-6,

1599, 1609-14, 1664-5, 2006-8, 2013.
Ofalia, Conde de, Spanish Minister for

Foreign Affairs: 1515-16, 1518, 1520,

1759, 2047, 2143-4, 2152-3, 2161; cor-

respondence, 1507.

O'Higgins, Ambrose, viceroy of Peru,

1034.
O'Higgins, Bernardo, Supreme Director of

Chile: 552-3, 617, 619, 919, 978, 981,

1018-20, 1046, 1066, 1075, 1113; differ-

ences with Carreras, 350, 533, 933, 940-
l, 1018-19; contributions to Chilean

fleet, 526; attitude toward capture of

neutral vessels, 543 ;
and conduct ofLord

Cochrane, 602, 1058, 1060; manifesto
to foreign nations regarding Chilean

independence, 900-13; proclamation of

independence of Chile, 900 note, 994;
manifesto regarding government and

constitution, 924-5, 994-5, 997; .con-
versations with Bland on Chilean

affairs, 947-56; Worthington's descrip-
tion of, 1033-5; commission to Yrisarri

as envoy to U. S., 1042-3; republican

principles, 1047, 1052, 1068; overthrow

by party under Freire, 1075, 1077-9,
108 1

; party favorable to return of,

1106, 1126, 1795; Prevost's address to,

1746; and Bolfvar, 1790, 1811, 1834;
return to Chile, 1799, 1801-2; corre-

spondence, 898, 899, 923, 1043, 1045,

1052, 1053, 1058.

Olaneta, General, 579, 640-2, 648-9 note,

812, 820, 1626-7, X 767, 1772, 1777,

1779, 1781-2.
O'Leary, Daniel F., 1133, 1354, 1361-2,

1365-
Ontario: 864; expedition of, 66-7.
Onis, Luis de, Spanish Minister to the U. S.:

18, 24, 27, 30, 32, 91, 95-6, 109-11,

113-14, 120, 122, 177, 518, II44-5.
1389, 1395, 1437-9. 1465. 1712, 1931-2,
1946-8, 1965, 1990, 2024; correspond-
ence, 19, 23, 25, 26, 31, 36, 37, 38, 62,

63, 70. 75. 80, 97, 1146, 1891, 1895,

1897, 1904, 1905, 1909, 1910, 1913,

1914, 1915, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920,

1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1927, 1929,

1934. 1935, 1942, 1949, 1950, I95i,

1953. 1959, 1966, 1967, 1971, 1975,

1979, 1980, 1984.
Orb, privateer, 1911, 1922, 1924, 1927-8,

1930 note, 1934-5.
Orea, Talisfero de, Venezuelan commissioner

to the U. S.: 319, 1143-4, 1148-9, 1208;

correspondence, 14, 1150, 1154, 1156,

1157,1174.
Ortis Cevallos, Peruvian Minister to Upper

Peru, 1798.

Ortoguez, governor of Montevideo, 2178-9,
2182.

Osorio, General Mariano, 509, 908, 910, 917,

920, 965, 982, 1020, 1719.
Otero, General, 1819.
Oubril,d', Russian Minister to Spain, 1885-7,

2069-70, 2072, 2106-9, 2115,2126,2133,
2137-8, 2153-4, 2168-9.

Ovalle, Chilean patriot, 483, 904.
Oyenhausen, John Charles, 740.

Pablo y Anaya, Juan, Mexican agent to the
U. S., correspondence, 1594.

Padilla, General, 1320.
Padilla, privateer, 2053.
Paez, Jose Antonio: 1195, 1239, 1814-15,

1830; negotiations with Spanish gener-

als, 1191, 1201 2; occupation of La
Guayra and Caracas, 1301, 1304-7; and

separation of Venezuela from Colombia,

1307, 1316, 1349, 1358; and monarchi-
cal tendencies of Bolivar, 1325-6, 1343-
8, 1351-2, 1802, 1808, 1822; influence

over Venezuela, 1336, 1342; supreme
chief of Venezuela, 1354; decree as-

sembling Congress at Valencia, 1356,

1359; commission from Colombia to,

1357; correspondence, 1350.
Palacio, Esteban, 1345.
Palacio, M., agent of Cartagena to the

U. S., correspondence, 16, 1164.
Palacios, envoy of Bolivar to Rio de Janeiro,

1833-
Palma, Count de: governor of Bahia,

720; Brazilian Minister to Vienna,

756.

Palmastzierna, Baron, Swedish Minister at

St. Petersburg, 1872.
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Pitlmella, Count, Portuguese envoy to Spain,
W-HK), 574. 1391. I393r H55. *959i
97'>. 1977. 1984-5.

Palmyra, case of, 173-8,
Pttlttma, cane of, 127.

Pamplona, 705 6, 769.
Panama Congress. .SVr Pan American

Congress.
PiiniiiiM, IhthnuiH of: annexation by Colom-

bia, 144, Ul8 19; under dominion of

S|>ain, 1213; British designs in, 1247-8.
Pan American Congress: proposal of Colom-

bia, 18 <), 204 5, 253-4, 883, 1071,
1073 4, III! 12, 1114-15, 1189-90,
1244-5. 1251-2, 1202, 1282-3, 1286-8,
IJt>t>, 12i>3_ (, 1C)37, 1638, 1641-3, l8lO;
participation by the U. S., 1298-9,1302-
4, 10413, 1648-9, 1777, 1883,3118-19,
3123; by Hraxil, i-'<)3 4, 1572; by Great
Britain, t2w; countries represented and
nu*i8*utrs ewtctcd, 1303 4, 1643; pro-

posed ub)tr(Hfor cliwuMiiion, 1572, 1651,
1653; conventions not ratified by Mexi-
co, 1(>J3.

Pamio, Peruvian Minmter of Foreign Affairs,

Hif, 1131, I7w, 1814-16, 1820-3,1834-

F'ttruKuay: Hi, 325, 434, 440, 442,
ngricult ure, 463,
Aaumpcion, capital of, 339, 413-13, 416.

Ik"lgr*in exjK'tJition to, 432.
Hurncw Aires, intervention of, 432,
commerce: with Huenou Aires, 337, 437;

with Chile, 969.

export H, 459.
grograpincal description, 399, 405-6, 418-

1 9> 439. 45" "9 4^7-
indt'tMmsletiet:, 399, 432, ^64-5, 501, 508.

Jeuit, influence on natives, 418-19, 445-
6,463.

nuttte production, 406, 415, 459.
revolution, 477, 490.
Rio Paraguay, course and tributaries of,

411 14.
Paris Conference on South American affairs,

1482 4, 1487-0.4, 1498-9, 1506, 1508-
t>, 1512, 1515, 1530-1, 1524, 1535,

1863, 3t>44~6,
I'arinh, WtKMlbitie, British consul at Buenos

Aires, 644, 646, 650, 056.

Paruiwtien, I Jiego, Peruvian envoy to Europe,
ft 10, 637, 1474.

risoa, Juan J. t 423-4, 477, 607, 633.

f*a*quicr, I-rench Minister of Fc

Aftaira, I3)5~7-
Patlara, cajiture, iyn>~u, 1913, 1921.

Pauifjcmia, HnvageB of, 389,
Patriot* Clara, 560.
Patriola. Mexifano, privateer, 1950.

Paula tie Miiurn, Francisco tic, 1576-7, 1633,

1937 note, 2172,
Paula, Donna, pnnce.w of Brazil, 756.

Paulino, Luiz, PortUHue.se commissioner to

HrzH, 709, 774.
Fas, prtviUwr, 1916.

oreign

Paz, General, 652, 664.

Pazos, Vicente, protest against occupation
of Amelia Island, 89.

Peacock, U. S. sloop-of-war, 179-80, 2033.

Peclraza, Manuel Gomez: Mexican Secre-

tary of War, 1677; President of Mexico,
I 68 1-2.

Pefia, Miguc'l, judge of Supreme Court of

Colombia, 1261-2,

Pefia, Nicholas R., 424, 456, 479.
Pcnalvcz, Fernando, Venezuelan deputy to

London, 1459.
Pensacola, capture of, 1384, 1448, 1861-2.

Pereira, Antonio Luis, Spanish commis-
sioner to Buenos Aires, 622-4, 758.

Pereira, Joaquin Barrozo, Portuguese charge
in U\e U, S,, correspondence, 222.

Perez de Castro, Spanish Minister of State,

1995-8.
Perez, General J. G., secretary to BoHvar,

1809, 1818, 1822, 1827, 1833.

Perez, jfoso Joaqum, Chilean secretary of

legation in th U. S., 1120-1.

Pernambuco, Brazil: blockade by Portu-

guese, 40-2; rebellion against Portu-

guese government, 702-3, 707-8, 710,

713, 719, 723-4. 727. 754. ?6i, 764, 777.

779, 790-2, 798-9, 802; revolutionary
president, 776, 779, 790, 798, 806; fall

of, 805-6; recognition of independence
celebrated, 811; expedition against
Montevideo, 819, 839-41.

Perote, surrender of castle to Mexicans, 1612.

Perry, Captain Oliver II., mission to South

America, 101-7, 126, 128-9, 131, 136,

540, 585-6, 1178-82, 1193.
Peru

agents: commission of Arcnales, 647, 649;
fromFrance, 1115, 1235; to Chile, 1131;

exchanged with the U. SM 1139, 1733;

exchanged with Great Britain, 1474-5,

1514, 1733; proposed, for Upper Peru,

1798; to Colombia, 1798; to Rio de

Janeiro, 1798.
Arica: annexation, 389; cession to Bolivia,

1784.
Bolivar: controversy with San Martin

regarding liberation, 189, 1086, 1251;
arrival with Colombian troops, 625,

629, 1740-1; proposal to include Peru
in empire, 1115, 1126-7, 1235, 1798-
1800; elected president, 1116-17, 1309,

1806, 1812, 1837; political power in,

1584. 1779. 1788, 1791. 1798, 1815-24,

1832, 1837; dissolves Peruvian con-

gress, 1791-2, 1803, 1837; abuses in

government under, 1794-5, "837; con-

spiracy against Colombians and, 1803-
5; departure for Colombia, 1805, 1807,

1814; threatens new invasion of Peru,

1836,1838-42.
Callao, siege and surrender of castles,

273-4, 645, 843, 855, noo-3, 1106-8,
uio, 1299, 1420, 1425, 1767, 1771,

1776, 1778-80, 1782-3, 1785-6.
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Peru (continued)

Colombia, war with, 1131-8, 1311, 1321,

1325-6, 1329-32, 1336-8, I836.-I838-48.
commercial relations: with Chile, 936,

1000; with Spain, 1384, 1727-8; with

Great Britain, 1573.

congress: organization, 1784., 1786-9; dis-

solution by Bolivar, 1791-2, 1803, 1837;

reorganization, 1832-3, 1838.
constitution: of San Martin, 598-602

notes; of Bolivar, 1115, 1132, 1308-9,

1659; establishment of new, 1824.
financial condition (1826), 1801.

geographical divisions, 487, 1720-7.
Indians in, 447-8.
independence, act of (1821), 1729.

mediation in war between Peru and Colom-

bia, 300-2, 304-5, 1133-6, 1326, 1329-

32, 184.1-8.
monarchical conspiracies, 616-17, 1262-3,

1334-5, 1748.
Panama Congress, mi, 1114-15, 1245,

1303-4, 1643.

population, 1750-1.

recognition: by the U. S., 146-56; by
France, 861.

revolt and withdrawal of Colombian

troops in, 1315, 1659, 1825-6.
revolution: expedition of San Martin, 149,

189, 372, 557, 566-8, 579. 581-2, 588-

9, 592-6, 1031-2, 1038-41, 1046, 1050-1,

1053-7, 1066-8, 1072, 1076, 1080,

1082-3, 1086-90, npi, 1719; lack of

revolutionary spirit in,. 351, 364, 465,

488, 509, 695-6, 701, 897, 996; early
insurrection against Spain (1778), 448 .

466-7; defeat of royalist forces under

Olaneta in Upper Peru, 640-2, 647-50,

812, 820, 1626-7; expedition of Chilean

navy, 1022-4, 1028-9, I036-40, 1046-7,

1051-2, 1057-8, noo-i, 1103-4, 1106,

ino-ir; occupation of Lima by Span-
ish forces, 1084-6; Sucre notifies Argen-
tina of liberation of, 1647-50 note.

Tacubaya, participation in congress of,

1834,1836. .

treaty relations: with Spam, 157, 625, 627,

629, 632-3; with Colombia, 188-9, 204-

5, 1071, 1239, 1244-5, 1303-4, 1326,

ISS
"1

, fSS6 ; with Bolivia, 1131-2;
between Chile and La Plata for libera-

tion of viceroyalty of Lima, 1190;
with Great Britain, 1573, 1813.

United States, Peruvian claims against,

207-8, 218-20, 925-8.
Peter II, King of Brazil, 473, 592, 620, 652,

659, 725-52, 757, 761, 765-70, 773, 78i,

784-6, 795-8, 800-1, 806-7, 820, 822,

829, 834-7, 846-52, 855-8, 1077, 1115,

1246, 1262-3.

Pezuela, Joaquin de la, viceroy of Peru,

336, 340,485, 553 note, 1719-

Philippine Company, slave trade, 452-3.

Phillips, William, U. S. consul at Guatemala,
correspondence, 884.

Picton, Sir Thomas, 468, 1322.

Pimentel, Colonel Claudino, 574.

Pinkney, William: 29-30; U. S. Minister to

Great Britain, correspondence, 5, 9;

U. S. Minister to Russia, correspond-

ence, 1851, 1852.

Pinto, Anibel, president of Chile, 1116-21,

1129, 1745-6.

Piracy: 9; acts of U. S. congress for suppres-

sion, 97-8, too, 129, 167, 1179-80;

piratical armaments of Artigas, 98-101;
memorial of Count Palmella to the

Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle, 99-100;
U. S. policy regarding, 104, 163;

piratical acts by U. S. citizens, 108-9,

704; Cuba used as base for, 167-8, 177,

180-1, 183-5, 243 ;
Amelia Island, 385-6;

protection for U. S. commerce, 1145,

1171-2; proposed tripartite agreement
regarding, 1562-3. See also Priva-

teering.

Pitt, William, 467-9.
Pizarro, Jos6, Secretary of State of Spain:

109, 113, 1389, 1932, 1946-8, 1957-8,

1961, 1965; correspondence, 1944, 1945.

Pizarro, Luna, Peruvian patriot, 1121,

1787-90, 1808, 1818, 1821, 1830, 1832,

1834-5, 1 842.

Plantys, French agent to Peru, 861.

Plata, Fernando Marq de la, of the govern-

ing board of Chile, correspondence, 895.
Plate River. See Rio de la Plata.

Poinsett, Joel Roberts: 39, 251, 268-9, 320,

672-4, 680, 896, 941, 1224, 1230, 1576,

1581, 1823, 1834-5, 1843; special agent
to South America, correspondence, 6,

9, 439, (report) 443, 896, 1005, (report)

1720; U. S. Consul General at Buenos

Aires, correspondence, rr, 79, 335;
U. S. Minister to Mexico, correspond-

ence, 229, 884., 1622, (address to Presi-

dent Victoria) 1623, (Victoria's reply)

1625, 1626, 1628, 1629, 1630, 1631,

1632, 1633, 1634, 1636, 1640, 1644,

1646, 1647, 1649, 1650, 1651, 1653,

1655, 1657, 1658, 1659, 1661, 1662,

1668, 1669, 1670, 1672, 1673, 1685,

1697, 1700, 1701, 1702, 1704, 1705,

1706.

Poletica, Pierre de, Russian Minister to the

U. S. : 108, 1866; correspondence, 1864.

Polignac, Prince de, French Ambassador to

Great Britain: 1503-4, 1506-7, 1519,

1522-3, 1544, 1572, 2044-7; memoran-
dum of conference with Canning, 1495.

Ponsonby, Lord, British mediator between
Brazil and Buenos Aires, 654-6, 658-9,

854-7,859,861.
Popham, Sir Home, British invasion of La

Plata (1806), 421-2, 454, 467-72, 498.

Porter, Commodore David: in command of

U. S. fleet in South America, 168, 183-
5, 941, 1060, 1618, 1660, 1686, (cor-

respondence) 1618; in command of

Mexican navy at Key West, 285-9,
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398; proclamation regarding letters of

marque, 298, 2158-61.
Porter, Sir Robert K., British consul at

Caracas, 1300,
Porto Calx'llo: 144; privateering, 166-72;

wjt'* by jmt riots*, 1220, 1222; revolu-
tion in favor of Bolfvar, 1304, 1306-7.

Porto Riru: 884, 1421, 1424.
CcH'kr'siU'ath, 185,
curisub of U. S. not recognized by Span-

ish .luthoriiicft, 3060,

rsqxnlitiuns againm: of De Ooudray tie

Holaifm, 163-4, 2028-32; proposed by
Colombia and Mexico, 231, 247-8, 263-
H, 371 5, 306, 313-14, 654, 1288-9*3,
120,5 130.8-y, 1645, 1653-4, 1660,
I8oj, iHt>7 Hi, iHH3, 1886; Krc-neh occu-

pation, a.y> 02, 307, U5o, 1417, 1420.
C,reit Hritain'H ixilicy in, 1553, 1577-80.
privatwing in, I6f 72, 1224.
rewnirtfB, 1413-14, 1421.
t". S, jKiliry toward, 342-3, 247-50, 272,

2?H *J. 3<-H, H7 -1H, 1553, 1577-80,
1873-5, 1879 8t>, 2087.

,SVf a/to Cuba.
Portugal

aftrnia: t'Xrlwngrd with the 11. S., 143, 360,
670, 71*0; with Brazil, 761-2, 769, 771,
835, H43, 848, 858-9, 1527.

American confederacy projxed, 204-5,
1339-40.

amnwsty derm* of Brazil, 849-50.
Brazilian aid to, 715, 717-18, 788,
colonial policy, 781 d seq.

commerce, 7^3. 77 J, 775, 78* et seq. t 799.
HID.

court removed to Brazil (1808), 5, 670,

714^ 716, 780 f seq.

constitution offered to Brazil, 573-6, 707
n, 7

1 3, 850-- 1.

French iwttition for aid, 763,
Keogfttphy, early settlements on Rio cle

l.u l'luta.457 B.

jndcinnily from Bnixil, 856.
iUT of Brazil, 741-2, 761, 779

John VI: return to Lisbon, 143, 711-1:2,

781, 7B3;dt-ath, 848.
loan from (irfat Britain, 772, 858,
Maria da (tloria, renounces throne, 664-5.
mediation: In'twern .Sjiain and Portugal

regarding Montevideo (1818), 61, 68-9,
7^ 3. W4-<>, J .^7 9. 1383. 1393-4.
1853 <), 1804 6, nj59, 1062-4, I96^~7.
J<>77 <; >y84-i; by tirent liritain in

coturovrrhy with Brazil (1825), 652,
Wi s, 824 fi, Hay, 832-5, 851, 858.

citiciit conspiracies with France and
Aires, 132, 140-2, 187, 190,

54-*- 3. 545-9. 8(>o, 1065,

Montrvitlct), question of sovereignty over,

ai75-5.
mftfavorRd"nation states in Brazil,

856.
Peter II: recall from Brazil, 728 et seq,,

731, 735 et seq., 738, 783-4, 786; reign,
848-52; abdication, 850-1.

recognition: of Brazil, 222-3, 802, 806-7,
810, 813, 823-6, 832-4, 836, 840, 842,
846-8, 1527; of Colombia, 1236, 1238,
1246; of Buenos Aires, 1455.

Spain, marriage alliances with Portugal,
717.

succession to crown, 2157-8.
treaties: commercial, with Great Britain,

670, 674, 679, 691, 721, 752, 826; of

peace and alliance, recognizing inde-

pendence of Brazil, 824-6, 832-5, 840,
842, 846-8, 858.

union with Brazil (1815), 31, 696-9, 781;
movement in Brazil for reunion, 764,
771. 774. 795, 798, 803, 825, 834, 850.

Sea also Brazil,

Posadas, Gervasio Antonio, Supreme Direc-
tor of Buenos Aires: 424-5, 456, 507;
correspondence, 334.

Potosi, La Plata: 329, 336, 340, 416, 500,

640, 682, 685, 696, 703, 820; geography,
3U7. 439. 459-60. 4^7; mines, 406, 455,
457, 460, 1000-1; Indians conscripted
UB miners, 447; occupation by Mexican
revolutionists, 1606; reported declara-
tion of independence, 1734.

Potosi, privateer, igiS-rc;, 1921, 1926-7,
1930, 1 935 note.

Pozzo di Borgo, Russian Ambassador at

Paris, 1384, 1392, 1398, 1400, 1506,

1712-13, 1870, 1878.

Pradt, Abb6 de, 1822.

Pragcr, George, U. S. vice consul at Tarnpico,
correspondence, 1699.

Presidential Messages. See Messages, U. S.

presidential.
Prenas, Joseph de, 2144-5.
Press: government restrictions on news-

papers in Buenos Aires and Tucuman,
428, 513; freedom of, in Buenos Aires,

428, 464, 13; in Brazil, 763, 787, 79.9.
801 ; in Chile, 945, 988-91 ; in Colombia,
1333-

Prevoat, John B., special U. S. commissioner
to South America: 46, 145, 560, 613,

76i 933. 1079. 1957. instructions to,

at Buenos Atres, 106-7, 130-1; and
affair of Captain Bidclle, 133-4, 915;

protest against privateering, 139, 591;
efforts to secure commercial concessions

from Buenos Aires, 140, 191; on pro-

jected American federation, 188, 204;
transmits Colombian complaints against
Captain Stewart, 219-20; and purchase
of Lautaro by patriots, 526-7, 555 note;
Guiclo's letter regarding activities of,

552-4 note; ordered by authorities to

leave Buenos Aires, 557 note; on com-
merce of the U. S. with Chile, 917; at

Lima, 1021, 1086; at Santiago, 1081;

correspondence, 45, 134, 537. 54. 541
.

545. 549, 55i. 552, 555, 9*3. 920, 925,

1036, 1037, 1038, 1040, 1045, 1046,
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Reglamento prwisoria 1817) of La Plata,
426-9.

Reilly, T., II. S. vice consul at Vera Cruz,
>
correspondence, 1618, 1619,

Religion: tolerance {secured by treaty in Co-
lombia, 201-2; Jesuits in Paraguay,
4IH-I9, 445-6, 463, 497; church gov-
ernment in Spanish America, 420,
445A 5Q3, 986-7; restrictions against
reading, 463; influence on revolution,
465 j established Catholic Church, 510-
li; reforms in independent government
of La Platu, 606-8; tolerance in Buenos
Airesi, 640; in Brazil, 749; power of the
Church in Chile, 897-8, 986-7, 989-
9<>; Church property taxed in Brazil,

07-6-7; tatUH of the Pope's nuncio in

Chile, 100,1-3, 1104; Chilean constitu-
tion dictated by clergy, 1096-7; influ-

ence of clergy in Colombia, 1 252-3;
Jtmuiti opfKwd to independence, 1423;
protection of the Catholic Church

pledged by Iturhide, 1603; character of
Mexican clergy, 1(174-5; profanation of
churehe* by foreigners, protested by
political governor of Lima, J76r-4;
concordats between Rome and the new
American governments, 3140*1, 2145-
67; difficulty with Spain over ap-
{Kjintmentsof bishops to South America,
2148.

Renneval, Barcm tie, French Minister of

Foreign Affaire: 545; memorandum,
545-7 note,

Rettrepo, Jow? Manuel, Colombian Minister
of Foreign Affaire: 1303, 1317; corre-

spondence, 1313, 1314, 1318,
Revolution. See under^ names of countries,

Rey, Joseph Miguel, Vice President of New
Granada, correspondence, 1165,

Reyna Amelia, cane of, 295-8, 704.
Reym de, lo$ Angeles, capture of, 1915.
Richelieu, Uuke tic, 64, 66, 103, 1374-6,

I3H2-4. 1386-91, 1453.

Ridgely, Captain, U. S. navy, 1056-7,
1059-60, 1310, 1730, 1735.

Rto de la Plata: 500; channel of commerce,
410-14; discovery, 457-8; portB, 460;
boundary disputes between Brazil and
Buenos Airea, 669, 677, 681, 702-3, 715,
717; effort* of Great Britain to keep
ports open, 672 3, 679; U. S. commerce
protected by naval vessels, 845; block-

ade, 672, 817, 827, 820, 842, 844-5, 852-
6, 8W>; free navigation guaranteed by
Great Britain, 867, See also Argentina.

Rto Maior, Count, Portuguese commissioner
to ilrtuit, 762, 769, 771, 776.

Rbjit, La Plata, 39$, 439.
Rtwt, Chevalier de los, Spanish Minister to

Great Britain, 1575; correspondence,
1541.

Rio, Peruvian charge* at Rio deJaneiro, 1798.
Riva AgUero, Jorf de la, Peruvian leader,

632, I088-9, 1131, 1137, 1745-

Rivadavia, Bernardino, Minister of State of

Argentina: 132, 135, 187-8, 191-2, 323,
327, 331, 423-4, 441, 477-8, 580-3, 589,
592, 605, 609, 618, 621, 624, 627-8, 633-
4, 637-9, 641, 643, 655, 661, 1113-14,
1561; President of Argentina, 1121;
correspondence, 577, 583, 584, 5^5, 587,

. 590, 603, 635, 1377 note.

Rivadavia, Santiago, 612, 617.
Rivas y Salmon, Francisco Hilario de,

Spanish charg6 in the U. S.: 226; cor-

respondence, 226, 263, 286, 2049.
Rivera, Fructuoso, patriot leader, 350-1,

650, 7f>5, 817, 819, 822-3, 827, 829, 841,
2181, 2189.

Roatan Island, occupation by British,

888-91.
Robertson, George R., U. S. consul at

Tampico, correspondence, 1706.
Robinson, historian, cited, 1601.

Robinson, William Davis, prisoner in Mexico,
62-3, 70-1, 95-6, 1599, 1893, 1895,

1899-1901.
Robla, Luis de la, Spanish commissioner to

Buenos Aires, 622-4.
Rocafuerte, Vicente: agent of San Salvador

in the U. S., correspondence, 880
;

Mexican charg6 at London, 1583, 1584.
Rodil: governor ofLima, 1756, 1767, 1770-1,

1775, 1784; in command of Castles of

Callao, 645, 820, 1 100-3, 1106-7, ino-
II, 1776-7, 1779, 1782; force under,

1749; relations with Tudor, 1753,

1764-5; correspondence, 1761, 1762.

Rodney, Caesar: 41-2, 46, 74, 79, 486-7,

527, 5.53, 630, 634, 1090, 1957; U. S.

commissioner to South America, cor-

respondence, 42, 47, 186, (report) 495,

635; U. S. Minister to Buenos Aires,

186-92, 621-2; tribute on death of, 236.

Rodriguez, Juan M., Central American, com-
missioner to the U. S.: 239-40, 880, 884;

correspondence, 87 1.

Rodriguea, Manuel, Chilean patriot, execu-

tion, 533-4, 934, 34- ,

Rodriguez, Martin: governor of Buenos
Aires, 188, 588, 591, 627, 1047-8;
treaty with Lopez, 562; war with In-

dians, 562-4, 709; at Montevideo, 652,

656.
Rodriguez, Minister of War of Chile, 617,

1075, 1079, 1081, 1083.
Roman Catholic Church. See Religion.
Rome: status of Pope's nuncio in Chile,

1091-2; Colombian Minister to, 1230;
Mexican representative to, 1662, 1669;
French offers of friendly offices in behalf

of Mexico, 1662; difficulties with Spain
over concordats in America, 2148.

Romer, Reiner, 170-2.

Romp, privateer, 1916, 1922-3, 1926-7, 1930,

1936-41, 1951.

Rondeau, Jos6: 340, 07, 514, 553-4; Su-

preme Director of La Plata, 338, 424,

485; governor of Montevideo, 2187.
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San Martin, Jose Francisco de: 541, 637,

933. 1019-20, 1030, 1039; liberation of

Peru, 149, 442, 543, 547, 550, 557, 581,

588, 929, 1046-9, 1051, 1053-4, 1728;
Protector of Peru, 189, 595; military
operations in Chile, 344, 372, 485-6, 521,
539, 573, 703, 899, 919, 968, 981, 996,
1031-2; commander of Army of the

Andes, 424, 438; character of, 530-3,
1028; and Lord Cochrane, 596, 1060,
1730; author of provisional constitution
of Peru, 596-603 ; supposed monarchical

tendencies, 616; conspiracy for assassi-

nation of, 704; sends agents to the U. S.

to secure ships for Chile, 983 ; occupation
of Lima, 1055-7, 1085 ; difficulties with

Bolivar, 1068, 1251; resigns as Protec-
tor of Peru, 1069-70, 1738; poor health

of, 1074, 1731-2; loss of influence, 2081;
correspondence, 352.

San Miguel, Spanish general, 2028, 2037.
San Salvador de Guatemala: annexation pro-

posed to the U. S., 239-40, 872-9, 2040;
declaration of independence, 871-2;
political situation, 871-80; agents sent

to the U. S., 871,881; joins new republic
of Guatemala, 880; of Central America,
885-6. See also Central America.

Santa Ana, Antonio Lopez de, 1604, 1608,

1671, 1683, 1698, 1700-4.
Santa Cruz, Andres, Peruvian statesman,

620, 625, 629, 1087, 1089, 1116-17,
1131-4, 1138, 1308, 1337 note, 1783,

1799, 1810, 1812-17, 1820-1, 1826,

1830-2.
Santa F6: 416, 490; port barred by Buenos

Aires, 414, 432, 435; government of

province by Artigas, 484-5, 506-7;
threatened revolt against Brazil, 620,
626. See also Entre Rios.

Santa Maria, Colombian Minister to Mexico,
1230, 1235, 1637, 1639-40.

Santander, Francisco de Paula, Vice Presi-

dent of Colombia: 1216, 1264, 1313,

1319-21, 1345, 1659, 1799, 1814, 1817,

1827-8, 1831, 1838; correspondence,
1255, 1261.

Santiago de Chile, 969, loio-n.
Santiago del Estero, Argentina : geographical

description, 395-6, 403-5, 439; rebels

against government of Buenos Aires,

432-3-
Santo Domingo: 3-4, 44, 48; establishment

of government, 164-5, 1384; Haitian
mission to France in behalf of inde-

pendence, 1406-7, 1411; indemnities to

colonists, 1406-7, 1411, 1422, 1424;

Spanish territory annexed to Haiti,

1407, 1412; French fleet used to coerce,

1417, 1419; France's offer to acknowl-

edge independence, 1555-6, 1568, 1572-
3 ; acts of U. S. Congress regarding com-
merce with, 1903.

Sao Paulo, Brazil: 705, 723; petitions Pedro
to remain in Brazil, 728; Andrada made

Brazilian Secretary of State, 730-1;
intrigues against Pedro, 740; seat of
Brazilian independence, 744, 747 ; depu-
ties to general assembly, 755-6; declara-
tion of independence, 761, 764, 819.

Sarratea, Manuel de: 543, 552, 555, 563,

575, 580, 659; governor of Buenos Aires,

132, 542; overthrow, 140; President of
La Plata, 325 ; mission to Great Britain,

336, 480, 685, 688, 695; intrigues against
Pueyrredon, 379-81 ; one of triumvirate
of La Plata, 423, 477-8; relations with

Artigas, 424, 431, 507.
Sartoris, P., acting U. S. consul at Rio de

Janeiro: 1465 ; correspondence, 711, 712,

722, 724, 728, 731, 732, 733, 734, 735,

o 737, 738, 740, 741, 742, 743, 745-
Savage, Charles, U. S. consul at Guatemala,

887.

Savage, Henry, U. S. acting consul at Guate-

mala, correspondence, 887, 890.
Saxe Coburg. See Leopold I.

Saxon Minister at Madrid. See Kormeritz.

Scott, Alexander, U. S. agent to Caracas:

1168-71, 1173; correspondence, 14, 1159,

1163, 1167, 1168.

Search, right of, 175-6, 1024-5, 1028.

Serna, Jos6 de la, viceroy of Peru, 566-7, 579,

592 , 594, 596, 609, 615, 629, 632-3, 636,

639, 645, 811-12, 1050, 1054, 1057-8,
1086-7, 1090, uoo-i, 1232, 1748,
1751-2, 1758, 1767-8, 1771, I77S-6,
1781-2.

Serurier, French Minister to the U. S., 13,

1371, 1388.

Seville, Spain: port of trade with America,
451-2; junta of, 904.

Shaler, William, U. S. consul in Mexico,
I1[ 53, 1170; agent at Havana, corre-

spondence, 9.

Sheldon, Daniel, Jr., U. S. charge at Paris:

1405, 1494; correspondence, 1385, 1398,
I 399, 1400, 1401, 1404.

Silver: 329, 336, 340; decline in production,
406-7; export duty on, 455; mines of

Chile, 455, 457; of Guasco, 457. See
also Metals.

Slave trade: 701; Act of U. S. Congress,
March 3, 1819, 129; on Amelia island,

385; abolition, in Buenos Aires, 418,

479-80, 484, 511; traffic of Spain and
Great Britain with colonies, 452-3;
abolition in Chile, 484, 991-2; British

efforts to abolish, 689-93, 826, 1446;
abolition in Brazil, 749, 776, 829; dis-

cussion, at Panama Congress, 1287;
declarations of Vienna regarding, 1858,
1859; English offer to Spain for relin-

quishment, 1930-1, 1933; treaty be-
tween Spain and England for suppres-
sion, 1962.

Slocum, G. W., U. S. consul at Buenos
Aires, 646.

Smith, Captain, 135-6, 1061, 1065, 1072.
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Spain, (continued)

2114, 2161-2; attitude toward action by
the U. S., 196-7, 1395-6, 1647-8, 1664,
1987, 1989, 1994-5, 2009-16, 2022;
efforts of France to influence Spanish
policy, 861, 2057, 2062, 2070, 2112-13,
2121, 2135, 2168-9; f Great Britain,

1515-18, 1520, 1555-6, 2112, 2164-5; of

the U. S., 2075-96; petitioned by Chile,
Buenos Aires and Venezuela for, 1464;
manifesto to courts of Europe regard-
ing, 1867, 2016-21; Colombian offers

in exchange for, 2162-3, 2165-70,
2171.

reprisals, British order for, 175, 1502.
revolution in colonies, causes of, 420-1,

992-3, 1321-4-
Rome, difficulty over concordats with
American governments, 2140-1, 2145-
67, 2148.

Russia: policy toward Spanish-American
affairs, 22, 29-30, 61, 68-9, 71-4, 107-8,

290, 1186, 1853-9, 1864-6, 1871, 1875,

1933, 1947, 2048; urged by the U. S. to

promote peace with, 244-50, 253-60,
263-8, 270-1, 273-4, 278-80, 654,
1288, 1291, 1569-70, 1645, 1648, 1653,

1655, 1875-9, 1886-7.
San Juan de Ulua, siege and fall: 273-4,

1292, 1621, 1628, 1643-5; effect in

Spain, 2097-8, 2 1 10.

treaty relations: with the U. S., San
Lorenzo el Real (1795), 80, 287, 359;
regarding Florida (1819), 108-26, 177-8,
H75, 1193, 1237-8, 1254, 1864, 1946-8,
I959~61 , 1979-81, 1986-2000; with Co-

lombia, 157, 1203, 1205, 1209, 1231; with

Mexico, 157; with Peru, 157, 625, 627,

629, 632-3; of Cordova, 871, 1270, 1610-

II, 1613-14, 1664-5, 2006-8, 2013;
agreements with colonies nullified, 197,

1270-1; with Buenos Aires, 478, 622-3,
623-5 note, 627, 629, 1499, 1501; with

Portugal (1777), 389, 436; charges
Great Britain with violation, 1532,

1537, 1542-3, 1547, 1549-
war with England threatened, 1584,

I587-9-
Special agents. See Agents under countries.

Staples, British consul at Buenos Aires,

325, 327, 520, 522.

Stewart, Charles, U. S. naval commander,
207, 219-20, 634-6, 845, 1076, 1085-6,
1090, nor, 1735, 1752.

Stewart, Sir Charles. See Stuart.

Stewart, Washington, U. S. consul at Co-

quimbo, 919-20.
Stoughton, Thomas, Spanish consul at New

York: 1953; correspondence, 1927 note,

1953-6 notes; affidavit, 1976-7 notes.

Stratford-Canning, 1573.

Strangford, Lord, British Minister to Brazil,

335, 671, 676, 678, 696, 1590.

Strong, appointed U. S. consul at Buenos
Aires by Worthington, 519, 538-9.

Stratford de Redcliffe. See Stratford-

Canning.
Stuart, Sir Charles: British mediator be-

tween Portugal and Brazil, 652, 816,

821, 823-6, 828-9, 832-5, 842, 845-6,
848, 851, 853-4, 1572; British Ambassa-
dor at Paris, 1494-6, 1504, 1517, 1522.

Suchtelen, Russian ambassador at Stock-

holm, 1872.
Sucre, Antonio Jose: 830, 1354, 1742-3,

1799, 1825; defeat of Spanish forces in

Peru, 629, 645, 647-9, 820, lioo-l,
1267, 1774-5, 1778; convenes Congress
for Upper Peru, 820; surrender of Can-
terac, 821, 1103; Director of Upper
Peru, 1086; expulsion from Bolivia,

1130-3, 1836; Colombian war with Peru
and convention of Gir6n, 1138, 1330-1,
1326, 1336, 1800, 1817-18, 1839, 1842-4;
republican sentiments of, 1338-9; revo-
lution in Upper Peru, 1828-32; corre-

spondence, 648-9 note.

Sumter, Jr., Thomas, U. S. Minister to
Brazil: 23, 64, 67, 73, 369, 383, 712;
correspondence, 5, 41, 52, 65, 669, 671,

672, 675, 676, 680, 681, 682, 684, 686,

689, 696, 701, 1147.
Sweden

agents: to Colombia, 205-6, 1244-6,
1253; to Chile, 1036.

commerce: with Colombia, 12456, 1253,

1459; with South America in general,

1409.
Russian influence on policy toward

Spanish colonies, 1872.
ships intended for Mexican agents de-

tained, 1878-9.

Tacon, Francisco, Spanish Minister to the
U. S., correspondence, 289, 295, 298.

Tacuba, occupied by Mexicans, 1610-11.

Tacubaya: occupied by Mexicans, 1610,

1611; Congress, 1834, J 836.

Tagle, Gregorio, Secretary for Foreign
Affairs of Argentina: 135, 140, 191, 352,

355, 357-8, 368, 374, 384, 505, 530, 6n-
1 4, 641 , 930-1 ; correspondence, 357,358.

Tagle, Jose Bernardo. See Torre Tagle.
Talcahuano, Chile: capture by patriots,

941; geographical description, 1013-14.
Tarqui, battle of, 1330.
Tatishchef, Dmitri, Russian Minister at

Madrid, 1933-4, i?47, 19^3, 1987-
Taxes: levies in Argentina, 323, 436-7, 448-

50, 592; Spanish colonial system, 436-7,
449-52, 496, 973-4, 976-7; system in

Chile, 914, 969, 973-5, 976-8; on min-

ing, 929, 963. See also Customs.

Taylor, Thomas, privateering activities,

1916, 1942.

Taylor, William, U. S. consul for Vera Cruz
and Alvarado: 1618; correspondence,
1620, 1621, 1643, 1644.

Tea Plant, case of, 1730-1.
Teca, Spanish Minister to Russia, 1865.
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Teron, execution of, 1793-4.
Tertischeff. See Tatishchef.

Texada, Colombian Minister to Rome,
1526-7.

Texas, annexed to the U. S., 1364.

Thompson, Martin, deputy of Argentina to

the U. S., -59, 341-2, 346-7.
, XT

Thompson, Smith, Secretary of the Navy
of the U. S., correspondence, 101.

Thompson, William D., detention at Cam-
peachy, 70-1.

Tithes. See Taxes.

Todd, Charles S., U. S. agent to Colombia:

188-9, 200, 204, 207, 619, 1225, 1268-9;

correspondence, 126, 144, 160, 1190,

1192, 1193, 1196, 1197, 1199. I200
>

1202, 1203, 1204, 1205, 1210, 1223,

1226, 1227, 1229, 1232, 1233, 1237, 1243,

1244, 1246, 1249, 1251, 1253, 1254, 1255,

1261, 1263, 1265, 1266, 1268, 1278.

Toledo, Jos6 Alvarez de: heads revolution-

ary expeditions, 19-20, 33-4, 1892-3,

1895, 1899, 1900-1; defection to Spain,

I93I-3-
Tompkins, Daniel D., 6, n.
Toreno, Count, Spanish statesman, 2000-1,

2007, 2009.

Tornel, Jose Maria: 313, 1637-8; Mexican
Minister to the U. S., correspondence,

1707.

Toro, Juan, 1200.

Torre Tagle, Marquis of, 620, 629, 1068,

1732, 1747, 1749-

Torres, Lozano, 1987.

Torres, Manuel: 161-2, 196, 198-200, 206-7,

619, 754, 1206, 1226-9, 1233, 1271;
Colombian agent in the U. S., corre-

spondence, 144, 1 60; Venezuelan charge
in the U.S., correspondence, 1177, 1183;
Colombian charge in the U. S., corre-

spondence, 1185, 1189, 1200, 1206, 1209,

1216, 1217, 1218.

Tovar Ponte, Martin: 1361 ; correspondence,

1143-

Transportation: early methods in Argentina,

408-14; in Chile, 965-9, 1001.

Treaties and conventions: Utrecht (1715),

Spain and Great Britain, peace, 452,

458; Paris (1763), Spain, France and
Great Britain, peace, 458; San Ildefonso

(1777), Spain and Portugal, boundaries
in South America, 389, 436; Paris (1778),
U. S. and France, amity and commerce,
367; San Lorenzo (1795), U. S. and

Spain, friendship and delimitation, 80,

287, 359; Paris (1803), U. S. and France,

purchase of West Florida, 5; London

(1809), Spain and Great Britain, amity,

peace and alliance, 1532, 1542, 1549;
Rio de Janeiro (1810), Portugal and
Great Britain, friendship and commerce,
670, 674, 691, 699, 721, 732; Madrid

(1814), Spain and Great Britain, amity
and alliance, 1542, 1549; Madrid (1817),

Spain and Great Britain, suppression of

slave trade, 70, 1962; (1818?) Banda
Oriental [Artigas] and Great Britain,

commercial agreement, 435, 437, 44,
508-9; Washington (1819), U.

_S.
and

Spain, amity, cession and delimitation,

108-26, 177-8, 1175, 1193, 1237-8,

1254, 1864, 1946-8, 1959-61, I979-8I,

1986-2000; Buenos Aires (1819), France
and Buenos Aires, secret agreement
regarding reception of Bourbon prince,

542, 549, 1050; Buenos Aires (1819),
Chile and La Plata, for liberation of

Peru, 1190; Truxillo (1820), Spain and

Colombia, regulation of conduct of war,

157, 1203, 1205, 1209; (1820) Buenos
Aires and Santa Fe, peace between

Rodriguez and Lopez, 562; Cordova

(1821), Mexico and Spain, embodying
plan of Iguala, 157, 197, 871, 1270,

1610-11, 1613-14, 1664-5, 2006-8,

2013; Guayaquil (1822), Peru and Spain,

preliminaries of peace, 157, 627, 629,

632-3; Lima (1822), Peru and Colom-

bia, union and alliance, 188-9, I07 l
>

1239, 1244-5; Buenos Aires (1823),
Colombia and Buenos Aires, friendship
and alliance, 617-18; Buenos Aires

(1823), Buenos Aires and Spain, pre-

liminaries of peace, 622, 623-5 note,

627, 629, 1490, 1501; Bogota (1824),
U. S. and Colombia, amity and com-

merce, 227-8; (1825?) Brazil and Matto

Grosso, treaty of union, 830; Rio de

Janeiro (1825), Brazil and Portugal,

independence, 832-5, 840, 842, 847-8,

858; Rio de Janeiro (1826), Brazil and

France, commerce and navigation, 855-

7; Buenos Aires (1825), Great Britain

and Buenos Aires, 1528, 1564, 1572;

Bogota (1825), Colombia and Great

Britain, friendship and commerce, 1564,

I57I-3, 1575; London (1826), Great

Britain and Mexico, amity and com-

merce, 1122, 1661, 1677-8; Panama
(1826), Peru, Mexico, Central America
and Colombia, league and confederation,

1303-4; Paris (1827) Mexico and

France, commercial arrangement, 1661-

2, 1668-9; Ri de Janeiro (1828),
Brazil and Buenos Aires, independence
of Banda Oriental, 663, 865-7, 2187-8;

Piquisa (1828), Bolivia and Peru,

peace, 1131-2; Giron (1829), Peru and

Colombia, preliminaries of peace, 1326,

1330-1, 1336. See also Treaty relations

under names of countries.

Tripartite proposal of Great Britain to

France and the U. S. regarding Cuba,

254-62, 1560-6, 1568, 1578, 1580,

1586-8.
Triton, capture of, 1951, 1969.
Tucuman: congress of July 9, 1816, 344,

397, 423, 426-7, 485, 490, 4995 geo-

graphical description, 396, 403-5, 416,
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439. 487; ilefcat of royalists, 479: aid
agamtt royalirtB, 597, 603.

1 udor, William: 865 note, 1754; U. S. consul
at Lmm, correspondence, 1740. ivca
1755, I7SK, 1761, I7to, 1764, 1766, 1768;

I
7
!
2

' I77
2'

I774 ' I776 ' *77 8 ' 1780, 1781
7HJ, 1783, 1785, 1786, I 7 H, 1791

17'M, 17>, 79", iHoo, 1803, 1805
lia, 1814, IHIS, 1823, X835 183?
i33, 1840, 1844; U, S, charge .-it Rio dc
Janeiro, ronw[M)ndum-e, 86^, 867.

lulannnKo, rcMlion of, 1681, 1696. 1704.
I upac Amaru rt.vo | ( aKa jlwt Spain, 466-7.
J urner, British M mimcr lo Colombia, 1364
lurrcau de UnuVe, Haron, Kronen Am-

Itatwudor to the U. S., 3-4.
luyli. Baron tie, Kumiian* Minister to the

U. S.: 371, 275; correiijxmdence. 209,
agJ, 364, |M68.

Unanuc, JUpolito, 602, 1779, 1787. 1700,
. '793-4. !*, X8I8,

United Province* of Central America.
6 Central America.

United Province* of South America, 140,

!

!
57r'.

34S rtote ' 4H?1 -VM c'w Argentina.
United States
acuof congrew: (March 3, 1819) to protect
commerce and punish piracy, 97-8, 139,
167, 1179-80; (March 3, 1817) to pre-
serve the neutral relations of the U. S.,
100, 19IQ>30, 1923-4, 1933, 1935, HJ36-
7 note, 1939 note, 1941, 1943, 1945 ig.
53. * 9S3-6; (Feb. a&, iHo6, and 1-eb. 24,
rSoj), prolubiting commerce with rebels
of Santo Domingo, 1903.

agents, diplomatic and consular: ex-
changed with Argentina, 59, 64, 83,
Hy-94, too, 1 06, 159-60, 209-10, 216,
3JO-I, 34-a, 34^7. 608-9, 618-19,
631-2, *45, S&5 with C'hile, 59, 309-
i, 216, 314-15, 9^5-16, 1048, 1067,
lw;3-4, 1096, mi, ms-ai, H33,
ii,V>: with Venezuela, 89, 90, roo, 104,
1143, 1148-50, irf>7 72, 1174, 1176-7;
Stwiush, not acknowledged, 91; ex-
changnl witli C'olombia, 126 note, 144
rioip, i(x>-3, 198, 309-10, 216-1:7, 619,
i33fr-H, 1235 (; with Brazil, 141, 143,
333-3, 3<K, 670, 700, 736, 749, 776,
779 8o, 7Hj, 793-5, 803, 807, 821-2,
836, 832 note, 833, 836-0, 1752-3; with
Mexico, a to, 310, 1594-5, 1 597-9,
1614-10, 1641; reception of Poinsett m
Mexico, 1622-3, 1625-6, 1677; U. S.
consuls not admitted into Cuba, 2059-
61, ac>63"-5, 2074,

aid against Spain: sought by Argentina,
39-aa, 332 -s, 339,.34-9r 354! by
C.hjlc, 895 6; by Mexico, 1593,

Amelia island, profXHKxl occupation, 89-90,
too, 385-*, SX>. 949-50, 1175-6, 1179-
8t>. ,37, 1376-7. *442i i960, 1965.

arms twught by Argentina and Chile in,

76-8, 321-2, 326, 352-3, 898.

2225

Canning proposals for joint action with
Oreat Britain m South America, 210-
16, X092-3, 1478-95, 1501, 1506, 1510-

captures, orders against unlawful, 102";
1943.

J '

Chile, educational offers to, 1127-8
citizens: recruited to join revolutionists

10-2 1, 31-4, 1954-5 notes; detained at
Cartagena, 23-5, 27-8, 35; in Mexico,
02-3, 70-r, 95-6, 1599 1803 I 8gS
1899-1901; held at Havana, 96^7'accused of unneutral conduct, 862-4-
expelled from Caracas, 1163-4; taken
prisoners m Santa Marta, 1169; forced
to enroll m Colombian navy, 1219-20,
1222; aid to revolutionists, protested by
bpam, 1901, 1949-50; release of persons
captured by Spam in service of colonies,
2141-2.

'

Colombia, armistice request to Spain on
behalf of, 270-4, 280, 1297-8, 1425-6,
1882-3, 2127-35, 2137-8.

commercial relations: with Santo Do-
min *0i 3. 4. 164-5; France, 7-8, 1372-
Colombia, 203-4, 1143, 1145, n 5 r

"S3. "55-6, 1214-15, i 2I 8, 1255,
"65. 1348; Brazil, 238, 670, 673, 699-
700, 724, 749, 789, 792, 793-5, 807, 817,
862-4; Argentina, 329-30, 337, 373,

414715, 456-7, 504, 586-7, 642-3;
Chile, 933, 943-4, 95I ~2) 984-5, 1001-5,
1020, 1062-3, 1105; China, 1002-4,
1049; Venezuela, 1172-3, 1181-2, 13-50-
I. 1359-60.

^
T
n
g^essiona 1 messages. See Messages,

U. S. presidential.
Culm and Porto Rico: policy toward
Spanish possession, 185-6, 242-3, 247-
50, 271-2, 278-9, 306-8, 313-14, 1413-
18, 1420-1, 1553-5, I558~6o, 1570,
1577-80, 1584-5, 1587-9, r630, r645,
1653-5, 1873-6, 1879-80, 2025-7, 2063- .

4. 2086-7; tripartite proposal of Great
Britain, 254-62, 1560-6, 1568, 1578,
1580, 1586-8.

earthquake, congressional appropriation
for sufferers in South America (i8u),
"70, 1257.

expeditions: in aid of colonies, protested
by Spain, 19-21, 30-6, 1457-9, 1892-3,
1895-6, 1899-1903, 1966-7; against
Porto Rico, 163-4, 2028-32.

Florida, acquisition from Spain, 5-6, 8-1 1,

50, 109-10, 344, 1020, 1175, 1371-2,
*379, 1384, 1389, 1395-7, H34, 1448,
H53i *457. 17", 1861-2, 1892, 1897-9,
1947, 1984, 1986, 1991-3. See also

treaty relations below.

foreign relations, status in 1817, 359-60.
Galveston, occupation of, 949-50, 1175,

1377, 1949, 1966-7.
Key West used by Mexican navy, 285-9,.
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Uruguay (continued)
treaty relations: commercial agreement

with Great Britain (1818), 435, 437,
440, 508-9; between Brazil and Argen-
tina, 57^-7, 5&>, 663, 823, 829-30, 856,
859-60, 865-7, 1121, 2187-8.

Valdez, Cknveral, 640, 645, 8n, 1087, 1089-
90, uoo-*, 1738, 1751, 1767-8, 1771,
*774. 1776.

Valdjvia, Pedro de, 1010, 1013, ioif>,

Valdivia, Chile, 964-5, 971-3, 1016-17,
1 100.

Vttlirt'i Ordannance de la Marine, cited, 176,
Valparaiso, Chile, 970-1, 1009, 1073.
Van Huren, Marl in, U. S. Secretary of State,

corre|HHuh'n<T, 303, 304, 305, 309, 312,
3H-

Van New, Cornelius I'., U. S. Minister to

Spain, cormffxwdi'nct*, 305, 313.

Varga, holds land grant in Florida, 113-14.
Vattcl, cited, 117-19, 572.
Vclcz, Alejandro, Colombian charg/? in the

U. S.j 304 3; corrt'HpomltMice, 399, 1324.
Vclcx, Diaz, i3, 630, 653.

Vcnadho, Comic del, Sfe Ajxxlaca.

Venegas, Francisco J., viceroy of Mexico,
1601.

Venezuela

agents: exchanged with the U. S., 89-90,
loo, 104, 1143, 1148-50, 1167-72,
1174, 1176-7; with Great Britain,

1459; commissioners ordered to leave

Spain, 2005,
agriculture, 1 161-2.
blockade by Spain, 166, 772.
British policy in, 1181-2, 1343-5.
commercial relations; with the U. S.,

1174 3, riHi-a, 1350-1, 1359-60; with
Great Britain, n8i-a; proposed, with
Sweden, 1459.

constitution, 1153, 1155-6.
decree of Colombia relating to foreign

niixeiiN in Venezuela, 275.
defense 1

;: arum Ixnight in the U. S., 1144;
military force;, 1155-6; British soldiers

in, nHi -2.

earthquake, 1157-61, 1170, 1187, 1257.
education, ttHa.

flag, national, 1153, 1155.

geography: provinces comprising (1811),

1150; description, 1161-3,

government: patriot established (1817),

1174; Bolivar made dictator, u8oHt;
exw'utivei of, 1183; jxiwer of Paez in,

1336; following reparation from Colom-
bia, 1347-8, 1356-8; concessions} made
by Colombia, 1357.

independence: 12-16, 55, 142, 149, 194,

497, *fM. ^S -
1II 52, 1187, 1201;

declaration, 13-14, 1154-5, 1206-8.

Mprillo prociamation, 1200-1.

privateering, 128-30, 166^-85, 1179.

rec<jgnitton: by the IT. S,, 13-14, 57-8,

1373; petition to Great Britain and other
mediators, 1379-81 note, 1464.

revolution, 1152, 1158 et sea., 1170-4,
1183, 1187-8, 1393.

treaty relations with the U. S., 13153,

1355-6.
union : with New Grenada, under Colombia

(1819), 126-7, 130. 144. H9, 195, H43
note, 1187, 1199, 1204; fundamental
law of union, 1206-8 note, 1212-13,
separation from Colombia (1829), 275,
"43, 1300-1, 1304-6, 1309, 1316, 1319,

rr 1.325. 1541-67.
United States citizens expelled from

Caracas, 1 163-4.
See also Colombia.

Vengunsa, case of, 1734-6.
Vera Cruz: siege by Santa Ana, 1608; sur-

render to Mexicans, 1612; attacked by
forces of San Juan tie Ulua, 1618-20;
legislature attacks Poinsett, 1662-8,
1 68 r,

Vergara, Estanialao, Secretary for Foreign
Affairs of Colombia: 1329-30, 1332,
1340; correspondence, 1330.

Vergara, Juan Francisco cle, affidavit,
1927-8 note.

Verona Congress, 1238, 1499, 2026, 2031,
2045.

Viceroyaltiea, government under Spanish,
419-21, 444 et seq,, 495 et seq.

Victoria, Guaclalupe, President of Mexico:
1532, 1626, 1636-9, 1654-5, 1670-1,
1677, 1680, 1843; address to British

chargfi, 1623; Poinsett's address and his

reply, 1623, 1623, 1641; proclamation
on Spanish invasion, 1670-1 note.

Vidal, 611, 613-14.
Vidaurre, Peruvian Minister of Foreign

Affairs, 1816, 1830, 1832.
Vieira, Francisco Jos6, Brazilian Secretary of

Foreign Affaire, 726, 730.
Vienna Congress, 693-4, 698, 1857-8.
Villaloboa, Antonio Argote, Spanish consul

at Norfolk: 179, 1936, 1952; corre-

spondence, 1912 note, 1935-41 notes.
Villar de Fuente, Count de, 1761-4.
Villa Real, Count, Portuguese Minister at

London, 1527,
Villele, Count de, French Minister, 1399,

1409, 1421, I423. H25-6, 1526, 1633,

1668-9, 2113.
Virgin del Carmen, privateer, 168, 170.
Vives, Francisco Dionisio: governor of Cuba,

184, 1660, 2026, 2035; Spanish Minister
to the U. S., 1193, 1238, 1395-7, 1587*

1998.

Ward, British Ambassador to Russia, 1538,

1539.
Ward, Sir Henry George, British charge in

Mexico, 1581, 1626, 1631-9, 1656;
address of Victoria to, 1623.

War-ships, sale to belligerents, 73, 77-8,

107-8, 287, 290-1, 1186, 1374-5-
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